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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear
special markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information
among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from
around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this
newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers: the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland. - This can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario
K2H 6R1, for $50.00Cdn + $5.00Cdn postage within Canada; or from AAMS Publications (address
below) for $35US plus $3.00US postage within the U.S.A./$5.00US postage elsewhere.
(Members of the CAS or AAMS may purchase one copy for $40.00Cdn or $28US.)
for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official
Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral
Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that
operated the first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps,
and sold them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the
cost of the service.)
also detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the AAMS.
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to 1940; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both
are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5
or 6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful
books and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year (for Canadians). Further information can be
obtained from the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS
website at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $3US postpaid from AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956,
or downloaded from the internet at: http://panther.bsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any
publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
1) The annual meeting of the Society was held April 26 at the
R.A. Centre, Ottawa in conjunction with ORAPEX. 6 members
A moment of respect was observed for those
were present.
no longer with us, Ron Kitchen and Bob Jamieson.
2) The previous minutes were accepted and the President (able
to be with us for the first time in a number of years) made
a number of remarks on, the recently published catalogue and
about sales of 1997 Snowbird covers. The catalogue is
selling well, about 550 overall (some 15 at ORAPEX) and plans
are underway to consider changes or additions for a possible
future edition (airmail stamps, index to advertizers etc.)
Particular mention was made of the fine work done by Ron
Miyanishi in getting it all on computers and all members
agreed with this. Some 45 people in all worked on this and
it was awarded a large vermeil at India, an AAMS Gold etc.
3) The Treasurer gave a report ( see page 7 of the March issue of
The Canadian Aerqphilatelist for details ) and in essence we are
barely holding our own. Some revenues are a 'one shot' deal
and will not recur so next year may see some slippage. The
meeting agreed that the question of raising membership fees
should be discussed at the next general meeting. This year's
financial statement was accepted as presented.
-

4) The President on behalf of Dick McIntosh reported on plans for
possible commemorative flight covers in conjunction with the
Post Office and special Snowbird covers for the year 2000.
Anyone with ideas or offers of help should let the President
know.
5) A report from Pat Sloan was presented indicating that as no
other nominations had been received by the deadline, the
present executive should continue in office. By an amendment
to the by-laws approved by all present, the term of office
was extended to two years. The main reason for this is that
there is little or no response from members to annual elections.
6) There being no other business, the meeting was concluded.

02.776zArt (
REPORT ON THE KINGSTON SYMPOSIUM, April 19 th 1998.
Seven members of the CAS enjoyed a good lunch, great company, and an excellent presentation
by Jim Brown about Eddie Hubbard, (If you don't yet know who Eddie Hubbard was, check Jim's
Home Page: http://www.gulfislands.com/jab/
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IN MEMORIAM

Robert Jamieson loved stamps
BY DONNA JEAN MACKINNON
STAFF REPORTER

Robert Harry Jamieson, a
respected philatelist, put his
stamp on Toronto.
Mr. Jamieson died last Friday of heart disease at the age
of 75, leaving behind a score of
municipal accomplishments
and a reputation as an awardwinning stamp collector.
After he retired from the
Robert Simpson Co. in 1979,
he became president of the Toronto Convention and Tourism Bureau and a director of
the Canadian National Exhibition. He also took on the first
presidency of the Town of
York Historical Society.
Mr. Jamieson's daughter,
Heather Moffit, recalls that her father
particularly loved the
Scottish tattoo held
each year at the CNE.
Mr. Jamieson was
born in Toronto, but
was brought up on
Long Island after his
father, an employee
with the Canadian National Railway, was MR. JAMIESON
transferred to New
York.
When World War II broke
out, both Mr. Jamieson and his
brother William were in high
school. They later travelled to
Toronto and joined the RCAF.

In 1942, Mr. Jamieson was
shipped to London where he
served as a ground crewman.
"We used to meet in London
on leave," recalls William Jamieson. "Bob knew all the
places to go in London and
when the buzz bombs came
overhead, every one else headed for the Tube and we headed
for a pub."
When the brothers returned
to Long Island after the war,
they discovered that none of
their friends had survived the
war and decided to seek their
fortune in Toronto.
In 1945, Mr. Jamieson went
to work for Simpson's in the
advertising department. He
met Shirley Reid, also a Simpson's employee, at a party and
they married in 1949.
"They were both there with
someone else," said Moffit.
"But when they saw each other, it was love at first sight.
They spent the evening talking
about how to tell their dates."
When the couple's first child
was born in 1959, the Jamiesons moved to Thornhill,
where they lived out their
lives.
Besides his family, stamp
collecting was the love of Mr.
Jamieson's life.
He inherited his father's
stamps and built an awardwinning collection.

In 1969, Mr. Jamieson
sold a rare inverted
stamp and used the money to buy passage to Australia for the family on
the Oriana.
In 1984, he won an international gold medal
for his Queen Victoria
"Widow Weeds" collection.
"He also won a silver
medal for his Queen Victoria
collection," said William
Jamieson.
"Bob said winning these
medals was like winning the
Olympics."
From 1981 to 1989, Mr. Jamieson was circulation manager of the British North
American Philatelic Society.
Mr. Jamieson leaves his son
Kevin Jamieson of Toronto,
daughter Heather Moffit of
Australia and three grandchildren.
He is also survived by his
brother William Jamieson of
Toronto and sisters Jean Cox
of California and Beverley
Clarke of Oakville.
A funeral service for Mr. Jamieson was held at Thornhill
Presbyterian Church yesterday. He was an elder there.
THE TORONTO STAR Wednesday, March 18, 1998 B5

Most Canadian aerophilatelists are indebted to Bob Jamieson, but may not recognize his
name. - He contributed to many publications regarding Canadian Semi-Official air mail stamps,
and most recently was the editor of the Semi-Official section in the UNITRADE Specialized
Catalogue of Canadian Stamps.
Bob collected stamps for many years, and enjoyed telling about the first semi-official air
mail stamp lie acquired in the 1930's: a Laurentide Airways stamp on a cover to Reginald P.
Brook Stamps. He was about twelve years old at the time, his family was living in the New York
area, and lie had a daily newspaper route. The cover was given to him by a member of the Brook
family, as a tip for delivering their newspaper.
Although he had a phenomenal air mail collection, Bob concentrated on exhibiting his
Queen Victoria "Widow Weeds" as lie thought they were more complete.
In recent years Bob participated in each of the annual symposiums held in Toronto by
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. His company will be missed by many people.
(Bob's air mail collection will be auctioned in the Fall. For more information see Charles G. Firby's
advertisement on page 15 of this newsletter.)
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THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I am pleased to report that over 500 copies of The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland have
been sold since the publication of the catalogue in mid-December 1997. We have been awarded a
large vermeil medal at INDEPEX'97 in Delhi, India (this was for a proof copy only) and a large
gold medal and grand literature entry award at COLPEX'98 in Grove City, (near Columbus)
Ohio. COLOPEX'98 was the Spring Meeting of the AAMS and one of the four national literature
exhibitions held each year in the USA. Despite a number of technical flaws, such as no index and
no listing of advertisers, the aerophilatelic collectors have really appreciated the effort that our 45
members of the catalogue group put into the preparation of the catalogue.
We have received new data for a number of additions to the catalogue, including documentation
concerning the efforts of the Royal Military College of Canada exploring in the early 1900's, the
possibility of setting up a communication system using carrier pigeons. We hope eventually to
prepare the first official carrier pigeon communication in Canada through the auspices of the
CAS. One very happy CAS member and catalogue user from Edmonton reported that he was able
to identify two scarce Canadian first flight covers in a dealer's holdings valued at $350.00 that he
purchased for $10.00 each. He may purchase a second catalogue to have one at hand at all times!
Anyone who has corrections or additions to apply to our catalogue please send the details to me. I
will share the observations with the applicable Section Leaders and Ron Miyanishi, our computer
coordinator. New data will be actioned by Ron later this fall as at present he is working with the
AAMS on Volume I of the 6 th Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue. The target date for
publication is for the 75 th Anniversary Convention of the AAMS at VAPEX'98, Virginia Beach,
13-15 November 1998. I am seeking Section Leaders and assistants to work on the following
Sections : (a) A comprehensive Index for the whole catalogue; (b) An advertising coordinator to
obtain more ads for the Second Edition and compilation of an advertisers' index; (c) Preparation
of a pictorial listing with data of all of the air mail and air mail special delivery stamps of Canada
along with photos of all the stamps listed by Jim Kraemer in his Section on aircraft depicted on
Canadian stamps and aerograms (approval to depict the stamps has been received by Canada Post
Corporation and to use the Scots numbering system from Unitrade); (d) Assistants for Dan Barber
and Joseph Berkovits who are seeking all major auction catalogue references for the sale of
Canadian and Newfoundland air mail collections; (e) Assistants for Earl Covert who is compiling
data for a Section on the Second World War Canadian air letter forms that preceded the Forces
Air Letter Forms Section done by Ritch Toop (Ritch had hoped to do this Section also but cancer
got to him first); (0 An updated Canadian air mail rate listing; (g) Assistants to any of the other
listed Section Leaders by collectors interested in any of the particular Sections. Although our first
edition has been well received the Second Edition can be much improved. Join our group of
workers who have made their mark on Canadian and Newfoundland aerophilatelic history.
Daryl Carter of the Marketing Branch, Canada Post Corporation, visited my home a few weeks
ago to advise me that Canada Post was impressed with our catalogue and that he would seek
permission to advertise it bilingually in their philatelic publications mailed to their 350,000 plus
recipients. He also told me that his department would cooperate with the CAS to provide
special cancellations for special first flight covers, coming to or going from Canada, as well as

CONTINUED
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THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:
special commemorative aviation events. Dick McIntosh has volunteered to coordinate these
activities. If any member knows of an upcoming special flight to, from or within Canada, please
let Dick McIntosh know.*Joseph Berkovits has already suggested that a special cancel and
souvenir sheet be prepared for 25 August 1999 to commemorate the 80 th anniversary of the New
York Air Race flight from Toronto to New York and return on 25 August 1919 (PF-17). Has
anyone any other suggestions? Let us take advantage of Daryl Carter's offer to help promote
aerophilately in Canada.
Our 1997 Snowbird project cleared at least $400.00 Canadian for the CAS. For 1999 The
Snowbirds have offered to fly 30 autographed sets of nine envelopes over the Capitol (Ottawa) on
1 July 1998. They have already sent their 1998 coloured brochure to me. If you wish a 1998
Snowbird brochure and/or a set of the 9 autographed envelopes ($45.00) or a cover signed by all
nine members of the Snowbird team ($15.00 each) please let me know now. We have 30 sets
prepared and give 10 sets to the Snowbirds for their kindness in flying and autographing the
envelopes. Thus there are 20 sets available for sale.
There has been much debate over the proposal emitting from the Headquarters of the FIP to
cancel the FIP Commission on Aerophilately with its sub-section on Astrophilately and include it
in the Postal History classification as in earlier times. All aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists want
the Aerophilatelic Commission to remain separate and to be judged by their own peers. Although
FIP Exhibitions have many airmail exhibits, in Canada and to a lesser degree in the USA there are
few air mail exhibits. At the annual National Exhibition in Edmonton in March 1998 and at
ORAPEX'98 there was only one, air mail exhibit. This eight page exhibit on Canadian first flight
covers was by an 8 year old young lady, Kelsey Stephenson, 18919 - 86A Avenue, Edmonton,
Alberta, T5T 4X9. I was impressed with her presentation and as President of the CAS I awarded
her a year's complimentary membership in the CAS, a CAS pin, and a selection of CAS prepared
souvenir envelopes. We must encourage more young people to collect aerophilately and to exhibit
their prized items. If older members throughout the world are not exhibiting locally no wonder the
FIP is thinking of deleting Aerophilately as an international class. To help Kelsey develop her own
personal collection I request our members to send her a gift of a few duplicate Canadian first
flight covers. You will feel good in doing this kindness and Kelsey will be very happy to receive
the aerophilatelic items.
The CAS held its Annual General Meeting on Sunday, 26 April 1998 during ORAPEX'98 with
six members present. The current executive was appointed for another two years. Twelve
members signed in, two new members joined the CAS, 16 catalogues were sold, and $230.00 in
CAS covers were sold. There were no air mail exhibits shown except my Canadian aerogrammes
which received a vermeil award. The CAS experienced an excellent time at ORAPEX'98. Our
Honourable Editor, Chris Hargreaves made a brief visit to the show on Saturday. Our next event
will be a meeting on Sunday, 31 May 1998 at the RPSC exhibition, ROYAL 97 in Hamilton,
Ontario. I hy that an o
will have been able to attend. Best regards to all.
RK Malott President CAS
In order to establish the amount of interest in new First Flight
Covers, Dick McIntosh has asked that any members interested in
purchasing them, (assuming a price of $5.00 each), write to him
at 47 Aldenham Court, Toronto, M3A 1S3, as soon as possible.
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NEW MEMBERS
#277 Ed Matthews, Oakville, Ontario.
#278
Bill Law, Merrickville, Ontario.
#279 J.M. Cholette, Aylmer, Quebec.
#280 Kelsey Stephenson, Edmonton, Alberta.
#281 Andy Ellwood, Ottawa, Ontario.
Richard Hills, Smithville, Ontario.
#282
#283 G.E. Lepine, Ottawa, Ontario.
I think this is the most new members I have ever reported for a three month period! - Welcome to
you all!

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
BNAPS is a very active organization, for people interested in any aspect of "Canadian" philately.
The March 1998 issue of their quarterly journal,
aerophilatelic articles:

BNA TOPICS contained two very interesting

- Famous Newfoundland Flights of the 1930's - Then and Now, by NORRIS R. DYER, described
his visit last year to the take off sites of some of the famous Trans-Atlantic flights: Shoal
Harbour (the Balbo Armada); Holyrood (the Dornier DO-X); and Harbour Grace (the Miss
Columbia).The article includes information about the sites now, and the flights that departed
from them.
Finding the sites was quite difficult, but once there the author "felt in the presence of
history". He also "visited one of the few antique stores that Newfoundland has, in Holyrood,

but found no Dornier 'souvenirs'. Anything good was snatched up long ago. Period
photographs or postcards of these early flights just cannot be found outside of philatelic
circles. It is often easier to buy flown covers from these flights than old photos of the planes."
- The Abandoned Flight of the "Newfoundlander", by JEROME C. JARNICK, gave some
intriguing background information regarding the "Wayzata" stamps, prepared for the neverstarted "First Trans-Atlantic Air Mail and Passenger Flight" in 1932.
The BNAPS also has an AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP, which produces a most informative newsletter
three times a year. This has recently been running a series of articles on pilot-signed covers. (This is
a topic I've been about-to-write-on for a while, but I kept running out of space.)
For more information on these publications, or any other aspect of BNAPS activities, contact: Basil
Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, Illinois 60025-2301, U.S.A.

CATAPULT MAIL WEB SITE
Ken Sanford has informed me that :

There is a new web site on the subject of Catapult Mail, which is that of Mr. Aksel Maack in
Denmark. He is studying catapult mail rates and would like the assistance of any
aerophilatelists in completing his catapult mail rates study. Look at his web site at:
http://hjem.get2net.dk/catapultmail
Thanks Ken.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AT CANADA POST
According to a report in the Canadian Stamp News, the Postal Workers "cried fowl over the post

office's design of a new corporate logo which will replace those on all literature, uniform
patches and vehicles in the next year or so".
The cost of the new logo is estimated as $8million by a Canada Post official, but as $30million by the
Canadian Union of Postal Workers. - Meanwhile the arbitration hearing on Canada Post's plans for
spending cuts, which contributed to the strike last Fall, continues!
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - Part 4 - CANADA
Don Amos is described in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as "the elder statesman of
Canadian air mail collectors". He began collecting Canadian air mail in the 1930's, and has
assisted with the Canadian Section of several editions of the American Air Mail Catalogue. I was
delighted to receive the following information from Don, to provide some "Canadian content" for
this series.

rissT

FLIOnT

Some of the cachets from the Peace River - Carcajou - Fort Vermilion - North Vermilion First Flights.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF AIR MAIL
Don Amos
Chris has asked me to write about the early days of air mail collecting in the 1920's and 1930's,
generally referred to as the "Golden Age of Air Mail".
The flights of 1918-19 did not generate too much country-wide interest at the time, although most
kids, including me, collected stamps. Scott's catalogue was about the size of an ordinary school text book.
Some interest in air mail really started in 1924 when Laurentide Air Service issued their first
stamp. There was a sudden demand for Canada's "first" air mail stamp, although Laurentide had no idea
what they were doing in philately, and were caught by surprise by the demand for their stamp. (I learned
this later when the air mail bug bit me in 1930, from W.R. Patton, an air mail dealer here in Winnipeg
where I also live.) Only a few were interested in covers in 1924. The stamp was the thing in those days.
As other airlines followed, collectors started to become interested in flight covers as well as their
stamps, and most covers on their inaugural flights had an appropriate marking or cachet of some kind
applied. When possible, first flights were announced in the press and stamp papers. The main thing in
those days was the first flight. Few knew about, and cared less, about later flights. This probably accounts
for the scarcity of these in the semi-officials, as many were thrown away.
Air mail collecting steadily increased during the late 1920's. Canada already had it's first
government air mail stamp which caused quite a bit of excitement, and by 1930 everything seemed to fall
into place. Air Mail societies were already in force, stamp papers and magazines were going well, and
other publications would also have air mail notices, etc, both national and international. Pilots were also
trying long distance flights, and many were taking souvenir covers.
Canada was opening up more and more air mail routes, and was now issuing notices of coming
first flights to those on it's mailing list, with instructions as to preparing covers for the flight(s). Collectors
should address covers to themselves with the address at the right to leave room for the cachet, mark it "Via
Air Mail", put the route beneath it, enclose a filler (to receive a good impression of the cachet and
postmarkings), prepay it at the air mail rate, and send it, (or them), under cover to the District
Superintendent of Postal Service at the distributing city of that flight area. There the covers would receive
the cachets and be forwarded to the flight base. They would go forward on the first flights, be

backstamped at the receiving points, and forwarded to the address on the cover. (However, while some
people put their own addresses on the covers, as the notices said, others liked them addressed direct to the
end of the flight. Most of mine were direct.)
Continued
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - Part 4 - CANADA: The Golden Age of Air Mail by Don Amos, continued:

I recall reading in one stamp paper that the cachets on Canadian first flight covers were judged to
be the most attractive in the world. In the U.S.A. the Washington post office was also issuing notices for
first flights in the U.S.

FIRST FLIGHT COVER SIGNED BY THE PILOT: Z. LEWIS LEIGH

After receiving the cover back, we sometimes tried to get them signed by the pilot. There were
various ways of doing this. I lived in Winnipeg at the time, so could go out to the airfield, and walk in to
a Company's office. If the pilot was in, they would sign the cover. If the pilot was away on a flight, you
could leave the cover with the Company, and the pilot signed it when they got back. You could also mail
your cover to a Company's office at another airfield, and they would get it signed for you.
Another method was to mail your covers to "Bob of the Northland", and he would arrange to get
them signed. - He charged fifteen or twenty cents for this, (and you included a stamped addressed
envelope for their return). Bob gave five cents of this fee to the pilot, to "at least give them a smoke for
their trouble".
As mentioned above, "the air mail bug bit me in 1930". I was always a lover of the outdoors, and
the north country in particular. "We" were also collecting stamps. I heard that Ottawa sent out lists of new
stamps, etc., and immediately sent my name in. The first item I received was a First Flight notice for the
Peace River - Carcajou - Fort Vermilion - North Vermilion route. Wow! The north country. That started it,
and it remained. I went for all flights then as everyone did, but later stayed with Canada. Later still I got
rid of all my southern flights and kept the north which, of course, included the semi-officials.
Commemorative cachets were another thing that became popular in the 1930's, (air mail or
otherwise). Airport dedications, which were another new branch of air mail collecting, were specially
popular, but cachets were applied to almost any event one could think of, and collectors went for them.
Most were in the U.S.A., but Canada had the odd one here and there. First Day covers, however, had not
become popular as yet. Few bothered with them.
Through all this the Great Depression was on. For most collectors money was hard to come by,
but most seemed able to pick up the odd semi-official stamp or cover, as well as sending their covers in
for first flights. Most could afford to send only one cover for each leg, but a few dealers sent in small
quantities. While chocolate bars, hot dogs, hamburgers, and soft drinks were five cents each, and most
other things were priced according to hard times, interest in philately never waned, even when Canada
discontinued it's Prairie air mail service in 1932.
Continued
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - Part 4 - CANADA: The Golden Age of Air Mail by Don Amos, continued:

The early 1930's was also a time when collectors started to specialize in certain areas more and
more. Canada, however, continued to open up new air routes, mostly to the north country, and provided
cachets for the first flights on nearly all of them. Continued interest in these is shown by the quantities of
covers carried.
For semi-officials, W.K. Patton seemed to be the leading dealer in them. In 1935 he issued an
almost complete price list. Here are just a few items from this list: Laurentide (CL1) rouletted at left,
$12.75; Aero Club of Canada (CLP1) without numerals, $10.50; Moose Jaw (CLP7) strip of five, $35.00;
too many Patricias and proofs to mention; Yukon (CL42c) book of 100 stamps, $32.00; Patricia Airways
Ltd. (CL43a) inverted plane, $17.50. All were mint never hinged, as with all on his list.
Then, as now, the various Cities, Provinces, and States, had their stamp clubs and societies. In air
mail there was the American Air Mail Society, and in Canada the International Air Mail Society started by
Ian C. Morgan of Montreal in 1930. I was a member of the International Air Mail Society: it had a journal,
but the Society only lasted a few years before folding. "Bob of the Northland" started the Canada-West
Society, and later the Collectors of Canada Air Mail, but these also lasted only a few years as Alberta
also had it's own Provincial Philatelic Society of which "Bob" was a member.
The air mail dealers of the time included W.R. Patton, whom I was fortunate in knowing as we
were both in Winnipeg, and who never hesitated to share his excellent knowledge of air mail with anyone
who asked. Patton started in 1926, and issued regular bulletins on air mail. His name probably appears on
more covers than anyone else's.
Another dealer was M. Robertson Arlidge, who operated as "Bob of the Northland". He came to
Edmonton from Toronto in 1930 for his health, (he had been gassed in World War 1), and started a stamp
business specializing in air mail. It lasted only a few years, but he got collectors in on some very important
covers during those years. He also produced a very fancy envelope to be used for covers:

A "Bob of the Northland" envelope.
A.C. Roessler of East Orange, N.J., U.S., was also active. He sent covers all over the place,
although some are questionable today. He would send a shoe box full of covers, with a blank cheque
enclosed, up here to Canadian Airways Limited office in Winnipeg, and ask them to send them on the next
first flight.
There was also Marks Stamp Co. of Toronto; Chas. B. Hill-Tout of Victoria, B.C.; Fred Jarrett of
Toronto; and a few others who do not come to mind at this moment.
Continued
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - Part 4 - CANADA: The Golden Age of Air Mail by Don Amos, continued:

Air mail publications of the day were Lynn's Weekly Stamp News, Weekly Philatelic Gossip, and
Mekeel's, all of which gave plenty of space to air mail. There were also W.R. Patton's regular notices and
price lists; a regular magazine and newsletters put out by Bob of the Northland; and, of course, all the
clubs and societies had their journals and newsletters.
In catalogues we had the Standard Airpost Catalogue by Donald E. Dickason of Wooster, Ohio,
U.S.A., which was a world catalogue with a Canadian section containing both stamps and flight covers,
that was edited by W.R. Patton. In Canada we had Smith, Crouch, and Janet's Airmail Catalogue; Canada
and Newfoundland; Boggs; and Morgan's who had semiofficial stamps and flight covers, and later another
with semi-official stamps only.
In 1934 Canada had it's last semi-official air mail stamp, a Canadian Airways Limited overprint
of: "10 CENTS" on it's 1932 issue, to enable stamp clerks in post offices to keep some account of the
stamps when sold to the public. Of course we collectors didn't know it would be the last, but as time went
on and no more appeared we resigned ourselves to that situation.
(Some years later there was a debate among collectors about how these semi-official stamps had
been sold, and whether they could only be purchased from the airlines. - I had had the personal experience
of going into the Winnipeg Post Office and buying semi-official air mail stamps over the counter!
Eventually somebody also found an old Post Office Bulletin listing the post offices in which they could be
purchased, which were generally along the route.)
Also, in the later 1930's the Post Office began to cut down on sending out first flight notices,
although they were starting new air routes all the time. The Trans-Canada Airlines inauguration of March
1939 was basically the last of the domestic flights they serviced. After that contracts for first flights
seemed to come one after another so fast that the Post Office had no time to issue notices or service first
flight covers, although they still maintained a mailing-list for first flight bulletins. There was great
disappointment among collectors all over, and many wrote to Ottawa to try and get first flight service
reinstated, but to little avail. The Post Office only sent notices and serviced a few first flight covers after
1939, mainly for international flights, and then discontinued it's bulletin list in 1948.
To appreciate those early days of air mail, especially the early 1930's, the thrills and excitement of
sending in your covers and getting them back with their cachets on them, new air mail stamps, etc., one
had to live through them. Was it really the Golden Age of Air Mail? Yes, it was.
Thanks again for a great article Don!

"C6" - THE CANADIAN AIR MAIL STAMP OF 1938

The aircraft shown on this stamp is a Fairchild Sekani, of which only two were built. - "So
unmanageable was the aircraft in the air, that experts are of the opinion that should the
airplane have ever found itself in the position illustrated on the postage stamp it would have
crashed!"
This quote, and much more, is in a great article on the "C6" by Jim Kraemer that first
appeared in The Canadian Philatelist in 1988, and has just been reprinted the March 1998 issue
of The Airpost Journal. - For more information on The Airpost Journal, see page 2 of this
newsletter.
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP
Murray Heifetz
Arrrn FIVE" OATS PrTURN TO

VIA AIR MAIL

N.LS.

r Chas. E. Forth:_
Bureau de 1'Administreteur
du Service Postal,
Quebec, Que.

Airmail service within Canada really starts in 1928. Prior to this, there were experimental flights
by the RAF/RCAF, flights by individual pilots, and some regular services in Manitoba, Northern
Ontario and Western Quebec by the early local "bush" airlines. In 1928 there began regular
routes contracted by the Canadian Post Office, the introduction of a basic 5c airmail rate, and the
issuance of a 5c airmail stamp.
With these new services there arose the need to identify mail which was to be carried by air.
Initially this was done by specially designed airmail envelopes, use of airmail etiquettes, and
merely inscribing or creating a handstamp reading "by Airmail" or some similar wording.
Towards the end of 1928 the Post Office authorized the use of a handstamp reading "AIR MAIL"
enclosed in a rectangular box.
It is unclear how this handstamp was distributed or by whom it was produced. One possibility is
that it was made in Ottawa by a designated manufacturer and distributed to postmasters
throughout the country. In this regard, attempts were made to verify this through the Post Office
archives and through Pritchard-Andrews (the most likely manufacturer). Post Office records of
this period are incomplete and no reference was found. No reply could be obtained from
Pritchard-Andrews. A second possibility is that anyone could produce a handstamp as long as it
conformed to Post Office prescribed design. The third, and most likely possibility, is that the Post
Office established the permitted design and that postmasters could have them produced in their
own area for local use. Usage seems to have been optional.
In "The Transportation Proof Strikes of Canada" edited by J. Paul Hughes, 7 of these markings
are proofed. Two of them, with a second line "Poste Aerienne", were later proofs, but have never
been seen by this writer in actual use. Two of the others, proofed in October 1928, seem to be
identical in all the aspects pertinent to my classification. The remaining four were proofed
between April and December 1928. It is uncertain as to when these were first used on flown
covers. My earliest is dated March 5, 1929. There is no "latest" date. Some people still have a
handstamp in their possession. One local postmaster still uses it on some of his personal mail.
The major period of use was from about 1931 to 1937, corresponding to the period of growth in
Canadian airmail service. Usage decreased rapidly with the introduction of "all-up" air service.
CONTINUED
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THE 'BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP by Murray Heifetz, continued:
To the best of my knowledge, these boxed markings have never been previously classified. This
study is an attempt to do so, from the data base in my own collection. The classification,
enumeration, and methodology is arbitrary. There is probably a better and more logical way of
doing this and suggestions from readers are welcome. The markings vary in four ways:
- The actual letter shapes are different
- The letters may be the same but the strike dimensions vary
- The design is the same but the rectangular box has different breaks
- The colour of the strike varies
The design based on letter shape is given a Roman numeral classification. For the same basic design but with
different dimensions, there is a "sub-letter". For the same design, but with frame breaks, there is a "sub-numeral".
Colour variations are noted in the text.
The variation by size is somewhat questionable. For each sub-type there is a wide range of measured markings.
This creates an overlap of types which makes assignment arbitrary. More important, being a hand stamp, actual
dimensions can vary with the pressure applied or the angle of strike of the stamp. The differences between types
are small enough that 6 sub types of type I may actually be a much smaller number. Measurements of the
enclosed letters are taken from the left extremity of the 'A' in 'Air' to the outside of the '1' in 'Mail'. The '1' is also
used for the letter height. Many strikes which have the same classification may also vary in the thickness of the
letters. Where this is prominent, it is noted in the text.
There are at least two features which require further research. Types V and VI are diffferent in basic letter style
than types I - IV. The latter types can all relate to the design proofed by the Post Office. The first two cannot.
The question is, where they designs by a private organization, or where they officially approved hand stamps.
For instance, most, but not all, of the covers seen with the type V stamp, are on covers designed by the
International Air Mail Society in Montreal. Was this their design? I have only seen the one example of the type
VI marking.
The second feature is the question of multiple strikes. Covers are known with more than one strike. They can be
two or more of the same strike, two different strikes in the same colour, or two different strikes in different
colours. The last case makes it reasonable to assume that the strikes were applied in different cities. I have only
six covers with multiple strikes. The include covers totally within Canada, covers to the U.S.A., and covers sent
overseas. My supposition is that the initial strike was applied at the first point from which airmail service was
being provided. Consider a cover from Vancouver to New York or to Europe. It would have a strike applied in
Vancouver, eventually get to Toronto (via either Seattle or Winnipeg-Pembina depending on the year), and then
have another strike applied in Toronto for onward air service to either New York or Montreal. However, this
needs to be verified.
Hopefully this initial study will have readers looking through their own collections and identifying the various
marks on their covers. We then may be able to develop some more accurate classifications and understanding of
the processes. As a matter of incidental interest, I had always ranked this marking as being a very common one.
While it is true that I do have a substantial number of covers with the handstamp, I was quite surprised to see
how tiny a percentage it was of the total flown covers I have. The markings are certainly not rare but they are a
little more difficult to get than I had assumed - particularly 1929 dates and some of the scarcer types.

CONTINUED
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP by Murray

Heifetz, continued:

TYPE I
proofed April 1928

Box size
Letter size

44-45 x 17-171/2 mm
351/2-37 x 8-81/2mm

.violet, magenta

Colours

III

TYPE II

TYPE

441/2-46 x 17-18mm
37-39 x 8-9mm

441/2-46 x 17-18mm
38 x 9mm

violet, magenta, blue

violet

Frame

unbroken

broken on all 4 sides

broken on all 4 sides
Ale of `M I skorter thanT4,)

My earliest date

Apr. 14, 1930

Sept. 27, 1932

1934-day illegible

Montreal, Moncton
Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary
Sherbrooke, Granby,Windsor

Vancouver only

Vernon, B.C.

Cities Posted

Amherst, Saskatoon
CONTINUED

ADVERTISEMENT

ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 11106.
POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in-our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOLK HAVE
FOR SALE 7

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718-786-1341
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP by Murray Heifetz, continued:

TYPE IV

TYPE V

TYPE VI

i r rflail

Air Maii

'Aire/Wail
Box Size
Letter Size

441/2 x 171/2mm
40 x 9mm

421/2 - 45 x 16mm
336 - 38 x 9mm

41-1/2 x 18-1/2mm
33 x 10mm
(measured for 'A')

Colours

black

black, magenta

black

Frame

broken at top and
bottom left corners

unbroken

unbroken

My Earliest date

July 11, 1938

June 14, 1933

Serpt. 19, 1938

Cities Posted

Calgary Exhibition PO

Montreal only

"Nascopie" at Halifax
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THE "BOXED"
AIR MAIL
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by
Murray Heifetz,
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My earliest date
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Broken bottom only
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Broken all 4 sides
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AIR MAIL
HAND STAMP
by
Murray Heifetz,
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP by Murray Heifetz, continued:

EDITOR'S POSTSCRIPT:
I found Murray's article intriguing, and it has added another dimension to my assessment of
otherwise "similar" covers.
Since receiving the article, I have been to a number of stampshows, had the opportunity to
look through several hundred covers, and reviewed my own collection. - This led to a number of
questions that I sent to Murray. These questions, and Murray's responses, are summarized below:

Yonc ton & Lagdalen Islands

Am
JAN/

\

1/4.?..;
"4!

2£3

Tannei,/ Green
Grindst.one Island
Magdalen Islands
oCalf of St .Lawrenc e ,

Question: One set of questions regards the "proofing" of this handstamp. In particular, I am
intrigued that I have the above cover with this handstamp postmarked MONCTON AM JAN
11 28 N.B., yet according to the information you quote from J. Paul Hughes, the earliest
"proof" of these markings dates from April 1928.
Also, if the idea of proofing is to have a record of different handstamps, I am
wondering why proofs were made of two handstamps that you describe as "identical in all
respects pertinent to my classification", but proofs were not found of later handstamps which
were visibly quite different from any of those proofed, (e.g. for letter shapes, or breaks in the
rectangular box)?
Response: Your cover is most intriguing. It certainly is the earliest date I have seen and I've seen
quite a few. The proofs were in a printing of transportation proofs published by Bob Lee and
edited by Paul Hughes. They obviously came out of the Canadian proof book, but whether he
missed some or whether all the strikes were not proofed, I can't even guess. The only thought
that comes to mind is the addressee. The cover itself is not rare. I have a few. Tanner Green was
a post office official who created many covers. I could speculate and suggest that he had one
of these prototype hand stamps which he used before they were issued. In any case it is now
the earliest known.
Question: The breaks in the boxes produce another set of questions, especially as to their relative
significance compared to variations in the size of the handstamps.
If, as you say is most likely, "the Post Office established the permitted design" of these
handstamps, and postmasters then had them produced locally, I am wondering how much
latitude was allowed in conforming to the permitted design? It seems possible that all the
different sizes of handstamp within TYPE I could have been regarded as acceptable local
variations, but what about the line breaks? Would an apparently "brand new" handstamp like
the one on the Embarras Portage cover below, with obvious breaks in the side bars, be
regarded as an acceptable local variation? Yet, if it was an "official variation" in design, why
was the change made?
(I did, by the way, find it much easier to spot different handstamps by the linebreaks,
which came third in your criteria of classification, than by the size of handstamp which came
second.)
CONTINUED
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP by Murray Heifetz, continued:

Response: After trying for over 10 years to find out the authority and source of these handstamps,
with no success, I can only guess as to some of the questions you legitimately raise. Lets start
with one premise which is fundamental to the whole study. Since the handstamps are found
applied across the whole country, over a span of many years, from addressors to addressees
with no relation to each other, and with an apparent uniformity of design, there can be no
doubt that this had to be due to a prime source at the outset of usage. There are two
possibilities. The Post Office could have recommended a design and then left it up to individual
handstamp manufacturers or stationers to produce these and have them available for retail sale.
This actually was the case for the original airmail design envelopes, especially in the USA.
Alternately, the Post Office could have recommended the design and authorized local
postmasters to have them produced locally for application only at the post office. There is a
third possibility which I reject i.e. the Post Office could have had them all produced in some
place like Ottawa and then distributed them to postmasters on request. I reject it on grounds
or variation in design related to specific points of application - the most notable being
Vancouver.
Because it was an arbitrary and seemingly optional use, I have no difficulty accepting the
concept that manufacturing flaws resulting in frame breaks were not considered sufficiently
serious or important to warrant rejection. To mark some cover as "Air Mail", the stamp was just
a replacement for handscript or typing so why worry about a design fault. These design
variations would not be They would merely be production varieties.
I don't argue with your comment about the priority of frame breaks over dimensions in
a classification. Maybe this will come about on a future revisit. It was just the order in which I
arbitrarily looked at the markings.
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Question: This cover from Embarrass Portage also raises questions regarding the usage of these
handstamps, as it is the only FFC I have seen from the Embarrass Portage - Ft. McMurray flight
that has a boxed AIR MAIL stamp. So why did it get one, and where was it applied?
(I find it rather nice that the sometimes maligned First Flight Covers suddenly have a
special value, as we can identify covers which all went by the same flight, yet received
different markings! - An examination of other First Flight Covers from AMCN flight 3177 has
so far shown that:
no other covers from Embarras Portage, in either direction, have this handstamp;
no other covers to Fort McMurray have this handstamp;
Edwin Mooers produced FFCs for all four legs of this flight, but none of the other
covers received this handstamp on their way back to Kingston!)
Response:
Your cover is scarce although I doubt if this will ever be converted into monetary
advantage. I have only 1 or 2 covers with the handstamp on a cacheted first flight cover. It was
really redundant as the cachet indicated carriage by air mail. No additional handstamp was
necessary.
CONTINUED
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP by Murray Heifetz, continued:

Question: I note in your comments on multiple strikes, that you've suggested this handstamp was
sometimes applied en route, to indicate the start, or resumption, of air mail service. It would
be interesting to know the destinations of the covers, as well as the "cities posted" given in
your tables, to see if there are cases when covers posted in different centres were all routed
through one city in which the handstamp might have been applied.
Response: The analysis of routings is something I did but not too thoroughly. With the major usage
occurring between 1930 and 1937 there were not that many cities that could have been an
"exchange centre". The one obvious one is Vancouver. There are postings from places in BC,
particularly Victoria, to destinations in the rest of Canada. These, if marked at all, received the
"Vancouver" strike and obviously were routed through Vancouver.

Arran F.va Dnv• RaTunri To

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

AT PORT Or MAILING

Mr. WALTER H. DICICIE,
TRAFFIC MANAGER,
.MPERiAL OIL LTD.,
56 CHURCH STREET,
TORONTO 2, ONT.

Question: The above cover has different lettering. Is it a possible "TYPE VII"?
Response: I have a ton of these "Dickie" covers. This marking, in my view, is an attempt to emulate
the official strike, but is a privately made hand stamp for use either by Dickie himself or by
Imperial Oil generally. In fact I have covers with both this "Dickie" handstamp and the official
handstamp on the same cover.
Thanks for your detailed article Murray, and

CONGRATULATIONS ! - I have just

heard from Dick Malott that:

Murray Heifetz was elected to the Fellows of the RPSC for his excellent service to the RPSC
and to philately in general as a researcher, author, exhibitor, and international judge in
aerophilately and his CAS activities. This is an honour for him as well as the CAS and
Aerophilately. This election took place during ROYAL 1998 ROYALE in Hamilton, Ontario, 29 31 May 1998.
And ... Murray's book OAT and AV2 MARKINGS - A Work In Progress has now been
published by the American Air Mail Society.
The main purpose of OAT and AV2 markings was to show transit instructions when applied
at the exchange office, and alert postal officials that transit by air to destination was required by
the office of origin.
The book has about 125 pages with text analysis, many photos, descriptions of about 25
types of OAT strikes and about 40 AV2s, and a scale for evaluation of the strikes on cover. The
price of the book is $10U.S. plus $3 postage in the USA/$5 outside the USA, and it can be
ordered from AAMS Publications (see page 2 of this newsletter for their address.)
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THE NUMBERING OF U.S. FOREIGN AIR MAIL CONTRACTS
First Flight
Victoria - Seattle
October 15th 1920
Foreign Contract Air Mail Route (FAM) 2

First Flight
New York - Montreal
October 1st 1928
FAM 1
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Two of the questions that arose during the discussion following Jim Brown's most interesting
presentation at the CAS symposium in Kingston, were when were the U.S. FAM numbers first
used, and why don't they follow the order in which the Routes began service?
On returning to the West Coast, Jim "checked the U.S. Post Office contract with Eddie
Hubbard, and it says 'Route No. F. M.-2'.
Regarding the allocation of Route numbers, Jim provided a reference to a very comprehensive
article THE FIRST F.A.M. ROUTES, 1920-28 by R.E.G. Davies in The Airpost Journal March 1984, from
which the information, (and quotations), below are taken. - The situation was basically as follows:
the FIRST FOREIGN CONTRACT AWARDED by the U.S. Post Office was on August 25th 1920, to
Florida West Indies Airways, for a service from Key West to Havana. This service was supposed
to open in October 1920, but did not do so. F.W.I. Airways was then purchased by Inglis
Uppercu, and merged with his Aeromarine Company, to form Aeromarine West Indies Airways.
This company inaugurated the service on November 1st 1920. It continued for six months, but
ceased in May 1921.
the SECOND CONTRACT AWARDED was to Eddie Hubbard for the Seattle -Victoria service.
However, this WAS THE FIRST SERVICE TO GO INTO OPERATION, on October 15th 1920.
the next contract, FAM 3, was not awarded til 1923. It flew from New Orleans to Pilottown at
the mouth of the Mississippi River, to meet the trans-Caribbean liners. (Although a Foreign
Contract Air Mail Route, it did not involve flying outside the U.S.A.!)
the Key West - Havana service was revived by Juan Trippe and Pan American Airways in 1927,
but under a new contract FAM 4. However, "when Juan Trippe, master of shrewdly directed
publicity, opened his service from Key West to Havana on October 19, 1927, the public not
naturally received the distinct impression that the Key West - Havana route was America's first
foreign air mail route, and the harbinger of a greater harvest ahead". It seems strange that this
service did not retain the number "1", which would just have involved a routine change of
contractors, and according to R.E.G. Davies, why this was not done "remains a mystery to me".
then, in July 1928, simultaneously with the award to Pan Am of FAM 5 and FAM 6 to Cristobel
and San Juan, respectively, CANADIAN COLONIAL AIRWAYS WAS AWARDED A CONTRACT FOR
A NEW YORK - MONTREAL SERVICE, and "FOR REASONS NOT FULLY EXPLAINED", THE U.S. POST
OFFICE DECIDED TO CALL IT FAM 1!
Thanks Jim, and thank you R.E.G. Davies.
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BOOK REVIEW: FLYING EMPIRES
Short "C" class Empire flying boats

'HL CANOPUS gathering speed for take-off on its official first flight: July 4th 1936.

If you've ever wondered what CANOPUS "meant", this is a book for you. - You'll find out, for
example, that: "'CANOPUS is a city distant by land from Alexandria 120 stadia (22 miles). It has its

name from CANOPUS, the pilot of Menelaus, king of Sparta, who died there. The quotation is from
Strabo the Geographer (64BC 24AD0. CANOPUS is also a star (-0.9 magnitude) in Carinae
You can also discover why all the Empire flying boats had names beginning with 'C'; that the
real first flight was on July 2nd 1936, ("John Lankester Parker had CANOPUS cleared for flight

with the intention of trying some fast runs on the river, to get the feel' of the 'boat before the first flight.
The boat handled so well that he took off and flew for fourteen minutes"); and much, much more.
This is an outstanding book of about 200 large pages, full of information about the
development, production, operations, and maintenance of the Empire flying boats.
Although there is nothing about "philately" in this book, there are chapters on the Empire Air
Mail Service, and the Horseshoe Route, which include many details about the routes and schedules,
the achievements of the Empire Air Mail Service, and also the problems it ran into.
Given the "romanticism" of many accounts of the flying boats, I was very interested to read
that: "Imperial Airways discovered to their cost that the initial assumptions made in favour of the flying-

boat were not all valid when the 'boats came into service. The handling of passengers, mail and freight
on the water, in the increased volume generated by the new service, proved more difficult than on dry
land. Southampton was initially the only port with a pontoon for loading and discharging the 'boats.
It was not always easy to warp a 'boat into the pontoon, except in a dead calm. At most of the other
ports, all servicing had to be done on the open water by surface craft It was found too, that the flyingboats could operate on the water in sea states that the attendant servicing craft and barges could not
tolerate, and this disrupted services. Carrying out essential maintenance and minor repairs was more
difficult on water than on land. Early morning and late evening fogs and mist, often associated with
stretches of water, could also interfere with services. The alteration of schedules from these many
causes was a source of irritation to passengers and of disruption to the mail service, for which there
were penalties for IAL."
According to the back cover, the author BRIAN CASSIDY "is an amateur aeronautical person,
having spent his working life as an architect. Starting as the once proud possessor of a Frog plastic
1:72 model, he has kept an interest in the Empire 'boats alive for nearly sixty years - on and off" I get
the impression that he has tried to record everything he's learned in this book, and I am very pleased
that he's done so!
FLYING EMPIRES is published by Queen's Parade Press, 3 Queen's Parade, Bath BA1 2NJ, England. - It can be
obtained from Richard Beith, 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton, Chester CH3 7HF, England (tel/fax 01244
300777): 19.95 Pounds (including postage) within the United Kingdom: elsewhere please contact him
regarding postage costs, (air mail or surface mail), and payment arrangements.
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FOLLOW UP - CIVIL AIR SERVICES IN EUROPE, 1943.
Richard Beith has pointed out that the comment in the last newsletter that in 1943 air activity in
Europe was reserved for the Air Force was "far too sweeping".
Continued...
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FOLLOW UP - CIVIL AIR SERVICES IN EUROPE, 1943, continued.

Richard also provided this copy of a map from the Lufthansa timetable of January 31st 1944. Thanks Richard.
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FOLLOW UP - PRIME MINISTERS AND PHILATELISTS ?

QUESTION: This "philatelic" cover was addressed to Lester Pearson while he was a diplomat at
Canada House in London. A lot has been written about the stamp collecting activities of
America's President Roosevelt. Was future Prime Minister Lester Pearson also a philatelist?

ANSWER - from Jim Kraemer, former Director of the National Postal Museum:

He was
certainly a stamp collector, but perhaps not in a philatelic sense. His interest was in the
stamps and covers of the countries of the United Nations where he visited, and where he
represented Canada. In 1972 Mr. Pearson invited me to his home in order to view his
collection. It was housed in two large filing cabinets in his home basement office in
Rockcliffe Park, Ottawa. Eventually he decided to donate his collection to the National
Postal Museum, and designated his personal secretary to carry out the arrangements
with the writer. Unfortunately Mr. Pearson died in Ottawa on December 27 th 1972,
before the collection could be transferred. As per his wishes the transfer took place early
in 1973. The National Postal Museum mounted selections from Mr. Pearson's collection in
several frames. These were displayed in the British Empire Room at the House of
Commons for a special ceremony, with Mrs Maryon Pearson officially donating the
Pearson collection to the Museum on behalf of her husband .
Mr. Pearson's successor as Prime Minister of Canada was Pierre Elliot Trudeau. He
was also a collector. Not only did he collect Canada for himself, but he purchased
philatelic accessories and stamps for his three sons. He invited the writer to the Prime
Ministers office on several occasions when he was seeking advise. At the time the Hon.
Bryce Mackasay, also a collector and in his youth a part time dealer, was the Postmaster
General of Canada.

Thanks Jim!

James E. Kraemer - Director,
National Postal Museum

Mrs. Lester B. Pearson

Andre Ouellet,
Postmaster General, 1972-74.

British Empire Room, House of Commons.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is invited
to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - A WARTIME FIRST FUGHT COVER !

•
[NEwrouNDLANDj

-

Inaugural Flight
Pan-American Airways Service
Ilewfoundland to the United Kingdom
Pia the forth Atlantic Route

"

1

rint

,

InaiTENT CENTS]

.
.4:11.21.4.4;r
;TWENTY FIVE CENTS

Mi..k.Morris(3.3.A.)
a.C.N.Hcispital;
Fleet M.Office
St.JohnIs
Ntwfld.

FIRST DAY COVE'?
MAY 4..164-2

A

•

,

From

Censored on back before the flight:

M. C. SHIP

PASS ;D
BY CENqQR

MAY 4 19k2

Signature

Indistinct Postmark,legible on a similar cover for this flight
'also addressed to Mr. A. Morris (S.B.A.11 as: St.JOHN'S / - AM / 4 MAY / 1942 / NEWFOUNDLAND
Printed Cachet and border are in red and blue ink.

In May 1942 the Battle of the Atlantic was at its peak, the Germans were advancing in North Africa,
the Japanese were still expanding in the Pacific, Pan American re-introduced its North Atlantic
service via Botwood to Eire, and SOMEBODY WAS PRODUCING FIRST FLIGHT COVERS! - BUT WHO?
Surely Pan Am were too preoccupied with wartime "business" to be producing First Flight Covers?
(It is also unlikely to have been produced by Pan Am, since covers for the flight have only been found
from Botwood, not New York etc.)
However, given the secrecy and censorship prevalent in wartime, how would anybody else have
known about the flight in sufficient time to get covers printed and prepared? (The postmark is
partially over the border, which is identical in shade to the inscription, so the inscription is unlikely
to have been added after the flight!)
If you can help, please send information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

atc
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INFORMATION WANTED FIRST AIRMAIL FROM P.E.I. TO NEWFOUNDLAND
Items for the "Information Wanted" section normally seek more information on a cover that is sent
in. In this case, however, I have the information, but am looking for the cover!
Ted Hill sent in the photograph on the next page, with the following anecdote:

After Balbo's flight to the Chicago World's Fair, one of his sea planes had a forced
landing at Victoria, I happened to be right there. As I helped he captain with
translation, he reluctantly agreed (against orders) to carry one cover for me to his next
stop (Botwood, as I recall). He applied one of their pictorial 'etiquettes' and mailed it
back to me - surely the first airmail from P.E.I. to Newfoundland!"
Does anybody know where this cover is now?

INFORMATION WANTED - CANADIAN AIRWAYS LIMITED
This is anther photographic question. - Can anybody identify the location of the group picture on the
next page, the occasion, and/or any of the people in the line up?
If you can help, please send information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

PHSC
APS Affiliate 67; PHS Inc. Affiliate 5A, RPSC Chapter 134

The Postal History Society of Canada was founded to promote the study of the
postal history of Canada and its provinces. It publishes the quarterly PHSC Journal, whose
contents range from fully-researched feature articles to items of current interest—from the prestamp era through postmark specialties and regional histories to modern mail mechanization.
Each year the Society holds meetings at shows across Canada. The Annual Meeting is
held in the early summer, and is supplemented by Regional Meetings, usually featuring postal
history seminars given by Society members. Eight different Study Groups arc devoted to the
detailed examination of various specialized aspects of postal history.
Membership dues are $15.00 per year, with a one-time admission fee of $1.00. Please
contact the Secretary, R. F. Narbonne, 216 Mailey Drive, Carleton Place, Ontario, K7C 3X9.

NATIONAL AVIATION MUSEUM, ROCKCLIFFE AIRPORT, OTTAWA
A number of special events are planned for this summer, to celebrate the TENTH ANNIVERSARY of
the Museum. There are also two new displays opening:
BUILDING FOR AIR TRAVEL - ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN FOR COMMERCIAL
AVIATION; and ROCKCLIFFE AIRPORT - FLYING BOATS TO KITFOXES.
(Personally, I'm always entranced by the old aircraft on display, particularly the replica of the SILVER
DART, [which made the first flight in Canada], and the reconstructed CURTIS HS-2L , [used by
Laurentide Air Services For the first air mail service in Canada]).
The Museum is open daily from 9a.m. to 5p.m. - For more information telephone 1-800-463-2038,
or write to P.O. Box 9724, Station T, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 5A3.
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INFORMATION WANTED FIRST AIR MAIL FROM P.E.I. TO NEWFOUNDLAND

Savoia-Marchetti of Balbo's fleet, on return flight (1933) after forced 'landing' at Victoria, P.E.I.
(Never before published photograph.)

INFORMATION WANTED - CANADIAN AIRWAYS LIMITED

The owner thinks the location "looks suggestive of Toronto"; that the occasion was "the
inauguration of a new airmail route", "probably fairly early (ca. 1929-32) because of the Fairchild's
"G" registration", (your editor can make out "G-C" under the "left" wing, and "AR" under the right);
and that "the two men in front of the prop. blade are Stuart Graham (It.) and J.A. Wilson".)
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.
'

.PWroliV
Ar411:044111

LUNDY AIRMAIL STAMPS
Issued June 9, 1951
Designed by John Dyke. Printed by Harrison & Sons
No watermark. Perforated 15 x 14

Buzzards over the East Coast

A "booklet" of these stamps has been kindly donated to the CAS. - According to the cover
of the booklet, (from 1951), Lundy Island: lies 11 miles from the nearest point on the North Devon
Coast, and covers a length of 3 miles by 1 mile at Its broadest point. Once famed as a pirate
stronghold, it is now a peaceful bird sanctuary and haven for seals and other wild life. Lundy is unique
in that it has its own postal service, and all letters to and from the Island have to bear a puffin stamp.
The service was instituted in 1929 on the closure of the British Post Office on the Island, which
operated from 1887. All mail is now carried by air.
If anybody knows the likely value of this booklet, and/or would like to make an offer for it,
please contact the editor.

First Flight Cover: Munich - Toronto
Mit Luftpost

Air Mail

Par Avion

Dar ,

*

1

0

5

IDEUTSCHE
4-7r4:1BUNDESPOST

Lufthansa-Erstflug
1.H 6458 B 767
MUNCHEN - TORONTO
13. 04. 91

Lufthansa-Erattlug
LH 480
DC 10
Miinchen-Toronto

Postmarked: MUNCHEN 13.-4.91-11

Lufthansa German Airlines
55 Yonge Street
10th Flocr
Toronto, Ontario M5E/114 / Canacsa

Backstamped: (By Lufthansa) Arrival 13.4.91-18

We have also received a very nice donation of six postcards from this flight. - They can be purchased
for $3.00 each + $1.00 postage from Dick Malott, (address on front cover.)

.

.
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NEWFOUNDLAND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FOR SALE

Brown envelope: 3" x 5 1/2"
Postmarked:
ST. JOHN'S, N'FLD. JAN 6 430PM. 1931
Rectangular Handstamp: FIRST FLIGHT ST. JOHN'S TO JAN 29 1931 WESTERN ARM
Receiving Postmark on Front:

INAUGURATING AIR MAIL SERVICE
WESTERN ARM.W.B. FE 14 1931 NEWFD

John Venskus has nine covers like this. They are all the same, (except that some also have a
backstamp POSTAL TELEGRAPHS MAR 14 1931 Sandy Point, St. George's), and "in the new Air
Mails of Canada and Newfoundland the c.v. for the cover is $35 plus $6 for the stamp".
He is offering to sell them at $16U.S. for a single cover, or $130 for all nine. - If interested,
please write to him at: 6805 S. Talman, Chicago, IL 60629-1823, U.S.A.

WANTED: NORWEGIAN AIR MAIL COVERS
From: "Knut R. Rasmussen" <knut.rasmussen@tr.telia.no >
I am a collector who is searching for air mail covers and Zeppelins from Norway - 1920s and
30s. Specially interested in Norwegian covers sent:
By air to Germany; England and France Sep-Oct-Nov 1920 with air surcharge and notes.
By air inland USA 1923 - 1929.
By air to all countries and destinations in Asia and Africa before 1940.
Please reply if you can supply me with any object related to this theme.
e-mail: knut.rasmussen@tr.telia.no
-

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: KEN SANFORD / AEROPHIL
"We are moving on the 1st of June. The address will be:
12 Chemin de Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland
Phone 41 22 774 2472, but don't try to call that number until July, as we will still be
at our old address and number until then."

Please also note that Ken's website address is:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Ken_Sanford/
(An interesting problem: when Ken e-mailed me this address, the underline was interpreted as a
"linefeed", and printed as such!)

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly in March, June,
September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into the next
issue, please send it to the editor by:

AUGUST 15th.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:

Country:

Postal Code:

e-mail:

Fax:

Telephone:
Collecting interests:

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Amount of dues paid

Date joined:

The following names are due for membership renewal:

July
142
228
233

J. Don Wilson
William McCann
Les Winick

August

September

230
234

95
158
168
186
202
235
237
238

Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
Kevin O'Reilly

Michael Painter
Thomas Watkins
Robert Lee
Chris Hargreaves
Ross Herrington
Dominique Tallet
Michael Brisebois
Cheryl Ganz

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of AerophilatelyandAerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
F1SA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor. Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E mail: hargreave@king.igs.net
-

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 1X0
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear
special markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information
among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from
around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this
newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers: the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland. - This can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario
K2H 6R 1, for $60.00Cdn + $5.00Cdn postage within Canada; or from AAMS Publications (address
below) for $35US plus $3.00US postage within the U.S.A./$5.000S postage elsewhere.
(Members of the CAS or AAMS may purchase one copy for $50.00Cdn or $28US.)
for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official
Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral
Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that
operated the first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps,
and sold them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the
cost of the service.)
also detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the AAMS.
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to 1940; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both
are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5
or 6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful
books and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year (for Canadians). Further information can be
obtained from the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS
website at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $3US postpaid from AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956,
or downloaded from the internet at: http://pantherbsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any
publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
Welcome to two more new members:
284
285

John Irvine, London, Ontario.
Edmund A Harris, Calgary, Alberta.

REGIONAL C.A.S. MEETING IN TORONTO - Saturday October 17th.
This year we are going to try combining our regional get-together with the GREATER TORONTO STAMP
SHOW, that is being organized by the Canadian Stamp Dealer's Association and the American Association
of Philatelic Exhibitors. This show will be held in the Queen Elizabeth Building at Exhibition Place. ( Hours:
Friday October 16th 1 lam to 7pm; Saturday Oct. 17th 10am to 6pm; Sunday Oct. 18th 10am to 4pm.)
It includes a bourse of over 50 dealers, and the AAPE's "AMERISTAMP EXPO" one-frame competition.
We will be gathering to talk about aerophilately in the food area on Saturday Oct. 17th at 2pm: look for
people wearing CAS membership cards in those plastic name tag holders!
For more information contact Dick McIntosh, tel. 416 447 1579.

AEROPHILATELY IN FRANCE - A.A,D.A.F.
The AMICALE AEROPHILATELIOUE D'AIR FRANCE has moved. - Their new
address is: 74, Boulevard Auguste Blanqui
75 013 PARIS

A FOKKER SUPER UNIVERSAL FLIES AGAIN

This cover was aboard Fokker aircraft
Reg. No. CF - /
during i
gIC6t
on date \io• ZOMPilot;

The rebuilt Fokker Super Universal CF-AAM aircraft has now made its
first flight: on July 24th 1998. - The above cover Was carried on
the flight. It has spraypaint dots to show it then went through the
mail, but the stamp was not cancelled.
The restoration of CF-AAM was first reported in this newsletter in
March 1995 (page 24), with a follow up item in June 1997 (page 9).
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IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Ruth Nageli-Bornand, our member #123, died on 26th April 1998
in Basel, Switzerland, at the age of 75. She had a reputation as an
award winning stamp collector in Canada, the U.S.A., and Europe.

THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Due to the drop in value of the Canadian Dollar, the price of our
catalogue has had to be increased to $60 Canadian, ($50 Canadian for
members). - See page 2 for ordering information.

ERROLL BOYD - FIRST CANADIAN TO FLY THE ATLANTIC
The September 1995 Canadian Aerophilatelist contained a feature on
Erroll Boyd, including an article by Ross Smyth that gave a detailed
account of his trans-Atlantic flight.
Ross has now completed and published his book on Boyd. - Titled The
Lindbergh of Canada: The Erroll Boyd Story, this is a very readable
book. 1 particularly enjoyed finding out about Boyd's life leading
up to his historic flight, (which included pilot training with the
Royal Naval Air Service, and night flights hunting Zeppelins); and
afterwards.
Ross's book can be ordered from CANAV Books, (address on page 2 of
this newsletter): price $24.61 including postage and G.S.T.

THE ALASKA FLYING EXPEDITION: THE U.S ARMY'S 1920
NEW YORK TO NOME FLIGHT. - Review by Trelle Morrow.
This 1920 flight of 4 U.S. bombers has captured the interest of
many aviation buffs. Stan Cohen of Pictorial Histories Publications
in Missoula, MT, has produced a pictorial history of the Expedition.
Canada played a role in this Expedition since the routing of the
flight was through Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia and the
Yukon. More time was spent by the flyers in B.C. than in any other
region. 12 days were required at Prince George for repairs and 20
days were spent at Glenora, just south of Telegraph Creek.
Some U.S. dispatches were carried as mail and in addition the

Canadian Post Office authorized a mail bag between Dawson Y.T. and
Fairbanks, AK. Covers are known from this reg,of the flight and
are listed in the new "Air Mails of Canada & Newfoundland", as
catalogue number PF-22.
The British Columbia sections, northbound and southbound, were
prepared by yours truly from my own records and some private sources,
much of which has not been previously published. The publisher has
supplied stock to quite a few book stores on the Flight Route, and
several aviation institutions. The cover price is given as $12.95
in U.S. funds, anyone unable to find a source may like to contact
Mosquito Books, #131 - 1600 15th Avenue, Prince George, V2L 3X3,
ph: 250563 6495, Fax: 250 563 8159, E-mail: mosquito books @
mindlink.bc.ca
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT - CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
It has been a very busy summer for me attending philatelic exhibitions, militaria and toy soldier
shows, and military museum courses and visits. Canadian aerophilatelists have yet to respond to
the request to exhibit their material. Besides Mike Shand, Murray Heifetz, myself, and two or
three junior exhibitors, there have been no new aerophilatelic exhibitors in Canada. I hope that our
members will make a better effort to exhibit at least locally and nationally during 1999.
There are two important aerophilatelic exhibitions scheduled for the latter part of 1998. The first
is ITALIA 98, 23 October - 1 November 1998, in Milan, Italy. The only classes to be shown are
Postal History, Aerophilately, Thematic Philately, and Literature. The Canadian Commissioner is
Peter Madej of Toronto. One of our knowledgeable members, Murray Heifetz, is scheduled to be
one of the aerophilatelic judges. Our catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland,
has been entered in the Literature competition by the AAMS. Since this catalogue is produced and
paid for under the auspices of the AAMS, they decide when the publication will be entered in
competition. Since it is an AAMS publication it is not eligible for an AAMS award. Our AAMS
colleague, Cheryl Ganz, looks after this aspect of entering AAMS publications in philatelic
literature competitions. I also make recommendations on behalf of the CAS in reference to our
catalogue. It has been entered in IBRA'99, 27 April - 4 May 1999, in Nuremberg, Germany. I am
the Canadian Commissioner for this exhibition for which I have 15 philatelic applications (2
aerophilatelic) and 10 literature applications.
The other important aerophilatelic event is the 75 th Anniversary of the AAMS, 1923 - 1998, which
is to be commemorated and observed at VAPEX'98, Virginia Beach, 13 - 14 November 1998.
This is not only the yearly AAMS Convention but also the 38 th FISA Congress to be held 15
November 1998. Roland Kohl, the long-time serving President of FISA will be retiring and his
probable successor will be Kuno Sollors of Germany, the present Vice-President of FISA. If you
plan to attend do not hesitate to submit your application immediately. Despite the value of our
Canadian dollar in American dollars this is an event a dedicated aerophilatelist should attend if at
all possible. Don Jones is the AAMS organizer. See pages 116 - 118, March 1998 issue, Volume
69, No. 3 for full details.
Cheryl Ganz advised me recently that the CAS catalogue was awarded a Large Vermeil at
LORCA 98, 2 - 7 June 1998, a world philatelic literature exhibition and Mophilia Salon under the
auspices of the HP at Granada, Spain. It is gratifying to learn that the aerophilatelic world has
recognized the dedicated work of our 45 collectors who worked so hard for over six years on the
preparation of the catalogue. Canada Post Corporation will be highlighting our catalogue in its fall
issue of Canada's Stamp DETAILS : EN DETAIL : Les Timbres du Canada. A photograph of the
front cover and ordering details are presented on the inside of the back page. This attractive and
informative magazine is issued six times a year and is sent to over 355,000 customers around the
world. I anticipate at least 300 orders. I handle Canadian orders and Greg Schmidt of the AAMS
handles the American and foreign orders. We salute Darryl G. Carter, Manager, Sales &
Marketing Development , Stamp Marketing, Canada Post Corporation and his staff for such
magnificent support for our catalogue.
RK MALOTT, PRESIDENT CAS
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Review:

0 A T and A V 2 MARKINGS - Murray Heifetz
%ming kwiticA- soNwIlAW1 1174 :

'
-.1
. lb.

POSTMARKED: PORT ELIZABETH 9 DEC 44
This book will appeal to two groups of collectors: those who would like more information about the
OAT and/or AV2 markings which are sometimes found on airmail covers from the "1940s"; and
those who would like to use these markings to help establish the route of a cover.
"OAT" stands for "Onward Air Transmission". This marking was normally applied in London, to some
of the letters in transit through the Foreign Section of the London Post Office. - One theory is that it
was applied to the top item in a bundle of letters all going to a single destination.
"AV2" was the designation of a U.P.U. form, used for tracking small quantities of airmail being
handled by more than one postal administration. (The airmail fee was paid in the country of origin:
the AV2 form recorded the different carriers which handled a letter during its journey, and which had
to be reimbursed by the post office in the country of origin.) Some countries also applied a
handstamp stating "AV2" to the individual letters requiring transit by air, or to the top letter in a
bundle of such covers.
Murray's book begins with a detailed account of the U.P.U. procedures and regulations for
international mail. It then classifies the different designs of OAT and AV2 handstamps that have been
recorded, together with the earliest and latest recorded use of each design, countries/cities of origin,
etc.
This book is sub-titled "a work in progress". Murray stresses that the classification of markings is a
development of earlier work by Donald Smythe, and concludes with a summary of problems to still
be solved.
Although there is still much to be learned about these markings, Murray should be congratulated for
the amount of information he has compiled and summarized in this book. - An indication of the book's
usefulness, is that I recently received the above cover with a query as to whether the OAT handstamp
could be used to estabiish that the cover did indeed travel "PER AIRMAIL - via LONDON." as the
endorsement requested, or whether it was diverted through West Africa, and on to New York via the
U.S. foreign airmail route FAM22. - This question provided a useful "test" for the book, and the book
passed it very well: this is an "O.A.T. Type III" handstamp, that would indeed have been applied in
London.

O A T and A V 2 MARKINGS can be ordered from: AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court,
Neenah, WI 54956, U.S.A. - Price $10.00U.S., plus $3.00 postage within the U.S.A./$5 outside the
U.S.A.
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FRITZ SIMON and
THE CATAPULT-MAIL CRASH in NOVA SCOTIA, October 1931.
Editor's note: Fritz Simon was the pilot of this mail plane, that crashed in Cobequid Bay. He
was born in Wittenberg, Germany, on July 21' 1904, and was buried in the churchyard of
Wittenberg after the crash.
Much of the information in this article was sent in by Gunter Rennebeck, who is an
aerophilatelist living in Wittenberg. Gunter is trying to find out more about the life and deeds
of Fritz Simon, of his mechanic Rudolph Wagenknecht (who was born on October 31' 1898
at Trachenau near Borna, Saxony), and about this crash.
If anybody can provide additional information, please write to Gunter at Collegienstrasse 90,
D - 06886 Luth. - Wittenberg, Germany.

CATAPULT FLIGHTS - SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

In order to accelerate the transatlantic mail service during the late 1920's several Atlantic
liners were equipped with a "catapult" so that a seaplane could be started from on board the
ship 600-700 miles before she reached her port of destination. Thus about 45 hours could be
saved in the west-east direction and about 35 hours in the east-west direction.
In 1928-1929 several experiments were made, mainly from the French liner "Ile de France".
A regular and reliable service, though, could not be achieved until 1929 and 1930 when the
German liners S.S. "Bremen" and S.S. "Europa" were equipped with catapults. The catapult
flights from these two liners continued until the end of 1935 (there were no flights during the
winter season). They were not resumed in 1936 because in the meantime regular Atlantic
flights by the German airship "Hindenburg" had started.
(From THE AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE, Fifth Edition, Volume 4. - This gives
a complete list of Catapult Flights and cancellations, but is unfortunately out of print.)

Launch of the Heinkel He12 mailplane, registration D-1717,
from the S.S. BREMEN.
Continued
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FRITZ SIMON and THE CATAPULT-MAIL CRASH in NOVA SCOTIA, October 1931, continued:

D-1717 at the start of it's last flight.
Launched from the S.S. BREMEN, October 5' 1931.

Pilot Fritz Simon
Ca. 1930
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(No source given.)

Text:
Mastering one of the most treacherous
stretches of water on the Atlantic
seaboard and flying with the aid of
instruments only through pea soup fog
with aggravating headwinds, the German
seaplane "New York", catapulted from
the main deck of the liner Bremen 630
miles off Cape Race yesterday morning
at 10.30 o'clock alighted at Sydney
harbor last evening at 8.40 to push on
again at midnight with 50 pounds of mail
consigned to New York, intending to
arrive at her destination at seven o'clock
this morning, stopping off at Boston en
route.
Two intrepid Tueton fliers, Capt. Fritz
Simon, pilot, and Rudolph Wuchknecht,
mechanic, nosed their ship in the
direction of New York last night at
(Continued on Page 5)
Continued
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FRITZ SIMON and THE CATAPULT-MAIL CRASH in NOVA SCOTIA, October 1931, continued:

THE NEW YORK TIMES, SATURDAY, OCTOI3ER 10,
VO BREMEN FLIERS KILLED IN M

the pilot.

BREMEN FLIER'S BODY
FOUND BY PLANE PILOT
Text:

TRURO, N.S., Oct. 9. - The body of Fritz Simon,
pilot of the air-mail plane New York, which went
down off Burncoat Light Tuesday after leaving the
liner Bremen at sea, was found floating in Cobequid
Bay this afternoon by Lieutenant Louis Leigh, flying
an airplane which had been searching for the German
fliers since they crashed.
The condition of the body indicated to physicians
that Simon lived for more than a day after striking the
water.
No trace has yet been found of the mechanician,
Rudolph Wegenknecht, who accompanied Simon. The
wreckage of the plane and its mail cargo destined for
New York have been washed up at several points
along the bay.

Fritz Simon Had

Apparently

xd for hrour.1 Alter Crash
in Co5eqvid Bay, N. S.
Special to The New York Tim rs,
TRURO, N. 5., Oct. 9.:--The body of
Fritz Simon. pilot ' of the nir•maili
plane New York, width went tImcni,
off Purricortt Light Tuesday after
leaving the liner Bremen et 1; ,q1,. was!
found (longing in Cnhe 1311, thin
afternoon by Lieutenant .1.ouiri
flvin , en Mrphne which hod been
searching for the German fliers since'
thcv crrished,
The condition of the body indl^a0,1
to physicinns thnt Simon lived for

more than a duty after •ntliking the
water.
Nn trace has yet been found of the
mechanician. Rudolph WottIn. ,

knecht.woarpi:1Smn

.

The wreckage of the Mane end Its
mail cnign destined for New '3 ork
have been washed up at *ever ai

points niolg the bay.

Editor's note: Readers may have begun to notice a number of discrepancies between the various
accounts of this incident. - I decided not to try and resolve these, or point them all out, but just to
leave them as an example of the problems facing people doing research from "original sources".

The following, extensive description of the search, was given by Lewis Leigh in his autobiography
And I Shall Fly. One factor contributing to the discrepancies between this account and others, is that
Lewie Leigh's early log books were destroyed in a fire at Camp Borden in 1932.
-

Early in November 1931, the seaplane from the Bremen landed in Sydney Harbour
just before dark. The crew, pilot Fritz Simon and engineer Rudolph Wucyknecht, tied up,

refuelled and had dinner.
Continued
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FRITZ SIMON and THE CATAPULT-MAIL CRASH in NOVA SCOTIA. October 1931,
extract from Lewis Leigh And/Shall Fly continued:

Weather reports were favourable, except for fog in the Bay of Fundy. This satisfied
the men, so they made a normal seaplane take-off and disappeared into the night.
Early next morning we were told that the seaplane had crashed in the Cobequid Bay
area of Minas Basin, one of the upper branches of the Bay of Fundy. The crash had occurred
in fog and darkness when Fundy's 60foot tides were out, so that portions of the bay normally
covered with water were then mud flats. The keeper of the Burncoat lighthouse heard the
aircraft engine, the crash, and then shouts or cries, but was unable to get to them before the
massive tides rolled in.
I took off from Sydney as soon as I could, carrying Bobby McGowan and an air
engineer. We found the general area of the crash, but by now the tide was in full. We
searched as long as our fuel would allow, then flew to Parrsboro, N.S., landed and tied up.
This was the only place in the area where aviation gasoline was available. By the time we had
refuelled and eaten, the tide had begun to ebb and our Fokker was sitting on the mud, far
from the water. To coordinate our landings with tide conditions in the Parrsboro area had
always been difficult. On one occasion we had had to force land when the tide was out. It had
meant staggering through mud, pulling the seaplane ahead of the incoming tide, struggling
to get it to shore. On that occasion the tide had begun to go out again when we had finished
our engine repairs. These conditions can be appreciated only by those who have seen the Bay
of Fundy, with its huge stretches of glistening mud when the tide is out.
In any case we carried on the search to the best of our ability, mostly in bad weather.
The changing appearance of the bay and its inlets also made it difficult to keep track of those
places that had been searched. By the third day we were all tired. Moreover I was suffering
from a cold and sore throat brought on by frequent soakings and wet feet slogging about in
tidal flows. At night we sought relief with one or two stiff drinks.
On the afternoon of the third day I spotted a body in the water. I flew to the nearest
boat, which was a mile or two away, and by waggling my wings and flying in the direction
of the body I got the boat to follow. Handed near the body, which was buoyed up by an airfilled aviation life preserver. We stood on the aircraft float and tried to lift the man out of the
water but could not. The boat soon arrived and the people hoisted him onto their vessel. It
turned out to be the pilot, Fritz Simon. He had been slightly injured but had died of exposure
shortly before we found him. Further searches failed to turn up either the engineer or the main
wreckage. Though bits and pieces of aircraft did float ashore, nothing more was ever found.
I was later told that Simon had been a German count, but to my knowledge this was never
confirmed. The crash ended the North German Lloyd catapult mail flights.
(And I Shall Fly is available from CANAV Books:
see page 2 of this newsletter for their address.)

Herbert Harriss with a fuel tank found from the aircraft.
-

(Photograph from the CAPE BRETON CENTRE FOR HERITAGE AND SCIENCE, Sydney, Nova Scotia.)
Continued
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FRITZ SIMON and THE CATAPULT-MAIL CRASH in NOVA SCOTIA, October 1931, continued:

The last flight of D1717.
Key (which I am translating from German):
1 - SYDNEY HARBOUR. (However, this appears to show GLACE BAY, rather than the Sydney
Harbour from which ferries currently leave for Newfoundland.)
2 - CAPE CANSO: "last radio message from the mailplane" to the S.S. BREMEN, 1.15 a.m.
3 - "Crash of the D1717", COBEQUID BAY.
This crash is numbered 311005 in Nierinck's RECOVERED MAIL, 1918-1978, According to that
catalogue some mail was recovered, but the report may be inaccurate. It states:

The plane took off from the s/s <Bremen> at 800m. out at sea and flew to New York
with the mail. The plane landed at Sydney Harbour due to foggy weather. It refuelled
and took off at 9.30 p.m. The wreckage of the plane was found on the 7th . A part of
the mail was washed up on the beach and found on the 9'. The bodies of the pilots
Fr. Simon and R. Wagenknecht were found The body of the mechanic was never
found -

I checked with Ken Sanford, who informed me that he has "never seen a cover from this crash". He
also informed me that "Henri Nierinck does not price it in his pricing supplement to his book", so
there may be no record of one ever coming on the market.

Monument to
Fritz Simon,
Wittenberg churchyard.

"Icarus"

Thanks again to Gunter Rennebeck for much of this information, to Ernst Heinrich Schmidt for most of
the translation, and to Ken Sanford.
If anybody can provide additional information regarding Fritz Simon or this crash, please write to Gunter
Rennebeck at Collegienstrasse 90, D - 06886 Luth. - Wittenberg, Germany.
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A CANADIAN BALLOON COVER - 1930
Robert M. Terry
The recent Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland catalog
lists the first known balloon flight to be held in Canada as an
attempted Trans-Atlantic flight from Harbour Grace, Newfoundland,
on July 3, 1937. A footnote at the end of the section indicates
that there may be earlier flights.
I am in possession of a balloon cover flown from Cleveland,
Ohio, September 1, 1930 to Smithville, Ontario. The Gordon
Bennett International Balloon Race was held in Cleveland in
conjunction with its annual aerial carnival (and, later on, its
annual National Air Races).
There were six entries, and the race was won by the American
balloon "Goodyear VIII" from the United States. It flew a
distance of approximately 600 miles before landing at Canton,
Massachusetts, just south of Boston.
The French entry, the "Pierre Fisbach," piloted by Albert
Boitard with aide Jean Herbe, flew a distance of about 175 miles
and came down "soon after noon" on September 2, 1930 at
Smithville, Ontario.
The cover illustrated here has a handstamp "Carried On /
Pierre Fisbach" and is signed "A. Boitard." The partially struck
duplex postmark on the U.S. 5 cent Beacon air mail stamp reads:
"THVILLE," and, at the bottom, "ONT." While the date is
difficult to ascertain, under magnification there is a "2" where
the day should appear and the year date appears to be "30."
The reverse of the cover helps to save the day because there
is a clearly struck Hamilton, Ontario slogan machine cancel dated
September 2, 1930 at 8:30 P.M. The slogan is the familiar "Save
Time / Use Air Mail" with an airplane depicted between the lines.
On the reverse are also a red, white and blue Gordon Bennett
International Balloon Race label and a very dark purple handstamp
cachet that states the same thing.
This cover was clearly flown from Cleveland to Smithville,
and, temporarily at least, deserves recognition as the earliest
known Canadian balloon cover.
As an aside, I am also in possession of two other covers
from this event: one flown by the American Edwin J. Hill in the
"City of Detroit" from Cleveland to Conyears, NY (signed by Hill)
and one flown by the Belgian Ernest De Muyter in the "Belgica"
from Cleveland to Adams, Massachusetts (signed by De Muyter).
CONTINUED
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A CANADIAN BALLOON COVER - 1930 by ROBERT M. TERRY,

continued:

The source of my information about the flights is the result
of a search of the microfilm files of the New York Times. The
relevant story on the results of the race is presented in the New
York Times of Wednesday, September 3, 1930.
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A RUSSIAN "HEAVIER-THAN-AIR" FLYING MACHINE
BEFORE THE WRIGHT BROTHERS?
The following item appeared in the November 1997 F.I.S.A. BULLETIN:

Aleksander Feodorovitch MOSHAISKI, born in 1825 in Roczensal, became in
due course an officer in the Russian Imperial Navy and was nearly fifty years old
before he developed a passion for mechanical flight. It took him three years to build
a contraption which could fly carrying a man.
Transferred to St. Petersburg, he built a machine powered by a rubber band rope
engine and working through one quadruple and two double helices.
He inspired the Russian War Ministry to create a special department to study the
development of flying machines. Moshaiski became the head of this department and
used the monies received to build a "heavier-than-air" which he patented on 4 June
1880.
According to the findings of the most recent research, this machine took part in the
manoeuvres at Krasnoje Selo near St. Petersburg and completed a successful flight
on 1st August 1882.
A model of the aircraft was built following full data given in the "Communications
of the Russian Technical Society for years 1882-1885" and a photope.ph of it
appeared on the issue of the 6 kop. stamp of this period.
Moshaiski passed away on 20 March 1890.
I was intrigued by the reference to aviation experiments outside North America and Europe, and
asked Patrick Campbell if he could provide some more information. - Patrick supplied both a copy of
the stamp (Scott #4276 - issued 25 December 1974 - shown enlarged):

and the following information, which is loosely based on V.B. Shavrov's book History of Aircraft
Design in the USSR:

Alexsander Fedorovich Mozhaisky (1825-1890) was a Russian naval officer, of private
means, who studied bird flight and experimented with kites - even huge kites pulled by horses. He
also did the mathematical calculations to explain his experiments.
He started work in 1856, and during 1876-1877 was building rubber-powered flying models.
Several prominent engineers reviewed his work. He flew a model carrying a load (a dagger) in a
riding school for naval engineers. (Even sailors learned a) ride!) In 1876 lie asked the War Ministry
for permission to make larger models powered by propellers, and was granted 3,000 roubles. (The
committee included the great chemist D.I. Mendeleev, who had produced of the first Periodic Table
of the elements.)
On 23 March 1878 he presented calculations and designs for a full size machine to carry a
man. In 1880 he was given permission to travel abroad, and given 2,500 roubles to purchase two
steam engines from England, one of 10 HP and one of 20 HP. He requested another 5,000 roubles
in June of 1881 but the Czar turned him down, so he decided to fund it himseif.
Continued
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A RUSSIAN "HEAVIER-THAN-AIR" FLYING MACHINE BEFORE THE WRIGHT BROTHERS? continued:

The machine was built by the Baltiisky factory, that later built many aircraft for Igor Sikorski.
In the summer of 1882 he was assigned a military field in Krasnyi Silo, near St. Petersburg. Final
construction cost 18,895.45 roubles, thereby initiating, in fact pioneering, the cost-overruns later
developed extensively by the U.S. Air Force! Construction was of wood, steel, silk fabric, and various
commercially available materials. Wing area was 3,800 square feet.
Weight was supposed to be 2,058 pounds, but this design weight was, typically, an
underestimate, and structural weight came to about 2,419 pounds. With pilot and fuel it reached some
3,611 pounds, so Mozhaisky pioneered another feature of all subsequent aircraft: ever increasing
weight as construction proceeds!
The great designer then proved how smart he was by delegating the flight test to his
coachman: after all, the fellow had signed on to drive the Captain's vehicles!
The launch was accomplished with the machine on a trolley, running down a ramp, some time
in the autumn of 1884. The three-view drawings I have don't seem to show any sort of control
surfaces, but I guess our hero-coachman was pretty busy with the engine controls in one hand, and
the flight-instructions manual in the other!
It seems the contraption got into the air for a moment, when a spar fractured, or some
instability caused the machine to roll over and slide to a halt.
Of course, the whole contraption was hopelessly underpowered, and later, when repaired, it
was fitted with three of the 20 HP engines_ which still achieved only a ratio of 60 pounds per
horsepower. While still trying to increase the available power, Mozhaisky died in 1890, probably to
the relief of his coachman!
Nevertheless, a twin-engine aeroplane of a configuration pretty close to the successful aircraft
of the early Twentieth Century, was a very fine effort. Mozhaisky had also done some of the essential
arithmetic, so he was undoubtedly one of the great aeronautical pioneers.
The great achievement of the Wright Brothers was that they built a wind tunnel to develop
their aerofoils; they solved the problem of power by designing their own lightweight engine; and they
solved the control problem with rudder, elevator, and warping-wings. They thus achieved controlled
powered-flight, so are the true fathers of aviation.
Thanks Patrick!

(P.S. I wonder if the name of the coachman is recorded?)
ADVERTISEMENT
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AIRMAIL FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

Ovel---).

04L

PCB,- LPL

POSTMARKED:

6 -PM 10 NOV 1995

PERTH

N.A. 6000

No backstamps.

The ECONOMY AIR etiquette on the above cover intrigued me: air mail
usually means superior service, for which an extra fee is charged,
so "Economy Air" seemed to be an oxymoron!
The answer, courtesy of Nelson Eustis, is that:
ECONOMY AIR is really second class air mail, and is supposed
to travel in Australia and the destination country by
surface mail, and by aeroplane out of ,ustralia.
Nelson also sent me a copy of the Australia Post charges book, and
it was very interesting to compare the Canadian and Australian
systems of rating. - Whereas in Canada we have three sets of rates,
(within Canada, to the U.S.A., and International); in Australia they
have six: within Australia, and five zones for International Post.
For Australians, Canada is in Zone 4, rated as follows -

■

Zone

4
Up to 20g
Over 20g up to 50g
Up to -20g
Up to 20g
Over 20g up to 50g
Over 50g up t.,.• 125g
Over 125g up to 250g
Over 250g up to 500g

Postcards/Greeting Cards

Small Letters
Large Letters
Small & Large Letters,

over 20g up to 500g

$0.95
$1.25
$1.05

$0.80
$0.90
$0.90

$1.40

$14.20

$1.00

$1.50
$2.50
$4.70
$9.00

$1.30
$2.30
$4.00
$8.00

$1.00
$1.40
$2.40
$3.50

However, although the Zonal structure is different, the weight-based
rating system is similar to that which we use in Canada:

International Postal Rates
20 g

50 g

100 g

250 g

500 g

',$ 0.90:

137

2.25

, 5.05:

.90

1.16

2.20
1.44

4.10

Up to and including

Lettermail and Postcards Air
Letter lackaies Air

Printed papers - A ir - ''.-

Small packets

Surface

-, Air ',...P.,.:,,
- Surface

(excluding U.S.A. and its Territories and Possessions and St. Pierre and Miguel*

2/6,"

5. 0.73 '
S

0.52

0.80
. 220
1.44

I

-

1 kg

jAllnal
8.05,

• 16.10

2.60
x: 4.10

4.10
8.05

7.20
16.10

2.60

4.10

7.20

,

2 kg

7

37.10
.,2630
10.20
26 N '

Maximum 2 kg
Over 2 kg,
parcel rates apply.

10.20

CONTINUED
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AIRMAIL FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND continued:

I have also been corresponding with Alan Tunnicliffc of the New
Zealand Air Mail Society, and discovered that their rating system is
very different from that used in Canada or Australia! - In New
Zealand, they abolished weighing letters "10 years ago", and rates
are determined by the size of the envelope!
Within New Zealand, there are just two letter mail rates, which
apply to all letters up to 20mm thick and 1 kilogram in weight:
PRICING — INCL GS1
Medium envelope

40c (max. 120mm x 235mm)

Extra Large envelope

80c (larger than medium)

Use the envelope size guide to measure your envelope .

Internationally, New Zealand Post uses three size categories, and a
weight limit of 200 grams, but there is a five-zone rating system.
(There is also a choice between Air Post International, and
EconomyPost International). From New Zealand, Canada is in Zone C:

One world, five zones

Med
lag

X.Ls

Having decided what you want to send and how you want to send it, the next step Is knowing what the price is.
To make things easy, New Zealand Poses world is divided into just five zones.

ZONE D
Europe
including
Great
Britain

ZONE C
East Asia
North

0-I
0.10.25
0.5 1.0 1.5 -

America
0-(
0.5 1.0
1.5 •
2.0 2.5 3.0 -3.5 14.5 •
5.0 Per 0.

ZONE A
Australia

In reading these guides, I kept thinking about collectors who are
trying to work out the rating of old covers. - I still wonder how
many modern New Zealand covers I would have had to examine, before
realizing that their principles for rating were quite different from
those I am used to in Canada?
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FOLLOW UP - ACCELERATED TELEGRAM/FAX MAIL

POSTMARKED: KANO 17 DE 36 NIGERIA ADDRESSED TO STUTTGART, GERMANY
The above cover was sent in by Jack Ince for our "Seasonal Special" newsletter in December 1995. It had used a mixed telegraph and mail service, introduced in 1936 to accelerate communications.
The message had been: telegrammed to Kano;
flown via Khartoum to Brindisi by Imperial Airways;
continued from Brindisi to Stuttgart by rail.
In reading the Australia Post guide, I noticed that there is a modern equivalent of this service:
FAXPOST. - Letters that are handed in "over counter at an Australia Post Office", can be to faxed for
delivery by post within Australia, and to "overseas countries which have fax bureau for onward
delivery of documents through the postal network".
This service is available to about half the countries listed in their Zone tables, including Canada. - The
charge is $4 first page, $1 per following page within Australia; and a flat $10 first page, $4 per
following page internationally, regardless of destination.

FOLLOW UP THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT, 1927
As I mention in the "Notes For New Readers" on page 2 of each newsletter, Frank Ellis's Canada's
Flying Heritage is the classic "general history" of Canadian aviation up to 1940. This is an invaluable
book, but unfortunately the information in it is not always correct.
According to Frank Ellis:
The first and only delivery of air mail to take place in 1927 along the north shore route
was on December 25, when Romeo Vachon made the run from La Malbaie to Seven Islands,
handling 753 pounds of Christmas mail. Deliveries were made at various points en route,
mostly by parachute. There were many joyful people along the north shore that Christmas Day
when the flying postman came along.
Another excellent book on early Canadian aviation is Goggles, Helmets and Airmail Stamps, written
in 1974 by Georgette Vachon, the widow of Romeo Vachon. This gives more information about the
early North Shore flights than Frank Ellis does, but agrees with him about the dates and other details.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP - THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT, 1927 continued:

However, there are a number of discrepancies between:
- the account of the First North Shore Flight given by Frank Ellis and Georgette Vachon, and some
other accounts of the flight;
the dates in these accounts, and the cancellations on air mail covers from the flight;
the details of the flight and covers, given in various air mail catalogues.
Our December 1995 newsletter included an extensive article by Derek Rance, in which he tried to
sort out the various accounts and markings. One of his conclusions was that "the pilot of the
December 25, 1927 first airmail flight on the Quebec North Shore was Captain Charles Sutton", not
Romeo Vachon!
The early North Shore flights are also being researched by Pierre Vachon, (one of Romeo Vachon's
children). He has found "new evidence" that confirms Derek Rance's conclusion:
Some weeks ago, I found an article published on December 26, 1927, in a Quebec City
newspaper- /Action Catholique - reporting that the first flight from La Malbaie to Sept-Iles had
actually taken place the previous day. According to the article, piloted by Sutton with Dr.
Cuisiner as passenger, G-CAIP left La Malbaie at 10: 15 and landed at 2:15 at Sept-Iles after
having distributed 800 pounds of letters and parcels stored in bags that were parachuted to
six communities. This is the only newspaper account of that Christmas Day night that I have
been able to find.
This in turn raises a question of how could Georgette Vachon be wrong? - According to Pierre, "when
these particular events took place in late 1927, my mother was staying temporarily at my
grandfather's home near Sainte-Marie-de-Beauce, with my twin sisters who had just turned two
years old, and had not yet moved to the chalet on Lac St.-Agnes." She was therefore not a first-hand
witness to these particular flights, and when she wrote her book nearly fifty years later, probably
turned to Ellis's book for help with dates and some of the other details.
There are, however, still a number of questions regarding the early North Shore flights to be resolved.
For example: one of Derek Rance's major sources of information was the late Georges Blouin, who
was the Seven Islands Postmaster and Customs Officer in 1927. Georges Blouin gave Derek Rance
a detailed account of the December 1927 flight, that has now been proved correct. However,
Georges also told Derek Rance that Romeo Vachon "never flew once during the course of that first
winter to Seven Islands", and this appears to be incorrect! - Pierre Vachon and George Fuller have
been researching newspaper accounts of the period, and according to Pierre:
Le Soleil and other newspapers reported that mail flights continued to be made on the
North Shore, weather permitting, regularly twice a week throughout January. And then, on
February 8, 1928, Le Soleil published an article describing how, for the first time, my father
and his engineer Thibault had been able to make a round trip in one day, underlining the fact
they were both French-Canadians, something that a French language newspaper would have
considered highly significant in the then world of commercial aviation in Canada.
It should be remembered while reading this, that although some details of the early North Shore mail
flights are in dispute, there is no question that Romeo Vachon still deserves the credit for establishing
this as a regular, commercial service.
Also, Georgette Vachon's Goggles, Helmets and Airmail Stamps is still a usually reliable book. - One
of the most interesting tales in it, is of a clash on their first flight to Seven Islands between Charles
Sutton, and Dr. Cuisinier who was a passenger and also a Director of the airline. (Charles Sutton
wanted to turn back when they ran into a violent storm, but Dr. Cuisinier "drew a gun", and the pilot
was forced to continue). The tale concludes that after the flight, "Sutton, by immediate and mutual
agreement, severed his employment with the airline". - In the Airmails of Canada 8- Newfoundland,
Charles Sutton is listed as having flown a first mail from Sioux Lookout on February 6, 1928, which
means that he had left the employ of Canadian Transcontinental Airways soon after the famous flight
of December 25th 1927, and lends more credence to the story of the violent disagreement .
Editor's note: if any member would like a copy of Derek Rance's article from December 1995, just
contact me.
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FOLLOW UP - BOB OF THE NORTHLAND
CANADIAN PILOTS' AUTOGRAPHS
AT LAST — a central bureau,
through which the elusive autographs
of Canadian air pilots may be obtained! Address is: Bob of the Northland,
Box 474, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Some years have been spent in
getting things "lined up". Time, to the
average human, is worth money and
the few precious hours of leisure to
the Northland pilot are precious. Arrangements have been made, whereby
"the boys" will have the price of a
smoke, at least, in return for their
trouble.
The charge is 25c per cover, over
the actual cost of franking a cover,
when mailed you direct. Covers, already flown, may be sent for autograph (if available) but will be checked and signed ONLY BY THE PILOT
WHO FLEW THEM. The 25c charge
will cover postages incidental in forwarding for signature and returning
to owner. If registration is desired,
send 20c extra. •
Airmail rate between points in
Canada is 6c; and from Canada to
U.S.A. 8c, for first ounce. The
second ounce costs 10c.
Available autographs will be sent
direct to you on ordinary airmail covers, of the "Dominion" or "Maple
Leaf" design envelopes, at 33c, overall charge. Bob figures he will make
a nickel per cover, so he's not hogging
it!
A number of autographs are available of Canadian ex-wartime pilots
and others, who have flown airmails.

Unfortunately, there was a mix-up regarding Bob
of the Northland's Cover Autographing service, in
Don Amos's article The Golden Age of Air Mail in
our last newsletter.
The "full story" is given in the article to the right,
which Don copied from one of Bob's Northland
Stamp Monthly magazines.

Also, there were two very fancy designs of
envelope, produced by Bob to be used for covers.
Both are illustrated below: the cover on the left is
the BEAVER design, (which Bob also called the
DOMINION design); that on the right is the
MAPLE LEAF design.
Don describes them as follows:
the Beaver was red and dark blue,
alternating all round; and the Maple Leaf
was red and blue again alternating around.
The VIA AIR MAIL in both was in red.

Thanks Don.
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AUCTIONS

THURSDAY OCTOBER 15'
we will be offering the

CANADIAN AIR MAIL COLLECTION of the late ROBERT JAMIESON.
Please contact us for a copy of the full colour catalogue,
price $10.00U.S., refundable from purchases.
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FOLLOW UP - "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMPS
William C. Noble

.A

\ct
4
MSTOFFICALFUGHT
CANISELL RIVER -RAE

DAVID WHEEDESS
6927.Mississippi,
PORTLAND, OREGON.

Camsell River-Rae.

Murray Heifetz's (1998: 12-21) recent article on "Boxed" Air Mail hand stamps proves most
useful and interesting, as well as the comments by Chris Hargreaves. Further to their discussion, I can add
a first flight "stage" cover from Camsell River to Rae, N.W.T. with ultimate destination in Portland,
Oregon, U.S.A., as well as some observations.
As the above illustration shows, the "Boxed" Air Mail hand stamp on my example conforms to
Heifetz's (1998: 14) Type II. Inked violet and broken on all four border sides, the M is full and the hand
stamp was applied to the cover front beside the blue coloured cartouche marked "First Official Flight
Camsell River - Rae". Dated 12 noon December 9, 1933 at Camsell River (Hottah Lake settlement),
N.W.T., the cover was flown south by Archie McMullen of Canadian Aimays (McIntosh 1997: 142), and
was franked at Rae four hours later that same day. It is not known when it reached David Wheeless of
Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. .
The question is where was the "Boxed" hand stamp applied? I find it highly unlikely that this
occurred in the Northwest Territories, but most probable in Vancouver en route to Oregon, U.S.A..
Heifetz (1998: 14) notes that all of his known Type II "Boxed" Air Mail hand stamps come from
Vancouver, which seems a probable routing for the David Wheeless cover to Portland. Obviously, Type II
was in use as late as December, 1933.
Chris Hargreaves' (1998: 20) first flight cover of 1931 from Embarras Portage, northern Alberta,
was a "stage" flight returning to Fort McMurray with an ultimate destination of Kingston, Ontario. His
cover appears to carry the Ibl "Broken Boxed" style Air Mail hand stamp (Heifetz 1998: 16). In my
experience, "Boxed" Air Mail hand stamps on first flight northern Canadian air routes are exceptionally
rare. Apparently, Heifetz (1998: 20) has also found this to be the case for all Canadian first flight covers.
'Finally, I note that the "Boxed" Air Mail hand stamps are definitely Canadian, and I too found the
typological distinction between "closed boxes" versus "opened boxes" to be a most useful first step in
distinguishing the different styles.
Bibliography
Hargreaves, Chris
1998 Editor's Postscript. The Canadian Aerophilatelist, XIV (2): 19-21.
Heifetz, Murray
1998 The "Boxed" Air Mail Hand Stamp. The Canadian Aerophilatelist, XIV (2): 12-21.
McIntosh, Richard J. (ed.)
1997 Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada 1926-1997. Ann Arbor. The Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland, Section 5: 89-225.
Thanks William.
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FOLLOW UP - CANADIAN AIRWAYS LIMITED PHOTO

QUESTION (from the June newsletter):
and who are the people in it?

where was this photo taken,

Mike Painter has done some great detective work on this photograph:
I showed this photograph to a friend who used to work for
Canadian Airways in their Western Division, and he didn't
recognize it.
I also have the 1932 and
1933 Canadian Airways
Bulletins, that
show the
only CAL Fairchild with a
registration that fits was an FC2W2 registration G-CART.
From February to April 1932, G-CART was at Senneterre. From
May to J!ilv it was at Grand-Mere. In September it was at Havre
St. Pierre. In October at Moisie, and November at Grand-Mere.In March 1933 it was in Longeuil for rebuild, and emerged as an
FC71 in May, and went to Senneterre. After that it doesn't seem
to have been a CAL plane.
If this is a First Flight occasion, there weren't many
involving CAL prior to 1932. (A couple were in summer, and these
people don't seem to be in summer clothing.)
So my guess is somewhere in Quebec.
Thanks Mike.

FOLLOW UP - LUFTHANSA EUROPEAN SERVICES, 1944
Richard Beith has asked me to acknowledge that the map and timetable
reproduced in our last newsletter, were obtained through the
kindness of the Lufthansa Archive in Cologne.

FOLLOW UP - CANADA POST LOGO
I mentioned in the last newsletter, that Canada Post was planning to
introduce a new corporate logo. - One of the societies that we
exchange newsletters with is the AIR MAIL SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND,
and the editor of their newsletter - Alan Tunnicliffe - commented to
me that Canada Post's current logo "was designed some years ago by
my cousin, Paul Arthur of Toronto".
It's a small world sometimes!
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is invited
to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - MacMILLAN AERIAL EXPEDITION
•
•.
• 0000000 • • • • • 00000 •'• • • • • • ;I • 4"

0000 0000 00 • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0000 00

QUESTION: Does anybody know the story behind these stamps?
MacMILLAN AERIAL EXPEDITION is in pale purple. Dated 1931, small
print says Boston to Iceland via Labrador and Greenland. Printed
by McKenzie Engraving Co. Boston. The Faroe Islands, London and
Paris are also shown on the stamp. The stamps also come in
imperforate blocks of four.

INFORMATION WANTED - KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS ARMED FORCES AIR LETTER
I am putting together a colection of stationary that was
provided by the Knights of Columbus (KofC) for the serviceman
during WWI & WWII. In my Canadian collection, I have over 200
covers from WWII, a few covers from WWI, some postcards, and
also some stationary. However, I am missing information about
a Armed Forces Air Letter (AFAL) from 1945 (?). This AFAL is
a quad-service piece from the Canadian Legion, Canadian Salvation
Army, Canadian Y.M.C.A. and the Canadian KofC. Could you provide
any information about this AFAL?
I have only seen a photocopy of this item and have no
information, so anything you could add would be most appreciated.
If anybody can help, please send information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7N 4Y4.
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INFORMATION WANTED - AIRMAIL RATES
FROM CANADA TO THE DUTCH EAST INDIES
The following questions (and cover descriptions) were received from
a collector in The Netherlands. — Can anybody answer them?

Postmarked: SHILO MILITARY CAMP, MANITOBA
21 JUNE 1940
Air Mail label and 'via Trans Pacific' have been deleted.
Censored Souabaja, Java.
No backstamps.

Cover 1. Was the International rate from Canada in 1940 5cts per 20gr?
Do you have any idea why the airmail label plus the endorsement "via
trans Pacific" has been deleted?
Underfranked?
Unfortunately no
backstamp to check transit time.

14YAIR MAIL
PAR AVION

n,

Postmarked:
CALGARY, ALBERTA
6 August 1940
Endorsed "Via Trans-Atlantic", but sent via Trans-Pacific Route FAM14.
Backstamped in transit HONG KONG 23 Aug 1940.
Censored Hong Kong and Batavia.

Cover 2. Could you please advice me about the International rate and the
air fee of this 90cts franked cover which was sent via the trans

Pacific

Route of PANAM
CONTINUED
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INFORMATION WANTED - AIRMAIL RATES FROM CANADA TO THE DUTCH EAST INDIES

continued:
•.

0
0
m

C
C

0
0
m

CALGARY, ALBERTA
28 June 1940
POSTMARKED:
No backstamp.
Censored in the U.K. and in the D.E.I.
Airmail to the U.K.; U.K. to Durban by steamer; thence by Horseshoe Route to Java.Postmarked:

COCHRANE,

This 60cts franked cover has been sent via the trans Atlantic
Cover 3.
Route to Europe and then by steamer to Durban and finally forwarded
Could you please split up the rate
to Java via the Horseshoe Route.
in International letter rate and air fee?

POSTMARKED:
COCHRANE, ALBERTA
12 April 1938.
By steamer to Holland, then by K.L.M. Amsterdam - Batavia.
Backstamped on arrival: 4 May 1938.

Cover 4.
This prewar item was sent to Holland by steamer and thence
by KLM carried to Java.
In case the International letter rate was
5cts per 20gr the postage could be split up into 5cts Int. rate plus
20cts air fee Holland-Java per 5gr.
Is that correct?
If you can help, please send information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario KiM 4Y4.
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INFORMATION WANTED - CLYDE PANGBORN'S PROPOSED
DALLAS, TEXAS to MOSCOW, U.S.S.R. FLIGHT, 1936
DALLAS TO RUSSIA FLIGHT

U
VANCE "FLYING. WING"
The above stamps were issued for a planned flight from Dallas to
Moscow, using a specially built Vance "Flying Wing" plane.
The proposed flight is described in detail in the full-page
advertisement from The Airpost Journal of June 1936, shown on the
page opposite.
However, there are no other references to this flight in the Index
to the Airpost Journal, 1929-1989. I also consulted John L. Johnson
about it, but he reported back:
I can find nothing in my library concerning the Vance Flying
Wing. - I have a listing of A.T.C.'s for all aircraft built
and receiving same from the U.S. Government, and the Vance
is not listed.
Does anybody know what happened to this proposed
the Vance Flying Wing?

•
INTE RNATIONAL
srvAL
ATION
AUCTI ONEERS

(}0Ph

il ips

FOUNDED 1796

101 New Bond Street, London WIY OAS
Tel (0171) 629 6602 Fax : (0171) 629 8876

flight, and/or to

Pell/Pieviii6slooldiefranliop.4/Riff>41111407704/oRrke4/44,
October 64. - Tks OD Edala,4,9 collecg4N ot 1911 OORON,47704, hVe
POST gw1d26a aaaeloffed for 4. Aresiriv. Tkie w& 6. togioeued 6, a

covt-ies Of riff WORLD dr ef.
aItuyroog, kalahict /110"Nag tfoltat4i't colleaint off` INTaRaPrea

tale.

oi 41,efif4/1 17;41fPg 4#O
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INFORMATION WANTED - CLYDE PANGBORN'S PROPOSED DALLAS, TEXAS to MOSCOW, U.S.S.R. FLIGHT,

1936

continued:

CLYDE PANGBORN'S PIONEER FLIGHT
DALLAS, TEXAS to MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.
In past flights made by Clyde Pangborn, hundreds of stamp collectors have requested him to carry special letters for them. Clyde has always been willing to accommodate and has many times changed flying schedules and other plans in order
that such mail might be properly postmarked. So many people have taken to the
interesting hobby of collecting air-mail that it is manifestly impossible for an aviator to consider handling all such request.
Because of the fact that Clyde wishes to accommodate the flood of such requests,
he has delegated to Pangborn Flights the important tash: of preparing all covers to
be carried on his flights, thus assuring that everyone may avoid disappointment.
Pangborn Flights has the assistance of the Grace Stamp Company of New York,
a reputable philatelic concern. In addition the advice and assistance of leading
technicians and philatelists has been secured in the planning and preparation of the
covers. Every possible consideration has been given to the requirements of collectors. and we know the results will be welcomed by all collectors. The primary
aim has been to keep the cost of these covers to a minimum consistent with proper
handling.
This flight is an attempt to shatter the distance record for sustained flight. However there is a more cogent reason for the trip. After landing in Russia, Clyde
Pangborn will proceed with negotiations for the establishment of European and
Asiatic bases. These will be necessary for the success of his next project, a non-stop
round-the-world flight, refueling in mid-air at the supply bases previously established. For the round-the-world flight, a giant Bernelli-Uppercu plant of the all wing
type is under construction.
THE PLANE
For the Russian flight Clyde Pangborn will use his specially built Vance "Flying
Wing" plane. The flying wing principle embodies unusual construction features.
Most of the plane is contained within the wing structure in nearly perfect streamline design, thereby affording the fuel economy necessary for maximum distance.
It is expected that the Texas Centennial Grounds will make a gala affair of the
takeoff. A special Clyde Pangborn day may be declared for the event, which will
probably take place during the latter part of June.
THE COVERS
• The Cover has been carefully designed to fittingly commemorate this Pioneer
Flight. Each will be franked with the beautiful bi-color Sixteen Cent Special Delivery Air Mail Stamp. In addition, each will bear a Special Flying Wing Stamp
described in the next paragraph. Around the Special Stamp will be an unusual Texas
Centennial Cachet of special design. Each Cover will receive an Official United
States Postmark at the time of departure, and an Official Russian Postmark upon
arrival. Thus each Cover portrays the complete story of the Flight.
The cost of the Covers has been held to a minimum. Pangborn Flights, the exclusive agent for mail carried by Clyde Pangborn will supply everything foi only
$2.41 per cover. Orders should be placed immediately. The extra weight permissible on the plane is limited. so do not delay if you wish to avoid disappointment.
Complete protection is assured to collectors in the event that the flight is cancelled.
All money received for covers orders is placed in escrow with the Title Guarantee
and Trust Co.. 176 Broadway. New York City and a full refund is guaranteed if the
Flight - is cancelled.
THE SPECIAL STAMP
Clyde Pangborn has authorized the issue of a privately printed stamp to commemorate this pioneer flight. The stamp design was prepared by Mr. James Obrig,
well-know philatelic designer, with technical assistance from Mr. Donald de Lackner,
aviation engineer. The stamp portrays the Flying Wing dropping its landing gear
at the beginning of the flight. The design Is ultra-modern in treatment, and is
truly an unusual arrangement.
This stamp was prepared primarily for placing upon each cover. So many have
asked for mint copies that we have decided to accede to this request. However, the
color will be different on stamps sold separately. in order to protect those who order
covers.
For separate sale we have printed a small sheet of four stamps, surrounded by
an inscriptive border telling of the flight. These sheets will be sold at 25c each, and
the issue is limited strictly to 8,000. We guarantee that the plates were destroyed,
and that further issue is impossible.
PANGBORN DALLAS TO MOSCOW
PIONEER FLIGHT COVER
FLYING WING SPECIAL PIONEER
STAMPS. Per sheet of four stamps

$2 41
25'

PANGBORN FLIGHTS
ROOM 301, 99 NASSAU ST,
---• •, •

NEW YORK CITY

-

Advertisement reproduced from THE AIRPOST JOURNAL, June 1936, page 21.

INFORMATION WANTED: Rev. R.A. Butler
The Rev. R.A. Butler produced a number of First Flight Covers for
Newfoundland flights in the 1930's, such as the nine from St. John's
to Western Arm offered for sale in the last newsletter, (page 31).
Can anybody provide some background information about "who" the Rev.

R.A. Butler was?
jf you can help, please send information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario KiM 4Y4.
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

FOR SALE - CANADIAN FLOWN COVERS
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If you are interested in any of these covers, please reply directly
to: Capt. J. Walsh CD, 124A Danbury Bay, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2Y IA5
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FOR SALE - 1998 SNOWBIRDS COVERS

431 AIR DEMONSTRATION SQUADRON
15 WING. P.O. BOX 5000. MOOSE JAW. SASKATCHEWAN S6H 7Z8 FAX (306) 694-2809 TEL. 1306 694-2222 IF \ t 430

431e ESCADRON DE DEMONSTRATION AERIENNE

ADIAN .AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
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431 AIR DEMONSTRATION SQUADRON
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SOH 01"it

MOOSE JAW AIR SHOW
16 JULY 1998

15 WING MOOSE JAW, BUSHELL PARK.
MOOSE JAW, 5IASKATCHEWAN

stt
Actual size:

4.1' x 9.5'

It was originally planned to have the covers flown over Ottawa on
Canada Day, but inclement weather caused the cancellation of the
flight. It was then planned to fly them at the Moose Jaw Air Show,
but that was also disrupted by inclement weather. The covers were
eventually flown at a practice air show in Moose Jaw on July 16th.
The
-

covers may be
single cover,
a set of nine
single cover,

purchased as follows:
autographed by one of the Snowbird pilots: $8.00.
autographed covers: $45.00.
autographed by all nine pilots: $15.00.

This project has been generously sponsored and organized by Dick
Malott, who is donating all the profits to the CAS. Covers can be
ordered from him at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1.
Many thanks Dick!

INTERESTED IN TRADING MILITARY and/or FIRST FLIGHT COVERS?
Cecil Stoner has:
, couple of shoeboxes full of U.S. First Flights into
Canada; and an extensive collection of covers autographed by
the Dam Busters, Battle of Britain Spitfire pilots, Victoria
Cross winners British and Canadian from D-Day, and test
pilots.
If anybody is interested in purchasing some of these covers, or has
"anything to trade for them", please contact him at: 5416-139
Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta T5A 1E6.
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FOR SALE - 60th ANNIVERSARY SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS COVERS
These covers have been kindly donated to the CAS, and were
previously described and illustrated in the March 1966 newsletter.
Each cover is for a different route flown by South African Airways,
is franked with one to three stamps from the 1993 Historic Aircraft
set, has a special cancellation for that route, includes a very
attractive full colour picture of the destination, is 7" x 4.2", and
is signed on the back - presumably by the pilot.
Covers are still available for the following routes:
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These covers are now being sold individually for $2.00 each, and can
be ordered from Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario
K7M
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FOR SALE - FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FOR CONCORDE
PARIS to ST. JOHN'S, NEAFOUNDLAND: 1998
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Jacques LePotier prepared these sets of three covers for

a special
AIR FRANCE Whitsuntide round trip by Concorde to Newfoundl and. The
flight left Paris on May 30th 1998, and arrived back there on June
1st. Each cover includes a cachet designed by Jacques.
Each set consists of a cover flown on each leg of the fligh
souvenir cover from St. John's with a Canada
Post
commemorative postmark. - Jacques has 10 sets for sale at $1
per set. They can be purchased from him at: 617,rue Coom
Forest, Quebec J1N 291.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
-

The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:
Country:

Postal Code:

e-mail:

Fax:

Telephone:
Collecting interests:

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Amount of dues

Date joined:

paid:

The following names are due for membership renewal:
October
1

Patrick Campbell

269

Stuart McDougall

4
5
9
12
15
40
53
55
97
199
203
211
212
213
240
241
268

Michael Shand
Pat Sloan
Geoffrey Thompson
Melville Smith
Graydon H. Veinotte
Jeffrey Lodge
Alex C. Ross
J. M. Ellis
Gary Hayashi
Frank G. Jones
John H. Bloor
Carl Freund
Harold J. Petoskey
William R. Wallace
Abraham Siegel
J.T. Wannerton
Walter Silvestri

270

Earle L. Covert

November
20
Gibson B. Stephens
28
Edward Lettick
56
Col. William G.
Robinson
59
T.W. Cummings
62
Gary Coates
86

John R. Fagan

182

Robert Foottit

187

B.H. Saunders

204

Dr. Maurice A. Mishkel

214

Trelle A. Morrow

271

Nino F. Chiovelli

272

John J. Venskus

December
Dr. D. Mercer
21

54
63
81
99
103
130
132
133
145
155
170
188
189
215
239
242
255
259

Norbert E. Krommer
Paul Barbatavicius
Stephen Reinhard
Piet Steen
K. Bileski
Basil S. Burrell
John I. Jamieson
Eric Grove
Francois Bourbonnais
Larry Milberry
Kenneth G. Mitchell
Dyson H. Webb
Jacky Stoltz
Jack Ince
Brian Asquith
Jacques Bot
Jorg Kiefer
John Hopkinson

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society .
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

American Air Mad Society Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilate!iques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves. 4060 Bath Road.
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E mail: hargreave@king.igs.net
-

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-Presiden•.
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Maiott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H- 6R1
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street. Ottawa, ON K1R / I /
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M412P3

Telephone: (613) 829 0280
Fax: (613) 82.9 7673
Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 1X0
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear
special markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information
among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from
around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this
newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers: the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland. - This can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or directly from AAMS
Publications (address below) for $35US plus $3.00US postage within the U.S.A./$5.000S postage
elsewhere. (Members of the CAS or AAMS may purchase one copy from the AAMS for $28US plus
postage.)
for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official
Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral
Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that
operated the first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps,
and sold them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the
cost of the service.)
also detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the AAMS.
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to 1940; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both
are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5
or 6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful
books and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year (for Canadians). Further information can be
obtained from the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS
website at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $3US postpaid from AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956,
or downloaded from the internet at: http://panther.bsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any
publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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s am hoping to get this issue out ear(.ier in Me month Man ever &fire, and Mat most
readers wiet receive it &fore (ekristmas.
,Many Maids to everyone who sent in i,:ems for this
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newseetter, and to those who offered answers to Me questions in Me east issue. ,Ile answers have
a&eady Peen passed on to Me questioners, out Off not & puPfshed until our net newseetter, due
to a shortage of space.
,9peciae thanks to [Dick ,Atanto84 who is &ginnin(d a series rf .uppeements to Me Al,
,Maies of T?anada and _Ne- wfoundeand see page 31 for more detaies.
woued at mem6ers peease make a Aew 61jear's ,Wesoeution„./or whateuer to check Me

ygiymiy y,,,Y,Yrin each issue of Me new-Ail er, and send your dues to ,Won ,Miyanisni
prompt e y„SY) he doe,s'n't haue to spend time And postage) sending out reminders.
"Very Pest wishes to you de,

NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
Wow! Welcome to twelve new members:
286
Ken Bolton, Burnley, Lancashire, U.K.
287
Robert W Hounsell, Waterloo, Ontario.
288
Owen L. White, Toronto, Ontario.
289
Andre Giguere, St. Hyacinthe, Quebec.
290
Michael Deal, St. John's, Newfoundland.
291
Walter J. Veraart, Castricum, The Netherlands.
292
Gary Freedman, Scarborough, Ontario.
293
Brian Wolfenden, Nepean, Ontario.
294
Robert M. Terry, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A.
295
Gloria Shaw, Montreal, Quebec.
296
Bert Foster, Thunder Bay, Ontario.
297
David H. Whiteley, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

CANADIAN AVIATION STAMPS IN 1999
Canada Post is aiming for
the skies with a record-setting
1999 issue, and the result will
be a bonanza for aircraft topical collectors.
The occasion is the celebration of two anniversaries, the
75th of the Royal Canadian
Air Force (RCAF) and the 50th
of the International Air Show
at Toronto's Canadian National Exhibition (CNE). A
major challenge for designers,

considering the huge number
of aircraft involved over the

years, will be to pick the ones
to be featured on the stamps.
The issue for these two
events will be in the form of a
pane with.more stamps than
ever before produced by
Canada. Given production and
design considerations, expect a
layout of 16 stamps, likely 12
for the RCAF and four for the
air show. That would no doubt
result in four official First Day
Covers and, based on Canada
Post's marketing successes
with uncut panes, that also

would seem a good bet.
Exact details of the layout
and content are not known at
this time, but sources within
the collecting and military
communities have confirmed
plans for the issue for CSN. It
will be issued in early September, just before the 1999 air
show. Canada Day issues of
some years back contained 12
stamps, one for each of the 10
provinces and two territories,
but 16 would set a record.

Reported in CANADIAN STAMP NEWS, October 27th 1998
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT TO CAS MEMBERSHIP
The 75th Anniversary of the AAMS at VAPEX'98 is an event to remember for many reasons.
Over 200 aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists with guests attended. Each event recorded record
attendance. The 65 FISA members coming from Europe to attend the 38 th FISA Congress was
one reason for the excellent attendance. The activities started with 90 attendees travelling in two
busses over a 3 day period to visit the Wright Brothers Memorial and Museum at Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina, visits to a southern plantation, the historic village of Williamsburg, Virginia, the
gigantic US Naval Base at Norfolk, Virginia, and many other interesting locations in between
including a Christmas Shop and the Weeping Radish Pub. Don Jones of the VAPEX'98
Committee, a part of The Virginia Philatelic Federation, Inc., prepared an excellent preconvention program that enhanced the actual convention scheduled from 13 15 November 1998.
-

Two very comfortable hotels looking out on the Atlantic Ocean provided accommodation for the
delegates as well as the well stocked AAMS hospitality lounge. The exhibition itself, composed of
52 outstanding exhibits and at least 20 dealers' booths, were contained in two sections of the
spacious Virginia Beach Pavilion, 3 miles from the hotels. A trust worthy bus shuttle moved the
attendees back and forth quickly. The outstanding Zeppelin exhibits brought from Europe were a
delight to view and study. Although predominantly an aerophilatelic exhibition there were
excellent traditional and youth exhibits resulting in awards of 20 gold, 7 vermeil, 13 silver, 3 silver
bronze, 6 bronze and 3 participation certificates. The Grand Award of the Exhibition and the
AAMS Globe went to Dieter Leder of Germany for his exhibit Lloyd-Flugpost : The Catapult
Flights of the North-German Lloyd The Reserve Grand Award went to Paul Magid for his
exhibit, "Imperial Airways' Africa Service 1931 - 1937. The CAS plaque for Recognition of
Accomplishment was awarded to a youth exhibitor, Michael 011ies of Westfield, Pennsylvania,
USA, for his exhibit, Exploring Our Solar System. Canadian participation was relegated to my
two aerogramme exhibits, one for civilian aerogrammes, and one for Canadian military air letter
forms. Both received a VAPEX'98 and an AAMS silver medal. All VAPEX'98 awards were an
attractive walnut plaque cut in the shape of the State of Virginia. If any one wishes a copy of the
VAPEX'98 programme or the List of Winners drop me a line!
Three special cachets and envelopes were provided by the American First Day Cover Society at a
cost of a set of three envelopes for $5.00 US. I prepared a special pewter pin to commemorate
the 75th Anniversary of the AAMS a picture of which may appear in this issue of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. The pins are available to me post paid for either $8.00 Canadian or $5.00 US.
Personal cheques or Postal Money Orders made payable to myself are acceptable for payment
There were 250 pins prepared with 150 being disposed of at VAPEX'98. The annual AAMS
Meeting was held at the Pavilion Saturday morning with over 75 members being present to learn
of the excellent condition of the AAMS on the occasion of its 75 th Anniversary
The Palmares, held in the Surfside Inn Ballroom, was MC'd by the jovial Clyde Jennings of
Florida philatelic fame. There were over 200 present for this most enjoyable event. On Sunday
morning at the same location, 120 AAMS members and guests enjoyed a full American breakfast
and the presentation of the AAMS awards. As Chairman of the AAMS Awards Committee it was
my honour to announce the three AAMS Literature Awards : (a) Jon E. Krupnick of Fort
* see page
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Lauderdale, USA received the George D. Kingdom Literature Award for his book, "PAN
AMERICAN'S PACIFIC PIONEERS"; (B) Richard Beith of Chester, England received the L.B.
Gatchell Literature Award for his three part series in the Airpost Journal for "FAM 22 and
BEYOND"; and (c) Marino Riosa of Hounslow, England received The Earl & Fred Wellman
Award as the columnist for the Aerophilately of Mexico Study Unit, "MEXAIR NEWS" published
in the Jack Knight Air Log. The recipient of The George W. Angers Award for 1998, announced
earlier at COLPEX'98 in Columbus, Ohio, Dr. Reuben A. Ramkissoon of Oak Brook, Illinois,
received his award also. The award is given in memory of George W. Angers, a co-founder of the
AAMS, for outstanding service to aerophilately
A special tribute was made to Ron Miyanishi, Secretary of the CAS, who did all the preparation
for our CAS catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland, and the newly released
Volume I of the 6 th Edition of the AAMS catalogue. A special CAS engraved plaque for Ron was
shown to all present and then later mailed to Ron in Toronto. The new Volume I, Sixth Edition of
the AAMS catalogue is available from the AAMS Publications Distributor, Greg Schmidt, 1978
Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, Wisconsin, 54956-1184, USA at a price of $28.00 US to CAS and
AAMS members, and $35.00 US to non-members, plus $5.00 US postage and handling charges.
Due to the unstable dollar exchange rate, rising postage rates, and various government taxes on
these catalogues it is not economical feasible for the CAS to handle these catalogues. Those
interested in any catalogues and AAMS books should order directly from Greg. This also applies
to the CAS catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland. The price and other costs
are the same. A quantity of earlier AAMS books are still available from me since no one else of
the Society wished to handle their sale. I personally handled the sale of 90 CAS catalogues and at
the 10% commission allowed affiliated AAMS Clubs I lost a considerable amount of money. The
best solution is buy directly from Greg.
The CAS catalogue is doing very well in sales and in literature competition. Greg Schmidt
reported that over 350 catalogues have been sold with sale receipts at over $15,000.00 US. There
were 2100 copies published at an approximate cost of $30,000.00 US. Once all costs are met the
AAMS Treasurer advised me that the CAS would receive a share of the profits for our own
Society's use. The catalogue has received 3 gold medals, 2 FIP vermeil medals, and the FISA
sterling silver medal for the best aerophilatelic publication of 1998. The medal was presented to
me at the 38th FISA Congress by the retiring FISA President of 21 years, Roland Kohl. Prior to
handing the reigns of FISA to the new President, Kuno Sollars of Germany, I presented to Roland
a CAS plaque of appreciation for his 21 years of service to all aspects of aerophilately and for his
friendship and counsel to all.
Those CAS members not belonging to the AAMS would do well to join the AAMS to benefit
from all of their benefits that compliment those of the CAS. One sad note is to acknowledge the
death of Fred Blau of Chicago on 30 October 1998. Fred's outstanding air mail collections of
Israel garnered many large gold medals. A more suitable account of Fred's aerophilatelic
contributions will be in the next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. To all best wishes for the
holiday season and the New Year 1999.
,,deogre-1(?
.
(RK Malott) President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
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SfYISON'S ORWFINCAS
LITTLE-KNOWN FACTS

In 1911, Blanche Scott of Rochester, N.Y.(see cancel)
and Harriet Quimby (see stamp) of San Jose, Calif.became the first woman aviators of North America.In 1912
Harriet became the first woman to fly across the English Chanell,in a Bleriot monoplane. Three months later, when flying over Boston harbour,both Harriet , and
her passenger were thrown out of the cockpit during a
manoeuvre, as there were no safety belts or parachutes
in those days; both were killed.
All the best,

Patrick Campbell, C.A.S member #1.
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The item pictured at the left is an interesting
acquisition from the past year. It is a reverse
die proof, in black, of the label sold by the
United Empire Loyalists to raise money for the
Canadian Aviation Fund. The label itself is
scarce and this proof, especially as a multiple,
may be unique. The dealer from whom I
purchased it could provide no provenance
except that he bought it from another dealer.
The central design of the label is considered to
be the inspiration (and probably the model) for
the pioneer air mail labels sold in 1918 by the
Aero Club of Canada for the Toronto-Ottawa
flights. As such, it is a forerunner for the Canadian pioneer air mail stamps. It is interesting
that these proofs bear the imprint of the British
American Bank Note Co., Ottawa while the
Aero Club stamps were reportedly printed by
the United Typewriter Co of Toronto.
Has anyone seen these before and is anything

known about their history?
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ROYAL AIR FORCE AIR MAIL SERVICE, 1918

Dear Chris,
I recently obtained a cover which I saw in a dealer's group at a show and bought it because it
looked curious - a British Field Post Office, a hand script "Aeroplane Flight", and addressed to
Canada. I could not identify it through any data I had in my library so I
wrote to an authority in
England and received the following reply:
"It is certainly a letter carried by the RAF service, which was basically started to clear up the
accumulation of mail left in Germany by the advancing Allied armies during the last push of the
war
in my opinion it is certainly a RAF cover carried most likely from France to Britain. The
signature is that of the Commanding Office of the unit to which the writer belonged and thus it
qualified the letter for airmail transmission."
Unfortunately, my friend could not identify the unit or point of dispatch more closely because the
Field Post Office number is not legible.
I have never seen an item like this before. It is most likely sent by the RAF person to a relative in
Saskatchewan. It could even be from a Canadian serving in the RAF. Now if we can find out if
there is a Ferguson still living in Beatty, Saskatchewan, may be we can find out more about the
cover. Perhaps one of the readers of the Bulletin knows someone in Beatty.

Sincerely
1".67

Murray
Murray Heifetz, 49 Ternhill Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2E4
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A DOUBLE-FRANKED COVER, 1927
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CANADIAN POSTAGE cancelled VANCOUVER, 23 MAY 7 1 927
In 1927 there were no air mail services from Vancouver, so this cover would have gone south by train to Seattle.

AMERICAN AIR MAIL POSTAGE cancelled SEATTLE TERM.STA., MAY 8 8A.M.
The American Postage was supposed to pay the additional cost of air mail service from Seattle to San Francisco
which was available by the United States Contract Air Mail Route Number 8.
However, the cover didn't receive Air Mail service. - There is a purple stamp:

Received too late for Air
dispatch forwarded by train
and also a red-purple stamp:

Dispatched by train to expedite
delivery on account of no
service southbound Monday
Does any body know why this cover received two stamps? - Were they both applied in Seattle, or was there a
second point at which it might have been transferred to air mail? Also: why didn't CAM 8 operate southbound on
Mondays?
Yours sincerely,

John V. Woollam, Devon, England

THE "BREMEN" RESCUE - 1928
The above cover was sent in by
Carl Freund. It is very similar to
the cover on the left, featured in
an extensive article by Derek
Rance on the BREMEN rescue in our
March 1997 newsletter.
According to the information then
known, (much of which was
researched by Derek), the cover on
the left was deemed "very
questionable". - It was sent by
Topping, the Clarke Company employee in charge of the post office at
Clarke City. Favour cancelling at La Malbaie had definitely taken
place three months earlier on the first North Shore air mail
flights. The cover was backstamped in La Malbaie, whereas mail from
the North Shore flights was immediately sent on to Quebec, (even if
addressed to La Malbaie), and not backstamped in La Malbaie. Also,
and most suspicious of all in some peoples' eyes, the cover was
addressed to Roessler!
However, while Carl's cover was also prepared by Topping, and was
backstamped
La
Malbaie,
it
is addressed to
The District
Superintendent of Postal Service" in Quebec, and has a circular
backstamp:
ADMINISTRATEUR DU DISTRICT POSTAL DE QUEBEC

AVR 20 1929
That's a most unusual destination, and backstamp, for a
"manufactured" cover! But if this is a genuine cover, is the
"Roessler cover" genuine too? Any comments will be most
welcome!
Thanks Carl.
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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INAUGURATION OF THE
MONTREAL - ALBANY AIR MAIL SERVICE, 1928
Dick McIntosh sent me a copy of the programme for this inauguration. - It is an intriguing document,
both for the details it gives about the inaugural celebrations and the new Air Mail service, and for the
insight it gives into how the "History of Canadian Air Mail" was viewed in 1928.
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FIRST FLIGHT
AIR MAIL SERVICE
MONTREAL — ALBANY
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UNITED STATES OF
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MONTREAL LIGHT AEROPLANE CLUB • INC.

Inauguration officielle du
Premier

Service Postal Aerien
entre le

CANADA ET LES ETATS UNIS

Lundi, ler octobre, 1928
MONTREAL—ST. HUBERT

Official Inauguration of the
First International

Air Mail Service
betw ,:en

UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Monday, October 1st, 1928
MONTREAL—ST. HUBERT

Officiel -

P ROGRAMME PRIX

- 25c -

Official

PRICE

The actual size of the programme was approximately 6 x 9 inches. - The extracts on the following
pages have been slightly enlarged.
Continued
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INAUGURATION OF THE MONTREAL - ALBANY AIR MAIL SERVICE, 1928 continued:

cAIR MAIL SERVICE
in CANADA
During the past year the question of air mail transportation in Canada has been
engaging the attention of the Post Office Department with the result that a number of
air mail services have been inaugurated.
Lying eastward along the North shore of the St. Lawrence River, from the end of
the railway at LA MALBAIE to the boundary between Canada and Newfoundland,
Labrador is a stretch of country which is probably the most difficult in Canada to
traverse by land conveyances. The absence of roads, the rocky coast line and the
undulating nature of the surface are such as to make the trip by land a particularly
arduous undertaking. During the summer months the mail is conveyed by water
without difficulty but during the winter in previous years dog teams have been the sole
means of transportation of mails in this district. The impossibility of moving, by this
latter method, all the mail as it reached La Malbaie resulted in a serious congestion during the past winter seasons.
In an endeavour to avoid such congestion and to provide an earlier delivery of
mail a contract was entered into last winter with The Canadian Transcontinental
Airways Limited, of Quebec, for the conveyance of mails by air between La Malbaie
and Seven Islands, and Anticosti Island vis Bersimis, Pointe aux Outardes, Franklin,
Godbout, Trinity Bay, Pentecost, Shelter Bay and Clarke City, the distance between
La Malbaie and Seven Islands being about 260 miles and between La Malbaie and
Anticosti Island approximately 380 miles. The airplanes used by this company were
Fairchild F.C. monoplanes with Pratt and Whitney Wasp 420 H.P. engines.
Under the usual method of travel by dog teams between La Malbaie and Seven
Islands about three weeks were required to cover the distance while an airplane was
able to leave Lake St. Agnes at La Malbaie and reach Seven Islands in the course of
three hours.
The first trip under this agreement was made on the morning of Christmas Day
last, when 753 pounds of mail were carried from La Malbaie to Seven Islands. The
airplanes were equipped with both floats and skis in order to provide for any normal
contingencies, but during the Christmas season a mcst unusual thaw occurred which
made it impossible for a time to operate with floats, skis or wheels. However, in due
time, the usual winter weather set in with the result that the service was performed
during the balance of the winter season with considerable regularity. Over seven tons
of mail were conveyed, exclusive of parcels forwarded along the North Shore by the
ordinary method.
In the past winters Anticosti Island has been completely isolated from civilisation
except for the possible call of a Government ice breaking steamer. During the past
winter seven trips were made to the island and about two and a half tons of mail carried,
511 pounds being conveyed on the first trip which took place on the 7th of February.
The contract with The Canadian Transcontinental Airways Limited, also provided
for air mail service between Moncton, N.B. and the Magdalen Islands, a distance across
the Gulf of St. Lawrence of about 200 miles. Provision was made for the conveyance of
700 pounds of mail weekly. Conditions more or less parallel to those prevailing on the
Island of Anticosti existed in the case of the Magdalen Islands which have also been
practically isolated during the winter months, save for a weekly radio news letter and
an occasional call from an ice breaking steamer. As in the case of service to Anticosti
Island, seven complete air mail flights were accomplished during the past winter season,
almost one and one-half ton of mail being conveyed.
Further work performed last winter by The Canadian Transcontnental Airways
Limited, was in connection with a weekly Saturday trip between Moncton, N.B. and
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. This service was undertaken towards the latter
part of the winter, the first trip being performed on the 17th February.
- 8 -
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INAUGURATION OF THE MONTREAL - ALBANY AIR MAIL SERVICE, 1928 continued:

part of the winter, the first trip being performed on the 17th February. The object of
this service was to expedite the mails which otherwise would have been delivered on
Monday, in Charlottetown and throughout Prince Edward Island generally. The conveyance of this mail by airplane on Saturday brought it into Charlottetown on Saturday
afternoon and resulted in a considerable saving in time of delivery. Under this arrangement four trips were perfomed, t' ..e last trip being on the 17th March.
An air mail service was in effect between Leamington, Ontario, and Pelee Island
during the past winter season. The operation of conveying mail between the mainland
and Pelee Island during the winter months has always been extremely difficult in the
past. The practice has been to convey the mail by a boat equipped with runners, over
hard ice, through soft ice and through open water. The contractor was always accompanied by two or three helpers and very often it was necessary for them to climb out of
the boat onto the ice, pull the boat up on the ice, over the ice and into the water again.
This was a dangerous proceeding even under the best conditions. The distance between
Pelee Island and the nearest point on the mainland is only a matter of eight miles but
notwithstanding this fact it usually took the mail contractor and his assistants about
half a day to accomplish a trip. In view of the difficulty in performing this work, all
parcel post service with the Island was suspended during the winter months and this
resulted in considerable inconveniences to the inhabitants, inasmuch as it was necessary
for them to proceed to Leamington in order to secure whatever parcel post mail was
intended for them. The frequency of the air mail service which is performed by the
London Air Transport Limited with Waco model 9 planes, is four round trips per week.
This air mail service is, of course, only operated during the season of closed navigation.
During the past season about sixty-three trips were made and approximately eight tons
of mail carried.
Air mail routes have also been established to provide service to certain mining
districts. There is in operation an air mail service from Rolling Portage via Gold Pines,
Red Lake, Narrow Lake and Jackson Manion. This district is in northern Ontario,
north of the railway line and is particularly difficult to traverse. Up to quite recently it
was virgin territory and any trails in existence were those made by prospectors. The
mining activities and extensive prospecting throughout this district resulted in the
growth of settlements which gave indications of being permanent. The initial method
of carrying mail into this district was by dog teams but this soon proved inadequate.
The dogs were difficult to secure and it soon became obvious that some other method
would have to be adopted. The Western Canada Airways have been operating through
this district with a considerable degree of success, carrying prospectors in and out and
carrying also a considerable quantity of prospectors' equipment, etc. Negotiations with
this Company resulted in the awarding of a contract to them for the performance of one
flight per week with a weight limit of four hundred pounds. The planes used are Fokker
Universal monoplanes with a D.H. Moth as a service machine. The airplanes leave
Rolling Portage, proceed via Gold Pines to Red Lake, back to Gold Pines, north to
Narrow Lake and Jackson Manion, returning via Gold Pines to Rolling Portage, a
round trip of about 320 miles. The regular service was maintained during the last
winter season notwithstanding the severity of the weather and unusual flying conditions
generally. About twelve tons of mail have been carried under the contract since the 25th
January last when the service was inaugurated.
The Western Canada Airways also operate an air mail service between Bissett and
Lac du Bonnet in Manitoba, another mining district where the influx of an unusual
number of prospectors and the formation of several companies made it necessary for the
Post Office Department to arrange for mail service. The desirability of inaugurating an
air mail service was made evident by the absence of roads and the peculiar configuration
of that particular locality and arrangements were made with The Western Canada
Airways for an anir mail service semi-weekly from Lac du Bonnet to Wadhope and
Bissett, the weight limit being four hundred pounds per trip. For a certain period in the
winter months the airplane service may be suspended but during any such suspension of
air service, the Western Canada Airways will arrange for the performance of the service
by land conveyance. This air mail service performed by the Western Canada Airways
with Fokker Universal machines, was inaugurated on the 4th October, 1927. The first
trip this season was performed on the 14th May, 1928. From the latter date almost
eight tons of mail have been conveyed over this route.
Still more recently another air mail service has been inaugurated between The Pas
and Kississing (Cold Lake) to give a postal service to one of the newest mining districts.
This service was inaugurated on the 31st August, 1928.
Following successful experiments made last year, the Post Office Department has
recently awarded contracts for air mail services between Quai de Rimouski and Mont—
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real, Montreal and Toronto and Montreal and Ottawa with a view primarily to speeding
up the transportation of British and Foreign mails carried by transatlantic steamers
Incoming steamers are met at Rimouski and business correspondence taken off and
despatched by plane to Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa, while mails for western points
are carried by airplane to Toronto and despatched from that point by train. Mail is
also conveyed to the outgoing steamers at Rimouski by airplane from Toronto, Ottawa,
and Montreal, thereby despatching correspondence which would otherwise have had to
await the next outgoing steamer, sailing perhaps three or four days later.
The contracts for the air mail flights between Rimouski and Montreal, a distance of
330 miles, and between Montreal and Ottaw a, a distance of 110 miles, have been awarded
to The Canadian Transcontinental Airways Limited, while the contract for the flight of
330 miles between Toronto and Montreal is held by The Canadian Airways Limited.
The contracts with The Canadian. Transcontinental Airways Limited provide for the
use of Fairchil F.C. monoplanes with Pratt and Whitney Wasp 420 H.P. engines, while
the contract with The Canadian Airways Limited provides for the use of Fairchild F.C.
2 planes equipped with Wright Whirlwind J. 5. C. engines. the limit of weight of each
flight is 800 pounds.
One trip per week each way is performed between Ottawa and Montreal and two
trips per week, each day, are performed between Montreal and Toronto, and between
Rimouski and Montreal, one incoming and two outward trips between Rimouski and
Montreal being entirely in connection with British and Foreign mails conveyed on
trans-Atlantic steamers. The remaining incoming trip is in connection with mails taken
off the trains from the Maritime provinces as well as mail despatched from the Rimouski
Post Office.
On the trips between Montreal and Toronto and Montreal and Ottawa provision is
made for the conveyance of domestic mail in addition to the British and Foreign. The
placing on any letter carried by air from one city to another of a special delivery stamp
ensures immediate delivery when the point of destination is reached, that is to say when
advantage is taken of special delivery a letter went by air from Montreal at about noon
would be delivered to the addressee in Toronto before the close of the business day.
Similar conditions prevail in connection with the air service from Toronto to Montreal.
Special delivery also applies to the air service from Montreal to Ottawa and from
Ottawa to Montreal.
Since the inauguration of these services on the 5th and 6th May, 1928, The Canadian
Transcontinental Airways Limited have conveyed almost eighteen and one-half tons of
mail under their contract, while about fifteen tons of mail have been conveyed by The
Canadian Airways Limited.
The regularity of the service in connection with the transatlantic steamships is
necessarily uncertain, there being considerable variation in the hours of arrival of the
incoming boats, but on the 15th June, a saving in time in connection with the delivery
of incoming mail from the Empress of France was 66 hours at Ottawa, 65 hours at
Montreal and 64 hours at Toronto, and on the 5th June, in connection with the domestic
trip, 17 hours were saved in delivery at Montreal, 16 hours at Toronto and 21 hours at
Winnipeg. On the 26th May, in connection with the outgoing steamship Mont Royal
and on the 9th June, in connection with the outgoing steamship Laurentic, a saving of
84 hours was accomplished in each case.
Arrangements have also been made whereby letters addressed to passengers in
care of the purser on outgoing transtlantic steamers carrying air mails may be carried
by airplane to the steamer when such letters bear in addition to the ordinary postage a
special delivery stamp. Arrangements have also been made whereby passengers on
incoming transatlantic air mail carrying steamers may have the privilege of forwarding
letters by airplane from Rimouski to Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto when such letters
are prepaid with Canadian Special Delivery stamps in addition to the ordinary postage.
Tentative arrangements have been made for the operation in the near future of an
air mail service from Montreal, in the province of Quebec, to Albany, in the state of
New York. U.S.A., and a contract has been awarded for this work to the Canadian
Colonial Airways of Montreal. It is not possible at the moment to state definitely the
date on which this service will commence, but present indications are that the inaugural
flight will take place about the 1st October.
The recent announcement of the Postmaster General to the effect that within a
short time a daily air mail service each way will be put into effect between Montreal and
Toronto may be taken as an indication that the success which has attended the semiweekly air mail service between these cities has been sufficiently pronounced to warrant
the creation of the first daily airplane mail service in Canada.
- 10 -
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Air Mail Service
Effective October 1st, 1928, a daily except Sunday air mail service will be established
between Montreal. P.Q. and Albany, N.Y., on the following schedule:—
Effective October 1st, 1928.
Southbound
Read down

Daily except Sunday

North
bound
Read up

Montreal
Albany

11.15 a.m.
8.45 a.m.

2.30 p.m.
4.50 p.m.

Albany
New York

8.30 a.m.
7.00 a.m.

This route provides a direct connection via Albany with the U.S.A. Air mail route
No. 19 south via New York, Washington and Atlanta, Ga., to New Orleans, La. also
with the 20th Century Limited at Albany to points West via Chicago, and connecting
lines East and West of New York City.

Effective October 1st, 1928, a daily except Sunday air mail service will be established
between Montreal and Toronto, on the following schedule:—
Effective October 1st, 1928
Westbound
Read down

Daily except Sunday

11.15 a.m.
2.15 p.m.

Eastbound
Read up

Montreal
Toronto

1.00 p.m.
9.45 a.m.

This latter schedule is arranged in order to permit delivery to the business districts
of either city of correspondence before the close of the business day.

No mail will be carried by air between Montreal and Albany or between Montreal
and Toronto unless prepaid at the rate of .05 cts. for the first ounce and .10 cts. for each
succeeding ounce or fraction thereof.
The order of precedence will be:
(1) Genuine first class matter (i.e. correspondence)
(a) Registered
(b) Unregistered
(2) Other classes of mail matter prepaid at .05 cts. per ounce and .10 cts. for each
succeeding ounce or fraction thereof.
(a) Registered
(b) Unregistered
Registration and special delivery fees will be in addition to the air mail postage.
All mail matter originating in Canada prepaid at the Canadian air mail rates
intended for delivery at any point in U.S.A. will be carried over U.S.A. air mail routes
when necessary without additional cost. Similarly all mail matter originating in U.S.A.
prepaid at U.S.A. air mail rates, intended for delivery at any point in Canada, will be
carried over Canadian air mail routes when necessary without additional cost.

Continued
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cAIR MEET
Inauguration of the

FIRST INTERNATIONAL AIR MAIL
MONTREAL to ALBANY, also MONTREAL to TORONTO

October 1st, 1928
tj

Programme of Events
(Subject to revision)
9.00 a.m. Reception of visiting aircraft.
10.00 a.m. Reception of visiting aircraft.
11.00 a.m. Reception of visiting aircraft.
11.15 a.m. Airmail plane from Albany due to arrive.
11.20 a.m. Airmail plane departs for Toronto.
11.45 a.m. Airmail plane due to arrive from Rimouski.
11.50 a.m. Inauguration address, Mr. Victor Gaudet, K.C., Postmaster of Montreal
will introduce the following speakers:—
Mayor of Montreal, His Worship Camilien Houde,
Postmaster General of Canada, Hon. P. J. Veniot,
Hon. J. L. Ralston, K.C., C.M.G., D.S.O., D.C.L., Minister of National
Defence.
Hon. Mr. Wm. Phillips, United States Ambassador to Canada,
His Worship J. J. Walker, Mayor of New York,
Postmaster General of United States, Hon. W. I. Glover, 2nd Asst.
12.45 p.m. Luncheon.
1.00 p.m. Airmail plane due to arrive from Toronto.
1.45 p.m. Stunting and Flying Exhibition, Capt. F. G. M. Sparks, Chief Instructor
Montreal Light Aeroplane Club Inc.
2.00 p.m. Airmail plane departs for Albany.
2.30 p.m. Flying Programme: Flypast of all aircraft over Montreal.
3.00 p.m. 1st Heat: Open race for all civil aircraft, to be handicapped by S,Lr. A. T.
Cowley from known performances, 30 mile course run in two heats and a
final, in the vicinity and observed from St. Hubert aerodrome.
3.20 p.m. R.C.A.F. performance with four Siskin Fighters, powered with 400 h.p.
supercharged Jaguar radial engines.
3.45 p.m. 2nd Heat: Open Race for civil aircraft.
4.15 p.m. Final Heat: Open Race for civil aircraft.
7.30 p.m. The Montreal Light Aeroplane Club Inc. will entertain at dinner the
visiting airmen at the Mount Royal Hotel.
Passenger flights, exhibition flying by individuals continue throught the
the afternoon.
Race entries accepted up to 1 .00 p.m. October 1st at St. Hubert Airport.
Entry fee $5.00.
-

12

-

Continued
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INAUGURATION OF THE MONTREAL - ALBANY AIR MAIL SERVICE, 1928 continued:

SCENE OF BIG HANDICAP AIR RACE
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This map shows the location of
the St. Hubert Airdrome and how
to reach it via the Chambly road
from Victoria Bridge by auto and
other, via C.N.R. on Monday at
the inauguration ceremony for the
start of the first international air
mail between Montreal and Albany, N.V. The triangular course
for the races for aeroplanes is
shown marked with arrows near
the St. Hubert Airdrome. The
race will be known as the City of
Montreal Handicap for all civilian
aircraft. It will be for 30 miles and
run in two heats and a final. The
first, second and third in each heat
will fly the final, the winner being
the first to fly over the finish line.
The course will be flown twice.
Squadron Leader A. T. L. Crowley
is handicapper, R. A. Loader,
starter, and W. S.
Lighthall,

judge.

Thanks Dick.

I'
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THE FASCINATION OF AIR MAIL, 1929
Another testament to the public fascination with aviation and air mail in the late 1920's, is this
photograph found by Michel Brisebois while sorting out his father's effects:

Inscription on back:
C. Brisebois St. Hubert 1929
Inscription on the aircraft
Fokker Super Universal AIR-MAIL Canadian Airways Ltd.

From the way my father was dressed, / think it was probably spring or fall.
My father's name was Clovis Brisebois (1909-1995). He was probably 19 or 20 when
this picture was taken.
When he was in his late teens and twenties, my father was crazy about aviation (like
a lot of kids at that time I guess.) His interest faded when he discovered that, because
of a hearing problem, he couldn't become a pilot. He became a house builder, and in
the last part of his life, a boat builder. When / was a child, although his interest in
aviation had gone, he would often talk to me about spending weekends at Saint-Hubert
airport watching air pageants, talking to WW1 pilots and looking at planes. He saw the
R-100 of course and often talked about it. Even in his 80s, he still remembered names
of famous pilots and airplanes.
Although I always had an interest in aviation, it is only after my father died that /
started collecting airmail covers. / guess my interest is hereditary and late blooming.

All the best,
Michel
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EDMONTON AIR SHOW, 1930
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Addressed to: R.A. Brooks Esq., Fenton, Mich., U.S.A.
Postmarked: EDMONTON 11.30AM SEP 17 1930 ALTA.
Cachet on front First GREAT LAKES AIR CRUISE AUGUST 7-17 1930

Sponsored by DETROIT FLYING CLUB
104-6 Fort Shelby Hotel
Air mail cachet applied by A.A.P.S.
Cachets on back: FIRST ANNUAL AIR SHOW Chamber of Commerce - A.A.P.S.

17th SEPT. 1930 EDMONTON "The Sunniest Spot in Alberta"
also stamped: This letter was flown around the city during the event

in a plane of the WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LTD.
Bob of the North Land Edmonton Canada

Don Amos has come up with some information on the above cover, which appeared in the
QUESTIONS section of our December 1997 newsletter:
It was a left-over item to begin with. Many outfits which were going to apply cachets for
whatever, often made them up in advance, and sometimes had some left over. Then, as
now, they often used up the remainder for regular mail, especially then, as the Depression
was in full swing, and money was scarce, even to buy envelopes.
R.A. Brooks must have had something to do with the Great Lakes Air Cruise cachets, and
was probably a member of the AAPS (American Aero-Philatelic Society). Fenton must be
somewhere near Detroit.
Anyway, it looks like Brooks put his name and address on this cover, and sent it to Bob of
the Northland in Edmonton. He who usually looked after most events there, and was also
a member of the AAPS, (Board of Control and Representative in Western Canada).
As to the note (center back of the cover) I have never been able to find out who the pilot
was who flew the plane around the city.
As to the Air Show itself, it was no different than any other air show today, but much
smaller and, of course, less advanced. The show was•mostly done by two planes and was
the first Edmonton Air Show, and the first Chamber of Commerce cachet in Canada. The
cachets were black (quantity unknown), purple (30), and blue (30).
Some were autographed by the agent (and manager) of Western Canada Airways, L.R.
Mattern. That is the signature below the cachet on the front of the cover.
Thanks Don
Editor's Note: Don began his letter "you have probably had answers to your question already". - I
hadn't. - So please note that it's never too late to send in answers to questions in the newsletter.

•
,/

•
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PITCAIRN AUTOGYRO, 1932
The advertisement opposite was found by Nelson Bentley in a 1932 issue of FORTUNE
magazine. He added that:
I find this ad fascinating.
My oldest grandson who finished an Advertisement course last June, thinks its great, an
example of an "Art-deco" ad. To me, time wise, this is a couple of years into the Depression,
but the ad is aimed at the rich of course.
John Miller from Poughkeepsie, N.Y., bought one of the Pitcairns, and had contracts with Air
Shows across the U.S. at that time period. Later he joined Eastern Airlines, and flew the mail
with autogyros. His autogyro was number 12 on the Pitcairn production line. Amelia Earhart
had also ordered one. She would have had number 13 off the line, but was superstitious of
number 13, and asked that she be given a different autogyro. So the Company talked John
Miller into taking number 13, and gave number 12 to Earhart.
My wife and I visited John Miller several years ago to get his signature on some of my covers.
He's quite a character. At the time he was still mowing his lawn, and chopping his own fireplace
wood! He also had a mechanic's licence, was restoring a '60 Cadi and a '60 Chrysler, and also
had a rotary engine motorcycle!! His business card read "Jenny's to Jets", and he was still
flying!!!
Editor's note: I added the exclamation marks.

Thanks Nelson.

AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY 75th ANNIVERSARY PIN

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) has commissioned the production of a
commemorative pewter pin in honour of the 75` 1 anniversary of the founding of the American

Air
Mail Society (AAMS) founded in 1923. The pin 1 inch wide by 9/16th's deep with a back clasp
depicts the AAMS winged logo. Across the top is "75 th Anniversary AAMS" and across the
bottom in two lines is "VAPEX'98 13 - 15 November 1998 / Virginia Beach, VA, USA". Selling
at $5.00 US each or $8.00 Canadian post paid, all taxes included, the pins are available from
Major RK Malott. CD, Ret'd, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada.
Payment may be made by Money Order or personal cheque payable to Major RK Malott
.

ORAPEX 1999
ORAPEX 1999, Ottawa's National Stamp Exhibition will present the 38 th Annual RA Stamp
Club Exhibition and Bourse and Canada's Fifth National Philatelic Literature Exhibition, in the
Curling Rink at the Recreation Association (RA) Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada, Saturday, April 24, 1999 from 10 am to 6 pm, and Sunday, April 25, 1999 from 10 am to
4 pm. An extensive bourse and competitive exhibitions will be available for those attending.
Details are available from Paul Burega, Chairman ORAPEX'99, 16 Aldgate Crescent, Barhaven,
Nepean, Ontario, K2J 2G4 (Telephone (613) 825-8105) or Major RK. "Dick" Malott, CD, Ret'd,
Public Relations Officer ORAPEX 1999, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1
(Telephone (613) 829 0280 and Fax (613) 829 7673). Special cacheted covers will be available.
-

We

-

will again be holding our AGM at ORAPEX, on the Sunday afternoon. - More details in the
next newsletter.

MAKES THE FUN OF FLYING A PART OF EVERY SPORT
The Pitcairn Autogiro owner finds it not only practical and con-

to this vast utility is the proven security of a craft that will not

venient but fun to fly direct from home to horse show, hunt,

spin, designed and built to bring practical and every day flight to

distant football game or other sconthg events. Wherever there is

the average person. The present Pitcairn model tandem cockpits

room for such sports there is usually room in which to land and

afford unusually good visibility —a decided advantage for the

take off with security in a Pitcairn Autogiro. Private owners not

amateur or novice pilot. Dual controls permit operation from

only avoid the crowded highways but add the fun of hying to

either cockpit. A demonstration can be arranged at the place

their enjoyment of the contest on the ground. If for no other

where you would like to use your Pitcairn Autogiro. Factory

reason than its ability to fly to and from small areas, the Pitcairn

trained service men and pilots are a part of every dealer's organi-

Autogiro would be the ideal craft for the private owner. Yet added

zation. Write for descriptive literature.

PITCAIRN AIRCRAFT

PITCAIRN FIELD, WILLOW GROVE, PA.
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Newfoundland Airmails
21 May, 1932 - Transatlantic Flight, by Dornier DO-X Flying Boat
Holyrood - Horta (Azores) - Vigo (Spain) - Southampton
The German Dornier DO-X flying boat was the world's biggest heavier-than-air machine. It
was 130 feet long with a wing span of 160 feet. It was powered by 12 Curtiss "Conqueror"
engines and carried a crew of 14. It had a lifting power of 50 tons and had carried 169 people
on one of the trial flights.
The flying boat arrived in Newfoundland, from New York, on 19 May for the return flight to
Germany.
The postal authorities arranged for a special airmail to be carried to Europe. An overprint
was prepared for the standard $1.00 air stamp, including a special 50c surcharge.
8,000 stamps were issued, of which 1,793 were used on letters.
The flight departed on 21 May, at 3.25 a.m., and reached the Azores that evening before
continuing to Vigo, Southampton and Berlin.

J. WHITEWAY Co., LTD.
GENERAL DRY GOODS &c.

359 WATER STREET, ST JOHN'S, N.F.

Of the 1,804 covers carried, only 418 bear the 20 May date stamp and are therefore
somewhat scarcer. In general, covers were not backstamped by the post office. However the
cover above was backstamped by the receiving company, J.J. Langley, as being delivered in
Liverpool on 26 th May.
Seasons Greetings, from
David Granger

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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COVER OF THE MILLENNIUM
EVERYTHING NOWADAYS SEEMS UP FOR INCLUSION ON A LIST OF THE BEST, WORST, BIGGEST,
FASTEST OR WHATEVER OF THE MILLENNIUM.
IT SEEMS CERTAIN THEREFORE THAT OUR EDITOR
WILL ASK FOR AEROPHILATELIC NOMINATIONS NEXT DECEMBER. YES CHRIS? SO, TO BEAT THE
RUSH HERE IS AN ENTRY SLIGHTLY AHEAD OF ITS TIME (I.E. NEXT DEC). GET YOUR CHOICE
READY NOW. IT WOULD BE GREAT TO SEE WHAT YOU THINK. MERRY XMAS.
THE ULM ESSAY ON COVER (NEW ZEALAND)
THE FLIGHT: February 17 1934. First Official Air Mail, New Zealand - Australia
THE PLANE: Avro 10 Monoplane, "Faith in Australia", VH-UXX.
THE CREW:
Charles T.P.Ulm (pilot), G.U.(Scotty)Allan (co-pilot/navigator)
R.N.Boulton (Radio operator/Engineer).

THE ESSAY: Ulm had suggested to the Post Office that a stamp should be issued to
mark this important milestone. However time was insufficient and
he suggested instead, an overprint. Accordingly, the Post overprinted
as a trial, six copies of the current 7d brown air stamp with wording
by Ulm: TRITEPDMEMMELKET "001H IN AUMMIALW. After review, this was
changed to read TRATIEPDMNIWAIRMIL "MaIDIALIMIALUM and the stamp was
issued in blue on JANUARY 17 for the flight on FEBRUARY 17 1934..
THE COVER: As shown above, this cover has on it both the essay in brown and
the issued stamp in blue. Till Chris installs colour printing,
the essay is on the left and the issued stamp on the right.
It is signed by Ulm, Allen and Boulton and is addressed to Claude
Smythe, manager for Ulm's tour of NZ.
This is the only known copy on cover, of the essay. One mint example
is known. The whereabouts of the other four are not. They are not
in Post Office archives. If you know, tell me!
CHEERS.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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FIRST FLIGHT - EDMONTON to WHITEHORSE, 193 7

11\11PRIME

ONLY BY AIRMAIL FROM FEW YORK

ET SEULEMENT PAR PREMIER VOL EDMONTON TERRITOIRE DU YUKON

PAR AVION

.

PER VLIEGTUIG
EDMONTON-YUKON
++++++++++++++
ORLI LAMENT BUILDIN GS -EDMONTON,A1BERTIL

FIRST OFFICIN— FLIGHT

EDMONTOU - WHITE HORSE
MVrP~ 4i" ONSIEUR L ADMINISTRATEUR
<<,
DISTRICT POSTAL
MONTON CANADA
'/Ut s
Via New York-Edmonto

Postmarked: Brussels, 15 VI 1937
Cancelled and Cacheted: EDMONTON 8 JUL 5 37
Return address on back: VICTOR NAWRATIL
Porrontruy O.B.)
Suisse

Backstamod: WHITEHORSE YUKON, 23 JUL 5 37

One of my collections is of Canadian Government First Flight Covers. - I find most of the cachets
attractive, and many of them intriguing. (An added bonus is that I can usually tell what I'm looking
at without needing my reading glasses!)
I prefer covers with different and unusual frankings, as they give extra variety to the album pages.
This cover is the most unusual franking I have found so far, as it is the only Canadian First Flight
Cover I have come across that has no. Canadian postage on it!
Season's Greetings,

Chris Hargreaves
P.S. Can anybody explain the handstamp IMPRIME on this cover? - According to my dictionary it
indicates "printed matter . . . to send by book post".
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BAROTSELAND AIRMAIL - 1939

The Barotseland airmails served MUMBA, MANKOYA and MONGU,
towns which were approximately 150, 300 and 400 miles west of
LUSAKA "out in the blue". Prior to the air services, mail took weeks by
runner or by river canoe.
The first service by RHODESIAN AND NYASALAND AIRWAYS was on
2nd January 1939, but only one letter to MONGU has been recorded.
The second service on 9th January carried at least 26 covers from
Lusaka to Mongu: 12 from Lusaka and 14 ex United Kingdom (23Dec
38) which arrived Mongu the same day.
Postage was 1 1/2 pence per 1/2 ounce. It seems that the above cover was
inadvertently overlooked or missed, and has thus been taxed at 3
pence, twice the postage.
Seasons Greetings to all,

Jack Ince
Stirling, Ontario
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AN ATTEMPTED ROUND THE WORLD COVER, 1939
FIRST FLIGHT IMEIAL ATrOAY8.

Wynne Yeoman°,
The Falklands,
West-Wimbledon
En glana.

Posted: W.WIMBLEDON (London, England) 3 AU 39.

Franked: 1/3

Addressed to: E Leger, American Express, 1138 St Catherine St W, Montreal, Canada.
Backstamped: MONTREAL AUG 6 7 PM 1939
Re-franked and posted: 10 AUG 39 MONTREAL. Franked: 90 cents
There is evidence of another address label having been applied to the cover, this may have been a
Hong Kong address.
There is no receiving stamp for Hong Kong.
Re-franked and posted: 19 AUG 39 HONG KONG.

Franked: 40 cents. (.15 postage + .25 registration fee)

Addressed to: Wynne Yeomans, The Falklands, West Wimbledon S.W.20, England.

No receiving backstamp in the U.K.

Once regular trans-Atlantic air mail services commenced in 1939, it became possible to send
letters Round The World by various combinations of commercial air services. Several such covers
are listed in the TRANS-OCEANIC section of the American Air Mail Catalogue, for example:
1322 1939, May 20 -- First Eastward Around the World Dispatch via Transatlantic Air
Service, New York-Marseilles-London, Imperial Airways to Hong Kong, Pacific
Service to San Francisco thence Transcontinental Service to New York. Specifically,

printed covers were prepared for this dispatch with the text: "Around the World,
Trans-Atlantic, Trans-Continental, Trans-Pacific." Covers have U.S., British and Hong
Kong stamps, and are postmarked New York, May 20, 1939; Marseilles, May 22;
London, May 26; Hong Kong, June 7; and backstampea New York, June
17,
1939.
50.00

The above cover was found by Jonathan Johnson, and appears to be an ATTEMPT AT A FIRST

AROUND THE WORLD FLIGHT, USING IMPERIAL AIRWAYS INAUGURAL TRANS-ATLANTIC
SERVICE.
It looks like a great cover, EXCEPT for the Montreal - Southampton cachet, which has the cover
going the wrong way!
It seems that when this cover was re-franked in Montreal, the instruction "FIRST FLIGHT
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS" was left visible. - Instead of continuing Westward to San Francisco and
connecting with FAM 14 to Hong Kong; this cover was sent back across the Atlantic on the First
Imperial Airways flight Eastbound from Montreal to England, and then on to Hong Kong via India.
This definitely fits John's category of - odd ball and Round The World covers"!
Thanks John.
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ONWARD AIR TRANSMISSION, 1941

1411 114.7fi--

i1N,144
\'..04:2 '

•.•

10th December 1941 - Censored letter.
30 milts air mail rate. - A late usage of the first Canadian air mail stamp issued 1928.
Letter from GLEN SUTTON, QUEBEC
to the "Swiss Alkohol Inspector' at LUZERN, SWITZERLAND.
O.A.T. strike in red.

With best regards from Switzerland.

E. Zigerlig
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is invited
to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

I've just run across something regarding the Patricia Airways & Exploration stamp that I had
never seen previously reported. Ina random examination of some covers in a recent sale, it
seemed that the inscription "Red Lake" in the top of the stamp fell in different positions in relation
to the company name below. So Idecided to measure this inscription so see whether there was
any real difference.
Sure enough, it turned out that there were two lengths to the inscription. One measures 20.25mm
and the other measures 19.5mm. This variation in size should in no way be confused with the
"narrow spacing" variety (of which very few are known) which measures 15mm. At first I
thought that this discovery of two inscription lengths might indicate two separate printings. In
fact, I think it does, but my preliminary investigation seems to indicate that the 20.25mm length
appears on the stamp with the "blue-black" route inscription whereas the 19.5mm length appears
on the regular issue. However this eeds further study.
Please send responses to Murray Heifetz, 49 Ternhill Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2E4

SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.
COrvirVEMCRAIING THE FINAL CROSS
CANADA FuGHTS OF THE CF /RCAF
DAKOTA MARCH 19E9
EN SCuvENR OEs OERNAERS VOLS
-MANS

CANADA DJ DAKOTA FC/ARC
MARS 19139

....—c-\(
-

C-47 DAKOTA CLOSE-OUT
, MISE A LA RETRAITE OU DAKOTA C-47
CFEIMFC WIIIPEG

_ -----

--

YLOWN ABOARD • 12963 SAGOTVI EIGOOSE BAY/
DERIST JOHN' I HEARWATER/G• ENWOOD/
I 'FREDERICTON/
MERSIDE'M CO*
ARLOTTETOWNI
RDEN /HAMILTON/
ES C CITY/OTT W /TRENTON
85
IWINNITtS-14
TE MARIE H NDER

35!
This is one of a pair of covers, flown across Canada to commemorate the retirement of the DAKOTA
from Canadian Forces' service in 1989. It is one of several commemorative covers available from the
CAS. For more information on this cover, (which costs $3.00), or a full list of covers available, please
contact MIKE SHAND: 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa K2C 2H8.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly in March, June, September
and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue, please send it to the
editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by

MARCH 15th.
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SUPPLEMENT I TO THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
A CROSS REFERENCE INDEX
from the CATALOGUE NUMBERS IN AMCN SECTION 5,
to numbers in the AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE.
Catalogue
Number

2601
2701
2703
2709
2711
2713
2715
2717
2719
2721
2801
2803
2805
2807
2815
2817
2819
2821
2823
2827
2837
2839
2841
2843
2845
2847
2853
2855
2861
2863
2905
2907
2909
2913
2915
2917
2927
2929
2931
2933
2935
2937
2939
2943
2945
2947
2949
2961
2963
2967
2969
3007
3011
3017

Former Catalogue
Number

200
569 (USSHF)
Note page 1685 AAMC
205
204
500
206
501
207
502
505
506
507
508
1070 (TORF)
208
210
211
212
213 (4th ed)
215
216
509
217
Note page 1690 AAMC
218 (4th ed)
219
510
511
512
225
515
226
516
B20 (Airport Ded.)
517
B113 (Airport Ded.)
518
518A
7.27
228
518B
229
230
231
231A
B347-9 (Airport Ded.)
231B
232
519
520
525
235
236

Catalogue
Number

3021
3025
3027
3029
3031
3037
3043
3047
3053
3055
3057
3061
3065
3101
3103
3105
3107
3115
3117
3121
3125
3127
3131
3133
3135
3137
3139
3141
314";
3153
3157
3159
3161
3163
3165
3167
3169
3171
3177
3215
3217
3219
3231
3233
3235
3237
3245
3247
3301
3305
3309
3315
3317
3319

Former Catalogue
Number

236A
236B
237
238
526
239
239B
240
527
241
1122 (TORF)
528
242
245
529
246
233
D93-94 (Airport Ded.)
246B (4th ed)
D122 (Airport Ded.)
246C (4th ed)
246D
247
D165 (Airport Ded.)
247A
248
249 (4th ed)
249A (4th ed)
529A
250
251
D189 (Airport Ded.)
252 (4th ed)
253
D237 (Airport Ded.)
254
254A (4th ed)
254B (4th ed)
530
535
255
256
257
258
258A (4th ed)
259
536
537
540
541
542
543
Note page 1723 AAMC
544

Catalogue Former Catalogue
Number
Number

3323
3327
3331
3333
3335
3337
3339
3343
3347
3349
3351
3353
3401
3409
3411
3413
3419
3421
3423
3427
3429
3431
3433
3435
3501
3503
3505
3507
3509

3511
3513
3515
3517
3521
3523
3525
3527
3529
3601
3603
3605
3607
3611
3615
3619
3701
3703
3707
3709
3709
3711
3713
3715
3717

F57 (Airport Ded.)
F89 (Airport Ded.)
266 (4th ed)
267
265A (4th ed)
267A (4th ed)
268
269
545
546
547
548
555
556
557
275
G143 (Airport Ded.)
276
558
559
560
561
562
563
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
1239 (TORF)
280
578
579
580
281
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
595
285
596
D130 (Airport Ded.)
597
598
286
287

599
Continued
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Catalogue Former Catalogue
Number
Number
599A
3719
288 (4th ed)
3721
600
3723
J96 (Airport Ded.)
3727
601
3729
602
3733
289 (4th ed)
3735
603
3737
604
3739
610
3803
289A •
3805
611
3807
289B
3809
290 (4th ed)
3813
612
3815
613
3817
613A
3819
Note Page 1737 AAMC
3821
290A (4th ed)
3823
614
3825
K75 (Airport Ded.)
3827
615
3831
291
3833
292
3835
293
3837
616
3839
617
3841
294
3843
295
3847
296
3849
618
3851
300
3901
301
3903
302
3905
1-4, 1-7 (FAM)
3907
625
3909
626
3911
1319 (TORF)
3915
L41 (Airport Ded.)
3919
303 (4th ed)
3921
304 (4th ed)
3925
L61 (Airport Ded.)
3927
627
3929
628
3931
3935 . 305
306
3937
310
40Q1
321
4003
315 (4th ed)
4101
640
4103
316
4107
317 (4th ed)
4109
318 (4th ed)
4111
319 (4th ed)
4113

Catalogue Former Catalogue
Catalogue Former Catalogue
Number
Number
Number
Number
641
4115
5201
683 (4th ed)
N93 (Airport Ded.)
4117
370 (4th ed)
5203
320 (4th ed)
4119
684 (4th ed)
5205
1-8 (FAM)
4123
371 (4th ed)
5211
720 (USSHF)
4127
688 (4th ed)
5217
323
4203
373 (4th ed)
5223
325
4205
374 (4th ed)
5225
645
4207
5301
375 (4th ed)
57N3 (CAM)
4209
5303
376 (4th ed)
650
4301
5305
693 (4th ed)
725 (USSHF)
4303
377
5401
326
4307
5403
378 (4th ed)
327
4309
5513
379 (4th ed)
330
4403
5515
380
660
4501
5517
381
661
4503
5605
382 (4th ed)
662
4505
5607
383 (4th ed)
663
4507
5609
384 (4th ed)
664
4509
5701
385 (4th ed)
6'70
4601
5705
386 (4th ed)
335 (4th ed)
4603
5707
387 (4th ed)
326 (4th ed)
4605
388 (4th ed)
5711
71514318 (CAM)
4607
5713
389 (4th ed)
337
4609
5803
390 (4th ed)
338
4613
5809
391 (4th ed)
339
4617
5817
392 (4th ed)
340
4619
5831
393 (4th ed)
Note page 1980 AAMC
4701
5901
395 (4th ed)
675
4705
5907
396 (4th ed)
676
4707
5913
397
677
4709
5919
398
345
4711
6003
399
346
4713
6023
401 (4th ed)
350
4715
6025
402 (4th ed)
351
4717
6037
J675-6
352
4719
6039
86-120 (CAM)
T294 (Airport Ded.)
4721
6041
AG120 (Airport Ded.)
353
4723
6113
3740
355
4801
6121
403 (4th ed)
356
4803
6127
3852-3
Note page 1713 AAMC
4807
6203
404 (4th ed)
358 (4th ed)
4813
6305
AK40 (Airport Ded.)
678 (4th ed)
4815
6307
94-63 (CAM)
679 (4th ed)
4901
6503
11020
360
4903
6505
406 (4th ed)
361
4904
6507
405 (4th ed)
362 (4th ed)
4905
6511
J1034-1037
368 (4th ed)
5003
6523
407 (4th ed)
365
5005
6525
408
28-50 (FAM)
5007
6631
AN119 (Airport Ded.)
366 (4th ed)
5009
6635
409 (4th ed)
680 (4th ed)
5015
6645
148-1 (CAM)
681 (4th ed)
5017
6647
410 (4th ed)
682'(4th ed)
5019
6651
411 (4th ed)

Continued
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Catalogue Former Catalogue
Number
Number

6717
6719
6729
6733
6745
6747
6751
6753
6755
6767
6809
6813
6815
6915
6925
6927
6949
7027
7031
7175
7215
7319
7325
7537
7631
7701
7711
7909
8003
8009
8111
8203
8401

94N71 (CAM)
56W3-6 (CAM)
A044 (Airport Ded.)
52N6-8 (CAM)
57E5-6 (CAM)
86W131-2 (CAM)
413 (4th ed)
414 (4th ed)
418 (4th ed)
97N97 (CAM)
AP83 (Airport Ded.)
AP121 (Airport Ded.)
AP127 (Airport Ded.)
415 (4th ed)
416 (4th ed)
417 (4th ed)
AR160 (Airport Ded.)
AS90-91 (Airport Ded.)
AS96 (Airport Ded.)
AT54 (Airport Ded.)
AU20 (Airport Ded.)
AU35 (Airport Ded.)
AU43 (Airport Ded.)
AX57 (Airport Ded.)
97N112-3 (CAM)
56NE7 (CAM)
AZ30 (Airport Ded.)
FL D18-19 (FFUS)
RCD4NF (FFUS)
BN D78-80H (FFUS)
FL D42N (FFUS)
WAD43E (FFUS)
AAD25ONF (FFUS)

Note: This is the reverse index to that on page 542 of the catalogue. The absence of a Catalogue

Number indicates that there was not a corresponding listing in the Former Catalogue.

This is the first in a series of supplements to AMCN that have been prepared by Dick McIntosh.
The supplements mainly relate to Section 5

-

Government & Other Airmail Covers of Canada 1926-

1997.

Further supplements will be published as part of The Canadian Aerophilatelist as follows:
March 1999

"Early" additions and changes to Section 5: approximately 1926 to 1964.

June 1999

"Later" additions and changes to Section 5: approximately 1964 to 1998,
and to Section 11 Canadian Air Mail and Aviation Anniversary Covers.

September 1999 Detailed maps to locate the start and finish of flights.
Individual copies of the catalogue supplements will also be available for: $2.000dn to Canadian
addresses; $2.00U.S. to American addresses; $3.000dn/$2.00U.S. to overseas addresses.
Supplements can be ordered from: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario, Canada
K7M 4Y4. Payment can be made by cheque, bank notes, or mint postage stamps.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels:
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:

Country:

Postal Code:
Telephone:

e-mail:

Fax:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:

For Secretary's use:
Amount of dues paid:

Date joined:

The following names are due for membership renewal:

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

13
14
17
19
65
106
109
111
171
193
217
218
219
276

67
69
135
172
180
220
221
222
243
244
260
261
277

73
136
157
174
194
207
236

Janice Weinstock
Murray Heifetz
Richard J. McIntosh
Ray Simrak
Ian Mowat
Maurice G. Malenfant
Gary J. Lyon
James Larry Kobelt
Albert N. Leger
JP Gadoury
Cecil G. Stoner
Roy Shuker
William C. Noble
Richard S. Allen

Robert North Sr
Don Amos
Beatrice Bachmann
Ivan RW Burges
Elmer WA Cleary
Richard Whalley
W. Arnold Stearman
Douglas M. Smith
Jim Miller
James A. Thompson
Fred C. Dietz
James H. Walsh
Ed Matthews

Kurt Tischler
Friedel Egger
Robert L. Meyer
Louis Poirier
Derek C. Rance
Charles W. Oakley
John B. Wheeler

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OOOOOOOOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatebl and Aerophikaelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Telephone: (613) 829 0280
Fax: (613) 829 7673

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3

Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 1X0
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear
special markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
-

issued for these services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information
among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from
around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this
newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-

-

Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183

-

Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers: the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland. - This can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or directly from AAMS
Publications (address below) for $35US plus $3.00US postage within the U.S.A./S5.00US postage
elsewhere. (Members of the CAS or AAMS may purchase one copy from the AAMS for S28US plus
postage.)
for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official
Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral
Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that
operated the first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps,
and sold them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the
cost of the service.)
also detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the AAMS.
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to 1940; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both
are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5
or 6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful
books and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year (for Canadians). Further information can be
obtained from the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS
website at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $3US postpaid from AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956,
or downloaded from the internet at: http://pantherbsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any
publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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EDITORIAL - BAD NEWS
As usual, this first newsletter of the year contains the "annual reports" on the operations of our Society.
The bad news is that: - we are operating in the red!
- we must either cut back on our activities to save money, or increase our dues;
either option could result in some members being upset and not renewing their
membership, which could end up making matters worse.
I would therefore like to encourage all members to read these annual reports, and if you have strong
opinions about the action we should take, either write to our Treasurer with your suggestions, or attend
the membership meeting on April 12th, or the General Meeting on April 25th. (See page 6 for details of
both meetings.)
Good luck to the Executive in making the right decision!

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to five more members:
298 Dale A. Green, Oscoda, Michigan, USA
299 John MacKeigan, Oromocto, New Brunswick
300 Bob Campbell, Winnipeg, Manitoba
301
Tim Jones, Dale City, Virginia, USA
Stuart Billington, Phillips International Auctioneers, London, England
302
Ron Miyanishi reports that our Society now has an active membership of 160 paid, and 13
complimentary members; compared to 150 paid and 15 complimentary members at this time last
year. - This is the fifth year in a row that our paid membership has increased!

Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)
Canada:
8
Alberta
15
British Columbia
Manitoba
3
New Brunswick
5
2
Newfoundland
1
Northwest Territories
Ontario
61
Quebec
15
2
Saskatchewan
Total

112

International:

Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
New Zealand
South Africa
Switzerland

1
7

Total

22

Total active membership:

160

2
3
1
2
1
1
4

USA:

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Washington
Wisconsin

2
3
5
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
2

Total

26

In addition, 13 complimentary memberships are
carried on the mailing list:
Australia
Canada
England
France
India
Norway
Switzerland
USA

1
3
2
1
1
1

Total

13

1
3

Thanks for all your work Ron!

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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IN MEMORIAM - FRED BLAU
Fred F. Blau, an awardwinning exhibitor who specialized in postal history of
Palestine and the Holy Land
and military mail of World
Wars I and II, died Oct. 29 at
the age of 89. He was a resident of Glenview, Ill.
Born in Vienna, Austria, in
1909, Mr. Blau started collecting stamps as a child.
As a young man, he was a
member of the Austrian Jewish soccer team, which became the country's champion.
In the 1930s, the team was
invited to play soccer in Pal-

estine. Afterward, Mr. Blau
decided that he did not like
the political climate in Europe for Jews, and he remained in the Holy Land,
while the rest of his team returned to Austria. He was the
only member of the team to
survive the Holocaust.
Mr. Blau made his living
as a caterer and worked for
many years as the director of
purchasing for a national
hotel chain.
He was in charge of catering at the Ameripex 86 show
in Rosemont, Ill., near Chi-

cago, where he liked to conclude lavish banquets with
his signature dessert, flaming
Baked Alaska Cakewalk.
As an exhibitor, Mr. Blau
was awarded 13 large golds
and 21 small golds in international exhibitions and
countless prizes at regional
shows in the United States.
He wrote two philatelic

books: The Orient Flight of
the Graf Zeppelin and The
Egypt Flight of the Graf Zeppelin.•
He was an active member
of the American Philatelic

Society, the American Air
Mail Society, the Holyland
Philatelic Society of Jerusalem and the Collectors Club
of Chicago, among many
other groups.
He attended several congresses of the .International
Federation of Philately (FIP)
and was a strong proponent
of Taiwan becoming a member of the FIP. Taiwan
named him its "Ambassador
to Philately."
Mr. Blau is survived by his
son Dan. Funeral services
were held Nov. 2.•

Reprinted from LINN'S STAMP NEWS, November 23 1998

Fred was also a member of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society since 1986; he gave a most
interesting slide presentation and lecture on "The Mails of the Airship Graf Zeppelin to and from
Palestine" at CAPEX'96; and was an occasional contributor to this newsletter. I will remember him.

IN MEMORIAM - CAPTAIN MICHAEL VANDENBOS
kN kDIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETI

FLOWN EY THE SNOWBIRDS

••
• b,
••

431 AIR DEMONSTRATION SQUADRON
MOOSE JAW AIR SHOW
16 JULY 1 998
15 WING MOOSE JAW, BUSHELL PARK.
MOOSE JAW, SASKATCHEWAN

Captain Michael VandenBos died after a mid-air collision in December.
MACLEAN'S magazine of December 21 1998 reported that:
The Snowbirds aerobatics team was practicing close formation flying near Mitchelton
in south-central Saskatchewan, when his Tutor jet crashed after touching wings with
another Tutor. Captain VandenBos died despite being able to eject from his plane.
The other jet landed safely.
Our Society has often appreciated the cooperation of the Snowbirds in the past, and now extends
its condolences to the family of Captain VandenBos.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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CAS PRESIDENT'S REPORT
It is nice to enjoy a holiday, especially in a warm clime during an Ontario winter, but its
overwhelming to come back to the routine with two bags of mail to action. If any of you have
written to me in the last two months and have not received an answer be patient please as I will
reply as soon as possible.

The Youth Champion of Champions Award at the Greater Toronto Stamp Show, Toronto,
Ontario, 16-18 October 1998 was presented to Tim Jones of Dale City, Virginia, USA for his
exhibit, The History of Man's Flight in the Earth's Atmosphere. In recognition of Tim's
outstanding accomplishment and to encourage young collectors to continue their aerophilatelic
collecting, the CAS awarded one of its plaques to Tim, suitably inscribed, and a year's
complimentary membership in the CAS. Tim sent a letter of sincere appreciation and stated that
he found two valuable articles in Chris Hargreaves's The Canadian Aerophilatelist that will assist
him in improving his exhibit. Congratulations to both Tim and Chris for their excellent work for
aerophilately.
The CAS's financial position has never been too great since our membership base is small and our
money making projects are few. Our main expense is the production of our most important and
unifying publication, The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Our very competent treasurer Ivan
MacKenzie has spent many hours reviewing our financial situation and has come up with three
situations for possible action. We have already reduced our complimentary mailings of our
newsletter and our Vice-President , Michael Shand, has taken on the responsibility of preparing
the newsletter for mailing. This was paid for before to a special helper. We also plan to hold an
auction to sell some of our accumulated stock of special envelopes. These flown covers have paid
for themselves but there is a residue that should be sold for the benefit of the CAS treasury.
A full report is enclosed from Ivan in this issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Your comments
are essential for the preservation of the CAS. Please direct your replies to Ivan who will review
them all and then submit a report to the CAS Executive Committee. I personally feel that we must
maintain the four yearly issues of The Canadian Aerophilatelist since Chris's work is the main
CAS benefit to the membership. A perusal of Ivan's research reveals that our total cost of the
production and mailing of the newsletter exceeds the yearly dues of each member. Thus we are
steadily losing ground on each membership. The logical solution is to raise the dues by $5.00
across the board as of 1 January 2000 and to maintain the four issues of the newsletter. Donations
to the CAS treasury would also be quite acceptable.
As the Canadian Commissioner to IBRA'99 I will be leaving for Nuremberg, Germany on 23
April and returning on 16 May as I will also be visiting German military museums in Bavaria and
the Black Forest. Michael Shand's New Zealand exhibit is the only aerophilatelic exhibit being
shown from Canada. My crash cover exhibit was not accepted for IBRA'99 but it has been
accepted for PHILEXFRANCE'99. Those that are in the Fredericton, NB area, 28-30 May 1998'
be sure to attend ROYAL 1999 ROYALE , at the Fredericton Inn, Regent Street at the TransCanada Highway, Fredericton, NB. Hours of operation are Friday, 10 am to 6 pm; Saturday, 9 am
to 5 pm; and Sunday, 10 am to 4 pm. Further information is available from Ron Smith, 12

Continued
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CAS PRESIDENTS REPORT continued:

-2Chateau Drive, McLeod Hill, NB, E3A 5X2, (Tel: (506) 453-1792). The CAS is Chapter 187 of
the RPSC and members are urged to attend the 1999 RPSC Convention. Hopefully there will be a
few aerophilatelic exhibits.
I will be attending PIPEX'99, the Spring Meeting of the AAMS, in Portland, Oregon, from 4-6
June 1999 and serving as an aerophilatelic judge. I hope to see many of our US members and
some of the west coast Canadian members at the exhibition. At this event those appointed to the
AAMS Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame and the Recipient of the Conrath Award will be announced.
Since the AAMS is participating there will be an excellent representation of aerophilatelic
exhibits. The 1999 AAMS Convention will be held at CHICAGOPEX'99 in Chicago, 19-21
November 1999. The full schedule of future AAMS meetings is published on page 100 of the
March 1999 issue of The Airpost Journal, Vol. 70, No. 3.
Last but not least is the annual exhibition ( for 1999 the 38 th ) of the RA Stamp Club to be held in
the Curling Rink at the RA Centre , 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. The hours
are Saturday, 24 April 1999, 10 am to 6 pm; and Sunday, 25 April 1999, 10 am to 4 pm. Paul
Burega who was the ORAPEX Chairman for many years has taken employment in the USA and
has relinquished the chairman's position to Doug Lingard who has served on the ORAPEX
Committees for many years also. Many thanks to Paul for his many years of dedicated philatelic
leadership and best wishes for his future endeavors. Over 20 dealers will be present and the CAS
will have a general meeting on Sunday afternoon for those wishing to attend.
Since I will be leaving for Germany on Friday, 23 April 1999 I will not be available to attend.
Since local members wished a CAS membership meeting before I left we will hold a meeting at 8
pm on Monday 12 April 1999 after the RA Stamp Club meeting at the RA Centre. We will
discuss the CAS's future, in particular its finances. All members of the CAS in the Ottawa area
are urged to attend. If you can not attend please send in your comments concerning the operation
of the Society and ways to economize in our operations ( but not reducing our quarterly issues of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist.

The CAS has been most fortunate to have a very dedicated treasurer (Ivan MacKenzie), a talented
secretary (Ron Miyanishi), a productive and amiable vice- president (Michael Shand), and an
incomparable editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist (Chris Hargreaves). It has been my privilege
to work with these gentlemen over the past few years on behalf of the CAS membership. May our
team persevere over the coming months and into the Millennium, 2000.
Canada Post is to release a special set of 16 aviation stamps for the 75 th anniversary of the
Canadian Air Force (RCAF/CF) and the 50 th anniversary of the Canadian International Air Show
at the Toronto Exhibition. The CAS plans to have special envelopes prepared and flown for this
event. More data to follow

RK Malott, Major Ret'd, President CAS

Thanks for all your different activities on our behalf Dick.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DEC 1997 AND 1998
1998

1997
705.69

Opening Bank Balance

332.72

INCOME
2,015.05

Accounts Receivable - from AAMS for 1996 and 1997
Income Generated During the Year
219.90

397.52

Dues - renewals and reinstated members

1,867.05

2,322.08

CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers

1,163.38

1,029.65

Dues - new members

Other Sales - includes, e.g., books, pins and advertising

206.13

37.00

Donations - from members

133.00

25.00

Bank Interest - checking account

0.38

3.46
482.95

R.K. Malott - sale of AAMS publications
GIC Proceeds - principal $1,000.00 & interest $225.21

1,225.21

AAMS - The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland

1,210.99

182.80

Income Generated and Received During the Year

6,026.04

4,480.46

Opening Bank Balance and Income Received During the Year

6,731.73

6,828.23

517.46

832.13

EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at Previous 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations

136.04

153.68

Philatelic Covers - costs, e.g., covers, postage and envelopes

138.86

158.94

408.26

989.21

Postage - such as for CAS newsletter, covers and books

1,631.90

1,738.95

Printing and Photocopying - such as newsletter and catalogue

1,963.87

1,623.28

The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland

1,866.82

Office Supplies

9.60

13.70

AAMS - Publications

163.24

482.95

Telephone - long distance

108.29

126.65

Service Charges - checking account

Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
Engraving - presentation plaques
Clerical Work - Mailing CAS newsletter
Return of cheque by bank (for Can$ drawn on US bank)
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred in 1997 and 1998 but paid in 1998
Closing Bank Balance

90.00
36.80

42.71

160.00

370.00

0.00

20.00

6,713.68

5,720.07

832.13

1,022.12

6,399.01

5,530.08

332.72

1,298.15

FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec - AAMS for Air Mail Catalogue

2,015.05

Accounts Payable at 31 Dec

832.13

1,022.12

Financial Position at 31 Dec

1,515.64

276.03

1. Postage Stamps (face value)

458.56

323.23

2

600.00

500.00

4,519.00

1,000.00

NOTES
A Value of Inventory on hand at 31 Dec

CAS Presentation Plaques (cost price)

3. Flight Covers and CAS Pins (retail sale price)
4. CAS Stationery
Total

262.00

800.00

5,839.56

2,623.23

B The 1997 data has been restated to be consistent with the revised format for 1998

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer, CAS
CONTINUED
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Analysts of 1998 CAS Income and Expenses and Three Proposals for 1999 Budget

Proposal *1
1998 Actual 1 1999 Budget
MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY
Number of Members
156
Dues Paying Members
108
Canada
28
United States
20
International
49
Complimentary Members\ PR Copies
11
Canada
24
United States
14
International
Total Members
205
119 .
Canada
United States
52
34
International
Annual Dues - Canadian Dollars
15.00
Canada
15.00
United States
20.00
International
Newsletter - Annual Postage Cost
3.60
Canada (Can $0.92 per issue)
4.68
United States (Con $1.25 per issue)
9.00
International (Can $2.35 per issue)
INCOME SUMMARY
Dues & Donations
2,744.60
CAS Covers & Other
1,066.65
Total Income for Year
3,811.25
Total Income per Paying Member
24.43'
EXPENSE SUMMARY
General Operating Expenses
153.68
RPSC, AAMS, FISA dues
158.94
CAS philatelic covers
894.67
Office supplies
633.39
Postage
85.25
Miscellaneous
A - Total General Expenses
1,925.93
12.35
Annual cost per paid member
Newsletter Expenses
4
Number of 32 page issues for year
604.10
Editor expenses
138.48
CAS Letterheads
1,579.34
Printing
2,321.92 Total production cost
1,115'
Number of copies for year
2.08Cost of production per copy
370.
Clerical costs of mailing
634.191Postage
3,326.11
B Total Newsletter Expenses
21.32 :
Annual cost per paying member
5,252.04
Total Expenses A + B
Total cost per paying member
33.67;
PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE YEAR
-1,440.79 ,
Net profit/-loss
'
-9.24
Net profit/-loss per paying member
276.03 1
Financial Position at 31 Dec
-

-

Proposal *2 i Proposal 1*
1999 Budget
1999 Budget

159
112
26
21
36
14
13
9
195
126
39
30

159
112
26
21
18
7
6
5
177
119
32
26

159
112
26
21
18
7

15.00
15.00
20.00

15.00 '
15.001
20.001

20.00
20.00
25.00

3.68
5.00.
9.4017

2.76 I
3.75
7.057

3.68
5.00
9.40

2,490.00
500.00
2,990.00
18.81

2,490.00 I
2,990.001
18.81

3,285.00
500.00
3,785.00
23.81

160.00

90.00

90.00

350.00
600.00'
90.00
1,200.00
7.55

--

5
177
119
32
26

4
400.00 ,
124.20!
1,512.257
2,036.451,
1,00012.041_._

50.j

350.00
400.00 *
60.00
900.00
5.66

350.00
400.00
60.00
900.00
5.66

3
300.00'
74.52
796.9 5
1,171A7 600
1.95.

4
400.00
1,062.60
1,561.96
800
1.95

4,195.21 '
26.38

649.05
1,820.52
11.45
2,720.52
17.11

865.40
2,427.36
15.27
3,327.36
20.93

-1,205.21
-7.58
-929.18

269.48
1.69
545.51

457.64
2.88
733.67

958.761
2995.21 1

TREASURER'S REPORT AND PROPOSALS continue
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Treasurer's Comments — Treasurer's Reports for 1997 and 1998
Budget Proposals for 1999
The data for 1997 have been restated to reflect the slightly revised format for the 1998 statement.
The main intent of the revision is an attempt to indicate income actually generated and the expenses
actually incurred in the calendar year under review. Also, Mike Shand has reviewed and revalued, with
Dick Malott's concurrence, the estimated value of the inventory of CAS covers to more closely reflect
what the CAS may expect to realize from future sales.
The down side to our financial picture is that the CAS financial position has deteriorated at a rate
in excess of $1000 per year during the past two years - from a financial position of $2,621.29 at 31 Dec
96 to $276.03 at 31 Dec 98. Short and long term solutions to this dilemma are required NOW.
In an attempt to provide some constructive background data to assist with the preparation of a CAS
operating budget for 1999, your Treasurer has prepared an analysis of the income and expenses for 1998
and three budget scenarios for 1999. On a very positive note, Mike Shand has volunteered to prepare each
edition of the newsletter for mailing which, based on the 1998 cost for this work, will save CAS in the
vicinity of $370.00 per year. The following brief explanations are intended to highlight the key
differences in the proposals and between the 1998 data and the proposals:
• The membership summary for Proposal #1 is based on data provided by the CAS Secretary Ron
Miyanishi with the exception of a suggestion by Dick Malott that the complimentary member
and public relations newsletter mailing lists numbers be reduced to a total of 36 for 1999. A
further reduction to a total of 18 is presented in Proposals #2 and #3.
• Proposals #1 and #2 reflect the current authorized CAS annual membership dues rates whereas
Proposal #3 suggests a $5.00 increase in the annual dues.
• The income from the sale of aerophilatelic covers has been reduced to $500 which is thought
to be a reasonably realistic estimate. Past experience suggests that at least half of this will be
generated by President Dick as profit from his annual "Snowbird" cover project.
• All three proposals reflect the current Canada Post rates for mailing the CAS newsletter within
Canada, to the United States destinations and to other international destinations.
• Proposal #1 provides for the continued payment of RPSC, AAMS and FISA dues whereas
Proposals #2 and #3 suggest the elimination of one or more of the affiliations.
• The significant reduction in office supplies reflects the fact that 5000 sheets of CAS letterhead
were purchased in 1998; however, the stock is expected to last for several years.
• It is suggested that other (excludes the CAS newsletter) postage costs be reduced significantly.
• Our Editor, Chris Hargreaves, has agreed with the suggestion that the operating budget for our
fine newsletter, The Canadian Aerophilatelist, be reduced to $100 per issue.
• Proposals #1 and #3 provide for the normal 4 issues of the newsletter during the year whereas
proposal #2 provides for only 3 issues. The three proposals provide for printing different
quantities of the newsletter - #1 - 1000 copies (250 each issue); #2 - 600 copies (200 each
issue; and #3 - 800 copies (200 each issue).
CAS members are encouraged to provide the CAS Treasurer with comments and suggestions on
how to improve the financial position of the CAS. Provided your inputs are received in sufficient time,

they will be summarized and consolidated for consideration by the CAS annual general meeting and the
summary will be provided to Chris for possible publication in the June issue of the newsletter.
AGM - 1.30 pm, Sunday April 25th at ORAPEX - call Mike Shand for more information.
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EDITOR'S REPORT
Firstly: I would like to thank Ivan MacKenzie for all the work he has done analyzing our finances. Having had a couple of conversations with Ivan during this process, I know that this has involved a
lot of work.
Secondly: I am in a dilemma. Having observed the process so far, I don't want just to print the reports
and go on to c • -31- matters without adding any comments. On the other hand, I am hesitant to give
too many opinions on what could be a controversial issue, when other members do not have the
same opportunity to have their opinions published.
So, commenting just as your editor, I would like to inform members that I was in the fortunate
position of having "too much" material for this newsletter, and that once again some items have been
carried over. (These, by the way, are not just the last items to be received: all material received before
the deadline is given equal consideration as I try to put together a balanced newsletter with
"something for everyone".) I have, in fact, had some material "carried over" after every issue for the
last four years! I think reducing the number of newsletters per year would therefore result in a
significant reduction in the opportunities members have to exchange information with each other,
and I therefore support the alternative of increasing our dues along the lines of Proposal #3.
Regarding the "other matters" of my report, I would like to thank all the readers who have sent in
material over the last year, and who have made my task a generally enjoyable one. - One part of the
editor's role that I do not enjoy, however, is the number of times I need to write obituaries for our
members. - To help offset these, and guarantee me an extra "good news" story, I am pleased to
announce the creation of an annual

Canadian Aerophilatelist Editor's Award
that will be presented to somebody of my choice, for an outstanding contribution to the newsletter. The first recipient of this award is

DON AMOS for his article THE GOLDEN AGE OF AIR MAIL
in the June 1998 newsletter. This gave a lot of information about the production of First Flight
Covers in the 1930's, that will be of great use to future collectors wondering how these covers were
produced. Congratulations Don!

FEATURES:
1919 - HAWKER AND GRIEVE'S ATLANTIC FLIGHT

Special stamp issued for Hawker and Grieve's flight.
(Illustration from Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer see newsletter page 2 for details.)

This year is the 80th anniversary of the first attempts to fly the Atlantic. To commemorate these
flights, a contemporary account of Hawker and Grieve's venture is reproduced on the next four pages.
This is from THE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY, and gives a fascinating insight into the attitudes
to aviation at that time. Thanks to John Butt for sending in the copy of this article.

Vol. X1X.—No. 1.

eg

80 cents per year.

JULY, 1919.

The Greatest of Sea Adventures.
TO THE BRAVE.

tg,

to fly across the Atlantic from Saint
John's to the Irish Coast in a trail, single-motored
airoplane, which Harry G. Hawker and Captain
Mackenzie Grieve made on Sunday, May loth,
has been proclaimed by the world as the greatest
sea adventure of the Ages. Hitherto this proud
distinction was held by Columbus. But the great Italian
navigator knew that, though his ships were frail, he had simply
to keep sailing westward and he would meet with land. Hawker
and Grieve started to cross the same Ocean with a far frailer
vessel than Columbus and through much more perilous medium
than the sea.
Newfoundland has been brought into extraordinary protninHE attempt

(On hearing that Hawker and Grieve are safe.)
Across the World the wireless flashes fast,
They're found, our bold adventurers, at last I
Not yet the miracle . . . but for these men
The sight of home, the joy of love again I
Not yet for them the sullen mystery
Beyond our mortal realm of air and sea
Not yet they win the guerdon of success,
But ah I The World rejoices none the less I
For life and love and laughter—these are sweet
And crowds that cheer you, glad young lips that greet. . . .

THE "SOPWITH" AEROPLANE AT MOUNT PEARL—MESSRS. HAWKER ANG GRIEVE STANDING BY MACHINE.
[Copyright ?bolo by

And if another win to victory
And span that void of timeless, tameless sea.
Yet ye have blazed the trail I High hearted, bold,
Beyond the fear of Space and Depth and Cold,
Confronting Death in his most dreadful guise.. . .
Such Courage brings the tears to countless eyes I
It spurs our flagging spirit, lifts the will,
Renews our lagging faith and hope until
We, too, find haven, chance to start again,
And will to conquer with sword, wing, or pen.. . .

Forever Courage sows its deathless seed,
And they who venture ride a winged steed,
And all the World is braver for the deed I
—

Elisebeth Newport Hepburn.

f. C.

Parson.r.)

the flight, and will receive perpetual publicity, whenever
great aeroplane deeds are discussed. The places whence
Hawker started his flight, and dropped his under carriage, have
They will, in
become most historic features in Newfoundland.
time, be marked by prominent monuments, and will prove
attractive visiting places for tourists. These great aviators
have brought honour, not only upon themselves, but upon
Newfoundland.
Although they failed to reach their goal, their attempt was
so clever and plucky that it stirred the imagination of mankind
to such an extent that, when news of their rescue at sea was
published, it affected people everywere almost as powerfully as
ence by

the news of the signing of the armistice did.
American sportsmen were particularly enthralled by the
Australian's daring. Alan K. Hawley, President of the Aero
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Club of America, had the news relayed to him by phone.
"This is a day of miracles!" he exclaimed. "Hawker took
the hundreth chance and won."
"I.am - oyerjoyed at the news of th'e rescue of Hawker and
Grieve. Nothing could give me more pleasure than news of
their safety.
We need such rugged pianeers•in aviation. Their
achievements added lustre to aeronautics and showed to the
world Just what hardships man will 4o through to advance the
game.
"This will indeed be welcome newAto the other aviators who
have shown the same intrepid spirit and tven now are preparing
to essay the trans atlantic flight.
" All honor is due to the splendid sons of England, who can
always be found in the frorit ranks . when it comes to true
sportsmanship. I trust I shall have the honor of personally
congratulating these two 'vpical examples of English pluck."
Henry Woodhouse, Vice-President of the Aerial League,
author of text books of military and naval aeronautics, said:
The world will rejoice over • the good news. Hawker
and Grieve, like Commanders Read, Tower and Bellinger, are
good sports, and the world loves a good sport.

" The great example of red-blooded sportsmanship of Ha wker
and Grieve when they dropped their undercarriage as a farewell
message to. the American Continent and sailed out for the
honor of Englarid and the glory of their countrymen will always
remain one of the sublime ideals of human daring, and that !hey
live to realize with what admiration the world has regarded
what they did only adds to the laurels which they have won. President Joseph A. Steinmetz, of the Aero Club of Pennsylvania, said :
-"Thank God.
If there were ever two men who deserved tr
live and receive the congratulations of the world, Hawker and
I took my hat off to them when they
Grieve are the men.
started, and I take it off again in thanksgiving that they are
saved: Real men- with a vision, men with nerve, men with red
blood of pioneers in their veins are needed in the game. These
daring Englishmen are th it type,"
- Lieut. Ormer Lonklear
" That's great I News like this makes every true lover of
aviation thrill with pride and joy. Their wonderful undertaking
inspires everyone of us to greater efforts in his own particular

branch of the sport."
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PILOTS AND NAVIGATORS OF THE•SOPWITH" AND " MARTINSYDE" AEROPLANES.

Commander Mackenzie Grieve, F

Kaynham. Harry G. Hawker, Major Morgan.

[ropyr,,, ht

" Both flights have afforded a supreme test of the factors
necessary to make a transatlantic flight a success, and the test
has shown that the aero engine is the weakest factor. We must
therefore, concentrate on perfecting engines so that aerial transportation across the Atlantic may be made possible soon.

August Post, Secretary of the Aero Club of America and the
Aerial League of America and a pioneer in aeronautics, said :
" This reminds me of the time when Alan R. Hawley, after
being lost in the Canadian wilderness for ten days, finally
emerged into civilization after all hopes had been given up of
his being found alive. Th i s occurred during the James Gordon
Bennett International Balloon Race in 191o, when Mr. Hawley
went from St. Louis to Labrador, landing in a virgin forest and
with the greatest difficulty made his way out, suffering hunger.

1 happened to be his aid on that occasion, and after our return
we saw copies of the newspapers with great headlines stating
that all hope had been lost and that two searching parties had
been sent out. one from St. Louis and one from New York, to
t consolation was the
o wilds. Our greai
he
—

by J. C. ParJoil.r I

Joe Steplin. American ace said:
"This is the best news we have had since Germany surendered. Hawker and Grieve did an amazing stunt, and to know
that they came out alive is a real pleasure to every flyer."
Capt. Horace Keehe, New York Aerial Police, remarked :
" Isn't that glorious news I It certainly helps to cheer us all
up after the painful accidents many of our men meet with in
flying. I felt all along that they would be found alive."
Lieut. Shirley Short said : Congratulation to the British
flyers I They deserves the admiration of all of us for their
daring attempt."
Lieut. Melvin Elliott exclaimed.

Hats off to those boys for
their daring, their pluck and, best of all, their good luck !"
Throughout the United States and Canada similar tributes
were paid to the great aviators by the press and public.
Women in the United States were particularly impressed by
Hawker's sportsmanship, and continually asked why America
cannot produce sportsmen with the brilliant gallantry so often
shown by the British sod A.ristral:a,-or

"To get in the air at all we had to run diagolially across- the
course. Once we got away we climbed very well, but about ten •
minutes up we passed from firm, clear we Cher into fog.
Off the Newfoundland banks we got well over this fog, however, and, o f course, at once lost sight of the sea. The sky was
quite clear for the first four hours, when the visibility became
very bad. Heavy cloud banks were encountered, and eventually
we flew into a heavy storm with rain squalls.
At this time we were Hying well above the clouds at a height
of about 15,000 feet.
About five and one-half hours out, owing to the choking of
the filter, the temperature of the water cooling out the engines
started to rise, but after coming down several thousand feet we
overcame this difficulty,
" Every thing went well for a few hours, when once again the
circulation system became choked and the temperature of the
water rose to the boiling p Mir. We of course realized that
until the pipe was cleared we could not rise much higher without
using a lot of motor . power.
When we were about ten and one-half hours on our way the
circulation system was still giving trouble, and we realized we

" AkTINNYDE"

A

EKOPLANE AT PLKASAHTVII.LIC, NKAR
TU GkT OFF WI
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"' Another hour,' he said, as we went an The briage,•arta you
would have gone closseh.' " He thought we were Americans, and we were struck by the
casual manner in which he took the whole. business, as if it were
an every day affair to take airmen out of the Atlantic.
We immediately asked him his bearings and what likelihood
there was of meetiqa ship that day or the next, and of being
in the main route of shipping.
" At that time he thought there would-be a very good chance
That ii.gnt the
of seeing a ship with.wireiess at any moment.
storm got worse and we had to heave to, only making aboui a
knot in a northerly direction, thus taking us off the shi,,.
route and lessening the chance of meeting another ship.
"We slept, or tried to most of the. time, drank tea, and read
the Captain's English books. We saw St. Kilda, but it was tot
until the Butt of Lewis•was reached that we could communicate.
" What we want to emphasize is that the fault was not due to
the motor, which was in every way reli.tble, running satisfactorily froth start to finish, even after boiling all the water away
tic:.
The motor was still running merily, though red hot,
alighted in the water,

Quint vim

LAKE, WHICH MADE AN UNSUCCESSFUL AN EMPT

THC " SOPWITH." MAY 10.
Photo by Holt o;.t. ■ y

could not go on using up our motor power.

"'then it was we reached the fateful deci,ion to play for safety.
We changed our course and brgan to fly diagonally accross toe
shipping route for ,Wont two and a half hours, when, to
our great relief. we sighted the Danish steamer which proved to

be the tramp Mary.
We at once sent up our Very light distress signals. These
were answered promptly, and then we flew on about two miles
and landed in the water ahead of the steamer.
•
sea was exceedingly rough, and despite the utmost
efforts of the Danish crew it was one and a half hours before
they succeeded in tak ng us off. It was only at a great risk to
themselves, in fact, that they eventually succeeded in launching
a small boat, owing to the heavy gale from the northeast which
was raging.
"It was found impossible to salve the machine, which, however, is most prubably still afloat some where in the mid Atlantic.
" Altogether, before being picked up, we had been fourteen
and a aalf hours out from Newfoundland. We were picked up
at 8.3o (British summer time.)
'• Front Captain Duhn of the Mary and his Danish crew we
received the greatest kindness on our journey home. The ship
carried no wireless, and it was not until we arrived off the Butt
of Lewis that we were able to communicate with the authorities.

Ott Loch Eireholl we were met by the destroyer 11;0.,/,/,) , ,
and conveyed to Scape Fiow, where we had a splendid welcome
home Iron Admiral Freemantle and the men tat the Grand
Fleet."
Commander Nlacke.izie Grieve, the naviaga•or of the

said:
When but a ft w hundred miles out a strong norhterly gale
drove us steadily out of our course. Ir was not always possibe,
owing to the presure of the dense masses of cloud, to take our
bearings, and I calculate that at the time we determined to cut
accross the shipping route we were about 200 miles otT our
Course.

" Up to this chance of direction we had covered about i,000
miles of our journey to the Irish coast."
The gallant pioneers in describing their emotional experiences
said :
Grieve : "I did not feel the slightest bit excited. either at the
start or at the rescue."
Hawker : "Nor 1. It scented the least eventful affair I ever
had. When we started we felt it was a sure too-to-I-on."
Grieve : " We had been waiting so long we felt callous about
the whole thing."
Hawker :
I had a jolly good feeling when we saw the ship.
Messing about looking for a ship for two hours, and being seasick the whole time, wasn't very merry and bright."

Grieve : " We certainly had a feeling of thankfulness and
On climbing aboard we found that Captain Duhn spoke
relief when we saw the ship. After that we were quite all right.
very good English. He had been afraid we should go down
The machine was floating well on her general buoyancy. Even
before his boat reach us.
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THE " VICKERS-A IMY " AREOPLANE ANT) CAPT. JOHN ALCOCK AND LIEUT. ARTHUR BROWN, WHICH SUCCESSFULLY
MADE 'VHF. TRANS-Al LANTIC TRIP FROM ST. JOHNS, NEWFOUNDLAND, TO CLIFDEN, IRELAND, IN 16 HOURS
AND 12 MINUTES, JUNK 14 AND

15.—WINNING THE " DAILY MAIL" PRIZE OF

And bawls to Lewis Butt : " It's mei

the engines held air, and there were, of course, also the air

I've picked 'em up—your men."

spaces of the planes and the petrol tanks."

" What I—Grieve and Hawker ?" " Sure!"

Their extraordinary rescue in the mid-Atlantic, by an old

And she

Goes shambling on again.

Danish tramp ship away from the beaten tracks Qf ships, partook of the nature of a miracle.

But lightning engines flash and fight
For news that reaps renown,

1)..rcy Mackaye, the American poet, was so much moved by

The jackies swarm from bay and bight

this remarkable historical episode that he was forced to write

And race to run her down,

the following ode to celebrate it :
And win, and bear her prize away—

Danish Mary.

While Mary turns to prowl
Once more where slips the dumb, salt spray

'Twas Danish Mary picked them up

And slaps her on the jowl.

Out of the air and sea:

A shoddy, trudging lollypup
A trapseing slatternly.

The reception given the aviators on reaching Great Britain
was worthy of their fine exploit. No triumphant general, no

The cry rang north, the cry rang south :

royal parade in the past century equalled Hawker's triumphal

" The vanished—where are they ?"

return to his English home.

But Danish Mary shut her mouth
And shuffled on her way.

The final act in this great historical event was the presenta-

" Ho. Hawker I—Grieve l"—on flying scud

King. This new reward, for brilliant deeds to be performed in

Called kingdoms and called kings :
But Danish Mary chewed her cud

the air, was first made to the aviator whose pluck and prowess

In drowsy maunderings.

thrilled the whole of mankind as it is rarely thrilled. It will be

Now " Lost I" cried West, and " Lost I" cried East,
Till " Perished I" like a pall,
Turned bonfire light and homing feast
More dark thin funeral.

And toward the hollow sky rose prayer
And dirge of steeple•chime :
But what should Danish Mary care ?
She takes her own sweet time,

tion of the first Royal Flying Corps medal to Hawker by the

a magnificent task for brave men, who in the future will try to
emulate him, to attract as much attention. This reward will
become of great merit if Hawker's standard of bravery is lived
up to.
It is, indeed, a splendid thing that this new method of transmarine transportation has had such a magnificent beginning,
and that Newfoundland was so prominently associated with it:
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Who's behind the cover?

by Ivan W. MacKenzie

Introduction

As I have assembled my aerophilatelic collection over the years, I have often wondered who produced this cover or that sachet.
Some names would come to light more often than others, e.g., A.C. Roessler was an extremely prolific producer of Canadian
air mail first flight covers in the early days. However, I became even more curious without regard to my contemporaries who
ere producing aerophilatelic covers such as S/L R.K. Malott, (who, of course, I now know as the President of the CAS), Capt.
James H. Walsh, Sgt Cecil Stoner, Eric Grove, George A. MacKenzie, Sgt. Robert M. Robillard* and A. David Hanes. My
curiosity has prompted me to commence this occasional series of brief biographies of our contemporary producers of
aerophilatelic covers. (* I need a current address and names and addresses for others that I have missed.)
Bio #1 — Capt. James H. (Jack) Walsh, CD

Jack was born in 1920 in Dublin, Ireland where he received his early education. After working in a manufacturing industry in
Dublin since 1937, he emigrated to Canada in 1951 where he attended Emmanuel College in Saskatoon. He was ordained a
deacon in 1954 and a priest in 1955 by the Anglican Bishop of Saskatchewan. After serving two parishes in Saskatchewan and
participating in the RCAF Supplementary Reserve, Jack joined the Regular Force in 1963 at RCAF Station North Bay and
subsequently served at RCAF Stations St. Sylvestre, Mont Apica, Bagotville, Suxmnerside, Winnipeg with temporary duty at
Goose Bay and Portage La Prairie with temporary
duty at Alert. In 1968, Capt. Walsh was posted to
CAB Camp Borden where he served as Chaplain to
the Canadian Forces School of Intelligence and to
CANADIAN AVMD FORCES
RONSON COVER
the Military Police and from where he retired from
the Canadian Armed Forces in 1975.
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An early Jack Walsh cover postmarked Ottawa 30 IX 1973

It was during his time at CAB Borden that he
started preparing covers for his own collection and
for exchange with other collectors including, for
example, Sgt. Cecil Stoner who was based at
Edmonton at the time. He disposed of duplicates
by selling to others or by placing them in auctions.
Some of the covers were flown by pilot friends and
later by requesting squadron commanding officers
to arrange for squadron pilots to fly the covers.
The pilots who flew the covers would usually have
them cancelled at locations outside or inside
Canada where the aircraft landed. The covers were
normally mailed to Capt. Walsh through the postal
system by the pilot from the place of landing,
which was often the pilot's home base.

Jack collected used Canadian stamps until, as he
states,"Canada Post started murdering stamps with
Post Code cancels" at which time he sold his
collection. However, while he was serving at RCAF
Station Winnipeg, he became interested in UN
military covers from which point his interest
expanded to also include all aspects of CAF
(Army, Navy and Air Force) philately.
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A recent Jack Walsh favourite, scarce cover — Kuwait City 29 3 98

At 78 years of age, the Reverend Jack Walsh
continues to prepare covers flown both by Canada's military pilots and by other pilots flying in the Canadian Arctic. He uses the
modest income from the sale of his duplicates to augment his pension.
I am delighted to have in my collection approximately fifty covers which were prepared by Jack.
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1930: WINDSOR TO MONCTON EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHTS
Special Flight from
Walker Airport.

Cover postmarked:
Backstamped:

WINDSOR ONT. JUN 5 5.30 AM 1930
MONCTON N.B.
17 JUN 5 30

This cover is from flight 3027 in the Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland:

These flights with fast planes were made by Canadian
Airways on an experimental basis. Although it is claimed they were not officially authorized,
the best evidence available indicates that postmasters were allowed to dispatch mail and most
covers from Moncton received the signature of J. H. Harris, Postmaster. R. H. Bibby made the
flight from Moncton to Windsor; A. F. Ingram performed the reverse service to other points.
There were no special markings on a reported 70-80 covers each way.
(about 2 pounds) 75.00
Moncton - Windsor
(about 2 pounds) 75.00
a. Windsor - Moncton
75.00
b. Moncton - Toronto
75.00
c. Windsor - Montreal
1930, June 5 — Moncton - Windsor.

3027

The letter on

the opposite page was found by
"politics" behind these covers.

John Irvine, and gives an intriguing account

of the

The "black bordered envelope" mentioned at the foot of the letter is shown below:

T. J. Muddle.
591 Turner Road
Walkerville, Ontario.

Thanks John.

Publicity Manager
EDWARD FRIEDMAN

Exchange Manager
JACK M. WILLIAMS

Sales Manager
NORM. RINGELMAN

Chairman
P.. A. BROOKS

Secretary-Treasurer
D. OLIN HERRIOTT

AMERICAN AERO PHILATELIC SOCIETY
( An International Organization)
BOARD OF CONTROL

HONORARY MEMBERS

H. A. BROOKS, Fenton. Mich.

ORVILLE WRIGHT

D. OLIN HERRIOTT. St. Joseph. Mo.

COL. CHAS. A. LINDBERGH

TODD FAGAN. Topeka, Kans.

ADMIRAL RICHARD E. BYRD

CHAR THOMPSON, Toledo. Ohio

SIR HUBERT WILKINS

H. B. W. TURNER, Walkerville. Ont.

CLARENCE CHAMBERLAIN

Chapter Branches Now Organized in the United States and Canada

Fenton, Mich., August 13, 1930
Dear Jim The Windsor - Moncton cover arrived today. ( What can I say other than it is a
peach and just the one I needed to whip this gang who got left and now say it isnt a cover )
They will find they have stirred up one of the nicest messes what is if they persist it
isnt official. I know the BIB CHIEF HERRING at OTTAWA is a collector and somehow he is in
on all these specials for his own collection and investment I suppose., but it looks like he got left on this one and how says ( NO IT ISNT OFFICIAL ) Man alive what more do they
want to make it official. Can anybody say " Come on pass on tne mail and away she comes."
Now you bet not and I know that if we could get into the good graces of the P. M. at
Windsor that we would find Official correspondence there which would OK us. ** Believe I
will start Mrs. Macdonald on this. She could get at the bottom of it. I am clot so keen
about herrines ways of doing things. Somehow he is holdiLg back data or thtlse specials
which we should have. Looks fishy on the face of it and if they wont list these EXTRA FINE
FIRST FLIGHTS I will surely start something if I have to go higher up than Herring to show
him up. Fe may be a good fellow but it shows he is 100% for Ferring. ( The above is to be
confidential Jim. ) I am sore.all over at the manner of their approach and I have the gun to
shoot ammunition of words and I usually get things corrected which are shown up as this
will be if they dont do the right thing.
I appreciate having this cover Jim. Kindly accept the one I enclose. Just a
card but a real one and it carried the dates as they should be. This will gn with your
covers, it being the airport cancellation which are very desirable. Your cover is a peach
and no one will dyer get it away from me.

It is pretty hard to sell these expensive covers at this time on account of
hard times but I shall place a feeler in the Bulletin and see what happens. Advise if you
have five or six like this one counting mine that you sent. I want to name quantities and
be exact.
The U. S. air stamps they have here at the office are off center. I will pick
up 10 elsewhere and send them in very soon. 77':-.5.:ks IlEaLn jin
:"ELL 'n r.r 1.1"neh.
Yours very truly,
R. A. BROOKS
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FOLLOW UP - THE VANCE "FLYING WING".
Question (from the September 1998 newsletter):

what happened to the "Dallas to
Russia" flight these stamps were
issued for, and to the Vance "Flying
Wing"?

DALLAS TO RUSSIA FLIGHT

This aircraft proved very elusive to identify, as it
had a series of official and unofficial names: Vance
Cargo Plane; Vance Viking; Vance Flying Wing;
Mason Meteor; and Texas Sky Ranger!
The colloquial name "Flying Wing" was very
descriptive: according to a report in the January
1933 Aero Digest: "the total load of fuel and cargo
is carried within the wing itself, thus entirely
eliminating the fuselage and its parasite
resistance".

:r
rn

VANCE "FLYING WING" .

A full description of the aircraft, and a history of it up to 1936, are given in the article that starts on
the next page. - It's interesting though, that this aircraft was never actually named the Viking: a fact
that foreshadows more complexities to come!
The full registration history of the aircraft is contained in a 244 page Federal Aviation Authority file,
which notes on 17th May 1936:
Tri-party agreement between Mrs. C.K. Vance, Clyde E. Pangborn and Monty G. Mason at San
Francisco with financial and other provisions; and that Mason had a contract with the Texas
Centennial Central Exposition wherein flights are to be made from Los Angeles, to Dallas, New
York Paris, and possibly London, Madrid, Berlin and Moscow & return to Dallas. Pangborn to
act as one of the pilots or navigator, with Mason, as Mason's employee.
The plane was then sold on May 21st to Mason. Aircraft Corporation, and flown by Mason and
Pangborn to Dallas.. But in July Mason's contract with the Texas Centennial Exposition was cancelled;
Pangborn agreed with R.W. Richards to make a series of flights in this aircraft which was now called
"The Texas Sky Ranger"; and Mrs. Richards claimed that the plane had been sold to her on May 18th!
During the controversy and litigation that followed over ownership of the aircraft, Pangborn flew it
to Keyport, New Jersey, which was the home of Burnelli Aircraft, Ltd. He then claimed ownership of
the aircraft himself, "citing agreement with both Mason and Richards". - Mason, however, claimed the
aircraft had been removed under pretext of fixing a tyre, and flown with no licence authority card or
permission!
Mrs. Richards claim to the aircraft was accepted by the Department of Commerce in September
1936, but when the Richards appeared in Keypor and tried to take possession of the aircraft:
Pangborn charged fraud in Richards' ownership claims. Said Richards wanted to keep money
collected from philatelists for flight, but that it should be returned to them to protect his
(Pangbom's) reputation as a trans-oceanic flyer.
On October 1st 1936 the New Jersey Chancery Court awarded title of the airplane to Pangborn,
though Richards continued to challenge this. Pangborn, however, never attempted to register the
aircraft, and in 1940 it was still sitting in the Burnelli hangar in Keyport. (It was rumored that
Pangborn owed $2,700 to a mechanic at the airfield, who may have obtained a judgement against
the aircraft.)
Nothing is known regarding the fate of the Flying Wing after 1940, or of the covers sent in for
proposed flights in 1936. - Any additional information would be much appreciated.

the

Many thanks to Richard Sanders Allen for sending me a copy of his research notes on the "Flying Wing",
and to Patrick Campbell and Johnathan Johnson for the additional information they provided.

The Vance
Viking

Photo and drawings show the Viking in its original form with biplane tail unit and narrow-chord
engine cowling

by PETER LEWIS

the "Flying
Wing", Claire K. Vancc's distinctive
Viking has remained for some forty years
one of the lesser publicised of American
civil prototypes.
Vance, while employed as a pilot with
Boeing Air Transport, formed Vance
Aircraft Inc. of Oakland, California, with
himself as president and conceived the
design in 1931 as a single-seat, high-speed,
high-altitude mail and freight-carrying
monoplane. After construction at Oakland,
the aircraft was assembled during 1932 at
the Boeing School of Aeronautics.
The "Flying Wing" soubriquet arose
from the absence of a fuselage in an endeavour to reduce weight and parasitic
drag. Accommodation for the pilot was
provided, therefore, in a streamlined
nacelle embodied in an exceptionally deep
centre-section which also incorporated the
four cargo holds (indicated in the drawing
by a broken line). Ahead of the mainplanes,
the nose of the metal nacelle carried the
cowled and supercharged special 660-h.p.
Pratt & Whitney Wasp R-1340 radial
engine, which was delivered to Vance in
1931, about a year before the Viking flew.
The centre-section was made of welded
chrome-molybdenum steel tubing, covered
with dural sheet. All-wood construction was
utilised, however, for the outer wing panels
which were built up around box beam spars
and given a covering of h -in. plywood. The
aerofoil, with its high depth; chord ratio,
embodied a reversed (concave) curve at the
roots with the object of absorbing propeller torque and thus avoiding the need
to offset the fins.
With a span of 54 ft. 11d in., and a
centre-line chord of 12 ft. tapering to 6 ft.
at the tips, the wings were of relatively
low aspect ratio and were able to accommodate ten fuel tanks giving a total capacity
of 1,200 U.S. gal. to allow a range of 7,200
miles at 185 m.p.h. The tanks were of
aluminium, all scams and rivet heads being
welded, and consumption was 25 U.S. gal.
KNOWN COLLOQUIALLY AS

per hour. A pair of oil tanks held 25 gal.
each; oil was consumed at the rate of two
quarts per hour.
Bolted to the rear main spar of the
centre-section, the slim twin booms were
set 10 ft. apart and wire braced horizontally. The two fins were carried on the
rear of the booms but an unusual feature
of the tail unit was the provision of an
additional tailplane superimposed about
3 ft. 6 in. above the main surface. The
lower tailplane was fixed and bore the onepiece elevator complete with its trimming
tab; the narrow-chord upper tailplane
pivoted between the fins and was adjustable
between + 10 deg. during flight.

Spats enclosed the sturdy fixed undercarriage's Goodyear 29x 13.5 streamline
main wheels, which were set with 13 ft.
tread and employed hydraulic oleo shockabsorbers resting on the taxi springs to
absorb landing shocks. Another unusual
idea incorporated in the Viking's design
was the use of twin spatted, swivelling
tailwheels installed one in each tailboom.
The Wasp's maximum power was delivered
at 2,200 r.p.m. with a supercharger blower
ratio of 12:1 and gear ratio of 6:1, and
driving an 11 ft. 6 in. diameter three-blade
Hamilton-Standard propeller with 10 deg.
variable pitch.
Finished in high-gloss dark red dope and

FEBRUARY 1974
AIR PICTORIAL
Reproduced in THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST March 1999, Page 19
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THE VANCE VIKING continued:

bearing the registration NR12700 in white,
Claire Vance's Viking was completed in
July 1932. It was entered as No. 61 in that
year's Bendix Transcontinental Race due
to be run on 29th August from Burbank,
California, to Cleveland, Ohio, but trouble
with its fuel system forced the machine's
retirement after taking off.
Vance was never able fully to substantiate the very advanced performance
figures claimed for the Viking as, in the
spring of 1933, he was killed when the
Boeing 40B which he was piloting on the
mail run for Boeing Air Transport struck
a hill and burned between Oakland and
Sacramento, California. All that remained
undcstroycd in the crash was Vance's
pilot's pouch which contained blueprints
and photographs of his Viking, and which
he was carrying to the East with him in an
attempt to raise finance for the development
of the design.
After Vance's death the Viking remained
in its Oakland Airport hangar for many
months but eventually, after being put up
for sale by Mrs. Vance, was acquired—
together with manufacturing rights—from
Vance's estate by Lt. Murray B. Dilley.
The monoplane was then removed from
Oakland to Southern California where, by
August 1934, it was being prepared by U.
Dilley, then on leave from the U.S. Army
Air Corps, as his entry in the forthcoming
MacRobertson England to Australia Air
Race, scheduled to start in a few weeks on
20th October. Modifications made to the
Viking included provision of a closer-fitting
engine cowling with a deeper chord,
deletion of the upper tailplane, and the
consequent provision of wire bracing for
the fins. Alterations to the fuel system
included the installation of fourteen wing
tanks holding a total of 1,000 U.S. gal. and
an auto-pilot was provided for the MacRobertson event.
In addition to his aspirations in the longdistance race to Australia, Lt. Dilley
announced that he intended to fly the
Viking on a non-stop round flight from
Los Angeles to New York and back to Los
Angeles, and that he was then going to
attempt to set both a long-distance record
and a solo endurance record. In the event,

the Viking was withdrawn from the field for
the MacRobertson race and did not set any
of the proposed records.
Although it was out of the news the
Viking was still in existence and by 1936
had been modified to scat two in a new
cabin embodied in the nacelle; the viceshaped windshield fitted was of the undercut, forwards-sloping type. In this form
the aircraft was displayed during the year
at Dallas, emblazoned with the inscription
"Texas Centennial Exposition, Dallas" on
its sides. At the same time it was announced
that Clyde Pangborn and a partner named
Mason intended to fly the Viking non-stop
from Dallas across the Atlantic to Paris but
the flight never took place and the unique
machine faded into obscurity.

Specification
in.
54 ft. 1
Span .
30 ft.
Length
.
12 ft. 6 in.
.
.
Height
. 495 sq. ft.
Wing area .
.
Weight loaded, including
. 12,015 lb.
2,000 lb. mail payload
185 m.p.h.
.
Max. speed at sea-level.
165 m.p.h.
.
Cruising speed at sea-level
Climb at 4,400 lb. gross weight:
1,800 ft./min.
.
Sea-level to 10,000 ft.
1,200 ft./min.
.
10,000 ft. to 20,000 ft.
400 ft./min.
.
20,000 ft. to 34,350 ft.
Absolute ceiling at 4,400 lb. . 36,500 ft.
Climb at 12,0151b. gross weight:
400 ft./min.
.
Sea-level to 5,000 ft..
175 ft./min.
.
5,000 ft. to 10,500 ft.
Absolute ceiling at 12,015 lb.. 12,900 ft.
45 hours
Endurance .
.
.
.
7,200 miles
.
.
.
.
Range

NEW POSTAGE RATES
Anybody sending stamped addressed envelopes or payment for postage to Canada, should note that
our postage rates increased on January 1st. Some of the new rates are:
Domestic /standard lettermail (245mm x 150mm - 9 5/8" x 5 7/8")

0 - 30grams....

$0.46

to USA /standard lettermail:

0-30g....
30-50g....
0-100g..

$0.55
$0.80
$1.25

0-20g....
20-50g....
50-100g....

$0.95
S1.45
S2.35

to USA /oversize lettermail:

International:
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FOLLOW UP - MacMILLAN AERIAL EXPEDITION
Question (from the September 1998 newsletter):

Does anybody know the story behind these stamps:
MacMILLAN AERIAL EXPEDITION is in pale purple.
Dated 1931, small print says Boston to Iceland via
Labrador and Greenland. The Faroe Islands, London
and Paris are also shown on the stamp.

Richard Sanders Allen identified the aircraft on this stamp as the expedition's Lockheed Vega, and
provided the following information from his book Revolution in the Sky:
In the summer of 1931 the famous explorer Commander Donald B. MacMillan acquired

a slightly used Vega, and took it on a survey expedition to the Labrador and Greenland
coasts. Appropriately, the ship was called The Viking.
Pilot for this venture was Charles F. Rocheville, who had accompanied MacMillan and
Commander Byrd to Greenland in 1925. Charley Rocheville had been employed in
California as an aircraft designer, but the Depression and the lure of the North brought him
back into active flying. Also along as cameraman was Glenn R. Kershner, with the bulky
equipment for taking motion pictures with Multicolor, a technique involving four cameras.
Howard Hughes was interested in this new process, a forerunner of color photography.
Without great fanfare Commander MacMillan, Rocheville, and Kershner flew the floatequipped Viking out of Rockland. Maine. headed north. During the summer. in Labrador and
beyond_ they mapped 1,500 square miles of previously uncharted land and explored some
50,000 miles of additional territory. The color film in the Multicolor cameras was reported
as "beautiful." bur because of projection difficulties was never released.
The expedition's Lockheed was sold to a Seattle businessmen, and flown with both
floors and wheels in the Pacific Northwest and Arizona. Today it is prominently.displayed
at the Ford Museum in Dearborn. Michigan.

The Viking with the MacMillan expedition.
Thanks Richard.
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FOLLOW UP - PRIME MINISTERS and PHILATELISTS
This enquiry began with a "souvenir cover" addressed to Lester Pearson, from Pan American's first
Shediac-Foynes Trans-Atlantic flight in June 1939. It continued in our June 1998 newsletter with
some recollections from Jim Kraemer regarding the stamp collections of Lester Pearson and Pierre
Elliot Trudeau.
The post card below is from another Prime Minister: John Diefenbaker -

TA CCCP

a

Mrs. L. G. Alexander,
503 - 930 - 15th Ave.
Calgary, Alberta,
CCCP. Mocxna.

TpC13/11<013CI

rancpcn

'A

Trety•kov Gallery, Moscow, U. S. S. It.
U. R. S. S. Mascot,. La Galeric ":retiakov
UdSSR. Moskau. Tratjakow-Galcric
URSS. Moscu. Galeria Tretiakov

Liefia 3 icon.

It was sent in by Patrick Campbell, who commented:
This is dated 16 October 1969 on the cancel, and 17 October on the card. The "John" who
sent the card from Moscow is none other than the Right Honourable John Diefenbaker, better
known as Dief the Chief. Why was he in Russia? The card was addressed to "My Dear Muriel"
. . . Mrs. L.G. Alexander of Calgary. - I'm not sure who she was, or what John meant when he
said "I have been given a warm reception". The picture on the card is of the Tretyakov Art
Gallery in Moscow. Any comments would be appreciated.

I also received a copy of another cover, from Murray Heifetz:

t

a.m. la
UNITED STATES
AIR MAIL

Continued
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FOLLOW UP - PRIME MINISTERS and PHILATELISTS continued:

Murray wrote that:

My cover is also a Pan Am first flight
from June 24th, but in this case carried
only from New York to Shediac. It has
quite a bit of interest aside from the
purpose of this letter. On the front it is
signed by the crew including Harold
Gray, the primary Pan Am pilot. It was
created by C. H. Schildhauer who, I
believe, was originally associated with
the Zeppelin Co., and at the time of this
letter was Operations Manager of Pan
Am's North Atlantic Division.
On the reverse of the envelope, there
are a multitude of signatures,
representing passengers on the flight,
including that of Juan Trippe, head of
Pan Am. Included in this list, at the
bottom, is a name "L. Pearson':
Thinking that it might be Lester
Pearson, I wrote to Mrs. Pearson to
find out if he had in fact been a
passenger on this flight.. I received a
reply from Annette Perron on behalf of
Mrs. Pearson that this was not his
signature.
I tried at that time to get a passenger
list from Pam Am, but was
unsuccessful. Perhaps one of our
readers can shed more light on this.
The full-size signatures on the front of
Murray's cover are:

Thank you Patrick and Murray for sending
these in. - Does anybody have any answers
for them?
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FOLLOW UP AIRMAIL RATES FROM CANADA TO THE DUTCH EAST INDIES
These covers were illustrated in the September 1998 newsletter, and various questions were raised
regarding the rates that would have applied:

COVER 1:

Franked 25 cents.
Postmarked: SHILO MILITARY CAMP, MANITOBA 21 JUNE 1940
Air Mail label and "via Trans Pacific" have been deleted.
Censored Souabaja, Java. No backstamps.

COVER 2:

Postmarked: CALGARY, ALBERTA 6 August 1940
Endorsed "Via Trans-Atlantic", but sent via Trans-Pacific Route FAM14.
Backstamped in transit HONG KONG 23 Aug 1940. Censored Hong Kong and Batavia.

From April 21 1937 until the service was suspended in December 1941, the Canadian rates for
trans-Pacific Air Mail service via FAM 14 were:
To Hawaii
To Guam
To Philippines
To Hong Kong (and beyond if Air Mail service available)

25 cents per 1 /2 ounce
50 cents
75 cents
90 cents

The franking and air mail obliteration on Cover 1 suggest it was only flown as far as Hawaii.
Cover 2 is correctly franked for trans-Pacific Air Mail service to Batavia. - The endorsement "Via TransAtlantic" seems to be an anomaly, as eastbound air mail services to Asia had been suspended at this
stage of the war.
Thanks to Johnathan Johnson for the information he provided on these covers. - Additional
information on this topic can be found in his article CANADIAN FAM 14 AIR MAIL RATES, 19361941 in the August 1995 Airpost Journal.

( A note for the acronym -challenged: FAM refers to a FOREIGN CONTRACT AIR MAIL ROUTE awarded
by the United States Post Office. - The abbreviation CAM refers to a CONTRACT AIR MAIL ROUTE,
flown within the United States. )
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FOLLOW UP - THE "BOXED AIRMAIL" HANDSTAMP
I received the following note from Murray Heifetz regarding the article in the June 1998 newsletter:

Last year the Canadian Aerophilatelist published my first attempt at a classification of the
handstamps. I had noted that the parameters for classification were arbitrary and that there might
be a better way. There quickly came a suggestion from our erudite editor that it might make for
easier recognition to make the prime classification parameter the frame breaks. After a few
minutes study, the superiority of this new approach became obvious. I have therefore reclassified
all the markings and now attach the revision. Please scrap the original if you kept it.
Former types I and Id have been combined as type I as there seems no appreciable difference
between them. Two new types have been seen and have been assigned IVb and Vb. There is no
illustration for IIb as I seem to have misplaced the photocopy of the covers from which I
originally took this type. There are no other changes except the reclassification.
Since I am short of space in the newsletter, and this is a continuing research project by Murray, I am
going to carry the revised classification over to a future issue.
In the meantime, I will be pleased to send a copy of the revised classification to everybody who
requests one from me, and Murray will be pleased to receive comments on it. - Murray can be
contacted at 49 Ternhill Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2E4.

FOLLOW UP - OAT and AV2 MARKINGS
Our September 1998 newsletter contained a review of Murray Heifetz's book on these markings. Readers who want more information on this topic may be interested in a new book:

O.A.T. and A.V.2 Markings on Irish Airmail, by William J. Murphy. Published by Eire
Philatelic Association, 1998. AS size, 25 pages.
This book covers all aspects of the "O.A.T." and "A.V.2" markings on covers with an Irish
connection. There is an introduction and background explaining these markings and what
they were used for. (It is generally accepted that the O.A.T. meant "Onward Air
Transmission", and the markings were applied by the British Postal Administration). The
various types of O.A.T. markings known on Irish covers are shown, and there is a listing of
all known Irish covers with O.A.T. markings, with dates and places of posting, as well as a
listing of covers to Ireland with O.A.T.markings
.

This review was received from Kendall Sanford, AEROPHIL, 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293
Bellevue (GE), Switzerland. He can supply the book for USS5.00 (or UK£3.10) including surface
postage worldwide.

Ophilli

(

IN
..--

AMN ALLUERSr
A UCTIONEERS&VA

FOUNDED 1796

101 New Bond Street
London WlY OAS, England

PHILLIPS

are holding three sales with major
aerophilatelic lots later this year:
May 27 th 1999
July 1st 1999
July 29 th 1999

For more information contact Stuart Billington 3
Head of the Stamp Department;
telephone 0171 629 6602
direct fax to Stamp Department 0171 409 3466
E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is invited
to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS "LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS
These stamps are listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as follows:
"Long Lake" Overprint — Previous listings in the American Air Mail Catalogue included a 2-line
overprint on CL 40, such stamps used on a first flight of Oct. 9, 1928. Everything about this usage,
while scarce, is dubious. The name "Long Lake" had, by October 1928, been changed to Wadhope.
All reported overprints were 1-line and not 2-line. Dates of usage are reported from Aug. 15, 1928,
to Oct. 15, 1929. In addition, on various reported covers, the CL 40 is not properly tied. These covers
with CL 40 should therefore be considered as souvenir covers.
Ed Matthews has obtained a cover which challenges this listing:
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On this cover the CL40 certainly is not only properly tied, it is also "tied" by the 10 0 stamp stuck
over part of it. Although mailed from Wadhope, Man. it entered the regular mail stream only at
Lac du Bonnet, Man. The sender, Mrs. Mary Hodgins, marked her return address as Wad Hope,
Man. and this was changed to Wad Hope P.O. by the Wadhope "postmaster", who also wrote
Reg in pencil on the front. There is no philatelic "smell" to this cover! Mrs. Hodgins certainly
would not have spent 10 0, if she didn't have to!
I believe that Wadhope was not a regular post office at all, but a convenient place for the locals to
post a letter. It had to take a plane ride to get to Lac du Bonnet and from there it would be in the
official mail system. CL40 paid for the ride from Wadhope to Lac du Bonnet, and the 20 stamp
paid the rest of the way from Lac du Bonnet to Winnipeg. The only thing this letter did not need ,
was the overprint LONG LAKE. Maybe the "post master" did not like the name change from
Long Lake to Wadhope! I have another cover in my collection mailed from Wadhope and it also
does not have an official postmark, only a manuscript marking in red ink, Wadhope P.O.
I invited Murray Heifetz to respond as he was in charge of the semi-official section of AMCN.

replied that: /

He

don't have any basic disagreement with the comments on the LONG Lake overprint
on the Western Canada Airways stamp. The dubious element has to do with its relationship
to Western Canada Airways. The writer suggests that an upset postmaster at Wadhope may
have put it on to show his stress on maintaining the Long Lake name. This is a feasible
explanation but, as it was not an authorized overprint by Western Canada Airways, its use still
falls into the "dubious" or "cinderella" category - tied or not.

Does anybody have additional information?
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INFORMATION WANTED - THE CORNELIUS SALES
Louis Poirier would like to find out:

What was in the Cornelius sales of 19 71 and 1972, particularly for the semi-officials?
If you know, please contact him at:

4589H RUE DE LA FUTAIE, St-AUGUSTIN-DE-DESMAURES,
QUEBEC G3A 1C8

(If anybody is interested on producing some articles for this newsletter regarding some of the historic
sales of Aerophilately, please contact the editor. - See front page for address.)

SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your own
"advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

WANTED - AUTOGRAPHED FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
I am interested in acquiring one or more copies of the following First Flight Covers, preferably with
the pilot's signature:
1 34-

December 25, 1927;
February 8-11, 1928;
May 5 & 8, 1928;
August 24, 1928:

56789-

December 12, 1928;
December 22. 1928;
July 7-15, 1928;
August 24, 1928;
August 28, 1930;

La Malbaie to Sept-Iles &/or return (pilot - Charles Sutton)
La Malbaie to Port Meunier &/or return (pilot - Romeo Vachon)
Montreal to Rimouski (pilot - Romeo Vachon)
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa for Toronto Ex. special flights (pilot Romeo Vachon)
Sept-iles to Port Meunier &./or return (pilot - Romeo Vachon)
Quebec to Sept-iles &:or return (pilot - Romeo Vachon)
Quebec to Montreal & or return (pilot - Irenee Vachon)
Ottawa. Kingston & Toronto (pilot Irenee Vachon)
Toronto, Kingston. Ottawa, Montreal & Quebec (pilot - Irenee
Vachon)

M. Pierre Vachon, 909 Sand Cove Road. Saint John NB E2M 4Z7 [ vachon(knbnet.nb.ca

WANTED - FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
A member in France would like to get addresses of Canadian or American dealers where he

can buy First Flight Covers, and or to hear from any CAS members with covers to sell or
trade. - Write to: Dominique Tallet, 6 Chemin du Petit Buscon, 47310 Estillac, France

WANTED - EARLY KINGSTON COVERS
I am interested in purchasing air mail covers addressed to, or postmarlzed from,
Kingston, Ontario, dated July 1928 or earlier.
Please send details to: Chris

Hargreaves, 40b0 Bath

Road, Kingston,

Ontario K7M 4Y4

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly in March, June, September
and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue, please send it to the
editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by

MAY 15th.
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COVERS FOR SALE
EDITOR'S NOTE: I have received three lists of covers for sale, but do not have space to print all the lists
in full. - Instead I am printing the beginning of each list below. For more information contact the
person selling the covers, or write to me and I will send you a copy of each of the lists.

CAPT. J. WALSH, CD
124A
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(See page 9 of this newsletter for more about Jack's covers.)

FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FOR SALE
Cecil G. Stoner, 5416 - 139 Ave., Edmonton, Alberta T5A 1E6
CAT NO. DATE OF FLIGHT =FROM AND TO =NO OF STAMP ON CYR
2933 c
2945g
2945 e
2945 j
2945 m
2967
2967a
2967b
2967c
2967d
2967e
2967 f

4 jun 1929
15 Jul 1929
15 jul 1929
15 Jul 1929
15 Jul 1929
26 Nov 1929
26 Nov 1929
26 Nov 1929
26 Nov 1929
26 Nov 1929
26 Nov 1929
26 Nov 1929

- PRICE OF CVR

Toronto to kings
London to Windsor
Ham to windsor
Wind, to Ham

Cda Cl
$4.00
Cda Cl 2 cvrs at
$ 4.00 each
Cda 146 &150 2cvrs at $4.00 each
Cda 146 &150
S3.00

London to Toronto

Cda Cl

Ft McMurray-Ft Chip

Cda Cl
Ft McMurray-Ft Fitz
Cda Cl
Ft McMurray- Ft Smith Cda Cl
Ft McMurray-Ft Res
Cda Cl
Ft McMurray-Hay Rvr Cda Cl
Ft McMurray -Ft Prov Cda Cl
Ft McMurray-Ft Simp Cda Cl

S 4.00

5cvrs at $4.00 each
4 Cvrs at $ 4.00 each
4 Cvrs at S 4.00 each
5 Cvrs at $4,00 each
2 Cvrs at $4.00 each
3 Cvrs at
$4.00 each
2 Cyr, at $4.00 each

A NO

l'#% 4.3

ke

Cecil "will also accept want lists as I have a massive accumulation:

ANNIVERSARY AND SPECIAL EVENT COVERS
The following covers are available through the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society. Cash is acceptable at your own
risk. Cheques should be payable to "The Canadian Aerophilatelic
un=r $10 must irclude $2.00 to opker post and pairing. Crders of
Society." Or
$10 or over will be sent for no additional postage charge. Nail to: Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ont. K2C 2H8.
1981 April: North Atlantic farewell covers, signed JOhnson, commanding officer
various postmarks.

$3.00 ea.

1981 Oct. RAF covers, 50th Anniversary first flight, Nod York - Lcndbn. Various
interesting Concorde meets etc.

$1.00 ea

S>

ter Air Shaw, 1984, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991. Various commemorative
cadets etc.

$1.00

Ea

Awl Ysomq..e
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SUPPLEMENT 2 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Changes and Additions 1926 to 1930
The changes listed below include those thought to be significant and of interest to catalogue owners.
A few minor grammatical, spelling or punctuation corrections have not been included where the
meaning is already clear. Also very few price changes have been included even though the market
has shown the need for some updating. These, of course, will be picked up in the next edition.
My thanks go to all those who contributed to these revisions, and especially to Derek Rance, whose
knowledge of early flights and challenges of information, which was carried unquestioned through
many previous editions, has been very helpful. It is hoped that this listing will encourage others to
send in further changes and additions to the section editor so that they may be included in the next
edition. Your input would be sincerely appreciated.
Please send information to: Dick McIntosh, 47Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1 S3.
Editor's note: This supplement is very much a continuing-work. There have been many additions

since the "first edition" was sent to me last November, which is one of the reasons why this
installment only goes up to 1930, not 1964 as previously planned.
Thanks again for all your work on the catalogue Dick!

Year Cat.#

Change or addition

1926

2601

Change in text. 2nd last line: "were" to "there".

1927

2701

Add: " a. Winnipeg - Fargo. July 15-16."
Add to end of text: " Both covers have a Marmath S.D..
July 16 backstamp."
Change in text, line 3: "Clark City" to "Clarke City".
Note: it has now been established that the pilot was Charles Sutton.
(see The Canadian Aerophilatelist. September 1998.)
Change in text. 9th line, "BearS" to "Bears"

2721

1928 2805 Add to end of text: "There is some question regarding the
dates. particularly of the Seven Islands legs of the flight
which were piloted by 'Duke' Schiller."
2807 Add to the text: after "Moncton" in the 6th line "to Charlottetown"
and after "on March 3". "(starting from Sackville with Moncton
as an intermediate stop)."
2807c Change "March 10 " to "March 3" and
Add: " ca. Middle Sackville - Charlottetown, March 10"
2821
Cnange last line of text to: The earliest known Maritime postmark is
May 7 1928. on the covers flown May 8."
"e. Quai de Rimouski - Toronto. May 6"
"f. Quai de Rimouski -- Ottawa. May 6"
7 823
Change in lines 2. 4 and 5. Correct spelling is "Huenefeld"
Add: " b. Toronto - Rimouski. May 5"

SValue

25.00

75.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 2 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Year Cat.# Change or addition

SValue

1928 continued:
2827 Change Date in Heading and first two listings from "May 28
to "May 29" and delete "b. ...".
2831 Add: " a. St. Andrews - Grand Harbour"
2843 a Add under quantity: "3-4 pieces".
2847 Add: " e Montreal - New York"
2853 Add to text on lines 6 - 9: after "Buchanan", "(a, b, c, i and o)";
after "Farrington", "(a, d, )"; after "Westergaard", "(h and i)";
after "Dickens", "(b, c, e, f and g)"; after "Calder", "(1, m, n
and k)", after "Super Universal."; "On 4 of 16 legs, two aircraft
flew."
Add: "X" to chart on page 106 under headings as follows:
Westbound Legs;
Dec. 22, Winnipeg - Regina
Eastbound Legs;
Dec. 19, and on to Regina
Dec. 26, and on to Regina
Dec. 27. Calgary -Regina
Edmonton - Saskatoon
Dec 28. and on to Regina.
Dec. 30. Winnipeg - Regina.
2861 Change : -date in heading to " December 14 - January 11"
-in line 2 of text, "Dominion Explorers" to " Northern
Aerial Minerals Exploration Ltd. (NAME)"
-at end of first paragraph. "The main purpose of the
flight was to pick up thirteen prospectors from
Richmond Gulf. Damage to 'Doc' Oakes' aircraft
lengthened a normal two day trip."
-in line 2 of second paragraph. after December 17th".
"or Montreal. Dec. 14"
-at end of second paragraph. "(see 2901)"
Add to text after Baie de la Trinite": " Betsiamites, Franquelin
2863
(Baie des Cedres), La Malbaie. Godbout and Pointe des Monts".
Add: " c. Clarke City - Seven Islands
d. Shelter Bay - Quebec"
1929

5.00
3.00

10.00
10.00

Change in text "cancelled " to "backstamped "
Add after listing " Moose Factory - Moonbeam", " (stamp
cancelled by drawn circle and signature in red)"
2905 Add at end of 4th line of text: "The last flight of the season is believed to be
on March 5."
2907 Add to text after "February 5" on line 16. "when 'Punch' Dickens
flew from Fort McMurray to Fort Resolution and back in the
same day."
Add to text after "doing" on line 21. "although an examination
of covers shows a very random 'selection'."
2909 d Add: "purple" in bracket after "blue".
2901

Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 2 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Year

Cat.#

$Value

Chan2e or addition

1929 continued:

2914 Add new entry:
"1929, March 13 --- Fort McMurray - Fort Resolution.

Western Canada Airlines contracted to carry 18 prospectors, four
at a time each day, starting March 13, for the Atlas Exploration Co.
to a site 40 miles southwest of Fort Resolution. Mail was carried
on some of these flights which were piloted by 'Punch' Dickens."
Fort McMurray - Fort Resolution
2934 Add new entry:
1929, May4 -11 --- Montreal Airciraft Exhibition. Some show covers
were sent. One seen dated May 8.
2935 a. Change: "purple" to "black"
2945 Add: "gray/green" in bracket after "black"
Add to text at end of line 4: "the pilot of the connecting flight from
Montreal was J. A. Yonge."
2968 Add new entry:
"1929, December 11

25.00

20.00

Grand'mere - Oskelaneo.

Experimental flight. Covers, previously carried on 2963f and
2963h bear a two line cachet in blue 'Via Interprovincial Airways Limited,
Grand'mere, P.Q.' and are backstamped Oskelaneo,
75.00
11 Dec., '29." Few known.
1930

3011

Add to text after "Winnipeg to Regina and return, W. J. Buchanan"
"(a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, u. v, x, y. z, aa, ae, ah, aj, and ak ), after "F.
Roy Brown", "(b, c, h, i, m, n, o and w)", after "H. Hollick- Kenyon
"(o, s, t, u, v, w, x, and y )", after "Major D. R. MacLaren"; ( j, k, I,
p, q, r and ab )" and after "C. M. G. Farrell"; "(d, e, f, r, ab, ac, ad,
ae, af, ag ah, ai and aj ). On certain legs, (17 of 39), two aircraft flew."
3013 Change heading to read: " Edmonton to Aklavik and Return".
3031
Change date from "June17-28" to "June 17-18".
3049 Change: "a few covers with cachet..." to "30 covers each with cachet..."
3055
Change text, line 4, by deleting, "this latter mail".
3057
Add to text, line 3, word, "pilot" after ,"veteran".
3067 Add to text, line 4, after "Livestock", "Capital City"
3068 Add new entry:
"1930, December ? --- Montreal (St. Hubert) - Toronto. The
cover originating in Florida on July17 was latter carried on the
Columbia from Montreal to Toronto and is signed by
J. Erroll Boyd. Little is known concerning this flight. "

100.00

Any readers who have suggestions for any changes or additions to the GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR
MAIL COVERS OF CANADA section of the catalogue, are asked to send them
to: Dick McIntosh,
47Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 153.
Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail:

416 447 1579
416 449 0733
mcintosh@accessv.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada:
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members:
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:

Country:

Postal Code:

e-mail:

Fax:

Telephone:
Collecting interests:

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other
For Secretary's use:
Amount of dues paid:

Date joined:

The following names are due for membership renewal:
APRIL
23
24
25
49
76
137
197
198
262
279

MAY
Gordon Waldie
Neil Hunter
Jacques LePotier
John Johnson, Jr.
W. Ross Richardson
D. Bernier
Henk Post
Donald F. Angus
E.S.J. van Dam
Jean Marie Cholette

27
32
79
138
176
201
224
246
280
281
282
283

JUNE
John Glashan
Bill Bartlett
J.A. Brown
Keith Stibbe
Bill Harrington
Ivan MacKenzie
Charles G. Firby
John I. Jarvis
Kelsey Stephenson
Andrew W. Ellwood
Richard Hills
G.E. Lepine

124
139
149
177
183
248
249
251
254
256
264
266
267
274
284
285
288

Dr. Reuben A. Ramkissoon
G.A. Wilson
Frank Kendle
John Masella
Robert A. Haslewood
Francois Ouellet
David E. Flett
Charles McEvoy
John Webster
Bernard Abouchard
Mati Tiivel
John F. Church
James H. Parker
Emil Zigerlig
John Irvine
Edmund A. Harris
Owen L. White

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
OOOOOOO • • • • • • OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO • OOOOOOOOOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FiSA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3

Telephone: (613) 829 0280
Fax: (613) 829 7673
Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
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WELCOME TO NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST, I hope you enjoy this issue! - If you
would like a copy of our SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY, which includes information
on reference books, the CAS, other airmail societies, etc., please ask the editor to send you a copy.

EDITOR'S REPORT
The financial crisis outlined in our last newsletter, produced a very constructive debate regarding the
aims and activities of the Society. This debate, and the decisions made, is described in the next few
pages.
There were also a number of comments regarding the newsletter, which I want to address in this
report.
Firstly, I was delighted by all the positive comments, and will continue my policy of trying to cover
a wide range of topics, so that each issue has "something for everybody". However, given the fact
that I have had "too much" material for every issue since March 1995, a number of members
questioned the value of the items "repeated" from issue to issue.
The Notes for New Readers were originally intended to guarantee that there was always something
in the newsletter for casual readers who knew nothing about aerophilately. However, the general
feeling was that the newsletter is not often read by casual readers, so this page will be replaced by
a separate SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY, (see top of page).
Some people suggested that Dick Malott only make an annual report, like the other executive
officers. However, I am one of many members who enjoy reading Dick's reports. Since these reports
also include information on international exhibitions, etc., that still needs to be included in the
newsletter, we are going to continue with a President's Report in each issue, but Dick is going to cut
it down to one page.
A third regular item is the Membership Application/Renewal Form on the back of each newsletter.
I have checked with our Secretary Ron Miyanishi, who said that this form is used regularly and is
helpful to him. I will therefore continue to include it.
There was also a suggestion that the newsletter should include information on the various
publications we receive through newsletter exchanges. This is a fine idea, and I will use the space
saved by curtailing the Notes for New Readers, for an Editor's Report in each issue. I will try to list
feature articles, Canadian related articles, and book reviews, in publications received from January
1999 on.

LA CATASTROPHE (quarterly publication of the Wreck and Crash Mail Society) January 1999:
Fritz Simon and the Catapult Mail Crash in Nova Scotia October 1931, (re-printed from The
Canadian Aerophilatelist);
Book Reviews by Kendall Sanford: "THE HISTORY OF AERO ESPRESSO ITALIANA S.A.",
and "CATALOGUE OF GERMAN AIRMAIL, volume 11: FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHTS
OF GERMAN LUFTHANSA AIRLINES 1986-1991".

BULLETIN of the BRITISH AEROPHILATELIC FEDERATION - quarterly publication with reports on
Regional Chapter meetings, and lots of questions and answers. Items included:

February 1999: FAM 22 -A Much-Travelled Letter (Canada to China to the Dead Letter Office
in Ottawa) by CAS member Jack Ince.

March 1999: Book Review - AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS ON IMPERIAL AIRWAYS' EASTERN
ROUTE, Vol 1: 1927-1937. (Details of 1,260 mail carrying flights from England to and
from India and beyond, with dates of arrival and departure at principal landing places,
names of aircraft, etc.)

Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in
which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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REPORT ON THE CAS OPEN MEETING, 12th APRIL 1999
Mike Shand
1) A SPECIAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY WAS HELD AT THE RA CENTER IN OTTAWA,
PRIMARILY TO DISCUSS FINANCES. PRESENT WERE THE PRESIDENT, VICE - PRESIDENT,
TREASURER AND THREE OTHER MEMBERS. THOSE UNABLE TO ATTEND WERE INVITED
TO SEND COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS AND SUBMISSIONS WERE RECEIVED FROM THE
SECRETARY AND EDITOR AMONG OTHERS.
2) THE PRESIDENT OUTLINED THE DIFFICULT FINANCIAL SITUATION AND THE TREASURER
CLEARLY SOME ACTION WAS
PRESENTED VARIOUS STATISTICS TO CONFIRM THIS.
NEEDED IF THE SOCIETY WAS TO CONTINUE IN EXISTENCE.
3) THE MAJOR EXPENSE IS THE PRODUCTION AND MAILING OF THE NEWSLETTER, FOUR
TIMES A YEAR. AT A MINIMUM THIS COSTS $15 PER CANADIAN MEMBER, $16.50
PER US MEMBER AND $21 PER OVERSEAS MEMBER(BECAUSE OF POSTAGE RATES).
SINCE THE SOCIETY HAS VARIOUS OTHER EXPENSES (SEE MARCH NEWSLETTER,
THEN MEMBERSHIP FEES MUST BE HIGHER THAN THOSE NUMBERS SHOWN.
4) VARIOUS COST SAVING MEASURES WERE DISCUSSED, INCLUDING A REDUCTION TO
THREE ISSUES OF THE NEWSLETTER PER YEAR BUT BECAUSE A) THIS IS THE ONLY
BENEFIT MOST MEMBERS GET AND B) THE EDITOR ALWAYS HAS A SURPLUS OF
MATERIAL THAT MEMBERS WOULD LIKE TO SEE PUBLISHED; IT WAS DECIDED
UNANIMOUSLY TO RETAIN FOUR ISSUES PER YEAR.
5) HOWEVER SOME SAVINGS OVER THE PAST WILL BE REALISED BY HAVING THE
VICE PRESIDENT DO THE MAILING AND BY REDUCING OR ELIMINATING THE
THERE ARE SOME BENEFITS TO THE
NUMBER OF FREE ISSUES DISTRIBUTED.
SOCIETY IN EXCHANGING COPIES WITH OTHER SOCIETIES BUT SUCH EXCHANGES
SHOULD BE THOROUGHLY JUSTIFIED AND PERIODICALLY REVIEWED.
6) RELATED TO THE EXCHANGES WITH OTHER SOCIETIES, IT WAS AGREED THAT A
LIBRARY POLICY SHOULD BE PUT IN PLACE SO THAT MEMBERS KNOW WHAT
THE EDITOR, WHO IS ALSO LIBRARIAN
PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON LOAN.
WILL PUBLISH INFORMATION ON THIS IN A FUTURE ISSUE.
7) THERE WAS ALSO SOME DISCUSSION ON MAKING NEWSLETTER INFORMATION AVAILABLE
VIA THE INTERNET, BUT AS THE GROUP ADMITTED TO A HIGH DEGREE OF COMPUTER
ILLITERACY, IT WAS AGREED TO ASK THE SECRETARY, AS COMPUTER EXPERT TO
ADVISE ON THIS POSSIBILITY.
8) AFTER MANY POSSIBILITIES WERE EXPLORED, THE FINAL DECISION ON DUES WAS:
U.S. MEMBERS - $22 PER YEAR FOR $15US)
CANADIAN MEMBERS - $20 PER YEAR.
OVERSEAS MEMBERS - $25 PER YEAR. THESE INCREASES ARE REALLY THE MINIMUM
TO STAY IN OPERATION.
NEW RATES WILL BE EFFECTIVE WITH RENEWALS
OF OCTOBER 1 AND THEREAFTER.
9) IN OTHER BUSINESS, THE PRODUCTION OF COVERS FOR SALE WAS DISCUSSED.
GENERALLY IT WAS AGREED THAT ANY MEMBER (PRIMARILY THE PRESIDENT) WOULD
BE MOST WELCOME TO PRODUCE SOUVENIR COVERS FOR SALE IN THE NUMBERS AND
FORMAT OF THEIR CHOICE PROVIDED ONLY THAT THESE MAKE A PROFIT FOR THE
SOCIETY AND THAT DATA TO THIS EFFECT BE PROVIDED TO THE TREASURER.
10) FINALLY THERE WILL BE A CAS TABLE AT ORAPEX AND THAT ANY FURTHER COMMENT
FROM MEMBERS WOULD BE MOST WELCOME.
Editor's Note: These decisions were confirmed at the CAS Annual General Meeting on April 25th.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
IBRA'99, the world international philatelic exhibition held in Nuremberg, Germany, 27 April to 4
May, 1999, was a tremendous success in all aspects. The facilities were expansive with every conlenience imaginable provided. The exhibits were spectacular with outstanding aerophilatelic
displays, particularly German zeppelin collections. Two large golds were awarded to leading
international aerophilatelists, Egil Thomassen for his Norwegian Airmails and Roland Kohl for his
Swiss Airmails. Egil also obtained a small gold with falicitations and a research prize for his
Norwegian Airmail catalogue. The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland of the CAS also
received a small gold and felicitations, the first such award for our catalogue. All connected with
the preparation of our catalogue are to be congratulated for a job well done.
Mike Shand, our Vice-President, received a Vermeil medal for his New Zealand airmail exhibit.
Congratulations Mike. The next FIP exhibitions are in Paris, France in July and Beijing, China in
August. I have been appointed the Canadian Commissioner to Espea 2000 in Madrid, 6 - 14
October 2000. Anyone interested in exhibiting should contact me for Bulletin No.1 and an
application form.
The CAS Executive appreciates the excellent response from the membership concerning our
financial matters. Many excellent suggestions for savings have been submitted for consideration as
well as financial donations to help with the costs of our newsletter The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Editor Chris Hargreaves, received a silver-bronze for his newsletter at IBRA'99. Congratulations
to you also, Chris.
One of the obvious actions necessary to correct our financial position was for the CAS Executive
Committee to approve an increase in the yearly dues for the CAS. Our Treasurer, Ian MacKenzie
will report on the new dues structure4Another recommended saving was to reduce the President's
Report, perhaps cutting it out to one report a year. The Editor , although he has several articles in
reserve and could use more space, for the present wishes a regular report from me. As a
compromise I will not exceed one page for my reports.
I will be attending the annual RPSC Convention, this year ROYAL * 1999 * ROYALE, in
Fredericton, NB, 28 - 30 May 1999. Perhaps I will see some of you there. I will be attending
PIPEX'99 in Portland, Oregon, 3 - 6 June 1999, to serve as an aerophilatelic judge. The AAMS
will be holding its spring meeting at this exhibition. As Chairman of the AAMS Special Awards
Committee, I will be announcing special AAMS awards that recognize the dedication of certain
aerophilatelists to the AAMS and to Aerophilately in general.
Best wishes for a pleasant and safe summer.

4/&4//1/ I
(RK Malott) Major (Retd) President CAS, FRPSC, AHF

*Editor's Note: The new dues structure is outlined on page 3 of this newsletter.
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TREASURER'S ANALYSIS Members' Comments on Budget Proposals for 1999
It is gratifying to learn that the time expended by your Treasurer on the 1999 CAS budget exercise appears
to have been time well spent. Constructive comments and suggestions for improving the financial position of the
CAS have been received from eleven (11) members including your executive officers.
The consensus of the comments reflects the basic thrust of the budget proposals - increase income and
decrease expenses. The three key items which were commented upon by more than 50 percent of the respondents
are summarized as follows:
Member Dues
4 Newsletters
Free Newsletters

No Change

Increase

2 or 18%
6 or SS%

8 or 73%

Decrease

No Comment

1 or 9%
7 or 64%

I or 9%
4 or 36%
4 or 35%

Although some members take advantage of CAS membership benefits such as the opportunity to purchase Snowbird
and other covers from the CAS or to borrow publications from the CAS library, most respondents noted that The
Canadian Aerophilatelist is the only benefit that is received and apparently appreciated by most, if not all, CAS
members. The consensus of the respondents is that the CAS members would accept a $5 to $10 increase in annual
membership fees in order to continue to receive four issues per year of the fine CAS Newsletter.
Several other suggestions were made by the respondents; however, most were not received in time for
discussion and consideration at the CAS annual general meeting which was held on 25 Apr 99 at ORAPEX '99.
These suggestions, which have been passed to the CAS Executive for consideration, are summarized as follows:

Decrease CAS Expenses
• Use the existing supply of CAS letterhead for originals only and then make photocopies, e.g., the first
page of The Canadian Aerophilatelist; use one colour of ink only when printing a new supply of
letterhead; and use a rubber stamp rather than commercially printed letterhead.
• Drop the CAS affiliation with The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada (RPSC) and with the International
Federation of Aero-Philatelic Societies (PISA); and negotiate a new financial arrangement with FISA
for continuation of the CAS affiliation.
• Reduce the quantity of souvenir covers produced for each issue in order to ensure sellouts of each issue.
• Discontinue the giving of the current wood and metal presentation plaques.
• Reduce the amount expended on general postage, i.e., postage other than the postage required for the
mailing of the newsletter.

Increase CAS Income
• Conduct up to three or four CAS member auctions each year; and auction off the existing inventory of
CAS covers. Of course, such an endeavour would require a dedicated volunteer.
• Generate more advertising in The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Again, this would require the dedication
of another volunteer from the CAS membership.
• Advertise special sales of selected covers from the current CAS inventory in each issue of The Canadian

Aerophilatelist.
• Streamline the membership by expanding and layering the categories to include: Full or Regular (nonstudent and under 65 - e.g., current fees); Senior (over 65 - e.g., 75% of regular); Student (full-time
- e.g., 75% of regular); Corporate (e.g., 3 times regular & non-voting); Contributing (e.g., $10 more
than regular); Life (e.g., $250); and Sustaining (e.g., $250 per year).

Other S zgestions
• Create a CAS Internet web site - Monthly fee but income could perhaps be generated from the web site
from sale of AAMS publications, sale of CAS covers and by gaining new CAS members.
• Set up endowment, sinking or reserve funds to conserve some CAS financial resources for future use.
Editor's Note: Some of these comments were acted on at the April 12th meeting: others have still
to be considered. - Any members have comments on these proposals, or who would like to
volunteer for proposed roles such as auctioneer, please contact the treasurer.
Thanks again for all your work Ivan! (Ivan's series WHO'S BEHIND THE COVER will continue
in the next newsletter.)
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to another new member:
302

Pierre Vachon, Saint John, New Brunswick

IN MEMORIAM
JOHN JARVIS. - John was one of our American members, who came to Toronto for CAPEX 96. He
is remembered by both Ron Miyanishi, who sat at the same table as John at the RCMI dinner;
and myself, who sat next to him at the AAMS auction. He was good company on both occasions.
GORDON WALDIE. - Gordon was one of our earliest members, number 23. He was also a member of
the RPSC. AAMS , and APS.

CONGRATULATIONS to MURRAY HEIFETZ
Murray's book OAT AND AV2 MARKINGS - A WORK IN PROGRESS has sold out It was published by
the American Air Mail Society last year, and reviewed in our September 1998 newsletter,

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF AERO-PHILATELIC SOCIETIES
Th 39th FISA CONGRESS will be held in Vienna, Austria, on Sunday September 19t h 1999. For more
information contact: Jacqueline Bekaert, FISA Secretary General,
Belgielaan 87, B - 9070 DESTELBERGEN - BELGIUM.

FIP ANNUAL PHILATELIC WEBSITE COMPETITION
The International Philatelic Federation (FIP) is providing an annual evaluation of philatelic Internet
sites, as a continuation of its program to encourage and promote all forms of philatelic literature. The
evaluation specifically recognizes those sites which, in the opinion of the evaluating panel, are
especially deserving in terms of content, philatelic significance and production. In addition, it provides
short critiques for all participating sites, with helpful suggestions for possible improvement.
For more information contact Charles Verge verqec@sympatico.ca

FLYING THE FOKKER SUPER UNIVERSAL
This aircraft was a mainstay of Canadian air mail services during the 1930's. The first flight of the
rebuilt Super Universal CF-AAM was reported in the September 1998 issue of this newsletter.
The Winter 1998 issue of the CAHS JOURNAL contained some interesting comments by Clark
Seaborn about flying CF-AAM:
She flies like no other aeroplane I know. Although quite stable, she stalls in a
hurry when engine power is off - and she doesn't float over the runway. The ailerons,
controlled by the side-stick, are very slow and heavy. The rudder and elevators are less
so. The trim system is inadequate to hold the nose down on high cruise. The pilot's
seat - over a ten-gallon tank of hot oil — is very uncomfortable in the summer, and it is
mostly impossible to read the compass in the rear view mirror. The engine, in such
close proximity to the cockpit, is unbelievably noisy.
But what a thrill after 16 years of restoration.
(For more information on the CANADIAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY, contact their National
Office, PO Box 224, Station A, Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S8.)
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DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are planning to hold their annual Day of Aerophilately on Sunday
October 31'. This event will run from "10 to 4", at the new premises of the Vincent Greene Foundation:
10 SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). The day includes displays, questions and
answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant, and lots of excellent conversation.
Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate!
For more information contact: Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Court, Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.
Telephone 416 447 1579. - E-mail: mcintosh@accessv.com

75th Anniversary of the ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE at CFB BORDEN
On July 11, 1916, Camp Borden was officially
opened by the Minister of Militia and Defence, Major
General Sir Sam Hughes, KCB, MP. At that time, Camp
Borden consisted of 23 square miles of tree stumps and
blowing sand. In the 1930's, activity on the base increased
when it became the headquarters for the first armoured
school, headed by the then Major F.F. Worthington. Other
schools were soon added to the base including the Royal
Canadian Army Service Corps School, the Royal
Canadian School of Infantry, the Royal Canadian Army
Medical Corps School, the Canadian Provost Corps
School, the Royal Canadian Dental Corps School, and the
Canadian School of Military Intelligence. Camp Borden
thus became the most important training base in Canada.
About one half of the soldiers who served in the Canadian
Army overseas during World War II received some of
their training here. Camp Borden was also the birth place
of Canada's Air Forces.
On 31 March 1917 the first flying took place on the JN-4 aeroplane, and on 5 May 1917, the
Royal Flying Corps fonnally took over the newly constructed aerodrome at Borden. The Imperial
Munitions Board proudly reported Borden as "generally regarded by competent authorities to be one
of the finest aviation centres in the world".
Camp Borden was the "School of Aviation" in the 1920's and on I April 1924, the RCAF was
formed. At that time, Borden was the largest and the busiest of the six air stations.
Both army and air training continued at Borden after World War II and in 1966, the 50th birthday
of the camp, integration of the supporting services of the separate Army and Air Force establishments
commenced, and Camp Borden became Canadian Forces Base Borden under one Commander.
Today, Base Borden is the Canadian Armed Forces' largest training centre where training of
technical and support officers and other ranks is currently carried out at thirteen schools.
Camp Borden is approximately 60 kms north of Toronto. The above history was taken from the
brochure for the large military museum at the Base, which is currently open daily (except Monday
or the day after holiday weekends) 9.00 - 12.00 and 1.15 - 3.00 pm; weekends 1.30 - 4.00 pm.
As part of the Anniversary celebrations, a high-quality, coffee table type book has been produced on
the history of aviation at Camp Borden from 1917 to 1999. CAMP BORDEN BIRTHPLACE OF THE
RCAF can be ordered from: MCpI Harry Gauthier, 16 Wing HQ, Bldg A-142, Stn Main, Borden,
Ontario LOM 1 CO. The price is $25.00 (tax included) plus shipping and handling ($8.00 per book in
Canada/$10.00 per book to USA): cheques or money orders should be payable to "16 Wing History
Book", and may be in Canadian or US Funds.
The BARRIE EXAMINER also produced a commemorative section on Camp Borden on April 8th
1999. Ron Miyanishi has a few extra copies of this: contact him if you would like one. (His address
is on the front cover of this newsletter.)
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED
HAILEYBURY - - ROUYN
ct_
_cl
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ANNIVERSARY

Canada's First Semi-official Air Mail Stamps.
(The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps, and sold
them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the
airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
Produced by LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED, 1924.

7

Pr'',

or AIR MAIL

"Sticker" produced in 1974
for the
Se Anniversary of the
First Scheduled
Air Mail Service In Canada.

1999 is the 75 th Anniversary of the first scheduled air mail service in Canada, operated by
LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED from Lake Timiskaming to the Rouyn goldfields.
The southern terminus of the route was originally at Angliers, about 45 miles from Rouyn, but the
water surface at Angliers was often obstructed by logs. After two months the terminus was moved to
Haileybury, which was about 15 miles further from Rouyn, but had a clear water surface for takeoffs and
landings.
The flights took an hour each way, but replaced a water trip that required the use of four different
boats, owing to portages, and took approximately two days. - The airfare started as $40 one-way from
Angliers to Rouyn, but was increased to $60 from Haileybury to Rouyn.
The service was initially intended for passengers and freight, though mail was carried on a
complimentary basis. - In order to increase its revenue, Laurentide applied to the Post Office for permission
for to charge for the carriage of mail, and this was granted in August 1924.
During 1924, Laurentide's service carried 425 passengers. 53,000 pounds of freight, and over 15,000
letters and telegrams. However, it was economically marginal, as 51,000 pounds of freight had been
carried into the goldfields, but only 2,000 pounds out on the return trips.
Some time ago Dr. Wallace F. Walford provided Gus Quattrocchi with some notes on his memories
about LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE, for a philatelic meeting that Gus was going to. Gus passed a copy
of these notes on to Dick Nlalott, and I am summarizing them below as a 75 th Anniversary tribute to
Laurentide.

REFLECTIONS OF DR. WALLACE F .WALFORD
My late brother Ernie, (Major/General A.E.Walford, M.M., E.D.), returned from service (or
survival) from WWI. He studied for and obtained his C.A., joining our father's firm of C.A..'s, Alfred
Walford and Sons., in Montreal. Ernie was greatly interested in aviation and with his friends, Harry
Wiltshire, Brian Daville, Adelard Raymond, and a couple of others whose names I've forgotten, formed
Laurentide Air Services. Their aim was to provide service to the prospectors into the rapidly opening up
north: Rouyn, etc. Their office space was part of the Alfred Walford and Sons space in the Drummond
Building on St. Catherine and Peel. Later, Dad needing more space, he moved into the Castle Building
on Stanley Street, it being the most modern office building at the time, not yet completely finished.
Laurentide took adjacent space, and it was used for a way station by prospectors. I loved the smells of
campfire and smoke that completely enveloped the space, and also the tales they told of moose and
wolves - some maybe true, but all related to excite and interest a youngster of nine or so.
In the museum at Rockcliffe are three planes that were part of the fleet they had. The Bleriot was
much favored as. with its skid, it was excellent for short take offs and landings. The Vickers Vedette
flying boat had greater carrying capacity and, as well, the tremendous advantage that it could be used on
the many stretches of lake in the north.
Continued
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED - REFLECTIONS OF DR. W.F .WALFORD, continued:

The last aircraft, a Junkers, is a story in itself, obtained perhaps by a bit of skulduggery, but, as
Ernie said, "When we got it, it prolonged the life of Laurentide for at least another three months", so
precarious were their finances. - Prohibition was in place and a group of bootleggers had dreamed up the
idea of using the Junkers to run liquor across the border. Someone tipped them off that the Mounties were
on their trail, and they skipped back to the States, leaving the plane hangered at the airport in Cartierville
(where Canadair now stands). Their rental charges mounted, and finally they accepted an offer that
Laurentide would accept the plane as payment for back rent.)
Not mentioned ygt was the extensive use of Curtiss Jennys, an excellent but slow plane. It and
the flying boat used Curtiss OX5 engines. - Ernie told me that they could buy brand new ones, in the
original shipping crates, for $ 835.27. The only problem was that they didn't have the money which had
to be paid in advance.
In lieu of rent for office space, towards the end, Dad accepted just about anything that the
company had available. We had aircraft linen slip covers and linen sheets, both in Montreal and at our
summer home. Laurentide had umpteen yards of the stuff, again war surplus.
I remember particularly a few of the pilots for I was given rides, both at Stony Point Lachine
where they kept their flying boats, and at Cartierville in Curtiss Jennys. - Albert Foss is one: I encountered
him again later, in my practice. Brian Daville is another: he married great wealth and devoted the last fifty
years of his life flying between the Cote d'Azure, Quebec City, and the Ritz in Montreal. (His precise little
tweeky moustache fascinated me.) And Wop May was always particularly nice to me. He frequently came
to our home as a guest.
The finances of Laurentide were always a worry, and cash in hand was seldom more than enough
to squeak by payroll dates. They had introduced both aerial mapping and forest fire spotting services in
the north of Quebec and Ontario, and had built facilities to service these depots. Ontario decided to set up
its own Forestry Air Service, and made an offer to Laurentide. Harry Wiltshire, who was the majority
stockholder, sighed with relief and the entire assets of Laurentide formed the basis for this new provincial
function.
Should anyone wish more data re Laurentide, a year or so before Ernie's death at age 94, he taped
at the Air Museum in Rockcliffe, his recall of its entire history.
For the record, I never did know the origin of Wop May's nickname.' He went on to establish a
great name as a bush pilot. Bill Hamilton (not the politician) stayed in Montreal and headed up mechanical
services for Jas A Ogilvy's, and later had a half partnership in the Austin Motors Sales and Services.
Ernie sent and gave me stamps and first day covers from Laurentide. Prior to disposing of them
a few years ago I copied them. I believe a nephew who lives in West Vancouver still has a few.
At one time Ernie also arranged for Wilson Hammond, Charlie Paton, and 1 to tour Vickers and
see how they made and repaired the Vickers Vedette flyingboat hulls, and I aminated the spars. This
inspired us later on to build a glider from plans in Popular Mechanics. We launched it (between repairs)
from the top of the hill (Thorn Hill) where Elmhurst dairy is located. Ernie, when he saw it, uttered dire
threats if 1 didn't forthwith resign from the enterprise! Wizzy was killed in the RAF, and Charlie, I
believe, also lost his life flying during the War.
I hope the foregoing will provide a bit of fun and enjoyment for those whose interest is as Air
Mail philatelists.
Many thanks to

Dr. Walford and Gus Quattrocchi for sharing these memories with us!

As indicated above, they were provided for "fun and enjoyment", and certainly succeeded in
providing both to me! - There are several more historical accounts available, that do not always
concur with these reminiscences, or with each other. The classic book on Canadian aviation up to
the 1930's, (which is also -eferred to on page 11), is CANADA'S FLYING HERITAGE by Frank Ellis.
This is available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6, who can also
supply a list of other Canadian aviation books .

According to Dick Malott, "Wop" May apparently got his name from the fact that he could
not pronounce a certain word when he was a child. Whatever the word was, it came out as "Wop",
and he thus was given this nick name by his friends and family.
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED - THE SO T" ANNIVERSARY PROJECTS:
In 1974, for the 50 th Anniversary of Laurentide's air mail service, Tri-Town Stamps organized a
commemorative flight, and the sticker shown at the top of page 8. - Derek Rance obtained an auction
Lot of correspondence, drawings, and other items related to these events, and kindly sent me
photocopies of the material. These give a most interesting account of the process by which a stamp
is produced, and I have included a selection of key items on the next few pages.
Among the items were notes for this AFTER DINNER SPEECH AT THE KIWANIS CLUB, SEPTEMBER
30TH 1974, which describes the complete project:

50 YEARS OF AIR MAIL IN CANADA
Every one of us is interested in the past, in the historic events that preceded the present, and to
that end philatelists pursue their hobby with an even greater zest. For a stamp collector is an accumulator
of items that were issued in the past.
There is a special area of philately known as Flight Cover Collecting. To a layman, perhaps it
would be sufficient to say that whenever an airline establishes a new route the maiden flight is marked by
the dedication and cancellation of a special postal envelope. Such envelopes collected from many
inaugural flights form the basis of a Flight Cover Collection. Likewise, a flight commemorating the 25th
or the 50th anniversary of a particular route deserves a commemorative cover which belongs very much
in a cover collection.
Having resided in the Tri-Town area for the last six years, I was very much aware that a philatelic
event took place in this vicinity.
On September 11, 1924 a seaplane docked at Haileybury. Loaded with mail destined for Rouyn,
Quebec, the plane was soon airborne. This even was of historical importance because this flight marked
the beginning of scheduled air mail service that was sanctioned by the Post Office.
Prior to this date Canada's Postal Regions were very limited in range, and only larger centres that
were connected by roadways and railways with the major cities received postal service. Haileybury had
both, and Rouyn had neither. However, on that memorable day the Post Office recruited seaplanes and
charted regular routes for mail delivery.
Two years before the 50th Anniversary of this flight I set out on a venture to organize a
commemorative flight.
To start I needed the cooperation of Postal People, and written permission had to be obtained from
Ottawa through the regional office in North Bay. We have had our moments, but to make a long story
short, I have experienced the greatest cooperation that anyone anywhere in Canada has had with the
Postal Authorities.
A special cover was prepared and to make the flight as closely resembling as possible to the
original flight, 1 designed a special seal that was placed on the back of each and every cover that was
carried on this flight.
Whenever the Post Office honours an event by issuing a commemorative stamp it does not hold
to the actual date. In other words a famous man may have made history on January 10th 1875 but the
commemorative stamp will not be issued until June of 1975. Taking this policy into consideration, and
the fact that our fall weather is unpredictable, 1 decided on May 25, 1974 as the commemorative flight
date.
The Haileybury town council turned out in force and with the cooperation of Postmaster Ron
Can, 1000 pieces of mai 1 were stamped and sealed in a postal sack and delivered to the harbor where
a four-seater Cessna-180 awaited us.
The flight to Rouyn took 30 minutes and within 3/4 of an hour the plane was heading back
towards Haileybury. The original flight took one hour to travel in one direction.
I am very thankful to be living in a country where historical events are recognized and
commemorated, and feel very proud that 1 was playing a small part in commemorating the 50 th
AniversayofSchdulAMiervnCad.
L.K.
Editor's Note: Does anybody know the full name of "L.K."?
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED: DESIGNING THE 50th ANNIVERSARY STICKER

50ThaIVERSARY OF AIR DELIVERY 50
ONE OF THE EARLY DESIGNS
THAT WAS NOT ACCEPTED.
(Full size)

50 OF MAIL IN CANADA
IN HIS EARLY SEARCH FOR A
MAIL SEA PLANE, THE ARTIST
COPIED THE AIRCRAFT FROM
THE 1938 CANADIAN AIR MAIL
STAMP. - THE ACTUAL
PLANE USED WAS A CURTISS
1-IS2L.
(Reduced 60% - original 9 - wide.)
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60ThANNIVERSARY OF AIR MAIL

(Reduced by 10%.)

THE ABOVE DRAWING WAS DONE BY MR. B.

GREEN WHO LEAD THE

ARTIST TO DIScoVEIR NOT ONLY THE I-152L FLYING BOOT BUT A

VERY WELL DOCUMENTED BOOK CALLED "CANADA'S FLYING HERITAGE':
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDF AIR SERVICE LIMITED - THE

son' ANNIVERSARY STICKER,

continued:

(Full size.)

THESE FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF THE FINAL DESIGN WERE PREPARED
FOR COLOR TRIALS WHICH WILL DETERMINE TI-IE FINISHED
PRODUCT.

(Full size.)
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED MARKETING THE S0th ANNIVERSARY STICKERS AND COVERS:
COMMEMORATING CANADA'S AIR MAIL SERVICE
The enclosed color proof is an original design of a special seal that will be used on envelopes
carried on the commemorative flight in 1974 between Haileybury, Ontario, and Rouyn, Quebec.
Air mail service started in Canada in 1924 by private planes and one such plane was the HS2L
which is illustrated on this seal. Regular flights did take place throughout Canada and one such flight
was scheduled between Haileybury and Rouyn.
There is the possibility that Canada Post Office will issue special commemorative stamps to
mark this event. If this is so then the special commemorative stamps will be used on the envelopes.
However, if Canada Post Office does not honour this event then the most recent commemorative stamps
will be used.
Here is the format for presenting covers to be taken on this special flight:
1. Standard No. 8 envelopes (3 5/8" x 6 1/2") should be stuffed with a cardboard
liner, and the back flap should be tucked in.
2. Name and address must appear on the front of the cover and enough space
must be clear on the left side to allow room for a special cachet.
3. Handling fee of 504 will be charged for each cover plus the value of the stamps
that you wish to be affixed to the envelope. This value must be shown in pencil
in upper right hand corner of the envelope. Covers already bearing stamps of any
sort will not qualify for this flight. Cash with order please.
4.

Ontario residents please add 7% Provincial Sales Tax.

5. Make checks or money orders payable to Tri-Town Stamps. Out-of-town checks
please add 254. Foreign orders must remit in Canadian funds so that we receive
money at par. Any problems along this line will delay or even cancel order.
All covers will be handled as follows: A special cachet will be applied to the left side of cover,
and a special seal will be applied to envelope (see color proof). Stamps of appropriate value will be added.
Then, the envelopes will be cancelled at the Haileybury post office and delivered to the aircraft. Upon
delivery to Rouyn a postmark will be applied to the backs of the envelopes and the mail entered in the
regular mail stream. Similarly, a set of envelopes will be processed in Rouyn and delivered to Haileybury.
In the event that you wish only one cover serviced it will be up to the discretion of the
management in which direction the cover will be flown. Submission of two covers, or multiples of two,
will automatically process one cover in each direction.
We cannot confirm the receipt of your order unless a stamped self-addressed envelope
(SSAE) is enclosed,

Tri-Town Stamps
P. 0. Box 553
New Liskeard, Ontario, Canada
POJ IPO

PS — Our specialty - Mail Auction Sales - Fee 15% on materials sold. Are you receiving our
catalogs? Write today!

(Enlarged by 10%.)

TRI5 LETTER WAS .PREPARED TO ADVERTISE THE FLIGHT AND EACH COPY WAS
ACCOMPANIED BY A COLOR PROOF
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED -

CACHETS FOR COVERS FLOWN ON THE 5O ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT

HAILEYBURY- ROUYN

50
EARLY ATTEMPT.CActiErs Fog

tit

T14E COVER pEsIGN WERE

70 DESIGN AS WE SE4L.

(Reduced by 30%.)

JUST AS Cif-ALLEAGIA16

SINCE COVERS COULD BE SENT

COLLECTORS IT WAS DECIDED To IMPRESS
ENVELOPE WITH A RUBBER STAMP.

sY

THE c40-1-ET To EACH

THE FINAL COVERS FLOWN ON THE 5O ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT

50TH
41

A ,Ail

1S2
Arl
COUR 2

(Reduced
by 10%.)

COMMEMORATIVE CACHET IN PURPLE.
Postmarked: 1-1AILEYBURY 9.30 AM 25 V 1974
5 line bilingual slogan cancellation - text =

HAILEYBURY - - ROUYN
o
0
c
•%.-4-10,0°

507k ANNIVERSARY AIR MAIL 1924-1974

50e ANNIVERSAIRE COURRIER AERIEN

50"ANNIVE RSARY OF AIRMAIL

Sticker on back blue border, aircraft in red on
background of yellow lines.
Thanks again for this information Derek.

(Full size)
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REMEMBERING LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED - THE PILOT
Every First Flight needs a pilot, so to complete this commemoration of LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE
LIMITED, I am including a biography which appeared in the winter 1998 issue of THE FLYER.
By Don MacDonald
Roy S. "Bill" Grandy's career in
aviation encompassed all phases of both
military and civil flying including fighter
pilot, flight instructor, instructor test
pilot, aerial photography, survey and
forestry flying, bush pilot, aircraft testing
and development, seal spotting, airmail
pilot, and operational commander. This
occurred over a continuous period of 46
years beginning in World War I until after
World War II.
Over this period, aviation in Canada
progressed from infancy to maturity and
his contributions to the many aspects of
flying have been a significant factor in
the advancement of Canadian aviation.
Grandy was born in Bay L'Argent,
Newfoundland, March 5, 1894.
Escaping early to sea, by age 16 he had
sailed around the world. His nickname
"Bill" came as a result of his heavy
Newfic accent during World War I when
his buddies called him "Sailor Bill".
Although he dearly loved flying he
never lost his love for the sea. His early
sailing experience no doubt contributed to
his expertise as a flying boat and seaplane
pilot.
In 1912 Grandy joined Military Reserve
Unit 96 Lake Superior Regiment, and at
the outbreak of World War I joined the
Royal Newfoundland Regiment where he
became a Signals Officer and saw active
service in France and Gallipoli.
In 1916, he was seconded to the Royal
Flying Corps and earned his Royal
Flying Club Certificate at Central Flying
School, Uphaven, Wiltshire. He served as
a fighter pilot in Sopwith Camels (43
Sqn.) on the Western Front, and received
a Mention-in- Despatches for his actions.
Grandy was later assigned to the
prestigious instructor school at Gosport.
In 1918 the Royal Flying Corps became
the Royal Air Force and Grandy remained
with the RAF until the end of April
1919.
On returning to Canada, Grandy joined
the Canadian Air Force in 1920 and
earned the reputation as one of the ablest
instructors in Canada. At Camp Borden
he was noted for landing his Avro 504K

on the tarmac between the hangars and
stopping on the flight line within a foot of
where it had been parked, the leading edges
lined up within inches of other aircraft. He
served in the CAF until May 1923 when he
resigned his commission to enter civil
aviation.
Grandy joined Laurentide Air Services and
pioneered in aerial survey, mapping and fire
patrols in Eastern Ontario and Quebec. He
flew on the first regular airmail service in
Canada when he opened the air route to
Rouyn, Quebec.

flight, he spotted a large herd and directed
the ships to it for a successful hunting
season. They had been sailing away from
the main herd, and this flight established
aircraft as an essential part of the sealing
fleet.
In 1925 Grandy rejoined the RCAF
where his exceptional skills were utilized
in all phases of service flying. He was one
of a very few pilots certified to test and
qualify both civilian and military pilots as
flight instructors. He was the testing pilot
for the Webster Trophy contests.
On January 1, 1935, Grandy became the
first RCAF Officer in peacetime to be
invested as an officer in the Military
Division of the Most Excellent Order of
the British Empire (O.B.E.)
Grandy was Commanding Officer at
RCAF Station Dartmouth when war broke
out in 1939. He had by now obtained the
rank of Group Captian.
One of the most challenging and
satisfying postings of his career was to
Camp Borden as C.O. when the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan was in
full operation. He was an inspiration to
hundreds of young airmen who passed
through his base, to whom he presented
their wings along with words of wisdom
Another "first" for Grandy was a historyand encouragement.
making expedition, a 900 mile flight over a
In May, 1942 he was posted to Thorbay,
period of 12 days for the purpose of paying
Newfoundland near his birthplace, and he
treaty money on various reservations in
remained there until the end of the war. He
Northern Ontario. In a Vickers Viking Mark was again Mentioned-in-Despatches.
IV flying boat, the expedition followed the
Soon after his retirement from the
Albany River to Fort Albany on James Bay. RCAF in 1946 he returned to the Halifax
This was a sensational flight for that early
Aero Club. As an instructor there he was
period of aviation.
back in his natural element: that of sharing
Grandy was
as considered one of the most
his knowledge of airmanship with young
skillful pilots in Canada and was
pilots. He died in 1965 at the age of 71.
particularly expert on flying boats. The
Grandy was posthumously named a
Vickers Aircraft Co. sought and obtained his Member of Canada's Aviation Hall of
services to test and develop the Vickers
Fame in 1988 with the following citation:
Vcruna, Vclos, Vista and Vanessa aircraft,
"His flying expertise was remarkable as
one of which was the first aircraft with an
were his leadership abilities. Despite
enclosed cabin to be built in Canada.
adversity he took the guess-work out of
the centuries-old industry of sealing.
Another history-making flight took place
in the spring of 1924 when Grandy
Perhaps of greatest benefit to Canadian
persuaded the owners of sealing ships to let
aviation was his dedication to the younger
him try to find seal herds from the air. A
generation of pilots whom he trained and
Baby Avro was loaded aboard the S.S.
groomed to his own standards of
Eagle, and although Grandy only made one
excellence."

THE FLYER is produced by CANADA'S AVIATION HALL OF FAME, which aims to "elevate, protect and
preserve the names and deeds" of people who made superior contributions to Canadian aviation. If
you would like more information, their address is P.O. Box 6360, Wetaskiwin, Alberta T9A 2G 1.
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MAILDROPS ON THE NORTH SHORE.
Pierre Vachon
In May of 1927, Charles Lindbergh had just crossed the Atlantic ocean alone proving that planes had become
a safe and reliable means of transportation by air. The same year, the Canadian Postmaster General awarded
a series of important airmail contracts, and Canadian Transcontinental Airways was the company chosen to
inaugurate airmail service along Quebec's North Shore. This newly formed company had agreed to make
thirty-two mail deliveries to a dozen or so isolated communities over the winter of 1927-28.
On November 11, 1927, the Quebec City newspaper Le Soleil reports that Canadian Transcontinental Airways
had just been awarded a mail delivery contract for the North Shore, from Quebec City to Seven Islands, and
that the mail would be dropped by parachute. Later in the same month, Cuisinier was interviewed again and
said he was leaving for New York with pilot Sutton to pick up two new Fairchild airplanes and that on his
return he would drop a mailbag by parachute over Quebec City. However, it was not until the Christmas day
of 1927 that Dr. Louis Cuisinier, Canadian Transcontinental's general manager, took off from Quebec City
for Seven Islands to fly the first North Shore mail run. Captain Charles Sutton was the pilot at the controls
and they flew in a single-engine Fairchild cabin monoplane powered by a Pratt & Whitney air-cooled radial
engine that was mounted on floats.
My father, Romeo Vachon is first reported by the Quebec City Le
newspaper as being on the scene
when, on February 8, 1928, he and his flight engineer Thibeault complete the first round trip distributing mail
on the same day. Mailbags dropped by Charles Sutton and Louis Cuisinier on Christmas Day, 1927 were
equipped with parachutes according to newspaper accounts of the times. However, this practice appears not
to have continued for very long as a photograph published in Le Soleil on March 23, 1928, shows a Fairchild
dropping a mail bag by itself in a flight over Clark City. The caption under the photo is interesting in that it
says Clark City - located three hundred miles from the provincial capital - had been relying until then on dog
teams for mail deliveries effected every three to four weeks. Since that December, the city had been most
fortunate to get its mail only four and one half hours after the plane's departure from Quebec City.
Donat Vachon's Account.
As indicated earlier, North Shore mail runs were made by a pilot and his flight engineer. My uncle Donat
Vachon, now ninety-six, was one of those who flew with my father, Romeo Vachon, between 1928 and 1930.
He recently told of this experience to author Nicole Dorton in the following manner: when it came the time
for the drop, his brother Romeo, piloting the plane, would reach back and open the rear window so that Donat
could throw the bags out into the airstream by hand. They used the rear window so there would be no chance
for the bag to hit the wing strpt and damage the plane.
Babe Woollett's Description.
Babe Woollett, who died recently, described for me in greater detail the mail-dropping technique he used on
the North Shore mail run in 1929 in a telephone call a couple of years ago this way: each mailbag was first
rolled tightly against itself and made fast with the bag's own drawstrings. Then, the mailbags were placed in
the cabin in reverse order to the anticipated sequence of the drop: Bersimis first and Seven Islands last. Once
a week they would go further to Harvre St.-Pierre and Anticosti. Each pilot had his mail-dropper with him
and his was usually a man named Romeo Belanger, a person full of joie-de-vivre, whom he had nicknamed
"Bellhanger".
On arrival over a designated community, Woollett would circle the settlement to alert the people of his
presence and then make a low level practice pass at the location marked with flags beforehand as the spot
where they wanted the mail to land. On the second run, the pilot would tell the mail dropper when to open
the window and then when to start to push the bags out against the air stream.

Continued
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MAILDROPS ON THE NORTH SHORE by Pierre Vachon continued:

NATASHQUAN

QUEBEC

HARVRE ST.-PIERRE

SEPT ILES
CLARRE CITY
SHELTER RAY
Rill/ERE PENTICOTE
BRIE-TRINITE
GODBOUT
BAIL DES CEDRES

•

POINTE AUX OUTARDES
BETSIARITES

P.E. I.
LA MALBAIE

QUEBEC

Bibby's Narrative.
R.H. (Dick) Bibby is quoted on his North Shore maildrop experience at some length by K.M. Molson in his
book titled "Canadian Airways Limited: Pioneering in Canadian Transport".
At the point when Bibby tells his story, probably around 1929-30, Lac-Sainte-Agnes had been set aside in
favour of Quebec's Saint-Louis airport, the same airfield is often referred to in French as "Bois Gomin".
Fairchild 71's then in use were mounted on skis and a pilot was assisted by an engineer. Some twelve hundred
pounds of mails were carried and landings were not possible at any of the settlements - Bersimis, Ontardes
Falls, Pentecost, Franklin, Trinidad Bay, Godbout, Shelter Bay - until reaching Seven Islands. A visit to
Clarke City was then made separately The next day, Anticosti and points as far as Harvre St.-Pierre were
covered.
Bibby's colourful account "includes a description of how the engineer would pare down his finger nails the
previous evening to avoid having to loose them as the slipstream would tear the mailbag away from his
hands".
Bill Irvine's Account.
Irvine flew the North Shore mail run from 1930 until 1934 with "one hundred per cent delivery". He recounts
in an article published in the July issue of Wings, 1978, how he would get up at four in the morning and take
a truck to the old St. Louis airport in Quebec City and check on any weather reports obtained over the single
line telegraph wire. The mail service was done twice weekly and, in the event of really bad weather reports,
the flights were postponed until the next day.
Continued
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MAILDROPS ON THE NORTH SHORE by Pierre Vachon continued:
There would be about 1,000 lb. first class mail to be loaded in sequence for dropping. Bersimis, some 150
miles away, was the first drop and other maildrops were made "at another dozen or so villages till we got to
Sept-Iles where we landed and gassed up". It was 330 miles from Quebec City to Seven Islands, then a further
125 miles to Havre-Saint-Pierre and finally 80 miles more to reach Natashquan. Anticosti was fifty miles off
course from Seven Islands, and mail was both delivered and picked up there.
The pilot would descend to about fifty feet altitude and shout "Go" to the mechanic behind him who would
then start throwing mail bags out the back window of the Fairchild 71 as fast as he could. Sometimes there
was so much mail that another circuit had to be made.

Sydney Woodham's Story.
Sydney Woodham used to be operations manager for Canadian Airways at Rimouski in the late thirties. Now
also over the ninety mark, he described his experience as follows: Around 1935, the federal government
awarded the North Shore winter airmail contract to Quebec Airways (a subsidiary of Canadian Airways) and
had then insisted that the aircraft used on the run be twin-engine, have a single enclosed cockpit and a cabin
able to carry up to eight passengers, as well as a mixed load of passengers and freight. It also had to be
capable of mail delivery via a special floor chute in the rear fuselage and provide space in there for the mail
dropper. Two-way radio voice communication was also considered a necessity by that time.
According to Woodham the government insisted on these safety measures because the North Shore mail run
was by then being serviced from Rimouski and planes had to fly over a large expanse of open water to reach
Seven Islands. The aircraft that were chosen for this purpose were de Haviland Dragon Rapides manufactured
in England but assembled by the same firm's subsidiary in Toronto.
Sydney Woodham has no difficulty recalling how he did it on the Rapide. The pilot would motion to him
when he was to station himself near the chute at the rear and then, by means of an electric buzzer, when to
open the trap door and push the mailbag out the rear chute. That was it.

Conclusion.
Low level maildrops had many advantages: they saved flying time by eliminating the need for repeated
landings and take-offs and lessened the added wear and tear on engines and airframes that these same
procedures entailed; also, these maneuvers are always a little risky in rugged terrain like the North Shore and
these were reduced to a minimum. All of these are important factors when operating in remote areas with no
proper landing fields, poor communications and absence of any support facilities in the event of an
emergency. However, their principal drawback was that they did not allow mail originating there to be taken
on board and this had to be transported in the traditional manner to a pick-up point, like Seven Islands.
After my father joined Canadian Transcontinental Airways, he soon replaced Dr. Cuisinier as manager and
made a number of changes in operations to improve safety and reliability of service including the installation
of on-board radio for weather notices and the construction of landing fields at various points along the way.
In 1938, after having been awarded the McKee Trophy, largely on account of this work, he left the position
of Eastern Division Superintendent with Canadian Airways, the firm that had acquired Canadian
Transcontinental in 1930, and joined newly formed Trans Canada Air Lines. Within a few years he had
stopped flying altogether and turned his attention exclusively to the management of the air transportation
business.
Editor's acknowledgments: Many thanks for this article Pierre!
The map on the previous page is based on a map in the April 1996 issue of the SNAPS AIR
MAIL STUDY GROUP NEWSLETTER.- For more information on the BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY and its AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP, contact Basil Burrell, 857 Pembridge
Drive, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045-4202.
(The latest issue of the AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP NEWSLETTER includes excellent articles on
Patricia Airways Et Exploration Ltd. overprints; the design of Canada's 1942 War Issue air mail
stamp (Scott C7); and the First Mail Flight to Fort Good Hope, March 1929.
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THE VANCE "FLYING WING" - CANADIAN CONNECTIONS
The VANCE "FLYING WING", referred to in the miniature
sheet to the right, was featured in an article in our March
newsletter. This article also described the tangled conflict
between Monty Mason, who claimed the aircraft had been
sold to him; Mrs. Richards, who claimed the aircraft had
been sold to her; and Clyde Pangborn, who in 1936:

"flew it to Keyport, New Jersey, which was the home of
Burnelli Aircraft, Ltd. He then claimed ownership of the
aircraft himself "citing agreement with both Mason and
Richards' - Mason, however, claimed the aircraft had
been removed under pretext of fixing a tyre, and flown
with no licence authority card or permission!"
Richard Allen, Patrick Campbell, and Mike Shand, have supplied some interesting additional
information on the "players" in this drama!
The BURNELLI COMPANY was begun by Vincent Justus Burnelli, who had built his first
aircraft in 1915. He then had the idea of having the fuselage of an aircraft shaped in the form of
an aerofoil: that way the fuselage would contribute to the lift, so the wings could be smaller, and
the payload would be increased. (Which is what is now known as a "lifting body"). The
Remington-Burnelli Co was founded in 1920 in the USA, and built and flew such a machine,
called the RB-1 in 1921. Several other prototype designs were built by various companies,
Garvan-Burnelli and Uppercu-Burnelli in the USA, and Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft in England.
In 1936 Canadian Car 8- Foundry acquired the manufacturing rights to the twin-engined
Burnelli UB-14 lifting fuselage monoplane. The company did not build the UB-14, but in 1938
proposed building a three-engined version, the CB-34, at its Fort William plant. This was not
proceeded with, as the plant switched to make Hawker Hurricanes. However, TACA (Transportes
Aereos Centro-Americanos) was interested in the aircraft, and an order for 20 aircraft to TACA's
specification, the CBY-3, was signed in 1943.
The CBY-3 was a twin-engined aircraft, with a fuselage of aerofoil shape, wide enough to seat
24 passengers in four rows with two aisles. The cockpit was centrally located on the fuselage
between the two engines, which inevitably restricted the sideways visibility. The undercarriage
retracted into the fuselage, and was accessible in flight for inspection or emergency extension.
The actual construction of the CBY-3 began in December 1943 at the Montreal plant of CCF.
However, construction proceeded slowly due to wartime restrictions, and by the time it was
ready for its first flight 19 months later, TACA had changed its plans and cancelled their order.
Meanwhile, CLYDE PANGBORN had flown across the Atlantic with aluminum for the British
Minister of Aircraft Production in 1940; in 1941 he ferried American bombers to Hawaii; and in
1942 he flew the first Lancaster bomber to North America, for demonstration in Canada and at
Wright Field, Ohio.
These two threads of the saga then come together again on the 17 h July 1945, when Clyde
Pangborn was pilot of the CBY-3 on its first flight, which lasted 1 hour 55 minutes.
The CBY-3 never received full certification. In Canada it flew with a limited Domestic
Certificate of Airworthiness, and its nickname at CanCar was "The Bitch". In 1955 it was
chartered by the American Polar Basin Expedition, but never got beyond Goose Bay. It also flew in
Venezuela, and was evaluated by the USAF but not accepted. In 1973 it was reported in a
derelict condition at Friendship Airport", (which is now Logan International in Boston).
In 1999 there is still a Burnelli company in Florida: It's President and vocal advocate is ex-

USAF test pilot Chalmers (Slick) Gordon, who vociferously maintains that Vincent Burnelli and his
lifting body theories, have been ignored and given a political raw deal by the US Government and
the Air Force.
Thanks again to Richard, Patrick, and Mike for their information.
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FOLLOW UP - Pan Am's Shediac-Foynes Trans-Atlantic Flight, June 1939.
Our March newsletter contained a
question regarding the Pearson signature
to the right, which was among a number
of signatures on an autographed cover
from this flight.
John Johnson has an amazingly varied collection of resource material, and was able to supply me
with names of the passengers and crew on this inaugural flight:

PASSENGERS (NON-REVENUE)
Civil Aeronautics Anthority
Executive, CAA Safety Board
Administrator of the CAA
Chief Technical Division, CAA
President, PAA
Department of State
Representing the White House
Secretary to the President
Secretary to the President
U.S. Senator
U.S. Senator
Chief, Air Div. U.S. Post Office
U.S. Army Air Corps
U.S. House of Representatives
Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard
President Air Transport Assoc.
Manager, Atlantic Division, PAA
Ops Manager, Atlantic Div. PAA
Mail Department, PAA
Service Engineer, PAA
Service Engineer, PAA

: Edward Warner
: William S McDuffee
: Hon. Clinton Hester
: Richard Boutelle
: Juan T Trippe
: Hon. Judge Walter Moore
: Carl E Mapes
: Hon. Stephen Earley
: Hon. James Rowe
: Ernest Lundeen
: Dennis Chavez
: Charles P Craddick
: Brig.Gen. Delos C Emmons
: Clarence Cannon
: Rear Adm. Russell R Waesche
: Col. Edgar S Gorrell, D.S.O.
: Col. J Carroll Cone
: Clarence M Schildhauer (From Botwood)
: Fred S Laidlaw
: James B Massey
: John Steele (Botwood-Foynes)

Crew
Captain
1st Officer
1st

Officer

Flight Officer
Jnr Flt Officer
Jnr Flt Officer
Flight Engineer
Assistant Flight Engineer
Radio Officer
Assistant Radio Officer
[ PAA Radiq
Steward
Steward

: Harold E Gray
: Charles A Lorber
: A E LaPorte (To Botwood:
then continued as a passenger.)
: Audrey D Durst, Jnr.
: Robert M Elzey
: James M McLeod
: James M Etchison Jnr.
: Stanley A Zedalis (To Southampton)
: Addison W Beideman
: Francis C Dixon
: Stanley A Zedalis (To Southampton)]
: William Thaler
: Frederick Pearson

It therefore appears that the signature is that of the Steward Frederick Pearson.
Thanks John.
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FOLLOW UP "CANADIAN" GORDON BENNETT BALLOON RACE COVERS
CARRIED ON
PIERRE FISBACH
VIA AIR MAIL

MR. HOWARD J. ICKES,

121 BELLFLOWER AVE. N.W.:
CANTON,

OHIO.

CLEVELAND C!IAPTEn

Nmoua Aeronautic Assocation of U.S.A.

Indistinct Postmark
identified by newspaper reports as
SMITHVILLE ONT

u.nAL., .:11:c

•
ALLL,.11.. • _cV 1.IV L,.

Backstamped:
8.30 PM SEP 2 1930
HAMILTON ONTARIO

James Gordon Bennett was a socialite, gambler, playboy, sportsman, and owner of the New York
Herald. Partly as a publicity stunt for his newspapers, he sponsored trophies and cups for
automobile, airplane, speedboat, and balloon races.
The original Gordon Bennett Balloon Races were held almost annually from 1906 to 1938. The
contest had very few rules: it was basically won by the balloonist who travelled the furthest,
(although balloons which landed at sea were disqualified). The winner's country then hosted the
next year's competition.
These races attracted tremendous interest at the time. - 200,000 people watched the start of the
first race in Paris, France in 1906; and 300,000 the start of the second race in St.Louis, U.S.A., in
1907.
Over the 32 year period of the Gordon Bennett races, a wide variety of philatelic souvenirs were
produced, including postcards, commemorative postmarks for the launch site, special
stickers/vignettes, and flown covers.
During the first races, balloonists were required to drop messages at two hour intervals, which
the finders were asked to mail to the race organizers, so that the progress of the competitors
could be monitored. The first flown covers for collectors were produced in 1925, when the race
started in Brussels, Belgium. The Royal Aero Club of Belgium gave each pilot a package of 40
postcards, (franked with a Belgian stamp), and asked them to mail the postcards back from the
nearest post office to their landing site. Similar cards/covers were then carried by some of the
competitors in some of the later races, but not by all of them.

The above cover, found by Robert Terry and described in our September 1998 newsletter, is
the first Gordon Bennett cover that has been identified as being mailed from Canada!
In 1933 the Gordon Bennett Race started from Chicago, and two balloons - the KOSCIUSZKO

there should be
covers from every balloon in this race. They all had to carry materials that were to be dropped to
the ground during flight, and then recovered to ensure the balloon's path. Some mail was destined
for specific balloons, but mail sent to the take-off site, marked for "Gordon Bennett" flight with no
balloon indication, was distributed to all balloons. Also, according Jan Boesman's Gordon Bennett
Balloon Race, balloons landed in Canada during the 1910 race, and may have passed over
and the GOODYEAR IX, landed in Canada. According to Stephen Neulander:

Canada in the 1920, 1927, or 1928 races.
Does anyone know of covers mailed from Canada in connection with any of these other races?
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FOLLOW UP - THE REV. E.A. BUTLER
The Reverend E. A. Butler was a part-time
stamp dealer from Sandy Point, St. George's Bay,
Newfoundland. There are few, if any, collectors of
Newfoundland postal history who do not own an
envelope to or from him. Butler has interested me for
over three decades, since I found an envelope
o ez. ge,5
-e'7,
7,
y71 GWT: 6-toted"Z Gcontaining a catalogue he distributed in 1927. It was
REV. BUTLER'S
not long before I was looking for anything I could
PRICE LIST
find about this minister with the unusual avocation.
OF
My next find was Butler's 1932 price list.
NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPS
Butler says that he began dealing in 1916. The
2..Axe4 9C-it
2.04:449
earliest advertisement I have located appeared in the
1932
classified section of The Stamp Herald in June 1922.
He might repeat one of his ads for only a few weeks,
while another might run months before he changed
it. The Stamp Herald had moved from Indianapolis,
Indiana to Kitchener, Ontario earlier that year, and
had increased its content of Canadian and
Newfoundland material as well as soliciting more
advertisers. His classified ads also appeared in two
other contemporary periodicals, The Canadian
Stamp Collector and The Canadian Philatelists.
Butler's name first appeared in the 1925 edition
of the Canadian Philatelic Society's Yearbook as
member number 270. The 1927 edition of the
Yearbook, the only edition having biographies of
collectors and dealers, tells us that the Reverend E.
WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OT
Alfred Butler was born on May 14, 1872 at
REV. E. A. BUTLER
Kelligrews, Newfoundland. He graduated from
SANDY POINT — ST GEORGES
NEWFOUNDLAND
Queen's College in St. John's and was "Rector of Bay
MEAVIER
St. George and Parish" which in 1927 consisted of
5.1" P.A.. A.S D.A..
A.I` S.. 3 l'.A .
an.1 the
300 families. Thus Butler was both a practicing
NFLD. MEANS REV. DDT LF.R
minister and a stamp dealer. The biography showed
the Reverend as a dealer specializing in
Newfoundland, wholesale and retail, a member of
four societies, and a collector of 37 years (therefore,
he began at the age of 18) concentrating in British
Colonials and airmails.
Butler first appeared in the Membership List of the American Philatelic Society in April, 1926 as
member number 6818. He was listed as a "collector-dealer" with interest in "Newfoundland, aeroplane
stamps and covers." In subsequent issues, he received honourable mention for recruiting new members. In
April 1949, his entry became "without classification" rather than a "collector-dealer." Butler's last entry
was in December 1952. Inquiries to the Archivist of the Anglican Synod in St. John's Newfoundland
indicate that the Reverend E. A. Butler was Rector of Bay St. George from 1911 to 1948 having resigned
on July 31 of that year. Reverend Eliezer Alfred Butler passed away on January 5, 1955 in his 83rd year.
(Of

Acknowledgments: This reply to a question in our September 1998 newsletter, is based on an
article by Steve Mulvey in the programme for ORAPEX '97. That article was described by
Steve as: "excerpted from a larger article prepared by Mr. C. R. McGuire, FRPSC for the PHSC
Journal, No. 50 in 1987 and augmented with additional information by Charles J. G. Verge."
Many thanks to Ed Matthews and Charles Verge for sending me copies of this article.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

Rev. Butler SYDNEY to GANDER covers, 1942.

COVER 1
Postmarked: SYDNEY MY 1 42
Backstamped: GANDER MAY 1 1942

Postmarked:
Backstamped:

COVER 2
SYDNEY MY 18 1942
SANDY POINT MY 20 42

COVER 1 above is from the extension of air mail service from Canada to Newfoundland, and
matches the description of this flight in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, (#4205b).
There are, however, many covers like number 2 above around. (Three different dealers had them
at a recent show in Toronto).
It is possible that COVER 2 was intended for the First Flight, and was delayed in transit. But if so,
why is it franked 9 cents not 6 cents?
However, if it was intended to be flown on May 18 9', what was special about that date?
If anybody can provide information about COVER 2, and/or a copy of a Rev. Butler Sydney to
Gander cover carried on the May 1' First Flight, please contact the editor.

PAN AMERICAN TRANS-ATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVER, 1942
This cover, featured in our June
1998 newsletter, resulted in some
very interesting research, which I
hope to complete soon, and then
summarize in a future newsletter.
One question which still needs to be
resolved, concerns the description of
this "flight" in the AIR MAILS OF
CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND. - It
is listed in the Newfoundland section
as Flight FF-63, which states that

Inaugural flight
Pan-American Airtvaqs Service
Ilemioundland to the United Kingdom
Via the north Atlantic Route
FIRST DAY COVER

Krol.Morrie(S.B.A.)
R.C.N.S.spltal;
% Fleet M.Offlce
St.John's,
Ne-fid.

MAY 4.itt4i1.

"covers were returned to St. John's
and backstamped on May 18'!
However, I have not yet been able to obtain a copy of a cover backstamped like this. - If anybody
has one, please will they send a copy of it to the editor.
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

WANTED: PATRICIA AIR SEMI-OFFICIAL COVERS
Both Patricia Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd. and Patricia Airways Limited.
Please send information regarding dates and stamps to:
David E. Flett, 78 West Street, Waterford, Ontario NOE 1Y0.

WANTED: NEWFOUNDLAND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
If anyone has these covers for sale, please send details to:
Robert W. Hounsell, 105 Moccasin Drive, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 40L

WANTED: CANADIAN AIR MAIL COVERS TO TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Ron Wike is seeking "FFCs to Trinidad and Tobago, in particular those flown by Trans Canada
Airlines from Montreal and Toronto on 2 December 1948. " - He is currently writing a book on the
Airmails of Trinidad and Tobago, and would also appreciate hearing from anybody with
information on any other airmails from Trinidad to Canada, or when TCA last flew there "
Ron's address is: 20 Isherwood Close, Fearnhead, Warrington WA2 ODJ, England
E-mail: ronwike@aol.com

FOR SALE: CANADIAN ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT COVERS
50th Ann. Toronto to Ottawa (First Flight), by 'Toronto A.M.F., 15. VIII 1968
50th Ann. Ottawa to Toronto (First Flight), by Ottawa, Aug. 17, 1968
50th Ann. Toronto to Ottawa (Second Flight), by Toronto A.M.F., 26 VIII 1968
50th Ann. Ottawa to Toronto (Second Flight), by Ottawa, Aug. 27, 1968
50th Ann. Toronto-Ottawa (Third Flight), by Toronto A.M.F. 4. IX 1968
50th Ann. Ottawa-Toronto (Third Flight), by Ottawa Sep. 4, 1968
50th Ann. Calgary to Edmonton, by Calgary (Stampede P.O.), Jul. 9, 1968
50th Ann. Calgary to Edmonton, by Calgary (Stampede P.O.), Jul. 9, 1968
50th Ann. Calgary to Edmonton, by Edmonton 15, 9. VII 1968
50th Ann. Calgary to Edmonton, by Edmonton 15, 9. VII 1968
50e ann. Montreal a Toronto, by Montreal, 24. V 1968, 11 AM
50th Ann. Montreal to Toronto, by 'Toronto, May 24, 1968, 6:30 PM
50c ann. Montreal a Toronto, by Montreal, 24. VI 1968, 8 AM
50th Ann. Montreal to Toronto, by Toronto, Jun. 24, 1968, 6:30 PM
110th Ann. Balloon flight (Prof. Thaddeus Lowe), by Ottawa, 1. VII 1968
These were all produced by Dick Malott, and are being sold © $2.00 each by:
George Rath, 1281 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2J3

PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS
101 New Bond Street, London WIY OAS, England

PhilliPbS)

INTF RN AT1ONA
---\\ A UCTIONEF IZS & VA LUE R.61-

PHILLIPS are holding a major sale with aerophilatelic
lots on JULY 29 th 1999. - For more information
contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp
Department: telephone 0171 629 6602,
Direct fax 0171 409 3466

E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
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INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS
WANT LIST
[Cimon Morin, 95 Maple Grove, Aylmer, Quebec, Canada J9H 2E3]

DATE

TITLE

MISSING PUBLICATIONS

1887-

Various

I have a listing

1990

Belgica90

Bulletin 1+, Catalogue, Palmares

Singpex90

Bulletin 2+, catalogue, palmares

1979

NewZealand90
1980

1981

Bulletin 2+, Palamres,
Newsletter 1,2,72+

Zeapex80

Magazine 2+, Palmares

Prenfil 80

Bulletin 1,3(Catalogue)

1991

Espamer 91

Bulletin 1

Espamer 80

Bulletin 4,5, Catalogue,
Palmares

1992

Kuala Lumpur
92

Bulletin 2+, catalogue, palmares

Buenos Aires
80

Bulletin 2+, Catalogue, Palmares

Genova 92

Bulletin 2, Palmares?

Iberoprenfil'92
Luraba 1981

Bulletin 4+, Palmares

Bulletin 2,3,4,
Catalogue,Palmares

Espamer 81

Bulletin 5+, Catalogue, Palmares

1993

Indopex'93

Bulletin 1,3+?,
Cataloaue(=souvenir handbook ; I

1982

have)

1+, Palmares

Deporfilea2

Bulletin

Espamer'82

Bulletin 1+, Palmares

Brasiliana 93

Belgica 82

Bulletin 3?+, News 2+

Taipei 93

Boletim 3?
Bulletin 1,3+, Catalogue,
Palmares

1983

1984

Tembal 83

Bulletin 3+, Catalogue

Brasiliana 83

Boletim3?+

Espana84

[Bulletin] 6, Diaro official
(Newspaper) 1,3+
Diario de la

1994

Hafnia 94

Bulletin 1+

1994

Fepa Post 94

Bulletin 2+, catalogue, palmares

1995

Jakarta95

Bulletin 1,3+?

CyprusEurophilex

Bulletin 1, Palmares

Indonesia96

Bulletin 3?+

Espamer96

Bulletin 1; Diario 1,2,3,5+

China96

Bulletin 2+, catalogue, palmares

Capex'96

[Flyer] no 4

Istambul96

Bulletin 3?+

Norwex97

Bulletin 2+, Catalogue, Palmares

exposicion:1,2,4,7,8,10+
Ausipex 84

Reporter, nos 2,3,4,5,7+

Espamer85

Bulletin 1+, Palmares

Argentina85

Bulletin 1,3+

Italia85

Bulletin 3?+

Eurofi lex85

Bulletin 1+, Catalogue, Palmares

Johannesburg
100

Bulletin 3+, Palmares

Hafnia87

Bulletin 2+

1996
1985

1986

1987

1997

Pacific 97

iitiiieTin 2*, News .viiC5E edition

1,2,3,92+
1988

Juvalux88

Fascicules 3+, Catalogue,
Palmares

Moscow97

Bulletin 4?+, catalogue,
palmares

Praga88

Bulletin 1,4

Olymphilex88

Bulletin 2, Catalogue, Palmares?

Prenfil88

Boletim de prensa 42+

India89

Bulletin 3(catalogue);
newsletter 3,5+

1998

1989

Iphla89

Bulletin 2

Bulgaria 89

Bulletin 4?,Palmares,Press
release 1,2,3,5+

Brasiliana89

Boletim 3?

Indepex'97

Newsletter 3+?

Israe198

Bulletin 2

Granada

Need all

Juvalux98

Brochure 2+, Catalogue

Praga98

Bulletin 2+, Catalogue, Palamres,
Newsletter #3+

Ilsapex 98

Bulletin 3?,
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"WINGS OF LIFE" COVERS

P.O.BOX 276,
STATION YOUVILLE,
MONTREAL, P.Q.,
CANADA
H2P 2V5

WORLD RECORD FLIGHT
by a
SINGLE ENGINE CESSNA
AUG. 1 - AUG. 8, 1982

NEWFOUNDLAND to EIRE Stage
of the WORLD RECORD, ROUND THE WORLD FLIGHT, by a SINGLE ENGINED AIRCRAFT
Signed by the pilots DON MUIR and ANDRE DAEMEN
(The flight arrived at Shannon on August 1' 1982, but stamps could not be purchased because of a
weekend holiday. They were therefore stamped and mailed the next day.)
This flight was inspired by Terry Fox's cross-Canada run, and hoped to raise Si million for

Cancer research.
The flight was the idea of Donald Genest, who mentioned it to a friend Romi Singh. Romi,
an Air Canada DC-8 pilot, was so enthusiastic about the idea that he persuaded many other Air
Canada pilots and co-workers to join in, and to provide much of the supporting network. (A full
description of the project was given by Isidore Baum in the May 1998 American Philatelist.)
The flight began from Montreal at 9.05am E.D.T., on August 1" 1982. The first leg was to
St. John's, Newfoundland; after which the trans-Atlantic crossing to Shannon took ten hours. The
flight then continued with major stops in: Naples, Italy; Cairo, Egypt; Bahrain; Madras, India; Kuala
Lampur, Malaysia; Manila, Philippines; the USAF base on Guam; Majuro in the Marshall Islands;
Honolulu, Hawaii; and San Francisco, USA. (There were also fuel stops at Hilo, Hawaii [177 hours
after Honolulu, before the trans-Pacific flight to San Francisco]); and at Denver, Colorado and
Lansing, Illinois, [so the aircraft would have a lighter fuel load while crossing the Rockies]).
The aircraft returned to Montreal on August 7 th at 4.28pm, to a crowd of 2,000 or so,
setting a world record of 151 hours 25 minutes, for a ROUND THE WORLD FLIGHT by a SINGLE
ENGINED AIRCRAFT,
Approximately 45 covers were mailed back to Montreal from each of the major stops. By
September 1", 748 of these 750 mailed covers had been received by the organizers in Montreal.
The organizers also prepared 21 covers which were carried around the world on the flight; and
about 1,800 souvenir covers which were franked with the Canadian Terry Fox stamp (Scott
#915), and cancelled at the Philatelic Centre in Montreal on the day of take off.
Unfortunately, the flight was not a commercial-philatelic success, as only slightly more than
100 of the 2,500 covers were sold.
These covers have not been offered to collectors for over 15 years, but after the American Philatelist
article mentioned above, Isidore Baum was invited to offer them for sale in this newsletter. He is now
offering them at the following prices:
each of the flown and signed covers is $7.95 [please specify stage(s) required];
an entire set of the 11 different flown covers is $75;
one of the 21 round the world flight and autographed covers is $45;
souvenir cancelled covers are $2 each (+ $1 p/h)
Registration is

$4

if requested.

GST (7%)

is extra. (Also

PST

in Quebec). To order, or for more

information, please contact Isidore Baum, Wonderful World of Stamps, P.O.B. 55 - St. Martin,
Chomedey, Laval, Quebec H7V 3P4
Tel. 450 687 0632 Fax 450 687 3143 E-mail: info@judaicasales.com
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MEMBER1 FORUM - What is a Canadian Cover?
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COVER 1

COVER 2

Postmarked: MONTREAL 1 IV 60

Postmarked: LONDON F.S. 1 JNE 1960

I have been having a friendly and enjoyable debate with Nino Chiovelli on the above topic.

It began with the 1930 Gordon Bennett Balloon Race cover mailed in Smithville, Ontario, which
was described in our September newsletter as a "Canadian Cover". (See page 21 of this
newsletter for another illustration of that cover.)
According to Nino: While the cover is a very important find, it is in fact an American Cover. That
is to say, it originated in the United States, and is franked with U.S. postage.
It is important to define mails originating in Canada as Canadian, and those mails
originating in foreign countries as mails of those foreign countries. There are some
exceptions: Military Post Offices;
Ships of foreign flags while in Canadian ports must use Canadian Postage;
Aircraft prior to departing Canadian Airfields must use Canadian Postage.
In my opinion, however, this definition is too narrow. - According to Nino's definition, for example,
Cover 1 above which was flown from Montreal to Brussels by SABENA is a "Canadian Cover", but
Cover 2 which was flown from London to Montreal by TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES is not a
"Canadian Cover"!
It seems to me that the term "Canadian Cover" should mean more than a cover with Canadian
stamps on it. - But what should it mean?
As another example, let us consider the WINGS OF LIFE covers described on the previous page.
Covers flown on the first leg from Montreal to St. John's, and mailed back from St. John's with
Canadian Postage on them, would fit Nino's definition of a "Canadian Cover". But how about the
later covers, which were franked and mailed back from airports around the world? Are they still
"Canadian Covers" since they were flown in a Canadian aircraft, by Canadian Pilots, as part of a
Canadian Project; or is it the stamps that are the determining factor?
As mentioned initially, this has been a friendly and enjoyable debate. It is also not intended to
influence what anybody collects, since I strongly believe that everybody should collect whatever
gives them pleasure.
However, as editor, I would like to be using the term CANADIAN COVER correctly, and would be
pleased to hear other readers opinions as to what the term means. - I will then summarize the
responses in a future newsletter.
(Respondents are welcome to indicate whether they would prefer to see their comments
attributed to them, or just referred to in general. - I often wonder which type of "reporting"
people prefer.)
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SPECIAL OFFER - SELECTED CAS COVERS FOR SALE
1984, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991
SHEARWATER INTERNATIONAL AIR SHOW:
VARIOUS INTERESTING CACHETS. (ONLY 3 OR 4 OF EACH YEAR LEFT.)
$2.00 EACH
FLOWN BY LANCASTER (3 ONLY LEFT) OR HURRICANE(9 AVAILABLE) 28 JUNE 1992
$3.00 EACH
CACHETS, SENATE OF CANADA CANCELLATION
SNOWBIRDS 1998: SET OF 10 SIGNED BY EACH(9) AND ALL(1) PILOTS
$40 SET
LAST SET ON SALE (WAS $45) NOW
BUSHNELL PARK.
DAKOTA LAST FLIGHT 1989, SET OF TWO COVERS WITH WRITE — UP ..$3.00 SET(2)
POSTAGE FREE AT $10.00 OR OVER. UNDER $10.00 PLEASE ENCLOSE $2.00
WRITE TO MIKE SHAND 1183 AGINCOURT ROAD, OTTAWA ONT K2C 2H8.

BOOK REVIEW
Wartime Airmails: The locally registered and foreign air services of British Africa,
Chavril Press, Bloomfield, Perth Road, Abernethy, Scotland PH2 9LW. A5, 24 pages +
cover. ISBN 1 872744 16 8. Price £6.50.
This is the fourth booklet in a series on wartime airmails and their routes produced by
Charles R Entwistle's Chavril Press. Previous issues have covered The Horseshoe Route
(1992), Great Britain: Transatlantic and Beyond (1995) and The Trans-Pacific route
1942-1945. (1997) This latest issue provides a summary of BOAC's wartime routes in
Africa and goes on to useful notes and lists of routes for Elders Colonial Airways
Limited, Rhodesia and Nyasaland Airways Limited, Southern Rhodesia Air Services,
South African Airways, Wilson Airways Limited, SABENA, Misr Airwork s.a.c,
Aeromaritime, Lignes Aeriennes Militaires [Free French], Regie Air Afrique, Ala
Littoria and Devisao Exploracao de Transportes Aereos [DETA]. The American
influence is not ignored and notes are also given on the operations of American Export
Airlines, Pan American Airways, Pan American Airways-Africa Ltd and the United
States Army Air Transport Command [USAATC]. There are brief cross checks by
country and a few postal history notes. Quite a lot to cover in 24 pages, hence the lack of
maps, bibliography, etc. A useful aide-memoire which may help throw new light on
many a problem cover.
This review by RICHARD BEITH, is re-printed from the BAeF BULLET/N. This series of booklets
from CHAVRIL PRESS seems to be very highly regarded. (I personally have used the Transatlantic
booklet, and think it's excellent.)
-

RICHARD BEITH also sells books: contact him at 14 MIDDLECROFT, GUILDEN SUTTON,
CHESTER, ENGLAND CH3 7HF, for a free copy of his complete catalogue.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally
produced quarterly in March, June, September and December. If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by

AUGUST 156.
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SUPPLEMENT 3 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Changes and Additions 1926 to 1938
Dick McIntosh
Editor's note: Thank you to everyone who reported additional changes in the period 1926 to 1930 after
the publication of SUPPLEMENT 2. - It has been decided to include the major changes in this
Supplement, and each future Supplement will also start with additions to previous Supplements.

Year Cat.# Change or addition
1928

2823 Add: " b. Toronto — Rimouski, May 5"
2825
Change in lines 2, 4 and 5. Correct spelling is "Huenefeld
2853 Add: "X" to chart on page 106 under headings as follows:
Eastbound Legs;
Dec. 30, Regina - Winnipeg
2861 Change : -date in heading to " December 14 - January 11"
-in line 2 of text, "Dominion Explorers" to " Northern
Aerial Minerals Exploration Ltd. (NAME)"
-at end of first paragraph, "The main purpose of the
flight was to pick up prospectors from Richmond
Gulf and to deliver supplies to the HBC posts enroute.
Damage to 'Doc' Oak's aircraft lengthened a normal two
day trip."
-in line 1 of second paragraph, after " December 17th",
"or Montreal, Dec. 14"
- in line 2 of second paragraph change: "at least one is" to
"several are".
-in line3 of second paragraph change date to" Jan.11".
-at end of second paragraph, "(see 2901)"

1929

2901 Change date to "Jan. 11".
2917 Add to text: "A number of stops were made in both directions. The
plane 'overnighted' at Fort Simpson March 4, Wrigley March 5,
Fort Good Hope March 6, Hay River March 7 and returned to
Edmonton on March 8. There are some variations in postal
markings from the dates shown for each leg."

1930

3024 Add New Entry:

$Value
10.00

"1930, May 2 Montreal - Argentina. Red cachet

'Canada Air Mail 7 Days to Argentine
First Flight - May 2 Colonial Airways
Eastern Air Transport Pan American Airways System'.
This was a further connection related to 3023 above. Franking
on cover seen was 60 cents."
NOTE: The above changes are in addition to those listed in SUPPLEMENT 2 for 1926
1931

3101
3119

Add: " d. Calgary - Medicine Hat, last direct flight (no cachet)
Change date to "June 5-6" and add:
"a. London — Brantford,( 6th)
"b. Brantford - London, (5th)
"c. Brantford - Hamilton "

-

1930.

5.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 3 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Year Cat.# Change or addition

$Value

1931 continued:

3121 Add to text heading after: "Dedication", "and Air Show" and
after "Covers from", "an Airport Opening".
3125 Add to end of text: "and Edmonton promotional stickers as noted
in 3067".
3129 s. Add after, "special cachet", "(blue, green)".
3131 Change text, line7, from, "August 6" to August 8".
3141 Change value; from $750.00 to $3,000.00.
3143 Change value from $10.00 to $50.00.
3147 Add, " Pilot W. N. Sherlock".
3149 Change: "St. John" to St. John's"
Add, on listing line after "stamps."," (See pages 496-97)"
3153 This extension replaced the previous service from Regina to Edmonton.
Add in text in 3rd line after "service" , "Both pilot signatures,
individually or together, are sometimes seen on covers regardless
of direction."
3158 New entry:
"1931, August 23 - Septemberll --- Belcher Island -Moose
Factory - Coral Rapids. This RCAF flight, carrying covers with

a written cancellation at Belcher Island where there was no
post office, probably landed at Moosenee near Moose Factory.
Covers were stamped at the Post Office at Coral Rapids, 140Kms
up the Abitibi River on September 11. F/L W. McEwan was the
pilot of the Fairchild 71 registration "WG"
Belcher Island - Coral Rapids (few)
3175 Change in text "final" to "first".
1932

1933

3217 Add: "f. Fort McMurray — Fort Resolution June 22."
3217e Change value from "$50.00" to "$250.00".
3233 Add, on line 1: "(postmarked July13 or earlier)" after "British".
Change, on line 3: " McNaly" to "McNab".
Add, on listing line, after "Bradore Bay — Montreal", "or Ottawa".
3247 Add: "f. Great Bear Lake - Fort McMurray, Dec. 9/10.
No Cachet."
3309 Add on first listing line only: " (blue)" after "(black)"
3315 Add in 5th line of text after "pilot", "for the main route".
After " Buhl 5", add" "The pilot for d. e., f., and g. was
W. E. Caton who flew a second aircraft from Big River
between Ile a la Crosse and Beauval."
3328 Add new entry;
"1933, July 15 --- New York - Montreal. A continuation of
the J. Erroll Boyd flight from Haiti - Washington- New York.
Red cachet."
3335 Add at end of text: "were produced locally."
3339 Add: " b. Fort McMurray — Cameron Bay"
3351 Add to text line 9: "but" after "question".

100.00
250.00

25.00

100.00
175.00

Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 3 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Year Cat.#

1934

1935

3416

Change or addition
Add new entry:
"1934, July 20 --- Read Island - Coppermine - Cameron Bay.
Special flight from Read island, postmarked at Coppermine and
backstamped at Cameron Bay on Aug. 10.
Read Island - Cameron Bay"

3503b&c. Change value from "$150.00" to "$50.00".
.
"
"
$125.00 "
"
3505b&c.
"
3529
Add: " b. Seattle AMF - Vancouver" (magenta)

1936

3611

Add: " b. Montreal - Ottawa"
" c. Albany - Ottawa"

1937

3704

New entry:
"1937, April 19-28 ---Vancouver - San Francisco - Hong Kong.
This was a flight to connect with U. S. Foreign Air Mail Route
No. 14 inaugural flight to Hong Kong. Required franking
was 90 cents.
Vancouver - San Francisco - Hong Kong"
Pilot's name is "Wight" not "Wright".
Pilot's name is "Wight" not "Wright".

3723
3729
1938

3801
3805
3809
3827
3833

3849

Change in line 2 of text , after "Waco" to: "piloted by Sheldon
Luck with Ginger Coote as passenger."
Add: "1. Winnipeg - Montreal, March 1"
Add " round trip" on listing line after, "Edmonton - Aklavik"
and before "Feb 16-16"
The illustration for this cover is on page 172 above 4007.
Change line 5 by removing the sentence "Grant McConachie...
southbound mail" and replacing it with " There were two aircraft
involved with three pilots, Ginger Coote, Grant McConachie
and Sheldon Luck (who flew most of the mail)."
Add: "p. North Bay - Vancouver
q. Ottawa - Toronto"

$Value

50.00

4.00
5.00
5.00

20.00

40.00

10.00
10.00

Any readers who have suggestions for any changes or additions to the GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR
MAIL COVERS OF CANADA section of AMCN, (or these Supplements), are asked to send them to:
Dick McIntosh,
47Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.
Telephone: 416 447 1579
Fax:
416 449 0733
E-mail:
mcintosh@accessv.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
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WELCOME TO NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, I hope you enjoy this issue! - If you would like
a copy of our SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY, which includes information on
reference books, the CAS, other airmail societies, etc., please ask the editor to send you a copy.

NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

REMINDER - DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
The Toronto-area members of +he CAS are planning +o hold +heir annual Day of Aerophila+ely on
Sunday October 31 th. This even+ will run from '10 to 4", a+ the new premises of +he Vincent Greene
Foundation: 10 SUMMERHILL AVE (dose to Summerhill subway station). The day includes displays,
questions and answers, trading, lunch a+ a nearby restaurant, and lots of excellent conversation.
Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate!
For more information contact: Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Court, Don Mills, Ontario M3A 153.

Telephone 416 447 1579. -

mciniosh@accessv.com

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to another new member:
#303 Ronald V. Trefry, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.

IN MEMORIAM
EMIL ZIGERLIG joined the CAS last year. He lived in Switzerland, but had an extensive collection of
Canadian semi-official and air mail covers, which he entered in European exhibitions. Emil was also
an enthusiastic researcher, and very helpful respondent to questions in this newsletter.

SECONp EDITION of OAT AND AV2 MARKINGS
The first edition of the above book has been sold out and a second edition is now being prepared.
Since publication of the first edition it has become obvious that a high percentage of covers with
the above markings are held by specific country collectors - not necessarily aerophilatelists.
Many collectors from all over the world have been most cooperative and, unsolicited, have sent
me lists of their holdings as well as photocopies of individual covers.
In order to have as large and accurate a data base as possible, I would ask that collectors who
have these covers, and with whom I have not yet been in contact, please send me photocopies
(please have them full size and note the colour of the strike as well as the date of posting) or a
letter detailing what they have. The results of this research will be of help to philatelists
everywhere. Please send to Murray Heifetz, 49 Ternhill Cres., Don Mills, Ont., Canada M3C
2E4. In addition to OAT and AV2 markings, if you have the circular "Air Transit" marking
applied in Hong Kong, this is also requested.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 1999
PIPEX'99 held at Clackamas, Oregon, is now history. All concerned with the preparation and
execution of the combined exhibition and bourse of the Canadian/American Northwest Federation
of Stamp Clubs are to be congratulated. Where ever a local stamp club is sponsoring an exhibition
and bourse make an effort to attend. You will never know who you may meet and what you may
find at the bourse tables.
The Spring meetings of the American Air Mail Society and the Military Postal History Society
were well attended with several CAS members in attendance. The PIPEX'99 Grand Award went
to Alfred F Kugel of the Postal History Society, for his The Allied Intervention in Russia, 1918 1925. This exhibit was exceptionally well researched with very scarce items for the various
foreign contingents. The Reserve Grand Award went to another Postal History member, George
Cosentini, for his well presented exhibit, V - Mail. Gold awards for aerophilatelic exhibits were
awarded to Robert Spooner for The Lindbergh Phenomenon, to Vesma Grinfelds for Lithuanian
Airmail Issues, 1921-1926, to Ann G. Lowfyl (Pseudonym) for British Aerogrammes, the AAMS
Grand Award, and to James W. Graue, for DLH South Atlantic : 1934-1939. All of the exhibits
were a joy to see and to study.
The AAMS held a very successful meeting with President Phil McCarty presiding. Dr. Robert A.
Lana, was pleasantly surprised to become the recipient of the AAMS Walter J. Conrath Memorial
Award for 1999. This award, given in the memory of Walter J Conrath, recognizes outstanding
service to the AAMS by a member in good-standing in the organization. Bob Lana has served in
many capacities of the AAMS , including President, author, aerophilatelic judge and Chairman of
the AAMS Publications Committee. There were no 1999 appointments to the Aerophilatelic Hall
of Fame (AHF).
The next AAMS meeting will be its 1999 Convention to be held at CHICAGOPEX'99 in
Chicago, 19-21 November 1999. For further details on CHICAGOPEX'99 please contact Ms.
Cheryl Ganz, P.O. Box A3843, Chicago, Illinois, 60690-3843, USA. As Chairman of the AAMS
Awards Committee I will have the honour of announcing the names of the three Literature
Awards of the AAMS - The L.B. Gatchell Award for the best submission by an AAMS member in
The Airpost Journal, The George D. Kingdom Award for the best aerophilatelic catalogue, book,
monograph or pamphlet published by anyone (AAMS publications, which includes The Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland, are not eligible), and The Earl and Fred Wellman Award for the
best article, series of articles or a regular feature in The Jack Knight Air Log that demonstrates a
spirit of promoting and/or encouraging aerophilately. CAS members are encouraged to publish
aerophilatelic work and be considered for these aerophilatelic awards. Our catalogue has however
received high recognition - a small gold with felicitations at IBRA'99 and a small gold at
PHILEXFRANCE'99. The 45 aerophilatelists who worked on our catalogue are to be
congratulated for their significant contribution to the advancement of Canadian-Newfoundland
aerophilately. Best wishes are extended to Kuno Sollors, President of FISA, and his directors, for
a successful 39 th FISA Congress in Vienna, Austria, 17-19 September 1999.
Dick Malott, President, CAS
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NEW CANADIAN AVIATION STAMPS - issued September 4th 1999
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75th ANNIVERSARY OF THE RCAF
According to the August 1999 Canada's Stamp Details issued by Canada Post:
King George V authorized the Canadian Air Force to be redesignated as the Royal Canadian Air

Force (RCAF) effective in 1924. Canada Post will issue a pane of 16 authentically detailed aircraft
stamps to honour this event. Each stamp will be 56mm x 27.5mm.
The 16 aircraft were selected after consulting a panel of eminent historians, aviation experts, and
representatives from the Office of Air Force Heritage and History. The selection criteria called for
a range of planes that marked significant milestones in the development of Canada's air force.
Consideration was given to visual appeal, time period, aircraft finish and affiliation with specific airforce units. Aircraft previously featured on Canadian stamps were excluded from the selection
process. According to the illustrator, Garry Lay, "each of these aircraft drawings represented 30 to
40 hours of computer drawing time alone." (The aircraft chosen are described on the next page.)
The 16 stamp pane also features all 10 roundels that have appeared through the decades
identifying the aircraft as being Canadian in origin.
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50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL AIR SHOW
Air shows at Toronto's Canadian National Exhibition began shortly after World War 1, but it
wasn't until the late 1940's that air extravaganzas began as we know them today.
The four aircraft shown on these stamps are an H101 Salto sailplane, a STEARMAN A-75
biplane, a Vampire Mk. III, and a Fokker DR.-1 triplane. A background photograph of the Canadian
Forces Snowbirds unifies the four individual stamps.

Burgess-Dunne seaplane
When Canadian troops left for Europe on September 30, 1914, they
were accompanied by a Burgess-Dunne seaplane — the country's first
military aircraft.
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BOOK REVIEW

Sopwith F.I Camel
Serial No. B 6313 was piloted by Major William George Barker,VC (18941930). Of the victories mentioned in his VC citation, 46 of 50 were scored
from this aircraft, making it the single most successful fighter in the history
of Britain's Royal Air Force.

Wings of a Hero - Ace Wop May,
by Sheila Reid, Vanwell Publishing Ltd.
1 Northrup Crescent, Box 2131,
St. Catherines, Ontario L2R 7S2

Sopwith 5.F.I Dolphin
Dolphin E 4764 served with No.I Squadron CAF, one of two formed in
England shortly after the armistice.

Avro 504K
This 504K (G-CYFL) was flown by Flight Lieutenant G.E. Brooks on June
29, 1927, as he conducted the first flight test of the Turnbull variable-pitch
propeller — a significant Canadian innovation in aviation technology.
Armstrong Whitworth Siskin IIIA
The RCAF's first modern fighter, the Siskin went into service with No. I
Fighter Squadron in 1926. Siskin No.59 served at Camp Borden with the
military's first aerobatic team.

A
A
A

Canadian Vickers (Northrop) Delta II
The first RCAF casualties of the Second World War occurred in a crash of
the plane depicted on this stamp. Initially assigned to aerial mapping work,
Deltas were later converted for military duty and flew harbour and antisubmarine patrols.

Avro Anson MK.I
Leading Aircraftman Kenneth Spooner took over the controls of this
Anson (from No.4 Air Observers School, London, Ontario) after the
pilot fainted.A student navigator with no pilot training, Spooner flew the
plane until the three other occupants could bail out, then perished along
with the pilot when they crashed. He was posthumously awarded the
George Cross.

De Havilland Mosquito F.B.VI
This Mosquito was flown by Squadron Leader Bannock and Flying Officer
Bruce of No. 418 Squadron.They proved the most successful team against
jet-powered German V-1 flying bombs, destroying 18.

Vickers-Armstrong Wellington MK.II
This aircraft flew with 405 Squadron, which carried out the first RCAF
bomber attack of the war.After completing a number of missions, it was
lost without survivors during an attack on July 24,1941.
Canadair (North American) F-86 Sabre 6
The Sabre 6 on this stamp flew with the RCAF Golden Hawks aerobatic
team and is preserved in the National Aviation Museum in Ottawa.

i tlf "4110 -,111..1,...“
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de Havilland Canada DHC-3 Otter
A single-engine short-takeoff-and-landing (STOL) aircraft, No. 3743 was
with No. I II Communications and Rescue Flight in Winnipeg, and
participated in many search-and-rescue missions.
Canadair CL-28 Argus MK.2
In October, 1959, this Argus from 405 Squadron, based at Greenwood,
Nova Scotia, flew non-stop from Hawaii to North Bay, Ontario, in 20 hours
and 10 minutes, breaking an existing speed-and-range record.
De Havilland Canada CC-108 Caribou
Caribou 5322, featured here, was fired upon by Israeli aircraft while on
UN duty over the Gaza Strip on May 18,1967. Flying Officers Simpson and
Gagnon later received the Queen's Commendation for valuable service.
Sikorsky CH-I24A Sea King
This Sea King flew from HMCS Calgary to the rescue of 30 people aboard
the sinking Mount Olympus on December 2, I 995.As a result, one flightcrew member was awarded the Star of Courage; three others received
Meritorious Service Medals.

Canadair (Lockheed) CF- I 04G Starfighter
A supersonic, single-engine tactical jet fighter, Starfighter 104749 bears the
markings of No. I Air Division, identifying it as being with Canada's NATO
contingent.

McDonnell Douglas CF-18 Hornet
CF-18 Hornet No. 1884613 was one of two Canadian aircraft involved in a
January 30, 1991, strafing and missile attack on an Iraqi patrol boat.
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Wop May was one of the most
celebrated Canadian bush pilots, and
this story of his life comes right out of
an action comic. As a young pilot with
the RAF, he inadvertently helped bring
down the Baron von Richthofen - his
desperate flight from von Richthofen
allowed his squadron leader, Roy
Brown, to shoot down the German ace.
(I'll add here that there is still some
dispute about just who brought von
Richthofen down; an Australian ground
battery also claimed credit, but us
Canucks know!) Back in Canada, Wop
became famous as a bush pilot of
phenomenal talent and luck. The
stories of delivering diptheria antitoxin
to far northern outposts and the search
for the Mad Trapper of Rat River are
just some of the fascinating tales he
participated in.
Wop May was also instrumental in
opening up northern Canada by
pioneering many early airmail routes,
and this book gives some good
information and illustrations of some of
the early routes and FFCs from that
time. Wop flew for Commercial
Airways, and this book is good at
outlining the early days of that
enterprise.
I have to admit to a bit of personal
bias here; when I was a kid living
outside of Edmonton, Denny May, Wop
May's son, was a neighbour. I was
pretty young, but still remember
meeting him and learning about his
dad, who I always looked up to as a real
Canadian hero.
Great photos, and well written in a
colloquial style. If you come across it,
give it a look.
This review was written by ARLENE
SULLIVAN, and sent in by Ken
Sanford who found it on the Internet.
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EDITOR'S REPORT
The following newsletters are some of those that have been received through membership in, or
exchanges with, other societies. These reports will concentrate on feature articles, Canadian related
articles, and book reviews. - For more information on any of these items, contact your editor.
NEW ZEALAND AIR MAIL NEWS : published monthly, except January, by the Air Mail Society of
New Zealand. Contains society news, an auction, and mainly short articles, including:
February 1999: included two Around the World covers from, from 1931 and 1939.
March 1999: another Around the World cover, from 1937; and questions about a postcard
with the message This postcard to travel by airship from Alexandra to Roxburgh 26'
April 1922" - is it an unrecorded and unofficial flight, or a hoax?
April 1999: the answer to the previous question: aircraft were sometimes known as airships
at that time -, and an Avro 504K aircraft of the NZ Aero Transport Company was
barnstorming at Alexandra from 6 th to 27 th April. The pilots log book showed that he
had intended to leave on April 26 th, but the weather was too windy to fly.
May 1999: early covers from Niue to England, partially flown in 1931.
ORBIT: "quarterly" journal of the Astro Space Stamp Society. A large publication, averaging 36 "A4"
pages. Contains lots of news about space activities and astronauts, as well as reports on new
space related issues and astrophilately, including:
January 1999: Weather Satellites on stamps, by Donald Hillger, (Part Two).
An Unfulfilled Dream: the failed Soviet Man on the Moon program, by Yuri Kvasnikov.
Apollo XI: 1,969-1999 by Peter Hoffman, (Part One).
March 1999: MIR space station: a review of stamps and other philatelic items, Bert van Eijck.
A Chronology of Cosmology by Jeff Dugdale: Part One - this begins with Aristarchus
of Samos (310?-250? BC) who "was the first to assert that the earth revolves
around the sun - , and was commemorated by two Greek stamps in 1980.
Weather Satellites and Apollo XI: 1969-1999 were continued.
June 1999: Solar ,clipse - stamps and other philatelic items, reviewed by Margaret Morris.
Arthur C Clarke - sci-fi writer (including 2001), by John Berry.
Apollo XI: 1969-1999 and A Chronology of Cosmology were continued.
CAMS BULLETIN: monthly newsletter of the Chicago Air Mail Society. Gives notice about their
monthly meetings, and sometimes contains short articles, including:
January 1999: Hangar One at the former Naval Air Station, Glenview, has been added to the
National Register of Historic Places, by the National Park Service. - It was opened in
1929, and "intended to become Chicago's center for commercial aviation", but did
not attain this goal because of the Depression. However, the GRAF ZEPPELIN landed
there in 1929 and 1933; and it hosted national and international air races in the early
1930's. The United States Navy took over the site in World War 2, and the hangar's
interior was developed to resemble the hangar deck of a large aircraft carrier! (The
Navy also converted two lake steamers into "aircraft carriers" with wooden flight
decks, so that carrier pilots could train on the inland waters of Lake Michigan!)

WANTED - AN ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN
Your editor, who is also the CAS Librarian, is running out of storage space!
Requirements for the position of Assistant Librarian are:
- storage space for about a dozen Liquor Control Board size boxes;
- ability to attend the CAS Day of Aerophilately in Toronto, or the AGM in Ottawa, or to make some other
arrangement so that material can be passed on with minimal cost to the CAS.
Benefits of this position are the opportunity to read through a variety of old aerophilatelic magazines, (such
as those reported on above); auction catalogues; and some newspaper clippings (mainly from the 1970's).
The position does NOT REQUIRE the time or inclination to sort out this material.
If anybody can help, please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
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NEW INFORMATION ON THE
LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927.
Gordon McDonald
Editor's Note: This article began as a talk to the London Philatelic Society in September 1998.
It is largely based on material found in the ART CARTY PAPERS at the UNIVERSITY OF
WESTERN ONTARIO in LONDON. Art Carty was manager of the London to London flight,
and some of this material has not previously been reported in the philatelic or aviation press.
It has been supplemented by information from a number of other sources, many of which
will be new to most readers.
Many thanks to GORDON MCDONALD for all his research, and to JOHN IRVINE who
provided encouragement to Gordon, and a copy of his research to me.

Sources of Information:
Wings Over London (book) by William E. Corfield.
London's Flying Pioneers by William Corfield and Hume Cronyn.
Specialized Catalogue of Canada and British North America (ninth edition) by Holmes 8Associates.
Philately In London by Stan Shantz and Don Demeray.
Famous Newfoundland Flights of the 1930's by Norris H. Dyer, B.N.A. TOPICS, January
1998.
ART CARTY PAPERS at the regional collection, Weldon Library, University of Western
Ontario.

Introduction:
This article has been completed in several parts. PART 1 deals with the preparation for the flight
and the flight itself. Various parts of the preparation were going on simultaneously and, while an
attempt has been made to keep this in chronological order, this has not always been possible.
PART 2 deals with the various philatelic aspects of the flight, and PART 3 looks at some of the
correspondence from A.C. 9oessler regarding the carriage of covers on the flight.

THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 (part 1)
In 1919 two RAF fliers, Alcock and Brown flew across the Atlantic ocean from Newfoundland to
Ireland. This was the first successful trans Atlantic flight.
On 20 May 1927 Charles Lindbergh left New York in the Spirit of St. Louis and landed in Paris,
France on 21 May 1927, 33 hours and 33 minutes after takeoff, and claimed a $25.000 prize.
There had never been a trans Atlantic flight from Canada, (Newfoundland did not become part of
Canada until 1949), or by a Canadian pilot.
Shortly after Lindbergh's flight an unknown pilot walked into the offices of the Carling Brewing
and Malting Co. on the west side of Talbot street in London, Ontario, and told the president,
Charles A. Burns, that he was prepared to fly from London, Canada to London, England for
$5.000, so making London as famous as St. Louis. He was told to come back in two days.
Negations were never finalized.
The officers of The Carling Brewing Co., however, became very interested in sponsoring a London
to London flight. The company brought in Arthur Carty, an employee of one of the local
newspapers, to do the promotion for the flight. Mr. Carty later became manager of the flight.
The owners of the brewery authorized a prize of $25.000, and permission to explore the
feasibility of a London to London flight. Mr. Carty was appointed flight manager on 27 June
1927.
Continued
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald, continued:

Initially there was much skepticism about the proposed flight. (An editorial in one of the Toronto
newspapers stated that it was merely a promotion to sell more beer.) A committee was formed
by Carty and Burns to legitimize the venture. The members of this committee of trustees were:
Ray Lawson, President of Lawson and Jones Printing Co. (Chairman)
J. M. Moore, Mayor of London
Dr. A. J. Grant, President of The London Chamber of Commerce.
The $25.000 was deposited in the London and Western Trust Co. - Ray Lawson was VicePresident of The London and Western Trust Co., and J. M. Moore was the manager.
Initially the aims of the flight were:
1 - flight was to be nonstop London to London;
2 - the flight was to be made by a Canadian pilot using his own plane;
3 - the flight was to be completed in 1927, which was the 60t h Anniversary of
Confederation.
The committee began looking for pilots. No pilot could be found that had his own plane, and all
needed backing to obtain a suitable aircraft. As a result the Company revised the rules and
engaged experts to look for and purchase the best plane available; and offered $25.000 for the
successful completion of the flight by a Canadian or British pilot.
No Canadian manufactured plane would fly that far. A British plane would not be ready for a
year, and thus the flight would not be completed in 1927. The committee therefore chose the
Stinson Aircraft Corporation of Detroit, as this company had a suitable plane, and stated that it
could be delivered in a few weeks. The choice of the plane was made on 5 July 1927.
Details of the Stinson plane include the following:
Length: 32 feet
Wing span: 45 feet 10 inches
Cruising speed: 105 miles per hour
This company actually made two models of aircraft: one for regular flights and another for long
distance flight. The two were similar except that the former was built to carry 70 gallons
(American) of fuel, and the latter would carry 450 gallons (American) of fuel.
The J5 Wright Whirlwind engine powered the long range model. This was the same engine that
powered Lindbergh's plane.
On 29 June 1927 an advertisement appeared in major daily newspapers in Ontario, which read
in part: WANTED CANADIAN AVIATOR TO FLY LONDON TO LONDON. AIRCRAFT SUPPLIED.
The reply to this advertisement was overwhelming. The

Art Carty files at the University of
Western Ontario contain two folders of letters. The number of suitable applicants was quickly
reduced to 30, as none of the others had flying experience since the end of the First World War.
28 applicants came to the brewery on the morning of 5 July 1927. All were war veterans.

Shortly thereafter two persons were chosen. These were Captain W.R. Maxwell (pilot) and Terry
Tully (navigator). Both were employees of the Ontario Provincial Air Service. (Maxwell was chief
of the Ontario Provincial Air Service. - This company had been formed in 1924 after the Ontario
Department of Lands and Forests bought a Curtiss HS2L airplane from the United States Navy for
forest fire spotting.)
Later Maxwell found that he could not get time off work. He recommended Tully as pilot. Tully
immediately named his friend and co-worker Victor Medcalf as his co-pilot. Both quit their jobs to
take the flight. (Both Tully and Medcalf were born in Ireland and emigrated to Canada after World
War I. A biography of each is given in Holmes' catalogue, and reprinted in Philately In London.)
Continued
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald, continued:
London had no airport at the time. (London Airport was opened in 1928). The committee
approached City Council. The City Works Department prepared an airfield on property southeast
of Dundas Street and Clarke Road.- The Art Carty Papers state that a runway one and one-half
miles long was prepared between Clarke Road and Crumlin Road.
The pilots went to Detroit to take possession of the plane. The original agreement was for a plane
that had 500 gallon capacity, in the wing tanks and a single large capacity master tank in the
fuselage (in a space made available by removal of two seats in what was a four passenger cabin).
Without consultation, the Stinson Company supplied a plane with a 35 gallon tank in each wing,
a 260 gallon master tank, and the balance of the 500 gallons was to be stored in loose 5 gallon
tanks in the cabin.
The Stinson Company refused to alter the design, or to make another plane. The committee
agreed to accept the plane, and the pilots flew it to London.
The plane was christened
London. The name was in
Carling Brewing Co., John
federal government for over

The Sir John Carling on 12 August 1927, immediately after arrival in
honour of John Carling (1828-191 1). As well as being owner of the
Carling was a Member of Parliament for London in the provincial and
40 years. He was knighted for his public service.

Lloyds of London underwrote $10.000 insurance coverage for each pilot for a $2.000 premium.
This was later increased to a $3.000 premium.
On 29 August 1927 the flight took off at 5:46 A.M. There was a large crowd present: the London
Free Press stated 3,000, but other sources show the crowd numbered as high as 25,000.
Five hours later the plane was back on the ground at the London airstrip. Initially the reasons
given were rain, clouds and fog near Kingston. However, a meeting was held at the brewery that
evening, with Burns, Carty and the two pilots present. It came out that the real reason for the
return, was the pilot's fear that the gas tanks in the cabin used for extra fuel could break loose,
causing the plane to crash and burn.
The London to London non-stop plan was removed, and arrangements for a landing at Harbour
Grace, Newfoundland, for refueling were made. Of the original three aims of the flight, only the
salute to the 60th. Anniversary of Confederation remained.
On 1 September 1927 the Sir John Carling left London at 5:00 A.M. By nightfall it was in a potato
field near Caribou, Maine. The flight had been slower than expected due to a strong headwind:
the pilots realized that they could not reach Newfoundland before nightfall, so they turned back
and sought a suitable place to land before dark.
The pilots flew the plane to Harbour Grace on 5 September 1927. (Earlier that year Fred Koehler
of the Stinson Aircraft Corp. of Detroit had visited Harbour Grace in search of a jumping point for
a proposed around-the-world flight. This led the local citizens to form the Harbour Grace Airport
Trust Co. The American backers of the flight contributed $2,000. With hard work the local
citizens removed rocks, debris was cleared away, and an air strip was built northwest of the
town. The airstrip was 4,000 feet long with a smooth gravel surface running east and west, with
a 4% grade decline at the east which was helpful for planes with heavy loads taking off. The
around-the-world flight took off on 27 August 1927 and reached England, but was not successful
in going around-the-world.)
Bad weather delayed the takeoff of the Sir John Carling from Harbour Grace, and the pilots did
not take off until 7:24 A.M. on 7 September (Wednesday). Nothing was ever heard from the
pilots, and no confirmed wreckage was ever recovered.
Lloyds of London paid $17,000 insurance ($20,000 less the $3,000 premium that had not been
paid). Mr. Burns (President of Carling Breweries at the time), through the flight committee, placed
the $25,000 prize money in a trust fund at the London and Western Trust Co., to establish a
pension fund for the widows and orphans.
Continued
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PART 2 - The Philatelic Aspects of the Flight.
Shortly after the advertisement requesting pilots for the London to London flight appeared in the
29 June 1927 issue of Ontario newspapers, the following letter from O.W.R. Smith was received
in London. (The original is now in the Art Carty Papers at the University of Western Ontario.)
615 YONGE STREET

TELEPHONE RANDOLPH 6714

0. W. R. SMITH
AIR-MAIL SPECIALIST

TORONTO,
CANADA

June 29th 1927.
The Trans-Atlantio Flight Manager,
Carling Breweries Ltd.,
London, Ont.
Dear Sir:With reference to the flight proposed from London, Ont to
London, Eng., advertised in todays Mail & Empire.
I am interested in air mail, that is letters carried by air,
and in connection with your flight may I suggest that the aviator
receive Government sanction to carry a small mail, not more than I00
letters, to reoeive the usual oanoellation and be impressed with
suitable wording on the front of the envelope and to receive the
London Eng, arrival postmark:on completion of the flight.
I may remark that I have letters carried by Commdr Byrd,
De Pinedo, Cobham etc. The usual foe for the privelege of having a
letter carried, and guaranteed safe delivery on completion of the
flight id $10.00. Should you be able to arrange this matteras I
Suggest I would be prepared to take two letters.
I will much appreciate your reply on this matter,
Yours very truly,

Many of the suggestions contained in this letter were adopted.
Continued
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald, continued:

As this was to be the first trans Atlantic flight from Canada to England it was a very important
event, and several persons wanted to send letters on the flight. J.M. Moore, Mayor of London,
wanted to send a letter to the Lord Mayor of London, England. Prime Minister McKenzie King and
Governor General Willington wanted to send letters to King George V.
Airmail stamps had not yet been issued by Canada in 1927. The printing firm of Lawson and
Jones (London) received authority from the government to print 100 stamps by lithography,
under government supervision.
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The stamps were printed in green and yellow on commercial white wove paper, perforated 12.
The Canadian Post Office approved the printing of the stamp on 18 August 1927. The design
included portraits of the pilot, Captain Terrence Bernard Tully (on the left), and navigator
Lieutenant James Victor Medcalf (on the right), with the Sir John Carling monoplane in the centre
of the 25c stamp. At the top is the inscription LONDON, CANADA TO LONDON, ENGLAND. The
route was depicted on the bottom part of the stamp. The lithographing stone was destroyed by
government officials after the stamp was printed.

AIX, MA
LO DON.CANADA-LOIO INGLAND

••-•- 1927 The postoffice department prepared the special slogan cancellation die above, which read AIR
MAIL / LONDON,CANADA-LONDON,ENGLAND / 1927 along with a London dater. This slogan
cancellation is known dated August 19, 3:30 P.M. 1927; August 29, 4:00 A.M. 1927; and
September 1, 5:00 A.M. 1927.
The 20 August 1927 issue of the London Free Press states that there were many requests from
stamp collectors to send letters on the flight. There are also several letters from A.C. Roessler,
East Orange, New Jersey, in the Art Carty Papers, which are reproduced in Part 3 of this article.
The flight committee made up of Ray Lawson, president of Lawson and Jones (chairman); J.M.
Moore, Mayor of London; and Doctor A.J. Grant, President of the London Chamber of Commerce;
controlled the mail sent on the flight and the sale of stamps. Although the face value of the stamp
was 25c, persons sending covers on the flight were required to pay $25.00 for the privilege of
sending each cover.
The London postmaster received from his supervisor in Ottawa a special mailbag bearing the
regal crown and the inscription "Canada Air Mail London, Canada to London, England 1927 via

monoplane Sir John Carling captain T.B. Tully, pilot, Lieutenant James V. Medcalf. navigator". They

were sworn in to carry official mail.
Continued
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald, continued:

Holmes catalogue states that 95 stamps were used on mail. The September 1 1927 issue of the
London Free Press states that the mail bag contained only 41 letters. The book Wings Over
London refers to a claim that unused stamps not used on mail, were later given to the widows of
the pilots.'
The mail was postmarked at 4:00 A.M. on 29 August 1927, and taken to the plane which took
off at 5:35 A.M. The postmark contained the special slogan cancellation mentioned earlier. After
the plane returned to London on 29 August mail was taken off the plane and returned to the
postoffice. The covers were recancelled on 1 September 1927.
While it is unknown exactly how many stamps were used on covers, what is known is that one
cover did not get on the plane on 1 September. Holmes Catalogue states that the cover was
overlooked when the mail for the plane was stamped or postmarked for the second time it left
London, Ontario. The book London's Flying Pioneers states that one letter "was held out by the
postmaster when it was postmarked on 1 September 1927."
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Canada's rarest airmail stamp sells for $40,000 U.S. plus 10
per cent buyer's fee in Firby sale.

An article in the Canadian Stamp News of 30 May - 12 June 1995, states that this cover was sold
at auction by Charles Firby Auctions on 30 April 1995. The cover sold for $40,000US. The buyer,
a British collector, paid an additional $4,000 American buyer's commission. The article pictures
the cover (reproduced above) and states that it appears from the stains around the address that it
had had another label attached. This article also states that there are four mint copies of the
stamp known to exist.
The cover is also pictured on page 42 of Philately In London, and this is reproduced on the next
page.

Editor's Note: The exact number of covers carried on this flight is a long-standing mystery! The
American Air Mail Catalogue states that "about 90 covers were prepared". This figure was challenged by
Walter Plomish in the March 1995 issue of this newsletter: he believed it was 42, and cited a letter from
the Postmaster in London to The Postmaster General in Ottawa, dated August 31' 1927, which stated:
This dispatch consists of 42 fully prepaid items all for London, England and points in the British Isles.
However, the question then arises that if only about 40 of the stamps were used on covers, why are there
so few copies on the philatelic market?
Also, I believe the claim that unused stamps were given to the widows of the pilots is in error. I
have seen a letter written in ..lanuary 1943 on behalf of Mrs. Medcalf, in response to a letter from Dr. L.S.
Holmes enquiring whether she had any of the London to London stamps. It states in part: Unfortunately Mrs
Medcalf has never, to her knowledge, had any of the labels which, you say, were printed for the ill-fated
"London to London - flight

• Z
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald, continued:

This is the same cover, franked with a 3c of the Confederation issue of 1927 (lacking the upper
right corner) in combination with the London to London stamp. There appears to be two heavy
black lines over the name and address on the cover.
Although not confirmed it appears probable that a person, probably a stamp collector, who had
sent one or more covers on the initial flight on 29 August 1927, upon hearing that a stop was to
be made in Newfoundland, decided that he would attempt to send a cover to Newfoundland. He,
or someone acting on his behalf, gained access to the mail in the mailbag and affixed a label
addressed to Newfoundland over the name and address on the envelope. When the cover was
cancelled again on 1 September the postmaster noticed that the cover was now addressed to
Newfoundland. The stop of the plane at Harbour Grace was for refueling only and there was no
provision to remove mail. In addition the stamp carries the wording London, Canada to London,
England and the special mailbag carried the same inscription. It thus appears that the postmaster
held out the cover for these reasons.
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The London Philatelic Society held its first meeting in December 1892. 1967 marked the 75th.
Anniversary of the London Philatelic Society; the Century of Confederation; and the 40th.
Anniversary of the unsuccessful London to London flight. To mark its 75th. Anniversary, the
London Philatelic Society arranged a three day exhibition at the newly opened Centennial Hall,
and issued two souvenirs: the book entitled

Philately In London, and a label reproducing the

stamp issued in1927. The label was also printed in London by Lawson and Jones, but the colour
of the stamp on the label was blue and orange, probably to avoid forgery attempts.
Continued
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald, continued:

PART 3 - A SELECTION OF CORRESPONDENCE FROM A.C. ROESSLER
Undated letter, with receiver stamp JUL 22 1927:

A. C. ROESSLER
140 SOUTH PARKWAY
east Orange, N. J.

De.!:!;.• Sir:Your t.legrnra just received.
Proposition would be to ha ,re carried 2
ounds of r, i1.

I would .017 4f1 , 00 0 .00.

ro other mail is to be carried
for se.. -!mn coll:.:3ctors,but would ha're no
objection to official mail such as Gov . e rnors ,Layors, etc.
I would prenare letters and send
instructions for cnceliltion. /

, rou

re cure --)ermi ion o f 2anadian Denirtment
to c-ncel this/ mail before le7ving.

),incer3
.

No CO
s
The letter reads:

.r1Q

.

3N/

Dear Six:Your telegram just received. My proposition would be to have carried 2
pounds of mail. I would pay $1,000.00.
No other mail is to be carried for stamp collectors, but would have no
objection to official mail such as Governors, Mayors, etc.
would prepare letters and send instructions for cancellation, etc. Can you
secure permission of Canadian Department to cancel this mail before leaving.
Sincerely, A.C. Roessler (rubber stamp signature)

Handwritten footnote:

No go, no pay.
Continued
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THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT OF 1927 by Gordon McDonald,
A SELECTION OF CORRESPONDENCE FROM A.C. ROESSLER continued:

Letter dated August 10, 1927 - no address:
This read:

Dear Sir:I wrote to you but I didn't get any reply so I think I had better withdraw my
offer as I am not so much interested now. I had it all fixed with the post office
authorities.
Sincerely, A.C. Roessler (rubber stamp signature)

Letter with receiving stamp of POSTMASTER'S OFFICE, LONDON, dated August 22 1927:
Dear Sir,
Will you let me know how I can obtain some of the air mail stamps issued for
the London flight? I would like to buy $500 worth.
also offer $1,000 if I could get one pound of mail on the plane.
Also, be good enough to let me know if it would be possible to have some
letters mailed to me from your city with this special stamp on the day that the plane
leaves for the other side? Wire collect, please.
Sincerely, A.C. Roessler (rubber stamp signature)

Letter with receiving stamp AUG 23 1927 - no address:
Dear Sir:I'm enclosing herewith 50 letters. If you can succeed in having these carried
on the London flight through a clerk in your office I will pay you very well. I enclose
$100 on account. You might wire me collect if you succeed in getting them on
board. If you think best to change the address on the envelopes just cross off "East
Orange" and make it "c/o American Consul, London England."
-Iowever, if you think it best to fly over and back all the better. I leave
everythIng to you.
You might tell the aviator that there has not been a flight of importance that
did not carry my mail. All the aviators that refused to carry my mail are the ones that
failed. I can give you names if you wish.
Sincerely, A.C. Roessler (rubber stamp signature)

Canadian Pacific Railway Company TELEGRAM:

231 rn c
22 Nightletter 1 ex.
Newark, N.J., Aug. 30 —1927.
Lt. Metfalf„ London, Ont.
Be sure to carry our lucky letters as Byrd Chamberlain Schl'ee
Postmaster *has envelope plus cheCk part payment wire colleCt
Roessler,
East Orange.
7.4.5.pk

Thanks again to Gordon McDonald and John Irvine for all this research.
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The 1929 James Bay flight of "Doc" Oaks
By Derek Rance
This flight listed as 2861 in "The Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland", has an almost totally
erroneous flight description. These errors were first initiated in Ian Morgan's "Specialized
Catalogue" of 1931 and then transferred into "The Standard Airpost Catalogue" of 1933.
Subsequently, with additional embellishments, the erroneous description was carried-over
virtually verbatim into successive editions of the AAMC. What is so surprising is that, after more
than sixty years, even the most fundamental of the description errors have not been corrected.
What are these errors? The flight date, pilot(s), reason for the flight, airline company and the socalled return flight are all incorrect. Even the departure point of Moonbeam is partially incorrect.
Also the catalogue's statement that all covers were postmarked at Cochrane on December 17,
1928 is incorrect, as is the inference there was a later separate return flight on January 8, 1929.
The story of this flight starts with H.A. "Doc" Oaks leaving Western Canada Airways on March
20, 1928, for the newly formed company Northern Aerial Minerals Exploration Limited
(N.A.M.E.). This company was financed at $ 5,000,000 in the main by Jack Hammel (the mining
promoter of Flin Flon and Red Lake fame) who held the position of company president and by
James Richardson who provided 25% of N.A.M.E 's start-up capital. (The company Dominion
Explorers, that is wrongly cited in the catalogue listing, was organized by the Lindsey
prospecting organization with Colonel C.D.H. MacAlpine as its president, who is best known for
the aerial search that was conducted to rescue his lost MacAlpine Expedition. The principal
pilots of Dominion Explorers' were Charles Sutton and Stan McMillan)
The western base for N.A.M.E. was Winnipeg, with a sub-base maintained at Sioux Lookout.
Oaks was the Assistant Manager and Chief Pilot of N.A.M.E. In late December 1927, Oaks and
T. M. "Pat" Reid left Sioux Lookout in two planes, on a flight to bring back thirteen prospectors
who, in early summer, had been taken by schooner to the Richmond Gulf area. It should be noted
that all authors of the account of this flight agree that the prospecting party totaled thirteen in
number, even though this would have been an abnormally large group. In a January 3, 1929
Edmonton Journal article "Monoplanes Make Trip to Hudson Bay" it is stated that the
prospecting party numbered eight persons. According to the Canadian Civil Aircraft Register,
N.A.M.E. at that time, had only two large aircraft that were serviceable, the Fairchild FC-2W2,
G-CATL and a Fokker Super Universal, G-CARK. The passenger capacity for both of these
aeroplanes was six persons. The rest
of N.A.M.E.'s fleet was the four
passenger Fairchild FC-2's. If the
photograph reproduced here from
"Canada's Flying Heritage" is to be
believed then the two aircraft flown
on this trip were a Fairchild FC-2W2
and a Fokker Super Universal which
combined would have had a
maximum passenger capacity of
twelve persons. The prospecting party
probably did number only eight
persons as, with their equipment, they
Winter on Hudson Bay
would have filled both planes.
The two aircraft at Richmond Gulf, January 1929.
Continued
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THE 1929 JAMES BAY FLIGHT OF "DOC" OAKS by Derek Rance, continued:
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As a start to the James Bay journey, the two
planes first flew from Sioux Lookout to a base
at Remi Lake by way of Longlac. Remi Lake
is located about 6 miles north of the
Moonbeam Post Office which lies 1 mile
south of the CN railroad. Previously Remi
Lake was used by Laurentide Air Service
Ltd., as an operating base for flights to Moose
Factory and the James Bay area. Obviously,
for this flight, N.A.M.E had made
arrangements with the Hudson Bay Company
to fly-in supplies for the posts at Moose
Factory, Rupert House, East Main (note the
1928 spelling) and Fort George on the way to
Richmond Gulf. The flight plan must have
been well broadcast, as philatelic covers
carried on this flight were sent to the
Moonbeam post office by such dealers as
O.W.R. Smith of Toronto and Ian Morgan of
Montreal. As all these covers are dated at the
origin post offices from December 14 th to 16th,
the flight was probably planned to be flown
before Christmas. Some of these covers were
backstamped at the Moonbeam post office on
December 16 th to 18th, some were postmarked
at Cochrane, but a number were only
postmarked at the originating post office.
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There is considerable disagreement between
authors as to the date and routing of the flight
to Moose Factory, although there is general
agreement that the Moose Factory flight was
made in one day without incident

The Edmonton Journal in a news article, by-lined from Winnipeg, states the planes left
Cochrane on December 29.
Walter Gilbert stated they left Remi Lake on December 30.
Alice Sutherland stated that they left Remi Lake on December 27
The Moose Factory factor's letters are dated in writing - December 31

All written accounts relate that an Anglican missionary couple who had been honeymooning
in Cochrane, were flown back in Oaks' plane to their mission at Rupert House. The question
is - where did these two persons join the flight? In Cochrane, or did they take the train to
Moonbeam? Presuming that all of the above authors had a documented reason for their
particular flight departure dates, these diverse dates could be rationalised by postulating that
when the pilots arrived at Remi Lake from Sioux Lookout, they first established a base and
then flew on to Cochrane (Dec.27) to load the supplies for delivery to the HBC posts.
Continued
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THE 1929 JAMES BAY FLIGHT OF "DOC" OAKS by Derek Rance, continued:

At Cochrane, the mail and the missionary couple were also picked up and flown back to
Remi Lake (Dec.29), where the planes would load the drums of fuel necessary for the
round-trip flight, as aviation fuel would not have been available up north.
The flight from Remi Lake to Moose Factory was made in one hour. The probable flight
date from Remi Lake to Moose Factory was December 30. Following the same practice
that was established on subsequent stops, they probably overnighted here. After leaving
Moose Factory, on December 31, for Rupert House, the two planes ran into a blinding
snowstorm over Hannah Bay, which prevented the planes from finding Rupert House,
and also separated them. About one hour before dusk, each plane landed separately on the
ice — Oaks on the coast seven miles north of Rupert House and Reid about three miles
offshore. Reid and his mechanic Ken Murray froze the aircraft's skis to the ice to prevent
it from being blown away in the storm. Oaks elected to taxi to shore to find a sheltered
spot, but in so doing broke one of his skis. After spending a cheerless night in the cabin
of the plane, Oaks decided the next morning to leave the missionaries in the company of
his mechanic Kel Mews, and reach Rupert House on foot despite the storm and the minus
40° temperature. Fighting his way along the shoreline for seven grueling miles, he came
across a landmark which made him realize that he had traveled north of the post and not
south as he had thought. He retraced his steps to the plane, to learn that a passing Indian
trapper was taking word of their predicament to Rupert House. About midnight that day,
a dogteam arrived at the plane to take the missionaries to Rupert House The following
day the storm subsided and after repairs had been made to the broken ski by the
blacksmith at the post, both planes arrived at Rupert House to offload their goods. The
planes then left for East Main, which was reached on January 8, 1929. From East Main
the planes flew to Fort George on January 9, 1929 and finally reached the prospecting
party at Richmond Gulf on January 11,1929.
The island filled Richmond Gulf lies inland from the east shore of James Bay, to which it
is connected by a short and narrow waterway. It is located at 56 1/2° north, at about the
same latitude as the middle of the Belcher Islands. Richmond Gulf is now renamed Lac
Guillaume Delisle.
man% .t 013110 to

MU Peel most,
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Ian Morgan's cover to Richmond Gulf

There is a problem with covers purportedly flown
to Richmond Gulf There is no habitation at
Richmond Gulf; it is simply a place.
Consequently the covers have no receiving
marking, and are only distinguishable by their
address, and the fact that they were posted at
about the same time as the other covers. Were
they actually flown? Maybe, maybe not. It is
interesting to note that Morgan, as can be seen,
did mail covers addressed to Richmond Gulf, but
he did not see fit to list these with the other
James Bay District covers, in his 1931 catalogue.

Continued
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THE 1929 JAMES BAY FLIGHT OF "DOC" OAKS

by Derek Rance, continued:

The return flight from Richmond Gulf to Remi Lake was made in a single day. The return
flight covers that were sent from Moose Factory and East Main were first carried up to
Richmond Gulf before being flown south.
The Moose Factory cover is interesting. The 2-cent postage stamp is cancelled with what
appears to be a bottle cap and by the 31 December 1928 handwritten date in red ink. The
cover is also inscribed in the same red ink No Post Office at Moose Factory. The use of
red ink may have a story. Red ink when heated precipitates - leaving clean alcohol.
Known as "northern wine", it was a favourite drink of a number of Hudson Bay factors.)
Moose ?sato/7.

A
return
flight
cover
from
Moose
Factory
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ADVERTISEMENT

PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS
101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England

PHILLIPS are holding major sales of POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
on October 14 th, November 8th, and December 9th.
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466
E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
With the combined forces of a strong philatelic market in Europe, the strong pound and a recent
change in customs regulations, London is at present an extremely attractive market for selling
stamps at auction. - If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation,
please contact Phillips Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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Who's behind the cover?

by Ivan W. MacKenzie

Introduction

This is the second article in an occasional series of brief biographies which pertain to contemporary producers of aerophilatelic
covers. As I have assembled my aerophilatelic collection over the years, I have often wondered who produced this cover or that
cachet. Some names would come to light more often than others, e.g., A.C. Roessler was an extremely prolific producer of
Canadian air mail first flight covers in the early days. However, I became even more curious with regard to my contemporaries
who have been producing aerophilatelic covers and as a result my curiosity has prompted me to commence this occasional series.
Bio #2 — Major R.K. (Dick) Malott, CD, MSc, BA, FRPSC, AHF

Dick hails from Kingsville, which is near Windsor/Detroit, where he was born in 1927 and where he received his early education.
He obtained his Bachelor of Arts (Honours History) in 1950 from the University of Western Ontario in London and that same
year he joined the Royal Canadian Air Force. After
receiving his navigator wings, Dick joined 404 Maritime
Reconnaissance Squadron at R.C.A.F. Station Greenwood,
It" Val, FUTTC
Nova Scotia where he flew as a navigator on Lancasters
until 1954. He then was trained as a logistics officer in
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Degree in Logistics and Computers at the United States
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locations such as Sardinia and Vietnam, Dick retired in
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1974 to assume the task of Chief Curator at the Canadian
War Museum in Ottawa where he served for 18 years. In
1953, he married Dorothy Payne of Halifax and they have
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When Dick commenced collecting stamps at the tender
age of six years, his lifetime interest in philately was
ignited. The spark that focused his attention on the air
mails of Canada actually coincides with the start of his
Air Force career. Then later in 1968 he began to produce
commemorative covers to celebrate special Canadian air
mail events such as the above cover in honour of the 50t h

AIR CANADA ®

INAUGURAL FLIGHT
NIONTREAt —MOSCOW

aniversyofBPck'amusMontrel/T
flight. Dick normally prepared 100 envelopes for each
special event and for many of the 50t h anniversary
commemoratives Bob Bradford designed original cachets
which Dick applied to the envelopes with a rubber stamp.
He has produced hundreds of covers since 1968 and, in
fact, he continues to produce special aerophilatelic
covers, such as the autographed "Snowbird" flown
covers, each year for the CAS.

NOVEMBER 1, 1B65
VOL INAUGURAL
MON TR EAL —MOSCOU
ler NOVEMBFK 19E6
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A Malott cover from the days of airline cooperation

Over the years Dick has been a prolific exhibitor of Canadian air mail in every category including, for example, pioneer flights,
semi-official flights, air stage flights, crash covers, Canadian Forces air letters and aerogrammes for which he has received
numerous awards including approximately 20 golds. He has exhibited for five years in the FIP championship class and he has
represented Canada as a Commissioner at least ten times at major international exhibitions since the mid 1980s. He was honoured
in 1986 by being elected a fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada. In addition to his tremendous contributions to
Canadian philately through such activities as his research, writings, exhibiting, judging and the gift of his research documents
to the National Archives of Canada, Dick Malott also is well known and highly respected in international philatelic circles
through his participation and expertise. He was accredited as an international judge for aerophilately and postal history in 1982
and was elected to the AAMS Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame in 1996. As both a founding member of the CAS and a devoted
aerophilatelist, we are fortunate to have him as our current President.
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WAS ALEKSANDER MOSHAISKI THE FIRST MAN TO FLY?
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Mozhajsky Plane, 1882 — A2027
Scott #4276, from the RUSSIAN AIRCRAFT HISTORY series, 25 December 1974

Although the Wright Brothers are generally considered the first men to have made a
POWERED, SUSTAINED, AND CONTROLLED FLIGHT IN A HEAVIER-THAN-AIR MACHINE, this
title has been claimed by (and for) various other pioneers in the past, and from time to time new
findings revive some of these claims.
In the November 1997 issue of the F.I.S.A. Bulletin, Alex Newall commented that Aleksander
Moshaiski had built "a contraption which could fly carrying a man", and that this machine "completed
a successful flight on 1st August 1882".
This stimulated an examination of the achievements of Aleksander Moshaiski in our
September 1998 newsletter. Patrick Campbell provided a summary of the information in V.B.
Shavrov's book History of Aircraft Design in the USSR, which includes several eye-witness
accounts of Moshaiski's experiment. According to this book:

Aleksander Moshaiski was a Russian naval officer of private means. In 1878 he presented
calculations and designs to the War Ministry for a full size flying machine to carry a man. In 1880
he was given permission to travel abroad, and given 2,500 roubles to purchase two steam engines
from England, one of 10 HP and one of 20 HP. He requested another 5,000 roubles in June of 1881
but the Czar turned him down, so he decided to fund it himself.
The machine was built by the Baltiisky factory, and in the summer of 1882 he was assigned a
military field in Krasnyi Silo, near St. Petersburg.
Construction was of wood, steel, silk fabric, and various commercially available materials.
Weight was supposed to be 2,058 pounds, but this was an underestimate. The final weight, with pilot
and fuel, reached some 3,611 pounds.
Moshaiski delegated the flight test to his coachman. The launch was accomplished with the
machine on a trolley, running down a ramp, some time in the autumn of 1884. The contraption got
into the air for a moment when a spar fractured, causing the machine to roll over and slide to a halt.
When repaired, the machine was fitted with three of the 20 HP engines, which still achieved
only a ratio of 60 pounds per horsepower. Moshaiski died in 1890, while still trying to increase the
available power.
Alex Newall gave additional information in the June 1999 F.I.S.A. Bulletin, where he commented:
The September issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist referred to a story about
Aleksander Feodorowitch Moshaiski which appeared in this Bulletin in
November 1997 and gave a much more detailed account of his life and work.
There are only a few points we would like to underline without questioning the
most interesting story provided by Patrick Campbell:
Moshaiski was certainly instrumental in the creating of a special Department in
the Imperial War Ministry to study the development of flying machines.
He certainly obtained a patent for such a machine on 4 June 1880, a machine he
built with the Czar's money and used in a successful flight during manoeuvres at
Krasnoje Selo on 1 August 1882. He flew for seven minutes and damaged his

elbow on landing.
We saw no mention of a coachman in the records in Moscow's Russian
Technical Society. All the same the craft was seriously underpowered.
Continued
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WAS ALEKSANDER MOSHAISKI THE FIRST MAN TO FLY? continued:

This information would certainly make Aleksander Moshaiski the "first man to fly", yet the
Russian books, or commemorative stamps, do not seem to make that claim for him.
I asked Alex for the source of his information, and he replied:
Some time ago I had been asked to judge at an exhibition in Moscow and with some time on my
hand have found my way to the library of the local university and have read there the
"Communications of the Russian Technical Society 1882-1885". They gave there a fully illustrated
report on the aircraft which Moshaiski built and gave further the details of his role at Krasnoje Selo,
where in the presence of the Czar's observers he apparently flew for 7 minutes.
The time was supposed to have been noted by one of those observers, Nataliy Perkov, although
no other controls or confirmations were given.
Moshaiski incidentally was at the time the Head of the Department of "Flying Machine
Development" with the Russian War Ministry.
This is the sum total of the information I have, although I could find out the address of the
Library.
I cannot give you any reasons for this event not having been mentioned elsewhere, but it might
have something to do with few people mastering the cyrillic alphabet. I am afraid this is all I can tell
you, but thank you again for referring to this interesting subject.
Any additional information that readers can contribute would be much appreciated.

WAS A NEW ZEALANDER THE FIRST MAN TO FLY?
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on 31 March 1902, Pearse was
the first person to undertake a
powered flight
approximately 1.2km

Postmarked:

PHILATELIC BUREAU WANGANUI N.Z. FIRST DAY OF ISSUE 16 MAY 1990

Apparently so, according to the above cover, which states:
RICHARD PEARSE - ON 31 MARCH 1902, PEARSE WAS THE FIRST PERSON
TO UNDERTAKE A POWERED FLIGHT, APPROXIMATELY 1.2km
However, according to The History of New Zealand Aviation by Ross Ewing and Ross
McPherson, it seems unlikely that Richard Pearce really did beat the Wright Brothers into the air
by over a year:
Continued
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WAS A NEW ZEALANDER THE FIRST MAN TO FLY? continued:

Richard Pearse was born on 3 December 1877, the fourth of nine children. He grew up on the
family farm, and at the age of 21 was given a farm of forty acres close to the family homestead. However,
he was more interested in engineering projects than farming, and his farm was a byword for neglect in the
neighbourhood.
In 1902 Pearse patented a new type of bicycle which included a number of novel ideas: "a vertical
or reciprocating pedal action, a system of gears, a back-wheel rim brake, and integral tyre pumps to enable
the rider to pump up the tyres while traveling".
Pearse had begun thinking about aerial navigation around 1899. He built an aircraft "very much in
the form of today's microlights. Equipped with three wheels in a tricycle configuration, a wood- and
metal-tube framework supported the engine and wing mounted above the pilot's head as he sat on a
bicycle saddle 'inside' the fuselage frame. A propellor was mounted directly onto the engine's driveshaft
above ad forward of the pilot." Pearse also built his own engine! - A two cylinder engine, built from "30
centimetre lengths of 10 centimetre-diameter steel irrigation pipes", that was "capable of around 15
horsepower". (The Wright brother's 1903 flights were powered by a 12-horsepower engine.)
Pearse then proceeded to test his invention, but dating these tests has proved extremely difficult,
as aviation historians did not become aware of his work until after his death in 1953.
In a test flight that is sometimes dated as occurring on 31' March 1902, but also dated by one of
the witnesses as having occurred in April 1903, Pearse "took off downhill from a 12 metre high terrace
beside the Opihi River and, turning right, travelled up river for about half a kilometre before landing in
the river." Some researchers argue that this was a "powered, sustained and controlled flight", but others

disagree, since the aircraft was descending throughout the flight!
In 1906 Pearse filed a patent for "An Improved Aerial or Flying Machine". He continued his flying
experiments until 1913, but most of the "flights" described by witnesses fifty years later, seem to have
been from 10 to 50 metres in distance, and several ended in crashes. Pearse then seems to have turned his
attention to more rural-based inventions, including a top-dressing machine, an automatic potato planter,
and a motorised plough.
In 1928 Pearse turned his interest back to aviation, and started work on a "Utility Plane" that could
take-off from confined spaces. His prototype was tested in the mid-1930's, "tethered to the ground". His
final design, which involved a high-wing monoplane with a tilting engine to enable vertical take-offs and
hovering, was patented in Australia and New Zealand in 1949. In 1950 he wrote to various aircraft
manufacturers, but none of them were interested in his "convertiplane".
Pearce was admitted to Sunnyside Psychiatric Hospital in 1951, and died there on July 29 th 1953.
The prototype of his "copvertiplane" was consigned to a rubbish tip, but was rescued by a member of the
Canterbury Aero Club, apd triggered the research into his earlier experiments.

Approximate arrangement of Pearse's first aircraft, prepared from information in his 1906 Patent Application.

Although Pearse may not have been the "first man to fly", it is quite remarkable that working
in almost complete isolation, he came as close to success as he did!
Thanks to Mike Shand and Alan Tunnicliffe for this information on Richard Pearce. [Copies
of the cover on the previous page can be purchased from: Alan Tunnicliffe, Air Mail Society of New
Zealand, PO Box 29144, Fendalton, Christchurch, New Zealand, for $3NZ / $3 Canadian /$2US
(including postage): paympnt can be made by mint stamps or banknotes.]
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WHAT IS A CANADIAN COVER?
This discussion began in our last issue, with the suggestion that the term CANADIAN COVER
should only be applied to covers which meet the International Post Office definition, which is
basically "mailed from Canada bearing Canadian stamps".
During the summer I had the opportunity to visit a couple of shows, and noticed that most
dealers categorize covers according to the "international definition" above. However, there also
seemed to be a number of exceptions to this, e.g. underpaid covers from overseas with Canadian
Postage Due stamps on them, could often be found among "Canadian Covers".
Since our last newsletter, I have also received copies of some very interesting covers, which
raise further questions about how strictly the "international definition" should be applied.
VIA AIR MAIL

ST • JOHN TO MONTREAL
VIA AIR NAIL
MONTREAL TO NEW YORK

VIA AIR MAIL
GORDON N. RAY
MARBLEHEAD
MASSACHUSETTS
U. S. A.

Cacheted:

SAINT N.B. JAN 31 29
Postmarked:
CANADA AIR MAIL FIRST OFFICIAL FLIGHT ST JOHN TO MONTREAL 1929
Signed: By the Postmaster
Franked: United States 5 cent air mail stamp

One might well argue that this cover should not have been carried, but it was; and the
postmark and cachet would seem to make this a "Canadian cover" in spite of the franking!
Another "problem" is the balloon cover shown on the next page. This was carried by the
balloon D-MUNCHEN during a five-balloon special flight organized in conjunction with the IVA
INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC EXHIBITION being held in Munich. This balloon was piloted by A.
Eckert of Germany, and the cover is addressed to Holland. However, a Swiss Post Office was also
established and operational at Munich during this exhibition, and this cover was franked with a
Swiss stamp, and cancelled by this special Swiss Post Office before the flight! Should this be
regarded as a German cover or a Swiss cover?
While these two covers are both "philatelic", and arguably special circumstances, the second
cover on the next page is definitely commercial - and rare! It is from the LAST PAN AMERICAN
FLIGHT FROM NEW ZEALAND TO THE U.S.A. IN 1941. This service had begun in July 1940, and
there was no Pan American service to Australia at that time.'
Continued

The earlier air mail services westward from Australia to Europe by Imperial Airways and KLM
had been suspended due to the War. Various alternatives were introduced, and are nicely summarized in
the recent article The Airmail Service Between New Zealand, USA and Europe During 1940 in the July
1999 Airpost Journal, published by The American air Mail Society. - About half the CAS members are
also members of the AAMS: for more details about the AAMS contact: AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055,
Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or their website: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
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WHAT IS A CANADIAN COVER? continued:
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Postmarked:
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SCHWEIZ-PTT-BETRIEBE IVA MUNCHEN 25.6-3.101965

BY AIR MAIL
PAR AVION

If not claimed within seven days return
te:',The-Union Bank of Australia Ltd.
SYDNEY • P.O. Box 532 B

Endorsed:

Postmarked: G.P.O. SYDNEY 6-P 19 NO 41
BY AIR MAIL (sticker) AUST - N.Z. CANADA (handwriting)
Addressed to: TORONTO

This cover would have flown to New Zealand by TEAL (Tasman Empire Airways Ltd); then
by the CALIFORNIA CLIPPER leaving Auckland November 25 th , arriving San Francisco November
30th , and on to Toronto. (The Clipper was getting routine maintenance in San Francisco when Pearl
Harbor was attacked on December 7 th , and the service to New Zealand was then suspended.) - The
cover was sent in by Mike Shand who suggests it could be described as an Australian cover, a New
Zealand cover, an American cover, or a Canadian cover!
Continued
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WHAT IS A CANADIAN COVER? continued:

Mike also commented that at International Exhibitions, "one country" exhibits often include
covers to that country from the 1911 Coronation flights in England, and these are considered
legitimate covers of the country concerned.
A further interesting comment I received was from Ron Miyanishi, who is now Production
Editor of the American Air Mail Catalogue. He speculated whether a balloon flight which began in
America and ended by chance in Canada due to the vagaries of the wind, should be treated the
same way as a scheduled airline flight from the U.S.A. to Canada?
Given these covers and comments, I don't think we will ever come to a consensus on this
issue. - I think we will end up just like the dealers who seem to follow the same general principles
for categorizing covers, but each make their own exceptions to it!
This has been a very interesting and enjoyable debate, and 1 would like to thank Nino
Chiovelli, Ron Miyanishi, Mike Shand, and Robert Terry for their contributions to it.
I also discussed this with Dick McIntosh, who edits the Government and other Air Mail Covers
of Canada section of the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland. His approach has been to create
the best possible reference book by including "everything" with a Canadian connection, and I am
delighted he has done so. - Individuals can then decide which items they are interested in and want
to collect, and I think that everybody who has contributed to this debate has also commented that
this is the way in which collecting should be approached.

QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of
aerophilately, is invi ed to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer,
and publish it in a following newsletter.

t

This photo was sent in by James Kraemer, with the following comments:
I recently found the enclosed photo in some old files. It belongs to the Royal Canadian Air
Force Assoc. and was loaned to the Postal Museum in July 1974. They wondered if anyone
could add any information. They advise that it was taken at one of the first airmail deliveries in
the Maritimes, believed to be in the period 1926-28. The aircraft was registered to Canadian
Trans Continental Airways of Quebec City. The aircraft is parked on Silver Lake which is about
2 miles north-east of Sackville, New Brunswick, and the local postmaster Mr. Burwash
Robinson (deceased) owner of the car, is accepting delivery of the mail load. That is all they

know about the photo.
If anyone can provide further details, please contact the editor.
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QUESTION: This cover has no cachet,
but in the upper left corner someone
has written "1 ST FLIGHT TO
NEWFOUNDLAND/IMPERIAL
AIRWAYS." This precedes the 1937
survey flights from Botwood to Foynes.
I have had two covers from this flight.
Do you know if it is really a first flight?

The first Imperial Airways trans-Atlantic
survey flight was made by the Empire
Class flying boat Caledonia. It arrived in
Montreal on July 8 th 1937, and continued
to New York on July 9th , "following many
congratulatory speeches and a celebratory
banquet". The Caledonia flew back to
Montreal on July 12th ; then to Botwood,
Newfoundland; and returned to Foynes,
Ireland on July 16 th
The endorsement and dates of this
cover fit with itinerary of the Caledonia.
-Canybodprviemnfato?
(The dates and quotation above come
from an excellent article Canada and the
Short Empire Boats by Ray Crone in the
Winter 1998 Canadian Aviation Historical
Society Journal. - For more information on
the CAHS write to them at PO Box 224,
Station "A", Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S8).

Cover addressed to St. John's.
Sta'N B, Montreal, 1130 AM June 22, 1937
Backstamped:
Montreal, C, Canada, 1230 PM July 22, 1937

Cancelled

-

ADVERTISEMENT

Charles G. Firby Auctions
is pleased to announce the schedule for our upcoming 1999 auctions:
November 6 Our annual RARITIES OF PHILATELIC LITERATURE auction
will include nearly 3,000 lots. (Catalog #1199)
December 15 The annual Mail Sale will include approximately 7,500 stamp lots.
(Catalog #1299MS)
December 18 Specialized B.N.A. Stamps and Covers. (Catalog #1299)
The full color catalog for each sale is only US$10.00 refundable from auction
purchases. (Please specify which catalog number you are requesting)
6695 Highland Road #101 • Waterford, MI 48327-1967
Telephone (248) 666-5333 • Fax (248) 666-5020 •
email: Firbystamps @prodigy.net
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
CANADA

FLOWN BY THE SNOWBIRDS
431 AIR DEMONSTRATION SQUADRON
NATIONAL CAPITAL AIR SHOW
30 MAY 1999
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA

VOLE PAR LES SNOWBIRDS
431e ESCADRON DE DEMONSTRATION A ERIENNE
LE SPECTACLE DE LA CAPITALS NATIONAL
LE 34 MAI Oft
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA

Ottawa International Airport
Coucester, Ontario, Canada
SNnday May 3ft, 1 - 99 ,,

The CAS has for sale sets of ten envelopes, autographed and flown, by the Snowbirds at the
Ottawa International Air Show on 30 May 1999. There are nine covers individually autographed and
flown at $45.00 per set, and one envelope autographed by all of the pilots at $15.00. Also as part
of the complete set is one 1999 Snowbird brochure, a statement from the Squadron Logistics
officer, and a few Ottawa newspaper clippings concerning the Snowbirds . The total cost is $60.00
Canadian. There were 25 sets of 10 covers prepared and flown for this flight.
Covers can be ordered from: Major (Retd) RK Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario,
K2H 6R1. Payment should be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
(Editor's Note: Thanks Dick for organizing this annual fundraiser on behalf of the Society.)

N.F.fl

SfASONAL SITOM

The Canadian Aerophilatelist is normally produced quarterly in March, June,
September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL. - All members are
invited to contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue.
Just prepare a page featuring any favourite stamp or cover, add your name,
and/or address, and/or Seasons' Greetings to other members, and/or any other
information you like, (e.g. collecting interests, items you'd like to find,
sell or trade, or a business advertisement),
and send a photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by November 15th .

P.S. - For last December's newsletter, Mike Shand sent in his nomination for the
Aerophilatelic Cover of the Millennium!
If anybody would like to take up his challenge, and send in their own
nomination for the "Cover of the Millennium", I'd be delighted to receive it.
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SUPPLEMENT 4 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Changes and Additions 1926 to 1967
Dick McIntosh
$Value

Year Cat.# Change or addition
1933

3328 Add new entry;
"1933, July 15 --- New York - Montreal. A continuation of

the J. Erroll Boyd flight from Haiti - Washington- New York
aboard Belanca monoplane 'Columbia'. Red cachet."

100.00

NOTE: The above change is in addition to those listed in SUPPLEMENTS 2 and 3 for 1926 -1938.
1939

1940

3901 Add: "d. Edmonton - Lethbridge "
3905 Add at end of text " No cachets.".
3913 Replace text with: " First acceptance of mail by United Kingdom
Post Office for onward transmission by air via Trans-Canada
Airlines. "
3917 Add note: "This flight , along with some subsequent flights and legs,
although not including a landing point in Canada, is included to because
of the significance of regular trans-Atlantic air mail service to Canada."
3921 - Change: d. Add " * " at end of line.
e. and h. Delete " * " at end of line.
- Add at end of text: "Various numbered Foynes postmarks and
backstamps have been seen including; 1, 2, 3, 5, 27, 43, and 44.
Numbers 2 and 3 are seen with and without the time of 8:30."
- And " Pan American Airways applied special cachets to mail
dispatched by or through its offices at Botwood (green) and
Southampton (blue)."
3925 Add at end of text: "Various numbered Foynes postmarks and
backstamps have been seen including; 1. 2, 3, 7,.18, 27, and 42
3933 Add: " b. Montreal - Halifax
c. Halifax - Montreal
d. Halifax - Any other point on the transcontinental route
e. Moncton - Toronto"

25.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

4004 New entry: (Technically should be listed under Newfoundland)
1940, August 3 --- London - St. John's. Resumption of Flying
Boat service. The service started on Aug. 10 (3925) terminated on

Sept. 30. BOAC, successor to Imperial airways, operated the "C"
Class Flying Boat "Clare" on 4 trips from Aug. 3 Aug. 30,1940
and "Clyde" on one trip in October. All flights carried passengers
and mail. Covers posted at Newport on July 23 have typed cachets,
"Per First British Overseas Airways Trans-Atlantic
By Flying Boat 'Clare' "
4007 The illustration above this entry is of 3827, page 161.

20.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 4 to THE AIH MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Year

Cat.# Change or addition

Walue

1941

4109 Add: " c. Vancouver- Bellingham, July 10
d. Bellingham - Vancouver, July 10"
4117 Change in text line 2: "backstamped" to "postmarked'.

6.00
6.00

1942

4211 Add new entry:
1942, October 17 ---Baie Comeau - Rimouski. First trip

summer air mail service. Details unknown.
1944

10.00

4400 Add new entry:
1944, January 6 ---- Cairo - Canada. RCAF first flight

carrying service personnel mail. Arrival point not known.
Cairo
1946

4607 In the index for this number on page 544: "71514 - 318"
should read "71S14 - S18.
4613 b. & c. Change: cachet colour from "black" to "purple".
4615 - Add at beginning of the first sentence: "British Commonwealth
Pacific Airlines chartered from" and add "who " after "Australian
National Airways".
- Change on listing line: "Sept. 15 -19" to "Sept. 15 - 18"
4615 a Add date: "Sept. 19 - 25".

1948

4807 Change location of end bracket on listing line: from after
"General" to after "Mayor of Ottawa".

1949

4911 Add at end of text: "Eleven or more differently numbered
Hong Kong backstamps were used."

1952

5203 Listing should read: 'Fredericton - Moncton
a. Fredericton - Halifax "
5205 Add at end of text; "Lamb Airways"
5213 Change listing to : "Montreal to Halifax "
5217 Add to text at end: "by Riverton Airways"
5223 Delete. The existence of this flight on this date is in doubt.

1953

5302 Add new entry:

15.00

3.00
3.00

1953, October 19 ---Paris - Montreal. Reported in

French Catalogue. Details needed.
Paris - Montreal"
1956

5607a. Delete. The existence of this flight is in doubt.

1957

5704 Add new entry:
1957, June 20 --- New York

Montreal.
Caravelle Demonstration flight piloted by Lionel Cane.

10.00

-

10.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 4 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Value

Year Cat.# Change or addition

1958

5804 Add new entry:
1958, April 14 --- Copenhagen - Prestwick - Montreal New York. SAS first flight with DC 6B reported in Luning catalogue.

Copenhagen - Montreal
a. Stokholm - Montreal
b. Oslo - Montreal"
5807 Add at end of second line of text, "Other test flight
covers have been seen dated May 11, June 12, 14, 15, 19,
July 7 and October 2. Others may exist."
5814 Add new entry:
1958, May 19 --- Montreal - Zurich. Trans Canada Airlines
flight reported in Swiss catalogue. Details required.
Montreal - Zurich
a. Zurich - Montreal"

10.00
10.00
10.00

1960

6001 Add: "a. Toronto - New York"
6035 Add: "c. Turku - Montreal, Sept. 21-26, (feeder mail)"

5.00
8.00

1961

6101 Delete. The existence of this flight is in doubt.
6105 Add: "d. Vienna - Dusseldorf'
6105a. Add "The existence of mail on this leg of the flight is in doubt."
6111 Add: "a. Zurich to Montreal, Jan. 7".
6125 Change: "Lisbon, Spain" to "Lisbon, Portugal"
6129 Delete. The existence of this flight is in doubt.
6133 Add: " b. Tokyo - Montreal"

1962

10.00
10.00

5.00

6206 New Entry:
1962, May 4 -- Frankfurt - Montreal.

First non-stop

flight by Lufthansa.
Frankfurt - Montreal
6223 New entry:
1962, December 14 --- Tokyo - Calgary.

10.00
Details required.
10.00

Tokyo - Calgary "
1963

6307c Add: "Some seen with green cachet"

1965

6502 New entry:
1965, April 24 --- Paris - Montreal. First non-stop flight. Details required.

Paris - Montreal "
6521 Add: " b. Vancouver - Nadi
c. Sydney - Vancouver
d. Nadi - Vancouver "
6525 Add: " b. Toronto - Hamilton"

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
3.00

Any readers who have suggestions for any changes or additions to the GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR
MAIL COVERS OF CANADA section of AMCN, (or these Supplements), are asked to send them to:
Dick McIntosh,
47Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.
Telephone: 416 447 1579

Fax: 416 449 0733

E-mail: mcintosh@accessv.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The annual membership dues are currently $15.00 CDN in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
WITH EFFECT FROM OCTOBER 1st 1999, THE ANNUAL DUES WILL INCREASE TO: $20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A., $25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Since October 1st is an arbitrary date for the increase, ANY MEMBER who wishes to do
so MAY RENEW their membership at the old rates BEFORE OCTOBER 1st, OR AS SOON
AS THEY RECEIVE THIS NEWSLETTER.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and send it with your dues to:

Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:

Postal Code:

Country:

Telephone:

Fax:

e-mail:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:

241 JWT Wannerton
268 Walter Silvestri
269 Stuart McDougall
270 Earle L Covert
292 Gary Freedman

October
1 Patrick Campbell
3 Nelson Bentley
4 Mike Shand
5 Pat Sloan
6 Ken Sanford
9 Geoffrey Thompson
12 Melville Smith
15 Graydon Veinotte
53 Alex C Ross
55 JM Ellis
97 Gary Hayashi
203 John H Bloor
211 Carl Freund

November
20 Gibson B Stephens
28 Edward Lettick
56 Col William G Robinson
59 TW Cummings
62 Gary Coates
182 Robert Foottit
187 BH Saunders

212 Harold J Petoskey

214 Trelle A. Morrow

271 Nino Chiovelli
272 John J Venkus
273 Denice C Guimond
294 Robert M Terry
295 Gloria Shaw
296 Bert Foster
297 David H Whiteley
298 Dale Green

December
37 Joseph Berkovits
226 David Granger
242 Jacques Bot

Alli t ki.

O

11 I
rE Li
Organized 1986in e intere&Aerophilat eij, and eropbilatelisgs everywhere
T

1".

Please address reply to

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
mail hargreave@king.igs.net

FOR NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE F.XECUT1VE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY SEE PACE 2
SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORNATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE AEROPHILATELIE,

C.ONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBON NAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC 10P 1X0
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WORLD RECORDS SET FOR CLASS. DISIANCF
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Attempted Trans-Atlantic flight by Cameron and Davey in the 7AMLISS8, 26 th July 1973.

For there to ifind more information about the ZAMUSSI flight,
and about the other items in this issue, see the

C NTENTS LIST - Page 3
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3

Telephone: (613) 829 0280
Fax: (613) 829 7673
Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
It has been a very busy year for the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. A review of the informative
issues of the Canadian Aerophilatelist for 1999 will reveal the successful activities of the Society,
its executive committee and its 250 plus membership. To all who have contributed so much in
past years, particularly in 1999, my grateful thanks. Our ever alert treasurer, Ivan MacKenzie, has
balanced our budget, with reasonable changes to our cash flow; our computer orientated
secretary, Ron Miyanishi, has prepared us for the 21' century in our record keeping and catalogue
production, including the preparation of the balance of the Volume VI series of the American Air
Mail Catalogue for the AAMS; our dedicated Vice-President, Mike Shand, although not a
Canadian airmail collector (New Zealand airmail is his love), labours on, caring for our various
inventories of books, catalogues, and souvenir flown covers, particularly the very popular
Snowbird 431 Demonstration Squadron autographed flown covers; and the recipient of several
FIP silver Literature Awards for the Canadian Aerophilatelist, our indefatigable editor, Chris
Hargreaves, keeps our whole operation viable with the quarterly issue of our newsletter. May our
enterprise continue to prosper in the Millennium, starting in the New Year 2000.
CHICAGOPEX'2000 was a great success with 23 outstanding aerophilatelic exhibits awarded 12
gold medals, 3 vermeil medals, 5 silver medals, 2 silver bronze medals and one First Award for
the Display Class. The Grand Award for the Show and also for the AAMS Grand Award went to
James W. Graue for his German North Atlantic Catapult Airmail 1929-1935 exceptional exhibit.
This was Jim's fourth Grand AAMS Award for his German airmail exhibits of which I am aware.
Mike Shand received a Show and AAMS gold awards for his exhibit The Airmails of New
Zealand 1919-1940 and my Canadian Interrupted (Crash) Covers, from, to and within Canada,
1915-1998 received a Show vermeil medal and a gold AAMS medal. Anyone wishing a copy of
the 10 page Palmares may write to me for a copy. Canada was well represented at
CHICAGOPEX' 2000 by 5 CAS members, - Mike Shand, Nelson Bentley, Murray Heifetz, Ron
Miyanishi, and myself Do not forget the Canadian National Show ORAPEX'2000, to be held in
Ottawa, 6 and 7 May 2000 - both a philatelic and a philatelic literature exhibition. The CAS will
hold its annual general meeting at this event as well as have a Society table selling aerophilatelic
literature and flown covers. I am the Publicity Officer so if you wish information contact me. Why
not enter your airmail exhibit and perhaps qualify for exhibiting in FIP exhibits.
The three major AAMS Awards given at COMPEX'2000 were (a) The George D. Kingdom
Literature Award for catalogues and other major aerophilatelic publications to Egil H. Thomassen
of Lillehammer, Norway for his catalogue, Norwegian Air Mail ; (b) The L.B. Gatchell Literature
Award for the best article in The Airpost Journal to Dieter Leder and Siegfried G. Scheike, both
of Germany, for their article, Forgeries of the Lakehurst Mail (LZ - 129 HINDENBURG Crash
Mail); and (c) The Earl and Fred Wellman Award for the best article or series of articles in The
Jack Knight Air Log to Stephen Neulander of Deerfield, Illinois for his regular features , Women
in Aviation and The Balloon Post Specialist. Congratulations to our fellow aerophilatelists for
their significant contribution to Aerophilately. The AAMS Awards Committee of 5
Aerophilatelists, of which I am the Chairman, would welcome recommendations for any of the
AAMS Awards. For further details drop me a line. To all best wishes for the 1999 festive season
and the new Year 2000.
Dick Malott, President CAS
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Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so.
Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy
of any publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.

NEWS -NEWS -NEWS
DIANE D. BOEHRET AWARD
I am very pleased to report that the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland has received the most
prestigious DIANE D. BOEHRET award of the AMERICAN PHILATELIC CONGRESS for 1998-99.
This annual award is named after a former President of the Congress, and is presented for "excellence
in philatelic literature", based on "content. importance, lasting value, and impact on philately".
The citation reads

This noteworthy book is recognized for its outstanding research of its subject. Featuring
clear and concise writing, it has become a definitive work in aerophilately. It will
remain a work unsurpassed in its field for many years to come.
Congratulations to Dick Malott, Coordinating Editor of AMCN: Ron Miyanishi, who looked after the layout
and production: and the 45 contributors and section editors who made this such a great catalogue.
The award included a $75 voucher from Leonard H. Hartmann - Philatelic Bibliopole, which has been
used to purchase two books for the CAS library: AIR MAIL OPERATIONS DURING WORLD WAR II by
Thomas Boyle; and Volume One of the Sixth Edition of the AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE. I will include
a review of these books in a future newsletter. (For more information about the CAS library, contact the
editor )

Leonard H. Hartmann - Philatelic Bibliopole
A bonus for me of the above award, is that I saw Leonard Hartmann's catalogue for the first time. It's
great!. - The catalogue lists hundreds of books, many of which I had never heard of before, and some which
I'd heard of but never known where to purchase.
If you have access to the Internet, his catalogue can be accessed at: http://www.pbbooks.com
This site is updated daily. and "with reference files it is over 1.000 pages"
Their printed catalogue is 128 pages, and can obtained from: Leonard H. Hartmann, P.O. Box 36006,
Louisville, Kentucky 40233, U.S.A. - There is a charge for the printed catalogue of $3US for a US or
Canadian request, and $7.50US for other countries, to partially cover the printing and postage costs. A new
printed catalogue, number 24, is scheduled to be out December 15th.
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NEW MEMBER
Welcome to another new member: #304 James Davidson, North Vancouver, B.C.

CAS DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
Our Fifth Annual day of Aerophilately was held on Sunday October 31s t, and all those who participated
greatly enjoyed the day. An additional event this year, was that Joseph Berkovits provided refreshments, and
we all celebrated his birthday.
I would also like to thank Joseph for taking on the role of Assistant CAS Librarian.

CONDOLENCES
On behalf of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, I would like to extend our condolences to David
Whiteley, who's wife died in October.

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES SOCIETES AEROPHILATELIQUES
The definite FISA website address is : htto://fIv.to/fisa
At the 39th FISA CONGRESS and AGM held on September 19th 1999 at Vienna, Austria, the 1999
GOLD FISA MEDAL was awarded to GEORGES LAUWERS of Belgium, (President of BFV Cosmos and a
Board Director of FISA), for "a lifetime devotion and services rendered to astrophilately and to FISA." The
GOLD FISA MEDAL is the highest award offered by FISA.
MR. HERBERT ABFALTER, Austria. (President Ost. Flugpostsammlerverein), was also awarded a
GOLD FISA MEDAL for "his engagement and work for the Austrian Airmail Collectors Club, and his
spontaneous offer to bring the F. I.S.A. Congress to Vienna".
DR. STEFAN BRUYLANTS, Belgium, (Vice-President BFV Cosmos and Vice-President F.I.S.A.), was
presented the GOLDEN FISA PIN for "his engagement rendered to astrophilately and his outstanding work
and activities for the development of a FISA website".
The main topic of business at the meeting was acceptance by the delegates of the following resolution
to be sent to the FIP:

The Directorate of FISA and the delegates to FISA AGM on 19 September 1999 in Vienna express
their astonishment following the wanton change in the name of their hobby applied at IBRA 99 in
Nurnberg and PHILEXFRANCE 99 in Paris.
In both instances Aerophilately was given the wrong and indeed laughable name of Atmospheric
Flights.
The Directorate and the delegates challenge those responsible to effect an immediate action to ensure
that in all future venues the name Aerophilately is exclusively used and that bonafide serious collectors
are never confronted in future with such fantastic idiocy.
FISA is also planning a response to a proposal that the applicable postal tariff must be described for any
aerophilatelic cover shown at a FIP sponsored exhibition. This response is being coordinated by Alex Newall.
Any members who would like further information on this issue/response should contact the editor.

AIR CANADA vs. CANADIAN AIRLINES
One of the big news stories in Canada for the last three months, has been a take-over battle between
our two major airlines.
For the benefit of members living outside of Canada who have not received the almost daily news stories
about this very complicated issue, the key points seem to have been:
• Canadian Airlines is the smaller of the two, and has been losing money.
• ONEX CORP., which has links to Canadian Airlines, made a bid for both Canadian Airlines and Air
Canada.
• The ONEX bid was fiercely opposed by Air Canada, which is the bigger airline, and has recently been
making a profit.
• A court ruled that the ONEX bid was illegal, as when Air Canada was privatized, part of the legislation
stated that no person or company could own more than 10% of its shares.
• ONEX withdrew it's take-over bid.

•

Air Canada has now made a take-over bid for Canadian Airlines.

The issue is still unresolved. - The current speculation is whether or not American Airlines, which is already
a major shareholder in Canadian Airlines, will come up with a counter offer in order to maintain it's links to
the Canadian passenger services.
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SEASONAt SPECiiti Aerophitatelic Cover of the 31Tittennitun?
In last December's newsletter, Mike Shand sent in his nomination for the
Aerophilatelic Cover of the Millennium, and issued a friendly challenge for
other readers to send in their own nomination.
This challenge was repeated in our last newsletter, but received no
responses. However, in keeping with the Seasonal spirit, and in order not to
disappoint Mike, here is my nomination for the Cover of the Millennium.

EARLIEST RECORDED AIR MAIL COVER
FROM THE
UNITED STATES to KINGSTON, ONTARIO

SEATTLE, WASH. 2.30 PM AUG 19 1927
CHICAGO, ILL. AIR MAIL ? AM AUG 21 1927
Receiver stamp on front: POST OFFICE KINGSTON, ONT. AUG 22 1927
Postmarked:

Transit stamp on back:

Some readers might question the status of this cover as the "earliest recorded". However, as
I am the one keeping these records, and as I have actively sought and advertised for these covers for
several years, I think this "earliest" is as legitimate as many other records.
Other readers might question the "importance" of this cover as the COVER OF THE
MILLENNIUM, and consider that covers to Kansas, or Korea, would be more "important" This raises
the definition of "importance", which has been a bone of contention at competitive exhibitions for
many years. Personally, I don't collect air mail to Kansas or Korea, but I do collect air mail to my home
town of Kingston, so this cover is much more important than covers to Kansas or Korea to me.
However, the real reason for nominating this cover as the COVER OF THE MILLENNIUM, is
that it was spotted by a Canadian Aerophilatelic Society member who knew of my interest in
Kingston covers; purchased for $5.00; and traded on to me for the same price at one of our Days of
Aerophilately in Toronto. This cover therefore exemplifies cooperation and fellowship, which I expect
newspaper editors around the world to be extolling as the values the world needs as we enter the
new Millennium.
Season's Greetings and Best Wishes to all readers for the new Millennium,
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Greetings from David Granger, wishing fellow members a happy Christmas season
and a healthy and bug free New Year.
This year I have chosen an 80 year off cover from my collection of pioneer and semi-official air mails.

During the 51st Annual Canadian National Exhibition, an Aerial Derby was flown between Toronto and
New York and return, a round trip of over 1000 miles. Competitors could start at either point and were
obliged to finish at the same point.
Four sponsors put up $10,000 in prize money; the Aero Club of Canada gave a trophy for the fastest
round flight by an American pilot and the American Flying Club gave a trophy for the fastest trip by a
Canadian pilot.
There were 40 pilots who started. The weather was exceptionally bad, with rain and dense low cloud.
Some pilots retired after one leg, and eleven crashed with varying degrees of severity, though there was
no loss of life.
The Aero Club of Canada was authorised by the Canadian Post Office to arrange the carriage of
souvenir mail by one of the planes and to issue special stamps which were sold at $1 each. A total of
3000 such stamps were printed. Any mail was also required to bear the proper postage in addition.
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25th August 1919 - Toronto to New York

Canadian mail was carried by Major W.G. Barker, V.C., flying a German Fokker aircraft which had
been brought to Canada as a war trophy. On the outward leg, he arrived in New York with his left arm
completely frozen as a result of the cold. On the return flight, he was forced to make an unscheduled
landing when he ran out fuel whilst trying to locate the landing site at Buffalo. He arrived back in
Toronto after a total flying time of about 17V2 hours on August 27.
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YEARS

0F
NEW ZEALAND

FIRST AERIAL MAIL DELIVERY
IN NEW ZEALAND

AEROPHILATELY
D EC 6 1919

CANTERBURY AVIATION
SOCKBURN TO CHRISTCHURC

100 H.P. CAUDRON

ALTHOUGH SIGNED BY EUAN DICKSON, THE PILOT WAS IN FACT
BERT MERCER

As you gather round the fire this Xmas,
spare a thought for the 80th anniversary
(perhaps even to the day, depending on
when this is mailed to you,) of the first
"mail" air-dropped over Christchurch N.Z.
The "mail" actually consisted of advertising for 'The greatest film production of the year'.
Let the Lyttelton Times of the day tell the story:
"Showers of envelopes were liberated from an aeroplane that circled over the city in the
noon hour. The aerial visitor, a 100 h.p. Caudron from Sockburn was piloted by Mr J.C.
Mercer. When slightly to the Northeast, the pilot jettisoned his advertising matter.
This fluttered down like a shoal of small herring, little flashes of light catching the eye
as the letters fluttered down. The main portion of mail however missed Cathedral Square
and seemed destined to land in the vicinity of Christ's Church College
Only one
envelope actually landed in the square. There was a rush of spectators to seize it.
One young man on a bicycle was first on the spot. He tore open the envelope and found
inside a circular, headed up 'The Aerial Mail' and containing an invitation to
patronise a forthcoming entertainment. Meanwhile the postman was speeding back to the
aerodrome leaving a big crowd of spectators to watch his flight".
Ten days after this air drop, on Dec 16, the first "Official" air mail
was flown in N.Z., between Dargaville and Auckland but as the first
air mail in NZ available to collectors (there is at least one earlier
item in a museum), the above cover is of some interest on its anniversary.
Fotoo
Extensive enquiries over the years haveAno others. It may be unique and
it may have been seen falling by that doyen of NZ aerophilately (from .
his baby buggy) JIM STAPLETON, who celebrated his 80th birthday on
October 13. Congratulations Jim,and Merry Xmas to one and all.
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DUAL FRANKED AIR MAIL: CANADA to U.S.A.
Most dual-franked covers seem to be coming East, but John Woollam sent in an interesting dual-franked
cover that headed West:

tilEbitittrb Outt I
Earoitto,tuputia

J OA 13

Mrs. H. H.
1315 Marylar1.4:

UNDER DIRECTION
UNITED MOTELS COMPANY
OF AMERICA

•

Avenue '

Milwaukee, Wisconein
Apt.

6t I

Franked: Canadian 2c Admiral and 10c special Delivery + 16c U.S. air mail
Cancelled: TORONTO at 9pm SEP 22 1926 and BUFFALO 2 PM SEP 23 1926
Backstamped: CLEVELAND 8 PM SEP 23 1926 and MILWAUKEE 12.30 PM SEP 24

1926

I also received from Charles Verge a copy of one of the late Ralph Mitchener's columns for the Ottawa
Citizen, which describes both the practice of dual-franking, and another interesting cover:
THE OTTAWA CITIZEN •

SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1990 G1

RALPH
MITCHENER

STAMPS
As many collectors know, browsing
through dealers' stocks of covers can
sometimes unearth interesting items.
Subsequent browsing through the books
and periodicals at the Canadian Postal
Archives' library can add further interest to such items.
A few weeks ago I came across a twocent Canadian postal stationery envelope, cancelled at 3:30 p.m. on June 18,
1927 at Windsor, Ont. Addressed to San
Francisco and endorsed via airmail, it
also bore a 10-cent United States Lindbergh airmail stamp with a Chicago airmail cancellation of 11 p.m. on the same
day. June 18, 1927 was the day of issue
of the Lindbergh stamp.

The cover was backstamped in San
Francisco on June 20 at 6:30 p.m. My
immediate reaction to the cover was one
of suspicion. When and where was the
Lindbergh stamp affixed?
Some days later I was looking through
1927 back issues of The Stamp Herald,
published in Kitchener, Ont., trying to
get information about a member of the
Canadian Philatelic Society for a friend
in Edmonton, when I saw an advertisement that removed my suspicion about
the cover.
The full page ad, in the Aug. 5, 1927
number of the magazine, offered a Lindberg first day cover to every new subscriber.
The ad read: "A limited number of
`Liolibei-g' airmail stamps were sold at
the Wiallsor Ontario Post Office on June
18th (first day of issue) which were
mailed the same day, but as the Detroit
airmail had closed, the covers were sent
by railway to Chicago and cancelled
June 18, 11 p.m., carried by airplane to
San Francisco, California and backstamped on June 20, 6:30 p.m."

It went on to say that none of the covers were, as far as the publishers of the
magazine knew, for sale. The few that
they were able to obtain were to be given free to new subscribers.
In 1927, and for a few years earlier
when airmail service in the United
States first extended from coast to
coast, mail from Canada that was to be
carried by air to its destination in the
United States had to bear appropriate
Canadian postage as well as sufficient
United States postage to pay the airmail
rate applicable in that country. That
fact explains the Lindberg stamp on the
cover.
The 10-cent rate per half ounce was in
effect from Feb. 1, 1927 until it was reduced to five cents for the first ounce or
fraction — and 10 cents for each additionaL;Ounce — on Aug. 1, 1928. A fivecent airmail stamp — showing a beacon
on the Rocky Mountains — was issued
on July 25, 1928, just prior to the rate
reduction.

Continued
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A Lindbergh First Day
Air Mail Cover
THAT NO MONEY CAN Bt Y

FREE !
A limited number of ••1.1ndbergh" Airmail SIAM,.
were Mad at the Windsor Ontario Post Office on
June Isth FIRST DAY OF ISSC F., which were

Continued

mailed the SLIM: day, but as the Detroit Airmail

Canada's first airmail stamp, issued
on Sept. 21, 1928, was also in a five-cent
denomination. According to the 1929
Catiadh Official Postal Guide, that
stamp by itself would prepay airmail
postage to and in the United States.
Unless I misunderstood my sources,
the fiVe-cent United States airmail
stamp prepaid airmail postage from the
U.S. to Canada as of Aug. 1, 1928. I've
seen an airmail cover with a copy of
that stamp sent on that date from Milwaukee to Lethbridge. That cover may
have travelled part way by air, perhaps
from Milwaukee to Minneapolis. At that
time there was no regularly scheduled
airmail service in western Canada.

had closed, the covers were sent by Railway to
Chicago and cancelled June IN, II p.m., carried by
Airplane to San Francisco, California and Wekstamped June 10. 6-10 p.m.
None of these covers are for sale as far as we know,
but the few that we were able to obtain will he
given free to new Stamp llerald Subscribers.

SEND ONE DOLLAR TODAY
before these Jubilee Premiums are gone, although
we have a few others that will give late comers a
surprise.

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER
Will Receive a Worth While Premium

The Stamp Herald Publishing Co.
ONTARIO

KITCHENER

nun Man. otVralll• 11•ItALO• Wire W•ItiOa N AI•on.ra•

The Aug. 5, 1927 Stamp Herald ad

1927: from Windsor via Chicago to San Fransisco
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

'

from
•
Ono ...no

• MIMI
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JOHN WOOLLAM

and
CHARLES VERGE
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AIRMAIL FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN CRASH COVERS

London, Ontario to London, England Flight 1-7 September 1927

FFICIAL BUSINESS ONLY
liertypenaltflorpthateineWavoidpaymMolpostage

AIR MI
LONDON.CANADROND 1GLA
imeal• 427 ---11

CANADA POST OFFICE

"Correct addressing speeds delivery"
3U-500,000-5-8-2y

On 1 September 1927, after much preparation, Captain Terrence Tully and
Lieutenant James Medcalf took off from London, Ontario in the special Stinson
aircraft the "Sir John Carling" carrying with them a small bag of envelopes.
On each was a special vignette depicting the two pilots and the aircraft.
Each envelope was cancelled with a die reading "Air Mail, London, Canada London, England -- 1927 --". On 7 September the aircraft took off from St.
John's Newfoundland and disappeared. No trace was ever found of the aircraft
or its crew. The above envelope was cancelled in London, Ontario on 19 August
1927 depicting the special cancellation. The original photograph shows Tully
and Medcalf before the Stinson aircraft in London, Ontario preparing for their
flight.
Continued
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SEASONS' GREETINGS

from DICK MALOT1

AIRMAIL FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN CRASH COVERS

London, Ontario to London. England Flight 1-7 September 1927
This original telegram, obtained from the family of Captain Terrence B.
Tully, captain of the ill-fated Stinson-Detroiter aircraft, The Sir John
Caning, is mute testimony to the brave effort by Captain T.B. Tully and
Lieutenant James Victor Medcalf, Since only one example of the prepared 94
envelopes existsto-day. as well as only six mint copies of the original 100
vignettes printed, this historic telegram sent from Harbour Grace,
Newfoundland on 7 September 1927 is a significant historical document in
Canada's air mail history. The telegram, sent to Tully's wife Anne, sends
love to his two sons. Terry and Pat, as well as his wife. The aircraft
disappeared over the Atlantic on 7 September 1927 with its two aviators and
bag of mail.

CANA6AN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S TELEGR PARF-I' m

TELEGRAM
All Messages are received by this Company for transmission, subject to the terms and conditions printed on their Blank Form No.2, which terms and
conditions have been agreed to by the sender of the following message. This is an unrepeated message, and is delivered by request of the sender
under these conditions.
J. McMILLAN, General Maiager of Telegraphs, Montreal,

HAIMBORGRALL. NFL.
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PATRICIA AIRWAYS AND EXPLORATION LIMITED

A short while ago I obtained the cover shown on the computer scanned photograph.
It has a pair of CL13 on the back which is imperf vertically, and pert horizontally. It was
originally advertised as being imperf in between, but the photo that accompanied the ad
clearly showed that it was entirely imperf vertically. I have to assume that there are a
possible three more such covers around.
The catalogs do not mention this variety at all, not among the regular stamps or among
the proofs. Longworth-Dames book on page 100 mentions the existence of a cover
flown from Sioux Lookout to Red Lake with a pair of CL13 stamps imperforate in
between, but I doubt that he ever saw the actual cover. It is probably identical to my
own cover.
I talked to the dealer that sold it to me and he claims that the original owner of the
cover I bought, has two more like it which he was not prepared to sell at this time.
That would account for all four covers that I believe would exist.
You may want to put this in the Canadian Aerophilatelist for reaction from collectors.
All the best,

Ed Matthews

NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB - 57 +h ANNUAL EXHIBITION
10am to 6pm Saturday MARCH 25th 2000, and 10am to 4pm Sunday March 26t h.
Civic Garden Centre, Edwards Gardens, 777Lawrence Ave. East at Leslie St.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS from JIM BROWN
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This cover flew on two air mail routes. Seattle - Victoria FAM 2 July 12, 1928. Victoria Vancouver, B.C., on British Columbia Airways Limited first flight, July 23rd. It was held in
Victoria eleven days for B.C. Airways first air mail flight to Vancouver. In Vancouver it was in
General Delivery until August 4th then returned to sender at Portland, Oregon. A fine example
of dual franking. Five cents Canadian postage covers 2c rate Victoria-Vancouver and 3c rate
Vancouver-Portland. The US rate from Portland to Victoria was 2c which was overpaid by 8c.
B.C. Airways air mail service was in operation one way from Victoria to Vancouver July 23rd.
Regular mail service commenced August 3rd when their semi-official stamp was available. The
possibility of mail being carried on both routes is extremely remote. August 25th B.C. Airways
Ford Trimotor crashed in the Juan de Fuca Strait off the Olympic Peninsula with the loss of
crew and passengers. Mail was not lost as it was not carried between Victoria and Seattle.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS!!!!
BOB TERRY
589 HAMPSHIRE RD.
AKRON, 01110 44333

First flight covers from Montreal to Albany by Canadian Colonial Airways
inaugurating Foreign Air Mail Route No. 1 are relatively common. On the
same date, Mexico inaugurated service between Mexico City and Nuevo
Laredo. These provided the initial regular air mai! service between Canada
and the U.S. as well as allowing for connections from the U.S. border to
Mexico City. That's what makes this cover more interesting.
This cover was flown from Montreal to Albany; from Albany to
Laredo, Texas; then from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City, Mexico. The first 3
country regular air mail service between Canada and Mexico via the U.S.?
The cover is addressed to Dwight W. Morrow, the U.S. Ambassador to
Mexico and the future father-in-law of Charles Lindbergh.

FIR ST

A ∎R

'

MONTREAL
cA! ,AcA ,

DEPECHE

FIRST
FLIGHT

Hon. Dwight V. Morrow,
American Fmbassy,
Mexico City, 'Tsxico.

c ANANZI VTALEWMAH-,;,
Backstamp:
Albany machine cancel 1 October 1928
Laredo machine cancel 3 October 1928
Nuevo Laredo Air Mail machine cancel 3 October 1928
Mexico City Air Mail 4 October 1928
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FLIGHT COVERS: THE SPORTS CARDS OF THE 1930s!
John Irvine made this comment during one of our telephone conversations, and cited the cover below as an
example. - It's a souvenir flight cover. created to commemorate the opening of the INTERNATIONAL
VEHICULAR TUNNEL between Windsor and Detroit!

Via 1ontreal.

SOUVENIR OF THE OPENING OF THE FIRST

INTERNATIONAL VEHICULAR TUNNEL
•G1-4_,.•
IN THE WORLD
••,..3-(7•

4=1111.11 ■ 0 ■111.0.1111111.1i11.041•11• 0 ■ 11 ■11 ■1.1• ■•

,

A111R M AIL
NIIMNINIVI. 1■0■0

■ 0411W0 ■ 0411111NAIIIM. 1.■

Ir. T .J .Mudcae

691 Turner Rd
Walkerville
Ontario.
Canada.
••.-I0E• CONNECTING •@"NPAA••

WINDSOR, ONTARIO AND DETROIT, MICHIGAN
NOVEMBER, 1930

Postmarked: WALKER AIRPORT, WINDSOR NOV 3 1930

BOLW•R CHAMBER OF C01 , ,

.•

INCORPORA TEC)

FOR f), WALKER VILLF, , WINWOR.
SANDWICH AND CnIKWAY
EXFCi'TIVU tIEALQH,Ak I bkS.---WINDSOR. ONT.

44/
177%N A I DSO R, CANADA

.

Backstamps, including: MONTREAL 10 NO 5 30

John has two varieties of this cover. - The one above routed Via Montreal; and one routed Via London that
is similar in most respects, but shows a coat-of-arms rather than a beaver in the top left corner. This
suggests the covers were dispatched along the Windsor - Toronto - Montreal air mail route. Does anybody
have covers for this event dispatched to locations other than London and Montreal. or any additional
information about the flight(s)?
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SEASONS' GREETINGS from JACK -INCE
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1944: NEW ZEALAND-CANADA INAUGURAL FLIGHT BY RAF
Shown below are both sides of an Air Mail Letter Card, flown from
Ohakea, North Island, NZ to Montreal, Quebec Province, Canada.
Air Commodore Powell of No. 45 Group RAF Transport Command flew a
Liberator AL504 from Sydney, Australia to NZ on 10 November 1944.
The flight left Ohakea Air Force Base on 13 November and flew via
Fiji, Canton Island, Hawaii & California to arrive at Montreal on
16 November (see backstamp M.P.O. 304). This particular letter
was sent by an NZPO employee to his relative in the RNZAF who was
stationed at Lachine, near Montreal. The addressee had gained his
wings and was now a Pilot Officer. The card had been readdressed
to him firstly in Manitoba (see backstamp Winnipeg M.P.O. 1101).
The sender knew when he posted it on 8 November, that it would go
on the first airmail flight, hence the typed inscription.

by Rick Oxenham

"'
NZWZEALAND 0%.,3

BY AIR MAIL t :L. AIR 114/1

i
LETTER c katA

If anything is enclosed this card tri

by ordinary mail.

be sent

!•

's

NZ 432569,
MaC:=7 Goodh411,X.H.,

First Direct
N.Z. - Canada
Airmail.

Rjr iiiiiimimmomA64.4441461m.„.

CANADA.

When folded the letter card must cojoicrn :a size and shape with he blue border
within which the a'cldis only may be wr / en

1

/ // 51V atq

ti

t

SENDER S NAME
AND ADDRESS

H. Goodhall,
Staff,

C.P.O. Wellington, C.1.

SEASONS' GREETINGS from ALAN TUNNICLIFFE, editor of the NEW ZEALAND AIR MAIL NEWS.
newsletter of the NEW ZEALAND MR MAUL SOCIETY. This item is from the October 1998 issue.
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1978 - THE ZANUSSI COVER
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WORLD RECORDS SET FOR CLASS: DISTANCE 3,339 km; FAIDURANCE 96 hrs 24 min. HEIGHT 2,682 en
Hot AO flattoon ZANUSSI on as traos-Atlantic flight July 26 30 1979
Carried in

At 7:20 A.M. on July 26th, 1978 the hybrid balloon* "ZANUSSI", was launched from Bannerman's
Sports Park in St. John's, Newfoundland. This was the eleventh attempt since 1959 to cross the Atlantic by
balloon. It was the second try using a hot air - helium system to maintain controlled buoyancy on a long
distance flight.
Aboard was the designer of the balloon, pilot in command Don Cameron, and his co-pilot Major
Christopher Davey, R.T.R. (Royal Tank Regiment). Occupying a small part of the cramped gondola were
1000 Balloon Post Covers which were carried to commemorate the flight. Flight Director, Alan Noble, had
the covers cancelled at the Cabot Tower Post Office in time to be put aboard for the journey.
During the inflation the helium envelope which was inside the hot air envelope became twisted.
Cameron had hoped that as the inflation progressed, the problem would correct itself. Unfortunately it did not,
halfway across the Atlantic a tear developed in the helium envelope. The subsequent loss of helium, and bad
weather forced a landing at sea off the coast of France on July 30th. The aeronauts were taken aboard the
French trawler "ELSINORE", along with the balloon gondola. The balloon envelope was recovered by the
freighter "BELGIAN EXPRESS".
Though the flight was unsuccessful in that a complete crossing of the Atlantic was not achieved, short
lived World Records were set for: Distance: 3,339 kilometers.
Endurance: 96 hours, and 24 minutes.
Most importantly, this new technology with improvements has been used on the majority of successful
long distance balloon flights since.
While the cover of this Newsletter was being prepared, aeronauts Bertrand Piccard, and Brian Jones
completed the first non-stop circumnavigation of the world by balloon. They launched in a hybrid balloon*
named the "BREITLING ORBITER III", from Chateau d'Oex, Switzerland on March 1st, 1999. Landing in
southeast Egypt near the town of Mut at 06:00 GMT, March 21st after being airborne 19 days, 21 hours, and
55 minutes. The balloon was designed, and constructed by Cameron Balloons of Bristol, England. The Flight
Director was Alan Noble. Swiss Post was quick to recognize this feat by issuing a Commemorative Stamp on
March 24, 1999. Though 21 years have passed since the attempted Atlantic crossing, it is fitting to note that
the circumnavigation of the world occurred during the year that Newfoundland celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary as a province of Canada.
Pilate de Rozier attempted to cross the English Channel from France to England in a combination gas
- hot air balloon on June 15, 1785. He used hydrogen gas, and a brazier to heat the gas. Sparks from the
brazier caused the hydrogen to explode killing de Rozier in the subsequent crash. The hybrid, or
combination balloons are now referred to as "Roziere Balloons". (The "e" was added so that the name
could be registered as a trademark). Helium, an inert gas, is now commonly used as a lifting agent.
SEASON'S GREETINGS from a very generous member,

who donated the colour printing of the front page, but wishes to be anonymous.
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1987 - 50 th ANNIVERSARY OF AIR CANADA
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Editor's Note: Thanks Albert!.
Readers may recall that when describing the new stamps issued for the 75 th Anniversary of the RCAF,
Canada Post stressed how much attention had been paid to detail in the illustrations.'
Such attention to detail has not always been the case: when the Air Canada stamp shown above was
produced, the designers removed the engines from the aircraft in order to give a more pleasing image!
This lead to a number of disparaging comments at the time, as well as the "unique" page in Patrick
Campbell's collection "LITTLE KNOWN CANADIAN EVENTS" reproduced on the next page!

See for example page 4 of the last newsletter.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS from PATRICK CAMPBELL
Little-known Canadian Events

The engine-less aircraft on this stamp depicts a bold
experiment of Air Canada when they inaugurated a new
air-route from Ottawa to Gimli,Manitoba.The objective
was to develop energy-efficient,pollution-free flight
operations.Unfortunately the service did not prove to
be popular with the passengers,and the new route was
abandoned after the inaugural flight.No first-flight
covers are known to exist.
This write-up is based on an incident that occurred in 1984:
On July 23, Air Canada Flight 143, a brand new B-767 bound for Edmonton from Montreal and

Ottawa, ran out of fuel high above Red Lake, Ontario. Its captain, Robert Pearson, was a twenty-fiveyear veteran of the airline who had started out flying Viscounts. Fortunately for the sixty-one
passengers and seven other crew members aboard, he was also an accomplished glider pilot.
Bob Pearson had no chance of keeping his disabled craft aloft long enough to reach the nearest
suitable airport, Winnipeg, which was still 120 miles ahead. But by the merest chance, his route led
him close to a wartime air training scheme airstrip at Gimli, Manitoba. When both its engines fell
silent, Flight 143's main power source was cut off. Its computer went dead, the lights on all its
electronic gauges vanished, and Captain Pearson was left with only a magnetic compass, an artificial
horizon, an airspeed indicator and an altimeter.
With these simple aids, and his skill as a glider pilot, Pearson side-slipped to lose height and
speed, and guided his 88-ton aircraft safely down to Gimli's 7,200-foot runway. His co-pilot lowered
the landing gear manually, but the nose-wheel failed to lock and collapsed as the plane landed. This
proved to be fortunate, since the friction created by the aircraft's nose dragging along the ground
stopped Flight 143 short of a crowd of campers at the far end of the runway, which was being used
that weekend for a drag-racing meet.
An immediate investigation disclosed that the near disaster stemmed from a series of errors by
both flight and ground crews. Since the aircraft's fuel gauges were not functioning properly, the
amount of fuel in its tanks was measured manually, using the dipsticks provided for that purpose. In
line with government policy on metrication, Air Canada had ordered its B-767s with a metric fuel
system, so their dipsticks are calibrated in centimetres. Calculating the weight of fuel aboard therefore
entails first translating centimetres to litres and then converting litres to kilograms. Various tables and
conversion factors are provided to accomplish those calculations, but those involved in refueling
Flight 143 mistakenly used the conversion factor for translating litres into pounds. The aircraft
therefore took off with only about half the fuel needed to reach its destination.
(Description from It Seems like Only Yesterday - Air Canada, The First 50 Years by Philip Smith.)
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SEASONS' GREETINGS from NELSON BENTLEY
NOTRE-DAME-des-SEPT-DOULEURS at 1' ILE-VERTE :
Postal connection via helicopter

Gregoire Teyssier

Every winter for the last three years the few inhabitants of the village of
Notre-Dame-des-Sept Douleurs, located on l'Ile Verte downstream from
Quebec,have received mail service via helicopter chartered by the company
Helicraft, based at St.Hubert.
The pilot Stephane Legendre flies on this route three times a week, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 8.30 to 10.00 and 14.00 to 15.30.
The contract for the transport of passengers and mail has been awarded by the
Canadian government. According to the pilot, Stephane Legendre, the volume of
mail varies -from 1/2 to 1 bag per trip; of course the incoming mail is more
important than the outgoing mail.
(1) Today there is no postoffice on l'Ile-Verte anymore. The one on NotreDame-des-Sept-Douleurs was in operation from 1876 to 1969. (Anatole
Walker,Postoffices of Quebec. Society of Postal History of Quebec, 1995).
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Illustration II 1:

Cover mailed from Notre-Dame-des-Sept-Douleurs to Charny (Quebec),
January 13, 1999. The connection to Notre-Dame-des-Sept-Douleurs/l'Ile-Verte
is by helicopter. The signature of the pilot Stephane Legendre in upper left
corner testifies to the authenticity of the cover.
ANIMPERMIPIPII

Bulletin of the S.H.P.Q.
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Whilst, until the defeat of
communism, the Soviets
produced at least one stamp for
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....= every (successful) manned
flight - so making much
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___-: political capital, the U.S. Post
Office has been very selective
in its commemoratives, but
each stamp produced has
tended to be a gem such as the
(middle left) from 1962 and
(middle right) 1969.
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The two Polish stamps (above
left and right) demonstrate the
aspects of secrecy which
surrounded what Vostok looked
like. The stamp on the right is
the first ever worldwide to
accurately depict the shape of
Gagarin's craft and it was not
produced until December 1966
(sic). More often than not the
curious thimble and collar
shape shown on the left hand
stamp (issued November 1963)
was promulgated as the true
shape of Vostok!
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These two stamps from the
Soviet Union depict triumph
and tragedy, showing the crews
of Soyuz 11. in which all three
cosmonauts perished during reentry in June 1971. and the
first joint venture, the Apollo
Soy= Test Project offour
years later.
JD

SEASON'S GREETINGS from GEOFF DUGDALE,
Editor of ORBIT, quarterly journal of the Astro Space Stamp Society,
(This item was originally part of An Introduction to Collecting Space on Stamps, written by Geoff
for CapCom, published by the MIDLANDS SPACEFLIGHT SOCIETY in England.)
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FOLLOW UP: WHO WAS THE FIRST MAN TO FLY?
After examining the claims of a Aleksander Moshaiski, (a Russian), and Richard Pearce, (a New
Zealander), in our last newsletter, I received the following claim from Mike Shand that a Scot was the first
man to fly:

Everything in history of any importance happened first in Scotland. In Scotland, a man conquered
the air. Percy Pilcher flew.
Certainly, he died young. He died in the air. Young Percy Pilcher knew that a man could take off in
a heavier-than-air machine, and he did it. He was a humble worker on the staff of the naval architecture
department of Glasgow University, and he knew that man could and would fly. He thought up, and
made with his own hands, the machine that Leonardo da Vinci had dreamed of and never quite
managed. Percy built a glider, and it worked.
He knew it would work. He was a Scot, who worked out the snags, and circumvented them. Another
thing nobody knows is that this young man solved problems that would not arise until decades after his
death. The undercarriages of modern intercontinental aeroplanes are based on his predictions. He
thought of shock-absorbing springs. He thought of nearly everything. And he flew.
Pilcher piloted the first heavier-than-air, man-operated machine that ever took off the ground in
Britain. It was his own handiwork. He got into the driving seat and flew this thing, beautifully. The
system of launching gliders and sailplanes has not changed much since he worked it out before the turn
of the century. It is all his.
Pilcher (the name does not sound excessively Scottish, but Scotland is where he was, and where he
did it) first took a kind of aeroplane off the ground near Dumbarton in the year 1895.
Four years later, in 1899, he got ambitious. He fitted a petrol engine to one of his machines and
invented the powered aeroplane. It got off the ground, several years before Wilbur and Orville Wright.
The end is a sad story. Percy took a powered machine into the air. It worked. A control wire broke.
The machine turned upside down and crashed to earth. It was destroyed, along with the pilot-designer.
It would be four years before the Wright brothers, who had never heard of Percy Pilcher, or maybe
they had, took their little machine into the air and imagined they had invented the aviation industry.
There is no need to steal the glory from Wilbur and Orville. They did it, and they didn't get killed. Three
cheers for the Wright brothers.
Four for Percy Pilcher.
This is reproduced from The Scots by Clifford Hanley. - Mike said he picked it up for 50 cents at a garage
sale, and although he has no way of knowing the true facts, "the rest of the book is an accurate, if
lighthearted, review of events and people in Scottish history". However, according to the Chronicle of
Aviation, Pilcher was demonstrating a glider when he crashed.
I also received via Dick Malott the following clipping from L.F. Gillam. It's from an English newspaper The
Sunday Telegraph (August 1st 1999), and mentions two other claims for the title of "FIRST MAN TO FLY":

Claims have recently been advanced for flights of heavier-than-air craft before the Wright brothers
on December 17, 1903. The latter probably became accepted as the first flight because the airborne craft
was photographed.
In the summer of 1896, a 48-year-old Welsh carpenter called Bill Frost took to the skies over
Pembrokeshire. Frost had received a patent for his 31ft craft, somewhere between a glider and an
airship, in 1895. It was propelled upwards by two handcranked fans and kept aloft by hydrogen-filled
pouches.
According to a neighbour of Frost's, the flight ended when the undercarriage caught in a tree after
flying 500 to 600 yards, and the craft was damaged irreparably in a storm later that year. The filed
patent is the only existing documentation of the flight. An engineer in Minnesota plans to build a replica
for a test flight.
Meanwhile, relations of Preston Watson of Dundee are calling for him to be recognised for his own
airborne achievements over the Tay in the summer of 1903 - at least five months before the Wright
brothers. "It was like a lot o' bloomin' old window blinds and sticks tied together," recalled Harry Band,
a farm labourer, in 1955. Other witnesses described a propeller attached to the front.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: WHO WAS THE FIRST MAN TO FLY? continued:

It is thought that the craft was launched via a catapult. Watson released several weights, causing a
rope-and- pulley arrangement to pull the craft along greased planks and up into the air. Watson went on
to build two more planes, incorporating a "rocking wing" above the main rigid wing that could be used
for steering. The design won a French safety award in 1913. Watson joined the RNAS and was killed
in 1915 at the age of 34 when his biplane exploded over Essex.

Neither Bill Frost nor Preston Watson are mentioned in the Chronicle of Aviation. Additional information
on these claims, or additional claims, would be much appreciated.

QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

R.C.A.F. FRANKING STAMPS
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1942-44 Proof Strikes of two different franking stamps for the Royal Canadian Air Force in London, each
on small piece and affixed to a portion of page 153 of an Official Ledger containing Specimens of certifying
handstamps for Official Mail (1901-64) in Great Britain, and officially endorsed. (Auctioneer's description.)
Question: The RCAF franking stamps were "rubber" stamp impressions, used in lieu of postage on
letters traveling by Forces mail bag. - The cover at the top of the next page was sent from HQ to
COPD, and there re-addressed to "RAF HOSPITAL Bridgnorth". (The writing comes over the franking
stamp.) There is no evidence of any Post Office cancels, so it seems that both parts of this journey
were completed by Forces mail bag.

Continued
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FASTEN Knvelope by gumming this Label across Flap.
OPEN by cutting Label instead of tearing Envelope.

CAN.K. 251101 Sgt. EDELSON, J.

c'o CAN DIAN OVERSEAS POSTAL DEPOT
LONDON, N.W.10.
CMHC) 40:1

•

40/P & S/52 (6215)

There appear to have been two types of these franking stamps. - Proof strikes of the two types are
shown on the previous page.
The number of "identical" stamps made of each design is not known, but was likely just one.
Examples of the 1942 strike are quite common, but those of the 1944 strike are less common. (The
shape of the tail feathers on the above cover suggests it is a 1944 franking stamp, in which neither the
K nor the S made an impression.)
Does anybody know the meaning of the K S in the 1944 Franking Stamp?
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Postmarked:
WINNIPEG
MAR 1 8 AM 1938
Typed inscription at left:
Grounded at Lethbridge Alberta due to bad flying weather.

This cover has an inscription at the bottom-left "Experimental Flight Winnipeg Vancouver", which
was a Trans-Canada Airways flight, and is listed as #3805 in AMCN. However, AMCN lists the pilot as M.
SMITH, and the signature doesn't look like that to me! Can anyone identify the signature, and/or provide
more information about the flight?
-

If you can help with these questions, please send information to the editor.
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BOOK REVIEW - THE TRANSPORTS
I received the following book review from Kendall Sanford. - It induced me to buy this book, and I'm very glad
I did! It is one of the few philatelic books I have read from cover-to-cover for interest and enjoyment, rather
than read bits of for information.
THE TRANSPORTS by G.H. Davis, published 1999 Bureau Issues Association (BIA), P.O. Box 2641,
Reston, VA - USA 20195-0641. 231 pp., Soft cover, ISBN 0-930412-25-7. Regular price $28.00
including postage in the USA plus $1.00 per book outside the USA. (See next page for special price
for BIA and CAS members.)
In 1941, the U.S. Post Office issued a series of airmail stamps with a common design, which pictured
a transport type aircraft, and they have become known as "The Transports". The design is not that of a
particular aircraft type. The front part of the aircraft looks like a DC-3--it has two engines, but the tail area
looks similar to a Lockheed Constellation. The stamps were issued in denominations of 600, 1000, 1500,
2000, 300 & 500 A 600 booklet variety was issued in 1943 and in 1944, an 800 stamp was issued.
These stamps have become quite popular with collectors and many types of commercial covers are
possible bearing these stamps.
The book covers all aspects of the Transports--from the stamp design and development, to the RF
overprints, which were applied to these stamps starting in 1944. Also covered are the transoceanic routes
on which many of the covers with the Transport stamps were flown, and the usage of the various
denominations and rates which were applicable. There are separate chapters covering details on each
denomination, clear illustrations of various stamps and covers, and a very comprehensive index.
The book will be a useful reference for the collector of U.S. airmail stamps and covers.
This book provides a wealth of informaton about both these stamps, and the operation of postal services
during the period 1941 to 1946. For example: if you have ever come across a postcard like the one below,
and wondered why a postcard has a PARCEL POST cancellation on it, this book provides the answer:

This postcard was mailed from an APO (Oschersleben, Germany) a few days before Germany fell.
It has two characteristics which make it something other than a common APO usage. First, it is a post card
usage. While not scarce, this is not common. More importantly, it has a parcel cancel. Why a parcel cancel
on a post card? The key to this question's answer is in the P.S. of the message.
Captain Philip Moore requested that his mother send him a fruit cake. Due to cargo space limitations,
contents of parcels sent to soldiers overseas were limited to requested items. The soldier's request (the
P.S. on the post card) was presented to the Postmaster when the parcel was mailed. The request was
"canceled" to prevent reuse. Note that the address of the post card is Circleville, Ohio, which matches the
parcel cancel applied five months later.
Continued
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BOOK REVIEW - THE TRANSPORTS continued:
It is typical of the detail of this book, that this explanation is followed by a reference to the specific regulation,
and a copy of that regulation:
The procedure followed was dictated by Order No 19687, dated January 7, 1943, entitled
"Restriction On Overseas Shipments To Army Personnel." The applicable text is detailed below:
The War Department has informed the Post Office Department that in view of the heavy
demands being made on cargo space for military shipments and because of the limited facilities
available to commanders of theater of operations for delivery of mail, the volume of mail
dispatched to overseas destinations must be kept to a minimum. Therefore, in accordance with
the recommendations of the War Department, the following restrictions on mail for Army
personnel addressed A.P.0 's overseas, other than official shipments and shipments to military
agencies, shall become effective January 15, 1943.
2. Except as hereinafter provided, no parcels shall be accepted for dispatch to A.P.O.'s
outside the continental United States unless they contain such articles only as are being sent at the
specific request of the addressee, approved by the battalion or similar unit commander of the
addressee.
Parcels addressed to individuals at A.P.O.'s overseas must be accompanied with the
approved written request from the addressee as above set forth when presented for mailing. The
request shall be postmarked by the accepting employee in such manner as to prevent its reuse and
then be returned to the sender.

The book also includes a detailed chapter on the various postage rates that applied between 1941 and 1946,
which make this very complicated topic easy to follow.
SPECIAL OFFER: The Bureau Issues Association has generously extended their special members price of
$22US (plus $1.00 postage outside the USA) to members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. This
offer will apply until January 31' 2000: please include your CAS membership number when ordering.
Combination Offer:The BIA has also published The Prexies by Roland E. Rustad, which is " The
complete reference on the Presidential Issue of 1938: well illustrated with history, rates and data on all
aspects of the series. Paperbound: 343 pages." CAS members may order both books for $40 (plus $2.00

postage outside the USA).

The BUREAU ISSUES ASSOCIATION is the largest philatelic society devoted to collectors of U.S.
stamps. Once concerned mainly with the output of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the society now
covers all U.S. issues, classic and modern, regardless of the printer. The BIA is American Philatelic
Society Affiliate #150. The authoritative monthly journal The United States Specialist is included with
membership. Sample copies are available for $2.00 each. postpaid.
For more information contact the BIA Executive Secretary, P.O. Box 2641, Reston, VA 20195-0041, USA
ADVERTISEMENT

PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS
101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
With the combined forces of a strong philatelic market in Europe, the strong pound and a recent
change in customs regulations, London is at present an extremely attractive market for selling
stamps at auction. - If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation,
please contact Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

AEROPHILATELIC MAIL BID SALE
My hobby is to help you collect philatelic material from your own
home, at a price you want to pay. Items are put into individual
lots, so the price remains low (often $1.00-5.00). Like an auction,
you may not receive all you desire, but part of the fun is in trying.
Three Sales a year bring you Canadian, U.S. and Foreign material.
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First Day Cover, Government Flights, Air Baggage Labels.
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CAM's, FAM's, Unlisted / Commemorative Flight Covers,
Packets, Literature, Airline Post Cards, Air Race Covers, Pilot

194 3
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Signatures (Who knows what I'll find that you might find interesting.)
_A
4.4/1

4./414
4

Dad, (Orian Green) started the sales in the late 60's, I have been
doing them since 1992. There is still a large amount of average,
good, and better items to share with collectors & occasionally
dealers.

Please request a copy of the January, 2000 sale. Remember the
benefit to you, but also to me. The head stewardess here says, clean up the place, get rid of it. So it's
your opportunity... And THANKS; Have a good holiday and 21st century.
DALE GREEN, 409 OCEANA St. Oscoda, MI 48750 USA.

FLOWN COMMEMORATIVE COVERS
The CAS has a number of modern commemorative covers for sale.
For more information please contact
MIKE SHAND: 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa K2C 2H8.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly in March, June, September
and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue, please send it to the
editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by

FEBRUARY 15th.
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SUPPLEMENT 5 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Changes and Additions 1926 to 1978
Dick McIntosh
Year Cat.#
1928

$Value

Change or addition

2861 Delete present entry and replace by:
"1928, December 14 - January 11 -- Moonbeam - James Bay District.

H. A. "Doc" Oakes and T. M. "Pat" Reid left Remi Lake near Moonbeam
Post Office to pick up prospectors in the Richmond Gulf area and to deliver
some supplies and Christmas mail. The planes of Northern Aerial Minerals
Exploration Ltd. (N.A.M.E.) were a Fairchild FC2W2, G-CATL and a
Fokker Super Universal G-CARK. Mail postmarked in Toronto, Montreal
and Cochrane, some of which was backstamped December 16-18 at
Moonbeam, was carried on the flight and some of the covers were signed
by "Doc" Oakes.
There were several delays during the flight caused by weather and minor
landing gear damage and the dates shown below are those of the arrival
of the flight not the postmarks. Eastmain had the only post office and
some covers received that backstamp. The return covers from Moose
Factory and East Main were picked up on the way north as the return
flight was direct from Richmond Gulf to Remi Lake. Some covers are
backstamped at Toronto on January 15.
Moonbeam - Moose factory, Dec. 30
a. Moonbeam - Rupert House, Jan. 7
b. Moonbeam - East Main, Jan, 8
c. Moonbeam - Fort George, Jan. 9
d. Moonbeam - Richmond Gulf, Jan. 11
e. East Main - Moonbeam, Jan. 11 (postmarked Jan. 8)
f. Moose factory - Moonbeam Jan. 11 (red ink Dec. 31
hand cancel by Hudson Bay Factor)"
(Thanks to research done by Derek Rance - see article in the Sept. 1999 issue
of The Canadian Aerophilatelist and input from Mike Painter)

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

-

2863

Add to text after "c. Clarke City — Seven Islands": (doubtful if flown)

1929

2901

Delete this entry as it has been incorporated into 2861.

1934

3405 Add: to text "Also a commemorative cover with circular cachet
from Montreal by International Air Mail society; some covers
signed by J. A. D. McCurdy
a. Montreal, St. Hubert Airport"

1936

3616

Add: 1936, December 2 --- Edmonton - Portland and Return.
Unofficial flight to Air Planning Council Portland, Oregon.
Backstamped at Lethbridge; Great Falls, Mont;, Plains, Mont.;
Helena, Mont.; Portland; and Edmonton. Signed by various
postmasters and attendees including Grant McConachie and
U.S.Admiral King
Edmonton - Portland, (Dec. 2-8)"

10.00

10.00

50.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 5 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Year Cat.#

1940

$Value

Change or addition

4009 New Entry;
"1940, December 22 --- Burbank - Montreal. A Lockheed Hudson

bomber was flown by Jimmie Mattern as a gift from the employees
of Lockheed Vega to the people of England. Postmarked Montreal,
Dec. 26, 1940. Printed cachet and pilot signed"
Burbank - Montreal (3)

300.00

NOTE: The above changes are in addition to those listed in SUPPLEMENTS 2 to 4 for 1926 -1965.
1966

6605 Change in listing and in text: " Bonn " to " Cologne "
6619 Add: " b. Cologne - Montreal "
6622 New entry:

5.00

1966, May 13 — Vancouver - Frankfurt. First Air Canada

non-stop flight.
Vancouver - Frankfurt
6656 New entry:

10.00

1966, December 1 --- Rochester - Toronto. First flight by

Mohawk Airlines with BAC 111 aircraft.
Rochester - Toronto
1967

5.00

6704 New entry:
Smithers - Takla Landing. First flight by
Omineoa (sp) Air Service. Pilot Jack Hodge.
Smithers - Takla Landing
a. Takla Landing - Smithers
6733e Change " April 17 " to " April 1".
6735 Add to text ", by Air Canada"
6741 Change pilot's name in text from" Dointereau " to " Pointereau ".
6751 Add: " d. Chicago - Montreal ".
6767 Add at end of text; "by Allegheny Airlines".
1967, April 1

1968

6800

3.00

New entry:
1968, January 31 --- Vancouver - Tokyo. Canadian Pacific Airlines.

Vancouver - Tokyo
a. Tokyo - Vancouver
1969

5.00
5.00

10.00
10.00

6900 New entry:
1969, January 1 --- Frankfurt - Montreal. This flight by

1970

Luftjiansa continued on to Los Angeles.
Frankfurt - Montreal
6918 New Entry:
1969, May 1 --- Gander - Sandhurst. Transatlantic Air Race
Cover carried in Piper Aztec from Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, England. Mailed on landing at Gander. Other
covers from the race may exist.

5.00

7019 Add: " z. Medicine Hat, July 5. "
7037 Add: " o. Brandon, Oct. 11. "

1.00
1.00

10.00

Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 5 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Value

Year Cat.# Change or addition
1971

7103 Add to text line 2 after" route,", "Probably from Frobisher Bay ".
7115c Change " Palcivair " to " Pakwaw ".

1972

7209 Add: " a. Montreal - Warsaw June 4. "

1973

7303 In text change: "Air France" to "Air Canada"
Should be combined as this was a joint flight. Delete 7313.
7311&7313
Add " /Swissair " in text of 7111 after " Air Canada "
7315 Add at end of text: " ( See CD-73.1, A- E, page 285.)"

1974

7413a Change " (no cachet) " to" (unofficial green cachet)".
7417 Add in text and listing after "Parking Lot", " (Montreal) ".

1975

7509 Add to end of text: " Air Canada and other unofficial cachets seen."
7516 New entry:

5.00

1975, May 16 -- Lancaster Park - Strathallan Airfield, Scotland.

Cards flown on Lancaster Mk. X, G-BCOH,( previously CF-TQC).
(5,000 numbered)
Lancaster Park - Scotland
7525 Change in text, first line: " Air Canada " to " Air Jamaica ".
Change in text: "British Airways" to "British Aircraft Corporation".
7529&7535
7541 Add at end of text: " CP Air flew to Melbourne and Tokyo,
Air Canada to Paris and Amsterdam. "

5.00

1976 7601 Change in text: "flight" to "dispatch".
7603a.&c.
Delete. Replace with: "a. Copenhagen - Montreal"
7605 Change in text the word " flight " to " dispatch "
7607 Delete this eptry. It is a duplicate of 7621.
7629 Add to text: line 2 " or mail " after " athletes ", and
in line 3 " or dispatches " after " flights ".
Change date of listing of " Berlin - Montreal", from: " July7",
to" July 9".
Add: " y. Monaco - Montreal"

5.00

1977 7713 Add: " non-stop " after " inaugural " and
"a. Zurich - Toronto"

5.00

1978

7805b & c
Delete.
7811 Should read 7809. Also " flight " should read " dispatch via Zurich".
7809 Should read 7811. "
"
"
7813 Add at the end of text; " Some June 16 covers were signed by
A. E. Godfrey, the pilot on the original flight. "
11

11

11

There will he additional changes for 1978 in the next Supplement.
Any readers who have suggestions for any changes or additions to the GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR
MAIL COVERS OF CANADA section of AMCN, (or these Supplements), are asked to send them to:
Dick McIntosh,
47Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.

Telephone: 416 447 1579

Fax: 416 449 0733

E-mail: mcintosh@accessv.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
- a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail;
a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
Our annual membership dues are $20.00 CDN in Canada, $22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,

$25.00 CDN for members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:

DECEMBER
21
54
63
81
99
103
130
132
145
170
188
226
259

D. Mercer
Norbert E. Krommer
Paul Barbatavicius
Stephen Reinhard
Piet Steen
K. Bileski
Basil Burrell
John Jamieson
Francois Bourbonnais
Kenneth G. Mitchell
Dyson H. Webb
David Granger
John Hopkinson

13

Janice Weinstock

JANUARY

14
19
65
106
109
111
193
217
219
275

Murray Heifetz
Ray Simrak
Ian Mowat
Maurice Malenfant
Gary J Lyon
James Larry Kobelt
JP Gadoury
Cecil G. Stoner
William C. Noble
Thomas Shaw

40
67
69
135
180

Jeffrey Lodge
Robert North Sr.
Don Amos
Beatrice Bachmann
Elmer WA Cleary

FEBRUARY

220 Richard Whalley
221 W. Arnold Stearman
222 Douglas M Smith
243 Jim Miller
260 Fred C Dietz
276 Richard S Allen
277 Ed Matthews
299 John MacKeigan
300 Bob Campbell
301 Tim Jones

MARCH
136 Friedel Egger
174 Louis Poirier
194 Derek Rance
236 John B Wheeler

PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are now only mailed to new members,
or when they will serve as receipt of payment, OR ON REQUEST. - They are no longer being sent
automatically to members who renew by cheque.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY

Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M41 2P3

Telephone: (613) 829 0280
Fax: (613) 829 7673
Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 659-3 PIE XII, VAUDREUIL-DORION, QUEBEC J7V 8R8
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The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the CAS
will be held on the afternoon of SUNDAY MAY eth as part of ORAPEX at the
RA CENTRE, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa - see page 2 for more information.
ORAPEX is Ottawa's Annual National Stamp Exhibition,
open 10am to 6pm May S th; 10am to 4pm May 7th.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR MARCH 2000
It is always nice to go on a month's holiday but one returns to reality very quickly when the Post
Office sends you two tubs of mail. I'll be a month catching up on all my correspondence. If you
are awaiting a reply message from me please be patient. I'm working on replies now.
I am now preparing for the RPSC's Annual Convention, this year ROYAL 2000 ROYALE in
Winnipeg, 28 - 30 April 2000, at which I have the honour of being the Chairman of the Jury. Next
on the list is ORAPEX 2000 in Ottawa at the RA Centre, 6 and 7 May 2000. Please refer to the
enclosed ORAPEX 2000 information card. The CAS will have 2 or 3 Society tables with CAS
flight covers for sale, including Snowbird autographed flight covers, aerophilatelic publications
from the AAMS, and 16 sets of 12 coloured NASA post cards obtained in a museum in Naples,
Florida. These sets are available at $5.00 Canadian at the show or $6.00 Canadian if ordered for
delivery by mail. The set is very nice and a nice reference collection for astrophilatelists. Available
also are sets of 15 DND coloured prints of both present aircraft used by the Canadian Forces and
data on the various CF Wings. These sets are also the same price as the NASA post cards.
Cheques should be made payable to the CAS and sent to me for action.
Due to my wife's difficulties with a painful right hip and knee I will not be able to attend
LONDON STAMP SHOW 2000. My crash cover collection with three new scarce crash covers
will be going to London with Commissioner Cliff Guile. Those who do attend the London
Exhibition will see some outstanding aerophilatelic collections. My collection has also been
accepted for WIPA 2000 but at present the organizers of the two exhibitions have not devised a
system to transfer collections from one exhibition to the other.
In October I am off to ESPA&A 2000 in Madrid as the Canadian Commissioner and as an
aerophilatelic FIP Judge. If anyone is interested in applying for future FIP exhibitions in 2001
drop me a line and I'll send you a list of scheduled exhibitions and the data on applicable Canadian
Commissioners. It is hoped that Canadian aerophilatelists will exhibit more than they have in the
past. It is not too late to exhibit at ORAPEX 2000.
The CAS will hold an Annual General Meeting during ORAPEX 2000 on Sunday afternoon, 7
May 2000. The time and location of the CAS meeting will be posted on the Exhibition Notice
Board. If you are in the area please come and join us for an hour. The CAS has many active
members with good ideas to promote aerophilately. Come and learn of our many activities
Ivan MacKenzie, our treasurer, has submitted his annual financial report which indicates that his
recommendations have been instrumental in keeping the CAS in the black. Ron Miyanishi is
working on a revision of Murray Heifetz's book OAT and AV2 Markings and he is awaiting the
data to commence Volume II of the 6 th Edition of the AAMS Catalogue. Chris Hargreaves
continues his remarkable editorial work for the FIP Silver awarded Canadian Aerophilatelist and
his Canada Air Mail Notes in the Jack Knight Air Log. Various members are providing many
special services to the CAS. Their support is sincerely appreciated. I end on a sad note. The CAS
lost another loyal member in the person of Terry Cox of Truro, Nova Scotia from a heart
problem. Sincerest condolences are extended to his wife and family.
Dick Malott

Thanks for all your work for the CAS Dick!
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DEC 1998 AND 1999
1998
Opening Bank Balance

1999
332.72

1,298.15

INCOME
Accounts Receivable - from AAMS for 1996 and 1997

2,015.05

Income Generated During the Year
397.52

125.95

Dues - renewals and reinstated members

2,322.08

2,636.10

CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers

1,029.65

2,496.45

Dues - new members

Other Sales - includes, e.g., books, pins and advertising

37.00

47.46

Donations - from members

25.00

289.04

Bank Interest - checking account
R.K. Malott - sale of AAMS publications
AAMS - The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland

3.46

0.32

482.95

118.00

182.80
4,480.46

5,713.32

6,828.23

6,918.57

832.13

1,022.12

153.68

142.55

Philatelic Covers - costs, e.g., covers, postage and envelopes

158.94

491.46

Office Supplies

989.21

639.47

Postage - such as for CAS newsletter, covers and books

1,738.95

1,233.78

Printing and Photocopying - such as newsletter and catalogue

1,623.28

1,382.74

13.70

41.93

Income Generated and Received During the Year
Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance and Income Received During the Year

92.90

EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at Previous 31 Dec

Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations

Bank Charges - checking account, cheques, deposit stamp
AAMS - Publications

482.95

96.39

Telephone - long distance

126.65

47.01
130.60

Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
Engraving - presentation plaques
Clerical Work - Mailing CAS newsletter
Return of cheque by bank (for Can$ drawn on US bank)

42.71

27.65

370.00
20.00

Expenses Incurred During the Year

5,720.07

Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at 31 Dec

1,022.12

4,233.58
283.58

Expenses Incurred in 1998 and 1999 but paid in 1999

5,530.08

4,972.12

Closing Bank Balance

1,298.15

1,946.45

1,022.12

283.56

276.03

1,755.79

FINANCIAL POSITION
92.90

Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Accounts Payable at 31 Dec
Financial Position at 31 Dec

NOTES
A Value of Inventory on hand at 31 Dec
1. Postage Stamps (face value)

323. 23

245.67

2 CAS Presentation Plaques

500. 00

200.00

1,000. 00

762.00

3. Flight Covers and CAS Pins
4. CAS Stationery
Total

800. 00

500.00

2,623. 23

1,707.67

5. Thanks to Members and Executive, the 1999 budget objectives appear to have be en generally achieved.
6. A special thanks to President DicK for realizing a profit of $1,748.49 on the sale of 1999 Snowbird covers.

Thanks for getting our finances sorted out Ivan!

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer, CAS
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SECRETARY'S ANNUAL REPORT
Welcome to two more new members:
#305 Terry Cox, Truro, Nova Scotia
#306 Gordon G Mallett, Sherwood Park, Alberta.
As at 11 February 2000, the Society has a total membership of 159.
The breakdown of the membership is as follows:
159
Total membership numbers issued:
Net (paid) membership
153
Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)

International:

Canada:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

9
15
3
5
2
1
1
53
15
2

Total

106

Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
New Zealand

1
7
2
2
1
2
1

South Africa
Switzerland

1
3

Total

20

Total active membership:

153

USA:

Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

1
2
2
5
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

Total

27

In addition, 6 complimentary memberships are
carried on the mailing list:
Australia
Canada
England
Norway
USA

1
2
1
1
1

Total

6

Ron Miyanishi
Secretary, CAS

Editor's Note: Last year I had the pleasure of pointing out that our membership had increased for five
years in a row!

This year, without the pleasure but for the sake of completeness, I should point out that
our membership has declined, from 160 to 153 paid members.
Fortunately, this is still a very satisfactory increase over both 1994, when we had 120 paid
members, and 1998 when we had 150 paid members.
I think Ron is doing a great job looking after our membership records. - All members are invited
to show their appreciation of Ron, by checking the Renewal List on the back cover regularly, and
sending him their renewal fees before he has to send them a reminder!
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EDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
If you are a new reader of this newsletter, welcome! Please be sure to check the back cover for
details of the various services offered by the Society.
Many thanks to all the members who have sent in contributions to the newsletter over the past year,
as I have had a surplus of material for each issue. Bearing in mind the dual-nature of our membership,
(Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and collectors from around
the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately), I have tried to cover a wide variety of topics
in each issue, so that every reader will find at least one article that interests them.
Last year we introduced an annual Editor's Award, to be presented to somebody of my choice, to
recognize an outstanding contribution to the newsletter. I am very pleased to announce that the:

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD FOR 1999
will be presented to

PATRICK CAMPBELL
for his many contributions to the newsletter.
Patrick, who also has the distinction of being CAS member #1, has been a great contributor of news,
answers to other member's questions, and pages for our "Seasonal Special". His contributions are
continuing in this issue, with information on the Fairchild FC-2W on page 16.
E-mail addresses: I have had a request to publish a list of members' e-mail addresses, in order to
facilitate communication between members. However, when this topic was discussed by the
American Air Mail Society at their meeting in October, they decided not to publish e-mail
addresses due to security concerns. (Apparently some people can find a home address and other
personal information with an e-mail address.)
For the time being we are going to follow the AAMS decision, which also matches our policy
of not publishing a list of members' regular addresses.
This is a topic which will be discussed at our AGM, (see Page One for details.) Any members
with opinions on this issue who cannot attend the AGM, are invited to send me their comments.
Publications exchanged: I currently exchange newsletters with the editors of:
the Air Mail Society of New Zealand,
the Astro Space Stamp Society,
the British Aerophilatelic Federation.
the Chicago Air Mail Society,
the Wreck and Crash Mail Society.
Articles in these publications related to Canadian Aerophilately will either be reproduced in our
newsletter, or listed as part of my Editor's Report. Other articles will also be listed as space
permits. For more information on any of these societies please contact me.
Air Mail Rates of Canada and Newfoundland: I have recently received copies of the research by
David Whiteley into Canadian Air Mail Rates to Foreign Destinations, 1925 - December 1942; and
by Jack Ince into Newfoundland Air Mail Rates, 1937 - 1949. Both documents are wonderful,
mother lodes of information; but, (at 62 and 21 pages respectively), too long to include in an
issue of this newsletter.
We are currently investigating how to make this information easily available to our members
at a reasonable price, and I hope to be able to report on this in the next newsletter.
Air Mail Rates from Argentina: I have received a copy of the September 1999 Boletin Aeropostal,
published by AEROFILA, the Aerophilatelic Society of Argentina. This contained a very
comprehensive summary by Avedis Ketchian, with an English translation, of the:

Official information originally released by companies such as Aeroposta Argentina, Sociedad
Anonima, Compania General Aeropostal, Trimotor Safety Airways Inc. - NYRBA and Pan. American
Grace Airways Inc. - PANAGRA, which were the first ones to be authorized by the National
Government, through the Post Office, to collect a surcharge on correspondence sent by airmail.
Please contact me If you would like a copy of this article.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
AIR CANADA vs. CANADIAN AIRLINES
I mentioned in the December newsletter that, One of the big news stories in Canada for the last
three months, has been a take-over battle between our two major airlines".
This battle was eventually won by Air Canada at the end of December, when Canadian's board
of directors accepted Air Canada's $92 million, $2 a share buyout offer.
Several changes have occurred since then. According to a news release at Canadian Airlines
website, (www.cdnair.ca ):

We are removing a limited number of duplicated flights at Canadian, Air Canada and their regional
affiliates. Right now, roughly 15-20% of the domestic capacity is duplicated and Air Canada and Canadian
Airlines will reallocate this excess capacity to new or additional routes. For instance, we plan to introduce
non-stop service between Montreal-Edmonton, Vancouver-Halifax and Toronto-Victoria year-round. We
also plan to launch new transborder routes such as Montreal-Denver, and Toronto-Greensboro.
Internationally, we plan to launch daily Toronto-Tokyo, Toronto-Hong Kong and additional TorontoMexico flights, and to use dormant authorities for routes including Vancouver-Shanghai, VancouverMexico City and Montreal-Milan.
• Air Canada estimates a net reduction of approximately 2,500 jobs at Canadian Airlines, Air Canada and
the regional airlines. The reduction is expected to be handled through attrition, early retirement incentives
and voluntary severance packages. Air Canada has said there will be no involuntary termination of
employment.
• Canadian Airlines has started to re-paint its fleet, except for the DC 10s, with a new transitional livery. The
first aircraft, a Boeing 767, should be finished by the week of February 14. It will have the Maple Leaf tail,
and the Canadian "Proud Wings" identity on a white fuselage.
Among the "Frequently Asked Questions" at the site was: "Will a single combined airline result in
•

higher fares?" The answer given was:
For the new merged airline to remain successful it will need to offer competitive fares and service. Also,

bear in mind that the combination of the two airlines will create synergies that offer new found efficiencies
and savings.
However, this question is still frequently being asked.

Review:
AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE, Sixth Edition, Volume One.
As announced in the last newsletter, this was one of two books for the CAS Library that we
obtained as part of the much appreciated DIANE D. BOEHRET award for Philatelic Literature,
presented by the AMERICAN PHILATELIC CONGRESS for the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
This book is in the same size and binding as AMCN; is laid out in a similar manner; and is equally
easy to use. - I would like to congratulate our Secretary, Ron Miyanishi, for his work as Production
Editor for the American Air Mail Catalogues.
Readers should note that the contents of this volume are not the same as those in Volume 1 of the Fifth
Edition of AAMC, (e.g. Zeppelin Posts are no longer included). Also, the numbering in some sections has
been changed: for example, Pioneer Flight #88 in the Fifth Edition, (Chippewa Falls, WI, September 21-24
1915), is #90 in the Sixth Edition!

The new volume contains six sections:
1 U.S. PIONEER FLIGHT COVERS 1910-1916. (Revised from the Fifth Edition Vol. 1).
2. U.S. GOVERNMENTAL FLIGHT COVERS. (Revised from the Fifth Edition Vol. 1).
3. U.S. AIR EXPRESS COVERS. (New section.)
4. INTERRUPTED FLIGHT COVERS. (Revised from the Fifth Edition Vol. 1. Covers flights to, from,
and within the USA, by American and Foreign airlines.)
5. AIRPORT DEDICATION COVERS. (Revised from the Fifth Edition Vol. 1, and now organized
by States rather than chronologically. Covers the US, Mexico and Puerto Rico.)
6. MEXICO FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1917-1939. (New section.)
It can be purchased from many dealers, or from Greg Schmidt of the AAMS: address on next page.
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Review:

AIRMAIL OPERATIONS DURING WORLD WAR II
by Thomas H. Boyle Jr.
This is the book for which most aerophilatelists have been waiting in order to
solve the problems involved in writing up a W.W.II cover. Tom Boyle, over a period of
years, has succeeded in up-dating a series of 61 articles by the late Max Kronstein which
were published in The Air Post Journal between October 1939 and July 1948. With the
co-operation of some 48 fellow aerophilatelists, a book, published under the auspices of
The American Airmail Society, has resulted and comprises 927 pages in 21 chapters
which include 150 tables of rates and routes together with some 400 illustrations
(mostly examples of covers).The contents are arranged, for the most part, by continents
subdivided, as desirable, into the constituent countries of origin i.e. information on a
cover originating in Switzerland will be found under that country.
Apart from the introductory chapter, Nos. 2, 3 and 4 deal with airmail carried on
the Trans Atlantic, Trans Pacific, and Empire Routes, all of which were subject to
considerable change during the course of the war. This was due not only to the varying
military situation, but also to technical advances in the design and performance of
aircraft, especially of land planes. Chapters 5 and 6 contain detailed accounts of U.S
continental and U.S military air mail and the rates applicable to each.
It is impracticable in this review to list all the other continental spheres of
operation but the layout of content, once it has become familiar, makes usage of this book
very straightforward however daunting it appears at first sight. It is an essential and very
worthwhile purchase for all collectors of W.W.II airmail and congratulations and thanks
are due to Tom Boyle.
It would be surprising, with a book of such scope, if there were not one or two
reservations. Publicity surrounding the book might make an intending purchaser think
that the answers to all postal rate problems would be found within its pages. With a
number of countries and routes, postal rate details are limited to "covers seen" while, in
the case of Newfoundland, it is stated that no information on airmail rates is available
except that the trans-atlantic rate was 30 cts per 1/2 oz. Further, in fig.99 on page 181
illustrating an F.D.C. from Newfoundland to the U.K in May 1942 (and addressed back
to the U.S.A) the postage paid of 35 cts is described as the airmail rate of 30 cts plus a 5ct
charge for return by sea from the U.K. In fact the Newfoundland P.O.Circular of 7 May
1942 gives a rate of 35 cts per '/2 oz. which continued until June 1944 when it reverted to
30 cts. The other reservation is that the soft end-covers of my book are already curling
and creasing and are not worthy of the content, although provision of better quality would
undoubtedly have increased the cost.
All in all, it is a very worthwhile production which I personally am very glad I
purchased, even though not all answers are contained in its pages. As Tom Boyle writes
in the introduction, for specialised areas and subjects, e.g. censorship, reference should be
made to the specialised societies and their publications.
The book is in 8.5" x 11" format and is priced at U.S $35.00 plus postage. It is
obtainable from Greg Schmidt, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah WI 54956-1184
U. S .A.
Jack Ince
Many thanks to JACK INCE for this review. - This was the other book we obtained as part of the
DIANE D. BOEHRET award, and I have found it extremely useful.
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CARCROSS in the national newspapers!
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AIR MAIL—Care of YUKON AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION CO. LTD.. WHITE HORSE

B. C., Canada
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First Flight Cover from CARCROSS to ATLIN - APRIL 3r d 1928.

Carcross is well known to Canadian aerophilatelists for the Yukon Airways First Flight Covers
produced in 1928, but probably to few other people. In January, however, it was in the national
newspapers when a meteorite crashed nearby:

Race is on to find
meteorite in
the Yukon
Scientists are combing the
ground and interviewing witnesses in an effort to recover
pieces of a meteor that fell in the

Yukon last week, while NASA
sent a spy plane to sample the air
for dusty residue 65 kilometres
above Earth.
Dozens of local people — anyone
with spare time and a snowmobile — are driving around, looking for a suspicious rock in a land
of mountains, near Carcross, 50
kilometres south of Whitehorse,
near the border with Alaska,
where the meteor is believed to
have crashed.

It may have weighed as much as
50 tonnes as it hurtled through
space, but it likely broke into
small pieces that left craters only
a metre or two wide — difficult to
detect in the Yukon wilderness.
Fragments of the rock could easily have landed in British Columbia.
A rock this big crashes into land
only once every 10 years or so,
said meteor expert Peter Brown
at the University of Western Ontario in London.

The meteor, which streaked
across the sky Jan. 18, may have

been solid, or a loose bundle of
stones and dirt. .
On Friday, NASA scientists flew
over the area with a high altitude
spy plane, looking for dust. U.S.
military experts say the Americans are trying to use the meteor
to model what the effects would
be of an atomic blast in the atmosphere.
Ottawa Citizen

The meteorite was also seen and heard in Atlin. According to a report on the Atlin website, dated
January 18"1 :

news of today was the
gigantic flash that lit up Atlin and areas
as far away as Whitehorse. The flash
was caused by a meteor (or is it called
meteorite when it falls to earth) and was
much brighter than daylight. I thought a
transformer had blown up outside my
window but did not hear a noise. There
was a strange noise that sounded like the
roof next door is dumping snow on my
building. That could have been the sonic
boom so many people heard in the
north.
The big

The Atlin website is at www.atlin.net and is most interesting. The map came from there too.
-
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1926:
When the FAIRCHILD AIR TRANSPORT semi-official
was a "new issue"!
At last year's Regional Meeting of the CAS in Toronto, Joseph Berkovits displayed a copy of
Alan Turton's AIR POST BULLETIN from November 1926.
I found it most interesting to see what was being written about aerophilately at a time when
Canadian semi-officials were reported as new issues, and am reproducing three sections of this
Bulletin: 1. the introductory comments: A Bright Future For Air Post Collecting;
2. a report About Canadian Air Mails, to show what was said about them in 1926;
3. extracts from the new issue reports, including the Fairchild Air Transport semi-official.

'Motes of the Month.

AIR POST
BULLETI

A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR
AIR POST COLLECTING.
Il

ALAN TURTON.

N

O one can have read the speech of Sir Samuel
Hoare on October 28th at the Imperial Conference on the subject of Empire Air Lines
without being thrilled. Sir Samuel pointed out that
the civil and military aspects of aviation are inextricably intermingled, and that the development of
Imperial air lines, whether by aeroplane or airship,
is a vital factor in the problem of Empire defence,
and that just now, when better cominunications are
urgently needed, improvements in sea and land
transport become almost prohibitive on account of
the increased cost.
• Sir Samuel Hoare is no visionary, and the propositions put before the assembled Prime Ministers of the
British Dominions were supported by detailed and
expert evidence.
What are these proposals ? First of all, we are to
have a regular service between Cairo and Karachi,
beginning at the end of this year, and for which
time-tables have already been issued and passages
3

La

Continued
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Extracts from Alan Turton's AIR POST BULLETIN, November 1926

Air Post Bulletin.

-

continued:

Air Post

booked. It is proposed in the future to make this
route a link in a great Empire air route to the Far
East ! It is suggested that the Government of India
• might link up from Karachi to Bombay and Calcutta,
then for the Government of Burma to carry the route
a stage further to Rangoon. From thence it is
suggested that the service might be carried on to
Australia by the cooperation of Air Force flying boats
and machines of the Royal Australian Air Force.
The same procedure is suggested in forging an All
Red Line to South Africa, with branches to the West
African Dependencies. A service is already in operation along the course of the White Nile, between
Khartum and Kisumu. This service alone saves ten
days to a fortnight in the journey between Khartum
and Uganda, and eight days between Khartum and
East Africa. It is now necessary to link up Egypt
and Khartum and Kisumu and Cape Town. Sir
Samuel said that the Royal Air Force would attempt
a number of flights carrying mails and official passengers to link up with the civil machines at Khartum.
It is suggested that the South African Government
might open up the Southern section of the route
between Uganda and the Cape.
Details were given of the two giant airships now
being built in this country. It is said that these
airships with a normal freight and 100 passengers
will be able to fly without refuelling in good weather
a distance of some 4,0(X) miles. Accommodation is
planned for 100 passengers, promenade decks, outside cabins and ample smoking and dining rooms.
With these airships, which will be completed in two
years' time, demonstration flights are to be made to
the capitals of the Empire—to Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa. Sir Samuel said

that when these two airships are in commission,
there was no technical reason u by London, eit her by
aeroplane or airship, should not be within a fortnight
of the farthest cities and territories of the Empire.
CANADA IN TWO-AND-A-11MA, DAYS, INDIA IN FIVE DAYS,
CAl'E TOWN IN SIX DAYS, AUSTRALIA IN ELEVEN DAYS, AND
NEW ZEALAND IN THIRTEEN DAYS !
The Dominion Premiers were all enthusiastic over
the proposals, and everyone who spoke expressed a
desire to assist it as far as circumstances would allow.
Mr. Mackenzie King, the Prime Minister for Canada,
went so far as to pledge his Government to take
immediate steps for the erection of mooring toasts for
the airships.
Sir Samuel paid tribute to the great work that has
been done by Sir Alan Cobham and other pioneers
who have blazed the trail, and shown the possibility
of making regular routes over tremendous distances,
and when the time comes that all these routes are an
established fact, and taken for granted, as much as
the Paris-London service is now, what of our air post
collections ! Will they not be a complete history of
civil aviation, showing through the pages the trials,
disappointments, hopes and successes of all those wt.()
have gone to make the linking-up of the world by
airship and aeroplane possible? I can imagine no
other collection of anything at all that would not
appear dull and prosaic by comparison. Our pages
will show first the experimental flights over a few
miles of country, attended with great risk, and so
often resulting in the death of the plucky enthusiasts
who undertook them; then we turn over to the longer
flights, the early services, never lasting long for want
of encouragement and finance, and so on, to the great
flights undertaken by pilots like Sir Alan Cobham,

4
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The Winnipeg Philatelic Society Chapter # 86 of the
ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA,
together with the Scandinavian Collectors Club, are
pleased to host the 2000 ANNUAL CONVENTION in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, commencing Friday, April
28 to Sunday April 30, 2000.
For more information contact:
ROYAL*2000*ROYALE
P.O. Box 1425, Winnipeg MB R3C 2Z1
or visit their web site:
hftp://clubs.yahoo.com/clubs/canadacornerclub
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Extracts from Alan Turton's AIR POST BULLETIN, November 1926 - continued:
to private bodies and enterprising individuals to try
their luck at the game.
The earliest record of an attempted flight is that
which took place at Windsor, Canada, on September
1st, 1915, but for some reason it did not come off,
and a blank was drawn.
The next effort was by a plucky lady, Miss Kitty
Stinson, who was successful in carrying a small mail
from Calgary to Edmonton.
From that time onwards there have been spasms of
air mail activity, most of which are recorded in the
literature current of the time, and a good many
appear in the catalogues devoted to the subject. It
is unnecessary for us to dwell on them now, for the
reader can quite easily hunt up the matter for
himself.
But when we get down to the year 1924, we have
passed the spasm stage, and a steady stream began,
which later developed into a flood.
Gold had been discovered near Rouyn, in Northern
Quebec, and up went the gold-hunters in crowds.
Now the country just about here is not what one
would select as an ideal summer resort, and in the
winter it is considerably less so. To overcome the
difficulty of transport, the Laurentide Air Service,
Ltd., came to the rescue, and organised a service of
hydroplanes from Haileybury and Angliers to Rouyn
and Lake Fortune.
Among other things, these good people entered
into an arrangement with the Canadian Postal Authorities to carry mail, who allowed them to collect a
fee of 25 cents for each letter they carried.
To collect this fee the Company issued labels, and
these had to be affixed on the back of the envelopes.
The design of these labels is well known, so there is
no need to take up space in describing them ; but
what does not seem to be generally known is that the
first issue consisted of only 25 booklets of 8 stamps.
These booklets were bound at the side, and owing to
the inconvenience of this method, were speedily
replaced by booklets bound at the top. The stamps
were bound up in vertical pairs, and rouletting was
adopted as a means of separation. It is by the
roulette that one can find out whether the copy he
possesses is one of the early issues. These were
rouletted down the left side, and between the stamps,
the later issue being rouletted at the top, and between
the labels. Both these issues were printed in green.
At a later date there was a slight alteration made
in the design, and " CANADA, 1924," added, and
the colour changed to red. The last issue that the
Company made was in the same design and colour,
but they abandoned the booklet and roulette, and
issued the labels in perforated sheets of 20.
This was a genuine attempt to supply a postal
service by air in a difficult country ; so much so, that
when the lakes were frozen over, the floats were
removed from the machines, and skis substituted,
so that they could land on the ice. Soon after the
introduction of the perforated stamps the Company
faded from the picture.
Directly the Laurentide people had ceased to
operate, another company--the Northern Air Service,
Ltd.--stepped into the breach to continue the good
work, but only for a short period. They existed as a
mail-carrying concern just long enough to issue a
few sheets of rather plain, but effective, litttle blue

labels as their contribution to our air mail collections,
and then popped out again as quickly and suddenly
as they had popped in.
Almost contemporary with the Laurentide was a
semi-flight made between Estevan and Winnipeg,
We have called it a semi-flight because the pilot.
Flight-Lieut. E. A. Alton, had to descend a long way
from his destination. This flight was arranged to
advertise the coalfields in Saskatchewan, and for this
purpose a special envelope, with a plan of the coalfields printed on the hack, was issued. The price of
this envelope was $1.00. There was also issued a
stamp, printed in black, on "Bolshie" coloured paper
—a horrid-looking creature, depicting some poor
fellows working in the bowels of the earth ; above
them the shafts and working machinery of a mine
are shown ; and then, to crown all, is an aeroplane
flying in what would have been a bright blue sky--if
it hadn't been red. The price of this atrocity was
also $1.00. It was not necessary to place the label
on the envelope, as the dollar paid for the cover was
sufficient to pay the cost of carriage by air, and it
was only added as an additional financial encouragement to those who organised the adventure.
Gold was discovered again in a fresh place. This
time it was in the Red Lake district, and no sooner
did the rush set in than an air mail service was
organised ; this time by the Jack V. Elliot Company.
Up till now it has been pretty plain sailing, but with
the advent of this Company on the scene, all that is
altered.
The first labels issued by this Company were the
now well-known stamps with the inscription in red
on a yellow wavy background. These were of a

Jack V. Elliott First Issue, wavy - background

purely temporary nature, and they were speedily
followed by an issue having the same inscription,
but this time on a swastika background. This
particular issue was the surprise of the whole bunch,
at
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Elliot-Fairchild First Issue, swastika background
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Extracts from Alan Turton's AIR POST BULLETIN, November 1926 - continued:
labels, like those issued by the Elliot-Fairchild
Company, are in sheets of 8, but whereas the stamps
of the Elliott Company are in two rows of four, those
of the Patricia Company are in four rows of two, and
have descriptive matter at the two sides. They are
very effective in this condition, the sheets showing
up well on the album page.
Apparently this service has also come to an end,
for advice recently received from official quarters
stated that they " do not anticipate making further
flights at present."
* * *

-11A-TM 1 ,1441-49MegtogiumW
Elliot-Fairchild Permanent Type

because no one expected it. The labels must be very
rare either in mint or used condition, for they were
immediately rendered obsolete by the appearance of
the Elliot-Fairchild labels, these also being printed
on the swastika background. Hardly had this issue
appeared than it was replaced by what was supposed
to be the permanent issue.
It is doubtful if any covers with this "permanent"
issue on them were ever carried by the Elliott-Fairchild Company, for they ,ipparently went out of
action immediately they appeared. All the covers we
have seen were carried by the Patricia Company,
their successors, and bear the mark of that company.
Directly the Patricia Company took over the Red
Lake affairs, the Elliot-Fairchild Company seemed to
have transferred their activities to another sphere, for

CANADA.
Our readers will be both informed and amused by
an article on the air posts of this country by our
good friend Mr. R. G. Rolfe, which appears this
month. Being rather in a fog ourselves about these
varisms recent issues, we asked Mr. Rolfe to elucidate
them for us, and this he has done so that we can all
understand them. He does not mean to imply,
however, that because the various companies have
"popped in" and "popped Out" that they have done
so fur the pu•poSe of issuing their labels. The total
issue of stamps of all the companies would not pay
the running expenses•for one machine - for very long.
It is a pity that these companies, which are tilling a
great need, could not be subsidised to a greater
extent than 25c. per letter. This must bring in a
very small amount, and the machines used are not of
such a modern type as to make passenger carrying
an extremely lucrative proposition.

* * *

LL1.10T-FAIRCHILDO

CANADA. Rouyn-Haileybury Service.
OAIR MAIL SERVICE

Elliot-Fairchild La/est Issue, for
use on Rouyn-Haileybnly service

we have seen covers with red stamps on them, bearing their name, and of an entirely new,design.•
The Patricia Company were not long in producing
their own labels, though, as already mentioned, they

We have just heard that the Elliot-Fairchild Co.
has been dissolved, and that a new Company, Fairchild Air Tmnsport Company, Ltd., obtained a
charter from Ottawa on the 22nd September. The
first flight was made on the 20th October. Number
of letters carried was 500 outward journey, and 517
inward journey. The new 25c. stamp is printed in
blue, and is very similar to the last Elliot-Fairchild
issue for the Rouyn-Haileybury route (illustrated in
our article on Canada). The inscription on top now
reads "Fairchild," and instead of "1926," on each side
panel, appears " Haileybury " on left, and " Rouyn "
on right.. The stamps are printed in sheets of 105 horizontal pairs. There are four tete-beclie • pairs
in each sheet.

* * *
ITALY.

Patricia Airways Issue

carried some letters with labels of their predecessors
on them—the "Motor Boat " issue.
Up to the present two labels have been issued, one
on yellow paper for the Red Lake Service, and one
on green paper, for that of Woman Lake. These

The service between Venice and Vienna was inaugurated on August 18th, last: The service, which
is operated by Junkers monoplanes and Caproni
biplanes, is at present a tri-weekly one, but a daily
service will be run shortly. The journey from one
terminal to the other—a distance of 370 miles—takes
about four hours, a call being made at Klagenfurt
en route.

Thanks for the information Joseph.
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FOLLOW UP:
Royal Air Force Air Mail Service, 1918

Postmarked: 20 MY 18

Manuscript endorsement: Aeroplane Flight

Murray Heifetz has obtained more information on the above cover, which was featured in our
December 1998 "Seasonal Special" newsletter:

The cover was found in a dealer's box at a very modest sum. Not knowing anything about it, but
intrigued by the script "Aeroplane Flight" on a 1918 cover, I bought it. Notwithstanding my own extensive
aviation library, I could find nothing that shed any light on it. An enquiry was sent to Alex Newall in
London, one of the deans of aerophilately, especially early British military airmail.
Alex explained that the RAF started to clear up the accumulation of mail left in Germany by the
advancing Allied armies during their last push of the war. Censorship of the mail continued until June
1919 when peace was ratified at Versailles. The actual origin of the cover is uncertain because the Field
Post Office number was not readable. The signature at the left is that of the Commanding Officer of the
writer's unit. (The name appears to be McCall). This signature qualified the cover for airmail transmission
with no franking required. In Alex's opinion, it was an RAF cover likely carried from France to Britain.
The posting date is May 20, 1918 and it is addressed to Mrs. A.A. Ferguson at Beatty, Sask.
On receipt of this reply, the thought occurred that it might be a Canadian in the RAF writing to his
family. A search through the Central Reference Library in Toronto proved fruitless. I couldn't find Beatty
anywhere in a telephone directory, but discovered it was tied in with Melfort. I then found one Armstrong
listed with a "fann"address, so took a chance and wrote him.
Several weeks later I received a letter from Melfort stating that the person to whom I wrote had no
relationship to the letter writer, but that my letter got to him and that he was the nephew of the writer, and
that the addressee, Mrs. A. Ferguson, was his sister. The writer was Harry Lobb and I was given the
address of his daughter and son. I wrote the daughter and several months later I got a phone call from her
in which she gave me considerable detail on her father's history.
It turns out that Harry Lobb became a well known figure in early Canadian aviation. There is a
reference to him in Frank Ellis' book Canada's Flying Heritage. Prior to joining the RAF, he was an
engineer with CNR working out of Saskatoon. After discharge from the RAF he returned to Canada, and
like many of the Canadian pilots in the war, took up barnstorming. He jointly owned a Curtiss JN4 with
Stan McLelland with whom he did the barnstorming. There was an accident in May 1920 in which
McLelland was killed and Lobb was severely injured. I'm still trying to fmd out the sequence to this. One
report has it that he was so badly injured that he had to give up flying and he returned to the CNR. There
is another, however, that has him involved in some of the early mail flights of the "bush" airlines before
he went back to railroading.
Aside from the interest in the story of Harry Lobb, the cover itself is probably a rare example of a
piece of flown mail originating with a Canadian in 1918. Whether Harry Lobb actually flew the mail to
Britain, or whether he was just the sender, is still to be determined.
Thanks Murray
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Limited vertically imperforate CL13

Ed Matthews sent in the above cover for our December 1999 newsletter. It has a pair of vertically
imperf CL13s on the back, and he commented that "the catalogues do not mention this variety at all`
Ed, Wally Silvestri, and Ernest van Dam, have now pieced together more information on this variety:
•

this cover is one of three sold at the October 27 th 1998 auction of Wm. Maresch and Sons in
Toronto. Each had a pair of vertically imperf CL13s, and were to the same return address. This
cover was purchased by E.S.J. van Dam, and sold to a customer of his in 1998. In 1999 van Dam
bought this customer's collection, and so got back the cover illustrated. He then sold it to Ed.

•

a second one of these three covers was obtained at the Maresch auction by Wally Silvestri.

•

the third cover was sold at the auction, but the identity of the purchaser is not known.

•

shortly after the October 1998 auction, Charles Firby auctioned a cover with a pair of imperf
CL13s. This had different postmarks to the three covers sold at the Maresch auction, and so
would conclude the four possible pairs that would have come from one pane of 8 stamps.

Thank you Ed, Wally and Ernest.

ADVERTISEMENT

PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS
101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmaiLdemon.co.uk
With the combined forces of a strong philatelic market in Europe, the strong pound and a recent
change in customs regulations, London is at present an extremely attractive market for selling
stamps at auction. - If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation,
please contact Phillips Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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Early Air Mail in the Maritimes

This photo appeared in our September 1999 newsletter. It was sent in by James Kraemer, who
commented:

It was taken at one of the first airmail deliveries in the Maritimes, believed to be in the period
1926-28. The aircraft was registered to Canadian Trans Continental Airways of Quebec City. The
aircraft is parked on Silver Lake which is about 2 miles north-east of Sackville, New Brunswick and
the local postmaster Mr. Burwash Robinson (deceased) owner of the car, is accepting delivery of
the mail load.
Patrick Campbell has provided a lot of additional information about the aircraft:

The aircraft in the picture is registered G-CAIQ, a famous aeroplane. It is a Fairchild FC-2W, the first
Pratt & Whitney Wasp-powered aircraft, manufactured at the Fairchild plant in Farmingdale, New York
(constructors serial number 28) and delivered to Canadian Transcontinental Airways of Quebec in January
of 1928. This FC-2W version was the first one delivered to a customer.
The name stood for Fairchild Cabin - 2n d version Wasp powered. These aircraft had a 50-foot span
wing, instead of the 44-foot span of the basic FC-2, which had a Wright J-5 engine.
Only 11 FC-2Ws were built, and that version was succeeded by the FC-2W1 and the FC2W2.(Canadian Vickers produced 12 FC-2's in Maisonneuve, Quebec, but all the "W" versions were built
in the U.S.A.)
One of the FC-2W's, called Crry of New York, flew around the world in 1928.
G-CAIQ was the aeroplane that became famous when, on 12 April 1928, the first East-West crossing
of the Atlantic was flown in a Junkers W.33L, the Bremen, from Baldonnel, Eire, to Greenly Island,
Labrador, by Koehl, Fitzmaurice, and von Huenefeld. Everyone rushed to get pictures, and "Duke"
Schiller, in G-CAIQ, flew to the "rescue". (They were actually o.k.)
G-CAIQ was also interesting as it had an experimental float-ski gear, which was designed to land on
water or snow/ice. However, floats need to be "solid" to penetrate the water, while skis need "springing",
and this experiment was not successful.
The delivery date of G-CAIQ sets the earliest possible date for this photograph as January 1928.
There is also a photograph of G-CAIQ in 125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics, A Chronology 18401965, (published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society). This describes the aircraft as operating
the Moncton - Magdalen Islands air mail service, which commenced on 1 1 th January 1928, with E.J.
Cooper as the pilot.
E.J. Cooper is also listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as the pilot for the flights
between Moncton, P.E.I., and Grindstone Island in February-March 1928. (Catalogue #2807). The
listing includes a flight from Sackville to Charlottetown on March 3r d, (#2807b). The date of this flight
fits the time period originally suggested for the photograph, the number of people in the photograph
suggest a special occasion such as a First Flight, and G-CAIQ seems to have been E.J. Cooper's aircraft.

However, AMCN also states that "details concerning this service are obscure", so it may never be
possible to "prove" whether the photograph is of this March 3r d flight.
Many thanks to Patrick Campbell for his information. - He added "the reason / know all this is that /

am helping to build a full-scale (non flying) replica of a Fairchild FC-2. Does anyone have any drawings,
or know where we can get a Wright J-5 engine?"
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"FLIGHT COVERS: THE SPORTS CARDS OF THE 1930s"
This quotation was the heading for John Irvine's contribution to our December 1999 "Seasonal
Special" newsletter, which featured a Flight Cover produced to commemorate the OPENING OF THE
INTERNATIONAL VEHICULAR TUNNEL BETWEEN WINDSOR AND DETROIT.
The popularity of stamp collecting in the 1930's was also a theme of the "cover story" for the
December 1999 issue of the American Philatelist. This was a very comprehensive article on the
stamps produced for the GEORGE WASHINGTON BICENTENNIAL COMMEMORATION OF 1932,
written by Ken Lawrence.
Although Ken's article was not about aerophilately, it gives a very interesting account of public
interest in philately around the time when John's cover was produced:

Pandemonium greeted members of the public who happened past the Washington, D.C., main post
office on New Year's Day of 1932. Although few stamp collectors who queued up that day may have
realized it, they constituted the largest and most spirited assembly of first day cover enthusiasts in the
history of our hobby, a record that has not been exceeded to this day.
New York stamp dealer Y. Souren (Souren Yohannessiantz) wrote afterward, "Unless one has actually
seen the usually spacious corridors of the Washington city Post Office filled to capacity with surging,
pushing, babbling humanity, he cannot realize the real significance of the four words,'first day of issue'."
Friday, January 1, 1932, began the year-long celebration in memory of the nation's first president.
Unlike today, when a philatelic commemoration of a significant anniversary would be a sideshow to the
main event at best, the issuance of twelve new stamps and five new stamped envelopes was the occasion
selected by the United States George Washington Bicentennial Commission as the most appropriate
means to reach out, drawing people everywhere into its program.
At 7:30 that morning, as heavy rain poured down on the nation's capital city, U.S. Senator Simeon
D. Fess and Representative Sol Bloom, respectively vice president and director of the Bicentennial
Commission, made the first two purchases of stamps from Washington Postmaster William M. Mooney.
Behind them waited some 2,000 customers who had arrived early, in a long line that extended down the
street outside the post office.
Despite the inclement weather, the line of stamp buyers and first day cover servicers continued to
grow all day, eventually drawing 65,000 people to the post office. Special police were detailed to the
scene, and roped cordons were erected to keep the lines orderly, as patrons waited for up to three hours
before reaching the stamp windows.
On a normal business day, four stamp windows would have been open to serve customers. Because
of the special observance, nine were opened on this occasion. As the crowd grew, three more were added
at ten o'clock, then another three shortly afterward, for a total of fifteen stamp windows, as morning wore
on. Originally, the post office had been scheduled to close at noon, but it stayed open until midnight to
accommodate the crowd.
Many collectors had traveled from afar to participate in this once-a-lifetime event. At midnight, some
still had not been served, so postal officials announced that philatelic covers handed in on the next day,
Saturday, would receive January 1 first-day postmarks. One o'clock in the afternoon on January 2 was
declared the deadline for first-day posting, but that too had to be extended, first to four o'clock, then again
to midnight. More than 1.1 million stamps were sold at Washington during those two days, and more than
300,000 covers received January 1 cancels.
Souren wrote that his New York stamp firm alone, "with the assistance of the Washington Y.M.C.A.
and other similar sources who co-operated with us in the exceedingly difficult task of obtaining extra help
throughout the day...provided employment for approximately 225 persons" servicing first day covers for
27,000 customers, 90 percent of whom had not previously been stamp collectors.
Meanwhile, Bicentennial stamps and envelopes went on sale throughout the country on January 2,
drawing huge crowds from morning till night at Post offices in every large city. Publicity for the stamp
hobby, in daily newspapers, in poptilar mass-circulation magazines, and on the radio, was unprecedented.
Although these sales occurred during the depth of the Great Depression, people spent a lot of money
to buy stamps and covers as souvenirs. They paid an estimated $100,000 just on January 1 sales of
Bicentennial stamps and envelopes.

Continued
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"FLIGHT COVERS: THE SPORTS CARDS OF THE 1930s" - extract from the GEORGE WASHINGTON
BICENTENNIAL COMMEMORATION OF 1932 by Ken Lawrence, continued:

The country's economic suffering still marred the commemoration. Souren reported, "During the past
few weeks, over a hundred checks have been returned to us. The reason most often given was that the
banks involved had closed."
Stamp czar Eidsness estimated at year's end that the Post Office Department had cleared $1 million
in profit from the sale of 7,141,588,800 Bicentennial stamps and 367,528,550 stamped envelopes, which
reimbursed the Government more than 75 percent of the cost of the Bicentennial celebration, according
to the Bicentennial Commission's final report. The 2-cent value alone accounted for more than four billion
of the total, far outselling the 514 million 29-cent Elvis Presley commemoratives sold in 1993, which
Azeezaly Jaffer, United States Postal Service stamp czar of the 1990s, counts as his greatest success. The
report explained the financial success:
Profit came largely through sales to collectors who either did not use the stamps at all, or placed
more stamps on the envelope than were necessary. Of all envelopes mailed by collectors, it is
estimated that the government received an average of at least ten cents excess postage....
It is interesting to compare the sale of the Bicentennial stamps with the largest previous sale of
commemorative stamps -- that of the three Graf Zeppelin stamps of denominations of 65c, $1.30 and
52.60. The total sales of these only amounted to $300, 000, as compared with a profit of S1,000,000
from the sale of the Bicentennial stamps.

The First Trans-Atlantic flight of Lester Pearson
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This cover appeared in our March 1998 newsletter. It is from the inaugural Pan American TransAtlantic flight via Canada, postmarked June 24 th 1939, and is addressed to Mr. Lester B. Pearson,
Canada House, LONDON, England. - It raised the question WAS FUTURE PRIME MINISTER LESTER
PEARSON A PHILATELIST, like President Roosevelt?
Jim Kraemer responded in the June 1998 newsletter that: he collected stamps and covers of the

countries of the United Nations where he visited, and where he represented Canada. - His
collection was housed in two large filing cabinets in his home basement office, and was donated
to the National Postal Museum in 1973.
Although we cannot tell whether this cover was created for Lester Pearson, or by somebody using
his address, his memoirs show that he was well aware of developments in aviation, and that he was
the first Canadian official to use the Pan American service. - He had left England on June 30 th 1939,
sailing with his family on the Duchess of York to take some home leave in Canada. They were staying
at a cottage on the shores of Lac du Bonnet in Manitoba for the summer, until:
One day I paddled over to the post office for the mail and saw an ominous headline:Nazis Threaten
Danzig and the Polish Corridor.' This was it. The worst was about to happen and I should be at my post
in London rather than at Lac du Bonnet. My wife, as always, understood.
I was on my way to Ottawa by the first train and, on arrival, went straight to see Dr Skelton, (Under
Secretary of State for External Affairs.). I told him of my fears, and of my feeling that I should leave at
once for London as Canada House would be pandemonium on the outbreak of war and everybody would
be needed. He thought I was being too pessimistic but said my return was up to me.
That afternoon the Prime Minister learned I was in Ottawa and invited me to dine with him at his
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summer home at Kingsmere. He greeted me with that gracious friendliness which made it pleasant to be
his guest. I told Mr King that I was convinced war was near and therefore I planned to return to London
immediately. He thought that I was wrong, that this crisis too would be resolved. He had seen Hitler not
so long before and did not think he would risk a general war. Therefore, although the sentiments which
prompted me to return to my post did me credit and all that, he advised me to rejoin my family and finish
my leave. However, echoing Dr Skelton, he added that if I wished to go back to Canada House, that was
my affair.
The next day I gave Dr Skelton further cause for surprise. I told him that if I crossed by ship I would
be too late; war would have begun. 'Could I fly across?' Now he was convinced that I was in a panic. The
transatlantic service by Pan American Airways had begun that summer, but to use it was still considered
rash. No Canadian official had done so. Anyway, I would not be likely to get a seat on a plane. I told him
I already had one, on a flying boat leaving the next day, thanks to a friend whom I had phoned at Pan
American headquarters in New York. Dr Skelton gave up. He would take no responsibility for my
decision, but he was good enough to arrange for me to fly that afternoon by a government plane to
Montreal. From there, I got a commercial plane for New York which I reached that evening.
Early next morning, I boarded a Boeing Clipper plane which deposited me on Southampton Sound
the afternoon of the next day. I shared a cabin on this large, slow, flying boat with two men; one a German
reserve officer and the other a Polish reserve officer, both going home to fight; and perhaps kill each
other. They became very friendly during the flight.
Only once did I doubt my good sense in rushing back by air. We had had to come down at Shediac,
New Brunswick, because of engine trouble. When we took off again we ran into a fierce North Atlantic
storm. I was in an upper berth in the plane, and feeling very miserable for I was then as prone to airsickness as to sea-sickness. I looked out of a small oval window into the black night and found that we
were flying only a few hundred feet above the wild waves. I hoped the engine had been well and truly
repaired and I said to myself, 'What the devil are you doing here?'
Lionel Massey met me at Southampton and drove me to Canada House where I sent a telegram to Lac
du Bonnet to say I was back in London. It was their first news that I had left Canada
From MIKE: THE MEMOIRS OF THE RT. HON. LESTER B. PEARSON, Volume 1.

(As someone accustomed to flying the Atlantic at 35,000 feet, I am always intrigued by the height
at which the early flying-boats flew. According to David Beatty in The Water Jump - The Story of
Transatlantic Flight. For the Imperial Airways flights in 1939:
The operating heights westbound had been 1000-1500 feet, but the captains would come even
lower when visibility permitted to get the lift benefit from ground effect. )

Civil Aviation in Europe, 1944
Our June 1998 newsletter also contained a map showing the extensive network of air services
operated by Lufthansa in January 1944. - The December 1999 issue of the FISA Bulletin reported
on an article by Alfred Muser in the German LUFTPOST, which gives some interesting information
about these services, and the role of SWISSAIR in them:

He starts by expressing his astonishment at the extent of the German civil aviation network in 1944,
a network which covered Europe from Portugal to Scandinavia.
Up to 1943 Swissair served on the most profitable Zurich-Berlin route, but on 30 January 1943 the
German Authorities withdrew their blessing and Swissair flights to Berlin became restricted to those with
(rare) special permits. The Swiss airline flew, however, every working day a regular route Zurich-Stuttgart.
The increasing Allied air activity made the service increasingly more dangerous and then, on 9 August
1944, five American "Lightning" fighters attacked Stuttgart's Echterdingen airport. The Swiss crew, which
was previously removed to safety, found on its return their DC-2 destroyed. Although the DC-2 HB-ISI
cost the Swiss Sfr 194,000 (less Sfr 100,000 recovered from insurance), they decided against abandoning
the route until an incident on 14 August 1944 when both the plane (DC-2 HB-ITE) and the crew
miraculously escaped a bombing attack on the same airport.
The Swiss pilot, Capt. Franz Zimmermann, responsible for the service, wrote to the directors of
Swissair on 16 August reporting that continuation had become too dangerous. So ended Swissair
participation in the German air network.
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Burnelli Aircraft

The CCF Burnelli CBY-3 Loadmaster in its original form. (Cancargo)
Our June 1999 newsletter contained a report on the CBY-3, which was built by Canadian Car
Er Foundry in Montreal, and first flew in 1945. This was an innovative aircraft as the fuselage was
shaped like an aerofoil in order to contribute to the lift: the wings could be therefore be smaller, and
the payload was increased. The CBY-3 was a twin-engined aircraft, wide enough to seat 24
passengers in four rows, with two aisles.
I've since discovered that the CBY-3 is now at the NEW ENGLAND AVIATION MUSEUM in
Connecticut. They provided me with additional information on the aircraft, which stated that:
Efforts to market the CBY-3 were unsuccessful due to the ready availability and low price of surplus
C-46 and C-47 aircraft in the post war years. The plane was then acquired by Airlifts Inc. of Miami,
Florida, who tried to market it in South America.
The aircraft was then acquired by Burnelli's Central Aircraft Corp, who attempted to market it and
establish production financing. This was also not successful, and various other attempts also failed. The
CBY-3 was eventually left at the Friendship Airport outside Baltimore, Maryland.
In 1973 the aircraft was donated to the CONNECTICUT AIRCRAFT HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION, (NEAM's parent), and moved to NEAM at Bradley International Airport, where it is
being restored as a non-flying artifact. The Museum plans to make the CBY-3 the centrepiece of an
exhibit on Mr. Burnelli, who had a factory in Hartford, and many other connections to the area.

The NEW ENGLAND AIR MUSEUM is located at Bradley International Airport,
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. It has a collection of 134 aircraft, including the
Sikorsky VS-44A Excambrian, the last of the great four-engine American flying
boats. Over 70 of the aircraft, including the Excambrian, are on display to the
public in two huge hangars.
The Museum is open 7 days a week from 10am to 5pm , year round except on
Thanksgiving , Christmas, and New Year's Day. - For more information contact:
NEAM, Bradley International Airport, Windsor Locks, CT 06096
Phone (860) 623-3305; Fax (860) 627-2820; website www.neam.org
I also mentioned in the June 1999 newsletter that there is still a Burnelli company in Florida,
who's President "vociferously maintains that Vincent Burnelli and his lifting body theories, have been

ignored and given a political raw deal by the US Government and the Air Force."
This Company has a website at www.hit.firvzvirbly/burnelli/intro.htm which extensively
documents their claims.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

FRANKLIN EXPEDITION BALLOON MESSAGES, 1853
These messages are listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as:
1853, June 10 — Franklin Relief Expedition. Messages were printed aboard ship "H.M.S.

PF-2

Assistance" on a deep red silk, which read: "Dispatched by a Balloon, from H.M.S. Assistance, Captain Sir Edward Belcher in Winter Quarters. Lat. 76. 52.0 N. Long. 97.0.0 W. To Sir
John Franklin, June 10, 1853." Followed by a message. A number of different formats of the
message exist on various sizes of red silk.
1,500.00
Franklin Relief Expedition, June 10, 1853

I have received the following message from Elaine Hoag of the National Library of Canada:
Readers will be aware of the "balloon messages" released in the Arctic from British ships during the
search for Sir John Franklin. Most of these messages were printed on board the rescue ships between
1850 and 1853. As part of my research into mid-nineteenth century Arctic shipboard printing, I am
compiling an inventory of the balloon messages. I have noted 26 copies of 17 messages so far, but
I am sure that many interesting variants lie undetected in private collections. If readers know of such
messages, either in their own collections or in other collections, I would be delighted to exchange
information. Please contact me by e-mail, phone, or post: Elaine Hoag (office: 613-992-6961), 99
Glebe Ave, Apt. 4, Ottawa, ON K IA 0N4 (elaine.hoag@n1c-bnc.ca )

CLARKE CITY AIR MAIL, April 4 1929

This is a Roessler cover, franked with a 10 cent franking, ("Admiral" - Scott #118), postmarked CLARKE
CITY, AP 4 29. It is backstamped QUEBEC, 9PM APR 5 1929, and MONTREAL, 7PM AP 6 29.
•
The time and cities of the backstamps suggest this cover was actually flown, unlike some covers
addressed to Roessler from CLARKE CITY. (The "created" covers can often be picked out by a LA
MALBAIE backstamp: the flown mail was usually sent to Quebec for processing, and not
backstamped at La Malbaie.)
•
The stamp doesn't seem to be a "rarity" that special covers would be created for.
•
According to the article A Surprise for A.C. Roess/erin our March 1998 newsletter, Roessler does
not seem the sort of person to pay more postage than was necessary!

Can anybody explain why this cover was created on April 4th 1929, and/or why it was
overfranked?
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INFORMATION WANTED CALGARY / EDMONTON FIRST FLIGHT, 1931

Upper postmark:

CALGARY 4 AM AUG 17 1931

Lower postmark:

EDMONTON PM AU 17 31

This is a round-trip cover from the First Day of the direct Calgary - Edmonton service, (#3153 in AMCN).
It was probably created by R.W.HALE, who has signed the cover P.O. Inspector with flight' (#1), and to
whom it is addressed. - Who are the other signatures on this cover:
•
#2 says Pilot, but the name is not clear. AMCN gives C.M.G. Farrell as the pilot from Calgary to
Edmonton. Is this his signature? If not, who's is it?
•
#3 is P.B. Calder Pilot, who is given in AMCN as the pilot from Edmonton to Calgary.
•
#4 seems to start J.B. Cor.. . Can anybody identify it, and give the person's connection with this
flight?

FIRST FLIGHT FROM IVY, ONTARIO, 1932
The top cover on the next page cover is postmarked IVY , FE 15 32, and has a typed endorsement:
First Flight from IVY, ONTARIO Feb. 15, 1932
Assuming the typed endorsement is correct, this might be an unofficial First Flight, "favour cancelled" by
the Post Office and handed back to be flown, rather like the Winnipeg - St. Paul cover on page 12 of the
March 1998 newsletter. But that raises more questions:
•
under what circumstances did Post Offices agree to such favour cancels, and to the transmission
of mail outside the regular services?
•
why was the First Flight from Ivy made on February 15 th 1932? Was there something special going
on in Ivy on that date?

CAAF
The lower cover on the next page has no franking, and is postmarked:
CANADIAN OVERSEAS P.D. 4 JAN 1946 S.C.2
The postmark is from the Canadian Overseas Postal Depot in London, England, which handled wartime
mail for the Canadian Army. (S.C. 2was an early "postal code", standing for South Central 2.) According
to AMC N, (p416), "Free" postal privileges from Armed Forces abroadwere discontinued on December 31'
1946, so no stamp would have ben required on this letter.
•
Can anybody clarify what CAAF stood for, and why it was used on this letter from England?
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FIRST FLIGHT FROM IVY, ONTARIO, 1932

CAAF

PILOT'S LOG BOOKS
Gordon Mallett is researching a number of topics, including 'Flight CL40 -2902', 'The Prairie Airmail
Flights of Dec 1928', and 'The 9 Lives of GWG McConachie'. He has written that:

In each of these study areas there comes the time when you need unbiased/detailed/accurate
information regarding flight routes/pilots/aircraft etc. Frequently this information is not available from
regular sources like books, catalogues or archives. Sometimes the information in one book (or even
catalogue) contradicts that in another. The only solution I can see in these cases is to go to the most
trustworthy resource - the logbooks (should they exist) of the pilots, aircraft and aerodromes.
Does anybody know of a listing of the locations of any existing logbooks for pilots, aerodromes
and/or planes - particularly for the period prior to the "All Up" era?
If you can help with any of these questions, please send information to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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IMPERIAL AIRWAYS
TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1939
IRE L A N

A. PHILLIPS
4 DOCK STREET
NEWPORT, MON, ENGLAND

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS
Postmarked:

NEW YORK AUG 9 1939 12-M

The above cover has a black and blue cachet on a blue airmail envelope, and is generally described as the
"official" Imperial Airways cover. However, spectacular "Imperial Airways" covers with a multi-coloured
design on a white envelope, can also be found:
BY AIR NAIL FIRST FLIGHT
MONTREAL - SOUTHAMPTON (England)
BY AIR MAIL

07!.,
CAIII MAIL
BRITAIN AMERICA
V

■

KeitAFb0

. Reginald Saunders, Esq.,
o Messrs. Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
391 Strand,
esrtAOS 1* 1040

IMPE
rum MOILIA

Irma
nroa
L-• SOUTHAMPTON
DAMFULAMX W1K1 AT IMPOW.

BONBON, W.0.2, England.

YIIWAYI

Postmarked: MONTREAL 7 AU 10 39

The origin of these multi-coloured covers is uncertain:
• in The Aero-Field" Handbook No. 10, IMPERIAL AIRWAYS, compiled by N.C. Baldwin and published
by Francis J. Field in 1950, they are described as a "rejected design".
• in an earlier publication, Aero-Field Handbook No. 7, BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC, that was compiled
by N.C. Baldwin in 1945, they had been described as "the withdrawn McKnight Kauffer design
souvenir envelope".
• in an article in the October 1999 Bulletin of the Metropolitan Air Post Society, George Sioras writes
that: In the second edition of BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC, Baldwin reports the design had "been
withdrawn after some had been sent to Canada and released to the

According to one report the reason for withdrawal of the cachet was that it had only the UK
and US flags. Since the route also involved Ireland, Newfoundland and Canada, it was felt that, if
all flags were not illustrated, none should be shown.
The Imperial Airways covers are all numbered, and a quick survey of twelve of the McKnight Kauffer covers
showed a range of numbers from 15004 to 15794. If all the covers between these two numbers were
released, there should be approximately 800 of them. This number would fit the fact that I seem to come
across them about once a year at bourses in Ontario, (and that dealers charge around $10 for them.)
However, this number seems incompatible with an apparent rarity of these covers outside of Ontario: the
MAPS article commented that Andy Morozowski, who contributed to the article, has only seen two of them
in over twenty years of collecting!

Can anybody provide more information about these covers?
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FIRST AIR MAIL NEWFOUNDLAND - NEW YORK, 1947
Pau American World Airways
First Clipper Flight
Gander, Newfoundland
to
New York, N.Y.

,,Nbto

70.1,41

,,tr

' Iit itif EASY WAY
•

JAN 1 1907

100 2 ,
rmoNI

78 41

VIA AIR MAIL

c/o Pan American Airways, Inc.
135 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N.Y.

NY VI 30NOS '...!N
PAYROLL SAVINGS

I
I

Backstamped: NEW YORK JAN 2 7.30PM 1947

Postmarked: GANDER JAN 1 1947

0

(_ Q$'

0 JO
1 947
N F9
FIRST DIRECT AIRMAIL SERVICEfew
NEWFOUNDLAND

— —

U. S. A.

4•

et",:k-LA

/

e.„4 ,
;'

t,v
■

JANUARY 1, 1947

AMERICAN AIRLINES_
AMERICAN AIRLINES. INC.—AMERICAN OVERSEAS AIRLINES. INC.

Postmarked: JAN 1 1947 (But different cancellation from the above cover).
Same New York backstamp as the above cover, plus the Pan Am cachet from the front of that cover!

The top cover is #F18-37 in the American Air Mail Catalogue, and marks the first acceptance of mail from
Newfoundland to New York by the Pan American FAM 18 route, but what's the bottom one?
An early hypothesis was that since American Overseas Airlines was also flying between Newfoundland and
New York in January 1947, (FAM 24), the Newfoundland Post Office might have contracted with both
airlines to carry its mail, as then it could use whichever flights had the most convenient departure times.
If this was the case, it seemed possible that Pan Am and AOA might both have prepared First Flight covers
for their inaugural flights on January 1s t; that these covers were processed/bagged separately, (which
would explain the different postmarks); but through some mix up, all the mail ended up being sent by Pan
Am, (which would explain the identical backstamps and cachet.)
Unfortunately for this theory, Jack Ince found an announcement in the Newfoundland Post Office Circulars
from 5th December 1946 that:
A direct Air Mail service between Newfoundland and the United States will be inaugurated
on the '1st January, 1947. The service will be once daily from Gander to New York and once
daily from New York to Gander. The Alr Mail postage rate will be 10 cents per half ounce and
this rate will apply in both countries and will cover carriage by air over the airmail network in
'the U.S.A.

Arrangements have been made for a suitable official cachet to be applied to all mail carried
on the inaugural flight on the 1st January, 1947:

If there was only going to be one flight on January 1s t , why were both airlines preparing First Flight Covers?

Any further information and/or suggestions will be most welcome!
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

FLIGHT COVERS FOR SALE
If you collect First Flight/Airmail covers from Canada, U.S.A., Great Britain or anywhere
else in the world, write today for my quarterly sales list. You will NOT be disappointed.

C.A.S. MEMBERS SPECIAL
Jimmy Mollison 30 October, 1936 Record Flight from New York — Harbour Grace —
England — Flight done in record time of 13 hours 17 minutes — SEE PICTURE BELOW*
*Cover has small internal crease that does not detract
Catalogue Price $800 U.S.
C.A.S. Special Price $800 Canadian
Plus shipping

DEPARTMENT OF DOCKS
FLOYD BENNETT FIELD
NEW YORK, N. Y.

r." -1 ",

•f •

I also purchase First Flight/Airmail Covers. Please contact me if you have covers for sale.

Write to:

Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario Canada K2G 4P2

E-mail address: .12jme a u

a

(11)

m

Member: C.A.S., A.P.S., P.H.S., A.M.S.N.Z.
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Courtesy Covers For Sale
Jim Brown is selling some courtesy covers from British Columbia. They are all "regular" size, "white" envelopes,
with a cachet on the front, unless otherwise stated. Prices are in Canadian Dollars, and include postage.

GINGER COOTE AIRWAYS - Zeballos I Vancouver

Number
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

Number 2

November 4 th 1938, addressed to Victoria
May 18 th 1938, addressed to Vancouver
August 26 th 1938, addressed to Victoria
October 21s t 1938, addressed to Vancouver
May 6 th 1938, blue airmail envelope, addressed to Hydraulic, B.C.
December 30th 1939, addressed to Vancouver - cachet on back

$42
$39
$42
$35
$65
$38

QUEEN CHARLOTTE AIRWAYS - postmarked Vancouver

/(4

>74444.t.

141/4Y

ee.;t4 is7424;
4124elt

c-t!

Number 7

Number 8

February 22nd 1949, addressed to Vancouver, return address Alert Bay, blue cachet
January 27 th 1948, addressed to Victoria, red cachet
September 21' 1948, addressed to Qualicum Beach, Qualicum backstamp, blue cachet
March 8th 1950, addressed to Vancouver, return address Alert Bay, blue cachet
November 25 th 1949, addressed to Vancouver, then re-addressed,
return address Knights Inlet, blue cachet, Vancouver backstamp
# 12 November 3t d 1948, addressed to Regina, Saskatchewan, blue cachet
#13 April 10 th 1949, # 10 envelope, addressed to Victoria, blue cachet
# 14 September 21' 1949, addressed to Vancouver, return address Sullivan Bay, blue cachet
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11

To purchase any of these covers, or to obtain further information, please contact:

JIM BROWN
7936 Swanson View Drive, RR2 Pender Island, BC VON 2M2
Tel: 205 629 6224 E-mail: jab@gulfislands.com

$40
$35
$47
$37
$42
$30
$35
$40
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY COVERS FOR SALE
1975:

COMMEMORATIVE COVERS FOR OPENING OF MIRABEL AIRPORT
4 DIFFERENT CACHETS...$2.00 SET OF 4

19/8:

RAF MUSEUM COVER RE AVM RAYMOND COLLISHAW FROM TORONTO
$2.00 EA
TO MARHAM

1989:

DAKOTA LAST TRANS - CANADA FLIGHT, 2 COVERS/WRITE UP

$2.00 SET

1992:

SKY HAWK PARACHUTE COVERS, VARIOUS SIGNATURES ETC

$2.00 EA

1994:

F117A FLOWN COVER FROM HOLLOMAN A.F.B. NEW MEXICO
WITH DETAILS OF FLIGHT

$2.00 EA

POSTAGE FREE AT $10.00 OR OVER. UNDER $10.00 PLEASE ADD $2.00 FOR POST & PACKING.
A COMPLETE LIST OF COVERS IN STOCK IS AVAILABLE FOR $2.00 TO COVER COPYING & MAILING.
CONTACT: MIKE SHAND, 1183 AGINCOURT ROAD OTTAWA ONT. K2C 2H8.

ASTROPHILATELY
Seymour Rodman will be sending out catalogues for his Mail Bid Auction #27 in April/May.
His sales cover all aspects of Astro-Postal History TM the History Of Space On Covers, Stamps,
Autographs, Lithos, Photos, Letters, Documents, Post Cards, Memorabilia, Trading Cards,
Aerospace Balloons, NASA Issued Medallions Containing Metal From Vehicles Flown To The
Moon Or Into Space, Flown Covers, Rocket Mail Pioneers, Missiles, and more.
-

For a free copy of the catalogue, containing 5500 lots well illustrated, contact:
SEYMOUR RODMAN
P.O. BOX 356, CHATHAM, NEW JERSEY 07928-0356 U.S.A.
FAX: 973.-635.-3691
PHONE: 973.-635-.6987
EMAIL: infoO,astro-postal.com

POLAR POSTAL HISTORY
Together with the latest issue of the New Zealand Air Mail Society newsletter, I received a copy of an
auction catalogue from CLASSIC STAMPS LIMITED, +ha+ specialized in ANTARCTIC POSTAL
HISTORY. The catalogue included covers from proving flights; helicopter transfers from ship +o shore,
and from bases +o temporary camps; tourist flights; and polar transit flights. These -flights involved
aircraft from many different countries. (The catalogue covered 33 different countries, but some sec+ions
did no+ include flights.)
To receive a copy of +heir next catalogue, contact:
CLASSIC STAMPS LIMITED, PO Box 13-396, Christchurch 8031, New Zealand.
Fax: 03 365 9987

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly in
March, June, September and December. - If you have anything you'd like
to go into the next issue, please send it to the editor: Chris Hargreaves,
4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by MAY 15th.
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SUPPLEMENT 6 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Ganges and Additions 1926 to 1996
Dick McIntosh
$Value

Year

Cat.#

Change or addition

1931

3119

Change Title to "Brantford Air Meet" and Pilots name to "Bibby".

1935

3525

Add quantities: a. (3124 pieces), b. 3041 (pieces)

1936

3616

Add: Franking is 3 cents in both country's stamps.

1937

3717d Change date to July 8.

1942

4205

Add;

"f. Moncton AMF - Gander (no cachet)
g. Moncton AMF - St. John's (no cachet)"

30.00
30.00

1946

4605

Add; " jf - Washington National Airport - Montreal"

5 00

1948

4813

Add

at end of text: "Return flights on December 3 have been seen
and have twice the value."

1957

5700

New

entry:

1957, May 17 --- Lyneham - Goose Bay - Winnipeg

Early Test Flight by Comet Jet X1(671. Posted in Canada with
Canadian franking.
1972

721 I

Change date to "May 15-17"

NOTE: The above changes are in addition to those listed in SUPPLEMENTS 2 to 5 for

1978

1979

50.00

1926 1978.

Add after " visit", "to Eastern Canada" and in text on the third line
after " Belleville ", " Peterborough, Ottawa (Rockcliffe), Dorval,
Smith's Falls (Uplands), Downsview, Buttonville, Uxbridge
(Greenbank), Mount Hope, Inglewood, King City (Brampton),
Orillia, Alliston (Notawassaga), Lake St. John, London,
Windsor, Lockport,"
7822 New entry:
1978, September 1 --- Winnipeg. Commemorative visit of
Eastern Airlines replica of The Spirit of St. Louis to Western Canada.
Various cachets and franking. (See 7817). Covers also noted from
Brandon, Bushnell Park, Medicine Hat, Brooks, Milk River,
Lethbridge, Cut Bank."
7823 Add at end of text: "See CF - 7702, page 314 ".

-

7817

3.00

7907 In text: "non-direct" should read "non-stop".
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 6 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Year Cat.#
1980

$Value

Change or addition

8001 Change in text: "flight" to "dispatch".
8003 Delete all after "authorized;" on 2nd line of text and
Add "b. Montreal - Detroit Airfield"
Change
in
text: "flight" to "dispatch".
8005

(few)

20.00

1981 8101 Change listing to: "Ottawa - Shanghai
a. Ottawa - Beijing "
8115 Change in text: "flight to "dispatch".
1982 8201 Add at end of text: "Covers were handstamped JUAN DU FUCA
D ISPATCH SERVICE".
8205 Change in text: "flight to "dispatch".
8209 Change in text: "flight to "dispatch".
8210 New Entry:
1982, August 1 --- Montreal round the world flight for cancer
research. There are a set of 11 covers flown from different points

to Montreal (45 from each point) which were sold to raise money
for cancer research. Covers have a cachet that includes the title
"WINGS FOR LIFE".
Each cover
a. Round the world covers.(11)
1987

8713 Change in text: "flight to "dispatch".
Add after "Air Canada", "AUA and Swissair."
8719 Change in text: "flight to "dispatch".
8739 Add in text after "flight", "with Olympic Torch."
8741 Change "flight", to "airmail dispatch."

1988

8801 Replace "to" in text line 2, with "or mail to or from" and add
at the end of the text " Not all are special flights."
Delete; "88010 &u." and replace with
" 8801o. Bucharest - Warsaw, (LOT Il 62) - Calgary, (Air Canada).
Add: " (via Frankfurt, 8801 1.)".
8801a. & b.
Add; "Special dispatch for opening of games."
8801y. , ab., ad.,ae.
8801af.,aj.
Add; "Return flight of athletes."
8801t. Change "(Can. Roupis)" with "(Canadian Airlines)"
8807 Add at end of text: "This was a special dispatch with no official status."

1989

8902 New entry:
Toronto. Finnair.
First flight DC-10.
8905 Add at end of text: "This was a pool flight with Japan Airlines."
1989, March 28 --- Helsinki

5.00
20.00

-

1990

9001 Add to text: "This was a pool flight with Air Canada".
9007&a.
Add " via Zurich", after "Geneva".

1991

These two listings should be combined as a pool flight.
9107&9109
9121 Add: "b. Vancouver - Taipei".

5.00

Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 6 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Value

Year Cat.# Change or addition

1992 9201 In text change "Olympic games" to "Canadian Olympic Team".
9208 New entry:
1992, June ;7 --- Ottawa. National Capital Air Show. Cover flown in
Frecce Tricolori's Aermacchi MB-339A on July 1. Pilot Lt. Col. Gianluigi Zanovella of the Pattuglia Acrobatica Nazionale."
9208A New entry:
1992, July 1 --- Ottawa/Hull. Envelopes carried by the Sky Hawks
parachute team on their descent for the 125th Anniversary
of Confederation."
9209 In text change "Olympic games" to "Canadian Olympic Team".
1994

9401 See comment on 9209 above.
9403 Change : "inaugural service to " football team flight."
9405 Change: "Winter Olympic Games", to "football team".
Thee dispatches were all by regular flights via Canada to USA.
9405-9411
9413 Add: " c. Osaka - Vancouver ".

3.00

5.00

1995 9500 New entry:
1995, June 28-30 --- Osaka - Vancouver. First flight of

Air Canada using A340 aircraft.
Osaka - Vancouver
a. Toronto - Osaka, June 30
b. Vancouver - Osaka, June 30"

5.00
5.00
5.00

9501 Add: "a. Vancouver - Kuala Lumpur ".
Change: " Vancouver - Kuala Lumpur" to " Taipei - Vancouver "
9503a.
These were pool flights between the Airlines listed.
9501&9503
9505 New entry:
1995, December 20 --- Frankfurt - Toronto. First flight by
Canadian Airlines pooled with Lufthansa using Boeing 747.
Frankfurt - Toronto
a. Toronto - Frankfurt
1996 9601 Add: "a. Nagoya - Vancouver "
9603 Change "Flight" to "A special airmail dispatch ".
9604 New entry:
1996, June 8 --- Vienna - Toronto. Austrian Airlines and
Swissair joint Boeing 767 special airmail dispatch to CAPEX '96.
Vienna - Toronto
a. UNO Vienna - Toronto
9605 Add: g. Zurich - Vancouver"

5.00

5.00
5.00

5.00
5.00
5.00

There will be additional changes for 1996 in the next Supplement.
Any readers who have suggestions for any changes or additions to the GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR
MAIL COVERS OF CANADA section of AMCN, (or these Supplements), are asked to send them to:
Dick McIntosh,
47Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.
Telephone: 416 447 1579

Fax: 416 449 0733

E-mail: mcintosh@accessv.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail;
a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

$20.00 CDN in
Canada, $22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A., $25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

With effect from October 1st 1999, the annual membership dues have been:
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:

Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:
April
24 Neil Hunter
49 John Johnson Jr.
76 W Ross Richardson
137 D Bernier
197 Henk Post
198 Donald F Angus
262 ESJ van Dam
263 Louis K Levy
279 JM Cholette

May
27 John Glashan
29 Jim Turk

30 William F Laird
32 Bill Bartlett
78 Charles J Verge
79 JA Brown
138 Keith Stibbe
172 Ivan RW Burges
176 Bill Harrington
201 Ivan W MacKenzie
224 Charles G Firby
280 Kelsey Stephenson
281 Andy Ellwood
282 Richard Hills
302 Pierre Vachon

June
87 Roland F Kohl
124 reuben A Ramkissoon
149 Frank Kendle
177 John Masella
183 Robert A Haslewood
248 Francois Ouellet
249 David E Flett
251 Charles Wm McEvoy
254 John Webster
256 Bernard Abouchar
266 John F Church
267 James H Parker
285 Edmund A Harris
288 Owen L White

PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only mailed to new members, or
when they will serve as receipt of payment, OR ON REQUEST. - They are no longer being sent automatically
to members who renew by cheque.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8

Telephone: (613) 829 0280; Fax: (613) 829 7673
E-Mail: rmalott@magma.ca
Telephone: (613) 225 4254

Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M41 2P3

Secretary:

Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,

CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 659-3 PIE XII, VAUDREUIL-DORION, QUEBEC JTV 8R8
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EDITOR'S APOLOGY, EXPLANATION, AND PLAN
Firstly, I'd like to apologize for the late publication of this issue of our newsletter, and to all members who have
written to me but not yet received a reply.
The explanation, is that the continuing changes in the Ontario school system, in which I teach, are also creating
turmoil in my other activities, with the former taking more and more time away from the latter. I am therefore
producing this newsletter in July, after the school year has finished.
My plan is to produce the next issue of the newsletter before school starts again in September, so would all
members please be sure to get information for the September issue to me by the usual deadline of August 15t h.
After that, in order to create more time for the preparation of each issue, I would like to advance the deadline
to the first of the preceding month, so the deadline for the December issue will be November 1st.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I am pleased to report that both ROYAL 2000 ROYALE in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 28-30 April
2000 and ORAPEX 2000 in Ottawa, Ontario, 6 and 7 May 2000 were most successful. The
Winnipeg Chapter of the RPSC organized a well balanced exhibition with excellent competitive
exhibits, a very active youth group, and 28 stamp dealers. The entertainment at the local
Scandinavian Culture Centre was most enjoyable as was the Awards Banquet at the Ramanda
Marlborough Hotel, the chosen convention hotel. There were only two Aerophilatelic entries,
Dave Whiteley's Vermeil awarded Air Mail Rates to Commonwealth, Foreign and Overseas
Countries and Bill Topping's Silver awarded Trans-Canada Air Lines 1937-1964. I appreciated
their effort to exhibit Aerophilately.
Dave Whiteley has agreed to take on the Canadian Air Mail Rates Section of our catalogue, The
Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland. The late Ritch Toop died before he could finish the
Section so Trelle Morrow agreed to round the Section out. Dave is planning to issue a book on
the subject with the assistance of Jack Ince for Newfoundland Air Mail Rates and Chris
Hargreaves who has been negotiating arrangements for the CAS to publish the book as a soft
cover. Who would be interested in such a reference book ? The price and quantity to be printed
are yet to be worked out. (See page 5 for more information.)
When our catalogue first revision is issued in 4 or 5 years' time this
data, updated, would be incorporated in the revised catalogue. Also at Winnipeg was Trelle
Morrow and Bill Topping from British Columbia and Don Amos from Winnipeg. Don is our elder
statesman of Canadian Aerophilately. Four of us enjoyed a couple of hours visiting with Don at
the show. Hopefully our Editor will be able to publish a few photographs taken at the two shows.

DON AMOS (left) and DAN MAYO (of the Winnipeg Stamp Club).

There were seven Aerophilatelic exhibits and two Aerophilatelic Literature entries at ORAPEX
2000 which will be listed in this issue. The exhibitors were Mike Shand, Dick McIntosh and
Murray Heifetz for Vermeil medals, Neil Hunter for two Silver medals, Mike Shand for a SilverBronze medal, and Nelson Bentley for a Certificate for his one frame entry of helicopter mail. The
Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland received a Gold award and The Canadian

Aerophilatelisi received a Silver award. Dick McIntosh received the AAMS Merit Achievement
medal and ribbon for his entry Newfoundland Air Mail, 1919-1949. Congratulations to all the
Continued
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

Aerophilatelic participants. Let us hope for a greater turn out for ROYAL 2001 ROYALE hosted
by the Lakeshore Stamp Club, Inc. Dorval, Quebec, 6 - 8 April 2001 For further data contact
David G. Nickson, C.P. 41, Pointe Claire, Dorval, Quebec, H9R 4N5.
The CAS had two society tables at ORAPEX 2000. Twenty-one members signed in and eleven
were present for a most successful AGM held on Sunday, 7 May. Pat Sloan, our Past President,
was in attendance as was the Chairman of the Jury, Pat Campbell. Pat received from Chris
Hargreaves a CAS Plaque of Achievement for his many aerophilatelic articles published in the
Canadian Aerophilatelist. In turn I presented Chris with a similar plaque for his outstanding work
as Editor of our newsletter, The Canadian Aerophilatelisi. On Saturday our Treasurer, Ivan
MacKenzie, paid us a two hour visit. Ivan in early April under went a very serious operation but
he is looking well now We were very pleased to see him at the show. New AAMS aerophilatelic
books sold well. If interested write to me for the listing and prices.
(RK Malott) Major (Retd) CD, President CAS

REPORT ON THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CAS
Mike Shand
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY TOOK PLACE AT THE R.A.CENTRE, OTTAWA
12 MEMBERS ATTENDED WHICH IS WELL ABOVE
ON MAY 7, 2000 DURING ORAPEX.
AVERAGE FOR SUCH MEETINGS.
(OTHER MEMBERS, UNABLE TO COME SUNDAY
SIGNED IN AT OUR BOOTH ON SATURDAY).
THE FIRST ITEM CONCERNED FINANCES WHICH WERE PRESENTED BY NELSON
BENTLEY ON BEHALF OF OUR TREASURER, IVAN MACKENZIE WHO IS RECOVERING
FROM MAJOR SURGERY.
IVAN DID JOIN US BRIEFLY ON SATURDAY AND ALL
MEMBERS WISH HIM A SPEEDY AND COMPLETE RECOVERY.
IT WAS NOTED WITH SATISFACTION THAT THE FINANCIAL SITUATION HAS NOW
STABILIZED FROM THE DIFFICULTIES OF A YEAR AGO. THE MODEST INCREASE
IN FEES HAS HELPED AND THERE WILL BE NO CHANGE IN THE COMING YEAR.
IT WAS ALSO NOTED THAT THE SALE OF SNOWBIRD COVERS PRODUCED BY OUR
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT
PRESIDENT HAS BROUGHT IN CONSIDERABLE REVENUE.
AS PRESENTED WAS APPROVED BY THE MEETING.
IT HAD BEEN THOUGHT
A QUESTION WAS RAISED AS TO MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS.
THAT TO RENEW, IT WAS NECESSARY TO USE THE BACK PAGE OF THE NEWSLETTER
BUT IT WAS POINTED OUT THAT A SIMPLE NOTE (WITH PAYMENT:) TO RON
WOULD BE SUFFICIENT. HOWEVER CHRIS COULD FOLLOW UP WITH RON IF NEEDED.
THE PROPOSED SOCIETY PUBLICATION, CONCERNING CANADIAN AIRMAIL RATES
WAS DISCUSSED AND A DRAFT CIRCULATED. THIS WILL BE SOFT SIDED, PROBABLY
SPIRAL BOUND AND SHOULD SELL IN THE RANGE OF $15.00 (POST INCLUDED)
TO MEMBERS (PERHAPS WITH A TIME LIMIT) AND $20 TO NON MEMBERS.
MURRAY HEIFITZ NOTED A FEW ERRORS IN THE DRAFT AND HE AND OTHERS
KNOWLEDGEABLE WILL SEND COMMENTS TO CHRIS HARGREAVES WHO IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE FINAL PRODUCT.
THE MEETING APPROVED SUCH PLANS AND WELCOMED
THE WORK DONE TO DATE. (See page 5 for more information.)
THE PRESIDENT SUMMED UP THE SUCCESS OF ORAPEX FOR THE SOCIETY, NOTING
THE NUMBER OF EXHIBITS, THE HIGH ATTENDANCE OF MEMBERS (SPECIAL WELCOME
TO OUT - OF - TOWNERS) AND A SATISFACTORY SALE OF BOOKS AND COVERS,
BRINGING IN MUCH NEEDED REVENUE.
Continued
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REPORT ON THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CAS continued:

A QUESTION WAS RAISED AS TO THE POSSIBILITY OF A SALES CIRCUIT AS IS
SOMETIMES DONE IN OTHER SOCIETIES BUT IT WAS FELT THAT THE INTERESTS
OF MEMBERS WERE SO DIVERSE THATSUCH A PROCESS WOULD NOT BE SUCCESSFUL.
MEMBERS WISHING TO BUY OR SELL AEROPHILATELIC ITEMS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
WRITE TO CHRIS WHO WILL PUBLISH FOR FREE ON A SPACE AVAILABLE BASIS.
CHRIS INTRODUCED A PROPOSED LEAFLET FOR GENERAL DISTRIBUTION CALLED: "A SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY" WHICH SHOULD BE VERY USEFUL
AT SHOWS AND THE LIKE IN EXPLAINING WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT. THOSE
THE MEETING WELCOMED THIS INITIATIVE
INTERESTED SHOULD CONTACT CHRIS.
AND APPROVED FINALISATION. (See page 6 for more information )
THE FIRST BY CHRIS TO PATRICK CAMPBELL
TWO PRESENTATIONS WERE THEN MADE.
FOR HIS MANY EXCELLENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEWSLETTER OVER MANY ISSUES.
THE SECOND WAS MADE BY THE PRESIDENT TO CHRIS FOR ALL THE HARD WORK
AND DEDICATION IN PRODUCING A FIRST CLASS, PRIZE - WINNING NEWSLETTER.
BOTH RECEIVED CAS P LAQUES, SUITABLY ENGRAVED. THE MEETING HEARTILY
APPLAUDED BOTH RECIPIENTS.

Patrick Campbell

Chris Hargreaves

Dick Malott

PATRICK CAMPBELL CONCLUDED THE MEETING WITH A SHORT SUMMARY OF ONE
OF HIS MANY PROJECTS, THAT OF RESTORING AND REBUILDING A FAIRCHILD
FC-2 "RAZORBACK" AT THE CANADIAN AVIATION HERITAGE CENTRE IN
STE - ANNE - DE - BELLEVUE.
THOSE INTERESTED IN FURTHER DETAILS OF THIS
PLANE (WHICH IS SHOWN ON CANADA'S FIRST AIRMAIL STAMP) CAN CONTACT
PATRICK THROUGH THE HERITAGE CENTRE, MCGILL/ MACDONALD CAMPUS,
STE - ANNE - DE - BELLEVUE,
21,111 CHEMIN LAKESHORE ROAD, H9X 3V9.
THE MEETING WAS THEN DECLARED CLOSED AT 3.30 P.M.
(Editor's postscript. many thanks to everyone concerned for the plaque. I appreciate it very much)
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New Publications on the
Air Mail Rates of Canada and Newfoundland
As mentioned in the last newsletter, I received copies of wonderful research by David Whiteley into
Canadian Air Mail Rates to Foreign Destinations; and by Jack Ince into Newfoundland Air Mail Rates. Both
documents are mother lodes of information, but too long to include in an issue of this newsletter. How to
make this information easily available to members at a reasonable price was discussed at our General
Meeting, and I have been following up with the authors. (I have also discovered that the costs had been
underestimated.)
The final decision is that this research will be published in September as two separate booklets:

OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS
AS ESTABLISHED BY THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 - December 1942
David's research traces the evolution of Air Mail services from Canada, and the rates charged, as
reported in the Canadian Post Office annual Guides and monthly Supplements.
This booklet is now 66 pages long, spiral bound, and includes some maps in colour. It reproduces
many rate tables and announcements, starting with the earliest reference to the availability of air mail
services that David could find, (in the 1926 Official Guide to Postmasters), and continuing to the end of 1942.
David is going to look after the printing and distribution of this booklet.
Orders should be sent to: David Whiteley, 605 -77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8
The price, including postage, is: $17.50 Canadian in Canada; $13 US for orders mailed to the USA;
$20 Canadian or $14 US for orders mailed overseas.
CAS members may deduct $3 Canadian or $2 US from these prices.
Payment can be made by cheque in Canadian or US Dollars, payable to David Whiteley.

NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAIL POSTAGE 1937 - 1949
Extracts from the Newfoundland Post Office Circular
Jack has been researching the air mail rates from Newfoundland. He located copies of the
Newfoundland Post Office Circulars from 1937 to 1949 in the National Archives, and has produced a
summary of the information given in them.
This booklet will be about 24 pages long, spiral bound, and reproduces the original announcements
and rate tables from the Post Office circulars.
I will look after the printing and distribution of this booklet, on behalf of the CAS.
Orders should be sent to: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7M 4Y4
The price, including postage, will be: $7 Canadian in Canada; $5 US for orders mailed to the USA;
$10 Canadian or $7 US for orders mailed overseas.
CAS members may deduct $1.50 Canadian or $1 US from these prices.
Payment can be made by Canadian Dollar cheque payable to Chris Hargreaves, International Money
Order, or in US Dollar bills (at sender's risk).

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to another new member
#307 James F. Ruddell, Osgoode, Ontario
:

Please check the renewal list on the back cover to see if you are due for renewal, and if so please
send in your dues as soon as possible, to save the time and expense of sending out reminders.

IN MEMORIAM
I was very sorry to hear about the death of GEORGE LAUWERS, who was a most active
astrophilatelist. George prepared covers for various spaceflights, edited the magazine Cosmos
for the Belgian Philatelic Association, and produced the Space News notes for the F.I.S.A.
Bulletin. He was also a most helpful gentleman, who answered several questions for me over
the years,

George is survived by his wifeJackie Bekaert, who is the Secretary General of
whom I offer the condolences of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

to
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CONGRATULATIONS TO NELSON BENTLEY
Nelson has now qualified for HONORARY LIFE MEMBERSHIP in the AMERICAN AIR MAIL
SOCIETY, after 35 years of regular paid membership! Congratulations Nelson!

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
I was asked at the General Meeting to prepare a report on the contents of the CAS library. - If you
didn't know we had a library, DON'T GET EXCITED! It is a very small library, that contains far fewer
resources than most people expect.
The main holdings of the library are:
•
The Airpost Journal, January 1947 to January 1950; and July 1964 to present;
•
Jack Knight Air Log, February 1971 to present.
These are both excellent publications from the AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY, that contain
articles on a wide variety of aerophilatelic topics, both American and international.
•
Recovered Mail by Henri Nierinck. First edition, 1918 1978; and second edition1937 1988.
This is the standard catalogue for air mail crash covers.
The Pioneer and Semi Official Air Mails of Canada 1918 1934 by C.A. Longworth Dames.
An excellent small book, that I would recommend anybody interested in semi-officials to
purchase. (Write for a copy of the Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately described below if you
want to know where to order a copy.)
-

-

•

Sanabria Airmail Catalogue

-

-

-

-

North America, 1995.

This lists air mail stamps, but not covers, from the USA and Territories, Canada, Newfoundland,
Mexico, and the United Nations.
Sixty Years

-

The RCAF and Canadian Forces Air Command, 1924 1984.
-

A "coffee table" history book, with lots of illustrations, and some information about the RCAF air
mail flights in the 1920's and 30's.
Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch, 1984.
Lots of illustrations of Swiss air mail stamps, cancellations, and covers, but the text is in German.
Airmail Operations During World War II by Thomas H. Boyle Jr., and
American Air Mail Catalogue, Sixth Edition, Volume One.

These two books were reviewed in the last newsletter.
The library also holds the various journals we receive through exchanges with other aerophilatelic
societies, that I report on in this newsletter from time to time; some files of newspaper clippings, mainly from
the 1970's; and several boxes of assorted philatelic magazines and auction catalogues, mainly from the
1980's and 90's. - Joseph Berkowitz is holding most of the boxes, and plans to catalogue them in due course.
Although small, the library is a great help to me in preparing the newsletter, and answering members
questions. - I would also be glad to check the resources detailed above to see if they contain information on
specific topics that a member is interested in. Although I have commented in the past that books and
magazines can be borrowed by mail, the cost of postage has usually made this an unattractive proposition.

A SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY
This is a four page, 8 1/2" x 11" handout, (actually one sheet of 11" x 17" paper, folded), that aims to
give "all" the information that new collectors of Canadian Aerophilately would like to know.
It includes:
details about how First Flight Covers were produced in the 1930's;
a brief history of Canadian Air Mail, from Brian Peck to the All-Up service:
an example of a commercial cover analyzed for "Routes and Rates";
brief comments about Modern Day Covers;
an introduction to Newfoundland Air Mails;
sources for obtaining further information, such as the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland,
and addresses where they can be ordered from;
a description of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, and a membership application form;
a summary of the services offered by the American Air Mail Society.
This Short Guide is available free of charge from the editor. - If you would like a copy for your own
information, or multiple copies to hand out and promote aerophilately, please contact me.
Editor and Librarian: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7M 4Y4
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7th WORLD HOT AIR AIRSHIP CHAMPIONSHIPS

14 . 0 11 0 WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIPS 2000
The Castle Road

-

Austria

These are being held in Austria, from September
1st to 10th 2000. A variety of commemorative
postmarks will be available. If you would like to obtain
souvenir covers, please write for more information to:
Aeroclub of Austria do Team Polar,
A-2334 Voesendorf-Sued,
Triester Strasse 36, Austria.
E-mail: g.scholz(Onetway.at

Bad Tatzmannsdorf - Schielleiten
September 1 - 10, 2000

A NEW CANADIAN SPACE STAMP
The official press release from Canada Post stated that.

Combining the traditions of innovation and cooperation, Canada's Space
Program launched its first satellite in 1962 and continues its progress with
astronauts, telecommunications advances and the famous Canadarm.
Unfortunately the press release didn't describe the design of the stamp. I think the
Canadarm developed for the U.S. Space Shuttle is at the bottom, and wrote to
Canada Post asking what the other items on the stamp were, but received no
reply.
This stamp is part of a controversial series of 68 stamps called THE
MILLENNIUM COLLECTION. These stamps were originally going to be available
only as part of a 94 page, hard-cover souvenir book, that Canada Post was
marketing as a limited edition of 200,000 copies, with claims that it was "the
ultimate Year 2000 souvenir" and that "demand is sure to exceed supply".

La collection du millenaire

However, as a result of what Canada Post calls "popular demand", but which most people would describe
as howls of protest over the limited distribution of the stamps, and their not being available at face value, plus
a threat by the Scott Catalogue not to list them, Canada Post decided to issue the stamps in souvenir sheets
of four, with "quantities of 1 million each, to ensure sufficient quantities to meet demand."

DICK MALOTT ON A CANADIAN STAMP!
Dick Malott is well known for the
Commemorative and First Flight Covers he
has produced over the years, and now he
has appeared on an official Canadian
Stamp!
So, however, can less famous
aerophilatelists, and anybody else. - It's
Canada Post's latest novelty, described by
them as:

"a unique new product . . . Picture
Postage puts a new twist on custom
postage. The first personalized stamp of
its kind in the world, Picture Postage
allows users to create their own stamps
by inserting photo images of their
choice into self-adhesive frames. -
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These stamps are being produced by Canada Post at some stamp shows, and can also be obtained by
people mailing in an order, with a copy of the photograph they would like on their stamps.

Although I can't congratulate Dick on making it into the Scott Catalogue, this is a nice opportunity to thank
Dick for everything he has done for Canadian aerophilately, particularly as President of the Canadian

Aerophilatelic Society.
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WHAT WAS THE
ATTITUDE OF THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE
TOWARDS AIR MAIL SERVICES BEFORE 1930?
Until recently, the most authoritative research on Canadian air mail rates to overseas destinations
was that done by Walter Plomish. This was originally published in BNA TOPICS for March-April 1992,
and has been widely referred to since then.
Walter's research was based on an extensive search through Record Group 3 (RG 3), Records of

the Post Office Department held by the National Archives in Ottawa. However, in spite of a prolonged
search, Walter could not find any reference in the Post Office Guides or monthly supplements earlier
than March 1930, to the rates which applied on mail from Canada that required air mail service
within Europe.
This issue gets most intriguing, as Walter did find:

"a letter from the Director of Posts Berne, Switzerland to the Canadian Postmaster General, Ottawa
inquiring about airmail services available to Canadians to European destinations".'
In his article in BNA TOPICS, Walter also reproduced the reply to this enquiry:

Ottawa, 8' March, 1929.
Inspector General of Posts,
Berne, Switzerland
Dear Sir, I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of
the 23 rd ultimo, asking for information regarding the
surtaxes applicable to air mail originating in Canada
addressed to Foreign Countries.
In reply I beg to say that in so far as air mail to
Europe is concerned up to the present this is limited to
services commencing in Great Britain for European
destinations. The rates charged on air mail are the rates
applicable to air mail despatched from Great Britain plus
the regular postage on the article from Canada to the
country of destination. The charges on air mail originating
in Canada for delivery in Canada or the United States and
conveyed over either Canadian or United States air mail
services or both is 5c for the first ounce and 10c for each
additional ounce or fraction, from Canada to Mexico 10c per
half ounce or fraction in addition to the ordinary postage
Yours truly,
Deputy Postmaster General.
This correspondence confirms both that air mail services within Europe were available in 1929, and
that information about the rates that applied was not readily available. 2

Walter Plomish, CANADIAN PARTIALLY FLOWN MAIL TO EUROPEAN DESTINATIONS 1928 TO
1931, BNA TOPICS March-April 1992, (Vol. 49, No. 2), page 25.
2

It also seems to me that the reply could have been much more helpful, as it did not tell the
enquirer what the actual rate for a letter from Canada requiring air mail service from London to Switzerland
would have been!
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WHAT WAS THE ATTITUDE OF THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE
TOWARDS AIR MAIL SERVICES BEFORE 1930?, continued:

In his original article in BNA TOPICS, Walter made the following comments/suggestions as to
why these air mail services and rates were not better publicized:

The Can Post Office Ottawa prior to the Mar. 1, 1930 monthly supplement didn't let Canadians know these
services were available, or what the aircharges were. If you wrote the Ottawa Postmaster General and inquired
they would have sent a letter with the information and the rates. I believe from reading these letters and reports
to the Postmaster General that because of a minimal interest and because of the very efficient railway system
for handling mail speedily, airplane use for mail was discouraged by the Can. Post Office at this time. 3
In recent years, David Whiteley has also been doing extensive research on Canadian air mail rates
to foreign destinations.
Like Walter, David was unable to find details of rates for air mail services within Europe in the
Canadian Post Office Guides and supplements, before March 1930.
However, David formed a very different opinion to Walter, regarding the attitude of the Canadian
Post Office towards air mail services.
When I discussed his research with him, David commented that although the Postal Guides did
not give a consolidated table of air mail rates before March 1930, there were numerous
announcements of new services, and admonitions to Postmasters to bring these services to the
attention of the public.
For example, the Monthly Bulletin for February 1927 contained the following announcement:-

(14) Extension of Cairo-Baghdad Service to Basra (Persian Gull): - The fortnightly airplane service for all classes

of mail in operation between Cairo, Egypt, and Baghdad, Iraq, has been extended to Basra, Iraq.
Articles intended for this air service should be marked "By Air Cairo-Basra". The special charge of bc. per
ounce additional to the regular postage remains in effect.
Postmasters will please amend the third paragraph opposite Egypt on page 93 and Iraq on page 100 in the
1927 Postal Guide.
Later issues of the Monthly Bulletins included details of the inauguration of the "Cleveland, Ohio Pittsburgh, Pa. Air Mall Service (C.A.M. 1 1)", (May 1927); "Air Mall Service to Panama Canal Zone and
to Bahamas, Cuba, Dominican Republic and Porto Rico." (February 1929); Air Mail Service to
Australia", July 1929; and "Air Mail Service in Japan", ( September 1929). - The last of these
announcements is typical of the detailed information being provided:

(9) Air Mail Service in Japan: -The Japanese Postal authorities advise that effective immediately air mail maybe

despatched to Japan for conveyance over the following air services in operation in that country.
Tokio and Osaka
Osaka and Hakata
Osaka and Darien via Urusan
(near Pusan) and Keijo

12 double trips a week, except Sunday
9 double trips a week, except Sunday
3 double trips a week, except Sunday

classes of unregistered mail matter, except reply post cards will be accepted for conveyance over these
services, and the fee for air transmission in Japan is 5 cents per half ounce or fraction thereof, to be prepaid by
Canadian postage in addition to 5 cents for the first ounce and 10 cents for each additional ounce or fraction if
transmission by air mail service in Canada or the United States is also desired, the above fees must be paid in
addition to the regular postage rate from Canada to Japan.
If air transmission in Japan only is desired the article should be prepaid at the rate of 5 cents per half ounce
or fraction, in addition to the regular postage rate from Canada to Japan.
Mail matter not fully prepaid as regards postage and air mail fees will not be given air transmission in
Japan.
Mail matter for conveyance over these air mail routes should bear the inscription "Par Avion" on the address
side to be followed by the course it is to follow, e.g., "From
to
All

Postmasters will please give the above every publicity.
Continued

3

Ibid., page 28.
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WHAT WAS THE ATTITUDE OF THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE
TOWARDS AIR MAIL SERVICES BEFORE 1930?, continued:

David was also struck by the amount of information given in the July 1929 supplement
regarding the new Montreal - Detroit air mail service:
New Air Mail Service: - MONTREAL — DETROIT: - On the 15 th July, 1929, regular air service, daily except

Sunday, each way, was inaugurated between Montreal and Detroit, via Toronto, Hamilton, London and Windsor.
This new service places the Prairie Provinces and the Canadian Far West in close touch with Eastern Canada
and Western Ontario through the United States air mail system and will enable materiel gains in time to be effected
both ways.
The following are typical of the gains made on the westbound movement.
Mail connecting with the plane leaving Montreal at 9.15 A. M. (S.T.)
Arrives at

By Air

12 Noon 1' day
4.40 P.M. lst day
7.20 P.M. l' day
11.20 P.M. 2nd day
2.30 P.M. 3rd day
5.25 P.M. rd day

Toronto
Detroit
Chicago
Winnipeg
Vancouver
Los Angeles

By Rail

5.40 P.M. 1" day
12.35 A.M. rd day
7.25 A.M. rd day
10.00 A.M. rd day
9.30 A.M. 5th day
8.30 A.M. 5th day

Gain

18 hours
8 hours
12 hours
11 hours
48 hours
63 hours

Similar gains are made on the eastbound movement.
Matter to be conveyed in this way will require to be prepaid at the air mail rate of 5 cents for the first ounce
and 10 cents for each succeeding ounce or fraction, and may be accepted for registration and special delivery if the
required fees are prepaid in addition to postage at the air mail rate. Air Mail letters should be plainly marked "Via
Air Mail" and enclosed, if possible, in special air mail envelopes such as can be obtained at most stationery stores.
Wherever possible, air mail stamps should be used to prepay the postage, but if such stamps are not available ordinary
Canadian postage stamps may be used.
Ifthe public, and particularly business men, can be induced to test the time-saving qualities of this new service,
there is no doubt that they will become habitual users of air mail.
The energetic co-operation of Postmasters in bringing this to the attention of their patrons will not only benefit
the mailing public, but have a definite bearing on the future development of air mail activities in Canada.
Although David, like Walter, was unable to find details of rates for air mail services within
Europe in the Post Office Guides and supplements before March 1930, David's conclusion from
reading these documents regarding the attitude of the Post Office towards air mail services was that:
The instructions to Postmasters to publicize and promote the commercial advantages and
time saved by the use of these new air mail routes clearly highlights the Canadian Post
Office Department's commitment to the development of air mail services both within
Canada and to overseas destinations.

Editor's comment: As I mentioned earlier, this is an intriguing subject!
While reading David's research, I was struck by the "unbalanced" publicity given by the
Canadian Post Office to new air mail services: a great deal of information was given about some of
the services, but many other services were started during this period with no mention at all. - Why,
for example, was Cleveland - Pittsburgh the only American service reported?
I wonder if this lack of balance is a key factor, and that the reason why a consolidated table
of air mail rates was not published before March 1930, is partly because nobody was keeping an eye
on the "big picture"?
Any information and/or comments from readers about the attitude of the Canadian Post
Office towards air mail services before 1930 would be most welcome.

David's research is being published in September as a booklet

OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS
AS ESTABLISHED BY THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 - December 1942
Price:

C$17.50 in Canada; US$13 for orders mailed to the USA;

C$20 or US$14 for orders mailed overseas.
Order from: David Whiteley, 605 - 77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8
See page 5 of this newsletter for additional information.
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IMPERIAL AIRWAYS
TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT, 1939
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WATERFORD, R '.R .3 .
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"Official" IMPERIAL AIRWAYS COVER
Postmarked: LONDON F.S. 3 AUG 1939

The last newsletter included a question seeking information about the
two different designs of Imperial Airways First Flight Cover found from
this flight. The "official" cover shown above cover has a black and blue
cachet on a blue airmail envelope; but covers are also found with the
spectacular, multi-coloured design shown below:

In
s.

THE DISTINCTIVE PANEL which

Is

appears on the envelopes.
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25,000 OCEAN AIR
MAIL LETTERS
PUBLIC INTEREST IN
HISTORIC EVENT

e
e

R. MAJOR C. C. TURNER

By the first British Transatlantic
air mail service, which leaves Southampton next Saturday for Botwood,
Newfoundland, Montreal, and New
n York, many letters addressed to
public men in Newfoundland, Canada
and the United States will be carried.
I understand that the' Air Minister,
Sir Kingsley Wood, and the Postmaster-general, Major G. C. Tryon, are
among those who will signalise this
historic event.

"Withdrawn" McKnight Kauffer design.
Postmarked: VANCOUVER AUG 8 1939

I received some very interesting responses to this question, and am
particularly grateful to John Webster, who sent me copies of some
newspaper clippings about this flight. - Most of these were from an
English newspaper, The Daily Telegraph, and came from John's fatherin-law, "who most likely received them from his mother who was living in

England at the time".
These clippings were not dated, but I have tried to place them in a
chronological order. - I am intrigued that the clipping to the right, printed
shortly before the flight, gave an inaccurate rate, saying there was a
1 s 3d surcharge in addition to the usual 1 1/2 d rate: however, I have
never seen a cover with the ls 4 % d franking this would have produced.
Continued

There will also be a tremendous
influx of letters from the general public
for the first flying-boat, the Cabot.
Nearly 20,000 special envelopes prepared by Imperial Airways for sale at
3d were sold within a few days. A
further 5,000 are being printed and will
be available on Tuesday, but ordinary
envelopes may be used.
At present, in addition to the usual
lid, each letter must bear a surcharge
of is 3d, and, in addition to the ld rate
for postcards. 6d extra. If ordinary
envelopes are used they should bear a
h blue air mail label on the top left-hand
corner and the words " North Atlantic
Air Service."
The flying-boat will fly
from
Southampton to Foynes, the Irish airport on the ShannongEstuary. Shortly
after its arrival there it will ascend
again, and be met in the air by an R.A.F.
bomber which has been converted into

a tanker for refuelling,

The tanker will take up position
above the flying-boat, and the aircraft

will fly in formation, one slightly to the
left and astern of the other. The crew
of the tanker carries out the principal
part of the operation, which consists of
connecting a hose from tanker to flyingboat, and thereby pouring 5,0001b of fuel
into the tanks of the flying-boat.
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FLYING - BOAT
REFUELLED IN
MID-AIR

AIR REFUELLING DEMONSTRATION

PROCESS AS SEEN
FROM AIR LINER
CABOT IN TEST AT
SOUTHAMPTON
100 GALLONS OF FUEL
JETTISONED
From Major C. C. TURNER

The aircraft photographed during
the demonstration.
(Other
pictures, Page 14.)

SOUTHAMPTON, Sunday.
From the cabin of the Imperial
Airways flying-boat, Cameronian,
to-day, I watched the process of
refuelling an air liner in the air by
the method to be used this year in
the new British air mail service,
westwards across the North Atlantic.
It proved to be one of the most impressive spectacles I have ever seen
in the air.
A squadron of aircraft ranged about
over a vast sunny expanse of Southampton Water. They flew over the
City of Southampton, with the Queen
Mary's- three red funnels making
vivid colour points, and over Netley,
Hythe, Calshot, Lee-on-S6lent, with
the Isle of Wight in the distance.
r Conspicuous among the cruising
aircraft was the great silver-winged
Cabot which will inaugurate the Atlantic service next Saturday.
Close by flew the dark, camouflaged
Harrow bomber, from which she was
to be refuelled. The Cameronian was
to the starboard of them and on their
port side ranged a Percival Gull,
piloted by Sir Alan Cobham, managin g director of the Flight Refuelling

TOw"T

2ompany.

Charles G. Firhy
AUCTIONS

November 4 (catalog #1100)

Our 14th & FINAL Rarities of Philatelic Literature
auction will include 2,000+ lots.

Each full color catalog is only US$10.00 refundable from auction purchases
(Please specify which catalog number you are requesting)
6695 Highland Road #101 • Waterford, MI 48327-1967
Telephone (248) 666-5333 • Fax (248) 666-5020 • email: Firbystamps@prodigy.net

Continued

CABOT TAKES OFF
Having taken up their positions, the
machines kebt formation at a steady
120 miles per hour. The Cabot and
the Hanoi,/ were only about 500ft up.
We in the Cameronian were flying at
less than 1,000ft.
Plans for the test were comprehensive. The Harrow tanker had been
flown over from the land aerodrome.
Soon after the Cameronian took off I
saw the Cabot leaving the water, with
a long white wake, almost directly
below. The air was somewhat bumpy,
and it was clear that conditions were
likely to prove difficult for theoperation.
For fuelling, the tanker takes up position about 100ft above and slightly to
the right of the air liner, from the stern
of which is trailed a grapnel on a line.
From the tanker an elector system
flings a projectile, attached to a cable,
into the arc of the trailing line. By an
ingenious contrivance automatic connection ensues.
SECOND ATTEMPT

One attempt to make this connection
failed, the reason being that at the
moment the two aircraft were executing
a turn. This, I may say, would never
haves been done in ordinary practice.
To-day much was subordinated to the
desire to allow the whole operation to
be observed, not only from the
Cameronian, but also by a party
assembled at Hythe.
Soon afterwards another attempt was
made, this time with success. The two
aircraft were then connected by a line,
on to which one'of the Cabot's crew held.
Almost immediately I saw the hose
emerging from the tanker 'plane and
steadily descend until its lower end was
secure in the flying-boat, where its
attachment for tanking purposes is
extremely simple and safe.
On this occasion only 200 gallons of
petrol was transferred. Ordinarily the
amount would be some 850 ga.11ons,
weighing 6,0001b, and its transfer would
take less than 10 minutes.
FUEL. JETTISONED
After the hose had been wound back
into the tanker and the two aircraft had
separated, a demonstration was given of
the jettisoning of fuel in flight. This
might be necessary in the verrunlikely
circumstance of a forced descent just
after the air liner had received its overload of petrol.: The 100 gallons of fuel
jettisoned streamed out in a snowy
vapour, stretching far behind the
machine.
Refuelling in the air, as I saw it today, appears to be a perfectly practicable operation in any conditions in which
a flying-boat can ascend.
The commercial value claimed for the
system is that it enables an aircraft to
carry a very much greater useful load
than would otherwise be possible.
The Cabot could easily fly the Atlantic
without an overload of fuel, bat with Its
aid it can carry the extra pay-load
represented by the weight of extra fuel
taken in. When it is calculated that a
flying-boat of the new Golden Hind class
--not now equipped for refuelling—
could, by refuelling in the air, take
more than two tons extra pay-load, the
matter seems to be decidedly worth
considering.
Refuelling in the air was extensively
tried in the United States many years
ago and was seen at the R.A.F. display
about 10 years ago.
The Cabot to-day was piloted by Capt.
D. C. T. Bennett, and the Cameronian by
Capt. A. G. Store, both of whom will be
engaged on the Atlantic service. The
inaugural flight of the service will be in
the charge of Capt. J. C. Kelly Rogers.
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IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT, 1939
continued:

The writer of this article was somewhat optimistic when
he claimed that, "Refuelling in the air, as I saw it today,

appears to be a perfectly practicable operation in any
conditions in which a flying-boat can ascend".
According to David Beaty in The Water Jump on the
sixteen Trans-Atlantic flights made by Imperial Airways:

Fifteen successful refuelling flights were
undertaken. There was one other flight which was not
refuelled because the tanker was unable to locate the
flying boat in bad weather.
The height of refuelling was usually 1000 feet.
On one occasion, because of low overcast, the
refuelling was done at tree-top height. On several
occasions contact was prematurely broken and petrol
lost. On 1 August, Captain Bennett reported that,
"The light alloy pipe connecting the fire extinguisher
to the refuelling cap fractured and fumes of methyl
bromide escaped into the aft compartment This was
vacated and the door closed "
In-flight refuelling on a passenger service was considered
out of the question, and Imperial Airways Trans-Atlantic
service only carried mail whereas Pan American Airways'
service carried both passengers and mail.
However, in spite of these problems, Imperial Airways
had a better record for punctuality than Pan American Airways!
Out of sixteen flights, only nine of Pan Am's had
been on schedule, three had been 24 hours, one 48
hours, two 72 hours, and one 120 hours late. Against
this, fourteen Imperial Airways flights had been on
schedule, and of the two that were 24 hours late, one
was due to the late arrival of the mail, literally on the
eve of the Second World War.
Continued
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Cachet applied to covers from Foynes, Ireland
carried on the Imperial Airways flight.
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QUEUES FOR AIR
MAIL ENVELOPES
SOME BUYERS TAKE
FIFTY
FANTASTIC PRICES
NOT EXPECTED
A big queue of people anxious to
buy the special 3d envelopes for the
first British Transatlantic air service
stretched across the hall of the Imperial Airways building at Victoria,
S.W., last night.
This was the third issue of envelopes.

The first lot, of 15,000, was sold out
rapidly. This included 4,000 sent out
to the United States and 3,000 to Canada
for disposal for the first return mail.
On Tuesday a second issue of 5,000 was
sold within an hour and a -half. This
experience was repeated yesterday with
the last issue of another 5,000. But
ordinary envelopes may still be used.
There were several applications for
50 envelopes, but most were for two or
three, or even onlii one. A fair number
of people took a dozen.
One of the batches of 50 was bought
by a man who said he was going to post
them all to America and have them
reposted by the first return air mail.

4s FOR ENVELOPE
In addition to the 3d per special
envelope, he has to pay ls 3d postage,
and is registering at the rate of 3d
apiece—that is, a cost per envelope of
The cost from the other side will
er envelope.
A prominen ea er stated that his
charge forgatanzerLenysisl be 4s.
" It is scarcely likely, he said: l that
there will be much advance on this for
some considerable time. People who
imagine that they are going to make
good deals will probably be disappointed.
" Owing to the immense volume of
this mail, its stamps have no chance of
reaching anything like the high values
of those in the previous much more
limited first flights. Eventual fantastic
prices in the present case seem to me to
be out of the question."

ATLANTIC AIR
MAIL PLANS
CARIBOU TO OPEN
SERVICE
By MAJOR C. C. TURNER
Britain's first trans-Atlantic air
mail, which is to be inaugurated on
Saturday, will be the occasion for a
ceremonial send-off from Southampton. This will make two transAtlantic services a week by the
northern route, the British and the
American.
The first service will be by the
Imperial Airways flying-boat Caribou,
which will leave Southampton with the
mails, fly to Foynes, on the Shannon
Estuary, and will ascend again and be
refuelled in the air by the method described in yesterday's DAILY TELEGRAPH.
It was expected that the first run
would be by the Cabot, named after the
explorer who sailed from Bristol and
discovered Newfoundland, but the Cabot
has to undergo a minor adjustment, and
will do the second run of the service
westwards, that on Saturday, Aug. 12.
In command of the Caribou will be
Capt. J. C. Kelly Rogers, an Irishman.
The crew will be : First Officer B. C.
Frost, and radio officers Mr. C. E. Wilcockson and Mr. A. A. Hilliar.
The Caribou's time table is :
Leave Southampton .. 1 p.m., Saturday
Arrive Foynes
.. 4 p.m.
Leave Foynes
.. 8 p.m.
Arrive Botwood, N.F... 10 a.m., Sunday
Leave Botwood
.. 12 a.m.
Arrive Montreal
.. 7 p.m.
Leave Montreal
.. 8 p.m.
Arrive New York
.. 11 p.m.
e will leave New York on the return
ight on Wednesday, Aug. 9, at 9 p.m.,
.

arrive at Montreal at 12 midnight,
lea ye at 12 midday on Thursday, arrive
t Botwood 6.30 p.m. (to be refuelled in
the air), and arrive at Foynes 10 a.m.
riday, and at Southampton at 3 p.m.
ventually the air-mail rate to the
British Dominions, to North America and
to the United States will be lid per
ioz letter and ld for postcards. For the
present the total charge will be 1§ 3d per
letter and 7d per postcard.

Readers who enjoy the detective-side of aerophilately, will probably have noticed that the left-above
column now gives the correct rate for these covers.
There is also an interesting omission from these articles, as in spite of the detailed information they
give, there is no reference to a requirement that the covers were signed for! - According to the letter on the
next page, however, (which was found in the cover reproduced above it):
"Janet had to queue up to get the envelopes & to sign her name for them also".
Why people had to sign for these covers, and how often this was required, is another unanswered question.
Continued
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IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT, 1939 continued:

John's clippings also included one Canadian report on the flight:
August 23, 1931

ABOVE: — IMPERIAL AIRWAYS flying boat Caribou is
shown gaining speed for the
take-off from Boucherville, near
Montreal, on its return trip- to
Britain.
RIGHT: THREE "CACHETS"
used in cancelling stamps on
mail placed aboard the Caribou.
The designs indicate the three
stages in which the flight is carried out, Montreal to Botwood,
Nfld., Botwood to Foynes, Ireland; and Foynes to Southampton.

-BOTWOOD

MONTREAL,FOYNES

aman. ,
ANSIOnntM, KAM ^ fitthlEtt
14401111BtAL-• $()LITHAMPT011

From the Family Herald and Weekly Star, August 23 1939.

These newspaper articles indicate that Imperial Airways produced 25,000 special envelopes, but
make no mention of the second, McKnight Kauffer design.
It was mentioned in the last newsletter that the Imperial Airways covers are all numbered, and a
quick survey of twelve of the McKnight Kauffer covers showed a range of numbers from 15004 to 15794.
Since the article on page 14 (left) says the first printing of covers totaled 15,000, this led to a
hypothesis that the "withdrawn" McKnight Kauffer covers, may in fact have been released as part of the
"second printing", after the initial supply ran out. - John also commented that on his "official" cover #13093,
the cachet is in a brighter blue ink than on "official" covers #19848 and 19849, suggesting different printings,
and a correlation between the cover numbers and the printings.
However, as more information was obtained, it turned out that the numbers on the Imperial Airways
covers did not fit a neat or "logical" pattern:
•
although the two envelopes sent to Joseph Bernard had sequential numbers, (the cover shown on
page 11 is #19848, and that on page 15 is #19849), George Sioras sent me copies of the round-trip
covers at the top of page 17, which were created by an American collector/dealer, Henry Heise, in
conjunction with Stanley Gibbons Ltd. - These covers look so similar that they were probably
produced at the same time, but they are numbered 2636 (on the left) and 24876!
•
Andy Mrozowski commented that he recently saw one of the "official" Imperial Airways covers that
was numbered around 15500, which would put it in the middle of the McKnight Kauffer range.
So: it appears that either Imperial Airways ordered more of the McKnight Kauffer covers than it did in the first
printing of the "official" covers, or the numbering of the McKnight Kauffer covers did not start at #1. Either
situation seems most unusual!
Continued
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Henry F. Heise,
% Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
391, Strand
London, W. C. 2,
England.

Henry • 1iri411 .
% Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
391, Strand
London, W. C. 2,
England.

Covers postmarked: LONDON W.C. 4 AUG 1939
Backstamped: NEW YORK AUG 6 1939
Note on back; RECEIVED IN LONDON 12 AUG 1939

In the last newsletter, I quoted Baldwin from the second edition of BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC, in
which he stated that the McKnight Kauffer covers:

had been withdrawn after some had been sent to Canada and released to the public.
There was also an explanation for this, the source of which I've now learned was Richard Bieth:

The original design of FFC was withdrawn because it only showed UK and USA flags. No mention
of Canada and the Irish Free State who all played their part in this service.
However, John Webster has a "twin" to the McKnight Kauffer cover to Nairobi shown on page 11, that is an
"official" Imperial Airways cover:

John commented that the covers were addressed at different times, as the "official" cover is
addressed in red ink, (except for the P.O. Box number which is in pencil); and the McKnight Kauffer cover
is in black. John thought the "official" cover may have been addressed first, and the P.O. Box number added
when the McKnight Kauffer cover was received. - This would fit the serial numbers, as the McKnight Kauffer
cover has a higher number than the "official" cover, but not Baldwin's account of their distribution.
I am also wondering when the decision to replace the McKnight Kauffer covers was made, and how
the "official" cover reached Vancouver in time to be mailed from there on August 8 th2
With regard to serial numbers, the cover to Nairobi shown on page 11 is #16858. - This means the
range of numbers found on the McKnight Kauffer covers now extends from 15004 to 16858, so sequential
numbering would indicate a printing of about 2,000 or more. It seems highly unlikely that this number of
covers was released, since they aren't that common, so the actual number released is still a mystery.
These Nairobi covers are also interesting in that they both have a small handstamp PRINTED IN
ENGLAND in common. - This is on the back of the "official" cover, where it was applied after printing, as it
crosses a join in the envelope; and on the front of the McKnight Kauffer cover, (top left hand corner).
However, this handstamp is not on either of the covers to Joseph Bernard.
Continued
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A quick check of my collection showed the same handstamp on my McKnight Kauffer cover, but not
on the three "official" covers I have, (numbers 3399, 9345, and 9385.) - Why this handstamp was added to
some covers, but not others, is another unanswered question.
A final point to note regarding the two covers to Nairobi, is that the "official" cover was priced higher,
($20), than the McKnight Kauffer cover, ($8), even though everybody has agreed that the McKnight Kauffer
covers are much scarcer. It may be that a dealer considered an unofficial cover to worth less than an official
one, but the pricing of these covers seems to raise another set of questions. - The article on page 14 (left)
quotes a dealer as saying he would charge 4 shillings for these covers, and that "it is scarcely likely that
there will be much advance on this for some considerable time". However, in The Aero-Field Handbook No.
10, IMPERIAL AIRWAYS, published in 1950, Baldwin priced these covers much higher than 4 shillings, (4/-):
Southampton—Foynes—BotwoodC7. Aug. 5th-6th.
Montreal—New York. Inauguration of trans-Atlantic
service by f/b " Caribou " piloted by Capt. J. C. K.
Rogers. Souvenir envelope issued. Cachet applied
in violet at Foynes (as illus.).
12/6
(a) Southampton—New York, off. cover
5/...
(h) Ditto, ord. cover
(c) From or to intermediate halts, off. cover
from 17/6
7/6
from
(d) Ditto, ord. co.•cr
C8. Aug. 9th-11th. New York—Montreal—BotwoodFoynes—Southampton. Cachets applied at Montreal
as follows :'Three types of cachet were applied at Montreal (as
illus.).
(a) New York—Southampton, off. cover
25/(b) New York—Southampton, ord. cover
... 10/(c) From or to intermed. halts, off. cover from 35/(d) From or to intermed. halts, ord. cover from 10/–

These prices are considerably higher than those Baldwin gave for covers from many other Imperial Airways
First Flights, such as the Christmas flights to South Africa in December 1931:
1931.
B20. Dec. 9th-21st. Croydon—Cape Town Xmas flight,
following usual route to Kisumu and thence via
Nairobi, Moshi, Dodoma, Mbeya, Mpika, Broken
Hill, Salisbury, Bulawayo, Pietersburg, Johannesburg,
Kimberley and Victoria West. Connecting service at
Kimberley for S.W.A. mails. Souvenir covers depicting a Springbok were issued. Cachets were officially
applied at Khartoum, Wadi Halfa, Atbara, Malakal,
Juba, Port Bell (Kampala), Salisbury and Bulawayo.
Postage rates from United Kingdom were :Sudan, 5d.
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, 7d.
Zanzibar, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, 9d.
South Africa, 1/-.
(a) Great Britain—Capetown, off. cover
7/6
,..
(b) From or to intermediate points, off. cover
from 10/–

Today, however, these African FFCs are much less common than the Trans-Atlantic covers, both at bourses
in Canada, and in auction catalogues from Britain. - For example: the February 19 th 2000 sale of the
AIRMAIL COLLECTOR, (PO Box 99, Cardiff Cf23 6XP, UK), included:
lot 102 Montreal to Southampton FF, 10 August 1939
5.00 Pounds

lot 254 London to Kimberley via Joburg. on first Christmas flight, 7 December 1931 15.00 Pounds
Many thanks to Dick McIntosh, Andy Mrozowski, George Sioras, and John Websterfor the information
they provided. - Copies of McKnight Kauffer covers mailed from anywhere other than Canada, or any
other information to help answer the questions raised in this article, would be much appreciated.
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Postmarked: MONTREAL 1 JAN 1964
Note on front of cover: Via First Direct Flight Montreal - Washington
Note on back of cover: First Direct Jet From Montreal to Wash via Eastern Airline

This cover was recently sold in an American Air Mail Society auction. It was not listed in the Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland, and has been added as #6400 in SUPPLEMENT 7, which is attached to this
issue of the newsletter.
Many thanks to Don Lussky for providing a photocopy of the cover.

Cover Postmarked: VANCOUVER. B.C. JUN.1 1 1 3° PM 1950
Endorsed (top left corner):
1st. Flight Via Q.C.A. Vancouver to Sullivan Bay
Backstamped: SULLIVAN BAY PM JUN 2 50 B.C. and
signed M Callinson Postmistress Sullivan Bay BC
on the back.

The above cover, flown by Queen Charlotte Air Lines Ltd., was recently found in an auction lot. It is listed in Section 6 of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, among the First Flights For Which
No Covers Are Known!

All members who have a copy of AMCN are asked to check Section 6, to see if
they have copies of any of the other covers listed in that section. If you do, please
send a photocopy of the cover to the Editor.
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THE FAIRCHILD FC-2
Patrick Campbell
At the end of the article, "Early Air Mail in the Maritimes"
in the Canadian Aerophilatelist for March 2000 (Vol. XVI, No. 1),
there is mention of the construction of a replica of the
Fairchild FC-2, a version of which is shown in the photograph
of G-CAIQ provided by James Kraemer.
Perhaps it would be useful to give some further particulars
of this project, and some future possibilities.
The story really goes back to the period just after W orld
War I, when Sherman Fairchild designed an aerial camera that
was an improvement over any contemporary equipment. Unfortunately, there was no demand for the camera from the American military,
so he decided to set up his own aerial survey company, using
rented aircraft. In 1922 the first aerial surveys for the
Laurentide Paper Company were so successful that a new company,
Fairchild Aerial Surveys (of Canada) Ltd. was formed and the
work proceeded, but none of the aircraft seemed really
satisfactory. Accordingly, Fairchild wrote a specification
for what he needed, and a design was prepared and construction
of a prototype began. The result was the Fairchild FC-1,
(see Fig. 1) which had a high wing, superb visibility for
the pilot, a heated cabin, room for the camera and operator,
and capability to operate on wheels, floats or skis. Later,
the 90 HP Curtiss OX-5 engine was replaced with a 200 HP Wright
J-4 which was much closer to what was required.
The second of the type to be constructed was designated FC-2,
with a Wright J-5 engine and it made its first flight on
June 30, 1927. This aircraft was operated by the US Department
of Commerce. The next off the line was designated FC-2C,
specially built for Curtiss Flying Services, and equipped with
a Curtiss C-6 in-line engine. But the fourth and fifth FC-2
models (Wright J-5) were soon on their way to Grand'Mere, Quebec
to be operated by Fairchild Aero Surveys, and the rest, as they
say, is history.
Over the next few years the Fairchild factory at Farmingdale,
Long Island produced some 225 of this type of aircraft or its
derivatives (FC-2W2, Model 41, Model 61, Model 71, and each of
these models had derivatives). In time, there was so much
demand that Canadian Vickers produced twelve FC-2 models, and
a further 49 of the Model 71, 72, 82 and derivatives were
produced by Fairchild Aircraft Ltd. in Longueuil from 1930.
Now this is where we come in, for one of the pilots with
Fairchild Aerial Surveys was Hubert Pasmore, and he became
the president, and test pilot, for Fairchild Aircraft at
Longueuil, and, some years ago, Godfrey Pasmore, the son of
Hubert Pasmore, decided it would be a good idea to set up an
aircraft museum here in Quebec, and the first machine he wanted to build for the museum was a replica of the original
Continued
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THE FAIRCHILD FC 2 by Patrick Campbell, continued:
-

7/u FC.I at Roosevelt Field. Long Island, with test pilot R. H. Depew standing near the nose. Note the many and varied
bends and bulges in the fuselage.

air trails

Figure 1

Fairchild FC-2 "Razorback," of which not a single copy is
extant!
After years of struggle, the project is finally off the ground,
and the result is the Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre,
located in a heritage building known as The Old Barn at the
Macdonald Campus of McGill University at Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue,
Quebec. Essentially, the construction of the fuselage,
empennage and control surfaces are all in welded steel tube,
fabric covered, and the wing is in wood, also fabric covered.
A good deal of the design is missing, so re-engineering is
necessary, and the search for a Wright J-5 engine has only
just started. Our aircraft will carry the registration
letters "G-CAIH," the eighteenth aircraft built at Farmingdale,
and it will be mounted on skis and equipped, if possible, with
a Fairchild F-3 camera. Work has also commenced, off-site,
on a Bleriot XI of the type that first flew over Montreal
during an air-meet in 1910, with Compte de Lesseps, son of the
builder of the Suez Canal, at the controls.
Continued
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THE FAIRCHILD FC-2 by Patrick Campbell, continued:

Plans for the Centre include various workshops, halls for
heritage aircraft and engines, and a very large area to display
a large collection of aviation art, presently in storage.
There will be four small theatres in the old silos, and rooms
for lectures and seminars and, perhaps in time, we can host
shows of aerophilatelic material. Would anyone be interested
in 180 frames of aerophilately?
Patrick Campbell

The Canadian Aviation Heritage

We need people for public relations,

Centre was founded in 1998 in recognition of

project management, historians, technical

the great part played by aviation in Canada in

writers, those with knowledge of stores and

general, and in Qu6bec in particular.

stocktaking, and those with a background in

The Centre is located in the former

civil or military aviation or translation. All
these and more are needed.

stables of the Agricultural Branch of McGill
University. While work proceeds in preparing
the workshops, the first major project has
begun, the manufacture of a full scale replica
of a Fairchild FC-2 "Razorback," an aircraft of
great historic significance to Quebec; the
particular aircraft will be G-CAIH, mounted
on skis.
Activities of the CAHC will be both
historic and educational, and entirely staffed

The hours are flexible and
participants may choose their own schedule,
and will be part of a meaningful project with
opportunities for teaching and learning in a
most congenial atmosphere.
We welcome Individuals, groups or
corporations as participants or sponsors.
We need volunteers, we need labour and
materials, we need financial support.

by volunteers, from the youngest
inexperienced students to those who have

YOU WILL SURELY BE WELCOME!

retired after a lifetime of aviation.
We seek individuals, of whatever skill,

REGULER MEMBER

to work on heritage projects in the workshops
or in an administrative capacity. We seek

MEMBRE REGULIER

$25,00

engine, instrument or hydraulic mechanics,
avionics technicians, industrial and
production planners, draughtsmen,
machinists, sheet metal workers, welders,
those with experience in tool and die work,
cable splicing, fabric, mould and modelmaking, painting, woodworking or other
appropriate skills.

21,111 chemln Lakeshore Road
McGill University - Macdonald Campus
Workshop/Moller
5ta-Anno-de-Bellevue, Quebec
H9X 3V9
Tel.: (514) 398-7948
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FOLLOW UP: Royal Air Force Air Mail Service, 1918

This cover was originally sent in by Murray Heifetz, and appeared in our December 1998 "Seasonal
Special" newsletter. Additional information was provided by Murray in our last issue:

The cover was found in a dealer's box at a very modest sum. Not knowing anything about it, but
intrigued by the script "Aeroplane Flight" on a 1918 cover, I bought it. Notwithstanding my own extensive
aviation library, I could find nothing that shed any light on it. An enquiry was sent to Alex Newall in
London, one of the deans of aerophilately, especially early British military airmail.
Alex explained that the RAF started to clear up the accumulation of mail left in Germany by the
advancing Allied armies during their last push of the war. Censorship of the mail continued until June 1919
when peace was ratified at Versailles. The actual origin of the cover is uncertain because the Field Post
Office number was not readable. The signature at the left is that of the Commanding Officer of the writer's
unit. (The name appears to be McCall). This signature qualified the cover for airmail transmission with no
franking required. In Alex's opinion, it was an RAF cover likely carried from France to Britain. The posting
date is May 20, 1918 and it is addressed to Mrs. A.A. Ferguson at Beatty, Sask.
Murray also described his attempts to find out more about this cover; and how he eventually received
a letter from Saskatchewan, from a man who was the nephew of the writer, and brother of the addressee. The
writer was identified as Harry Lobb, who later became "a well known figure in early Canadian aviation".
It turns out that this was a misidentification. - Bill Robinson has correspondence from this group, and the
sender was not Harry Lobb but the husband of the addressee, Mrs. Ferguson. Mr. Ferguson was in the infantry.
Bill also pointed out that the inscription didn't read "flight" but rather "fight", and Murray wrote to me that:
"there will have to be a retraction of the study in the next issue with my apologies".

However, I am perplexed, and want to add some editor's comments:
Although the endorsement does indeed appear to say "Fight" not "Flight", that seems to be a strange
comment to put on the cover, and I wonder who would have written it? It would hardly have been added by
the sender before mailing the letter; and I doubt Mrs. Ferguson is likely to have found a description of an
"Aeroplane Fight" the most noteworthy item in a letter she received from her husband in the infantry.
Since we have a situation in which:
Murray, Alex Newall, and myself, all thought the endorsement said "Aeroplane Flight";
Alex gave a historical context for such an endorsement;
"Aeroplane Fight" seems a very strange thing to me to be written on the envelope;
is it appropriate to consider the option that the endorsement was in fact supposed to say "Aeroplane Flight",
but was spelt incorrectly?
Although it feels awkward to claim that an endorsement meant to say something other than what it
actually says, as a teacher I am very well aware how easy it is to mis-spell words on the board when there is
a lot going on. Also, in more relaxed circumstances, mis-spellings in the endorsements on First Flight Covers
are not unknown.

I therefore find the possibility of a mis-spelling just as easy to accept as the letter being
endorsed "Aeroplane Fight". Is this a reasonable interpretation, or am I just being stubborn?
I would be very interested to hear what other readers think.
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FOLLOW UP: Identification of Signatures
CALGARY/EDMONTON FIRST FLIGHT
(AMCN # 3153) - AUGUST 17, 1931
4. J.B. Corley - postal superintendent for
the Calgary district
3. P.B. Calder - pilot on the Edmonton
to Calgary leg
2. C.M.G. Farrell - pilot on the Calgary to
Edmonton leg
1. R W. Hale
- acting postal inspector
for the Edmonton district

J. B. Corley was a passenger on both the northbound and southbound legs of this inaugural flight. Like his postal
colleague from Edmonton, Walter Hale, he was no stranger to flying, having been on board several of the 1928
Prairie Experimental Flights. Corley's analysis of the new run was that four hours would be saved on mail delivery
to Edmonton from the east, via Calgary, and half a day by mail from the west. Unfortunately, the losers of this new
muting were North Battleford and Saskatoon. Airmail services were not restored to these two cities until October 1,
1938 (AMCN # 3837).
Paul Calder, the pilot on the return flight, left Edmonton at 7:00 p.m and reached Calgary in one hour and forty
five minutes - right on schedule. He carried a full load of mail and three passengers on board the Fokker F-14
CF-AIK, as had Farrell on the trip north. Previously, in December 1928, Calder and Punch Dickins had been the
pilots on the Regina-Saskatoon-Edmonton leg during the three-week Prairie Experimental Flights (AMCN # 2852).
Conway 'Con' Farrell signed his covers using a somewhat stylized bank-type signature. He formed the 'F' in
Farrell by adding a horizontal stroke to the right-hand side of his initial 'G'. The 'a', double 'r', epsilon-style 'e', and
double 'I' in Farrell are then apparent. On August 15 Farrell flew the last plane from Edmonton, the Lockheed
Vega CF-AAL (as depicted on semi-official stamp # CL 47), over the old run to Moose Jaw (AMCN #3011). He
then piloted CF-AIK on the first outward bound leg of the new mute, from Calgary to Edmonton (AMCN # 3153).
Major Walter Hale, who by this time had earned the unofficial title "the flying postmaster", was a passenger on
the return flight to Calgary, along with Edmonton postmaster A. R McKenzie and Calgary postal superintendent
Corley. Previously, in December 1929 (AMCN # 2967), Hale had accompanied the Wop May contingent of planes
on the inaugural airmail service up the Mackenzie. Hales signature is also seen on the covers of many other
inaugurals, including the first two McConachie flights (AMCN # 3603, and the newly-added # 3616).
Flight details were front page news in several national newspapers:
Ottawa: August 15 - 'In the interest of economy the government has decided to effect some curtailment in the
western air mail services, while continuing the original lines. The service between Winnipeg , Regina and Calgary
will continue but that operating from Regina north, to Saskatoon and Edmonton, will be cut out. Edmonton air mail
will be muted via Calgary.'
Calgary: August 15 - 'Everything has been in readiness for some time for operation of the Calgary-Edmonton link,
lighted fields having been placed along the mute and a radio directional station with full equipment established at
Red Deer.'
Edmonton: August 17 - 'It had previously been reported [erroneously] that the first flight of the service would be
that which leaves Edmonton at 7:00 p.m. Monday for Calgary. As a consequence many "collectors" lost out on the
airmail covers, for a large volume of mail of this "collector" category is in Edmonton awaiting this evening's flight.'
Edmonton: August 18 -' "We were a little late this morning" Pilot Farrell declared on his arrival here. "This was
due to violent storms on the prairies. They have been having intensely hot weather and last night the elements
joined in a real fireworks display." The first mail machine left Lethbridge at 5:00 am., reaching Calgary at 6:15. It
then left Calgary at 6:35 and reached Edmonton at 8:05' [ one hour and fifty minutes behind schedule].
Many thanks to Gord Mallett for a great answer to a question that appeared in the last newsletter.
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FOLLOW UP:
TCA Experimental Flight, Winnipeg - Vancouver, March 1 1938
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Question (from December 1999): Who has signed this cover? This flight is #3805 in Air Mails of Canada

and Newfoundland which lists the pilot as M. Smith, but the signature doesn't look like Smith.
Answer, from Pierre Vachon: "The book titled Flight Deck by George Lothian (McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1979)

has a list of TCA pilots on staff as of March 1938. It includes one H.W. Seagrim with the date
December 6, 1937, which I assume to be the date hired. I suggest this Seagrim is your man."
Thanks Pierre.

Can anybody confirm whether Smith or Seagrim actually flew this flight?

FOLLOW UP: CAAF

Question (from March 2000): Can anybody clarify what CAAF stood for, and why it was used on this letter

from England?
Answer, from John Wannerton: I always understood C.A.A.F. to be "CANADIAN ARMY ACTIVE FORCE".
Thanks John.

Regarding the "why" of the original question, AMCN, (p416) states that Free postal privileges from Armed
Forces abroad continued to December 31 st 1946. Would the endorsement CAAF have indicated that no
stamp was required on this letter?
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of
aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and
publish it in a following newsletter.

CANADA - MEXICO - U.S.A. AIR MAIL
LENARD L RABIN
Aerophilatelist
Rochester, N. Y.

4-A-4-1A-0--

FRONT OF COVER:

Postmarked
QUEBEC AM DE 9 29
Cachet in English: FIRST OFFICIAL FLIGHT QUEBEC TO MONCTON
Signed:
Postmaster Quebec on the left hand side.

Question: According to the corner card, this cover was created by:

LENARD L RABIN Aerophilatelist General Delivery Rochester, N.Y.
who produced a large number of First Flight Covers around this time.

The cover is endorsed Via AIR MAIL Quebec Moncton in the top left corner, and Via Mexico
City Mexico in the bottom right. The backstamps confirm that it followed this routing.
-

Does anybody know why this routing was chosen?

The answer seems to be provided by the cover shown at the top of the next page, which was
also produced by Rabin for the December 1929 First Flights in the Maritimes, and routed via Mexico City:
This cover received a Mexican SEMANA AREA cachet, which is described as follows in the
MEXICO FIRST FLIGHT COVERS section of the recently published American Air Mail Catalogue, 6 th

Answer:

One:

Editon,Vlume

E-2
December 10 to 16, 1929 — AVIATION WEEK. Mexico City sponsored an Aviation Week
from 10 to 16 December. During this week, air mail articles dispatched from Mexico City were cancelled
with a device reading "SEMANA AEREA" (AVIATION WEEK) and received a special cachet in purple.
Two special stamps were issued, 20 centavos (73,886) and 40 centavos (3,000). Covers cancelled on
December 10 are first day covers.

It looks like Rabin was trying a get a set, (or sets), of double-flight covers, and succeeded in one
case but not the other. The backstamps on the two covers, which are also shown on the next page, give
some explanation of what happened.
The "Montreal" cover may have received the SEMANA AREA cachet on its last day of use, (16 th
th . Why the "Moncton" cover was held longer at the Post Office, Decmbr),asitlfMxconhe17
so missing the cachet, or then received air mail service all the way back to Rochester, so arriving there
before the "Montreal" cover, is a mystery.
Many thanks to Andy Mrozowski for his help with this question.
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CANADA - MEXICO - U.S.A. AIR MAIL continued:
LENARD L RABIN
Aerophilatelist
General Delivery
Rochester, N. Y.

cr4-",...
—79t4,-K

E

Postmarked: MONCTON DEC 9 1929 (Signed by the postmaster - bottom left.)

First Flight Cachet: QUEBEC A MONCTON
Backstamped:
MONCTON DE 9 29
Receiver stamp: SERVICIO AEREO
RC 14 DIC 29
14-15 RC MEXICO, D.F.
Forwarded by air mail from Mexico:
SERVICIO AEREO
22 DIC 29 14-15 MEXICO, D.F.
Transit stamp:
BROWNSVILLE TEX. DEC 23
1929 AIR MAIL FIELD
Received:
ROCHESTER N.Y.
DEC 26 1929

Backstamped:

MONTREAL DEC 10 29

Forwarded by air mail from Mexico:
SERVICIO AEREO
17 DIC 29 10-11 MEXICO, D.F.

Received:

ROCHESTER N.Y.
DEC 27 1929

ADVERTISEMENT

PHILLIPS INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS
101 New Bond Street, London WlY OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk

If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please
contact Phillips Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004 or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11",
photocopier ready.

SALES CIRCUITS? APPROVALS?
One of the topics discussed at the General Meeting, was the possibility of a Sales Circuit. Such a
circuit would require somebody to run it, and even then may not be successful: there can be a problem
of 'imbalance', as vendors often want to sell the more common covers, but buyers have specialized wants.
Is there a member who would like to organize a Sales Circuit? If so, please contact me.
An alternative approach is to see if there are some members who would like to send out stamps or
covers "on approval", and other members who would like to receive such material "on approval".
If you would like to send or receive approvals, please send me a brief description of your interests or
material for sale. - I will publish details of sellers and buyers in the next newsletter, and then let the sellers
contact the potential buyers.

FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FOR SALE
Brian Wolfenden has produced a list of covers for sale from
Canada, (with many Government flights from the 1920's and 30's),
Great Britain, U.S.A., Fiji, etc.
For a free copy, contact him at:
203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-Mail: binepean@trytel.com

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly in
March, June, September and December. - If you have anything you'd like
to go into the next issue, please send it to the editor: Chris Hargreaves,
4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by

AUGUST 15th .

SIGNED SEALED DELIVERED
Postal

Heritage

in

Evolution

This new exhibition of the Canadian Postal Museum provides a highly dynamic
interpretation of Canada's postal history. Grouped under nine themes, 400 objects recall the
highlights and significant events of the development of the postal system that we all know
today.
Among the unique displays you will find:

•

Ancient writing objects such as clay tablets

•
•
•

An authentic post office from Val-Morin-Station, Quebec
Canada Post's control centre recreated through a computerized game
Objects from prestigious European private collections
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SUPPLEMENT 7 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Changes and Additions 1926 to 2000
Dick McIntosh
Year

Cat.#

Change or addition

1937

3700

New entry:
1937, February 13-16 --- Lethbridge - Cardson. An
emergency flight to Cardson which had been without mail from
February 8 due to heavy snow. The Gypsy moth piloted, by
Charles Tweed, broke a ski on takeoff and the mail eventually
reached Cardson on February 16.

25.00

Transfer from "First Flights for Which No Covers Are Known" section:
1950, June 2 --- Vancouver - Sullivan Bay. Flown by Queen
Charlotte Air Lines Ltd. Few known.
Vancouver - Sullivan Bay
a. Sullivan Bay - Vancouver

25.00
25.00

New Entry:
1964, January 1 -- Montreal - Washington. Eastern Air Lines
first direct jet flight.

10.00

1950

5010

1964 6400

1966

6647

6649
1979

1981

1983

7900

8112

8303

Walue

Change date of Copenhagen Backstamps in text and for entries to Nov. 5.
Add: d. Moscow - Montreal, Nov. 2
e. Moscow - Copenhagen, Nov. 2-5
Change "a" to Nov. 4-5.

8.00
8.00

New entry:
1979, April 30 --- Ottawa - London Eng. First Direct Non-Stop
Flight By Air Canada.

3.00

Add:
1981, May 6 -- Frobisher Bay - Godthaab. Greenlandair
Dash 7 first flight"

8.00

Add: c. Dusseldorf - Toronto
d. Dusseldorf - Montreal
e. Dusseldorf - Vancouver

5.00
5.00
5.00

NOTE: The above changes are in addition to those listed in SUPPLEMENTS 2 to 6 for 1926 -1996.
1996 - continued from SUPPLEMENT 6

9608 New entry:
1996, June 15 --- Vancouver - Frankfurt. First
joint flight of Air Canada and Lufthansa by Boeing 747.
Printed cachet.
Vancouver - Frankfurt (black, red)
a. Frankfurt - Vancouver (black)

5.00
5.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 7 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
$Value

Year Cat.# Change or addition
1996 continued:

9609 New entry:
1996, June 15 -- Calgary - Frankfurt. First joint flight of

Air Canada and Lufthansa by Boeing 767. Printed cachet.
Calgary - Frankfurt (black)
a. Frankfurt - Calgary (black)

5.00
5.00

9612 New entry:
1996, June 16 --- Prague - Gander - Montreal. Pan American

Airways 50th Anniversary flight which also had other stops
en route to New York. Cachet

5.00

9614 New entry:
1996, July 8 --- Vancouver - Atlanta. Delta Airlines.

Canadian Olympic flight. Blue cachet.
Vancouver - Atlanta
1997

5.00

9700 New entry:
1997, April 6-7 --- Vancouver - Nagoya. First flight by

Canadian Airlines and Japan Airlines by Boeing 767.
Vancouver - Nagoya (red)
a. Nagoya - Vancouver (green)

5.00
5.00

9703 New entry:
1997, June 16 --- Halifax - Frankfurt. First flight of Air

Canada and Lufthansa by Boeing 767. Printed cachet.
Halifax - Frankfurt (black)
a. Frankfurt - Halifax (black, red)
b. As "a" but originating at 'Pacific '97', San Francisco

5.00
5.00
5.00

All flights from 1998 on are new entries. - All numbers are provisional, and may have to be
revised if information is obtained about additional flights.
1998

9804

1998, January 30 --- Calgary - Nagano. Flight by Air Canada A340

9808

1998, May 2 — Frankfurt - Montreal. Flight by Air Canada

and Lufthansa.

5.00
5.00

9812

1998, May 13 --- Paris - Montreal. Flight by Air France Boeing 777.

9816

1998, May 30-31 --- Paris, France - St. John's. Flight by Air France

Concorde, AF.4622, to celebrate the 300th Anniversary of the
landing of John Cabot. All covers have a black Concorde cachet and
are numbered. In addition, the cover from Paris has a circular
Concorde postmark, the one from St. John's is post-marked at the
MacDonald Dr. P.O. in brown ink, while the non flown covers have
a large, rectangular, stylized, Concorde St. John's postmark and
no backstamp. Pilot-E. Chillaud.
Paris - St. John's (May 30) (80)
a. St. John's - Paris (June 1)
b. St. John's - Paris ( May 3 ) (not flown)
Continued

5.00

10.00
10.00
5.00
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SUPPLEMENT 7 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Year

Cat.# Change or addition

$Value

1998 continued:

9820

1998, July 24, --- Grass strip south of Calgary, Alberta. First

flight of rebuilt Fokker Super Universal, CF - AAM, piloted by
Clark Seaborn. (3 covers carried.)
1999

9904

1999, March 12 --- Zurich - Montreal. First flight by Swissair

Airbus A320.
Zurich - Montreal
9908

1999, April 4-7 --Vancouver -Tokyo. New pooled-service by

Canadian Airlines and Japan Air Lines. Both initial flights were
operated by Canadian Airlines aircraft and crew: DC 10 and
Boeing 767 aircraft were used, with different cachets for the
first flight by each type of aircraft.
Vancouver - Tokyo (April 4) Boeing 767
a. Tokyo - Vancouver (April 4) DC 10
b Tokyo - Vancouver (April 5) Boeing 767 return flight
c Vancouver - Tokyo (April 7) DC 10 return flight
9912

2004

8.00
10.00
8.00

1999, May 7 --- Warsaw - Edmonton. Lot Airlines first flight

by Boeing 767.
2000

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

1999, May 3 -- Vienna - Montreal. Austrian Airlines

first flight by Airbus A320.
Vienna - Montreal
a. Vienna (UN) - Montreal
b. Montreal - Vienna
9916

8.00

5.00

2000, March 1 --- North Bay - Toronto. A recreation of the

1939 flights between Toronto, North Bay and Ottawa, was made
by Air Ontario in a Dash 7. Reproduction of the 1939 cachets
and franking are included on the cover.
North Bay - Toronto
a. North Bay - Ottawa
b. Toronto - North Bay
c. Ottawa - North Bay

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

Any readers who have suggestions for any changes or additions to the GOVERNMENT
AND OTHER AIR MAIL COVERS OF CANADA section of AMCN, (or these
Supplements), are asked to send them to:
Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.
Telephone: 416 447 1579 Fax: 416 449 0733 E-mail: mcintoshOaccessv.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications;
a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilatelv,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
With effect from October 1' 1999, the annual membership dues have been:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

)

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:

JULY
157 Robert Meyer

228 William McCann
286 Ken Bolton
287 Robert Hounsell

AUGUST
230 Canada's Aviation Hall of
Fame
234 Kevin O'Reilly

SEPTEMBER
95 Michael Painter
168 Robert Lee
186 Chris Hargreaves
235 Dominique Tallet
237 Michel Brisebois
238 Cheryl Ganz
257 Ron Hyde
290 Michael Deal
291 Walter Veraart

PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only mailed to new members, or
when they will serve as receipt of payment, OR ON REQUEST. - They are no longer being sent automatically
to members who renew by cheque.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
EISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott. CD
16 Harwick Crescent. Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1.
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4) 2P3

Telephone: (613) 829 0280; Fax: (613) 829 7673
E-Mail: rmalott@magma.ca
Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,

CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 659-3 PIE XII, VAUDREUIL-DORION, QUEBEC J7V 8R8
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appears to the editor.
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CAS PRESIDENT'S REPORT SEPTEMBER 2000 THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
Greetings to our new and old CAS members .Your loyal support of the activities of your
Executive Committee is greatly appreciated. For most of us I imagine the summer has been quiet
philatelically and now a new stamp season is upon us. I have the privilege of representing the
RPSC as the Canadian Commissioner to ESPANA 2000 in Madrid, Spain, 6-14 October 2000. I
am also a member of the Jury for aerophilately and the representative of the RPSC on behalf of
Murray Heifetz at the General Meeting of the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission. Murray is the
RPSC's appointed aerophilatelic representative to the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission.
At this international philatelic exhibition the Spanish Army will once again be sponsoring a special
pigeongram service as it did in 1996 in Seville, Spain for ESPAMER'96 AND AVIACION Y
ESPACIO. Canada has never had such a service although a recommendation was made by the
Royal Military College of Canada's staff in 1902. The recommendation was not accepted by the
Department of National Defence. The CAS for CAPEX 96 attempted to arrange a special
pigeongram for the occasion but the Canadian Racing Pigeon Union did not support the idea
despite the fact that we offered to pay all of the expenses. We included an account of these
matters in our catalogue of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland., Section 21. PIGEON
POST, pages 454- 457. 1 plan to obtain some examples again if possible at ESPA&A 2000.
Our industrious and knowledgeable aerophilatelist, Murray Heifetz, with the indispensable
assistance of our Secretary, Ron Miyanishi of Toronto, has published his second edition of OAT
and AV2 MARKINGS. This 142-page monograph, sponsored by the AAMS, expands greatly from
the 1' edition on the study of OAT (Onward Air Transmission) and AV2 markings. A series of
worldwide postal markings is presented from 1938 through 1974 that directed air mail envelopes
to be carried by air through a series of intermediate points. Murray, an internationally accredited
judge, award winning aerophilatelic exhibitor, and postal history specialist in many air mail topics,
depicts and describes currently known OAT and AV2 markings, with many reproductions of fullsized covers. Congratulations Murray on your most recent accomplishment and for your generous
gift of your time and knowledge for other aerophilatelists.
Murray's publication is available in Canada, through the President of the CAS, at a price of
$30.00 Canadian which includes applicable taxes, mailing and postage charges. Other AAMS
publications are available also from the CAS as a service to CAS members. The Air Mails of
Canada and Newfoundland is also available from me at a complete price of $65.00 Canadian for
CAS/AAMS members and $75.00 Canadian for non-members. The CAS has an inventory of
current AAMS aerophilatelic publications. If you are interested in the price list please contact me
at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1.

Our Snowbird covers for 2000 are available from me at a price of $70.00 Canadian for a set of 10
autographed, cacheted and flown envelopes over Ottawa on 1 July 2000. A separate especially
designed coloured cover by Ron Miyanishi, autographed by all of the 9 Snowbird pilots, is
available for $25.00. Each set of 10 envelopes for 2000 includes one of these special covers.
Happy collecting!
Dick Malott President CAS

Editor's Note: See page 27 for illustrations of this year's Snowbird covers.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are holding their annual Day of Aerophilately on
Sunday November 5th . This event will run from "10 to 4", at the VINCENT GREENE
FOUNDATION, 10 SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). The day includes
displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant, and lots of excellent
conversation.
Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate! - The event has a small following
of regular participants who have a great time each year, and additional participants will be
very welcome.
For more information contact: Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Court, Don Mills, Ontario M3A
1S3, (telephone 416 447 1579; E-mail: mcintosh@accessv.com ).

ROYALE * 2001 * ROYAL
The next annual convention of the ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA will be staged by the
Lakeshore Stamp Club at the Centre Communautaire Sarto Desnoyers, April 6-8, 2001 in Dorval, Quebec.
It will feature the 73rd annual conference of The RPSC with seminars, exhibits, and a bourse. Show
contact is David G. Nickson, C.P. # 1, Pointe Claire- Dorval, Quebec H9R 4N5. To obtain further information
by e-mail. contact Francois Brisse fsbrisse@videotron.ca
The 2001 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY will be
held on the afternoon of Saturday April 7th as part of this show.

AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE
Work is in hand on a revised listing of FAM flights, (Foreign Contract Air Mail Routes), for the Sixth
Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
If anyone has suggested corrections or changes for any of the FAM routes, or would like to help with
this project, pleases contact George K. Sioras, 25 Brington Road, Brookline, MA 02245-6012 USA, as soon
as possible.
.

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AT AIR CANADA
Following its take-over of Canadian Airlines, (reported in our March newsletter), Air Canada seems to
have been in the news almost daily.
The good news is that a number of new services have been introduced, (such as direct flights from
Toronto to Regina, without a change in Winnipeg).
Unfortunately. there's not much good news. - The lead story on the front page of The Globe And Mail
for May 6th was:

TRAVELLERS CURSE AIRLINE MERGER
Delays and confusion snarl Canada's airports; 'the very worst we anticipated is really happening'
These problems got a bit better in June, when Air Canada introduced new arrangements at Toronto's
Lester B. Pearson International Airport. (Most of the Air Canada and Canadian Airlines international flights
now arrive and depart from Terminal 1, while most intra-Canada and U.S. transborder flights operate from
Terminal 2.)
On August 3rd, Air Canada made a commitment to solve it's customer-service problems within 180

days
However, the airline stayed in the news as a contract dispute with it's pilots dragged on, and the threat
of a pilots' strike haunted summer travelers until a settlement was reached on September 1st.
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
Very many thanks to Jack Ince, who having switched the centre of his air mail interests from Africa to
the Atlantic, has very kindly donated his research notes and files on AFRICAN AIR MAIL SERVICES to the
CAS Library. These documents include articles on many different airlines and pioneer flights, a photocopy
of his extensive collection, and a copy of The Travelling Post Offices of Nigeria which Jack produced for the
West Africa Study Circle.
These will be a wonderful source of information for fellow collectors. - Any members wanting
information on particular topics, (or to see the entire donation), should contact me to arrange access.
The library has also recently acquired copies of Volumes 2, 3 and 4 of the Fourth Edition of the
American Air Mail Catalogue. These will be most useful in answering questions regarding covers that were
dropped from the Fifth Edition. Many thanks to John Venskus for his help with this acquisition.

NEW CAS PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Given the often late publication of this newsletter. I am particularly pleased to report that the first
copies of our resource booklets were distributed on schedule.
OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS
AS ESTABLISHED BY THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 - December 1942
by David Whiteley
This booklet is 66 pages long, and reproduces many rate tables and announcements, as reported in
the Canadian Post Office annual Guides and monthly Supplements.
The price, including postage, is: $17.50 Canadian in Canada; $13 US for orders mailed to the USA;
$20 Canadian or $14 US for orders mailed overseas. (CAS members may deduct $3 Canadian or $2 US from
these prices.)
Orders should be sent to: David Whiteley, 605 -77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8
Payment can be made by cheque in Canadian or US Dollars, payable to David Whiteley.
NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAIL POSTAGE 1937 - 1949
Extracts from the Newfoundland Post Office Circular
by Jack Ince
This booklet is 24 pages long, spiral bound, and reproduces the original announcements and rate
tables from the Newfoundland Post Office circulars.
The price, including postage, will be: $7 Canadian in Canada; $5 US for orders mailed to the USA;
$10 Canadian or $7 US for orders mailed overseas. (CAS members may deduct $1.50 Canadian or $1 US
from these prices.)
Orders should be sent to: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7M 4 Y4. Payment
can be made by Canadian Dollar cheque payable to Chris Hargreaves, International Money Order, or in US
Dollar bills (at sender's risk).

CANADA AVIATION MUSEUM, OTTAWA
The Canada Aviation Museum at Rockcliffe Airport has a special exhibit until the end of January 2001:

HEAVENS ABOVE
A Retrospective on the Future
Flying cars, huge airships, supersonic airliners--this is how people at the beginning of the
20th century imagined the future of aviation, and these dreams and visions for aviation in the
last century are well documented through period photographs, advertising materials and
whimsical illustrations.
For more information telephone 613 993 2010, or 1 800 463 2038;
or visit their website at www.aviation.nmstc.ca
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THE KOREAN WAR
A CFPO 27 (YONGSON) REGISTERED COVER
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A gunner in 81 Field Regiment, Royal Canadian Artillery, registered this airmail cover to Denmark. It was sent about two months before a cease-fire ended
hostilities in Korea. The 20O Forest Products stamp, issued in 1952, paid the
registration portion of the postal rate. Examples of Canadian military registration handstamps from this theatre are scarce.
CFPO 27 markings were applied on June 1, 1953. The cover was routed through
Kure, Japan. A CAPO 5000 marking on the back, dated June 3, 1953, is present.
THE CANADIAN POSTAL CORPS IN KOREA
On November 1, 1950, the Canadian Postal Corps was reactivated after a rather limited
role following the Second World War. Canada's Canadian Army/Field Post Offices were
established at Pusan, Seoul, Tochong, Yongson, Korea and at Nippombara, Kure, Hiro,
Tokyo, Kobe, Japan. These included CFPO 25 to 32 inclusive as well as CAPO 5000 to
5003 inclusive. Offices were equipped with circular steel'hammers, rubber handstamps
(including registration markings, large circular daters, and square "MOON's" or Money
Order Office Number devices).
This cover is reproduced from a special issue of the Newsletter of the Canadian Military Mail Study
Group of the British North America Philatelic Society, that was devoted to Canadian-related postal history
from the Korean War.
For more information regarding this very detailed 38 page issue, or of the other activities of the Study
Group, please contact: D. Mario (Editor), Post Office Box 342, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3L3

INTERNMENT MAIL. IN CANADA, 19141-1919 & 1939-1946
by S.C. Luciuk
Members who collect military mail may be interested in this recent publication in the British North
America Philatelic Society's Exhibit series. - The 104 page photocopied exhibit examines the postal history
and markings of POW's and internees in Canada from both World Wars.
For more information contact the BNAPS Book Department, do Saskatoon Stamp Centre, Box 1870,
Saskatoon, SK S7K 3S2. (Telephone 306 931 6633 or 1 800 205 8814; Fax: 306 975 3728; or e-mail
sscasaskatoonstamp.com
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF CAMP BORDEN
published in the newsletter of
THE GREY, BRUCE, DUFFERIN & SIMCOE POSTAL HISTORY STUDY GROUP
I recently received copies of some very detailed and well researched newsletters produced by this
group. - They included a series of articles by Dave Hanes on THE POSTAL HISTORY OF CAMP BORDEN
that I think will be very useful to anyone interested in R.C.A.F. postal history, and I have reproduced some
of these articles on the following pages.
This study group was formed in 1998, and now has 47 members. Their newsletter has 10 pages per
issue, and is produced six times a year. Membership dues are $10 per year.
For more information on the study group, (or on the other articles about Camp Borden), contact:
Gus Knierim, RR1, Thornbury, Ontario NOH 2P0 (Phone/fax: 519 599 6975, E-mail: knierim@bmts.com )
(Gus is also the editor of their newsletter. - Congratulations on an excellent publication Gus!)

CATAPULT MAIL
Tony Kershaw produced a great article on THE EASTBOUND NORTH ATLANTIC CATAPULT
SERVICES 1928 1935 A study of the Routes, Rates and Other Matters, for the June/December 1999 issue
of Air Mail News, published by the British Aerophilatelic Federation.
Tony's article was a composite of several articles and columns he has written over the years for
various publications. - It provides both a comprehensive overview of this subject for "general collectors"; lots
of rates etc. for "catapult specialists"; and some newly discovered information to update Tony's earlier
articles.
For a copy of this article please send $2 (for postage etc) to your editor - Chris Hargreaves (address
on page one.)
-

-

OTHER PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
The CAS exchanges newsletters with:
the Air Mail Society of New Zealand,
the Astro Space Stamp Society,
the Australian Airmail Society,
the British Aerophilatelic Federation.
the Chicago Air Mail Society,
the Wreck and Crash Mail Society.
Articles in these publications related to Canadian Aerophilately will be reproduced in our newsletter, or listed
as part of my Editor's Report, as space permits. For more information on any of these societies please
contact me.

ADVERTISEMENT
}
ophillips

VAALL
(WEVSIO&NVALUERS

A UAI
(

FOUNDED 1796

101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please contact
Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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sonnel. During this period the main
type of postal cancellation was the
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The Royal Flying Corps
took over the
airfield at Camp Borden on
May 5, 1917. The flying training had commenced on March 30, 1917. Through
arrangements with the Americans, the Corps travelled to
Texas for winter training. On April 1, 1918 the Royal
Flying Corps
merged with
the Royal
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of use from November 14, 1930 until
June 27, 1940.
Early pieces of mail relating to the
RCAF, which was formed in April,
1924, are hard to find. The cover shown below, is dated
May 21, 1935 and is the earliest one found by this
writer. Note the corner card: Accounting Section
R.C.A.F. Camp Borden, Ont. The cover is addressed to
Penmans Ltd., Paris, Ontario. Is it possible that the letter
herein could have dealt with the purchase of some part
of the uniform?

Naval Air
Service, and
the Royal Air
Force came

into being.
After the
end of World
War I in 1918,
the strength
of the Military
Forces were
greatly reduced.
Camp Borden
continued to be
used for training
of Army and
Air Force per4.ccotoding &caws,
R,C.A.F. Camp a•awit,

Permsna Ltd. *
Pari
rlo*

Registered
Letter showing
registration
box and the
broken circle
hammer

[continued in
Issue N° 7]
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ingwood Township, Grey County
[REF.

054]

Today the community has basically returned to its
woodland state with much of the area being a county
forest.
Kolapore is now served by RR1 Ravenna. Currently
the carrier is Carol Bistretzan.

By Gus Knierim
olapore's reason for existence were the surrounding
hardwood forests. This lumbering community
located in the southern part of Collingwood Township
boasted a small general store, post office, church and
school in the settlement of Paradise. All that remains
today is a church and a couple of houses surrounded by
forest. The new name of Kolapore was used when the
post office opened in 1884. George Wilson, the first
postmaster, and his wife Sarah, may have been responsible for the selection. "Kolapore" is an anglicization of
the name of a small state in India. Kolhapur was the
object of a British military expedition of the 1800s, and
this small Indian state that objected to British rule
became, the name of a forest community in Canada.
George Wilson remained as postmaster until his death
in 1893; his widow continued until 1904. She was
followed by James Pegg who lived just three years and
in 1907 was replaced by William T. Pegg. Alfred
Stoutenburg served for just over a year in 1911-1912
and was followed by John W. McAteer in the last two
years of the life of this post office. Like so many other
post offices that closed at the time of World War I
service was replaced by the advent of rural delivery.
The logging and wood industries were very diverse at
Kolapore and provided the main support for the community for over 50 years. The only other commercial activity
in the community was a stone quarry and lime kiln. A
small store was operated as early as 1880 by George
Wilson.

Postmistress Sarah Wilson
who took over the duties of the
office upon her husband's death.

N4.*-te 7,5

KOLOORE UPLOD FARMS
"Upland
lamed

THE ADDRESS TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE.
R.R. 1 .

A contemporary corner card from
a nearby farm. The "A" in A. & A.
(Alvin & Anita) Wilson is the
great-grandson of Kolapore's first
postmaster, George Wilson. Furthermore the tradition continues with
Jeff Wilson, son of Alvin & Anita
Wilson being the rural route
carrier for both RRI and RR2
Clarksburg.
-a1111■11..
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As this card to the
Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, indicates, farmers such as
Dixon Wilson (son of
George Wilson, postmaster) were willing
to try and work hard
at making a success
out of farming at
Kolapore. That same
spirit exists today in
the community.
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Tn the period leading up to World War II we see a
1 change in hammers used at the Camp Borden office.
We previously stated that the Al type hammer was
reportedly used until June 27, 1940. However, in the late
1930s we see the appearance of a 23-mm cds hammer
[without dots] and again in 1940 a further 24-mm cds
hammer [with dots].
The 23 mm FIELD
POST OFFICE hammer.

t‘,.1• vc) )14-1
s
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The 22-mm FIELD POST OFFICE machine cancel. On some days the
office was in a turmoil and the postmaster just didn't know which
side was up.

It would be interesting to pin down the actual periods
of usage for these two hammers keeping in mind that
machine cancels were used simultaneously during this
period. The 22-mm FIELD POST OFFICE machine cancel
was soon to be replaced and is often referred to as an
interim postmark. Early in World War II new "MPO"
cancels were introduced at the various military camps
across Canada.
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R. GISTER
°apt. Lea:organ
5477 Earnsoliffe Ave.,
Nbutreal, Canada •

The 24-mm FIELD POST OFFICE hammer
clearly showing the dots between

CAMP BORDEN•ONT. • FIELD POST
OFFICE

The Post Office at Camp Borden,
19??, as it appeared on a postcard

published in the "Canadian Art
Deeptone" Series
[continued in Issue Itl° 9]
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3.LOU MILIAHD
LAND TOWNSHIP
County of Grey
John Rossiter
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E

ast Holland was the second of fourteen post offices
to be established in what until recently was known
as Holland Township and serving ten communities
within that township. In the early years, there were two
"towns" where Chatsworth now stands — Johntown and
Grandtown. These names were still shown on some
maps in conjunction with Chatsworth as late as 1880.
No post office named Johntown or Grandtown was ever
established at this location.
The first post office, located at the south
side of the village was named East
Holland and was established on
July 6, 1851, with Henry
Cardwell as postmaster.
The township's
first post office
was at

VANS
This letter
was mailed from
East Holland on
June 28, 1853 and arrived in
Quebec, L.C., July 3, 1853. This
delivery time is remarkable considering
that East Holland was not served by railway
at this point in time and that mail would move by stage coach.

Sullivan (later Williamsford), having commenced operations on October 6, 1847. The East Holland post office
remained open until January 1, 1857, when it was
relocated and the name changed to Chatsworth.
East Holland's sole postmark appears to be the
double broken circle, manuscript dated. Several have
surfaced in recent auctions, the earliest being a cover
dated 10 Aqt / 52 and the latest recorded being
1 A4.0 / S6. The village had grown northward, so the post
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office was relocated well towards the north. Henry
Cardwell continued in his position as postmaster and it
is suggested by more than one text that Chatsworth was
so named after his proposal.
A 25-mm double broken circle hammer became the
first postmark of Chatsworth. Bruce Graham lists its
period of usage from 1858-1875. Shown
with this article is a cover cancelled
CHATSWORTH U.0 /
FEB. 0, 1869. This is a
very clear strike
so it

would appear the
postmaster neglected to
check the indicia for the
proper day. The latest date seen by
me is dated Nov. 7, 1883, making it the
latest recorded cover.
Before the days of the railroad, the mails came once a
week, and later twice a week. In August, 1873 the
TORONTO, GREY & BRUCE RAILWAY, a narrow gauge line
was built. When the first train pulled into Chatsworth it
had taken eight hours to travel from Toronto. By 1880
the Belden Atlas for Grey County referred to Chatsworth
as having "the best mail, express and telegraphic facilities".
I have no reference material from the year 1884 until
1888, so I'm not certain when a new device was put into
place to supersede the double broken circle hammer.
However, I do know that by 1888 a new circular dater,
CHATSWORTH ONT. / AP23 / 88 was in use measuring 231/2 mm. A later recorded date is Dec. 2, 1897. Did
this circular dater continue to be used in 1898 or the
first couple of months of 1899? By 1899 a 20-mm
broken circle hammer was in use and continued to be
used into the 1900s. The latest known recorded use by
Bruce Graham is April 2, 1906.
It is interesting to note, that for nearly 50 years,
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1920, Dec. 21 until 1921, Jan. 19 Colonel D. G. Joy
1921, Feb. 24 until 1922, May 17 Major Geo. R. Rogers
1922, Sep. 22 until 1922, Dec. 26 Capt. E J. Mawdesley [acting?]

PART VII
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T et us recap the period from the establishment of the
1..d first post office at Borden until the beginning of
World War II. The first field post office was established
May 22,, 1916 and closed the 6th of January, 1919. No
records are available currently to show who served as
postmaster in this period of time.
A CAMP BORDEN post office was again established December 21, 1920 and operated under that name
until April 25, 1940 at which time its name was changed
to CAMP BORDEN MPO 202.
A number of men served in the capacity of postmaster, with most holding the position for only a few
months. With the exception of one all reasons for
vacancy was "resignation".
The following names of postmasters come from the
records held at the National Archives:

1923, Aug. 31 until 1923, Dec. 23
1924, May 2 until 1927, Apr. 7
1927, Apr. 28 until 1931, Feb. 10
1931, June 5 unti11931, Sep. 2
1932, Mar. 16 until 1932, Oct. 12
1932, Oct. 17 until 1935, Nov. ??
1935, Sep. 10
[acting]
1935, Oct. 16 until 1936, Sep. 29
1936, Oct. 8 until 1938, Dec. 2
1938, Dec. 30
[cancelled]
1939, Mar. 30 until 1940, Mar. 29

Flight Lt. G. V Walsh
Flight Lt. 0. Berry
Flying Officer E S. Coghill
Flying Officer Elmer G. Fullerton
Flying Officer V W Thompson
Flight Lt. Elwood E. Middleton
Flying Officer Arthur L. James
Sydney George Barker
Flight Lt. Robt. B. Brown
Victor Stephen James Millard
Flying Officer J. F Fleming
George Robert Rodgers

Towards the end of this period and just prior to the
renaming of the post office to CAMP BORDEN M.P.O.
202 we have the use of the 23-mm FIELD POST OFFICE
hammer as mentioned in the last issue. Not only that but
a 22-mm machine cancel with smaller lettering and bars
measuring 54 mm was put into use. The changeover to
the MPO 202 designation was April 25, 1940 and yet
the 22-mm interim machine cancels was used as late as
April 30, 1941. By May 10, 1941 an MPO 202 machine
cancel was in use.
Also in use at this
time was a large 31-mm
rubber handstamp as is
shown in the accompanying illustration.

This letter
was sent to Camp Borden
from MacDonald Mfg. Co., Ltd. of
Toronto. Someone had marked in the upper right
hand corner in pencil the words OHMS prior to the letter being
cancelled in Toronto. The postal personnel were not in agreement
with the markings and the envelope was marked to have Postage
Due collected at Camp Borden. Upon arrival at Camp Borden the
letter received the large rubber cancel. Postage Due was paid and
six one cent postage due stamps are on the reverse side.
Reprinted from the newsletter of THE GREY, BRUCE, DUFFERIN & SIMCOE POSTAL HISTORY STUDY GROUP
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LINDSAY TOWNSHI BRUCE COUNTY
Gus Knierim

The Dyer's Bay General Store in earlier days. This building is no
Photo courtesy of PHELPS/EVANS COLLECTION
longer standing.

Thee hamlet of Dyer's Bay on the eastern shore of the
Peninsula saw its beginning in the 1880s when
the Bruce Peninsula was being logged. Many sawmills
existed in the vicinity of this hamlet which saw its first
post office open December 1, 1881. The National
Archives records show that this office was a fulltime office until Dec. 31, 1946. As of
June 16, 1947 the status was
changed to a
summe

[REF.
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this altered hammer remained in use until the last days
in the mid-1980s. It does not appear that Dyer's Bay
ever had a CDS hammer. This office was authorized to
issue Denominative Money Orders not to exceed
$15.99 and could pay out if funds were available. The
post office was assigned the number 79145. MOON and
POCON numbers were 3301 and 396001 respectively. No
registration boxes nor MOON or POCONS have been seen
and yet some must exist. In 1973 the total revenue for
this office was $242.00. Today the folks of Dyer's Bay
are served by the nearby Miller Lake post office.
I CARD <4.8 V4 e
POSTAtE
w

Q
„11, 1

The same Al BROKEN CIRCLE CANCEL
with and without the apostrophe.
A modern post card from the Bruce
showing many of the early
post offices.
pub. by KUSTOM KLUBHOUSE, SUDBURY.

/W

I

office until September 30,
1968. There is a gap until 1975 at
which time records show an operation that
fmally closed April 1, 1986.
With the decline of logging in the Bruce some farming took place only
to be replaced by vacationers and cottagers especially in the shoreline
communities.
Only the 1882 hammer has appeared in the proof
books but we do know that a second broken circle
hammer with an apostrophe was in use as early as
December 21, 1909. At some later point, as early as
January 13, 1934, the apostrophe was excised and
Former Dyer's Bay P.O. (1990). Photo courtesy of BOB SMITH.
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The 22 mm CAMP BORDEN, ONT. M.P.O. 202 machine cancel.
-

MPO 202
Early in 1940, a new postal handstamp was issued to
I .4 various Military Bases across Canada. Camp
Borden was no exception and was issued three cancels.
The most common one was MPO 202 (Military Post
Office) which saw use from April 1940 until November
1952, or later.
Along with the normal steel hammer showing the
MPO designation, a machine cancel was
put into use showing a smaller
circle with seven
wavy killer
lines.
The designation of the
"Military Post
Office" was also
included within
the Registered
Letter Box handstamp.
Another place
where this designation
appeared was on the
Roller Cancel which
tended to be used for
parcels and larger packages. It was an exception
when one discovered this cancel on an
ordinary letter envelope.
-

SEP 23 1942
47

A 40 x 26 mm oval handstamp
found on an O.H.M.S. stampless
cover to the USA.

P. O.

CAMP BORDEN • M.P.0.202 ONT.
MY 28 1941
Registered letter
to the USA, opened by censor,
and struck with the 24-mm CDS
hammer, as well as the new MPO 202
Registration Box.

ON HIS
E
OPEN by Cut

The 10 bar
-

CAMP BORDEN •ONT. / M.P.O. 202
roller cancel designated for parcels and
large packages but sometimes used on
letter mail.

15th Cdn. Armoured Refit.
(6th D.C.R.C.H.)
1103 .St. Matthew t.
LIONTREAL, Quebec
20 Cop es
M.F.B. AKIO
Sit PADS 100 S14..7-42 (513d1
11.4. 1772.39.1134
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Named in Spite or Honour?
James E. Kraemer,

F.R.P.S.C.

[REF. 073]

MELANCTHON
When the first post office in Melancthon Township
opened on July 6, 1851 according to custom it was
named Melancthon after the township. The post office
was located in a general store on the Provincial highway,
3 miles north of Shelburne. Melancthon's first
postmaster was James Beachall, a
Yorkshireman and tave
keeper.

He was a very prominent citizen. He was elected the
first reeve of the township of Luther and later the first
Grey County warden, (1852-53). Although not official,
the Melancthon post office was often referred to as
Beachell's post office. In September 1854 Beachall
resigned as postmaster and later moved to Toronto
where he died in 1867.
James Brown, Beachall's successor served as postmaster until June 1917, a span of more than 62 years.
He was the postmaster when the County of Dufferin was
established on January 24, 1881. When Mr. Brown
resigned his daughter Miss Alice Brown, who did most
of the work at the post office, succeeded
him. Alice Brown resigned two years later.
On July 9, 1919 Charles O'Neill was appointed postmaster. After nearly five years
in office O'Neill resigned and was succeeded by Hugh J. Matthews who operated a general store. Teresa Matthews, a
sister, looked after the postal affairs
while Hugh Matthews looked after two
rural routes. Matthews who lived about
2 miles from the post office sold the
general store to Robert R. Martin. He
resigned as postmaster and expressed
some urgency in having the post
office transferred. As a result
Robert Martin was sworn in as

Melancthon, U.C., Paid 3
11 May, 1871 in manuscript
Melancthon, U.C., Registered, Paid 6
Date Nov.26, 1872 in manuscript.

(144/1.-rzA

Melancthon, U.C., December 17, 1873.
Date in manuscript. B/S Shelburne Dec.18
and Toronto Dec.19.

Aze-zze16,-

Assistant Postmaster on
January 7, 1926 with Frank
Green as post office clerk.
Martin who had been born in
Ireland in 1885 was married
with four children. On March
Note: Both the 1872 and the 1873 are
new late dates for the Dufferin County
Broken Circle list.
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CAMP BORDEN•M.P.O. 208
PM/NO 26/44

THE POSTAL HISTORY

Emil,

Inset: MOOD cancel

by

PART IX

Dave Hanes

CAMP BORDEN,
M.P.O. 208
APR 27 1942

[REF. 0771

THIS IS THE CONTINUING POSTAL HISTORY OF CAMP BORDEN BEGUN IN ISSUE N° 3

MPO 208
long with the MPO
202 handstamp
used at Camp Borden
starting April, 1940, we
see the appearance of
the the 23-mm MPO
208 cancel. The reason
for its existence is not
know but perhaps it
was a backup during
busy periods. Its
use covers the
period from
January 6, 1942
until January
15, 1946.

tai
• 33-1
colts0;11,,41e'r
°
57::c
. to
'''
•

Entrance to Camp Borden, Ontario — 2
View from B/W post card by
Photogelatine Engraving Co. Ltd., Ottawa.

APR 27 194 2

o

REMITTERS RECEIPT
7E4I371EXPEDITEUR

MPO 210
A third MPO handstamp was
issued to Camp Borden. The MPO 210 handstamp
was used by The Service Flying Training School and was
part of the Royal Canadian Air Force and as such
trained pilots from many countries around the world.

OEN,
F'. Cl

34012372
CAMP BORDEN•M.P.O. 210
PM/NO 9/44
MOOD cancel
CAMP BORDEN,
M.P.O. 210
APR 15 1943

CORO:4EN

T Rrl NPji
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John Rossiter

would be a distance of 15 km travelling over rugged
terrain. Later George Taylor brought the mail out on
horseback and that too must have been hard going
especially in the winter. Mr. Jones, the Sarawak postmaster was succeeded by John MacKenzie on April 1,
1865.
John MacKenzie and his family were prominent
businessmen in the area and for many years a MacKenzie
family member was the local postmaster. John MacKenzie
was a busy man building a store, dock and warehouse
and other improvements to the area. Steamships
carrying goods to and from
Owen Sound

[ref. 078]

shore of Owen Sound Bay is Ontario's smallest
township. It has had only five post office locations within its borders. Two of those five locations were Sarawak
and Presque'Isle (they were very close to each other but
they were at different locations). The third location was
on County Road #1 — the Hogg/Presque'Isle Post Offic
(same location). The two remainin
locations were at Brookholm
and East Linton.
yr
This article deals only with
.
kitt
4,00..toiwr 41"4"
the post offices named Sarawak,
Presque'Isle and Hogg. Sarawak
pens.
Township also has a special mean
1 times for
iri
13esme.
i . Priatiocv.
awile
a of
ing for me for it was in Sarawak
aL
1.remota ilioy Ora fativor 00010
ra to Iiimilarrinou soaka otlaora
that my grandfather settled when
4-4,--lOtie e• —.......0,r
he first came to Canada about 188
rova net roo
Pr=444.
gossscrie
ot L vet*
The first post office was named
goo.kowtwei,toorkSa!gi
4r Sarawak and opened on October 10,
le,4100
.11i41144roir
kr. itroairoarto Pro
1863 with Benjamin Jones as postmaster. It was located along the west
shore of Owen Sound Bay near
A registered letter from
Presque' Isle Point. I can find one
Postmaster John McKenzie, cancelled
SARAWAK C.W 6 Vee 74 and sent to Department of
reference that states that as early as
Crown Lands, Toronto. Postage 3 cents
1862 William Scales brought the mail
from Owen Sound to Presque'Isle on foot once a week.
required large quantities of wood to fire their boilers.
Mr. Scales must have been one tough man because that
Mr. MacKenzie and his partner Mr. Back saw that these
,„,,,,„

►

ships obtained all the wood that they needed. The wood
was cut in the forests of Sarawak and Keppel Townships
and brought out in the winter by sleigh to the dock at
Presque'Isle. In 1874 MacKenzie and Black employed
as many as 75 men and 20 teams to cut and haul
cordwood for the steamers. Records show that in the
summer of that same year 348 vessels stopped at
Presque'Isle for wood, also taking on grain and other
produce.
The first illustration is a Registered cover mailed to
the Dept. of Crown Lands in Toronto, struck with a
"PAID 3" hammer and a SARAWAK C.W. 20-mm split
ring hammer, script dated 6 Dec. 7 There is a partial
Owen Sound strike on the back.
The second cover illustrated is also mailed to the
Crown Lands Office in Toronto. It is struck with a
"PAID 3" hammer and a SARAWAK ONT. 201/2-mm
split ring hammer dated SP 15, 1874 and backstamped
Owen Sound and Toronto.
.
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PRAIRIE AIRMAIL COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT
POS7

s,

.111.451r1:-P

2000 -05- 2 5

wO.A•rof
VOMIT

CANADA
AIR MAIL.

0 PRAIRIE AIRMAIL SERVICE ..IN"
• CALGARY-MEDICINE HAT

1930-200 0 ,.\-17
G

it
CALGARY '0 MEDICINE HAT
70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
PRAIRIE AIR - MAIL SERVICE
STARTING MARCH 3, 1930

PAR AVION

COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT CALGARY - MEDICINE HAT MAY, 2000

SPONSORED BY THE CANADIAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY

VIA AIR MAIL

CORREO AEREO

Backstamped MEDICINE HAT 2000-05-25 (Similar design to cancellation on front)
Signed on back Happy landings Clark Seaborn

"Dress rehearsal" for the re-enactment at CALGARY,
based on the photograph of the inaugural flight in 1930 shown at the top of the next page.

This commemorative flight was staged as part of this year's convention of the CANADIAN AVIATION
HISTORICAL SOCIETY - Many thanks to Clark Seaborn for his description of the re-enactment that begins
on page 8, and to Gord Mallett for obtaining this article for us .
Continued
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PRAIRIE AIRMAIL RE-ENACTMENT - DETAILS PUBLISHED BY THE CANADIAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY:

PRAIRIE AIRMAIL SERVICE COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT
MAY 25, 2000
After years of planning and discussion,
March 3,1930 saw the major Western
Canadian prairie cities joined through a
scheduled airmail service. At the out set,
the service connected Winnipeg,
Regina, Moose Jaw, Medicine Hat,
Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon and
North Battleford. The service was
operated for the Post Office by Western
Canada Airways, headquartered in
Winnipeg, and was commenced after a
number of proving flights the previous
year. It was front page news, and many
stamp collectors wanted airmail letters
with five cent stamps in order to get the
prized "covers" with the distinctive
cachets.
Although the prairie route was not considered hazardous terrain over which to
fly, the project presented its own challenges. The route was 1270 miles (2050 kms)
iong, and was operated on a tight scheduie through Prairie winters and prairie winds,
often in the black of night. Instrument flying was unheard of at that time, and pilots
had to guide themselves through the black prairie nights with the aid of light beacons
spaced along the routes. More than once the poor pilot, finding himself enveloped in
fog, had to blindly grope his way to the ground, hoping his wheels would gently touch
terra firma. This was not always successful. Unlike their US counterparts who carried
mail only, these Canadian airmail pilots also carried revenue passengers preventing
pilots from abandoning an aircraft in peril by parachute.
Aircraft used were the Fokker Fl 4, the Boeing 40B4 biplane, & the Fokker
Super Universal, several of each type. These aircraft had dependable engines and
wings of wooden construction, but (typical of their time) had a cruising speed of only
100 miles per hour, no provision for blind flying -- and no wing and propellor de-icing.
The first two above-mentioned aircraft even had an open cockpit in which the pilot
sat.
This commemorative flight is following a part of the original route- that from
Calgary to Medicine Hat. In every way possible this re-enactment is being performed
with authentic period costumes, authentic Canada Post mail trucks, circa 1930 cars -and an authentic 1929 vintage Fokker Super Universal mailplane. it is being
performed on the occasion of the annual convention of the Canadian Aviation
Historical Society happening in Calgary, this year, at the Sheraton Cavalier Hotel.
We wish to recognize the many groups and citizens who have collaborated in
the staging of this event: the Alberta Pioneer Auto Club, Canada Post, the Medicine
Hat Vintage Vehicle Club, the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, the Winters family

airport, Bar XH Aviation, Momentum Design Costume Rentals, the Western Canada
Aviation Museum, and many local aviation enthusiasts and philatelists.
Continued
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ARRANGING THE PRAIRIE AIRMAIL COMMEMORATION
Clark Seaborn
The Fokker Super Universal airplane is a very significant one to aerophilatelists considering
only 28 of the type were used in Canada. It was developed and sold in 1928 and 29, and happened
to be one of the first generation of transport airplanes which possessed an adequate degree of
reliability, good load carrying capability, good range, and a reasonable degree of comfort for the
passengers.
The Canadian Prairies were one of the early airmail schemes, since they were flat with
reasonably benign weather patterns. In 1928 the Canadian government contracted with Western
Canada Airways to commence a service, and so late in the 1928 the seasoned bush pilots of WCA
commenced trial flights. Many of these trial flights were conducted with Fokker Super Universals,
notable among them, the most famous of the breed, registered G-CASK.
A little over a year later, on March 3 1930, the official service started with flights leaving
almost simultaneously, the cities of Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary; and the flights joining these cities
through the cities of Regina, Moose Jaw, Saskatoon, Medicine Hat and North Battleford. Larger
mailplanes, the Fokker F-14's and Boeing 40B4's were used on the main line, and for smaller loads
the Fokker Super Universals were used. The flights were launched with a great flourish and hot air
from the local politicians and postmasters.
My father was one of the young fellows who mailed covers to fly on the 38 different route legs.
One of his co,vers was signed by the well known pilot "Roy Brown".
Fifty one years after the commencement of these flights I was minding my own business at my
airplane at the local airport when I received a visitor. He was from Whitehorse, and as we talked about
old airplanes, he mentioned having rescued from the bush an old derelict Fokker airplane CF-AAM,
and having donated the artifacts to the Western Canada Aviation museum in Winnipeg. They were
looking for a restoration sponsor. I looked in my aviation history books. None of these aircraft were
intact anywhere in Canada, or in the world for that matter. After a 6 month feasibility study and
search, I found myself launched into a restoration project. It became necessary to take on help, and
my good friends Don McLean and Ron Jackson, most notably, came into the project. The airplane
was to be restored in its authentic 1934 livery, that of Northern Airways which had the Royal Mail
contract in the Yukon.
To make a long story short, some 17 years later, having spent 10,000 hours welding, sawing,
filing, machining, fitting, driving 90,000 little brass nails into the wooden wing structure, and painting
the final product - on July 24, 1998 the old girl flew again. After some further testing and Transport
Canada approvals we had a certificate of Airworthiness, and so we commenced a number of
demonstrations and display flights in Canada and the US in the summer of 1999. We flew this 70 year
old airplane across the Prairies to the big Red Lake "Norseman Festival", then to Americas biggest
airshow at Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Probably one million airplane enthusiasts saw the Fokker last year,
many times that who would have seen it if it was squirreled away in a museum, its eventual home.
The Canadian Aviation Historical Society was planning its 37th National Convention for
Calgary in May 2000, and so it seemed only natural and appropriate that we use this old artifact for
a brief part in the convention activities. And so was born the "commemorative mailflight" honouring
the 70th anniversary of the start of the Prairie Airmail service.
The setup of the mailflight wasn't difficult. We had an authentic airplane. We had a small
private airport near Calgary which closely resembled the Calgary Airport ca 1930, complete with
ramshackle hangars, prairie grass and gopher holes. The Alberta Pioneer Auto Club came in with 8
lovely old cars and drivers dressed the part. Good friends Herb Noble and Karl Johnson built up
Karl's Model T truck with the post office logo and the Canadian Coat of Arms ca 1930. Philatelists
in Calgary, Hugh Delaney and others, assisted in advice and help, making computer artwork and
getting Canada Post in Ottawa to provide unique circular date stamps for the Calgary departure and
the Medicine Hat terminus. With a computer we were able to replicate the attractive original cachet
artwork, that of a native Indian, sitting cross legged, smoking a peace pipe in front of a buffalo skull
with an airplane flying overhead.
Continued
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ARRANGING THE PRAIRIE AIRMAIL COMMEMORATION by Clark Seaborn, continued:

Canada Post and its people, Teresa Williams, Brian Bell, Luzia Montens and Kurt Selke, were
fantastic in their enthusiasm and support for the project. We made them dress the part of 1930 postal
officials in order to keep the set authentic. It was no mean feat, and they were borrowing costumes
from museums and theatre storages for weeks preceding the event. We also involved the politicians,
and were able to get the services of Calgary Alderman Bob Hawkesworth to see airplane off. He was
nattily dressed for the part by the people at Momentum Design, a movie costume studio located in
Calgary. As the inertia of the project took hold, a similar 1930's group of cars, people, city politicians
and media was assembled in Medicine Hat.
The selected day May 25, 2000 dawned sunny and calm, perfect flying weather. The only glitch
appeared to be a truck tanker fire and highway closure on the way to the airport. It took me an extra
hour of driving to reach the airport - some of the invited media didn't make it.
As the Canadian Aviation Historical Society delegates' busses reached this remote little airport
10 miles outside of Calgary, their eyes fell upon an entire scene taken from the Thirties. The
participating officials were offloaded at the departure scene centre stage in the vintage cars. The postal
truck backed to the airplane's door. Appropriate remarks about the future of air travel and the air
transportation of mail were made by the officials. Alderman Hawkesworth presented a letter to be
carried to the Mayor of Medicine Hat. Mailbags were loaded with great flourish. The crew of 2
entered the aircraft, and with grunting and grimacing wound up the inertia starter crank, spun the
starter magneto, and the giant 22 liter Pratt and Whitney radial engine throbbed into life. As the
chocks were pulled and the airplane started to move, another vintage car appeared, racing onto the
scene, carrying a woman, her husband and a baby. The woman waving airline tickets in her hand
appeared to be indicating that they were late for their flight. This occurred even in these 1930
mailflights, when Canadian operators carried revenue passengers. With this young family stowed
aboard in the noise, wind and commotion of the idling engine, the Fokker taxied to the runway, did
checks, turned into wind and took off.
A similar ceremony took place on arrival in Medicine Hat, one and one half hours later. The
mail was off loaded into a Model T truck, and transported to a room where postal officials cancelled
the letters. The bulk mail was then loaded back into the vintage Fokker, and without ceremony
brought back to Calgary. Orders for covers from the meeting delegates were distributed at the
meeting, and the remaining orders from all over North America were mailed out during the following
weeks, packed inside a larger envelope to preserve the commemorative cover from machine
cancellation. Approximately 1700 covers were carried.
Some of these covers are still available
from the Canadian Aviation Historical Society
by mailing a cheque for $5 Can or $4 US to:
CARS Convention 2000,
PO Box 87024,
Douglas Square RPO,
Calgary Alberta T2Z 3V7
Editor's Notes: Congratulations to all concerned for a terrific achievement!
Special congratulations to Clark for his skills in restoration, as a pilot, and in understatement!
Among the media that covered this event were the Calgary Herald and Medicine Hat News, and both the
CBC and CTV networks!
The first flight of the restored CF-AAM was reported in the September 1998 issue of this newsletter, and
some of Clark's comments about flying CF-MM were in the June 1999 issue. - Three covers were
carried on the first flight: these were listed as #9820 in Supplement 7 to the AIR MAILS OF CANADA
AND NEWFOUNDLAND, attached to the last issue of this newsletter. The PRAIRIE AIRMAIL
COMMEMORATION COVERS are added to AMCN as #2008 in Supplement 8 attached to this
newsletter.
For more information on the CANADIAN AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY write to: PO Box 224,
Station A, Willowdale, ON M2N 5S8.
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WHO FLEW THE
TORONTO - BUFFALO FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1929?
Editor's Note: This article is based on a question submitted for this newsletter, but explored through the

Canada Air Mail Notes I produce for the JACK KNIGHT AIR LOG of the American Air Mail Society, due
to a lack of space in this newsletter.

Postmarked: TORONTO 6 PM JUL 15 1929

No backstamp.

These covers are described in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as:
1929, July15 — Toronto - Buffalo, N.Y. This one-way service was performed by Jack Little

2943

of the Canadian Flying Service. An official cachet, showing Niagara Falls, was applied in
black to all covers. There was no return service for mail; unofficial covers, bearing no postage, exist but these have no official standing as according to the instructions of both governments, no mail was to be flown from Buffalo to Toronto.
Toronto - Buffalo (black)
(9288 pieces)
3.00

This is similar to the description in the American Air Mail Catalogue, (Volume 4, Fifth Edition
1981), where they were flight #230. On checking with Dick McIntosh, he had a great source to
support the statement that CANADIAN FLYING SERVICE was the carrier: the annual Canadian
Government Report on Civil Aviation for 1929! In Chapter 5, Airmails - Yearly Services, this states:
Toronto Buffalo.
-

A contract. was let to Canadian Flying Service by the Post Office Department on July 1, for the conveyance of mail by air as required from Toronto
to Buffalo, New York state.
Distance-400 miles.
Frequency—Six single trips per week.
Airports--AlI arrangements for landing facilities to be made by the contractor.
Period of contract---Four years.
Date of inauguration—July 1, 1929.
MeteOroIogical report and weather forecasts along the route will be supplied
by the Government.
However, an article by C.D. Long in the Fall 1970 issue of the Canadian Aviation Historical
Society Journal, not only stated that the service was flown by CANADIAN COLONIAL AIRWAYS
LIMITED, but reproduced advertisements to prove it!
The article gave a very full description of this service, and an abridged version is reproduced
on the next two pages.
Continued
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WHO FLEW THE TORONTO - BUFFALO FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1929? continued:

BUFFALO - TORONTO BY AIR

C.D. Long
Toronto's first scheduled air passenger service
THE
began in June 1929,and operated regularly twice-a-day
until the end of September. It enabled door-to-door
service between the Royal. York Hotel in Toronto (just
OVER NIAGARA
opened three weeks earlier) and Hotel Statler in
Buffalo, in 75 minutes. And that was quite normal and
easy; with a little bit of planning and luck the trip could
A
TIME TABLE
AA
A
be made in under an hour.
The essential element was, of course, taking off
and landing in the water, in the harbors of the two
•
•
cities, and taxying from and to dry land using ramps on
V
•
-,7.;„.
Ir ...."P
n oeon;
rml
V
the city waterfronts. Sikorsky S-38 Amphibions (sic)
were used to do this, and they carried ten passengers in
reasonable, though noisy, comfort.
The operator was Colonial Western Airways,
Incorporated. This was a subsidiary of Colonial Air
Transport, Incorporated, which had begun scheduled
service in 1926 between New York and Boston, with
CANADIAN COLONIAL AIRWAYS. LTD.
CAM 1 ("Contract Air Mail" service number one, in
the United States). By 1929 Colonial Air transport,
Colonial Western, and Canadian Colonial ("The
Colonial Airways System"), flew a network of routes
between New York, Boston, Albany, Montreal,
Buffalo and Cleveland.
Colonial Western bought two Sikorsky S-38B's for the purpose of providing the Toronto-Buffalo service.
The first was NC9138, called Nonokas, and it first appeared in Toronto at Leaside aerodrome on 6 th June
1929. The first scheduled passenger trip was made by the second airplane, NC158H, in the morning of 29 th
Neekah by Mrs G. Howard Ferguson, wife of the premier of June.Thismacwforlyhistend
Ontario, on 15* July, the day the mail contract began. (This mail contract was with the Canada Post Office,
and so was south-bound only.)
Two daily round trips were scheduled, and many "extra sections" were flown on week-ends and holidays.
The fare was $17.50 one way and $30.00 return, with "commuter tickets" at $14.00 each way. These figures
were too high to attract much traffic, although the service was convenient and good. (Mohawks's regular fare
in 1970 was about $14.00 Canadian.)
The weak point in the use of flying boats was demonstrated on 22' July, when Nonokas was being ferried
from Buffalo airport (where the servicing was done) to the harbor for the morning run to Toronto. Just after
touching down, the hull struck a 'deadhead' (wood in the water) and the ship was sunk. The crew got out
easily, and there were no passengers, but the airplane had to be dismantled and sent back to Bridgeport. A new
replacement, NC 19811, appeared during the first week of August.
The operations manager of Colonial Western was
W. Heath Proctor, and the chief pilot on the run was
Owen J. "O'C" O'Connor. These two were real
prototypes of the grizzled "million-mile" airline pilot.
CotoNIAL AutwAvs. LTD.
O'Connor was one of the crew of the NC-2, (designed
Royal York Hotel, Toronto — Waverly 4343
for a trans-Atlantic flight in 1919). That, and a lot
Other Colonial Airways
more flying-boat experience with the United States
New York - Boston — Two Trips Daily
Navy, got him the job with Colonial.
New York • Albany - Montreal —Daily

Scenic AIRway
Effittlee Jone 29, 7029

•
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Continued

Week-end Service — New York - Boston
Portland - Rar Harbor
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WHO FLEW THE TORONTO - BUFFALO FIRST FLIGHT
COVERS. 1929? continued:
BUFFALO - TORONTO BY AIR by C.D. Long, continued:

There were several other pilots: Frank Little, Julian
S. Dexter, Charles W. Maris, and George A.
Heddinger (previously a mechanic for KingsfordSmith). The right hand seats were usually taken by
mechanics, no doubt chosen for their power output in
winding up the Eclipse inertia starters and pumping up
the retractable wheels.
The Sikorsky S-38's were a delight to fly, and to
watch, for they had takeoff performance to burn, a top
speed of 128 mph, and handled like fighters. When the
throttles were opened on the water, everything
disappeared in a cloud of spray. This cloud began to
move in the direction of the takeoff, and in ten to 17
seconds the ship emerged from the cloud, in the air,
and climbed smartly away.
Downwind takeoffs were often made, in not many seconds longer. This in days when most people spoke
of 30 seconds as a good takeoff, 40 and 50 weren't uncommon, and every bit of head wind was something
to be carefully garnered.
In the summer of 1929 Savoia-Marchetti had a sales organization in North America, and an agent in
Toronto, with their S-56 amphibian and S-62 flying boat on sale. The S-56, a three seater with a Kinner K-5,
was a 60-second takeoff affair, but the seven-place S-62 was much snappier. It had an Isotta- Fraschini V-12
engine of 500 horsepower, and the Italian fraternity fancied that it was faster than an S-38.
This led to a contest the morning after Labour Day, in a race from Buffalo to Toronto. Charles Maris flew
the Sikorsky, with a regular load of passengers, and arrived over Fleet Street in a photo finish with the
screaming Savoia. A tie, except that Maris took off for Buffalo 20 minutes later, in the same machine with
the same two Wasps, while the Isotta had to removed for rebuilding!
Passenger traffic dropped when the Exhibition was
over, and it was obvious that it wouldn't be feasible to
operate from the water through the winter, so the
Sikorskys were taken from the run at the end of
September. Nobody knew that 24 October would
become a milestone in history, that North American
prosperity would be making a vertical descent, and that
the S-38's would never be back!
On 30th September, the air mail part of the service
was put on to a small fleet of Fairchild FC-2W2's: CFAHG and G-CAVN, which operated once each
weekday between Leaside and Buffalo airport. It was
usually flown by J.S. Dexter or G. A. Heddinger, and
occasionally by "Shorty" Bittner.
A new standard D-12 airplane was put on in August 1930, CF-AMY, a huge, open-cockpit biplane with
a Wright J5 engine. Later that fall (before Leaside was closed), Colonial's flights were moved to the
"Dufferin" (Canadian Air Express) Airport, southeast of Dufferin Street and Sheppard Avenue. On 30 th April
1932, all of the inter-city air-mail contracts in Canada were ended, as a depression economy measure, by the
(infamous to aviation people) "Bennett Government". (RB not WAC). The only airmail routes remaining in
operation were those serving the outlying areas, and places that had no railway nor steamship service in the
winter. Such as the MacKenzie River, the Quebec North Shore, and Pelee Island.
111711101
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This article was abridged from the Fall 1970 issue of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society Journal.
The CAHS Journal is a beautifully produced, quarterly publication, with very interesting articles, glossy
paper, and lots of illustrations. - For more information on the CAHS contact their National Office: PO
Box 224, Station A, VVillowdale, Ontario M2N 5S8.
Continued
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WHO FLEW THE TORONTO - BUFFALO FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1929? continued:

The explanation as to why this route is attributed to two different airlines, is that there was one
airline operating under two different names!
I received a great reply to the initial question, (published in October 1999) from Jon Proctor,
(Editor of Airliners Magazine), who wrote:

got my Oct-Dec issue of the Jack Knight Air Log and was tickled pink when I came across the
AIR MAIL NOTES column describing the Toronto-Buffalo First Flight Covers and the mystery
surrounding them.
C.D. Long's story in the Canadian Aviation Historical Society Journal pays tribute to W. Heath
Proctor, described, along with Owen J. O'Connor as "two real prototypes of the grizzled 'million-mile'
airline pilot." Well, Heath Proctor was my father, and he wound up flying around six million miles before
becoming the first airline pilot in the United States to retire because of age (60) alone (in 1950); in those
days, it was company policy and not yet law.
The confusion between Colonial Western and Canadian Colonial probably comes from the fact that
both carriers, by 1929, had been acquired by Colonial Air Transport, which later became part of American
Airways and fmally American Airlines. Colonial Western came first with service starting in December
1927. Then Canadian Colonial was formed to operate a foreign air mail route (FAM-1) from New York
to Montreal via Albany, beginning that service in Fall 1928. It does get rather complicated....
Just

This scenario of one Company using a variety of names is supported by a cover I received from Neil
Hunter, and have reproduced below. This looks like a Company authorized cover, and introduces
another variety of name into the mix: COLONIAL AIRWAYS!

First Flight Cover postmarked TORONTO 6 PM JUL 15 1929
Signed by the pilot Heath Proctor
Addressed to: Mr. Viola Bordeaux, c/o Colonial Airways, Statler Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.
Receiving cancel on back: Hotel Statler Jul 16, 3:30AM

Many thanks to Dick McIntosh, John Proctor, Neil Hunter, and the Canadian Aviation Historical
Society, for their help with this enquiry.

Everybody is invited to the

CAS DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
On Sunday November 5t h from "10 to 4", at the VINCENT GREENE FOUNDATION,
10 SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station).
See page 3 for more information.
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FOLLOW UP TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHTS, 1939
The article on IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT in our last newsletter produced
some most interesting responses.
Although the clippings with the article mentioned a postcard rate of 7d, (1 d plus 6d airmail fee), all the
illustrations were of letter rate covers. - Don Lussky sent in the following illustration of a postcard from
Imperial Airways inaugural flight, which is much less common than the First Flight Cover's.

RETURN TO SENDERS IF UNDELIVERED

0 A/

\

ivl

Mr Charles Dalldorf,
Messrs Intermaritime Forwarding Company
.38 Pearl Street
New York City
UNITED STATESOF AMERICA.
c0.-4-k-cx---v ,.....7:-LAA:_)
Provisiona Patent No. 3689/1925.
Postmarked: LONDON F.S. 1.45PM 4 AUG 1939

Telegraphic Address:
EVERYWHERE, LONDON.
Telephone:
AVENUE 8074 (5 Lines).

FROM

NEALE & WILKINSON, Ltd.,
bipping ligents,
8, CAMOMILE STREET,

Please Refer to:

4th AuguB t

193

9.

Dear Mr Dalldorf,
With reference to my letter this is
the Post Card of which I have written. Frank Raine
for
is at present
or 3 days visiting the provinces.
Trusting this will reach you safely,
Yours sincerely,

Backstamped: NEW YORK AUG 6 12-PM 1939

Continued
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FOLLOW UP - TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHTS 1939 continued:
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IMPERIAL AIRWAYS

Covers postmarked: LONDON W.C. 4 AUG 1939
Backstamped: NEW YORK AUG 6 1939
Note on back; RECEIVED IN LONDON 12 AUG 1939

There was some discussion in the last article regarding the numbering of these covers. - My summary
of the evidence then available was that the numbers on the Imperial Airways covers did not fit a neat or
"logical" pattern". However, further study indicates that there may be a pattern after all!
John Webster had commented that on his "official" cover #13093, the cachet was in a brighter blue
ink than on "official" covers #19848 and 19849, suggesting different printings
Jack Ince wrote to me that his four covers showed a similar pattern_ Numbers 2289, 2479 and 3208
were a "bright blue ink", whereas #24,491 was a "grey blue" ink.
I therefore asked George Sioras to check his Henry Heise covers, the illustration of which is repeated
below. It was commented in the last issue that: "these covers look so similar they were probably produced
at the same time. but they are numbered 2636 (on the left) and 24876."

George replied that:

There is a distinct difference in the shades of blue — and an unexpectedly interesting pattern seems to be
emerging. I have eleven official Imperial covers, nine of which I would characterize as "bright blue" and
two as "pale [or less bright] blue." By the numbers, with the location at which each was cancelled, they
are as follows:
713
2636
4317
5648
6985
8720
9191
9465
9651
23456
24876

Shannon
Bright blue
London [one of the Heise covers]
London
London
Oxford
New York
New York
New York
New York
Barry Glam, UK
Pale blue
London [the other Heise covers]
With the data that you included in your letter, if you treat one of your correspondent's "grey blue" as equal
to my "pale blue," a very strong pattern emerges. The change in color, and presumably a different
printing, seems to begin somewhere between 13,000 and 19,000.
This looks like a line of enquiry worth pursuing! - If any readers would like to send me details of the
numbers. origins, and colours of their "official" Imperial Airways covers. we can see what pattern emerges.
Continued

CSDA - TORONTO NATIONAL POSTAGE STAMP SHOW
Friday, October 13, 2000 11.00 AM TO 6.00 PM
Saturday, October 14, 2000 10.00 AM TO 6.00 PM
Sunday, October 15, 2000 10.00 AM TO 4.00 PM
QUEEN ELIZABETH BUILDING, EXHIBITION PLACE, TORONTO
Free Admission - Door Prizes
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FOLLOW UP - TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHTS, 1939 continued:

Jack also sent me
a copy of a clipping from
The Times, which gives
some more information
regarding the inaugural
Imperial Airways flight:

FIRST BRITISH
ATLANTIC AIR MAIL
ON SATJJR9AY
0-, f
MORE THAN 25,000
LETTERS ON BOARD

" r/-1.6

/110'X

Lip1/41.5.0/4

SERVICE TO END BY
• OCTOBER

-3 ,1-° A-v-4 . / 61,31

SOUTHERN ROUTE
POSSIBILITIES
By MAJOR C.

,

-

Imperial Airways, have, however, been

Miles
Leave Southampton
1 p.m. (Sat)
Arrive Foynes, Ireland 4 p.m. ..
380
Leave Foynes
6 p.m.
Arrive Botwood, N.F. 10 a.m. (Sun.) 1,990
Leave Botwood
12 (noon)
Arrive Montreal
7 p.m. ..
886
Leave Montreal
8 p.m.
Arrive New York
11 p.m.
244

rendering flying-boat operations impossible.
,

TURNER
The Golden Hind class of Flying-boat,
a bigger type, the first of which has been'
launch'd, is not expected to be passed
for service for at least two months, and
by that time it will be too late for passenger Atlantic services this year. It was hoped that land air-liners
would be available, although their
operation in the winter months would
be extremely difficult owing to snow and
ice in Canada.
Pan AMerican Airways, as well as

Britain's first Atlantic air mail service will be inaugurated on Saturday,
when the 23j-ton flying boat, Caribou,
will leave Southampton at 1 p.m: with
a heavy? load of mail for Newfoundland, Canada, and the United States.
Her departure will be marked by
the presence of a number of notable'
people, and she will carry special
greetings to Government officials.
The Caribou's schedule is:

3,500
The Caribou will leave New York with
mails on the return flight on WednesI day, Aug. 9, at 9 p.m. She will stay
at Montreal for 12 hours, leaving at
noon on Thursday, arriving at Botwood
at 6.30, where she will be refuelled in
',he air, arriving at Foynes at 10 a.m. on
Priday, and at Southampton at 3 p.m.
ICE CONDITIONS IN CANADA
She will carry two or three official
,assengers from Southampton to
i'oynes, but thereafter will have mails
,nly.
On the weekly Atlantic services by the
sister flying-boats, Caribou and Cabot,
beginning on Saturday, and continuing
till the end of September or a week or
two later, passengers will not be carried. By the middle of October ice is
forming on the Canadian waterways,

C.

,

disappointed of expected land air-liners.
The British Albatros type, designed for
the Atlantic experiment, was, owing to
the needs of European air traffic,
diverted to the London-Paris route.
This was a result of the demands for
R.A.F., expansion, which delayed
deliveries to Imperial Airways of the
Ensign tqass, intended for European and
Empire routes.
ROUTE VIA AZORES
It does not appear probable that any
surprise passenger service will be
possible, for the only visible means by
which it could be effected would be the
adaptation of a few big R.A.F. long-range
bombers. Half a dozen of them could
easily be spared.
During the winter, however, Pan •
American Airways will be able to
operate the southern route, via the
Azores, to Marseilles, and it should not
be impossible for a British service to be
run by the same route to Southampton
with the Cabot class, or with the Golden
Hinds. In that case Baltimore, instead
-

of New York, would be the western
Atlantic port, for it is ice free.
-

After the British direct service ceases
operation for the winter it is possible
that the Cabot and Caribou will be
diverted to the South Atlantic• route via
i Lisbon.
Queuing up for envelopes— P. 14; Picture
of Flying-boat Cabot—P. 10.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP - TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHTS, 1939 continued:

I

REGISTERED

SINCLAIR-BROWN
378 MOORFIELDS,
LIVERPOOL 2,
r>
A: , ,,-- .
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,;,-mtd,w-tuta.„6,sk
Postmarked: TORONTO Aug 7 1939

Postmarked: BOTWOOD 24 JUN 1939
Endorsed: First Trans-Atlantic Flight,
via Northern Route per "Yankee Clipper".

According to the article reproduced on page 11 of the June newsletter, if ordinary envelopes were
being sent on the Trans Atlantic service, "they should bear a blue air mail label on the top left-hand corner
-

and the words "North Atlantic Air Service".
in practice, many people did not follow these instructions, but endorsed their envelopes with the name
of the aircraft, in the same way that maritime mail was often endorsed with the name of the ship. An example
of this from the IMPERIAL AIRWAYS first return flight is shown above-left.
The cover below also appears to be endorsed with the name of an aircraft, but is very mixed up!

Postmarked: BRISTOL 26 JNE 1939
Backstamped: SHEDIAC JUL 1 1939

The dates and backstamp indicate that this was flown on the return flight of PAN AMERICAN's first
Trans-Atlantic service. However, that service, (as indicated on the cover top-right), was flown by the
YANKEE CLIPPER.
The writer might have been aeronautically-confused, and may have been referring to the Golden Hind
class of flying boats which, according to the article opposite, were supposed to be introduced by IMPERIAL
AIRWAYS in 1940. In that case, however, they got not just the name of the aircraft wrong, but also mixed
up the airlines!
An alternative possibility, is that they were making an obscure reference to the original GOLDEN HIND,
in which Sir Francis Drake had sailed across the Atlantic from the West of England in 1577. However , since
that ship was originally called the PELICAN, we are getting really obscure!
Many thanks to all the contributors to this article. - If anybody can provide further information,
or a simple explanation for the GOLDEN HIND cover, please contact the editor!
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

PRAIRIE AIR MAIL SERVICE

Y. :.

Ezq.,
222A — 8th Ave. West,
Calgary, Alta.

Postmarked: WINNIPEG 6.30 PM AUG 8 1930
Backstamped: CALGARY 4 AU 9 30

This cover has a handstamp, with handwritten insertions, that reads:

This letter reached here by Air Mail
at 3.304.M. o'clock Aug 9 th 1930
It gained 24 hours in delivery.
Can anybody confirm whether this was a Post Office applied handstamp, or provide any information
regarding its use?

VANCOUVER-SEATTLE AIR MAIL SERVICE, 1935
There is a reference in Ken Molson's great but unfortunately out-of-print Pioneering in Western
Canadian Air Transport , to a United Airlines mail contract before the Canadian Airways service:

The unprofitable Winnipeg-Pembina, North Dakota mail service operated by Canadian Airlines
caused difficulty and complaints. In September 1935, it was proposed that the route be turned over
to Northwest Airlines to operate, and in return Canadian Airways was given the service between
Vancouver and Seattle to commence on October 1. The Company decided to operate the route with
a Laird mailplane for a trial period as a mail only service, but the Post Office Department insisted on
the ordering of a new De Havilland Dragon Rapide.
The route had been in operation for less than a month as a mail service, when complaints started
to come in from the Post Office Department, who were comparing the small Dragon Rapide aircraft
with the Boeing 247 aircraft operated over the same route by United Airlines, and the Lockheed
Electra operated by Northwest Airlines. United Airlines which formerly had the postal contract
between Vancouver and Seattle was continuing to operate a Boeing 247 over the route. (Page 173).
I can find no other references to a United Airlines service between Seattle and Vancouver, and don't
recall seeing First Flight Covers for such a service. Can anybody provide more information as to whether or
not United Airlines operated an air mail service between Seattle and Vancouver before October 1 51 1935?
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A TRIPLE FIRST FLIGHT COVER ?
PRIMUL AVION CU REACTIE DIN LUME

POSTA

HENRI COANDA 16•XI11910
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Cancelled: PRIMA ZI A EMISIUNII BUCURESTI 18 XII 1978
erg Iv virrarrvitirrrVrrrirrrIMirrr;
'9.111.1906

POSTA AEFtlANA

The cancellation on this cover shows TRAJAN
VUIA's plane LA MONTESSON, in which he made
a "hop" of 12 metres in Paris on the 18 th March
1906, achieving a height of 1 metre. (The aircraft is
depicted on the 3.40 value of this set, Scott #C228):

The cover is franked with a souvenir sheet, showing HENRI COANDA and his propellorless aircraft:
December 10th 1910 Romanian Henri Coanda hops the world's first jet-powered aeroplane.
It is powered by a 37,25kW (50hp) Clerget piston engine driving a centri-fugal air
compressor.'
The printed cachet refers to a third flight: BUCURESTI - CAPETOWN - BUCARESTI, 14 APRILE 25 MAI 1935!
Can anybody provide information about this third flight, or additional information regarding the
achievements of Trajan Vuia or Henri Coanda?

.

Milestones of Flight Michael J.H. Taylor and David Mondey, (Jane's Publishing Company Limited,
London, England, 1983).
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your own
"advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1 /2" x 11", photocopier ready.

BOOK REVIEWS
Ken Sanford has informed me that:

I have found a small supply of the following book, which I can offer for US$25.00 including surface
postage:
Airlife's Register of Aircraft Accidents: Facts, Statistics & Analysis of Civil Accidents Since
1951 (Antonio Bordoni). Details of all known accidents to civil aircraft with a maximum take-off

weight above 5,700 kgs and in which one or more members of the crew or passengers were killed
during the period 1951 to 1996. 400 pages, softback. The normal retail of this book was US$32.00
plus postage.
I can also offer the following new or recent books:
Sikorsky VS-44 Flying Boat - Classic Aircraft in Profile 1 (Harry E. Pember). Complete story of
the giant Sikorsky flying boats, their design, construction and military and civilian usage. Includes
1/144th 4-view drawings of the VS-44A and a 3-view of the XPBS-1. 123 black & white and 6
color photos. 72 pages. Stiff board covers. US$ 18.00 including surface postage.
Airmails of Trinidad and Tobago, by R.G. Wike. Published by British West Indies Study Circle,

UK, 1999. 214 pages. A comprehensive history of the airmails of T & T. Lots of black & white, and
some color photos of covers. Lots of rates charts. Hard cover. US$65.00 including surface postage.
KATALOG DER DEUTSCHEN LUFTPOST, Teil 13: Erstflfiuge 1991-1999 - ohne Deutsche
Lufthansa (Catalog of German Airmail, Volume 13: First Flights 1991-1999 without Lufthansa), by

Erich Haberer. Published by Wiegand & Haberer, Luftpostliteratur, Renningen, Germany, 2000, AS
size, 64 pages, soft cover. This 13th in the series of German Airmail Catalogs, gives chronological
listings of all first & special flights, both domestic and foreign to and from Germany by airlines
except West German Lufthansa Airlines. The listings give the date, main cities where the flight(s)
operated and the legs over which covers were flown. Each leg where covers are known to have been
carried is priced separately, in German marks. Few details of the flights are given, but all cachets &
special postmarks are shown, as well as some actual first flight covers. The text is in German but is
easy to follow. Available for US$10.00 plus $3.00 postage & handling.
KATALOG DER AEROGRAMME VON ASIEN 2000 (Aerogramme Catalog of Asia), by

Werner Wiegand. Published by Wiegand & Haberer, Luftpostliteratur, Renningen, Germany, 2000.
A5 size, 192 pages, soft cover. This is a compilation of the previous catalogs of Aerogrammes of
Asia, which were in separate volumes. It now covers the aerogrammes of all Asian countries from
Abu Dhabi to Vietnam. Brief description & value of each aerogramme--mint & used. Most are
illustrated. The text is in German but easy to follow with the aid of a German dictionary. Available
for US$20.00 plus $3.00 postage & handling.
Payment by US$ check (or UK check at current exchange rate) made payable to Ken Sanford..
Regards,
Ken Sanford,
Aerophil, 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland
Email: kaerophil@cs.com Fax: +41 22 7742472
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SNOWBIRD FLOWN COVERS 2000
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The Snowbirds
431 Squadron - 30th Anniversary

This cover was flown on a 431 Squadron "Snowbirds"
Tutor aircraft.
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THE SNOWBIRDS - 2000
431 DEMONSTRATION SQUADRON
3e, SEASON - 30t SAISON
FLOWN ON 1 JULY 2000 OVER
OTTAWA & ROCKLAND, ONTARIO &
MONTREAL AND GRAND LAKE QUEBEC

These covers were flown on 1 July 2000 over Ottawa and Rockland, Ontario and Montreal and Grand
Lake, Quebec, all in one flight. A letter from Captain Dave Morrison, dated 25 August 2000, verifies
that the covers were flown on 1 July 2000.
A set of nine flown covers each autographed by an individual pilot is valued at $45.00 per set. The
specially designed 2000 Millennium Snowbird cover, autographed by all nine pilots, is valued at
$25.00. Two 2000 brochures for the 30th anniversary flights of the Snowbirds are enclosed.
The set of 10 flown autographed covers and Snowbird data is $70.00 Canadian. Cheques should be
made in favour of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
A recent Canadian Press release stated that the Snowbirds would not be disbanded as earlier rumored,
but that they would continue to use a modified Tudor aircraft for their aerial demonstrations. The
Prime Minister had stated earlier that the Snowbirds were too important to Canada to disband.
Orders should be sent to: Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD,
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
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NaZISS'ilE SEASONAWKIA
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is normally produced quarterly in March, June,
September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL. - All members are
invited to contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue.
Just prepare a page featuring any favourite stamp or cover, add your name,
and/or address, and/or Seasons' Greetings to other members, and/or any
other information you like, (e.g. collecting interests, items you'd like to find,
sell or trade, or a business advertisement),
and send a photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by November 15th .
(November 1st if possible, but this issue is coming out later than I'd hoped.)

CANADIAN and WORLDWIDE
FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FOR SALE
Brian Wolfenden has recently produced his sixth mail order list.
For a free copy, contact him at:
203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K26 4P2
Tel: 613 226 2045 E-Mail: bjnepean@trytel.com

Charles 0. Firby
AUCTIONS

Charles G. Firby Auctions is pleased to announce the 14th, and FINAL, Philatelic Literature
auction will be held Saturday, November 4, 2000 at our galleries in Waterford, Michigan.
This year's sale, the world's largest, contains 2,000 lots, many of which contain several
different titles pertinent to a specific country, area/region or topic.
The handbooks are the backbone of the sale but every other form of stamp related literature
will be found as well. This includes auction catalogues, society journals, incunabula, exhibit
photocopies, etc..
If you are a stamp collector who seeks knowledge in his specialty, examine the sale on the
interne (it should be posted by October 5th) at www.StampAuctionCentral.com/auctions.htm
Or order a catalogue by notifying Charles G. Firby Auctions, 6695 Highland Road, Suite
#101, Waterford, MI 48327 at (248) 666-5333 or fax at(248) 666-5020. Request catalogue
#1100. E-mail requests may be directed to Firbystamps@prodigy.net .
There is a $10.00 charge which will be credited to your purchases. Please provide a VISA
or MasterCard number, or send a check or money order, along with your full mailing
address. Prices realized will be sent shortly after the auction (they will be posted at
StampAuctionCentral.com/auctions.htm as well).
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SUPPLEMENT 8 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Section 5 - Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada
Dick McIntosh
(All numbers from 1998 on are provisional. Gaps have been left in the numbering sequence,
but changes may have to be made as information is obtained about additional flights.)
Year Cat.# Change or addition
2000 2008 New entry.
2000, May 25 --- Calgary - Medicine Hat. Commemorating the
70th Anniversary of the Prairie Airmail Service, (March 3r d 1930).
A re-enactment of the First Flight from Calgary to Medicine Hat
was staged as part of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society's
Convention 2000 in Calgary. Covers were flown in a restored
Fokker Super Universal, CF-AAM, piloted by Clark Seaborn.
Covers have a reproduction of the 1930 cachet; a commemorative
postmark and backstamp; and many were signed by the pilot.
Approximately 1,700 covers carried.

$Value

5.00

NOTE: The above change is in addition to those listed in earlier SUPPLEMENTS. - A complete
list of changes to SECTION 5 can be obtained from Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Cr.,
Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3. Price, including postage, is $7 Canadian in Canada;
$5 US for orders mailed to the USA; $10 Canadian or $7 US for orders mailed overseas.

Section 10 - Helicopter Flight Covers
Nelson D. Bentley
1970, August 29 Herschill Island - Tuktoyaktuk,N.W.T. AIR MAIL envelope, black handstamp:
"CSS PARIZEAU", typed in blue HELICOPTER Flight/ From (pen) Herschill Island/ To (pen)
Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T./ Date (pen) August 29th 1970/ Plane Type (pen) Bell 205A1 CF-XRU/
PIt's Sgntr (pen) RM.Boyd/ Remarks blank, MOON postmark: Tukoyaktuk/ 5 IX 1970/ N.W.T.
address typed in blue
H-7001
Unknown number of covers
40.00
1971, August 20 Ice Pack- Alert, N.W.T. Penned cachet ICE PACK 8-71 / 82' 01'N 62* 26'W/
D.RE.P./ via Bell 204B To/ ALERT, N.W.T./ names of 4 men, insert card: same black
handstamp of address/ penned: "This is from a small camp on the NE of/ Ellesmere Is, Will be

here only about/ a month - then return in the Spring/ or Summer'./ T.H.
H-7100
Unknown number of covers

10.00

1999, Jan.13 Notre Dame des Sept Douleurs, Ile Verte - L'Isle Verte, P.Q. Black penned cachet:
Notre dame des sept douleurs - L'Ile Verte/ Traversi par helicoptere/ Hugues 300C (C-GELO)/
LE 13 janvier 1999/ Stephane LEGENORE ch 174011
H-9900
5 flown
25.00

Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 8 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Section 11 - Canadian Air Mail and Aviation Anniversary Covers
Dick McIntosh
Add in second line of text: "Calgary or" Before "Calgary Stampede".

A6812

A6911 New entry:
"May 16 --- Trepassey. 50th Anniversary of NC-4
at Trepassey on first Atlantic crossing by air. Black cachet."
A6912

Add: "First day of use of on second line of text before "Alcock".

A6916

Delete: "First day of use of slogan." from text.

A6946

Change in text: "50th" should be "90th".

A7220 New entry:
Botwood - Port Saunders. As 7202, green aircraft
"April 10
cachet. (Postmarks, Port Saunders, Dec. 6 and Botwood, Dec. 14)."
A7404

Add colours, "blue and green".

A7408a

Change "(blue, French) to (blue, English)"

A7716 a)
b)
c)

Change: " Montreal - Rimouski" to "Rimouski - Montreal".
"
" (green)" to (purple)".
" (purple)" to "(green)",
"

A7726

Change date from "November 26" to "November 4 to December 8."
"Whitehorse - Mayo" should read "Whitehorse - Whitehorse".

d)
A7834 a)

Change colour from "green" to "purple"

A7902

Change b) to" Fort Providence - Edmonton"
Add: c) Fort Chipewyan - Edmonton (red)
d) Fort Smith - Edmonton (blue)
e) Fort Resolution - Edmonton (red)
f) Hay River - Edmonton (green)

A7911 New entry:
"July 27 --- Harbour Grace - North Sydney. 50th Anniversary
of the Bluenose flight."
A7914 New entry:
"December 10 30 Waterways (Fort McMurray) - Aklavik.
50th Anniversary of Wop May's flight. A number of legs
of the original flight were reflown. Nine line green cachet.
-

A9401 New entry:
"March 3 --- Vancouver - Seattle. 75th Anniversary of first
North American International Flight by Wm. Boeing and
Eddie Hubbard. Black cachet. "
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 8 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Section 11 - Canadian Air Mail and Aviation Anniversary Covers continued:

A9403 New Entry:
"May 18, 1994 --- St. John's Nfld. 75th Anniversary of Hawker
Transatlantic attempt. Black cachet, 164 covers.

5.00

A9405 New Entry:
"June14, --- St. John's Nfld. 75th Anniversary of Alcock and
Brown Transatlantic Flight. Special "One Dollar" overprint on
15 cent Stamp. Black cachet, 164 covers.

10,00

A9501 New entry:
"October 15 --- Seattle - Victoria and return. 75th Anniversary
of United States F.A.M. No.2. Black cachet,
Seattle - Victoria.
a) Victoria - Seattle"

Section 27 - Bibliography
I received a copy of a letter .from Gord Mallett to Dick Malott, (Coordinating Editor of AMCN) which
included the following comments on Section 27:

The bibliography in the new catalogue is fantastic. Many thanks for including it in its detailed
form. I have some books in my library which could be included in a revised future catalogue:
Canada's Aviation Pioneers - 50 Years of McKee Trophy Winners by Alice Sutherland,
(McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd., 1978, 304 pages-hard cover). Over the years this has been my greatest
source of information. Although it is in coffee table format (9" x 11") it is not just a picturebook. It tells
in tremendous date-and-place detail the story of every winner of the McKee Trophy presented annually
for outstanding acievement in aviation/aerospace operations. Many of these winners were involved with
airmail, and it includes details of the planes and airmail routes they flew up to 1977. This book is not
really a handbook or catalogue - its more of an encyclopedia.
Canadian Special Airmail Stamps on Flown Covers by Chester S. Forrest, 1974. This 9" x 11"
booklet of 50 pages contains color plates showing the semi-officials and a few varieties. A short writeup on each of the 15 airlines is included, along with the inaugural flights. The last 15 pages contain
black-and-white photos of covers (225 in total).
Collect Canada Covers by Edward A. Richardson, (APS Publication, 1978). One section of this
97 page 8 1/2" x11" book is devoted to "Air Mail Related Covers". Eight covers are presented and
described in depth, each with a black-and-white picture.
Uncharted Skies by the Canadian Bush Pilot Book Project. (Hard cover, 187 pages.) It tells their
(bush pilots) stories in their own words - there are anecdotes, some hilarious, some moving. Some
references are made to airmail routes, for example this part from the dialogue with Con Farrell: "While I
was with Western Canada Airways they started that Prairie Air Mail deal. We should have all been
killed on that - we really should have. It was terrible. ..." . It's a fun read!
Would any readers who have suggestions for changes or additions to any of the sections
of AMCN, (or these Supplements), please send them to the editor of the appropriate
section in AMCN OR send them to me, (Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston,
Ontario K7M 4Y4. [E-mail: hargreave(king.igs.net 1), and I will forward them to the
appropriate editor.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
- discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications;
a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7 M 4Y4.
With effect from October 1' 1999, the annual membership dues have been:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
-

Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:

October
1 Patrick Campbell
4 Mike Shand
5 Pat Sloan
6 Ken Sanford
9 Geoffrey Thompson
12 Melville Smith
53 Alex C Ross
97 Gary Hayashi
203 John H Bloor
211 Carl Freund
212 Harold J Petoskey
241 JVVT Wannerton
268 Walter Silvestri
270 Earle L Covert
292 Gary Freedman

293 Brian Wolfenden
304 James Davidson

November
20 Gibson B Stephens
56 Col William G Robinson
62 Gary Coates
86 John R Fagan
182 Robert Foottit
187 BH Saunders
214 Trelle A. Morrow
271 Nino Chiovelli
273 Denice C Guimond
294 Robert M Terry
295 Gloria Shaw
297 David H Whiteley
298 Dale Green

December
21 D Mercer
45 Norbert E Krommer
81 Steve Reinhard
99 Piet Steen
103 K Bileski
130 Basil S. Burrell
132 John I Jamieson
142 J Don Wilson
155 Larry Milberry
145 Francois Bourbonnais
170 Ken Mitchell
189 Jacky Stoltz
215 Jack Ince

PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only mailed to new members, when they
will serve as receipt of payment, OR ON REQUEST. - They are no longer being sent automatically to members who
renew by cheque.

ammo WA

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,

Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
hargreave@king.igs.net
E- mail:

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M412P3

Telephone: (613) 829 0280; Fax: (613) 829 7673
E-Mail: rmalott@magma.ca
Telephone: (613) 225 4254
Telephone: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com
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DECEMBER EDITORIAL: many thanks to everybody who contributed items for this year's SEASONAL
SPECIAL issue of the newsletter. To fit in all the items, the regular section of Questions; the Follow Ups;
and a Supplement to ANCN; have been omitted, but will resume in the next issue.
Very best wishes to all members for the Holiday Season and New Year, Chris.
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge The
Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS
November 2000
To all Members:
In accordance with the by-laws of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society an election
of officers of the Society is due in the year 2001. The President has asked me to coordinate these
elections for this year.
I will be contacting all members of the current executive see if they are willing to
serve for another term. If they are, I will nominate them for reappointment to their present positions.
I am also inviting all members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society to submit
nominations for any or all of the Executive positions listed below. Nominations should be made
with the prior agreement of the nominee that he or she is willing to serve in the designated position.
Nominations must be received by the undersigned by 1St February 2000.
If an election is necessary, ballots will be included in the March issue of the
Canadian Aerophilatelist.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
Position
Incumbent
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Major (Ret) R. K. Malott
Mr. Michael Shand
Mr. Ivan W. MacKenzie
Mr. Ron Miyanishi
E.P. Sloan,
Past President, CAS
563 Broadview Ave,
Ottawa.Ont.K2A 2L6

GOOD NEWS at AIR CANADA
After reporting on the turmoil and troubles at AIR CANADA in the last few newsletters, I was pleased
to read one of their press releases which announced:

AIR CANADA NAMED WORLD'S SAFEST AIRLINE
MONTREAL, September 11, 2000 - President and Chief Executive Officer, Robert Milton, paid

tribute to the diligence of the airline's employees in response to Air Canada having been named the
world's safest airline. According to an independent study undertaken by air safety specialists, UKbased FlightSafe Consultants Ltd, Air Canada received top ranking in an analysis of more than 500
airlines using ten management and environment criteria.
The press release also announced that::

In the July 10, 2000 edition of the respected aviation industry magazine, Aviation Week & Space
Technology, Air Canada was ranked as Best Managed Major Airline in North America. The overall
ranking was based on the 1999 financial performance criteria of asset utilization, productivity and
financial stability. In terms of asset utilization, the publication gave Air Canada the highest ranking
of any major airline in the world.
Is it churlish to note that the criteria for the Aviation Week & Space Technology ranking did not include
customer satisfaction? Hopefully AIR CANADA will soon be a leader for that too!
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Greetings to all at the end of the first year of the new millennium and best wishes for the festive
season that appears to come around so quickly each year. Our dedicated editor, Chris Hargreaves,
has prepared another special Christmas issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Take the time to
relax and enjoy reading what Chris has prepared for you. Ron Miyanishi is now working on the
second volume of the 6 th edition of the American Air Mail Society's Catalogue. which is
scheduled for publication next fall. Ron continues to look after our CAS secretarial duties and
keeping a record of changes for our own catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland
The AAMS has 1000 copies left of our catalogue and once the quantity gets down to about 100
the process to publish a second edition will commence.
It is time for elections for the executive of the CAS. I have asked Past-President Pat Sloan to
draw up a slate of candidates for an election at our meeting to be held during Royale 2001 Royal
at the Lakeshore Stamp Club, Pointe Claire/Dorval, Quebec, 6-8 April 2001. Anyone wishing to
volunteer their services are requested to contact Pat at 563 Broadview Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario,
K2A 2L6 (Tel : (613) 728-4275). Present incumbents will be contacted personally by Pat to see if
they are willing to continue in their respective offices. I have offered to continue as president.
I urge the membership to support and attend Royale 2001 Royal at the Lakeshore Stamp Club.
Aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic entries are solicited. I have the entry forms so contact me for a
form and enter an aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic exhibit. For specific data on Royale 2001 Royal
contact the Lakeshore Stamp Club, P.O. Box 1, Pointe Claire/Dorval, QC H9R 4N5. The CAS
has requested a two hour period on Saturday, 7 April 2001, for its Annual General Meeting and a
lecture on aerophilately. We have also requested two bourse tables for our CAS special flight
covers and aerophilatelic books published by the AAMS. I have a full stock of AAMS
publications so send me a note if you wish a copy of items available and prices.
The annual ORAPEX Exhibition, this year ORAPEX 2001, the 40 th Annual RA Stamp Club
Exhibition and Bourse, will be held at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario,
K1H 7X7, Saturday, 5 May 2001, 10 am to 6 pm, and Sunday, 6 May 2001, 10 am to 4 pm. A
one hour time slot has been requested for Saturday, 5 May for a CAS meeting and two tables for
CAS activities have been ordered for our special covers and aerophilatelic publications.
A new book is to be published next June 2001 on Canada's Airshow Team Heritage by a former
Snowbird team leader in 1989 and 1990, LCol Dan Dempsey, CD, Retd), "A Tradition of
Excellence Canada's Airshow Team Heritage. The book will be 400 plus pages of air
demonstration data and 700 photographs of Canada's dozens of aerobatic teams. I will enclose a
coloured brochure on this book but to obtain the special offer of this $87.15 autographed book
for $75.15 (all taxes included) collectors must pay in advance by contacting High Flight
Enterprises Ltd., 1174 Sloan Terrace, Victoria, B.C., V8Y 3C4. The cost for orders outside of
Canada is $56.00 US postpaid. CAS collectors of Snowbird covers will have some souvenir flown
covers autographed by LCol Dan Dempsey who retired from the Canadian Forces 8 years ago to
commence as a Cathay Pacific Airways commercial pilot flying into Hong Kong and Singapore.
-

Continued
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

Dan seeks support for his book from those interested in Canadian aviation and Canadian aerobatic
teams. Only the advanced sales (dead-line 30 November 2000) books will be autographed and
numbered. If you want an excellent deal order immediately and state that you are a member of the
CAS. Those that I know collect the Snowbird covers will receive an advance flyer to ensure that
they meet the dead-line for ordering an advance copy.
LCo1 Demsey is very concerned over the continuation of the Snowbirds due to the critical
shortage of funds in the Canadian Forces and the $250 million plus expense of new aircraft to
replace the 30 year old Tudor aircraft. Despite the Prime Minister's desire to keep the Snowbirds
flying the source of the funding is not known. The Canadian Forces hierarchy are resolute in not
spending funds for this special luxury. They feel that defence is the first priority, not national
public relations and entertainment. Heritage Canada, External Affairs and/or Tourism Canada
should allocate funds for the continuation of the Snowbirds. The funds are available but where is
the will to effect this funding ? Dan requests your support by writing to your MP now to request
proper funding for the Snowbirds. I am asking Dan to include photographs of some of our own
autographed, flown Snowbird envelopes in his book as historic mementoes of the Snowbirds.
I enjoyed greatly my 16 day sojourn in Madrid, Spain at ESPAIA 2000 as the Canadian
Commissioner and as a judge in History of the Americas, my other area of judging. The exhibition
was well attended by collectors of all ages and 80,000 school children bussed in from many parts
of Spain. The exhibits as usual were spectacular, although for aerophilately and astrophilately
there were no large gold medals awarded. The Spanish Army had its pigeon message system
operating and I sent 24 messages for many collectors, including CAS members.
There were no Canadian aerophilatelic entries at ESPA&A 2000 but Chris Hagreaves's entry of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist received a silver bronze award . The judges think the publication
should have a hard cover and be spirally bound. We must be practical and not forget costs of
production. The publication is for the dissemination of news and views for aerophilately not fancy
presentation. Congratulations Chris for your continued dedication to our society as Editor of the
Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Elections were held for all of the HP Commissions. Murray Heifetz was elected as a Board
member of the FIP Commission of Aerophilately. The other bureau members elected were Egil H.
Thomassen of Norway as President, Johan D.H. van As of Netherlands as Vice-President, Gotz
Schneider of Germany as Secretary , and three other members as well as Murray Heifetz, Constantino Gironi of Italy, Bedrich Helm of the Czech Republic and Pierre Saulgrain of France.
For the FIP Commission for Astrophilately history was made as the founder Beatrice Bachmann
of Switzerland retired as President after 15 years of service to the Commission. Those elected to
the Commission were : Jose Grandela Duran of Spain as Chairman, and as bureau members
Charles Bromser of Australia, Jean Louis Lafon of France, Jaromir Matejka of Austria, Dr.
Reuben Ramkissoon of the USA, Professor Giovanni Riggi di Numana of Italy and Beatrice
Bachmann of Switzerland. Congratulations to all the elected Bureau Members of both groups.
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IN MEMORIAM
JOHN BUTT died suddenly in a freak industrial accident on September 28 th 2000. I would like
to offer the condolences of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society to his family, and to thank Michael
Deal for the following paragraphs in memory of him:
John Gordon Butt (1940-2000). CAS members will remember John Butt as the author
of "Newfoundland Air Mail Stamps" and "Newfoundland First Flight Covers;" sections 23-24
of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland (1997). John was also co-author, with John
Walsh, of the Newfoundland Specialized Stamp Catalogue, now in a 4th edition, which recently
won silver medals at Pacific '97 and London 2000. Walsh and Butt also won the C. Francis
Rowe Award (St. John's Philatelic Society) and the prestigious Pratt Award (Collectors Club
of Chicago) for their contributions to Newfoundland philately. John also chaired the
Newfoundland Study Group for BNAPS and edited the Newfie Newsletter. He possessed an
extensive knowledge of Newfoundland stamps and postal history, and was widely considered
the final word on Newfoundland philatelic matters. He shared this knowledge freely with
anyone who would listen, and he published widely in the national and international philatelic
literature. John was also a frequent exhibitor, most recently winning vermeil medals for his
exhibit on St. John's Town Cancels at the APS Stamp Show 2000 in Rhode Island, and the
BNAPS show in Chicago.
John had been a prominent member of the St. John's Philatelic Society, which he
joined in 1974. He was active in organizing the monthly auctions and the annual exhibition,
and was a former Vice-President. He coordinated the Sir Humphrey Gilbert 400 th Anniversary
exhibition in 1983, and along with Don Wilson, organized the 1997 BNAPS exhibition
commemorating the 500 th Anniversary of John Cabot. John's passing is a tremendous loss for
the philatelic community in St. John's, and his many friends in the rest of Canada and abroad.
He is survived by his wife Loretta, and his three daughters, Lisa, Lucinda, and Krista.
Michael Deal
Secretary, St. John's Philatelic Society

METROPOLITAN AIR POST SOCIETY WEBSITE
I've been informed by Karl Winkelmann, MAPS Webmaster, that their web site has been put online,
"in beta format because some pages need additional information, but otherwise it is fully functional".
It is at: http://homepaqe.mac.com/airmails/index.html
Among the features of this site are:
SHOW & TELL - "Show and Tell has long been a feature of MAPS meetings. Members bring covers,
or photocopies of covers, to MAPS meetings to talk about them, increase their knowledge, share some
of their information, or add to the body of knowledge about a particular cover, route, rate or aviation
development with associated philatelic connections. We continue this aspect on the web site. Check
out the current Show & Tell cover at: http://homepaqe.mac.com/airmails/sat.html "
•

EXAMPLE COVERS - "We want to give visitors an idea of the diversity of collecting airmail covers."
OTHER PAGES - "We have information about our meetings and about the contents of our current
Bulletin. There is also a membership application form - it is only $8 per year."

•

FAM SECTION HELP - "The FAM section of the American Air Mail Catalog is currently being rewritten
and there are several items that need clarification. to this respect we will be publishing some items that
need additional information or clarification, to see who knows more about these items."

•

LINKS to other aerophilatelic societies, aerophilatelists, and aviation websites.

Comments about the site are welcome. - Please contact Karl at: kfw@macol.net
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Pioneer Air Mails of Canada
Truro, Nova Scotia to Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island
and return
24 - 29 September 1919
The Devere Aviation Company, who had premises in Truro, undertook a flight to Charlottetown to coincide
with an exhibition being held in that town.
The flight was made using a Curtiss JN-4 "Canuck" aircraft. The pilots were Captain L.E.D. Stevens (General
Manager) and Lieutenant J.M. Stevenson (Manager of P.E.I. office).
To attract some publicity for the company, permission was obtained to carry some mail to Charlottetown and
then to return to Truro on the same day. On the outward flight on 24 th September, 150 letters were carried.
The cover below was one of 30 carried on the return flight. This flight from the Charlottetown exhibition was
delayed for five days until 29 th September, when the Postmaster received written permission from Ottawa to
forward mail
.

On this flight, the pilots were Captain L.E.D. Stevens and Lt I.L. Barnhill (Chief Instructor). Letters were
marked "By Aerial Post" in manuscript and postmarked at 3 p.m. at Charlottetown. The flight departed at 3.40
p.m. and arrived at Truro at 5.30 p.m. after being delayed by strong headwinds.
Upon arrival the letters were backstamped at Truro, again with the slogan canceller:
BUY WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS AND HELP
RECONSTRUCTION

W. S. - Louson & Son
Our

Specially

Dealers in British Colonial Stamps,
Used and Unused
31 Ambrose Street
Charlottetown, - - P. E. I.

.747:11 (.4)-1.(31
1111111111 1111111111

Season's Greetings from David Granger
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1927: MR MAW - B,C, to 11,S,A,
Jim Brown sent me a copy of an intriguing letter he obtained from the Archives in Ottawa,

discussing the potential use of an Air Mail service between Victoria, Vancouver and Seattle.
It also gives some information regarding the sale of American air mail stamps in Victoria. At this time, if somebody wanted a letter to be flown by air mail within the U.S.A., it had to be
dual-franked with Canadian stamps for the journey to the U.S.A., and American stamps for the
air mail service within the U.S.A.
Victoria, B.C.
30th Nov., 1927.
Ilatorla. 3.2.
.Uth too., 1017.

Confidential

•:•11I
antle

Dear Mr. Murray,
With reference to your confidential letter of the 29 th inst.,
regarding proposed Air Mail service between Victoria, Vancouver and
Seattle, it is a little difficult to estimate just what mail would be
expedited should the Service be inaugurated.
So far as the evening mails from here are concerned it is
believed that nothing would be gained by departing from the present
arrangements, inasmuch as 7.00 a.m. is early enough for the mails to
reach Vancouver, while close connections are made with train No. 4.
No doubt if a plane left here during the forenoon there would
be a considerable quantity of letters posted so that they could be
delivered in Vancouver the same day while, if one left here after the 2.15
p.m. steamer, some letters might be posted to make connection with the
night trains.
So far as Seattle is concerned, it is believed that a
considerable amount of mail would be expedited by being sent by Air
Mail, inasmuch as neither the "SolDuc" nor the C.P.D. steamer connects
with the Eastern train leaving Seattle at 7.30 p.m. Our 4.30 p.m.
steamer, however, makes a good connection with the southbound trains.
However, the whole matter hinges so much on the time and
regularity of leaving that it is very difficult to make even an approximate
estimate. I feel quite sure, nevertheless, that the service would be quite
popular.
In connection with the present U.S. service, between Seattle
and Victoria, the flying time is usually about sixty or seventy minutes.
At present the lobby vendor in Victoria
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sells about forty dollars worth of United States Air Mail stamps per
month, mostly for California and New York letters, indicating that for
rapid transit there is a constant demand.
Should the service be inaugurated and planes leave
Vancouver and Victoria about noon, no doubt a considerable amount of
correspondence would be posted so that deliveries could be made the
same afternoon, the same conditions applying to a Seattle service. Any
estimate of the weight, however, would be more or less guesswork at the
moment.

.ettno Zreer_tror.
Platelet Su:pert...oleos
f ddddd I heret o.,,
icsooueer.3.2.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) G.H. Gardiner
Acting Postmaster
Mr. J. F. Murray,
District Superintendent
of Postal Service,
Vancouver, B.C.

Thanks Jim.
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U.S. DOMESTIC AIR SERVICES
AIR ACCELERATED MAIL CANADA VIA U.S.A. TO N.Z.
1928

This letter has been sent from Toronto,Canada Special Delivery to Detroit U.S.A.,on 20 October 1928
National Air Transport would then have carried it to Chicago.
There it intercepted the trans continental route to San Francisco,operated by Boeing Air Transport.
On arrival B/S San Francisco 22 October 1928. Onwards by fast mail steamer to New Zealand.
Franking . Canada 20 Cent Special Delivery (Toronto to Detroit). Postage U.S. 4c. Air Mail U.S. 5 c. per half ounce.
-
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SEASON'S GREET1NG's from RUCK OXENHAM.
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Unorthodox Frankings
The cover on the previous page is most unusual, not just for the double franking, but
because a Special Delivery stamp has been used as the only Canadian franking.
The Special delivery service was described as follows some years ago:
July 1, marks the anniversary of one of Canada Post's more innovative mail delivery services. The service was
introduced to meet the needs of clients who required and were willing to pay for mail deliveries beyond those
provided by the normal delivery system. Initiated in 1898, in 14 cities, the Post Office named the new service Special
Delivery.
To get ready for the heroic experiment, the Post Office Department released a 10-cent stamp (Scott #E1),
recess-printed in dark green by the American Bank Note Company, Ottawa on June 28, or July 1, 1898, depending
on what sources or reference materials one consults.
Special delivery for first-class mail prepaid with the 10•cent surcharge would be available from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. daily except Sundays. A further precaution by the Post Office, to ensure that it could fulfill its mandate, was
to restrict this new service to mail addressed within the city limits for the specified towns.
The original 14 cities where special delivery was initiated, in alphabetical order, included Brantford,
Fredericton, Halifax, Hamilton, Kingston, London, Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec, St. John, Toronto, Vancouver,
Victoria, and Winnipeg.
The 10-cent special delivery rate amounted to three and one-third times the three-cent first-class, single letter
rate in effect in 1898. A surcharge of that magnitude, although significant, was apparently considered acceptable as
more than 3.6 million special delivery stamps were produced before the rate was increased to 20 cents in 1922.'
Although the Special delivery stamp was inscribed "FOR Fl RST CLASS MAIL ONLY WIT -111N
CITY LIMITS" the Post Office accepted it as payment of the 2 cents postage required to the
States. The sender may have been lucky! - On the cover below, the Post Office did not accept
a 20 cents Postal Note stamp as partial payment of the air mail postage, even though "the
government" was receiving considerably more than the extra 9 cents postage required!

Postmarked: EDMONTON, ALBERTA APR 27 1952

A line has been drawn through the POSTAL NOTE stamp, a note added "Not Good for Postage",
and the printed PAR AVION VIA AIR MAIL CORREO AEREO instructions have been crossed out.
Second cancellation: BROMSGROVE WORCS. 9 MAY 1952 (In England, after redirection.)

If any body can provide more information about these frankings, or examples of
other unorthodox frankings, please send details to the editor.

Special Delivery Anniversary by Tony Shaman, Canadian Stamp News, July 13 1993.
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FOUR VICTORIAS and GEORGE -THE FIFTH!
Vie Special Flight
Brehtf or d Air Meet
,p.1"1";- • co I
JUN',
0 19.

M.0 Xaddonald, ,
60 Pleallant Blvd. ,
Toronto ,Ont
.

Four Queens and one King - tough to beat in a game of poker. Same thing in
the aerophilately game - with a cover displaying four Victorias and a
George V. Particularly when these 'Royals' were flown all the way to
London by R H Bibby. And then, befitting a Diamond Jubilee, a final
journey home to 60 Pleasant Blvd.
Heh wait a minute, this is not the way to 'write up' a cover! On the other
hand, maybe Christmas is a good time to loosen up a little - with the odd play
on words, and even a bit of child-like abandon.
Actually the cover does have a couple of interesting features. The block of
four I-cent Diamond Jubilees (#51) and the single 1-cent Leaf Issue (#162)
are identical shades of orange - interesting since they were issued 33 years
apart. And Bibby's initials! Are they really `R H'? Or, are they `R. B', as
seen a couple places in AMCN and in the occasional Newsletter article?
The initials of the signature on cover do 'appear' to be R H - guess a little
digging in the archives should clear this up once and for all.
A final trivia question. I wonder how many Canadian aerophilatelic covers
out there are franked with stamps issued before 1897? Merry Christmas
everyone .

Cfoisi tel
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19 31 - TRANS-CANADIAN AM PAGEANT

THE FOUR MUSKETTEERS.
Marie,
Box 225.
N. Canton, Ohio.

Postmarked: SAINT PAUL, MINN. JUL 7 2.30PM AIR MAIL 1931

This cover is #3 I 29e in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, but the cachet isn't listed:

1931, July 1-September 12 — Trans Canada Air Pageant. This tour followed the Ford Reli-

3129

ability Tour of 1930 and was scheduled to visit 29 Canadian and 2 U.S. cities. In some areas the
pageant coincided with other air events, which were reflected in the cachets. Covers seen as
noted and do not exist for all points.
Any cover listed below
10.00

City

Date Show
Scheduled

Date Show Held

a. Hamilton

July 1

b.
c.
d.
e.

July 4
July 5
July 6
July 7

July 1 - combined with
1931 Ford Rel. tour
July 4
Stopover only
Stopover only
Stopover only

Windsor
South Bend Ind.,
Madison Wis.
Minn./St. Paul

Remarks

Cachet

(Listing continues to 3129ae.)

Thanks to DON LUSSKY for sending this in.
Can

anybody identify the signature, and their role with the Air

Pageant?

NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB 58 ANNUAL EXHIBITION and BOURSE
10am to 6pm Saturday MARCH 24 th 2001, and 10am to 4pm Sunday March 25t h.
Civic Garden Centre, Edwards Gardens, 777Lawrence Ave. East at Leslie St.
For more information contact BEN MARIER tei. 416 492 9311
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AUTOGIROS ON STAMPS
ELSON D. BENTLEY
ike the Wright Brothers and their man- became the center of autogiro activity.
carrying gliders and engine proCierva was involved in training pilots at
pelled "Wright Flyer," one man, the factory and he also toured Europe with
Spain's Juan de la Cierva, a suc- the autogiro giving demonstrations that
cessful aircraft designer and engi- drew crowds wherever he went. On Sept. 18,
neer, can be credited with developing and 1928, Cierva flew an autogiro across the
flying a practical autogiro.
English Channel. In the United States,
In 1921, he started experimental flights Pitcairn (Autogiro Company of America)
with rotor blades on
and Kellett built autotop of a mast attached
giros under license
to an aircraft fuselage
from the Cierva Co.
with wings and an
In December 1936,
aircraft engine with a
Juan de la Cierva was
propeller. The rotor
a passenger on an airsystem freely autoliner attempting a
rotated and had no
landing in fog at
connection to the enCroydon Airport and
gine. After testing difwas killed in the crash.
ferent hinge attachThe first autogiro
ments of the rotors to the hub on top of the on a stamp was issued by Spain during June
mast, he was successful in flying the auto- 1935 (Scott C72A, Figure la). It showed a
giro with complete control on Jan. 9, 1923. military autogiro over Seville. In 1938, the
Cierva continued to develop and perfect stamp was re-engraved and the color was
the autogiro and in 1926, he and British avi- changed from gray blue to dark blue (Scott
ation industrialist James Weir formed the C72B, Figure lb). Both exist imperforate
Cierva Autogiro Company. Thereafter, Britain and Scott C72B also exists perf 10 and 14.
Continued

Figure lb: Spain Scott C72B.
Figure la: Spain Scott C72A
Note the shaded skyline in the redrawn Scott C72B.

(Et

Figure 3: Spain Scott 0109

Figure 4:
Spain Scott 7LC14.

Figure 5:
Spain Scott 71..019.

lit:PU.131i
1.PlitST

( 911. tr..0 .3 C.
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Figure 2: Spain Scott C77, C80, 082 and C84.

Figure 6:
Spain Scott 1040.
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AUTOGIROS ON STAMPS by Nelson Bentley, continued:

On March 11, 1936, Spain issued a set of
stamps for the 40th Anniversary. of the
Madrid Press Association. Four of the
stamps (Scott C77, C80, C82 and C84,
Figure 2), in a vertical format, show an autogiro over the House of Nazareth.
In January 1939, in honor of Juan de la
Cierva, Spain issued a set of seven unwatermarked perf 11 stamps with his face and an
autogiro over Madrid (Scott C100-C108).
Later, from 1941 to 1947, the same set
was issued perf 10 with different colors
(Scott C109-C116, Figure 3). On Scott
C109-C113, there also exists an overprint
"EXPOSICION NACIONAL DE FILATELIA 1948 SAN SEBASTIAN" that was
privately applied.
On April 1, 1937, Spain Scott C72A was
overprinted in red "!VIVA ESPANA!" with
the letters 15mm high to make Scott 7LC14
(Figure 4). On May 1, 1937, Scott C72A, with
the same overprint but 13mm high letters,
became Scott 7LC19 (Figure 5).
This stamp imperf is rarer. Overprinted in
black, "Seville, VIVA ESPANA, Julio 1936" it is Scott 14L26.
The latest Spanish stamp to feature an
autogiro was Spain Scott 1040 (Figure 6),
issued Dec. 11, 1961, one of a set of five to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of
Spanish aviation. The 1-peseta stamp prominently shows a Cierva autogiro.
Spain Scott C113 was overprinted in red
"Golfo de Guinea," and is listed as Spanish
Guinea Scott C2 (Figure 7).
Ifni is another country that used Spanish
stamps. On Nov. 29, 1947, Ifni overprinted
"LEW' in carmine on Spain's 1939 and 1947
designs, with new denominations, with
Cierva's face and autogiro over Madrid to
make Ifni Scott C38 and C39.
On July 18, 1977, Paraguay issued a
"History of Aviation" set and one of the
stamps (Scott 1742t) shows an artist's drawing of an early model of a Cierva autogiro
flying over a city, with the face of Cierva in ,
the upper right corner.
Three other countries have included an
autogiro on a stamp. Antigua & Barbuda
Scott 1032, issued April 19, 1987, includes
a 1923 Cierva C4; Cuba Scott 3727, released March 4, 1996, show a Cierva C4 model
and Bulgaria Scott 4045, issued July 7,
1998, features the German 1937 Focke Wulf
FW61 (Figure 8). V

Figure 7:
Spanish Guinea Scott C2.

Figure 8:
Bulgaria
Scott
4045.
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AUTOGIROS ON STAMPS
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Audubon

EUO
DEAD COUNTRIES PART II
CARTOON CONTEST
SSM POETRY CONTEST WINNERS

This contribution is based on an article by Nelson that was published in the August 2000
issue of SCOTT Stamp Monthly. Congratulations Nelson, and best wishes for a speedy
recovery from your broken ankle.
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THE CHRISTMAS PARACHUTE MAIL DROPS TO MORNINGTON ISLAND,
by Arthur Bergen
EDITOR'S NOTE; the Christmas
Mail drops along the North
shore of the St, Lawrence are
an important part of Canadian
aerophilately, - I was intrigued
to read in the July 1999 issue
of THE AUSTRALIAN
AEROPHILATELIST, that
Australia also has a saga of
Christmas parachute mail
drops,

QANTAS EMPIRE AIRWAYS

LTD.

ARIAS EMPIRE AIRWAYS STD.
BY FLYIN3 BOAT.

G-AIIC "Corinna"

rom..IstR.

Qantas anpira Airways Ltd.,
Cara Ray. Braunholz,
WORPIE4GTON ISLAND,
VIA OLD.

Mornington Island in the Gulf of Carpentaria is the largest island of the Wellesley group, and
in the 1930s a Mission Station was established there by the Australian Inland Mission. Far from
being "inland', as it is located 70 miles off the coast, it was its isolation and the needs of the
aboriginal people living there that decided the Mission Station be established on the island. The
missionaries used a small lugger to periodically bring stores and mails from Burketown in Queensland
to the island, but generally they lived a fairly lonely and isolated existence.
With the commencement of the Empire Flying Boat Service by Qantas to the U.K. in 1938,
Mornington Island was located on the route of the final leg in Northern Australia between Karumba
and Darwin, so those on the island must have felt some remote contact with civilization as the planes
passed high overhead as specks in the sky.
In December 1939, as the Qantas Flying Boat 'Corio' gradually lost height over the Gulf of
Carpentaria, the passengers must have been made aware that it was a planned descent and not one
brought about by an engine failure. The occasion was that of the first parachute drop of supplies and
mail to the island, a necessity brought about by the wartime effect on shipping to the area, and
carried out as a goodwill gesture by Qantas. One can imagine the excitement of those on the ground,
when the speck in the sky became a huge flying boat, passing a few hundred feet above the tree tops
with a roar of its four engines. The passengers aboard the aircraft must also have enjoyed the
manoeuver additional to their normal flight and would have seen those gathered below eagerly
watching the two parachutes floating down.
This 'gift from the sky' to the folk on the island was brought about by a friendship built up over
the years between the founder of Qantas, Hudson Fysh, and the Rev John Flynn of the A.I.M. Both
had parallel aims of being of service to humanity; the one by bridging the gap of isolation and
loneliness with an air service of transport and communication, and the other by acknowledging the
medical and spiritual needs of all fellow Australians in remote areas, leading to the establishment of
mission stations and later to the Flying Doctor Service.
The airdrop of December 1939 was the forerunner of a further six drops being made by Qantas;
none was made in 1940, but one in 1941, 42 and 43. Owing to wartime demands on aircraft and
the nearing action in the northern area there were no drops in 1944 or 1945, but they were resumed
and carried out in 1946, 47 and 48. Late in 1948 Trans-Australia Airlines took over the internal
Australian routes from Qantas, so the 1948 drop was the last carried out by this airline, which had
made a total of seven goodwill drops to the isolated mission station. In December 1949 T.A.A. made
a special drop to the island after which annual service was discontinued.
Qantas was aware of the interest shown by aerophilatelists in the unusual means of delivering
mails and supplies to the island, so had special vignettes printed to be affixed to their own prepared
covers. The two-coloured labels varied for each flight and each printing numbered about 400. There
is not a complete record of the number of covers carried on each flight, but in 1939 there are 70
recorded and in 1942 there are 400.
The era of the flying boat is recorded by such names as 'Corinna', 'Corio' and 'Cooloongatta',
some of the aircraft that opened up the world's air routes and in particular helped to make the festive
season a more joyous occasion for those living on Mornington island in Australia's far north.
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1939:
MAR FROM ST, PIERRE ET MIQUELON
ON PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS FIRST RETURN FLIGHT ON THE
NORTHERN TRANS-ATLANTIC ROUTE,

FIRST FLIGHT COVER
VIA CLIPPER AIRMAIL
NEWFOUNDLAND TO NEW YORK

•

Benj• Dworetzky
-\ 2115 Avenue J
-..03rooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.
t,tc,
NEWFOUND14,1- ...i11‘, 11
-,,

Franked: St. Pierre et Miquelon 2Fr.25 and 1Fr.25
Postmarked: St. PIERRE ET MIQUELON 21 -6 39.
Second franking: Newfoundland 15cents
Second Cancellation: ST. JOHN'S G.P.O. NFLD 27 JUN 1939

Backstamped: NEW YORK. N.Y.24 10 PM JUL 1 1939

This cover was sent in by Johnathan Ljohnson jr., who noted:

Int enclosing a photocopy of an oddball cover. I believe it went surface St. Pierre et Miquelon to St.
then surface to Botwood, where it picked up NC18603 for a ride to Port Washington, NY. it's
the first cover on FAM 18 I have seen out of the French island.
I agree with John's comments, and have never seen a cover like this before either!

Thanks John,
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Jack had a long article on FAM 18 IN WORLD WAR II published in the Sept, 2000 Airpost Journal, Congratulations Jack!
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SEASON'S GREET1NG's from JAMES DAMSON
Just another stamp story
During the period December 1945 to February 1946, British
South American Airways took delivery of six Avro Type 691s
known as Lancastrian IIIs; these aircraft were adapted from
the World War 2 bomber, the Avro Lancaster, and could carry
up to thirteen passengers and freight over a reasonably
extensive range.
This airline's experience with the Lancastrian was not a
happy one and by November 1947 four had been lost.

AIRMAIL POSTAGE

'

C

Bahamas air mail stamp (Scott C3 and C3a / S.G.665 and
701) depicts one of the crashed aircraft - G - AGWH "Star
Dust" which was lost crossing the Andes on August 2, 1947.
According to T.Vs Information Network (subsequently
confirmed on the Internet) the wreckage of "Star Dust"
with the remains of five passengers and/or crew was located
in February of this year.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

C-'

James Davidson
4664 Highland Blvd
North Vancouver BC V7R 3A5
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SEASON'S GREETING's from PATRICK CAMPBELL
Little-known Canadian Events

The Comet,the world's first passenger jet,made its first
flight in July of 1949. Two weeks later the first flight
of the Canadian Avro C-102 Jetliner took place.Below is
a flown cover from a proving flight to New York in 1950.
It is backstamped accordingly.The Jetliner was broken up
in 1951 so production of the Avro Arrow could proceed.

FIRST OFFICIAL
RivvuL
JETLINER,

71 1.-74 /La

•••

TORONTO
o
\NEW1f,°:

I was very pleased to receive this page from Patrick Campbell, as I've been thinking we
should commemorate the 50 111 ANNIVERSARY OF THE JETLINER'S FLIGHT TO NEW YORK in
our newsletter, particularly since this flight is probably better known by aerophilatelists
than anybody else. - Part of a contemporary account of this flight, from page I of The
Toronto Star, is reproduced on the next page,
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62 Minutes to New York by Jetliner

AVRO JETLINER CRUISING AT OVER 400 MILES AN HOUR
Special to The Star
New York, April 18—In less time
than it took Mayor Hiram McCallum to get back to his Toronto city
hall office from leave-taking ceremonies, the Avro Canada Jetliner
streaked from Malton airport today
to New York to set a new speed
record for the 359-mile journey.
Aboard the aircraft, T.C.A. President Gordon McGregor saw his
company's scheduled time on the
route cut nearly in half. The machine landed at 10.33, 62 minutes
after leaving Malton, having averaged 415 miles an hour for the
trip. It was over the airport at
10.30 but circled three minutes before touching down.
Gets Mixed Reception
By WILLIAM STEVENSON
With a cargo of gond-will aboard,
:Canada's first jet airliner left Maltion at 9.31 a.m. for New York—and
a mixed reception from U.S. aviation interests, who have no jet airliner of their own.
For the first time in history, a jet
airliner was crossing the United
States. While New York's Mayor
O'Dwyer waited at Idlewyld to
greet the Canadian crew and smoke
the pipe of peace puffed just an
hour earlier by Toronto's Mayor
McCallum, a different reception
awaited the four-jet ship at neighboring La Guardia field.

There, Sigmund Janas, Colonial
Airlines president, made a speech
sounding the opening shots in the
tattle to prevent Canadian air enterprise invading the U.S. market.
His speech, released to newspapers all over North America yesterday, was headed "Janas Cautions Industry on Commercial Jet
We." In it, Janas threw doubt
upon 'the safety of jet-propelled
airliners at this stage, and suggested that only in the U.S. were
flying standards high enough to
ensure production of a safe jet airliner.
Asked to Postpone Flight
A few weeks ago, Colonial Airlines asked Avro Canada officials
to postpone the flight of their Jetliner to New York. The company
refused, explaining they had made
arrangements for the flight some
time ago. "This seems to be
Colonial's reply," said a company
official today.
Gordon McGregor, T.C.A. president, who was the only private passenger aboard the Jetliner today,
commented: "Janas hasn't flown in
either of the only two jet airliners
in the world—one of them Canadian, the other British."

Ironical, in views of the Coionial
Airlines' speech, is the fact that
pilot Don Rogers, with six others
aboard, did not intend to display

the Jetliner's full potentialities on
'the Toronto-New York run because
of safety regulations on which the

'Canadian department of transport
insists.
Must Keep in Sight of Ground
With insufficient flying hours
clocked by the eight-months-old
aircraft, the department would issue
only a restricted license. This
!meant Rogers had to keep in sight
of ground throughout the flight.
"Normally," he said, "I could
soar straight up to our best height
of 30,000 feet to get faster time."
Wearing an Indian headdress, and
presenting a similar one to the pilot
to give to Mayor O'Dwyer, Mayor
,McCatlucri started this morning's
ceremonies at Malton by lighting a
pipe of peace.
"I hope this will still be glowing
when you reach New York," he told
Rogers. To make sure it would be
ready for Mayor O'Dwyer to take
the next puff at Idlewyld, the pipe
tobacco was soaked in turpentine.
"Ugh," said the mayor, "And I
mean a full-blooded Indain 'ugh'."
Loads 15,000 Letters
Toronto's postmaster, W. N. McLean, supervised the loading of
15,000 jet-airmail letters aboard the
aircraft. With him was the U.S
consul., Earl Russell, and the viceconsul., Charles Johnson.

In spite of the stunning performance described above, no orders were obtained for the
Jetliner, and only the prototype was built.
The aircraft was originally designed in 1946 to be powered by two Rolls-Royce Avon
engines, to have a range of 1,200 miles, and to cost $350,000. However, in 1947 Avro was told
that the Avon engines would not be available. The aircraft was re-designed around four smaller
Rolls-Royce Derwent engines, but it's range was reduced to 700 miles, and the cost increased
to $750,000.
Quite why the Avon engines were not made available, and whether or not the Jetliner
would have been economically viable, are still controversial questions.
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1953: Crash of the DE HAVILIAND COMET near Calcutta,
I am not normally attracted by crash covers, but purchased this one as I am putting together a
history of the De Havilland Comet in stamps and covers.
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When I received this cover, I had a surprisingly profound feeling of " what a story it could tell, if only
it could talk'.

on 2nd May 1953 it was on board BOAC Comet 1 G-ALYV, which had taken off from Calcutta, on a
flight from Singapore to London.
At 10,000 feet the aircraft flew into a heavy tropical thunderstorm and disintegrated.
This cover was found among the remains, which were spread over an area of 20 sq. kms.
It was dried out, and forwarded to England in the "ambulance cover".
At some point it crossed the Atlantic, and entered the philatelic market.
It was purchased from a dealer by Harry Patsalos of Florida, advertised on eBay, and sold to me in
Kingston, Ontario.

BEST WISHES FOR A SAFE AND ENJOYABLE HOLIDAY SEASON from CHRIS HARGREAVES
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SEASON'S GREETINGS from STEPHEN NEULANDER
10:00 a.m.,August 12*- 2000
Stephen Neulander flies"in the Wright B Flyer

Circling the field - 900 feet in the air
My immediate reaction when I received this postcard was "wow": that must have been a
fantastic experience!
Then 1 started wondering:
will they take other people as passengers?
could somebody really be licenced to carry passengers in an "open everything" replica
of the Wright B Flyer?
is this too good to be true? Is it the postcard equivalent of those imitation newspapers
with headlines like Steve Neulander Pitches For The Chicago White Sox!
why would Steve send me this if it wasn't true?
So 1 asked for more information, and Steve replied:
It's true. I went up in a modem "B" Flyer copied after the Wright Brothers plans. Sat on the
front wing and all. Got a certificate with a toothpick attached -- to take the bugs out of my
teeth. Flight lasts about 5 minutes for $125. Go up to 50 feet. It was real and exciting. Would
do it again in a minute. And you can fly on this plane, too. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
from 9:30 to 2:30 at Dayton-Wright Airport (or is it Air Field?) in Miamisburg, Ohio. You'll
get back $15.00 in souvenirs and have a great time.

W OW !
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SEASONS

GREET]
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NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY AT 70 AND CANPEX 2000, CHRISTCHURCH

THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE AEROPHILATELIC YEAR IN 2000 WAS FOR ME,
A VISIT TO CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND FOR CANPEX, A MAJOR
NATIONAL SHOW WITH, AS THEY SAY INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION.
IT WAS THE LARGEST STAMP SHOW IN NEW ZEALAND SINCE THE
INTERNATIONAL SHOW IN AUCKLAND 1990, AND IT WAS GREAT.
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THERE WERE SOME 20 'AERO'
EXHIBITS RANGING FROM A
ONE FRAME SHOW OF SEAPLANES
BY A YOUNG LADY OF 13, TO
A MAJOR EXHIBIT OF CLASSIC
AUSTRALIAN AIRMAILS BY AN
AUSTRALIAN COLLECTOR THAT
TOOK A LARGE GOLD AND RESERVE
GRAND PRIZE.
THERE WAS A SEPARATE "AERO
FREE CLASS" WHICH ATTRACTED
FOUR ENTRIES ALTHOUGH NONE
AS INNOVATIVE AS AN ENTRY IN
THE GENERAL "SOCIAL PHILATELY'
CLASS CALLED 'THE WAY WE WERE
THIS WAS A MARVEll,,..10US DISPLAY
OF NZ SOCIAL HISTORY FROM THE
BOER WAR TO DATE USING STAMPS
COVERS, CINDERELLAS, PHOTOS"
MILITARY MEMORABILIA, INVOICE.
THE LOT.

I AM STRONGLY IN FAVOUR OF INNOVATIVE DISPLAYS AND CANPEX PROVIDED
COME ON ORAPEU
MUCH OF INTEREST IN A VARIETY OF CLASSES.
IT WAS ALSO GREAT FOR ME TO MEET
SO MANY PEOPLE I KNOW MAINLY
THROUGH THE MAIL.
SPECIAL THANKS
TO ALAN TUNNICLIFFE, EDITOR AND
JIM STAPLETON, DOYEN(?). THE NZ
SOCIETY HAD A MEETING AT CANPEX
(MY FIRST) AND HAS JUST CELEBRATED
70 YEARS WITH SOUVENIRS AS SHOWN.
CHRISTCHURCH IS A FIME CITY, FULL
OF FLOWERS IN SPRING AND WITH MORE
STAMP SHOPS IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA
THAN ANY OTHER PLACE I KNOW. LUCKY
CHRISTCHURCH.
LUCKY ME.
BEST WISHES TO ALL FOR COLLECTING SUCCESSES IN 2001.
MIKE SHAND
I 183 AGINCOURT RD
OTTAWA, ON K2C 2H8
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AND FINALLY:
A TRUE
AEROP1-111ATELIC COVER OF THE MILLENNIUM?
The last two editions of this Seasonal Special newsletter, have included tongue-in-cheek
nominations for the AEROPHILATELIC COVER OF THE MILLENNIUM, by Mike Shand in 1998,
and myself in 1999.
This year, however, we have what might be considered a TRUE AE ROPH I LATELIC COVER OF
THE MILLENNIUM:
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Klaus Maria Feldmann
posterestante

LUFTHANSA FLIGHT LH 572, Boeing 747-400

Departed: Frankfurt am Main, Germany 31' December 1999
Arrived: Johannesburg, South Africa I January 2000

Thanks to Ralf Peter Wunschmann for this cover,
and

Ring thauk6 to everybooy
who contribute6 item for thi s
section oftfie newktter,
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A MYSTERY SOLVED:
THE WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS
"LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS
Ed Matthews has come up with a solution to this mystery, which first appeared in this newsletter as
a question in the March 1999 issue.
In order to help Ed in his research, the question was repeated, (with additional information that had
been obtained), in the Canada Air Mail Notes of the American Air Mail Society's Jack Knight Air Loq (which
I also edit).
So that all readers can enjoy this "mystery" to the full, I am going to review the various "pieces of the
puzzle" below, before publishing Ed's solution, which begins on page 26:

The LONG LAKE overprints are listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as follows:

"Long Lake" Overprint — Previous listings in the American Air Mail Catalogue included a 2-line
overprint on CL 40, such stamps used on a first flight of Oct. 9, 1928. Everything about this usage,
while scarce, is dubious. The name "Long Lake" had, by October 1928, been changed to Wadhope.
All reported overprints were 1-line and not 2-line. Dates of usage are reported from Aug. 15, 1928,
to Oct. 15, 1929. In addition, on various reported covers, the CL 40 is not properly tied. These covers
with CL 40 should therefore be considered as souvenir covers.
However, Ed found the following cover which challenges this listing, as it seems without doubt to be
a commercial cover, and the Western Canada Airways stamp is tied to it by both the 10 cent Mount
Hurd stamp and a Winnipeg postmark.
SPECIAL ATTENT:
By using this envelope your ow
,----Ftwlve spacial attentlo!
•AC ) — ;

0
LIMITED

WINNIPEG
CANADA

Cover mailed by: Mrs Mary Hodgins, Wad Hope, Man

Return address changed to: Wad Hope P.O. Man.

Postmarked: LAC DU BONNET JUL 12 29 MAN
Registered: LAC DU BONNET, MAN. ORIGINAL NO. 398
Receiver postmark: WINNIPEG JUL 13 29 MAN
It also seemed that this might not be an overprint but a cancellation! - In response to the newsletter
question, John Wheeler produced the cover illustrated at the top of the next page, in which the
"overprint" is tied to the cover as well as the stamp.
Continued
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WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS "LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS continued:

00

Cover Registered on front: LAC DU BONNET, MAN.
Backstamped: LAC DU BONNET OC 15 29 and WINNIPEG 0C16 29
Mailed to "the Stirling Pamir in Winnipeg. The regular stamp has been torn off the front of this cover.

But if the "overprint" was in fact a cancellation, why was it being used, when the next cover, sent in
by Murray Heifetz, shows that the Wadhope post office had an official datestamp?

The

Stamp Collector'-W Magazine

glifOnthly Magazine for Philatelists
4, -;• (6,0k•
PUBLISHED HY
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PHILATELIC PUBLISHING CO.
`" 15 John Street New York, N.Y.
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Postmarked: WADHOPE MAN OC 10 27

Yet if Wadhope had an operating Post Office, why were these covers being sent to Lac du Bonnet?
And why were the Western Canada Airways semi-official stamps being used at all, since a Government
Air Mail service to and from Wadhope had commenced on October 4 111 1927, (AMCN #2713); and was
still operating in 1929, as the 1929 REPORT ON CIVIL AVIATION included under SUMMER SERVICES:
Lilc du Bonnet-Bissett-TV adhopp. •
Distance-82 miles.
Fecquency----Semi-weekly trip every Tuesday and Friday.
Contractors—Western Canada Airways, Limited, Winnipeg. This serves
the mining district in southeastern Manitoba during the summer mouths.

Now read on .. .
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THE WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS "LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS
by Ed MATTHEWS
Some time ago I decided to try and clear up this mysterious "overprint" which appeared
to have been used at the Wadhope post office and establish its true status. It has taken
quite a bit of effort and time by several people, but we do have answers!
The first question, "where is Wadhope?" is not answered by looking at present-day road
maps of Manitoba. According to the Internet Wadhope was located at 50°54' 00" N and
95°20'00" W. I plotted this out and sure enough, there was Long Lake (there are quite a
few Long Lakes in Manitoba, hence the reticence of the Post Office to use this name),
and it now lies within the confines of Nopiming Provincial Park and the Wadhope site is
now a provincial picnic ground! You can reach it from Lac du Bonnet by a road, 130 km
long, 90 km of it a gravel road. Please look at the map to see its location related to Lac du
Bonnet and Winnipeg. (ref. 1)
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To give you an idea of the size of these small miu oung towns the 1997 federal statistics give
a population of 300 for Bissett, and 1089 for Lac du Bonnet. In its heyday Wadhope would
have had a population of, say, a 100 souls!
Continued
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THE WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS "LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS by Ed Matthews, continued:

Second question, "who was mining what at Wadhope?" was readily answered by the
Internet: Central Manitoba Mines Ltd was mining gold in this area which is part of the
Canadian Shield.
Third question, "what was the history of the Wadhope post office?" This one required
considerable digging, or should I say mining, in the Government Archives. Mr. Jim Kraemer
of Ottawa and Sue Sheffield did a lot of the digging (the way Sue Sheffield digs up data
would make you believe she is a mining engineer herself!). I also engaged a researcher in
Ottawa to search in the postal inspector reports for that area and period. (ref. 2)
The post office opened on 1927 - 08 - 01, and closed 1937 - 12 - 08, reopened again on
1949 - 07 - 02, and closed for good 1951 - 06 - 30 due to lack of business. (ref. 3)
Postmaster

date appointed

date vacated

Archibald Campbell

1927-08-01

1933-02-09

resignation

Irvine Meredith Marshall

1933-04-01

1933-05-26

resignation

Curtis Houston

1933-11-15

1937-07-20

resignation

Archibald Brown (acting)

1937-07-28

1937-12-08

office closed

Mrs. Marjorie G. Howell

1949-07-02

1951-06-30

office closed

reason

(ref. 3)
During Campbell's tenure the post office was located in the Campbell General Store,
located about a 100 feet from the mine shaft.
The Wadhope post office was a non-accounting office and reported a gross postal
revenue for the period ending March 31, 1928 of $499.65. A year later it reported a take of
$943.65. Wadhope became an accounting office in 1934. (ref. 4) To become an
accounting office which issues and cashes money orders, it has to have a certain volume of
traffic and be equipped with an appropriately sized safe.
The Post Office Department took over the financing of the Western Canada Airways Ltd
airmail route serving Lac du Bonnet, Wadhope, Bissett and English Brook around 1927-1004 and the semi-official airmail stamp was no longer required. (ref. 5)
The records show the number of flights, the miles flown and the weight of the mail carried.
These weights clearly indicate that the bulk of the mail must have been ore sample bags
sent to Winnipeg for analysis and drill bits and the like going to the mines.
At that time there was no road into the Wadhope and Bissett mining areas, either one
canoed and portaged taking several days, or one flew.
Continued
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THE WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS "LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS by Ed Matthews, continued:

Now for the final question, "what about these semi-official stamps "overprinted" LONG
LAKE?"
If the post office was financing the airmail route, such stamps should no longer be needed.
Let's look at the bare facts:
•almost all the Long Lake "overprinted" stamps known to me occur on registered non-philatelic covers, mainly to the T. Eaton Co. in Winnipeg. (no Roessler shenanigans here!)
•registered covers bearing this stamp originating in Wadhope enter the mail stream at Lac
du Bonnet, not at Wadhope. The regular split circle WADHOPE canceller which was available, has not been used. Murray Heifetz and Wally Silvestri both supplied copies of
regular covers dated Sep and Oct 1927 clearly showing the Wadhope postmark. These
covers are not registered.
•the "overprint" is in fact a cancellation of the s.o. airmail stamp, and it occurs either
entirely on the stamp or ties the stamp to the cover.
•the address side of these T. Eaton envelopes is the side with the closing flap and the
stamps have been stuck over the flap.
As a non-accounting office in this period the Wadhope postmaster could register letters,
but not issue money orders. What to do if a patron requests a money order and wants the
letter registered? I remember very well when we lived on a farm in the early fifties we would
hand the open Eaton envelope to the rural postman with enough money to cover the money
order and the postage.The letter has to go open to allow the money order to be inserted at
the nearest accounting office, Lac du Bonnet, where the money order is issued, the letter
closed, the s.o. airmail stamp stuck on and cancelled, the regular stamps stuck on and
postmarked and the letter registered.
It would appear that the Lac du Bonnet post office cancelled the regular stamps with its own
datestamp, but cancelled the s.o. airmail stamp with the straightline LONG LAKE, something which could also have been achieved using its regular datestamp. The straight-line
LONG LAKE was not a post office canceller. It is possible that the pilot bringing the letter to
the post office after his flight from Wadhope applied the LONG LAKE cancellation, but I
doubt that.The registered letter now enters the mail stream at Lac du Bonnet.

The tricky part is that such a letter was not in the hands of the post office between
Wadhope and Lac du Bonnet, hence it had to pay its own airfare with the semi-official
WCA stamp cancelled with a non-post office canceller!
Once it entered the mail stream at Lac du Bonnet the Post Office paid for the trip to
Winnipeg and beyond.

Continued
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THE WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS "LONG LAKE" OVERPRINTS by Ed Matthews, continued:

When the Wadhope post office achieved accounting office status in 1934 the whole
problem of what to do with registered covers containing money orders was solved
and normal procedures could be adopted.
We can therefore state that this use of the semi-official airmail stamp was completely
legitimate, even if unusual! The author would be delighted to hear from the readers with
any additional information.
Ed Matthews,
406 Yale Crescent,
Oakville, Ont L6L 3L5.
ref.1: Rand McNally Manitoba Provincial Map
ref.2: Annual reports of the Postmaster General for the years 1927 tO 1930.
National Archives, Ottawa.
ref.3: Post Office Record Card, Wadhope, Manitoba, National Archives, Ottawa.
ref.4: Annual reports of the Postmaster General.
ref.5: The Pioneer and Semi-official Airmails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. LongworthDames, The Unitrade Press 1995. page 113.
ref.6: from Internet InfoSources
Mining in Manitoba. Bissett Mining Area.
Manitoba's Mining Communities.

Editor's accolades:
Congratulations Ed, on what seems to me to be the solution to +his mystery'
I would also like to thank everybody who contributed to this enquiry, and to invite anybody
who can provide additional information, or has questions about Ed's conclusions, to contact
either Ed or myself.

REMINDER:
The 2001 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY will be held on the afternoon of
Saturday April 7 th as part ROYALE * 2001 * ROYAL, the annual convention of the
ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA, which is being staged by the
Lakeshore Stamp Club on April 6 8, 2001
at the Centre Communautaire Sarto Desnoyers, in Dorval, Quebec.
Show contact is David G. Nickson, C.P. # 1, Pointe Claire Dorval, Quebec H9R 4N5.
To obtain further information by e-mail, contact Francois Brisse
fsbrisse@videotron.ca
-

-
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create
your own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame was incorporated as a not-for-profit charity in August of 1973 by
a group of notable aviators and aviation historians .

The first group of 79 Inductees included all of those individuals who had up to that time been
awarded the Trans-Canada (McKee) Trophy, Canada's highest aviation award, and all Companions of the
Order of Icarus. All of the seven recipients of the Victoria Cross for aerial combat were included.
Alexander Graham Bell and F.W. "Casey" Baldwin were chosen for designing and flying the Silver Dark
the first heavier than air machine to fly in Canada in 1909. To represent WWII aces and heroes, Group
Captain Johnny Fauquier of Bomber Command and Flight Lieutenant George F. "Buzz" Beurling of Fighter
Command were added. This made a total of seventy-nine original members.
From 1973 to 1998, a further 78 members were inducted into Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame.
To commemorate the 25t h Anniversary of Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, a book has been
produced with biographies of all 157 members who had been inducted in the first 25years:

They Led the Way
MEMBERS OF CANADA'S AVIATION HALL OF FAME
Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame announces a

Read about the new adventures of the post-war era

new Members Book to commemorate the 25th

when our aviators explored Canada's vast wilderness,

Anniversary of the Hall. Don't miss the opportunity

working as bush pilots and surveyors, establishing

to enjoy this premium quality, limited run publication

airmail routes, and testing their abilities as entre-

honouring Canada's aviation pioneers.

preneurs. Share the exploits of some of Canada's

This book will take you through the history of
aviation in Canada with the stories of those who

most decorated and honoured airmen through the two
World Wars, including the seven Victoria Cross winners.

lived it. Follow the early fliers who designed the

Through these stories you will become acquainted

Silver Dart and made the first tentative flights in

with the Members of the Hall, Canadians who led

1909. Meet the barnstormers of the prairies in

extraordinary lives as pilots, scientists, aeronautical

the twenties and thirties.

engineers, doctors, and administrators. Discover
Canadians who were responsible for improving aviation
technology and flying skills to the level we enjoy today.

50

The Members Book:
• 240 pages, 9"x 12", hard cover
• stories of the 158 members

over 220 photographs
includes GST •
full index and glossary
•
& shipping

Annual Updates Set:
• an attractive matching binder

$

• pre-paid updates package covers 5 years

so
& .1,pp ■ ng

• new inductees' stories mailed automatically
• other up-dates provided annually
Canada's Aviation
Hall of Fame

Mail your order to: Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, P.O. Box 6360,VVetaskiwin,AB T9A 2G1
For more information, phone the Hall at (780) 361-1351.
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New Books
Just received: the 2000 edition of the Swiss Air Mail Handbook. The 711 page catalog is a
complete update of the 1992 edition. It lists all Swiss special flights, first flights, air mail stamps,
crashes, air mail cancellations & cachets, and all other Swiss aerophilatelic items. Soft cover.
US$42.50 plus actual postage, depending on destination country and surface versus air mail.
Payment by US$ check (or UK check at current exchange rate) made payable to Ken Sanford..
Season's greetings from Ken Sanford,
Aerophil, 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland
Email: kaerophilgcs.com Fax: +41 22 7742472
And . . . from the American Air Mail Society: the eighth volume in its softbound series - PERUVIAN CIVIL
AVIATION, by Herbert H. Moll. This 87 page monograph covers the early experimental flights made by
Peruvians such as Jorge Chavez, the first person to fly over the Andes, and Juan Bielouvic whom the
author knew personally. The early flights of the 1920's and 1930's are chronicled, and the development
of the Faucett and PANAGRA airlines are discussed, with many illustrations of first flight covers. Inroads
in Peruvian aviation service made by European carriers such as Air France and Lufthansa are covered in
Chapter 4, and the book finishes with a discussion of postal rates. Mr. Moll is a well known international
philatelist and judge, and published the first specialized catalog of Peru in 1957.
Available for $10.00 plus $4.00 postage for each book to U.S. addresses (and $8.00 for postage for each
book to addresses outside the U.S.). Remittances (in U.S. funds) payable to the American Air Mail Society;
orders to: Greg Schmidt, 1978 Fox Burrow Ct, Neenah, WI 54956-1184 U.S.A.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by February 15"1 .

ADVERTISEMENT

Phillips

INTERNATIONAL

AUCTIONEERS &

VALUERS/

FOUNDED 1796

101 New Bond Street, London WlY OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please contact
Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
- discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications;
- a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilatelv,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
The annual membership dues are:

$2a00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:

Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:
January
13 Janice Weinstock
14 Murray Heifetz
17 Dick McIntosh
65 Ian Mowat
106 Maurice Malenfant
109 Gary Lyon
111 James Larry Kobelt
171 Albert Leger
193 JP Gadoury
217 Cecil Stoner
218 Roy Shuker
219 William Noble
275 Thomas Shaw
289 Andre Giguere
306 Gordon Mallett
309 Per Olav Talgoy

February
67 Robert North Sr
69 Don Amos
135 Beatrice Bachmann
180 Elmer WA Cleary
220 Richard Whalley
221 W Arnold Stearman
222 Douglas Smith
243 Jim Miller
260 Fred Dietz
276 Richard Allen
277 Ed Matthews
299 John MacKeigan
300 Bob Campbell
301 Tim Jones

March
136 Friedel Egger
174 Louis Poirier
194 Derek Rance
207 Charles Oakley
236 John B Wheeler

PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new members, when they will
serve as receipt of payment, OR ON REQUEST. - They are not sent automatically to members who renew by
cheque.
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FEATURE ARTICLES:
THE FLYING PHILATELIST - PRODUCING FIRST DAY COVERS FOR THE CL-215
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WHO'S BEHIND THE COVER? (It's great that Ivan is healthy again.)
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Attached to the newsletter is a review of PUBLICATIONS OF THE CAS / SERVICES OF THE CAS
Please detach this handout, copy and distribute it as much as you want to friends, at stamp shows, etc.
Inserted with this newsletter are MAPS to the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING on Saturday April Th

atROYALE*201

Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted
material appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
The very cold weather that most of us are experiencing is, however, very
conducive to staying inside one's home and working on one's philatelic
collection. I hope that many CAS members are preparing exhibits to be
shown in the many upcoming stamp exhibitions. There are four that I wish
to remind you of and to encourage your participation and attendance if
possible. All four have been mentioned in detail in earlier issues of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist so I will list the events, location and dates only. If
you require specific details please contact me .
The events are : AAMS Annual Convention at The March Party, hosted by
the Perry-Garfield Stamp Club, Cleveland, Ohio, 23-25 March 2001; the
Annual RPSC Convention, ROYALE*2001*ROYAL, hosted by the
Lakeshore Stamp Club of Pointe Claire/Dorval, Quebec, 6-8 April 2001;
ORAPEX 2001, an accredited national stamp show hosted by the RA Stamp
Club, RPSC Chapter No. 41, Ottawa, Ontario, 5 & 6 May 2001; and the
BNAPS Annual Convention, BNAPEX 2001, Ottawa, Ontario, 31 August-2
September 2001. The CAS will hold meetings and have a Society table at
ROYALE*2001*ROYALE and ORAPEX 2001. Come out and support
philately in general and the CAS in particular. An excellent assortment of
flown Snowbird covers, various First Flight Covers, and AAMS
aerophilatelic catalogues and histories will be available. Our annual general
meeting and election will take place at the RPSC Convention.
At the annual AAMS Convention Breakfast I, as Chairman of the AAMS
Awards Committee, will announce the approved recipient of the AAMS
Conrath Award for devotion and service to the AAMS, and the two new
electees to the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame (AHF). In the fall the three
recipients of AAMS Literature Awards will be announced at BALPEX 2001
in Maryland, 31 August - 2 September 2001. Any CAS member who is also
an AAMS member is invited to send me recommendations for consideration
for any of the AAMS awards . Best regards to all.
Dick Malott
Major (Retd), CD, FRPSC, AHF, President CAS
Postscript - I have also been asked by Dick to announce that:

INDONESIA 2002, 29 March - 4 April 2002, Jakarta, Indonesia. An FlP World Philatelic
Exhibition for all FLP Classes and Philatelic Literature. For Bulletin No. 1 and application forms
please contact Major R.K. "Dick" Malott, Retd, CD, FRPSC, AHF, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada. Tel : (613) 829-0280; Fax : (613) 829 - 7673; E - Mail :
<rmalott@magma.ca >
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
As at 15 February 2001, the Society has a total membership of 156.
The breakdown of the membership is as follows:
156
Total membership numbers issued:
150
Net (paid) membership
Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)
Canada:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

10
13
5
4
2
1
51
13
2

Total

101

USA:
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

2
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

Total

30

International:
Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Netherlands
New Zealand

1
7
2
2
2
1

South Africa
Switzerland

1
3

Total

19

Total active membership:

150

In addition, 6 complimentary memberships are
carried on the mailing list:
Australia
Canada
England
Norway
USA

1
2
1
1
1

Total

6

Ron Miyanishi
Secretary, CAS

Greetings to five new members: #308 Don Lussky, Westmont, Illinois, USA
#309 Richard Beith, Guilden Sutton, Chester, England
#310 Charles LaBlonde, Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA
#311 Hans Wichern, Edmonton, Alberta
#312 Barry Frost, Langley, BC
In spite of our most welcome new members, total membership in the CAS is down again this year. This is
disappointing, but not unexpected. - I decided to compare our membership trend to that of the American Air

Mail Society, and discovered that it's very similar (but slightly better) over the last two years. We've fallen
from 160 to 150 paid members, which is a drop of 6%: the AAMS is down from 1,767 to 1,641 members
over the same period, which is a drop of 7%.
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DEC 1999 AND 2000
2000

1999
Opening Bank Balance

1,298.15

1,946.45

INCOME
Accounts Receivable at Previous 31 Dec

92.90

Income Generated During the Year
Dues - new members

125.95

61.98

Dues - renewals and reinstated members

2,636.10

2,359.09

CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers

2,496.45

1,741.07

47.46

43.20

289.04

17.50

Other Sales - includes, e.g., books, pins and advertising
Donations - from members
Bank Interest - checking account
R.K. Malott - sale of AAMS publications
Income Generated and Received During the Year
Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance and Income Received During the Year

0.32
118.00

30.00

5,713.32

4,252.84

92.90

400.30

6,918.57

5,891.89

1,022.12

283.58

EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at Previous 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations

142.55

35.69

Philatelic Covers - costs, e.g., covers, postage and envelopes

491.46

577.80

Office Supplies

639.47

85.17

Postage - such as for CAS newsletter, covers and books

1,233.78

2,240.89

Printing and Photocopying - such as newsletter and catalogue

1,382.74

1,993.72

Bank Charges - checking account, cheques, deposit stamp

41.93

9.45

AAMS - Publications

96.39
47.01

30.00
67.05

130.60

105.00

Telephone - long distance
Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
Engraving - presentation plaques
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at 31 Dec

27.65

29.56

4,233.58

5,174.33

283.58

769.12

4,972.12

4,688.79

1,946.45

1,203.10

92.90

400.30

Expenses Incurred in Previous and Current Years
but Paid in Current Year
Closing Bank Balance
FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Accounts Payable at 31 Dec

283.58

769.12

Financial Position at 31 Dec

1,755.77

834.28

1. Postage Stamps (face value)

245.67

489.80

2

200.00

90.00

762.00

512.50

NOTES
A Value of Inventory on hand at 31 Dec

CAS Presentation Plaques

3. Flight Covers and CAS Pins
4. CAS Stationery
Total

500.00

300.00

1,707.67

1,392.30

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer, CAS
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EDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT
I am very pleased to announce that the:
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD FOR 2000
will be presented to
ED MATTHEWS
for his research into the LONG LAKE overprints.
Ed's conclusions have now passed "peer review", both by publication in the December issue of this
newsletter, and by Conway Longworth-Dames, author of The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada
1918-1934 1 - To establish that a stamp previously regarded as dubious, was in fact legitimately used. is a
great research achievement, and I am very pleased that we have this award with which to recognize it.
I am also very pleased to report that we now have an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist, and
would like to offer many thanks to GORD MALLETT for creating it.

Gord has summarized the index as follows:

The 14,000 words Index lists the contents of each Newsletter - from the July 1985 first issue
to the December 2000 issue, Newsletter #45. Included are all Newsletter articles which are related to
the collecting, researching and exhibiting interests of aerophilatelists. Excluded are various society
announcements, details of meetings, executive reports and the like. A short excerpt is seen below.
The complete Index is also available on diskette - in Microsoft Works format. By entering any
`keyword', a user can locate all articles linked to that word. The 'keyword' can also be any word
sequence or AMCN number for which the user wishes to search.
VOLUME XVI , NUMBER 3
TITLES / CONTENTS
* Who Flew the Toronto -

Buffalo First Flight
Covers, 1929

1 September 2000 - Newsletter # 44 I

# COVERS / SOURCES / DETAILS

2 cvrs / Dick McIntosh, John Proctor,
Neil Hunter, CAHS / proof is presented
that Cdn Colonial Airways flew the service

AMCN #

PAGE #

2943

16 - 19

I have found both the printed/hard copy and the diskette very useful and easy to use. (Although I do
not usually use Microsoft Works, my younger daughter (who is our family computer expert) explained to me
that Microsoft Works 4.0 came with our computer as part of the Windows 95 package, and "all" I had to do
was click on the Windows 95 START tab, then select PROGRAMS, and I'd find it. She was right! That was
all I had to do, and the program seems to operate much like WordPerfect which I normally use.)
Gord has also offered to supply back issues of the newsletter.
Prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$7 for a hard copy or diskette, C$12 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each;
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas;
DEDUCT 30% if paying in $US.

CAS members may deduct 10% from the total.
Orders should be sent to: Gord Mallett, 180 Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2 . (An order form is
printed on the back of the map to the AGM, enclosed as an insert with this issue of the newsletter.)
I have been thinking for a while that it would be nice to have both an index and a back issues service
for the newsletter. Thanks again for providing them Gord.

Continued

Most members of the CAS will already know this book, as it is the classic on early Canadian air mails. It
is a wonderful combination of aviation history, philatelic information, and fascinating photographs, that I would highly
recommend to anybody interested in aerophilately. It is published by Unitrade Press, and can be obtained from many
stamp dealers, or by mail from: Saskatoon Stamp Centre, P.O. Box 1870, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3S2
(Tel. 1 800 205 8814; Fax: 1 306 975 3728. Web site: www.saskatoonstamp.com )
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EDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT continued:

As a result of Gord's index, I now know that this is newsletter #46, and the 28 th issue that I have
produced. I'm very pleased to say that I still enjoy being the editor. I would also like to thank everybody who
has sent in information to me, and so helped to make editing the newsletter such an enjoyable task.
There has recently been a discussion in some other aerophilatelic journals, regarding the reprinting
of articles. This annual report seems to be a good opportunity to state my policy on this issue. and to invite
comments on it.
As editor, I receive many more journals than most members do. Some are received due to our
affiliation with other societies, some through a regular exchange of newsletters with other editors, and some
through my personal networking.
It seems to me that one of my roles should be to keep members informed about articles and news items
in these other journals that they might be interested in, and to give them an opportunity to obtain further
information.
I will therefore continue to report on items in other journals, and reprint some of them, as space
permits. (This, by the way, seems to be the policy of most editors. For example, articles from our series on
"Who was the first man to fly?", were reprinted in Orbit, (journal of The Astro Space Stamp Society), and in
the New Zealand Air Mail News.
A caveat to this policy, is that there are three excellent publications from which I will not normally
reprint articles, as many of our members already subscribe to them: the newsletter of the BNAPS Air Mail
Study Group, and the Airpost Journal and Jack Knight Air Log of the American Air Mail Society 2. (Some
members will have noticed the large overlap in material between this newsletter, and the CANADA AIR MAIL
NOTES in the Jack Knight Air Log. This is because I edit both of them. The aim of the CANADA AIR MAIL
NOTES is to bring Canadian aerophilately to a wider audience, and to get a "second chance" to obtain
answers to questions that appear in The Canadian Aerophilatelist. However, this sequence is sometimes
reversed, and questions are pursued in the CANADA AIR MAIL NOTES due to lack of space in this
newsletter.)
In selecting the items I report on and reproduce, I will emphasize items that involve air mail in, from,
or to Canada, as that seems to be the common interest of most of our members. - However, as a society we
also have, value, and try to serve, members with other collecting interests. I would encourage these members
to keep sending in mystery items for our "Questions and Answers" section. I try to give this section a
worldwide focus, while the articles in the newsletter have more of a Canadian focus.
In my dual role as society librarian, (assisted by Joseph Berkovits), I am pleased to report that we have
recently acquired two more bOoks:
Wartime Air Mail - an Introduction by John Daynes This is a thick resource booklet, (180 pages), with
sections on:
British Air Services 1939-45 - information on various routes, from the Ministry of Aviation Report on
the Progress of Civil Aviation 1939 - 1945;
•
G.P.O. Circulars - eight circulars are reproduced from 18 th October 1939 to 28 th December 1944, and
give lots of information on postal rates and services from Britain;
•
Services listed in the Swiss P.T.T. Guides - includes Swiss, French, Italian, German and American
services within and from Europe;
•
Postal History - illustrations of many different cachets and handstamps.
Continued

2

The British North America Philatelic Society caters to collectors who are interested in any aspect of the
stamps and postal history of Canada, Newfoundland before 1949, and British North America before the Provinces
entered Confederation. For more information on BNAPS and its AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP, contact Basil Burrell, 857
Pembridge Drive, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045-4202.
The American Air Mail Society is not just for collectors of American air mails, as its journals carry
articles on a wide variety of international topics. For more information contact the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 5367,
Virginia Beach, VA 23471-0367, U.S.A.; or the AAMS website at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepaoes/aams/
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EDITOR'S ANNUAL REPORT continued:

This is a comprehensive, 84 page book, covering
"Internal Air Mails; Air Mails to and from Scotland and the rest of the United Kingdom: and Direct
International Air Mails". This is a particularly nice book to have acquired, as it complements the very
interesting presentation on Scottish Air Mails that Richard gave at CAPEX 96.

Scottish Air Mails, 1919-1979 by Richard Beith

I have included a summary of the holdings in our library, as part of the handout on PUBLICATIONS
OF THE CAS / SERVICES OF THE CAS that is attached to this newsletter. This handout is designed to
serve both as an annual review/reminder for members; and as a handout that can be copied and distributed
to friends, at stamp clubs, and at stamp shows and exhibitions. Please detach, copy and distribute this
handout as much as you want.

Publications received include:
BNAPS AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP NEWSLETTER:

Among the topics covered during the year 2000 were:
#1 - bogus Canadian Airways stamp (plane and trees);
- varieties on the British Columbia Airways semi-official stamp;
- postage due charged on Prairie air mail FFCs to England, 1930, (continued in #2);
- conversion list for Pioneer Covers in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
#2 - pilot signatures on Canadian FFCs (continued in #3);
- an article on the January 1929 air mail flight from Edmonton to Fort Simpson.
#3 - an article on the stamps and flights of Laurentide Air Service Limited;
- questions on a 1920 cover from Newfoundland, endorsed both "AEROPLANE MAIL" and "Fake".
For more information contact Basil Burrell, address on previous page.
I have also received copies of the following articles:
•

•
•

•

Charles E. Taylor: The Man Aviation History Almost Forgot by Bob Taylor.(Published in CAMS

Bulletin of the Chicago Air Mail Society). - I often think that given the number of other "flying machines"
built around 1903, the real achievement of the Wright Brothers was not their aircraft, but the
lightweight engine they designed. This is the story of the man who built that engine for the Wright
Brothers.
The Stinson SM - 1 a very interesting article about the Trans-Atlantic flights made in this aircraft
during the 1920s and 30s, rather unfairly subtitled "Transoceanic Deathtrap?".
Airmail Rates in Austria after the Annexation by Germany, to 31 July 1938 by Ian Nutley.
(Published in Air Mail News, Journal of the British Aerophilatelic Federation, February 2001). - I think
these may be the most complicated rates of all time! There was a period when German rates applied
to basic services; Austrian rates applied to airmail surcharges; and letters could be franked with
German stamps, Austrian stamps, or a combination of the two!
World War II Mail from Switzerland to Canada in the Context of The Canadian Cottons
Correspondence by Charles J. LaBlonde. This article analyzes twenty covers sent from Switzerland
to Canadian Cottons Ltd., Milltown, New Brunswick, from 1939 to 1945. It discusses the routes, rates,

and censorship of the letters; and gives background information about the correspondents.
If you would like a copy of one of these articles, just write to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. - Please include a contribution towards the cost of copying and postage: C$2
to Canadian addresses, $2US to American addresses, C$4 or US$3 to overseas addresses, per article. (Mint
stamps or US$ bills are fine.) - The actual cost of copying and postage may be more or less than this
according to the length of the article, but I think a fixed charge will keep things simple.

Websites:
The Astro Space Stamp Society has a new website at www.asss.utvinternet.com
There is also a commercial site featuring First Flight Covers, particularly Imperial Airways, at
http://www.ffcovers.com which includes a comprehensive, on-line Concise History of Air Mails.
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THE FLYING PHILATELIST Producing First Day Covers for the CL-215
Patrick Campbell
The aircraft;

Canadair CL-215 aircraft No.49, civil register
was C-GUKM. This was the demonstrator aircraft
with some 800 hours flying time.

The Pilots

Doug Atkins and Scotty McLean

Passengers aboard; H.D.Walford, J.A.Nicas, J.Robinson,P.J.Campbell
The Flight;

Take-off was from Cartierville airport at 13.27
hours on runway 028. The date was 15 November 1979,
The purpose of the trip was to attend the launch of
a set of stamps which included the CL-215 aircraft.
We flew westward at 145 knots on a heading of 280
degrees at 2000 feet. Nearing Ottawa, we ran into
snow and we descended to 1000 feet, reducing speed
to 135 knots..By 14.03 we were circling over the
National Aeronautical Establishment, preparing to
land at Rockliffe Airport. We touched down at 14.05
after a flight of 38 minutes. We then taxied over
to a gap in the fence, specially opened for this
event, and came to a stop on the tarmac close to the
entrance of the National Aeronautical Collection
museum, hangar 66.
In the hangar, a group of distinguished visitors listened to the Armed Forces band, and the philatellicallyminded purchased blocks and sheets of the first of
Canada's series of aircraft on stamps. The first set
will all be flying boats, Curtiss HS-2L, Canadair
CL-215, The Vickers Vedette, Consolidated PBY-5A,
known in Canada as the Canso, and built in Canada
in various versions by Boeing and by Canadian Vickers.
Speeches were made by the Honourable John A. Fraser,
Postmaster General and a presentation made to the
widow of Flight-Lieutenant David Hornell, who won the
Victoria Cross in the Canso aircraft, illustrated on
Continued
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THE FLYING PHILATELIST - PRODUCING FDCs FOR THE CL-215 by Patrick Campbell, continued:

Day of Issue
Canada
Fbst Office
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CANADA POST FDC signed by the designers: Robert Bradford (painter) and Jacques Charette (typography).

the 35-cent stamp.Other presentations were made to the
Director of the National Museum of Science and Technology, the Vice-President of Corporate Planning
of Canadair, and to the team of Robert Bradford,
painter of the illustrations for the stamps, and
Jacques Charette, who was in charge of typography.
We left rather abruptly, after loading the 1000
flight covers, in order to get back to Cartierville
before the airport curfew, and we took-off at 16.25
hours. The return flight was made at 800 feet in
worsening conditions, with the snow making it
barely possible to see either bank of the Ottawa
River, which we followed down to the Lake of Two
Mountains, then along the Riviere des Prairies to
Cartierville Bridge, where a sharp turn to starboard
brought us to bring us into position for a straightin landing, touching down at 17.05 hours after a 40minute return flight.
Continued
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THE FLYING PHILATELIST - PRODUCING FDCs FOR THE CL-215 by Patrick Campbell. continued:

Day of Issue
Canada
Ftst Office
Jour demission

Fbstes

canadiennes
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•
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CANADA POST FDC signed by Canadair personnel at Ottawa opening ceremonies,
including pilots of the CL-215 that flew the covers back to Montreal.

While the CL-215 is hardly designed as a passenger
aircraft, it was a most interesting flight. The crew
compartment is well heated, but the main cabin had
only two canvas benches for the fire-fighting crew,
and there was no heating except what came bek from the
flight deck. There is no sound-proofing at all, only
the bare structure between us and the two Pratt and
Whitney R2800 radial engines of 2100 horsepower. The
pilot had promised to fly on one engine in order to
reduce the noise, but failed to keep his word.It should
be remembered that these were the normal conditions for
the great days of aviation, and for most all wartime
flying, except that we had the advantage of todays
standards of reliability and airworthiness.

Patrick Campbell,
Montreal, 15 November 1979.

Continued
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THE FLYING PHILATELIST - PRODUCING FDCs FOR THE CL-215 by Patrick Campbell, continued:
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Cette enveloppe a ete transportee a bord
CL-215, entre l'aeroport de Rockliffe (Otta
et F IVE
l'aeroport de Cartierville (Montreal), le 15 n
EmbrOl LAC
1979.
U
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CANADAIR FIRST DAY COVER,

Certified that this envelope was carried ab ar, a
CL-215 from Rockliffe Airport, Ottawa, to Cartie
141',P
Airport, Montreal, 15 November 1979.
Edition a tirage limite de 20,000 exemplaires • Limited edition of 20,000 covers

endorsed on back:
Flying Boats
The transportation theme, which began with ships, will
continue in a new series of stamps devoted to Canadian
aircraft. Flying boats will be featured in the first issue. These
water-borne aircraft greatly improved access to lakes and
rivers opened up by the canoe.
In 1917 the United States created the Curtiss HS-2L as a
patrol bomber for antisubmarine work. After the war the
Canadian government, the Ontario Provincial Air Service,
Laurentide Air Service, and other organizations flew the
HS-2L for everything from forest fire patrols and mercy flights
to patrols against rumrunners and opium smugglers. The
HS-2L had personality. II the Liberty engine overheated, it
spewed scalding radiator water on the crew. This fickle, noisy
monster often failed, forcing the flight mechanic to repair it in
the air or at remote. bug-infested lakes. With its wooden hull.
the HS-2L soaked up gallons of water. reducing its payload
significantly because of the excess weight. and it was such a
fragile craft that one sank after hitting a whisky bottle in
Toronto Harbour. Despite its defects, the Curtiss HS-2L
ushered in the era of bush flying in Canada.
Canadian Vickers Limited built the Vedette, a three-seater
flying boat designed for forest-I ire patrols and photographic
work. The Vedette went through six marks (versions) after
the first one flew in 1924 The aircraft boasted a maximum
Speed of 90 miles an hour. though some pilots claimed if took
off at 85 miles an hour, flew at 85 miles an hOur and landed at
85 miles an hour. The company exported several of the
planes to Chile and a number were purchased by the RCAF.
which based them in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Others
served in a coast-to-coast photographic survey. The Vedette
starred in a number of spectacular mercy missions, and some
airmen even took it up for aerial goose hunting, The Vedette
saw service with the RCAF until the beginning of World
War
In the early 1930s. the United States Navy issued

specifications for a long - range flying boat. Designed by
Consolidated Aircraft. it later became known as the Catalina.
After the Second World War broke out. the RCAF ordered a
large number for antisubmarine duly These 149 were built as

amphibians, according to RCAF specifications, by Boeing at
Vancouver and by Canadian Vickers at Montreal. They were
called Cansos. The RCAF flew the Canso until 1962 for
search and rescue, Arctic survey, and general transport
duties. The stamp shows the aircraft in which Flight
Lieutenant David Hornell of Mimico, Ontario, won the Victoria
Cross. Ignoring concentrated antiaircraft fire on his blazing
plane, he attacked a surfaced U-boat and sank it with depth
charges. He skillfully crash-landed, but died from exposure in
the Atlantic's icy waters.
Observing that the World War II aircraft converted into water
bombers were growing obsolete, Canadair of Montreal
designed and built the CL-215 amphibian. It first flew in 1967
and remains the world's only aircraft designed specifically for
water bombing. The CL-215 has made over 80 drops a day
because it can fill its tanks while in motion, skimming across a
lake or ocean at speeds of over 100 kilometers an hour,
through waves reaching heights of two meters. The
amphibian's sturdy structure enables it to withstand this sort
of treatment as well as the strong thermal currents
encountered near fires. The CL-215 has proved itself not only
in fire fighting, but also in pesticide and herbicide spraying,
utility transport. patrol flying, aerial survey, and search-andrescue work. Several overseas governments have purchased
the aircraft
Robert Bradford and Jacques Charette collaborated on the
design of the flying boat stamps. Mr. Bradford, curator of the
Aviation and Space Division of the National Museum of
Science and Technology, did the paintings of the four aircraft.
Ottawa graphic designer Jacques Cnarette prepared the
designs and typography.
The 17-cent stamps show a Curtiss HS-2L (G-CAOS) of the
Ontario Provincial Air Service, and a Canadair CL-215 with
the yellow and red finish of the aircraft operated by the
province of Quebec. The 35-cent stamps feature a Vickers
Vedette in the finish and markings of the RCAF before World
War II. and the all-white Cans() (9754) flown by Flt. LI. David
Hornell, V.C.

A description of the stamps, from the CANADA POST promotional leaflet.
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ATTEMPTED CANADA - AFRICA AIRMAIL, 1931.

This cover was mailed from Calgary on "NO 2 31", and franked 15 cents, which was the
correct rate from Canada to Africa, including air mail service for those parts of the route where
air mail service was available.
It was addressed to Mr. J.K. Matsuo, Poste Restante, Capetown, Cape Colony, and endorsed
SEND ONLY by FIRST FLIGHT = CAIRO to CAPETOWN. This would have been when Imperial
Airways extended their African service from it's original end point of Mwanza on Lake Victoria.
to Capetown: Flight AS41, which left London on December 9 th , passed through Cairo December
12 th, and arrived in Capetown December 21'.
However, the cover did not travel by that flight, as it is backstamped POSTE RESTANTE
CAPETOWN KAAPSTAD 30 NOV 31.
Also on the back were the instructions: Please RETURN in 3 days to 33, Nippon Sta., Seattle.
U.S.A. These were also ignored: there are cancellations on the front and back of the cover
CAPETOWN F.S. 4 JAN 32, indicating that it had stayed at the Poste Restante for 1 month and
4 days!

FOR WHAT PART OF ITS JOURNEY, IF ANY, DID THIS COVER TRAVEL BY AIR?
This question was raised in the October 1999 issue of the Canada Air Mail Notes which I edit for
the JACK KNIGHT AIR LOG. I received very helpful responses from Ian McQueen and Peter Wingent,
who both confirmed that the information above was correct, and provided much more information.
This article is based on the follow-up item that appeared in the July 2000 issue of the Notes.

The cover probably travelled by the Prairie air mail service from Calgary to Winnipeg; from
Winnipeg to Pembina by the connecting service that had been inaugurated in February 1931; by
American air mail services from Pembina to New York; and then by steamer from New York to
England.
Once in England it would most likely have continued by Union-Castle Line steamer from
Southampton to Cape Town. This was a once-weekly service taking 16 1/2 days, that left
Southampton on Fridays and arrived in Cape Town on Mondays. - As the 30th November was a
Monday in 1931, the backstamp seems to confirm that this routing was in fact used. (The time
breakdown of 11 1/2 days from Calgary to England / 16 1/2 days Southampton to Cape Town also
sounds about right.)
If the cover had been flown from London to Mwanza by Imperial Airways, it would have had to
continue by train to Mombassa, to connect with a ship sailing down the east coast of Africa to Cape
Town. This would probably have taken much longer, as these steamer services were less regular than
the Union-Castle Line. (It would also probably have been backstamped at Mwanza in 1931.)
As to why the sender's endorsement, SEND ONLY by FIRST FLIGHT = CAIRO to CAPETOWN, was
ignored, we do not know whether this cover was sent as a separate item from Canada, or just
included in a bag of other mail to England.
Continued
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ATTEMPTED CANADA - AFRICA AIRMAIL 1931, continued:
Once in England, however, this cover is unlikely to have received special treatment, as the Post
Office saw its role as getting mail delivered as quickly as possible, and is unlikely to have taken any
notice of the sender's request.
Peter Wingent included with his letter copies of some correspondence he found in the Post Office
Archives in London, that give a fascinating insight into the official attitudes at this time:
From: D.H. Handover, Esq.,

Traffic Manager,
Imperial Airways Ltd., Airways House, London.
To:

Captain D.O. Lumley,

General Post Office, London E.C.1

::753,10

3111t 1,e,er.mt.

31 December 1929.
t:r est, Lac,,,

My dear Lumley,
We are already being worried by stamp collectors with
regard to the inauguration of the England-Africa service and it
seems an essential part of their existence that special envelopes
shall be designed and that they shall be available at a date
considerably in advance of the commencement of the service.
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The attached has been designed and the stamp collectors
like it, but before putting it in hand for printing I should like
your views on the subject. You will no doubt remember that the
envelope we designed for the first England-India service
offended some obscure regulation of the Post Office by its
colour (I may say it was the first time I realized the tenderness
with which the Post Office guards the eyesight of its employees,
and I only hope that the enclosed won't be considered by some
of your staff as an advertisement for the policy of the late
Government!)
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I shall be very glad indeed to hear from you with regard to
the attached, which you will no doubt return at the same time
.

Yours sincerely . .

BETWEEN

ENGLAN D`

A cover from the ENGLAND - INDIA flight: the top triangle and the bottom panel are both bright red.

Continued
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ATTEMPTED CANADA - AFRICA AIRMAIL, 1931, continued:

From:

Captain D 0 Lumley, General Post Office.

To:

D.H. Handover, Esq Imperial Airways.
13 January 1930.

Dear Handover.
We have considered the special envelope for the EnglandS.Africa first flight which you submitted in your letter of December
31'. Our rules about "embarrassing postal packets" are given on
pages 23 and 24 of the current Post Office Guide, where you will see
it is laid down inter cilia that the right-hand half at least of the

D.:envier.

"ti.. of 0•Oewleer 3101-

Our ns.1•• shalt • eobwrrewoLn,

pac.• vs
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of 'bear:
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070 ...Orme

aide velet he

-^—nvevi esetweiv•ly fer the poate4e •taerpo and

address side must be reserved exclusively for the postage stamps and
address.
As I explained to you verbally we made an exception in the case
of the special envelopes for the Indian Service: but I .fear we cannot
do the same in the present instance, in view of the awkward

•pee16.1 envelope for tee

w evu.1-y..ete-io• newt Cita, which eou wilxitted in your

E

ic taq

precedent that would he set up. However. I have no doubt you will
be able to alter the design to . fit in with the regulations.

Handover, Esq.. Imperial Airways.
Dear Lumley,

the

....J....el.

'

.43,f.
number, of

theme

:.•1;:re

From: D.H.

18th February 1930.

Some of our never-to-be-sufficiently-execrated-stamp-collecting
friends are worrying about a special cachet for the first EnglandAfrica air mail.
I am not quite certain if this falls within the :r.-ohf.bited category
of air mail stamps or whether there is any possibiliti of the General
Post Office arranging some kind of special cancellation stamp for this
service.
Perhaps you would let me knov• your view:,
As I see it, you would be pandering to stamp collectors if you 0.5L
this and it would probably upset your r:).:.tine, as I be2ip ,. e the stanos
of air mail letters are cancelled at the Head Post Office of the town of
origin and are not sent in bulk to the General Post Office for cancellation.
However, on the other hand, the stamp collectors do'prDdLue a considerable
revenue for you on any first service, because all their envelopes are
considerably below the half ounce and you should be getting some.:Ihere
:..)71t fifty to sixty letters to the pound.
You may think it worth 7hile to comply with their wishes in this
case.

Yours sincerely,

Continued

CHARLES G. FIRBY AUCTIONS
6695 HIGHLAND RD - SUITE #101, WATERFORD, MI 48327-1967, U.S.A.

Next Sale - May 12 th 2001
This sale includes General Worldwide, especially B.N.A. with extensive Postal History. There will
be a special show catalogue of U.S. mint sheets bearing autographs of N.A.S.A. personnel, which
includes virtually all of the Astronauts. - A full colour catalogue, (#0501), is only US$10.00
refundable from auction purchases.

email: Firbystamps@prodigy.net Phone: TeL 248-666-5333 Fax. 248-666-5020
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ATTEMPTED CANADA - AFRICA AIRMAIL 1931, continued:
From: Captain D.O. Lumley, General Post Office.
19th February 1930.

Dear Handover,
Your letter of the 16th instant about, a spacial
cancellation stamp in connection with the op•,njng of the
Engl4nd-Africa air Mail.

Let me say•at once that

there is no possibility of anything of thc„.kind being
allowed.

Tnera are, as you realise, strong gan ,2ral and

practical objections. ,(;••i,.ta-2-a•Z,E.
Purely as a personal opinion Z should r:ay that
approximately the same number of letters woLld be sent
by these people, whether there was a special cmnceliation
stamp or not.
• Youra sincer

Regarding the holding of the cover in Cape Town, this would have been in accordance with the
Poste Restante regulations. Cape Town would have taken no notice of the "3 days" request. - British
regulations, (which probably applied in South Africa too), were to hold a Poste Restante letter for a
month before returning it. So from November 30 th, and allowing for the New Year holiday, 4 th
Janurysodbtce.Mrasuow,infctkgheposalwrtdmehn
they had authority to do.
(Ian also mentioned that the French had an intriguing system for Poste Restante: they held a letter
to the end of the half-month following the half-month in which it had arrived, so it would always be
returned on the 15 th or last day of a month.)

Thank you Ian' and thank you Peter.'

Ian is editor of the JUSQUA MARKINGS section of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland,
and author of the definitive book JUSQU'A AIRMAIL MARKINGS published by W.A. Page, FRPSL,
138 Chastilian Road, Dartford DA 1 3LG, England.
2

Peter is the author of MOVEMENTS OF AIRCRAFT ON IMPERIAL AIRWAYS' AFRICAN ROUTE
1931 - 1939. He has also recently published AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS ON IMPERIAL AIRWAYS' EASTERN
ROUTE, Vol. 1: 1927 - 1937, (which covers over 1,260 mail-carrying flights to and from India and beyond;
arrival and departure dates at principal landing places; maps; rates; and details of aircraft used;) and is
working on a second volume covering 1937 to 1939, which will include the Hong Kong feeder service of
1936 39. For more information write to Peter Wingent, 4 Twyford Court, Northlands Drive, Winchester,
-

Hants S023 7AL, England.
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Who's behind the cover?

by Ivan W. MacKenzie

Introduction
This is the third article in an occasional series of brief biographies which pertain to contemporary producers of aerophilatelic
covers. As I have assembled my aerophilatelic collection over the years, I have often wondered who produced this cover or that
cachet. Some names would come to light more often than others, e.g., A.C. Roessler was an extremely prolific producer of
Canadian air mail first flight covers in the early days. However, I became even more curious with regard to my contemporaries
who have been producing aerophilatelic covers and as a result my curiosity has prompted me to continue this occasional series.
Bio #3 — Captain (Ret'd) G.A. MacKenzie, CD and 2 Rosettes
George MacKenzie (no known relation to the writer) was born in Halifax in 1930 and completed his education at Hantsport in
the Annapolis Valley which he calls his home town. On July 19, 1949. he enlisted in the R.C.A.F. where he trained as an
Airframe Technician. During his career as a "Rigger", he served at many R.C.A.F. units including 6 Repair Depot Trenton. 30
AMB Langer, England and CFB Greenwood with 103 Search & Rescue Sqdn. In 1966 George was commissioned from the ranks
as an Aircraft Engineering Officer after which
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After serving his country for 36 years, George
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retired in 1984 with the rank of Captain. As his
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George became interested in philately in 1958
when he started to collect mint Canada stamps.
However, like many other collectors of
Canadian stamps, he became somewhat
disillusioned with Canada Post's annual proliferation which caused him to switch to topical collecting. In 1986 he started a
comprehensive collection which he called "The History of Aviation" - which included a broad mix of stamps and postal history
and which ended with a total of 408 pages. As this particular collection developed, George received gold and silver awards over
the years at Atlantic area regional shows. He reduced the collection to 96 key pages in 1999.
A George MacKenzie Snowbird signed Cover dated 16.IX.90

As a result of George's well known philatelic
interests, the Base Technical Services Officer at CFB
Shearwater, LCoI Keith Penny, approached him in
1983 with a request to produce a stamp for the
Shearwater International Air Show. After discussing
the proposition with the BTSO on the basis that it
would be highly unlikely that the postal authorities
could be convinced to produce such a stamp, George
agreed to produce an annual special cover to
commemorate the SIAS. With the help of his wife
who did the original design, which was later finalized
by an artist, George got the first cover completed for
the start of a successful fund raising activity for the
Air Show. George continued to produce an annual
SIAS cover until, the cancellation of the Air Show
for 1996. In 1997 he produced a very nice large
cover to commemorate the 75' Anniversary of the
Nova Scotia Stamp Club.
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A Shearwater International Air Show cover by GA MacKenzie
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REVIEW:
AIR MAILS OF CANADA 1925-1939
The Development and Postal History of National and International Mails

George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish
For at least seven years, I have heard and/or read plans, predictions, rumors, reports, and finally
reviews of a book based on Walter Plomish's collection of commercial air mail covers. My first impression
on examining this book, is that it is a lot better than I was expecting after all this build-up.
The book does, I believe, combine George Arfken's writing, with Walter Plomish's research. It is a good
combination. They have produced a book which is easy to read, very well illustrated, and full of information. In terms of statistics, it is approximately 8 1/2" x 11" in size; over 230 pages in length; contains 206
illustrations; and includes 9 maps.
The table of contents gives a good sense of the scope of this book:
1. Via United States Air Mail, July 1925 - August 1928
Chapter
2. The Development of Canada's Domestic Air Mail Service
Chapter
3. Canadian Air Mail to the U.S. and Bermuda
Chapter
4. Great Britain, Empire Air Mail Rates
Chapter
5. Continental Europe
Chapter
6. The Middle East
Chapter
7. British Africa
Chapter
8. British Asia
Chapter
9. Australia, New Zealand
Chapter
Chapter 10. The Far East and the Pacific Area
Chapter 11. The West Indies and Central America
Chapter 12. South America
Appendix 1.

Appendix 2.
Bibliography

Documents
The 1927 Hague Air Mail Conference
December 5, 1929 Circular to Postmasters
Canadian Air Mail and other Rates

1
11
35
49
69
85
97
115
131
145
161
183
201
208
213
223

Unfortunately, I do not think the contents are accurately summarized by the title. As the table of
contents shows, the emphasis is much more on the international services than our national services, and
several of the shorter routes within Canada are not mentioned at all.
The dates in the title are also slightly misleading, as although most chapters end with the outbreak of
World War II, several of the air mail services in Canada and the U.S.A. from before 1925 are described. I was therefore surprised that the first international air mail service between Canada and the U.S.A., from
Victoria to Seattle, did not appear to be mentioned. This served as a "warning flag" to me, and I read the
chapters on Canadian and Trans-Atlantic air mails (which are the areas I know best) very carefully to see
what else might have been left out. I'm pleased to say that I did not find any major omissions, and I even
found a comment that the Seattle - Victoria service was "strictly a U.S. operation and not a part of Canadian
mail". I think that statement is questionable, (given the amount of mail carried from Victoria), but this
"incident" seems to sum up the book. - I expect that most readers will also find questionable statements in
their areas of expertise, but delight in the amount of information provided by the authors regarding the areas
they don't know about.
I often claim that summarizing a large topic, for a book or exhibition entry, is much more difficult than
producing a detailed account of a small topic. - George and Walter have taken on a huge topic, and
produced an excellent summary. Congratulations to them.

AIR MAILS OF CANADA, 1925-1939 was edited by K. Gray Scrimgeour, and is published by CHARLES G. FIRBY
PUBLICATIONS. It is available at a new price of $49.95Cdn + $2.50 postage within Canada from: Saskatoon Stamp Centre,
PO BOX 1870, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3S2, (tel. 1 800 205 8814); or $33.95US + postage from Charles G. Firby, 6695
Highland Rd. Suite 101, Waterford MI 48327-1967, U.S.A.
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FOLLOW UP:
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHTS, 1939
Many thanks to John Hammonds, Murray Heifetz, Jack Ince, Neil Hunter, Don Lussky, Dick McIntosh.
Andy Mrozowski, John Nielsen, John Rawlins, George Sioras, and John Webster, for providing information
on covers from these flights.
It was initially thought that the numbering of these covers had no significance, partly because two
"official covers" addressed to Henry F. Heise, (see top of next page), looked identical, but were numbered
2636 and 24876.
However, it now appears that there is a pattern to these numbers:
Number

Postmarked

"PRINTED IN ENGLAND" handstamp (if checked)

"Official" cover - Bright blue cachet
23
713
984
1238
1515
2018
2208
2289
2292
2479
2636
3206
3399
4317
4368
4403
4606
5000
5287
5648
6341
6442
6731
6809
6985
8641
8688
8720
9191
9345
9385
9465
9651
13093
13102
13402
13460

London (from Imperial Airways - see page 20)
no
Ireland (to Phillips, Scranton, Penna.)
Ireland (to Phillips)
no
Ireland (also to Phillips)
Ireland
Ryde, Isle of Wight, England
Selkirkshire, Scotland
London
London
no
London
London (one of the Heise covers)
Berwick on Tweed
London
no
London
Newfoundland (to Patton, Winnipeg)
England
Ireland (to Patton, Winnipeg)
no
England
London
no
London
Ipswich, England
no
Newfoundland (to Whitfield King, England)
no
London
no
England
Oxford, England
New York (Benj. Dworetsky - Round the World) no
New York (also a Dworetsky - Round the World) no
New York
New York
New York (Ireland stage, to Phillips)
no
New York (Newfoundland stage, to Phillips)
no
New York
New York
Vancouver (to Braidwood, Nairobi)
yes - on back - small (blue 24mm)
Montreal
yes - on back - small
Montreal
yes - on back - small
Montreal

"Official" cover: Pale, grey-blue cachet
15036
16243
16269
16343
16819
17312
17810
18369
19848
19849

England
London
London
London
London (to Marks Stamp Co., Toronto)
England
England
England
London (to Bernard, Ontario)
London (to Bemard, Ontario)

no
no
no

no
no
Continued
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FOLLOW UP - IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANSATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHTS, 1939 continued:

:BY AIR MAIIL
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IMPERIAL'Alaways
"Official Covers" #2636 (left) and #24876

Number

Postmarked

"PRINTED IN ENGLAND" handstamp (if checked)

"Official" cover - Pale, grey-blue cachet
20218
20508
21877
21898
22334
23456
24491
24601
24876

Croydon, England
Southend-on-Sea, England
England
England
London
Barry, Glamorgan, UK
London
London
London (the other Heise cover)

no
no

no

no

"Withdrawn" McKnight Kauffer cover - Red, blue and black cachet (see illustration next page)
15004
15057
15289
15351
15385
15573
15637
15754
15794
16780
16858
17024

Montreal (to Stanley Gibbons, London)
Montreal (to Stanley Gibbons, London)
Montreal (stage to Foynes)
Montreal (to Buffalo, NY)
Montreal (to Sthmptn., retn. to Montreal)
Montreal (stage to Southampton)
Montreal (stage to Foynes)
Winnipeg (to Ogden, London)
Montreal (to Sthmptn., retn. to Winnipeg)
Vancouver (to Baird, Edinburgh)
Vancouver (to Braidwood, Nairobi)
Montreal (to Botwood, return to Office of
Dist. Director of Postal Service, Quebec)

yes - on front - small (violet 23.5mm)
yes - on front - small

yes - on back - large 53mm

yes - on front - small (24mm)
yes - on front - small
yes - on back - small (violet 23mm)
yes - small on front and large 53mm on back

Cover numbers:

Our June 2000 newsletter (p.14) included a newspaper clipping from the Daily Telegraph which stated:
A big queue of people anxious to buy the special 3d envelopes for the first British Transatlantic air service
stretched across the hall of the Imperial Airways building at Victoria, S.W., last night.
This was the third issue of envelopes. The first lot, of 15,000, was sold out rapidly. This included 4,000
sent out to the United States and 3,000•to Canada for disposal for the first return mail. On Tuesday a second
issue of 5,000 was sold within an hour and a half This experience was repeated yesterday with the last issue.
of another 5,000.

Assuming the numbering of the covers started at 1, (which may sound obvious, but wait til we consider
the McKnight Kauffer covers), then numbers 1 to 15000 would be the first printing, in which numbers 8001
to 12000 seem to be the 4,000 covers sent to the United States, and numbers 12001 to 15000 correspond
to the 3,000 covers sent to Canada.
The second printing is likely to have been numbered 15001 to 20000; and the third printing 20001 to
25000. - This matches the "evidence of the covers", as all the covers numbered above 15001 were mailed
in England.
(This also makes cover #23456 intriguing, as it was sold in London on Wednesday August 2" d ; but mailed
from Glamorgan, 240kms/150miles West of London; with enough time to catch the flight from Southampton
on Saturday August 5th.)
Continued
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Cover #23
This contained a greeting from W. Runciman of Imperial Airways, to Eddie Rickenbacker of Eastern AirLines:

Dear Mr.
I
greeting
aircraft

Rickenbacker,
take this opportunity of sending you a letter of
from Imperial Airways on "Caribou", the first British
to cross the North Atlantic on regular service.
Yours very truly,

Atlantic Services.
The remaining two cachets from
Imperial Airways' first flight are now illtistrated, that of Eire
heing appli e d in violf.c and the Canadian in black.
Our
Canadian . agent reports that the acceptance from Canada t o
New Y o rk was not announced until the last minute, with the
consequence that this stage is definitely the rarest of those
ilespatched from Canada although they bear no cachet. It is
extremely doubtful if any covers were carried on the return
flight from U.S.A. to Canada as of course this stage had been
previously covered by F.A.M. 1. Covers despatched from
to South Africa and Australia are particularly interesting- for these were the first to be flown over an all-air Empire
1,•tile to destination. They readied Cape Town and Sydney
on August 18th and 24th respectively. Considering the obvious desirability of these items, surprisingly few have been
reported.
An Indian collector agiain despatched . about five
covers to Montreal and New Yorl: «i1uch duly connected at
Southampton with the first flight. They bear the Karachi
postmark of July 30th and arrival posr
rErTS orMuntreal or
New York dated August 6th. A few continental countries
also despatched mail by the first flight, official covers being
known from Sweden, Switzerland and Belgium and ordinary
covers from Denmark.

A contemporary account of the IA First Flight, from The Aero Field, Oct.-Nov. 1939
(Thanks to Neil Hunter for both these items.)
Continued
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Cover shades:
Many contributors remarked on the difference in shade between "official" covers numbered below
15000, and those numbered above 15000. - This now seems to correspond with a difference between the
first printing of these covers, and the second and third printings.
Jack Ince, Dick McIntosh and myself pooled our covers to produce a group of about twenty. We found
it quite easy to predict correctly whether a cover would be numbered below or above 15000.
Minor variations in shade also occurred between individual covers with numbers below 15000. and
within our group of covers numbered above 15000. These variations seem likely to be due to differences in
inking when the covers were printed, and/or the way the covers have been treated/stored over the last sixty
years. We could not determine a constant difference between covers in the second printing (numbers
between 15001 and 20000), and covers in the third printing (numbered 20001 and higher).
• .1 4.. 4,
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The McKnight Kauffer covers:
This enquiry into the Imperial Airways FFCs began with these multi-coloured covers, (shown above),
which according to Baldwin in the second edition of his Bridging the Atlantic, had "been withdrawn after

some had been sent to Canada and released to the public".
The background to these covers is still unclear:

The numbering of the McKnight Kauffer covers:
If we assume that the numbering of these covers also started at #1, then over 17,000 of them were
printed, (since the highest number found is 17024). - Why would Imperial Airways have a first printing of only
15,000 for its new "official" cover, if they were supposed to replace all the McKnight Kauffer covers?
A related question, is whether Imperial Airways tried to recall covers which had been sold, or just
withdraw unsold covers from sale? It seems unlikely that they tried very hard to recall covers which had been
sold: if they had, surely they could have got back the covers prepared for Stanley Gibbons!
Leaving sold covers in circulation might explain why the printing of the replacement "official" covers
was less than that of the McKnight Kauffer covers. However:
if the difference in printings corresponded to the number of McKnight Kauffer covers left in circulation,
there should be over 2,000 of these covers, and they definitely don't seem to be that common.
leaving 2,000 covers in circulation seems to contradict Baldwin's statement that they were withdrawn.
there is no mention of these covers in the October 1939 report on this flight in The Aero Field, (see
previous page). - The significance of this is debatable, but the use of a large number of McKnight
Kauffer covers does seem to be the sort of information that would have been included in that report.

The distribution and withdrawal of the McKnight Kauffer covers:
All the McKnight Kauffer covers found originated in Canada, which supports Baldwin's comment that
they had "been withdrawn after some had been sent to Canada and released to the public". However: why
was Imperial Airways able to withdraw these covers from everywhere else, but not from Canada?
If Baldwin is correct, and these covers were withdrawn after some had been released to the public,
were these covers on sale in Canada earlier than in other countries? - If so, why? If not, why do we not find
these covers from other countries?
Continued
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The timescale for the withdrawal of these covers also raises questions. - Was there really time for:
an instruction to stop the sale of these covers to have been sent out after they were placed on sale
•
in Canada, and to have been received before they were placed on sale in other countries?
a new cover to have been designed, printed and distributed, after the original cover had gone on sale
•
in Canada, but before the first flight?
It seems more likely that the instruction to withdraw these covers was sent out before they were to be placed
on sale; that this instruction stopped their sale in other countries; but that some were placed on sale in
Canada by mistake! However, this is not what Baldwin said happened.
How many of the McKnight Kauffer covers were sold?
The numbers on covers recorded range from 15004 to 17024. If all the covers between these numbers
were sold, then over 2,000 should be in circulation, but as mentioned earlier, this seems most unlikely
If we therefore assume that some of the covers between these numbers were withdrawn, we will never
be able to calculate the number in circulation from the number we now find. Only the Imperial Airways
records could tell us how many were actually sold/withdrawn.
.

The PRINTED IN ENGLAND handstamps
Metro' rilcujuji•.; 4
• Pl

rt II' ILL) 1) 4

The "small" handstamp: 23 to 24mm in length.
(The variation seems to be due to the enthusiasm
with which the stamp was inked and applied.)

The "large" handstamp: 53mm.

This handstamp was important to somebody, as two different handstamps were used; it was applied
at two different times, (first to the McKnight Kauffer covers, and later to the "official" covers); and it is on all
the Imperial Airways covers from Canada that were checked for it. But who applied it? And why?
It seems to have been applied by/on behalf of Imperial Airways before the covers were distributed
within Canada, as it is found on covers from Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver. However:
it doesn't seems to have been an Imperial Airways concern, as it isn't found on their covers from the
United States or Ireland;
it doesn't seem to have been a Canadian concern, as it isn't found on any other covers from this flight.
Any additional information, hypotheses, or even guesses about this handstamp, will be much appreciated!
Other questions:
There are a couple of other questions raised in the earlier articles on these Trans-Atlantic covers, on
which additional information would also be much appreciated:
the first article in The Daily Telegraph (June 2000 newsletter, page 11), mis-stated the rate from
Britain as 1 shilling 4% pence, (i.e. the normal rate of 1 1/2 d plus a surcharge of 1s 3d.) Has anybody
seen a cover with a 1 shilling 4 1/2 pence franking?
the aircraft for the inaugural flight was changed from the CABOT to the CARIBOU due to damage to
the CABOT. This change occurred in the week before the flight. - Has anybody seen a cover for this
flight endorsed to go by the CARIBOU?
the letter reproduced on page 15 of the June 2000 newsletter commented that after "Janet" had
queued for the covers, she "had to sign her name for them also." Why did they have to be signed for?

Many thanks to everybody who responded to the earlier
articles on these flights, and to Mike Shand who provided the
information on the next page on the GOLDEN HIND. - This article
refers to a first flight of the GOLDEN HIND in June 1939. It
therefore seems possible that whoever sent this "GOLDEN HIND"
cover, (flown on Pan Am's first Northern Trans-Atlantic service in
the YANKEE CLIPPER - see page 23 of the Sept. 2000
newsletter), which is postmarked on 26 th June 1939, may just have
got the aircraft in various news stories during June 1939 mixed up.
- If anybody has a better theory, please let me know.

/N D
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Short S.26 G-Class — 1939
Golden Horn (registered G-AFCK).
These three aircraft thus formed the so
called 'G Class'.
Plans for commercial transport to
the other side of the Atlantic were.
how ever. abruptly cut short by the out
break of war. On July 2. 1940 the three
flying boats were handed over to the
Royal Air Force which used them as
long range maritime reconnaissance
aeroplanes. The war claimed one of the
S.26s as a victim. This was the Golden
Fleece which was destroyed during a
forced landing off Cape Finisterre on

June 20. 1941. At the end of that year
The great success in commercial terms
of the S.23 Empire Boats and the store
of experience gathered in making them
were instrumental in the decision by the
Short company to focus its production
of large flying-boats in the military
sector. The S.25 Sunderland made its
maiden flight as a prototype on
October 16, 1937 and was the first in a
long series of 714 aircraft. Throughout
the war and beyond they remained in
service for some 21 years. and were the
last flying-boats to be used by the
Royal Air Force. Although committed
to the hilt in this military production,
Short were also able to branch off into
the civil sector. This was with the
production in 1938 of the S.26. a
successor to the S.23 which was
destined for the Imperial Airways fleet.
There were just three of these aircraft
built. but despite this. they enjoyed a
busy career during the war and in the
immediate post-war period. The only
S.26 to survive the war, christened

Golden Hind and registered G -A FC1.
sank during a storm in May 1954. With
it the last flying-boat of the 1930s
vanished.
The project which gave rise to the
S.26 was launched in 1938 at the
request of Imperial Airways. imperial
wanted an aircraft capable of giving
rapid non-stop passenger and freight
services across the Atlantic. Three aircraft were ordered and Short were able
to build them in a relatively short time.
As the design was based on
immediately preceding projects, the
first S.26 (the Golden Hind) took to the
air in June 1939. Even though the
general appearance was like that of its
predecessor the S.23, the new

Aircraft: Short S.26 G-Class
Manufacturer: Short Brothers Ltd.
Type: Civil transport
Year:1939
Engines: Four Bristol Hercules IV, radial
with 14 air-cooled cylinders. 1.380 hp
each
Wingspan:135 ft 4 in (40.95 ml
Length: 103 ft 2 in (31.40 ml
Height: 37 ft 7 in (11.46 ml
Weight: 74.500 lb (33,800 kg) (Loaded)
Cruising speed: 180 mph at 7,500 ft (290
km/h at 2.290 ml
Ceiling: 20.000 h (6.100 ml
Range: 3.200 miles (5,150 km)
Crew: 5-7
Passengers:40

the two surviving aircraft were
transferred to BOAC and reconverted
for passenger transport.
The Golden Horn crashed at Lisbon,
on January 9. 1943. and was destroyed
as the result of a fire in the engines. The
last survivor. Golden Hind, returned
for a while to domestic service in Great
Britain and then between September
24. 1944 and August 30. 1945 operated
on a long flight between Africa and
India. from Mombassa to Ceylon. At
the end of the war between September

aeroplane was considerably larger and
heavier. Four Bristol Hercules IV
engines producing 1.380 hp each gave
it a cruising speed of 180 mph (290
km/h) and With the normal fuel reserve
a range of at least 3,100 miles 15.000
kin). Golden Hind was delivered to

supporting structure that had housed

Imperial Airways on September 24.
1939 and was followed by Golden
Fleece (registered G-AFCJ) and

Hind was then sold to private owners.
never to fly again.

30, 1946 and September 21, 1947. after
the engines had been replaced and the
the rear turret had been removed.

Golden Hind was used between Poole
and Cairo. These were its last flights
under the BOAC flag. The Golden
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FLIGHT or FIGHT, 1918?
=

Review: This cover first appeared in the December 1998 newsletter, with Follow-Up items in March and
June 2000.
It was originally described as:

Posted on May 20 1918; from an unidentified Field Post Office, (the number is unreadable): and
endorsed "Aeroplane Flight". - It was thought to have been mailed in France, and flown to Britain
by the RAF, which was starting to clear up the accumulation of mail left in Germany by the
advancing Allied armies during their last push of the war. The signature at the left is that of the
Commanding Officer of the writer's unit. (The name appears to be McCall). This signature
qualified the cover for airmail transmission with no franking required.
However, Bill Robinson pointed out that the inscription didn't read "flight" but rather "fight". Bill also has
other correspondence from this group, and identified the sender as the husband of the addressee, Mrs.
Ferguson. Mr. Ferguson was in the infantry.
At this point the owner of the cover was happy to retract the original identification, but I was perplexed! Although the endorsement does indeed appear to say "Fight" not "Flight", that seemed to be a strange
comment to put on the cover, and I wondered who would have written it? It seemed unlikely to have been
the sender before mailing the letter; and I doubted Mrs. Ferguson would have found a description of an
"Aeroplane Fight" the most noteworthy item in a letter she received from her husband in the infantry.
•

•

I therefore raised some questions:
since several people all thought the endorsement said "Aeroplane Flight"; there is a historical context
for such an endorsement; and "Aeroplane Fight" seems a very strange thing to be written on the
envelope; is it reasonable to assume that the endorsement was supposed to say "Aeroplane Flight",
but was spelt incorrectly?
there are many instances when lhe facts" do not support the endorsement on a flown cover, (for
example the cover on page 23 of this issue of the newsletter which could not have been flown by the
GOLDEN HIND), and in these cases the endorsement is assumed to be in error. How should one deal
with this cover when the circumstances suggest it may have been flown, but the endorsement states
otherwise?

I received three responses to these questions.
The first was from David Handelman, and was very re-assuring to me, as he wrote: "I agree with you
that whoever wrote the endorsement meant to write flight."
The second response was from David Whiteley, and involved a very interesting and detailed review
of the RAF Air Mail services of 1918/1919. - This is reproduced herewith, starting on the next page.
Continued
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FLIGHT OR FIGHT THAT IS THE QUESTION?
By David H. Whiteley
Over the past few months an interesting World War I Armed Forces cover from somewhere on the Western
Front addressed to Canada has been featured in a number of philatelic journals including The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Murray Heifetz, who after consultation with Alex Newall, one of the deans of aerophilately
wrote up the cover for publication, discovered this cover. Since then considerable debate has ensued regarding
the rather enigmatic endorsement, "Aeroplane Fight May 19 - .
There are those who contend or would like to believe that the endorsement should read "Aeroplane Flight May
19"
It is correct to say that the RCAF/RAF did fly some mail between Western Europe after the Armistice in
November 1918. Alexander Newall in his book British External Airmails until 1934, commencing at page
180 in a section headed " RAF Air Mail for the British Expeditionary Force in France and Germany 19181919," states that it was with reluctance that the RAF agreed to carry Her Majesty's mail between Europe and
Great Britain and only agreed to do so after the Armistice. An agreement between the Post Office and the
RAF was reached under the following conditions: (a) The service would be considered experimental: (b) the
mail would be carried on daylight flights only; and the minimum distance spanned by the service would be
100 miles.
It was proposed that there would be three services A, B, & C. The "B" service was to operate between St
Andre (near GHQ France) and Namur (Belgium) with a stop at Valenciennes. The ": A" service was to
operate would serve First Second and Fourth Army's and would fly mail between Marquise, Valenciennes and
Namur. The "C" service would fly between Folkestone and Cologne. To facilitate these services a number
of Army Post Offices were opened usually with an N.C.O. in charge, who amongst his other duties had to
complete a daily report listing the number of planes passing through his station and the number of bags of mail
received and despatched with times of arrival and departure. Each mail bag had to tagged. showing serial
number, office code and destination.
Like many other schemes the service, which was set to commence operations on December 16, 1918, was
best with problems; not enough aircraft, air crew who were more concerned with maintaining schedules than
waiting for delayed mail to arrive at transit points. The first flights over the three routes were as follows:
December 16, 1918
December 17, 1918
December 17, 1918
December 20, 1918
January 1, 1919
March 1, 1919
April 15, 1919
May 1, 1919

Valenciennes.Namur, Spa
St. Andre, Valenciennes, Namur. Spa
Marquise, Valenci ennes, Namur
Marquise, Valenciennes, Namur
St. Andre, Valenciennes, Namur, Spa, Cologne
Hawkinge, Maisonelle , Cologne
Spa dropped
Namur dropped

B
B
A
A
B
C
B
B

On July 7, 1919 all routes were closed and handed over to scheduled services.
Service "B" Between December 16 & December 31, 1918 operated on a route, St. Andre — Valenciennes —
Namur — Spa. Between January 1 & April 15, 1919 St. Andre —Valenviennes — Namur — Spa — Cologne.
Between April 16, 1919 & May 1, 1919 St. Andre — Valenciennes — Namur — Cologne. Between May l'. &
July 7, 1919 St. Andre — Nivelles — Cologne.
One of the biggest problems was encountered on Route "C' when mail destined for France was assembled
at Folkestone was delayed due the inability of the aeroplanes to take off due to heavy fog. To alleviate this
problem and to ensure rapid transit of the mail cross-channel packets were re-scheduled to depart after
scheduled departure times of the air service so that in inclement weather the mail could be sent by surface
rather than wait until the following day.
Continued
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FLIGHT OR FIGHT THAT IS THE QUESTION? By David H. Whiteley continued:

Turning once again to an examination of the cover in question it can be concluded from the post mark
that it was received at an official Field Post Office on May 20,1918, probably allocated to a Canadian
Unit. It can also be concluded from the official censor cachet and Censor officer's signature that the cover
went through the official Army Post Office channels. If these points can be agreed then it follows that
this cover despite the endorsement "Aeroplane Fight" or Flight May 19" could not have been flown on
the official RAF Air Mail Service for the British Expeditionary Force, as the cover pre-dates the first
flight for this service by some seven months. It is also my opinion that because of the official FPO
cancellation and Censor markings that this cover could not have been carried by favour by a member of
the RAF flying to England for some reason or other. As Newall freely admits there was a continual
unofficial carriage of mail back and forth across the channel by members of the RAFC/RAF during the
war, but I would suspect none of this type of mail would have gone through official channels and would
therefore be devoid of any FPO or censor markings.
In conclusion I am of the opinion that the endorsement should be taken at face value, that is "Aeroplane
Fight May 19". Why or by whom the endorsement was applied I leave for those who wish to speculate.
The third response was from Alexander Newall. - I sent him a copy of David's analysis in order to get his
comments, and he responded to David as follows:

Chris Hargreaves has kindly transmitted to me your message to him of 25 October 2000 regarding the interpretation
of the hand endorsement on a postcard dated 20 May 1918.
All the details given by you are correct including the certainty that the RAF did not enter into any agreement with
the British Post Office before the hostilities ceased (November).
It is also correct that many messages were carried before the Armittice on a 'private' basis. The card in question
appears to be one of these.
The Field Post Offices were under the control of the military and any duly censored missive would receive a
cancellation.
It would be interesting to read the message on the reverse of the card but, unless this would reveal some startling
news of a postcard written during an aeroplane flight or fight, I would still retain my original opinion that ?McCall?
simply dropped the letter 'I' from the word 'flight in his endorsement.
These things happen, you know. Even your own message shows a similar slip: see the line where after December
16 you wrote 'best' instead of ( I presume) 'beset' (with problems).
There is no question of misreading the words of the endorsement, McCall simply misspelt.
Having said that, I believe that the owner of the card (my good friend Murray Heifetz) should be congratulated on
the possession of a, rather rare, aerophilatelic document.
This response from Alex continues the theme of errors that runs through this enquiry. Not only does he point
out David's misspelling, but what began as a cover is now described as a postcard! - How one identifies and
deals with such errors, probably has to be determined on a case by case basis.
I would like to conclude this enquiry, by quoting the final paragraph of David's second e-mail to me:
I agree that it is always possible that McCall did in fact mis the "1" in flight. I expect we will never know

the true story. To you Chris I suggest you publish my thoughts together with Alex's Caveat and rebuttal
and let the readers argue it out. To my mind it is these debates that make the hobby so interesting.
I totally agree with those comments: particularly the last one!
Many thanks to Brian, David and Alex for their responses, and to Murray for sending in the initial
question. - Congratulations again to David for his excellent analysis of this cover, and to Bill
Robinson for pointing out what the endorsement actually said.
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FOLLOW UP - Pilot's Log Books
The March 2000 newsletter included a request for information on the location of holdings of pilot's log
books. - I recently received a message from Susan Sheffield, which mentioned the Association for
Manitoba Archives:

The archives has a very extensive collection documenting the development of Western Canada
Airways.
Archival fond descriptions include but are not limited to: flight log books, schedules, photographs,
correspondence and extensive related textural documentation.
The organization is an extremely busy resource centre. Allow 3-5 weeks for replies to initial
document processing requests. Patience is a must! If you cannot visit in person, approved researchers
are available to conduct on-site document examinations.
The AMA has a website at: www.pangeacaboama/
Thanks Susan!
(Susan's latest publication will be available in April 2001: The Companion Guide to Muskoka District Post Offices 1861-1999
by Susan M. Sheffield, a 272-page comprehensive study documenting the historical development of postal service occurring within
the present day boundaries of the District of Muskoka, wire spiral bound, bibliography, index. Postpaid in Canada, Cdn$39.95, in
the United States US$33.50, elsewhere US$40.00, via bank draft, money order, or by cheque drawn only on Canadian Chartered
Banks. Remit to: Keyboard House Publishing, Box 67039, Edmonton, Alberta T5R 5Y3 or email: muskoka(o telusplanet.net )

QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

EDMONTON - DESMARAIS EMERGENCY FLIGHT, 1949.
First Official Air ',Sail Fli_ht
31monton - Desmarais

Backstamped: DESMARAIS AP 28 49

"I obtained a cover this week listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as 4901. This was
the emergency flight April 28, 1949 between Edmonton and Desmarais. AMCN states that only eight
covers are known from this flight and, while it is described as an emergency flight, the type of emergency
is not given. I would appreciate it if CAS members would let me know if they have any additional

information re this flight. I am especially interested in the type of emergency. I am also curious why a
postal inspector went along."
If you can help, please send information to: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 1 1", photocopier ready.

World War II Air Mail Covers
Editor's note: I'm including an extensive description of these covers, and several illustrations on the next
page. as if they weren't being offered for sale, I think the descriptions would make an interesting article in
their own right.
The Royal Air Force Ferry Command covers originated from a man who first was a Radio Operator in
the Merchant Navy, who transferred to the RAFFC when he heard they were looking for Radio Operators. He
told me that he was flying Boeing aircraft from various US eastern locations first to the Bahamas; then to
Belem Brazil, which is up in the NE part of Brazil at the mouth of the Amazon; then to the Ascension Islands;
then Accra in the Gold Coast; north to Gibraltar; and the last flip to Prestwick, Scotland. They laid over there
until there were enough aircraft crew to make a full load, and then they returned via the same route. This went
on till the Liberator bomber arrived on the scene, and they then returned from Prestwick to Canada.. COVER
1 he has written in to say the letter inside dated Dec 30/42. Unfortunately the stamp has been removed but the
corner cachet indicates from Belem. A registered cancel is visible but I can find no evidence it was actually
registered, as there are no other handlers' marks to indicate this. The cover has a P.C.90 censor's strip on the
left hand side: OPENED BY EXAMINER DB/588, and is backstamped WATERFORD ONT JAN 11 43.
The GB civil censor code lists censor letters DB to Canada, so it appears the letter was opened and resealed
on arrival in Canada. COVER 2 was dated and mailed Mar 25/43 from the Royal Victoria Hotel in Nassau
where they were housed. Carries a British Civil Censor code censor G 162 used Nassau. The cover is
backstamped WATERFORD ONT MAR 31 43, and has a notation on the back "R.A.F.F.C.!! #5443" that
was probably added later. This is a very nice cover except for a brown stain on the censor label. I am asking
$35.00 for #1 and $40.00 for #2 due to the scarcity of this material.
Next is a group of four Merchant Navy covers. COVER 3 was mailed July 13 1944 from Edmonton
to Gen Dlvy Victoria; redirected to Port Alberni; then to SS Green Gables Park, Box 9000, Vancouver. This
was the Merchant Navy Censor location in Vancouver. Here it was stamped with a Canadian Naval Censor
stamp, one of several that they used. (The stamp was DB/N24, and is listed in Volume IV of my books The
Royal Canadian Naval Postal History 1939-45.) Asking price is $35.00 due to the Naval censor stamp which
is very scarce. COVER 4 was mailed from Edmonton to SS Green Gables Park do Grace S.S. Lines San
Francisco. US censor label left edge; stamped on back "This communication voluntarily surrendered to U.S.
Censorship prior to examination"; plus stamp from District Postal Censor San Francisco. ($30.00 - a small
piece missing from the back of the cover does not detract.) COVER 5 is a similar cover to #4, but franked
Scott C8 and with slightly different censor marks, plus a nice Grace S.S. hand stamp on the back. ($30.00)
COVER 6 is an airmail envelope with CNR letterhead and a pair of 4 cent Canadian stamps perfed CNR
(upside down), which was mailed from Saskatoon. Addressed to Grace SS Lines San Pedro it looks like a
clerk there has written in pencil on the cover S.S. Green Cables Park. Censor label left edge "Examined By
56004"; on reverse a hand stamp reads RECEIVED FROM CUSTOMS. ($30.00) By and large all four in
nice condition and are very hard to come by: I would sell them as a group to anyone interested for $115.00.
1 also have a group of three air mail covers all from the same person who sailed aboard the S.S.
Algonquin Park, (one of the Park Steamship Co. ships built by the British and Canadian governments to
replace lost shipping), on two voyages to India. They are a tatty group in which all three stamps have been
removed from the covers, one of which is an Airletter. One of them is censored in Australia and the other two
in India. The airletter was censored in India, and carries British Empire civil censor DHC/110, used either
Bombay or Madras he tells me. The other letter censored in India has a different type DHD/12, plus a
DHD/71 censor and a censor label as well. This cover also bears the remains of a Madras cancellation, so it
is possible that both covers from India were used at Madras. One large redeeming feature of this group is
the collateral material: a page and a half letter from the originator to myself outlining the ships itinerary to
India and back; a 8 1/2 by 12 page showing a broadside view of the ship exposing the various stowage areas
in the hull and what sort of war material. This includes tanks, large guns, munitions, ammunitions and military
supplies etc. The second voyage to India and back took 10 months.
Continued
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WORLD WAR H AIR MAIL COVERS FOR SALE, continued:

C M OTIC L.
PO.VAA.,

SOO

KM-PAR/

/4

BRASIL

Cover 1

Cover 2

Cover 4
Cover 3
I think the best way to approach the third group of covers is to sell them as a lot, and with the collateral
material which contributes some very interesting information, I would price the three of them for $50.00.
The four volumes of my book The Royal Canadian Naval Postal History 1939-45 are also available,
and priced at $22.95 plus $5.00 postage each in Canada, $7.00 to the USA. For anyone interested in more than
one volume I would adjust the postal prices downward and they would go as one package.
Anybody interested in purchasing any of these covers and books, or who wants more information, should
contact: Maurice F. Hampson, 12108-53 Street NW, Edmonton, Alberta T5W 3L9. (Tel. 480 479 6067.)
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal - please help Ron by renewing promptly:
79 JA Brown
201 Ivan MacKenzie
224 Charles Firby
280 Kelsey Stephenson
282 Richard Hills
302 Pierre Vachon

April
24 Neil Hunter
49 John Johnson Jr
76 W Ross Richardson
197 Hank Post
198 Donald Angus
262 ESJ van Dam
263 Louis K Levy

June
124 Reuben Ramkissoon
138 Keith Stibbe
139 GA Wilson
149 Frank Kendle
183 Robert Haslewood

May
27 John Glashan
29 Jim Turk
31 Dan Barber

248 Francois Ouellet
249 David Flett
251 Charles McEvoy
254 John Webster
256 Bernard Abouchar
266 John Church
267 James Parker
281 Andy Ellwood
284 John Irvine
285 Edmund Harris
288 Owen White
307 James Ruddle

PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new
members, when they will serve as receipt of payment, OR ON REQUEST. - They are not sent
automatically to members who renew by cheque.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly in
March, June, September and December. - To help in distributing the
next issue early in June, I am advancing the deadline to
MAY 1st.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

4----

ADVERTISEMENT

)Phillips)
AuNcrEasTvAALL,,..
101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail• s.bill@philmaiLdemon.co.uk
If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please contact
Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:

toll free 1 877 462 9004

or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca

Publications of
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
A SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY
This guide gives a brief history of Canadian air mail services; a description of how First Flight Covers
were produced; an introduction to several branches of aerophilately; and a guide to sources of further
information. - For a free copy contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston. Ontario K7M 4Y4.

THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
This is the encyclopedia of Canadian Aerophilately. - It has 28 sections covering Government Flights
and cachets; Pioneer Flights; Semi-Official Stamps and Covers; Balloon Covers; Helicopter Covers; Military
Flights; Crash Covers; Aerograms; Astrophilately; and much much more. Referred to as AMCN, it was
produced in association with the American Air Mail Society, (AAMS), and is part of the Sixth edition of the
American Air Mail Catalogue - It can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or by mail from: Saskatoon
Stamp Centre, P.O. Box 1870, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3S2 (Tel. 1 800 205 8814).

CAS members may purchase many AAMS publications, including AMCN, at a discount price. For more
information contact: Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1

SUPPLEMENT TO SECTION 5 OF AMCN
Section 5 lists GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR MAIL COVERS OF CANADA. This Supplement
includes changes to some of the listings in AMCN, additional flights (particularly in the period 1953 to 1997),
and new flights since 1997. - It can be purchased from: Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario
M3A 1S3 Price, including postage, is C$7 in Canada; US$5 for orders mailed to the USA; C$10 or US$7
for orders mailed overseas. CAS members may deduct C$1.50 or US$1 from these prices.

OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS
AS ESTABLISHED BY THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 - DECEMBER 1942
This resource booklet by David Whiteley traces the evolution of Air Mail services from Canada, and
the rates charged, as reported in the Canadian Post Office annual Guides and Monthly Supplements. It is
66 pages long, includes several maps, and reproduces many rate tables and announcements. It can be
purchased from: David Whiteley, 605 -77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8. Price, including
postage, is C$17.50 in Canada; US$13 for orders mailed to the USA; C$20 or US$14 for orders mailed
overseas. CAS members may deduct C$3 or US$2 from these prices.

NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAIL POSTAGE 1937 - 1949
This booklet was prepared by Jack Ince, and reproduces original announcements and rate tables from
the Newfoundland Post Office circulars. It is 24 pages long, and can be ordered from Chris Hargreaves,
(address above). Price, including postage, is C$7 in Canada; US$5 for orders mailed to the USA; C$10 or
US$7 for orders mailed overseas. CAS members may deduct C$1.50 or US$1 from these prices.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST: back issues and index
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is our society's quarterly newsletter, and includes news items,
reports on members' research, and a question-and-answer section on mystery covers. Gord Mallett has
produced an index for the newsletter, which is available in both a printed version, and as a diskette in
Microsoft Works 4.0 format. Gord can also provide copies of all issues of the newsletter. Prices, including
postage within Canada, are: INDEX C$7 for a hard copy or diskette, C$12 for both; BACK ISSUES C$4
each; (ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas; DEDUCT 30% if paying
in $US). Orders should be sent to: Gord Mallett, 180 Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2 . CAS members may

deduct 10% from these prices.

Services of
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Newsletter: The Canadian Aerophilatelist
The CAS provides a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through our quarterly newsletter, which includes news,
reports on members' research, and a question-and-answer section on mystery stamps and covers. For a
free sample copy, or more information on the Index and back issues service, contact: Gord Mallett, 180
Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2

Library
The Society has a small collection of books, catalogues and periodicals. These can be searched for
information on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to members at cost. The holdings include:
• The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames.
• Air Mails of Canada 1925.1939 by George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish
•
Sixty Years - The RCAF and Canadian Forces Air Command, 1924-1984.
• Sanabria Airmail Catalogue - North America, 1995.
• American Air Mail Catalogue Various volumes in the 4', 5", and 6" editions.
• The Airpost Journal January 1947 to January 1950; and July 1964 to present;
• Jack Knight Air Log February 1971 to present
•
Scottish Air Mails, 1919.1979 by Richard Beith
• African Air Mail research notes - documents donated by Jack Ince, including a photocopy of his collection..
• Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch 1984. - The Swiss air mail catalogue: in German.
• Recovered Mail by Henri Nierinck. First edition, 1918-1978; and secondedition1937-1988.
• Airmail Operations During World War II by Thomas H. Boyle Jr. - A worldwide study.
• Wartime Air Mail - an introduction by John Daynes. - British and Swiss documents.
For more information contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

A translation service from French to English, and English to French
Contact: Francois Bourbonnais, 659-3 Pie XII, Vaudreuil-Dorion, Quebec J7V 8R8

A "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale
For more information contact: Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8

A discount price on publications produced by or in association with the Society
See the separate list of PUBLICATIONS OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY for details.

Representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels
For more information contact: Dick Malott,16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Membership in the CAS is open to all. - Annual dues are C$20.00 in Canada, C$22.00 or US$15.00
in the U.S.A., C$25.00 for members Overseas. (Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.)
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Collecting interests:

E-mail:

National Philatelic Exhibition:

ROYALE * 2001 * ROYAL
Reminder:
The
2001
ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING
of the CAS
will be held on the
afternoon of
Saturday April 7 th
as part of
ROYALE
* 2001 *
ROYAL

and Annual Exhibition of the Lakeshore Stamp Club:

LAKESHORE 2001
Club and Invited Dealers
Conferences and Seminars
Souvenir Covers / Show Cancels
Canada Post Corporation

APRIL 6 — 7 — 8 , 2001

A LA

CONOUETE
DE LESPACE

Friday 10 AM - 6 PM Saturday 10 AM — 6 PM Sunday 10 AM - 4 PM
SARTO DESNOYERS COMMUNITY CENTER
1335 Lakeshore, DORVAL
Information (514) 697-5291 FAX (514) 697-5291 e-mail fsbrissegvideotron.ca
Francais au verso

t5:47:7:

-

INDEX to

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
- Newsletter of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society The 14,000 word Index lists the contents of each Newsletter - from the July 1985 first issue to the December 2000
issue, Newsletter #45. Included are all Newsletter articles which are related to the collecting, researching and
exhibiting interests of aerophilatelists. Excluded are various society announcements, details of meetings, executive
reports and the like. A short excerpt is seen below.
The complete Index is also available on diskette - in Microsoft Works format. By entering a 'keyword', a user can
locate all articles linked to that word. The 'keyword' can be any word, word fragment, word sequence, or AMCN
number for which the user wishes to search.

VOLUME XVI , NUMBER 3

[ September 2000 - Newsletter # 441
PAGE #

TITLES / CONTENTS
* The Korean War

# COVERS / SOURCES / DETAILS
I cvr / BNAPS Study Group / short
note on Cdn Postal Corps in Korea

* The Postal History
of Camp Borden

8 cvrs / Grey, Bruce, Dufferin & Simcoe
Post Hist Study Group - Dave Hanes /
Camp Borden handstamps & markings

* Prairie Airmail
Commemorative Flight

1 cvr / Clark Seaborn / restoration and
commemorative flight of CF-AAM

3011, 9820
2008

12 - 15

* Who Flew the Toronto Buffalo First Flight
Covers, 1929

2 cvrs / Dick McIntosh, John Proctor,
Neil Hunter, CARS / proof is presented
that Cdn Colonial Airways flew the service

2943

16 - 19

AMCN #

5

6-11

ORDER FORM for THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Prices are in Canadian funds and inclusive of postage
INDEX to The Canadian Aerophilatelist - 34 page hard copy - $7 /copy
INDEX to The Canadian Aerophilatelist - MS Works diskette* - $7 /diskette
INDEX to The Canadian Aerophilatelist - set of hard copy and diskette - $12/set
BACK ISSUES of The Canadian Aerophilatelist - $4 /copy: Newsletter #s - add $1 for addresses in the U.S.A
* Before ordering the diskette, ensure that
- add $2 for addresses overseas
your software program will accept data
SUBTOTAL
prepared using Microsoft Works for
- deduct 10% if you are a CAS member
Windows 95, Format 4.0 [PC-basedI
- deduct 30% if paying in $US
TOTAL
Your name and address are:

Make cheque payable to: `Gord Mallett, CAS' (Canadian or US $)
Mail your order to:
G Mallett, 180 Sherwood Park, Alberta, Canada T8A 2A2
For more information e-mail gordm@edmc.net or telephone (780) 417 3343
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President's Report for June 2001 Canadian Aerophilatelist Issue
On behalf of the CAS membership I wish to extend sincerest condolences to our hard working
Editor, Chris Hargreaves, on the recent loss of his dear mother in England from a series of
strokes. It is always difficult to lose a loved one, but in particular one's mother who brought us
into the world and who guided us through childhood to adulthood.
Due to an unfortunate accident in our home my dear wife, Dorothy, fell and cracked two ribs and
collapsed a vertebrae. Since she is now in a wheel chair and needs continual assistance I was
unable to attend the AAMS Convention at The March Party in Cleveland, Ohio in late March and
the RPSC Annual Convention, ROYALE 2001 ROYAL, in Dorval, Quebec in early April. I was
able to attend ORAPEX 2001, our local National Exhibition. The CAS had two tables at which
we sold over $600.00 in aerophilatelic books, $100.00 in CAS flown covers, and 4 memberships 1 new member, 1 reinstatement, and 2 renewals. Eleven members signed in on Saturday but only
3 attended our meeting. Future meetings at ORAPEX shows will be scheduled for a Saturday
when most of our members are present. Nelson Bentley, our past treasurer, assisted each day at
our tables. He is busy working on future helicopter exhibits.
Several of our members are busy on special projects for the CAS. I urge all members to obtain a
copy of Gord Mallett's Index of The Canadian Philatelist. It is a job well done and of great
significance to the CAS. The air mail rates books by Jack Ince and David Whiteley are excellent
products also. Support our members. Another member, Brian Wolfenden, who now operates an
aerophilatelic auction, has agreed to handle our surplus covers in his future auctions for the
nominal 20% fee. Brian has an excellent selection of Canadian semi-official and government
flights for your perusal. His address is Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean,
Ontario, Canada, K2G 4P2 (Tel: (613) 226-2045 and E-mail<bjnepeath(iPtiyiel.com >) .
Philatelic exhibitions in Canada are noted for the dearth of aerophilatelic exhibits. With a
membership of 165 surely more could be done to promote aerophilately in Canada. We will have a
wonderful opportunity to do so at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE, to be held at the West Edmonton
Mall Conference Centre, Edmonton, Alberta, 22 - 24 March 2002. The theme is The World of
Airmails. Several special events are planned, including a special flown commemorative envelope
dedicated to the memory of the tragic Air Canada North Star collision with a RCAF Harvard
trainer aircraft over Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan on 8 April 1954. Thirty-seven persons were killed
in the accident. Our good friend Gord Mallett, has volunteered to be our CAS representative on
site to promote CAS participation in the program. Let's have at least a dozen aerophilatelic
exhibits in The World of Airmails.
Our annual Snowbird flown, autographed covers are scheduled for 1 July 2001 with the
Snowbirds saluting Canada Post on the occasion of the 150 th anniversary of the issue of the first
Canadian postage stamp, the 3 pence beaver. The FIP World Exhibition, INDONESIA 2002, has
been cancelled for the second time due to political unrest . I was to have been the Canadian
Commissioner for the event scheduled from 29 March to 4 April 2002. May peace come to that
lovely country soon .
Dick Malott, President , CA .S
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REPORT ON THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CAS
Mike Shand
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF CAS WAS HELD APRIL 7 AT THE LAKESHORE COMMUNITY
CENTER, DORVAL, IN CONJUNCTION WITH ROYALE 2001. PRESIDENT DICK MALOTT WAS
UNABLE TO ATTEND DUE TO THE ILLNESS OF HIS WIFE AND ALL WISHED HER A SPEEDY
RECOVERY. PRESENT WERE CHRIS HARGREAVES , EDITOR; RON MIYANISHI, SECRETARY,
PATRICK CAMPBELL MEMBER No. 1; DENICE GUIMOND AND MIKE SHAND, VICE PRESIDENT
WHO CHAIRED THE MEETING.
ALTHOUGH A SOMEWHAT INFORMAL MEETING IN VIEW OF THE SMALL SIZE AND THE ABSENCE
OF PRESIDENT AND TREASURER, SEVERAL ITEMS WERE COVERED, SOME GENERATING SPIRITED
DISCUSSION. THESE ARE SUMMARIZED:
1) PAT SLOAN (PRESIDENT EMERITUS) HAD CONDUCTED AN ELECTION CANVASS AND IN
THE ABSENCE OF VOLUNTEERS, HAS DECLARED THE PRESENT EXECUTIVE RE - ELECTED
WITHOUT THE NEED TO RE - COUNT THE BALLOTS.
2) FINANCES ARE STILL A MAJOR CONCERN WITH A DECLINE IN RESERVES OVER THE
YEAR. MIKE EXPLAINED THE STEPS BEING TAKEN TO CUT DOWN PHOTO - COPY
EXPENSES AND PATRICK CAMPBELL GAVE STRONG SUPPORT TO THE NEED TO CUT
OUT 'FREEBIES' AND EXTRA COPIES.
3) CHRIS HARGREAVES SUPPORTED FREEBIES IN EXCHANGE WITH OTHER PUBLICATIONS
BUT IT WAS FELT THAT IF THIS IS REALLY NECESSARY, IT SHOULD BE PART OF
EDITORIAL COSTS.
4) THE SINGLE COLOUR NEWSLETTER (AS IN MARCH) IS ACCEPTABLE TO REDUCE COSTS.
INSERTS ADDING TO POSTAL COSTS MUST STOP UNLESS PAID IN ADVANCE BY THOSE
WISHING TO PIGGY - BACK ON OUR MAILING LIST. THE NEWSLETTER SHOULD NOT
BE ENTERED INTO EXPENSIVE EXHIBITIONS TILL FINANCIAL SITUATION IMPROVES.
5) IN GENERAL IT WAS FELT THAT THE BUDGET SUMMARY DID NOT PROVIDE ENOUGH
DETAILS FOR A MORE PRECISE 'AUDIT' OF COSTS. FOR EXAMPLE IT COSTS
ABOUT $200 PER ISSUE ($800 PER YEAR) TO PHOTO - COPY THE NEWSLETTER
BUT PHOTOCOPY COSTS ARE SHOWN AS $1993. IT COSTS A SIMILAR AMOUNT TO
MAIL THE NEWSLETTER ($800 PER YEAR) BUT POSTAGE IS SHOWN AS $2,240.
IT WAS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT THE TREASURER AND PRESIDENT DISCUSS
THIS AND FOR THE NEXT FINANCIAL STATEMENT, SHOW EXACTLY WHAT IS BEING
COSTS FOR THINGS
COPIED AND MAILED IN ADDITION TO THE NEWSLETTER.
SUCH AS THE PRODUCTION AND MAILING OF SOUVENIR COVERS SHOULD BE KEPT
AND LISTED AS A SEPARATE ITEM. THE TREASURER SHOULD ENSURE EXPENSES
CONFORM TO WHAT IS APPROVED BY THE EXECUTIVE BEFORE PAYING BILLS.
6) THERE WAS A DISCUSSION ON BETTER METHODS OF HANDLING RENEWALS. RON ADVISED
THAT PERHAPS HALF OF ALL RENEWALS NEEDED REMINDERS WHICH IS TIME CONSUMING
ND COSTLY. IT WAS AGREED THAT RON AND CHRIS COULD CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES.
,

7) THERE WAS SOME GENERAL DISCUSSION ON NEWSLETTER FORMAT AND STYLE, ON
THE NEED TO USE BETTER STAMPS ON THE MAILING AND THE POSSIBILITY OF
FURTHER DISCUSSIONS AT THE FORTHCOMING ORAPEX.
THIS CONCLUDED THE BUSINESS AND THE MEETING WAS
ABLE TO MOVE ON TO MORE INTERESTING AEROPHILATELIG ISSUES.

In response to this discussion, Ivan has produced a detailed breakdown of our
expenses during 2000, which is reproduced on the next page. Thanks Ivan.
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CAS EXPENSES BY SERVICE FOR THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2000
Newsletter

Photocopying

1,833.40

Covers

Office

Awards

Publications

Affiliations

132.66

72.91
25.44

Postcards
1,055.80

Postage

545.56

324.84
44.87

Rubber Stamp
Engraving

29.56

Plaques

90.00

Colour Printing

25.00

Covers

60.00

Exhibit Fees

105.00

Letterhead

67.28

Editorial Expenses

573.09

Cachet

44.85

Envelopes

26.45
70.69

Member Dues
31.21

Other Supplies
Total Cost

3,634.57
NOTES:

800.21

400.92

119.56

132.66

70.69

1. The number of copies of each edition of the newsletter has been reduced from
225 in 2000 to 180 in 2001.
2. A change in the photocopying company along with the decrease in the number
of copies of the newsletter are expected to result in the photocopying costs being
reduced by more than $1,000 in 2001.
3. Publications includes, for example, the new members' handout, photocopying of
early issues of the newsletter, and photocopying Newfoundland Air Mail Postage. The
sale of Newfoundland Air Mail Postage generated income of $81 during the year.
4. The sale of Snowbird and other covers generated income of $1,741 during the year.

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer
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EDITOR'S UPDATE
Would all readers please condone my erratic correspondence at the present time. - I was
in England for most of April due to my mother's sickness and funeral, and I will be traveling
again at the end of May and for most of June.
I regret to inform readers of the death of W.A. Page, who was cited in our last newsletter as the
publisher of Ian McQueen's book JUSQU'A AIRMAIL MARKINGS. - I was kindly advised by Richard Bieth
that W.A. Page died about three years ago, and that the reprint of Ian McQueen's book was organized by
literature dealer Vera Trinder Ltd., 38 Bedford Street, London EC2 9EU, England, who are the main source
for this book.
(Ian's book, the supplement, and a wide selection of other aerophilatelic publications, can also be
obtained from Richard Bieth: for more information contact him at 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton, Chester
CH3 7HF, England.)

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST: index and back issues
Please also note that Gord Mallett's address became abridged in the announcements in the last
newsletter, and is 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2
The other details were correct, but are worth repeating as the Index is terrific:

The 14,000 words Index lists the contents of each issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, from the July
1985 first issue to the December 2000 issue, Newsletter #45. Included are all Newsletter articles which are
related to the collecting, researching and exhibiting interests of aerophilatelists. Excluded are various society
announcements, details of meetings, executive reports and the like.
The complete Index is also available on diskette - in Microsoft Works format. By entering any
`keyword', a user can locate all articles linked to that word. The 'keyword' can also be any word sequence or
AMCN number for which the user wishes to search.
Gord has also offered to supply back issues of the newsletter.
Prices, including postage within Canada, are: INDEX C$7 for a hard copy or diskette, C$12 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas;
DEDUCT 30% if paying in $US.
CAS members may deduct 10% from their total.

Orders should be sent to: Gord Mallett, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2 .

Publications received
Among the items I've recently received through networking with other editors and societies, are:
•
Chicago Air Mail Society Bulletin, February 2001. - A special issue for BLACK HISTORY MONTH.
It included extensive information on the Tuskegee Airmen: pilots and navigators trained at the
segregated Tuskegee Army Air Base, who went on to serve in all-Negro fighter and bomber
squadrons, supported by all-Negro units providing medical, clerical, and radio services, etc.
•
Chicago Air Mail Society Bulletin, March 2001. - A special issue saluting WOMEN IN AVIATION.
It includes items on: women pilots in the US services; The First Woman Combat Pilot - Sabiha Gokeen,
who served with the Turkish army during 1939; and Anne Morrow Lindbergh.
•
Supplementary Mail on the German North Atlantic Catapult Flights. - A very interesting article by
Werner Helms regarding some apparently over-franked covers, which were in fact charged an
additional fee for processing at the pier after the regular mail had been dispatched, but before the ship
sailed. (Printed in The Airpost Journal of the American Air Mail Society, April 2001.)
If you would like a copy of one of these articles, just write to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. - Please include a contribution towards the cost of copying and postage: C$2
to Canadian addresses, $2US to American addresses, C$4 or US$3 to overseas addresses, per article.
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GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES NAMED
AFTER AIR MAIL PILOTS - A PRELIMINARY LISTING
This is a preliminary listing, which is based on the research by Jennifer Romanko of CANADA'S
AVIATION HALL OF FAME, into "Geographic Place Names and other Public Locations in Canada Named
for Members of Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame".
I have extracted from Jennifer Romanko's research, the names of those pilots who are listed in Section
26 of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, which lists "Air Mail Pilots of Canada and Newfoundland".
I would be very pleased to hear of additional features named after air mail pilots, that could be added
to this preliminary list.
Name

Name and Type of
Feature or Location

Location of Feature

Barker, William George

Barker Place - street
Barker Building - building
Lt. Col. W.G. (Billy) Barker VC
Airport - regional airport

Gander, NF
Southport, MB
Dauphin, MB

Bishop, William Avery

Bishop VC Avenue - street

Woodlawn Cemetery,
Saskatoon, SK
Royal Military College,
Kingston, ON
SW of Turner Valley, AB
Gander. NF
Saint-Hubert, QC
Ville de Sainte-Foy, QC
Ville Pierrefonds, QC
Air Command HQ,
Winnipeg, MB
5 Wing Goose Bay,
Labrador
Northwest Territories
Owen Sound, ON

Billy Bishop Road - street
Mount Bishop - mountain
Bishop Street - street
Rue Bishop - street
Rue Bishop - street
Rue Bishop - street
Bishop Building - federal building
Billy Bishop Center - community
center
Bishop Lake - lake
Owen Sound Billy Bishop Regional
Airport - regional airport
Billy Bishop Heritage Museum-museum
Bishop Creek - creek

Owen Sound, ON
SW of Turner Valley, AB

Brintnell, Wilfred Leigh

Brintnell Road - street
Leigh Creek - creek
Brintnell Creek - creek
Brintnell - neighbourhood
Brintnell Lake - lake

Fort McMurray, AB
NWT
NWT
Edmonton, AB
N of Slave Lake, AB

Brown, Francis Roy

Roybrown Lake - lake

N of Bisset, MB
Continued

BNAPEX 2001
The annual convention of the BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
will be held on AUGUST 31" to SEPTEMBER 2' at the CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL,
101 LYON STREET, OTTAWA. For more information please contact Dick Malott.
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GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES NAMED AFTER AIR MAIL PILOTS continued:
II

Pilot Sound Area

r -r

-

14lt* •

Msruftain
Cemetery

Ave.

153

A street map of northeast Edmonton, AB showing some developments in the Pilot Sound Area named for
Members of Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame.

Dickins, Clennell
Haggerston

Clennell Bay - street
Clennell Crescent - street
Dickins Close- street
Dickins Drive- street
Dickinsfield - subdivision
Dickinsfield School - school
Dickinsfield - subdivision
Dickins Lake - lake
Dickins River - river

Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Edmonton, AB
NW of Rainbow Lake, AB
Near Caribou River
Provincial Park, MB

Forester. Norman
Gladstone

Forester Lake - lake

N of Flin Flon, MB

Fraser, Douglas Cowan

Fraser Road - street

Gander, NF

Fullerton, Elmer Garfield

Fullerton Drive - street

Fort McMurray, AB

Gilbert, Walter Edwin

Gilbert Place- street

Fort McMurray, AB

Graham, Stuart

Stuart Graham Boulevard - street

Dorval Airport, Dorval, QC

Grandy, Roy Stanley

Grandy Avenue - street

Gander, NF

Hollick-Kenyon, Herbert

Kenyon Field - airport
S of Lethbridge, AB
Kenyon Drive - street
Lethbridge, AB
Hollick-Kenyon - neighbourhood
Edmonton, AB
Hollick-Kenyon Road - street
Edmonton, AB
Hollick-Kenyon Vv'ay - street
Edmonton, AB
Lake Hollick-Kenyon - man-made lake
Edmonton, AB
Kenyon Lake - lake
NE corner of MB
There is also a HOLLK7K-KENYON PLATEAU in the Antarctic.
Continued
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GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES NAMED AFTER AIR MAIL PILOTS continued:
Kennedy, Harry Marlowe

Kennedy Bay - street
Kennedy Crescent - street
Kennedy Creek - creek

Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
MB

Leigh, Zebulon Lewis

Zebulon River - river
Zebulon Lake - lake
Leigh Crescent - street
Leigh Crescent - street

N WT
NWT
Fort McMurray, AB
Edmonton, AB

May, Wilfrid Reid

Mayfield School - school
Mayfield Road- street
Mayfield - subdivision
May Crescent - street
Wopmay River - river
Wopmay Lake - lake
Lake May - lake
Wop May Building - building

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton. AB
Fort McMurray, AB
NWT
NWT
NW of Rainbow Lake, AB
Fort McMurray Historical
Park, Fort McMurray, AB

McConachie, George
William Grant

McConachie Crescent - street
McConachie - neighbourhood
McConachie Way - street
McConachie Lake - lake

Fort McMurray. AB
Edmonton, AB
Richmond, BC
N of Slave Lake, AB

McMullen, Archibald
Major

McMullen Lake - lake

NW of Slave Lake, AB

Oaks, Harold Anthony

Oaks Crescent - street
Oaks Bay - street

Fort McMurray, AB
Fort McMurray, AB

Palmer, John Ender

Jock Palmer Bridge - vehicular bridge
Palmer Road - street

Calgary, AB
Calgary, AB

Randall, Robert Cheetham

Randall Lake - lake

NW of Slave Lake, AB

Seagrim, Herbert Walter

Seagrim Lake - lake

SE of Bisset, MB

Vachon, Joseph Pierre
Romeo

Romeo Vachon Boulevard - street
Parc Romeo Vachon - municipal park

Dorval Airport, Dorval, QC
Ste. Foy, QC

Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame was incorporated as a not-for-profit charity in August of 1973, to
maintain, preserve and promote the memory and deeds of Canada's aviation pioneers.
It is located in the aviation hangar at the Reynolds-Alberta Museum in Wetaskiwin, Alberta, which
also contains many aircraft from the Reynolds Aviation Museum.
On its 25 th Anniversary, Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame published THEY LED THE WAY, a "coffee
table" type book containing very readable biographies of all 157 members who had been inducted up to
1998. (For more information see the December 2000 issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, page 30.)
For more information on Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, please contact Jennifer Romanko,
Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, P.O. Box 6360, Wetaskiwin, Alberta T9A 2G1, (tel. 780 361 1351).
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1942 - WARTIME
FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND

Inaugural Flight
Pan-American Airways Service
fewfoundland to the United Kingdom
Via the forth Atlantic Route
FILZST DAY CON- EL:

.

E

. A. )

Feet x.Crfice
`:5t.Johnl s,
NLwf2.0...

NIA Y 4. 1!1-12

From i-:. M. C. SHIP
Censored on back before the flight,

PASS:13
BY CENSOR

MAY 4 1942
Sig-nature

ate

COVER 1
Indistinct Roller Cancellation: ST. JOHN'S, 4 MAY 1942

This cover initially appeared in the QUESTIONS section of the June 1998 newsletter, with the
comment:
In May 1942 the Battle of the Atlantic was at its peak, the Germans were advancing in North
Africa, the Japanese were still expanding in the Pacific, Pan American re-introduced its North Atlantic
service via Botwood to Eire, and SOMEBODY WAS PRODUCING FIRST FLIGHT COVERS! - BUT
WHO?
Surely Pan Am were too preoccupied with wartime "business" to be producing First Flight
Covers? (It is also unlikely to have been produced by Pan Am, since covers for the flight have only been
found from Botwood, not New York etc.)
However, given the secrecy and censorship prevalent in wartime, how would anybody else have
known about the flight in sufficient time to get covers printed and prepared? (The postmark is partially
over the border, which is identical in shade to the inscription, so the inscription is unlikely to have been
added after the flight!)

Also, since the cachet refers to "SERVICE NEWFOUNDLAND TO THE UNITED KINGDOM", but
Pan Am only flew as far as Foynes in Eire, and the cover is addressed to Newfoundland, (and there are no
backstamps), how far did this cover actually fly?
The cover was also featured in the Canada Air Mail Notes of the JACK KNIGHT AIR LOG (which
I also edit), and produced a most interesting correspondence, on which this article is based.
Continued
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1942 - WARTIME FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Rg
410
.„

.77
Inaugural Plight
Pan-American Airmails Service
ewfoundland to the United Kingdom
Ufa the forth Atlantic Route

inaugural Plight
Pan-American Airways Service
Ileuifoundland to Ilne United Kingdom
Via the forth Atlantic Route
PI UST IL% V COVEN'
MAY 4. 1040

■

FIRST DAY COVER

8

MAY 1. 1043

isar-77— :1, uff"

Cover 2
Roller cancellation dated 4 MAY 1942.
Handstamp incomplete - no date.
Censor Stamp on back:
FROM H.M.C. SHIP
PASSED BY CENSOR MAY 4 1942 (Like cover #1)
No backstamps.

Cover 3
Roller cancellation with date portion missing.
Handstamp ST. JOHN'S, 15 MAY 1942
Censor Strip P.C.90, "OPENED BY EXAMINER
DC/34 ... -" on back.
No backstamps.

Number of covers. I have now seen seven covers from this flight. Six of these covers used printed envelopes.
One of the covers used a plain envelope.
Two of the printed covers, (illustrations #1 and #2), were addressed to Mr. A. Norris (S.B.A.),

R.C.N.Hospital, clo Fleet Office, St. John's, Newfld. 1
The other printed covers from this flight were addressed to different people in Scotland (cover #3);
London, England (cover #4); Cornwall, England; and Texas.
I have also seen one cover for this flight on a plain envelope with typed routing instructions, (cover #5).
Who produced these cover? These were private covers, as Pan Am had stopped organizing First Flight
Covers after they were vetoed by the US War Department as unnecessary in wartime.
The covers seem to have been produced in Newfoundland. - They have a similar font and graphics to
some covers produced in Newfoundland during 1939 for the original Pan Am flight, and for the first Imperial
Airways trans-Atlantic flight. They have also not been reported from Canada or the U.S.A.
Who actually printed/sold the covers is still unknown.
How was information about the flight obtained? Given the state of the War in 1942, there was an extended
debate among my correspondents as to whether this flight would have been kept secret for security
purposes, or been publicized to increase morale.
Charles LaBlonde recently sent me a copy of the advertisement reproduced on the next page. - It was
placed by Pan American Airways in The Saturday Evening Post for March 21s t 1942, and includes the
statement:
For the present and until announced to the contrary, no further Pan American maps, timetables nor schedule
information in any form will be published. except for Latin American services.

Continued

The Newfoundland address looks strange to some people, but for most flights in Newfoundland and Canada,

First Flight Covers were addressed in this manner to the person who prepared/received the cover. The official
instructions usually stated that covers should be addressed to the actual place of destination, so that covers could
just be put into the regular mail for return at the end of the flight. It is therefore quite common to find First Flight
Covers addressed within the city from which a flight started, or to a city in the opposite direction to that in which the
flight was made.
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PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS
answers your questions about
its international Clipper services
in a world at war

41.

Are regularly scheduled Clipper Ships
still operated?
YES—Pan American is maintaining regularly scheduled
flights between all points served prior to the United
States' entry into the war, except in a few areas where
hostilities prevent. The routes of the Flying Clippers
have, in addition, been extended to many new destinations, and schedule frequencies increased to others.
Today Pan American's regular services cover a route
network of 90,000 miles, and link the U.S. with Europe,
Africa, Alaska, Hawaii and with nearly 200 points in
the West Indies, Mexico, Central and South America.

Is regular passenger service still available
by Clipper Ships?
YES—the recent air travel priorities plan announced by
the Military Director of Civil Aviation assures a minimum of interference with civilians. On no regular Clipper services are priorities an absolute requisite for
passage, though current government need for Atlantic,
Pacific and Alaska transportation is such that priority
passengers on vital missions require most of the available space. These conditions are subject to fluctuation
or change, and anyone desiring Clipper passage—
regardless of destination—is hence advised to apply for
it in the ordinary way.
The frequency of Clipper service to Latin America
provides a substantial amount of accommodations for
business and other travelers, expediting stronger commercial and cultural ties between all the American
nations, and implementing the Good Neighbor Policy
by keeping open these vital arteries of swift, convenient communication and transport.

-jf

What special factors now enter into Clipper trips?

Is foreign air mail still accepted for
transport by Clipper?
YES—Mail is being accepted and transported on all
regular Clipper services. It is, of course, now subject to
official censorship.

Are international air express shipments
still accepted?
YES—Air express shipments are still accepted on all
regular Clipper services, except on Pacific and South
Atlantic routes. These exceptions are dictated by government requirements for all available cargo space.

Precisely where, when and how frequently are
Clippers now operating?
For the present and until announced to the contrary,
no further Pan American maps, timetables nor schedule
information in any form will be published except for
Latin American services. All schedulL, public or secret,
are being operated on Meridian Time, which is one
hour earlier by the clock than "War Time." Passengers
booked to destinations not included in published timetables are informed sufficiently in advance when to be
ready for departure, and are urged to make no disclosures of that or any other specific information about
their Dipper trip. Mail and express to destinations now
similarly excluded from published data are handled in
routine manner through any Post Office or Railway
Express Agency office respectively.

21 March 1942

Subject to any official priority needs, this Company observes precedence of reservation. Persons traveling alone
or in couples are most easily accommodated, and the
handling of groups is facilitated if they book passage by
the alternate routes often available. We are naturally
unable at this time to guarantee that confirmed reservations or planned itineraries will not be subject to revisions caused by military necessity. In such cases every
effort will be made to serve the public's interest and
convenience.
Today the U. S. Government has first call on every service of the Clipper Corps—the planes, the facilities, the
men and women of Pan American Airways. Now our
primary job, like that of all American enterprise, is to be
an efficient instrument of government policy and strategy for successful prosecution of the war. It is a service
we are glad and proud to perform.
We are, nevertheless, keenly aware that civilian patrons of Clipper services are temporarily subject to some
inconveniences and sacrifices for which, in wartime, no
one wishes apologies. But we are doing, and shall continue to do, all in our power to expedite your passage,
your shipments.
One guarantee we can make unreservedly Pan
American's uncompromisingly high standards for maintenance of equipment and for safe operation will continue to be observed at all times, in every detail. And
aboard every Pan American Dipper you will find the
same considerate attention and friendly service to which
those who have traveled with us have been accustomed.

war

10111V E R ICAUV AIRWAYS S 1
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WARTIME FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Although details of the flight were withheld by Pan American,
the Canadian Post Office did announce the resumption of the
trans-Atlantic service. - The Canadian Post Office Weekly Bulletin
for May 2nd 1942 contained an announcement that:
Trans-Atlantic Air Mail (Northern Route): - The trans-Atlantic air

DEPARTMENT OF POSTS '& TELEGRAPIIS

mail service from Canada to the United Kingdom via Newfoundland
and Eire (Northern Route), is to be resumed at once.
The air mail rate, including postage from Canada to destinations in the
United Kingdom, and Eire is 30 cents per half ounce, or fractions
thereof. This rate will include conveyance over Canadian domestic air
routes where necessary.
Such air mail should be endorsed `Via trans-Atlantic air mail.'

Air Mail to Canada and ,U.S.A
A regular daily (except Sunday) Air hist! Bei-vice
will commence on 1st May between Newfoundland and
Canada and the United State, of America. Lettere
:bn3Y.0.111 be 'conveyed by the new serrice, they must
clearly, marked "Air Mail" and posted in the special
Air mail box at the G.P.O. St. John's before 11.0 a.m.
daily. •
.
.
.
The postage rates to Canada and U.S A. will be
9 cents for the tlret half ounce and 7 reheilor each
additional half ounce.

In Newfoundland, however, there seems to have been no
...1..etters for conveyance by this service will be accepted gll Post Offices in Newfoundland aradthete
announcement regarding the resumption of the trans-Atlantic
should be' prepaid at the same postage rates. Direct
despatches by air will be mate from• St. John's and
service.
Gander Post °likes daily except Sunday,. '
Michael Deal, who lives in St. John's, examined all the issues
A dallY (eXespt Sunday) return serTjce friftn Canada and the United States will also be, afforded.
of THE EVENING TELEGRAM from March 1st to May 20th 1942. J.
AIG-SMITEL
.
He found the announcement reproduced to the right, for the new
Secretary.
Air Mail Service to Canada which was inaugurated on May 1S t, but
nothing regarding the Pan Am Trans-Atlantic flights.
Similarly, in contrast to the Canadian announcement which made specific reference to a service between
Newfoundland and Eire, the only notice that Jack Ince found among the Newfoundland Post Office Circulars
at the National Archives in Ottawa, was a rather ambiguous announcement on May 7 th 1942 regarding:

Air Mails to Canada, U.S.A. and the United Kingdom
A regular daily Air Mail Service commenced on the 1st May between Newfoundland.
Canada and the United States of America. Letters only will be conveyed by the new service. They
must be clearly marked "AIR MAIL."
The postage rates to Canada and the United States will be 9c. for the first half ounce and
7c. for each additional half ounce.
The postage rate to the United Kingdom and European countries is 35c. for each half ounce.
Letters for conveyance by these services will be accepted at all Post -6Tices in Newfoundland and these should be prepaid at the foregoing postage rates.
Direct despatches by Air will be made from St. John's and Gander Post Offices daily except
Sundays. All Air Mail for the United Kingdom and foreign countries should be despatched to St.
John's, G.P.0„ for onward transmission.
Registered letters will be accepted for transmission at .10c. additional to the above rates on
each service.
All letters intended for Air Mail conveyance must be clearly so marked and where the small
blue Air Mail stickers are available one should t e. affixed at the top left hand corner; otherwise
the words "Air Mail" should be written along the top left hand corner of the envelope.
Air Mail letters should be despatched to the Railway Mail Car by all offices making up for
the Mail Car and should be tied up with the bill but, of course, not entered.
The purpose of the Air Mail is speed and speed in communications in this country is very
desir:able and necessary. All Post Office Officials are, therefore, enjoined to give their close attention to the correct treatment of Air Mail letters in order that no avoidable delay is incurred.

3

Continued

2 Quoted in OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS AS
ESTABLISHED BY THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 - December 1942 compiled by David Whiteley (66 pages).

Available from David Whiteley, 605 77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8. Price, including postage, is:
C$17.50 in Canada; US$13 for orders mailed to the USA; C$20 or US$14 US for orders mailed overseas. CAS
members may deduct C$3 or US$2 from these prices.
-

Quoted in NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAIL POSTAGE 1937 - 1949 EXTRACTS FROM THE
NEWFOUNDLAND POST OFFICE CIRCULAR compiled by Jack Ince (24 pages). - Available from: Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, Canada. Price, including postage, is: C$7 in Canada;
US$5 for orders mailed to the USA; C$10 or US$7 for orders mailed overseas. CAS members may deduct C$1.50 or
US$1 from these prices.
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1942 - WARTIME FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

This announcement could apply either to a direct service from Newfoundland to the United Kingdom via
Eire, or to mail carried by the new air mail link to Canada and the U.S.A., then on to Britain via Pan-Am's
existing Southern Route. - This ambiguity may have been deliberate, as air mail from Newfoundland to
Britain was probably transported via Canada, the U.S.A., and Pan Am's Southern Route at the beginning
of May; and then switched to the direct Botwood - Foynes route after that came into operation.
Setting the date for the re-introduction of Pan American's service. Although the covers refer to an inaugural

flight on May 4th , no announcements have been found to indicate that this was ever an officially announced
date.
It seems, in fact, that the actual date of the flight was not set until the middle of May!
Karl Winkelmann very kindly sent me copies of some correspondence he'd obtained from the U.S.
National Archives, regarding the resumption of Pan Am's service. Although this correspondence was mainly
about censorship, the various correspondents were also constantly updating each other with regard to the
planned date for the resumption of service. 4
• an internal Department of State Memorandum of May 8 th 1942 stated that "Pan American Airways has
informed Mr. Price that they are almost ready to start".

a Department of State telegram to the American Legation in Dublin on May 12 th 1942 stated: Pan
•

•

•

American Airways desires to begin operations on May 13.
telegram from CPC to CNY, May 13 th 1942: Information from British Authorities indicates first flight by Pan
Am, New York Foynes took place May 12 X Advise whether mail aboard and if so amount and whether
censored.
reply telegram from CPNY to CPC, May 14 th 1942: Information here indicates that initial flight by Pan Am
network to Foynes scheduled for May 12 was postponed X Post Office authorities state that no mail has
been made up for dispatch by this service to date.
telegram from Secretary of State, Washington, to American Minister, Dublin, May 15 th 1942: on Sunday,
May 17 a Pan American plane, on a regular commercial trip, carrying passengers and mail, will leave
New York for Foynes unless you perceive objections.

The inaugural flight was finally made on May 19th.
Details of the First Flight After the flight details were released, and a report was published in THE AIRPOST

JOURNAL of July 1942. Max Kronstein's column AIR MAIL AND THE WAR, XXIV stated that:
On May 20, 1942, the Trans-Atlantic Pan-American air mail entered its fourth year of service. On that day
the Clippers also resumed service over the Northern route between the United States, Canada and Great Britain
on a schedule of two round trips a week.
The first flight was made by the PACIFIC CLIPPER which left New York on May 19 and accepted 741
pounds of Canadian mail in a Canadian port on May 20 for the United Kingdom, under the regulations which
were announced by the Canadian Postmaster General on April 30, 1942
.

These dates are consistent with the telegrams about censorship, and with additional information provided
by Richard Beith and Jonathan Johnson. - The inaugural flight was made by NC18602, with Captain Audrey
Durst in command. (However, the mail was picked up at Botwood in Newfoundland, which did not become
part of Canada until 1949. - Bill Murphy, who sent me Max Kronstein's report, cautioned that "many people
on this side of the border didn't realize that Newfoundland was not part of Canada in those days".)
Continued

This was a big political issue at the time. The correspondence included a telegram from the American
Embassy in London, to the Secretary of State in Washington which referred to British concerns that "Eire is exposed

to invasion at practically any moment, and it would not be possible to reach the British Government too quickly with
plans or information for any such impending attack." (#2141, April 24 th 1942.) The British wanted air mail to and from
Eire censored in Liverpool, where other mail and telegraphs were already being censored. However, the American
Director of Censorship argued that the mail should be examined in the United States. (Letter to "The Honorable
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State", May 9 th 1942, Reference "IN".)
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Inauourai Flight
—7
Pan-American Airways Service
Ileivjoundland to the United Kingdoivit,,
Dia the forth Atlantic Route
FIRST DAY CIlIVF,R
NIA

1. 11,4:,

Cover 4
Roller cancellation dated 4 MAY 1942.
Addressed do General Post Office, London, England
Handstamp: Not called for E.C.
Backstamps (also shown full size):
(Indistinct) LONDON CHIEF OFFICE E.C. P.O. 18 MY 42
and LONDON E.C. 5.15PM 4 JU 42

This is the cover on which the listing of this flight in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland was based.
Unfortunately, the backstamp was mis-described, and the listing (#FF-63 in the Newfoundland section) stated in
error that "covers were returned to St. John's and backstamped on May 18".

er Guezvell,
20 empbell Ave.,
St. Jona' e,
NEWFOUNDLAND.
Via. General Post Officer,
F, London,
P England.

BY AIR MAIL
PAR AVION

Cover 5
Roller cancellation dated 4 MAY 1942
Handstamp: questionable! It is probably ST. JOHN'S 15 MAY 1942, as it looks identical to the handstamps on
covers #2 and #3, (particularly with regard to the positioning of the 5), but the 1 didn't register.
Addressed to: 20 Campbell Ave., St. John's, Newfoundland, via General Post Office, London, England
No Backstamp.
Censored by: DC/24

What was decided about censorship?

It was finally decided that mail bags for Eire would be "over-labeled"
and sent to England, then returned to Eire after censorship. 5
Continued

Letter from Ch. Des Graz, New York, to Col. W. Preston Cordermen, Chief Postal Censor, May 30 th 1942.
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1942 - WARTIME FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

A telegram from David Gray, American Minister in Dublin, to the Secretary of State, Washington, on May
16th 1942 included the comments: This afternoon I am going to Foynes and make personal arrangements

so that the Irish Post Office will not have delivered to it any mail for Eire and that the plane in returning
accepts no mail originating here. 6
How far did Cover 1 fly? This enquiry originally examined three possible answers to this question:
• to England, in accordance with the routing printed on the cover: NEWFOUNDLAND TO THE UNITED

•

•

KINGDOM.
only to Foynes, in accordance with the description on the cover INAUGURAL FLIGHT PAN AMERICAN
AIRWAYS SERVICE, as Pan Am's service terminated at Foynes, and the connection to Bristol, England
was flown by B.O.A.C.
it didn't fly anywhere! - There is a comment in the American Air Mail Catalogue (Fifth Edition, vol.4)
regarding the opening of Pan Am's original New York - Shediac - Botwood - Foynes - Southampton
service in 1939, that:
True to its conservative policy, the British Post Office and its Crown Colony
subsidiary--the Newfoundland Post Office--failed to provide any cachet in recognition of this
service. Private cachets were used on such covers dispatched through Pan American
Airways. The British Post Office normally did not backstamp arriving mail and refused to
make any exception to its policy by means of special dispatches nor would it facilitate the
return of mail not addressed for delivery in England or in Europe.

If the Newfoundland and British Post Offices did not co-operate with First Flight Covers in 1939, how cooperative are they likely to have been in 1942 with a war going on?
The second alternative can now be discarded, as the correspondence on censorship indicated that all
mail on the inaugural flight was flown through to England. Beyond that, very little is totally certain.
It seems that the covers endorsed for this flight were handled in two different ways:
Covers #2, 3 and 5 each have two cancellations. Although the cancellations are often partial or indistinct, it
seems reasonable to assume that the three covers all received similar postal treatment, i.e. a roller
cancellation on May 4th, and a handstamp on the stamps missed by the roller cancellation on May 15th.
The most likely explanation as to why covers #2, 3 and 5 received a second cancellation eleven days
later, and had not been put in the "mailstream" on May 4th, is that they were being held for the Pan Am flight!
If so the Newfoundland Post Office would have changed its attitude since 1939. Such a change is in fact
quite likely to have occurred, since it had provided an official First Flight cachet for covers on the inaugural
flights to Canada on May 1' 1942. (FF-62, Newfoundland section AMCN).
Cover #4 is the only one with a backstamp. Since the backstamp is from May 18 th 1942, and the first Pan Am
flight did not leave New York until May 19 th , this cover could not have been carried on the inaugural flight.
A major question now, is why wasn't cover #4 treated in the same way as covers #2, 3 and 5? - The only
visual factor that seems to distinguish cover #4 from the other covers with the printed routing instructions,
is that it is the only one which has an air mail label on it! If this is the key factor, then the Post Office in St.
John's may have made a distinction between "correspondence" and "souvenir mail":
•
cover #4 may have been treated as "correspondence" and put in the "mailstream" immediately because
of the air mail label;
•
covers #2 and 3 may have been treated as 'souvenir mail" and held for the first flight;
•
cover #5 also has an air mail label. but unlike cover #4 it was held for the first flight. - The distinction
here may be that cover #5 is addressed back to St. John's, which may have caused it to be treated as
"souvenir mail" in spite of the air mail label.
Continued

Mail from Eire was also taken to England for censorship, before being flown across the Atlantic. - A
telegram from the American Minister in Dublin. to the Secretary of State on May 22' 1942, refers to a discussion he
had with the Irish Prime Minister, Eamon de Valera, on this issue.
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1942 - WARTIME FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

So what about cover #1? The choices now, are whether this cover (which was addressed to Mr. A. Norris
(S.B.A.), R.C.N.Hospital, c% Fleet Office, St. John's, Newfld.), was:
a) held for the Pan Am flight like covers #2, 3 and 5, and then flown to England?
b) forwarded immediately to England like cover #4?
c) put in the local St. John's mail, and not flown at all?
Although it seems unlikely that we will ever be able to "prove" what happened to this cover, I think it is
most likely that this cover received the same handling as cover #2 which was also addressed to Mr. A.
Norris (S.B.A.), R.C.N.Hospital, clo Fleet Office, St. John's, Newfld., and that they were both carried on
the inaugural flight of the resumed Pan American service to Foynes, and then by the B.O.A.C. shuttle
to England:
since the Newfoundland Post Office appears to have been cooperating with First Flight Covers for this
flight, (as it held covers #2, 3 and 5), there is no reason why it would not also send cover #1 on the flight;
the lack of a May 15 th handstamp does not appear to be significant: it was not needed as both stamps
were cancelled by the roller cancellation on May 4 th ;
if the reason for the different handling of cover #5 was a distinction between "correspondence" and
"souvenir" mail, this cover would definitely have been treated as 'souvenir"!

Many thanks to Richard Beith, Michael Deal, Norris Dyer, Charles Entwistle, Jack Ince, Charles
LaBlonde, Jonathan L. Johnson Jr., Dick McIntosh, Bill Murphy, Charles Verge, Jack Walsh, David
Whiteley, and Karl Winkelmann for their contributions to this enquiry.
ANY COMMENTS OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM READERS WILL BE MOST WELCOME. Please send them to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, Canada.

YURI GAGARIN ON STAMPS
Jeff Dugdale
Editor's note: This year is the 40 th anniversary of the first man in space! To mark this anniversary, I am
including a slightly modified version of an article by Jeff Dugdale that originally appeared in the January 2001
issue of STAMP MAGAZINE, from which the illustrations have been taken. (Stamp numbers refer to the

Stanley Gibbons' Catalogue.)

The Soviet Union shocked the world in April 1961
with the launch of a man into outer space, without notice,
much as it had done on October 1957 (International
Geophysical Year) with the launch of Sputnik. In the
intervening period the Soviets had launched increasingly
bigger satellites into orbit carrying small animals and dogs
many of which perished in flight, as the West later learned.
We know now that political pressures forced the hand of
Sergei Korolev (then the anonymous —Chief Designer")
to launch a human being into space sooner than he would
have liked.
Knowing that he was taking a risk he selected as
"Cosmonaut No 1"" Yuri Alekseyevich Gagarin, one of
a small group of the first cosmonaut team but not
Korolev"s number one or even number two candidate as
best in the group.
Continued
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ABOVE: CCCP first
anniversary issue
RIGHT: 10th
anniversary issue
for Vostok 1
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YURI GAGARIN ON STAMPS by Jeff Dugdale, continued:

To have launched Vladimir Komarov (who filially flew and perished in Soyuz 1 six years later) or
Gherman Titov, Gagarin"s back-up was too risky and so the man selected for the first space flight was a 27
year old test pilot born on a collective farm at Gzhatsk, 100 miles west of Moscow.
So on 09.07 Moscow time on 12th April Gagarin was launched in the 4.75 ton Vostok (or 'East")
spacecraft from ""Baikonur"" in Kazakhstan. In fact, as with so much of the Soviet space programme
throughout the 60s and 70s that was a piece of disinformation. The actual launch site was Tyuratam 230 miles
south west of Baikonur, but it was all to do with secrecy and attempts to cover up possible failures.
The unknown but handsome Gagarin made but one orbit of the Earth and landed as hero and international
celebrity in parachute harness, having ejected (as planned) from the return capsule at 22,000 feet, in a cowfield
near the village of Smelovka near Saratskaya, just under an hour and 50 minutes after launch. His method of
landing was not revealed by the Soviets until 1978 and for many years it was thought he landed in his capsule.
There was of course much tabloid interest in the first man in space story and many rumours that the
Soviets had been responsible for deaths of previous cosmonauts killed in disastrous space launch or flight
before Gagarin, but following glasnost the Soviets came clean and admitted failures but only involving ground
crew fatalities and it seems clear now that Vostok was indeed the first attempt to put a man in space.
The Soviet Union marked one of the most significant events in the history of mankind by issuing SG 2576
on 17th April 1961 the dark blue 3 kopek issue depicting a photo of Gagarin surrounded by the legend ""First
Cosmonaut— and images of the carrier rocket taking off and his Hero of the Soviet Union medal with a laurel
leaf, the traditional symbolic award for achievement.
Later they completed the set with a 6k stamp showing three spacecraft - including the unmistakable shape
of Sputnik - flying above Moscow" s Spassky Tower and Baikonur tracking equipment with the Vostok rocket
trailing a ""Salute"" to Soviet achievement. The final 10k issue shows the carrier rocket clearly in orbit and
in its wake a ghostly helmeted cosmonaut and a profile of the Kremlin buildings.
The images of the 10k stamps raise the fascinating subject of how the Soviets set out to conceal the true
shape of their Vostok craft for over four years.
If one studies the first philatelic essays of Vostok you see a variety of responses to the problem faced by
the stamp designer who has not the faintest what the spacecraft looked like.
The first issues for the Soviet Union, and satellite states such as Albania, Bulgaria, Cuba, East Germany,
Hungary, Viet Nam etc all depict rockets that Jules Verne might have dreamt of and each is different from
the next. So slightly and some very much so.
However other designers must have thought their brief too silly and
resorted to a much more honest approach using symbolism, such as
""The Cosmonaut" (Czechoslovakia) or —Red Star in Orbit" — (Poland and
Mongolia) whilst the Rumanian designer solves the problem by putting his
Vostok craft so far in the background it just looks like a blip !
In the months and years
before the truth about Vostok
was revealed one false design
comes to the fore the
CLOCKWISE, FROM NEAR
thimble
and collar used by
LEFT: 1966 Polish issue
several countries in 1963/4.
revealing what Vostok
really looked like, Polish
The first stamp to feature
issue from 1963 known as
the true shape of the craft
'collar and thimble'
comes from a surprising
showing incorrect
source Jordan
spaceship design, Yemen
issue actually showing ,
'Voskhd2'

Continued
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YURI GAGARIN ON STAMPS by Jeff Dugdale, continued:
Naturally there was a
plethora of issues from
countries both within the
Communist world and
elsewhere to mark the occasion
of the first flight into space.
Indeed stamps to mark the
flight of Vostok number over
150 from an astonishing
number of countries.
NOMA WYMAN
The designs are mostly
•
quite predictable with a picture
SPAWN
of Gagarin either in military
1
uniform or cosmonaut" s
helmet beside a drawing of the
CLOCKWISE, FROM
rocket in flight with occasional
ABOVE: Czech
ventures into symbolism of the
Cosmonaut issue, the 3
pilot"s
heroism.
kopek of April 1961,
What
of
course
we
do
not
get
to
see
in
these
early
issues
is what the Vostok
the 6 and 10 kopek
1961 issues, Mongolia
capsule looked like, this being kept secret for some four years : see p 299 of
Red Star in orbit
Spaceflight for September 1995 We are therefore treated to considerable licence as
you can see in the accompanying examples of Gagarin stamps from all over the
world.
The 12th of April was then dubbed ""Cosmonautics Day — or —Space Exploration Day — and each of
the anniversaries of Gagarin"s flight for the next 30 years or so - until a deliberate change in stamp issuing
policy in the mid 90"s - was marked with an issue of space achievement related stamps, though these only
related to Gagarin on certain anniversaries.
The First Anniversary of the flight of Vostok was marked by the issue of a 10k with se-tenant label (also
produced without perforations). The stamp shows a stylised red rocket blasting through space and the orbital
route taken by it being launched and landing in west central Asia. On the label is a stylised globe with the
anniversary dates in red and a facsimile Gagarin signature.
The second anniversary of the flight produced a stamp in which Vostok features only in the background
with a Zond Moon flight being given more prominence for as we now know the Soviets were then planning
a manned moon landing.
Continued

CLOCKWISIE, FROM LEFT: Colourful Gagarin
commemoratives from the Maldives, a 1998 Russian issue,
Hungary 'rocket' issue, Kampuchea 1985 issue - again
with rocket style craft, 25th anniversary issue from the
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former East Germany, Vietnam issue - also for the 25th
anniversary of the orbit of earth
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YURI GAGARIN ON STAMPS by Jeff Dugdale, continued:
A year later on we have the first stamps bearing the words '"'Cosmonautics Day"", three issues in all the
12k value showing Gagarin in his helmet beside a very fanciful Vostok ship of thimble and collar design.
In 1965 the Soviet Union issued a five stamp set including two much sought after silver stamps with the
lower value issues all depicting various monuments erected in Moscow for Gagarin or spaceflight in general.
There was then no further Gagarin issue until the Tenth Anniversary of Vostok 1 which was celebrated
with a single issue and four stamp a mini-sheet in which one value referred to him. The single issue shows the
carrier rocket and the capsule in space besides the Federation Aeronautique Medal awarded to the First Man
in space.
A further five years on the Soviet Union produced an elegant souvenir sheet depicting the Cosmos and
beneath a formal military study of Gagarin is the Cosmonauts medal with celebratory laurel leaves.
The occasion of Gagarin's Fiftieth Birthday - although he had died in 1968 - was marked by the issue of
a relaxed portrait of the hero besides symbols of the conquest of space.
The Twentieth Anniversary of Vostok produced three stamps each with accompanying labels, the 15k
kopek one showing Chief Designer Sergei Korolev and a brief quote by him about Gagarin. There was
additionally a very handsome golden souvenir sheet.
Then in 1986 we had one stamp (with label) for Gagarin in a three stamp issue for Cosmonautics Day with
other achievements like Sputnik in the background.
The Thirtieth Anniversary produced four stamps showing portraits of Gagarin and these were reproduced
in several formats including souvenir sheets and mini-sheets presumably issued for the collector.
A change of policy meant there were then only intermittent issues for Cosmonautics Day and in fact no
stamp at all for the Thirty-Fifth anniversary, though some covers with illustrated cachets and cancels were
produced. The stamps on the cover (issued two years before) shown are related to Gagarin as they all celebrate
the activities of The Gagarin Flight Training Centre in Zvezdny Gorodok, Moscow for example centrifuge,
under-water and MIR simulation training.
The most recent Russian stamp for Gagarin came as part of a series about Twentieth Century
Achievements which also shows Sputnik and An American Moon Landing scene. The acknowledgement of
the American lunar achievement makes this a most unusual stamp - the first time ever that the Soviet Union
or Russia has alluded in a stamp to a purely American success in space.
This article merely touches on a considerable thematic topic about Yuri Gagarin and this year there will
no doubt be many more stamps issued on 12th April to celebrate this momentous occasion and the man who
was the centre of it all.
Jeff Dugdale is editor of ORBIT, journal of the ASTRO SPACE STAMP SOCIETY: a society for
collectors of issues from around the world concerning space travel. For more information contact
him do Elgin High School, High School Drive, Elgin Moray, Scotland IV30 3YU; or visit the society's
website at www.asss.utinternet.com

Who killed Yuri Gagarin?
In his SOCIAL STUDIES column in The Globe & Mail for April 12 th 2001, Michael Kesterton reported
that:

"The unresolved question of how Gagarin died in a plane crash in 1968 has
prompted as much intrigue in Russia as the assassination of John F. Kennedy
in America", writes Amelia Gentleman in the London Observer. "The official
secrecy around the inquiry into the accident gave rise to extraordinary
rumours: some people believed his death had been faked; others argued that
he had been murdered in a KGB plot, or abducted by extra-terrestrials, or had
killed himself by piloting the plane when drunk on vodka."
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HOW ONE COVER SPAWNED THREE OTHERS
Gord Mallett
April 7 and 8, 1954 were disastrous for the air industry. At least 10 planes crashed in
scattered parts of the globe, with a death-toll of at least 80. On the world stage the loss
of a third Comet jetliner, with 21 on board, captured the headlines. But the greatest toll
was taken at Moose Jaw Saskatchewan, where 37 people died as a result of the collision
between an RCAF training plane and a Trans-Canada Air Lines North Star. A brief
description of this tragedy appears in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
National newspapers reported that the Harvard trainer, from the NATO base four miles
south of Moose Jaw [the present home of Canada's Snowbirds], was flying northeast
when it clipped the wing of the larger plane which itself was heading due west. The airliner
was seven and a half hours behind schedule, due to adverse weather conditions in the east.
This change of schedule was undoubtedly one of the major contributing factors in the
collision. Also reported was the nasty and unfounded rumour that "the North Star had
been used as an enemy target ship in a mock attack staged by the trainee". All in all it was
a tragic affair - definitely one of the dark moments in Canada's civil and military aviation
history.
Many crash covers from the Moose Jaw disaster are presently in the hands of collectors;
Dick Malott's award-winning collection is no doubt the most extensive. One such cover
which recently surfaced displays some very interesting features. Actually it's TWO related
covers, one within the other. The outer envelope was used by the original addressee to
enclose both the crash cover and its contents, and return them to the sender. The inner
envelope is the crash cover itself.
The crash cover was addressed to Lawrence Rye, Director, Clydesdale Horse Association
of Canada, Edmonton. It was sent by T. P. Devlin of Winnipeg, another senior official of
the Clydesdale Horse Association. With a little study and some further digging, the course
of events surrounding the exchange of correspondence between these two associates was
evident. Later, to help confirm several details relating to the covers and their contents,
Rye's son was contacted. The following edited excerpts are taken from a letter written to
him.

Envelope #1
This is the original letter which was addressed to your father. In
aerophilatelic circles such a letter is called a crash cover. At the extreme top left corner is
a handstamp which is very indistinct, the result of both charring and water staining - water
which had been used to extinguish the fire at the crash scene. It reads 'Department of
Colonization and Agriculture'. Sounds like something out of the late nineteenth century,
doesn't it! On the back of the cover is a circular purple handstamp which reads 'District
Post Office Inspector / Investigation /April 10 1954 /Moose Jaw, Sask'.

Continued
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HOW ONE COVER SPAWNED THREE OTHERS by Gord Mallett, continued:

You might be interested in the contents of the correspondence. Included are three
separate letters and also a copy of a CNR telegram. The telegram was signed by Devlin.
The main topic of discussion appears to have been the selection of a qualified judge for
the annual Horse Show. This show is referred to in several places as 'the Royal'
Envelope #1

AFTER 10 DA

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS
AT OFFICE OF MAILING

Envelope #2 The Post Office Inspector forwarded the crash cover and contents to your
father, in a covering envelope. To aerophilatelists this type of envelope is called an
ambulance cover - for the obvious reason! Also enclosed would be an official letter
explaining the circumstances of the delayed delivery. I do not have the ambulance cover.
No doubt it was discarded by your father.
Envelope #3 At this point things get really interesting. Your father wrote a note on the
crash cover in pencil - 'Please send another copy'. He then mailed the crash cover and
contents back to Winnipeg inside another envelope. As you can see in the photocopy this
third envelope was addressed to your father's friend, T. P. Devlin. It is also in your
father's handwriting - but this writing is in ink.
Upon receipt of this envelope Devlin, as had your father, also wrote a pencil note. He
then signed the note - the signature being identical to that which appears at the bottom of
the CNR telegram. I assume that he kept the envelope and contents for many years. It
was later sold at an auction, perhaps as part of an estate settlement. If you are interested
in doing some follow-up on this last point let me know.

Continued
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HOW ONE COVER SPAWNED THREE OTHERS byGord Mallett, continued:

The note written by Devlin summarizes key elements of the tragedy.
`icA plane crash Moose Jaw.
April 8th 1954 in which 37 people perished
- 35 in TCA plane
1 in training plane
1 in house destroyed by wreckage when it crashed. T.P. Devlin.'
Envelope #3

,
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Envelope #4 We can assume that upon receiving your father's return correspondence,
Devlin sent a duplicate set of the contents which earlier had been enclosed in the crash
cover. I do not have the fourth cover used for this remailing. Like the ambulance cover,
it was probably discarded by your father.
Summary:
Four different mailings were required to provide Rye with readable copies of the
original letters and telegram:
* After the crash, Rye received the burnt cover and contents [envelope #1]
in an ambulance cover from the Post Office inspector [envelope #2].
* He slipped the contents out of the burnt cover and found that some
sections had been burned away. He then decided to mail the cover and
contents back to the sender, Devlin, including the four-word request
'Please send another copy' [envelope #3].
* It is reasonable to assume that his request was honoured [envelope #4].

(
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Who's behind the cover?

by Ivan W. MacKenzie

Introduction
This is the fourth article in an occasional series of brief biographies which pertain to contemporary producers of aerophilatelic
covers. As I have assembled my aerophilatelic collection over the years, I have often wondered who produced this cover or that
cachet. Some names would come to light more often than others, e.g., A.C. Roessler was an extremely prolific producer of
Canadian air mail first flight covers in the early days. However, I became even more curious with regard to my contemporaries
who have been producing aerophilatelic covers and as a result my curiosity has prompted me to continue this occasional series.

Bio #4 — Sergeant (Ret'd) Cecil George Stoner, CD and Rosette

C.

Nrr

4224 „ 10E
HOUSE t4,.. 20
'ELL,MONLON, ALBERTA
1St 463

An early Cecil Stoner cover dated I VII 76

Cecil George Stoner was brought into this world at
Gravenhurst, Ontario in 1928 by the famous Dr. Norman
Bethune. At the young age of 16 Cecil joined the 3" I BN PPCLI
but later transferred to the RCAMC. He served at many diverse
locations including the Middle East, the Far East and Europe in
addition to Canada. His postings abroad included assignments
with the United Nations Emergency Forces. Cecil retired from
the Canadian Armed Forces in 1978 after which he took up
employment with Revenue Canada. He was employed as a
Canada Customs Officer, a Customs Inspector, a Customs
Superintendent and a Customs Superintendent Manager. Cecil
finally retired from Revenue Canada in 1998 after serving his
country faithfully for fifty-four years. He is married with a
daughter, a son and four grand children but claims that "my
best friend is Buffy my cocker spaniel".

Cecil Stoner's long association with philately started in 1956 while based at Whitehorse, Yukon with the Army. His collecting
interests were relatively broad including Canadian stamps and covers, United nations stamps and covers, stamps of Greece and
Egypt, US Warship covers and first flights of Canada and the United States. His real interest in first flights developed at
Edmonton which was a hot bed of military flights travelling to and from Canada's Northlands. As Cecil's interest in philately
blossomed in the late fifties, sixties and early seventies, he started producing his own covers of which the one illustrated above
is an early example. Most of his early covers were flown in military aircraft both in Canada and internationally.
He continues to be a prolific producer of many interesting covers including, for example, the cover illustrated below to
commemorate the ninetieth anniversary of the John McCurdy flight in the Silver Dart at Baddeck, Nova Scotia. Other recent
covers include such diverse and interesting subjects as 11 Nov 98 the "80 th Annv Signing of the Armistice to end World War I,
11 am on the 11 November 1918”; 07 Dec 98 the "100th Annv Dec 7, 1898 - 1998, The Worlds first Christmas Stamp"; 16 Jan
99 the "70th Annv Flt in Open Cockpit & Snow Storm by W ( WOP) May to Del Anti-Toxin Med to Ft Vermillion 16 January
1929"; 17 May 99 the "60 th Annv Royal Visit To Canada of
90th Annv of First Flight in Canada by
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 17 May 1939 to 17 May
Pilot John McCurdy in Rircraft Silver Bart
1999"; 06 Jun 99 the "55 th Annv Canadian Troops Landing on
23 February 1909
Beaches of Normandy 'D Day' 06 Jun 1944"; 14 Jun 99
"Commemorating the 80 th Anniversary of the First Nonstop
Transatlantic Flight 14-15 June 1919"; 26 Jun 99 the "40t h
Infiater111.714111
AnvJu26195-,OpenigofSt.Lawrc y";
10 Aug 99 the "85th Annv of the forming of the PPCLI by Her
Royal Highness Patricia of Connaught Aug 1914 - Aug 1999";
19 Aug 99 the "57t h Annv of Canadians part in Dieppe Raid /
Suffer Casualties of 3,367 Killed, Wounded, Pris. 19 Aug 1942
to 19 Aug 1999"; and 01 Oct 99 "Sweater Retirement #99
Wayne Gretzky 01 October 1999 Skyreach Centre Edmonton
A later cover by Cecil Stoner dated 1999 02 23
Alberta A Great Canadian played for Edmonton Oilers, Los
Angeles Kings, St Louis Blues, New York Rangers".
COMMEMORATING
cowtoitro ftiGHt
. HE COMMON WEALI“ IV J1:1101 A.0 MCCURDY

I1

It should be noted that Cecil has a massive accumulation of first flight and other covers for sale. Address: Cecil G. Stoner, 5416 139 Ave. N.W., Edmonton, Alberta T5A 1E6.
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FOLLOW UP - 1919 NOVA SCOTIA to P.E.I. flight
A cover from this flight was sent in by David Granger for our December 2000 "Seasonal Special"
newsletter. - The flight was made by the DEVERE AVIATION COMPANY. and in order to promote the
company, a number of complimentary printed publicity letters were sent to a select number of residents on
Prince Edward Island.
Conway Longworth-Dames has sent me a copy of one of these letters. which I am reproducing below,
slightly reduced in size.
Lieut. J. M. Stevenson,
Manager for P. E. Island.

Lieut. I. L. • Barnhill, Jr.,
Chief Instructor.

DEVERE AVIATION COMPANY
Limited
.
AERODROME AND SCHOOL

Capt. L. E. D. Stevens, A.F.C., General Manager.
Head Office:
Truro, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Dear Sir,—
We have great pleasure in presenting our compliments to you on this, the occasion of the first commercial flight from the mainland to Prince Edward island, and we esteem it a pleasure to include your name
on our list, as a recipient of our compliments by the first aerial mail to the Province.
We know that you will join with us in appreciating the fact that a great amount of importance is attached to this flight, because it means the beginning of a new era, the entry of a new age, the birth of aviation
as far as the Island is concerned.
Our experience in the world of aviation has taught us the assured fact that within the next few
months travel by air Will be as common as travel by train; mails will be carried principally by air ; in fact,
aviation will be the predominating factor in the commercial world. It ! is bound to be so considering that
we are living in an age 5o years ahead of half a century ago, an age in which the world's motto is "Speed,"
and the modern man requires modern methods.
Prince Edward Island will not be behind in aviation, and as soon as possible, with the co-operation of
the people of the province, we shall have a daily mail and passenger service connecting the Island with all
the principal cities of Eastern Canada.
Our principle is "Boost Home Industry." Our company is a Maritime Province concern, managed by
Maritime Province men, and for the benefit of Maritime Province people.
Trusting that health and prosperity may crown your efforts, we remain,
Very truly yours,

Lieut.

Manager for P. E. Island
Devere Aviation Co., Ltd.
Capt.

General Manager,

Devere Aviation Co., Ltd.

Many thanks to Conway for the letter, and to David for the original item.
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INFORMATION WANTED 1941 TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES Toronto - New York service

Endorsed:
Postmarked:

FIRST Passenger Flite T.C.A.
NEW YORK.N.Y. MAY 9 1941

Backstamped:
TORONTO ONT
10 MY 10 41
POSTAL TERMINAL A
.

Johnathan Johnson sent in this cover, and wondered how it was related to #4107 in The Air Mails of

Canada and Newfoundland:

On this date Trans-Canada Airlines established
direct service to New York, with W. M. Fowler in charge of the first flight plane. No special
cachets were applied.
10.00
(15 pounds)
Toronto - New York
5.00
a. New York - Toronto
1941, April 30 — Toronto - New York.

4107

•

Dick McIntosh checked into it, and informed me that:
he has not seen a cover from the April 30 th flight listed as #4107,

•

125 YEARS OF CANADIAN AERONAUTICS, A CHRONOLOGY 1840-1965, published by the

Canadian Aviation Historical Society. has an entry:
10 MAY, 1941. Trans-Canada Air Lines inaugurated a Toronto-New
York service with two trips daily which was increased to three trips
daily on 16 June.
•

given the evidence of Johnathan's cover and the CAHS listing, he thinks the date for AMCN #4107
should probably be changed to May 10th .

Can anybody provide more information about this flight, or a copy of a cover that fits the description
of AMCN #4107?
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Information Wanted: Airmail from AFRICA to CANADA, 1946

Postmarked: SALISBURY S.RHODESIA 10 APR 46

Addressed to: Montreal, Prov. Que, Canada

No markings on back.

This aerogramme was part of a Lot of three aerogrammes between the same correspondents. There
was nothing about the aerogramme or in the letter to indicate it was in any way unusual, or that something
was enclosed. However, this aerogramme, (but not the others), has two red bars indicating it did not receive
air mail service.
Ian McQueen has confirmed that these bars are the type used in London. England, to indicate the end
of air mail service. (He thought they were number 50 or 51 in his book Jusqu'a Airmail Markings: see page
5 of this newsletter for more information regarding Ian's book.)
However, air mail service across the Atlantic was available in April 1946, so can anybody
explain why these bars were applied?

ADVERTISEMENT

•
lh

AucTIONE&vALuERs(
INTERNATIONAL
(4Phi

101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please contact
Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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Information Wanted:
First Flight Cover GUATEMALA to MONTREAL, 1953

44/
0 0 - GO'

INAUGURAC.ION
PRIMER VUELO

GUATEMALA
MONTREAL-CANADA

•

2

&E.R ULTERIOR

Lir. Kurt John. Weiss
General Delivery
LiOhThL.L, Canada .•

Cc_21_8
?E0 ="1"-M,ERE0
CACHETED:
INAUGURACIO
PRIMER VUELO
12 DE OCTUBRE DE 1953

GUATEMALA MONTREAL-CANADA
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Don Lussky sent in this cover, which seems to be totally unrecorded!
Can anybody provide information regarding this cover, (such as the airline which operated the
service, the route taken, or the aircraft used), or about the "Central American Stamp Service"?
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

MILT COREN
has approximately 100 First Flight Covers from Canada to all parts of
the United States etc., franked with C3 and C4, "in nice clean condition".
He is interested in selling them as a single lot.
For more information, please contact
Milt Coren, 12309 Lakeridge Falls Drive, Boynton Beach, Florida 33437, USA

LATEST EDITION OF THE GERMAN AIRMAIL CATALOGUE
603D. KATALOG DER DEUTSCHEN LUFTPOST, Teil 4:
Erstflaige 1945-1960 - ohne Deutsche Lufthansa (West)

[German Airmail, Volume 4: First flights 1945-1960 - without West German Lufthansa]
by Erich Haberer. EAPC, Stuttgart, Germany, 2001. A5 size, 110 pp.
Complete revision of the earlier edition of the Haberer German Airmail Catalog, (1992).
Pricing in Euros. German text. Soft cover.
NEW. US$14.50 plus $3.00 postage
Ken Sanford, Aerophil, 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland.
Email: kaerophil(a)cs.com
Fax +41 22 7742472

The 60+h Anniversary of the Avro Lancaster
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum and the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight have announced +heir

la-les+ offering of two stunning new covers produced +o commemorate +he 60+h Anniversary of +he Firs+ Flight
of +he Lancaster Prototype and +he Firs+ Flight of +he Canadian buil+ Lancaster Mk.X. Also, +o pay tribute +o +he
two remaining airworFhy Lancas+ers, +hose of The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum and The Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight. - The renowned aviation artist Tony Theobald has done +he artwork and +he covers have been
flown in both Lancasters and signed by +he crews. These covers bears one of +he aircraft stamps issued on +he
occasion of +he 75+h Anniversary of +he RCAF and cancelled with a pic+orial hands+amp.
The covers have been produced in co-operation with +he Join+ Services Charities Consortium and will
retail a+ $25.00 each, inclusive of postage & handling, and should be available in August.
Orders should be sen+ +o: Canadian Warplane Heritage, 9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario
LOR MO

Tel. (905) 679-4183

Fax (905) 679-4186

E-mail pam@warplane.com

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly in March, June,
September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into the
next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by AUGUST lst.
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SUPPLEMENT 9 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Section 16 - Canadian Airport and Air Mail Field Cancels
SECTION EDITOR: William G. Robinson
#301 - 2108 West

38th

Ave., Vancouver, BC V6M 1R9

TERMS USED IN THIS SECTION:
the basic frame of the strike, i.e. the actual frame or lack of a frame and the
TYPE lettering, including punctuation, of the basic city inside the frame.
HAMMER - one specific cancelling device of metal, rubber or plastic, which is held by a
handle (or inserted in a machine canceller) and used to mark stamps and
envelopes.
[These are the same definitions used in Ludlow's RPO Catalogue.]
Murray Heifet sent in a number of suggested amendments to this section, together with a comment
that:

I have recently completed a reorganization of my ANT (Air Mail Field) markings using the
classification in the Canadian Airmail Catalogue. I am now much more appreciative of the
remarkable job done by Bill Robinson in putting together this very cemplex field in a brief,
succinct, and very comprehensive coverage.
forwarded Murray's suggestions to the Section Editor, Bill Robinson, who produced the list of
ummendments given below.

N-11
N-16
N-17
N-70

Two hammers
Early date revised to 1963
At least two hammers, Late date 1977.
Two hammers
Two hammers

0-12
0-13
Q-14
Q-16
Q-18
0-19
0-21
Q-28A
Q-28C
Q-35

Nineteen hammers in proof book
At least 3 hammers, early date June 3, 1966
At least two hammers
148 hammers(Nos. 1 to 148), early date November 9, 1961
Two hammers
22 hammers reported (Numbers 1 to 22)
Late date November 30, 1980
2 hammers
New listing "MONTREAL - CAM - (No,)", Type 11, 1955
24 hammers reported

N-10

0-20
0-21
0-23
0-24
0-29

8 hammers proofed (shown in book)
3 hammers proofed (shown in book)
Late date August 9, 1977
Two hammers
Three hammers, late date January 30, 1974
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 9 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

Three hammers proofed (shown in book)
0-30
0-33 Two hammers. Early October 20, 1970, late September 18, 1975
0-45B 0-72 is the same, and should be deleted. Early date 1983
0-54
Eight hammers proofed (shown in book)
0-55
Two hammers
0-61
Two hammers (machine slugs) Late date August 10, 1984
W-45
Four hammers proofed (shown in book)
W-47
Four hammers already reported in book.
W-47C At least two hammers, early date October 1, 1971, late date
reported as 1984 in book.
W-55
Two hammers
W-69
Two hammers, early October 1, 1971, late September 8, 1975.
W-86A
Early date January 6, 1963.
Thanks Murray.
Bill also sent me the following list of additional ammendments:

N-25
RF 500, First Report 1961
N-26C New Listing - "REGISTERED GOOSE AIRPORT", Type 11, RF 500,
Reported December 28, 1956 bv Kevin O'Reilly.
N-28A
New Listing - "GOOSE AIRPORT / LABRADOR NFLD.", Type R,
Reported December 6, 1971 to October 3, 1972 by Jim Miller.
N-29A New Listing - "GENERAL DELIVERY / Goose Airport Labrador",
Type 15, RF 500,reported January 6 to 21,1969, Miller.
The new Type 15 is a rectangular box with "GENERAL
DELIVERY" at top, dates to hold mail in the middle, and the
office at bottom.
N-34
N-51

Amend listing to "Y316 / GOOSE AIRPORT/ SUB "A"/ NFLD." RF
500, first report 1963 by Jim Miller.
Add HP 51/04/20, reported by Jim Felton, Early date July 9,
1952, by Jim Miller.

M-7
M-14A

First report March 23, 1931 by WGR, RF 500.
Early date 1952 by Jim Miller.

0-1
0-6
0-31A

Late date March 22, 1990 by Jim Miller.
Late date January 9, 1984, by Jim Miller.
Early date November 26, 1962 by Jim Miller.

0-6
0-27
0-28
0-30
0-35

Late date 1979 by WGR
First report April 30, 1941, RF 500,
Early date 1966 by WGR.
Late date July 6, 1965 by Jim Miller.
Early date 1961 by WGR.

Jim Felton

Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 9 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:

W-62B - The POCON number is in error, and should be 647608 - the
same as for W-62A.
W-95 - A new early date of December 23, 1964.
W-97A

First report March 22, 1964, RF 500, by Jim Miller.

1 hunks Bill.

Would any readers who have suggestions for changes or additions to any of the
sections of AMCN, (or these Supplements), please send them to the editor of the
appropriate section in AMCN ORsend them to me, (Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath
Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. [E-mail: hargreaveaking.igs.net 1), and I will
forward them to the appropriate editor.

CANADA FLIGHT COVER PRICE LIST
Flight Cover Price List mailed to interested collectors six times a year. Highlights
of the May 2001 List included:

AAMC Flights 3715 & 3715a on a single Cover signed by
pilot G.W.G. McConachie — Price $90.00
AAMC Flight 2601 a Sudbury to Red Lake — Price $150.00
AAMC Flight 2807b Sackville to Charlottetown — Price $75.00
Canadian Zeppelin Cover from Niagara Falls to Frankfurt — Price $400.00

For your complimentary copy, please contact:
Brian Wolfenden
203A Woodfield Drive
Nepean, Ontario
Canada K2G 4P2
Or by phone at: (613) 226-2045

Or by e-mail at:

bjnepeaftiOrytel.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
•

a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to

•
•
•
•

members at cost;
a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.

For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Ron Miyanishi, Secretary

-

CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3

Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
To try and simplify the renewal procedures. we are just going to print a single list of all the names due for membership

renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Would the following members please renew as soon as
possible, in order that the September newsletter is sent to you without delay.
124 Reuben Ramkissoon
138 Keith Stibbe
139 GA Wilson
149 Frank Kendle
183 Robert Haslewood

230 Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
234 Kevin O'Reilly
248 Francois Ouellet

249 David Flett
251 Charles McEvoy
254 John Webster
256 Bernard Abouchar
266 John Church
267 James Parker
281 Andy Ellwood
284 John Irvine

285 Edmund Harris
286 Ken Bolton
287 Robert Hounseli
288 Owen White
307 James Ruddle
228 Bill McCann
308 Don Lussky

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new members, or when they

will serve as receipt of payment, or on request. - They are not sent automatically to members who renew by cheque.
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Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears

to the editor.

SEPTEMBER ll th 2001
News reports about the terrorist attacks in the USA were being broadcast as I worked on this
newsletter. I would like to offer my sympathy, and that of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC
SOCIETY, to all our members and readers who have been affected by these events.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT AUGUST 2001 ISSUE THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
On behalf of the CAS membership I welcome our dedicated editor, Chris Hargreaves, back to
Canada after his most interesting trip to South Africa and Ethiopia. We are pleased to have him
back with us to carry on his great work as our editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
The harrowing experience of two members of The Snowbird Aerophilatelic Team near London,
Ontario in June 2001 reminds us all of the dangers facing our internationally famous acrobatic
team every time they take off to perform before an audience. Captain Dave Morrison, Adjutant of
The Snowbirds, advised me that the CAS envelopes sent to be flown over Ottawa on 1 July 2001,
would be flown at a later date as they were unable to perform on 1 July. A copy of the 2001
Snowbird brochure is enclosed for each CAS member. Any one wishing to purchase the special
autographed flown covers for 2001 should contact me . The price for the set of 9 autographed
envelopes is $45.00 Canadian and the single flown envelope, autographed by all 9 pilots is $25.00
Canadian . The continued support of The Snowbirds for the CAS is greatly appreciated.
Another strong supporter of the CAS is member Larry Milberry of CANAV Books. Over the
years Larry has written and published a large number of excellent books and each year he
contributes some of his publications to the CAS/AAMS for prizes at aerophilatelic exhibitions. I
recommend your perusal of his enclosed Spring/Summer 20011isting of Canadian Aviation books,
as well as the grandest ever RCAF history, the Four Volume set of Canada's Air Force at War
and Peace. Larry paid a fee of $91.50 to cover the extra postage costs to enclose his brochures
and that of the Snowbirds.
I urge all CAS members to consider attending The World of Airmails, the theme of the Royal
2002 Royale Stamp Show at the West Edmonton Mall Conference Center in Edmonton, Alberta,
22-24 March 2002. For entry forms and other data on this special event please contact John
Powell, 2002 Committee, Edmonton Stamp Club, P.O. Box 399, Edmonton, Alberta, T6J 2J6 or
E-mail <mpowel3@attglobal.net >. The CAS has an opportunity to really promote Aerophilately
in Canada . Let us do our utmost to support the Edmonton Stamp Club in their endeavours. Mr.
Gord Mallett, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, AB, T8A 2A2 is our on site representative for the
event.
I believe that the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has come of age to establish a Society of
Fellows of the CAS. I would appreciate comments from the membership on this suggestion. A
Committee would have to be established to set the criteria for a Fellowship in the CAS. Those
who have worked long for the growth of the CAS would be candidates as well as leading
international philatelists for the growth of Aerophilately world wide. Each recipient would receive
an appropriate small plaque and the privilege of using the initials FCAS after their surname.
There is only one FIP Exhibition next year applicable for Canadians to apply for competition PHILAKOREA 2002. Contact the Canadian Commissioner, CAS member Charles Verge, P.O.
Box 2788 Stn D, Ottawa, Ontario, K113 5W8 or E-mail <vergec@sympatico.ca > for data.
Dick Malott, President CAS
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are holding their annual Day of Aerophilately on
Sunday November 18 th . This event will run from "10.30 to 3.30", at the VINCENT GREENE
FOUNDATION, 10 SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). The day includes
displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant, and lots of excellent
conversation.
The event has a small following of regular participants who have a great time each year, and
who would be delighted to welcome additional participants.
Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate! - For more information contact:
Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Court, Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3, (telephone 416 447 1579;
E-mail: mcintosh@accessv.com ).

CSDA DIRECTORY
The CANADIAN STAMP DEALERS' ASSOCIATION has produced an up to date directory of its
members. This is an excellent resource for matching dealer's names with company names, finding
addresses, etc.
For a free copy, contact: John Sheffield, P.O. Box 1123, Adelaide Street P.O., Ontario M5C 2K5
or www.csdaonline.com

LATEST AIRCRAFT ON A CANADIAN STAMP

This stamp was issued on June 1, 2001 to celebrate the 125th Anniversary of the Royal Military
College of Canada, (RMC), which is located in Kingston, Ontario.
The two objects in the top let hand corner of the stamp are the highly polished toecaps of a cadet's
boots. The left toecap is reflecting a Coyote reconnaissance vehicle; the right toecap is reflecting a Kingston
Class Maritime Coastal Defence Vehicle; and the "blur" above them is a CF-18 fighter .

NEW CANADIAN POSTAL RATES
Among a number of changes to take place on January 14th 2002, the basic letter price within Canada
will increase from 47 cents to 48 cents; and letters, cards and postcards to the USA weighing up to 30 grams
will increase by 5 cents to $0.65. The basic price for letters to overseas destinations will increase by 20 cents
to $1.25, but this will cover letters up to 30 grams, not just 20 grams as at present.
The domestic price increase W2.S permitted under a new Price-Cap Formula, which allows Canada Post
to increase prices once per year by up to 66.67% of the increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
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AN UNRECORDED PIONEER FLIGHT COVER ? ? ?
BY AEROPLANE
WOODSTOCK ONTI

The Crescent Co . ,
409 Detroit

:St. ,

Flint

MAY 21 6.30 PM 1923
WOODSTOCK ONT.
Postmarked:
BY AEROPLANE FROM WOODSTOCK ONT.
Printed endorsement:
Envelope slit open at right.
No backstamp.

This cover generated a lot of interest when I showed copies of it at our Annual General Meeting. I have
also discussed it with several other members, none of whom has seen a cover like it, or a reference to it.
The big issue is whether this is indeed an unrecorded Pioneer cover, or whether it is just an ordinary
envelope to which somebody added an endorsement with a "children's printing set"?
The provenance of the cover is as good as it gets. It was sent to me by Don Lussky, who has also sent
me copies of several other unrecorded covers which have appeared in this newsletter, such as the
Guatemala to Montreal FFC on page 27 of the last issue. As many readers will know, Don is a longstanding
pillar of the American Air Mail Society: he is currently their auction manager, and editor of the Jet section
for the Sixth Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
Don could not remember where or when he obtained this cover, but there is a pencil annotation $35
on the back, so the cover had been identified as "unusual" before he acquired it.
However, there are three issues which need to be resolved, before this cover can be regarded as more
than just a possible unrecorded pioneer flight cover:
1.

in 1923 aircraft were still unusual and exotic. It therefore seems likely to everyone I've discussed this
with, that any aeroplane visiting Woodstock would have been very newsworthy, and reported in the
local paper. Gib Stephens is a CAS member who lives in Woodstock, and I asked him to try and find
a report of this flight. Gib informed me that:
I am a member of our local history society, so that was my first choice - we came up empty
Likely the only field in our area at that time would have been at Sweaburg. Tom Williams was
the owner and flyer. We checked out numerous papers on Tom, but nothing on your cover.
Then I went to our library - checked out newspapers in and around May 21, 1923. We
could not find anything to help you. Also checked out files and files - nothing! Got on the
computer at the library - checked out many different angles, but just seem to come up dry.
Continued
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AN UNRECORDED PIONEER FLIGHT COVER ? ? ? continued:

2.

How was this cover both postmarked in Woodstock, and flown "By aeroplane From Woodstock"?
Once this cover was handed in at the post office and cancelled, it should have been added to
all the other mail, not handed back to a pilot, (or associate of the pilot).
It seems that it would have been a severe breach of regulations for a postal official to have
cancelled this cover and handed it back to the pilot. - I noticed in the AMCN listing for the
Charlottetown - Truro flight of September 29 th 1919, (PF-19), that the flight was delayed for five days
by the Postmaster, "until written authority was received from Ottawa to forward mail"!
I also checked with Don Amos who worked for the Post Office during the 1930s regarding the
handling of this cover. He commented that:
It does look like someone in the P.O. gave it back to someone and it must have got to Flint,

Mich. Then, as now, someone would have gotten into trouble if found out.
Another possibility which has been considered, is that the endorsement is only supposed to indicate
that the cover had been partially flown from Woodstock. Although this could be consistent with the
Woodstock cancellation, there do not seem to have been any US air mail services that this cover might
have utilized. Another problem with this interpretation, is that the cover is only franked for normal
surface postage: it is not franked for carriage by a US air mail service.
So. this cover may be a sensational new discovery, which is why I have reported it as part of the "News"
section of the newsletter, but for the time being it is "unconfirmed". - If anybody can provide any information
that helps to establish the status of this cover, please contact the editor.

NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB 2001 FALL STAMP SHOW
air
~OR

Ty

(STAMP CLUB
+NEL ),
vm,„OFioty-C°
A.L
IMI

Saturday November 3rd 2001, 9am to 4pm
Civic Garden Centre, Edwards Gardens, 777 Lawrence Ave. East
(at Leslie St.)
25 Dealers - NTSC Sales Circuit
For more information contact BEN MARIER tel. 416 492 9311

ADVERTISEMENT

Phillips
(•
--N\

INTERNATIONAL
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS1

FOUNDED 1796

101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England
Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please contact
Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprint.ca
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THE VICTORIA-SEATTLE "VIA SEAPLANE" POSTMARK:
REAL or BOGUS?
Ed Matthews
In a conversation with me, Conway Longworth-Dames, the author of "The Pioneer and SemiOfficial Air Mails of Canada", voiced the opinion that the Victoria - Seattle Via Seaplane
postmark was probably bogus, along with the 1 ST Trip marking, a figment of imagination of
the fertile brain of Roessler of East Orange. In his book he states the same opinion on page
I had no opinion either
42, " It is probable that these cachets were privately produced
way at the time, but it bothered me that we didn't know for sure. I show the two markings in
question below on a cover addressed to A.C. Roessler.
"

Fig.1 Sept.21 1925 Victoria - Seattle cover with the "suspect" markings.(auth. coll.)
A short while ago I obtained a copy of Jim Brown's delightful book "Hubbard, the Forgotten
Boeing Aviator", and there these markings appeared again, this time accompanied by a
similar marking from Seattle for airmail going in the direction of Victoria. On page 105 of this
book there is an illustration of a card from Seattle addressed to Germany and traveling via
East Asia and, presumably, via steamer from Shanghai to Europe. This card could not
possibly have been "created" by Roessler, even the handwriting on it is typically German.
Jim Brown supplied me with a scanned copy of this cover from his collection, please see
figure 2.
Seeing this illustration gave me the idea to contact Jim Brown himself and ask him if he had
ever seen covers with the Victoria - Seattle postmark that were not addressed to Roessler
which would make it much more likely that this marking was genuine. Peanut Butter
Publishing, the firm that had published Jim Brown's book, was very helpful and within a very
short time I received a long letter with some enclosures from Jim Brown. Getting this letter

Continued
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THE VICTORIA-SEATTLE "VIA SEAPLANE" POSTMARK: REAL or BOGUS? by Ed Matthews, continued:

Fig.2 Seattle to Victoria Seaplane Mail cover to Germany via Shanghai.

Fig.3 Victoria to Seattle cover with straightline AIRPLANE SERVICE, a true FFC!

gave me the impression of having drilled into a gusher of information! He assured me the
Victoria - Seattle postmark was entirely legitimate.
I quote from his letter:
"...A member of my stamp club, who has passed away, worked at the Victoria main post
office and used the handstamps. The first was, AIRPLANE SERVICE, which was placed
across the postage. I am not certain how long this stamp was used. Then the round
handstamp came into being."

Continued
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THE VICTORIA-SEATTLE "VIA SEAPLANE" POSTMARK: REAL or BOGUS? by Ed Matthews, continued:

Jim Brown specializes in British Columbia Airways and FAM2 covers between Seattle and
Victoria and he has on more than one occasion received gold for his exhibits of covers of
both these airmail routes. For the British Columbia Airways he has covers for just about
every day that they flew until they crashed into Puget Sound on August 25, 1928. He also
has FAM2 covers from October 15, 1920 till January 1, 1932; some are addressed to Roe or
Roessler, but the majority are not.
It should be realized that the FAM2 service started on October 15, 1920 and that the only
covers to be considered true FFCs are those of that date from Victoria to Seattle and vice
Versa. I show you a cover from Victoria to Seattle from my own collection, (Figure 3 previous page);please see p.104 of Jim Brown's book for an illustration of a Seattle to
Vancouver cover of that date.
From October 15, 1920 onward Eddie Hubbard (and others on occasion) flew the mail
destined for East Asia from Seattle to Victoria and brought the mail from ships arriving in
Victoria to Seattle whenever ships sailed to or from the Orient.
The FAM2 service ceased on June 30, 1937. The Clipper flying boats started to fly the mail
to the Far East from San Francisco.

Jim Brown states categorically that there were no interruptions of service - yes, there were
mishaps with planes, but as Hubbard had ready access to other planes the service was
maintained at all times. There were no 1925 crash covers, no "1' TRIPS" presuming an
interrupted service!
Jim Brown also supplied a scanned copy of another Victoria to Seattle cover, this one
decorated with a handstamp FAM 2 VICTORIA-SEATTLE EDWARD HUBBARD
CONTRACTOR; this is the only copy he has ever seen and he suspects it to be another
product of Roessler. Please see figure 4.
Figure 5 shows a Seattle to Victoria cover dated Aug. 6 1925, with the genuine handstamp of
the Seattle post office and an additional rectangular Roessler creation as well. He further
added a manuscript notation "By S.S. Pres. McKinley". He had read in the papers of a plane
crash on the Pacific Coast and assumed that it had to be Hubbard's plane, so he had the
letter "transported" by that steamer - the steamer was in the Orient at that moment and could
not have been involved! It pays to know your history!
I believe we can conclude with certainty that the circular Victoria - Seattle marking is beyond
question legitimate, but I think that the 1 ST TRIP marking from the September 21, 1925, flight
is an addition by Roessler - what he based this on is a bit of a mystery.
Roessler's imagination got him into trouble; Linn's weekly of July 15, 1933 reported that
Roessler pleaded guilty to two indictments of fraud in Federal Court in Newark, N.J.!
Continued
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THE VICTORIA-SEATTLE "VIA SEAPLANE" POSTMARK: REAL or BOGUS? by Ed Matthews, continued:

Fig. 4 Victoria to Seattle cover, dated Nov.2, 1925 with the FAM 2 marking.

..TATTLE,
VICTC.;■ IA, E. C.

No■

Fig.5. Seattle to Victoria cover withe bogus Roessler addition.

Longv:orth-Dames mentions in his book on page 42; "Covers are also known with cachet
(PC12) postmarked May 4, 1926 and may be the last date for the service. Jim Brown's
collection contains covers up to 1932.

Continued
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THE VICTORIA-SEATTLE "VIA SEAPLANE" POSTMARK: REAL or BOGUS? by Ed Matthews, continued:

Fig.6. The Seattle to Victoria cover held at Victoria for the first Victoria to Vancouver
flight on July 23, 1928

Jim Brown has another delightful cover in his collection, see figure 6. This cover was flown
from Seattle to Victoria on July 12, 1928, held there till the first airmail flight from Victoria to
Vancouver on July 23, and returned to Portland, OR, by rail from Vancouver. It has all the
requisite handstamps.
I am grateful for the help provided by Jim Brown to clear up this problem (problem to me, not
to Jim Brown!)
references:
1. HUBBARD THE FORGOTTEN BOEING AVIATOR, by Jim Brown, Peanut Butter
Publishing, 1996.
2.THE PIONEER AND SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAILS OF CANADA,by Conway LongworthDames, The Unitrade Press, 1995.
3. Private correspondence between the author and Jim Brown.

sea-vicl .wpd

Ed Matthews
Spring 2001, Oakville, Ont.
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A.C. ROESSLER - Villain or Hero?
I was recently asked for some information regarding A.C. Roessler, and found it very difficult to give
a concise but balanced description of him.
He was, without doubt, a very prolific producer of First Flight Covers, from 1918 until the early 1930's.
He was also, without doubt, convicted of fraud. - This event is described in two newspaper articles
reproduced in Barry Newton's A.C. Roessler Photo Cachet Catalogue (F.D.C. Publishing Co., 1977):
HELD IN STAMP FRAUD
Roessler Pleads Guilty

NEWARK, N.J., Jan. 30 — Albert C. Roessler,
stamp collector and dealer, was arrested today

A letter from Tom C. cargill, U.S. Postoffice

at his home, 140 South Parkway, East Orange,

Inspector, Elizabeth, N. J., states that "on
June 21st, 1933, Albert C. Roessler, 140 South
Parkway, East Orange, N. J., appeared in
Federal court, Newark, N. J., and pleaded
guilty to two indictments; one charging the
use of the mails in the furtherance of a scheme

on a bench warrant under an indictment by
the Federal grand jury, charging fraudulent
use of the mails. He was released in $1,000 bail
taken by United States Commissioner A. L.
Friedman.
The government charged that Roessler
entered into an agreement with Sir Hubert
Wilkins, polar explorer, giving Roessler exclusive
rights to mail sent on the Nautilus: the submarine

to defraud, and the other that he caused to be
printed and did use prints in similitude of
obligations of the United States."
"Federal Judge Guy L. Fake imposed a

used in 1931 by Sir Hubert on an Arctic
exploration trip which failed. Finding a greater

sentence of one year and one day in the
Atlanta Penitentiary on each charge, then
suspended the sentence and placed Mr. Roessler

demand for stamps canceled on that trip than
he could meet, it was charged, Roessler used a

on probation for three years."

facsimile of a New York cancellation to cancel
mail which actually never was taken on the

Linns, July 15, 1933

trip and represented this as genuine Wilkins
trip mail.
New York Times, Jan. 31, 1933

While his criminal conviction related to American covers, Roessler also produced many items from
Canada and Newfoundland that are either suspect or bogus. The Victoria-Seattle covers described by Ed
Matthews are just some of these "dubious" items. Among numerous references to other "dubious" items
produced by Roessler that occur in many books and catalogues are:
•
Flight #2833 in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland is described as:
1928, JUNE 6 - NORTH HEAD - ST. ANDREWS. Covers prepared by dealer A. C. Roessler;
existence of flight in doubt.
•
in Newfoundland Air Mails, 1919-1939 (American Air Mail society, 1984), Cyril Harmer includes a note
in Chapter 6 regarding Essays produced in 1922-23 for air mail stamps:
FORGERY. In his rather flamboyant publicity of March 3, 1931 the airmail dealer A. C. Roessler
of east Orange, N.J., offered a crude parody of the 15c essay at "Postpaid 50c". It is
typographed and embossed with a red-brown centre and green frame. Not the only "bad egg"
from Roessler, it is sometimes found uncancelled on later Newfoundland covers.
•
The American Air Mail Catalogue, (Fifth Edition - Volume 4), added a note to its listing of the Klondike
Airways Limited semi-official air mail stamp:
Any cover bearing the special stamp of this company addressed to East Orange, New Jersey,
should be very closely examined as it is very questionable if these covers were actually flown,
although it is possible.
•
in The Pioneer and Semi Official Air Mails of Canada 1918 1934 C.A. Longworth Dames relates that:
In 1933, a number of covers appeared on the market bearing a bogus airmail sticker in orange
and green inscribed "Canadian Airways Limited - Special Airmail Service". These covers, all of
which were postmarked at Gogama, Ontario, originated in the United States from the American
stamp dealer A. C. Roessler, of East Orange, New Jersey.
-

-

-

However, Roessler also has his supporters, as he was one of the first dealers to be interested in First Flight
Covers, and arranged for covers to be flown on many of the Pioneer flights. Without Roessler's covers, there
would be a lot fewer early covers to collect! Some of his supporters think that these early covers are more
significant than his later issues, and he is regularly nominated for membership of the American Air Mail
Society's AEROPHILATELIC HALL OF FAME.
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Who's behind the cover?

by Ivan W. MacKenzie

Introduction

This is the fifth article in an occasional series of brief biographies which pertain to contemporary producers of aerophilatelic
covers. As I have assembled my aerophilatelic collection over the years, I have often wondered who produced this cover or that
cachet. Some names would come to light more often than others, e.g., A.C. Roessler was an extremely prolific producer of
Canadian air mail first flight covers in the early days. However, I became even more curious with regard to my contemporaries
who have been producing aerophilatelic covers and as a result my curiosity has prompted me to continue this occasional series.
Bio #5 — Eric Grove

Eric Grove was born in London, England in 1920 just in time to be ready for early participation in WW2. He received his
education in London and Kent and subsequently joined the RAF where he trained as a pilot. After having flown from 1940 to
1943, this phase of his flying career ended abruptly over Berlin one dark night at the end of 1943. Following WW2, Eric qualified
as a Surveyor and Town Planner. In 1955 the Canadian Government invited him to come to Canada to take up a position in
Ottawa as a Town Planner. While residing in Ottawa, Eric and his wife became the proud parents of two sons - the first in 1956
and the second in 1961. By the mid-1970s he was living in Hamilton, Ontario where he managed to fmd the time to complete
the qualifications for a Canadian pilot's licence which he still holds today. Shortly after, he joined the Canadian Warplane
Heritage, which is located at the former Mount Hope BCATP air station, where he became active in restoring the B25 Mitchell,
the Anson, the Cessna Bobcat and the Lancaster.
Eric became interested in philately through assisting his mother with her stamp collection which she had started in the early 1920s
and which he later inherited. In the early 1970s he began to notice that aviation related covers were being produced and realized
that he could combine his two hobbies of flying and stamp collecting by creating flown covers and selling them to raise money
for CWH. With considerable help from Alan Ness, who flew the Fairey Firefly for CWH, and printer George Stewart, who flew
Mosquito's in WW2, 3000 copies of beautiful Fairey Firefly cacheted covers were produced. These covers were flown in batches
of 200 to 300 at a time by either Alan or George. The covers were normally franked with current stamps which were cancelled
at the Mount Hope post office. Later Eric arranged for batches of these flown covers to be re-flown in other aircraft before going
on sale. The adjacent image is an example of a cover
which
was originally flown in the Fairey Firefly and
,0C1
-7/
later
re-flown
in the B-25 Mitchell. Other batches
42' MT.I-10PE
, AIRPORT 0
were re-flown in the Corsair, a T-28 of the USAF
1-19120
Z
' Thunderbirds' and in Cliff Robertson's Spitfire
,
1976
sits•
94,
which
was flown by Gerry Billings. All the covers
ii.TOSS)
were pilot/crew signed, cacheted for each flight and
stamped (e.g., rubber) at each 'stop'. The stamping of
200 or 300 covers at each brief refuelling/pit stop was
quite a feat in itself, as Eric describes the development
13
of the adjacent cover:
1,L

JUNE

Carried in Fai•w hooey MK 5
(400-901 • 110-tOpiloted by
Wing Commander Alan Noss
dating the AirshOw on Juno I fitlf
7976. rota/ flight timo 95 min

, ONFEDEITYL,
FLYING MUSEUM

REIM HEW, HARLINGEN, TEXAS - 79510

Front and back of an Eric Grove cover form his early period
Flown in H750 MITCHELL III. C-GCWM
on oft, 7th. 1975 from HAMILTON Ont. to
raximaen, Texas and on C.Ict. II th. fro
Hatlingen to Hamilton. Crew of 9.
TOTAL FLTINo TILIE 12 hr.. SA ming.

lict I I 20

02,7E

F. A, A.
FitrINT SONVICE STATION

30.03.

03, litied Cover No..
313.000 covers flown.

e

U

PhIloldm ()tricot.
Canal:Han Warplane Herltose

"For me the exciting/interesting effort was to fly in
the B-25 to the Confederate Air Force display at
Harlingen in Texas, USA. At each stop (Port Huron,
Paducah, Shreveport on the way down, and
Shreveport on the return) I had to hop out of the
aeroplane, fmd someone on that airfield with a rubber
stamp that had the ' field identity and date' and rapidly
imprint 200 or so covers clearly and without smudging
in the space of time it took the crew to gas-up and
make a 'pit stop'. Fortunately, other members of the
crew took an interest and helped. By the time we made
the return trip we had an efficient 'production line'
going and reduced the time immeasurably! I even had
time, somewhere between Shreveport and Harlingen,
to get in half-an-hour in the right seat of the B-25 ...
although I am told the skies over Texas still haven't
recovered."
Continued
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WHO'S BEHIND THE COVER? by Ivan W. MacKenzie continued:

In approximately 1980, Eric discontinued his participation in the CWH. However, his interest in philately continued and sometime
in the early 1980s he came across a stamp shop in Hamilton that he hadn't noticed previously so he went in to browse. Among
a group of items marked 'reduced' he came across a relatively large box of Canadian first flight covers from 1928 onwards. After
purchasing a few and doing some research at the Hamilton Public Library, he became hooked on Canadian FFCs. This was partly
because of his memories as a boy watching the aeroplanes flying into such places as Croydon and Rochester in England and
seeing the Schneider Trophy races over the water by the Isle of Wight. Eventually he purchased bit by bit over half the box of
FFCs. Eric's interests in aviation, archeology/history and philately all coalesced in the 1970s and 1980s and continues to this day.
Sometime during the 1980s a CWH member Bill
Randall, who also was a WW2 bomber pilot, started
to produce a series of 'long' or number 10 covers in
small quantities which were primarily flown in the
Lancaster. Several of these covers, as well as the
Grove covers are listed in The Airmails of Canada
and Newfoundland but some of the Randall covers in
particular are not listed. If you are aware of any of the
missing covers, please let our CAS Secretary Ron
Miyanishiw know in order that the next issue of the
catalogue can be corrected. Eric's offer to assist Bill
with the production of covers was graciously accepted
by Bill so they embarked on an ambitious programme
of developing and flying covers in nine of CWH's
active aircraft. As of this time 300 of each of seven
different covers have been flown in seven different
aircraft. The series has been sold out except for two
that have not been flown yet due to the Fairey Firefly
and the Tiger Moth being unserviceable. This
endeavour led to Eric rejoining CWH in the year
2000, so the wheel has now turned full circle.
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Front and back of a Eric Grove cover from his later period

Eric and Bill have started on a new series of "double
flown" covers, i.e., flown in two historic aircraft of
the same type. The first of these is the Avro Lancaster
with the covers flown in the Mark I (PA474) of the
Battle of Britain Flight in RAF Coningsby,
Lincolnshire, England, and the Mark X (C-GVRA) of
the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum in
Hamilton, Ontario. Each cover is signed by both crews, and contains cachets of both organizations. The covers have either a
British or a Canadian franking. The "UK issues" have the British stamp of Sir Arthur Harris, Chief of RAF Bomber Command,
1942-46; while the "Canadian issues" have a stamp from the series (sheet) issued by Canada Post to commemorate the 75th
Anniversary of the RCAF. All covers are numbered, and retail for $25.00 each, (fully inclusive). A limited number of sets, i.e.
a "UK" and a "Canadian" cover, both with the same number, are still available (2). For the future, some single- and double-flown
Firefly covers are being prepared for release later this year. Later plans include other double-flown covers: the DC-3 is a
candidate, as is the Canso once they have got a good air photograph of it in its new colours.
Eric has remained active to this day with his collection of Canada and the United Kingdom stamps, and now has all but the most
expensive stamps in his collections. He has suggested that, due to the huge proliferation of stamps being issued by the two
countries in recent years, he may discontinue collecting these stamps at the end of 2000. He would then concentrate on
backtracking and filling the holes in the two collections.
Notes:
(1) Ron Miyanishi can be contacted by Canada Post at: 124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3 or by e-mail at:
squeak@interlog.com .
(2) Covers are available by contacting the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum, 9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario
L0R 1WO, (tel. (905) 679-4183, Fax (905) 679-4186); or through the CWH website at www.warDlane.com .
(3) The facsimiles of the covers accompanying this article were substantially reduced in size in comparison to the size of the
actual covers.
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"2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY" IN PHILATELY
Bert van Eijck
The book is Clarke's - 1 '
1961 - 1494
the film Kubrick's - and
A SPACE
ODYISIIY
each is a masterpiece.
MARCH
8, 1968
Both the book and the
tarsorn TAT
boocerm yr.
film were released in
1968 and their 30th
anniversary was commemorated in the U.S. with a
special postmark issued at the Ropex '98 exhibition in
Rochester, New York.

2001

YOWL {Med

2001: A Space Odyssey is about HAL, a highly
sophisticated computer who becomes paranoid and kills
off all but one of the crew on board a spaceship in a
mission to investigate Saturn.
According to the book HAL* is built in a computer plant
in Urbana Illinois on 12th January 1997. The local
stamp club in this Midwestern town planned a special
cover with imprinted in the design a fragment of the
original text "I am HAL...Computer..." This with the
personal approval of Arthur C. Clarke himself.
The American post followed suit and put on sale an
attractive stamp on 12 January 1997. The stamp club's
selection for their postal cover was a 32 cent stamp
issued in recognition of computer technology. No better
choice
could have
been
made .
The result
is most
commend
able.

Arthur C.
Clark had to wait for a long time for postal recognition
but at the grand old age of 80 an issue was finally
dedicated to him by Sri Lanka, where he is now
domiciled - not just a stamp, but a se-tenant pair of
them. They show two portraits, his younger self on the
left and amore recent version of him on the right and at
the very centre his famous theory: place three or more
artificial moons in orbit around Earth and you will have
global coverage. It should be remembered that this was
written in 1945, quite some years before the beginning
of The Space Age.
Scientists went on to develop this futuristic concept.
The reality is all too familiar: countless geostationary
satellites delivering instant news coverage from the

further flung corners of the world directly to televisions
in homes across the globe. Truly wonderful !
Clarke has a host of science fiction works to his name,
all premised on sound scientific reasoning. He was for
years president of the prestigious British Space Travel
Society and honorary member of the British
Interplanetary Society. The Sri Lanka capital Colombo
has been Clarke's island home for more than thirty
years now.
Illustrated is
an employee
of the Sri
Lanka post
showing part
of a sheet of
the Clarke
stamps.
Clarke had
been
commemora
ted by by the
post prior to
that not with
a stamp with
with a
postmark in
1995 and in
Iasi, Romania. (Opposite top) The occasion was a
special anniversary. The postmark seen here on a
cover issued especially for this particular event along
with a Europa stamp shows a wealth of related detail, a
portrait of Clarke, the Earth with above it a number of
satellites. The wording is a reminder of the
considerable importance of Clarke's 1945 theory.
A scene from the famous book 2001: A Space Odyssey
was also chosen to feature on a stamp, seen here as
stamp 15 of a 16 stamp sheet dedicate to science
fiction. An issue limited to only 170,000 copies it was
put on sale on 28 August 98 by the tiny alpine Republic
of San Marino. (Illustrated opposite)

This article is reprinted from ORBIT
quarterly journal of the ASTRO SPACE
STAMP SOCIETY.
For more information on the ASSS,
please contact Jeff Dugdale, editor of ORBIT,
do Elgin High School, High School Drive,
Elgin Moray, Scotland IV30 3YU; or visit the
society's website at www.asss.utinternet.com
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"2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY" IN PHILATELY
by Bert van Eijck

A
RUSSIAN - ENGLISH
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This translator is also reprinted from
ORBIT. It was sent to that journal by Neville
Franklin, who commented that he'd found it
"invaluable over the years in trying to decode
Soviet/Russian stamps".
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FOLLOW UP: VANCOUVER AIRPORT COVERS
Jim Brown has been reviewing these following a question in the September 2000 newsletter, and has
come up with some additional information. Checking this with Dick McIntosh, the listings in the Air Mails of
Canada and Newfoundland and the covers in my collection, led to some interesting results.

3•1•13 11ACE74"

;AMU ADORED
ON ALL MAW

AMCN #3047: 1930, September 13 --- Vancouver Airport Dedication Special Flights
September 13th was the dedication of the start of the foundations for the administration building only.
The flights were by Pat Renehan (not Reneham) of Alaska-Washington Airways.
Although some of the covers were endorsed "Special Airmail Test Flight", (like the one above), these
were commemorative flights, and not the precursor of a regular service.
While some of the covers from Vancouver were postmarked September 12 th , the backstamps indicate
that all the flights were actually made on September 13 th :
Vancouver - Victoria
backstamped
VICTORIA 11AM SEP 13 1930
Victoria - Vancouver
backstamped
VANCOUVER 12.30PM SEP 13 1930
Vancouver - Nanaimo
backstamped
NANAIMO 3.30PM SEP 13 1930
Nanaimo - Vancouver
backstamped
VANCOUVER handstamp - no time SEP 13

—A
C 1) P I
OR R21;

,`

0

‘r

GEORGE L.

MARTIN

HARRAH

CITY OF VANCOUVER, B. C. ,A!'
OFFICIAL OPENING AND DEDICATION

JULY 2 211 d 1931

CANADA AIR MAIL

WASHINGTON
L1 S A .

AMCN #3133: 1931, July 22 --- Vancouver Airport Official Opening
According to the cachet, this day was also the deification of the airport. The Vancouver Museum
displays a photograph of the event, with the caption:
Photograph of Opening Day, Vancouver Airport, Sea Island. July 22 1931.
18,000 people gathered. First day of four day air pageant celebrating the inauguration
of Sea Island Airport. - At time of opening, only four small aircraft in operation.
The cover above is one of marly which were charged 2 cents postage due, as the air mail rate within Canada,
and to the United States, had been increased to 6 cents on July 1s t 1931
Continued
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VANCOUVER AIRPORT COVERS continued:

The original question in the September 2000 newsletter asked for information regarding a statement
in Ken Molson's Pioneering in Western Canadian Air Transport, that United Airlines "had the postal contract
between Seattle and Vancouver" before Canadian Airlines began their service between the two cities on
October 1st 1935.
Jim, who is a specialist in the air mails of British Columbia, commented that:
I have never seen a cover flown by United between Seattle and Vancouver prior to 1935 nor
have I seen any references to such air mail flights.
No other readers have reported such covers or references to United Airlines flights either, so it appears that
Ken Molson's comment is in error.
On September 1st 1937, Trans-Canada Airlines took over the Vancouver-Seattle service from Canadian
Airways Ltd. The TCA pilots for the inauguration are listed in AMCN as E.P.H. Wells and F.M. McGregor.
Jim Brown commented that:
One time Maurice McGregor (now deceased) told me he flew the first air mail to the US. - He
wasn't aware that Canadian Airways had been doing it.

7

VIA AIR MAIL "All4410111— VIA AIR MAIL
First lirmail Fli bat
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AMCN #4109: 1941, May 12 --- Vancouver - Seattle, Wash.
On May 12 th 1941, the Vancouver - Seattle air mail service was taken over by United Airlines, and
operated as U.S. Contract Route No. 57. Before that, TCA and United Airlines had both made two round
trips between Vancouver and Seattle each day, but TCA had carried all the mail to and from Seattle. On May
9th 1941, the Vancouver Province reported:
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Trans-Canada Air Lines' silver
scheduIed flight to Seattle on
Ott

morning United

AIZ Lim will take over all serv-

ici bitivein Vancouver aid the
pulit,Sotind city, including air

Theilest_ T. C. A... plane for- Seattle' will leave. Vancouver Civic
•

- at:12:15..p.m—Sunday•

will take off from Boeing Field

*the'returti flIght'at 3:30 'ilia.

estrit.flights will be at
tht_sarae-_tin*Cal_thOichandled
tip' till' now by Trans-Canada,
making fotir . trips_ a dax— each
from Vancouver will. be at 10
2:06' p rri. and
'Thecompany expects to add .a
fifth round trip during the sum-

A later story in the Vancouver Province on May 12 th began:
Landing of a huge silver and blue Mainliner at Vancouver airport today marked completion of
-

-

the inaugural flight of United Air Lines' new service between Vancouver and Seattle.
The Mainliner could carry 21 passengers! - Thanks Jim.
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Follow Up: THE AVRO JETLINER
One of the well known covers carried by the Jetliner from Toronto to New York on April 18 th 1950, was
illustrated in our December 2000 newsletter.
Don Lussky has sent me a copy of another Jetliner cover, flown from Chicago to New York on January
10th 1951:

The cover came with a letter from A.V. Roe Canada Limited, reproduced on the next page.
There was also a feint, duplicated sheet of information describing the flight. Among the statements on
this sheet were:
Tower to Tower elapsed time of One Hour and Forty-Two minutes. Tailwinds averaged
approximately 55 miles per hour.

Average True airspeed at 30,000 feet — 450 mph.
Flight from Chicago to New York consumed 1750 U.S. Gallons, leaving a reserve of 2250
Gallons from 4000 Gallons carried.
Flight data confirmed JETLINER'S ability to reduce present New York - Chicago airline
schedules (with standard airline allowance for maneuvering, taxiing, and schedule regularity)
by 40 minutes west to east and 50 minutes east to west.
Airline Schedule Comparison
Average Airline Schedules
(East-West & winter-Summer)
DC-3
307
DC-4
Constellation
& DC-6
Jetliner

Savings Over
Previous Schedule

4 hrs. 20 mins.
3 hrs. 52 mins.
3 hrs. 35 mins.

23 mins. (11%)
17 mins. ( 8%)

3 hrs. 8 mins.
2 hrs. 23 mins.

33 mins. (15%)
45 mins. (23%)
Thanks Don
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THE AVRO JETLINER continued:

HEAD OFFICE MALTON. ONTARIO

A.V. ROE CANADA LIMITED
.MEMBER OF - THE.;,HAWKER ..:SIODELEY AIRCRAFT GROUP_.

.0 •

,eA.egneh) -a?

a iculz

Act-the/tit ,a/nd

P.O. BOX III
U. S. REPRESENTATIVE

yea

-tttit-krte -enyvize4

- LA GUARDIA FIELD
TELEPHONE
HAVEMETER 6 - 7670

NEW YORK AIRPORT STATION
NEW YORK
daniviy 10th, 1951

Mr. Herbert S. Chamberlin
Director of ;tamps & Philately
Post Office Dept. Bldg.
Penn Ave., between 12th c 13th Sts. F. W.
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear.U.r. Chariberlin:
We thought you might like to have this first day - cover
carried from Chicago to New York on the first Jet Transport
flight between two United States cities.
Best regards.
li,

IZDS:A

y yours

i.g,(A4
= pc'

5

U. . Repre ntative.
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Follow Up: BRITISH SOUTH AMERICAN AIRWAYS cRASH OF THE "STAR DUST".
The crash of the Avro Lancastrian "Star Dust" over the Andes in August 1947, and the discovery of
the wreckage last year, was Also reported in our December 2000 newsletter.
Richard Beith sent me p newspaper article with more information on the flight and discovery of the
aircraft, (reproduced on the next page), and a copy of a cover actually carried on the "Star Dust" from
Montevideo to the United Kingdom in 1946:

Air Mails carried by
British South American Airways
1946-1949

B*S*A

4fA

Second return flight from
Buenos Aires and Montevideo
to London (first mail flight?)
MONTEVIDEO 21 JAN 46 cds
SUTTON COLDFIELD 1 FE 46 cds
(Flight date c. 24 january)
Rate 26c; Inscription:
Sohmwnte per Primer Viaje Experimental del
AM.', Ingle:: "STAR DUST"
(Avro 691 Lancastrian G-AGWH)

Richard also commented that: An excellent documentary was recently shown on BBC-TV. Scientists
interviewed on screen concluded that the Lancastrian had been held back by a jet stream, (a virtually
unknown phenomenon at that time), so that when the crew started to descend through the clouds for
Santiago Airport they were, in fact, still on the Argentinian side of the Andes. On crashing into the mountain
at the top of the glacier, the scale of the impact would have been such that an avalanche was triggered, and
the remains were covered by snow within seconds. Hence nothing was visible when search planes arrived.
It appeared that the remains of the crash were absorbed into the glacier, and have only started to appear at
the bottom of the glacier after 53 years as they reached the warmer area where the glacier melts. It was
estimated that 90 percent of the wreckage remains in the glacier, but will appear in due course. Identified
items located so far include one of the Rolls Royce Merlin engines, and the main landing wheels. The
damage to the propeller from this engine, and the fact that the wheels were in the retracted position, suggests
that engine trouble was not a cause of the crash, the plane being in full flight at the time of the crash.
Thanks Richard.
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Wreck of British
plane from 1947
found in Andes
BY PAUL LASHMAR
AND JAN MCGIRK
WITH THE wartime bomber:,

pilot Captain Reginald Cook at
the controls, Stardust, the
pride of British South American
Airways, was due'to cross the
Andes and land in Santiago,
Chile, just before six 'in - the
evening. It never arrived.
The four-piston engine Avro
Lancastrian had left Mendoza
in Argentina earlier in the afternoon, with five crew members and six passengers on
board. The last contact with the
outside world was at 5.40pm
with an air force radio operator,
as the plane flew over the
mountains in bad weather.
Now, 53 years later, a 'group
of climbers on the 22,310ft
Tupungato peak on the Argentina side of the Andes have
found the remains of Stardust
with three corpses still in the
wreck site preserved by the
fierce cold. The fuselage was
shattered but many parts of the
aircraft were still intact including a propeller, a piece of
wing and an oxygen canister. An
Argentinian judge has now ordered DNA tests to determine
the identities of the corpses.
it is the first step in clearing
the five-decade mystery of what
happened to the G-AGWH Stardust. Eight of the 11 people on
board were British, including a
Foreign Office official. Their
fa*fie-s-never knew what happened to their loved ones._
In early 1846, in the pioneering days of civil aviation,
th c.Aqwly
-.
built Stardust cornnle166"her orovinc flight from
England to South America in
three days and six hours, with
an elite crew of former RAF
pathfinders. The Lancastrian
was one of the first aircraft capable of transatlantic flights
carrying freight or passengers.

The captain on the fateful
flight in August 1947 was Reginald Cook, 29, of Cranford, Middlesex - a war hero with a
DSO, DFC and DFM to his
credit. He had survived over 90
bomber missions in Europe
during the war, an outstanding
record. But although he had
nearly 2,000 hours flying experience, this was his first TransAndean flight in command.
On board were the First Officer, Norman Cook, 31, from
Maidenhead; the Second Officer, Donald Checklin, 27, from
Hayes, Middlesex, and the
radio operator, Dennis Harmer,
!",28, of Wimbledon. The stewardess was a former Wren, Iris
Evans, 27, of Wembley. The
passengers included Paul
Simpson, a King's Messenger
from the Foreign Office, and two
other Britons who had boarded at Buenos Aires - Peter
Young and Eric Gooderham.
The last leg of the journey
should have been directly from
Buenos Aires to Santiago along
a flight path running close to
the highest peak in South
America, the Aconcagua, which
is 22,834 feet high. But the aircraft had landed at Mendoza,
Argentina, 106 miles from Santiago, due to bad weather. When
it took off again it was late in the
afternoon of 2 August 1947. A
few minutes before Stardust
was due to land, it disappeared.
The weather was appalling,
hampering a huge rescue operation. Chilean mountain
troops fought their way through
snowstorms to no avail. Four
days later, a brief note in The
Times still carried a report
that the aircraft was carrying
air mail for Chile. Rescue parties on both sides of the Andes
searched in vain for the aircraft.
In 1948, the Chief Inspector
-

of Accidents, Air Commodore
Vernon Brown, published his of-

THE INDEPENDENT
* ** Wednesday 26 January 2000

Buenos Aires

Rfrr MISSING 'IN
ANDES

SEARS FOR STARDUST
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT'
BUENOS AIRES, AUG.. 3

A' British South American Airways four
engined Lancastrian, Stardust, piloted by
taptarn J. R.s C k a
How the disappearance was reported
ficial report on the plane's disappearance. He said that, in
light of the weather, the pilot
should not have taken the route
over the Andes. He revealed
that Captain Cook had been
briefed not to cross if the weather was bad. "Through lack of evidence due to no wreckage
having been found, the actual
cause of the accident remains
obscure," it says.
Terry Denham, a historian,
said yesterday: "This aircraft
was at the margins of its performance. It's hard to know
what the pilot thought he was
doing flying in such conditions."
The discovery came after Carlos Moiso, 59, an alpinist and an
aviation investigator, overheard
soldiers saying that they had
seen bits of a plane on the
south side of Tupungato.
Mr Moiso started planning
his expedition almost immediately. He set off for the first time
in March 1999, but an ice storm
turned him back. The second
attempt began on 10 January.
Mr Moiso and his son were
aided by three soldiers. After a
week they found the wreckage.
The discovery team believes
the plane struck the mountain
higher up, but that over the

years the snow had washed it
down the mountain to a level of
about 5,500 metres.
The climbers returned last
Sunday to report their find to

The Second Officer,
Donald Checklin
the regiment. The Foreign Office said yesterday that relatives of their deceased official,
Paul Simpson, had already
been in touch. Harry Holmes of
the Avro Heritage Group said:
"Anything that clears up the
mystery after this time is fascinating and the occupants will
finally get a decent funeral.
Aircraft have been found in

deserts in Australia and in the
Sahara 20 or so years after they
were lost, but for one to he
found nearly 53 years later with
bodies preserved in the snow
certainly sounds unique."
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Follow Up:
40th ANNIVERSARY OF YURI GAGARIN
Our last newsletter included an article by Jeff Dugdale about
Yuri Gagarin on Stamps. The June 2001 issue of ORBIT, (the

quarterly journal of the ASTRO SPACE STAMP SOCIETY which Jeff
edits), contained these illustrations of Russian, Ukrainian and British
cancels on covers sent to Jeff on Cosmonautics Day 2001.
For more information on the ASSS, please contact Jeff
Dugdale, do Elgin High School, High School Drive, Elgin Moray,
Scotland IV30 3YU; or visit the society's website at
www.asss.utinternet.com Their website also features full colour
illustrations of some Yuri Gagarin covers
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Yuri Gagarin covers can be seen in full colour
on our website

Follow Up: NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAILS
I would like to thank JOHN WALSH for the invaluable help he gave me during the research into the
1942 Trans-Atlantic First Flight Covers. His name was unfortunately ommitted from the article in the last
newsletter.
John is co-author, with the late John G. Butt, of the NEWFOUNDLAND SPECIALIZED STAMP
CATALOGUE. This catalogue, now in its fourth edition, covers "stamps, flight covers, revenues, stationery,
rates, post offices, post cards, advertising corner cards, and coins." - It is spiral bound, 260 pages, 6 1/4"x10",
and includes "history, maps and many illustrations."
The Catalogue can be ordered from: Walsh's Philatelic Service, 9 Guy Street, St. John's, NFLD.
A1B 1P4. Cost is CDN$ 50.00, which includes tax/postage to Canada, United States, or Overseas. More
information is available on John's website: http://www.nsscat.nf.cal
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of
aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and
publish it in a following newsletter.

Is this cover related to the August 1918 Toronto/Ottawa Flights?
WELLINGTON HOTEL
BARRIE. ONT.

J.2

Several years ago I obtained a cover which I have never further researched. The cover
may be linked to the rare August 15-17, 1918 RAF Flights [PF - 8]. Any related
information would be appreciated. If anyone is interested in adding the cover to their
collection, I would be willing to trade for required Prairie Airmail [1928-1932] material.
A catalogue description would appear along the lines of: Admiral War Tax #MR4 tied
to WELLINGTON HOTEL, BARRIE, ONT. c.c. cover w/RPO 0-384 TOR. &
NORTH BAY R.P.O. /No. 10 AU 17/18 looks like Tr. 44. Cover is addressed to Mrs.
L. H. Innis, Columbus, Ohio, USA; and on back is m/s 'After Tuesday, Aug. 20th,
Address RA. F. -Leaside-Toronto, Ont., Pilot A. O.Innis, RA. F. Borden, Ontario.'
Gord Mallett, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, AB, T8A 2A2 gordm@edmc.net

For Sale: covers, articles, books, etc.
Long time collector of Airmail paraphernalia has attained the
age of disposition. It is time to unlock the drawer of
Canadian aviation artifacts. The collection includes covers
from early flights with interesting Canadian stamps as well
as articles and books. Send a BUSINESS size S.A.S.E for the
rLte list.
G.H.Baechler, 1497 Moser Young Rd. Wellesley,
Ont. NOB 2T0.
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A SHOAL HARBOUR BALBO COVER PROVENANCE AND QUESTIONS
Bob Dyer
On August 8, 1933, the Balbo armada left Shoal Harbour, Newfoundland,
heading for Rome via the Azores. Newfoundland had surcharged the 1932 75c air mail
to $4.50 for the return flight. Approximately 1150 covers were franked with this stamp.
Mail was cancelled at St. John's (1050-1075), Shoal Harbour (70), and Clarenville (2030), as well as several at Harbour Grace, and one on the Con. Bay Railroad.
The cover pictured on the next page was cancelled at Shoal Harbour on Jul 26,
but later postmarks are known from Shoal Harbour. All St. John's covers are from
Jul 26. The purpose of this article is to provide some provenance for this cover, and

ask questions.
Provenance

•

Dr. Matejka sale by Harmers of London, March 18, 1980
Lot T 78 "An interesting cover from the Shoal Harbour supplementary mail, the
Balbo stamp is tied by black machine cancellation (probably applied at Rome)
and Shoal Harbour July 26 datestamp in unusual violet shade. The stamp is fine
but for a few blunt perfs, and the cover bears faint green cachet on front and
green Rome backstamp in addition to other marks." [Cover face shown fully.]
Estimated at £350, it sold for £360 (about $864 in U.S. dollars at that time).

•

Harmers of London, November 18, 1998
Lot 154 "Balbo $4.50 on 75¢ tied to Registered cover addressed to Italy by violet
`SHOAL HARBOUR/JUL 26/33 NEWF.D' c.d.s. with another strike repeated
alongside, special cachet in greenish blue (a light strike) and variety of transit
and arrival markings on reverse; fine". [Cover face mostly shown but not Return
to Sender marking].
Estimated at £1,500, it sold for £1,610 (about $2,415 in U.S. dollars).
Lot 153, a St. John's Balbo cover sold for only £220!

•

Michael D. Rubin auction, Matthew Bennett, Inc., June 24, 2001
Lot 1019 "S.G. #235 tied on cover by Shoal Harbour JUL 26 33 c.d.s., air mail
etiquette and light strike of the flight cachet, backstamped Lido di Poma 12.8,
Roma 13.8 (two different), NY City Sep 7 and Howard Beach NY Sep 8. Fine and
Continued
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A SHOAL HARBOUR BALBO COVER - PROVENANCE AND QUESTIONS by Bob Dyer, continued:

4.„„
..,..deoRair B. REYNOLDS.
101.15131..YNN' AVE.

•
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scarce, signed Colla and E. Diena and with 1981 E. Diena Certificate."
[Author's emphasis. - E. Diena is the pencil approval to the left of the stamp; the
Colla signature is to the right of the stamp.]
Only small part of cover face shown.
Estimate was £250-300. Sold for U.S. $450.

I bought it at the Bennett auction to add to my multi-frame exhibit on Newfoundland's
surcharged issues, complementing a St. John's cover. I am convinced Rubin bought it
from Harmers in the 1998 auction.

Continued
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A SHOAL HARBOUR BALBO COVER - PROVENANCE AND QUESTIONS by Bob Dyer, continued:

Questions

I welcome all opinions.

1. Why do St. John's covers catalogue more than Shoal Harbour covers, since
there are 15 times more from St. John's? (Newfoundland Specialized Stamp
Catalogue shows most Harbour Grace covers at less than St. John's, but does
not list covers returned to U.S., only those returned to Newfoundland and
backstamped St. John's August 28, 1933.)
2. Where/when was the Return to Sender applied? (Several have suggested that
the Italians may have readdressed the cover to Howard Beach absent the street
name, and that General Delivery at Howard Beach issued this instruction.
The Howard beach backstamp and the Return to Sender on the front appear to
be in the same shade of purple.)
3. Why did this lot sell for $2,415 in 1998 and only $450 this year? (Harmer misled
with a high estimate? Bennett should have shown full face? Only known Balbo
Shoal Harbour cover with $4.50 surcharged stamp returned to U.S. and most
bidders missed this significance? Two determined bidders? Cover was overbid in
1998? Other?)

Any opinions? Has anyone seen other Balbo covers with the Newfoundland stamp
showing evidence of return to the U.S?

Please send comments to the editor, or by email to me at nrdyer(@,home.com

FUTURE SALES INCLUDE:

NOVEMBER 5 9, 2001 EXEMPLARY US (including an Inverted
Jenny #C3a) AND WORLDWIDE (including over 400 lots
-

Nutmeg Stamp Sales
P.C. BOK 4547
Caniany CT 06813

of Zeppelin Flights, and all areas of Aerophilately).
NOVEMBER 28, 2001 WORLDWIDE STAMPS & COVERS
including Airmail Flights of the World
Write for a free catalogue for either sale, or phone 203 792 3862, or
visit the website at

MINI'.

nutmegstamp.com for more information.
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INFORMATION WANTED Fontinued:

EXPERIMENTAL PRAIRIE AIRMAIL FLIGHTS, 1928
The Prairie Experimental Flights of 1928 have long remained a puzzle - few facts having
surfaced about the 152 legs [8 legs/day for 19 days]. Finally, a complete accounting of the
daily operations has been assembled - details pertaining to the pilots, air engineers, planes,
mail poundages, and company-government wrangling. The official records confirm that on
the fist day, December 10, the Edmonton-Saskatoon-Regina leg was flown by Paul
Calder. Arriving late at Regina, the Winnipeg-bound mail had to be transferred to train to the chagrin of both the company and Post Office. This mail shows a December 11,
Winnipeg backstamp. Two covers from the trip are a mystery!
Saskatoon to Winnipeg : [SASKATOON/ 10 AM/ DEC 10/ 1928/ SASK.]

„

b

44,
•

3

envelope a

Question: What circumstances resulted in the cover being signed, in error, by
C. H. (Punch) Dickins?
Edmonton to Winnipeg : [EDMONTON/ 6 AM/ DEC 10/ 1928/ ALBERTA]

QunCions:What is the significance of the circled number 1288? (It is written in the
same ink as in the return address, at top left.]
Why was the date on the backstamp tampered with, and by whom?
[The DE 11 has been changed to DE 10-and, above, an 'extra' 10 added.]
If you can help, please send any information to Gord Mallett, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2.
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Information obtained: anti-climax!

\1AOki-6,
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1981
AM
61

301.2momacab ,txs Save Abocaand Habitats

Assomaimisi

AmericanAirlines
GEORGE R. LAING

FIRST FLIGI-IT
Postmarked:

30 SOUTHERN DRIVE
TTAWA, ONTARIO. CANADA
KIS OP4

FORT WORTH, TX

OCT 25 1981 AM

No backstamp

Since this cover had a bold AMERICAN AIRLINES First Flight cachet, and was addressed to Ottawa,
it looked like a possible unrecorded First Flight Cover from FORT WORTH to OTTAWA.
However, when I checkpd with Don Lussky, who's editor of the Jet section for the Sixth Edition of the
American Air Mail Cataloqut, he informed me that he has a cover with the same cachet and postmark
backstamped in Denver. So this is just a Fort Worth - Denver FFC that didn't get backstamped!
Anti-climax! But thank Don.

ESJ van Dam Ltd.
SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL STAMPS & COVERS
CANADIAN REVENUE STAMPS
Auction #66 closes November 15 th 2001
For a free copy of the catalogue, or the REVENEWS direct sales list,
contact:
Laurie & Erling van Dam, ESJ van Dam Ltd.
PO Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ontario KOL 1H0
toll free phone 1 - 866 - evandam (382-6326)
toll free fax 1 866 820 9542
website: http://www.esjvandam.com/
email: esvandamftesjvandam.com
-

-

-
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NEW PUBLICATION:
POSTAL AIRMAIL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA, 1919 - 1945
by Joseph Bergier
The book:

250 pages, A4 size (210x297mm), paper 90 g/m2
Flat opening and easy up-dating thanks to its ring binding.
Cover in thick paper 240 g/m2.

The content

All the flights and attempts from 1919 to 1945.
Translation into english of the introductions to the main chapters.
8 coloured maps and facsimile in black and white of more than 175 letters.
Numbers of various documents and tables.

The main features

Detailed description of about 120 flights and attempts.
Flight target, aircraft and crew, mail on board.
dates of departure, stops , arrival.
Of which Costes and Bellonte raid (Paris- New York 1930)
Italo Balbo 's raids (1933)
VOn Gronau's cruises ( 1930 / 1932)
Catapults of the french liner "Ile de France" and of the german liners
"Bremen" and "Europa"
the pionneering flights, than the first american and english regular flights in 1939 by
North and South route.
Study of the air-mail system during the Second world War between Allies and the USA.
Lisbon route, Air grah, Air mail, Combined Sea and Air mail. etc...

This book is now available, and the publishers have kindly agreed to extend the pre-publication price until
December 31' 2001 for members of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY.
220FF including postage and packing to Canada or the USA - payable
Price until December 31s t 2001:
in French Francs (cash or cheque) only.
37 Euros including postage and packing to Canada or the USA Price after January 1s t 2002:
payable in Euros (cash or cheque) only.
Orders should be sent to: Arpicale Philatelique "L'Ancre", 7 rue Dobree, F. 44100 Nantes, France
"Stop press" - I have been informed that this book has been very well received, and is being reprinted in
an expanded version 0270 pages with 14 colour illustrations. - For more information please contact:
Fred Stubens, 1586 Jalna Ave., Mississauga, Ontario L5J 1S7.

Nal "WM- SFOOKM SPECIM
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is produced quarterly in
EVIarch, June, September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL - All members are invited to
contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue. Just prepare a page
featuring any favourite stamp or cover, add your name, and/or address, and/or
Seasons' Greetings to other members, and/or any other information you like, (e.g.
collecting interests, items you'd like to find, sell or trade, or a business

advertisement), and send a photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by November 1".
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"2001 A YUKON ODYSSEY"
COMMEMORATIVE AIR MAIL FLIGHTS
Gerd Mullett

Excerpts from articles in several of the spring issues of the Whitehorse Star provide the background: "A
Fokker Super Universal built in 1929 and used to carry mail among Yukon communities will be flying its
Whitehorse-Carmacks-Ft. Selkirk-Dawson route one more time this summer. ... Now its time for the plane to
come back to the territory and revisit the skies it cruised while carrying mail and other cargo for Northern
Airways of Carcross. ... The plane served as the territory's mail service in the 1930s under the leadership of
George Simmons, a Carcross fur rancher who had been contacted to carry then mail from Carcross to Atlin by
way of boats and trucks through the summer and dog-teams in the winter. ... This Phoenix tale is being
commemorated by Canada Post, with special envelopes and stamps, including a historically accurate #8-size
air mail envelope with three two-cent stamps, and a copy of the original Northern Airways cachets."
The preparation of the fox and bear cachets was a 'recycling' project. Photocopies were made of the original
two November 16/19 1934 Atlin-Telegraph Creek cachets (AMCN #3427) — these being the only cachets used
on any of the Northern Airways first flights. Rubber stamps were made from these photocopies, changes first
having been made to the cachet inscriptions. The new inscription reads "COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT
NORTHERN AIRWAYS 1930 — 2001". One of these new cachets was applied to each of the 2001 flown
covers.
Promotional literature issued by the Yukon Transportation Museum Society provides pertinent cover details:
Thy first envelope will be a legal size #10 and has a current watermark of the 1929 Fokker Super Universal.
It will bear a specially designed 47 cent photo stamp [taken from a Clark Seaborn photo of CF-AAM], a copy
of the original Northern Airways cachet with either a bear or a polar fox, and will be cancelled in all six
Yukon/B.C. communities with a special dated commemorative cachet for each community. Limited run, 250.

Cost per Envelope: $26.75 includes GST
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"2001 A YUKON ODYSSEY" COMMEMORATIVE AIR MAIL FLIGHTS by Gord Mallett, continued:

The second envelope will be for those serious collectors and historically more accurate. It will be a #8 air mail
envelope with a red and blue border. It will bear three 2-cent stamps, a copy of the original Northern Airways
cachet with either a bear or a polar fox. There will be six different covers cancelled [both on the face and also
the reverse of the cover] with special dated commemorative cachets for each community.
Whitehorse to Ft. Selkirk: Limited run, 200
F. Selkirk to Dawson City: Limited run, 200
Dawson City to Mayo: Limited run, 200
Mayo to Whitehorse: Limited run, 200
Carcross to Atlin: Limited run, 200
Atlin to Carcross: Limited run, 200
Cost per Envelope: $7.50 includes GST

COMMEMORATIVE FLIC-I`
NORTHERN AIRY.'. YS

From June 9 to 14 special ceremonies were held at each of the communities on the mail route — in celebration
of the Yukon's birthday and also to acknowledge AAM's trip 'home'. "At Dawson City pilots Bob Cameron,
Clark Seaborn and air engineer Don McLean strode up to the microphone in their flight suits and spoke of
their trip north in the Fokker mail plane — which had once served Dawson and was abandoned in the bush for
over 30 years before Cameron and Tony Hanulik rescued it. Cameron told the amusing tale of how he knew
what the plane was but not where, while Hanulik knew where it was without knowing what it was." Also
accompanying the pilots and air engineer on the journey, and crammed into the cargo hold, was Garth
Pritchard of Black Spring Pictures. He was busy producing a film documentary of the entire venture.
The seven covers make a very attractive set — a must for collectors of Yukon Air Mail History. Covers are
mailed in special photo mailers, which are sturdy cardboard envelopes. To place an order, obtain an order
form, or request further information, contact the Yukon Transportation Museum Society:

The Yukon Transportation Museum Society
30 Electra Crescent
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A 6E6
Telephone (867) 668-4792 • Fax (867) 633-5547
email srtranmus@yknet. yk.ca
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

The annual membership dues are:

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the December newsletter is sent to you without delay.
1 Patrick Campbell
2 Dick Malott
3 Nelson Bently
4 Mike Shand
5 Pat Sloan
6 Ken Sanford
9 Geoffrey Thompson
20 Gibson Stephens
55 JM Ellis
56 William Robinson
92 Robert Marcello
95 Michael Painter

97 Gary Hayashi
168 Robert Lee
182 Robert Foottit
203 John Bloor
211 Carl Freund
212 Harold Petoskey
214 Trelle Morrow
235 Dominique Tallet
237 Michael Brisebois
238 Cheryl Ganz
241 JVVT Wannerton
268 Walter Silvestri

270 Earle Covert
271 Nino Chiovelli
273 Denice Guimond
290 Michael Deal
291 Walter Veraart
293 Brian Wolfenden
294 Robert M. Terry
295 Gloria Shaw
297 David Whiteley
298 Dale Green
304 James Davidson

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new members, or when they
will serve as receipt of payment, or on request. - They are not sent automatically to members who renew by cheque.
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President's Report for December 2001
Seasons best wishes to all of the members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society and to all
aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists . The loyalty and support of all members during the past
year are sincerely appreciated. In particular the work of our Vice-President Mike Shand;
Membership Coordinator and Secretary, Ron Miyanishi; our Treasurer, Ivan MacKenzie; and
last but not least Chris Hargreaves, our indomitable Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist .
I am pleased to announce two special awards that have recently been bestowed upon Chris. At
the annual AAMS Convention, this year held in Baltimore, Maryland, President Don Jones
announced the three AAMS Literature Awards for 2001. The Earl and Fred Wellman Award,
issued to the author of the best article or series of articles in the Jack Knight Air Log in 2000 was
awarded to Chris Hargreaves. The pewter and walnut plaque was presented to Chris during the
BNAPEX 2001 Convention in Ottawa by the Chairman of the AAMS Awards Committee (Dick
Malott). Congratulations Chris for a job well done. Chris's work as Editor of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist also merited an FIP Silver Bronze medal and certificate for the 2000 series of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist. I hope that the membership appreciates the devoted work of Chris
in supplying us ail with a first class society publication. As President of the CAS I am very
grateful to Chris in providing us with such an excellent publication full of interesting data,
answers to aerophilatelic questions, and newsy tidbits concerning Canadian air mail flights.
Some years ago, Murray Heifetz and Dick McIntosh instituted a Day of Aerophilately in
Toronto. I trust that this year's program that was held in Toronto was as successful as those in the
past. Unfortunately due to my wife's serious problems with osteoporosis, I was unable to leave
the Ottawa area. Thank you both for all of the hard work you do for all aerophilatelists.
Among Murray's activities he represents Canada in the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission and as a
member of the Commission's Board of Directors.
Dick McIntosh conducted a most successful seminar on the production, use and on-going
correction to the CAS/AAMS's catalogue The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland at the
BNAPS 2001 Convention in Ottawa at the Royal Crowne Plaza Hotel, 31 August to 2 September
2001. At the seminar there were 11 CAS members present including Bill Robinson, Brian
Wolfenden, Murray Heifetz, Basil Burrell, Nelson Bentley, Dick McIntosh, Bill Bain, Graham
M. Cooper, myself and two others whose names I do not have available. The data presented and
the questions and answers resulting, made the 2 hour seminar most informative to all attending.
There were 2200 copies published and at present over 1200 have been sold. An on-going system
of updating new information and adding it to the computer program will allow the CAS to
prepare and publish the second edition of our catalogue when the demand arises.
Our sales of 2001 Snowbird autographed and Flown covers have been greater than ever. Thanks
to all who acquire these interesting and historical covers.
I am always saddened to see CAS members being dropped for non-payment of dues. This
indicates the applicable member feels that the CAS has nothing to offer him any more. I would
like to hear from those who are dropped as to why they no longer wish to remain a CAS
member.
To all a joyous holiday season - Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2002.

Dick Malott,
President CAS
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Editor's Thanks

I was delighted to receive the American Air Mail Society's

EARL AND FRED WELLMAN
AWARD, for the Wanda Air Mai/Notes" that were published in the Jack Knight Air Log during
the year 2000.
The "Canada Air Mail Notes" are an abridged version of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, that
enables news and questions about Canadian air mail to be presented to a wider audience. Their
success therefore depends on the quality of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, which in turn depends on
everybody who contacts me with information.
I would again like to thank all the people who have written to me over the years, and who have
made the caliber of both these publications possible.

NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
Welcome to four new members:
Alastair Bain, Nepean, Ontario.
Reginald Targett, Calgary, Alberta.

Glenn Baechler, Wellesley, Ontario.
Robert McCormack, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Royal * 2002 * Royale
The 74th National Stamp Exhibition of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.
Hosted by the Edmonton Stamp Club, at the Europa Conference Centre, West Edmonton Mall.
March 22-24, 2002

Exhibition Theme: "The World of Airmails"
RPSC and Edmonton Stamp Club members are busy planning what is shaping up to be a tremendous weekend
of events. "The World of Airmails" is being interpreted as widely as possible in order that airmails of the
whole world are included. Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, we in the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, and
also other specialist societies, will be involved. And CAS will have a display table set up - hopefully we can
garner a few new members and sell some covers, books, Newsletter Indexes and the like!

Two of the judges will be CAS member Murray Heifetz and New Zealand's Keith Griffiths - both
International Aerophilatelic Judges with FIP credentials. As of November 15 more than a dozen individuals,
including five CAS members, had indicated their intentions to enter aerophilatelic exhibits, with the number
of aerophilatelic frames approaching one hundred! The deadline for aerophilatelic entries is February 1 - all
other entries by February 15.
Amongst the many exhibitors are several names familiar to the CAS membership - Nino Chiovelli, Werner
Helms, Dick Malott, Philip Parker, Mike Shand, Bill Topping. Exhibit topics receiving attention include New
Zealand Airmails, Balloon Posts, Interrupted Covers, Yukon Airways, Aircraft on Stamps, German Catapults
of 1929-1939, Zeppelins- the Portugal Connection, Columbia Airmails, Russian Airmails, and Canada"s
Experimental Prairie Airmails.
Activities planned include aerophilatelic seminars and displays, a raffle for a hot air balloon ride, and a
commemorative flight. Aviation buffs can visit historic Blatchford Field Hangar (now part of the Fort
Edmonton Complex), the Edmonton Aviation Heritage Museum, and Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
(located in the neighbouring town of Wetaskiwin). And for a break from philatelic activities there's the main
venue, West Edmonton Mall — the world's largest entertainment and shopping centre. Speaking of
entertainment, even spouses won't want to miss this awards banquet!
To obtain further information contact: John Powell, Exhibits Chairman, or Allan Meech, Show Chairman,
P.O. Box 399, Edmonton, AB T5J 2J6, (or ameech@telusplanet.net or mpowel3attglobal.net
or GORD MALLETT, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, AB T8A 2A2 ( gordm@freenet.edmonton.ab.ca )

Gord is the CAS representative on the committee, and sent me this report. - Thanks Gord.
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NEW AUSTRALIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
The following item is reproduced from The Australian Aerophilatelist, bulletin of THE AUSTRALIAN
AIRMAIL SOCIETY, with whom we exchange newsletters.
Apart from First Flight Covers being produced, the rise and fall of Impulse Airlines sounds remarkably
similar to recent developments in Canada, as smaller airlines have tried to set up in competition with Air
Canada.

IMPULSE
AIRLINES VISe 144
by Phil Vabre

I

mpulse Airlines commenced jet
services between Melbourne and
Sydney on the 5 th of June 2000
using Boeing 717-200 aircraft. Based
originally in Newcastle and operating
turboprop Beech 1900s on regional
services, Impulse aimed to challenge
the established major airlines on
trunk-routes by offering no-frills
services and super-cheap fares.
To mark this important event, a
total of fourteen air mail covers were
flown from Melbourne to Sydney on
the first day of jet services. The
aircraft was VH-IMP operating
Flight IP7181 and departing Melbourne at 12:56. The flight took one
hour and six minutes airborne time
and carried 22 passengers at a
cruising ground-speed of 490 knots.
It was crewed by Captains Bruce
Bradley, Don Bidlack (Boeing's 717

Fleet Manager, Flight Crew Training)
and David Seed.
The covers were also flown on
the return flight from Sydney, and on
other return flights between Melbourne and Sydney during the day.
Aircraft VH-IMD was also used. All
covers were postmarked at Gladstone
Park (the closest Post Office to
Melbourne Airport) -5 JUN 2000
and carry a commemorative vignette.
The covers are numbered and several
were signed by crew members from
flight 7181 or later flights.
Postscript: After suffering considerable financial stress, Impulse
Airlines ceased jet operations at the
close of services on Tuesday 22 May
2001. Its regional operations ceased
on 27 May. Impulse aircraft and
flight crews are now leased to
Qantas.

FLOWN ABOARD:
Aircraft

For more information on THE AUSTRALIAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY, contact :
Nelson Eustis, GPO BOX 954, Adelaide, S. Australia 5001
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ORAPEX 2002
Saturday May 4th - Sunday May

5th

ORAPEX is Ottawa's National Stamp Exhibition.
This will be the 41st Annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition & Bourse,
to be held in the Curling Rink of the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario.
Free admission and parking. Competitive exhibits, 25 plus bourse dealers, lectures,
judging critique and social activities.
Saturday, 4 May 2002, 10 am to 6 pm - Sunday, 5 May 2002, 10 am to 4 pm
The Annual General Meting of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
will be held at ORAPEX on the Sunday afternoon.

For complete details contact Dick Malott, Publicity Officer,
ORAPEX 2002, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1.
Tel : (613) 829-0280; Fax : (613) 829-7673; E-mail <rmalottamagma.ca>.

SEM K's OREKIKOS
An annual collection of short items, sent in by members during the year,
or specially for this issue. Many thanks to all the contributors.

HOW AIR MAIL BEGAN?

frIVW.I4WII

n.,.'- frrifilW...

A literal translation of the above inscription, which is in Greek, is not available.

MERRY XMAS from PATRICK CAMPBELL
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1927: LONDON to LONDON FLIGHT
A while ago I received a request from Richard Sanders Allen to help establish the registration of
Medcalf and Tully's aircraft. Apparently there was no record of it being given a U.S. or Canadian registration,
nor was one visible in the customary places on photographs.
I asked for Gordon McDonald's help with this query, and he found the following letter in the Arthur
Carty Papers at the University of Western Ontario. This both established that the aircraft had not been
registered, and gave a most interesting account of the circumstances in which this occurred:

QUOTE NO

department of Rational IBeftnce
Air service.

100E3-9-5

ettatua, Canaba,

CANADA

July 30, 1927.
ADDRESS REPLY TO
THE DEPUTY MINISTER

Charles Burns, Esq.,
President, Carling Breweries Ltd.,
London, Ont.
Dear Sir:

—

In confirmation of a day letter sent to you this date,
I beg to advise that it has been decided in view of the experimental
nature of the flight proposed from London, Canada, to London,England,
that it will not be necessary for you to license your aircraft in
the ordinary way.
Air Regulations, 1920, under which all civil flying is
governed, would require certificates of registration and or airworthiness for any aeroplane you might propoae,touse for,such a
flight. The conditions governing the issue Of -"Certifioates of airworthiness are such that it is not considered that an aeroplane
could possibly carry the necessary amount of gasoline and oil to
make a non-stop flight from London, Canada, to London, England, and
still have the necessary factors of safety required.
It has been decided, therefore, that under the saving clause
in Paragraph 133, Air Regulations, which states:"These regulations do not apply
(c) to other aircraft or to airharbours to the extent to
which they have been relieved by the Air Board from
compliance therewith."
your aircraft and proposed flying field, which it is understood are
to be used for the purpose of this flighriiheed not be registered.

Continued
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1927: LONDON to LONDON FLIGHT continued:

On the other hand, the Air Regulations have no saving clause
in regard to nersonnel who are flying for remuneration or reward.
Paragraph 33 states:"No person shall adt as pilot of any aircraft
unless such person holds a certificate issued by
the Air Board' authorizing him so 'to act."
It will, therefore,, be necessary for your pilot to take out a commercial air pilot's - certificate.
The conditions, under which this certificate is granted,
are laid down on the back of the application form, copies of which
are encloSed for your infOrmation and use.
It is requested, please, that your pilot take immediate
action to secure• this certificate.
It has been found that many ex-pilots have difficulty in
passing the technical examination and since it is considered that

Page 2:

the knowledge required to pass this examination is essential
to successful commercial operations, candidates frequently
require re-examination on many of the subjects.
In regard to the medical examination, I beg to
advise that the medical officer approved by this Department
for Toronto is Dr. B. O'Reilly, 183 St. Claire Ave.West
and for London, Dr. W.B. MacDermott, 260 Queens Ave.
Yours truly,

A.T. Cowley,
Flight Lieut.,
for Controller of Civil Aviation.

Thanks Gordon.
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1929 - LEON GLOBENSKY
In the last newsletter, I started what may become a series on "anti-climaxes": covers which look
exciting, but turn out not to be so.
Neil Hunter gave me the cover below, which certainly fits this category:

t
•

.P:'77:TASTE.2 ,
Do
rS- •

4:\.e

st on , 1.:ass. ,
U. S.

Postmarked:

A.

STE. AGATHE DES MONTS PM 17 APR 29 PQ

An unopened cover, addressed to "Air Mail Section", turning up in a sales box, sure gets my interest!
Unfortunately, it turned out that the cover had been cut open at the side; and that the sender, Leon
Globensky, was a regular producer of First Flight Covers, such as the one below:

FIRST RARITIM
MON CT 01,14.
SPICIAL AIR
AJL II-10.41.•

_

e

So: it seems that the top cover was just a commercial letter from Globensky to the Postmaster in
Boston, in which case the 2 cent franking indicates that it didn't travel by air mail at all!
There may still be a story as to how it ended up in a sales box, but I don't think it's going to be exciting,
or involve aerophilately.

Thanks Neil.
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Season's Greetings to members from David Granger
Errol Boyd - The Lindbergh of Canada"
9 October, 1930 - Transatlantic Flight, by "Columbia"
Harbour Grace - Scilly Isles - Croydon
Captain Errol J. oyd, a former RCAF pilot, and Lt. Harry Connor, US Navy, navigator, arrived at Harbour Grace in
their Bellanca monoplane "Miss Columbia" on September 22, 1930. This plane had already crossed the Atlantic in
1927. A delay was caused by the continuing bad weather and officials attempted to persuade them to wait until the
spring. However they decided to fly on October 9, when forecasts and reports from ships at sea were as good as they
could expect. They took off in the afternoon carrying 460 US gallons of fuel and 27 gallons of oil.
After 24 hours flying, and covering 2,650 miles, the plane was forced to land on the narrow beach at Tresco with a
fuel shortage. A seaplane was sent from Plymouth with a further supply. The islanders helped prepare a makeshift
runway of boards on the sand and the Bellanca finally reached Croydon at 3:15 p.m. on October 11.
Of the 332 covers carried, only about 85 originated in Harbour Grace. About 20 are known to have been franked at
4c or 5c, but none are listed with the 2c franking exhibited by the card below.

An affidavit on the reverse of the card reads:
I, J Errol Boyd hereby swear that this card was carried by me from Harbour Grace Nfld
to Croydon England in the Airplane Columbia Oct 9 th 1930 as Newfoundland and ... Air
Mail and that there are not over 20 such post cards in the world.
Signed, - J Errol Boyd - pilot Columbia
I obtained the card seen above through a Canadian
auction in 2001.
Later in the year, I obtained in the UK a series of
original photographs taken by an Isles of Scilly
photographer, Frank Gibson, showing the aircraft
on the sand and being refuelled. I have a further
picture showing the plane at Croydon.
A fascinating fuller account of the story can be
found on wwvv.thehistorynet.corn/AviationHistory.
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A TRUE STAMP COLLECTOR
THIS XMAS LET US SALUTE A TRUE STAMP
COLLECTOR. NONE OF THIS PHILATELIST
OR SOCIETY FELLOW STUFF BUT ONE WHO
CARED PASSIONATELY ABOUT STAMPS.

1,1(AV: .

"

./

JAMES D KELLY OF AUSTRALIA SENT A
LETTER TO A FRIEND IN NEW ZEALAND
BUT DID NOT ENCLOSE HIS PRECIOUS STAMPS
BECAUSE, "IF SMITHY FALLS IN THE SEA
ITS GOODBYE STAMPS".
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NEVER MIND ABOUT 'SMITHY' WHO WAS OF
COURSE SIR CHARLES KINGSFORD SMITH
MAKING THE FLIGHT IN HONOUR OF THE
JUBILEE OF KING GEORGE V, THE LOSS
OF STAMPS COULD NOT BE TOLERATED.
ACTUALLY HE WAS A WISE COLLECTOR BECAUSE
SMITHY VERY NEARLY DID FALL IN THE SEA,
STAGGERING BACK TO AUSTRALIA AFTER
DUMPING ALL MAIL EXCEPT FOR ABOUT 1000
LETTERS OF WHICH THIS WAS ONE.
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THE PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS THE
CRIPPLED "SOUTHERN CROSS" LIMP
BACK TO AUSTRALIA (AFTER FLYINI
HALF - WAY TO N.Z.), ESCORTED BY
"FAITH IN AUSTRALIA"
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THE COVER IS ONE OF 25 FOR THE
RELIEF FLIGHT, SIGNED BY ALL
PARTICIPATING.
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SMITHY, ALAS WAS LOST IN NOV 1
BUT NO STAMPS DISAPPEARED.
GUARD THEM WELL YOU COLLECTORS
=1:1i
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MliaFSHAND
1183 AGINCOURT ROAD
OTTAWA ONT CANADA
K2C 2HI?
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1939 - IMPERIAL AIRWAYS FIRST TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT
The article on this flight in our March 2000 newsletter, included a description of the flight from The
Aero Field, Oct. - Nov. 1939, which mentioned that: An Indian collector dispatched about five covers to
Montreal and New York which duly connected at Southampton with the first flight.

Andy Mrozowski sent me a copy of one of these covers:

BY ~IMpE:r{T L AIRWAYS FIRST NORTH ATLANTIC SERVICE

SOTTTkiAMPTON -MONTREAL

Miss D. Ashley-Emi
Invicta Farm,
R. R. 4
Oromocto,
New Brunswick,
CANADA.

Rectangular cancellation:

And:

USE THE AIR MAIL
AND SAVE TIME
30JUY39
•-•—•
9 . M.
^'
KARACHI NDIA

(Can't discern A. or P.M., probably A.M.)

Backstamped: MONTREAL AUG 6 7 PM 1939
P.O.
(OROMOCTO is approximately 350 miles east of Montreal.)
OROMOCTO AM AU 8 39 N.B.
Plus handwritten note on back:
3 CARRIED

Andy also commented that:
I bought this cover quite a number of years ago. I noted on the back "3 carried", but did not understand
it until the March Canadian Aerophilatelist. Probably this is correct: 3 covers sent to Montreal, and the
other 2 to New York.
The cover is franked 13 Annas. - There were 16 Annas to 1 Rupee, and the exchange rate,
(according to the 1936 edition of Sanabria's Standard Catalogue of Air Post Stamps), was 1 Rupee =
38 cents_ The franking was therefore equivalent to 32 cents US: a bargain rate for distance!
This cover is addressed to a "Miss D. Ashley-Emile". - It's amazing how many First Flight Covers were
addressed to women during the 1930's!
With regard to the McKnight Kauffer covers, I would think that perhaps 2,000 of them were sold. I
doubt that all of them were serviced. If so, I would have seen more, and snapped up all that I could get
a hold of. I think this cachet is most desirable as a collectable, and as a work of art.
The scarcity of these covers may be partially due to collecting habits. I knew many old time collectors
in my younger days, (most are deceased), who stated that many covers of all types had the stamps
soaked off them. In those times stamps were sold more easily than covers. Many aerophilatelic items,
(especially these Imperial Airways covers), were a drudge on the market, being plentiful. They were
hard to sell, even in recent times, till now.

Thanks Andy.
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1939 - IMPERIAL AIRWAYS FIRST TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT
As well as the official Imperial Airways covers, a variety of privately produced covers were flown. John Rawlins sent me this unusual example, of a cover made from newspaper:

Postmarked:

LEE-ON-THE-SOLENT 1.25 P.M. 4 AU 39 HANTS.

Backstamped:

MONTREAL AUG 6 7 PM 1939 P.Q.

The was made from half a sheet of newspaper. - John suggested this was to keep it under 1/2 ounce
and save postage.
Opened up, the cover is:

SOUVENIR OF SEVEN HISTORIC WEEKS

The other side of the page has a publication date of June 23, 1939.

Thanks John.
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1943 - CZECHOSLOVAK FORCES COVER TO CANADA

Mr. Cyril Hlavaeka
12307 - 54 St. Sub. P. O.6
Edmonton - Alberta
Canada

I enclose photocopy of an inward cover from a member of the Czechoslovak
Independent Armoured Brigade in GB to Edmonton.
Rate:

1/3d for half ounce transatlantic air mail

Censor:

No 7700, a regular examiner of mail to and from the Czechoslovak
forces

Postmark: Commemorative handstamp (28.10.43) in red for 25th anniversary of
the founding of the first Czechoslovak Republic in 1918.
Brigade location: Northamptonshire
Received Edmonton 29 NO 43

Enjoy your Christmas holiday
Greetings and best wishes

Richard Beith
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THE DOUGLAS DC-4E

13751/2 East 53rd Street
CHICAGO 15, ILLINOIS

Pan American First Flight Prague to New York - Postmarked 17 June 1946.

Most collectors of airplanes on stamps have seen the stamp from Czechoslovakia with an aircraft with
triple fins looking like a Lockheed Constellation but obviously not one. It is rarely identified in catalogues,
but many know it as a Douglas DC-4E which was never in service in North America. It is frequently found
on 1946 Pan American first flight covers from Prague.
Like many others who collect these stamps I had always thought that Douglas scrapped the design
because of the outbreak of war, but when war ended sold the one or more models they had to Czechoslovakia,
which would explain why it appeared on their stamp.
I recently had occasion to go through my accumulation of clippings on airlines and aircraft I had
collected in the 1950s - 1970s, and ran across a different story.
The DC4E was built in 1938 as a successor to the DC3. The triple tail was designed to satisfy
prospective customers whose hangar facilities would not accommodate a high tail aircraft. It had many
advances such as underwing fueling, retractable tricycle landing gear, complete cabin climate control, and
upper berths for sleeping accommodation. After much cost and flight testing Douglas decided that it was a
bit too revolutionary, and shifted to a single tail aircraft with some of the innovations removed.
The company sold the prototype with tooling to the Japanese sometime between 1939 and 1940. With
the advent of war, and trouble they were having with this "huge four engine aircraft", the Japanese decided
to get rid of the entire package.
This story was printed in American Aviation in February 1966 and, as far as 1 know, was not refuted
by Douglas.
So now the question is, how did it get on a Czech stamp?
My guess is that one of the prospective customers for the aircraft in 1938 was CSA (the Czech airline).
In anticipation of the service Czechoslovakia may have prepared a stamp for which the plates were already
made when war broke out. When war ended in 1945, this may have been the easiest way for Czechoslovakia
to quickly print newly required stamps.

Season's Greetings from Murray Heifetz.
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1949 - FIRST FLIGHT VANCOUVER to TOKYO

VIA AIR MAIL

FiRST TiG.AL

'CANADIAN

AIRMAIL

VANCOUVER_
CANADA ro

Henry O. Meisel
Route 2, Box 145A
Clintonville, Wis.
U.S.A.

TOKYO
JAPAN

Postmarked VANCOUVER SP 19 49. Addressed to Wisconsin. Franked 25 cents.

... .. •
'FIRST FLIGHT"
Vancouver to Tokyo, Japan

._
FIRST ORCIAL

CENTS
DUE

P

'CANADIAN
AIRMAIL

VANCOUVER,
CANADA TO

TOKYO
\ JAPAN/

4 c„,

VIA AIR MAIL
Mr. C. M. Croak-man
14. Grenadier Hgts.
Toronto 3, Ontario
Canada

PAR

wion
Postmarked VANCOUVER SP 19 49. Addressed to Toronto.
Franked 25 cents: charged 50 cents Postage Due.

I often wonder what to do about the stiffeners in my First Flight Covers?
Sometimes they are newspaper clippings or mailings of philatelic or historical interest, but usually
they are just plain paper or cardboard.
If I opened up the covers and removed the blank stiffeners I'd be able to fit more stocksheets into
each album. This seems a sensible thing to do, as I collect Covers, not cardboard, but would I be
destroying something about the cover in the process?
In this context, I was intrigued by the two covers above. - It seems that the only reason why the lower
cover was charged Postage Due, is because it had a thicker than usual plain cardboard stiffener, that
caused it to weigh just over a 1/2 ounce!
I'll therefore keep the stiffener with that cover, as it's an integral part of it, even if it's just blank
cardboard. - But I'm still wondering what to do about most of my other covers!

Season's Greetings to all readers from Chris Hargreaves.
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1955 - A PLANE CRASH THAT NEVER HAPPENED!
Oded Eliashar
The following item is reprinted from the October-December 2000 issue of La Catastrophe:
quarterly journal of THE WRECK & CRASH MAIL SOCIETY, with whom we exchange newsletters. For more information about this society, please contact Henry Berthelot, 132 Livingston Pl. W.,
Metairie, Louisiana 7005, U.S.A.

JAN`Ati
1111128

SPickltr, c$X2

S Division
U. S. S. LATIMER, APA 132
f.P.0, New York, N.Y.

-22/44'

t- -14

4,7„..••• ∎ ga..".^C,"

AelZ•

Diinagecl in Plane Crash

Many a time collectors come upon covers retrieved from planes that were involved in World War II
operations and about which details are unavailable. On occasions, some of us have encountered a refusal from
the proper authorities to divulge the cause of or to give any details relating to the crash. The refusal of
authorities to give any relevant information has become such a widespread response that one may take it as
a simple evasion, possibly due to laziness more than due to "security" reasons. It may also transpire that the
use of a "crash cachet" relating the damaged mail to the air crash was a simple way of a "cover-up," as perhaps
in this case: Shown above is a cover that was dispatched from the U.S.S. LATIMER on 12 January 1955 as
evidenced by the cancellation. That date, while ten years after the end of World War II, was in the height of
the "cold war." The cover bears the double-line cachet, struck in purple ink "Damaged in Plane Crash / at
Washington, D.C." The second line has been roughly struck out. The late J. Eisendrath, in his famous book,
reported this cover thusly:
1955, January (after the 12th) location unknown. This writer had 3 covers postmarked USS
LATIMER , January 11 and 12, and one cover postmarked January 11, USS LAKE CHAMPLAIN,
addressed to Pennsylvania and Florida. All four covers have cachet "Damaged in Plane Crash. "
Two have this line only. The other two show evidence of a second line reading "at Washington D.C."
All are watersoaked: stamps are gone. Theory: Both naval vessels were operating in the Atlantic
area. The crash may have occurred near Washington. An old cachet, perhaps that used at
Washington November 1, 1943 (see .19.3 in AAM Catalogue) was pressed into service, and an
attempt made to show just the top line. A letter from the Navy a Jew years later (March I, 1956)
refused to reveal location of the ships "considered confidential for good cause and is not available
for release."

The reply letter referred to above, from the Department of the Navy, Office of the Judge Advocate General,
to Mr. Eisendrath, is shown on the next page.
I wrote to the address on the letterhead and enquired if now, a half a century later, the reasons may be
divulged. My letter was returned with an "address unknown" (sic) notation.
Continued
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1955 - A PLANE CRASH THAT NEVER HAPPENED! by Oded Eliashar, continued:

41

.

4

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

orricz or

THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

IN IMPLY •EP TO

JAG:III:3:GEC:pp
1 MAR laSe

Mr. Joseph L. Eisendrath, Jr.
Banthrico International
17 North Desplaines Street
Chicago 6, Illinois
'Dear Mr. Eisendrath:
Reference is made to your letter ,of 26 January 1956 in which you requested
to be informed of the location o :the USS LATNER on 11 January 1955.
Information of this nature is considered confidential for good cause found
and is not available for release:
Sincerely yours,

.

.)Nr.)
T. H. HUA
EYS, JR.
Captain, USN
Director, Civil Law Division
By direction of the
Judge Advocate General

I therefore re-addressed my letter to the "Secretary of the Navy," requesting that it be forwarded to the
proper person who may respond. A preliminary response was received from the "Head Investigations Branch
of the Judge Advocate General Office" advising me that there was a "partial flooding on board the USS
LATIMER (APS-152) in the number four cargo hold between 10 and 11 January of 1955."

I then received a bulky report giving reasons for the flooding of the number four hold, noting the damage
caused (totaling the "staggering" amount of approximately $1,100) and detailing all evidence that was given
by marines and other Navy employees.
The recent response may explain why the cover is watersoaked and damaged, but not the cachet, which
referred to a "plane crash." One may also wonder what was so secretive about such flooding that prevented
a reply to Mr. Eisendrath's 1956 enquiry?
A letter from Oded in the next issue of La Catastrophe described how he wrote again to the Judge
Advocate General of the Department of the Navy, who wrote back that if he was not satisfied with the reply,
he could appeal. Oded therefore appealed, and was informed that "due to the need to protect the privacy of
people, the question could not be entertained'. He tried again, pointing out that he was not interested in any
accident that happened to the USS LATIMER nor in any personal information about the people involved. All
he wanted was to know what happened to the plane that carried the cover in question and bears the USS
LATIMER cancellation. This time he was informed that "in order to locate the specific investigation you seek,
you would need to provide additional information, such as names of deceased or injured personnel".
Oded eventually decided he was getting "legal language and content for saying four words:- "We do
not know!" He concluded his letter "Bureaucracy is bureaucracy is bureaucracy, so I despaired!"

EDITOR'S POSTSCRIPT: My commiseration to Oded for the frustration he encountered, and best
wishes for successful research on other topics in the New Year.
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1961 - AN UNLISTED WASHINGTON - MONTREAL FFC
This cover and most interesting letter were sent in by Jonathan Johnson.
•,.^.T
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5 PM
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Box 185

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL
BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON 25,

D. C.

I:S1:H
96

November 16, 1961

Mr. George P. Hoysradt
Lox 139
Radnor, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Hoysradt:
Returned is your first flight cover for Eastern
Airlines Inaugural Flight to Montreal on October 29, 1961.
These covers were forwarded to this office by the
Canadian Postal Administration with the information that
they do not participate in the philatelic treatment of mail
received from other countries.
Sincerely yours,

' \Greever Allan
Director
International Service
Enclosure

Thanks John!
Can anybody provide additional information regarding this flight, such as the type of aircraft used?
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1960's JETS
Two more unlisted covers found by Don Lussky

:

FIRST FLIGHT BOEING 707 NON STOP FRANKFURT - MONTREAL Lufthansa Flight LH 454

lea 3i.

a. qUt-
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icefirifir!
,10
bEvrsciie MALiESPOST
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10
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.

DEUTSCEii. bUNDESPOST

16,4,

!•

P16Luftpost

A (NI

Karl Pfiitzenreiter
-

11111

poste restante

Erslitug t3yeing 707

Montreal/Kanada

NON STOP
Airport

Frankfurt - Montreal
LH 454
4. 5. 62

Postmarked:
(16) FRANKFURT UBER MAIN FLUGHAFEN
- 4.5.62--15
Backstamped:
GENERAL DELIVERY POSTE RESTANTE MAY 9 1962 23

POSTAL STATION - SUCC. POSTALE MONTREAL, P.Q.

This flight is being added to Section 5 of AMCN as #6206.

BOEING 727 CONTINENTAL TOUR

Aar AV /II Alr .4111/ AV' /II idir

BGEING EMPLOYEES
CONTINENTAL TOUR

ST,r‘MP
72/
:IENION, WASH.

Postmarked:

MONTREAL 17 SP 6 63 CANADA

The Boeing 727 made its first flight from Seattle in February 1963, and entered service with Eastern Air

Lines on February 1St 1964. - This cover/postcard is presumably from a continental sales tour: any
additional information regarding this visit to Montreal would be much appreciated.
The cover is being added to Section 5 of AMCN as #6314.

Thanks Don.
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1971: LONDON, ENGLAND - VICTORIA AIR RACE
Mike Painter sent in the following article about a previously unlisted cover from this race. - It has now
been added to Section 5 of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as #7160:

TAY NOT•LTN111/1 CONYANY

040, *Mr on••••

,

•

71.
RD-.

.

".1

(Myron Olson's signature.)

Two hundred and sixty special letters carried

by Myron Olson and George LeMay in their
Staggerwing Beech are interesting mementoes
of THE GREAT AIR RACE and have become
a collectors' item.
Designed by The Royal Trust Company,
which sponsored the Staggerwing, the envelopes were postmarked in the R.A.F. Abingdon Post-Office July 1, and were backstamped by Victoria Post-Office and Victoria
International Airport the day the Race
finished, July 7.
The envelopes bear a photograph of the
Staggerwing, the only biplane and one of the
From:

oldest planes in the Race, and reference to the
Race in both English and French. All are
signed by both pilot and co-pilot. Each
envelope contains a card also picturing the
plane and giving a thumbnail sketch of the
race, the plane and its crew.
One of the letters has been accepted for
the Queen's collection. Letters were sent also
to the Governor-General, Prime Minister
Trudeau, and to the Premiers of the provinces
through which the Race passed; Mayors of the
cities involved; air race officials, all Canadian
participants; trophy, category and lap winners
and a number of others.

The Great London - Victoria Air Race Edited by Harry Traynor
(The Copp Clark Publishing Company, 1971.)

Mike added that:

•
•
•

pilot Myron Olson was 6' 5", and folded himself into a staggerwing Beech 0175 to fly in this race. It is
probably the only Staggerwing Beech to cross the Atlantic (twice).
The Beech was partly fabric covered.
He met Myron in September this year, as he lives near South Surrey, B C . Unfortunately Myron now
has inoperable lung cancer.

Thanks to Mike for sending this in, and very best wishes to Myron for the future.

Complete Supplement to Section 5 of

THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Recent issues of this newsletter have contained several Supplements to Section 5 of
AMCN, which lists the GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR MAIL COVERS OF CANADA.
These Supplements include changes to some of the listings in AMCN, additional flights
(particularly in the period 1953 to 1997), and new flights since 1997.
A complete set of the Supplements to Section 5 can be purchased from: Dick
McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3 Price, including postage, is C$7
in Canada; US$5 for orders mailed to the USA; C$10 or US$7 for orders mailed overseas.
CAS members may deduct C$1.50 or US$1 from these prices.
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1989: HELSINKI - TORONTO FIRST FLIGHT COVER
AF/AVIV/q/
IR

4
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I IrLSINGFORS
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L

11 FIRST FLIGHT COVER
---` HELSINKI — TORONTO
MARCH 31, 1989

31

'toptnIAA••
Finnair
Philatelic Service
130 Bloor Street West
Suite 601
Toronto
Ontario M5S 1N5
CANADA

This is the first FINNAIR produced First Flight Cover from March 31' 1989 to be reported. - The flight
was added to The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as #8902 in Supplement 6, published with the
March 2000 newsletter, after a plain cover with the commemorative cancellation was reported.
Thanks to Herbert Lealman for sending this in.

ADVERTISEMENT

Phillips
AUCTIONEERS
101 New Bond Street, London W1Y OAS, England

Every month PHILLIPS holds major sales of
POSTAGE STAMPS AND COVERS OF THE WORLD
For more information contact STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
telephone 0171 629 6602, fax 0171 409 3466, E-mail: s.bill@philmail.demon.co.uk
If you are considering selling stamps and would like to arrange a valuation, please contact
Phillips' Canadian representative JACK KERR WILSON in Toronto:
toll free 1 877 462 9004
or e-mail: phillipstoronto@sprintca
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IS THIS THE TRUE
AEROPHILATELIC COVER OF THE MILLENNIUM?
The last three issues of this "Seasonal Special" newsletter, have included "nominations" for the
AEROPHILATELIC COVER OF THE MILLENNIUM!
The "series" began with a "tongue in cheek" nomination by Mike Shand in 1998, and continued with my
response in 1999.
Last year the newsletter featured a "true" Millennium cover flown by Lufthansa, which left Germany on
December 31' 1999, and arrived in South Africa on January 1" 2000.
However, given the extended debate as to the correct date for the start of the new Millennium, some
readers might think that the "Polarogramme" below is in fact the "true" aerophilatelic cover of the Millennium!

Flown by QANTAS on a special tourist flight over the Antarctic.
Departed Sydney DECEMBER 31' 2000 - Returned to Sydney JANUARY 1' 2001.

This "Polarogramme" is reprinted from the August 2001 issue of New Zealand Air Mail News: monthly
newsletter of THE AIR MAIL SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND, with whom we exchange newsletters. - For more
information about this society, please contact Alan Tunnicliffe, PO Box 29144, Fendalton, Christchurch, New
Zealand.

2001 - FORT McMURRAY
Fort McMurray must be one of the best known place names in Canadian aerophilately, as it was the
base for many of the Northern flights, including the "First Regular Official Flights" along the McKenzie valley
to Aklavik in December 1929, (AMCN #2967).
Gord Mallett visited Fort McMurray this summer, as part of his research into various Northern flights,
and sent me the following comments and photographs regarding Fort McMurray at the present time:
You may have read about the Snye at Fort McMurray/Waterways [as in 42967] - the short
waterway (originally) linking the Clearwater & Athabasca rivers, just below the point where they
themselves join. On a map, the Snye and the two rivers form a water network that looks like the
capital letter 'A' - with the Athabasca on the left, the Clearwater on the right, and the Snye the
horizontal bar of the letter.
The first picture is taken on the Snye, at the present floatplane base located there. It's not a big
deal really. All the main traffic is at the regular airport just east of the city. (Ft McMurray now sports
a population of about 50,000.) Unfortunately they filled in the west end of the Snye as part of a park
project. So the Snye doesn't flow all the way through any more. It's linked only on the Clearwater side
now, and the whole thing is silting in because of the lack of water flow!
Don't know if they still use it for ski-equipped planes in the winter. Probably.
Continued
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2001 - FORT McMURRAY by Gord Mallett, continued:

The Snye, Fort McMurray
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This hanger is a reconstruction of Hanger #1, Canada's first municipal airport [which was just being
completed when #2967 was taking place]. Its located at Fort Edmonton Park in the river valley. The railroad
tracks are used by the NAR steam engine and cars used to transport visitors around the park. It's very authentic
actually - they used the original blueprints. All the windows, lighting, roofing, doors are as in the original.

Thanks to Gord Mallets for these photographs, and

any thank6 to everyboby who contributeb item for
this section of the newsletter.
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AIRCRAFT ENGINES ON STAMPS
In our March 2001 newsletter, I described an article in the Chicago Air Mail Society's Bulletin about
Charles E. Taylor, the man who built the engine for the Wright Brothers' first aircraft.
I commented at the time that "given the number of other "flying machines" built around 1903, I often

think that the real achievement of the Wright Brothers was not their aircraft, but the lightweight engine they
designed".
Since then I have had a most interesting correspondence with Donald Holmes. - Donald shared my
opinion regarding the importance of aircraft engines, and we have been wondering how many aircraft
engines and their designers have been commemorated philatelically?
So far we have come up with four:
75 th. Anniversary of the
First Airplane Flight
by the Wright Brothers

(All illustrations
enlarged.)
Wright
EngInc
1903

r

Weig ht:iinii:dairtalarlic hAystem

Wright Engine, 1903
Part of a set of seven stamps issued by Antigua on March 28 th 1978, to commemorate the
"75th Anniversary of the First Powered Flight by the Wright Brothers". (Scott #495-501).
The Wright Engine was a four-cylinder petrol engine. - The petrol was vaporized by being allowed to
traverse the heated surface of the water-jacket, and as the flow was pre-set there was no further control, the
engine speed being set on the ground before flight by adjusting the ignition timing. However, the fuel line
had an 'on' or 'off' cock that would allow the engine to be stopped by the pilot on landing or in an emergency.
The engine had a power-to-weight ratio of 1 to 15.

limiginy NIVALICY3 : • ',-

ittititt Wrii At of tot (05111 rat

Bleriot at the Wheel
and Constructor Anzanl
Anzani
Part of a set of six stamps issued by Lundy Island on January ls t 1954, to commemorate the
"25' Anniversary of Postal Service on Island". (Described in the Sanabria catalog.)
Anzani designed a three-cylinder engine used in many of Bleriot's monoplanes, including the one in
which he made the first aeroplane crossing of the English Channel, from France to England in 1909. This
engine was air-cooled, and began to overheat in mid-channel: fortunately for Bleriot he ran through a rain
shower, which cooled down the engine.
The engine on the cross Channel flight had a power-to-weight ratio of 1 to 5.9.
Continued
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AIRCRAFT ENGINES ON STAMPS continued:
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Henri Coanda
Commemorative stamp issued by Romania on December 1" 1970, for the "60 th Anniversary of Henri Coanda's first
flight". - The design is described in the Scott Catalog as "Henri Coanda's Model Plane". (C180.)
Henri Coanda is sometimes credited with designing the world's first jet aircraft engine. and has been
commemorated by several Romanian stamps.
According to Milestones of Flight', on December 10th 1910, "Romanian Henri Coanda hops the world's
first jet powered aeroplane. It is powered by a 50hp Clerget piston engine driving a centri fugal air
compressor". However, the information about him in the various books in my library is at best brief, often
conflicting, and usually he isn't mentioned.
-

-

Sir Frank Whittle
37p stamp issued by Great Britain on March 5 th 1991, as part of a set of four stamps commemorating
Scientific Achievements. - According to Stanley Gibbons Collect British Stamps, this stamp shows a Gloster E28/39
Aircraft over East Anglia, to commemorate the 50' Anniversary of the First Flight of Sir Frank Whittle's Jet Engine.
Frank Whittle outlined his ideas for jet propulsion in a thesis he wrote as an RAF cadet in 1928.
However, nobody else showed any interest in them, and development of his jet engine did not begin until the
mid 1930's.
Meanwhile, Dr. Pabst von Ohain of the Heinkel Development Plant in Germany had had similar ideas.
These led to the construction of a jet engine during 1937, and the first flight of a jet powered aircraft, the
Heinkel He 178, on August 27 th 1939. Although the test flight was successful, the development work had
been done unofficially, and further development was given a low priority by the German government.
The first flight of the Gloster E28/39 powered by Frank Whittle's jet engine was made on May 15 th
194.Thisengadtru-oweigh f1.5t,wichasmubetrnhpow-eigt
ratio of 1 to 1.5 achieved by the most powerful piston engines at the end of the war.

Many thanks to Donald Holmes for most of the information in this article.
M.J.H. Taylor and D. Mondey, Jane's Publishing Company Ltd., London, England, 1983.
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FOLLOW UP:
MORE ON A.C. ROESSLER
Mike Shand
THE LAST ISSUE OF "THE CANADIAN
AEROPHILATELIST HAD A PIECE ON
THAT ROGUE ROESSLER OR THAT
PIONEER AEROPHILATELIST) DEPENDING
ON HOW YOU SEE THE EVIDENCE.

Airpla
t K

COVERS ORIGINATED IN HIS FERTILE
MIND DO INDEED POP UP ALMOST
CONTINUOUSLY AND FOR THE MOST PART
ARE WELL WORTH COLLECTING.

=r `, e w s

Number

One

A des-izi:

reader

PERHAPS LESS WELL KNOWN IS THE
FACT THAT HE PUBLISHED ONE OF
THE EARLIEST AIRMAIL NEWS - LETTERS)
SHOWN IN
"AIRPLANE STAMP NEWS"
REDUCED SIZE IS ISSUE No. 1.
As CAN BE SEEN HE DID NOT PUT A
DATE ON IT, BUT INSIDE HE NOTES
THAT "THE SCOTT CATALOGUE FOR 1919 ,
WILL DEFINATELY BE READY BY Nov 1.'
(INDICATING 1918?)
SOME NOTES FROM INSIDE ARE ALSO
SHOWN (REDUCED SIZE). IN THOSE
DAYS YOU COULD GET 25 ISSUES FOR
.25 CENTS.
I HAVE TO ADMIT THAT "THE CANADIAN
AEROPHILATELIST PUBLISHES MORE PAGES
BUT AH FOR THE DAYS OF THOSE CHEAPIE
POSTAGE RATES.
I AM NOT COMPLETELY CLEAR ON HOW LONG
HE PUBLISHED THIS NEWSLETTER. MAYBE
SOMEONE KNOWS. THE HIGHEST NUMBER I
HAVE IS #159 WHICH SEEMS TO BE 1936.
IN THAT, HE ADVERTISES 105 CANADIAN
FLIGHT COVERS
AT FACE', $5.45.
THE GOOD OLD DAYS
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7 Ott E .

bel_.̀ fe-ze stamp

Editor's note: I found the first page from

Roessler's Airplane Stamp News
fascinating, so I asked Mike for a full-size
copy which is printed on the next page.
I particularly liked Roessler's
justification for the cost of his covers,
including "a possibility of an entire lot
burning up or being destroyed"! - The
potential loss of an aircraft, and all the
mail, was still a concern in 1935, as
shown by Mike's earlier article on page
10 of this newsletter, but very fortunately
is not normally an issue these days.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: MORE ON A.C. ROESSLER by Mike Shand, continued:

Airplane Stamp . News
Issued by
A. C. ROESSLER
140 South Parkway
East Orange, N. J.
25 issues for 25 cents.

Here's another Stamp paper! In the
first issue it is customary to apologize
for the weakness of the excuse for existence. We also have noticed from
many initial issues that "Our next issue
will be much better, etc."
Well, we suppose we will have . to be
right up-to-date and give a little reason
for our being. •
The first and only reason for this
Vol. No. 1 is the terrific demand and
instant popularity of the inauguration
of the government's REGULAR MAIL Seavice which has made it impossible for
us to deal with all of our customers by
letter. By means of the printed word we
can do much better and at a lower
price.
Adding another paper to our string
may cause some to shudder.
Our work is not likely to be confused
1Vith the RoycrOfters, Nor is it strictly
g . Several folks have writart
ten recentTY that we ought to be shot 'for
putting such printing in the mail. Perhaps they are right.
On the other hand by throwing aside
ideas of fancy printing we have been
able to charge less for our paper than
any other publication in our class. The
first requirement—as far as we are concerned—is put you in touch with the
bargains that we have to offer. All .else
is extraneous.
The chances are the people who ask
for flossy printing would be the first to
holler about the dollar tax we'd hafta
charge them. . . .
After the war—ah, how sweet is the
phrase !—we have plans for a better
press and we may 'then start a • Weekly
(for which, we have some ideas that
look good—:-or• paper anyway).
There! We've told you" all. Nothing
concealed in our sleeves, friends. The
paper is a need to us. It saveetime. It
brings the news and bargains in this
special line direct to your •doo?. . •
We will not "do better next time."
The chances are -we will be slightly
worse—if that is possible. You really
can't kick much, anyway. You are

getting. it free. Only the postage is
charged: 25 issues, 25 cents.
Just the postage.
That's all..
There you have our excuse forbeing
and our promise for: the future.

-ST-015-11245•

Our Publications
To new readers we would say that
three papers are issued, each more or
less given to one class.
A. C. R, STAMP News. Regular Edition. News and bargains for collectors.
Ads of leading dealers. Costs 25c for
12 issues. •
Dealers' Edition. • Mostly wholesale.
Goes to every principal wholesaler in .
world. Good for small dealers, .exchangers, swappers, traders, etc. 12 issues for 2k.
Airplane Stamp News: Bargains and
bits of news of this highly profitable
and popular side-line. 25 issues for 25c. .
CT. A..keaptrT,tifts

Think of This
When you see vs ask 50c for a cover
Mom our stock) ; don't think it exorbitant.
' Out of .200. mailed from a western
point, 30 failed -to come thru. Blame
it on the postal clerks. 19 had stamps
removed. Blame that on the clerks,.too.
That's a loss of 25% which we add to
the cost. So it goes each trip. Then
there is a possibility -of an entire_ lot
burning up or being destroyed. •• *. Of course. 50c isn't a' bit high: We
can't ever get more. There fs no reserve supply to dip into.
And look at some we sold for 30c
which we would buy back at $4.00.
•

I

Subscription Blank .
-For
•
Airplane Stamp News. .

A. C. ROESSLER,
140 South Park-way,
East Orange, N. J. •
. Herewith. find 25c 'for 25 - is'sties:. of
Airplane Stamp - ,,NT,e2cs,. starting frith

No. •
•

Name
Street
City State

Issue #1. (Now fragile, poor quality paper.)

With regard to the publication dates for Roessler's Airplane Stamp News, there are comments in Barry
Newton's A.C. Roessler Photo Cachet Catalogue that:
•
his First Day Cover service ended in 1938;
•
he went out of business in1940, though the reason for this "is still a mystery".
These dates seem to fit Mike's estimate of 1936 for the last issue.

Thanks Mike.
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LTD. - RED LAKE FLIGHTS, 1927.

0
(V'

C

E. K. MULCI -IY
140 South Parkway `o'
2East Orange, N. J.
Cover produced by A.C. Roessler, using the name E.K. Mulcahy.
Postmarked: RED LAKE MR 4 27 ONT
No backstamps.

The listing of WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS covers in the American Air Mail Catalogue, (Fifth edition,
volume 4, 1981), began with the comment:
This company commenced operations in the Red Lake District on December 27, 1926
with one plane, a Fokker Universal aircraft. Between March 4 and May 9, 1927 hundreds of
flights were made between Rolling Portage and Red Lake and certain other points. However,
as this carrier's contract was not effective until May 10, 1927, the mail so flown bore the
semi-official stamps of Patricia Airways and Exploration, Ltd., Jack V. Elliot Air Service or
Elliot-Fairchild Air Service. Covers between the above dates, bearing stamps of the Patricia
Company are valued at approximately $25.00 each; those bearing stamps of the other two
companies at $50.00 each. Such covers frequently have a rubber stamp reading "W.C.A." on
front or back.

This is a longstanding comment: it also appeared in the Fourth edition of AAMC published in 1970,
though that gave lower values for the covers.
However, the comment always struck me as strange: were "hundreds of flights" really made in a period
of approximately sixty-seven days?
The reference to "hundreds of flights" has been dropped in The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland, but the concept of Western Canada Airways flying mail franked with other companies stamps
remains. It is, in fact, the generally accepted explanation for the use of other carriers' stamps on WCA
covers. - A similar comment is made by Conway Longworth-Dames in The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air
Mails of Canada:

WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS, LTD.
RED LAKE, ONT.

C21

1 1927, March 4—May 9. Rolling Portage to Goldpines, Red Lake and Woman

Lake. During this period a large number of mail flights were made between
these points, but as no official contract existed between the company and the
postal authorities, all mail bore either Patricia Airways and Exploration or
Elliot—Fairchild Air Service stamps. The green cachet C21 was applied to most
items carried.
Continued
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WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LTD. - RED LAKE FLIGHTS, 1927, continued:

However, Derek Rance pointed out to me that this explanation conflicts with other information given
in Longworth-Dames' book, regarding the availability of WCA aircraft:
The arrival of their first aircraft, the Fokker
Universal, City of Winnipeg, enabled Oaks to make the inaugural flight on December 27th. A quantity of mail had accumulated at Hudson, so the opportunity to clear
the backlog of letters presented itself and mail was carried to Woman Lake, Pine
Ridge and Narrow Lake. The flight was repeated on the 28th and 29th and by the
end of the year, the company had carried three fare-paying passengers and 850 lbs.
of freight. On February 26, 1927, the second Fokker Universal, City of Toronto,
arrived, but a few days later it was damaged when it overturned on landing. With
the first aircraft out of commission following another accident, the company was
temporarily without aeroplanes. However, after working around the clock, repairs
were completed and the two aircraft were flown to Churchill, on the shores of Hudson Bay, to carry out a major airlift for the Canadian Government. While the airlift
was still in progress, the third Universal (G-CAGE), named Fort Churchill, arrived
at Hudson and the Red Lake service was resumed on March 25th.
I have now corresponded with Conway Longworth-Dames, who has reviewed the situation. He agreed
with Derek's observation regarding the availability of aircraft, and commented: "I would suggest that while
WCA was without aircraft the mail was carried for them by PAE; your cover in fact seems to bear this our.
Conway also believes that WCA had the air mail contract during this period. - It may have been from
March 4th , as he states in his book that:
On March 4th, the Post Office granted Western Canada Airways approval to
issue their own stamps and the first mail flight using these new stamps was made
on May 10.
This information suggests the following set of events:
•
from March 4th to March 24th , WCA had the airmail contract, but no aircraft, and no stamps. They
therefore arranged for Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. to fly mail for them.
•
from March 25 th to May 9th , WCA had the airmail contract and an aircraft, but no stamps. They
therefore arranged to fly mail using other companies stamps.
•
from May 10th on, WCA had the airmail contract, aircraft, and their own stamps.
If this is correct, the cover on the previous page would have been flown by Patricia Airways and
Exploration Ltd., (hence the stamp), on behalf of Western Canada Airways, (hence the cachet), which
reverses the previous/conventional explanation of the cover.
However, this revised set of events would make covers flown by WCA on May 10 th 1927 (AAMC #90,
AMCN CL40-2700) just the first flight with WCA stamps, not a first flight under the air mail contract. This
would contradict the previous listings for the May 10 th flights, and perhaps also the cachet used:

Can anybody provide additional information on these flights?
Many thanks to Derek Rance and Conway Longworth-Dames for their information, and my
compliments to Conway on his wonderful book.

The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, (published by
Unitrade Press) can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or by mail from:
Saskatoon Stamp Centre, P.O. Box 1870, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3S2
(Tel. 1 800 205 8814 Fax: 1 306 975 3728 Web site: www.saskatoonstamp.com )
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.

A Trans Canada Air Lines "Revenue Stamp" ?
• ping pit
are those p
destination, s
conjunction t:
the Carrier(s)
2. If, and to
., .1 t it
applied, the Ca.
be unde
legal representa,.. es or dependen
or injury to his person, or loss,
sonal property arising out of
services or operations of the Cart
by the act, neglect or default of
(a) in any event,, the passenger
according to value, the liability
baggage and to personal property
delivery thereof, is limited to its
less than the declared value), w
aggregate, than $100.00 United
passenger, unless a higher valuatio
charges paid therefor, pursuant to
ing that any loss, damage or delay
by, the act, neglect or fault of the
(b) Baggage transported hereunder
upon the return to the Carrier of
. connection with such baggage.
3. When officially validated, this ti
From the airport at the place of d

Revenue cancellation
TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES
JAN =8 49
MILTON, BERMUDA
CITY

Back of the paper
(All illustrations enlarged)

Mint stamp

Patrick Campbell found this stamp while sorting through a big batch of material to be sold as a fund
raiser for the Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre.
It is a 12 shilling 6 pence stamp from Bermuda, (Scott #270), attached to what appears to be part of
an airline ticket, and cancelled by a square hand stamp.
In 1948, visitors to Bermuda had to pay an entry fee (tax) of 12/6. It looks like a 12/6 stamp was put
on an airline ticket, and cancelled to indicate that the tax has been paid.
If anybody would like to purchase this stamp, please contact Patrick Campbell, 17092 Rue Maher,
Pierrefonds, Quebec H9J 1 H7

HOT AIR BALLOON STAMPS
from CANADA POST for STAMP COLLECTING MONTH
HOT AIR BALLOONS
Date of Issue
Last Day of Sale
Denomination
Layout
Product Nos.
Design
Illustration
Printer
Quantity
Dimensions
Perforations
Gum Type
Printing Process
Paper Type
Tagging

1 October, 2001
30 September, 2002
4 x 47¢
Booklet of 8 Self-adhesive
Stamps (4 designs)
413489111 (unsealed) 113489 (sealed)
Lise Giguere
Dan Fell
Canadian Bank Note
8,000,000 stamps
43 mm x 31 mm
Diecut
Pressure sensitive
Lithography (6 colours)
Tullis Russell Coatings
General, 4 sides

Official First Day Cover

(OFDC) Cancellation
Product No.

GATINEAU (QUEBEC)
413489131
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Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail Stamps
Mark-Lane Stamps Acquires
Silvestri Collection of Canadian
Semi-officials

gles, blocks, panes and on cover; all early
booklets; distinctive and unusual covers,
with many one-of-a-kind examples.

The Wally Silvestri collection of Canadian Semi-official airmail stamps and
covers, believed to be the deepest and
most extensive in the world, has been acquired by Mark-Lane Stamps of West
Haverstraw, New York. The firm is a market-maker in that field, and also specializes in classic Canada and United States.

Individual items will be available for
sale to clients of Mark-Lane and to all
collectors submitting want lists. In addition, selected items will be included in
quarterly mail auctions conducted by
North Jersey Stamp Auctions, a division
of Mark-Lane Stamps.

The collection includes all of the rarities
and varieties in the Semi-official area including CLP one, two and three mint, used
and on cover, in multiples; CL1-51 in sin-

Inquiries, want lists and requests for
auction catalogues should be addressed to
Mark-Lane Stamps, PO Box 626, West
Haverstraw, NY 10993; tel/fax: 845-3625330; e-mail: RWS45@AOL.com.

This announcement appeared as a news story in the November-December 2001 issue of The
Canadian Philatelist, journal of THE ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA, with whom we exchange
journals. It is reprinted for the information of members who collect semi-officials.
For more information about the RPSC, please contact: Harry Sutherland, Box 100, First Canadian
Place, Toronto, Ontario M5X 1 B2

2001 A YUKON ODYSSEY - COMMEMORATIVE FLOWN COVERS
Some of the covers described in the last newsletter are still available. Please note that $5.00 SHOULD
BE ADDED TO EACH ORDER FOR POSTAGE AND PACKING (any number of covers). For more
information, contact: The Yukon Transportation Museum Society, 30 Electra Crescent, Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A 6E6

NEXT ISSUE - #50
The next issue will mark the 50 th Anniversary of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist, so I would like to produce a special issue.
Since the main aim of this newsletter is to provide a forum for the
exchange of information among members, I would like all members to
have the opportunity to contribute to the anniversary issue.
To create a 50 th Anniversary theme, I invite and request all members to
send me a copy of any cover of their choice, that commemorates the 50 th
Aniversayof utclraimevn.Psdahorte
describing the event, if you wish and/or it's needed.
Please send your contribution to the editor,
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by February 1st 2002.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. < hargreave4kinqiqs.net >
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in USA.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

The annual membership dues are:

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the March newsletter is sent to you without delay.
14 Murray Heifetz
17 Richard J McIntosh
21 D Mercer
24 Neil Hunter
28 Ed Lettick
40 Jeffrey Lodge
45 Norbert E Krommer
49 John Johnson Jr.
65 Ian Mowat
67 Robert North Sr.
69 Don Amos
73 Kurt Tischler
76 W Ross Richardson
81 Steve Reinhard
99 Piet Steen
103 K Bileski
106 Maurice G Malenfant
109 Gary J Lyon

111 James Larry Kobelt
130 Basil S. Burrell
132John I. Jamieson
133 Eric Grove
135 Beatrice Bachmann
142 J Don Wilson
145 Francois Bourbonnais
155 Larry Milberry
170 Ken Mitchell
171 Abert N Leger
180 Elmer WA Cleary
189 Jacky Stoltz
193 JP Gadoury
197 Henk Post
215 Jack Ince
217 Cecil G Stoner
219 William C Noble

220 Richard Whalley
221 W Arnold Stearman
222 Douglas M Smith
243 Jim Miller
260 Fred C Dietz
262 ESJ van Dam
263 Louis K Levy
275 Thomas Shaw
276 Richard S Allen
277 Ed Matthews
289 Andre Giguere
300 Bob Campbell
306 Gordon G Mallett
309 Per Olav Talgoy
310 Charles J Lablonde
311 Hans Wichern
312 Barry Frost

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
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Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears

to the editor.

The ANNUAL GENERAL METING of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
will be held in Ottawa at ORAPEX on the afternoon of Sunday May 5 th .
For more information please contact Dick Malott, (tel: 613 829-0280).
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT A History of Aviation and Air Mail,
through 50th Anniversary Stamps and Covers.
504
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This cover conforms to the now conventional-wisdom, that the era of powered flight began with the
Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk in 1903. However, the failure of the Wright's public demonstration in March
1904 resulted in great scepticism regarding their claims at the time. - Many people, such as Jacob
Ellehammer, continued to try and be, they thought, the first person to fly.
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On the 12th September 1906, Ellehammer flew a distance of 43 metres, on the island of Lindholm in
Denmark. However, this is now usually considered to have been a "hop", rather than a sustained flight.
The cover above commemorates that event. It also illustrates several of the problems of "postal
archaeology". - His aircraft looked like the one shown on the stamp, but it was tethered as it had no rudder,
and lacked any control in yaw. It did not look like the one in the cachet, which seems to be a Bleriot Xl.
Also, while the inscription on the cover says it is "Celebrating Ellehammer's first flight 50 years ago",
(i.e. in 1906), the map indicates a flight from Lindholm to Vordingborg of much more than 43 metres!
Fortunately there was note in pencil on the back of the cover to explain these anomalies:
" 50' anniversary re-enactment flight in replica of Ellehammer's 1909 monoplane
Lindholm - Vordingborg: 20 miles. Approx 6,000 carried. "
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT. A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

On October 23rd 1906, Alberto Santos-Dumont flew 197 feet in
a straight line, at a height of approximately 10 feet, at the Bagatelle
Field outside Paris, France.
This flight was watched by hundreds of spectators, and he was
acclaimed as the first man to fly a heavier-than-air aircraft.
His aircraft, the 14-bis, flew rudder first, so is flying from left- toright across Brazil's commemorative stamp, which is one of a set of
five issued in 1956.
The engine was mounted at the rear of the aircraft, and the pilot
stood upright in a wicker basket, in front of the wing.

to
CORRE10•

The first public flight in the United States was made by Glenn Curtiss on July 4 th 1908. He flew 2,000
yards in a straight line, in 1 minute 43 seconds, and won the Scientific American's $2,500 silver-trophy
competition, for the first public flight in the United States over a one kilometre straightaway course.
Fora while Glenn Curtiss's fame equaled that of the Wright Brothers, but in later years he was eclipsed
by them. I have not seen any philatelic commemorations for the Fiftieth Anniversary of any of his
achievements, although the Glenn Curtiss Museum in Hammondsport has issued a series of covers
commemorating the 75h Anniversary of many of his achievements.
On August 8th 1908, Wilbur Wright gave a public demonstration at Le Mans in France, where he
stunned the crowd with his ability to make controlled turns. This event made the Wright Brothers international
celebrities.
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plane Wilbur Wright. La rentrc'e au hangar op,* un vol.
Postcard contributed by Donald Holmes.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

First Flight in Canada

Endorsed

-

upper left: Air letter carried on Replica Silver Dart

Baddeck, Nova Scotia - February 23, 1959
bottom centre: MAILED FROM BADDECK, N.S. FEB 23, 1959 WHERE

FIFTY YEARS AGO J.A.D. McCURDY MADE THE FIRST
POWERED AIRCRAFT FLIGHT IN CANADA

This cover has been signed by J.A.D. McCurdy, (centre), and by Wing Commander Paul Hartman who
flew the replica. - It is addressed to E.R. Pearson, who's daughter babysat for Wing Commander Hartmann
while he was at the National Defence College in Kingston.

Aviation spreads around the world
Many countries commemorated the 50 th Anniversary of the first flight in the country. - The First Day
Cover below is for a stamp commemorating THE 50 th ANNIVERSARY OF AVIATION BY THE JAPANESE:
In Commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of
the Aviation 6q the Japanese
1910 - 1960

fire =loll

18 S 0

FIRST DAY OF ISSUE
SEPTEMBER 20, 1960

rig fth.

•
'•

44.

••■•■

•
. •t

An insert sates: On December 19, 1910, Captain Yoshitoshi Tokuguwa succeeded in flying the Farman Plane
at Yoyogi, Tokyo, by himself, with no foreign help. So did Captain Kamazo Hino, on the same day.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

1911 - World's First Official Air Mail Flight
FIRST AERIAL POST
GOLDEN JUBILEE

1911 — 19 61

Jubilee Flight
ALLAHABAD—NAINI

18th February 1961

INDIAN POSTS & TELEGRAPH
Picture shows Al. Henri Pequel on his box kite Humber bi-p one

14•

Ch in 1911 carried the snail between Allahabad and Naini.

This was the first of many airmail flights in 1911. - By the end of that year, flights carrying mail had also
been made in Argentina, Denmark, Great Britain, French North Africa, Italy, the United States, and South
Africa.

1917 - Italy Issued the World's First Air Mail Stamp

50',,c4r4 • DEL
FFWJC06OLLO Di r
EMESSO NEL MOND°

EijEA,

This was an overprint on a regular Special Delivery stamp, and is shown at the top of the cachet. It was
used on experimental flights between Turin and Rome on May 22" d , and from Rome to Turin on May 27 th
197.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

May 15th 1918 - the World's First Regularly Scheduled Air Mail Service
was inaugurated between Washington and New York
FIRST 04}0
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This cover also shows the perils of "postal archaeology". - The aircraft used for this service was the
Curtis JN-4H Jenny as shown on the stamp. The cachet, however, shows a De Havilland DH-4!

24th June 1918 - Canada's First Air Mail Flight
cs,OTH
1 ST

24 June 1918 — 24 June 1968
FLIGHT
FIRST OFFICIP.!.

AIR Mill
TOR( . :TO
•,i

VIA AIR MAIL
GF Lareault, Pku

in Canada - 1.1o;;;feu1 lo Toronto
Flown by Ccp:6in HIAN A. PECK

AIR CANADA, Room 3313
Place Ville Mahe
Montreal 2, Quebec

Cachet reads:

50th Anniversary

24 June 1918 -- 24 June 1968
FIRST OFFICIAL AIR MAIL FLIGHT
in Canada - Montreal to Toronto
Flown by Captain BRIAN A. PECK

This was one of a number of covers produced by Dick Malott in the 1960's and 70's, to commemorate
various events in Canadian aviation and air mail history.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

Technological progress during World War I leads to new achievements
by aircraft:

ANNIVERSARY
FIRST NON-STOP

ATLANTIC
FLIGHT
1019-1969

14 JUNE 1969
R.A.F. BRIZE NORTON
1088 POSTAL SERVICE

JUNE 14 1919
SING! E (-1101 119

50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE

FIRST DIRECT
TRA SATLA T
FLIGHT

tJr

16 hrs. 27 mins.

FLOWN FROM
R.A.F. 1.7":17., NORTON
To J.F.N. 1 . E .W YORK
er.:1
in
VC1G Fu fir 2:GC0

FROM STJOHNS CAPE: Sqn. tdr. 1. S. fiCi::- 1. OCKS
NEWFOUNDLAND
TO CLIFDEN IRELAND 11"" 1.115 1969 ix
i-rss. 19 mins.
14-15th JUNE1919 Eou .1E cR(mwrii

RAF Liaison
J Fit New York
RAF WM NOMA

Alcock and Brown make the first non-stop flight across the Atlantic, in a modified Vickers Vimy. The
Vimy had been designed as a strategic bomber for the Royal Air Force, and first flew on November 30 th 1917.
Contributed by James Davidson.

and airships:
TH. ANNIVERSARY 13 13

i FIRST TWO-WAY n
ATLANTIC CROSSING

(Ple-ce-ct-e

o

13 JUL1969

R34

R.A.F. BINBROOK

BRITISH FORCES 1087 POSTAL SERVICE

961:,

The R34 left East Fortune, Scotland, on the 2n d July 1919, and arrived in New York on the 61h July, after
a flight of 108 hours 12 minutes. It carried a crew of 30, plus one stowaway: William Ballantyre, who had
been cut from the crew in order to reduce airship weight, but was determined to make the flight anyway.
It left New York for East Fortune on the 9' July, but one of the two engines broke down due to fuel
contamination, and the airship was diverted to Pulham in Norfolk, arriving there on the 13 th July.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

Aviation in the Netherlands

1919 AUGUSTUS 1919
LICHTHAVENSCHIPH0L40KTOBERV.

BE IIAG VAN DE AERORIATEL
V LIEGENDE HOLLANDER, LUCHTHAVEN SCHIPHOL

the
starting point of important aviation
The year 1919 was
developments in The Netherlands. The ELTA (Eerste LuchtverkeerTentoonstelling Amsterdam = First Air Traffic Exhibition Amsterdam)
was opened by Queen Wilhelmina and attracted about 500.000 visitors in
6 weeks. It was organised by Albert Plesman, who became director of
KLM (established later in the same year). After the exhibition Anthony
Fokker acquired the exhibition ground and buildings to start his
Nederlandsche Vliegtuigenfabriek (= Dutch Aircraft Factory) there.
The 50th anniversary of these events was commemorated by the Dutch Post
in 1968 with a set of 3 stamps, showing various aircraft. The shown
maximum card depicts an ELTA poster; the stamp, showing 2 Fokker
aircraft (F.II and F.28), is cancelled with the commemorative cachet
of the 8th Day of Aerophilately, held in 1968 at Amsterdam airport
"Schiphol".

Jacques Bot,
Loon van de Helende Meesters 245,
1186 AH AMSTELVEEN,
The Netherlands.

Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

Many New Air Mail Services Are Introduced During the 1920's
11ittIJ1I'IJi

1920 -1970

JAHR Ott hAIUR 1910

JAHR Offi 55105 1970
if.

.,*
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x.',I*

*4. 11
*00 \M.*
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* * *

50

HELVETIA

HELVETIA

o
...

50 5

7:17 .01

'''Pono?-\

50" Anniversaire

For example:
Geneva to
Paris,
15th November
1920.

PhIlatellsten-Club Swissair

Premier service postal aerien
15 novembre 1970

Poste restante
PARIS/ France

1:15 Genvol5 AfAroport

Geneve-Paris

908

Par talon

PPPriP4

1924 - Canada's First Scheduled Air Mail Service
50TH ANN . " 1-7'ISARY
kl

.0.. M

4`"
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■
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....94.4449944

IS2
50e All
COURT

Canada 8

IIAILEYBURY - - ROUYN
ifE
-cr

fZ
O

1441

1924-197

4

E39

50 "ANNIVERSARY OF AIR MAIL

This service was operated by LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE between Haileybury, Ontario, and the
Rouyn goldfields. - Several articles about this service, and the production of these 50 th Anniversary "stamps"
and covers, were published in the June 1999 issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

The ZR3
This Zeppelin airship was built by the Germans for the United States, as part of the reparations
agreement after World War 1. Once in the United States it was commissioned into the navy as the U.S.S.
Los Angeles, and was operated for nine years without an accident or serious incident.

OCTOBER 15.19.1974

BROOKPIELD.

ZR3
Maiden Flight
Left
Frieelrie.kohafen

Luftschilf Z.

13.3

)3efoi-aert

October 12, 1924

ANNIVERSARY
ZR3 TO AMERICA
50+h

Arrived
Lakehttrost
October 15, 1924

/ELD,

Flying Time

81 hrs., 27 min.

Mit
Luttechiff Z. R. 8
befordert
THE ZEPPELIN COLLECTORS CLUB

P. O. BOX 10
OROOKF I ELD, 1L 6061

Gum _1

ZEPPEX
BANQUET

cle14:021-7^,

Dear Chris,
I was 23 years old and had been collecting zeppelin memorabilia for several years
and zeppelin philately for a short time. I had learned about the Zeppelin Collectors
Cub and eagerly volunteered to do whatever I could. Earl Wellman was planning
his first of several small local airmail stamp shows in Brookfield, Illinois under the
auspices of the Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas (since merged with the
American Air Mail Society). The theme for ZEPPEX 74 was the 50th anniversary of
the flight from Friedrichshafen, Germany, to Lakehurst, New Jersey, of the LZ126 or
ZR3 (later christened the Los Angeles). I was invited to exhibit my frames of Los
Angeles mail and to design the postmark. It was the first of about twenty postmarks
that I have drawn for the USPS. At that time, I thought the post office would have a
professional artist rework my design. Instead, they reproduced exactly what I had
submitted. I learned from my false assumptions and it was the only design I ever
made with handdrawn lettering rather than presstype or later computer graphics! I
helped staff the show tables and one evening all the workers went out to dinner to
celebrate the success of our event. Several of the aerophilatelists who signed my
dinner show cover are now deceased. Several served as mentors to me in my early
years of collecting, including Mason Curran, Carl and Ruth Grissmann, and Earl
Wellman. Their spirit and love for our hobby continues through reminders such as
these special event anniversary covers.

Cheryl (then Johnson) Ganz

Continued
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1927 - Charles Lindbergh makes the First Solo Flight across the Atlantic.
(-DARIEN
I NEWS
.

.

Lionlbergle ItelsermIterecI
', Ilero iiiii I Hi...411'111

FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

Commercial Aviation

2 i 10 AM
....a up Pith .6v 1.b

DALTTIEN,CMisillK(g03(0110
LINDBERGH RESIDENCE FOR OVER 25 YEARS

The story behind the cover:

Remembering Lindbergh: A Unique Contribution
If Donald Holmes had the wings
of Charles A. Lindbergh his chores
this week would probably be a little
bit easier.
Tomorrow morning he will take
part in the first-day-of-issue
ceremony in Long Wand for. the
1977 commemorative stamp
marking the 50th anniversary:of
the famous aviator's transatlantic
flight. Later in the day, he will
attend the "Spirit of St. Louis"
dinner to be held at the Waldorf- .
AstoriaHelbyhCsA.
Lindbergh Memorial Fund and on
Saturday he will return to Darien '
to obtain a second cancellation for
the stamp.
the

11
FIRST 1-,),` (. )/r1,1IE.
celebrations honoring Lindbergh is
more than a passing one—borne by,
a respect for the man and a
proximity to Darien where Lindbergh resided for more than a third
of • his life.
And his interest took on an added
dimension several months ago

when he decided to prepare a
unique souvenir envelope for
Darien residents and collectors of
Lindbergh memorabilia.
The commemorative postal
cover will bear the newly issued
postage stamp, a special first-dayof-issue cancellation and additional postage cancelled in
Darien on May 21, 1977, the anniversary date of Lindbergh's
arrival at Le Bourget Field in
Paris.
The cover also features a portion
of the front page of the Darien
News' August 29, 1974 issue. The
News headline on that date, which
appeared three days after his
death in Hawaii, read "Lindbergh
Remembered As Hero and
Resident". A 1929 photograph of
the famed flier and his wife, Anne
Morrow Lindbergh, accompanied
the story.
The stamp itself, enscribed with
the words "50th Anniversary Solo
Transatlantic Flight," is a standard $.13 commemorative issue
measuring 1.44 by .84 inches.
Designed by aviation artist Robert
E. Cunningham of Ft. Worth,
Texas, it depicts the "Spirit of St.
Louis" flying low over the water
between Nova S,...otia and New
Foundland in the ninth hour of
flight.
Unveiled in a ceremony at the
Smithsonian Institution's new

National 'Air and Space Musetmi,tn
Washington, D.C. on March 28, the
dark-hued stamp managed to
evoke some controversYof its °Vizi
when several people criticized -6e
faCt that Lindbergh wa-s . 'net
depicted by name or picture:- `A,
According to Holnies, a mernber
of Darien's Olde Kings HighviiiY
Stamp Club and a 'former resident
Of Rowayton, United States postaL
laWs prohibit commemorativ.e.
stampfrodeicngy:except presidents—until they have
been dead for at least ten •.years.
"I hope enough Darien families
will be interested in owning this
souvenir," said Holmes, who will
distribute the 200 stamped letters'
from his newly opened cheese shop
on the Post Rd.
"It is something that will be
cherished by Lindbergh fanciers
around the country," he continued,
"but I'd like to see the letters stay
right here in Darien."
Adding his thanks to Darien's
Postmaster Ralph Pleasic for his
okay on Saturday's second cancellation, Holmes noted that a
portion of the sale of the souvenir
envelope will be given to the
Charles A. Lindbergh Memorial
Fund. The fund was recently
established to provide grants and
fellowships to students beginning
careers in aeronautics, research,
exploration and conservation.

DARIEN NEWS, Thursday, May 19,1977
The second stamp on this cover was issued in 1926, and commemorates the
50th Anniversary of private carriers taking over the U.S. air mail service from the government.
Contributed by Donald Holmes.
Continued
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE

50 YEARS

MADE.

SEPTEMBER 1928 / 1978
ON SEPTEMBER 11 1928 THE FIRST
LETTER EVER TO REACH NEW ZEALAND
BY AIR, FLEW INTO CHRISTCHURCH
WITH KINGSFORD SMITH AND CREW IN
THE "SOUTHERN CROSS:
THIS FOLLOWED THEIR SUCCESSFUL
(FIRST EVER) CROSSING OF THE
PACIFIC OCEAN FROM CALIFORNIA
TO AUSTRALIA.
THE LETTER SHOWN WAS POSTED IN
CHRISTCHURCH, BY SURFACE TO ITS
DESTINATION, AUCKLAND.

0-v

yoa)1

2 Acx-vk

1928: 14HRS 25 MTS IN THE FOKKER.

"Pk.04-Ir

1978: 2HRS 20mTs IN THE DC-10.
/1)A-)1-

50TH ANNIVERSARY COVERS WERE FLOWN IN
A DC - 10, WHICH BY 1978 WERE PROVIDING
REGULARLY SCHEDULED TRANS - TASMAN
SERVICE.
THE COVER SHOWN IS SIGNED BY H.A.
LICHFIELD WHO WAS NAVIGATOR ON THE
1928 FLIGHT AND BY JOHN ULM, SON OF
CHARLES ULM WHO WAS CO - PILOT IN 1928.
(BOTH COVERS REDUCED SIZE )

50th Anniversary of
the first crossing by air
of the Tasman Sea
10-11thSeptember,1928
Air Commodore
SIR CHARLES
KINGSFORD - SMITH
MC. AFC

This Cover has been flown from Sydney Australis
to Christchurch New Zealand
Sept
928
Fokker FV/3M
Aircra It
Regd No
G-AUSU
Flight No.
Flight Time 14hrs 25 mins
Captain Sun Ldr Kingsford Smith
C. Ulm
Crew
T. H. McWilliams
H. A. Litchfield

1

) i.L.,,, B-Ii- "`A

1ft
Contributed by Mike Shand.

Sept
973
DC 10
ZK-NZL
TE 802
2hrs 20 mins
R. McWilliarns
1. Humphries
G. Freer
A. McWiliams
K. Baker
plus
crew 11 cabin

Military Covers
C.P.O.
SYDNEY
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

1930's: Long Distance Air Services Develop
RAFF126

The 50th ANNIVE RSARY of the FIRST
THROUGH COAST to COASTAIR SERVICE
in the UNITED STATES
NEW YORK to LOS ANGELES
October 1930

tWA

• geles in
Flown from New York to
Lockheed L1011 Tri-Star of Transworld Air
Lines.
Registration No. 11001, Tail No. N31001.
Captain ... Malcolm Robillard
First Officer ... Richard Lonski.
Flight Engineer ... Paul Carr.
Departed J. F. Kennedy Airport 2200 Eastern Daylight Time (EDT).
Arrived Los Angeles Airport 0107 Pacific
Daylight Time (PDT).
Flight Time: 6hrs. 07 mins.
T C Treadwall
c/o T W A
L A International
Airport
California

In 1929 TRANSCONTINENTAL AIR TRANSPORT had inaugurated a combined air-rail service coast
to coast, cutting travel time to 48 hours. TAT later became part of TRANSCONTINENTAL WESTERN AIR,
INC, and on 25 October, 1930, this new company, known as TWA, inaugurated all-air coast-to-coast service.
With an overnight stop in Kansas City, it was possible to go from Newark, N. J. to Los Angeles in 36 hours.
Contributed by John Johnson.

AIR MAIL. PAR AVION
Carried on 60th Anniversary F

23 AP _10981
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA 3000

24 A pnl 1981

50th Anniversary First Official
Air Mail Australia—UK 1931/31

LONDON UK

Or.

•j;:AMES

Fit.)DoN r=lUE
1ACatsrou

orP (0117
MO 6 LA NI

50 th Anniversary First Official Air Mail Australia - UK 1931/81
Carried on 50th Anniversary Flight by Qantas
The original mail flight left Melbourne on the 23' April 1931. - It was flown:
•
by AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL AIRWAYS to Brisbane,
•
by QANTAS from Brisbane to Darwin,
•
by Kingsford Smith in the Southern Cross to Akyab, Burma,
•
by IMPERIAL AIRWAYS to London, England, arriving on thel4th May.

Continued
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1931: The Polar Flight of the Graf Zeppelin
RAF FF31

50th ANNIVERSARY of the

,

t FF.0.71

SPECIAL FLIGHTof LZ127
GRAF ZEPPELIN over the North

Count sferbinaltb bon Zupetill
1538-1917

Pole

-t,sEN8 //i9

24-31 JULY 1931

op F
0.4

■

1)-_.
)

1R

•

- 19 .1

-127
<
GRAF ZEPPELIN
4.•31.1. 193

26-7.1981

JAN R ESTAG A RIO 1SF-AHRT 1931-198
AUNCELLUNO IM /41.1SFAI ZUPEUNHEIA

6078

To commemorate the epic POLARFAHRT made by the 12 127
Graf Zeppelin In 1931, these covers were flown on two separate
occasions on training flights over the North Geographical Pole
on the 12th and 1Gth September 1981.
POLARFAHRT 1931 — Fehrer: Dr. H. Eckener.
Flt. time: 140 hrs 11 mins.

Distance covered 19687 Kms.

50th ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT 1981
Bristol Britannia 312F (XX 367).
Captain: Sqn Ldr D. G. Bridger.

Co-Pilot: Fit Lt D. E. Berry.

F. W. Waters
Poste Restente
6078 Zeppellnhelm

According to an insert with the cover, this flight was proposed by AEROARCTIC: the International
Association for Exploring the Arctic by means of airships. It was supported by the German Chancellor,
because of the prestige that use of a German Zeppelin would bring, but the Government provided no
financial support.
Newspaper magnet William Randolph Hearst was approached by the well-known Polar explorer Sir
Hubert Wilkins with a proposal that he should meet the airship at the North Pole in a submarine, which would
bore up through the Polar Ice Cap.
Hearst agreed to finance the expedition. If the meeting succeeded and passengers and mail were
transferred at the North Pole, he would pay $150,000 for the reporting rights; if the meeting only took place,
a sum of S100,000 would be paid; and for a meeting anywhere in the Arctic $30,000 would be paid.
This contract gave tremendous advance publicity to the flight, and also gave another source of
revenue in the sale of postage stamps to collectors.
Sir Hubert Wilkins obtained his submarine from the US Navy, but it was in poor shape and needed
repairs when it finally arrived in Norway. In the end the submarine was not ready when the airship was due
to start the expedition. A new plan was therefore made to meet the Russian Icebreaker Malygin, which was
due to leave with a scientific expedition to Franz Josef Land early in July.
The Graf Zeppelin left Friedrichshafen on 24th July 1931. It had been lightened considerably by
reducing the weight of equipment. Chairs of light metal tubing were substituted for heavy wooden furniture,
crockery left behind, and paper plates and cups brought into use. The ship carried sledges, skis, folding
boats and other Polar equipment, together with emergency rations enough for 2 1/2 months.
400Kgs of mail was carried for the world's philatelists, which helped to pay at least a quarter of the
cost of the flight.
The exchange of mail with the Russian ice breaker took place off Hooker Island, Franz Josef Land,
in the early evening. The airship decended to a height of 250 feet above the sea, and then alighted on the
inflation bags which were situated under the main control cabin and the rear engine car.
The sea landing did not last long because of floating ice, which constituted a danger to the airship.
After the ascent, the airship headed north, however the weather deteriorated and the journey to the Pole was
abandoned.
When it returned to Germany, the Graf Zeppelin was met by a crowd of 100,000 people in Berlin.

Contributed by John Johnson.
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

1934: Inverness - Orkney Air Mail
By airmail-Aerogramme
Par avion-Aerogramme
Troimh'n phost-adhair/Litir-adhair
-

,

;1ERSARY FIRST REGULAR BRIT/may,

all

czt

,r9

1---- .-,---

E

z
)6 al

iiiiiri'lli

FiKIRKWALL: ORKNEY29 MAY1984k.'
willL SERVICE INVERNESS-KIR\('

RICHARD BEITH
14 MIDDLECROFT
GUI LDEN SUTTON
CHESTER CH3 7HF

This was the first regular internal air mail in Great Britain, and all first class mail was carried without
additional surcharge. The commemorative handstamp shows a DH Dragon mail plane, G-ACIT.
Contributed by Richard Beith.

TRANSPACIFIC AIR MAIL SERVICE
The 44c stamps on the cover below were issued in 1985 to commemorate the 50 th Anniversary of PAN
AMERICAN AIRWAYS air mail service, FAM-14, from San Francisco to the Philippines.
The 25c stamp was issued in November 1935, to commemorate the start of that service, and to pay
the airmail postage for one leg of the service: San Francisco - Honolulu, Honolulu - Guam, or Guam - Manila.
CM)

REGISTERED
1222139

AIRW.11%05

••

••

50 TH

ANNIVERSARY

EXTENSION TO

MACAO & HONG KO/s7 t::::q57.4.A.LTne?,`!O .
'•

:41 si

WM;

RVION

The cover is postmarked APR 21 1987, and commemorates the extension of FAM-14 to Macao and
Hong Kong. It is franked $4.04, which was the proper registry rate to Macao and Hong Kong in 1987.
Contributed by Andy Mrozowski.
-

Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

50th Anniversary of Air Canada

En route to Expo 86

En route vers Expo 86

To commemorate 50 years
of airmail, passenger
and cargo services.

Commemoration de 50 ans
de services de poste,
passages et fret aeriens.

r __ Amy Air AB.
AIR CANADA'S SO. AN N (VERSARY
LE 91•ANNIVERSAIRF. DAM CANADA
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This cover is part of a series of 50 covers, prepared by Canada Post to mark the beginning of Air
Canada's 50 th Anniversary celebrations.
Each cover was to be cancelled at a stop on the transcontinental flight of a restored Trans-Canada
Air Lines Lockheed 10A, CF-TTC, which left St. Hubert on April 10 th 1986, and arrived in Vancouver on May
10th . The aircraft was then displayed at the EXPO 86 World Fair in Vancouver.
The planned flight was shown on the back of each cover, but only 38 of the 50 stops were actually
made.

T. C.A. was created on April 10th 1937, when the Trans-Canada Air
Lines Act became law.
The airline's first commercial flight, carrying air mail between
Vancouver and Seattle, took place on September 1s t 1937. - To
commemorate the 50th anniversary of this flight, Canada Post issued the

stamp shown on the right, on September ls t 1987.
T.C.A. changed it's name to AIR CANADA in January 1965.
Continued
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLIGHT: A History of Aviation and Air Mail, continued:

Developments after World War 2:
new services with landplanes that had been developed during the war
This stamp was issued by the Swiss Post Office on May 2'd 1997,
for the 50th Anniversary of the first trans-Atlantic flight by SWISSAIR. The
aircraft used in 1947 was a Douglas DC-4, a type which had first flown
in 1942.
Pan American Airways, which had introduced the first commercial
trans-Atlantic flights in 1939, using Boeing 314 flying boats, made it's last
flying boat crossing of the Atlantic on October 24 t 1945. It then made its
first landplane crossing, using a Douglas DC-4, on October 30Th 1945.

1947: First Supersonic Flight
Chuck Yeager became the first person to break the "sound barrier"
on October 14th 1947, when he flew at 670mph, (Mach 1.015), at 42,000
feet in the Bell X-1.
This commemorative stamp was issued by the U.S. Post Office on
October 14th 1997.

1949: First Commercial Jet Aircraft
ovrand D.H.106 Comet
FIRST FLIGHT
, 27JULY 1949

COMET 4C OF MAEE BOSCOMBE DOWN
4D 'a.

e

kt :re

int

t ■ am

. 61A

201

Mi14,S

TRANSPORT.

-

NIMROD MR 2

AI 12.512,2NF T

Postmarked:
Endorsed:

Officer Commanding
No.201 Squadron
Royal Air Force
Kinloss

50TH ANNIVERSARY OF DE HAVILLAND COMET 27 JUL 99 HATFIELD HERTFORDSHIRE
Flown on 11 August 1999 in Nimrod MR2 XV226 from RAF Kinloss on an operational crew training
sortie to the area south of Eire known as the Swapps. The crew from No 201 Squadron were also
tasked with carrying members of the press to observe Nimrod operations and the total Solar Eclipse.
Various signatures, including (at top) John Cunningham, test pilot for the First Flight of the prototype
Comet, on July 27 th 1949.

Contributed by James Davidson.

Many thanks to everybody who contributed
items and suggestions for this special feature.
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The President's Report for the
50th Issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist March 2002
Everyone experiences anniversaries - birthdays, weddings, personal accomplishments, etc Anniversaries
are important as they provide an opportunity to look back on accomplishments and failures, and with the
lessons learned plan for the future and await further anniversaries. The Anniversary of the 50th issue of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist is a magnificent accomplishment for the CAS and for the hard working and dedicated
Editor, Chris Hargreaves. I confess that I acted as the first struggling editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist
in its early years. It was not too well organized but it did provide a medium of information and contact for our
fledgling Society. Later Chris Hargreaves took pity on me and the membership and offered to become the
Editor of our newsletter. From that date The Canadian Aerophilatelist steadily improved in content,
appearance and size to 32 pages for the best economical size for postage rates. Chris has promoted
aerophilatelic discussions, primarily on Canadian and Newfoundland subjects; set up a question and answer
column; promoted special articles from CAS members; and organized the selection of an award for the best
article each year in The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Chris's work as our Editor has been recognized a dozen or more times nationally and internationally at
FIP Exhibitions. Chris prepares a practical newsletter on regular paper, not glossy paper with a fancy binding.
His financial procedure is to publish a worthy newsletter of an acceptable appearance with 32 pages of useful
data. Thank you Chris for a job well done.
To supplement Chris's work, the production of an Index for The Canadian Aerophilatelist by Gord
Mallett, a real jewel for the CAS. This index is available from Gord as noted in our newsletter. Hopefully
Gord may be able to do an Index for a future edition of our catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland.
Those members that can attend the next Convention of the RPSC to be held in Edmonton, Alberta
should do so. ROYAL 2002 ROYALE is termed "The World of Airmails". Gord Mallett and Frank "Nino"
Chiovelli of the Edmonton Balloon Club (both CAS members) have spear headed, on behalf of the CAS,
arrangements for a wonderful program of lectures, Society tables, a special Balloon Flight with historic
Balloon covers, special cinderella Balloon flight stamps, and a special informal aerophilatelic luncheon. All
this work is done in close cooperation with Alan Meech, President of the Edmonton Stamp Club and Keith
Spencer, a past-President of the RPSC. Due to my wife's illness from osteoporosis and a six week holiday in
Naples, Florida, I will be unable to attend this exciting aerophilatelic event. To all connected to the event thank
you for promoting Canadian Aerophilately.
As Chairman of the AAMS Awards Committee I am pleased to announce the following AAMS Awards
authorized and released by the AAMS Board of Directors at St. Louis Stamp Expo, St. Louis, Missouri, 1-3
March 2002: The George Angers Award for outstanding contribution to aerophilately/astrophilately - awarded
to the late Georges Lauwers of Belgium; Membership in the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame (AHF) awarded for
dedicated work on behalf of Aerophilately/Astrophilately, nationally and internationally, over a period of
many years - Fernando Aranaz del Rio of Spain; Pierre Saulgrain of France, and James Stapleton of New
Zealand. As President of the CAS I extend sincerest congratulations to all recipients for the honours bestowed
upon them.
Best wishes to all for further enjoyment of your aerophilatelic hobby.
Dick Malott, CD, FRPSC, AHF
February 2002
Editor's note --The first meeting of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society occurred during CANADA 84,
which was held at Place Bonaventure in Montreal, from October 25th to 28th 1984.
- The first issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist was produced by Dick Malott in July 1985.
- Our constitution was authorised on September 1s t 1986.
- I joined The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society in 1992.
I very much appreciate Dick's compliments, but the foundations for the success of the CAS and this
newsletter were laid before I joined. Many thanks to everyone who helped lay those foundations.
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THE WORLD'S FIRST OFFICIAL POST BY AEROPLANE:
ALLAHABAD, INDIA.
SATURDAY 18 th FEBRUARY 1911
by Ken Harman
Editor's note: considering that most of the early developments in aviation occurred in North
America or Europe, it has often seemed strange that the world's first official mail flight by
aeroplane took place in India!
The following article describing the circumstances of this flight, originally appeared
in the AIR MAIL NEWS for November 2000.
I found the article fascinating, and given the significance of the Allahabad flight in
the history of air mail, have decided to include it as part of our special issue #50.
The article is reproduced as it originally appeared, except for minor editing to
incorporate some corrections noted in the AIR MAIL NEWS for February 2001.

Introduction.
Mail had been carried by air much earlier than 1911, notably in balloons from
Paris during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871, and in Zeppelin airships in
Germany. It had also on occasions been taken aloft unofficially in aeroplanes in
the first decade of the 20th. Century. But the first official post by aeroplane was
organised as part of an exhibition in India in February 1911.
Detailed accounts of this event are sparse in books on the air posts of the world,
possibly because the event was arranged at quite short notice and as part of a
large national exhibition in the City of Allahabad, in the United Provinces of Agra
and Oudh.
Mail flown on this special flight, a one-off journey, bore a special postmark.
Some 5,000 to 6,500 items are said to have been flown. Included were about 40
to 50 large-size postcards which had been specially printed and signed by the
French pilot, Henri Pequet. These "official" cards are now rare.
The Exhibition
("The United Provinces Exhibition")
Exhibitions had been held in India in the early part of the 20th. Century, but
generally under the auspices of the Indian National Congress. In 1908, a large
exhibition had been held at Nagpur, and this led to a number of influential people
supporting a proposal for an even larger exhibition. It was decided that this should
be held in the central part of northern India, in the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh. Unfortunately, the failure of the rains, and consequent famine and plague,
meant that plans had to be put in abeyance. In 1909, however, plenty of rain fell,
justifying the belief that the time had come to carry out the project.
The Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces, Sir John Prescott Hewett,
gave his support, and an informal meeting was held at Allahabad in 1909,

attended by representatives of wealthy land-owners, manufacturers, and of the
professions, from all parts of the United Provinces. This was followed by a public
meeting on 29th. July 1909, attended by some 700 people, including maharajas
and judges. The meeting enthusiastically endorsed the idea for an exhibition, and
a large sum of money was subscribed on the spot. Committees and sub177

.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
I am very pleased to announce that the

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD FOR 2002
will be presented to

GORD MALLET
for compiling the index,
and his many other contributions to this newsletter.
As well as being a great contributor to this newsletter, and helping several members with research into
Alberta related air mails, Gord is working with another Edmonton member of the CAS, Nino Chiovelli, to give
us a major role in:

ROYAL 2002 ROYALE
West Edmonton Mall, Alberta, from March 22 - 24, 2002.
Theme: THE WORLD OF AIRMAILS
Among the events that Nino and Gord have organized, are the production of:

BALLOON FLOWN COVERS and CINDERELLA STAMPS
The latest information I've received from Nino and Gord is that:
•

We will be flying 125 serially numbered Balloon Post covers with the Alex Colville stamp. Each cover will
also have two CAS Cinderella stamps affixed to it, (one French and one English version), after it is
handed back to us by Canada Post. The price will be $5.50 per cover plus postage, with signature
service available at cost (Eg: registration, expresspost). All mail orders must have a stamped self
addressed envelope enclosed. Should we be oversold the SSAE will be used to notify the collector,
otherwise it will be returned unused with the order.

•

We are also flying 25 sets of three serially numbered Balloon Post covers, franked with the "Year of the
Horse" commemorative stamps. One will be the 48 cent Domestic rate, one will be the 48 cent YOH plus
make-up postage for the U S rate, and the third will be the $1.25 YOH at the International rate. These
were offered in matched sets of three for $15.00 per set, but have already been sold out.

All the covers will be autographed by the pilot and an insert will be signed by the passenger/s. We will use
the Tu-Fold envelope which measures 7 by 4 inches and will fit into the standard showgard album pockets.
Should the flights be weathered out the covers will be endorsed "FLIGHT DELAYED", and then be flown on
the next available date, with the information added to the insert.
•

Our Prima Donna is a Cinderella stamp with the CAS logo on it. The English version has our CAS logo
as it appears on our letterheads with bi-lingual text on the stamp itself. The French language version has
the letters "SAC" on the maple leaf and the words "SOCIETE AEROPHILATELIQUE CANADIEN" in the
ribbon area of the logo. The bi-lingual text is the same as it is on the other version. These stamps are
valued at 50 cents each and are printed in mini sheets of six stamps. The top three are the English, the
bottom three are the French versions. The face value is $3.00 however we will be selling these at $2.00
per mini sheet. We will hold back 30 uncut sheets to be sold at a $15.00 each. The instructions as above
apply to mail orders. Total mintage of the Cinderellas is 3600 stamps and a certificate of "Limited Edition"
will be provided to the CAS Edmonton Committee.
For more information, or to order any of these items, please contact NINO CHIOVELLI,
14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6 (E-mail: nchiovel@telusplanet.net

Many thanks to Gord and Nino for representing the CAS so well!
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to five new members: Martin S. Cole, New York, U.S.A.
Donald Kaye, Winfield, B.C.
Gordon McDonald, London, Ontario.
Andrew Mrozowski, Maywood, California, U.S.A.
David Brown, Red Deer, Alberta.
I've been informed by Ron Miyanishi that we currently have a total of 145 paid members. - This is,
unfortunately, five less than at this time last year. Our trend in membership numbers is the same as for the
previous two years: from 1999 to 2001 we dropped from 160 to 150 paid members. It is also similar to that
of the American Air Mail Society, whose membership dropped from 1,641 to 1,564 during 2001.
Our membership is distributed as follows:
CANADA:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

10
14
4
4
2
1
50
12
2

Total

99

USA:
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
Ohio
2
Oregon
Texas
Washington
Wisconsin
Total

1
2
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

INTERNATIONAL:
Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Netherlands
South Africa
Switzerland
Total

1
6
2
2
2
1
3
17

2
1
1
1
29

Thanks Ron.

IN MEMORIAM
PIETER STEEN died in Hinton, Alberta, on December 27 th 2001. He had been a member
of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society since October 1987.
1 would like to express the condolences of the CAS to Pieter's wife, children and
grandchildren.

ADVERTISEMENT
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays,
Proofs, Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First
Flights, Fancy Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed,
Cross-Border, Periodicals, Mixed Franking, etc.)
and all "Exotica" in this area.
Ship With Confidence. Top Prices Paid.
Want Lists Filled.

MARK-LANE STAMPS
1914

P.O. Box 626 - West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 - E-mail: rws45@aol.com

RPSC - BNAPS
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TREASURER'S REPORT
A copy of the Treasurer's Report for the years ended 31 Dec 2000 and 2001 is printed on the next page. Ivan
also sent me the following comments:
You will note that all income items increased in 2001 over 2000 which has resulted in an overall

increase of $1,600.00 in 2001 over 2000. Special thanks are due to Dick Malott, for the income he
produces through the sale of CAS covers.
The dramatic decrease of $2,069.00 in expenses for 2001 over 2000 is even more significant. You
will note from the report that the decreases in postage and photocopying expenses were the main
contributing items. Although the CAS Executive as a whole made this happen, the key person was VicePresident Mike Shand who we all need to thank for his persistence in bringing the printing and
distributing costs for the award winning CAS quarterly newsletter under control.
The tremendous changes noted above have resulted in an amazing improvement in the CAS
financial position of $2,751.57: from a balance of $834.28 at 31 Dec 2000, to one of $3,585.85 at 31
Dec 2001. We have gone from the brink of insolvency to a financially sound organization! If the income
remains consistent and the expenses continue to be kept under control, the CAS should remain
financially robust for many years to come.
Finally, this will be my last annual financial report as I plan to retire as Treasurer of CAS at the
2002 annual meeting. I have enjoyed the privilege of serving as your Treasurer since assuming the
responsibility from Nelson Bentley in 1996.
Our financial reports remind me of a roller coaster! I'm delighted to see that we're going up again!
On behalf of the CAS I would like to thank Ivan for all the work he has done shepherding us through
financial highs and lows, and to wish him all the best in his planned retirement to Prince Edward
Island.

** ***** ********************************************************** ***** ********** ****** ****************** ***** ******************************************o

WANTED
J.A.D. McCurdy autograph. - McCurdy signed some covers in February, 1934, marking
the 25th anniversary of his flight at Baddeck (AAMC 3405a). lie also signed some
covers at the Baddeck Airport dedication on August 16, 1934 (AAMC 3419); and on
the 50th anniversary of his Baddeck flight. Anything that he signed will do. Write to:
Mike Painter, 1692 - 133A Street, South Surrey, B.C., V4A 6115 stating asking price.

ADVERTISEMENT

JO Phillips

is now

INTERNATIONAL
r
,
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS

Phillips was recently merged with Bonhams and Brooks to create a new company called
Bonhams. - The new company has 15 sale rooms in the United Kingdom; 22 offices in the
United Kingdom, Europe and North America; and a staff of more than 700 employees.
Bonhams will operate within all sectors of the fine art, antiques and collectibles market,
in addition to the field of classic motor cars and motorcycles.

For more information contact:
STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
101 New Bond Street, London W1S 1SR
Tel: 020 7468 8273 Fax: 020 7629 5186 http://www.bonhams.com/

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DEC 2000 AND 2001
2000
Opening Bank Balance

2001

1.946.45

1,203.10

92.90

400.30

INCOME
Accounts Receivable at Previous 31 Dec
Income Generated During the Year
Dues - new members

61.98

137.36

Dues - renewals and reinstated members

2,359.09

2,740.58

CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers

1;741.07

2,005.79

Other Sales - includes, e.g., books, pins and advertising

43.20

182.76

Donations - from members

17.50

58.54

30.00

732.00

4 252 84

5,857.08

Bank Interest - checking account
R.K. Malott - sale of AAMS publications
Income Generated and Received During the Year
Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance and Income Received During the Year

0.05

400.30

313.03

5,891.89

7,147.45

283.58

769.12

35.69

183.88

577.80

263.26

EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at Previous 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations
Philatelic Covers - costs, e.g., covers, postage and envelopes
Office Supplies

85.17

115.06

Postage - such as for CAS newsletter, covers and books

2,240.89

1,026.86

Printing and Photocopying - such as newsletter and catalogue

1,993.72

821.44

Bank Charges - checking account, cheques, deposit stamp
AAMS - Publications
Telephone - long distance
Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
Engraving - presentation plaques
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques at 31 Dec

9.45

16.75

30.00

581.00

67.05

33.90

105.00

56.00

29.56

7.36

5.174.33

3 105 51

769.12

215.83

4 688 79

3,658.80

1,203.10

3 488 65

Expenses Incurred in Previous and Current Years
but Paid in Current Year
Closing Bank Balance
FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec

400.30

313.03

Accounts Payable at 31 Dec

769.12

215.83

834.28

3,585.85

489.80

103.53

Financial Position at 31 Dec
NOTES
A Value of Inventory on hand at 31 Dec
1. Postage Stamps (face value)
2

CAS Presentation Plaques

90.00

3. Flight Covers and CAS Pins

512.50

875.35

4. CAS Stationery

300.00

150.00

1,392.30

1,128.88

Total

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer, CAS
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EDITOR'S REPORT
This, as you will already have noticed, is issue #50 of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. I have produced
the last 32 of these issues, and still enjoy being the editor. The members I'm in contact with like the
newsletter, and we won a Silver Bronze medal when Dick Malott entered it in PHILANIPPON - JAPAN
WORLD STAMP EXHIBITION 2001. All seems to be well!
One change that I'm pleased to announce in this issue, is that we now have a second advertisingmember: Mark-Lane Stamps. - All members are invited to send in details of items for sale at any time, and
I am pleased to run advertisements for our members who are dealers as space permits. However, if anybody
else would like to become an advertising-member, (for twice the regular membership fee), I will guarantee
to include an advertisement for them in each issue.
Another change I have noticed in some journals, is the placing of philatelic news at the front of the
publication, and the movement of society news to the back. I do not intend to follow this trend, except for this
special issue. - Since this newsletter is the only contact that most members have with the society, it is also
the only way of keeping most members informed about developments in the society. I therefore think that
society news should be given prominence and be placed at the front of the newsletter. If anybody has
comments about this layout of the newsletter. or about anything else to do with the newsletter, I'll be very
pleased to hear from them.
It has been a quiet year in my dual-role as Society Librarian. Our major acquisition over the year has
been more copies of the JACK KNIGHT AIR LOG, so that we now have a complete run since February 1965.
Many thanks to Basil Burrell for arranging this acquisition.
A summary of the main holdings in our library is included in the handout Services of The Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society attached to this newsletter. I have updated this handout, and it's companion
Publications of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, and am including them as pages 31 and 32 of this issue.
- Everybody is both invited and encouraged to duplicate these handouts as much as they want, and to pass
them out as advertising for the CAS to friends, at stamp shows, etc.
In order to make space for the Special Features in this issue, I have left out the usual section on
Questions and Answers. - Answers received to previously published questions have already been passed
on to the members who sent them in, and will be shared with all members in the next issue.
The next issue of the newsletter will be published in June. If you have anything that you'd like
to be included in that issue, please send it to me by May 1 5`. Thanks.

Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are now due for renewal. - Please send your renewal to Ron Miyanishi as soon
as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

24 Neil Hunter
27 John Glashan
28 Edward Lettick
29 Jim Turk
30 William Laird
78 Charles Verge
79 Jim Brown
87 Roland Kohl
124 Reuben Ramkissoon
136 Friedel Egger
139 GA Wilson
149 Frank Kendle

172 Ivan Burges
174 Louis Poirier
176 Bill Harrington
177 John Masella
183 Robert Haslewood
187 BH Saunders
194 Derek Rance
197 Henk Post
201 Ivan MacKenzie
224 Charles Firby
226 David Granger
249 David Flett

251 Charles McEvoy
254 John Webster
256 Bernard Abouchar
262 ESJ van Dam
263 Louis Levy
266 John Church
267 James Parker
272 John Venskus
284 John Irvine
285 Edmund Harris
303 Ronald Trefry
307 James Ruddell

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.

Publications of
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Revised: February 2002

A SHORT GUIDE TO CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY
This guide gives a brief history of Canadian air mail services; a description of how First Flight Covers were
produced: an introduction to several branches of aerophilately; and a guide to sources of further information. For a free copy contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
This is the encyclopedia of Canadian Aerophilately. - It has 28 sections covering Government Flights and
cachets; Pioneer Flights; Semi-Official Stamps and Covers; Balloon Covers: Helicopter Covers; Military Flights;
Crash Covers; Aerograms; Astrophilately; and much much more. Referred to as AMCN, it was produced in
association with the American Air Mail Society, (AAMS), and is part of the Sixth edition of the American Air Mail
Catalogue - It can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or by mail from: Saskatoon Stamp Centre, P.O. Box
1870, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3S2 (Tel. 1 800 205 8814).
CAS members may purchase many AAMS publications, including AMCN, at a discount price. For more
information contact: Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1

SUPPLEMENT TO SECTION 5 OF AMCN
Section 5 lists GOVERNMENT AND OTHER AIR MAIL COVERS OF CANADA. This Supplement includes
changes to some of the listings in AMCN, additional flights (particularly in the period 1953 to 1997), and new
flights since 1997. - It can be purchased from: Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3
Price, including postage, is C$7 in Canada; US$5 for orders mailed to the USA; C$10 or US$7 for orders mailed
overseas. CAS members may deduct C$1.50 or US$1 from these prices.

OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS
AS ESTABLISHED BY THE CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 - DECEMBER 1942
This resource booklet by David Whiteley traces the evolution of Air Mail services from Canada, and the
rates charged, as reported in the Canadian Post Office annual Guides and Monthly Supplements. It is 66 pages
long, includes several maps, and reproduces many rate tables and announcements. It can be purchased from:
David Whiteley, 605 -77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8. Price, including postage, is C$17.50 in
Canada; US$13 for orders mailed to the USA; C$20 or US$14 for orders mailed overseas. CAS members may
deduct C$3 or US$2 from these prices.

NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAIL POSTAGE 1937 - 1949
This booklet was prepared by Jack Ince, and reproduces original announcements and rate tables from the
Newfoundland Post Office circulars. It is 24 pages long, and can be ordered from Chris Hargreaves, (address
above). Price, including postage, is C$7 in Canada; US$5 for orders mailed to the USA; C$10 or US$7 for orders
mailed overseas. CAS members may deduct C$1.50 or US$1 from these prices.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST: back issues and index
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is our society's quarterly newsletter, and includes news items,
reports on members' research, and a question-and-answer section on mystery covers. Gord Mallett has produced
an index for the newsletter, which is available in both a printed version, and as a diskette in Microsoft Works
4.0 format. Gord can also provide copies of all issues of the newsletter. Prices, including postage within Canada,
are: INDEX C$7 for a hard copy or diskette, C$12 for both; BACK ISSUES C$4 each; (ADD C$1 postage for
addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas; DEDUCT 30% if paying in $US). Orders should be sent to:
Gord Mallett, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2A2 . CAS members may deduct 10% from these
prices.

Services of
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Revised: February 2002

Newsletter: The Canadian Aerophilatelist
The CAS provides a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in any
aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in Canadian
aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through our quarterly newsletter, which includes news, reports on
members' research. and a question-and-answer section on mystery stamps and covers. For a free sample copy.
or more information on the Index and back issues service, contact: Gord Mallett, 180 Fir Street, Sherwood Park.
Alberta T8A 2A2

Library
The Society has a small collection of books, catalogues and periodicals. These can be searched for information
on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to members at cost. The holdings include:
• The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames.
Air Mails of Canada 1925.1939 by George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish
Sixty Years - The RCAF and Canadian Forces Air Command, 1924-1984.
Sanabria Airmail Catalogue - North America, 1995.
American Air Mail Catalogue Various volumes in the zr, 5 1'1 , and 6' editions.
•
The Airpost Journal January 1947 to January 1950; and July 1964 to present;
•
Jack Knight Air Log February 1965 to present.
•
Scottish Air Mails, 1919-1979 by Richard Beith
•
African Air Mail research notes - documents donated by Jack Ince, including a photocopy of his collection..
•
Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch 1984. - The Swiss air mail catalogue: in German.
• Recovered Mail by Henri Nierinck. First edition, 1918-1978; and second edition1937-1988.
• Airmail Operations During World War II by Thomas H. Boyle Jr. - A worldwide study.
•
Wartime Air Mail - an introduction by John Daynes. - British and Swiss documents.
For more information contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

A translation service from French to English, and English to French
Contact: Francois Bourbonnais, 231 Chemin St-Fereol, Les Cedres, Quebec J7T 1 J4

A "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale
For more information contact: Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2

A discount price on publications produced by or in association with the Society
See the separate list of PUBLICATIONS OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY for details.

Representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels
For more information contact: Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Membership in the CAS is open to all. - Annual dues are C$20.00 in Canada, C$22.00 or US$15.00 in the
U.S.A., C$25.00 for members Overseas. (Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.)
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
-

Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Collecting interests:

E-mail:

THE
CANADIAN
AEROPHILATELIST

#51
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EDITORIAL
Many thanks to everybody who has sent in questions, answers, articles, or other contributions for the
newsletter. lam again in a position that many other editors would envy, of having too much material for this issue.
This is a very enjoyable state of affairs, except that it sometimes creates a long wait before a member's
contribution is published. (The length of 32 pages is set at the maximum allowable for Canada Post's "up to
100grams" rate. - If the newsletter was expanded, our postage costs would double.)
For this issue I have tried to publish a lot of the questions I have received. / hope to publish the remaining
questions in our next issue, together with some of the answers . (Any answers / have received have already been
passed on to the members who sent in the questions.) The next issue should, in fact, follow shortly. - / am once
again completing the June newsletter in July, after the school year has finished, and hope to complete the
September issue in August, before I start teaching again.
Best wishes to all readers for a great summer!
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears
to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR JUNE 2002 ISSUE - THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATEL1ST
Congratulations are in order for several of our CAS members for assignments exceptionally well
done. The CAS and its members in Edmonton shone brightly at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE. The air
mail displays, the souvenir air mail envelopes and flown balloon covers, and the manning of our
Society table were all very successful and well received. Gord Mallett and Nino Chiovelli
organized and carried out with other supporting CAS members, including Vice-President Mike
Shand, a most successful program. A report on the aerophilatelic activities at the Royal
Convention is to appear in this issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist. Due to my wife's
prevailing osteoporosis problems I was unable to attend.
Mike Shand is to be congratulated on two other recent achievements . He received in the New
Zealand National Philatelic Exhibition earlier in the year, the Reserved Grand Champion Award
for his New Zealand Air Mail exhibit. At ORAPEX 2002 in Ottawa, 4 -5 May 2002, Mike
received the Grand National Award from Canada Post for the best exhibit in the exhibition..
At our Annual General Meeting an election was held for the position of CAS Treasurer. Our
present hard-working Treasurer, Ivan MacKenzie, is soon to retire from his government job and
leave Ottawa for a restful retirement in PEI. Ivan was presented with a special CAS plaque in
appreciation for his six years as the CAS Treasurer, 1996-2002. Brian Wolfenden of Ottawa and
Neil Hunter of Don Mills vied for the position. Brian won the election . It was encouraging to
have two volunteers step forward to accept the responsibilities of the CAS Treasurer. I have
asked Neil if he would look after arrangements for the CAS at future Royal Conventions. At the
Royal in Edmonton we had two new members join and the same number joined at ORAPEX
2002 since we had a Society table. At ORAPEX 2002 we also sold nearly $200.00 in books,
covers and memberships so our presence at philatelic exhibitions is essential for the growth of
the Society.
I have just received from Gord Mallett a complete set of the 50 issues of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist, along with a disc of his index and other pertinent data. If you wish an invaluable
reference to your aerophilatelic library you should contact Gord for a new pricing at cost plus
postage on the set. I also have a few copies left of the Reference Index compiled by the National
Philatelic Library of my 45 years of aerophilatelic research in Canada. Two large tri-walls of air
mail data were donated to the Library in 1992 and after 9 months of work by two library staff a
wonderful compendium of reference data resulted. Bound copies of the 123 page reference
catalogue is available at $18.00 Canadian, post paid from myself.
The work of Chris Hargreaves for 2001 on the Canadian Aerophilatelist has been entered and
accepted for the Literature competition at PHILAKOREA 2002 in Seoul, Republic of Korea, 211 August 2002. We wish Chris well in the competition. Ron Miyanishi advised me that Volume
II, 6th Edition of the AAMS Catalogue has a lot of work yet to be done on it. The CAS will stock
them at a 10% discount for CAS or AAMS members. The price is yet to be announced by the
AAMS. The Snowbirds have agreed to fly our special covers again for 1 July 2002 over Ottawa.
Get your order in now. Have an enjoyable summer.
Dick Malott, President, CAS
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
Welcome:
To four new members - #323 Donald B. Holmes, West Malling, Kent, England.
#324 H Lealman, Huttons Ambo P0, York, England.
#325 Edward Williams, Edmonton, Alberta.
#326 Gary Cristall, Vancouver, BC
I would also like to welcome two more advertising members: JIM MILLER LTD., and NUTMEG STAMP
SALES INC. (Advertising members are guaranteed an advertisement in each newsletter, in return for twice
the regular membership fee: for more information, please contact the editor.)

Many thanks:
To BRIAN WOLFENDEN for taking over as Treasurer of the CAS; to NEIL HUNTER for also offering
to take on this task; to IVAN MACKENZIE for all the work he did as Treasurer over the last six years; and
to NELSON BENTLEY for getting us off to a good start as our first Treasurer from 1984 to 1996.

ROYAL 2002 ROYALE:
ROYAL 2002 ROYALE
THE WORLD OF AIRMAILS
LE MONDE DE L'AEROPOSTIALE
WEST EDMONTON MALL CONFERENCE CENTRE
EDMONTON ALBERTA CANADA T5T 4M2
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Balloon flown cover with CAS Cinderella vignette.
Some miniature sheets of the vignette are still available: for more information please contact
Nino Chiovelii. 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6 [E-mail: nchiovelAtelusplanet.net ]

Congratulations to NINO CHIOVELLI and GORD MALLETT on the success of the activities they
organized at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE. - In particular, the balloon flight described in the last newsletter went
off smoothly, and all the covers have been sold!
ROYAL 2002 ROYALE was probably the largest exhibition with an airmail theme ever held in Canada!
An extended report on the event is given on pages 4 to 7 of this newsletter.
I would also like to congratulate the steering committee - Keith Spencer. Bud Cutler. Gordon Mallett
and Alan Meech - and the members of the Edmonton Stamp Club for organizing a terrific event. Everybody
I've heard from thinks it was a great exhibition!
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ROYAL 2002 ROYALE: a visitor's report by Mike Shand, Vice-President CAS
FIRST EVER AIRMAIL EXHIBITION IN CANADA, MARCH

22 - 24, 2002

ALTHOUGH DESIGNATED " ROYAL *2002* ROYAL", THE SHOW IN EDMONTON
HAD THE SUB - HEADING, "THE WORLD OF AIRMAILS" AND AS FAR AS IS
KNOWN, NO PREVIOUS SHOW IN CANADA HAD GIVEN AS MUCH PROMINENCE
TO THE FIELD OF AIRMAILS. THANKS MUST GO TO THE ROYAL PHILATELIC
SOCIETY OF CANADA AND THE EDMONTON STAMP CLUB AS MAIN SPONSORS
OF THIS EVENT WITH OF COURSE THE ACTIVE CO - OPERATION OF OUR OWN
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
THERE WERE 24 ADULT AERO EXHIBITS (103 FRAMES) AND 4 YOUTH EXHIBITS
(9 FRAMES) FEATURING ALL ASPECTS OF AEROPHILATELY INCLUDING STAMPS,
ALTHOUGH
COVERS, SPACE, HELICOPTERS, CATAPULTS AND CRASHES.
DESIGNATED A 'NATIONAL' SHOW, THIS WAS TRULY INTERNATIONAL AS FAR
AS AIRMAILS WERE CONCERNED, WITH EXHIBITS FROM NEW ZEALAND AND
U.S.A. AS WELL AS CANADA. AMONG THE MATERIAL SHOWN WERE ITEMS
FROM GOLD COAST, RUSSIA, IRAQ, NEW ZEALAND, COLOMBIA, ITALY, CHINA
AND PORTUGAL
OF SPECIAL NOTE WAS THE RE - ENACTMENT OF THE FIRST COMMERCIAL FLIGHT
BETWEEN EDMONTON AND WETASKWIN, DROPPING BUNDLES OF EDMONTON
JOURNAL NEWSPAPERS AS WAS DONE IN 1919. A BALLOON FLIGHT WAS ALSO
MADE WITH SOUVENIRS AND CINDERELLAS AS DESCRIBED IN THE MARCH 2002
ISSUE OF THE CANADIAD AEROPHILATELIST. A LARGE VOTE OF THANKS FOR
MOST OF THIS IS DUE TO GORD MALLET AND NINO CHIOVELLI, THE PRIME
MOVERS AND TIRELESS WORKERS.
THANKS GUYS:
I HAD SUGGESTED TO GORD THAT A PLANE CRASH, EVEN A SMALL ONE WOULD
ADD TO THE VALUE OF COVERS BEING FLOWN, BUT PERHAPS THANKFULLY, THE PLAN[
MADE IT SAFELY, DELIVERING THE MAIL TO A LARGE GROUP OF ATTENDEES
AT THE PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION BEING HELD AT THE FINE AVIATION MUSEUM
IN EDMONTON'S DOWNTOWN AIRPORT. GREAT RECEPTION CHARLES.
ON SATURDAY, MARCH 23, AN INFORMAL MEETING OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELI(
SOCIETY WAS HELD AT THE EXHIBIT SITE WITH SOME TWO DOZEN PEOPLE
PRESENT INCLUDING KEITH GRIFFITHS OF NEW ZEALAND, ONE OF THE JUDGES
AND MURRAY H=IFFTZ, OUR WE 1L KNOWN JUDGE.
AT THE MEETING, NINO CHIOVELLI GAVE A SHORT PRESENTATION ON BALLOONS
AND MIKE SHAND DISCUSSED THE AIRMAILS OF NEW ZEALAND. IN OTHER BUSINESS
THERE WAS STRONG SUPPORT FOR MORE AIRMAIL INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER
FUTURE SHOWS INCLUDING THE PREPARATION AND SALE OF SOUVENIRS AND
CINDERELLAS WHICH HAD SOLD VERY WELL AND WERE LIKELY TO PROVIDE A
VERY USEFUL PROFIT TO THE SOCIETY. THE DESIRABILITY OF FORMING A
WESTERN CHAPTER OF CAS WAS ALSO RAISED, THANKS MAINLY TO THE ENTHUSIASM
OF GORD AND NINO. IT WAS CONFIRMED ON BEHALF OF THE SOCIETY THAT ANY
AND ALL SUCH EFFORTS WERE HIGHLY WELCOME AND FULLY SUPPORTED BY THE
SOCIETY BUT THAT THERE HAD BEEN PROBLEMS IN THE PAST IN FINDING
VOLUNTEERS TO DO THE WORK AND WITH CANADA BEING SO HUGE, IT IS NOT
ALWAYS EASY TO GET EVEN WESTERN MEMBERS TOGETHER. BUT GO FOR IT GORD
AND NINO, WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR EFFORTS. THE MEETING CONCLUDED WITH
GENERAL CHIT - CHAT ON AIRMAILS BETWEEN MEMBERS AND GUESTS.

A

GREAT EVENT ALL ROUND. WE MAY NOT SEE ITS LIKE AGAIN FOR MANY YEARS.
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ROYAL 2002 ROYALE: an organizer's view by Nino Chiovelli
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society collaborated with the Edmonton Stamp Club in hosting ROYAL
2002 ROYALE. This national exhibition is an annual event of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, and
was held at the Europa Conference Centre, West Edmonton Mall from the 22" d to the 24th of March 2002.
Gordon Mallett, a resident of the Metro Edmonton (Sherwood Park) area, chaired the Edmonton
Committee of the CAS. The committee undertook two major projects in support of the exhibition. They were
a re-creation of the first Canadian commercial contract flight from Edmonton to Wetaskiwin, Alberta.
Commemorative covers prepared by Gordon were also carried on the flight, and then distributed at the
Presidents Reception held at the at the Edmonton Civic Centre Airport, originally Blanchford Field: the first
licensed airport in Canada.
The second event was a Balloon Post Flight in which 25 sets of serially numbered covers celebrating
the Chinese Lunar New Year, and 125 serially numbered covers franked with the Alex Coleville stamp were
carried. Two members of the Edmonton Stamp Club were passengers on the flight and were charged with the
task of safeguarding the mailbag. They were Edward Williams and Brian Taylor. The Pilot in Command of
the flight was Alex Nagorski of the Edmonton Balloon Club who is the Canadian Ballooning Representative
to the International Aviation Federation based in Paris, France. Cecil Stoner a charter member of the CAS
franked the covers. Francois Bourbonnais, a CAS member from Quebec, provided some of the French
language translations.
As part of the Balloon Post program a Cinderella stamp was designed and copy righted by the CAS.
This was a Limited Edition project totalling 3600 stamps. 1800 were printed with the CAS English language
logo, and 1800 were printed with the CAS French language logo. 30 uncut sheets with Certificates of Limited
Edition were sold. Over half of the mini sheets' (480) comprising of six stamps each were sold or used to
frank the Balloon Post covers. Nino Chiovelli, a CAS member and Edmonton resident, designed the Balloon
Post covers, inserts, and Cinderella stamps.
The theme of the exhibition was "The World of Airmails". CAS members from across Canada provided
exhibits along with other participants including several International entries.
Royal 2002 Royale was well attended, and has given all participants, including a heavy dealer
contingent, a very positive feeling. Those who may think philately is on the decline received a wakeup call.
The number of young collectors in attendance, and making modest purchases, definitely shows that the hobby
is still vibrant.
The Alex Coleville, Masterpieces of Canadian Art series stamp was launched in a ceremony attended
by Andre Ouellet, President of Canada Post Corporation. The Edmonton Corporate communications
representative Theresa Williams, Margaret Woods Retail Business Manager, Bonnie Evans Merchandising
Officer, the staff of the on site kiosk, and staff of the West Edmonton Mall Post Office made working on this
project an enjoyable experience. They also provided a series of five postal cancels used at the exhibition.
Possibly a first for the CAS, one of the cancels featured our logo.

Some of the ROYAL 2002 ROYALE cancellations:
Friday March 22' d
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ROYAL 2002 ROYALE: report in THE EDMONTON JOURNAL, March 23r d 2002

Historic 1919 flight recreated
Air postal service
celebrated by
stamp collectors
at city conference
JODY WARWARUK
Journal Staff Writer
EDMONTON

Fifteen-year-old Kyle Miller
struggled with the heavy bag of
newspapers before flinging it out
the airplane door in an re-enactment of an historic airplane drop
more than 80 years ago.
"It was really hard to get any
leverage or push," said Miller.
"Those guys must have been
strong."
Miller was referring to Lieut.
George Gorman and his mechanic Pete Derbyshire who, in
the spring of 1919, flew the first
commercial flight in the country.
The men had been hired by the
Edmonton Journal to deliver two
bundles of the afternoon newspaper to Wetaskiwin.
The flight, a huge promotional
event at the time, sought to prove

to many doubters that airplanes
could save businesses time and
money
Friday evening it was recreated
to promote the Royal 2002 stamp
show being presented this weekend by the Edmonton Stamp
Club and Royal Philatelic Society
of Canada.
The shovv's theme is the development of the air postal service
throughout the world. It's the
biggest stamp show this year in
Canada and has attracted exhibitors from as far as New
Zealand.
The Edmonton stamp club
chose Miller to participate in the
drop because the young stamp
enthusiast from Halifax is passionate about aviation history
and will be presenting his extensive collections of stamps at the
show.
Although the 1919 flight used a
First World War biplane now displayed in the Reynolds Alberta
Museum, Friday's voyage, which
began at City Centre Airport,
used the more modern Cessna
172, donated by the Edmonton
Flying Club.
See FLIGHT /1311

BRIAN GAVRILOFf, THE JOURNAI

Kyle Miller, 15, holds copies of Friday's Edmonton Journal dropped off
in Wetaskiwin in a recreation of a historic 1919 flight.

Famed Wop May owned airline hired by' I he Journal
FLIGHT
Continued from BI

The club has a direct link to the original Wetaskiwin flight as its founder,
famous First World War pilot Wop May,
owned the airline company hired by The
Journal.

In 1919 the public was fascinated by the
prospect of air travel.
When Gorman and Derbyshire
dropped the two bundles of papers from
an altitude of 20 metres above the Wetaskiwin fair grounds, the crowds gath-

ered below clapped and cheered.
Friday's flight dropped the newspaper bundles in the spirit of that historic
event, but was slightly less dramatic in
its execution.
Because of Transport Canada regulations, the plane had to be fully stopped
on the runway before Miller could open
the door and drop the load.
Miller knows few teens who share his
passion for stamp collection. But for him
the hobby gives insight into a wealth of
subjects.
"You learn about geography, history
and even different alphabets to figure out

what is written on the stamps," he
said.
The show brings together priceless collections from around the world. But organizers say there will be more to see
than stamps.
One popular, though gloomy exhibit,
shows the partially burnt envelopes salvaged from airplanes which were carrying mailbags, but crashed before reaching their destinations.
The stamp show runs today and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Fantasyland Conference Centre at West Edmonton Mall.
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ROYAL 2002 ROYALE: Aerophilatelic Palmares
Dick Malott (ON) Canadian Interrupted Covers to, from and within Canada 1918 - 1984
Mike Shand (ON) The Airmails of New Zealand 1919 - 1940
Werner Helms (CA) German North Atlantic Catapult & Feeder Flights 1929 - 1939
Norman Banfield (NZ) Russia - Airmails 1922 - 1950
Philip Parker (NY) Zepplins : The Portuguguesse Connection
William Topping (BC) Yukon Airways - A Pioneer Air Mail Company
One Frame Gold
Jerome Kasper (CA) SCADTA Postal Stationery.

Gold

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Neil Hunter (ON) Evolution of Air Mail - Toronto, Canada : From Canuck to Concorde.
Jim. Brown (BC) Aircraft Overprints Producing Air Mail Postage
Dick Malott (ON) Armed Forces Air Letters, Forms and Cards
Ted Nixon (ON) Canada - Airmail Rates & Routes 1937-42.
One Frame Vermeil
Jerome Kasper (CA) New Zealand Prisoner of War Aerogrammes.
Rick Oxenham (NZ) The Pacific Clippers 1935-1941 '
Neil Hunter (ON) The Mackenzie River Air Mail Route
Bill Bartlett (BC) LATI : Linee Aeree Transcontinentali
David Lu (CA) The International Aerogrammes of China (1948-9).
Jim Brown (BC) British Columbia Airways Limited Air Mail Service Between

Vermeil

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Victoria & Vancouver - July 23 to August 24, 1928.
Silver

Denis Gallagher (NZ) - Airmails : 1909-1929
John Powell (AB) - Iraq Postal Stationery : emphasis on Air Letter Cards and Aerogrammes.
James Taylor (AB) St. Pierre & Miquelon Airmail 1931 -1979
Raymond Ireson (QC) The Development of Aviation and Airmail Services in Columbia.
Youth - Silver
Kyle Miller (NS) (age14 yrs) - Helicopters.
James Barron (AB) (age 11 yrs) Flying through the 20th Century.
-

-

-

Silver Bronze

Bill Bailey (BC) Gold Coast Airmails.
Gordon Mallett (AB) Three weeks in December 1928 - Canada's Experimental Prairie Airmails.
Youth Silver-bronze
Orrin Esau (AB) (age 12 yrs.) - Travel by Rail, Water and Air.
Chris Faulkner (NS) (age 12 yrs) - Space.
-

-

Bronze

Balloon Post originating in Canada and
some balloon flights by Canadian Pilots outside of Canada.

Nino Chiovelli (AB)

-

SPECIAL AWARDS
Best Aerophilately Exhibit: Edmonton Stamp Club Award
- Norman Banfield - Russia - Airmails 1922-1950
Best One-frame Exhibit in Show : Edmonton Stamp Club Award
- Jerome Kasper - SCADTA Postal Stationery
New Zealand Philatelic Federation Special Prize : Royal Doulton Ceramic Plate depicting an issue of
commemorative New Zealand stamps donated to the NZPF by the the Royal Philatelic Society of New
Zealand. - Mike Shand - The Airmails of New Zealand 1919-1950
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society :
- Best Aerophilatelic Exhibit - Book They Led the Way Norman Banfield - Russia - Airmails 1922-1950
- Best First Time Aerophilatelic Exhibit - Book They Led the Way Bill Bartlett - LATI - Linee Aeree
Transcontinental Italiane
- Best Youth Aerophilatelic Exhibits - Book AIRCOM Canada's Air Force Kyle Miller - Helicopters
- Book History of Canadian Airports James Barron - Flying through the 20th century.
Book 60 years The RCAF & CF Air Command 1924 1984. Christopher Faulkner Space
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

American Philatelic Society :
- Award of Excellence - 1900-1940 - Werner Helms - German North Atlantic Catapult & Feeder Flights

1929-1939
- Award of Excellence - 1940-1980 - Norman Banfield - Russia - Airmails 1922-1950
Edmonton Stamp Clubs' Youth prizes :
- Best exhibit 12 & under age group - James Barron - Flying through the 20th Century
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ORAPEX - May 5th 2002
Report on the Annual General Meeting of the CAS

The annual meeting of the Society was held in the R.A. Centre,
Ottawa, in conjunction with ORAPEX. Seven members attended.
Ivan MacKenzie, Treasurer presented the financial report, saying
we were now in much better shape than a year or two back, due to
better control of costs, an increase in fees and revenues from
the sale of 'Snowbird' covers. He said however that it was necessary
to ensure that costs did not start to rise again. Ivan also noted
that this would be his last report as he was retiring soon and
planning to move back to P.E.I.
The group were unanimous in warmly congratulating our Treasurer
for having done a fine job in getting finances under control over
a difficult period and wished him all the best in retirement.
President Dick Malott presented Ivan with a plaque, suitably
engraved outlining Society appreciation for all his efforts.
As a replacement, two members had offered to help, Brian Wolfenden
and Neil Hunter. With a show of hands, Brian was elected but as
volunteers are scarce and most welcome, Dick will write to Neil
to see how best he can be roped in also (Thanks Neil!)
There was also some discussion and appreciation expressed for the
fine job done by members at the Royal/Royale show in Edmonton
recently (see separate report). It was hoped that similar activities
could be arranged at future shows.

It was noted that in the ORAPEX awards, Chris gota Silver for
'The Canadian Aerophilatelist' while Mike (to his surprise says he)
managed to end up with Gold and 'Grand' award, unusual for an
airmail exhibit.
With that, the short meeting concluded at about 2p.m.

P•e- CAVV0; rj5

Welcome Brian,

(on the left):
best wishes to Ivan,

(on the right).

ExP.Ktr/
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ORAPEX continued:
Editor's note: congratulations to Mike on winning the Grand Award at ORAPEX! - As a regular visitor to
ORAPEX for several years, I have been pleased to observe Mike's ascent through the medal levels, and
have enjoyed discussing exhibiting with him. I was also delighted to learn that Mike had been featured in an
article in the Ottawa Citizen:
D6 THE OTTAWA CITIZEN

CITY

MONDAY, MAY 6, 2002

s tro n award
Stamp collector
for airmai: e bit
1928 pilot flew
first airmail letters
into New Zealand
BY BUZZ BOURDON

Ottawa stamp collector Mike
Shand won gold yesterday for
his internationally recognized
collection of New Zealand airmail stamps and envelopes,
known as covers.
Mr. Shand, 70, won the
Chairman's Trophy for The
Air Mails of New Zealand:
1919-40 at the ORAPEX 2002
stamp exhibition, held at the
RA Centre at Billings Bridge.

The aim of ORAPEX is to
promote philately in OttawaHull, said chairman Doug Lingard. About 1,200 people and
41 dealers from across Canada
attended the 41st annual display, he said.
"It gives collectors the
chance to view the stock of
dealers they won't ordinarily
see. We also have a very popular youth table where kids can
get loo free stamps to encourage their collecting interests,"
said Mr. Lingard.
Mr. Shand owns what he describes as the first airmail letter ever flown into New
Zealand. On Sept. 10-11, 1928,
Australian pilotC.E. Kingsford
Smith and co-pilot C.T.P. Ulm

BRIGITTE BOUVIER, THE OTTAWA CITIZEN

Stamp collector Mike Shand owns what he describes as the first
airmail letter ever flown into New Zealand.

flew their Fokker tri-motor
aircraft named Southern Cross,
from Richmond, Australia to
Christchurch in New Zealand.
"No one's quite sure, but
around 15 letters were carried
by Smith unofficially on that
historic flight. I have the only
one I know of with the letter
still with the envelope," said
Mr. Shand.
A month later, on Oct. 13-14,
1928, both pilots carried 16 covers when they flew back to
Australia. Mr. Shand owns a
cover from that flight signed
by them.
Mr. Shand, who said he was
amazed to win the top prize,
started concentrating on New
Zealand airmail material about

15 years ago. He started collecting stamps 57 years ago when
he was growing up in Scotland.
"New Zealand is interesting
because it's so remote. It took
a long time for planes to get
there," he said.
Mr. Shand's granddaughter,
Caitlin Shand, 13, was all
smiles as she viewed the
award-winning display with
her brother, Tyler, 15, and their
father, Brian.
"I'm not a stamp collector
myself, but it's pretty good my,
grandfather won," Caitlin said.
Mr. Shand was presented by
Canada Post with a framed
collage commemorating Canada's first stamp, the 1851 threepence beaver.
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MORE NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

Balloons:
NINO CHIOVELLI is organizing THE CANADIAN BALLOON POST STUDY GROUP KBS. This Group
will try to record Canadian Balloon Philatelic History, though ballooning in other countries will also be
discussed from time to time.
The aim of the Study Group is to try and get input from the Ballooning Community. It is hoped that
membership will be derived from people involved in aerostation, and the general public, as well as
philatelists. The immediate goal will be to establish a web page, and issue two newsletters a year.
The membership fee will be $25.00 per annum in Canada; $35.00 for the U.S., and $40.00 for other
international memberships. - Those interested may forward membership fees to: Nino Chiovelli, Canadian
Balloon Post Study Group KBS, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6
On behalf of the CAS I would like to wish Nino and the study group every success, and look forward
to close cooperation with them.
(As well as organizing this study group and the balloon flight at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE, Nino has
recently produced a first supplement to the Balloon Post section of AMCN: see pages 26 - 31 of this
newsletter.)

Airships:
Congratulations to MURRAY HEIFETZ for his article Dirigibles and the Canadian Connection in the
December 2001 Airpost Journal. This was a very comprehensive article, that covered early postcards,
covers, and vignettes; mail carried to/from Canada on various airships including the R34, USS LOS
ANGELES, GRAF ZEPPELIN, R100, AKRON, MACON, and HINDENBURG; and recent airships.
The Airpost Journal is published monthly by the AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY: to obtain a copy of
this article, and/or more information about the AAMS, please contact J.L. Johnson Jr., 248 Shore Ave.,
Groton, CT 06340-5926, U.S.A.

Auctions:
The collections of two well known authors have recently be sold:
that of the late CYRIL HARMER, author of Newfoundland Air Mails 1919 - 1939 was sold by
Harmer's on February 26 th 2002. For more information contact Harmer's, 111 Power Road, Chiswick,
London W4 5PY, England. [E-Mail; auctions(a.harmers.demon.co.uk I
that of Conway Longworth-Dames, author of The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada
1918-1934, was sold by Warwick & Warwick during two sales on February 6 th 2002, and April 3rd
20.Formeinfatc Wrwik&acLtd.,ChlonHuseScarBk,Mil
Road, Warwick, Cv34 5DB, England. [E-Mail: bids(&.warwickandwarwick.com I

IN MEMORIAM;
I was sad to hear of the death of ED LET11CK on May 30t h 2002, He was one of the
early members of the CAS: number 27,
Ed was a very active aerophilatelist, with a variety of interests. He won a Platinum
award at AmeriStamp Expo '98 for his "First 11,S, Official Pioneer Ainnail", and was also
researching the 1933 Balbo flight from Montreal to the Chicago World Fair, to try and
establish which of the various covers had actually been flown.
1 would like to offer the condolences of the CAS to Ed's family,
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

PATRICIA AIRWAYS
F.E I UR N TO

Patric -1u Airways Limited
SIOUX LOOKOUT. ONTARIO

Clink Bayley I]sti.,
4C '1.11cox at
Toronto,Ont.

Tcr.z&Le:
It may be that some updating is required on data for Patricia Airways. Longworth-Dames notes
that the company was formed in early 1928. This no doubt was taken from his original work
where in the June 26, 1980 issue of "Stamp Collecting", he states "the company was formed as a
result of the liquidation of Patricia Airways & Exploration Limited in January 1928 (In these
early days of semi-official reporting, Trelle Morrow, in his 1975 book on Patricia states that the
company went into liquidation in March 1928).
In an early bulletin of the Semi-Official Study Circle (long since defunct) It was also stated that
"Patrcia Airways Limited was founded early in 1928 by Capt. David S. Bondhurst and Mr. F. E.
Davidson. It was noted that the main office was at 32 King St. West, Toronto.
It may not be significant in terms of the actual flight operations of Patrcia Airways which did
begin only in February 1928, but the date of incorporation of the company may have to be
reexamined for any accuracy on the company's history. I'm enclosing a photocopy of a cover
posted from Sioux Lookout to Toronto Sep. 14, 1927. It may be noted that the envelope is a
corner card of Patricia Airways at Sioux Lookout indicating the existance of the company at that
time - at least 4 months earlier than reported. It is possible that the envelopes were printed in
advance in anticipation of the company's formation, but that's just a guess.
Murray Heifetz

If anybody can help with these questions, please send information to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

1930: why was this cover created?

I

VIA AIR MAIL

114110111r VIA AIR MAIL—,

"1

Mabel 0 .latcdonPld ,
727 Giles Blvd .E
Windsor ,0 n t.

SEP 15 1930

41/At\

11 41110V

VIA AIR MAIL

4111/4

,CE-

n.*

*
VIA AIR MAIL

Unlisted in AAMC. St. Hubert (Montreal) to Walker (Windsor) Sept 15, 1930. The
St. Hubert handstamp is Q-52 and was in use 1929-1946. The Walker backstamp h/s
is 0-75 in use 1930-1931. This was three months after the dedication of the
Windsor airport. The signature of St. Hubert Postmaster Georges Faille suggests
this may have been an inaugural flight of some kind. The St. Hubert h/s was used
on R-100 airship flights but this is not one of those as the R-100 left Montreal
for the last time on August 13, 1930.

ADVERTISEMENT
Selling what you want,
the way you want it:
•

P. 0. Box 4547
Danbury, Ct. 06813
Tel: 203-792-3862
Fax: 203-798-7902

Accurate, detailed descriptions

• High quality published catalogs
•

Web access to entire catalog and
images

•

Secure On-line Bidding

E-mail: info@nutmegstamp.com

•

Immediate fullfillment

Website: www.nutmegstamp.com

•

Priority on Customer Satisfaction

For information about future sales, or to discuss selling
a collection, call Andrew Levitt: +1 800-522-1607
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

1931: is this a Roessler cover?

s
944:44iX4I
'

ite'Vilair.

AMCN #3105

This cover was flown on the First Flight of the Winnipeg - Pembina service, which actually took place
on February 3r d 1931. It was postponed from February 2n d , as shown on the postmark, due to fog.
The circular cachet is the official Canadian Post Office cachet applied to covers received for the
February 2 nd flight. (It was not applied to covers added to the mail on February 3rd.)
The design on the envelope is printed in red. It looks like the type of cover that A.C. Roessler
produced. but is not among those listed in Barry Newton's A.C. Roessler Photo Cachet Catalogue.
Does anybody know who produced this cover?

'

ADVERTISEMENT
1/4 is now

AUCMO NE
RNEARS
TIO& NVAA LLU ERS t

SEPENessuaitemsfaumwomi.

Phillips was recently merged with Bonhams and Brooks to create a new company called
Bonhams. - The new company has 15 sale rooms in the United Kingdom; 22 offices in the
United Kingdom, Europe and North America; and a staff of more than 700 employees.
Bonhams will operate within all sectors of the fine art, antiques and collectibles market,
in addition to the field of classic motor cars and motorcycles.

For more information contact:
STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
101 New Bond Street, London W1S 1SR
Tel: 020 7468 8273 Fax: 020 7629 5186 http://www.bonhams.com/
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

MARITIME AND NEWFOUNDLAND AIRWAYS
•
'ST, PIERRE RIR ROUTE.
Plight Adve.
/or Dee. IS,
1930. Fligh
St. Pierre
made Augural, _ 1.

Ow i ng to international
complications, letters were
refused entry at Post Office.
They were left in custod:,
at St. Pierre, awaiting final
adjustments and permission;
such not being forthcoming
letters were brought back to
Canada. This information
and cover is sent you with
our sincere regrets for the
expense and inconvenience
caused you

I n

pe

tdtind n a irways

Fig. 1 - Cover with air stamp and commemorative cancellation and printed explanation

Most collectors of Canadian airmail are familiar with the first flight covers of the Maritime and
Newfoundland Airways. These were flown from North Sydney, Nova Scotia to St. Pierre, a small
French island colony off the coast of Newfoundland, and the original intention was to fly them
subsequently to St. John's, Newfoundland.
There were two problems with this first flight: first of all, the company had not received any
official approval from Canada, St. Pierre or Newfoundland to carry mail between these places; and
secondly, all the covers had the company air stamp but no official valid postage stamps, that is
almost none of them did.
Upon landing in St. Pierre in August 1931, the covers were taken into custody by the
authorities in St. Pierre who released them in 1934 and gave them back to the company. The
company returned them to collectors with an apology printed on the back of the covers
Figure 1 shows such a cover with the Maritime and Newfoundland Airways stamp cancelled
with a large commemorative postmark, and the printed "explanation" of what had happened.
Figure 2 shows a similar cover that also had the air stamp on the back of the cover, but had
in addition two valid 1 cent Canadian stamps on the front, cancelled with a small company
postmark. This cover does not have the printed explanation. Unfortunately there is no arrival
postmark.
The question is: did this cover continue onward to the addressee, John Venturi in Teaneck,
New Jersey, without being "jailed" in St. Pierre? If it did, it would have traveled by surface mail. The
two 1 cent stamps represented the correct rate at the time.
I remember seeing a short time ago another such cover with Canadian, Newfoundland and
American stamps on it, including a special delivery stamp: it also did not have the printed
explanation. Unfortunately I did not make a scanned photograph of it.
Can anybody shed any light on this and answer the question? The author would be grateful
indeed.
Ed Matthews
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

MARITIME AND NEWFOUNDLAND AIRWAYS continued:
• s i 1•11.0......O . N. 0000 . 011.11 1 • 1 01 1 . 8 6

A IR MAIL 0, 1 1. 6 .

RST TRIP
co -PATIO

S
S
AIR. MAIL .4 1 0.4 61.0.4 1. 1 014 .11!!...0 Ok4 1. 1 .44

.....
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Ca....•••••• • ■ • G SIC .....

uaat
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Fig. 2. showing obverse and reverse of a cover with the air stamp on the reverse
and valid Canadian postage on the obverse. No printed explanation on this cover.

ADVERTISEMENT

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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1939 - POSTAGE DUE CHARGES ON
NEWFOUNDLAND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
The covers below were all flown on the Shediac - Botwood stage of Pan American Airways inaugural service
on the Northern Trans-Atlantic Route. This was operated by a Boeing 314 flying boat, (shown in the cachet),
from New York via Shediac, New Brunswick; Botwood, Newfoundland; and Foynes, Ireland; to Southampton,
England. However, each cover has a different combination of postage and/or postage due!
FIRST FL1qHT
sHnIAC,Canada-BOTwOUD, NewF

Yia Trane-Atlantic Air ...ail
irom Shediac, L.
hotwoo'„eX.D.,
First Flignt.
(Oil AM
JUN24
'
0 B39

Mr. ...F.I.00res,
c/o i...nudson,
7 t.oronation St.,
St. .ohn's.

Cover 1
Franked: 10 cents
Addressed to: St. John's, Newfoundland

Mr. John Billings
913 McMillan Avenue U!4
WINNIFEG,Canada.S0

Cover 2
Franked: 10 cents, charged 2 cents Postage Due
Addressed to: Winnipeg, Canada

mea.

DRAWER NO.38

V

•MNDON. UAW

XII AM(
FIRST OFFICIAL FLIGHT

JON 24
0 1939
1\/

AO,

CANADA I
AIR MAIL

W. H. Herrington, Esq., K.C.,
C/o Canadian Bank of Commerce,
St. John's Newfoundland.

--44;

SHEDIAC - BOTWOOD

Cover 3
Franked: 10 cents, charged 10 cents Postage Due (on back).
Addressed to: Brandon, Manitoba, Canada
First
dc-d,1

Cover 4
Franked: 12 cents
Addressed to: St. John's Newfoundland.

,d

FIRa, urriCiAL MIGHT

.I119 24 (
II AM
v ■ 939 7

r.

CANADA
AIR MAIL
aro
,

1L/J

.k;
SHEDIAC -BOTWOOD

—

t
.

BY AIR MAIL

SHEDIAC - BOTWO OD

a

PAR AVION

Cover 5
Franked: 15 cents

Cover 6
Franked: 16 cents

Addressed to: Edmonton, Alta. Canada

Addressed to: Welland. Ontario

The covers are all postmarked June 24 th , which was the scheduled date for the flight. However, the
plane was delayed by fog at Shediac for several days, and the actual departure was on June 27th.
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

1939 - POSTAGE DUE CHARGES ON NEWFOUNDLAND FFCs continued:
According to The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, "True to its conservative policy, the British
Post Office and its Crown Colony subsidiary - the Newfoundland Post Office - failed to provide any cachet
in recognition of this service. . . The British Post Office did not backstamp arriving mail . nor would it
facilitate the return of mail not addressed for delivery in England or in Europe."

Although the Newfoundland Post Office did not provide a cachet, it did return First Flight Covers
addressed to Newfoundland - but for a fee! According to the Canadian Post Office Weekly Bulletin for June
17th 1939: The air mail rate from Canada to Newfoundland for conveyance by trans-Atlantic planes will

be 10c. per half ounce or fraction, prepaid with Canadian Postage stamps. Such air mail should be
endorsed "Via Trans-Atlantic Air Mail from Shediac, N.B."
Philatelists wishing to forward covers by this flight should prepay them with Canadian postage at
the above rates and forward them to the Postmaster at Moncton, N.B., Canada. If Canadian postage is
not available, they should be accompanied by a remittance, payable at par, to cover postage.
Covers conveyed by the flight of the 24t h June intended for conveyance from Canada to
Newfoundland (Botwood) must bear additional postage of 5c. each to cover extra handling charges in
Newfoundland, or a total of 15c. per cover, if such covers are addressed to points in Canada or the
United States
After the first flight on the 24 th instant, no further philatelic services of this kind will be given, and
covers must be addressed to bona fide addressees in Newfoundland.'
So: Cover 1 is CORRECTLY FRANKED 10 cents to an address in Newfoundland.
Cover 2 was underfranked by 5 cents for return to an address in Canada, and then undercharged for
postage due. - Postage Due was 10 cents, but instead of this amount being converted to Centimes,
and endorsed on the cover as T50, (1 cent = 5 centimes), which was the international convention,
the cover was endorsed T10, presumably to indicate the amount of postage due in cents. However,
the T10 was later converted to 2 cents, so too little postage due was charged.
Cover 3 was also underfranked by 5 cents for return to an address in Canada, but then correctly
endorsed T50 for postage due. This was later converted to 10 cents owing, and a 10 cent postage
due is affixed to the back and faintly cancelled.
Cover 4 was over franked by 2 cents for delivery to an address in Newfoundland.
Cover 5 was CORRECTLY FRANKED 15 cents for forwarding to an address in Canada.
Cover 6 was over franked by 1 cent for forwarding to an address in Canada.
QUESTION: another cover - this time charged 4 cents Postage Due!
This cover was sent to me by Bob Dyer, and
L1
is the only example either of us recall of a
registered FFC from Botwood to Foynes
addressed "back" to Newfoundland.
40 cents was the correct franking for a
registered letter from Newfoundland to Ireland.
Given the extra charge levied by the
Newfoundland P.O. for handling FFCs
addressed to Canada, it seems likely that the
i L . STONE
Postage Due was a "handling charge" for
.,14%;FOEDLLI
U
' D AIRPORT
NEWFOUNDLAND
returning the cover, calculated at twice the 2
VI a FO
&.1 D.
cents internal letter rate? - If anybody has seen
a similar cover, or can provide more information
about this one, please inform the editor.

Quoted in OFFICIAL AIR MAIL RATES TO FOREIGN AND OVERSEAS DESTINATIONS AS ESTABLISHED BY THE
CANADIAN POST OFFICE: 1926 DECEMBER 1942 by David Whiteley. - A 66 page resource booklet, which reproduces
-

many rate tables and announcements from the Canadian Post Office Annual Guides and Monthly Supplements It can
be purchased from: David Whiteley, 605 -77 Edmonton St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 4H8. Price, including postage.
is C$17.50 in Canada; US$13 for orders mailed to the USA; C$20 or US$14 for orders mailed overseas.
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1939 - More questions regarding the
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANS-ATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVERS

BY AIR MAIL

C AIR MAIL
BRITAIN AMERICA

Cover numbered on the back:

1861

Franked: 1 shilling 3 pence (8d + 7d stamps)
Postmarked:
LONDON S.W.1 4 AUG 1939
Addressed to:
J. P. Evans Esq., Hotel St. Moritz, New York City, N.Y., U.S.A.
Receiver postmark on back:

NEW YORK AUG 6 12 PM

Re-addressed to:
17 Ealing Park Gardens, London W.5, England
Re-franked: 30 cents (Trans-Atlantic air mail stamp)
Cancelled:
BUFFALO N.Y.
AUG 8 12.00PM 1939
No English arrival backstamp.

Imperial Airways produced two covers for their first Trans-Atlantic service: the McKnight Kauffer design
shown above, and the design shown on the next page, which is usually referred to as the "official" design.
These covers have been the subject of considerable research and discussion in the past, which was reported
in several items in this newsletter, between March 2000 and June 2001.
The generally accepted explanation for the existence of two covers, is that given by N.C. Baldwin in
the second edition of BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC. He states that the design had "been withdrawn after some
had been sent to Canada and released to the public". It seems that objections arose as the cachet only
featured the UK and US flags: since the route also involved Ireland, Newfoundland and Canada, it was felt
that if all flags were not illustrated, none should be shown.
Twelve McKnight Kauffer covers were examined during the earlier research, and they all fitted
Baldwin's explanation. - They all originated in Canada: mainly in Montreal, but some were from Winnipeg
and Vancouver. They also all had "similar" numbers on the back, between 15004 and 17024.
The cover above was illustrated in Joseph Bergier's POSTAL AIRMAIL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
-

EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA, 1919 - 1945. 1 - It is the first McKnight Kauffer cover reported from
outside of Canada! - Does anybody know of other McKnight Kauffer covers from outside of Canada,
or of information to suggest or explain why this one exists?
Continued

Joseph's book is an excellent review of the Trans-Atlantic flights, attempts, and air mail services up to
1945. It is 270 pages, A4 size, and illustrates over 175 covers! The price of the book is 44 Euros, including postage
and packing to Canada or the U.S.A.. For more information contact:
Amicale Philatelique "L'Ancre", 7 rue Dobree, F 44100 Nantes, France.
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANS-ATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVERS continued:
Various

cancellations
on back,
including
handstamp
GUARANTEED
BCM/AIRFIELD
LONDON

Mr .R .L.Singley.
Post Office Department
Lancaster
Pa

GUARANTEED

BCMiAIRFIELD
LONDON.

"Official" Imperial airways cover, postmarked: Brussels, 4.8.39

Joseph Bergier very kindly sent me copies of several covers from his collection. He commented that;
"The covers have different sources and destinations, and some are very rare. Those covers are from a flight
collector at this time (1939) who knew the subject well. Some of the notes on the back of the covers were
handwritten by him."

Some of these covers are most definitely rare! The covers, and comments on them, add significantly
to the information given in the earlier articles on these flights, so I am listing all of the covers below, using
a similar format to the table in the March 2001 Canadian Aerophilatelist, pages 18-19.
Number

Postmarked (markings on backl

"Official" Imperial Airways covers
1609
2300
2744
3925

"PRINTED IN ENGLAND" BCM/AIRFIELD
handstamp handstamp on
back

Liverpool (to J.Stephen, New York) [Cook St., Liverpool, handstamp]
Botwood, Newfoundland to Ireland [return to GLM, Cardiff]
London (to Saunders, Toronto) [Stanley Gibbons handstamp]
South Croydon (to "D.S. Glover, do The Manager,
Bank of Montreal, Montreal, Canada")
[re-addressed and re-franked to "D. S. Glover, Westminster Bank Ltd.
960 Brighton Road, Purley, Surrey, England']

4328

Botwood, Newfoundland to R.L. Singley, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.

no
no
no

no
no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no
no

yes

Note on back "Only 10 official covers flown".

4351
4365

Botwood, Newfoundland to "Mr. F.J. Field, Sutton Coldfield, England"
Note on back "25 covers".
Botwood, Newfoundland to Mr. W.R. Patton, Winnipeg
Note on back "15 plus covers"

4376

Basle, Switzerland, to R.L. SINGLEY, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.
Note on back: "not more than 20 official covers flown".

4430

4505
7475
8689
8996

Belgium to R.L. SINGLEY, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A. illustrated above
Two handwritten notes on back: "Field Sutton Coldfield"
And "not more than 25 official covers flown".
Ireland to R.L. SINGLEY, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.
Montreal to Foynes (to J.H. Murphy, Dublin)
New York to London (then re-addressed and re-franked to
Hong Kong, and to Benj Dworetzky, New York)
New York to L.A. Wyndham, South Africa
Note on back "1" Imp Air US

8997

-

South Africa -

no
no

yes

New York to F.W. Hill, Sydney, Australia (re-addressed and re-franked
to "F.W. Hill, do Francis J. Field Ltd, Sutton Coldfield, England")
Note on back "1" US

-

Australia"

no
Continued
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IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANS-ATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVERS continued:
Number

21286
21973

Postmarked [markings on back] "PRINTED IN ENGLAND" BCM/AIRFIELD
handstamp handstamp on

Grimsby, England to New York (to J.H. Murphy, do Mr. H.W.Blanks,
Columbia, La., U.S.A.)
Paris, France, to New York (to Capt. W H. Peters)

back
no
no

The previous research concluded that "official" covers numbered 1 to 15000 were from the First
Printing of these covers, and had a bright blue cachet, whereas covers numbered 20001 to 25000 were from
the Third Printing, and had a pale blue cachet. It was not possible to tell from the copies, whether this colour
difference applied to all of Joseph's covers.
The Third Printing of covers went on sale in London on Wednesday August 2'. - Of 11 covers now
studied from the Third Printing, #21973 is the only one to have been postmarked outside of Great Britain.
McKnight Kauffer covers
1861
15228
15285

London to New York (to J.P. Evans) (the re-franked and
re-addressed to London, England) illustrated on page 18
Montreal to Southampton (to W. Orchard, Isle of Wight)
Montreal - Foynes (to 1130 Windsor St., Montreal)

no
yes - small on front

yes
yes

yes - large on back

yes

plain / other covers
Denmark - Britain - New York (to C.A. Person)
[Axel Persson, Halmstad, Sverige handstamp]
France (Paris) - Foynes - New York (to W.H. Peters)
[S. Bayer, Boul. De la Republique, St. Cloud, handstamp]
Karachi, India - England - New York (to Francis J. Field,
do R.L. SINGLEY, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.) (Used souvenir

no
no

no
envelope for opening of Karachi Air Port. December 1938)
Malta - Southampton - New York (to R.L. SINGLEY, Lancaster,
Penna., U.S.A.) [Mary Gatt, Valletta, Malta, label]
no
Montreal - New York (to W.R. Patton, Winnipeg)
no
Montreal - Southampton (to Francis J. Field, Sutton Coldfield. England) no
no
Newfoundland (Botwood) to J. Stephen, Liverpool, England
Newfoundland (Botwood) to Montreal (to A.C. Hall)
no

yes
yes
yes
yes

One of the "mysteries" in the earlier research was the "Printed in England" handstamp, which occurred
in two sizes, and was applied to both "official" and McKnight Kauffer covers from Canada, but not to other
covers from Canada, or to "official" covers from elsewhere. This pattern continues for most of Joseph's
covers. except for "official" cover #7475, which was mailed from Montreal but doesn't have this handstamp.
However, the earlier study concluded that the 3,000 "official" covers sent to Canada, (according to a
newspaper story in The Daily Telegraph), were numbers 12001 to 15000. Cover #7475 was therefore most
likely purchased in England, and then sent to Montreal to be prepared for the flight.
Who applied the "Printed in England" handstamps, and why, are still mysteries. - Any
information, or suggestions, would be much appreciated.

Another question which has arisen, is about the GUARANTEED BCM/AIRFIELD handstamp on the back
of some of these covers? It seems from Joseph's covers, that this handstamp is most often found on covers
associated with Francis J. Field. However, it is not found on all of his covers, and it also occurs on covers
to W.R. Patton. Any information regarding this handstamp would also be much appreciated.
A further issue that arises from Joseph's covers, relates to the reporting of this flight. - An article from
The Aero-Field. Oct.-Nov. 1939, reported that: "A few continental countries also despatched mail by the first
flight, official covers being known from Sweden, Switzerland and Belgium and ordinary covers from Denmark."
Given the connection between Francis J. Field and R.A. Singley that is shown by some of Joseph's covers,
it seems strange that the cover to from Malta was not included in the Aero-Field report!

THANKS AGAIN TO JOSEPH BERGIER FOR SENDING ME THESE COVERS,
AND TO EVERYBODY WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE EARLIER RESEARCH.
Please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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1941 - air crash at FORT VERMILION, ALBERTA.
On 4 June 1941 a Stinson float plane equipped with a P&W R985 engine was hauling mail to Fort
Vermilion, Alberta.
It crashed on landing.
The pilot, a young man named Stan Warren, married just one month earlier, presumably misjudged and
the aircraft somersaulted and came to rest inverted. Mail bags pinned him in the aircraft and before rescuers
could get him out he drowned.
This is the only known aircraft fatality in Fort Vermillion to date.
My name is Ray Toews. I recently came across some of the cylinders from this aircraft's engine, and
my interest has led me to research and develop a commemorative display for our local museum.
We would be very appreciative if you would send us, or direct us, to any good quality pictures of this
aircraft (registration BNA) owned by MacKenzie Air Service flying out of Peace River, or failing that of this
type which we could use in the display. Any other information you have of this incident would of course be
gratefully accepted.
Acknowledgment, would of course be given.
Thank you,
Ray Toews
Box 549. 4713 River Road, Fort Vermilion AB TOH 1NO
(Tel: 780-927-3505 Fax: 780-927-3036 E-mail: hydwa_y@telusplanet.net )
EDITOR'S NOTE: there is no mention of this crash in Nierinck's Recovered Mail 1937-1988, or in The
Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland. - If anybody can provide information about it, please
also contact the editor.

1942 - Trans-Atlantic First Flight Covers from Newfoundland
Two more covers prepared for the resumption of Pan American's Northern Trans-Atlantic service, have
been reported since the comprehensive article on these covers in the June 2001 newsletter:
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Roller cancellation: ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND 11-AM 4 MAY 1942
Handwritten Endorsement: Inaugural flight via North Atlantic Route
Addressed to: Maidenhead, Berks, England
NO BACKSTAMPS

Continued
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1942 - TRANS-ATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FROM NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
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PIRSTHDAY- COVER
MAY 4. 194

COVER B: Roller cancellation: ST. JOHN'S NEWFOUNDLAND 11-AM 4 MAY 1942
Printed Endorsement For Inaugural Flight, but struck through by pencil. (It is not possible to determine whether this
endorsement was struck through before the cover left Newfoundland, or when it was returned from England.)

Addressed to: General Delivery, Newmarket, Suffolk, England MARKED: not called for
PARTIAL BACKSTAMP: 18 MY 42 SUFFOLK and handstamp: Unclaimed RETURN TO SENDER

It was established in the earlier article, that this flight did not take place until May 19 th . In order to have
arrived in England by May 18th , this cover must therefore have crossed the Atlantic by some other means.
(An alternative air mail service from Newfoundland to the United Kingdom via Canada, New York, and Pan
Am's Southern trans-Atlantic route to Lisbon, had commenced on May 1s t 1942.)
Covers prepared for this inaugural flight are extremely scarce: I have only seen, or had reported, nine
of these covers since first becoming intrigued by them ten years ago!
Of these covers:
•
all 9 have the St. John's roller cancellation of May 4 th ;
•
3 have an additional cancellation dated May 15th , on stamps missed by the roller cancellation. Since
these covers had been held by the Post Office for the eleven days between cancellations, it seems
probable that they were being held for the inaugural flight which took place on May 19 th , and were
carried on it. - Of these 3 covers, one was addressed to England. one to Scotland, and one to St.
John's, Newfoundland.
2 covers were backstamped in England on May 18 th , so were not held for the inaugural flight. - One
was addressed to London, England, and one to Suffolk, England.
4 covers only have the May 4 th roller cancellation. - Two of these were addressed to St. John's,
Newfoundland; one to Texas; and one (Cover A on page 22) was addressed to Berks., England.
Since some covers were being held for the flight, it seems likely that the covers addressed
to Newfoundland and Texas were also held for it. there being no reason to forward them to England
by an alternative route.
However, since there is no clear distinguishing feature between the covers probably held for
the inaugural flight, and the 2 covers which weren't, it is not yet possible to determine whether
Cover A was held for the flight, or sent to England by an alternative route.
If anybody can provide details about other covers prepared for this flight, please contact the editor.

Many thanks to JOHN WALSH for his help with these covers. - John is co-author, with
the late John G. Butt, of the NEWFOUNDLAND SPECIALIZED STAMP CATALOGUE.
For more information on this catalogue, now in its fifth edition, contact: Walsh's Philatelic
Service, 9 Guy Street, St. John's, NFLD. MB 1P4. Website: http://www.nsscat.nf.caf
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1942-45: what was Pan Am's Northern Trans-Atlantic Route?
I have been trying to reconcile four conflicting "strands" of information regarding the route used by Pan
American's Northern Airmail service during World War Two:
Strand 1: Conventional wisdom
This is represented by the map below from Thomas Boyle's Airmail Operations During World War IV,
and states that Pan Am used the same route as it did in 1939: New York - Shediac - Newfoundland - Foynes.

Figure 1. Pan American Airways FAM-18 routes across the Atlantic Ocean 1939-1945.

Strand 2: Information regarding Pan Am's inaugural flight in March 1942
This was summarized in our June 2001 newsletter, and established that the inaugural flight flew
directly from New York to Newfoundland, without a stop at Shediac.
The stop at Shediac had been included in 1939 to meet a political demand of the Canadian
government, that the service did not just overfly Canada. Since this stop was not required on the inaugural
flight in 1942, was it in fact required on later flights?
Strand 3: the Imperial Airways service
In 1939 Imperial Airways had met the Canadian Government's condition for over-flying rights, by
stopping at Montreal between New York and Newfoundland.
During the Second World War, however, Imperial Airways flew directly between the United States and
Newfoundland. - John Daynes' Wartime Air Mail, which documents the British air mail services during World
War 2, contains the following report:

1942 - Summer Route
Shannon (Eire) - Botwood (Newfoundland) - Baltimore (U.S.A.):
15th May - 29th October, 16 eastbound and 15 westbound flights were made with
Boeing 314A flying boats. Connection with the United Kingdom was made by means
of the services from Eire.
Continued

This is a magnificent book of over 900 8 1/2" x 11" pages, surveying airmail operations around the world,
published by the American Air Mail Society. - CAS members can purchase many AAMS publications at reduced
prices: for more information contact Dick Malott.
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QUESTIONS continued: please send any answers to : Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

1942-45: what was Pan Am's Northern Trans-Atlantic Route? continued:
Strand 3: the Imperial Airways service (continued):
A similar route is given for 1941, and for 1943, 1944 and 1945.
Since Imperial Airways was not required to land in Canada from 1942 to 1945, would Pan Am still have
been required to?
Strand 4: a pilot's recollections
David Whiteley has sent me an intriguing extract from Wings Over water by David Oliver, in which an
unnamed Pan American pilot describes his experiences on the Trans-Atlantic services. It begins:

After serving in the Communications Department, first as a radio mechanic and later as a flight
radio officer, I obtained my commercial pilot's license and was hired as a junior pilot in the spring
of 1941.
Normal pilot progression in those days on the Boeing 314 Clippers was to start as a fourth
officer (relief pilot), then serve as a third officer, (again a relief pilot), second officer (navigation after
qualifying), and first officer (in temporary command after qualifying in aircraft handling, while the
captain rested),Included in the operating crew were two radio operators and two flight engineers. This
gave us the equivalent of two complete crews and our duty times were not limited. At the time we
were the only air link between North America and Europe, a service which was considered essential
by the United States government. Three Boeing 314As were purchased by BOAC and they had begun
flying scheduled transatlantic services in 1941.
Pan American had two original transatlantic routes, the first being New York - Bermuda Horta, Azores - Lisbon, Portugal - Marseilles, France; and the other, known as the North Atlantic
route, was New York - Shediac, New Brunswick - Botwood, Newfoundland - Foynes, Ireland Southampton . Due to hostilities in Europe, the legs from Lisbon to Marseilles, and later Foynes to
Southampton were dropped. Also, because of westerly winds which caused limited payloads on
westbound flights, especially in winter, the whole north route was eventually dropped. Flights to
Lisbon were continued on to Foynes as this provided an important link between the United States and
the United Kingdom. We continued to provide this service until the end of World War Two.
On October 30, 1942 I departed New York aboard Yankee Clipper bound for Foynes by way
of Bermuda, Horta, and Lisbon, with Captain C R Titus in command. I had been moved up to first
officer, but this was my first transatlantic flight as such.
Given the amount of evidence that Pan Am did fly the Northern Route from 1942 on, it would be easy
to dismiss this pilot's claim that "the whole north route was eventually dropped' as an error. However, I am
hesitant to dismiss an account by "someone who was there" without giving it full consideration, especially
since "Strands" 2 and 3 above suggest that the routing of Pan Am's Northern flights may not have been as
straightforward as conventional wisdom indicates.

Can anybody reconcile these four "strands" of information, and/or provide more
information regarding the routing of Pan Am's Northern service from 1942 on?

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE
www . CANADACOVERS . CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS, B.C.

V2C 6B7
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IS THIS HOW AIR MAIL BEGAN?

rePPlef4'fili • rive.

The inscription below this cartoon reads: THIS IS HOW AIRPLANES WERE BORN.
When I used the cartoon to start the Season's Greetings section of our December 2001 newsletter,
I commented that "a literal translation of the above inscription, which is in Greek, is not available". Many
thanks to Patrick Campbell, Jonathon Johnson, and George Sioras for sending me translations.

SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.

YOU NEED? I can help. Common to exotic: US pioneer, crash, Trans-oceanic,
FAM, CAM, National Air Mail Week, Jets, Dedications,. Canada 1926-42.
World Wide & US specials - zeppelin, glider, catapult, DOX, balloon, rocket.
Nonflight - FDC, advertising, polar, ships, WWI & Il& Civil War, and more.
Tell me your interests: I'll send you my lists. Thanks.
Mike Rossman, 6006 S. Holly St. #159, Greenwood Village, CO 80111, USA
or mikewrossman@mindspring.com .

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP
UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: airmails@fut.net Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk

We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.
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SUPPLEMENT 10 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Section 8 - Canadian Balloon Covers
Nino Chiovelli
With assistance from: Barry Countryman, Chris Hargreaves,
Dick McIntosh, Ron Miyanishi, Eric Moore, and Stan Sheldrake.
Please note:
Catalogue number: BC-6700 Reassigned to Hamilton Airport, Mount Hope cover dated 14 May, 1967.
Old cover group:

BC-6700 Renumbered to identification block BC-6710 thru BC-6749. - This block
now lists covers carried on Montreal "EXPO '67"flight dated: 05 July,
1967.

Catalogue number: BC-6701 Not used at this time.
Old cover group:

BC-6701 Renumbered to identification block BC-67130 thru BC-67169. - This
block now lists covers carried on Montreal "EXPO '67"flight dated: 21
July, 1967.

The Montreal "EXPO '67" and the western "Canadian Centennial" balloon races were omnibus
events. The covers are listed in two distinct groups for ease of identification. The catalogue numbers
however, are arranged in chronological order. The "Canadian Centennial Balloon Race" group
(numbered from BC'-6750 thru BC-67129) will be listed in a following Supplement.
1966, July 07 - Fort Churchill. The cover is a number 7 airmail envelope franked with the United
States of America International Philatelic Exhibition Commemorative stamp cancelled with the square
Fort Churchill' hand stamp on the of July, 1966, and with the Canadian 3 cent Queen definitive,
and 5 cent Coat of Arms - Maple Leaf Commemorative stamps postmarked Uranium City on the
8`h of July,1966.
BC-6600
Unmanned balloon: SKYHOOK 1966 Balloon flight: 1159
Scientific flight conducted by RAVEN Industries Inc.
Quantity: unknown
1967, May 14 — Hamilton Airport, Mount Hope. Covers were carried aboard the hot air balloon
CF-VOZ "Spirit of Canada" The balloon was constructed by Stan Sheldrake holder of Canadian
Balloon Pilot Licence number: YZB-1.
Three covers are number 7 envelopes franked with the 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cent Queen definitive
stamps and are cancelled with the square Mount Hope hand stamp. A round Canadian Centennial logo
is on the upper left side of the envelope. "Carried by Spirit of Canada Hot Air Balloon", is hand
written below the logo. The covers are signed "Stan Sheldrake, Aeronaut". The phrase: "Mount Hope
Air Show May 14th , 1967" is hand written below the signature.
BC-6700
Balloon: CF-VOZ "SPIRIT OF CANADA"
Quantity: Uncertain: definitely 3, possibly 8.

Continued

The United States military base at Fort Churchill carried out scientific experiments using
rockets and balloons.
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continued:

SECTION 8 - CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS

EXPO '67 was held in Montreal in conjunction with nation wide celebrations honoring Canada's
Centennial Year. Adding greatly to the festivities were two aeronauts Wolfgang Gruber from Austria, and
Eric Maerkl from at that time, West Germany. These aeronauts carried over 20,000 commemorative covers
aboard the gas balloon OE —DZB, "Pro Juventute" (For Youth), which is owned and operated by that youth
charity. Some of these covers are listed below, and many variations are waiting to be identified (The aim of
this project was to raise money for charity. - The idea seems to have been to create as many varieties as
possible, so that avid collectors would spend a lot of money trying to create complete sets.)

1967, July 05 — Montreal. A pink number 10 envelope bearing the Coat of Arms of Canada with the
word Canada in the left center. Franked with the blue 5 cent Canadian Flag Centennial
Commemorative stamp. Machine postmarked Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE BALLON / BALLOON
FLIGHT". Below the Coat of Arms stacked over each other and separated by a short horizontal bar
are the phrases: "ENVOLEE PAR BALLOON POUR LE CENTENAIRE CANADIEN CANADIAN CENTENNIAL BALLOON FLIGHT". Sandwiched between an upper thick blue line
and a lower thin blue line are the words: "COURRIER PAR BALLON — BALLOON pos7 . There
are three cachets on the face of the envelope: A Pro Juventute on board impression, an EXPO '67
"COURRIER PAR BALLON" impression and a rectangular date and pilot identifier impression.
These cachets will appear on most types of Balloon Post carried during EXPO '67 and will vary in
color. An illustrated chart showing the variations will be found in appendix 1.
BC-6710
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
10.00
Quantity: Unknown
1967, July 05 — Montreal. A gray number 10 envelope illustrating two famous Montreal monuments
in the left center. Franked with 5 cent Queen and Maple Leaf Centennial issue stamp. Machine
postmarked Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE PAR BALLON/BALLOON FLIGHT'. Below the
monument illustration stacked over each other and separated by a short horizontal bar are the phrases:
"PREMIERE ENVOLEE PAR BALLON DE MONTREAL — FIRST BALLOON FLIGHT FROM
MONTREAL'*. Sandwiched between an upper thick line and a lower thin line are the words:
"COURRIER PAR BALLON — BALLOON POST". There are three cachets on the envelope see
appendix 1.
BC-6714
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
10.00
Quantity: Unknown

* Note: The first recorded unmanned balloon flight in Montreal was conducted on the 24 August,
1835 using three balloons provided by Joseph Donegani. The first recorded manned balloon flight
in Montreal was conducted by Eugene Godard on the 8 September, 1856.
Continued
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continued:

SECTION 8 - CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS
1967, July 05 — Montreal. A blue number ten envelope illustrating the Montreal city and EXPO '67
skyline center left. Franked with the 5 cent EXPO '67 commemorative stamp. Machine postmarked
Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE PAR BALLON/BALLOON FLIGHT". Below the illustration stacked
over each other and separated by a short horizontal bar are the phrases: "PREMIERE ENVOLEE
PAR BALLON MONTREAL — FIRST BALLOON FLIGHT FROM MONTREAL".(See note
following flight BC-6714). Sandwiched between an upper thick and lower thin red line are the words:
"COURRIER PAR BALLON — BALLOON POST-. There are three cachets on the envelope see
appendix 1.
10.00
BC-6717
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
Quantity: Unknown
1967, July 05 — Montreal. A white "Tu Fold" 2 envelope with a caricature of a gas balloon in flight,
and the aeronaut peering through a telescope on the left side of the cover. Franked with a 3 cent
Queen Centennial issue, and a five cent blue with flag Centennial Commemorative stamps. Machine
postmarked Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE PAR BALLON/BALLOON FLIGHT". Below the
caricature is a small United Nations logo with the phrase: "FIRST BALLOON FLIGHT — SALUTE
TO THE PAVILION OF THE UNITED NATIONS", (this could be interpreted as the first flight of
the EXPO festivities: also see notes above). There are two cachets on the face of the envelope: A PRO
JUVENTUTE on board impression and a rectangular date and pilot identifier impression. See chart
in appendix 1.
BC-6720
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
10.00
Quantity: Unknown
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1967, July 05 — Montreal. A white number 10 envelope with a silhouette map of the EXPO '67 site
including a 30 kopec stamp from the U.S.S.R. showing the Soviet Pavilion on the left of the cover.
Center left of the map are the Russian words "Exposition 1967, Montreal, Canada". The cover is
franked with the red and blue 5 cent EXPO '67 Pavilion Commemorative stamp. Machine
postmarked Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE PAR BALLON/BALLOON FLIGHT". Sandwiched
between an upper thick and a lower thin line are the words: "COURRIER PAR BALLON —
BALLOON POST". There are three cachets on the cover see appendix 1.
BC-6723
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
10.00
Quantity: Unknown
Continued
2

"Tu Fold", a trade name for an odd sized envelope 19cm x 10.2 cm ( 7.5in x 4 in ).
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SECTION 8

-

continued:

CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS

1967, July 05 — Montreal. A white number 10 envelope with the diagram of an eye with red shading
in the upper left corner of the cover. The entire cover is bordered with staggered red squares. Centered
in the border on the upper and lower lines are the phrases: "CENTENNIAL BALLOON POST —
COURRIER PAR BALLON". The covers are serial numbered and created by the Pastor Johnson —
CKGM Charitable Foundation. Franked with the blue Canadian flag 5 cent Commemorative stamp.
Machine postmarked Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE PAR BALLON/BALLOON FLIGHT". A slogan
is placed above the lower boarder reading: "TEEN HAVEN A Home For Youth in Conflict"! There
are three cachets on the cover see appendix 1.
10.00
BC-6735
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
Quantity: Unknown
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1967, July 05 — Montreal. Number 10 envelope with a photograph of the pilots and Montreal Sutton
Postmaster Stanley A. Whitford. Above the photo is the phrase: "Courrier par Ballon — Balloon Post".
Below the photo it states: "SUTTON POSTMASTER STANLEY A. WHITFORD RECEIVES THE
COVERS OF THE FIRST AIRMAIL FLIGHT BY BALLOON IN CANADA".* The cover is
franked with the 5 cent Canadian EXPO '67 Pavilion Commemorative stamp. Machine post- marked
Montreal Sutton "ENVOLEE PAR BALLON/BALLOON FLIGHT". There are three cachets on the
cover see appendix 1.
BC-6740
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE" pink cover
10.00
BC-6741
gray cover
10.00
BC-6742
10.00
blue cover
BC-6743
white cover
10.00
Quantities: Unknown
*Note: Al time of printing the first known Canadian modern day balloon post was carried from Ft.
Churchill, Manitoba to Uranium City, Saskatchewan. See BC-6600.
See following pages for Appendix 1.

EDITOR'S NOTE: many thanks to Francois Brisse for compiling the original listing of Canadian Balloon
Covers for The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, and to Nino Chiovelli for all his work
in creating this supplement.
Additional changes to Section 8 of AMCN will be included in the next newsletter.
If any readers have comments on this supplement, or suggestions for additional
changes to Section 8, please contact: NINO CHIOVELLI, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta
T5E 3G6 (E-mail: nchiovel@lelusplanetnet )
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APPENDIX 1: CACHET CHART FOR EXPO '67 BALLOON FLIGHT 05 JULY 1967 A - 1
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CONTINUED ON PAGE A - 2
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SUPPLEMENT 10 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
APPENDIX 1: CACHET CHART FOR EXPO '67 BALLOON FLIGHT 05 JULY 1967 A - 2
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To be continued.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to
•
•
•
•

members at cost;
a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.

For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CON in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Ron Miyanishi, Secretary CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
-

Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal

to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the September newsletter is sent to you without delay.

95 Painter Michael F.
157 Meyer Robert L.
168 Lee Robert A.
186 Hargreaves Chris
228 McCann William
230 Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
234 O'Reilly Kevin
235 Tallet Dominique

237 Brisebois Michel
238 Ganz Cheryl
286 Bolton Ken
290 Deal Michael
291 Veraart Walter J.
287 Hounsell Robert W.
317 McCormack Robert

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS
are mailed to new members, or when they
will serve as receipt of payment, or on request. - They are not sent automatically to members who renew by cheque.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 2002
The transfer of the CAS Treasury duties from Ivan MacKenzie to Brian Wolfenden has been completed. On behalf
of the CAS membership I extend best wishes to Ivan and Carrol as they embark on a new phase of their lives in Prince
Edward Island. Thanks again Ivan for all of the dedicated work that you did as our CAS Treasurer and for your
aerophilatelic friendship. We hope that you will visit Ottawa in the future to renew friendships - perhaps at a future
ORAPEX exhibition. I extend our appreciation to Brian Wolfenden for offering his services to the CAS despite his very
busy work schedule.
The CAS requires volunteers to look after an aerophilatelic table at the various RPSC Exhibitions and Conventions.
The next is at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE in Hanover, Ontario, 30 May - 1 June 2003. The following locations and dates for
FUTURE RPSC Exhibitions and Conventions are : Halifax, Nova Scotia, 28 - 30 May 2004; London, Ontario, 27 - 29
May 2005; St. John's, Newfoundland, 20 - 25 June 2006. If the CAS is to continue to grow we must have a presence at
the National shows in Canada. We had excellent exposure at Royal 2002 held in Edmonton, Alberta, through the efforts
of many local CAS members in Edmonton, including Gord Mallett and Nino Chiovelli . I look forward to hearing from
CAS members living in the four locations mentioned above.
I have received several good ideas from Alberta CAS members. Nino Chiovelli is investigating the possibility of
forming a local chapter of the CAS in Alberta in order to advance aerophilatelic activities. He would be pleased to hear
from Western members concerning this suggestion. One of the purposes would be to assist in future Royal Exhibitions
and Conventions held in the West. Nino is also contacting aviation museums and local libraries concerning the purchase
of our gold award winning catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland . He suggested that CAS members
contact their local aviation museums and libraries to promote the sale of our catalogue and other aerophilatelic books and
to publicize aerophilately. Your support is requested in this venture.
Nino has been very busy. His founding of the Canadian Balloon Post Study Group was announced in the last
newsletter. Collectors of balloon material should join Nino's group to advance the collection of balloon covers and
aerograms. Nino is also investigating the possibility of having the CAS represented at future air shows in the West. There
is great potential to advance the CAS and Aerophilately through this recommendation. Those wishing to contact Nino may
do so at his mailing address : Nino Chiovelli, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta, T5E 3G6 or E-mail
nchiovelatelusplanetnet Thanks Nino for all of your great ideas. You and Gord Mallett are certainly an aerophilatelic
productive pair.
CAS member Jim Davidson, 4664 Highland Blvd, North Vancouver, British Columbia, V7R 3A5 or E-mail
jdavidson@telus.net has advised me that the 50th anniversary of the use of the DeHavilland 106 Comet in the RCAF will
be observed on 23 May 2003. He suggested that a souvenir envelope be prepared and sold to CAS members, Comet air
mail collectors, and retired RCAF aircrew who flew the DH 106 Comet during its years of service in the RCAF's 412
Squadron. It is the intention of the CAS to prepare a quantity of these envelopes through the auspices of Ron Miyanishi
and his computer. The design of a DH 106 Comet will be placed on the envelope and hopefully 412 Squadron of the
Canadian Forces will fly the envelopes on a selected date on or near 23 May 2003. If original Comet crews can be located
we hope to obtain their signatures on the envelopes. A card inside will present a brief history of the DH 106 in the RCAF.
Through the auspices of Canada Post we will have prepared a Comet coloured image for a personalized stamp. The
photographic section of the Canadian Forces has provided an 8" x 10" coloured side photograph of DH 106 No. 5301 from
which the stamp image will be made. If possible a special cancel for the flight will be obtained from Canada Post. Since
I have prepared such items before I am coordinating this activity. Anyone interested in obtaining such a cover is invited
to let me know. The price will be determined once all costs are known.
The 2002 Snow Bird Covers are now ready for sale at $25.00 Canadian for one cover flown and autographed by
all nine pilots; and nine envelopes, each autographed by one pilot flying the applicable Tudor aircraft , for $45.00 Canadian
for the set of nine. Covers may be ordered from Dick Malott. Payment should be made payable to the CAS. A 2002
brochure of the Snow Birds will be provided with each order.
Due to my wife's medical problems from osteoporosis I am unable to leave the Ottawa area for philatelic and
militaria exhibitions and conventions. One of her problems has been the development of ulcers on her heels due to poor
circulation. To heal them a new successful process is used, hyperbaric oxygen therapy . The patient enters an enclosed
container and breathes pure oxygen for 1 1/2 hours , five days a week, for a specific length of time depending upon the
extent of the problem. If you know of anyone suffering from open wounds, cuts or bums that will not heal advise them
to check this new oxygen therapy out. It develops new blood vessels that heal the problem thoroughly. I have brochures
on the system for distribution if anyone requires the data. Enjoy the rest of the summer and look forward to a fall and
winter busy with aerophilatelic activities
Dick Malott, President CAS
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are holding their 8 th annual Day of Aerophilately on
Sunday October 27th .
The day includes displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant,
and lots of excellent conversation. - The event has a small following of regular participants
who have a great time each year, and who would be delighted to welcome additional
participants.
The event will be held at the same location as last year: the VINCENT GREENE
FOUNDATION, 10 SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). This year,
however, it will run from 11.15am to 4.00pm, to take advantage of the parking available on
the south side of Summerhill Avenue after 11am.
Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate! - For more information contact:
Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Court, Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3, (telephone 416 447 1579;
E-mail: mcintoshcaccessv.com ).

Welcome:
To another new member: #327 Mike W. Rossman, Greenwood Village, Colorado, USA

Congratulations:
To JONATHAN L. JOHNSON, JR., who received a PRESIDENTS AWARD from the American Air Mail
Society, at the Fall Meeting of the AAMS during STAMPSHOW 2002.
The citation for Jonathan's award read that:
This Presidential Award is granted to the recipient for the many year's of dedicated, energetic
and efficient service to the AAMS in several capacities, particularly as the AAMS Sales Manager
of covers, stamps and other merchandise as well as the AAMS FISA representative.
Jonathan has also been a member of the CAS for several years. He is a regular contributor to this
newsletter, and has been a great help with many of the questions I've published.

Revised:
Brian Wolfenden has produced a revised list of covers for sale by the CAS. - It is available as a printed
copy, or by e-mail.
Covers on offer include
:

1989

1996

Final cross Canada flights of CF/RCAF Dakota 12 and 15 March 1989 ending at Air
Command Headquarters, Westwin, Manitoba. C/W detailed letter on the Flights.
Set of 2 envelopes and letter $3.00 / Individual covers $2.00 each.
14 October: Snowbirds, last programme of year flown in Tudor jet and signed, various
(#10 envelopes). Nine envelopes and brochure.
$45.00 per set / 20 Ass't covers $5.00 each

Postage charges are in Canada: 80 cents for the 1st. cover ordered & 20 cents for each additional cover;
to the U.S.A.: $1.00 Canadian for the 1st cover & 25 cents for each additional cover;
overseas: $1.50 Canadian for the 1st cover & 30 cents for each additional cover.
For more information contact Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2 (E-mail:
binepeantrytel.com )
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"The Illustrated Aviation and Airmail
History of Fiji"
Bryan Jones, author. Published by
Pacific Islands Study Circle (UK 2002)

One

It has always seemed to me that
struggles to conquer the Pacific Ocean
by air were far more interesting than
attempts to fly in space. Space flight
is accompanied by hundreds of technicians and thousands of computers but
when Kingsford Smith set out in 1928
in a second hand plane he had a copilot,
a navigator and a radio operator. After
Hawaii, they found Fiji which ever
since has been something of a focal
point for Pacific flight whether from
Asia or N. and S, America as well of
course from N.Z. and Australia.

Now Fiji has its full airmail history in wonderful detail from the first local flights
of 1921 and the Kingsford Smith flight of 1928 (illustrated) through the attempts to
establish Trans-Pacific service in the 1940's and 1950's up to September 2000. Every
flight is listed with accompanying illustrations and more information than can be found
anywhere except perhaps the Krupnick book which covers only Pan American.
In addition to a listing of flights, about half the 335pp consist of 21 appendices
covering everything from flight schedules and Post Office regulations to wartime networks
and the Fiji Bomber Fund. Various airlines also have their own history in an appendix
with British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines (BCPA) perhaps of special interest because
of flights to and from Canada. There is considerable information on airmail markings
as found to, from or through Fiji, such as OAT, AV2, AO (Autres Objects), Insufficient
Postage for Airmail and the like as well as Second Class Airmail, long a subject of
mystery to me.
If there are any regrets about this fine book it is that illustrations are in black and
white. Colour would have been nice but probably pushed the price out of sight. In summary,
the book is highly recommended to anyone with an interest in Pacific aviation.
Buyers should contact:
C.Hinchcliffe
12 Queens Staith Mews, York
YO1 6HH, England.
or as they say in tcdays strange language:
http://www.pi.org.uk (Am knows:)
ate book is at a discount (a) pounds)
to natters, to ermurage you to join the
Society and of course shipping by air is
more evasive than by surface.
Editor's note: thanks to Mike Shand for
sending me this review. - I have since been
informed that the appendices include air mail
rates; and that the whole book will be available
in colour on a computer CD disk, (at a small
additional cost), but only to PISC members.
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THE INAUGURAL AIRMAIL FLIGHT TO THE
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, January 23 - February 5, 1929

by Derek Rance
Arguably the most prolonged Canadian airmail flight in history, and one the Edmonton Journal
characterized as having had an "evil spell cast over it", occurred in early 1929 when Western
Canada Airways, Ltd. inaugurated an airline service providing weekly flights from Fort
McMurray to Fort Simpson and a two weekly flight to Fort Smith. C.H. "Punch" Dickins piloted
the inaugural flight of this service, which was planned to carry passengers, fur, mail, express
packages and anything else that would provide revenue. Originally the first flight was scheduled to
depart on January 15, 1929. The Fokker Super-Universal allocated to this service was then
stationed at Winnipeg. The first of the misfortunes that continually dogged this flight, was the
winter storm which delayed starting the plane's ferry flight to Edmonton. Then during the ferry
flight, while refueling at Regina, a lengthy blinding snowstorm blew in to keep the airplane on the
ground for a further two days. According to the Edmonton Journal, this second delay frustrated
Dickins' plans to celebrate his birthday at his Edmonton home on Saturda' January 12 th . After the
storm abated the airplane left Regina at 12.10 noon, Monday January 14 t , to arrive at Edmonton
at 4.35 p.m. Mechanics worked on the airplane all day Tuesday January 15 th in order to meet the
original departure schedule. Unfortunately, due to the extended length of these repairs, the flight
was rescheduled to the following day. In actual fact, possibly due to the extreme low temperatures
then occurring over the entire north country, the flight became further grounded until the Friday.
Now three days behind schedule, on Friday 18 th at 10.10 a.m., the airplane departed the Edmonton
airport, bound for Fort McMurray. Passengers on this flight were F.W. Lundy, W.C.A's local
agent, who was to establish a W.C.A. agency at Waterways, and Tom. J. Reilly, a Post Office
inspector who was to open a money order office at Fort Resolution. Unfortunately, the Super
Universal's Pratt and Whitney Wasp engine had an inadequately designed system to warm the
carburetor's intake with exhaust heat. Consequently the snow ingested during take-off combined
with the extreme cold temperature resulted in frost and ice buildup in the carburetor's intake. The
resultant engine failure forced the airplane to land, only one half hour into the flight at 10.45 a.m.,
on a farm field at Coronada, just 28 miles north of Edmonton. The two passengers returned by car
to Edmonton, while Dickins and his mechanic effected running repairs to the airplane. After
completing these, the plane returned to Edmonton the next day, Saturday January 19 th, landing at
11.10 a.m. On Monday January 21 st the airplane once more left for Edmonton, but partway to Fort
McMurray, at Pelican Lake, the airplane yet again ran into a blizzard which once more resulted in
engine problems. So, less than halfway to Fort McMurray, the airplane was again forced back to
land at Lac la Biche to make repairs. After spending the night working on the problem, on January
22nd, the airplane left Lac la Biche at 3:30 p.m. to finally land on the ice of the Clearwater River at
Fort McMurray at 5:10 p.m.
The primary purpose of this first flight was to bring out a consignment of furs accumulated by
Northern Traders Ltd. However to increase revenue, the Post Office had been approached in
regard to transporting the large amount of second class mail that had accumulated at Waterways
(Fort McMurray) waiting for the opening of river navigation in June or July. It is commonly stated
that most of the mail, being mainly parcels, was processed at Edmonton, as there was a lack of
large mail handling facilities at Fort McMurray, but the Edmonton Journal of January 11, in an
article headlined "North Mail Will Need Three Trips To Fort Simpson" stated:
Continued
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THE INAUGURAL AIRMAIL FLIGHT TO THE
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, JANUARY 23 - FEBRUARY 5, 1929 by Derek Rance, continued:

On Friday morning, F.X.J. Leger, superintendent of the Edmonton postal district, received
telegraphic information that the accumulated mail at Fort McMurray is made up as follows: For
Fort Resolution 733 pounds, Fort Simpson 517 pounds, Hay River 194 pounds, Fort Providence
107%2 pounds. The fact that under winter dog train service the maximum load on a trip is 250
pounds, while the courier is not required to carry parcels and newspapers explains why there is
such a heavy mail waiting at McMurray for the advent of the aeroplane service. This mail is
largely for north of Smith as points south of that centre are served by fortnightly dog train
carrying mail. The Fokker Super-Universal had a payload capacity of 1000 lbs. The plane was
reported to be fully loaded from Edmonton, but with two passengers the maximum parcel capacity
would be reduced to 750 lbs., so it is obvious as to which post office processed the most mail.
Now eight days behind schedule, on January 23" I, the mail flight left Fort McMurray at 12:50
p.m., with the thermometer standing at 44°F below. Stops were made at Fort Chipewyan and Fort
Fitzgerald with the final landing of the day being made at Fort Smith at 5 p.m. (It should be noted
that the AAMC catalogue incorrectly infers the flight was terminated that day at Fort Fitzgerald.)
The leg of the flight from Fort Fitzgerald was not without incident, as, when passing above the
Slave River rapids, the airplane's engine suddenly stopped due to carburetor freezing. "Punch"
picked out a landing spot, but before touchdown, the engine suddenly came back to life, much to
the relief of all. The landing at Fort Smith was difficult, as strong winds had made the chosen
landing spot on the Slave River rough and wavy. The river conditions were so bad that Dickins
was initially loath to take off from this landing place with the heavy load the plane was carrying.
During that evening Dickins did scout out a hay meadow at the back of the fort to be a future
landing site. At Fort Smith extreme cold, and a raging snowstorm, yet again caused the airplane's
departure to be delayed by a day. The next day (January 25 th), despite adverse headwinds blowing
in from the north, the airplane flew to Fort Resolution, which was reached at 11:40 a.m. Here
Reilly was dropped off. After an hour's rest the airplane took off for Hay River in the teeth of a
whiteout from the snow being blown by 50 m.p.h. winds off the Great Slave Lake and at a
temperature of minus 54° F. At Hay River, after a fifteen minute "breather", the plane left for Fort
Providence. At Fort Providence the temperature was at 62 below zero, and again the carburetor
icing problems resurfaced, and so they remained here for the night. Finally the airplane landed at
Fort Simpson, the turning point, on January 26 th at 11:10 a.m. in the midst of a heavy snowstorm.
The next morning (January 27 th), the plane with its load of furs, mail and a passenger, the
"celebrated northern musher" "Rags" Wilson, left Fort Simpson and disappeared.
At first there was little anxiety over the airplane's non-arrival at Fort Smith or Fort McMurray, as
it was the general feeling that adverse weather may have caused Dickins to be held at Fort
Resolution, which post had no wireless station in operation during the winter. But as the days
passed, the concern grew. Finally on January 31 st the word came from Fort Smith, brought down
by a musher - Johnny Basillie, that the plane had crashed on landing at Fort Resolution, buckling
its undercarriage, but that all the airplane's occupants were fortunately uninjured.
Originally "Punch" Dickins had intended to fly from Fort Simpson directly to Fort McMurray, and
from there back to Edmonton. Consequently, all southbound mail was loaded on the plane at the
time of delivery of the northbound mail. Thus mail from Fort Chipewyan, Fort Fitzgerald and Fort
Smith is all cancelled on January 23rd or earlier; that from Fort Resolution, Hay River and Fort
Providence, January 25th or earlier; and from Fort Simpson, January 26th or earlier.
Continued
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THE INAUGURAL AIRMAIL FLIGHT TO THE
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, JANUARY 23 - FEBRUARY 5, 1929 by Derek Rance, continued:
These pictures were published in the Edmonton Journal
The left picture shows "Punch " Dickins on the left holding
the damaged propeller, with "Rags" Wilson. The picture blow
shows the airplane just after it had crashed into the snowdrift
.

But having to pick up T.J. Reilly the Post Office inspector at Fort Resolution, on the return trip,
changed all that. Landing a good way out from the shore of the Great Slave Lake, Dickins hit a
snowdrift, which caused the airplane's right ski strut, and then the left, to fold up. The plane's
structure was undamaged, but even though Dickins had pulled the airplane's nose up to save the
engine, both propeller blades were bent and one was cracked about 6 inches from the tip. It took
Dickins, and his flight mechanic Lew Parmenter, the next four days to repair the aircraft. The
broken ski struts were straightened, as much as possible, and repaired with lengths of water pipe
donated by the local priest. One propeller blade was rebent into position, but the other blade's tip
was seriously scrolled. While attempting to straighten this tip in the extreme cold it snapped, so
with a hacksaw, the other blade was shortened to match. Both blades were then set to an 18° pitch.
These unorthodox fixes worked, but fearing the damaged airplane to be unfit to carry freight and
passengers, these were left at Fort Resolution to await the arrival of the relief airplane being flown
in by W.J. Buchanan. Although the repairs were completed on February 1 st, ice fog had festooned
the airplane with icicles which had to be cleaned off, so the damaged plane was flown out from
Fort Resolution, the next day February 2nd, at 11:20 a.m. reaching Fort McMurray at 12:50 noon.
When Buchanan reached Waterways on February 4 th, it was decided that "Punch" Dickins would
fly the relief airplane to Fort Resolution, while Buchanan would aid in the repairs to the damaged
airplane, which would then be flown back to Winnipeg for a checkout. Dickins left Waterways at
9:15 a.m. on February 5 th for Fort Resolution. There he picked up Tom Reilly, "Rags" Wilson, the
eleven bales of fur and 750 pounds of mail and returned to Waterways on the same day, covering
the 800 mile round trip in an elapsed time of just over seven hours, with an actual flying time of
six hours and 45 minutes. The next day (February 6 th), Dickins flew the airplane to Edmonton.
Supposedly the covers bound for Edmonton on the return flight were only taken off the airplane
and processed at Fort McMurray, if by so doing, the final delivery of the mail could be expedited.
In fact, nearly all the mail was processed at Fort McMurray, even that mail addressed to Edmonton
locations. From my collection - only the mail from Hay River was processed at Edmonton —
possibly as this mailbag had been overlooked among the bales of furs.
"Punch" Dickins later commenting on the flight, said "(This was) the toughest flight in my
experience". Fellow W.C.A. pilot Leigh Britnell, was less sympathetic, as the photographs showed
Dickins had landed well out from shore. He said that Dickins should be more careful choosing his
landing places, and should land closer to the lee shore where the ice is smoother than in the centre.
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MORE AIRCRAFT ENGINES ON STAMPS
An article in our December 2001 newsletter identified four stamps which featured aircraft engines, or
engine designers:

Wright Engine, 1903
ANTIGUA
"75th Anniversary of the
First Powered Flight by
the Wright Brothers".

Anzani
LUNDY ISLAND
"25'h Anniversary of Postal
Service on Island". - Bleriot
(pilot) and Anzani (engine
constructor).

Henri Coanda
ROMANIA
"60th Anniversary of
Henri Coanda's first flight".
Sometimes credited as the
world's first flight with a
jet engine.

Sir Frank Whittle
GREAT BRITAIN
"50th Anniversary of
the First Flight of Sir
Frank Whittle's Jet
Engine."

Over the last few months, some more stamps and covers featuring aircraft engines and/or designers
have been found, though not many.
Aircraft engines were a prominent feature on three stamps in the British AIRLINERS set, issued in May
this year:

"E" (European) stamp
Hawker Siddeley Trident,
"pioneered the three-engine
layout with a T-tail".

45p stamp
Vickers VC10
"distinctive high, wide tail
plane and rear engine
configuration"

65p stamp
"shows the world's first jet
airliner, the de Havilland Comet,
which featured four turbojet
engines integrated into the wing"

According to a Royal Mail bulletin, this set "commemorates the 50th anniversary of the first commercial,
jet flight in May 1952, when a BOAC Comet flew from Heathrow to Johannesburg."
This set also "celebrates the technical achievements which led to the era of mass airline travel, from
the first jet airliner to the very latest - and longest — the Airbus A340-600", which explains why the set
illustrates various British jet aircraft, not just the Comet
However, according to another press release from Royal Mail, "Britain's Stamp Advisory Committee
chose not to depict entire aircraft on the stamps. Instead the stamps focus on distinctive and significant
features of each plane." - In addition to the three stamps shown above, the set includes a 2nd class stamp
showing the nose of the Airbus 340-600, and a 1st class stamp depicting Concorde from below the plane's
wing.
Continued
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MORE AIRCRAFT ENGINES ON STAMPS continued:

The V.C.10 engines were also featured on the 1/6 stamp from the British Discoveries and Inventions
set of 1967:

BRITISH DISCOVERY

This set was described on the insert to the official, Post Office produced First Day Cover as:
The Stamps. These new commemorative stamps feature four aspects of British discovery which have changed
the course of modern living. The 4d stamp depicts a radar screen and pays tribute to the work of Sir Robert
Watson-Watt in the discovery and development of radar. The 1/- stamp represents spores of penicillin,
Sir Alexander Fleming's discovery which has revolutionised modern medical techniques. A third stamp at
1/6d shows two jet engines at the rear of a V.C. 10 aircraft. The jet principle was invented by Sir Frank
Whittle and pioneered by the Royal Air Force. The final stamp at 1/9d illustrates an early television camera
and commemorates the inventive genius of John Logie Baird whose original work in this field has enhanced
the lives of millions through the medium of television.

In contrast to Sir Frank Whittle, who was illustrated on the official FDC above, and named on the 1991
stamp on the previous page, Dr. Pabst von Ohain seems to have received no philatelic recognition. - I can
find no stamps of him, and although he developed the engine that powered what is now recognized as the
world's first jet-aircraft flight, he is not mentioned on the commemorative cover below:.
RAF FF”

40th ANNIVEUARYof the
FIRST FLIGHT by a
JET-PROPELLED AIRCRAFT
27August 1939

50

ERNST II EINKEL FLUGZEUGWERXE
,OSIOt -MAXIENiME MNLin

Cc
Von

40 Jah r

Von Einer C-160 'Transall' 50+83 Lufttransportgeschwader 62
olt Nach Wunstorf—Flugseit 1 Stunde U. 40 Minuten
rf Nach Koln—Flugseit 45 Minuten

Besatzung
F. Obleser—Chet Der Luftwaffe
K. S. Sivers--Flugseug Fthrer—Deutsche Luftwaffe
Feldwebe
Krentler--Co-Filot---Deutsche Luftwaffe
Hsup
Loecherbach—Navigator—Deutsche Luftwaffe
. Loock—Navigator—Deutsche Luftwaffe
el F. Assmann—Engineer--Deutsche Luftwaffe
•
ebel D. Schmitz—Loadmaster—Deutsche Luftwaffe
eutenant F. W. Waters, RAFV11(19--Courier for all flights

4Q"gi..
278 1979 heZth

flogen Von Einer F•104G "Starilghter" des lasdbombergeschwaders
31 "Boeicke" wShrend ernes Formationsiibungstiefflugas, aus GAF
Norvenich.
Flugseit 1 Stunde U. 10 Minutest
Rottenflihter—Hauptman Viktor Zohm-23+29
Rottenfiihrer Nr. 2—Major Wolfgang Grunert-26+tS
Rotteniiihrer Nr. 3—Leutnant Paul-Justin Scbilling-264-15
Croup GaPtslri
W. S. 0. Randle

Poet. Restanle
1(61n

Continued
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MORE AIRCRAFT ENGINES ON STAMPS continued:

c-

Gutter
illustrations:
a 9-cylinder,
radial engine

Lr,

a turbine engine

G. V 00,0.11, ANC

0

an aircraft radar
LLt

a 12-cylinder,
liquid cooled,
"in-line" engine

Patrick Campbell sent me these Italian blocks from 1981 (top) and 1982 (bottom), with aircraft engines
among the illustrations in the gutter. - Although they may not quite qualify as "aircraft engines on stamps",
the stamps with "tabs" are sometimes found on commemorative covers, such as the one below produced
for the 1981 Paris Air Show:

7a;:i0SPOIllAin Su VtlIVOLD
AlIALCNI ma 339
2.6.,98,

IDURGIT
PIMA ION It RICCA/100 OURIOIff
3 SALDIF IIIIIIMAZIOMAIE OI 'ARO

.

1

a traditicth of excellence
t c•
Continued
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MORE AIRCRAFT ENGINES ON STAMPS continued:

Glenn Curtiss
UNITED STATES
1980 - part of the aviation pioneers series.

Richard Pearse
NEW ZEALAND
1990 - part of a set of 6 stamps for "Achievers".

As well as the stamps of engine designers, there are also some stamps commemorating pilots who flew
after designing their own engines.
Glenn Curtis is best known for making the first public flight over one mile in the United States, in his
aircraft The June Bug. However, he had been invited by Alexander Graham Bell to join the "Aerial
Experiment Association" because of his skill as a builder of lightweight motor-cycle engines, and produced
the engines which powered both The June Bug in July 1908, and The Silver Dart when it made the first flight
in Canada in February 1909.
Richard Pearse was experimenting with an aircraft in New Zealand, before either Glenn Curtis or the
Wright Brothers flew. - He not only built his own engine, (from 30 centimetre lengths of 10 centimetrediameter steel irrigation pipes), but also hiS own sparkplugs! Eye-witnesses recall that Pearse "took off

downhill from a 12 metre high terrace beside the Opihi River and, turning right, traveled up river for about half
a kilometre before landing in the river." The witnesses disagree as to whether this was in 1902 or 1903, and
although it was a remarkable achievement, it is not usually regarded as the "world's first flight", since the
aircraft was descending throughout the flight! (For more information on Richard Pearse, see Was a New
Zealander the first man to fly? in the September 1999 newsletter.)
And, if one was to broaden the topic a bit more, one might also include the VARIABLE PITCH
PROPELLOR. This was designed by Wallace Turnbull, ground tested in 1923, flight tested at Camp Borden,
and many years later featured on one of the four stamps issued to honour Canadian Inventions in Science
and Technology, for Canada Day 1986.
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Variable Pitch Propeller
Wallace Tumbull's innovation led
to the construction of safer large aircraft.

Many thanks to Patrick Campbell, Harry Hargreaves (my father), Donald Holmes, and Mike Shand for
their contributions to this series of articles. - If anybody comes across other stamps, covers, etc.,
featuring aircraft engines, engine designers, or "etc.", please send details to the editor.
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FOLLOW UP:
Geographical Features Named After Air Mail Pilots
Mike Painter sent in the following information, regarding the origin of some of the names included in the
article in our June 2001 newsletter:
On page 201 of "Bush Pilot With a Briefcase" by Ronald Keith, there is an
amusing story about how these came about. Grant McConachie flew a survey party
under Frank Swannell into the Thutade (pronounced too taddy, by the way) Lake
area of the Finlay River. Grant jokingly asked Frank what it would take to get
a mountain or something named after him. "A bottle of rum would be a fair price,"
Frank replied. Grant added a bottle of rum to the next load of supplies that he
flew in. As a result there is a Gil's Peak (for Gil McLaren), Mount Oakes (I
don't think this was for Doc Oaks, so the spelling may be correct), Kubicek
Valley and McConachie Pass - all United Air Transport pilot names.

I have some pretty good forest cover maps of this area but they don't show
these names, so I'm not sure what maps Swannell produced that show them. The
Swannell Range shows on all maps of the area, and he certainly deserved to have
his name commemorated. In "Finlay's River" by R.M. Patterson is the account of
how, racing against starvation, Frank and his party became the only people to
run Long Canyon on the upper Finlay. I've seen the canyon - safely from the air and cannot imagine how anyone could run it and live.
Thanks Mike.

1923 - The Possible Woodstock Flight Cover
BY AEROPLANE

srt
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The Crescent Co.,
409 Detroit Ct.,

Postmarked:
WOODSTOCK ONT.
MAY 21 6.30 PM 1923
Printed endorsement:
BY AEROPLANE FROM WOODSTOCK ONT.
Envelope slit open at right.
No backstamp.

This cover was first reported as a news item in our September 2001 newsletter. It was also featured as the
"front-page story" for the January 2002 issue of the Canada Air Mail Notes I produce for the Jack Knight Air
Log, published by the American Air Mail Society.
Unfortunately, the question as to whether it is an unrecorded Pioneer cover, or an ordinary envelope to
which somebody added an endorsement with a "children's printing set", is still unresolved.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: 1923 - THE POSSIBLE WOODSTOCK FLIGHT COVER, continued:

I reported in the earlier article that: since aircraft were still unusual and exotic in 1923, it seemed likely to everyone I discussed the
cover with, that any aeroplane visiting Woodstock would have been very newsworthy, and reported
in the local paper.
Gib Stephens, a member of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society who lives in Woodstock, and who
is also active in the local historical society, had carried out an extensive search for a report of such
a flight, but found nothing.
Barry Countryman has also tried to find a report on this flight, and informed me that:

There is no such flight in:
- my employer's microfilm - THE TORONTO (DAILY) STAR,
THE BORDER CITIES STAR (now THE WINDSOR STAR) Sat. May 19, Mon. May 21 - Wed. May
23. Although the microfilm at the Metropolitan Toronto Reference Library was very feint on some
pages, I don't think / missed anything. The paper had many small items from Woodstock in every
edition.
- I wanted to double-check the Woodstock paper at the Provincial Archives, but its Woodstock
microfilms aren't as recent as 1923.
Airships are my speciality, but I don't think there was a flight on this date.
So: this cover remains an intriguing, possible unrecorded pioneer flight cover!
Many thanks to Barry Countryman for his research into this cover, to Gib Stephens for his earlier research,
and to Don Lussky for sending me the cover that has started this enquiry. - Any additional information that
readers can provide, to either substantiate or refute this cover's possible-pioneer status, would be most
welcome.

1930: the Kitchener - Windsor cover

Postmarked:
KITCHENER SEP 20 30 ONT.
Oval Handstamp:
Postmaster's Office, KITCHENER , ONT.
SEP 20 1930
OVAL BACKSTAMP:

WALKER AIRPORT AIRMAIL SERVICE

SEP 20 1930 WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

This cover was reported in our March 1998 newsletter. Jim Kraemer has provided some additional
information about the cover, and how it was probably created:

Early in 1924 the Board of Trade of the twin cities of Kitchener - Waterloo, Ontario started
advocating the establishment of an airport to serve both communities. Later in the year a Kitchener
-WaterloMunicpACmsonwapited.A surchandligfewas
leveled and graded The site was the 83acre John Stroh farm on Lexington Road in Waterloo.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: 1930 - HOW AN "UNOFFICIAL" COVER WAS CREATED, continued:

Fred Gilles a W.W.I Royal•Canadian Air Force pilot, erected the first hanger. He was also the first
pilot to take off from the new airport. The first field day was held on October 12th 1929, with over 6,000
attending,
Enthusiasm among the citizens continued at a high level. Local industry was very supportive. Wide
arrows over 80 feet in length were painted in white on the roof of the J.M. Schneider and Sons plant, the
Lang Tanning plant, and the Canadian Goodrich Tire Company . They pointed to the location of the new
airport.
Comparing the airport to today's standards, the operation was quite primitive. The grass on the
runway was mowed in the summer, and in winter the snow was rolled in order for ski equipped planes
to land
There was a lot of co-operation between the airport authorities and the Kitchener post office. Often
local pilots flew the mail to rural villages, particularly in the winter when roads would be snowbound at
times.
The cover postmarked Kitchener on September 20t h 1930, with the postmaster's oval handstamp, was
prepared by the airport authorities with the co-operation of the postmasters in Kitchener and Walkerville
near Windsor. (Walkerville is now a part of Windsor.) The covers, (so far the number is not known), were
taken to the Kitchener post office, where they were postmarked and signed by the postmaster, Harvey M.
Schaub. Mr. Schaub was the postmaster at Kitchener from April 1' 1929 until November 22n d 1932.The
covers were then placed in a Canada Post mailbag, taken to the airport, and given to the pilot who was
flying to the Walker Airport in Walkerville. When they were received at the Walkerville post office they
were distributed through the mail system. It is indicated that most of the receiving addresses were in
Walkerville.
I would consider this an unofficial flight cover, as the flight was not planned by the Post Office
Department, but by the flying club. However, knowing how the Post Office operates, it would he
inconceivable to think that the postmasters did not have approval from Post Office Headquarters for their
cooperation with the flight.
Was this the only "annual" flight ? The papers that I consulted did not indicate that there was another
flight in 1931.
As for the airport, operations ceased in 1949 when they moved to a new location south of Breslau near
Kossuth. Construction of the new, much larger airport had started in 1947. It is known as "The Waterloo
Regional Airport". The old Lexington site, including the roads, have disappeared : replaced by new streets
and hundreds of residential buildings.
More information can be found in:
• an article by Pauline Kuntz in The Waterloo Historical Society's annual volume, Vol. 89, 2001;
• original photos and papers of Garth Schmidt in the Dana Porter Library at the University of
Waterloo;
• the files of the Kitchener-Waterloo Record..
Thanks Jim.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Bonharns

INTERNATIONAL
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS

Bonhams has 15 sale rooms in the United Kingdom; 22 offices in
the United Kingdom, Europe and North America; and over 700 employees.
For information about future sales, or selling a collection. contact:
STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
101 New Bond Street, London W1S 1SR
Tel: 020 7468 8273 Fax: 020 7629 5186 http://www.bonhams.com/
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Edmonton - Desmarais Emergency Flight, 1949.
First Official: jr 1∎1a31
almonton - Desmarais
,41 ON

APR 28
0
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CAW
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TRAD
MAY 30 -
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Postmarked:

EDMONTON APR 28 1949

Backstamped:

DESMARAIS AP 28 49

The March 2001 newsletter included a request for more information on the above cover, which is listed
in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as #4901.
Don Amos sent me the following comments:

Desmarais is 85 miles from the town of Slave Lake, which is 162 miles north of Edmonton. - In
that district of the northwest there is a lot of water.
I think there can only be one answer regarding the cause of the flight, and that's the weather.
I'm also 99% sure that it would be floods, which have often caused emergency flights up there. Given
the April 18e7 date it was not likely to be a snowstorm, although these sometimes happen in late
winter there.
As to the Postal Inspector going along, this has happened on many northern flights to see that
everything was done according to Post Office regulations, and to take care of any problems.
Thanks Don.

ADVERTISEMENT

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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Bermuda "entry tax"
Our December 2001 newsletter included an item found by Patrick Campbell, that appeared to be a 12
shilling 6 pence stamp from Bermuda, attached to part of an airline ticket, and canceled to indicate that the
entry fee(tax) had been paid.
Herbert Lealman has confirmed that this is indeed what it was, and sent in some pages from the
Bermuda Air Catalogue that provide more information about these "head tax" items:

Airline Ticket Receipts or Envelope-Folders with Revenue Stamp Franking

Airline and cruise ship ticket receipts or envelope folders used when departing Bermuda were
employed as paid "head tax" receipts by applying the proper postage-revenue or revenue stamps
to the receipt. the obliteration types for these revenue usages were numerous. "Head tax" receipts
for airlines other than those listed have not been recorded.
FE-T1

(1937-1939): Imperial Airways.
A. Franking: 1932 12/6 KGV
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FE-T2C
FE-T2 (1937-1950s): Pan American Airways.

A. Franking (1937-1939): 1932 12/6 KGVI
B. Franking (1937-1939): 1938 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI
C. Franking (1940-194?): 1940 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI
D. Franking (1947-1950s): 1947 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI Lemon Paper
E. Franking (1950s): perforation 13 12/6 KGVI
F. Franking (1953-): 1953 £1 QEII
G. Franking (1955[?]-): 1955(?) £1 QEII Revenue Stamp

()
175.00
200.00
200.00
100.00
15.00+
()

FE-T3 (1947-1959): Colonial Airlines (Acquired by Eastern Air Lines in 1959;

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Northwest Airlines acquired Eastern after the latter's 1991 bankruptcy).
Franking (1947-1950s): 1940 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI
Franking (1947-1950s): 1947 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI Lemon Paper
Franking (1950-): 1950 perforation 13 12/6 KGVI
Franking (1953-): 1953 £1 QEII
Franking (1955[?]-): 1955(?) £1 QEII Revenue Stamp

()
()
150.00
200.00
()
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: BERMUDA "ENTRY TAX" continued:

FE-T4B

0J42

NY 251606

FE-T4D
FE-T4 (1948—): Trans-Canada Air Lines (renamed Air Canada).

A. Franking (1948-1950s): 1940 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI
B. Franking (1948-1950s): 1947 perforation 14 12/6 KGVI Lemon Paper
C. Franking (1950—): 1950 perforation 13 12/6 KGVI

)
250.00

D. Franking (1953—): 1953 £1 QEII

20.00+

E. Franking (1955[?]—): 1955(?) £1 QEII Revenue Stamp

125.00
50.00

FE-T5 (1990s): Delta Air Lines.

A.

Franking (1993): B$5 and B$10 Revenue Stamps

15.00+

Thanks Herbert.
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The Numbering of Covers
The significance of the numbers on the back of covers, was one of the issues discussed in the articles
investigating the Imperial Airways trans-Atlantic First Flight Covers of 1939.
Donald Holmes came across an article in an old issue of Linn's Stamp News, that involved the numbers
on covers from a more recent flight: that of the space shuttle Challenger. This flight is listed in the American
1983, August 30--Space Shuttle 8: "Challenger". 259,377 covers were flown for
Air Mail Catalogue as: 824
the U.S. Postal Service and offered to col lectors for $15.35. Each has a $9.35 Express
Mall stamp, postmarked Kennedy Space Center August 14. Other markings Include
"Launched/Aug/30/1983/Aboard Challenger" and "Returned to Earth/Sep/
5/1983/Edwards AFB CA". 30.00

Volume 5, section on U.S. souvenir Historical flights, page 2637.

But if 259,377 covers were flown, why is the cover below numbered 300535?
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The explanation, according to the article, is that:
500,000 covers were prepared for the Aug. 30 to Sept. 5, 1983, shuttle flight into space. A serial
number was placed on the back of each of the covers.
When room for only 261,900 of the covers was found on the shuttle, the remaining 238,100
unflown covers were packaged and returned to the USPS for destruction.
Since all of the covers prepared and shipped by the USPS to each of the National Aeronautic and
Space Administration's packing facilities were not packed and loaded aboard the space shuttle, some
of the covers within the 0 to 261,899 serial number range were not carried, and some that were carried
had serial numbers higher than 281,899.

The article also states that 2,523 flown covers were damaged. - Deducting these from the total of 261,900
gives the number of 259,377 given in the AAMC listing.
So far as the unflown covers are concerned, the article states that:

The 238, 100 covers prepared for the 1983 space shuttle flight but not flown were destroyed by
the United States Postal Service on April 11 and 13.
The destruction took place in the Philatelic Services Branch of the Philatelic Sales division in
Washington, D.C. according to Robert Brown, general manager of philatelic sales.
The covers were put "into a shredder and chopped into confetti". They then were placed in a
dumpster for disposal.
Linn's Stamp News, June 25th 1984

Thanks Donald.
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.
If you can help with a question in the newsletter, please send information to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

Toronto Air Mail Field cancellation

This cover is postmarked HAMILTON BERMUDA 12AUG61, and was backstamped at the Toronto
air Mail Field later that day.
The cancellation is a type 1 Toronto A.M.F., (listed in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland,
Section 16 Canadian Airport and Air Mail Field Cancels, pages 393 and 402), but it has a MISSING PERIOD
AFTER THE A.
Does anybody else have an example of this cancellation with a missing period?

ADVERTISEMENT

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE
www . CANADACOVERS . CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS , B. C.
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Unusual covers from Edmonton to the U.S.A.
SEE THE
UNUSUAL OFFER!
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"Bob of the North Land"

71 ' 1st

EDMONTON
CANADA

I

August First Flight.
Set of 4 Covers with

. SCARCE SEMI-OFFICIAL
,CANADIAN AIRPOST STAMPS

M.
Paul Bale•, Jr.,
281 Whiten St.,
Jersey City, N.J., U.S.A.

yr.

"Bob of the North Land"
EDMONTON
CANADA

Both covers are to the same address. - Cancellations:

top Cover JUN 9 1934; bottom cover JUL 31 1934.

Question 1: Why is the design on the bottom cover blacked out?
Answer (?): Because the Canadian Post Office complained that the design was too like a real stamp, and

would not allow it through the mail.

While one does not normally compare Bob of the Northland and A. C. Roessler, they may have run
into similar problems with the design of some of their covers.
In his A. C. Roessler Photo Cachet Cataloque, Barry Newton describes several instances where
the U.S. Post Office objected to Roessler's designs, because they resembled stamps too closely. - See
for example: cover #1 on the next page.
The Newfoundland Post Office also objected to the use of stamp images on covers. - Cover #2 on
the next page is also a Roessler cover, prepared for the First Flight from Western Arm to St. John's,
in which the cachet reproduced the Alcock and Brown stamp from Newfoundland's publicity issue of
1928. A handstamp NOT NFLD POSTAGE has been applied to the stamp reproduction.
Since both the American and Newfoundland Post Offices objected to stamp-like reproductions on
covers, it seems probable that the Canadian Post Office objected to Bob of the Northland's envelopes
for the same reason.
Question 2: why are these covers franked 1cent, when the surface mail rate to the U.S.A. was 3 cents in

1934, and the air mail rate 8 cents?
Answer (?): it was franked at the PRINTED MATTER RATE which was 1 cent.

The newsletter of the BNAPS AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP recently investigated covers from the
CHERRY RED AIRLINE, which were franked with their semi-official stamp, and a Canadian 1 cent
stamp, (such as cover #3 on the next page). - The explanation, provided by Fred Dietz and Don Amos,
is that 1 cent was the printed matter rate.
Since both the above covers are franked 1 cent, this was probably a deliberate rather than
accidental franking; and given that the surface mail rate was the same for mail within Canada or the
United States, it is likely that the printed matter rate was the same too.
Continued
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COVERS REFERRED TO ON PAGE 20:
Wm Penn

The
FIRST TRIP
New/op.•LzPd

Oct. 24, 1930

Kunpdm
Western Arc,
WhiteMy
Candle
Sc Anthony
It Johns

6 MMYWIYON
Nttf.A4A

Cover 2

Cover 1

Cover 1: this was returned uncanceled, with a letter from the Postmaster in Philadelphia stating:

There is transmitted herewith the cover addressed to you bearing the new William Penn stamp which

was sent to this office for postmark of October 24, 1932, the first day of issue.
Due to the cover bearing a design similar to the stamp, the Post Office Department ruled them
unmailable, therefore, they cannot be postmarked and go through the mail, and this office is taking the next
possible way of supplying you with this stamp.
Cover 2:

Postmark on front: WESTERN ARM.W.B. FE 14 31
Backstamped: ST. JOHN'S,N'FLD. FEB 18 1931
Handstamp NOT NFLD POSTAGE applied to the stamp reproduction in the cachet.

CHERRY RED AIRLINE LIMITED
BANK OF COMMERCE CHAMBERS

PRINCE ALBERT
SASKATCHEWAN

Mr. T.R.Patton,
Christopher Lake,
Sask.

Cover 3:

Postmark on front: LAC LA RONGE SASK MR11 30
Backstamped: CHRISTOPHER LAKE SASK MR/2 30
The printed matter rate was 1 cent. It also applied to greeting cards, in which one was
allowed to write up to five words. The envelopes were supposed to be unsealed, so that the
contents could be checked, but the above cover is sealed. - It is possible either that this was
condoned since one can tell the cover is empty even though it's sealed, or it may have been
sealed after the flight.

Thanks to Ron Miyanishi for sending me these covers, and to Fred Dietz and Don Amos for
explaining the 1 cent rate. - If anybody can provide additional information regarding these envelope

designs or franking, please contact the editor.
For more information on BNAPS and its Air Mail Study Group, contact Basil Burrell, 857 Pembridge
Drive, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045-4202, U.S.A.
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Victor Nawratil covers
Jim Brown sent in this cover, which is one of the most intriguing I've seen:
... .....

.II:123131121tTUDI
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FIRST OFFICIAL FUGHT

PRINCE GEORGE- FORT GRAHAME
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Addressed to: Mr. L-Administrateur du District Postal, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Endorsed: Air mail New York - Winnipeg - Edmonton et Premier Vol Prince Georges - Ft. Grahame

BACK:

eas de non lieraiscon clans les 3 fours, reuillez ,cnvoyer

Victor NA WRATIL
PORRENTRUY (l.-B.)

Franked: 3 Frs front + 75centimes back Canceled:
BRUXELLES 12 v 1937 BRUSSEL
6 cents Canadian canceled PRINCE GEORGE 10 JUN 5 37 B.C.
1 1/2 pence British Coronation stamp
canceled
FORT GRAHAME 19 JUN 5 37

How did the English coronation stamp get on the back of this cover,
as it was issued on May 13th - one day after the cover left Brussels?
I have in my collection another intriguing Nawratil cover, that is shown at the top of the next page.

-ThisteonlyCadFI'vesnthado veCniafrkg!
I also checked with Dick McIntosh, who sent me the second cover on the next page.
Continued
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VICTOR NAWRATIL COVERS continued:

IMPrIME

ONLY BY AIRMAIL FROM NET YORK

ET SEULEMENT PAR PREMIER VOL EDMONTON TERRITOIRE DU YUKON

I

PAR AVION
PER VLIEGTUIG
EDMONTON-YUKON
+++++,-++++++++
FIRST OFFICIAL FLIGHT

EDMONTON-WHITEHORSE

A EC
yam, 15
1 1937
*. *

lisp`

ONSIEUR L ADMINISTRATEUR
DISTRICT POSTAL
Via New York-Edmonto • 4k s :2 MONTON CANADA

On back:
WHITE HORSE 23 JUL 5 37 YUKON backstamp
Handstamp: VICTOR NAWRATIL Porrentruy (J.B.) Suisse
114

U

PAR AVION
PER VLIEGTUIG

Seulement par a✓ion Montreal-Vancouver
ler.vol Transcanadien jusqu'a EDMONTON

MONTREAL HARBOUR BR/DO
LE PONT DU PORT OE Accra-REA

POSTE AERI EN II IL TRANS CANADA
FIRST 0 FFI CIAL FLIGHT..PREM IER VOL 0 FR CIEL

MONTREAL - EDMONTOX

L"

t o Akk90,AmAteAth,kv.041
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1

To the Consulate of Switzerland .
in VANCOUVER B.C• Canada
CORREO AEREO

VIA AIR MAIL

On back: EDMONTON MAR 2 1 PM 1939 ALTA. backstamp
Handstamp: VICTOR NAWRATIL (No address)

It looks like the Canadian stamps on the Prince George - Fort Grahame FFC have been put on over
an instruction, so may have been added after it was posted. This raises the question of who would have done
this, and how were they paid, since the payment would have had to be sent separately from the cover. It may
be that Victor Nawratil had a special arrangement with the Edmonton postmaster, who applied the Canadian
stamps for him. (Jim Brown commented that "I once had a knowledgeable collector say to me that the
Edmonton postmaster at this time did some strange things".) This might also explain how the Edmonton White Horse cover got onto the First Flight without Canadian postage.
The Montreal - Edmonton cover suggests that Victor Nawratil may in fact have had arrangements with
a number of people. - The Canadian air mail stamp looks like it may have been added in Canada, in which
case Victor Nawratil would need an arrangement with somebody in the Montreal post office; and the absence
of a return address indicates that he was known by the Swiss consulate in Vancouver.

Can anybody provide more information on Victor Nawratil, and/or explain how the English coronation
stamp was added to the Fort Grahame cover?
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The handling of First Flight Covers
I am sometimes asked whether the thousands of Canadian covers with First Flight cachets, were all really
flown on the first flights.
I believe that they were, and use the December 1929 - January 1930 MacKenzie Valley flights to show
this. - When over 100,000 First Flight Covers were received for the inaugural service from Fort McMurray to
Aklavik, Commercial Airways acquired three new planes in order to carry out the service. According to The Air
Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, the inaugural service was performed by a fleet of planes: "each day mail
was carried as far north as possible by one to three of the pilots, the others returning south with the southbound
mail and to pick up more mail for the northern points". (The covers are listed as flight #2967.) A postal inspector
also traveled with the mail, to make sure that it was handled properly.
However, covers to and from post offices in the Mackenzie region are among those which are sometimes
questioned. In a very detailed and interesting article North of Sixty: The Postal History of the Canadian Northwest
Territories, (in The American Philatelist, September 1995), David Piercey wrote:

Researcher Kevin O'Reilly has discovered by inspection of the proof material from handstamps
available at the Canadian Postal Archives in Ottawa, that two hammers were proofed for many of these
towns, and that one hammer was used almost exclusively for canceling first flight covers, while the other
hammer was used primarily on commercial mail. This begs the question of whether some of these covers
during the late 1920's and early '30s ever were canceled legitimately at the settlements for which they
were intended, or even flown at all.
I was therefore very interested when Brian Wolfenden acquired fifteen mail bag tags from the Rimouski air
mail flights of December 1936, because of the questions they raise, and might answer, regarding the handling
of First Flight Covers.
These flights are listed as #3619 in AMCN:

3619

1936, December 17-30 — Rimouski - Harrington Harbour. On this date the regular winter
service was inaugurated to St. Lawrence River points, now based on Rimouski instead of
Quebec. The flight from Rimouski to Port Menier was not made until the 25th, returning on
the 30th. All flights were made by V. J. Hatton of Canadian Airways. Bilingually inscribed
official cachets were authorized for all dispatches. Only mail prepaid at the air mail rate
was cacheted.
Rimouski - Sept Iles, Dec. 17 (black)
(2820 pieces)
3.00
a. Rimouski - Havre St. Pierre, Dec. 17 (black)
(2722 pieces)
3.00
b. Rimouski - Natashquan, Dec. 17 (black)
(2773 pieces)
3.00
c. Rimouski - Harrington Harbour, Dec. 17 (black)
(2827 pieces)
3.00
d. Harrington Harbour - Rimouski, Dec. 18 (black)
(2857 pieces)
3.00
e. Natashquan - Rimouski, Dec. 18 (black)
(2767 pieces)
3.00
f. Havre St. Pierre - Rimouski, Dec. 18 (black)
(2760 pieces)
3.00
g. Sept Iles - Rimouski, Dec. 19 (black)
(2747 pieces)
3.00
h. Rimouski - Port Menier, Dec. 25 (black)
(2708 pieces)
3.00
i. Port Menier - Rimouski, Dec. 30 (black)
(2703 pieces)
3.00

Six of the tags that Brian listed had instructions to the Postmaster that read "Postmaster Note: Not to be
opened but returned at once to Quebec District Office", (see illustration next page), or in French "Maitre de Poste

Note: Ne pas ouvrir le sac mais retourner de suite a l'administrateur Quebec".
These tags were from Rimouski to Sept Iles, Havre St Pierre, and Harrington Harbour; and from Harrington
Harbour, Havre St Pierre, and Sept Iles to Rimouski.
It is difficult to imagine why this note would be added to the mail bags, if the bags did not contain First
Flight covers. The tags therefore seem to confirm part of David Piercey's speculation, that covers were not
always "canceled legitimately at the settlements for which they were intended", but there is still a question as
to when the covers were flown.
Continued

The full name of V.J. "Shorty" Hatton who flew the 1937 inaugural service from Rimouski to Harrington
Harbour was Victor John Hatton.- Thanks to Mike Painter for passing this on, and to his daughter for finding
out this information (on the internet.)
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THE HANDLING OF FIRST FLIGHT COVERS - THE RIMOUSKI AIR MAIL FLIGHTS OF DECEMBER 1936, continued:

R MOUSKI-HARRiNGTON HARBOUR
riRsr orriciAl, FLIGHT

PREMIER VOL OFFICIEL

Mr. Ladislaus P. Starzynski
1618 W. Le Moyne Street
Chicago, Illinois
U. S. A.

RIMOUSKI - HARRINGTON HARBOUR FFC:
Postmarked RIMOUSKI AM DE 17 36
Backstamped:
HARRINGTON HARBOUR AM DE 17 36
QUEBEC 8 JAN 37
CHICAGO ILL. REGISTRY DIV. JAN 10 1937

There is no date in the date
stamp box on this tag, but
handwritten figures:
8 crossed out,
14 crossed out, then
26
There was also no date on any of
the other five tags Brian listed, but
they did all have one or two crossed
out figures, then either 25 or 26.
There is also a manuscript note
on the tag:
Trip #2 35 lbs
A similar note "Trip #2" occurs on
the other five tags, with a weight of
35 or 37 lbs.
According to the AMCN listing,
the total number of covers carried in
both directions between Rimouski
and Sept Iles, Havre St Pierre,
Natashquan and Harrington Harbour
was 22,273.
At the usual conversion of 40
letters weighed 1 pound, the covers
would weigh approximately 560 lbs.
Although the type of aircraft used
is not known, most aircraft at this time
would have been able to carry all
these covers in a single trip.
continued

IR MAIL
FOR P0.321,11.72ER
CROSS WEIGHT'S
st OF THIS BAG:-
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THE HANDLING OF FIRST FLIGHT COVERS - THE RIMOUSKI AIR MAIL FLIGHTS OF DECEMBER 1936, continued:

The other nine tags were listed by Brian as:
The next nine Mail Bag Tags do not have Postmaster instructions on the back. They do have the Official Flight
Cachet on the front along with Departure and Arrival date stamps.
Harrington Harbour
Natashquan
Port Menier
Rimouski
Rimouski
Rimouski
Rimouski
Rimouski
Sept.Iles

Rimouski
Dec 18, 1936
Rimouski
Dec 18, 1936
Rimouski
Dec 25, 1936
Harrington Harbour Dec 18, 1936
Harve St.Pierre
Dec 18, 1936
Natashquan
Dec 18, 1936
Port Menier
Dec 25, 1936
Sept.Iles
Dec 19, 1936
Rimouski
Dec 19, 1936

Although the cachet on this
tag is for the Rimouski Harrington Harbour First Flight,
the cancellation dates do not
correspond to that flight.
They could,
however,
indicate the handling of a bag of
Rimouski - Harrington Harbour
FFCs on its return journey from
Harrington Harbour. - Covers
from the return flight are
postmarked
HARRINGTON HARBOUR
PM DE 18 36
and backstamped
RIMOUSKI
PM DE 19 36.

Cancellations:

HARRINGTON HARBOUR AM DE 18 36
RIMOUSKI AM DE 19 36

There are no markings on the back of this tag.

The date of the return flight creates another problem to be explained, with regard to the handling of the cover
on the previous page. - Whereas the first tag said the mail bag was to be "returned at once", which would be
on the flight that left Harrington Harbour on December 18 th ; and the cancellations on the second tag suggest a
bag of covers that were also carried on the December 18 th flight; the cover on the previous page does not appear
to have been returned from Harrington Harbour on the December 18 th flight! The flight from Rimouski was a
weekly service, but the Quebec backstamp of January 8 th suggests that this cover did not leave Harrington
Harbour until 2 or 3 weeks after it arrived.

Many thanks to Brian for his help with this investigation. - If anybody can provide further
information as to the processing of First Flight Covers, or has suggestions regarding the
interpretation of these mail bag tags, please contact the editor.
For a free copy of Brian's latest list of
air mail covers and related items for sale, write to
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
or e-mail: bjnepean@trytel.com
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"FOOL'S GOLD"
An occasional series on covers which either looked or were claimed to be exciting, but
turned out not to be. - All readers are invited to send in their own "finds" in this category.

Postmarked:
Backstamped:

NEW YORK 5 . 12 1937

WINNIPEG MAY 10 2 PM 1937
and
SUTTON COLDFIELD BIRMINGHAM 1030AM 19 MY 37

This cover is addressed to Francis J. Field, the well known aerophilatelic dealer; was from a year of
many trans-Atlantic flights, including Dick Merill's first double-crossing of the Atlantic, and Pan Am and
Imperial Airways first survey flights; and was definitely overfranked for surface postage.
Unfortunately, it turned out to be a First Day Cover for the 4c, 5c and 8c King George VI definitives. The 1 c, 2c and 3c definitives had been issued six weeks earlier on April ls t.

ADVERTISEMENT
Selling what you want,
the way you want it:
P. O. Box 4547
Danbury, Ct. 06813

•

Accurate, detailed descriptions

•

High quality published catalogs

•

Web access to entire catalog and

Tel: 203-792-3862
Fax: 203-798-7902

images
•

Secure On-line Bidding

E-mail: info@nutmegstamp.com

•

Immediate fullfillment

Website:

•

Priority on Customer Satisfaction

www.nutmegstamp.com

For information about future sales, or to discuss selling
a collection, call Andrew Levitt: +1 800-522-1607
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SUPPLEMENT 11 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Section 8 - CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS (continued)
Nino Chiovelli
With assistance from: Barry Countryman, Chris Hargreaves,
Dick McIntosh, Ron Miyanishi, Eric Moore, and Stan Sheldrake.
1967, July 21- Montreal. A white "Tu Fold" envelope with a photograph of the Pavilion of Austria
in the upper left hand corner of the cover. Franked with the red 5 cent Pan American Games
Commemorative stamp. Machine postmarked Montreal North "ENVOLEE BALLOON/ BALLOON
FLIGHT/PARC EXPO PARK". Below the photo is the phrase: "FIRST BALLOON POST FLIGHT
SALUTE TO THE PAVILION OF AUSTRIA"* and the address of Canadian Balloon Flights Ltd.
There are three cachets on the cover see appendix 2.
10.00
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
BC-67130
Quantity Unknown
1967, July 21 — Montreal. A white "Tu Fold" envelope as above. Franked with the 5 cent EXPO
'67 Commemorative stamp. Hammer canceled at Montreal Sub P.O. 130. There are three cachets on
this cover see appendix 2.
10.00
BC-67135 Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
Quantity: Unknown
1967, July 21 — Montreal. As above canceled with Montreal Sub P.O. square date stamp. See
appendix 2.
10.00
BC-67140
Balloon: OE-DZB "PRO JUVENTUTE"
Quantity Unknown
1967, July 21 — Montreal. A white "Tu Fold" envelope with a photograph of the Pavilion of
Canada in the upper left hand corner of the cover. Franked with the red 5 cent Pan American Games
Commemorative stamp. Machine postmarked Montreal North "ENVOLEE BALLON/BALLOON
FLIGHT/PARC EXPO PARK". Below the photo is the phrase: "FIRST BALLOON POST FLIGHT
SALUTE TO THE PAVILION OF CANADA*, and the address of Canadian Balloon Flights Ltd.
There are three cachets on the cover see appendix 2.
10.00
BC-67145 Balloon: OE-DBZ "PRO JUVENTUTE"
Quantity: Unknown
1967, July 21 — Montreal. A white "Tu Fold" envelope with a photograph of the Pavilion of Israel
in the upper left corner of the cover. Franked with the red 5 cent Pan American Games
Commemorative stamp. Machine postmarked Montreal North "ENVOLEE BALLON/BALLOON
FLIGHT/ PARC EXPO PARK". Below the photo is the phrase: "FIRST BALLOON POST FLIGHT
SALUTE TO THE PAVILION OF ISRAEL"*, and the address of Canadian Balloon Flights Ltd.
There are three cachets on the cover see appendix 2.
BC-67160 Balloon: OE-DBZ "PRO JUVENTUTE"
10.00
Quantity: Unknown
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 11 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued,

Section 8 - CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS (continued):

APPENDIX 2: CACHET CHART FOR EXPO '67 BALLOON FLIGHT 21 JULY 1967
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ITEM
NUMBER
COVER
COLOR

BC-67130
WHITE

BC-67135
WHITE

RED
RED

BLUE

BLUE

RED

GREEN
BLUE

GREEN

BC-67140
WHITE

BLUE

BC-67145
WHITE

RED

BLUE

GREEN

RED

BLUE

GREEN

RED

GREEN

BC-67160
WHITE

NOTE: THERE WILL BE CACHET VARIATIONS ADDED AS
INFORMATION BECOMES AVAILABLE.
Please send comments on this supplement, and suggestions for additional changes to Section 8 of AMCN, to:
NINO CHIOVELLI, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6 (E mail: nchiovel@telusplananet
-
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SUPPLEMENT 11 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued,

Section 27 - Bibliography
SUPPLEMENT 8 to AMCN included some recommendations from Gord Mallett of books that might be
added to the Bibliography.
MIKE PAINTER kindly sent me the following list of additional books that he suggests should be added
to the Bibliography:

They Led the Way by Mary Oswald, Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, 1999.
(And supplements). This was reviewed in the Canadian Aerophilatelist. It's the
bible on Aviation Hall of Fame Members.
Canada's Aviation Pioneers by Alice Sutherland. McGraw-Hill Ryerson Ltd,
1978. This has already been suggested - I just wanted to strongly endorse the
suggestion. It's the bible of McKee Trophy winners.
Bush Pilot with a Briefcase, by Ronald Keith. Doubleday, 1972. The Grant
McConachie story and Canadian Pacific Airlines history.
Double Cross by Shirley Render. Douglas & McIntyre Ltd, 1999. The story of
James Richardson and Canadian Airways Ltd.
Wings Over the West by John Condit. Harbour Publishing, 1984. The story of
Russ Baker and Pacific Western Airlines.
The Max Ward Story, by Max Ward. McClelland & Stewart Inc, 1991. The title
says it.
Canadian Pacific Air Lines by D.M. Bain.Kishorn Publications, 1987. The
history and aircraft of the company.
Yukon Airways and Exploration Company Limited by Bill Topping. Topping
Books, 1996. The definitive book on the company and its semi-official stamps.
I think the above are important references and deserve a spot on the list.
Moving on to more individual stories, I recommend the following.
Arctic Pilot by Walter Gilbert. (I don't have the publisher and date). The
first President of what becam Pacific Western Airlines and a superb pilot who
flew the toughest terrain without ever getting lost or having an accident.
And I Shall Fly by Lewis Leigh. CANAV Books, 1985. Another pioneer who
worked with all the greats of early Canadian aviation.
Hubbard, the Forgotten Boeing Aviator by Jim Brown. Peanut Butter Publishing, 1996. The story of the man who flew the first North American International
airmail, by one of our foremost aerophilatelists.
Walking on Air by Ted Beaudoin. Paramount House Publishing, 1986. The biography of Sheldon Luck, who flew for Grant McConachie from the beginning and
was first to cross the Rockies at night (a feat not publicized because it broke
several rules). No index.
Harold Farrington Pioneer Bush Pilot by D.F. Parrott. Privately published,
1982. The story of a pioneer pilot of the Red Lake area and later the Prairie
airmail and other Canadian Airways postings. No index and contains a couple of
contradictions on the first Red Lake airmail. Some pictures not seen elsewhere.
Pack Dogs to Helicopters by Pat Callison. Evergreen Press 1983. Autobiography of a pilot mostly in Northern British Columbia. No index.
The Bremen by Fred Hotson. CANAV Books, 1988. The first east west flight
across the Atlantic in a Junkers W33, written by one of Canada's premier aviation historians.
The Lindbergh of Canada by Ross Smyth. The General Store Publishing House.
1997. The story of Errol Boyd, the first Canadian to fly the Atlantic and the

first person to do it outside the summer season.
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 11 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued,

Section 27 - BIBLIOGRAPHY:

Skippers of the Sky edited by Bill Wheeler. Fifth House Ltd, 2000. Stories
of Bush flying by some of the less publicized pilots. Collected from articles
in the Canadian Aviation Historical Society Reports by the editor who maintains
extremely high standards for those publications.
The Lap of the Gods by Harry Bray. H. Layton Bray, 1997. Autobiography from
youth to the end of World War Two by the pilot who went on to become Chief Pilot
for Pacific Western Airlines and flew everything from Junkers to jets.
Jericho Beach and the West Coast Flying Boat Stations by Chris Weicht. Self
published 1997. Massively researched, it covers the planes and people of the
title.
Although more individual stories, I think the above deserve inclusion. The
following books are all very good, but they complement books already listed,
rather than adding a lot of new information.
Flying Canucks by Peter Pigott. Hounslow Press 1994. Biographies of 37
important pilots and pioneers.
Pilots by John Melady. McClelland Stewart Inc, 1989. Anecdotes about pilots
from the earliest days in Canada to the jet age.
Bush Pilots by Margaret Shaw. Clark Irwin & Company Ltd.,1962. A retelling
of many stories of famous bush flying feats.
The Bush Pilots. Time-Life Books Epic of Flight series 1983. Worldwide pictures and stories of bush flying, but much about Canada.
Finally three that may be too specialized for the bibliography, but see
what you think.
This Was Air Travel by Henry Palmer Jr. Bonanza Books, 1960. Pictures and
descriptions of worldwide planes from 1878 balloons to 1960 jets.
Progress in Aircraft Design Since 1903 by NASA. US Govt Printing Office,
1974. Technical data on about 90 aircraft including many classics.
The Great London-Victoria Air Race edited by Harry Traynor. Copp Clark Publishing Company, 1971. The race described.
Thanks Mike.

NEXZ

$EAS

SITOM

The Canadian Aerophilatelist is produced quarterly in
March, June, September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL. - All members are invited
to contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue. Just prepare a page
featuring any favourite stamp or cover, add your name, and/or address, and/or
Seasons' Greetings to other members, and/or any other information you like,
(e.g. collecting interests, items you'd like to find, sell or trade, or a business
advertisement), and send a photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by

November l'.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to
members at cost;
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7 M 4Y4.
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

)

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the September newsletter is sent to you without delay.
1 Campbell Patrick
4 Shand Michael
5 Sloan Pat
6 Sanford Ken C.
9 Thompson Geoffrey
20 Stephens Gibson B.
21 Mercer Dr. D.
54 Krommer Norbert E.
55 Ellis J.M.
56 Robinson Col. William G.
62 Coates Gary
81 Reinhard Stephen

97 Hayashi Gary
103 Bileski Kasmir
130 Burrell, Retd. Col. Basil S.
132 Jamieson John I.
145 Bourbonnais Francois
155 Milberry Larry
170 Mitchell Kenneth G.
182 Foottit Robert
203 Bloor John H.
211 Freund Carl
212 Petoskey Harold J.
214 Morrow Trelle A.

241 Wannerton J.W.T.
242 Bot Jacques
270 Covert Earle L
273 Guimond Denice C
293 Wolfenden Brian
294 Terry Robert M.
295 Shaw Gloria
298 Green Dale A
304 Davidson James
318 Cole Martin S.
319 Kaye Donald

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
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DECEMBER EDITORIAL - This issue continues the tradition of our "Seasonal Special"
newsletter, emphasizing short items sent in by members specially for this issue, or
during the year. Many thanks to everybody who contributed. - To include as many
items as possible, most of the regular sections have been omitted, and my own
greetings are being delivered by this editorial.
VERY BEST WISHES TO ALL READERS FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON AND
NEW YEAR,
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge

The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I regret to have to inform the CAS membership of the death of one of our most dedicated members,
Nelson Bentley, after a ten year battle with cancer and a sudden heart attack, on Tuesday, 12 November 2002.
Nelson was one of the founders of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society in 1984, and its treasurer from 19841996.He was always available to man our membership table at the Ottawa ORAPEX shows, and to exhibit
his favourite subject - helicopter flight covers and stamps depicting helicopters. Several of our local
aerophilatelists paid their last respects to Nelson by visitation, and by attending his inspiring funeral on
Monday, 18 November 2002: one of Christian love and respect celebrating a life of 85 years well lived. Over
100 mourners attended the farewell to Nelson. I was honoured to contribute an aerophilatelic tribute and
farewell to Nelson as he departed on his last helicopter flight to meet his Lord.
Nelson had a remarkable aviation career and totaled almost 15,000 flying hours on Marauder bombers
in the US Air Corps during WW II and after the war on all types of helicopters during a 30 year period. I have
submitted a request to Canada's Aviation Ball of Fame for an application to submit a posthumous
recommendation to install our dear friend in this prestigious Hall of Fame. A separate obituary will appear in
the Canadian Aerophilatelist in Nelson's memory. The CAS is also establishing a complimentary membership
in Nelson's name for four Ottawa Schools Stamp Clubs organized by Tom and Jill Hare of the RA Stamp Club.
It is our hope that from this group younger stamp collectors will wish to become aerophilatelists .
The Snowbird Covers flown on 1 July 2002 are now ready for distribution. If you wish a set of 9
individually autographed for $45.00 or one cover signed by all the 9 pilots for $25.00, plus a 2002 Snowbird
brochure please let me know.
Two hundred Canadian aviators and enthusiasts of Canadian Aerobatic Teams attended the book launch
recently at the Canadian Aviation Museum of Major Dan Dempsey's 700 plus paged tome A Tradition of
Excellence. Those that ordered and paid $85.00 Canadian for the book 2 years ago received a bargain as the
enlarged book now sells for $115.00 Canadian. The book is a must at this new price for any enthusiast of
Canadian Aerobatic teams from the Siskins of the 1930's to the present day Snowbirds. Hundreds of photos
in black and white and in colour depict Canada's aviation story on aerobatic teams. Most book stores should
have the book for sale now.
Our project is progressing well for our souvenir cover commemorating the introduction of the Comet into
the RCAF. We have contacted 6 members of the original crews that flew the Comets and we have permission
from the Department ofNational Defence to use two DND photographs of the Comet. Canada Post is designing
a special cancel for the event and I will soon order 300 personalized stamps of the Comet for use on the postage
for the souvenir envelopes. An insert will be prepared describing the Comet story in the RCAF and next is to
obtain permission to have the envelopes flown by 412 Squadron at 8 Wing Trenton, Ontario The event is to
take place next May 2003.
Nino Chiovelli by personal effort has sold to libraries and museums in Alberta five of our air mail
catalogues. He has suggested that all of our members contact their local libraries to see if they are interested
in purchasing a copy at $75.00 Canadian post paid.
To assist my wife in recuperating from her various ailments caused by osteoporosis, we will be in
Naples, Florida from 3 January to 28 February 2003. I am having my mail forwarded to Naples for the two
months. I can be contacted directly at Apt. 136 The Mariner, 1295 Gulf Shore Blvd South, Naples, Florida,
34102-7226, USA or Telephone 239-261-2464 or E-mail rmalott a 11132111:1 ca
The annual ORAPEX show at the RA Center will be on Saturday and Sunday, 3 and 4 May 2003. A
meeting of the CAS will be held on Sunday, 4 May 2003 at a time yet to be set. A Society table will be in the
usual position overlooking the stamp show. For exhibiting details please contact me.
To all our members and their loved ones enjoy a Merry Christmas or whatever your personal faith
observes at this time of year. May peace, good health and prosperity bless you in 2003.
Dick Malott, President CAS
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In Memoriam: Nelson Bentley, 1917 - 2002

Gatineau
Gliding Club

C_A NA DA-

Flown by Glider

RegistratiorI

rci a

Pilot )9_,2-7.

I received the above cover from Nelson in September. - It seems to me significant that at a time when
he was battling severe health problems, Nelson was also actively engaged in other activities, such as
preparing a commemorative cover for his gliding club. He will be missed by many people.
Chris Hargreaves

Nelson was born on 29 December 1917 in Batavia, New York. During WW II he flew the B-26 Martin
Marauder with the United States Army Air Force. The B-26 was a difficult aircraft to fly, particularly as a
tactical daylight bomber with the enemy shooting at you. Nelson survived, and retired as a 2nd Lieutenant.
Nelson used his Veteran's credits to learn flying a new contraption, the helicopter, from Robinson's
Helicopter School of Rochester, New York. After WW H helicopters were barely known, and helicopter pilots
were few indeed. He first flew for the Iron Ore Company of Canada, that was building a railroad from Sept Isles
to Knob Lake (later Schefferville), Quebec. He obtained a more permanent job with Spartan Air Services of
Ottawa, involved in air survey work using helicopters for topographic surveys of the Federal Department of
Mines and Technical Surveys.
For the next 30 years Nelson flew helicopters under all sorts of conditions, for whomever, wherever and
whenever a need arose. He flew extensively delivering cargo for the famous Mid Canada Radar Line. No job
was too difficult for Nelson. He was noted for his quiet, efficient, and cooperative manner. His honesty,
integrity, and Christian ethics made him a leader in his aviation work. After he retired from flying helicopters,
Nelson took up gliders and conventional aircraft. All told he flew or glided for 14,399.20 hours, 12,000 of which
were in helicopters.
Nelson was a quiet gentleman who did not publicize his aviation accomplishments. Somewhere along the
line as he flew helicopters, he began to commemorate certain flights by preparing and canceling special flight
covers. This interest grew to his becoming an aerophilatelist, collecting anything to do with helicopters on
stamps and on flight covers. He was an active member of the RA Stamp Club in Ottawa, and treasurer of the
CAS from it's foundation in 1984, to 1996.
Nelson was also a collector of Inuit art from the early 1950's, before the carvings started to be mass
produced. Before he died, Nelson and his family donated his extensive collection to the Museum of Civilization.
In the future a special exhibit will be shown in Nelson's memory. Included in the exhibit will be a marvelous oil
painting done some years before, of Nelson in his full helicopter flying gear. He also loved the music of Glenn
Miller, Tommy Dorsey and all the rest of the dance bands of the 1940's and 1950's; and was an accomplished
photographer of nature, particularly of birds .
Nelson was married to Vera Spies from Finland. He was the father of two daughters, Lizabeth and
Carolyn, and predeceased by an infant son Stephan. Nelson and Vera were soul mates and entirely devoted to
one another throughout their long life together. In particular they loved bird watching wherever their journeys
took them. His two nephews Christopher and Daniel Rousseau greatly admired "Grandpa Helicopter".
Nelson died on 12 November 2002 with his family and minister at his side. May he forever rest in peace.
Dick Malott
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Congratulations - Queen Elizabeth Golden Jubilee Medals:
I am delighted to announce that our President, Dick Malott, has been awarded a Queen Elizabeth
Golden Jubilee Medal. - This award was announced by David Pratt, M.P. for Nepean-Carleton.

Dick received his Jubilee Medal for 50 years of dedicated service to Canada in the RCAF/CAF,
the Canadian War Museum and military museums in general, local community activities, including
the Royal Canadian Legion, Boy Scouts ofCanada and Nepean Hockey organizations, and for aerophilatelic
achievements in research, exhibiting and judging in aerophilatelic and postal history at local, national
and international levels. Dick is the president of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, and the
Coordinating Editor of the gold awarded AAMS/CAS catalogue The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland.
Four more members of the CAS, are among the ten members of the Royal Philatelic Society of
Canada selected to receive a Golden Jubilee Medal:

John I. Jamieson, who "is recognized nationally and internationally expert and authority on Canadian
stamps";
Kevin O'Reilly, "the first name that comes to mind when talking of the philately of the Yukon, the
North West Territories, Nunavut and the Eastern Arctic Patrol",
Col. William G. Robinson, "a former President of the Postal History Society of Canada, the British
North American Philatelic Society and The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada";
Charles J. G. Verge, "the current President of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada"; participant in
the organization of many philatelic events; philatelic writer; and Coordinator of Reflections
of Canada: The National Stamp Collection.
A fifth nominee of the RPSC, Cimon Morin, is "Chief of the Canadian Postal Archives", and editor of
section 27 (Bibliography), of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
According to a press release by the RPSC:

A commemorative medal for Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth Il's Golden Jubilee is part of the
usual celebration of this momentous occasion. The medal will be awarded to Canadians who, over
the past 50 years, have helped create the Canada of the present, including young Canadians who
are actively contributing to our future.
The program is an opportunity to recognize citizens for outstanding and exemplary
achievement or service to their community, organization, or to Canada as a whole. The Queen has
indicated the awarding of the medal should be inclusive and wide-ranging. About 46,000 medals,
which have been produced by the Royal Canadian Mint, will be distributed.
On behalf of the Society, I would like to congratulate all these recipients of the Golden Jubilee Medal. If anybody knows of other members of the CAS who are receiving a Golden Jubilee medal, please will you
inform the editor, so that they can be recognized in the next newsletter.

PIPEX
Congratulations to the CAS members who were among the award winners at PI PEX, held in Richmond,
B.C. at the end of September.
Jim Brown received both a Gold medal, and the American Air Mail Society Medal, for his AIR MAIL
POSTAGE CREATED WITH AIRCRAFT OVERPRINTS; and Nino Chiovelli progressed to Silver-Bronze
with his BALLOON POST - A CANADIAN LINK.
Charles LaBlonde won a Gold medal and the American Philatelic Society 1940-1980 Medal of
Excellence for WORLD WAR II SWISS MAIL TO GB, CANADA, AND THE USA; Ian M. Mowat won a Gold
medal, and the American Philatelic Society 1900-1940 Medal of Excellence for EASTERN ARCTIC MAIL
1876-1964; and Bill Robinson won a Vermeil for PRISONERS OF WAR AND INTERNEES, 1914 TO 1920.
Wow!
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American Air Mail Society website
The AAMS website has been completely redesigned, and is most interesting. It is at:
http://www.AmericanAirMailSociety.org
Congratulations to their new webmaster, Andrew McFarlane.

A CAS website?
The upgrading of the AAMS website, has lead to a renewed discussion among the CAS executive, as
to whether our society should have a website. This discussion tends to revolve around four overlapping
questions:
1.
What would the purpose of a website be? Since the AAMS membership has, unfortunately, been
declining at the same rate as our own membership over the last few years, it seems that a website
would not lead to a significant number of new members. As a website is therefore likely to be an
additional expense to the CAS, what would we get out of it? We might decide that a website would be
a "public service", making information on Canadian aerophilately more readily available, but are there
many members of the "public" who are looking for this information?
2.
What would a website cost? We may need to register a domain name, and "rent" space on the server
that hosts the website. Are there other costs involved?
3.
Who would create the website? We would need somebody with both the knowledge and time to create
a website. The key requirement here is computer skills. - The content of a website could be obtained
from our existing publications: the Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately, the list of publications and
services of the CAS, and our membership form.
4.
Who would maintain the website? While the person who creates the website would be the prime
candidate for this job, we also need to consider how many other people would have to be involved in
getting information to the "webmaster", so that the site stays up to date.
If any member is interested in creating a website for the CAS, please contact the editor, at

hargreaveRkin • .igs.net
If anybody would like to join in the discussion regarding a CAS website, please send your comments
to the editor, either by e-mail to the above address, or by traditional mail to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath
Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

DAY OF AEROPHILATELY in Toronto, 27 th October 2002

Photograph by Ron Miyanishi.

Neil Hunter Murray Heifetz Derek Rance
Chris Hargreaves
Ed Matthews
Jack Ince
Dick McIntosh was busy co-ordinating the day.

Eight members enjoyed some very interesting displays:
Early Canadian Aviation Postcards, Murray Heifetz;
Aerial Mail Postmarked To or From Kingston, Ontario, Chris Hargreaves,
The Visit of The R-100 to Canada, 1930, Dick McIntosh,
Overseas Mail to the U.S.A. by FAM 22, Jack Ince,
Early Airmail To and From the Dutch East Indies, Ed Matthews.
We also had a good time trading and chatting, and are looking forward to our 9 th Day of Aerophilately at the
end of October next year. - We hope that more members will join us then.
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SfASON'S COFKINO$
A SLEEPER OF SORTS

Montreal's magnificent Bonsecours Market located on Rue Saint Paul facing the harbour was
selected to adorn the third in a series of high value definitive stamps issued in 1990
celebrating Canada's architectural heritage. Designed by William Footner and constructed from
1842 to 1845, the building actually inaugurated in 1847 served as a market, town hall, police
station, public library, and for a brief period after 1848 as the House of Parliament for the
Province of Canada. In its one hundred fifty-seven year history the grand old building saw
many more uses and went through various stages of disrepair including fire damage on
several occasions. The City of Montreal restored the market as an historical site where it is
presently used for some municipal offices, private shops, and exhibition halls
Perhaps one of the overlooked aspects is that the Bonsecours Market can be considered
Canada's first aircraft factory. Monsieur and Madam Eugene Godard the famous French
balloonists touring Canada and the United States hired fifty local seamstresses to construct
the balloon that they would use on this tour. Named "Le Canada" the completed balloon was
put on public display in the market's Concert Hall 4 September 1856.
The balloon was taken to the Ste. Anne gas works to be inflated 8 September 1856. An
orchestra playing popular music entertained a crowd of 20,000 spectators while Eugene
Godard supervised the inflation procedures. That evening Godard launched the first successful
voyage of an aircraft built in Canada from the Wesleyan Methodist Church yard in Griffintown,
Montreal, Canada East. Accompanying him were Alexandre Edouard Kierzkowski, Alfred Xavier
Rambau (is this the real RAMBO?), and captain David S. Ramsay. Godard made two more
flights (15 and 22 September) each of which were cut short due to bad weather thus finalizing
the Canadian tour.
A plaque has been placed in the room where the balloon was constructed commemorating the
event. Many aerophilatelists are aware of the story, and many fixed wing aficionados may
never have bothered to go back that far. The latter being very understandable as the fact is
all but ignored in most aviation books and periodicals. However it remains true that the fivedollar Bonsecours Market stamp is a sleeper in that it provides an important historical aspect
to aviation history in this country.

Season's Greetings from Nino Chiovelli
Bibliography: Canada Post Year Album 1990
Canada Post Philatelic Service Presentation Folder
125 Year of Canadian Aeronautics a Chronology 1840 - 1965
Goggles, Helmets, & Airmail Stamps
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Canada's first official airmail flight
Montreal, Quebec to Toronto, Ontario, 24 June 1918
This was the first officially authorised airmail flight in Canada. It was performed by Captain Brian
Peck and Corporal C.W. Mathers, both of the Royal Flying Corps.
The arrival of these flyers in Montreal in their Curtiss JN-4, and the desire of the local branch of the
Aerial League of the British Empire to provide an event which would help recruitment for the R.F.C.
inspired the idea of achieving Canada's first airmail flight.
It was planned that the flight would take place on Sunday 23 rd June. However the flight had to be
postponed until the following day as a result of bad weather. Despite continuing poor weather
conditions, the plane took off from the Bois Franc Polo Grounds for Toronto (a distance of 340 miles)
during the Monday morning. The range of the aircraft was such that it required a refuelling stop at
Deseronto, but an additional stop had to be made at Kingston due to strong headwinds. The flight
arrived at Camp Leaside, Toronto, at 4:55 p.m.
It is believed 124 letters were carried, of which about half were registered. They were cancelled by Mr
Edmund Greenwoods, Treasurer of the Aerial League of the British Empire and Acting Aerial
Postmaster for the flight. A special mail bag suitable for carrying letters by air was supplied, and a
triangular cachet made for cancelling the stamps. The sealed bag of mail was handed over to Captain
Peck on the Sunday afternoon. Upon arrival, the mail was handed over to the Postmaster of Toronto
General Post Office who after accepting it, presented the mail bag to the pilot as a memento.

Season's Greetings to all, from David Granger, UK
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1919 - Admiral Kerr
Thanks to DON LUSSKY, who after sending me a large number of unlisted covers, this year
sent me an intriguing newspaper clipping, about a flight that is not mentioned in the American Air
Mail Catalogue:

EXPRESS PLANE RELEASED
After Federal Duty Is Paid - Flight
To Begin To-Day
New York, November 6 th. - All hindrance to the
nonstop flight from Mineola to Chicago of Vice
Admiral Mark Kerr's bombing plane were
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officials settled, stating that Admiral Kerr had violated
customs rules by not having "declared" it when he
"entered" it in his flight down the coast from Canada.
The Admiral and principals representing the
owners of the airplane called on the collector and made
the arrangements for its proper "entry into the United
States". Duty was paid after the plane had been rated
as a "consignment of merchandise".
Unless other unforseen circumstances arise the
flight to Chicago, with the first aerial express on
record, will be begun to-morrow morning, it was
announced.
Cincinnati Enquirer, 8th November 1919.
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Admiral Kerr was one of the contenders for the first trans-Atlantic flight in 1919. Checking the reports
on the trans-Atlantic attempts, led to the story behind the Mineola - Chicago flight.
His plane was one of fifty Handley Page V1500 bombers, built in Britain towards the end of World War
One. These aircraft were 64 feet long, 32 feet high, and had a wingspan of 166 feet. Powered by four
engines in tandem-pairs, they were designed for long range attacks on Berlin. (illustration on next page.)
Admiral Kerr's aircraft, the A TLANTIC, was converted to carry enough fuel for a trans-Atlantic crossing,
and shipped to Newfoundland in 1919. It arrived on May 11', but took four weeks to reconstruct. A trial flight
on June 9' was unsatisfactory, and the aircraft was not ready by the time Alcock and Brown completed the
first non-stop trans-Atlantic flight on June 14th/15th.
Handley Page then decided to fly the aircraft to New York for demonstration and air mail flights. It set
out on July 4 th, but an oil leak forced the plane to land near Parrsboro, Nova Scotia. The aircraft was
seriously damaged during the emergency landing, and took four months to repair. The flight was resumed
on October 9 th, and the aircraft reached Greenport, Long Island, after flying for twelve hours and one minute.
At that time, this was the second longest flight ever made.
The American Express Company then asked Admiral Kerr to fly a shipment of packages and mails
from New York to Chicago. The flight was intended to start at 3a.m. on November 14' , but they could not
get the engines started until 6.30a.m. due to intense cold at Mitchell Field. This delay meant that the aircraft
had to make a stop at Cleveland, but they could not find the air field in the increasing darkness. They
therefore tried to land on a race track, but the space was too narrow for the huge aircraft, and thirteen feet
of both wings were sheared off during the landing. The crew then returned to England by ship: the aircraft
was dismantled and eventually scrapped.
It is uncertain whether any mail from this attempted New York - Chicago flight survives.
This account is based on three sometimes conflicting sources: Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H. C.
Harmer, (published by the AAMS); Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis (available from CANAV Books, Toronto);
and "The Pioneer 1919 Air Mail Flight of the Handley-Page ATLANTIC" by R. W. Murch, The Airpost Journal, Feb. 1969.

If anybody can provide more information regarding this flight, please contact the editor.
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1926/96 - HAROLD FARRINGTON
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70 Years Later-The Harold Farrington Memorial Air Pageant

Pilots Stan. Comber and Ron Bell. On March 4,
1995, dressed in period costumes, a group of Red
Lake aviation enthusiasts flew their bush planes
to Hudson, retracing the heritage route to
commemorate the 70th anniversary of Red Lake's
first air mail delivery.

On March. 3, 1926, Captains Harold Farrington and Jack Elliot, along with passengers J.
Rogers and J. Adair made the first commercial flights into the Red Lake mining camp. The two
pilots, in Curtiss JN4 Canucks G-CAEI and G-CADW respectively, departed Rolling Portage (nov.
called Hudson) and successfully completed the round trip by following the steady stream of
prospectors' dog teams below them. This flight marked the first time that aircraft were used in
a gold rush and the last for the dog teams.
To re-create this historic event in Canadian aviation, a commemorative cavalcade of
single-engine skiplanes will fly the route in reverse - from Red Lake to Hudson and return. The
trip is dedicated to the memory and achievements of A.H. (Harold) Farrington, the "Iron Man of
the North", whose aviation career was spent primarily in Northwestern Ontario, Manitoba and
included historic first airmail flights on the prairie air mail runs. Red Lake considers Harold as
one of its own as he began and ended his flying career here.
The cavalcade will also be doing an honour to the memory of all those pilots, engineers,
and freighters who supplied the northern mining camps with necessities under almost impossible
conditions. Hudson was called "The Biggest Little Town in Canada" in the 'Twenties and
'Thirties because of its being the railhead for freight and passengers heading north. It saw the
birth, in addition to J.V. Elliot Air Service, of Western Canada Airways and later, Starratt
Airways. It was home to General Airways, Henessy & Henessy and others. It was a base for
such aviation notables as Al Cheesman, Fred Stevenson, Bernt Balchen, Rod Ross, Hump
Madden, Doug Pickering, Dale Atkinson, Tommy Siers, Art Jervis, Ethan Crann, Tim McCoy,
Cliff Mills, Ernie Favreau, Shorty Holden, Stu McRorie, Bud Starratt, Jake Siegel, Walter
Davidson, Cy Berry, Stan Johnson, George Campbell, Doc Oaks, Leigh Brintnell, and the names
go on and on.
Special commemorative air mail letters will be carried and signed by the pilots carrying
them. Each aircraft will temporarily bear the civil registration of those aircraft which were
instrumental in opening up the North. Each pilot will temporarily assume the identity of one of
"those magnificent men in their flying machines".
If you wish to be a part of this event, the requirements are few. If you have a skiplane,
fill every seat with an aviation enthusiast and join us for the whole trip, half of the trip, part of
the trip, or just a hamburger in Rolling Portage. Everyone, get those air mail letters written,
ready to be flown away on the weekend of March 2-3. So dust off your goggles, dig out the
leather helmet, and fire up your blowpots. We'll have more airplanes on the ice than Hudson
has seen since 1942.
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All enroute pilots are asked to dip a wing over Bruce Lake to the memory of Bud Starratt
who died there in the crash of CF BGY, January 7, 1941, and in tribute to.ell others who have
made the "last portage".
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1928 "FOOL'S GOLD"
Thanks to JOHN JOHNSON, who sent me this nice example for our occasional series on "covers
which either looked or were claimed to be exciting, but turned out not to be":
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First Air Mail Service 1929

,

Mackie,
Grindsone , Entry Island,
Magdalen Islands.

Shedlac & Moncton, N. B.
TO

MAGDALEN ISLANDS

Postmarked: MONCTON 9 AM FEB 21 1929 N.B.
Receiver cancellation on front: GRINDSTONE ISLAND AM MAR 1 29 P.O.
Backstamped:

MONCTON 5 PM MAR 1 1929 N.B.

This looks like a First Flight Cover, but according to the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, the
First Flight from Moncton to Grindstone Island took place on March 11 th 1928. (#2807d)
The solution to this "puzzle" is in the wording of the cachet. - The flights to Grindstone Island were a
seasonal, winter only service, and this cover is from the first flight of the 1929 season!
(Since the editors of AMCN decided to adopt an "inclusive" policy, and give information about covers
which looked like First Flight Covers but weren't, this cover is included in AMCN as # 2911.)

ADVERTISEMENT

Bonham 1
Bonhams has 15 sale rooms in the United Kingdom; 22 offices in
the United Kingdom, Europe and North America; and over 700 employees.
For information about future sales, or selling a collection, contact:
STUART BILLINGTON, Head of the Stamp Department:
101 New Bond Street, London W1S 1SR
Tel: 020 7468 8273 Fax: 020 7629 5186 http://www.bonhams.com/
or their Canadian representative:
Jack Kerr-Wilson, Bonham's Canada, 16 Ozark Crescent, Toronto, ON M4K 1T5
Tel: 416 462 9004 Fax: 416 462 9542 fack.kerrwilson@bonhams.com
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1930/1980
50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST AIR MAIL
CROSSING OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
Season's Greetings from Bob Terry

CHARLEE E. DROWN
2602 - 10th blest
Eeattle, Wash. 90119
U.S.A.

GINOJEN

DA la TRAVESSIA AEROPOSTAL DO ATLANTIC° SUL
1. ° dia de circulacao
Empresa Brasileira de Correios e TelOgrafos

First Day of Issue of Brazilian stamp commemorating the first air mail crossing of
the South Atlantic by Jean Mermoz. The stamp pictures the aircraft used, the Latecore 28
hydroplane "Comte de la Vaulx," on a blue, white and red background reminiscent of the
French Tricolor. The stamp was issued on 6 June 1980. His flight left St. Louis du Senegal,
Senegal, on 12 May and arrived at Pernambuco, Brazil, on 13 May at 8:10AM after a flying
time of 21 hours and 10 minutes. One of history's greatest long-distance aviators,
Mermoz is not even listed in the Encyclopedia Britannica anymore! His co-pilot Dabry and
radioman Gimie were forgotten long ago.

ADVERTISEMENT

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS, B.C.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
from BRIAN WOLFENDEN,
who found this description of
Canadian Air Mail Routes from 1931.
(The original was a feint
duplicated copy on 8 1/2" x 14" paper.)
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POST

OFFICE

DEPARTMEN T.
Edmonton, Alta.,
September 16, 1931.

The attention of all concerned is directed to the great improvement
in air mail service from an Edmonton standpoint since night flying
commenced between Edmonton and Calgary.
The following Air Mail Schedule is given as an illustration using
Wednesday, for instance, as the day of mailing of outgoing and the day
of arrival of incoming mail at Edmonton. Air Mail closee in the
General Post Office at 6:30 p.m.
To Edmonton

From Edmonton.

Office

6:15 M.T. Wednesday Arr. Edmonton
it
Arr. Calgary
4:10 "
tt
Arr. Lethbridge
2:45 "
TT
Arr. Medicine Hat
1:25 "
22:40 " Tuesday Arr. Moose Jaw
s
'Arr. Regina
21:50 "
13:00 C.T.
"
Arr. Winnipeg
It
12:10 "
Arr. Pembina, 11.D.
11:25 "
"
Arr. Grand Forks, N.D.
TT
10:35 "
Arr. Fargo.N.D.
It
8:10 "
Arr. Minneapolis, Minn.
tt
4:05 "
Arr. St.Paul,./flinn.
s
3:50 "
Arr. Minneapolis, idnn.
s
24:40 "
Arr. Milwaukee, Wis.
23:50 " Monday
Lv. Chicago, Ill

Lv. 19:00 M.T. Wed.
Arr. 20:45 "
"
Arr. 22:05 "
re
Arr. 23:25 "
Arr. 1:55 " Thur.
Arr. 2:40 "
Arr. 7:00 C.T.
Arr. 13:55 "
Arr. 15:00 "
Arr. 15:50 "
Arr. 17:55 "
Arr. 18:318 "

19:20 E.T. Monday
Arr. Cicago,Ill.
18:25 "
" Ar.So.Aend,Ind.
Toledo, O.
17:40 TT
kr.Xa1amazoo,7ach
16:40 It
ja'r. Detroit,Mich.
15:55
Arr. Windsor,Ont.
14:55 TT
Arr. London,Ont.
13:55 tt
Arr. Hamilton, Oat.
13:30 it
Lv. Tormto,Ont.

Lv. 24:00 E.T. Thur.
Arr. 3:05 "
Fri.
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
krr.
krr.

Daily
19:02 "
16:26 "
12:15 "

Lv. 24:00 "
Arr. 3:58 "
Arr. 8:06 "

22:15 C.T. Monday
It
17:15 "
11:00 M.T.
6:00 P.T.
23:45 "
Sunday

krr. Chicago,Ill
Arr. Cleveland,O.
Lv. New York,N.Y.
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
Arr.
Lv.

Chicago,Ill
Omaha, Neb.
Cheyenee,Wyo.
salt Lake City
San Francisco,

Arr. 21:50 "
Arr. 22:45 "

4:40
5:10
7:00
7:50
8:15

11

tt

TT

TT

It

It

TT

Ti
IT

TT

Daily
Thur.
Fri.

Lv. 24:00 C.T.Thur.
4:16 " Fri.
krr. 9:56 " "
Arr. 14:20 M.T. It
rr. 21:20 P.T.

NOTE: "To Edmort on" read up "From Edmonton" read down.
Under this Schedule an urgent letter to Calgary sent "Special Delivery"
could be mailed in Edmonton at 6:30 p.m. and a reply received in Edmonton
at 6:15 thJ following morniaw.
Air Mail :Postage
Canada, Great Britain, Irish Free State)
Rev:foundland United States

60 first ounce.
100 each additional ounce.

aurope

100 each ounce.

West Indies, Mexico,Cuba,Central America, )
ksia, kfric, Australasia
South

150 each -3- ounce.
Continued

450 each 3: ounce.

Canadian Air Mail Routes, 1931 continued:
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Schedule Showing Time of Arrival of Mail
Sent by Air. Service and by Rail also Gain
in Time of Delivery hl Air Service Closing
Lime at Edmmton 6:30 P.M.
Malin fpr

Arr.by. Air

Brandon, Man.
Charlottetowr,P.E.I.
Predericton,N.B.
Fort William,Ont.
liamilton,Ont.

12:10 pm
10:25 pm
10:35 am
9:50 pm
7:50 am
10:45 pm
6:30 pm
Hull,P.Q.
10:05 pm
Lethbridge,Alta.
7:00 am
London, Ont.
6:15 am
Levis,P.Q.
11:25 pm
Medicine Hat,Alta.
1:55 am
Moose Jaw,Sask.
8:25 prn 3
Montreal,P.c.
3:15pm 4
Moncton,N.B.
5.50 pm (3)
Ottawa, Ont.
11:10 pm
Port Arthur,Ont.
Por'cage la Prairie,Mn. 10:40 am
6:15 al 4
2:40 nil
Rcgina,Sask.
11:00 aa
John,N.B.
7:35 am i ,
8:15 am 3
Toronto,Ont.
12:10 pm 2
Veyburn, Sask.
7:00 am 2
Winnipeg,Man.

2

Arr.by Rail

Gain in
Delivery

3:35 am 3)
6:30 pm 6)
8:15 am 6
9:50 pm 3
9:10 pm 4
5:35 um 6
6:00 an: 5
1:10 pm 2
7:10 pm 4
4:55 pm 5
8:10 pm 2
4:55 pm 2
7:00 am 5
10110 in 6
5:15 am 5
11:10 pm 3
6.33 am
4:55 pm 51
6.20 ,.)in
5:10 au 6
7:35 am 7
10:20 pm 4
3:30 pm 3
7:30 an

18 hours
48
45
24
48
48
24
6
48
48
24
24
24
27
24
24
21
48
24
42
48
45
27
24

.

UNITED STATES POST•C2FICE
Akron, Ohio
Albuquerque, N.M.
Amarillo, Texas
Ann Arbor,Mich.

Atlanta, Ga.
Austin,Texas
BaltimoreMd.
Birmingham,Ala.
Brownsville, Texas
Boston,Mass.
Big Spring,TexaJ
3uffalo,N.Y.
Charlotte,N.C.
Chattanooga,Tenn.
Chic: 1To, Ill
Cincinnati, Ohio
C1eveland,Ohlo
Colorado Sprin:j,Colo
D,711as,Texas
Dsnver,Colo.
D(Aroit,Mich.
Dc., 1K;las, Arizona
Bi Paso, Texas

Elko, :Nev.
N.D.
1'c rt Wortn,Texas

.L'." . ton, Texas
L:: :r
.'

:rtford,Conn.

[arrisborg,Pa.
2.,nston,Texas

6:10 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:10 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:50 pm
6:J0 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6.30 pm
6:30 om.
6:10 pm.
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:10 pm.
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:10 pm
6:30 pm
6.30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm

8:15 1 ,
10: .51 wa 3
3:09 pm
1337 pm
6:57 am
11:46 am
10:25 am
10:45 am(3
6:55 am
2:05 r_m
10:05 am
10:44 am
7:00 am
3:30 pm
10:39 am
10:45 )a
4:15 am (
3:58 am(3
5.50 pmc1
8:18 pra0
12:30 u a
4.40 aml
2:1-9 pm(q
12:34 pm(4)
4:12 pry
03:45 am
3:50 pm 2)
7:58 pra 1
11.30 am
2:35 pm 3
12:20 pm 3)
12:37 pm 7,1
10:50 am (4
2:00 am( 3

5

)

)

45 hours
10:15 pm
45
5:;,,D am b
48
6:50 pm(5
9:15 pm(5) 66
4t40 pm(4) 48
8:55 am (5) 45
3:10 pm(5) 45
12:00 am 5 48
27
8:13 am
51
8:15 am 6
48
1C:45 am 5
45
5:45 pm 5
48
9:41 pm 4
48
7:25 pm 5
45
5:22 am 5
24
6:30 am 4
48
6.05 pm
48
5:50 pm 4
43
3:55 pm 5
27
8:10 am 6
45
8:55 am 5
5:20 pm 48
7:05 am 6) 42
45
8:45 am
1:37 pm 5 43
5.'=0 pm(4) 24
9:00 pm 5) 24
7:55 am 5) 24
8:45 pm 5) 42
11:25 pm 5) 48
Continued
11:10 am(5) 48
12:55 pm 5) 48
7:00 pm b) 46
2:40 pm I) 48

1
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2

galls for
Iowa City,Iowa.
Jackson,Miss.
Yacksonville,Fla.
Kalamazoo,Mich '
Kansas City,Kansas
Las Vegas,Nev.
Los Angelee,Cal.
Louisville,Ky.
Macon,Ga.
Madison,Wis.
Milwaukee,dis.
Memphis, Tenn.
'Miami, Via.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mobile, Ala.
Moline, Ill.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
North Platte, Feb.
Ogden, Utah
Oklahoma City. Okla
Omaha, Neb.
Orlando, Fla.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburg, Pa
Roohester, N.Y.
Pueblo,Colo.
Reno, Nev.
Richmond,Va.
Rook Springs, Wyo.
Salt Lake City,Utah
San.Antonio,Texas
San Francisco,Cal.
Schenectady,N.Y.
Spartanburg,S.C.
-Springfield,I11.
Springfield,Mo.
St.Louis,Mo.
St.Paul,Minn.,
Syracuse,N.Y.
Tampa,Fla.
Tuoson,Ariz.
Tulsa, Okla.
Utica,N.Y.
Waco,Texas
jashington,D.O.
Winelow,Aria.
Toledo, Ohio
2.igiz.r es

Close

Arr.by Air

Arr.by Rail

Gain in

Delivery

4.40 pm 3
6:30 pm
2:55 pm 3
6:30 pm
6:30 pm 10:00 am 4
9:35 am 3
6:30 - pm
2:45 pm 3
6:30 pm
3:45 am 4
6:30 pm
6:12 am 4
6:30 Pm
7:59 am 3
6:30 pm
7:40 am 4
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
11:55 am 3
6:30 pm
9:50 pm 2
6:30 pm
12:50 pm 3
1:45 pm 4
6:30 pm
5:55 pm 2
6:30 pm
9:01 am 4
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
11;55 am 3
6:30 pm
9:31 are 3
6:30 pm
•:43 pm 3
6:30 pm , 8:06 am 3
6:30 pm
7:46 am 3)
6:30 pm
3:50 as: 4)
4:07 pm 3)
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
4:16 am 3.)
11:45 am 4)
6:30 psi
4:44 pm 1)
6:30 pm
9:20 am 3)
6:30 pm
7:58 any 3
6:30 pm
7:00 pm 3
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:54 pm 3
6:30 pm
12:45 pm 3
12:25 pm 3
6:30 pm
2:20 pm 5
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
11:20 am
6:30 pm
9:20 pm 3
6:30 pm 10:12 am 3
6:30 pm
4:20 cm 3
9:41 am
6:30 pm
6:30 pm.
1:09 DM 3
10:25 am
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm 2
6:30 pm
8:47 am 3
6.30 pm
12:50 pm
6:30 pm
3:40 pm 4
6:30 pm
2:58 pm 0
6:30 pm
9:26 am(0
6:30 pm
9:20 am(p
6:30 pm
11:20 am)
6:30 om
4:39 prat)
6:30 pm
3:05 am(3)

10.22 am 4
3:05 pm 5
7:30 pm 5
2:00 pm 4
3:30 pm 4
2:40 pm 5
0:15 am 5
7:00 pm 4
11:35 am 5
9:50 am 4
4;.30 am 4
8:00 am 5
7:10 am 6
5:20 pm 3
4:55 pm 5
2:20 pm 4
1:35 am 3
7:50 pm 5
6:50 am 5
3:55 pm (4
6;00 am(5
7:35 am
7:40 am
3:10 am 6
9:55 pin 5
9:00 pm 4
11:05 pm
5:00 pm 5
10:37 DM 5
4:05 pm 5
2:56 am 5
7:15 am 5
6:15 pm 5
6:50 pm 4
6:25 am 5
5:30 pm 5
2:35 pin 4
1:45 am 5
4:41 pm
6:35 pm 3
12:33 as: 5
6:30 am 6
6:45 pm 6
7:00 am 5
1:40 are 5
11:40 am 5
12:45 p15
1:25 am 6
2:25 prak

3
48
45
27
24
42
27
45
30
21
24
45
42
24
45
24
45
48
45
48
48
24
24
42
24
45
45
48
48
42
42
45
42
24
45
48
27
42
45
24
45
42
48
24
45
27
48
48
30

day of arrival including day of mailing.

Thanks Brian.

For a free copy of Brian's latest list of
air mail covers and related items for sale, write to
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
or e-mail: bjnepean@trytel.com
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1930 - TORONTO to WINDSOR via BUFFALO

April 29, 1930 Toronto Canada Postal Terminal A. Apparently to
Windsor via Buffalo but no transit or receiver. Nothing on the
back except the signature shown at left. Signed S.T.B. Cripps
Pilot. Air Mail sticker covers up "International Airways of Canada Limited"and a Montreal address.
Unlisted in "The Airmails of Canada & Newfoundland" or in the
AAMC FAM routes. The only mention of Cripps in any of the references that I have is in flight 3029 of "The Airmails of Canada &
Newfoundland'. Can anyone add information?
Thanks to MIKE PAINTER for sending in this cover.
The signature and indirect routing suggest this is a specially created commemorative cover, but for
what event? - The first flight from Toronto to Buffalo was on July 15' 1929, (AMCN # 2943). Since that
service was inaugurated with Sikorsky S-38 flying boats, one possibility was that this cover marked the start
of the 1930 season. However, further research showed that the Toronto - Buffalo air mail was a year round
service, operated by landplanes in 1930. - In the article Buffalo - Toronto By Air by C.D. Long, reproduced
in the September 2000 issue of this newsletter, it stated that:
It was obvious that it wouldn't be feasible to operate from the water through the winter,
so the Sikorskys were taken from the run at the end of September.
On 30th September, the air mail part of the service was put on to a small fleet of Fairchild
FC-2W2's: CF-ARG and G-CAVN, which operated once each weekday between Leaside and
Buffalo airport.
Can anybody provide more information regarding the pilot or the flight?

A Christmas Quiz!
My thanks to MIKE SHAND for the quiz on the next page.
Please send your answers directly to Mike:
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8

CHRISTMAS (2002) GREETINGS!
This year, Xmas with a quiz. What would Xmas be without
a puzzle? Everyone knows (well me and maybe one other)
that planes are much more important in Aerophilately
than rates and obscure postal markings.
So I want you to tell me the names of the planes shown
and in the case of the photo to the right, what is the
name of the pilot as well as her plane (now that's a
toughie!) Thats ten questions, nine planes and one pilot.
Send me your answers/guesses and the firstest with the
mostest will get a goodie or two from my surplus box. ,
Answers will be provided in the next "Aerophilatelist.
2002 was for me a fine year with three great shows but
perhaps especially Canada's first aerophilatelic show
in Edmonton. When is the next one Gord? I would
encourage all of you to try exhibiting, you meet great
people and get enormous help in your specialty. Many of
our members are never seen or heard from. Make 2003 your
year to jump in. The Wright Bros did so 100 years ago.
Very best Seasons Greetings.

MIKE SHAND
1183 AGINCOURT ROAD
OTTAWA ONT CANADA
K2C 2H8
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1932 / 2002 - The Dornier DO-X
NEWT OUNDSANI)*.
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According to Newfoundland Air Mails:
With the newspapers full of details of long-distance flights taking place in many parts of the world, the

arrival of the world's biggest heavier-than-air machine in Newfoundland attracted great attention.
The German Dornier DO-X flying boat, 130 feet long and with a wing spread of 160 feet, was equipped
with 12 Curtiss "Conqueror" engines and carried a crew of 14. She had a lifting power of 50 tons and on one of
her trial flights had carried 169 people.
On the morning of May 21 at 3.25 a.m., the DO-X left for the Azores. liorta was reached the same evening.
The following day, the giant machine flew on to Spain and touched down at Vigo. The next day, May 23, the third
leg was to Calshot near Southampton and on May 24 the final phase was to Berlin.
The trans-Atlantic flight of the DO-X was described in detail in the April 1974 Airpost Journal, as part of a
series of articles by George W. Hoffman:

Early coastal morning fog suggested a gradual climb of the DO-X out of
Conception Bay. St. John's to starboard could not be seen. Within a few minutes
the heavily loaded airship reached a safe cruising altitude out of the coastal
waters with their considerable fishing trawler traffic. Commander Christiansen took one last inspection tour through the ship. Capt. Merz was relaxed, his
eyes fixed through the wide command bridge windows, his fingertips only
touching the big steering wheel. The compass in front of him pointed southeast. A light southwesterly breeze assured a steady, quiet flight. Capt. Merz
hummed an old seaman's song: "Home - home - goes the sailor . . ." Capt.
Diel in the co-pilot's bucket seat next to him nodded as the Commander passed by. Capt. Niemann was bent over his navigator's table, covered with maps
on which the flight route was drawn in straight lines. He called compass
directions to the pilot while navigation instruments were sliding over his map
of the north Atlantic. Engineer Eitel faced the instrument panel and engineer
Brewton of Curtiss-Wright had his eyes on the motor control panel. Then
the wide shoulders of the stern Commander squeezed through the small metal
door in back of the "bridge" into Capt. Kiel's radio control room. Little
lights flickered, tickers tapped away all around him and, wearing a tight
fitting skullcap with a set of built-in earphones, he anticipated the Commander's question he could not hear and reported that all contacts with European
as well as American senders were in operation.
While Capt. Merz eased the airship slowly down to only fifteen feet over
the ocean waves, rolling smooth and oily underneath, the DO-X settled to a
steady eastward course and all was well aboard. Hour after hour ticked by.
"Krischans," a big pair of binoculars in his hands, searched the ocean for
icebergs but only the plumes of a couple of big whales broke the blue monotony of the waters.
About five hours out of port the White billowing sails of a three-mast
schooner came into sight. Capt. Merz pulled the rudders slightly to a slow
rise and, reaching the sailship, circled her in a seaman's salute while at
achtern the ship raised, then lowered and again raised the red and white
colors of her homeland, Denmark. Her crew waved from deck, and back on
her eastern course the DO-X resumed her homeward-hound flight.
Mrs. Strassmann fed the crew every two hours with a light snack. The
sun was now warming the quarters comfortably — then some bright yellow
object was sighted floating ahead. Capt. Merz changed course only slightly
to get a better look and found the canvas of a seaman's coffin, perhaps the
burial of an old "salt," still floating on a few air bubbles under the canvas —
by nightfall it would have sunk down into the ocean for an eternal rest. Outside all of the twelve power plants hummed in sweet harmony.
Just twelve hours after takeoff two rocks raised their black heads out
of the rapidly darkening waters. The flight proved to be on a perfect straight
course with the passing of the first rocks of the archipelago of the Azores,

Continued
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1932 / 2002 The Domier DO-X,
continued:

the Corvo and Flores on the map. After sunset it seemed as if the night had
fallen instantly. Capt. Merz took his airship to a higher altitude and after
another hour and a half the silhouette of the Azor mountains were sighted
through the darkness of the night. Fog billowed up from below. Lighthouse
flares were piled, first one then another, and from the steady count of the
flares Captain and navigator checked their position relative to the Fayal Canal
which could not be seen.
After 14 1/2 hours' flying time Capt. Merz glided the DO-X to a smooth
landing in the total darkness of the open Atlantic ocean. With only the two
furthest out back and starboard side motor tandems running, he taxied carefully toward an unseen destination. Then, suddenly, out of the clouds there
broke the huge bulb of a full moon, silhouetting the cone-shapped outline of
Mount Pico. Then the first glimmer of distance lights appeared and Capt.
Merz had reached the Fayal Canal, the harbor of Horta, just as accurately
as if the light of the day had guided him. While Capt. Diel was taking over,
Capt. Merz reached for his flight log and entered: "Horta Azores — arrival
23.15 (11.15 P.M.) all gas tanks almost empty — flying time 14 1/2 hours —
distance 2,324 Km (about 1,400 Miles)."
A light signal swung from ashore and the DO-X taxied slowly toward it.
A Portuguese customs launch was waiting there indicating the location of an
anchor buoy, and for an extra-special greeting the old harbor captain Pinto
came out to greet his friend Capt. Merz who had been his guest about five
years before when he crash-landed his Heinkel D-1220 on an east-to-west transatlantic flight attempt in 1927.
But there was little time for sentimentalities. Out of the darkness the
bulk of two barges emerged, loaded with gasoline drums. After some hot
coffee and a bite to eat, the pilots climbed into their sleeping bags while the
crewmen who slept during the day started pumping gas.
Sunday, May 22. Krischan's "rise and shine" sounded over the intercom at 4:30 A.M. sharp. The last gasoline canister had been loaded in the old
salon. Rich, hot coffee smelled in the galley and soon the whole crew was
back around the common breakfast table. At 6:25 Horta central Atlantic
time, the first tandem of engines started humming, but not until 8:19 did the
DO-X taxi for a short takeoff race out of the Fayal Canal into the open Atlantic ocean on a straight course toward Vigo on the coast of Spain.
Now there was busy action aboard. Carpets were laid down; seats and
tables were screwed back into their respective bases in preparation for receptions in Europe. At 11 A.M. Capt. Merz reported from the bridge: "All is
well — flying height six feet." On and on, every hour was marked as so many
more miles closer to Europe and home. The members of the crew, although
visibly tired and spent, were getting more talkative, and smiled and lined up
for half an hour each in the washroom for a shower and their first shave since
New York. At 4 P.M. land was sighted — Europe. In the magnificence of a
Sunday evening sunset the white amphitheater of the city of Vigo shone as a
promising and happy "Welcome Home" to the transatlantic fliers. As the
airship made a roaring salute flight low over the city and harbor, every
human being seemed to have gathered around the bayshore streets.

When they arrived in Germany, the DO-X aircraft and crew were celebrities. From June to November they
made a tour from Berlin, along the north coast of Germany, and down the Rhine valley to Switzerland. - My
thanks to GUNTER RENNEBEK for the cover below, commemorating the 70 th anniversary of this tour.

Luftpostleichtbrief MIT LUFTPOST
PAR AVION
Aero•ramm

LUFTPOST
PAR AVION PRIORITAIRE

FLUGSCHIFF
DO X 1932
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1933 - AIR MAIL TO VANCOUVER
MOW A

AMEN' AVM/

After 5 days, return to
1V1. FISHER & CO.,
216 Pine
SAN FRANC]

443

Vim.

lir0111 11,

128C Hower St.

BC

•

VII
Manuscript registered cover, postmarked: SAN FRANCISCO JUL 31 8.30 PM 1933
Receiver on front and back: VANCOUVER 23 AU 1 33

This cover was sent in by TONY KERSHAW, in connection with the question in the September 2000
newsletter regarding a United Airlines service between Seattle and Vancouver. - In his book Pioneering in
Western Canadian Air Transport, Ken Molson states that United Airlines had an air mail contract between
Vancouver and Seattle, before the Canadian Airways inaugurated their service on October 1s t 1935.
However, no other references to such a service have been found.
Tony commented that this cover had made an extremely quick journey from San Francisco to
Vancouver, and wondered whether this would have been possible without an air mail connection to
Vancouver?
According to the American Air Mail Catalogue, Volume-Two, this cover would have flown from San
Francisco to Seattle by the U.S. Contract Air Mail Route #8. - CAM 8 was inaugurated by Pacific Air
Transport on September 15' 1926. The first northbound flight left San Francisco at 5.00am, and Portland
at 11.30am.
•
Does anybody have a FFC backstamped in Seattle, which would tell when the flight from San
Francisco arrived there?
•
Does anybody know whether the same schedule was operated in 1933 as in 1926?
•
If we can establish when this cover arrived in Seattle, does anybody have information about railway
services from Seattle to Vancouver, that would establish whether this cover could have reached
Vancouver by rail at 23.00pm?
Thanks Tony.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
The remainder of the CAS Cinderella stamps produced for "Royal 2002 Royale"
are being offered at $2.00 per miniature sheet of six stamps until March 2003.
To order, or obtain more information, please contact Nino Chiovelli,
14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6 [E-mail: nchiovel@telusplanet.net
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from

Ken Sanford

Editor's Note: congratulations to Ken on his new book AIR CRASH MAIL OF IMPERIAL AIRWAYS & PREDECESSOR AIRLINES
by Kendall C. Sanford
A new publication by the Stuart Rossiter Trust Fund
The Rossiter Trust is pleased to announce an important new book "Air Crash Mail Of Imperial Airways &
Predecessor Airlines". This 225 page book lists all the known crashes, interruptions and forced landings of
Imperial Airways and its predecessor airlines. This is the first time a book has been published detailing the crash
mail of a single airline. The book includes a photo or illustration of nearly every Imperial Airways and
predecessors' aircraft that crashed or had a forced landing, and shows a cover and every known variety of cachet,
label, manuscript marking or post office explanation, where mail has been recorded. There are 187 aircraft photos,
96 covers and 174 cachets shown, plus reproductions of newspaper clippings about Imperial Airways crashes.
The book lists 100 additional crashes and forced landings, and 46 additional cachet varieties not previously
recorded by philatelic books and publications. This is based on the author's extensive collection of Imperial
Airways crash mail, as well as years of research by the author in archives, newspaper libraries, early aviation
magazines, and consulting over fifty books, magazines, and other publications.
The same numbering system has been used as in "Recovered Mail" by Henri Nierinck, published in 1992
& 1995. For the additional cachet and label varieties not previously recorded, the letters (identifying each type)
not used by Nierinck have been used to avoid confusion between the Nierinck books and the new book. Thus, the
numbering system used in the new book is an extension of the Nierinck numbering. The listings are shown
chronologically by date.
The new book includes four Appendices-A. Identification of Covers Without Clear Postmarks, B. Imperial
Airways & Predecessors Aircraft That Crashed or Were Interrupted, C. Imperial Airways & Predecessors Pilots
Involved in Crashes or Interruptions, and D. an extensive Bibliography.
A Pricing Guide is included as a separate supplement. This is based on the current market for Imperial
Airways crash covers, and will be an invaluable reference for collectors, dealers and auction houses that are buying
and selling such covers.
The author plans a CD-ROM version of the book, which will be available in the near future.
The author is taking advance orders for the new book, which will be available by the end of the year, and will
cost UK£30.00 or US$46.25 plus postage. Postage will be UK£2.50 - US$3.85 surface, or UK£3.60 - US$5.50
airmail. For customers in Switzerland, the book will cost CHF 75.00 including postage. Order from:
Ken Sanford, Aerophil, 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland
( Fax +41 22 774 2472 Email: aerophil a,chinter net )
Payment can be made by "PayPal", or make UK£ or US$ check payable to: "Ken Sanford".
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WORLD WAR 2 - LITTLE NORWAY

Ln:ix:19s
Bogart
Zre.nkel Avenue
eel: or t ,

"Never in the field of human
conflict was so much owed by
r
so many to so l ew.
—Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill,
Elugu.rt 20, 1940.

FIRST DAY COVER for the WAR ISSUE AIR MAIL STAMP, SCOTT C7
POSTMARKED: TORONTO-LITTLE NORWAY JUL 142 ONT.

My thanks to SUSAN SHEFFIELD for the article on the next two pages, which describes the
two Little Norway's operated by the Royal Norwegian Air Force during World War Two.

The Postal History of the Free Czechoslovak Forces
in Great Britain: 1940 1945
by Richard Beith
Last December's newsletter included a page from. Richard Beith, showing a cover sent by a
member of the Czechoslovak Independent Armoured Brigade in Great Britain to Edmonton.
Richard has now completed a monograph on the postal arrangements made for the Free
Czechoslovak Forces (soldiers and airmen) in Great Britain from summer 1940 onwards. - The 11
main sections include: The Escape from France; Military locations; Depots and Training centres; the
Military Field Post; Registration; Censorship; Overseas mail; Commemorative postmarks; and
Czechoslovaks in the RAF. Included in the seven appendices are lists of patriotic postcards, and
patriotic folders.
The monograph is A4 size, approximately 100 pages, and well illustrated. It is published by the
Czechoslovak Philatelic Society of Great Britain, and is intended to complement an earlier
monograph by Roy Reader, which covers the periods in France, 1939-40 and 1944-45.
Price (including postage and packing) is: 14 Pounds UK, within the UK; 14.50 Pounds surface
mail anywhere; 17 Pounds air mail outside Europe. - Payment options include MasterCard or Visa,
quoting card number, expiry date and confirming registered cardholder address.
To order a copy, or obtain more information, please contact: Richard Beith (Publications
Officer CPSGB), 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton, Chester, England CH3 7HF
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Historic Muskoka

The Vikings in Muskoka
1941 and after...
If there is anyone -who still wonders -why this war is being fimght... let him look to Norway.
- If there is anyone who has any delusions that this war could have been averted._ let him look to
- Norway. And if there is anyone who doubts the democratic will to win, again I _say... let him look to
Norway. He will find in Norway, at once conquered and unconquerable, the answer to his questioning.'
Franklin D. Roosevelt
"Little Norway" In Pictures, R.N.A.F in Canada, is a
quaint photo/propaganda book depicting the-courage
and determination of the Norwegians who trained in
Canada during the Second World War. I had the great
good fortune at a used book sale several years ago to
discover a rare copy of it from which the following
pictures originate. My
copy originally belonged
to Captain Odegard
Omejer, R.N.A.F., Consul
of Norway.
There is an indelible
bond between Norway
and our district of
Muskoka. After the fall of
Norway to Nazi
Germany in the spring of
1940, the Royal
Norwegian Air Force
evacuated to England,
considered relocating to
France until the fall of the
Maginot Line, and
eventually came to
Canada.
Toronto Island Airport
became the first home of
the exiled Norwegian
airmen with a camp
located at the foot of
Bathurst Street near the
for tfre fuhre
old Maple Leaf ball park,
officially contracted from the Toronto Harbour
Commission in September of 1940. The hard-working,
hard-playing Norwegians soon became legends in
Toronto for their bravery, skill and love of life and
freedom. It was not long before it became apparent that
the inherent dangers of training young fighter pilots in a
city environment were only exacerbated by the
Vintage Muskoka

attractions of city nightlife.
"There is always the danger to the public in the event
of a crash," said Lieutenant Colonel Ole Reistad, former
Olympic ski champion and Air Officer Commanding of
the Norwegian forces. "In Muskoka those dangers do not
exist... In addition, the boys at Little Norway have a
great many diversions from their work, such as
entertainment and social
life. At Muskoka they
make their own fun and
the rugged countryside
lends itself to it nicely.
They can ski to their
hearts' content and
practice shooting." And so
the fighting Norsemen
came to Muskoka.
Property was located
between Bracebridge and
Gravenhurst at a
Canadian government
aerodrome. Muskoka
Airport was leased from
the Department of
Transport to the Royal
Norwegian Airforce at the
beginning of January,
1941, and the adjacent
farm was purchased for
expansion. Costs of
operating the Norwegian
of N orwa y
forces were borne by the
Norwegian merchant marine, one of the largest in the
world.
By spring of 1941, the Norwegians had purchased a
summer camp property between Oxbow and Long lakes
on Limberlost Road near Huntsville. The 430-acre
recreational site was financed by a wealthy Norwegian
plantation owner living in Central America and the
Continued

Page 9
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May 4, 1942, but much work had
been done and many brave young
pilots had been introduced to training in Muskoka in the year prior.
Muskoka Aerodrome/Little Norway
(Muskoka) had become the main
training centre for Norwegian fighters training for postings in Iceland
with the 333 and 334 squadrons.
While the war raged on in
Europe, Muskoka was a safe haven
for the Norwegians to learn the art of
air warfare. They arrived here by
various means, risking their lives to
do so. Some took the hard route
across the open North Sea in plain
Above: Norwegian pilots in training at Muskoka Aerodrome know just where they're
view of German patrols. Others took
going: Berlin, 3,676 miles to the east.
the comparatively easier route, with
Below left: Vesle Skaugum, now Olympia Sports Camp in Huntsville.
the assistance of Tor Jensen (in later
years a long-time resident at
Lewisham, near Barkway in
canteen fund from "Little Norway" at Toronto. The former summer camp, renamed Vesle Skaugum for the res- Muskoka), whose job it was to help young Norwegians
idence of the Crown Prince near Oslo, was expanded for escape via Sweden, Siberia, the Pacific Ocean and across
use as a recreation camp and recruitment centre when the United States. Today, this journey would be daunting
Jan Engh, a Norwegian architect and second lieutenant for even the most intrepid travellers.
with the R.N.A.F. in Canada, designed and built scandiWhen the Vikings left our area officially, in 1945,
navian-style log buildings with the assistance of Finnish many took a piece of Muskoka with them in their hearts.
and Canadian craftsmen. That same year, elementary And their memory has lingered on here, as well. Others
flight training was begun at the Emsdale airfield north of remained or returned to Muskoka in the turmoil of postHuntsville.
war Europe.
Crown Prince Olav and Princess Martha of
In 1995, fifty years after the end of hostilities,
Norway officially opened the Muskoka Aerodrome on Muskoka remembered our own veterans and the hundreds of brave Norwegians who trained here with "High
Hopes 1995," a tribute to the invaluable part Muskoka
Airport played in the success of Allied forces in the
Below: Crown Prince Olav, standing behind Norwegian flag,
Second World War. Each year since then, an air show has
officially opens Muskoka Aerodrome, May 4th, 1942.
been held at the site of the former Norwegian training
base.
.

This article is reprinted from
the Spring 1999 issue of

Vintage Muskoka is published
quarterly by Muskoka Times Ltd.,
an employee-owned business with
offices at 35 Manitoba St., Unit A,
Bracebridge, Ontario.
Phone: (705) 646-8776
Fax: (705) 646-2978
e-mail: times@trzuskoka.com
home page:
http://times.muskoka.com
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1940 - THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN

1(440/ti

ON WINGS OF SILVER

BHC 136 Sandgate Rd. Folkestone Kent CT20 2BY BHC(3)09

I know that RAF covers are essentially souvenirs, but as an American living in Britain, I came
to appreciate these covers as I learned more about the events and individuals they celebrate.
A few months ago, an ex-pilot loaned me a new book about a Battle of Britain pilot stationed
at Biggin Hill. The book was written by the B-O-B pilot, now retired and living in Cornwall. My initial
reaction was "another Battle of Britain story".
At random I picked out one chapter. - That one chapter was so well written, I knew I'd have
to go for more: ultimately, the entire book.
It turned out to be one of the best, if not the best, aviation book I have ever read.
Geoffrey Wellum, the author, has the unique gift of being able to report what it was like to
fly the aircraft, while at the same time reporting what his "mind games" were in the heat of the
moment - when the numbers were like 100 German aircraft against ten on twelve Squadron 92
Spitfires.
The dust jacket reviewer says "A work of exceptional quality . . ." I agree, and found myself
writing to Mr. Wellum to tell him so.
I asked him to sign this Tiger Moth cover, which had previously been signed by Allan Wright,
a Sqn. 92 mate of his. He graciously agreed. Added pleasure is the fact that both Wellum and
Wright began their flight training as 19 year olds in 1939 in the Moth.

Season's greetings from Donald Holmes
Recommended:
"FIRST LIGHT"
by Geoffrey Wellum
Published by Penguin Group of Viking Press in 2002.
ISBN 0-760-91248-4
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TRANS ATLANTIC — SOUTHERN ROUTE
PAN AM F.A.M. 22 — DEC. 1942
IRAN — U.S.A.
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TRANS ATLANTIC, SOUTHERN ROUTE - PAN AM F.A.M. 22, DEC. 1942 - IRAN to U.S.A. continued:
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Greetings and good wishes for Christmas and 2003,
Jack Ince

ADVERTISEMENT

CANADIAN.. SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

A

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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1958 - THE AVRO ARROW
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BY AIR MAIL

HARRY A. GORDON
795 GARDEN ST.
NEW YORK CITY. 60, N.

Y.

SEASON'S GREETINGS from RON MIYANISHI
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Avro Arrow first flew in March 1958; exceeded Mach 1.5 in April 1958;
and was scrapped amongst great controversy in February 1959.
I recently received details about another book on the Arrow, but have yet to find a cover
flown on the Arrow at a bourse. - Thanks for sharing this cover Ron.

ADVERTISEMENT
Selling what you want,
the way you want it:
•

Accurate, detailed descriptions

P. 0. Box 4547
Danbury, Ct. 06813
Tel: 203-792-3862
Fax: 203-798-7902

•

High quality published catalogs

•

Web access to entire catalog and
images

•

Secure On-line Bidding

E-mail: inforthnutmegstamp.com

•

Immediate fulifiliment

Website:

•

Priority on Customer Satisfaction

www.nutmegstamp.com

For information about future sales, or to discuss selling
a collection, call Andrew Levitt: +1 800-522-1607
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SEASON'S GREETINGS from HERBERT LEALMAN

AIRLINERS
Fifty Years of Jet Travel

Royal tvlail.tri;st Day Covet

The British "Airliners"
stamps were mentioned
in our last newsletter.
The First Day Cover
above shows the full set
of these stamps. - The
postmark commemorates
the 50th Anniversary of
Charles Lindbergh's first
solo flight across the
Atlantic.

,drA CLIFDEN

111

411110-,

83rd
Anniversary

of .
THE FIRST NON-STOP AIR
CROSSING OF THE ATLANTI
1 5 JUNE 2002
RIRETISH FORCES 26$4 POSTAL SERVICES

—DARWIN
72nd
Annivervry
of

THE FIRST WOMAN TO FAX
ACROSS THE WORLD SOi 0
ti `t AY 2002
BRil ISM FORCES 2672 POSTAL SERVICES

Herbert
also
sent
me some additional
commemorative covers,
produced by the British
Forces Post Office during
2002.

Thanks Herbert.
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FOLLOW UP - WHERE WAS THIS PHOTO TAKEN?

This photograph first appeared in the Information Wanted section of the June 1998 newsletter. - It was
taken outside a hangar with a large CANADIAN AIRWAYS LIMITED sign, with a gas storage tank intriguingly
visible in the background. The owner thought the location "suggestive of Toronto"; that the photograph was
taken during the 1929-32 period because of the Fairchild's "G" registration", ( "G-C" can be made out under
the "left" wing, and "AR" under the right); and that "the two men in front of the prop. blade are Stuart Graham
(left) and J.A. Wilson". He wondered both where the photo was taken, and what the occasion was?
The next, October 1998, newsletter included some research by Mike Painter, who had "showed this
photograph to a friend who used to work for Canadian Airways in their Western Division, and he didn't
recognize it." Mike also checked some early Canadian Airways bulletins, and "the only CAL Fairchild with
a registration that fits was an FC2W2 registration G-CART", which was based in Quebec from April 1932 to
March 1933.
Ed Matthews has recently looked into the suggestion that the photograph was taken in Toronto, and has
written that:
The gas storage tank is the kind of tank in which manufactured watergas was stored; this is well before
the time natural gas became available in Eastern Canada.
I had to go to my eye doctor in Toronto and since it was only another mile or so to the Toronto
Archives I went and spent a few hours looking through microfilmed maps of the city. These are very
detailed maps for insurance purposes. Gas in those days was manufactured and distributed by the
Consumers Gas Company who had their plants on the lakeshore, not surprising since the coal used in the
process was all imported from the U.S. by lake steamers.
My conclusion is that this picture is unlikely to have been taken in Toronto, assuming the air field was
still at Leaside. (I do question seriously the wisdom of puffing an air field next to a gas plant - one skewed
plane crash and the resulting explosion would have made the history books!).
The presence of the gas plant indicates a town of some size, no village would qualify. With this we are
still no closer to which place it is, but at least one possibility has been eliminated.

Thanks Ed, and thanks again for your earlier research Mike.

CAS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - Sunday May 4 th 2003
ORAPEX 2003, the 42nd annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition & Bourse,
will be held on Saturday May 3 rd and Sunday May 4th
intheCurlingRinkoftheRACentre,2451RiversideDr.,Otawa.
The Annual General Meeting of the CAS will be held as usual on the Sunday
afternoon of ORAPEX.
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2002 GREY CUP COVERS
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These covers were flown by the Snowbirds, during their flypast at the Grey Cup game in
Edmonton on November 24 th . The covers are franked with a .36 cent Grey Cup
commemorative stamp and a .12 cent Parliament Hill stamp, and signed by the Snowbirds.
The covers are $15.00 each plus $1.25 postage.
To order, or for more information, please contact:
Nino Chiovelli, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6
(e-mail: nchiovel@telusplanet.net )

Editor's accolade:
Congratulations to Nino Chiovelli, Dick Malott, Cecil Stoner,
NORTHGATE Stamp Shop, ARISTOCRAFT Printers, Royal Rubber Stamp, and
everybody else involved in organizing the production and flight of these covers.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by February 1st.

Don't stop reading! - PLEASE check the next page,
-1-0 see if your membership is due for renewal!
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

The annual membership dues are:

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:

Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

13 Weinstock Janice E.
14 Heifetz Murray
17 McIntosh Richard J.
65 Mowat Ian
67 North Robert Sr.
69 Amos Don
106 Malenfant Maurice G.
109 Lyon Gary J.
111 Kobelt James Larry
135 Bachmann Beatrice
136 Egger Friedel
171 Leger Albert N.

174 Poirier Louis
180 Cleary Elmer W. A.
193 Gadoury J. P.
194 Rance Derek C.
207 Oakley Charles W.
217 Stoner Cecil G.
219 Noble William C.
220 Whalley Richard
222 Smith Douglas M.
243 Miller Jim
260 Dietz Fred C
275 Shaw Thomas W

276 Allen Richard S.
277 Matthews Ed
289 Giguere Andre
300 Campbell Bob
306 M71-7671-don
a ett
310 LaBlonde Charles J
311 Wichern Hans
312 Frost Barry
320 McDonald Gordon F.
321 Mrozowski Andrew
322 Brown David G.
323 Holmes Donald B.

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
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Please copy this as much as you want, and distribute it to potential new members.
EDITORIAL - My apologies for the late publication of this issue: work's been hectic!
The next issue will, I hope, be published on schedule in June.
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR MARCH 2003
I am preparing this report just after Christmas as Dorothy and I are leaving on 3 January 2003 for a two
month sojourn in Naples, Florida. Although I am having my mail forwarded to me in Naples I know I'll be swamped
with other correspondence when I return on 28 February 2003, so I'm completing my assignment for Chris now.
I do not want our Editor becoming peeved with me for a late submission. There is a lot to report on so here it is.
ORAPEX 2003 will be held on 3 and 4 May 2003. Our annual meeting will be held on Sunday, 4 May 2003,
with the time and location to be posted at the show, but probably 1.00 p.m.. We need helpers to look after our tables
as two dependable helpers, Nelson Bentley (deceased) and Ivan MacKenzie (moving from Ottawa) will not be here
to help. We have publications, flown covers, and membership forms to move. If you can help please let me know.
The theme for ORAPEX 2003 will not be the ending of the Korean War, but rather the observance of the 50t h
Aniversayofthu iCandrmlstpo28Sebr19.Thosvancewilb3
and 4 May 2003 with special cancellations. Perhaps we can get some covers flown for the event.
Our dynamic members in Alberta have approval from the CAS to set up a Western Chapter of the CAS. Ceil
Stoner is the Chairman with Nino Chiovelli, Edward Williams and Gordon Mallett doing the organizing of the 25
plus CAS members in the area. They have already prepared an autographed and flown cover by the Snowbirds for
the Grey Cup available from Nino for $15.00. His address is 14419-87 Street, NW, Edmonton, Alberta, T3E 3G6
(E-mail: nchiovel@telusplanet.net) . Edward Williams is investigating, with Ron Miyanishi, the possibility of
setting up our own web page, and he is also assisting Gordon Mallett in updating our Index for the Canadian
Aerophilatelist in conjunction with Chris Hargreaves, Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Nino has also
suggested that we apply for the designation ROYAL for the CAS. We have 18 years of existance so in time we
qualify. Any comments?'
In due course we will be publishing a second edition of our catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland, first published in 1997. With all of the work now on computer and new data and corrections being
recorded the work for the revised edition will not take 7 years as for the first issue. The great news is that Gordon
Mallett has volunteered to coordinate the preparation of an Index for the revised edition. A large number of
questions and procedures have to be worked out before actual work commences, but Gord has started. The lack
of an Index was the greatest fault of our end product in 1997. However we had to get the catalogue published then
or never. Our group of 46 collectors and researchers did not do too badly as we went from 125 pages in the old
American Air Mail Catalogue Volume IV, 5th Edition, to 550 pages of Canadian and Newfoundland aerophilatelic
data. The catalogue also received many small gold and large vermeil medals. The top award was small gold with
felicitations in Germany in 1999. The CAS is greatly indebted to Gord for his undertaking of this challenging
assignment.
As President of the CAS I am undertaking the project to collect data for submission to the Canadian Aviation
Hall of Fame to submit Nelson Bentley's name for consideration as member. Nelson was one of the earliest
Canadian Helicopter pilots flying in Canada's North, safely for 30 years, and amassing over 12,000 hours
helicopter time. I am also checking out the possibility of recommending the CAS for an organizational award from
Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame - The Belt of Orion. During our existence from 1984 it is my contention that the
CAS and all of its members have well publicized the Canadian aviation community's contribution to air mail
services in Canada and internationally. I'll keep the membership informed of developments.
The AAMS held its 2003 Annual Convention at ARIPEX 03, Tucson, Arizona, 24 - 26 January 2003. There
were three major awards by the AAMS for aerophilatelic accomplishments. Bob Spooner, AAMS Publicity
Director, researcher, writer and exhibitor of Lindbergh material has for many years made an unselfish contribution
to the AAMS and to Aerophilately. He was awarded the Conrath Memorial Award for these accomplishments.
Two new appointees to the AAMS Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame (AHF) were also announced at the
Convention: - Jonathan L. Johnson, Jr. of the USA, a dedicated worker for the AAMS in many capacities for many
years; and Keith Griffiths of New Zealand, the leading aerophilatelist in New Zealand of great accomplishments,
nationally in New Zealand and internationally .
Continued

I

Editor's Note: The suggestion that we might change our name to the

ROYAL CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY is already getting a mixed
response. Everybody who has opinions on this issue should contact Dick Malott.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

The AAMS will observe the 100th Anniversary of Flight by the Wright brothers at the AAMS Fall
Meeting AIRPEX, Dayton, Ohio, 26 - 28 September 2003 . Interesting events and exhibits are planned. Try and
visit the show in Dayton, the home of the Wright-Patterson US Air Force Base and the magnificent USAF Air
Museum.
Best regards to all.
Dick Malott

President CAS
Editor's accolade: I would like to add my congratulations to Jonathan Johnson on his appointment
to the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame. - Jonathan is a terrific researcher and sharer of information,
and has been a great help to me over the years on many of the questions raised in this newsletter.

CAS WESTERN CHAPTER
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society members from Western Canada held their first meeting on 22 January 2003
in Edmonton, officially creating the Western Chapter. The following chapter executives were elected, and will
hold office for a period of two years:
Cecil Stoner

Chairman

Edmonton AB

David Brown

Vice-Chairman

Red Deer AB

Edward Williams

Secretary

Edmonton AB

Nino Chiovelli

Treasurer

Edmonton AB

Gordon Mallett

Public Relations Officer

St Albert AB

Gordon Mallett

Research Coordinator

St Albert AB

Nino Chiovelli

Researcher Alberta

Edmonton AB

Jim Brown

Researcher BC/Yukon

Pender Island BC

Denny May

Researcher NWT/Nunavut

Edmonton AB

Researcher Saskatchewan

Vacant

Researcher Manitoba

Vacant

Sales & Trade Manager

Edmonton AB

Cecil Stoner

The Chapter also adopted the following MISSION STATEMENT:
•

To encourage the youth of Western Canada to enter the field of Aero and Astro Philatelics.

•

To support, encourage, and contribute to the worldwide development of Aero and Astro Philatelic studies with
an emphasis on researching and cataloguing those developments relating to Western Canada.

•

To encourage collectors to enter the field of Aero and Astro Philatelic collectibles and to actively research
topics within the field.

The next meeting of the Western Chapter will be on Saturday March 29 th , during the Edmonton Stamp Club
Spring Show at West Edmonton Mall. The meeting will include a brief business session; presentations on Hudson
Hope or Hudson's Hope? and The Search for Gold and the Aviation History of Northwestern Ontario; and a 'show
and tell' session.
Further information can be obtained by contacting Cecil Stoner at (780) 475-0864 or by email at
cecilsgteluspla net. net . Any interested parties are encouraged to join the chapter. There are no chapter fees,
the only requirement being membership in the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

MORE EDITORIAL ACCOLADES: Congratulations to everybody involved in establishing the Western
Chapter! - I am most impressed by everything that has already been achieved, and wish you the
best of luck in your future endeavors!
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to two new members:
328 The Mutchmor, Hopewell and Woodroffe Public School Stamp Club, c/o Jill & Tom Hare, Ottawa
329 Denny May, Edmonton, Alberta
We currently have a total of 142 paid members, distributed as follows:
CANADA:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

11
13
4
4
2
1
49
11
2

Total

97

USA:
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
New York
Ohio
2
Oregon
Texas
Washington
Wisconsin
Total

1
3
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
3

INTERNATIONAL:
Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Netherlands
South Africa
Switzerland

1
5
3
2
2
1
3

Total

17

2
1
1
1
28

Ron Miyanishi
Secretary, CAS

THANKS RON. - I encourage all members to show their appreciation of Ron's work by
renewing promptly. Please check the list of memberships due for renewal in each issue,
and send Ron a check as soon as your name appears, so that he doesn't have to spend
extra time sending out reminder notices.
Editorial reflection: our total membership has again declined, and is three less than at this time last year.

This is particularly disappointing in view of all the work that some of our Western members,
(particularly Nino Chiovelli, Gord Mallett, and Cecil Stoner), did to promote the CAS at ROYAL 2002
ROYALE in Edmonton. The theme of that exhibition was "The World of Airmails", and our guys helped to
organize both a Balloon Post Flight, and a re-enactment of the first Canadian commercial contract flight
between Edmonton and Wetaskiwin. They produced and sold souvenir covers flown by the balloon. They
held an afternoon meeting of the CAS. The CAS logo was featured on one of the five souvenir cancellations
used by Canada Post at the exhibition. Everybody I've heard from was impressed by both the exhibition in
general, and the CAS activities. However, we received no new memberships in the six months following the
exhibition! - I am left wondering: if the publicity surrounding all our events at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE didn't
attract new members, what will?
I have been trying to get a context for our membership trend, by comparing it to that of some other
philatelic organizations. - Over the last three years:
•
we have fallen from 153 to 142 paid members, a drop of 7%;
•
the American Air Mail Society has fallen from 1,692 to 1,516 total members, a drop of 10%, (January
2000 to Jan. 2003);
•
the American Philatelic Society has fallen from 53,369 to 49,941 total members, a drop of 9%,
(January 2000 to Jan. 2003);
The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada has dropped by 7% in the last two years, (2,891 members in April
2000 to 2, 693 in March 2002);
However, BNAPS (The British North America Philatelic Society), has increased its membership by 3% in the
last three years, from 1,228 to 1,270, (August 1999 to October 2002)!
AND: our membership is still higher than it was ten years ago, when we had 132 paid members in Jan. 1993.
To conclude this reflection on a constructive note: I have updated our SHORT GUIDE TO
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY, and am attaching it as a supplement to this issue of the newsletter. Please copy it as many times as you want, and distribute it as widely as possible, particularly to
potential new members.
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDING 31 DEC 2001 AND 31 DEC 2002

Opening Bank Balance
INCOME
Accounts Receivable at Previous 31 Dec
Income Generated During the Year
Dues - new members
Dues - renewals and reinstated members
CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers
Other Sales - includes e.g. books, pins & advertising
Donations - from members
Bank Interest - chequing account
R.K. Malott - sale of AAMS Publications
Income Generated and Received during the Year
Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance &
Income Received During the Year
EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques
at Previous 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues & Advertising-other philatelic organizations
Philatelic Covers-costs, e.g.covers, postage & envelopes
Office Supplies
Postage-such as for CAS newsletter, covers & books
Printing and Photocopying - such as
newsletter and catalogue
Bank Charges-chequing account,cheques,deposit stamp
AAMS - publications
Telephone - long distance
Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
Engraving - presentation plaques
Expenses Incurred during the Year
Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding cheques at 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred in Previous and Current Years
but paid in Current Year
Closing Bank Balance
FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Accounts Payable at 31 Dec
Financial Position at 31 Dec

Thanks Brian.

2001

2002

1,203.10

3,488.65

400.30

313.03

137.36
2,740.58
2,005.79
182.76
58.54
0.05
732.00
5,857.08

219.57
3,044.81
987.01
451.14
0.00
0.18
0.00
4,702.71

313.03

0.00

7,147.45

8,504.39

769.12

215.83

183.88
263.26
115.06
1,026.86

35.00
573.58
442.22
698.31

821.44
16.75
581.00
33.90
56.00
7.36
3,105.51

1,058.46
65.30
288.00
7.72
20.00
114.90
3,303.49

215.83

0.00

3,658.80

3,519.32

3,488.65

4,985.07

313.03
215.83
3,585.85

4,985.07
BRIAN WOLFENDEN
Treasurer - CAS
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I am very pleased to announce that the
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD FOR 2003
will be presented to
NINO CHIOVELLI.
Nino has been mentioned in many reports in this newsletter over the last twelve months,
particularly regarding the balloon flight at ROYAL 2002 ROYALE for which he was the main
organizer; the Snowbird covers produced for the Grey Cup game in Edmonton; and the
formation of our Western Chapter.
He has also been a regular contributor of articles to this newsletter, particularly for the
December "Seasonal Special" issues; and is updating the Balloon Post section of The Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland - a third Supplement should appear in the next newsletter.
Many thanks Nino for all your contributions to both the CAS and The Canadian
Aerophilatelist.

REST OF THE EDITOR'S REPORT
To everybody who has sent in items for the newsletter over the past year: thank you very much for
doing so.
To everybody who is still waiting for an item to be published: please be patient! I am still in the
generally enviable position of having a surfeit of material for each issue, so am trying to strike a balance
between publishing the "oldest" items first, and getting a variety of items in each issue.
To everybody who hasn't sent in an item for the newsletter: please don't hesitate to do so. - This isn't
really a contradiction of the previous paragraph. The newsletter is your method of communicating with other
members, so if you have a question or announcement, I will try to include it as soon as possible.
To everybody who has comments, suggestions, compliments or criticisms about the newsletter: please
don't just tell your friends - tell me what they are too!

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT - NEW ACQUISITIONS
Many thanks to JACK INCE, who has donated a photocopy of his collection of ST. LAWRENCE
SEAWAY - SHIP TO SHORE AIR MAIL COVERS, 1927 - 1934, it to our library. The collection consisted
of twenty four covers, each written up with details of the route, rate, and developments in the service.
The library has also acquired:
•

THE CANADIAN CIVIL AIRCRAFT REGISTER by John R. Ellis: Part 1: G-CAAA to G-CAXP (1920

to 1928), and Part 2: CF-AAA to CF-ACG (1929 to 1945). These two volumes, published by the
Canadian Aviation Historical Society, trace the registered owners of each aircraft, and have already
proved to be most useful. - A typical entry is shown in the article on Patricia Airways later in this
newsletter.
•

JUSQU'A AIRMAIL MARKINGS by Ian McQueen: "A Study"published in 1993, and the Supplement

published in 1995. - Jusqu'a, (in case you're not sure), is the French for "as far as". These two books
provide a detailed study of both the handstamps applied to mail during the early years of air mail
service, (particularly the 1930's), to indicate how far it had to go by air before being transferred to
a surface route; and those applied at the end of airmail service, to show that airmail treatment was
no longer appropriate. The two books total 384 pages, and illustrate hundreds of different markings. They can be extremely useful in determining the routing of covers, as demonstrated with the cover
at the top of the next page.
Chris Hargreaves,
Editor and Librarian
4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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Postmarked:
MOOSE JAW 22 NO 2 30
Addressed to:
Forth Rhondda, S. Wales, Gt Britain
7 cents: correct rate for air mail service within Canada and the U.S.A., surface mail to Great Britain.
Printed VIA AIR MAIL envelope, and Endorsement:
Via Winnipeg & Montreal

This cover would have been flown from Moose Jaw to the end of the Prairie air mail service in
Winnipeg; and then been carried by train to Montreal. - But then what?
The horizontal bars applied over the boxed AIR MAIL handstamp and envelope design, are in magenta
ink, and are a type of handstamp routinely used in New York to indicate the end of air mail service, but not
used in Montreal.
These bars indicate that rather than continuing by sea from Montreal to Britain; this cover was flown
from Montreal to Albany, (the end of the southbound air mail service "to New York") in 1930; continued by
train to New York, where the cancellation handstamp was applied; and was then sent by sea from New York
to Britain.

A new book by Ian McQueen - reviewed by Mike Shand:
AIRMAIL DIRECTIONAL HANDSTAMPS
Ian McQueen of England who will be known to many of you for his
'Jusqu'a Airmail Markings' has just completed and published a
major study of many different airmail markings including trans oceanic directions, air cancel styles, individual airline markings.
registration types and so on. This book (actually two volumes)
runs to 370 pages with 2,600 different illustrations and represents
many years of research. It is arranged both as to country of
origin and places of transit or destination.
As might be expected, postage costs are not insignificant for
anyone wishing a copy and banking transfer arrangements are also
somewhat complicated. However a copy sent by surface mail from
England is available from Ian at U.S.$60.00 in cash. If you want
more information on what the book contains or the cost of air mailing,
he will be happy to hear from you at: 55 Albany, Bournemouth,
BH1 3EJ, England.
Thanks Mike.
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TRUTH REVEALED: MIKE SHAND'S ANSWERS TO HIS CHRISTMAS QUIZ
In introducing the quiz I commented that me and one other were interested in
aircraft. Well, that other seems to have been on holiday for at the end of
January not one single response had been received. Oh well that inverted
'Jenny' I had been saving for a prize will go back to the bank unclaimed.
How anyone could not be interested in aircraft during the 100th anniversary
of flight and when our best sellers are covers flown by Snowbirds is a great
mystery to me. Airmail development depended far more on available machines
and facilities than on bureaucratic Post Office manipulation of rates. SO:1) & 2) Frau Elly Beinhorn left Berlin on December 4 1931 in her miniscule
80 hp Klem Swallow D-2160 monoplane and reached Darwin, Australia on
28 April 1932. If you have any one of the 10 letters she carried (alas
not I) the Australian Air Mail Catalogue values it at A$1500. She did
go on to NZ but by ship as the little plane did not have the range.
3) The DeHaviland DH-4 was converted from a World War 1 bomber to carry
passengers and mail in the USA after the war. The plane with a 400 hp
Liberty engine made the east-bound trans-continental trip in 781/2 hrs.
4) The Boeing Model 80 which was introduced In 1928 saw leather seats, hot
and cold running water and registered nurses as the first stewardesses.
5) Varney Airlines, a predecessor of United Airlines flew several Laird
Swallow aircraft on its Pasco-Boise-Elko route with a government
contract to deliver mail. This was in 1926 and was really the start
of commercial air transport in the USA.
6) From 1922 with a pilot and 3 passengers at a speed of 70 mph, Armstrong
Whitworth FK 8's formed part of the original Qantas Air Mail fleet.
7) The 100 hp Caudron flown by Bert Mercer dropped advertising leaflets
over Christchurch N.Z. in December 1919, being the first air mail
delivery in that country. Although hundreds of leaflets were dropped
only 2 are now known today (one was auctioned in NZ in 2000 for NZ$4,500).
The Caudron is believed to be a G IV.
8) The English Electric Canberra of February 21 1951 was the first jet
aircraft to fly the Atlantic non-stop and unrefuelled in 4h 37mts
from Aldergrove Ireland to Gander. (I first flew the Atlantic as a
passenger in a DC-4 in 1954. Seemed to me it took weeks !). The
Canberra was also probably first jet across the Pacific (June 1956)
from California to Australia.
9) The Blackburn 'Baffin' replaced the 'Ripon' in Britain's Fleet Air Arm
in 1932 and was a minor player for a time with NZ Forces. (Hey, you
can't expect easy questions all the time). It was replaced by the
Blackburn 'Shark in 1935.
10) Sir Alan Cobham left Rochester in the Short 'Singapore' Flying Boat
G-EBUP on November 17 1927 to make the "Sir Charles Wakefield Flight
of Survey Round Africa". Ah the days of Empire ! He returned May 5 1928.
Editor's score: 3/10. (#3, 5 and 8). - Unfortunately I got stymied by #10, as I was sure I'd seen
that photograph somewhere, and was still hoping to find out where when Mike's answers
arrived. However, I enjoyed the challenge. Thanks for the entertainment Mike.
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST: back issues and index
The index produced by Gord Mallett is available in both a printed version, and as a diskette in
Microsoft Works 4.0 format. Gord can also provide copies of all issues of the newsletter. Prices, including
postage within Canada, are: INDEX C$7 for a hard copy or diskette, C$12 for both; BACK ISSUES C$4
each; (ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas; DEDUCT 30% if paying
in $US). CAS members may deduct 10% from these prices. Orders should be sent directly to Gord Ma!lett.
Please note that Gord has moved. His new address is: 71 Grandin Woods Estates, St Albert, Alberta T8N 2Y4

Gord can also be contacted by phone or fax: (780) 419 6738; or e-mail: qordmedmc.net

A new CAS - SNOWBIRDS connection
GREY CUP 2002
SNOWBIRDS FLYPAST
COUPE GREY 2002
DEFILE DES SNOWBIRDS

n

rd 1.
Snowbird

Snowbird 2.
Snowbird 3.
Snowbird

Aar

Snowbird

.at&W%

Snowbird 8
Snowbird 9

Snowbird S.

COORDINATOR / NARRATOR • COORDONNATEUR / NARRA
Snowbird 10.

V P7-0-fik,1796

Snowbird 11

• 150-,t,7

-

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER • OFFICIER DES AFFAIRES PUBLIOUES
Snowbird

?PK)

The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY and the SNOWBIRDS aerobatic display team have
enjoyed close connections for many years. Now we have another connection: Gord Mallett's son Chuck has
been chosen to join the Snowbirds, and will be on the team for the next three years! He is Snowbird # 9 the opposing solo position - and in the 'star' formation of all nine birds he is on the extreme left. Charles flew
in the flypast at the opening ceremonies of the Grey Cup last November, and is signature #9 on the above
cover. Congratulations to Chuck, and to his very proud father!
(To order a copy of this even more special cover, see the details on page 2.)

Philatelic Literature
The entire literature inventory of the SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE, (who used to be the largest
philatelic literature dealer's I knew of in Canada), and also that of ROBERT A. LEE AUCTIONS, has been
purchased by Auxano Philatelic Services Inc.
For more information contact Auxano, (which is a Greek word meaning "to grow"), at:
207, 525 - 11th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2R 0C9.
Telephone 403-543-1171, or toll free in North America: 1-866-831-4463. Fax : 403-543-1175
email: infoauxanostamps.ca
Website: www.auxanostamps.ca
The Saskatoon Stamp Centre will be continuing their stamp business, and hope to expand it. Similarly
Robert A. Lee will continue their auctions.

Annual General Meeting of the CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Will be held on Sunday May 4 th in Ottawa.
See page 2 for more information.
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THE TORONTO AEROSPACE MUSEUM
The Toronto Aerospace Museum was
organized in 1997 as a non-profit
charitable society, dedicated to
developing a world-class educational,
heritage and tourist attraction at
Downsview Airport in Toronto.
In its unique and authentic historical
setting, the Museum celebrates the
aviation accomplishments of
Torontonians, and the Greater Toronto
Area's long association with flying,
aeronautical innovation, aircraft
manufacturing, the Royal Canadian Air
Force and the Canadian Armed Forces,
and aerospace technology.

Downsview
Airport

A National Aviation Historic Site
The Toronto Aerospace Museum is housed in a building at Downsview Airport that isn't just full of aviation
history, it's part of that history. From the days of canvas and wire to the dawning of the space age and Canada's
first satellite, the Alouette-1.
Downsview is the oldest airport in the Greater Toronto Area and has been in continuous aviation use since
1928.
The Museum's historic building was once the home of de Havilland Aircraft of Canada (DHC), built here in
1929. It's the oldest aviation heritage building in the greater Toronto area and the oldest surviving aircraft
factory in Canada.
The Museum exhibition hall was part of the wartime factory that built Tiger Moth and Anson Mk II trainers,
and Mosquito fighter-bombers. It is also the postwar birthplace of the de Havilland Chipmunk and Beaver
aircraft, two of Canada's most successful aircraft designs.
In 1954, this site became RCAF Station Toronto (later CFB Downsview / Toronto). This building, now within
the RCAF base, remained under DHC control. It was the home of DHC's Special Products division which
combined with Avro's Applied Research division to form SPAR, a pioneer in Canadian space technology and
robotics.
In 1996, the CFB Toronto closed. The DND lands are being transferred to Parc Downsview Park (PDP), part
of Canada Lands Company, a Federal government agency. The Museum occupies 35,000 sq. ft., or 1.5% of
the 2.2 million sq. ft. of gross space PDP has available for lease.

The Museum is open Thursday - Saturday, 10:00am - 4:00pm.
For more information phone 416 638 6078; e-mail contact(&,torontoaerospacemuseum.com
or visit the website at: http://www.torontoaerospacemuseum.com
Thanks to Ron Miyanishi for sending me information about the TORONTO AEROSPACE
MUSEUM. - Unfortunately the museum is currently threatened with eviction from their hangar.
Everybody interested in a Toronto aviation museum should contact them as soon as possible
to find out the latest developments.
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FOLLOW UP - 1919, Admiral Kerr and the V1500
THE FOUR-ENGINED
HANDLEY-PAGE
At Harbour Grace, Newfoundland,
July 4, 1919

The V/1500 in flight:

The Handley Page v/1500 was the largest allied aircraft built during World War 1. - The
prototype had first flown in May 1918. Three were ready for operational use by the time the Armistice
was signed in November 1918. They were standing by with No. 166 Squadron of the RAF at Bircham
Newton in Norfolk, but had been frustrated by bad weather from attacking targets in Germany.
The aircraft had one notable success, as a V/1500 was used for the first through flight from
England to India. It started on December 13 th 1918; flew via Rome, Malta, Cairo and Baghdad; and
arrived in Karachi on December 30th.
I mentioned in the December newsletter that my account of Admiral Kerr's attempted flight from New
York to Chicago was "based on three sometimes conflicting sources". I have since found a fourth account
of this flight in Atlantic Fever by Edward Jablonski, which states that there were two "unscheduled stops":

In November, looking for
new worlds to conquer, Kerr decided to try for a nonstop flight between
New York and Chicago which was sponsored by the Railway Express
Agency. The idea was to make the first aerial express delivery between
the two great cities. However, the weather, even as it did over the
Atlantic, interjected complexities. The bomber was forced down twice
en route—the first time all the express was transferred for delivery by
train and the second was its own little saga.
The pilot, Maj. H. G. Brackley, took off from Mount Jewett, Pennsylvania, site of their first unscheduled stop, and headed for Cleveland.
Their objective was Martin Field, but when they arrived over the city
they found that directions had been misleading. In the deepening twilight, Brackley decided to set clown in the North Randall Race Track.
He did, but the fencing on either side of his improvised runway clipped
away the wingtips and the plane came to fuller grief up against the
grandstand. Again good fortune attended Kerr and crew and no one
suffered serious injury—although all were ready to abandon any future
record-breaking flights.
This account resolves the differences between the other three accounts, each of which only mentioned
one forced landing.
Many thanks to Harry Hargreaves and Mike Shand for their responses to the earlier item.
Sources: top photo - Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis; bottom photo - Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by
C. H.C. Harmer. See page 4 of the Supplement to this newsletter for more information on these excellent books.
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FOLLOW UP: PATRICIA AIRWAYS
iltILJRN TO

PutrIclu flIrkuuys Limited
• IOUR LOOKOUT. ONTARIO

rI

1

Clink Bayley Eaq.,
4C ViillcOx St.,
Toronto,Jnt.

This cover first appeared in the June 2002 newsletter. - It is intriguing as:
the cover is postmarked Sioux Lookout on Sep. 14, 1927
•
the corner card states PATRICIA AIRWAYS LIMITED
•
various sources state that Patricia Airways Limited was not formed until early 1928!
•
Barry Countryman researched the incorporation of PATRICIA AIRWAYS first in back issues of the
Toronto Star; next at the Metropolitan Toronto Reference Library; then at the Ontario Provincial Archives;
and finally accessed the incorporation file for Patricia Airways held by the Ministry of Consumer and
Business Services!
Barry's research confirmed that Patricia Airways was indeed formed in "early 1928", though a precise
date is difficult to establish:
•
the Letters Patent to establish the company are dated December 20 th 1927
the Certificate entitling the Company to commence business was signed on the December 29 th 1927,
•
but not sent out to February 6 th 1928, (see next page)
•
the share certificates for the Company are dated February 20 th 1928.
Although the Certificate entitling the Company to commence business was not sent out until February,
the Company was undertaking some business activities before then. - According The Canadian Civil Aircraft
Register, 1920 to 1928 published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society, Patricia Airways acquired its
first aircraft on January 25 th 1928, when it took over G-CAFW from Patricia Airways & Exploration Limited:
G-CAFW
1926

Stinson SB-1 Detroiter
70
Wright J-5 Whirlwind

Stinson

T9ronto Ont
11.12.26 C 292 Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd
25. 1.28
NC
Patricia Airways Ltd Sioux Lookout Ont
.29
NC
International Airways Ltd Montreal Que
11. 9.29
at Pointe aux Trembles Que - scrapped struck off register 28 February 1930.

The Company also appears to have been flying before its Certificate to commence business was
issued. - The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland includes the listing:

COMPANY FIRST FLIGHTS — A substantial amount of mail had accumulated at Sioux
Lookout. As a matter of courtesy, a flight was made by Capt. Charles Sutton from Sioux Lookout to Goldpines, Red Lake, Jackson Manion, and Narrow Lake. This mail was franked with
stamps of the old Patricia company and most bore a 1-line rubberstamp marking in green:
"Patricia Airways Limited."
50.00
(CL43)-2800Sioux Lookout - Goldpines, Feb. 4, 1928
50.00
a. Sioux Lookout - Red Lake, Feb. 4, 1928
b. Sioux Lookout - Jackson Manion, Feb. 4, 1928
50.00
50.00
c. Sioux Lookout - Narrow Lake, Feb. 4, 1928
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: PATRICIA AIRWAYS continued:

CERTIFICATE OF THE PROVINCIAL SECRETARY

herewith, the receipt of which please acknowledse, Oertlfloate entitling the above—named
Company to commence bueinisa..

I, LINCOLH GOLDIE, Secretary and Registrar of the
Provinoe of Ontario, DO CERTIFY THAT

a Oompany incorporated under the provisions of the
said Act, is entitled to commence business.
GIVEN under the Seal of the Secretary and Registrar of
the Province of Ontario, this 29th day of December
A.D. 1927.
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FOLLOW UP: PATRICIA AIRWAYS continued:With regard to the corner card that began this enquiry, Mike Painter suggested that: "both Larry
Milberry and Ken Molson, two meticulous authors, shorten Patricia Airways and Exploration Limited to
"Patricia Airways" after first introducing the full name. Maybe PA&E found the full name cumbersome and
shortened it in a printing order for return envelopes?"
John Johnson sent me an extract from R.E.G. Davies' A History of the World's Airlines in which a
similar contraction had occurred.
I mentioned this to Barry Countryman, who found the same contraction was usually used in the old
issues of the Toronto Star when referring to Patricia Airways and Exploration Limited, for example:
t
CfC 111101T oNo P 10 R • '
• it cfor
CaLY al cfri It.
Carlo ;• vernmen • Slrl
of
et rhea ye 'erdny . t To, onto
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after, a trig succ
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the I to ''model i trcraft ' •ugh i by
from, New
. 1rways,
Plait ■
loux Lookoht, a !align e of
Yolk
aboti 1 •,
4,
•
"

••■■••••

Toronto Daily Star, 14 th April 1926

Further checking showed that Patricia Airways and Exploration Limited sometimes used this
contraction themselves, for example in the following card advertising their routes and rates:

AERIAL MAIL To
PINE RIDGE - RED LAKE
—Rate 25 cents-

WOMAN LAKE

BIRCH
—Rate 50 cents—

LAKE

and other points in the district of Patricia
INSTRUCTIONS:
The Post Office Department has granted to
PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LIMITED
permission to carry mail into the various gold fields in the district of Patricia.
Special Airmail Stamps have been issued by Patricia Airways and these can
be purchased at all post offices and at the Company's offices.
The regular postage must be placed on the front of the letter, which
should be plainly marked on the front—
By Aerial Mail VIA SIOUX LOOKOUT or VIA ROLLING PORTAGE
The airmail stamp must be placed on the back of the envelope. Such letters
can be mailed anywhere. All mail conveyed by this service is carried
"at owner's risk."

It therefore seems most likely that cover that started this query was indeed produced by Patricia Airways and
Exploration Limited, who were using a shortened form of their full title.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: PATRICIA AIRWAYS continued:.

EPILOGUE: As well as the uncertainty as to when the official PATRICIA AIRWAYS LIMITED was formed,
the literature is quite vague as to precisely when it ceased operations.
Barry also found the following article in the Toronto Star for October 13 th 1928:

'CANADIAN AIRWAYS
BUYS PATRICIA LINE
Sale. Endorsed at Meeting of
Sharelolders of Defunct
Company
At a m eting of the shareholders
of Patricia Airways Ltd. last night in
the offices of Millar and Hunter, barristers, the transfer of all the assets
of the cornpany to Canadian Airways
Ltd. fwas decided upcin, and it was also
agreed that'the charger should be surirendered. ' •
The purchasing conern assumed all
the liabilities of the defunct company
in exchang'e for equipment and agreement to surrender the' charter. This
marks another step in the consolidation of all; aeroplane ,concerns under
one con tror.
PresidenthDavidson stated at the
meeting •thht valuable mining properties, also owned by Patricia Airways,
would be 'consolidated,' and that a
company to develop them would be
formed.. Former shareholders in
Patricia Airways would be given:
shares in this concern in the ( ratio of
two frir °tie. The formation of this
new concerin is in active process.

The company was formally dissolved, however, on May 25th 1931.
Many thanks to Barry, Mike and John for the help with this enquiry.

ADVERTISEMENT

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE

www. CANADACOVERS . CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS, B.C.

V2C 6B7
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TORONTO to BUFFALO AIR MAIL - The SIKORSKY S-38
45
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Part of the advertising for CANADIAN COLONIAL AIRWAYS LTD., which operated the Toronto - Buffalo
air mail service. - From an article in the Canadian Aviation Historical Society Journal (Fall 1970);
reprinted in The Canadian Aerophilatelist (September 2000).

A Sikorsky S-38 of Pan American Airways.
Length 40 feet • Span 72 feet • Height 14 feet

A Sikorsky S-38 compared to a Boeing 747-100. - 8 seats, 110mph v. 370 seats, 589 mph.
(Illustrations from : PAN AM - AN AIRLINE AND ITS AIRCRAFT by R.E.G. Davies and Mike Machat.)

Jonathan Johnson has sent me some interesting information regarding the Sikorsky S-38 which
inaugurated the Toronto - Buffalo air mail service in 1929. (AMCN #2943).
Although I described it as a flying boat in the last newsletter, (page 16), it was in fact an amphibian!
Among the details of this aircraft given in the 1929 edition of Jane's All The World's Aircraft are:

Retractable type. In two units, each consisting of one telescopic strut, hinged to
the engine mounting, the bottom end of which is attached to a stub axle, which is hinged to the hull
by a triangle of steel tubes. The retracting mechanism is entirely hydraulic. When retracted the
wheels lie flush under the bottom planes.
ACCOMMODATION - Nine wicker passenger seats are quickly removable. Side windows throughout
length of cabin are fixed, but sliding transparent panel in roof ensures circulation of air.
HULL - Framework of hardwood assembled with duralumin plates and covered with "Alclad" noncorrosive duralumin sheet riveted together and fastened to the framework with wood-screws. All
seams sealed with fabric and marine glue.
UNDERCARRIAGE

-

Thanks Jonathan.
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Montreal - Windsor on September 15th 1930, but why?
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This cover is not listed in AMCN, yet the signature of St. Hubert Postmaster Georges Faille suggests
that it was a flight cover of some kind. - It was illustrated in the June 2002 newsletter, with the question: "why
was this cover created?"

Barry Countryman has checked out some of the old newspapers from this period. - He found nothing
relevant in The Border Cities Star, (later The Windsor Star). However, Barry then checked Le Devoir, and
found a report that J. Errol Boyd and Harry P. Connor had left St. Hubert on Saturday September 13 th 1930,
heading for Harbour Grace, Newfoundland. (According to Ross Smyth's The Lindbergh of Canada: The Erroll
Boyd Story, they had to land at Charlottetown due to bad weather, but reached Harbour Grace on September
23rd. They then made their Trans-Atlantic flight on October 9th-10th.)
Since the Montreal - Toronto - Windsor air mail service did not operate on Sundays, this cover may
have been intended to commemorate Boyd and Connor's departure, and been flown on the first air mail flight
after their departure.
However, while this seems to be the only "special event" that fits the date of the cover, it seems
strange to us that there is nothing on the cover to indicate the event. Also, since the cover was specially
signed by the postmaster, it's also strange that arrangements were not made for it to have been canceled
on September 13th . Can anybody provide more information on this hypothesis, or a better one?
Thanks Barry.

1931 - a Roessler cover!

The Winnipeg - Pembina First Flight Cover shown above left is from AMCN flight #3105. - It was also
illustrated in the June 2002 newsletter, with the question: "Does anybody know who produced this cover?"
Austin Lincoln who sent in the cover shown above right, from the Grand Forks - Winnipeg stage of this
inaugural, (AMCN #3105f), which is addressed to A.C. ROE, GENERAL DELIVERY, NEWARK N.J., and
has a handwritten note on the back: "Roessler Cachet" cover.
Thanks Austin.
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1933 - AIR MAIL TO VANCOUVER
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The cover shown above-left is postmarked SAN FRANCISCO JUL 31 8.30 PM 1933, and has
receiver cancellations on the front and back VANCOUVER 23 AU 1 33. It was illustrated in the December
2002 newsletter, with the comment that this seemed to be an extremely quick journey from San Francisco
to Vancouver, considering that Canadian Airways didn't inaugurate their air mail service between Seattle and
Vancouver until 1935.
Jonathon Johnson sent me a copy of the First Flight Cover from CAM 8 shown above right. This is
cancelled and cacheted SAN FRANCISCO 5.00am September 151926, and backstamped SEATTLE SEP
15 3 PM 1926. - If the same schedule was operated in 1933 as in 1926, this would have given 8 hours for
the above-left cover to reach Vancouver by 11pm. It seems to me that this was probably enough time to
make the journey.
Thanks Jonathon.

ADVERTISEMENT

Selling what you want,
the way you want it:
P. 0. Box 4547
Danbury, Ct. 06813
Tel: 203-792-3862
Fax: 203-798-7902

•

Accurate, detailed descriptions

•

High quality published catalogs

•

Web access to entire catalog and
images

•

Secure On-line Bidding

E-mail: info@nutmegstamp.com

•

Immediate fullfillment

Website:

•

Priority on Customer Satisfaction

www.nutmegstamp.com

For information about future sales, or to discuss selling

a collection, call Andrew Levitt: +1 800-522-1607
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The handling of First Flight Covers
An article in the September 2002 newsletter raised the issue of "whether the thousands of Canadian
covers with First Flight cachets, were all really flown on the first flights". (Actually it really wanted proof that
my belief that they were flown is correct.)
I sent a copy of the article to Jim Kraemer, former Director of the National Postal Museum in Ottawa,
who replied: There is a lot of evidence that the post office department did a good job in scheduling and
proper handling the official first flight covers. Hazardous and adverse weather conditions were
often encountered. Delay and re-scheduling was often necessary.

The article raised various questions regarding the markings on a set of fifteen mail bag tags from the
Rimouski air mail flights of December 1936, that Brian Wolfenden had acquired.
I have also acquired the mail bag tag shown below:

•
AIR ;SAIL

MONTREAL
`4

CIPECHE

This is a "brand new" looking tag, stamped with the cachet from the Montreal - Albany First Flight, but
postmarked MONTREAL 11AM MY 30 29 CANADA.. Somebody has written 1-10-28 below the postmark,
which is the date when the First Flight actually took place.
This tag raises various questions related to the earlier article:
• is this a "postally used" tag, on which the First Flight cachet was used instead of writing the
destination, or is it a "non-postal" creation made for some sort of special occasion?
• how often, (if ever), were "non-postal" mail bag tags created for special occasions?
• did the First Flight cachets on the mail bag tags shown in the previous article actually indicate
bags of First Flight covers?
Would any readers who can provide information regarding mail bag tags, or the handling of First
Flight Covers, please send it to the editor.

ADVERTISEMENT

Bonham"

93

Bonhams has 15 sale rooms in the United Kingdom; 22 offices in
the United Kingdom, Europe and North America; and over 700 employees.
For information about future sales, or selling a collection, contact
their Canadian representative:

Jack Kerr-Wilson,
Bonhams Canada, 16 Ozark Crescent, Toronto, ON M4K 1T5
Tel: 416 462 9004 Fax: 416 462 9542 Jack.kerrwilson@bonhams.com
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1942-45: what was Pan Am's Northern Trans-Atlantic Route?
In the June 2002 newsletter I raised the issue that there were four conflicting "strands" of information
regarding the route used by Pan American's Northern Airmail service during World War Two:
Strand 1: Conventional wisdom

Stated that Pan Am used the same route as it did in 1939: New York - Shediac - Newfoundland Foynes. (The stop at Shediac had been included in 1939 to meet a political demand of the Canadian
government, that the service did not just overfly Canada.)
Strand 2: Information regarding Pan Am's inaugural flight in March 1942

This was summarized in our June 2001 newsletter, and established that the inaugural flight flew
directly from New York to Newfoundland, without a stop at Shediac.
Strand 3: the Imperial Airways / B.O.A.C. service

In 1939 Imperial Airways had met the Canadian Government's condition for over-flying rights,
by stopping at Montreal between New York and Newfoundland.
In 1940 Imperial Airways was reorganized, and the trans-Atlantic service was taken over by
B.O.A.C. When B.O.A.C. resumed trans-Atlantic flights in 1941, they flew directly between the United
States and Newfoundland, without a stop in Canada.
Strand 4: a pilot's recollections

In Wings Over water by David Oliver, an unnamed Pan American pilot claims that "the whole
north route was eventually dropped' because of westerly winds which caused limited payloads on
westbound flights.
I've since received copies of two primary-sources regarding Pan Am's route:
•

an October 1942 submission by Pan Am to the Civil Aeronautics Board, requesting a "Temporary
Exemption" to the "Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity" regulating its Trans-Atlantic
flights. - Pan Am applied to suspend flights on the route "between the terminal point New York, New
York; the intermediate points Shediac, New Brunswick; Botwood, Newfoundland; and the terminal point
Foynes, Irish Free State", on the grounds that "the weather during the winter months between New
York and Foynes, via Shediac and Botwood is not conducive to regular and dependable air
transportation service".

•

part of Pan Am's timetable for August 1945, which shows Shediac and Botwood as intermediate stops
on a New York - Foynes service:
(
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1942-45: WHAT WAS PAN AM'S NORTHERN TRANS-ATLANTIC ROUTE? continued:

I think these two documents confirm that:
STRAND 1 (Conventional Wisdom) is correct, and that from 1942 to 1945 Pan Am operated on the
same New York - Shediac - Botwood - Foynes route that it had in 1939;
STRAND 2 (the omission of Shediac during Pan Am's inaugural service in May 1942) was an
anomaly; and that
STRAND 4 (the unnamed pilot's recollections) are in error.
The explanation of STRAND 3 seems to be that B.O.A.C.'s service was not just a resumption of Imperial
Airways pre-war service. - The B.O.A.C. service was operated by Boeing 314 flying boats purchased
from Pan American, which were intended for use on B.O.A.C.'s West African service, but needed to
return to the United States for servicing after every 120 hours of flying time. Pan Am had been
reluctant vendors, and the sales agreement included restrictions on the Trans-Atlantic service that
B.O.A.C. could offer. - The situation was summarized by Jack Ince as: B.O.A.C. were precluded from
carriage of commercial traffic by the terms of the purchase agreement. The Boeing 314s use was for
the transport of crews for R.A.F. Ferry Command, supplies, and official and troop mail. So: since

B.O.A.C. was not operating a commercial service, it didn't have to operate according to the conditions
of its pre-war route authorization.
However, it seems unlikely that Pan Am stopped at Shediac "simply" because it was operating under it's prewar route authorization. There is a comment by R.E.G. Davies in his Airlines of the U.S. since 1914,
that: "The exigencies of war cast aside delicate questions of national sovereignty applied to air routes,
and carriers such as Pan American, American Export, and other internationally ambitious U.S. airlines
could operate overseas mainly on a tide of good will."(P 362). Jonathan Johnson also commented that
"Pan Am was notorious for obtaining temporary exemptions on various routes".

Since Pan Am could probably have been freed from its obligation to land in Canada, the question arises as
to whether or not Pan Am wanted to get out of the requirement, or whether by 1942 it preferred to fly
via Shediac, rather than directly from New York to Botwood? A stop at Shediac may have enabled Pan
Am to carry more of a load between New York and Newfoundland. Another possibility is that after
American Export Airlines began its trans-Atlantic service in February 1942, Pan Am may have wanted
to keep its "foot" in as many "doors" as possible, with an eye on post-war route negotiations. It might
therefore have been keen to land at Shediac in order to create a "right" to serve Canada.
Pan Am did, however, drop a Canadian stop when Trans-Atlantic landplane service was introduced in
October 1945.
Although the bay at Shediac could not have been used for landplane services, Moncton Airport had served
as an alternative to Gander during the war, so could have been used for commercial trans-Atlantic
services if the Canadian government had so wanted.
Pan Am may have felt it needed to drop a Canadian stop, in order to compete with American Export Airlines'
more direct services to Europe.
However, another possibility raised by Chuck LaBlonde, is that with Trans-Canada Airlines getting involved
in trans-Atlantic services, and taking over CGTAS, (the wartime Canadian Government Trans Atlantic
Service), the Canadian government may have reversed its pre-war policy, and now wanted the US
carriers out of Canada!
Many thanks to Chuck LaBlonde, Jack Ince, and Jonathon Johnson, for their contributions
to this enquiry. - If anybody can provide more information, particularly regarding the
"abandonment" of a Canadian stop in 1945, please contact the editor.
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Book Review by Gord Mallett

GATEWAY TO THE NORTH
by Tony Cashman
2002 Duval House Publishing ($49.95)
Several hundred rare photographs and illustrations help bring this history of Canada's first municipal
airharbour, Blatchford Field, to life. But this is much more than a colourful coffee table showpiece
put together by some ambitious aviation buff. Author Tony Cashman is an aviation historian par
excellence. He grew up around Blatchford Field and several of the early bush pilots were his
neighbours. During WW II he trained in the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan and later flew
30 sorties over Germany in Bomber Command. Cashman has had an extensive career in radio and
writing. One of his major works is An Illustrated History of Western Canada.
In his latest book Gateway to the North coverage extends from details linked to the early bush pilots
to later less well-known facts. The chapter entitled "Air Mail at Hangar Number One" will be of
special interest to aerophilatelists. The air mail story starts with the July 1918 Calgary to Edmonton
flight by Katherine Stinson [our PF-7], the first official air mail in Western Canada. Amongst many
other flights receiving attention are #2853 [December 1928 experimental prairie flights], #2907
[January 1929 experimental Northwest Territory flights], #2967 [first official service to Northwest
Territory], CL47-2900 [contract service to Grande Prairie] and #3011 [inauguration ofregular prairie
service]. Cashman includes well-researched details about the planes, the pilots, and the politics - and
interesting technical descriptions such as the monocoque construction [in which the skin ofthe plane
becomes the frame] of Wop May's Lockheed Vega, CF-AAL.
There are however a couple of minor 'slips' in the airmail chapter. There is a problem with the
description of the Regina - Edmonton flight path of the December 1928 trial prairie air mail flights
[#2853]. Cashman repeats the error made by many other writers in claiming that touchdowns were
made at North Battleford. The enroute stops were only at Saskatoon. Western Canada Airways
flight reports from the December trials confirm this fact. North Battleford was included in the prairie
air mail route only much later [#3011].
Colour reproductions of the three semi-official stamps CL 41, CL 51 and CL 40, in that order, are
presented in a vertical display. There is no accompanying caption to explain the display, but it seems
logical that the order of presentation should have been chronological. A small point admittedly - but
somewhat disconcerting to the airmail specialist.
Cashman's engaging style and attention to the human side of aviation history make this a fun read the stories just effortless carry you along. However, his decision to use the present tense may seem
distracting to some. It could be argued that constructions such as "The postmaster now organizes
the welcome. His staff goes to work stamping letters with souvenir cancellations." would be more
readable if written in the past tense. But this is the trend today - an increasing number of history
writers are using the present tense. The argument I guess is that the action then becomes more
immediate and places the reader right in the thick of things. In any event, as Cashman's story unfolds
it becomes evident that for many years Blatchford Field was Canada's undisputed Gateway to the
North.
Thanks Gord.
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Information wanted: NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT
John Irvine has sent in some intriguing pages from a collection he acquired, relating to NATIONAL AIR
TRANSPORT. - I am reproducing the items in full, so that everybody gets all the "pieces" of this puzzle.
The first item is a short write up, in which NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT is first mentioned:

LONDON AIR TRANSPORT LTD.
1927 -

A study of early Civil Aircraft Registers shows L.A.T.
purchased its first Waco 9 on the 10th of Aug. 1927
and a second Waco 9 G-CAII on Sept.8,of the same year.
Records further show the Canadian Post Office awarded
the Firm a contract in the Autumn of 1927 to provide
Mail Service between Leamington and Pelee Island. The
service was 4 trips per week.
The contracts were obviously continued,as 3 Waco 10
aircraft were bought between Feb. and Aug. 1928,but
2 of these were lost in a fire on Jan.26,1929 and
the third was sold Aug. 13th,1929•
NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT was awarded the winter Mail
Contract between Leamington and Pelee for the 19291930 season,probably because L.A.T. did not have the
equipment to service the run.

The most intriguing item is the letter shown on the next page, which refers in the letterhead to a
"DAILY SERVICE TORONTO-WINDSOR WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS".
Continued
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Information wanted: NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT continued:

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED

CAPT. EARL M. HAND. D.F. C.

AUSTIN CAMPBELL

J. D. A. MCDONALD

PRESIDENT al MANAGING DIRECTOR

VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY-TREASURER

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED
21 RICHMOND ST. WEST. TORONTO
OFFICE PHONE ADELAIDE 7755
AIRPORT

HUDSON 9632

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
" BUHL AIRCRAFT"

DAILY SERVICE TORONTO-WINDSOR
WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS

The above letter and covering envelope (next page) were

flown on the first regular Air Mail Service between
Toronto and Windsor. (July 15, 1929)
Continued
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Information wanted: NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT continued:
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At first glance, the message, handwritten Toronto address, and date of July 14 th on the letter, seem
to be inconsistent with a cover postmarked 5 AM in Windsor on July 15 th. However, the handwriting is the
same, and the write up links the letter and cover, so perhaps Ed was in Windsor to supervise the start of the
service?
What still seems strange to me though, is that somebody associated with air mail services would
overfrank their letter by 2 cents, when the 5 cent rate would have included onward delivery of the cover to
Alberta!
However, the real mystery is the statement in the letterhead: "DAILY SERVICE TORONTOWINDSOR WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS"!
Continued
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Information wanted: NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT continued:

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED pg.2
As their letterhead indicates National were distributors
for Buhl Air Sedans and G-CATO was registered to them on
August 8, 1928. They were awarded and flew the new Mail
contract, Toronto,London and Windsor on July 15, 1929.
Note; the 5 A.M. Post Office stamp of that date.
The company was also given the Leamington to Pelee Island
service for the 1929/30 winter season,probably because
LONDON AIR TRANSPORT did not have the equipment to service
the run.
Two Buhl Air Sedans and two DeHavilland D.H.60 Aircraft
were operated initially. One D.H.60 had been transferred
from CANADIAN AIR EXPRESS LTD. of Toronto whether or not
these companies were associated is unknown.
One D.H.60 was sold in Sept.1930 and both Buhl A/C were
lost by fire at Barker Field 12/Nov. 1935. Nothing on
National is recorded after that date.

First Flight
Leamington to Scudder

Although NATIONAL AIR TRANSPO RT's letterhead states "DAILY SERVICE TORONTO-WINDSOR",
and the write up above states that "they were awarded and flew the new Mail contract, Toronto, London, and
Windsor on July 15, 1929" , the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland states that the Toronto - Windsor
service was flown by Canadian Airways! (Flight #2945.)
Can anybody provide more information on NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ?
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

Miss Halifax
Via Air Mail .
Halifax - T or-,t
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HALIFAX JAN 31 9.30 AM 1931
Via Air Mail Halifax - Toronto - Windsor Pembina - Winnipeg - Edmonton
Signed on front:
Mary Vitesse Miss Halifax

Postmarked:
Typewritten endorsement:

Backstamped:
EDMONTON FEB 5 2.30 PM 1931
Handstamp on back, in "Coca Cola" style script:
John J. McHale Halifax N.S. Canada

This is one of a number of covers produced by John McHale, that have been signed by Mary Vitesse,
Miss Halifax. - Can anybody provide more information regarding Mary Vitesse; or the link between
John McHale and Mary Vitesse; or the number of different flights for which she signed covers; or
the number of covers she signed?

Pan Am etiquette

Cover postmarked KHORRAMSHAHR in IRAN on 15 th December 1942, aggressed to Michigan, U.S.A.

This cover was described in detail by Jack Ince in our last newsletter. - Jack is trying to obtain more
information about the etiquette which reads BY PAN AMERICAN AIR MAIL SERVICE, is printed on
brownish paper, and is approximately 9 cms by 2.5 cms, (3.5"x 1.1".)
Does anybody has a cover with a similar etiquette? - If so, please send details to: Jack Ince,
P.O. Box 858, Stirling, Ontario KOK 3E0.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.

Wanted - Glider Mail
I am an old glider pilot collecting glider mail covers and cards from all over the world. From experience,
I know that in the "old days" a lot of European material crossed the Atlantic, but also to other Continents.
I take the liberty of asking if you know airmail collectors in your club who are interested to sell glider
mail. There is a fantastic glider mail catalog on the US market published by Mrs. S. Short back in 1987.
Therefore, I think it would be useful to use this catalog as a very good platform for further dealings.
Ernest M Schmidt, Fichtenweg 7, CH-5436 Wurenlos, Switzerland

2002 SNOWBIRDS Covers
46
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Covers flown by the Snowbirds on July 1st 2002 during their Canada Day flight over Parliament Hill, Ottawa,
are available at $45.00 for a set of nine covers, each signed by one pilot; or $25.00 for a single cover signed
by all nine pilots (shown above). A full colour brochure describing the 2002 Snowbirds will be included with
each order. - To order covers, or for more information, please contact Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1 (E-Mail: rmalottAmaqma.ca

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

24 Neil Hunter
25 Jacques Le Potier
27 John Glashan
29 Jim 0. Turk
49 Jonathan L. Johnson Jr.
76 W. Ross Richardson
78 Charles J. Verge
79 Jim Brown
87 Roland F. Kohl
124 Dr. Reuben A. Ramkissoon
138 Keith Stibbe
139 G. A. Wilson
149 Frank Kendle

177 John Masella
183 Robert A. Haslewood
197 Henk (Hank) Post
201 Ivan W. MacKenzie
224 Charles G. Firby
249 David E. Flett
251 Charles Wm. McEvoy
254 John Webster
256 Bernard Abouchar
262 E.S.J. van Dam
263 Louis K Levy
266 John F. Church
267 James H. Parker

272 John J Venskus
282 Rick Hills
284 John Irvine
285 Edmund A. Harris
302 Pierre Vachon
303 Ronald V. Trefly
307 James F. Ruddell
313 Alastair Bain
314 Glenn Baechler
315 Reginald Targett
324 H Lealman MBE
325 Edward Williams
326 Gary Cristall

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of
the newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.

A
SHORT GUIDE TO
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY
Produced by THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
(Sixth edition - Revised March 2003.)
Canadian Aerophilately is best known for the attractive, numerous, and generally affordable First Flight Covers,
produced from 1928 to 1939 as the Post Office introduced new air mail services.
This was a time when interest in both aviation and stamp collecting was intense, and First Flight Covers which
combined the two interests were popular collectibles. - When a new service from Fort Chipewyan to Goldfields was
opened in 1935, over 3,000 covers like the one below were carried in each direction:
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The Post Office sent out notices of coming first flights to those on its mailing list, with instructions as to preparing
covers for the flight(s). The flights were also announced in the press and stamp magazines.
Collectors were instructed to address covers to themselves with the address at the right to leave room for the
cachet, mark it "Via Air Mail", put the route beneath it, enclose a filler (to receive a good impression of the cachet
and postmarkings), prepay it at the air mail rate, and send it, (or them), under cover to the District Superintendent
of Postal Service at the distributing city of that flight area. There the covers would receive the cachets and be
forwarded to the flight base. They would go forward on the first flights, be backstamped at the receiving points, and
forwarded to the address on the cover. However, while some people put their own addresses on the covers, as the
notices said, many collectors liked them addressed to the end of the flight.
These covers are frequently sold today for between $2 and $5. - However, the price will often be higher if the
cover has been franked with unusual stamps; is to a destination outside Canada or the United States; or was signed
by the pilot.
The above cover has been signed by the pilot, Z. Lewis Leigh. - Don Amos, who prepared this cover, once
recounted several methods by which autographs could be obtained:
I lived in Winnipeg at the time, so could go out to the airfield, and walk into a Company's office. If the pilot

was in, they would sign the cover. If the pilot was away on a flight, you could leave the cover with the Company,
and the pilot signed it when they got back. You could also mail your cover to a Company's office at another
airfield, and they would get it signed for you. Another method was to mail your covers to M. Robertson Arlidge,
who was a stamp dealer operating as "Bob of the Northland", and he would arrange to get them signed.
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A brief history of Canadian Air Mail Flights
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The first air mail flight in Canada was from Montreal to Toronto on June 24 th 1918. It was made by Captain Brian
Peck of the Royal Flying Corps, and was planned as part of a publicity event to encourage wartime recruitment.
Approximately 125 covers were carried, and given a special cancellation as shown above. - This was followed by
some 20 more mail carrying flights over the next five years, made by a variety of individuals and organizations. The
amount of mail carried on each of these flights was small, and while most Canadian air mail covers are relatively
affordable, these pioneer covers tend to be rare and expensive.
During the 1920's, a number of companies began flying into remote Northern areas, often in support of
prospectors and miners. The Post Office allowed these companies to charge for letters they carried, and to issue their
own stamps. These stamps had a "semi-official" status, as they were sold from post offices, but the Post Office did
not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service!
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The first Semi-Official Air Mail stamp,
produced by Laurentide Air Services in 1924.
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The last of the Semi-Official Air Mail stamps,
produced by Canadian Airways Limited in 1934.

At first these stamps could only be placed on the back of an envelope, and were not allowed to show a value in case
they were confused with regular postage stamps. These restrictions were later relaxed.
The Post Office first budgeted money for air mail services in 1927. It began with an experimental service
between Montreal and Rimouski, designed to connect with trans-Atlantic steamers, and to speed up mail to and from
Europe. This was soon followed by additional services, mainly to points that were cut off during the winter. No extra
charge was made for these initial air mail services. - No official cachets were produced for these early services,
although mail prepared by dealers with unofficial cachets can be found. The Post Office did not begin providing
cachets until 1928.
In 1928 the Post Office flights were divided into two types:
AIR MAIL SERVICES which provided a faster service than regular mail. - A higher fee was charged for these
services after October 1st 1928; and Canada's first government air mail stamp was issued ten days earlier on
September 21 st 1928.
AIR STAGE SERVICES which carried all the mail to a point which was very difficult to reach by other means. Mail
was normally flown on these services without an additional charge for air mail service, but when a new service
was introduced, the air mail rate had to be paid if a First Flight cachet was required.
On March 1st 1939, Trans-Canada Airlines inaugurated a daily air mail service between Montreal, Toronto and
Vancouver. To mark this occasion, the Post Office produced forty different First Flight cachets. After this many new
air mail routes were opened, but only rarely did the Post Office produce First Flight cachets for them.
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Cover postmarked: VICTORIA DEC 6 1940
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Handwritten note on back: "Delivered Dec. 24th 1940"

While many aerophilatelists enjoy collecting First Flight Covers, others are more interested in the routes by which
commercial air mail has travelled, and/or the postage rates that were charged.
The above cover, for example, is franked 30 cents, which covered air mail service within Canada, a flight across
the Atlantic, and any available air mail services in Europe to its destination.
To complete it's journey from Victoria to England in December 1940, this cover would have been flown by five
different airlines: Canadian Airlines Limited, from Victoria to Vancouver; Trans Canada Airlines, from Vancouver to
Montreal; Canadian Colonial Airlines, from Montreal to New York; Pan American Airways, from New York across the
Atlantic to Lisbon; and finally from Lisbon to Bristol by KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines), who operated a service from
Portugal to England for BOAC (British Overseas Airways Corporation).

Modern Day Covers

0
1995. 7.14 SOIrDNO
BUSHELL PARK
SK
SOH ONO
Flown By The Snowbirds
25th Anniversary Final Show
15 Wing CFB Moose Jaw, Sask.
14 July 1995
Wing Position No.

Cover flown at CFB MOOSE JAW, 14 th JULY 1995
commemorating the 25 th ANNIVERSARY of the SNOWBIRDS AEROBATIC TEAM.

Although the Canadian Post Office no longer produces First Flight cachets, a number of airlines still produce
them when new services are introduced. Commemorative covers are also produced by various organizations for
special events, particularly airshows, and for the anniversary of historically significant flights.

Newfoundland Air Mails
Newfoundland was the starting point for most of the early attempts to fly the Atlantic. The Postmaster-General
of Newfoundland arranged for a limited amount of mail to be carried on many of these flights, and issued a number
of overprinted stamps for them. Many of these stamps and covers are now very rare and expensive.
There were also a number of attempts to establish internal air mail services in the 1920's and 30's, but none of
them was successful.
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More information
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
•
for general information on all Canadian air mail stamps and covers: the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
- This was a joint production by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) and the American Air Mail Society
(AAMS), and is generally considered very informative and easy to use. It contains the four digit numbers by
which most Canadian Government Flight Covers are referred: the three digit numbers which are sometimes still
used for covers, are from Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue (1981) which is long out of print.
•
for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of
Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dam es, (published by Unitrade Press); and Newfoundland Air Mails: 19191939 by C.H.C. Harmer, (published by the AAMS).
•
for the development of international air mail services from Canada, including routes and postal rates, Air Mails
of Canada, 1925 - 1939 by George Arfken and Walter Plomish, (published by Charles G. Firby).
These books can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or by mail from: Auxano Philatelic Services Inc.,
207, 525 - 11 th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2R 0C9 (Tel. 1 800 831 4463; website: www.auxanostamps.ca )
Two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are:
• Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis, which is the classic on Canadian aviation up to 1940;
• History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, which describes 143 airports, with many references to the airmail
services that used them.
These are available in bookstores, or by mail from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
(Tel. 416 698 7559; website: canaybooks.com ).
Further information on many different flights, covers, and other aerophilatelic topics, can be found in back issues of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist. An index to this journal can be ordered from: Gord Mallett, 71 Grandin Woods Estates,
St Albert, Alberta T8N 2Y4 (Or e-mail: qordmnedmc.net )

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
The CAS provides a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of
world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. This is mainly achieved through our newsletter, The Canadian Aerophilatelist, which is published quarterly. If you
would like a free sample copy of the newsletter, please write to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, (or e-mail: hargreaveking.igs.net ).
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
discount prices on many CAS and AAMS publications;
representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
Membership is open to all. - The annual membership dues are $20.00 CDN in Canada, $22.00 CDN ($15.00 US)
in U.S.A., $25.00 CDN for members Overseas. (Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.)
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 231 CHEMIN ST-FEREOL, LES CEDRES, QUEBEC J7T 1J4
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR JUNE 2003
How time flies! Here is the second issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist in June 2003, with the year almost
half gone. I trust that each member has made good use of the last six months to advance aerophilately and
individual collections. Our Western member Nino Chiovelli has certainly been busy getting new members, selling
our catalogues, promoting interest in aerophilately in two Youth Clubs in Alberta and British Columbia, and
providing advice in preparing special flown CAS covers. For these and other reasons Nino was selected by Editor
Chris Hargreaves as the recipient of The Editor's Award for 2003. Nino will receive the award at a future meeting
of the Western Chapter of the CAS. Congratulations Nino.
The CAS's participation at ORAPEX 2003, 3 & 4 May 2003, was most successful. We had 13 members
sign in and 8 attended the AGM. Eleven publications were sold, one membership was renewed after a four year
absence, and the new Comet cover was shown which was highly acclaimed. We had three tables of books, covers
and publications on display for those interested. Mike Shand and I looked after the tables, so we did not have much
time to visit the dealers. We certainly missed the support of our deceased member Nelson Bentley. The theme of
the show was "Celebrating the 75th Anniversary of the Canadian Air Mail Stamp", first issued on 21 September
1928. My Crash Cover exhibit was displayed in the Court of Honour. Unfortunately only three airmail exhibits
were shown - Chris Hargreaves' Display Class exhibit "A Long Look at Canadian Aerophilately" (awarded a
Silver medal and the American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors' Creativity Award), Dave Hanes Open Postal
History exhibit "Postal History of the RCAF including RFC and CAF 1917-1968" (awarded a Vermeil medal and
the ER Toop Award for the best Postal History Military Exhibit), and in the Youth Section under Tom & Jill Hare,
a young lady received a Merit Award for her 8 pages of American Air Mail Stamps.
It is hoped that a better showing of air mail exhibits will take place at ROYAL*2003*ROYALE in Hanover,
Ontario, 30 May - 1 June 2003 . The RPSC will be observing its 75th Convention. Unfortunately I will not be able
to attend, and there were no volunteers to look after a CAS table to promote Aerophilately and the CAS. Next year
the RPSC will hold its Convention in Halifax, Nova Scotia, 28-30 May 2004. In 2005 the Convention will be in
London, Ontario 27-29 May 2005; and in 2006 in St. John's, Newfoundland, 20-25 June 2006.
Our Comet cover project, to commemorate the 50 th Anniversary of the inauguration of the Comet into use
in the RCAF on 29 May 1953, has proven most successful We have had excellent cooperation from previous Comet
air crew; Canada Post has donated a cancellation depicting a Comet aircraft; the Canadian Forces provided two
Comet photographs that have been reproduced as picture postage stamps; Ron Miyanishi and Corinne Crathorne
have produced multi-coloured envelopes by a computer process; and the Commanding Officer of 412 Squadron
Detachment at the Ottawa International Airport, has arranged to have the 325 envelopes flown on a military flight
of the VIP Challenger Jet, from Ottawa to a destination yet to be revealed. The size 10 envelopes will be franked
by one of two different picture post stamps of the Comet . The covers will sell at $10.00 each. They will be
available from me at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1.
Our Snowbird covers for 2003 will follow in the same format as the Comet covers, in colour, with a special
Tutor aircraft cancellation, 2 views of the Snowbirds on picture postage stamps, and lines for the pilots' signatures.
Because of increased production costs, the set of 9 autographed envelopes will be $55.00, and for the envelopes
with all nine signatures the cost will be $30.00 . All prices are in Canadian dollars. If you are interested in any of
these covers please let me know.
I was asked to review Nelson Bentley's stamp collection in preparation for its selling by his widow, Vera.
Nelson had a tremendous collection of world wide stamps and covers. Private collectors bought his helicopter
collection, and another his glider collection. A London UK dealer is to visit Vera to possibly purchase the remnants
of the collection. Vera gave the Hares three large boxes of stamps for their Youth School Stamp Clubs. Be sure
that your collection is in proper order in case you join Nelson in the near future.
Through necessity an election of the Executive was due for the period 2003 - 2005. All incumbents
volunteered to stay on : Dick Malott, President; Mike Shand, Vice President; Ron Miyanishi, Secretary; Brian
Wolfenden, Treasurer ;and Chris Hargreaves, Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Minutes of the AGM will
be published in The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Motions were passed not to request the prefix Royal for the CAS,
nor Letters Patent and Charitable Status for the CAS from Commerce Canada . It was considered too much
bureaucracy for a small organization to apply for the two items.
Enjoy your collecting during the summer months,

.2k4 Jfa
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C.A.S. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 4 th May 2003
The annual meeting of the Society was held at 1.30 pm in conjunction
with ORAPEX at the RA Centre, Ottawa. 8 people attended although
13 members signed in over the two day show.
The meeting began with a short pause in remembrance of those no
longer with us, including of course Nelson Bentley who was for
many years the focal point at the Society table.
Reports were presented and reviewed from the Secretary (in absentia),
the Treasurer and the Editor. The Treasurer reported that finances
were up for the year and the bank balance is now in the vicinity
of $6000. (Details were published in the March Newsletter). Some
discussion ensued on financial arrangements with the newly formed
Western Chapter and these were explained by the President.
The Editor in his report noted his award this year to Nino Chiovelli
(also in the March issue) and he proposed a motion as follows:"Congratulate the Western members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society on the formation of a local group (the Western Chapter
of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society) and wish them every
success in their future activities".
The President also thanked all involved and also congratulated Brian
Wolfenden on becomming liaison officer for CAS with RSPC.
The Treasurer's Report, the Secretary's report, the Editors report
and the Editor's motion were all approved by the meeting.
There had been a proposal to use "Royal" in our title (i.e. Royal
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society). This was unanimously rejected
by the meeting as having many disadvantages and no advantages
that anyone could think of.
There had also been a proposal from the Western Chapter for "Letters
Patent". This was seen as a needless and possibly expensive step
and was rejected by the meeting.
A proposal for a CAS Web Site was discussed and although it may
possibly have some merit, the advantages and costs were unclear.
The Vice-President pointed out that every $20 spent means we have
to recruit One new member (at $20 annual dues). It was agreed that
the issue would be studied further by members of the executive and
no decision taken till costs and procedures were more clearly set.
The president provided information on Comet Anniversary covers and
on Snowbird covers for July 2003. Information on these will be
provided elsewhere in the Newsletter. (Seepage2.)
The
the
and
two

President then advised that we were due for an election of officers,
last having been two years ago. There had been no volunteers
all existing officers were prepared to continue for another
years if the meeting agreed. Agreement was unanimous.

There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 2.30 pm.

Mike Shand

i7
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Welcome to four new members:
330 John C McCuaig, Edmonton, Alberta
331 Z. Michael Pawliuk, Edmonton, Alberta
332 Edmonton Stamp Club - Junior Club, Alberta.
333 Robin Clarke, Junior Club - Vancouver Island Philatelic Society, Victoria, BC

Congratulations:
•

to DENNY MAY, who was awarded a Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal, for his service to the Scout
movement. Denny has been involved in Scouting for 60 years, and is currently serving as
Secretary/Treasurer of the Northern Region Scout Foundation, and is on the Endowment Committee
of the Northern Lights Region Scout Foundation. He is also President of the Northern Alberta Chapter
of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society.
I had the pleasure of reporting the award of Golden Jubilee Medals to five other C.A.S. members in
our December newsletter: John Jamieson, Kevin O'Reilly, Dick Malott, Bill Robinson, and Charles
Verge. If anybody knows of more CAS members who were awarded a Golden Jubilee Medal, please
send details to the editor, so that I can congratulate them too.

•

to KASMIR BILESKI, DICK MALOTT and MURRAY HEIFETZ, who are among the nineteen members
of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, which are receiving a new medallion created to recognize
50 years of membership in the RPSC.

Western Chapter Activities - Report by Gord Mallett
The first annual meeting of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society western chapter was held in
conjunction with the Edmonton Stamp Club National Spring Show. Venue - the Conference Centre
at West Edmonton Mall. Date - Saturday March 29, 1-3 pm. Eleven CAS members were at the show.
Two new collectors joined the ranks at our society table.
The chapter meeting and two aerophilatelic seminars were open to the public. Unfortunately Cecil
Stoner was unable to attend the meeting so chapter vice-president Dave Brown assumed the chair.
Amongst the topics receiving attention were the development of youth programs and the production
of commemorative covers in the several 'zones' of the western region. Funds will be allocated to
each of these two initiatives.
The first seminar by Gord Mallett was titled Hudson Hope or Hudson's Hope?. It detailed the
events surrounding a 1913 post office/government 'screw-up' that resulted in a British Columbia
town at the head of the Peace River Canyon being renamed Hudson Hope. [The riverside town was
a sometimes touchdown point of bush pilot Grant McConachie.] Since 1992 the name has officially
reverted to its original Hudson's Hope - the post office now using two 'new' hammers!
Towards the end of the first seminar, Dave Brown slipped out of the meeting. Minutes later he
reappeared as his alter ego - Red Lake trapper/prospector/pilot 'Cliff, complete with beaver hat and
buckskin coat. Cliff proceeded to relate many fascinating and oft-humorous adventures relating to
the search for gold and the aviation history of northwest Ontario. Not surprisingly this was the same
focus as Dave Brown's four-frame exhibit at the show! We're hoping that Cliff will recall more of
his early experiences at future shows.
Awards for exhibits by CAS members:
vermeil Air Mail Postage Created with Aircraft Overprints Jim Brown
The 1929 Mackenzie Air Mails - Kevin O'Reilly
Dave Brown
silver The Search for Gold: Airmail History in Northwestern Ontario Court of Honour Railway Post Offices of Northern Alberta - Bill Robinson
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EDITORIAL - ON SPEED AND ACCURACY
I received a very friendly query from Jim Davidson after the last newsletter, as to why I had
referred to "Captain Brian Peck of the Royal Flying Corps" making the Montreal to Toronto air mail
flight on June 24th 1918, when the Royal Flying Corps had been incorporated into the Royal Air
Force on April 1st 1918? This was a very good question, as on reviewing various books, it turned
out that some referred to Brian Peck as an officer in the RFC, and some as an officer in the RAF! I
therefore checked with Dick Malott, who informed me that Captain Peck "was in the RFC, but was

automatically converted to the RAF on the

r April 1918."

The source of my error was C.A. Longworth-Dames' highly regarded The Pioneer and SemiOfficial Air Mails of Canada 1918 -1934, which seems to have got its information from the
announcements published for the 50th Anniversary commemorations of Peck's flight.
It is disconcerting to see how an error made in 1968, can continue to be repeated 35 years
later! This has confirmed my belief that it is extremely important to strive for accuracy in the
information I share and publish. Unfortunately, checking for accuracy can be very time consuming,
which is one of the reasons that I am sometimes a very slow correspondent.
I would like to assure everybody who is waiting for a reply from me, or for an item to be
published, that I will get to it eventually, and hope that they will be consoled with the knowledge that
the information eventually received and/or published will be as accurate as possible
Best wishes to everybody for a great summer,
Chris

Alcock and Brown's Trans-Atlantic Re-enactment
Plans for a re-creation of the first non-stop Trans-Atlantic flight by Alcock and Brown in 1919, using
a Vickers Vimy replica, have had to be postponed.
The replica Vimy has already re-enacted two other famous first flights by Vickers Vim y's: the first flight
from England to Australia in 1919, and the first flight from England to South Africa in 1920.
The trans-Atlantic flight was intended to celebrate the first 100 years of Flight. Unfortunately, the
current economic conditions made it impossible to secure adequate corporate and economic sponsorship.
It is now planned to fly the Vimy from California to St. John's, Newfoundland, in the summer of 2003;
and undertake the transatlantic flight in June 2004.
The St. John's Philatelic Society is arranging for commemorative covers to be produced for the reenactment. - Further developments will be reported in future issues of this newsletter.

X Prize
The X PRIZE is described on it's website ( http://xprize.orq/index.html ) as "a $10,000,000 prize to jumpstart
the space tourism industry through competition between the most talented entrepreneurs and rocket experts
in the world". The $10 Million cash prize will be awarded to the first team that:
•
Privately finances, builds & launches a spaceship, able to carry three people to 100 kilometers (62.5
miles).
Returns safely to Earth.
•
•
Repeats the launch with the same ship within 2 weeks
The X PRIZE competition was created in May 1996, and emulates aviation incentive prizes offered between
1905 and 1935 which stimulated the current air transport industry.
As part of its fund-raising, X PRIZE is marketing a variety of merchandise, including:
ERIK LINDBERGH 75TH ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT Signed, Numbered, and Framed

Commemorative Cover. - Beautiful, limited-edition, numbered, signed, and framed cover
commemorating Erik Lindbergh's 75th anniversary flight honoring his grandfather, Charles
Lindbergh. The cancels on the cover are from San Diego, St. Louis, New York, and Paris. The
frame is approximately 12" x 15". The cover is approximately 4" x 9". A certificate describing
the cover and authenticating the cover number is also included. - Price: $700.00 (U.S.)
The aims of X PRIZE, and the price of its covers, both seem to be "out of this world"!
Thanks to Don Wilson for sending me these two news items.
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Newfoundland Airmails
On 25th February 2003, Harmers of London sold the "Labrador" collection of Newfoundland airmails. This sale gave some collectors the opportunity to obtain covers that most of us only dream about!
The sale included stamps, covers, die proofs, etc., from 1919 to 1942, but I found the items from the
summer of 1919 most interesting.
It always seems to me that one of the most difficult flights to represent philatelically, even in a fantasy,
after-I-win-the-lottery collection, is the first trans-Atlantic flight by the NC 4 flying boat. - Three flying boats,
(the NC 1, NC 3, and NC 4) took off from Newfoundland for the Azores on May 16 th 1919. The NC 4 reached
Horta on May 17th, and continued to England via Lisbon, Portugal, and El Ferrol, Spain, reaching Plymouth
on May 31°1. (The NC 1 and NC 3 both put down before the Azores: the NC I sank after its crew was
rescued; the NC 3 "taxied" the remainder of the way to Horta.) 1
Parcels of mail prepared for these flights were removed before take-off in order to save weight, but
two covers are known to have been carried by Smokey Rhoads, an engineer on the NC 4. One of these
covers was later presented to the Smithsonian Institution.
The Harmer's sale included one item related to these flights:

3020

Caribou 3c. red-brown with part sheet margin at top, endorsed "First Transatlantic flight NC-1
May 1919 Radio - NCI - Harry Sadenwater. Trepassey Bay to Azores". Part of a batch of
stamps bought by Harry Sadenwater, the Radio Operator of the NC-I, to frank mail sent from
Trepassy Bay in May 1919. Presented to Gibson Willets (an old colleague of Sadenwater) in
April 1952. An interesting memento of the American attempt

E £500

Provenance: Dr. J. Matejka, Sale I

Realized 765 Pounds / C$1,700 (All prices realized include 17.625% buyer's premium.)

The day after the American NC flying boats left Newfoundland, Hawker and Grieve took off on their
attempt to fly directly to Ireland. They carried with them approximately 86 covers, most franked with a
specially overprinted stamp. Their flight ended in mid-Atlantic, when the aircraft was ditched in anticipation
of running out of fuel. Hawker and Grieve were rescued by a Danish ship, the Mary five days later their
aircraft and the mailbag were salvaged by the S. S. Lake Charlottesville.
The sale included two mint singles of the
Hawker overprint, (Scott Newfoundland C1 shown right), which realized 8,822 Pounds /
C$19,700 each, and three covers from the flight,
including Lot 3004 shown on the next page.

Continued

I A terrific book on these flights, from which much of the information in this article is taken, is
Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, (published by the AAMS). See page 32 of the
last newsletter for more information, or contact the editor.
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NEWFOUNDLAND AIRMAILS - the "Labrador" collection continued:

3004 2)-)-

3c. brown, used on envelope, with enclosure, addressed to Mrs. Mackenzie Grieve (the mother of
Hawker's navigator) in Droxford and signed by Mackenzie Grieve at the lower-left, St. John's
machine datestamp of April 12, Officially sealed label with London c.d.s. of May 30 on reverse,
E £6,000
a trifle soiled as usual but fine (142)
Provenance: Geoffrey L. Soloman
Realized 8,234 Pounds / C$18,400

Also on May 17th , an hour after Hawker and Grieve took off carrying the above cover, Raynham and
Morgan attempted to take off in their Martinsyde aircraft, the Raymor (This aircraft had been ready since
April 18th, but it's flight was repeatedly postponed due to bad weather.) Unfortunately the Raymor crashed
while attempting to take off. - Major Raynham was slightly injured but stayed in Newfoundland: Major Morgan
was more seriously injured, and returned to England.
Approximately 30 covers were carried on this attempt: most were franked by a 3cent "Trail of the
Caribou" stamp, with a manuscript overprint initialed by the Newfoundland Postmaster-General.
A "regular" cover from this attempted flight realized 29,408 Pounds / C$65,700. - However, the most
expensive item in the "Labrador" sale was:

t
ReLtr-

1.9
c

APR1
f) 4 —P

t

4719

1,1

3011 12)+

Manuscript overprint on Caribou 2c. red, used with unoverprinted 2c. red and both tied by St.
John's machine cancellation of April 19 1919 to envelope endorsed "Per Aeroplane Raymor
Nfld to Britain Kindness of Major Morgan and F.P. Raynham" addressed to London, usual
arrival c.d.s. of Jan. 7 1920 on reverse, very fine. A famous and unique envelope which has been
described as "The greatest rarity in Newfoundland Air Mails". With E. Diena certificate (1988)
(See footnote after S.C. 142a and "Newfoundland Air Mails" by C.H.C. Harmer page 31)

E £75,000

Realized 88,223 Pounds / C$197,000
Continued
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NEWFOUNDLAND AIRMAILS - the "Labrador" collection continued:

The sale included seven covers flown by Alcock and Brown on their pioneer trans-Atlantic flight, nonstop from Newfoundland to Ireland. Four were sold at prices ranging from:

3026 24 Envelope to Scotland endorsed "This is to certify that this cover was despatched by Air Mail per
Vickers Vimy June 14 1919 W Campbell Secy Minister of Posts Nfld" and "Trans-Atlantic Air
Mail, Vickers Vimy", franked "Trans-Atlantic" $1 on 15c., no comma variety, tied by St. John's
E £1,000
machine cancellation of June 10, fine and rare. With A. Diena certificate (1968)
Realized 1,059 Pounds / C$2,400

to:

3030 214- Envelope to Worthing, endorsed by John Alcock "Via Vickers "Vimy" Aeroplane Trans Atlantic
Mail", franked "Trans-Atlantic" $1 on 15c., no comma after "AIR POST" variety, tied by St
John's machine cancellation of June 13, the envelope and stamp a little soiled and wrinkled

E £1,500

With enclosure, a piece of headed paper, stained and mounted onto board, from "The Cochrane" hotel,
reading "Dear Harold, Just a line to say how fit and keen I am over this Atlantic flight. There is quite
an element of rivalry between H.P. & myself, anyway feel quite confident that I can beat the(m). I am
sending this letter via my "Vimy" machine which will carry the Trans Atlantic mail. Well Cheerio J.
Alcock"

Realized 2,941 Pounds / C$6,600
Continued
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NEWFOUNDLAND AIRMAILS - the "Labrador" collection continued:

Another contender for the first trans-Atlantic flight was the Handley PageV1500. After Alcock and
Brown succeeded in crossing the Atlantic, Admiral Kerr flew this aircraft to the United States. (See the
December 2002 newsletter, [page 8], and the March 2003 issue, [page 11], for more information.)
234 covers, originally intended for the trans-Atlantic flight, were carried on this flight to the U.S.A.

3044 tEW — 2c. postal stationery card, additionally franked "Trans-Atlantic" $1 on 15c. with mute cancellation, Harbour Grace c.d.s. of June 14 and oval "ATLANTIC AERIAL MAIL/HANDLEY
PAGE/JUL 7 1919" company cachet, addressed to London and signed by Mark Kerr, corner
E £1,750
creases and a little soiled
Realized 2,059 Pounds / C$4, 600

On July 12th Major Raynham made a second attempt at a trans-Atlantic flight in the Martinsyde
Raymor, this time with Lt. Biddlescombe as navigator. They hoped to beat Alcock and Brown's time, but the

aircraft 50 yards of its take off run. Fortunately both Raynham and Biddlescombe were unhurt.
This attempt carried the mail from the first attempt, plus 25 additional letters, franked with the same
stamp as used on Alcock and Brown's mail:

3018 2I+

The Supplementary Mail: Envelope addressed to H.P. Martin, the designer of the "Martinsyde" in
Surrey franked "Trans-Atlantic" $1 on 15c. tied by St. John's machine datestamp of July 12,
London arrival c.d.s. of Jan. 7 on reverse, fine and rare. Only 25 covers flown

E £3,500
Not sold.

For further details about this sale, (or to ask for a copy of the beautiful catalogue if there are any
remaining), contact Alex Blum at Harmers, Noll, 111 Power Road, London W4 5PY, UK.
Tel +44 (0)20 8747 6100 Fax: +44 (0)20 8996 0649 Email: auctions@harmers.demon.co.uk
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Obese passengers could
ye cause( ane crash
1110 10
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From George Gordon in New York

that.they were unrecognisable.
Investigators have calculated

AIRLINES in the U.S. are being
urged to raise their estimates
of the weight of passengers
after suggestions that a plane
crashed because It was too
heavily loaded.

that It would have been lust 100Ibs
under its maximum take-off weight
if they used Federal Aviation
Administration guidelines of
13stone 3lbs per passenger.
But they believe It may have been
above its maximum weight
because of the increasing problem
of obesity in the U.S.
The U.S. National Transportation
Safety Board has now directed 15
small airlines to weigh passengers
and their luggage before they
board similar-sized planes.
The FAA suggests raising the
passenger weight estimate to
190Ibs (13st 81b) from May to
October 31, and to 1951bs (13st

The commuter craft was carrying its full complement of 19 passengers when it corkscrewed into
the ground shortly after take-off
from Charlotte airport in North
Carolina In January.
Witnesses said the U.S. Airways
plane, a Beech 1900D, seemed to
struggle from the start. The plane
turned into a fireball and many of
the bodies were so badly burned

from Charlotte airport in North
Carolina in January.
Witnesses said the U.S. Airways
plane, a Beech 1900D, seemed to
small planes say It could have a
big impact because their planes
are more weight-sensitive.
`We will either have to reduce
cargo, carry fewer passengers
or buy bigger planes,' said
one operator.
Earlier this year a survey in New
York found that passengers
weighed an average of 15st 61b,
including hand baggage.

The Daily Mail, 2nd May 2003

This news story reminded me of those "Believe or Not" vignettes, about how passengers were
sometimes weighed before boarding aircraft in the 1930's!
Thanks to Harry Hargreaves for sending me the article.

The Father of First Flight Covers?
I was recently talking to Peter Howe about ROYAL 2003 ROYALE, which was held in Hannover,
Ontario. - Peter casually mentioned that "the father of First Flight Covers" was buried in the cemetery at
Chesley, near Hannover. I immediately asked Peter for more information, but unfortunately the original
comment had been made to him long ago, and Peter didn't recall either who the comment referred to, or who
had told him this.
However, I'm still intrigued by the comment, and am wondering who it referred to? - If anybody has
any suggestions as to who the FATHER OF FIRST FLIGHT COVERS was, (or would like to nominate
somebody for this title), please pass them on to the editor.
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PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP UK
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
E-mail: airmails@futnet Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk

•
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•
•

1

The world's biggest aerophilatelic auction house.
Selling 900+ world wide aerophilatelic lots every 2 months.
No buyers' commission or credit card charges.
Free illustrated Postal Auction catalogue.
Buying aerophilatelic collections for cash, or for bidding credit in future sales.
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Updated index to THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
Gord Mallett has recently revised the index to include all issues of the newsletter up to the last issue March 2003, #54.
The index is now available on diskette in Microsoft Word format, as well as the earlier MSWorks. - .
According to Gord, "the SEARCH function in Word is far smoother, and lets you locate all occurrences of
your 'keyword', by repeated clicking of 'Find Now'. - It is also available as a printed version, which is now
approximately 40 pages in length.
Gord can also supply back issues of the newsletter.
Not only has Gord revised the index, he's also revised the prices, and reduced some now that the
index and back issue service is well established. - New prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$5 for a hard copy, C$3 for a diskette, C$8 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas.
DEDUCT 30% if paying in $US.

CAS members may deduct 10% from these prices.
Orders should be sent directly to Gord Mallett, 71 Grandin Woods Estates, St Albert, Alberta T8N 2Y4
Gord can also be contacted by phone or fax: (780) 419 6738; or e-mail Gord at: oordmaedmc.net or
CalderRiverahotmail.com

UNBEATABLE OFFER: Gord will e-mail the Index at NO COST,
to any member who sends him an email address!
Many thanks Gord for all your work on the index.

Advice on Exhibiting
The following information was passed on by Murray Heifetz:

Egil Thomassen, Chairman of the FIP Aerophilately Commission published an article in which he gave some
advice on the most common mistakes made by exhibitors. This has now been published in Argentina and
Britain. I thought it might be useful to Canadian exhibitors.
These mistakes are:
* Items which have not been carried by air are included in the exhibit
* A large number of maps or non-relevant illustrations are shown
* The introductory page is missing or does not tell the jurors what the subject is. The exhibitor should
clearly state what he or she is showing so that the judges know what they are to judge. - The
introductory page (only one) ought to be short but complete. The jurors do not have time to read
a long story. A title page with, for instance, a glossy picture, is wasted space.
* Scarce or expensive material is duplicated
* Stamps and vignettes exhibited are not shown on flown covers as well
* A number of items are not properly analyzed but only described. A description tells you what you can
read on the stamps or covers. An analysis of the items is to study the hidden information (varieties,
routes, rates, etc.)
* The space available is used to give long descriptions instead of showing aerophilatelic material. Information given should not overwhelm the material.
* Ugly cut-out photocopies of cancellations makes an exhibit visually less attractive. If the exhibitor
wants to show cancellations from the back side of a cover, it is better to scan or draw the cancellation.
Photocopies should in general complement not overpower the philatelic material.
* Colour reproductions are not reduced at least 25%
While I think the above cautions are very useful, it should be pointed out that they apply to international level
exhibiting, and some of them are not as rigidly adhered to at lower levels.
Thanks Murray.
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CANADIAN AIRWAYS STICKER STAMPS
The March 15 1934 letter from W C Sigerson [General Manager of Canadian Airways] to G Herring
[Chief Superintendent Air Mail Service, Ottawa] is interesting in several respects. (See next page.)
The author of the letter, Wilfred Sigerson, was quite a character. For one thing, he was a firm believer in
the Horoscope. Several company pilots have mentioned him in their reminiscences when being
interviewed - years after the company had been absorbed by Canadian Pacific Airlines. Pilot Con Farrell
recalled that Sigerson once told him that it was dangerous for him to fly on Mondays, Wednesdays or
Saturdays. Although Sigerson was a senior within the Canadian Airways ranks, Farrell's reaction to this
advice was typical of his well-known fiery temperament - "I'll fly any damn day I feel like it". Actually, he
claimed that Sigerson's advice wasn't a factor in the flying habits of any of the pilots because "nobody
really paid any attention to him" - that is, in regards to his Horoscope advice.
The contents of the letter provide some background on the origin of Canada's last semi-official airmail
stamp, the surcharged CL52. Canadian Airways of course was the last aviation company to be authorized
by the Post Office to issue its own stamps. CL51 had been sanctioned for use on the Edmonton-Fort
McMurray route as early as December 1932. The only catalogue listing for authorized use of CL52 is
again the Edmonton-Fort McMurray route. This was in July 1934 - four months after the date seen on the
letterhead.
The letter requests permission for the sale of Canadian Airways sticker stamps in postal inspector W L
Lough's Winnipeg district Post Offices - subject to the condition that "the sale would be limited to Winnipeg
and points in connection between rail and air". Evidence that department permission was granted can be
found in Don Amos' June 1998 article in The Canadian Aetvphilatelis4 entitled The Golden Age of Air
Mail. He recalls that he "had the personal experience of going into the Winnipeg Post Office and buying
semi-official air mail stamps over the counter!" Further, that an old Post Office Bulletin lists "the post
offices in which they could be purchased, which were generally along the route." He also notes that the 10
cents overprint would "enable stamp clerks in post offices to keep some account of the stamps when sold
to the public."
Pasted to the letter is stamp CL51 which Sigerson had surcharged in purple ink in the amount of 10 cents producing what can be considered as a mock-up of what was later to become CL52. It is easy to identify
the differences between this dry run version and the final form of the stamp. For one thing the number
and lettering are considerably narrower in the dry run. Upon receiving approval, Sigerson proceeded to
have 10,000 stamps surcharged by press, in black ink. No doubt the company was attempting to open up
new markets and provide badly needed extra revenue. It was the depression - every dollar counted.
The sticker stamp itself shows the Junkers CF-AQW flying over Edmonton city centre - large nondescript
rectangular boxes and several smokestacks dominating the scene. [A wit might readily describe presentday downtown Edmonton in much the same manner!] AQW, one of six purchased by the company,
received its initial registration in June 1931 and remained in active operation until damaged beyond repair
in a 1959 Kootenay Lake crash - a near-record life span for one of these early aircraft types.
"Copy to Colonel Mulock' appears at the bottom of the letter - a not uncommon occurrence in official
Canadian Airways correspondence. Mulock was the principal advisor to Canadian Airways president
James A. Richardson in matters concerning aviation and airmail. He was always informed about new
initiatives the company was considering and his opinion was highly regarded. particularly by Richardson.

Gord Mallett
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CANADIAN AIRWAYS STICKER STAMPS by GordMalleft, continued:

Mart% 15, 1934.

ICANADIAN AIRWAY1LIMITED

"be n
AIR MAIL-ONE OZ.

a.

Herring, Esq.,
Ohief Superintendent,
Air Mail Service,
Post Office Department,
Ottawa,
Ontario,
Dear Mr. Herringi.
Bel Sale of StioXer qtampg
In early February Colonel Italoci t"
discussed with you a proposal I had received from Mr.

G. A. Thompson to make arrangements for the sale of
Stioker Stamps in Post Offices throughout the Country,
but more particularly in the Post Offices in Err. Lough's
district. Mr. Thompson based his propsal upon an expression by Mr. Lough of his willingness to sell the
stamps, assuming that your sanction would be obtained.
Colonel Unlock advised me that you would be willing to
thoroughly consider the proposal if I would transmit
to you samples of the stamps surcharged in the amount
of 104 and with the understanding that the sale would
be limited to Winnipeg and points of connection between

rail and air, and, finally, assuming that the Company
would pay a omission on sales.
I am pleased to transadt herewith
three samples of the suroharged stamps for pour consideration and emamination. I am not at all pleased with the
results of the surcharging method. A robber stampings
used and only purple ink was available. If the sale of
stamps is approved I can, of course, have the surcharging
done by press and with black ink so that it will stand
out more clearly.
Your consideration and decision on
this matter will be greatly ,appreciated.
Very

MOSAD,
Nnol.

COPY T

s,

morel
COLONEL MULOCK.

Source:

PROVINCIAL ARCHIVES OF MANITOBA
MG11 A34 Box 15 f
Air Mail Sticker Stamm
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER and RED LAKE
Part 1: The problem of WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS March 4th 1927 FFCs.
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Cover produced by A.C. Roessler, using the name E.K. Mulcahy.

Postmarked: RED LAKE MR 4 27 ONT

No backstamps.

This cover was featured in the December 2001 issue of this newsletter, (page 28). It appears to be
from the one of the first flights by WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS, which were described as follows in the
American Air Mail Catalogue, (Fifth edition, volume 4, 1981):
This company commenced operations In the Red Lake District on December 27, 1926
with one plane, a Fokker Universal aircraft. Between March 4 and May 9, 1927 hundreds of
flights were made between Rolling Portage and Red Lake and certain other points. However,
as this carrier's contract was not effective until May 10, 1927, the mail so flown bore the
semi-official stamps of Patricia Airways and Exploration, Ltd., Jack V. Elliot Air Service or
Elliot-Fairchild Air Service. Covers between the above dates, bearing stamps of the Patricia
Company are valued at approximately $25.00 each; those bearing stamps of the other two
companies at 150.00 each. Such covers frequently have a rubber stamp reading "W.C.A." on
front or back.

The same comment appeared in the Fourth edition of AAMC (1970); and is repeated in The Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland, (though the reference to "hundreds of flights" was dropped). A similar
comment appears in The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada by Conway Longworth-Dames.
However, the December 2001 article pointed out a number of problems with this listing:
were "hundreds of flights" really made in a period of approximately sixty-seven days?
the listing conflicts with other information given in Longworth-Dames' book, regarding the availability
of Western Canada Airways. - Accidents to these aircraft in February 1927, followed by a transfer of
the repaired aircraft to operate an airlift to Churchill in March 1927, left WCA with no aircraft to operate
an air mail service to Red Lake until March 25th.
Conway Longworth-Dames reviewed the situation, and suggested that while WCA was without aircraft,
the mail was carried for them by Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd.
4th
-

•

•
•

The article concluded by asking for comments on an alternative explanation of covers from the March
period, which fits the availability of aircraft, but raises other issues:
from March 4th to March 24`h, WCA had the airmail contract, but no aircraft, and no stamps. They
therefore arranged for Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. to fly mail for them. (This fits the new
information, but reverses the previous/conventional explanation of the above cover.)
from March 25th to May 9th, WCA had the airmail contract and an aircraft, but no stamps. They
therefore arranged to fly mail using other companies stamps.
from May 10th on, WCA had the airmail contract, aircraft, and their own stamps. (This would make
covers flown by WCA on May 10th 1927 just the first flight with WCA stamps, not a first flight under the
air mail contract. This would contradict the previous listings for the May 10 fflflights, (RAMC #90, AMCN
CL40-27001, and the wording on the cachet.- The cachet is shown in Part 4 of this article).

Ma y

Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE - continued:

Part 2: Additional information regarding the WCA FFCs.
David Brown has been following up regarding the availability of aircraft. The best source of information
appears to be Ken Molson's Pioneering in Canadian Air Transport, which gives a lot of detail regarding the
situation for Western Canada Airways at the beginning of 1927. (Although their base was at Hudson, the
local post office was known as Rolling Portage). In the first week of 1927 it was decided to open an

outpost at Gold Pines on Lac Seul on•the way to Red
Lake in order to serve as a distribution point for freight
to the outlying lakes where the mining men were working. A. H. Farrington, who had learned to fly in World
War I and had flown the Red Lake air service operated
in March and April of 1926 by Jack Elliot, was hired as
the agent. A tent was set up equipped with a wooden
floor and an oil stove for heat. From there Harold
Farrington loaded the first fur bales to travel by air on
January 13, 1927.
Only twenty days during January were suitable for
flying and Oaks logged 87 hours and 26 minutes, flying
approximately 5,365 miles with 78 passengers and 5
tons of express.
On February 2, after leaving in the morning with
800 lbs. of freight for Narrow and Clearwater Lakes,
Oaks disappeared. Two days later J. A. MacDougall
who had come down from Winnipeg to set up the
bookkeeping system reported to Winnipeg that Oaks
was missing and that Cheesman had started up Lac
Seul with a dog team and repair materials. The weather
had been bad ever since Oaks had left and it was hoped
that he had merely landed to sit it out. Cheesman found
the aircraft at Woman Lake, 122 miles from Hudson,
grounded by a damaged undercarriage. Oaks, in the
meantime, had been flown out to Hudson in Patricia
Airways' Lark, piloted by Dale Atkinson. He then
wired New York for spare parts and boarded the train
for Winnipeg.
On January 19 Oaks received a wire from the Royal
Canadian Air Force signed by Squadron Leader A. E.
Godfrey, which read:

"Please wire immediately your price for transporting one ton of small freight by air from mile 350 Hudson Bay Railroad to Fort Churchill slop operation to
commence March I stop Hudson Bay Railroad will
reach mile 350 by March I stop the following R.C.A.F.
caches of gas and oil may be used on a repayment
basis."
A reply was sent on the 21st to the effect that they
could not consider the contract until additional aircraft
arrived. On February 7 the original telegram from the
Air Force was amended by a further telegram which indicated that there would now be four tons of freight to
be moved. The Atlantic Aircraft Corporation, the
manufacturer of Fokker aircraft in North America,
confirmed that they could supply one Fokker Universal
immediately and a second, very shortly.
A proposal sent to Ottawa on February 19 for the
transportation of the men and material to Churchill was
• This was Cheesman 's first night for the Company. He did not receive his pilot's license until
March. He made his First solo night at Camp Borden in November. 1926. He had had one
previous solo night in the Fokker Universal at Hamilton. Ontario. during the ferry trip to
Hudson.

basically that Western Canada Airways would agree to
supply an aircraft and crew for $50 per day and that for
every flying hour an additional charge of $70 would be
made.

Flying hours for the ferrying of the aircraft to and
from Hudson would be charged at the rate of $40 per
hour. In addition, an estimate was given of the time re-

quired to carry out the contract assuming the use of
either one or two aircraft. The use of two aircraft was
recommended. Western Canada Airways Limited
received the contract because they were the only company capable of doing the job.
The reason for the decision of the Canadian Government to move this material into the north on such short
notice was that for some time it had been their intention
to establish a port on Hudson Bay and to complete a
railway connection from there to Winnipeg. In the
beginning it had been proposed to establish the harbour
at Port Nelson and plans were made with this in mind.
Recently, interest had been revived in the possible use of
Fort Churchill as it was thought it might provide the
better harbour facilities. It was then necessary to do
some exploratory drilling in the winter while the ice was
in the harbour. With the information obtained from the
drilling they could assess the relative merits of the two
ports.

If the drilling was not carried out before the ice
melted in the spring it would postpone the whole project
for another year. Telegrams were sent to all the aircraft
operating companies and when no proposals for moving
the material were received an alternative plan of
organizing a large number of dog teams to move the
supplies was considered but found impractical. The
Government then considered the possibility of moving
the material by snow tractors and it was at this stage
that the tender from Western Canada Airways was
received.
Oaks had recruited two new pilots for the organization. J. R. Ross, who had been hired from February 1,
came to Western Canada Airways from Laurentide Air

Services via the Ontario Provincial Air Service. Also,
from the Ontario Provincial Air Service came
Frederick J. Stevenson, D.F.C. and Croix de Guerre.
Stevenson was a pilot from World War I and one of the
early pilots with the Canadian Aircraft Company flying
out of Winnipeg in the immediate post-war period. A
bad crash at Fort Frances, Ontario, on August 26, 1920
laid him up until he recommenced flying with the Ontario Provincial Air Service in 1924.
Cheesman made temporary repairs to 'FU and flew
it out to Hudson on February 8* but more permanent

Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE, Part 2 - continued:
Extract from Ken Molson's Pioneering in Canadian Air Transport continued:
repairs were required which called for the fitting of new
parts.
With 'FU still out of commission Oaks left for New
York and brought back the second aircraft, G-CAGD,
on February 26, which he had christened 'City of
Toronto'. On arrival back at Hudson he cleared away
some of the accumulation of freight and before leaving
once again for New York to pick up the third aircraft he
took time to check out a new pilot, Charles L. Bath, on
'GD. Unfortunately Bath turned 'GD over on her back
about twenty miles from Hudson just after Oaks left.
With both aircraft damaged, only one experienced
Fokker pilot in the Company and with an important new
contract coming up, together with the normal business
in the Red Lake area, it seemed prudent to obtain some
assistance. Oaks arranged for the temporary assignment of Bernt Balchen, the Fokker test pilot, to
Western Canada Airways Limited. Balchen, a
Norwegian by birth, had been a pilot and officer with
the Royal Norwegian Air Force. He had met Commander Richard Byrd during the latter's expedition to
the North Pole and Byrd had persuaded him to come
back to the United States with him. There he had
accepted the job as test pilot for Fokker aircraft with
the Atlantic Aircraft Corporation. Accompanying
Balchen on the trip north to Hudson were three
mechanics, including a skilled welder from the Atlantic
Aircraft Corporation. In the meantime, it had been
agreed that no flying would be done at Hudson until the
machines were repaired, tested and checked out by
Bernt Balchen.
In writing his autobiography thirty-one years later,
Bernt Balchen recalls his arrival at Hudson:*

We follow the lantern down the railroad embankment along a narrow path and ahead of us 1 see the pink
glow of a Yukon stove lighting the windows of a snow
covered shack. h is little more than a lean-to but the
lantern's rays reveal an impressive sign over the door
"Western Canada Airways". This is the administration
building, ticket office. freight station and passenger terminal for the whole flying gold rush.
"As we push open the door and stamp the snow
from our feet a group of men around the pot bellied
stove peer at us curiously through the murk of spruce
wood smoke and stale tobacco. The warmth is welcome
and my three mechanics make for the stove at once.
One of them. a youngster from Jersey City, lifts his coat
tails and extends his rear end towards the heat, shaking
himself gratefully. A short dark bearded member of the
group shuffles toward me in beaded slippers and holds
out his hand.
"I'm Rod Ross, Airways Superintendent, here.
• Reproduced rah permission Rom -Come North with hie" by Berm Ralchen.

You're Balchen l take it." We shake hands and he introduces the others — "This is Tommy Siers and Al
Cheesman. our maintenance chief" He jerks a thumb
towards a lanky figure seated behind the stove.— "And
this is Captain Stevenson, one of our pilots."
"Stevenson is scrunched so Jr down in his chair
that he is almost silting on the back of his neck. His legs
are propped on a high shelf, a pair of moose hide moccasins comfortably crossed and a curved pipe is hooked
in his mouth, the bend of the stem following the line of
his long angular jaw. He waves a hand languidly in
greeting.
"The young mechanic front Jersey is fidgeting
beside the stove and his eyes move around the little
room in embarrassment. He enquires in a low voice,
"Which door is the men's room?" Captain Stevenson
unlocks his moccasin feet from the shelf clambers to
his full height and rips a page from the Eaton's Mail
Order Catalogue hanging on the wall. He opens the outside door and points to the darkness and swirling snow.
"There's the whole wide world, Sonny Boy". he drawls.
"and if you can't help yourself, you're no man for the
north country."
'FU's undercarriage was repaired and a difficulty
with a cracked crankcase on its engine was temporarily
solved by obtaining the loan of the engine from the Curtiss Lark of Patricia Airways and Exploration Company. On the following day, March 14, Balchen was
able to test fly 'FU, check Stevenson out on the Fokker
and watch him make his first solo flight in it. In the
afternoon, Balchen, Ross and the mechanics went to
Aldous Bay on Lac Saul to see the damaged 'GD.
Balchen returned to Hudson that night intending to
come back the next day but was delayed for two days
because of a spring thaw that would not permit a
landing.
Upon the return to Hudson everyone worked day
and night preparing for the Churchill airlift. By three
o'clock on the morning of March 20 the aircraft were
ready and the cabins full with some 700 lbs. of aircraft
spares and emergency equipment for the crews. Following a brief rest, Balchen took each aircraft on a test
flight and at nine o'clock the two aircraft took off for
Cache Lake.
Rod Ross had been appointed to lead the expedition, Stevenson and Balchen were to be the two pilots
and Cheesman, the air engineer. Stevenson piloted 'FU
and was accompanied by Ross while Balchen was at the
controls of 'GD with Cheesman. The flight to Cache
Lake was completed without incident with an overnight
stop at Norway House on Lake Winnipeg.

The next "page" describes the Churchill airlift,
after which is a comment:
While the airlift was in progress Oaks had brought
the Company's third Fokker, G-CAGE, christened
"Fort Churchill", to Hudson from New York on

March 25. By April 18 he had carried 124 passengers
and 31,557 lbs. of freight during 102 flying hours.

Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE, Part 2 - continued:

Ken Molson's account confirms that Western Canada Airways' only had two aircraft at Hudson, one
of which, G-CAFU, was out of commission at the beginning of March due to undercarriage problems.
Although a date for the accident to G-CAGD was not given by Ken, his description of events fits that of
Conway Longworth-Dam es, who stated:
On February 26, 1927, the second Fokker Universal, City of Toronto, arrived, but a few days later

it was damaged when it overturned on landing.
This seems to prove that Western Canada Airways would not have had any aircraft available to inaugurate
an air mail service to Red Lake on March 4 th 1927, and that the old AAMC listing is in error.
However, while Ken Molson's description of the events at Hudson in March 1927 confirms that the old
AAMC listing is wrong, it also makes me have second thoughts about the alternative explanation for the

March 4th cover proposed in our December 2001 newsletter. - With all the activity going on at Hudson, I'm
wondering who would have cared about arranging for Patricia Airways & Exploration to inaugurate an air mail
service to Red Lake on behalf of Western Canada Airways?
There would, it seems, have been little pressure to inaugurate such a service from the Post Office,
since Patricia Airways & Exploration were operating an air mail service to Red Lake from Sioux Lookout,
which was twelve miles from Hudson by rail.
Derek Rance has also suggested that since the cover at the start of this article is not backstamped,
it may just be one of Roessler's creations, and not been flown by anybody!
The more I think about this situation, the more I am reminded of Roessler's bogus Victoria - Seattle
"1 5t Trip" flight covers of September 21S t 1925. - These were also listed in the American Air Mail Catalogue,
The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, and by Conway Longworth-Dames in The Pioneer and SemiOfficial Air Mails of Canada, yet Jim Brown has established that they are completely bogus. (For more
information on these covers, and others created by Roessler for FAM 2, see the article The Victoria-Seattle
"Via Seaplane" Postmark: Real or Bogus? by Ed Matthews in the September 2001 issue of this newsletter.)

Would all readers who have covers flown between Rolling Portage and Red Lake during
the period March - May 9 th 1927 please send copies to the editor, so that we can try and
establish what was happening during this period. - I am particularly interested in finding out
whether there are any covers from this period that were not produced by/for Roessler.'

Part 3: Roessler and the Red Lake Postmaster
If the March 4th 1927 cover is bogus, Roessler must have had an associate in the Red Lake post office
to apply the post office cancellations.
The existence of such an associate is highly likely, since the March 4 th cover is not the only dubious
cover from Red Lake!
The cover on the next page is franked with a 2cent Confederation commemorative, and a facsimile
of the London to London stamp, (Scott CLP6). Both are tied by a Red Lake postmark, ( JA 25 28). - Although
the London to London stamp is printed in red on white paper, so is not likely to be confused with the original,
it still definitely looks like a stamp. It is most unusual that this facsimile was allowed through the mail
unchallenged, when one considers that:
•
the first semi-official air mail stamps could only be placed on the back of an envelope, and were not
allowed to show a value in case they were confused with regular postage stamps;
•
Bob of the Northland had to black out a printed reproduction of the C2 air mail stamp on his envelopes.
(See the article Unusual covers from Edmonton to the U.S.A. in the September 2002 newsletter).
Roessler's associate in the Red Lake Post Office seems to have been the postmaster, William Brown. According to Derek Rance: "From my collection I have noted a very strong relationship between Roessler
and William Brown, Red Lake's First Postmaster". (Some covers showing this connection are illustrated in
Parts 4 and 5 of this article.)
Continued
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Four line handstamp: WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LIMITED ?? 25 ?? RED LAKE, ONT.
on the left of the envelope. - WCA's air mail service between RED LAKE and ROLLING PORTAGE was taken
over by the Post Office as an air stage service on January 25th 1928. The 2 cent stamp was sufficient
postage for the first flight out of Red Lake by the air stage service. (Thanks to John Bloor for this illustration.)

Derek Rance also provided some biographical information on William Brown, who was one of the
amazing characters of Canadian northern development:
The Winnipeg Free Press of March 1st, 1926, reported that: WINNIPEG WILL BE THE
CENTER OF ACTIVITY FOR THE RED LAKE GOLDFIELDS IF POWER AND RAIL
CONNECTIONS ARE MADE. Reports that a Manitoba Power Company is already commencing
surveys of a power line to connect Red Lake with its Great Falls Power Plant which is somewhat
just over one hundred miles west as the crow flies. There are two possible approaches by rail, one
being the continuation of the Railway now extended to Fort Alexander built by the Canadian
National Railway line from Lac Dubonnet to Great Falls which could be pushed north and east to
Red Lake. Both these lines would serve the Central Manitoba Mining District which of course is
much nearer the production stage than Red Lake will be for some time.
Just before March 1st, Bill Brown of Allanwater, Ontario had been sent into Red Lake by
the Postal Department to make a report on the postal requirements of this now "mushrooming
settlement".
There had never been any postal delivery service to Red Lake before, the few prospectors
and trappers and traders got their mail once or twice a year from the nearest Post Office at
Hudson, Ontario, which was officially named ROLLING PORTAGE, the English translation of its
Indian name "Titapisay Oneecome". This portage followed a series of side hills between the lakes,
and the traveler often slipped in wet weather and rolled down the hill with what ever he happened
to be carrying, so it was called the Rolling Portage.
Bill Brown was a very colorful character, the son of a well-to-do English Family, he was
sent to the best private Schools in England, then to Oxford University, but he left there before
graduation, due to some indiscretion. He then went to Sweden to learn the Timber Importing
Business, where he learned to speak Swedish fluently. In the second year at his new position, the
First World War broke out and he returned to England and joined the British Army, serving in
France till the Armistice, then for some time in the Army of Occupation in Germany. He returned
to England, then came to Canada where he joined the Hudson Bay Company as a clerk.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE. Part 3 - continued:

Because of his education and ability, Bill quickly rose to the Position of Factor (or Post
Manager) of Osnaburgh House on Lake St. Joseph. One day as he was trading with some Indians
at the Post, a lighted cigarette which he had laid on the counter, rolled a short distance and fell into
an open keg of gunpowder. The explosion blew the Post apart, killing the two Indians. Bill was
taken from the smoking ruins of the Post barely alive, but rather miraculously survived and slowly
and completely recovered from multiple burns and abrasions to his face, hands and body, carefully
nursed by a young Indian girl whom he soon married. They eventually had four strapping sons and
a winsome girl. He worked in logging camps at McDou 11's Mills, Ontario for some time, then got
the job of mail carrier in the adjoining hamlet of Allanwater, Ontario.
Bill had an aptitude for languages; besides speaking Swedish fluently, he also spoke Ojibway
which he learned when working with the Indians while trading for the Hudson Bay Company. He
also had a working knowledge of the French and German language learned from his Army Service,
and he was well versed in the classical Latin and Greek from Oxford University.
Bill left Red Lake for Hudson with his dog team just after the Mining Recorders Tent had
been opened on March 1st, 1926. Keeping him company on the trail was another dog team driven
by Walter Hyde, a surveyor of Port Arthur, Ontario and his partner Gordon MacLaren, and a
Reporter Paul Reading of Toronto who had mushed in a few days earlier. Bill's wheel dog "Mouse"
had a litter of five pups at Sand's Fish Camp on the return journey. He wrapped them in his rabbit
skin robe on his toboggan and took them back to Allanwater. He was then appointed Mail Carrier
to Red Lake from Hudson, and carried the Royal Cipher and the words ROYAL MAIL on the side
of his toboggan. Several months later he was appointed Red Lake's first Postmaster, and built the
settlement's first Post Office out of logs at the junction of what is now Howey Street and Goldshore
Road. The next year he built a General Store beside the log Post Office, and became the
settlement's first Justice of Peace. He was accidentally drowned in Red Lake in 1936.

Postmaster William Brown in the door of Red Lake's first Post Office which
he built of logs in June 1926 at what is now the intersection of Goldshore
Road and Howey Street.

This information about William Brown came from Don Parrott, who has written a number of books about
the Red Lake area, including North for Gold, the Red Lake Gold Rush of 1926, and Harold Farrington:
Pioneer Bush Pilot. For more information on these books, contact The Red Lake Museum, Box 64, Red
Lake, Ontario POV 2M0, or visit their website http://www.redlakernuseurn.corn and check out the gift
shop.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE - continued:

Part 4: The WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS FFCs of May 10th 1927.

Cover 1: Semi-official and 2 cent Admiral both cancelled RED LAKE MY 10 27
Backstamped ROLLING PORTAGE MY 10 27

This flight was described in The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada by Conway
Longworth-Dames as:
2 1927, May 10. Rolling Portage to Goldpines, Red Lake and return. This was
the first official flight to be made after the company received its contract from
the postal authorities. Covers also bore the company's semi-official stamp S031
for the first time. In total, 353 items of mail were carried on the outward flight
and 389 on the return. Most of these received the purple cachet. C22, and it is
understood that about 80 were signed by the pilot, F.J. Stevenson. Of those seen,
the signature appears over the cachet. A few covers are known with the earlier
green cachet C21 replacing the purple cachet, while some also exist with the
oval cachet in red.

WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS, LTD.
RED LAKE, ONT.
C21

C22

S031 (MAO)

Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE. Part 4 continued:
-

In the American Air Mail Catalogue the May 10 th covers were described as:
90

1927, May 10—Rolling Portage-Gold Pines-Red Lake and Return. This was the first
flight under the official contract and covers were franked with the pink and black 10
cent semi-official stamp issued on May 1, No. S-33. The pilot was F.J. Stevenson. All
covers were backstamped at destination the same day dispatched. A special oval
cachet was applied to some covers in purple.
Roiling Portage-Gold Pines
a. Rolling Portage-Red Lake
b. Gold Pines-Rolling Portage
c. Red Lake-Rolling Portage
(*)Total covers carried from Rolling Portage were 353.
(")Total covers carried to Rolling Portage were 389.

60.00
20.00
60.00
20.00

(* )

(*)
(*

dr )

(tr. )

5-33 Pink and Black

Cover One has the cachet described by Loncjworth-Dames, and is backstamped as stated in AAMC.
meets all the requirements for a genuine cover from AAMC flight 90c.
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Cover 2: Order of embellishment - 2 cents postage

centre and right cancellations RED LAKE MY 10 27
10 cent WCA semi-official overlaps centre cancellation
green WCA handstamp overlaps semi-official
left cancellations RED LAKE MY 10 27 over WCA handstamp and semi.
No backstamps.

Although this cover is cacheted "initial flight", and signed by the postmaster, there are several
reasons to doubt that it was ever flown:
it is not backstamped, (however, this isn't proof that it wasn't flown, as although covers sent by air
should have been backstamped at the end of the air service, numerous semi-official covers from
many different flights are found without backstamps);
the semi-official stamp on the front breached Post Office regulations, (though this is also not proof
•
that the cover wasn't flown, as it's questionable to what extent this regulation was enforced: semiofficial stamps are found on the front of many different covers);
•
the WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LIMITED handstamp is a type that Longworth-Dames says
was used on later flights, and that Derek Rance has not found used before May 19t h 1927;
•
the cover is disconcertingly similar to the cover illustrated on the next page, which is another
Roessler creation! (Murray Heifetz commented that he also has a similar looking cover, but his is
dated July 1st!)
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: ROESSLER AND RED LAKE - continued:

Part 5: A Roessler cover for a First Flight that didn't happen.
• A.' C. ROESSLER
140 sauna PARKWAY
• EAST ORANGE, N. .T.
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Cancelled: RED LAKE DE 11
Backstamped with the same WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LIMITED handstamp

as on the front, with a clear date 1928.
Although this cover also has an "initial flight" cachet, and is signed by the postmaster, there is no
first flight listed on December 11 th 1928 in the American Air Mail Catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland, or The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada by Conway Longworth-Dames.
Derek Rance has suggested that "these covers were made to order and bulk mailed to Roessler".

Since the above cover is a Roessler creation that was not included in any
catalogues, it brings us back to the cover in Part One of this article: is that a Roessler
creation that should not have been included in any catalogues?
If anybody can provide more information, or has comments about this article,
please contact the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

Many thanks to everybody who has contributed to this study over the last few
years; and to David Brown, Jim Brown, Murray Heifetz, and Ed Matthews
for their comments on the draft version of this article.
Sources:
•
•

•

Ken Molson's Pioneering in Canadian Air Transport was a limited edition published in 1974, and has been
unavailable for several years.
The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland is the standard reference on all Canadian Flight covers, and
part of the sixth edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue. (The fifth edition of RAMC is out of print).
For more information contact Dick Maloft, 16 Harwick Crescent Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1.
The Pioneer and Semi Official Air Mails of Canada by Conway Longworth-Dames, gives much additional
information about these flights. It can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or by mail from: Auxano
Philatelic Services Inc., 207, 525 - 11 th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2R 0C9 (Tel. 1 800 831
4463; website: www.auxanostamps.ca )
-
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A.C. Roessler - Villain or Hero? (2)
As mentioned in the original article with this title in the September 2001 newsletter, it is very
difficult to give a balanced description of A.C. Roessler.
Although he created a large number of bogus covers, and was convicted of fraud by a U.S.
Federal Court in 1933, most of the covers he produced are genuine, and some are definitely valuable. The 'Labrador sale described on pages 6 to 9 of this issue, included the following cover from the 1927
PINEDO flight, addressed to A.C. Roessler, do American Consul, Rome, Italy:

3074 2;1+ — Unoverprinted 60c. black, tied by Rome Centro arrival datestamp of June 22 to envelope
addressed to Rome, Trepassy c.d.s. of May 21 alongside. Another envelope from the final portion
of the supplementary mail

E f3,500

It realized 4,999 Pounds / C$11,200!

Check out Nutmeg's

Sale No. 64
closing June 26, 2003.
Featured is Arnold Engel's
impressive Zeppelin collection:
• Polar • Round-the-World • Egypt
• Baltic
• Mediterrean • Russia • Chicago • Treaty acceptances
AND THERE'S MORE...

• Important stamps • SCADTA • Worldwide Airmails
• Rocket labels and covers
Log on to www.nutmegstamp.com to order a
catalogue or save time and view on-line
• P.O. Box 4547 Danbury CT 06813 • Phone: 203-792-3862 • Fax: 203-798-7902
• EMAIL: info@nutmegstamp.com • WEB: www.nutmegstamp.com

Coming in JULY: DERRICK PILLAGE'S gold-medal LINDBERGH exhibit and collection.
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FOLLOW UP: the DC-4E
on a Czechoslovakian stamp
In our December 2001 newsletter, Murray Heifetz raised the issue of:
the stamp from Czechoslovakia with an aircraft

with triple fins looking like a Lockheed
Constellation but obviously not one. It is rarely
identified in catalogues, but many know it as a
Douglas DC-4E, which was never in service in
North America. (See right).
Murray gave a short history of the DC-4E, which was designed as a successor to the DC3. It first flew in
1938, but turned out to be a bit too revolutionary. The project was abandoned, and the prototype sold to the
Japanese in 1939.
So how did it get on a Czech stamp? - Murray's suggestion was:
that one of the prospective customers for the aircraft in 1938 was CSA (the Czech airline). In
anticipation of the service Czechoslovakia may have prepared a stamp for which the plates were
already made when war broke out Mien war ended in 1945, this may have been the easiest way for
Czechoslovakia to quickly print newly required stamps.
Richard Beith and Jonathon Johnson have both been looking into this question, but can find no information
linking CSA and the DC-4E. - Jonathon sent me a number of items, including a detailed history of the DC-4E:
Initial discussions regarding the possible development of a four-engined transport aircraft with twice the
capacity of the DC-3 (the prototype of which had yet to make its first flight) and a range of 2,200 miles (3,540
km) were held between Douglas and United Air Lines in the second half of I935. Douglas was somewhat wary
of committing itself to such a complex and expensive project; United Air Lines likewise did not have the
financial resources to underwrite the project, and was in no position to guarantee sufficient orders on its own
behalf. William Patterson, the President of United Air Lines, was convinced that such an aircraft was needed,
and tried to persuade other airlines to back Douglas. In March 1936 American, Eastern, Pan American, TWA
and United each committed $100,000 towards the design and construction of one prototype DC-4 (later
designated DC-4E).
As the DC-4E began taking shape, the aircraft appeared even more revolutionary than the earlier DC
aircraft. It was big - the aircraft was planned to accommodate 42 passengers by day in two rows of seats on
each side of a central aisle, or 30 passengers by night with full sleeping accommodation (including a private
bridal room). Impressive as it was externally, the DC-4E was even more impressive from the technical point
of view. The aircraft was powered by four 1,450 hp Pratt & Whitney R-2180-S1A 1 -G fourteen-cylinder aircooled radials which were canted outward from the line of flight. The wings, fitted with slotted flaps, were of
typical Northrop/Douglas construction with three spars, and housed the inward-retracting main undercarriage.
This main undercarriage was complemented by a nosewheel, the first to be used on an aircraft of this size. To
obtain adequate stability and control with two inoperative engines on one side, the tail plane was given a
substantial degree of dihedral and there were triple fins and rudders. Other major technical innovations included
the use of power-boosted controls, an auxiliary power system consisting of two small reciprocating engines,
AC electrical system and air-conditioned cabin. Full pressurization (not installed in the prototype) was to be
incorporated into production aircraft.
Whilst initially impressed by the Douglas proposal, the sponsoring airlines began to show concern over
the aircraft's complexity, and by mid-1936 both Pan American and TWA decided to withdraw their support,
and to sponsor the smaller and somewhat less complex Boeing 307 Stratoliner.
Registered NXI8100, the single DC-4E prototype was completed in May 1938, and on 7 June made an
uneventful first flight from Clover Field, Santa Monica. However, due to numerous minor teething troubles
with its intricate systems, the aircraft did not receive its ATC (Approved Type Certificate) until 5 May, 1939.
The DC-4E was then handed over to United Air Lines and, painted in that airline's livery, made numerous
proving flights on United's network.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: a Czechoslovakian DC-4E continued:

On the ground and in the air the aircraft was reported to be pleasant to handle and to possess no
vices, but performance left something to be desired. The complexity of the systems presented excessive
maintenance problems, and operating economics were disappointing in spite of an increase in passenger
capacity from 42 to 52, and an increase in gross weight from 61,500 lb to 65,000 lb. Accordingly, the
sponsoring airlines agreed with Douglas to suspend development in favour of a new, less complex, DC-4
project, which lead to the military C-54 and to the numerous post-war DC-4s.
NC18100 was returned to Douglas, and in late 1939 was acquired by Mitsui Trading Company
ostensibly for Dai Nippon Koku (Greater Japan Air Lines). Re-assembled in Japan by Douglas
personnel, the aircraft was flown for a brief period until reported as having crashed in Tokyo Bay. In
fact the aircraft had been quietly dismantled by Nakajima at the behest of the Japanese Navy -for which
the airline had acted as cover - to be used as basis for the design of a four-engined long-range bomber,
the Nakajima G5N1 Shinzan (Mountain Recess))
(Based on McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Since 1920, R.J. Francillon.)

There is no mention of CSA in this account, and it seems unlikely that they would have been contemplating
the purchase of an aircraft that the American airlines were not supporting.
I've also been informed by Richard Beith that:
•
I don't think there was a pre-war Czechoslovakian initiative to purchase the DC-4E. - CSA was founded

•

as an internal airline, and in the late 30's used modem Savoie Marchetti SM 73s on their few European
routes. CLS (Czechoslovak Air Transport Co) were the major European carrier for the Czechs: in the
late 30's they had a modern Douglas fleet, being the first European airline to use the DC2 after KLM.
I also think it extremely unlikely that these stamps were printed from old plates - any plates produced
between the Munich dictat and the German invasion in March 1939 would have been inscribed Ceskoslovensko, with a hyphen.

Richard also pointed out that: "All the Czechoslovak catalogues published in that country, carefully avoid
identifying the 'plane. Stanley Gibbons Collect Aircraft on Stamps calls it a L.049 Constellation, and Scott just
says "plane flying over Charles Bridge". This seems strange, when the aircraft clearly looks like a DC-4E to
Murray, to me, and to Richard! - It also raises questions regarding where the catalogue information
comes from; what the stamp was described as when it was issued; and what the aircraft was
supposed to be!
John Johnson contacted Dr. Bedrich Helm in Prague, who provided an extract from Dopravnilegte Prahy
1947 - 2000 (The Airports of Prague) by Lubomir Dudgek. According to this, the first Constellation to visit
Prague landed there on April 10 th 1946, on a route proving flight by Pan American Airways. Since the stamp
was issued on June 12th 1946, the designers had probably never seen a Constellation, (or a DC-4e).
Dr. Helm suggested that the stamp designers wanted to show a Constellation but didn't have a technical
drawing available, and the stamp ended up looking more like a DC-4E.
Richard Beith has been thinking on similar lines, and suggested that "perhaps there was a photograph of the
DC-4E handy, or the designer thought it was a photo of a Constellation".
Many thanks to Richard Beith, Murray Heifetz, Bedrich Helm, and Johnathon Johnson for their contributions to

this investigation.

The sale of the DC-4E to Japan did not, in fact, turn into the military debacle that seems likely. According to R.J. Francillon in his Japanese Aircraft of the Pacific War, the Shinzan retained the wing,
powerplant installation and undercarriage of the DC-4E , but featured a new fuselage with glazed nose and ventral
bomb-bay, new tail surfaces with twin fins and rudders, and was powered by four 1,870 hp Nakajima NK7 A
Mamoru 11 fourteen-cylinder radials. However, "the Nakajima engineers had based their design on an
unsuccessful aircraft already rejected by American airlines, and their inexperience with aircraft of this size led
them to excessive weight increases. The combined effects of the complex Douglas design, overweight, and
unreliable engines, resulted in very poor performance". Five additional prototypes were built, two with different
engines, but the aircraft remained overweight and underpowered. The project was cancelled, and the prototypes
ended their lives as freight transports.
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

1928 - BOSTON RADIO AERO SHOW

Postmarked: BOSTON unreadable date 1928
Addressed to: GRENOBLE, FRANCE

This cover has a green, "handstamped" cachet: BOSTON RADIO AERO SHOW

MECHANICS BLD. OCTOBER 1-6
The "killer bars" indicate that it was flown from Boston to New York, then added to the surface mail to
France.
Can anybody provide any information regarding the activities at the RADIO AERO SHOW, and/or
whether there was anything special about the flight which carded this cover to New York?

First Flight: Vancouver to Santiago, 1957
Does anybody have a copy of the Canadian Pacific FFC from Vancouver to Santiago, 23r d September
1957, (AMCN #5713 )? - If you do, please would you send a photocopy (or scan) of the front and back to
Brian Wolfenden. (203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2, or E-mail: binepeanAtrytel.com )
- Brian is trying to obtain copies for the author of a book on the First Flights of Chile, ("Ochenta Anos de
Historia Aeropostal en Chile".)

CANADA COVERS WEB S 1TE
www. CANADACOVERS . CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS, B.C. V2C 6B7
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An Intriguing Arctic Cover

I received this cover from Indiana, with a message that:

You are as close as 1 could come to finding someone to ask a question. I bought a selection of
covers and this one is an air mail envelope with a 10c airmail stamp. But the postmark is very
interesting. It has a circular date stamp with 4-bar cancel, very carefully applied. It says: "Arctic
Village, AK Feb. 15 a.m. 1971, 99722". Below that is a special hand cancel with Arctic Village,
Alaska, 145'32'W., 68'7'N and the big dipper/north star Alaska emblem.
I am assuming that perhaps this is showing the northernmost airmail stop-for Alaska? USA? North
America? It does not say it is a first flight cover. It is an empty envelope, so it was ordered by a
collector for some reason.
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) was passed in 1971, same year as on cover.
It is located 429 miles from Anchorage to the north, near the north slope and the edge of the
Alaska wildlife refuge.
Thanks for any help you can give.
I can rule out Arctic Village as being the northernmost air mail stop-for North America, as that distinction
does (I believe) go to Alert, which is 83" 02' North. I also doubt it is the northernmost air mail stop-for
Alaska/USA: that is probably Barrow (70" 28' North). However, Arctic Village is, according to its website, "the
best location in Alaska to view the northern lights". But this still leaves the question, of why was this cover
produced?
If anybody can provide any information regarding this cover, please send it to the editor.

P

1

Auxano are Canada's largest philatelic literature dealers. - For information on
specific books or catalogues, or for a free copy of their latest newsletter, contact them at:

207, 525 - 11th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T2R 0C9
Telephone 403-543-1171, or toll free in North America: 1 - 866-831-4463.
email: info@auxanostamps.ca
Fax : 403-543-1175
Website: www.auxanostamps.c a
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MEMBERS' FORUM: Pil•Signed Covers
In looking through some old material, I came across this report of a
F.I.S.A. Symposium which was reprinted in the 'Aerofield' of March 1967
and wondered what the view of aerophilatelists might be today.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PILOT-SIGNED COVERS
Report oj the conclusions by the F.I.S.A. Symposium 1966. RapporteurMrs. C. M. Gray.

Whereas aerophilatelists need guidance in the collection of covers which
bear signatures in addition to stamps, postmarks, frankings, cachets and/or
other markings, the F.I.S.A. Symposium recognises that
(1) there is a difference between genuine mail and souvenirs
which were merely signed after the flight;
(2) the signature of a pilot adds interest to the cover but
does not necessarily prove its authenticity because the signatures
of pilots and other people have sometimes been forged;
(3) the signature on a cover may start research which eventually leads to the identification of an item as having been
carried on a particular flight;
(4) care must be exercised in purchasing a cover the cost
of which is enhanced because of the signature. Cases are known
where these have been added merely to please a collector,
sometimes even years afterwards;
(5) some covers bear the autograph of persons such as
mayors, postmasters, celebrities, etc., who have had nothing
to do with the flight; and in the case of a postmaster they
merely prove hat he received them for mailing on a certain
date in the hope that they will travel on a certain route;
(6) covers sometimes bear signatures of pilots who signed
them in anticipation of an intended flight which was cancelled
owing to bad weather, strikes, etc.;
The F.I.S.A. Symposium therefore feels that autographs on covers add
little or nothing to the aerophilatelic value unless that autograph tends to
authenticate the cover as having been carried by air in the absence of or in
addition to other markings such as backstamps;
Further, that autographs of pioneer pilots of the pre-1930 period add a
measure of historical interest, but are not essential.

For me, all six points seem accurate but the conclusions do not seem
appropriate at all. Of course signatures can be added later, forged or
found on unflown covers. But so too have stamps, postmarks and various
cachets and postal markings been added later or inappropriately.
Autograph collecting is a respected hobby in its own right and signatures
of pilots, co-pilots, postmasters or anyone with a connection to the flight
add considerably to the interest of a cover. There is a 'purist' element
in aerophilately which is unadventurous and has stifled growth, particularly
among younger recruits by promoting the view that only 'commercial',
non-philatelic covers, paid at the correct rate and so on, are the only
worthwhile covers.
Some progress has been made with 'Social Philately' which allows a certain
percentage of photographs or related documents, but as our editor noted
in the March issue, numbers continue to decline all over and I suspect
numbers exhibiting have declined to an even greater extent. It is time for
the old timers to stop insisting on proper rates, proper franking and the
like as somehow of greater significance than photos, timetables, airline
promotional ads, airplane 'cinderellas' and of course signatures. For
exhibitions, let the exhibitor define what is to be shown and have the
exhibit judged on how well the goal is reached. "Autographs on covers add
little or nothing to the aerophilatelic value", says FISA. My eye, say I.
Remember you can have Aerophilately without a Post Office but not without a pilot .
Mat's Your Ciainicn?,? Tal the editor.

AP

MIKE SHAND
1183 AGINCOURT ROAD
OTTAWA ONT CANADA
K2C 2H8
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CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE COVERS
Eric Grove
The Canadian Warplane Heritage has been involved in aerophilately since 1976, when the first CWH
covers were flown in FIREFLY CG-BDH. The Museum's involvement has concentrated on the production
of illustrated covers flown in one of our historic airplanes and signed by the flight crew, like those below:

Covers have been produced regularly, and now include 10 of the Museum's airplanes: Avro Anson,
Avro Lancaster, deHavilland Tiger Moth, deHavilland Canada Chipmunk, Douglas DC-3, Fairey Firefly,
Goodyear Corsair, North American Harvard, North American Mitchell, and the Consolidated Canso.
Production has been on different dates, with a variety of stamps, and for different occasions. Most
are currently available at the Museum, although the earlier issues are now limited.
Last year's issues (2002) included the Canada-Netherlands Friendship Festival cover (Harvard's),
the Bill Randall Commemorative cover (Lancaster), the Queen's Golden Jubilee cover (DC-3 & miniSpitfire), a new cover for the Canso, and a Remembrance Day cover (Lancaster).
Most of these covers retail at $5.00 inclusive, but some are $10.00 (mainly those of the Lancaster
with foreign stamps showing a Lancaster, and the 2002 Randall & Golden Jubilee covers). The 'cream of
the crop' is the cover flown in our Lancaster C-GVRA and the Battle of Britain Flight Lancaster PA474.
Each cover is signed by both crews, and contains a number of inserts. So far as is known, this is the only
cover designed from the outset for flight in both the remaining airworthy Lancasters.
The following covers are currently available:
Aircraft

Date Flown

Occasion

Stamps

Notes

Cost

Douglas
DC-3
Dakota

11/11/97

Remembrance
Day CWH 25th
Anniversary

$0.45 Series of
the Century 1997

Scott
1659/60

$5.00

As Above

24/10/98

Hamilton to
Toronto

$0.45 Fishing flies
1997

Scott
1715-20

$5.00

Fairey
Firefly

20/6/98

Hamilton Intl
Air Show

$0.45 Mining
1998

Scott
1721

$5.00

Goodyear
FG1 Corsair

23/4/98

Last flight at
CWHM

$0.45 Year of Scott
the Tiger 1998

Scott
1708

$5.00

As Above

23/4/98

As Above

$0.45 Fishing flies

Scott
1715-20

$5.00

Harvard

11/11/97

Remembrance
Day

$0.45 Knights of
Columbus

Scott
1656

$5.00

Continued
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Harvard

5/2/98

Local flight
'Pax' Flight

$0.45 Anniversary
of 1d Cdn. X-mas stamp

Scott
1722

$5.00

Harvard

31/10/98

Local flight

$0.45 Maple leaf
ATM self-adh.

Scott
1706/14

$5.00

Harvard

31/10/98

Local flight

$0.45 Fishing flies
1997

Scott
1715-20

$5.00

Harvard

19/6/99

Hamilton Int,
Air Show
75* Anniversary
of RCAF

$0.45 125th Anniversary
of RCMP 1998
plus $0.01 defin.
1992 blueberry

Scott
1736/37

$5.00

Scott 1349

All Harvard covers flown in CF UUU.
-

de Havilland
Canada
Chipmunk

12/8/97

Local flight

Scott
1361

$5.00

As above

14/9/97

Experimental $0.45 Series of
Aircraft Airshow the century
25th Anni. CWH 1997

Scott
1659/60

$5.00

As above

14/9/97

As above

$0.45 defin.
Queen Elizabeth II 1995

Scott
1360

$5.00

#10 black & white 27/4/2000
covers of Lanc
'VRA crew signed.

Local flight

$0.46 Canada defin.
Queen Elizabeth II

Scott 1682

$5.00

Flown in
Lancaster VRA
and
Lancaster PA474

Local flights in
Canada &
England

Canada: one of the RCAF
75th Anni. issue of $0.46
England. the Royal Mail
issue of Sir Arthur Harris

Scott 1808

$25.00

Scott 1926

$5.00

$0.45 defin.
Canada flag 1995

Miscellaneous Flown:

Fairey Firefly

2000

11/11/2001

Local flight for $0.47 Canada
Remembrance 75' Anni. Royal
Day - Pilot
Canadian Legion
signed

Carved

CANADIAN SEMIROFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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2002 covers:
N.A. Harvard

4/5/2002

CanadaNetherlands
Friendship
Festival,
Burlington

15&16
6/2002

"Soar with
Legends"

480 Tulip (2002)

Scott 1946

$5.00

350 Canso, or
$5.00
Scott 845/6
350 Vedette (1979)
plus 100 defin.
Scott 1679
woodworkers (1999) plus
30 define black crowberries (1992/7)
Scott 1351
The Canso postage stamp illustrates the aircraft in which F/L D.E. Hornell won the V.C. CWHM's aircraft is painted
in the same colours.
15/6/2002
The Bill
460 'Portrait'
'Mynarski'
$10.00
Scott 1853
Randall
Lancaster
stamp of C-GVRA (2000), or
Two Special Inserts
Commemorative 170 Avro CF-100 (1980), or
Scott 873
cover
170 A. Lancaster (1980),
Scott 874
plus 470 defin. Q.E. 2 (2000)
Scott 1683
Can. Canso

Dakota & 'mini- 1/7/2002
Spitfire'

Queen Elizabeth 480 Golden Jubilee (2002)
Scott 1932
Second, Golden
Jubilee cover
Special inserts including details of the `Mini-Spitfire' - only one in North America, based in Hamilton.

$10.00

25/8/2002
de Havilland
Cdn. Tiger Moth

$5.00

'Mynarski'
Lancaster

11/11/2002

Local flight,
Hamilton

450 defin. QE2 (1995),
or 450 Circus
or 450 125th.,Anni.RCMP
(1998), all plus 3¢ defin.

Local
470 R. Cdn. Legion
Remembrance 75th. Anni. Plus
Day Memorial
10 defin Bookbinding (1999)
Flight

Scott 1360
Scott 1757/60
Scott 1738

Scott 1926

$5.00

Scott 1673

For information and sales please contact Eric Grove at the Museum at:

Phone 905-679-4183 Fax 905-679-4186
E-mail museum@warplane.com
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
Or by post:
9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario LOR

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
is produced quarterly in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by AUGUST 1st.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN ($15.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - CAS, 124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Ron Miyanishi as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

95 Michael Painter
157 Robert Meyer
168 Robert Lee
172 Ivan RW Burges
228 William McCann
230 Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
234 Kevin O'Reilly
235 Domminique Tallet
237 Michel Brisebois

238 Cheryl Ganz
286 Ken Bolton
287 Robert Hounsell
290 Michael Deal
291 Walter Veraart
308 Don Lussky
317 Robert McCormack
327 Mike Rossman

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new members, or when they
will serve as receipt of payment, or on request. - They are not sent automatically to members who renew by cheque.
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EDITORIAL: GOOD NEWS - many members will receive this newsletter is August, as I wanted to
complete it before going on holiday, and then getting involved in start-up for the new school year.
BAD NEWS - my computer malfunctioned two days before I left, and my expert can't fix it. This
newsletter was therefore drafted in WordPerfect, but printed in Microsoft Word. Although text
is inter-changeable, formatting isn't, so some pages have not come out as I'd like.
THE NDCT ISSUE is our SEASONAL SPECIAL, when everybody is invited to send in a page, and
to include their greetings to other members. Please send in all items by NOVEMBER rt.
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 2003
It is with regret that I report the resignation of our hard working Secretary, the indefatigable Ron
Miyanishi. Ron has done so very much for the CAS in his Secretarial duties and his volunteered
computer work in compiling our own catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland ". His
success in preparing our catalogue resulted in the AAMS requesting Ron to undertake the
preparation of the other Volumes of the 6th Edition of the catalogues of the AAMS. Last year Ron
completed Volume I and in July of this year Volume II has been published and issued. He has been
asked to finish the remaining Volumes (three I believe) as soon as possible. Thus Ron has decided
to turn his full attention to the completion of the 6th Edition of the AAMS catalogues. Ron will
continue on as a CAS member and to provide advice as required. Ron was also the Section Head of
Section 12 Canadian Forces Covers 1956 - 1996 including Canadian Warplane Heritage Covers.
The famous phrase pertaining to the aviators of The Battle of Britain by Prime Minister Winston
Churchill certainly applies to Ron - "Never has been so much owed by so many to so few (in our
case one)". Ron has earlier received special plaques from the CAS and the AAMS for his excellent
work for aerophilately. Thanks Ron for your magnificent contribution to the development of the CAS.
Another of our up and coming aerophilatelists, Brian Wolfenden of Nepean, Ontario, our
present CAS Treasurer, has volunteered to take over also the Secretarial duties of the CAS from
Ron. By the time of the publication of this issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist the handover from
Ron to Brian will be complete. Brian works for a local stamp dealer in Ottawa and also has his
aerophilatelic business located in Ottawa. Thank you Brian for taking on this double responsibility.
On behalf of Chris Hargreaves, another dedicated worker for the CAS and Editor of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist, the CAS has entered the 2002 issues of The Canadian Aerophilatelist in
the FIP Literature Competition at Bangkok 2003, 4 -13 October 2003. We wish Chris success in this
latest competition. Chris has been the recipient of many FIP Awards for his issues of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist . Chris is also the Editor of the Canada Air Mail Notes in the Jack Knight Air Log, now
part of the AAMS organization. For his editing of this long time running Section of the JKAL Chris
received The Earl and Fred Wellman Award for the best literary efforts in the Jack Knight Air Log in
2000. A sincere thank you Chris from all of the CAS members for your untiring aerophilatelic literary
efforts.
Elsewhere in this issue will be more information on our covers for the 50 th Anniversary of the
RCAF Comets. (See page 5. Ed.)
We are also producing covers flown by the Snowbirds, commemorating the 100 th Anniversary
of powered air flight by the Wright Brothers. These covers will bear a special aircraft picture postage
of the Snowbirds' Tutor aircraft, and a special Canada Post cancellation designed by Bernie
Reilander. There are three different views of the Snowbirds' Tutors flying in different formations. The
covers were flown over Parliament Hill, Ottawa, on 1 July 2003, and are currently being signed by the
Snowbirds. They will then be available from me, at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1.
The price (including postage) will be $10 for a single cover signed by one pilot; $55 for a set of nine
envelopes, each signed by one pilot; and $30 for a single cover signed by all nine pilots.
Three recent aerophilatelic publications won top awards at the 8th New Zealand National
Philatelic Exhibition in June 2003. Ken Sanford's "Air Crash Mail of Imperial Airways & Predecessor
Airlines" won a vermeil.' John Duggan & James Graue's "Deutsche Lufthansa - South Atlantic
Airmail Service 1934-1939" also won a vermeil. George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish's "Air Mails
of Canada 1925-1939. The development and Postal History of National and International Mails" won
a vermeil too. 2
To all I trust that you have enjoyed a pleasant summer and with the advent of fall and winter,
your aerophilatelic activitiies will be reactivated for knowledge and pleasure.

Aida&
See the December 2002 newsletter, page 21, for more information about this book. Ed.
2

See the March 2001 newsletter, page 17, for a review of this book. Ed.
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Editor's Thanks ...
•

•

•

•

•

to RON MIYANISHI for all the work he has done as Secretary of the CAS. - Ron took over as Secretary in
February 1993, and I know that he's done a lot of work, as we've corresponded regularly on membership
matters.
to BRIAN WOLFENDEN for agreeing to add the duties of Secretary to his current duties as Treasurer. Brian and Ron arranged for the handover to take effect on August 1 st , so everybody should contact Brian
regarding all membership matters from now on.
to ED WILLIAMS for taking on the role of VIRTUAL-WEBMASTER. - This is only a virtual role, as we don't
have a website! Ed's first task will, in fact, be to establish the cost of setting up a real website, so that the
executive can decide whether or not we are going to get one. Anybody who wants more information can
contact Ed by email at ewilliamsbdmcc.com , or by post at 101 - 10150 83 Ave., Edmonton, Alberta T6E
2C4. However, Ed recently had an accident which messed up his right arm. It sounds like his accident
would be very painful to anybody, and very inconvenient for anybody working with computers. It may
therefore be some time before we get his report. Best wishes for a speedy recovery Ed!
to ANDREW McFARLANE who has taken over as the American Air Mail Society's webmaster, and has
kindly offered to help us if we decide to set up a website. Andrew has redesigned the AAMS site, (it can be
viewed at www.americanairmailsociety.orq ), and has now been nominated to take over as Secretary of the
AAMS in January 2004. Good luck Andrew!
to VERA BENTLEY, wife of the late Nelson Bentley, who has kindly donated some of Nelson's files and
binders to the CAS. They cover a variety of topics, including the first Canadian air mail flight by Captain
Brian Peck, and are a nice addition to our library.

congratulations ...
•

•

to KEN MITCHELL, who also received a Queen Elizabeth Golden Jubilee Medal. Ken is one of our
international members, who lives in England. He retired from the Surrey Police in February this year after
30 years service, and was presented with the medal just prior to retiring.
(It was initially announced that some 46,000 medals were presented in Canada. Considering that
according to the 2001 Canadian census, our total population is now approximately 30,000,000, and that the
total membership of the CAS is 142 members, I think it is both remarkable and most impressive that seven
of our members received Jubilee medals!)
to KASIMIR BILESKI who has been elected a Fellow of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada (FRPSC).
Kasimir was described by the RPSC as "among Canada's most venerable philatelists". He was born in
1908 on a Saskatchewan homestead; placed his first newspaper advertisement at the age of 13; has been
a dealer for over 80 years; and has written a number of booklets on Canadian stamps. Kasimir is also a
long-time member of the CAS: #103.

and welcome to another new member ...
• # 334 Harold Hollander, Hout Bay 7806, South Africa

"LOST" MEMBER:
The newsletter mailed to DAVID FLETT of West St., Waterford, Ontario, has been returned by Canada
Post. - If anybody has a current address for David, please pass it on to Brian Wolfenden.

REQUEST TO MEMBERS PAYING FEES IN US$
When our current membership fees of C$20.00 in Canada, C$22.00 in U.S.A., C$25.00 for members
Overseas were set in October 1999, we also set a fee of US$15.00 for the convenience of American members
paying their fees in US Dollars.
However, as a result of currency movements, the last time Brian deposited a cheque for US$15.00, we only
received C$19.83! - Would members paying their fees in American Dollars, please send Brian US$17.00 in
future.
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CAS WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
With summer making its demands on all of us - family get-togethers and just lazing around
during the nice weather - the CAS western chapter has been idling somewhat this last quarter. But
we have maintained our schedule of informal monthly meetings. Cecil Stoner and Jack McCuaig
have assumed the positions of Manitoba researcher and Saskatchewan researcher respectively. As
well, we set up the CAS table and displayed aero exhibits at two different events - Air Fest 2003
sponsored by Edmonton Aviation Museums Association and Salute to Aviation sponsored by
Reynolds-Alberta Museum at Wetaskiwin.
The Edmonton Chapter of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society kindly shared their Air
Fest 2003 table with us. The event was held at the Edmonton Civic Centre Airport and drew over
100,000 spectators. The Edmonton Stamp Club loaned us several display frames to facilitate display
of our three exhibits and CAS advertising posters. Considering that this was an aviation event the
number of people interested in our aerophilately 'stuff was encouraging. Membership application
forms for both organizations were distributed.
Our CAS table and exhibits at Salute to Aviation were advantageously placed right at the
entrance to the museum. Several individuals asked questions about the planes and pilots linked to
early airmail flights. We could have used some assistance from Mike Shand in these two areas, but
to help provide substance to our answers we directed them to the exhibits in Canada's Aviation Hall
of Fame, located just to the north of the museum. What a great venue for 'AERO talk'. LieutenantColonel (Ret'd) Dan Dempsey, former commanding officer and team leader of Canada's prestigious
aerobatic Snowbirds, was on hand to sign copies of his beautifully illustrated book "A Tradition of
Excellence - Canada's Airshow Team Heritage".
Gord Mallett

For more information on the Western Chapter, please contact:
Gord Mallett [tel. (780) 419 6738; e-mail gordm(&,edmc.net or CalderRiver(&,hotmailcom 1;
or Cecil Stoner [(780) 475 0864 or e-mail cecils(&telusplanet.net ].
There are no chapter fees, and any one who's interested is invited to join.

DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are holding their 9 th annual Day of Aerophilately on Sunday
November 2 11d.
The day includes displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant, and lots of
excellent conversation. - The event has a small following of regular participants who have a great time each
year, and who would be delighted to welcome additional participants.
The event will be held at the usual location: the VINCENT GREENE FOUNDATION, 10 SUMMERHILL
AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). It will run from 11.15am to 4.00pm, to take advantage of the
parking available on the south side of Summerhill Avenue after 1 lam.

Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate! - For more information contact:
Dick McIntosh, (tel. 416 447 1579; or Murray Heifetz, (tel. 416 444 6469.)

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or on
diskette in Microsoft Word or MSWorks format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
Prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$5 for a hard copy, C$3 for a diskette, C$8 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas.
DEDUCT 30% if paying in $US.
CAS members may deduct a further 10% from these prices.
Orders should be sent directly to Gord Mallett, 71 Grandin Woods Estates, St Albert, Alberta T8N
2Y4, [tel. (780) 419 6738; or e-mail Gord at: gordmedmc.net or CalderRiver@hotmail.com
Gord will e-mail the Index at NO COST, to any member who sends him an email address!
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50th Anniversary of the R.C.A.F. COMETS

,i,..9.
i 96 os
s1.P200
50th Anniversary of the Comet's entry into service
with 412 (1) Squadron R.C.A.F. - 1953.
50e anniversaire de la mise en service du Comet
avec la 412e escadrille de I'ARC en 1953.
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This cover was flown on a Bombardier CC144 Challenger from 412 (T) Squadron.
Courrier transports a bord d'un Bombardier CC144 Challenger de la 412e escadrille.

On May 29th 1953, the first RCAF Comet, (VC-5301), was flown from London, England to RCAF Station
Uplands, in Ottawa. It made the trans-Atlantic crossing in 10 hours 20 minutes, with stops in Keflavik, Iceland,
and Goose Bay, setting a speed record from London to Ottawa. The Comet then went on a cross-Canada tour,
before entering regular RCAF service.
Two Comets were operated by 412 Transport Squadron. - This made the RCAF the first air force in the
world to operate jet transports, and the first organization to operate scheduled jet trans-Atlantic flights.
The Comets were also used in air defence exercises, providing high-speed bomber-like targets for ground
radars and Air Defence Command CF-100 Canuck interceptors.
All Comets were grounded in April 1954 following the loss of two B.O.A.C. Comets in mid-air explosions.
The RCAF Comets resumed service in 1957 after extensive modifications. VC-5301 was retired from service in
1964, and VC-5302 in 1963, after the airframes had each logged more than 5,000 flying-hours, and were timeexpired.
In 2003, 412(7) Squadron is based in Ottawa, and operates six Challenger aircraft providing VIP air
transportation worldwide. - The commemorative covers were flown by Challenger 144614, from Ottawa to
Dubai in the United Arab Emirates, on the 6th June 2003, (with a fuel stop at Athens, Greece). The aircraft
carried the Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff, and the Chief of the Naval Staff, on a visit to troops in the Middle
East supporting Operation Apollo: Canada's military contribution to the international campaign against
terrorism. The return trip, (via Shannon, Ireland for fuel), was made on June 14th 2003.
The covers are size 10 envelopes, with a coloured photo of VC-5301,
coloured crest of 412 Squadron, and coloured CAS logo. They are franked with a
specially created "picture postage" stamp of the Comet: two different illustrations
were used - a sideview (as on the envelope), and a frontview. Both stamps are
illustrated full-size on the right.
The stamp is cancelled on 29th May 2003 by a special Canada Post
cancellation, designed by Bernie Reilander, depicting the Comet in flight.
Inside each cover is a statement from the CO of 412 Squadron verifying the
flight, a flyer on the CC144 Challenger which carried the covers, and a short
history of the R.C.A.F. Comets in English and French.
Covers are now available at $10.00 each, (including postage), from Dick
Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1.

This cover project was suggested by Jim Davidson, and co-ordinated by Dick
Malott. The covers were designed by Ron Miyanishi, and printed by Corinne
Crathorne. Chris Hargreaves wrote the history, and Francois Bourbonnais
translated it. Canada Post, DND, and 412 Squadron have been terrific. Many
thanks and congratulations to everybody involved.
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED congratulations to Barry Countryman
Our March newsletter described some items found by John Irvine, that included a First Flight Cover from
Windsor to Toronto on July 15th 1929, and a letter on National Air Transport Limited letterhead:
CAPT. EARL M. HAND, D. F. C.

AUSTIN CAMPBELL

PRESIDENT ♦ MANAGING DIRECTOR

VICE-PRESIDENT

.1.

D. A. MCDONALD

SECRETARY-TREASURER

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED
21 RICHMOND ST. WEST, TORONTO
OFFICE PHONE ADELAIDE 7755
AIRPORT
HUDSON 9632
'CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

BUHL AIRCRAFT

DAILY SERVICE TORONTO-WINDSOR
WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS

••

This letterhead was intriguing, as it included the statement "DAILY SERVICE TORONTO-WINDSOR
WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS". - John Johnson and I checked in a large number of books, but could find no
mention of this service, and very little about NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT.
Barry Countryman then researched into back issues of the Toronto Star and Windsor Star, and has
established that this service not only existed, but seems to have been one of the first passenger services in
Canada, and to have operated for some time! - See the clippings on the next page:

PHILATELIC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 RATURE
3irillsh North America
11111111111

11111111111

Aerophilatelic Titles:

Ask for our free catalog

Official AirMail Rates to Foreign&Overseas Destinations, David Whitely $12.95
Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939, George B. Artken, Walter R. Plomish $49.95
Yukon Airways & Exploration Company Limited, William E. Topping $25.00

Auxano Philatelic Services Inc.

1-866-831-4463
wwvv.amporanostamps.ca
11111111111111111111

New E-Mail address for:
ar es

G. Firhy

AUC PIONS

6695 Highland Road, Suite #101
Waterford, MI 48327
(248) 666-5773 • Fax (248) 666-5020
is

FirbyAuctions@sbcGlobal.net
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NEW AIRCRAFT CONCERN
INCORPORATED IN CITY

UAILY AIR SERVICE
TO WINDSOR STARTS

National!Air Transport Limited
Capital zed at $500,000—
Opeiate Buhl Plines.

Controller Robbins E4d 'R. P.
Baker Take Inatgural
Plight

•\
Announc ment was made to-day of
the format on 'of 'a new aircraft com7
priny for the ' 'province with 7.-.eaelii .
quarters' i Toronto. This. will ' be
known' . as heINational Air Transport
Ltd; a corrpanYCapitalized'at $500,000
and provided with a Dominion charter.
The 'cam any will use the existing
Leaside ae odrorne and will operate
Buhl, cabin planes, a type .chosen by
Col. /Lindbergh to bring his mother to
Toronto !salt. April . and distinguished
by. carrying power and. the maximum
of safety.
Directors of the company are E. M.
Hand, president; Austin. Campbell,
vice-president; and Col. Victor Sifton,
James Crang, John J. Noad, Stamfcrd
Warrington . and Herbert Parker.
Shares are . $100 par and the head of•fide of the company is room 505
Northern Ontario building. ' The first
new machine to be owned by the company was flown over from Michigan
yesterday. afternoon. It is a cabin
plane to hold four persons beside the
.
pilot.
. ',
I
The executive are all •conversant
With aircraft work and members of the
Toronto ,F1'ing Club, E. M.: Hand being its pres dent.
r.
.

Toronto Daily Star
July 7th 1928

The Toronto-Windsor air passenger
ikrvice d'pened .to-daY, when 'a Buhl
kpecial ,14t-ILeltside • a fl a.;r3 with
Ceiit. Earl Hand, .president National
Alr Transport Ltd.,; at the controls., If.
'was due -In Windsor t
.
• Two . 15assengeils wer carried,
Baker of the Huron a d Erie Corpoption and Controller Ro bins. The aeroplane' i'so carried. a arcel from Co'..
Alexanioler Fraser, D,C. to the"
lieutenant-governor '•• to his son. st
'.-.., 4- - •
Windsor.
' ' ;•
Col,' Fraser , re.presented government
'house ;. COntroller .11ohl?ins represented
the city ;. Mi-. Baker:01 board of tra ,.:43
and Attorney-Ogneral i iPrice the . pro'Vincial goverrtm,ent i , I- the Inaugura-. . ;
Lionfthesrvc.:
' a& 111'74r

.S44; Actit,?4,0-_, i 3/as;A3

Toronto Daly Star
November 13th 1928
1
I

I.-•

NEW AERGPLANECOMING
•

I

.

Buhl Sediln
Be Put frit° Commer.;
cial (Use in Toronto

The introduction of the Buhl air sedans was
reported in The Toronto Star
th
on the 30 April 1729:

A new Buhl air sedan arrives,
Toronto to-day for the National ir
Transport ;Ltd. The new aeroplane is
coming udder its own polwer from the
Buhl pla t in Marysvil e, Michigan,
and will lie the third of this type to
be put intb commercial service by the
Toropto firth. The air sedan a sixplace, duAl . control maclhine with a
300-horsepower Wright - 'motor and Is
capable - of attaining •a speed of 150
miles per hour.
This is the sixth addition • •to the
Nationisl - Air .Transport's:. fleet 'of aircraft. and Will be .1mmediately put
into the
Toronto Windsor service
which' this• firm inaugurated' 'last
November.

.

.

-

//14.0NAYMLAIkt 30/AP•14: .
Continued
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - congratulations to Barry Countryman, continued:

It is not yet known how long NAT's Toronto - Windsor service operated for, or how it was affected by the
introduction of Canadian Airways' Toronto - Windsor airmail service. (A Canadian Airways' schedule effective
April 26th 1931 shows that by that time, Canadian Airways was offering a daily passenger service Detroit Windsor - London - Hamilton - Toronto - Kingston - Montreal, except on Sundays.)
National Air Transport continued to fly during the early 1930's. - Barry found the following article and
advertisement from 1932:

THESE ENGLISHMEN FAST
Arrived Saturdriy—Bashed to Gotham
.-Saillny nom. To-day
A -party of Englishmen who landed
at Montreal'on Saturday and arrived
In Toronto do Sunday- are on their
way back .to .
to board a
liner to return to England, after completing a record business trip to New
Yollic by
sun .ay they left from Barker airport, Dufferin 'St.. and made connections with a Buffalo transport nero:
plane, which tlanded them in New
York' four hours later. After completing busineas they took a return
machine to Buffalo and transferred
to a .NationS1 Air Transport liner at

Buffalo. arriving. in -Toronto yesterday.- They boarded a Montreal train.

which will get them there In lime to
sail to-day,

Toronto r)7,q^1Star „ Ma.y 31'"' tOK32

IR MEE
Fre

Barker F

Aug.Piss
• Short Paisen
Stunt Fkring
Toronto-Buff to 'Plan
(MOO
Parachute Ju p •
Light Aer‘p no Race

NATI074L

t
•

leaves
Buffalo — 814.00 return)

111 .-TRA,

Toronto Daily Star, August 12th 1932
According to the information in the March newsletter:
"both Buhl A/C were lost by fire at Barker Field 12/Nov. 1935 . Nothing on Nationall is recorded after that

date"
Congratulations to Barry on finding the information on this under-reported company and air
service. - If anybody can provide more information about NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT, please send it to
the editor, (4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.)
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS
AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909 TO 1934
Murray Heifetz
Canadian aviation history may be told, philatelicaly, in many ways. The most usual is through first flight
covers or the study of rates and routes. However many of the events, important in the telling of this story, are best
represented by covers with special cachets relating to the event. This is primarily applicable to appearances of
important pilots and to aviation meetings. This article is an attempt to tell the story through its related covers and
cachets.
1909 to 1928
This is the period that can be considered the pioneer era in Canadian aerophilately. There were very few
items produced that relate to our topic, but there were two that are interesting. The first is an envelope prepared to
promote the 1909 Nova Scotia provincial exhibition. Thomas Baldwin was to bring his dirigible, the "California
Arrow" to the exhibition for demonstration flights. Envelopes with the dirigible shown in the upper left corner
were prepared to promote the exhibition.

$20,000 MI PREkblibtl5,,

25 7 11/111,
. 1

'F. /V

HALIFAX,N.S.

In 1915, the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto, also produced an envelope to promote attendance.
On the reverse of the envelope, there is shown, among livestock shows and musical bands, the "March of the
Allies" - a production featured by "Aviation Flights".

OTTO HIGEL CO. LINI EDAu
680 King Street West c ,!&
TORONTO, Ont.

..'' . .

CANADA'S GREATEST LIVE STOCK SHOW
CREATORE'S FAMOUS .BAND
MARCH OF THE ALLIES
Magnificent Display of Paintings by the World's Greatest Artists'

HEADING UNEQUALLED MUSICAL PROGRAMME

Splendid Military Scenic Production Featured by Aviation Flights

CLOSING EACH NIGHT WITH WONDERFUL •FI-REWORKS DISPLAY
EXCURSIONS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE CONTINENT

Continued
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909-1934 by Murray Heifetz, continued:
1928 -1929

The first westbound flight across the Atlantic was made by Baron Guenther von Huenefeld, Capt. Herman
Koehl, and Major James Fitzmaurice. They flew from Baldonnell, Ireland, destined for New York, but were
forced down at Greenly Island, Labrador. The flight took place from April 11 to April 12, 1928. They were
rescued from Greenly Island by "Duke" Schiller. Various covers were created at later dates to note this flight. The
one shown below is from Clarke City, the nearest post office to Greenly Island.

Posting from Clarke City April 26, 1928

On Dec. 10, 1928 the first regular contract airmail service in the Prairie provinces began. Two years later,
in 1930, the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce sponsored a map cachet on covers flown on the second
anniversary of the flight.
On May 24 -25, 1929 an Aero Show and Aviation Meet was held at Winnipeg. This was one of the earliest
aviation meet . rigs represented by a cacheted envelope.

Continued
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909-1934 by Murray Heiletz, continued:
1930

By 1930 there were many aviation events represented by cachets. On an attempted flight from Ireland to
New York, Charles Kingsford-Smith was forced down at Harbour Grace, Nfld. He left for his continued flight to
New York June 26. Covers were posted from Halifax June 26 with a map of the flight as a cachet.
The National Air Tour of 1930 visited a number of Canadian cities in September. One of the cities visited
was Regina .
Mailed at Regina,
Saskatchewan
epteniber 15th.
On the occa
the visit o
National Ai
and the offi
USE
Airpor .
of Regina's $1
lirestinge from the centre of
the World's Hard Wheat Area:

AIR MAIL

C. IL DOUGLAS,
10325-132nd Street,
Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

At the same time, the first of a series of annual air shows was held at Edmonton.
The French fliers. Dieudonne Coste and Maurice Bellonte made the first direct flight from Paris to New
York on Sept. 1. After their reception they made a goodwill tour around the U.S.A. At Detroit, they dipped into
Canada, as shown by this special cover prepared at Windsor.

************************************

Bob Northland,

'

Down the 'Cadillac Trail above the
C.O.R.A.Brcolcs,
Detroit'. RiVer came Co st es and Bailout e
from Toledo *to Detroit, dipping at times
Fenton ,Mi ob..
into Canada . Their plane leading and with
D. B. Army planes in formation as an escort.
*******************************************

Posting created by "Bob of the Northland" from Windsor Sept. 17, 1930. Backstamped at Fenton, Mich. Sept. 18, 1930.
Continued
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909-1934 by Murray Heifetz, continued:
1931

On Feb. 2, 1931 an airmail route was inaugurated between Winnipeg and Pembina, ND, which made
possible for the first time through airmail service from Eastern to Western Canada via the U.S.A. Many different
cachets and covers were produced for this important link.

"MST"
CANADA - UNITE TATES

RAWER

TRANS-CONT IRE

& MANITOBA
Torogo-WindsorDetroit-Chicago-St.Paul- Winnipeg
FEBRUARY 2, 193k
SPONS-REO

sr

BORDER CITIES CAMBER OF COMMERCE

The first Trans Canada Air Pageant took place in 1931 under the leadership of T. M. 'Pat" Read. It
followed the Ford Reliability tour of 1930 and was scheduled to visit 29 Canadian and 2 US cities. There were 26
shows seen by more than half a million people. The tours took place from July 1 to Sept. 12.

la F 1 6 - ,A;' -,

VISIT OF

TRANS-CANADA

1_

Enroute Quebec to British (('wt

JULY 6, 1931
ce.e....4, :7(e........

While this was the first "Trans Canada" Pageant, there were other Canadian Air Pageants. Wiley Post and
Harold Gatty made a record round the world flight between June 21 and July 1. They flew over Edmonton and
made a later visit to the 3`( CanadianAir Pageant at Montreal Aug. 15 Other events in the summer of 1931 were
the opening of Vancouver airport and the appearance of Charles Lindbergh over Baker Lake in the Northwest
Territories on his survey flight over the Pacific to China and Japan
Continued
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909-1934 by Murray Heifetz, continued:
1932

The year began with a visit of Sir Hubert Wilkins, a noted polar explorer, to Vancouver.

COMMEMORATING
THE VISIT OF

Sir Hubert Wilkins
TO VANCOUVER, B.C.
JANUARY 28th, 1932.
the Kinsmen Club.
SponsoretU4

to 1,11 612
Printed cachet in black on posting from Vancouver Jan. 28, 1932

In May Vancouver also welcomed the Olympic Air Cruise.
In August Montreal hosted a convention of the International Airmail Society and the 4 th Canadian Air
Pageant.

VIA AIR MAIL
INTERN AT ION AL AIRMAIL SOLI

CONVENTION

11Z
p
. 4.ND
LI UI.

C AN

eiF"

1-1

'.

AIR kni ktit:. ..:.

ST.

AIRPORT

,ar. Arttmr S.. Fo3ia,
159 Riverbend
Athol, Rase., U.S.A.

Cover posted from Montreal Aug. 1932 for what the cachet lists as the Fourth Pageant. Received at Edmonton Aug. 22.

Continued
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909 1934 by Murray Heifetz, continued:
-

1933

In May 1932, Amelia Earhart became the first woman to fly solo over the North Atlantic. In the following
year she made a visit to Vancouver and covers were prepared to note the visit. The cover shown is of special
interest as it is one of the very few signed by Earhart.

VIA AIR MAI L

PAR AVION

4
v;1 12

LCOMg 1

ELIA EARHART PUTNAM
. (FIRST WOMAN TO SOLO THE ATLANTIC)
4

TO

VANCOUVER, B. C.

13enj. S. DeBoice,
General Delivery
Springfield, Ill.

FEBRUARY 4, 1933

U.S.A.

In 1909 the Bell Experimental Association at Baddeck, N.S. opened the first page of Canadian aviation
history. John McCurdy made the first flight in Canada in the "Silver Dart". "Casey" Baldwin, also a member of
this group, made a flight the previous summer in the USA in the "Red Bird", also developed by the group. In
1933 cachets were prepared for the 25d anniversary of the "Red Bird".
•
The St. Lawrence
Stamp Collectors' Club of Montreal
Secretary's Office
3462 Peel Street

Canada

Montreal

//I AIRMAIL

CANA;::

) FUN RIMY BY

Aill4PLAKE
MAtCH

0E5
,

DISTANCE F!0W 41 0

CM
T

"

F.
BALDWIN.

Miss 0.444Tonee
BOX SI
Metintett,LB.

ALTITUDE 20

Covers were also prepared for the 24 th anniversary of the "Silver Dart".
Another date noted was the 14 th anniversary of the first successful transatlantic crossing in 1919 by Capt.
John Alcock and Lt. Arthur Whitten-Brown. Another Air Pageant was held in Vancouver in May as part of their
Aviation Week. In July Wiley Post again made a flight around the world but this time it was solo. He visited
Edmonton as a stop on his route. Canadian Air Pageants continued with the 5 th held at Montreal in August.
Continued
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CANADIAN HISTORICAL AVIATION EVENTS AND THEIR PICTORIAL CACHETS, 1909-1934 by Murray Heifetz, continued:
1934

In February the anniversary of the flight of the Silver Dart was again noted. This time it was the 25 th
aniversy,dthcofmesithrlgnCadtBeck,N.SThovrblwasen
signed by the pilot John McCurdy.

AFTER FIVE DAYS RETURN TO

VIA AIR

BACIDEICK
FseBRUARY 23rd. 1909
Commemorating the 25th Anniversary
of the first Aeroplane flight in Canada
at Baddeck, Nova Scotia, February 23, 1909
Not J.A. D. McCurdy and his plane"Silver Dart"

Cover posted from Baddeck, N.S. Feb. 23, 1934 with a printed cachet for the 25th
aniversary of the flight of the Silver Dart. Signed by the pilot, John McCurdy.
Nova Scoria coloured vignette on reverse of envelope. Clipping from Halifax Herald Feb. 23, 1934 inside the envelope.

Annual air shows continued, with one held at Vancouver in July. This cover seems largely overfranked for
no apparent reason.

AUVICIS

JUNIOR CHAMBER OF CIVIC AFFAIRS
VANCOUVER. B. C.

Cask by Coorilip : B. C. Airmail 6 Ship Cancellalion Society
Mar. 2, 1934 to Wacoma,

. with backstamp Mar. 13. Was it flown?

Murray Heifetz
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Update on Roessler and Red Lake

In the article on "Roessler and Red Lake" in the last newsletter, I reviewed the covers that were supposed
to have been carried between Rolling Portage and Red Lake by Western Canada Airways using other carriers
stamps, during the period March 4 th to May 9th 1927. (One is illustrated above.) The article examined both the
listing of these covers, and the circumstances in which these flights were supposed to have been made. Of
particular concern, was the fact that Western Canada Airways didn't have any serviceable aircraft at Rolling
Portage at the beginning of this period.
Many thanks to David Brown, Murray Heifetz, Neil Hunter, Ed Matthews, and Brian Wolfenden for their
responses to my request for information on these covers.
All of the five covers I have now seen from this period were created for A.C. Roessler! Given both the lack
of aircraft, and the absence of covers to/from other collectors, it appears very likely that these covers are in fact
bogus creations by Roessler!
Would any other readers who have covers flown between Rolling Portage and Red Lake during
th
the period March 4
May 9th 1927 please send copies to the editor, (4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario
K7M 4Y4), so that we can try and confirm or refute this suggestion.
-

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: airmails@fut.net Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneei period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.
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Another Patricia Airways & Exploration Ltd. mystery
Question received:

CL14 violet overprint Type A
Some time ago I acquired this cover
with CL14 with a violet overprint
Type A, instead of the normal red
overprint.
The Unitrade Specialized Catalogue
of Canadian Stamps, as well as
Longworth-Dames in "The Pioneer
and Semi-official Airmails of
Canada" are completely silent about
this violet overprint. "The Airmails
of Canada and Newfoundland" does
mention on page 53, "....a surcharge
in violet is also known".
This cover is postmarked Richmond
Hill Jun 17'27, backstamped
Haileybury Jun 21 '27 as well as
Rouyn P.Q. Jun 23 '27. CL14 is
tied to the cover by Rouyn Jun 23
'27. These dates are all after the
plane accident on June 16, 1927,
but the cover appears genuine.
I would like to find out how many
of these violet overprints are known
or estimated to exist. Could you
place a request in our Journal to ask
collectors to check their collections
and report to you? That would
eliminate another pu771e

Editor's comment: The circumstances surrounding the accident referred to are described in Conway
Longworth-Dames' The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada, 1918-1934 as:
During 1927, the company began to operate into the Rouyn goldfield area by
flying out of Haileybury on the eastern border of Ontario. Using a second Detroiter,
W.M. Cummings, another company pilot, inaugurated the first flight into the region
on March 31. The service was short-lived as the aircraft was badly damaged on June
16 and operations then ceased. In September, the Curtiss Lark was also lost when
J.R. Ross crashed on landing on a lake near Hudson. While he managed to escape
without too much difficulty, the three passengers that he was carrying had to
struggle for their lives to get clear of the aircraft before it sank. The loss of these
two aircraft put Patricia Airways and Exploration in severe financial difficulties,
with the result that the company was forced to go into liquidation.
Given the ongoing debate regarding the Red Lake covers from a period when Western Canada Airways had no
aircraft, (see previous page), it seems that the question of how this cover got to Haileybury also needs to be
examined. If anybody can provide information regarding the overprint or the flight, please send it to the
editor.
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FOLLOW UP: Boston Radio Aero Show
John Johnson has found both the 1928 cachet illustrated in the June newsletter, and one from the
previous year, in Dworak's 1930 catalogue of U.S. and Canadian air mail covers:
September
1927
100-12 26 BOSTON, MASS.--Circular cachet: "Boston Radio Aero
Show, Mechanics Bld. Sept. 26-Oct. 1" in blue, by Contr.
$ .75
CAM 1

101-12 27 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as
102-12 28 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as
103-12 29 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as
,104-12 30 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as
October
1927
105-12 1 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as

1928
240-12

241-12
242-12
243-12
244-12

245-12

above, in violet
above, in green
above
above

.75
.76
.76
.75

above in multi-color

.75

October
1 BOSTON, MASS.--Circular cachet same as that for 1927,
except for dates: "Boston Radio Aero Show Mechanics
bld. Oct. 1-6" by Contr. CAM 1, in green (500 altogether)_
2 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as above, in black
3 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as above, in red
4 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as above, in purple
5 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as above, in blue
6 BOSTON, MASS.--Same as above, in magenta, magenta
and blue

.25
.25
.25
.25

.25
25

John added that from the reference to CAM 1, it appears that the sponsor was Colonial Airlines, who
operated CAM 1 from Boston to New York. - He also sent me a 1927 cover with an additional, unlisted
cancellation:

1110.,:
ith7

t?

Thanks John.
This show seems to have been a big event, since it was held over a six day period, in two successive
years. - Can anybody provide any more information about it?
Please send any information to: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. Thanks.
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FOLLOW UP: BCM/AIRFIELD cachet
An article on Imperial Airways Trans-Atlantic First Flight Covers in the June 2002 newsletter, included a
request for information on the GUARANTEED BCM/AIRFIELD handstamp, that is found on the back of some of
these covers.
This handstamp is found most often on covers associated with Francis J. Field, but is not found on all of
his covers, and it also occurs on some covers to W.R. Patton.
A similar question was raised by Alan Tunnicliffe, editor of New Zealand Air Mail News, with whom we
exchange newsletters.
This has lead to Mike Shand coming up with the answer, which he found printed on the inside cover of the
May 1939 Aerofield:

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF A GUARANTEE ?
Every flown cover should be guaranteed, but no guarantee mark has any real value unless
is is supported by experience and permanent, substantial goodwill on the part of the guarantor.
Obviously, covers bearing genuine official First Flight postmarks or cachets need no
guarantee; but cachets can be forged, and bogus or unofficial cachets be applied to mislead the
collector. Postmarks of despatch, arrival, etc., are rarely imitated and are therefore the surest
basis of status, provided that the facts are known as to correct place, date and time details. A
safe guarantee is therefore always an asset and enhances the value of the aerogramme.
We have used a Flown Cover guarantee system since 1925, and it is the only one in the
world that has been really effective for so long a period. But it had not been used consistently as
trade and re-selling friends frequently preferred to handle "untraceable" items. In view,
however, or many recent requests for a stabilising influence, such as our guarantee system on the
Flown Cover market, we have decided to resume it and from May, 1939 onwards all new flown
covers and rarities of all periods that we handle will receive the well-known mark
"BCM/AIRFIELD," applied in small characters by a rubber stamp.
This mark definitely guarantees that the Aerogramme is exactly as invoiced and as
described in our advertisement of it, and that it is genuine in every respect. It is a Monomark
permanently reserved for us without time limit, and therefore any enquiry regarding the
guarantee cover which is addressed to BCMAIRFIELD, London, W.C., at any time will be
forwarded to us.
We hereby Guarantee that every Air Cover bearing the genuine mark BCM/AIRFIELD,
is guaranteed to be genuine in every respect and as described by us in our advertisements
and invoice, and that if proved otherwise we will, without time limit, refund the cost (plus
reasonable expenses) originally paid to us for it.
Please remember that this is the only Guarantee universally recognized in Aero-Philately,
for it is backed by the only dealers in the world with a consistent experience as specialists in
every phase of aero-philately for almost 20 years.

Francis J. Field, Ltd., Sutton Coldfield, England
The Monomark seems to have been a special address, as any mail addressed to "BCM/AIRFIELD, London,
W.C." was being forwarded to the company in Sutton Coldfield, some 150 miles away. However, the
significance of the initials BCM remains a mystery. - Does anyone know what they represent?
Thanks Alan and Mike for this information.
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NEW BOOK:
World War ll Mail from Switzerland to Great Britain, Canada & the United States: A Postal
History Handbook, by Charles J. LaBlonde.
8 1/2 by 11 inches, comb bound, stiff covers. 222 + iv pages:over 230 illustrations. Published by
the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. ISBN 0-9742619-0-4
Price including airmail postage: US$25 in the U.S. and Canada; £20 (cash or sterling cheque),
30 Euros (cash) or SF 45 (cash) overseas; from the author, 15091 Ridgefield Lane, Colorado
Springs CO 80921-3554, U.S.A.
This handbook is based on a series of articles by the author that originally appeared in the Civil
Censorship Study Group Bulletin and the American Helvetia Philatelic Society journal Tell. The
material has been updated and previous errors corrected. The Swiss postal rates to Great Britain,
Canada, and the United States during WW II were stable and are listed at the beginning of the book.
The stage is set with a chapter on prewar conditions in Switzerland in 1939. Subsequent
chapters deal chronologically with postal conditions over the course of the war, each chapter
focusing on a period of six months. Discussions in each chapter address surface mail, airmail, and
censorship.
Some of the covers described transited one of the three countries mentioned, to emphasize
routing. In one example a registered letter went from Grenchen, Switzerland to Alexandria, Egypt.
Transit markings include Geneva, Lisbon, Bermuda, New York, San Francisco, and Cairo. Almost all
of the mail used to tell the story is commercial. Some exceptions are POW, Red Cross, and
internment camp mail, which are of interest in their own right. The author also shows some examples
of interrupted (crash) mail.
Postal routes, censorship markings and resealing tapes, and manuscript markings are thoroughly
elucidated. However, author LaBlonde admits that some areas require further research. One
example is the mysterious French censorship of Swiss airmail during a 5-day period in October 1944.
Several appendices lead the reader to interesting sidelines such as specific series of named
correspondences, the connection via Sweden and Scotland, USA mail to Switzerland during the war,
and the curious blue pencil markings of U.S. censors that are little understood.
An extensive bibliography concludes the book, although book and journal titles are in quotation
marks rather than the accepted format of italics. One of the nice features of this book is the
extensive use of cover illustrations that are quite good in quality for the most part. Almost all covers
are shown actual size. Despite the author's comments of the need for more research in certain
areas, he has captured much of the detail that will interest and inform postal historians.
Review by Alan Warren

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,

Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

ePs

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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The Canadian International Air . Chrmu nlirlar efnmn 1000 1
Simine Short: The top right stamp in the
souvenir sheet issued to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the Canadian International Air
Show in 1999, shows an H101 Salto sailplane
with its graceful long wings spreading not only
into the framework of the souvenir sheet above,
but also into the postage stamp below, showing
a Stearman A-75.

•
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To create this innovative souvenir sheet, the
designers combined photographs of the
aeroplanes as they had appeared at previous air
shows, creating a poster-like image in which the
aeroplanes cross from one stamp to the next.
Manfred Radius, a frequent performer at North-American
air shows, supplied the photo of his Salto acrobatic
sailplane. I contacted him for details about the photo and
other pertinent information.
Manfred learned to fly sailplanes in 1961 when he was
still living in Hamburg, Germany. He immigrated to
Canada in 1969, became a glider instructor in 1972 and
added his glider aerobatic instructor endorsement in
1977.
He is currently Canada's leading glider acrobatic pilot;
his award winning main act "The Ultimate," contains
samples of all aerobatic manoeuvre families, including
an inverted ribbon cut in which he flies inverted through
a ribbon stretched across the show line, just a few feet
above the ground.
The Salto sailplane came into Manfred's possession in
1985. This ship with 13.6 meter wingspan was built by
the "Start+Flug" company in Germany, owned by Ursula
Hanle. It has good soaring performance and is fully
acrobatic.
The photo of the Salto, submitted to Canada Post for the stamp design, was taken by Steve
Tambosso in the late 1980s while Manfred practised low level aerobatics in southern Ontario. It
shows the glider in a climbing aileron roll.
"I had accelerated my Salto to at least 135kts and then pulled it into a climb from about 10ft above
ground level. As soon as I had established the climb angle I entered an aileron roll to the left. The
photo shows my Salto very early in the roll," writes Manfred.
"For the postage stamp, the glider was rotated anti clockwise. To get an idea of the attitude of the
glider when the picture was taken, rotate the stamp clockwise about 40 degrees so it stands on its
right bottom corner."
Simine Short writes a monthly series of articles about "Glider Mail", gliders on stamps, and related
glider philately, for the electronic SOARING Magazine at www.qlidinqmaqazine.com
Although this article uses some of her information, the electronic magazine is much more eye-catching.
- Her full article about this stamp can be seen at
http://www.glidinqmaqazine.com/ListFeatureArticleDtlasp?id=323
If anybody has questions regarding glider-philately, you can contact Simine at short@core.com
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is invited
to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

Regina Board of Trade handout
This handout consists of
three 8 1/2" x 11" pages, that have
been folded so that they would fit
into a standard #8 size envelope.
The first page, shown right,
is printed in orange, and states
"First Flight Compliments of
Regina Board of Trade, Regina,
Saskatchewan, Canada."
Attached to it two typed
and duplicated pages, giving a
large number of facts and
statistics, including:

REGINA
THE CAPITAL CITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
THE INDUSTRIAL AND DISTRIBUTING CENTRE OF THE MIDDLE WEST
AREA
POPULATION.

8,408 acres
62,481

BUILDING RECORDS:
1239 permits issued in 1928 valued at
$ 6,619,206.00
1567 permits issued to November 1,1929 valued at $9,445,729.00
BANK CLEARINGS:
Twelve months of 1928
To November 1,1929

$ 312,089,797.44
$ 274,316,655.48

CIVIC TRANSPORTATION:
Municipally owned street railway uses 33 miles of trackage
and keeps in service 48 passenger cars and 30 freight cars,
besides haulage equipment, sweepers and snow plows.
Regina possesses 45.21 miles of paved streets,80 miles of
graded streets, 29.49 miles of boulevarded streets, 67.32
miles of concrete sidewalks and 91 miles of plank sidewalks.
REGINA IS NOTED AS --Center of the World's Hard Wheat Area. Saskatchewan produced
in 1928 300,000,000 bushels of wheat.
The largest distributing centre of farm machinery in the
world. ($ 35,000,000.00 worth in 1928.)
Aviation Centre and Divisional Point in the Western Canada
Air Mail Service.
The leading City in Canada in building permits and population
increase per capita.
Since the most recent statistics are for November 1929, it looks like the flyer was produced for the
inauguration of the Prairie air mail service in February 1930.
Can anybody provide more information regarding this handout?
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1935 crash cover?
Question received:

I have a cover from Halifax to Sydney, NS, dated 3 Aug. 35. It has a purple
cachet "Canada Air Mail - Experimental Service - Halifax to Sydney" showing
an aircraft over Halifax Harbour. The cachet shows signs of water as it is
slightly smudged. Someone wrote in pencil "Damaged due to crash at
Halifax". As this is not shown as a crash in the Canadian section of the
AAMC, do you have any information about a crash or mishap to this flight?

My covers from this flight are all in fine condition, with no sign of water damage, and Dick Malott has no
data to support this cover being in a crash.
Does anybody have any information about an accident to this flight, or is the comment just wishful
thinking by a previous owner?

Unusual Postal Stationary

Babcock-Wilcox & Goldie & McCulloch Co..,

:Galt,
Ont.

Question received:

This is a piece of Canada Post stationery that I have never seen before. It is
a light green envelope with red colouring, and an indistinct Ottawa
cancellation. It is 19 1/2 cms by 14 cms. In red at the top of the envelope is the
CPO Air Mail logo, and O.H.M.S. At the bottom left is "Canada Post Office".
The cancellation is a free frank. The envelope is addressed to: BabcockWilcox & Goldie & McCulloch Co., Galt, Ontario. Information please.

Please send any information to: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. Thanks.

Canada New Issue posters
Is anybody interested in buying, selling or trading Canadian new issue posters?
If you are, so is David G. Jones.
You can contact him at: 184 Larkin Dr., Nepean, Ont. Canada K2J 1H9
Or email: ciadmilefailte2002@yahoo.com
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.

First Flight Covers - Canadian Airlines International
These covers are listed in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as:

8729

1987, October 27-29 — Vancouver - Beijing. Canadian Airlines International inaugural
service.
5.00
Vancouver - Beijing, Oct. 27 (black cachet, red backstamp)

1,1LIVIVIN
IlosxkoMirolmaAnnal

8733

Candicoth

1987, October 28 — Vancouver - Bangkok. Canadian Airlines International inaugural
Lockheed L1011 service.
5.00
Vancouver - Bangkok (black cachet, red backstamp)

The CAS has a number of these covers, and is offering them at $4.00 each or $7.00 the pair, including postage.
Orders can be sent to Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean,
Ontario K2G 4P2 Cheques should be payable to the CAS.

Reprints of FRANCIS J. FIELD booklets
A number of these booklets have been produced by BOOKS FOR LIFE, which is a charity run by Mervyn
S. Todd in England, that raises money to support orphans and abandoned children in India.
For the potentially mutual benefit of readers and Books For Life, I am reproducing the list of reprinted
booklets in full:
AIRMAIL BOOK LIST

No.of illus.pages

ARCTIC AIRMAILS: Field
ATLANTIC MAIL FLIGHTS, Fifty Years of by Baldwin
AUSTRALIA: External Airmails of: Baldwin
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND to GREAT BRITAIN (War time services1939 45): Lee
-

QANTAS EMPIRE AIRWAYS COMES OF AGE
AUSTRIA; An Airmail Digest: Field
BERMUDA, AIRMAILS OF: Baldwin
B.E.A. HELICOPTER MAILS: 20 Years of by Baldwin
B.O.A.C.'s. SILVER JUBILEE: Baldwin
BRIDGING THE SOUTH ATLANTIC BY AIR MAIL: A.L.Leon
POST-WAR BRIDGING THE ATLANTIC, 1945-50: Baldwin
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AIRMAIL DIGEST 1-10: Field (updated information)
CEYLON 1873-1950: Field

20
10
62
13
20
16
16
11
20
9
48
48
12

Retail

£4.00
£3.50
£8.00
£3.50
£4.00
£4.00
£4.00
£3.00
£4.00
£5.00
£6.50
£5.50
£3.00

Continued
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Reprints of FRANCIS J. FIELD booklets by BOOKS FOR LIFE, continued:

COMET-1: Baldwin (List of Flights)

12

£3.00

COMET-4: Baldwin

20

£4.00

EAST AFRICA GOVERNORS CONFERENCE REPORT OF A COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO
PREPARE A SCHEME FOR POST-WAR LOCAL AIR SERVICES IN EAST AFRICA 1943.
(Routes, Mileage, Tariffs)

24

£11.00

ETHIOPIA AIRMAIL FLIGHTS TO 1934: N.Cape

48

£5.50

AIR FRANCE, HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIRMAIL SERVICES: Baldwin.

20

£4.00

DEUTSCHE LUFT HANSA AND LUFT HANSA: Field

14

£4.50

FRANCO-GERMAN WAR 1870-71, BALLOON BUILDERS CACHETS ON LETTERS ENTRUSTED
TO AERONAUTS: H.Cappart

5

£2.00

BRITISH MAILS OF THE GRAF ZEPPELIN: Field

15

£2.00

GREAT BRITAIN, AIR LETTER STAMPS AND SERVICES: Baldwin

21

£5.00

BRITISH AIRMAILS 1946-51:Baldwin (priced supplement)

20

£5.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, CATALOGUE OF INTERNAL AIRMAILS 1910-1941: Baldwin

38

£6.00

BRITISH AIRMAILS 1946-1951: Baldwin

21

£5.00

BRITISH AIRMAILS POSTAL HISTORY OF: E.B. Proud. (Comprehensive price guide)

576

£70.00

FIFTY YEARS OF BRITISH AIRMAILS 1911-1960: Baldwin

47

£8.00

BRITISH INLAND AIRMAIL APRIL 1933-APRIL 35: Phillips

15

£3.50

RAILWAY AIR SERVICES, BRITISH INLAND AIR POSTS: Baldwin

8

£3.00

HONG KONG AIR POST HISTORY, PRICED CHECK LIST: Baldwin & Field

8

£3.50

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS & SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES, HISTORY AND PRICE CHECK LIST OF
EMPIRE AIRMAILS: Baldwin

79+

£10.00

JAPAN OVERSEAS AND INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS: Field (Valuation guide)

20

£4.00

LIBYA, AIRMAIL POSTAL HISTORY OF THE FEZZAN: N.Davies

3

£1.50

MALAYA, AIRMAILS OF: Baldwin

19

£4.00

NEW GUINEA, AIRMAIL IN, INCLUDES PAPUA: Gisburn

11

£4.00

NORWEGIAN AIRMAILS A CHECK LIST OF: Baldwin

12

£3.00

BRIDGING THE PACIFIC, PRICED CHRONOLOGY OF PROJECTED, ATTEMPTED, AND
SUCCESSFUL PACIFIC FLIGHTS 1919-1951: Field

52

£8.00

PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS: Baldwin

21

£4.50

ROYAL AIR FORCE COVERS OF: Field

22

£5.00

232

£35.00

RHODESIA'S AND NYASALAND, AIRMAIL HISTORY OF: Baldwin

16

£4.00

ROCKET & JET POSTS HISTORY OF: Field

41

£6.50

BRITISH AFRICA, AIRMAILS OF 1925-32: Baldwin

69

£8.50

SOUTH AFRICA, AIR POSTS OF: CHECK LIST 1911-1956: Baldwin & Stern.

24

£6.00

ROYAL AIR FORCE RECONNAISSANCE FLIGHT, DELHI TO SINGAPORE 1930: A.H.Frost

12

£5.00

POSTAL HISTORY OF THE NAVAL AND RAF POSTAL SERVICES: E.B. Proud

For more information, contact:
Mervyn S. Todd, Books for Life, 12 St Mary Street, Nether Stowey,
Bridgewater, Somerset TA5 1L.J, England
Phone or fax: (01278) 732246, or Email: books4life.toddAlineone.net
Postage and packing, and the exchange rate, will be calculated after a selection is made and
availability checked.
Many of these reprints are also available from Leonard Hartmann, Philatelic Bibliophile.
For more information check his website: http://www.pbbooks.com/auct.htm
Leonard can also be contacted by mail at: PO box 36006, Louisville, KY 40233, USA,
or email at leonardOpbbooks.net
Both Mervyn and Leonard also have a large stock of other philatelic books covering the whole world,
and would be pleased to receive "wants lists" of subjects or authors that readers are interested in.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter.
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $17.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Please send your renewal to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

Carl Freund
Dale A Green
Denice C Guimond
Gary Hayashi
Jack Ince
John I. Jamieson
Norbert E. Krommer
Dr. D. Mercer
Larry Milberry
Kenneth G. Mitchell
Trelle A. Morrow

Kasmir Bileski

John H. Bloor
Jacques Bot
Francois Bourbonnais
Patrick Campbell
Nino F Chiovelli
Gary Coates
Earle L Covert
James Davidson
J.M. Ellis
Robert Foottit

Harold J. Petoskey
Stephen Reinhard
Col. William G. Robinson
Ken C. Sanford
Michael Shand
Gloria Shaw
Pat Sloan
Gibson B. Stephens
Robert M. Terry
Geoffrey Thompson
J.W.T. Wannerton

To all members listed above, who have renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the newsletter:
thank you very much for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new members, or when they will
serve as receipt of payment, or on request. - They are not sent automatically to members who renew by cheque.

Selling what you want,
the way you want it:
•

Accurate, detailed descriptions

P. 0. Box 4547
Danbury, Ct. 06813
Tel: 203-792-3862
Fax: 203-798-7902

•

High quality published catalogs

•

Web access to entire catalog and
images

•

Secure On-line Bidding

E-mail: info@nutmegstamp.com

•

Immediate fullfillment

Website:

•

Priority on Customer Satisfaction

www.nutmegstamp.com

For information about future sales, or to discuss selling
a collection, call Andrew Levitt: +1 800-522-1607
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SUPPLEMENT 12 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Section 8 - CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS - list 3
Previous Amendment Lists io Section 8 were published in The Canadian Aerophilatelist as follows:
List 1 - June 2002 (Supplement 10 to AMCN);
List 2 - September 2002 (Supplement 11).

Nino Chiovelli
With contributions from: Francois Brisse, Barry Countryman, Chris Hargreaves,
Dick McIntosh, Ron Miyanishi, Eric Moore, Alan Noble and Stan Sheldrake.
NOTE: There have been events in other countries where Canadian Aeronauts have
transported mail. When identified these covers will be listed using the present "BC"
prefix, and the suffix "FGN". The country in which the flights have taken place will be
stated in the caption describing the event.
1971, July 10 — Tours, France. Participating in the television series "FLIGHT OF THE ARCTIC 7"
Stan Sheldrake carried covers on a ten- minute flight launched from the Tours airport.
Quantity 35
BC7110-FGN
1971, July 14 — Loches, France. Participating in the television series "FLIGHT OF THE ARCTIC 7".
Stan Sheldrake carried covers on a forty- minute flight launched from the town square.
Quantity 33
BC-7111-FGN
1971, July 25. — Monnaie, France. Participating in the television series "FLIGHT OF THE ARCTIC
7". Stan Sheldrake carried covers on a twenty-five minute flight launched from the
Chateau des Belles — Ruries.
Quantity 30
BC-7112-FGN

1973, February 10 — Albuquerque, New Mexico, U.S.A. Commemorative International Hot Air
Ballooning Aerogramme. Machine cancelled: Albuquerque NM FEB 10 1973. Cachets of the World
Hot Air Balloon Championship Logo and Information logo indicating the pilot and balloon that carried
the mail.
Official Balloon Mail carried by pilot Larry J. Horack of Canada aboard the balloon "EXPORT A",
"CF-ALL" not autographed. First World Hot Air Balloon Championship Albuquerque NM USA
BC-7310-FGN
Quantity unknown
As above carried by Stanley Peter Owens of Canada aboard balloon "CANADA III",
"CF-TSI" not autographed.
BC-7311-FGN
Quantity unknown
As above carried by Stanley J. Sheldrake aboard the balloon "SPIRIT OF CANADA",
"CF-VOZ" not autographed.
BC-7312-FGN
Quantity unknown
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 12 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND: Section 8 - CANADIAN BALLOON COVERS

1973, February 13 A number 7 envelope with the "SPIRIT OF CANADA" pictograph and return
address. Franked with an 8 cent U.S. Peace Corps Commemorative stamp machine cancelled "1"
WORLD HOT AIR BALLOON CHAMPIONSHIP ALBUQUERQUE NM FEB '73" There is a
round World Hot Air Balloon Championship decal and three blue ink rubber stamp cachets on the
cover which is signed by Stan Sheldrake.
Quantity: Approximately 200
BC 7320 FGN
—

-

-

1973, February 14 Envelope as above franked with an 8 cent U.S. LOVE Commemorative stamp.
There is a round World Hot Air Balloon Championship decal, one red ink and one blue ink cachet on
the cover which is signed by Stan Sheldrake.
Quantity: Approximately 200
BC 7325 FGN
—

-

-

1973, February 15 Envelope as above franked with an 8 cent Tom Sawyer Commemorative stamp.
There is a World Hot Air Balloon Championship decal, and two blue ink rubber stamp cachets on the
cover which is signed by Stan Sheldrake.
BC 7330 FGN
Quantity: Approximately 200
—

-

-

1973, February 16
Envelope as above franked with an 8 cent U.S. American Revolution
Bicentennial Commemorative stamp. There is a World Hot Air Balloon Championship decal, one
black ink, and one blue ink cachets on the cover which is signed by Stan Sheldrake.
Quantity: Approximately 200
BC 7335 FGN
—

-

-

1973, February 16 A 15 cent Commemorative International Hot Air Ballooning Aerogramme.
Machine cancelled "WORLD HOT AIR BALLOON CHAMPIONSHIP ALBUQUERQUE FEB '73"
two red and one blue rubber stamp cachets are on the cover which is signed by Stan Sheldrake
BC 7336 FGN
Quantity: 95
—

-

-
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1978, July 26 St. John's Attempted Atlantic crossing by Donald Cameron and Major Christopher
Davies, Royal Tank Regiment in the hybrid balloon "ZANUSSI", "G-BIAZ". The balloon made a
forced landing at sea 47 degrees 57 minutes north latitude and 07 degrees 25 minutes west longitude.
The crew and equipment were rescued.
A number 10 envelope signed by both pilots has cachets of a map showing the route flown,
a large pictograph of the "ZANUSSI", and is cancelled with the Cabot Tower Philatelic rubber hand
stamp. Across the bottom of the cover inverted and in line are two machine cancels from Concarneau
France where the rescued crew disembarked.
BC 7805 a Franked with a 30 cent Commonwealth
Games commemorative stamp.
Quantity unknown
$80.00
b Franked with the 30 cent Double Queen
commemorative.
Quantity unknown
$80.00
—

—

-
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DELETE the entire BC-8500 listing:
•
•
•

BC-8500a to BC-8500h - inclusive — DESTINATION CANADA 85 - listing flights dated
25 July 1985, is replaced by BC-8511 to BC8520
old listing BC-8500i to BC-8500m, for covers flown 26 July 1985, is replaced by
new listing BC-8531 to BC-8536
old listing BC-8500n to BC-8500af, for covers flown 27 July 1985, is replaced by
new listing BC-8551 to BC8570.

Note: There is a good possibility that NOT all of the covers from this event are listed.
Anyone who may have unlisted covers is asked to contact the Balloon Section editor
so that we may update the listing.

1985, July 18 — St. John's. Beige stylized Tu-Fold envelop franked with two 34 cent House of
Parliament definitive stamps and cancelled with the St. John's Post Office rubber hand stamp. Carried
on board "THE FLYING DUTCHMAN" by pilots Henk Brink, Evellen Brink, and Evert Louwman
in an attempt to cross the Atlantic. The covers are serially numbered and come in a presentation folder
and a certificate notarized by A.F.M. Hielkema LL.M. The balloon ditched at sea. The crew and
equipment were rescued and disembarked in New York. Actual date of flight 25 August 1985
Quantity unknown
BC-8505
$80.00

1985, July 25 - Ottawa. Pictorial cancel "DESTINATION CANADA 85" on beige Ashton envelope.
Franked with the 34 cent House of Parliament definitive stamp. The Peace Tower and Hot Air
Balloons are attractively printed on the left side of the cover.
BC-8511
Pilot:
Eric Barnum
U.S.A.
Quantity unknown
$2.00
Chuck Bump
Canada
Ibid
BC-8512
$2.00
Durvin
France
Ibid
BC-8513
$2.00
Bill Henry
U.S.A.
Ibid
BC-8514
$2.00
Harvey Hubbel
U.S.A.
Ibid
BC-8515
$2.00
Risro Jalava
Finland
Ibid
BC-8516
$2.00
Peter Lindstrom
Finland
BC-8517
Ibid
$2.00
Del Michaud
Canada
Ibid
BC-8518
$2.00
Ken Penfold
Canada
Ibid
BC-8519
$2.00
Jouni Ruolsalainen
Finland
Ibid
BC-8520
$2.00
1985, July 26 — Ottawa. Pictorial cancel: "DESTINATION CANADA 85" on beige Ashton envelope.
Franked with the 34 cent House of Parliament definitive stamp. The Peace Tower and Hot Air Balloons
are attractively printed on the left side of the cover.
Pilot: Andre Bilodeau
BC-8531
Canada
Quantity unknown
$2.00
Bill Cole
Canada
BC-8532
Ibid
$2.00
BC-8533
Bill Cudney
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
BC-8534
Dale Ritchie
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
BC-8535
Stan Wereschuk
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
BC-8536
Signature unreadable Balloon: "00-BAA
$2.00

Continued
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1985, July 27 Ottawa. Pictorial cancel: "DESTINATION CANADA 85" on beige Ashton
envelope. Franked with the 34 cent House of Parliament definitive stamp. The Peace Tower and Hot
Air Balloons are attractively printed on the left side of the cover.
Canada
Quantity unknown
$2.00
8551
Pilot
Michael Cross
U.S.A.
Ibid
$2.00
8552
Ralph Hall
$2.00
Nina Henry
U.S.A.
Ibid
8553
Ibid.
$2.00
Owen Keown
U.S.A.
8554
Chris Kirby
U.K.
Ibid
$2.00
8555
Ibid
Cheryl M. Loreish
U.S.A.
$2.00
8556
Malcolm McLeod
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
8557
Canada
Ibid
Del Michaud
$2.00
8558
Grant Ogden
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
8559
8560
Allistair Russell
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
E.W. Ruth
Australia
Ibid
$2.00
8561
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
8562
Doug Shippee
Hiro Takamoto
Japan
Ibid
$2.00
8563
Ibid
$2.00
8564
Scot Van der Horst
U.S.A.
Warner Regal
Canada
Ibid
8565
$2.00
Peter Vizzard
Australia
Ibid
8566
$2.00
Canada
Ibid
8567
Stan Wereschuk
$2.00
8568
Bill Whelan
Canada
Ibid
$2.00
signature unreadable
Poland
Ibid
8569
$2.00
fisher
Canada
Ibid
8570
$2.00
—

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1986, July 25 Grande Prairie. Canada Post flag letterhead beige number 10 envelope serially
numbered and sold in broken sets. A balloon cachet and information block is printed on left side of cover.
A blue ink "flight confirmation cachet" is applied at an angle to the centre of the cover. Franked with
the 34 cent Canadian Broadcasting Corporation Commemorative stamp. The cover is cancelled with a
private Trumpeter Swan Hot Air Balloon rubber stamp in red ink. The Grande Prairie Postmaster's
black rubber stamp is applied on the upper centre of the cover.
8611
Pilot
Dan E. Balisky
H.A.B. "RAINBOW"
$5 . 00
8612
John Schnellback
H.A.B "JELLY BEAN"
$5.00
8613
Pat Tebbutt
H.A.B. "SPIRIT OF GRANDE PRAIRIE"
$5.00
8614
Cliff Turner
H.A.B. "DREAM WEAVER"
$5.00
—

BC
BC
BC
BC

-

-

-

-

1986, 14 November Dandema Lake, India. Serially numbered covers were carried by balloonists
in the "India International Balloon Mela '86". Allistair Russell represented Canada, and carried his
assigned covers on 16, November 1986. All covers were signed by the pilot.
BC 8620 FGN
Quantity unknown
—

-

—

-

1998, September 12 Paris France. The 42nd Gordon Bennett Race to be held September 12 — 13
was cancelled. One of the two Canadian Balloon Teams comprised of Ron Martin and Stan Wereschuk
had prepared covers. They saved these and flew them in Albuquerque, New Mexico on 10 October 1999,
after that year's Gordon Bennett Race was completed. Franked with the U.S. Amelia Earhart 50 cent
commemorative stamp.
Quantity unknown
BC 9815 FGN
—

-

—

-
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1999, October 2 — Albuquerque. — Two Canadian Balloon Teams were entered in the 43r d Gordon
Bennett Race, held in New Mexico, U.S.A. - International Aviation Federation Rules permit Balloon
Pilots to enter a Gordon Bennett Race and represent their Country using a balloon owned and/or
registered in another country.
Leo Burman and Danielle Francouer placed second flying a U.S. registered balloon 47FC
"JUST ANOTHER CLOUD".
Quantity unknown
BC-9915-FGN
Ron Martin and Stan Wereschuk placed eighteenth in a British registered balloon G-BWVM
"DESTINY II".
Quantity unknown
BC-9916-FGN
1999, October 10 - Albuquerque. - After the 43" Gordon Bennett Race had been completed, Ron
Martin and Stan Wereschuk flew some covers that had originally been prepared for the cancelled
421 Gordon Bennett Race. These are listed as BC-9815-FGN
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2002, March 22 — Edmonton. — A balloon flight was organized as part of the ROYAL 2002

ROYALE Philatelic Exhibition. Covers have a pair of ROYAL 2002 ROYALE BALLOON POST
Cinderella stamps produced by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society affixed: one English version and
one French version. Covers are signed by the pilot Alex Nagorski. There is also an insert signed by
passengers Brian Taylor and Edward Williams. ,
BC-200205
a Sets of three serially numbered covers flown to
commemorate "The Year Of The Horse".
Franked for Domestic (48c); U.S. (65c); and
International ($1.25) deliveries.
Quantity: 25 Sets
$15.00
b Serially numbered First Day of Issue covers
were flown to commemorate the work
of artist Alex Coleville, franked
with "Church and Horse" stamp.
Quantity: 125.
$ 5.50

Please send all comments on this supplement, and/or suggestions for additional changes
to Section 8, to: NINO CHIOVELLI, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6
( E-mail: nchiovel@telusplanet.net )
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested
in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian
Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian
Aerophilately, please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CON (or $17.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:
Amount of dues paid:
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Greetings and Season's best wishes. It is hard to believe that another year will soon be greeted on 1'
January 2004.1 wish you all the best for 2004 in health, family matters and collecting success. Each year sees
the passing of friends and noted aerophilatelists. The latest to leave our midst is the highly respected Nelson
Eustis of Adelaide, Australia. Nelson was born 21' October 1915. Over the years he researched extensively
Australian air mails and edited and published 7 Editions of the Australian Air Mail Catalogue, the first being
published in 1937. He was one of the founders of the Australian Air Mail Society in 1968.
Nelson organized several Aerophilatelic Exhibitions in Australia over the years and was working on
another, the 3rd Aeropex Exhibition to be held in Adelaide, I 7 th & 18th December 2003. He was very active
on the international aerophilatelic scene. He was a member of the FISA Board of Directors for many years and
at the time of his death he was Vice-President. He was also for many years a FIP Aerophilatelic Judge and in
2000 he was made a FIP Aerophilatelic Judge of Emeritus status.
Nelson collected all aspects of Australian air mail.His aerophilatelic knowledge was unlimited and he
gladly shared this knowledge with all who requested it. He was an unasuming, modest, kind gentleman whom
I am honoured to say was my dear friend. We met often over the years at FIP Exhibitions
and corresponded extensively. Some years ago the CAS awarded Nelson with a CAS plaque for his outstanding
contribution to international Aerophilately. His quite demeanour, wistful smile and little chuckle will be sorely
missed by his many Aerophilatelic friends around the world. His wife Vola died in June 2000. He is survived
by two daughters, Diane and Lyn. Nelson died from an operation's complications on 4 th November 2003.
Condolences from the CAS were sent to John Love, President of the Australain Air Mail Society. I am indebted
to our colleague Ken Sanford for the pertinent details on the life of Nelson Eustis, our respected Australian
colleague. I salute his memory. May he forever fly the international heavens in serenity.
On a happier note I am pleased to announce that our dedicated Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist
was awarded a silver medal in the FIP Literature Competition at BANGKOK 2003 for his 2002 issues.
Congratulations Chris.
The Western Chapter of the CAS is very busily engaged in the production of an outstanding flown cover
early in 2004. Western Chapter Chairman Cecil Stoner and his Team assisted by the Edmonton Stamp Club
will be providing full details on the project.
I recently received the flown and autographed Snowbird covers. They are franked with a picture postage
stamp of the Snowbirds, cancelled with a Snowbird cancellation, and are outstanding in appearance, thanks
to the design of Ron Miyanishi and Corinne Crathome. (I agree! See below. Ed.)
Continued
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

I also have the special Comet covers and the special flown NIMROD covers from RAF Kinloss, Scotland
to locations in the USA and Canada for the Toronto International Air Show in September 2003. The covers
were late in arriving but they were well worth the wait. (See page 31 for more information. Ed.)
For those who already ordered and paid for their covers the wait is almost over. The costs as a reminder
are $30.00 for a Snowbird cover (3 different stamp designs available) signed by all 9 pilots; $55.00 for a set
of 9 Snowbird covers each individually signed by a pilot (one being Gordon's son Captain Chuck Mallett);
$10.00; for a flown Comet cover to the Middle East and return to Canada (2 different stamp designs available);
and $10.00 for the NIMROD cover (2 different stamp designs available) flown and autographed by the pilot
F/L P. Tett. These prices include postage. Covers can be ordered from me, at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario K2H 6R1.
The next RA Stamp Club's ORAPEX Show will be held at the RA Centre 1' and 2' May 2004
(Saturday & Sunday). The Annual General meeting of the CAS will be held on Sunday, 2" May 2004. Further
details will follow. Enjoy the blessings of the festive season !
_Did Aida/

SECRETARY'S REPORT:
Welcome to two new members: Peter Buloch of Mississauga, Ontario (#335),
George Dresser of Texas, USA (#336).
33rian Weifenden

CAS WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
from Gord Mallett
It has been an extremely busy couple of months for members of the Western Chapter. Numerous
meetings have been held preparing for an upcoming commemorative flight north from Edmonton to Fort
Vermilion. Nino Chiovelli, CAS Western Chapter's 'Alberta Researcher', has done the bulk of work required
to ensure that this flight re-enactment becomes a reality. But it has been a team effort - excellent support being
provided by other chapter members.
Fort Vermilion Commemorative Flight
On January 2, 2004 a special flight will head north from Edmonton to Fort Vermilion via McLennan
[Donnelly Crossing airstrip] and Peace River. Sponsored by the Western Chapter of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society, the commemorative flight is being made to coincide with the 75 th Anniversary of the
famous Diphtheria Antitoxin Flight to Fort Vermilion made by Wop May and Vic Homer in 1929.
Highlights of the famous flight can be found in many Canadian aviation history books, including Sheila
Reid's Wings of a Hero. Reports in the 1929 press stated that a dog team was used to carry the request for
assistance from Little Red River to Ft Vermilion and then onward to Peace River. However, through his
independent research, Denny May has discovered that a horse and wagon team was used - a dog team not being
available at the time of the crisis. Further details of the two-day January 2-3, 1929 flight north to Fort
Vermilion are included his Denny May's Christmas Greeting in this issue. (See page 18. Ed.)
The commemorative flight will be one of the initial activities launching the yearlong festivities celebrating
Edmonton's Centenary. Among those aboard the flight will be Wop's son Denny May, Vic's son Robert
Horner, and their spouses. The plane, a Pilatus PC-12, is being provided courtesy of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police [K Division, Air Section].
Ceremonies are planned for the City Centre Airport [formerly called Blatchford Field] on the morning
of January 2 and also at McLennan and Peace River later in the day. The main ceremony will take place at
Ft Vermilion on January 3. The towns ofMcLennan and Peace River and the hamlet of Ft Vermilion are taking
active roles in the various aspects of the re-enactment.
Continued
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT continued:

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has designed a matched pair of postal envelopes to commemorate
the re-enactment. A limited run of 300 sets of the envelopes has been produced. These will be carried on the
outbound flight to Fort Vermilion and the return flight to Edmonton the next day. The attractive 'covers'
should be of special interest to aviation enthusiasts, history buffs, philatelists and collectors of memorabilia.
Envelopes will be postmarked and backstamped to indicate points of departure and destination and will
be signed by Denny May and Robert Horner. The stamp that is affixed will be the [then] newly released 49cent Canadian flag definitive showing Edmonton's skyline. Sets of envelopes are priced at CDN $21 inclusive
of First Class postage and handling. Registration costs, for those requesting this service, are extra. There is
a limit of two sets per customer. To place an order, contact Nino Chiovelli at (780) 475-9665 or
nchiovelli@telusplanet.net . Support from the CAS membership is greatly appreciated.

Partners in the 2004 Flight Re enactment
To assist with the many activities related to the flight re-enactment, several partners have joined with the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Alberta Medical Association
ALTITUDE IS [national group coordinating Centenary of Powered Flight activities]
AVITAT FBO ESSO [operated by McEwen's Aviation Services]
Aristocraft Printing
Canadian Aviation Historical Society [Northern Alberta Chapter]
Canada Post
Edmonton 2004 Committee
Edmonton Flying Club
Edmonton Stamp Club
Hamlet of Fort Vermilion
Ramada Hotel and Conference Centre
Royal Canadian Mounted Police [K Division, Air Section]
Town of McLennan
Town of Peace River
-

For more information on the Western Chapter please contact
Cecil Stoner [(780) 475 0864 or email cecil@telusplanetnet]

NEW CANADIAN SPACE STAMPS
A recent "tradition" by Canada Post, is to issue a set of stamps for Stamp Collecting Month each Fall. This year's issue celebrates the achievements' of Canadian astronauts, and the Canadian Space Agency.
Canada entered the space age in 1962, with the launch ofAlouette-1, the first satellite designed and built
by a country other than the United States or Russia. In 1983, in response to an invitation from NASA, the first
Canadian astronauts were chosen to fly aboard the space shuttle. New recruits joined the original team of six
in 1992. Meanwhile, in 1989, the Canadian Space Agency was formed to coordinate space research, technology
and the astronaut program.
A pane of eight 480 self-adhesive stamps, was issued on October 1' 2003 . Each stamp depicts one of
the eight Canadian astronauts who has flown in space, (shown left-to-right, top-to-bottom in the illustrations),
and illustrates a highlight of his or her mission:
Marc Garneau is a veteran of three space shuttle flights, and has logged over 677 hours in space. He flew
aboard the shuttle Challenger in 1984, and aboard Endeavour in 1996 and 2000. He holds a doctorate in
electrical engineering, and is an officer of the Order of Canada.
Roberta Bondar is a medical doctor with a Ph.D. in neurobiology. She was the first neurologist and the first
Canadian woman in space, aboard space shuttle Discovery in 1992, where she worked on the International
Microgravity Laboratory. She is an officer of the Order of Canada and, for her pioneering space research, has
been elected to the Canadian Medical Hall of Fame.
Steve MacLean flew aboard the space shuttle Columbia in 1992, where he tested the Canadian Space Vision
System, a computerized eye for robotic devices like the Canadarm. He has a doctorate in physics, and remains
on active astronaut status with NASA.
Continued
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NEW CANADIAN SPACE STAMPS continued:

Chris Hadfield, an engineer and accomplished test pilot, is the only
Canadian to have visited the Russian space station Mir, which he
boarded from the space shuttle Atlantis in 1995. He flew aboard
Endeavour in 2001, and became the first Canadian to perform a

spacewalk while installing Canadarm2 on the International Space
Station as featured on the front cover.
Robert Thirsk, an engineer and medical doctor, flew aboard the
space shuttle Columbia in 1996 to perform a series of experiments
on microgravity and life sciences in the shuttle's Spacelab module.
His 17-day mission was the longest for a Canadian astronaut.
Bjarni Tryggvason flew aboard the space shuttle Discovery in
1997. Trained in engineering physics and applied mathematics, he
conducted tests in space on the Canadian Microgravity Vibration
Mount, an instrument he designed to counter the effects of
spacecraft vibrations on fluid science experiments.
Dave Williams is a medical doctor specializing in neurophysiology
and emergency medicine. He flew aboard the space shuttle
Columbia in 1998 for the Neurolab mission, in which the crew did
experiments to study the effects of microgravity on the brain and
nervous system. He was the first Canadian to be awarded the NASA
Outstanding Leadership Medal, in 2002.
Julie Payette is an electrical engineer specializing in computer
engineering. On a ten-day mission to dock the space shuttle
Discovery to the International Space Station in 1999, she operated
the Canadarm while in orbit and became the first Canadian to
actually board the International Space Station. She is currently
Chief Astronaut for the Canadian Space Agency.

According to Canada Post: "The eight
stamps were designed by Pierre-Yves
Pelletier in spherical shapes that call to
mind the path of an orbit. The twinkling
star is an image found on the Canadian
Space Agency's logo; it represents a
productive, energy producing star,
believed to have influence over human
destiny. Its twinkling appearance is the
result of holographic hot stamping and
micro-embossing."

The bottom of the pane illustrates the
"Canadian space handshake" of 2001,
when the Canadarm2 on the International
Space Station transferred its launching
cradle to the Canadarm on the shuttle
Endeavour, with astronaut Chris Hadfield
at the controls.
First Day Covers
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Best Wishes to
BERNIE REILANDER
Canada Post's Cancellation Designer
On behalf of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, I would like to offer our best wishes to
Bernie Reilander on his retirement.
Although Bernie's name is not known to most collectors, (including your editor until recently),
his work is very well known. - Bernie designed most of Canada Post's special cancellations in recent
years, including those for our RCAF Comet Anniversary, and Snowbird covers.
In it's issue of September 9 th 2003, Canadian Stamp News published a profile of Bernie by
Roman Zakaluzny :

For almost 30 years, Bernard (Bernie) Reilander was the king of philatelic cancellations.
No longer, though. Bernie put away his sketching pen in July and retired after 29 years as a graphic
designer at Canada Post.
"I remember Bernie at the drafting table. Back when he started, it was much more of a labourintensive process. Everything was done manually," says Louise Maffett, a supervisor and colleague of
Reilander's for 21 years, currently executive director with the Royal Canadian Geographical Society. "I
was always impressed with his ability to do things without the PC."
After graduating from Toronto's Ontario College of Art in 1971, Reilander worked at various federal
departments in Ottawa before joining the newly-formed Stamp Products group in 1974 as their first
graphic designer.
He designed most of Canada Post's Official First-Day Covers and day-of-issue cancellations, as well
as promotional materials like the "Bluenose" shopping bag. Several postage stamps are credited to
Reilander - an avid stamp collector, too - including the 8-cent Calgary centennial stamp of 1975, the
jointly-issued U.S. Bicentennial stamp of 1976, the Christmas issues of 1975 and 1976, and the John
Diefenbaker stamp of 1980.
A large part of his recent work was to design or help design philatelic cancellations - individualized
for any hamlet, village, or town that requested one. During his time at Canada Post, he produced every
single one of them.
If Saint-Tite, QC, wanted to promote its Festival Western, Reilander sketched them a bull rider.
When an ear of corn was needed to advertise Cornfest in Jarvis,ON, Reilander designed it. When Bow
Island, AB, wanted a gun-toting, cowboy hat-wearing legume to promote the "Bean Capital of the West,"
the postmaster called Reilander.
"It's really low-tech, if you think about it," says Reilander, with some modesty. "You're just
transferring ink from a pad to paper with a piece of rubber."
Reilander estimates he designed about 100 per year. Communicating with postmasters in smaller
localities was one of the more fulfilling tasks in his day.
"The post office is often at the centre of a lot of things that happen in smaller towns," says Reilander.
"The cancellations can be very special for them, and I liked playing a small part in that."
With his retirement, designing the cancellations will now be divided among several graphics people.
Replacing Reilander, however, won't be easy.
"You didn't have to check Bernie's work, because he took his job very seriously," says Jim Phillips,
director of Stamp Products at Canada Post.
"He was just an awfully handy and talented person to have around, and he will be greatly missed."

Canadian Stamp News is published bi-weekly. It is the leading source of up-to-date information
on the Canadian stamp scene, and on the world of stamps from a Canadian perspective. Copies
are available in most stamp shops, or by subscription. For more information contact:
Trajan Publishing, PO Box 28103 Lakeport P0, St. Catharines, Ontario L2N 7P8
or visit their website at wynceanadianstanwnewsxorn
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BERNIE REILANDER continued:
How cancellations begin: this is the "original artwork" for the CAS cancellations -

Canada Post Corporation
Stamp Products
2701 Riverside Drive Suite N0421
01TAWA ON K1A OB1

Societe canadienne des postes
Produits philateliquas
2701 Prom Riverside Bureau N0421
OTTAWA ON KlA 081

From: Bernie Reilander (613) 734-7424 (TL.); (613) 734-9901 (FAX); bemieseilander@canadapost.ca
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Thank you Bernie for all the enjoyment your cancellations have added to our hobby.
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150th ANNIVERSARY OF FLIGHT

(The left-hand stamp shows
Amy Johnson, and commemorates her
solo flight from England to Australia.
It was part of the British
"Extreme Endeavours" series
issued earlier this year.)

On July 5th 2003, the 150th Anniversary of Sir George Cayley's glider was celebrated in Yorkshire,
England. - The event included a re-enactment flight by a replica of the glider, "built by a team of more than
20 expert aviation enthusiasts." The day was described by David Jeffels in the Gazette & Herald newspaper
as follows:

FLAMBOYANT Sir Richard Branson re-enacted the first ever fixed-wing flight at the weekend- 150
years after Sir George Cayley, the pioneer of aviation, flew his aircraft at Brompton Dale, near
Scarborough.
Following a fly-past by the Red Arrows, Sir Richard's flight was heralded by one of his own Virgin
Airways 747s which had made a special detour to Brompton en route from Amsterdam to Heathrow and
circled the crowded dale several times to salute Cayley.
Then it was the turn of Sir Richard, donning a
frock coat and playing the part of Cayley's coachman,
who was given the job of flying the original glider
which promptly crashed after making a 100-yard
flight. The coachman, John Appleby, instantly resigned
his job saying he had been engaged to drive horses and
carriages, not to fly.
As 3,000 people at the anniversary celebration
watched in rapt attention, Sir Richard, 52, set off from
the top of a steep hill, aided by a special team in the
bunjee-jump-style launch.
The airline boss's first attempt failed to get off the
ground, but the second saw him fly 150 yards at a
height of 15ft for about ten seconds.
The original glider paved the way for the Wright
Brothers' historic powered flight in 1903.
"I was determined to help put the original flight
back on the map where modern aviation was born - at
Brompton," said Sir Richard.
"It was really exhilarating. I can fly! I have never
flown a plane or glider before and, after the first
attempt, I didn't expect to get off the ground but it was
MODERN DESCENDENT: A Virgin jumbo jet makes an ultra-low
a wonderful experience."
flypast over Brompton Dale to mark the anniversary.
Continued
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150th ANNIVERSARY OF FLIGHT continued:

WE HRVE LIFT-OFF:'Sir Richard Branson gets airborne in the replica o the Cayley glider,

Pictitres Pthitk liTvves

Sir Digby Cayley, the present holder of the baronetcy, played Sir George and members of the
Cayley family acted out the roles of their ancestors.
It later emerged that it is hoped to establish a scholarship in Sir George's honour for young
aeronautical engineers, and to have a sculpture made to permanently commemorate his achievements,
sited in the village.
In addition to being credited with being the 'father' of aeronautics, Cayley was the inventor of the
spoked wheel for cycles, the safety curtain used in theatres, caterpillar tractor tracks, and as an
engineer dug out the sea cut between Hackness and Scalby to take pressure off the River Derwent and
avoid flooding - a scheme which came into its own in last August's floods in the area.
Many thanks to RICHARD BEITH and HERBERT LEALMAN for this information.

A number of commemorative covers were produced, and are being sold to raise money for a permanent
memorial to Sir George:
• limited numbered edition of 50 signed by Sir Digby Cayley, Sir George's 3 x great grandson.
• limited numbered edition of 50 signed by Derek Piggott, who flew the 1974 Cayley glider replica in
Brompton Dale, and also for the Anglia Television film of that year 'A Magnificent Man and His
Flying Machines'.
limited numbered edition of 50 signed by Allan McWhirter, the test glider pilot who flew the 2003
replica on its first flight and also at Brompton on the day.
limited numbered edition of 50 signed by David Smith, a microlight pilot who flew these covers by
microlight G-OBAX from Husthwaite to Brompton on the day.
All these are £10 each plus postage and packing (£1 UK; £2 world (non-Europe) surface+ all Europe;
and £3 world (non-Europe) airmail.
(There was another edition of 50 signed by Sir Richard Branson, but these have all been sold.)

Unsigned unnumbered covers from the 700 produced are also available at £5, plus postage and packing.
For more information and/or to check availability, please contact Mr. Vivian Bairstow, Begbies Traynor,
1&2 Raymond Buildings, Gray's Inn, London WC1R 5NR, England.
(Tel:07866545494, Email: Vivian.Bairstowbegbies-traynorcom )
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS TO ONE AND ALL: DECEMBER 2003
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WELL IT SEEMS LIKE ONLY YESTERDAY THAT
WE WERE ALL SITTING AROUND WAITING FOR
Y2K AND HERE ANOTHER YEAR IS FAST
APPROACHING.

xlibition 7th & 8th Juri. 2003111t Albert War Ulemoria
-I. a • %III
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IN THE MORE GLOBAL VIEW IT WAS ONLY
YESTERDAY (WELL 100 YEARS) SINCE PEOPLE
DECIDED TO FLY IN ORDER TO START THE
HOBBY OF AEROPHILATELY, A DATE WORTH
COMMEMORATING THIS XMAS FOR SURE.

.

mnou of

APS Salittef -

I AM SURE WE ALL KNOW THAT THE VERY
FIRST PERSON TO FLY WAS RICHARD PEARSE
OF NEW ZEALAND. YOU COULD READ ALL
ABOUT HIM IN THE SEPTEMBER 1999 ISSUE
OF THE 'CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST'
(IF YOU DON'T HAVE THIS, BACK.ISSUES
ARE AVAILABLE FROM GORD MALLETT WHOSE
ADDRESS APPEARS ELSEWHERE). (Page 12. Ed.)

viation in New Zealand

gip,a = icSocietyl
-al Exhibition 7

003 Mt be

years of Aviation in the

THIS YEAR, PEARSE WAS HONOURED WITH
SEVERAL "STAMPS", LABELS, CINDERELLAS,
MINIATURE SHEETS AND EVEN AN AIR SHOW
IN TIMARU.
AMONG THE ITEMS PRODUCED WERE TWO
MINIATURE SHEETS DESIGNED BY KEITH
GRIFFITHS FOR THE AUCKLAND PHILATELIC
SOCIETY (APS HERE BEING AUCKLAND, NOT
TO BE CONFUSED WITH THAT OTHER PLACE
WHICH WILL PROBABLY NOT EVEN REMEMBER
MR. PEARSE).
ONLY 200 SHEETLETS WERE PRODUCED AND
AS CAN BE SEEN, THE APS WERE TACTFUL
ENOUGH TO HONOUR BOTH PEARSE AND THE
WRIGHT BROTHERS. ALAS WE CANNOT GIVE
YOU COLOUR, THESE ARE PRINTED IN VIVID
TONES OF BLUE, RED, GREEN AND BROWN.

t1 -WrighIlDecimber17,1903

THE FLYING DEEDS OF ALL THESE PEOPLE AND THEIR MAIL CARRYING (OR SOUVENIRS THEREOF) WILL
ALL BE WELL DOCUMENTED ELSEWHERE BUT I OFTEN WONDER ABOUT THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES. RICHARD
PEARSE WAS BORN IN WAITOHI NZ IN 1877 AND HAD A LONG AND COLOURFUL LIFE INCLUDING SERVICE
IN WW 1. HE HAD A LIFELONG INPUT TO AVIATION INNOVATION BUT BY 1954 HE WAS FRAIL AND
SOMEWHAT DELUSIONAL WHEN HE DIED IN HOSPITAL.
WILBUR WRIGHT STOPPED FLYING ABOUT 1910 AND SPENT TIME FIGHTING LAWSUITS RELATING TO THEIR
PATENTS BEFORE DYING EARLY OF TYPHOID IN 1912. ORVILLE LASTED TO THE RIPE OLD AGE (FOR
A PIONEER PILOT) OF 77, PASSING AWAY IN 1948.
AH I REMEMBER THEM WELL.

MERRY CHRISTMAS.

MIKE SHAND
1183 AGINCOURT ROAD
OTTAVv;A OAT CANADA
K2C 2H8
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RICHARD PEARSE
Frluard Pram

RICHARD PEARSE
CENTENARY OF FLIGHT

MOM Anairenarr of tie Warldl

PEAlt*L7

FIRST FUGHT WAITONI 1903 - 2003
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This cover was produced by the Air Mail Society of New Zealand, (with which we exchange
newsletters), as part of the Centenary of Flight celebrations in Timaru, New Zealand.
Fixed to the cover are two commemorative labels produced by the AMSNZ. - The "central" label
features Richard Pearse's aircraft, and is in one of three 3 different colours: yellow, red or green. On the left
is a blue air mail etiquette, with the text:
RICHARD PEARSE - CENTENARY OF FLIGHT - 1903-2003 - BY AIR MAIL
The covers are franked with a special Richard Pearse 40c Black Sheep postage stamp, issued by
Stamps at Work, which is one of the private mail companies now operating in New Zealand. - The stamp
is valid for postage on medium size envelopes within New Zealand, and can be used on mail posted in any
NZ Post mail box.
The covers have also been postmarked on 31st March 2003 with a special New Zealand Post pictorial
datestamp for the Centenary of Flight at Timaru.
The covers have all been sold, but some labels, and also postcards showing Richard Pearse
and his plane, are still available. - For more information please contact Alan Tunnicliffe, PO Box
29144, Fendalton, Christchurch, New Zealand. (E-mail: Aiant@linz.govt.nz )

Another part of the Centenary of Flight celebrations was an airshow near Timaru, where a replica of
Richard Pearse's aircraft, powered by a replica of the engine he designed, was flown, but only briefly.
There is also a renewed debate among some people as to whether or not Richard Pearse was the
"First Person to Fly". - The issues involved in this debate were summarized in the 1999 article that Mike
Shand mentioned on the previous page:
• Dating the tests of Pearse's aircraft has proved extremely difficult, particularly since aviation historians
did not become aware of his work until after his death in 1953.
• His test flight was sometimes dated as occurring on 31' March 1902, but was dated by one of the
witnesses as having occurred in April 1903. (According to Alan Tunnicliffe, the consensus nowadays is
that it was on 31" March 1903.)
•
Pearse "took off downhill from a 12 metre high terrace beside the Opihi River and, turning right, travelled
up river for about half a kilometre before landing in the river" Some researchers argue that this was a
"powered, sustained and controlled flight", but others disagree, since the aircraft was descending
throughout the flight!
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Season's Greetings from Gord Mallet

Chapter Two of Frank Ellis's Canada's Flying Heritage is devoted to the story of 'Alberta's Flying
Saucer. This photo is an artist's painting of that flying contraption. I+ is painted on +he south end of +he
curling rink in the small -town of Botha II spent a large par+ of my youth nine miles south of +his point on
my grandfather's farm] in central Alberta, a couple miles from where +he Underwood brothers and +heir
father lived a+ Krugerville. Underwood senior was the inventor of the disc plough - the sons were +he ones
dabbling in aviation. In 1907 and 1908 they performed +he first aircraft experiments in Canada, their work
preda+ing John McCurdy's epic flight at Baddeck in 1909. A part of a spar of the strange craft is displayed
in an impressive museum in the town of Steffler, located just west of Botha. I took the picture on a +rip
+o the area this summer.
No+ an air mail story of course, but an interesting piece of early aviation trivia!
Best wishes to all,
Gord Malle+

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or on diskette
in Microsoft Word or MSWorks format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
Prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$5 for a hard copy, C$3 for a diskette, C$8 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas.
DEDUCT 30% if paying in $US.
CAS members may deduct a further 10% from these prices.
Orders should be sent directly to Gord Mallett, 71 Grandin Woods Estates, St Albert, Alberta T8N 2Y4, [tel.
(780) 419 6738; or e-mail Gord at: ,bordmaedmc.net or CalderRiverahotmail.com
UNBEATABLE OFFER:
Gord will e-mail the Index at NO COST, to any member who sends him an email address!
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ALBERTA'S FLYING SAUCER
Gord's photo sent me off to look up Chapter Two of Canada's Flying Heritage, to see how the
Underwoods' achievements compared to those of Sir George Cayley and Richard Pearse. According to
Frank Ellis:
VIEW FROM ABOVE

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

the three Underwood brothers - George, John and Elmer
- wanted to build an aircraft, but could get almost no
information on the subject.
they obtained a paper by a Nova Scotia born
mathematician, Simon Newcomb, who "proved that it
would be impossible, in theory, to build a plane large
enough to carry a man in flight because the surface
would have to increase as the square of the dimension,
while its weight would increase as the cube of the
dimension."
the brothers experimented with kites of different
AILERONS
shapes, which kept within the laws described by
42 Ft.
Newton.
they developed an elliptical flying-wing, 42 feet across,
26 feet fore and aft, with a vertical fin for stability.
the first, tethered test of the "flying wing" as a kite was
made on August 10 th 1907, and was "most
encouraging".
John, then 22 years of age, asked to be the first person
11
I
to fly on the kite. He "was lifted gently some 10 feet in
BICYCLE WHEELS
the air, where he stayed 15 minutes, swaying smoothly
FRONT VIEW
before the apparatus was again brought down to earth".
2h,,
further experiments were postponed to the next year,
due to the demands of harvest and threshing operations.
ORIGINAL HEIGHT 10Ft
By 1908, the boys had procured a 7 h.p. motor-cycle
engine, which they coupled to a four-bladed, 10 feet
diameter, bamboo-and-canvas propellor. "They had
little difficulty in taxying about at speed", but the wing
would not leave the ground, due to the low power and
inefficient propellor.
BICYCL)
VIOTOR CYCLE,"
various attempts were made to obtain a more powerful
WHEELS
WHEELS
engine, leading to a quotation from the Curtis Motor
SIDE VIEW
DIAGRAM OF FLYING SAUCER
Cycle shop in Harrimondsport, N.Y., of $1,300 for a 40
h.p. engine.
"The cost of the engine was not excessive as things were in those days, but it was enough to make the
Underwoods think matters over very seriously. They reached the conclusion at last that as many of the best
prizes offered for various flying achievements were being snapped up, the expense of an engine would not
be worthwhile."
The brothers continued flying their craft as a kite during the summer of 1908, but eventually became a little
careless in handling it. "One day in a particularly boisterous wind, the barbed wire they were using in lieu
of a rope became tangled . . . the kite fell to the ground, rolled over several times, and was quite badly
smashed".
Apparently the novelty of flying their craft as a kite had palled, and since the possibility of trying it out
with a larger engine had evaporated, the brothers just piled the remains beside the barn, and moved on to
other activities.

Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis is the classic book on Canadian aviation up to 1940. - It is available
in or through bookstores, or by mail from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
(Tel. 416 698 7559; website: canavbooks.com ).
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8th August 1908 FAME FOR THE WRIGHT BROTHERS
50th Anniversary Cancellation:
8 AOUT 1908 - 1ER VOL DE WILBUR WRIGHT
LE MANS
6 - 7 - 58

Although much of the world will celebrate the Centenary of Flight on December 17 th, the first flights
at Kitty Hawk did not immediately make the Wright Brothers famous, as most people were highly sceptical
of their claims. It was only after Wilbur Wright's public demonstration on August 8th 1908 at Le Mans in
France, that the Wright Brother's became international celebrities.
DONALD HOLMES has provided a number of items regarding the events at Le mans. These include
the cancellation above, and an account of the flight from Villud's Contact - The Early Birds of Aviation.
Wilbur Wright arrived at Le mans in June 1908, to assemble and demonstrate a Wright Flyer that had been
shipped over the previous year:
Weeks of tinkering went by as Wilbur methodically prepared for his first exhibition on foreign soil.
After five years of public indifference, skepticism, and even hostility at home, Wilbur seemed unconcerned
about the suspense building up in France over the impending test. He guarded his invention behind closed
doors, as if surrounded by spies, and lived, ate, and slept next to the machine.
On Saturday, August 8, 1908, the impatiently awaited trial took place before a weekend throng of
spectators - many surveying the scene from the vantage point of trees, some with picnic lunches.
As reported in the Paris Herald, the plane looked frail in relation to its bulky motor, which balked
at starting on the first two or three tries.
When the weight on the catapult dropped, the plane lunged forward on its monorail "like an arrow
from a cross-bow shot into the air. . . ." Within fifty feet of the start, recounted the Herald next day, "the
machine rose to a height of eight to ten meters, circled twice, took turns with ease at almost terrifying
angles and alighted like a bird. The flying time was I minute, 45 seconds."
It was a stupendous vindication. No longer was the term bluffeur to be heard. As the voluble
balloonist Surcouf put it to the members of the Aero Club de France: "C' est Ie plus grand erreur du
siecle!" ("It is the greatest error of the century!")
Tributes poured in on every side. France was flooded with picture post-cards portraying Wright and
his aeroplane - the start of a souvenir card craze that was soon to provide the public with a likeness of
every plane and pilot in the country.

111
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Postcard inscription:
"LES HUNAUDIERES"
The Aeroplane take its flight".

Donald added that this photograph
must have been taken on 8/8/08:
The crowds were always large after
the first demonstration flight. There's
not a soul in the grandstand, and
just a fairly small crowd behind the
picket fence.
This also shows the height at which
Wilbur flew.
Continued
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8th August 1908 - FAME FOR THE WRIGHT BROTHERS continued:

Donald visited Le Mans last year, and found several monuments and reminders for Wilbur Wright's flight:

A monument to Wilbur Wright, dedicated 17th July 1920.

This is in an incredible location, overlooking a very busy intersection.
A very impressive Cathedral is just out of sight to the left.

A bus stop on the
Rue Wilbur Wright

The Wright Memorial at the centre of the Hunaudieres racetrack.
On the left is a plaque detailing the 8/8/08 event, on the right is one of
the pulley weights used to launch the Flyer in 1908.

DejeunerRayide «
69,00

Jr.

Wright »
(10,52

Euros)
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A ehoisir dans le menu a 99,00 Fr. :
I Entrée & I Plat Garni ott 1 Plat Gurni & 1 Dessert
(Servi chaque midi sauf les dimanches et fours feries)
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Part of the menu in a
first-class restaurant,
near the Rue Wilbur
Wright.

Thanks
Donald.
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1919: a Very Early Air Mail Cover to Canada
IF MOT DOUVERCO IN FIVE DAYS
RETURN TO

THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
AT POINT OF • MAIUNO

Cachet (under stamps):
BY AIR SERVICE NASSAU TO MIAMI
Postmarked:
NASSAU 29 JAN 19 (top left) and 30 JAN 19 (bottom right)
Addressed to:
La Havre, N.S. Canada
Backstamped:
LE HAVRE FE 5

Jonathan Johnson recently found this cover, which must be one of the earliest covers partially flown
to Canada. - It is listed in the Trans-Oceanic Record Flights section of The American Air Mail Catalogue
(Fifth Edition, Volume 4) as:
1001 1919, January 30 Nassau to Miami. The first successful ocean flight was made by two
U.S. Navy planes commanded by Lieut. Cummings in a flight from Nassau, Bahamas,
to Miami, Florida. About 600 pieces of mail, mostly cards, were carried at ordinary
postal rates, most of which received one of two special cachets, either a two line cachet
"By Air Service, Nassau to Miami" or a three-line red cachet "First Trip Aeroplane,
Nassau to Miami". Cards and covers have ordinary postmarks of the 29th, 30th or
both.
100.00

Although #1001 is the first airplane flight in the Trans-Oceanic Record Flights section, there seems
to be very little information about the flight. - The only other reference John could find to it, was an intriguing
mention in an article The Navy Carries the Airmail by Rear-Admiral Jesse G. Johnson, U.S.N. (Retired) in
the August 1961 Airpost Journal:
Down On the Florida East Coast several of our older fliers went into the lucrative bootlegging flying
business with flights to the Bahamas. I do not say our pilots were mixed up in it while on active duty
in the Navy but if you will look in the American Air Mail Catalogue in the Trans-Ocean section where
most of the Navy flights are listed you will see #1001, January 10, 1919 Nassau to Miami when Lieut.
Cummings gave Air Service between these two cities. Then you will see that the Navy flew from Key
West to Havana, November 1, 1920, This ninety miles across the gulf stream was in the early days
no place for daring aviators to traverse. With all the tradition of the Spanish Main behind it and the
boogey of these shark-infested waters it was a long time before this ninety miles became popular; now
it is stopped by Mr. Castro.
Can anybody provide more information about this flight, or know of another cover to Canada carried on it?

Thanks Jonathan
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QUEBEC, 1927 - 2002
Christmas Dag, 1927, old
Charles Sulk" accompanied L i
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Postmarked:

2002 - 12 - 25 LA MALBAIE, QC

The text on this cover is in English and French, and states:

Christmas Day, 1927, pilot Charles Sutton, accompanied by Dr. Louis
Cuisinier as passenger, flew the First Airmail on the North Shore, from La
Malbaie to Seven Islands, on a Fairchild FC2-W: G-CAIP
It is one of a number of 75 th Anniversary covers being produced by Pierre Vachon, son of Romeo Vachon
who made many of the subsequent flights along the North Shore of the St. Lawrence.- The covers are mainly
intended for his children and grandchildren, to provide a connection with their family history. What a neat
idea!
Pierre also mentioned that "the local post offices I have contacted to get the appropriate day's postmark on
my souvenir envelopes have been fantastic."

Thanks Pierre.

CANADIAN SEMI OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
MOT MAW.

ouua
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1

BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993

Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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1929 -1979: Re-enacting the May-Homer Flight to Fort Vermilion

My Dad Wilfrid R. "Wop" May and "Vic" Homer were the two pilots who flew Diphtheria AntiToxin from Edmonton to Fort Vermilion in 1929. In 1979, pilots Denny May, Bob Horner (sons of
the original pilots) along with Rev. Les Stahlke (Executive Director of L.A.M.P. - the Lutheran
Association of Missionaries & Pilots) and Russ Janzen (Manager of the Edmonton Flying Club) reenacted the flight on June 21st - the date of "Wop" May's death in 1952. Also involved in the reenactment were Dr. Harold Hamman who waited for us in Fort Vermilion, and Dr. Malcolm Bow
who gave Bob & I a vial of anti-toxin to deliver to Dr. Hamman. We flew in a Fleet "Finch" open
cockpit biplane - taking turns along the way. My wife Margaret and son David also had a chance
to fly in the "Finch".
The re-enactment was the brainchild of Rev. Les Stahlke to raise funds for L.A.M.P. We produced
1,000 covers for the event (as shown above) - a variety of stamps were used on the covers. They sold
for $50.00 each - mostly to people who regularly support L.A.M.P. - many in the U.S.A. $50,000.00
was raised and L.A.M. P. used the money to purchase a Cessna 185 for use in their missionary work
in Northern Canada. The covers were signed by the 4 pilots and were carried with us on the flight
and hand cancelled at Fort Vermilion.
Late in 1928 Dr. Harold Hamman discovered the outbreak of diphtheria at the settlement of Little
Red River (50 miles East of Fort Vermilion). He arranged for Joe Lafleur and William Lambert to
take a message to the nearest radio transmitter in Peace River - the trip by Horse & Wagon took 12
days. Dr. Malcolm Bow (Deputy Minister of Health for Alberta) immediately called "Wop" May
who was in Calgary for the Christmas/New Year holiday and asked if he could fly to Fort Vermilion.
"Wop" called his friend "Vic" Homer in Edmonton, asked him to find a plane, then headed by
Train to Edmonton on December 31st. January 1st was busy preparing for the flight the next day.
The original aircraft in 1929 was an Avro "Avian" - a two place, open cockpit on wheels - the date
was January 2nd and the flight path went North along the railway from Edmonton to Smith, West
along the South shore of Lesser Slave Lake to McLennan where they stayed overnight. January 3rd
they flew into Peace River for fuel then headed North along the Peace River to the settlement of Fort
Vermilion. Problems included weather with temperatures down to -33F and automobile fuel which
caused engine problems. The pilots returned to Edmonton on January 6th to a crowd of 10,000
people and to a hero's welcome.
Denny R. May CAS Member #329
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
Bob Terry
32822 Woodspring Circle
North Ridgeville, OH 44039
A common first flight cover from Fort McMurray to Arctic Red River. 3,500
pieces flown on the first official service to the Northwest Territory.
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This cover is made more interesting by the autograph of Cairine Reay Wilson, Canada's first
female Senator. She was appointed on February 15, 1930, thus the autograph was added to the
cover after the flight had been made.
Mclean's Magazine of April 1, 1930, provides a useful portrait of Cairine Wilson. Of Scottish
descent, her father was rich, and a leading merchant and public-spirited individual in Montreal. He
retired from business and moved to Ottawa and became a potent Senator. Cairine, one of six
children, grew up in the lap of luxury, but her father reared her with the idea that girls should do
something or become somebody. In her home she associated with Laurier, among others. Before
she was 20 she had completed her education, traveled widely and married well - her husband was
the lumber merchant and politician Norman Wilson. For the next 17 years she bore and reared
children - eight of them.
In 1921 Cairine launched actively into politics and excelled at getting members of her own
sex to work together on liberal causes. She eventually organized the National Federation of Liberal
Women. The latter was accomplished while her youngest was only two years old and she had seven
other children to care for as well. Her business activities brought her an income of over $100,000
per year. She continued other interests in sports and civic participation. She was attending a YWCA
meeting when she heard of her appointment to the Senate.
While in the Senate she especially concerned herself with issues affecting property and civil
rights, laws embracing labor, statutes affecting women and measures concerned with health and
pensions. She eventually represented Canada at the United Nations. Although never honored on a
Canadian postage stamp, Cairine Reay Wilson became one of the great Canadian women. She died
in 1962.
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EDITOR'S GREETINGS - the Junkers G.38

I was delighted to receive this postcard from Gunter
Rennebeck. - It has an illustration of the Junkers G.38 on the front,
and a special cancellation from Dessau, Germany, for:
Tag der Bfiefmarke
Wissenschaft and Technnik im 20.Jahrhundert
(which I think means:
Day of Philately
Science and Technology in the 20"' Century )
with an illustration of the Junkers G.38 in the cancellation.
The postcard reminded me of a cigarette card I came
across, that was part of set on INTERNATIONAL AIR LINERS produced by John Player & Sons in Great
Britain during the 1930's. - The cigarette card description of the G.38 included a comment that: "it carries
a total of thirty-four passengers, six being seated in two compartments in the leading-edge of the wing"!:
'(("''DEUTSCHE LUFT
HANSA: JUNKERS
G. 38 (Germany), a very
large all-metal commercial
monoplane fitted with four
750 h.p. Junkers "Juno 204"
compression-ignition engines,
and having the unusual feature of accommodation for
passengers in the wings. It
carries a total of thirty-four
passengers, six being seated
in two compartments in the
leading-edge of the wing. Two
passengers are seated in the
nose of the fuselage and the
remainder in cabins arranged
on two decks. There is a
smoking saloon aft. The G.38,
which is used by D.L.H. on
certain European services,
weighs 52,900 lbs. fully
loaded, and has a cruising
speed of 129 m.p.h. (No. 19)
"I".

I have done a fair amount of flying, both as a passenger and, (years
ago), as a trainee-pilot, and find the thought of sitting in the wing of a
Junkers G.38 quite mind boggling!
continued
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EDITOR'S GREETINGS - the Junkers G.38 continued:

The Junkers G.38 was built in Dessau, and first flew on
6th November 1929. It was the "Jumbo Jet" of its time 76
feet long, with a wingspan of 147 feet. (For comparison, the
DC 3 - which first flew six years later - was 64 feet long, with
a span of 95 feet.)
The G.38 attracted great attention, and after a number ;'' •
,]
of proving flights, during which it set several world speed and
endurance records for an aircraft of its class, it was taken
over by the Reich air ministry for special flights. These
included a European round tour in October and November 1930, from Dessau to Vienna, Budapest,
Belgrade, Constanza, Istanbul, Athens, Rome, Marseilles, Barcelona, Madrid, Lisbon, Bordeaux, Paris,
Cologne, and back to Dessau.
In 1931 the G.38 was taken over by Deutsche Luft Hansa, and then used mainly on the Berlin Hannover - Amsterdam - London route.
Demand for seats on the on the G.38 was so great that DLH requested a second machine of this type,
which first flew in June 1932.
Arrangements were also made for six G.38 type aircraft to be built under license by Mitsubishi, as
heavy bombers for the Japanese Army.
In spite of this auspicious beginning, no further G.38 type aircraft were built. - The aircraft was
generally considered slow and cumbersome, and passengers and airlines preferred more streamlined, high
speed aircraft, such as the Heinkel He 70 or He 111.
Of the G.38s which were built, the prototype crashed in 1936 shortly after taking off from Dessau. The
aircraft was completely destroyed, but without loss of life. (The accident was found to have been caused by
a failure in the assembly work of the steering system.)
The second G.38 continued flying over a variety of routes with DLH until 1939. It was then employed
on military transportation duties until 1941, when it was destroyed by the RAF in a raid on Athens airport.
The Japanese bombers (designated Ki-20) were so super-secret that they were never committed to
combat, and were only revealed to the Japanese public after they were obsolete. Several reports say they
were later used as transport aircraft until 1943, but this is not certain.

Many thanks to Richard Sanders Allen, Patrick Campbell, Jonathon Johnson, Gunter
Rennebeck, and Ross Richardson for their help in gathering information on the Junkers G.38.
Thanks again to everybody who has contributed to the newsletter over the year, and
hearty SEASON'S GREETINGS to all readers.

Chris Hargreaves

PHILATELIC LI TERATURE
British North America
Aerophilatelic Titles:

Ask for our free catalog

Official AirMail Rates to Foreign&Overseas Destinations, David Whitely $12.95
Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939, George B. Aitken, Walter R. Plomish $49.95
Yukon Airways & Exploration Company Limited, William E. Topping $25.00

Auxano Philatelic Services Inc.

1-866-831-4463
www.auxanostamps.ca
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AAMC CL51-3300. Return leg of first flight on which CL51 (on back of this cover)
was authorized flown January 3, 1933 and backstamped thus at Edmonton. Herring,
the addressee was in the Ottawa Post Office. 475 pieces were flown. Pilot Paul
B.Calder flew this trip in a Fokker Super Universal, probably CF-AFL.
The cover was not signed by Calder . Either it was in a batch that Calder was
going to sign (after the flight) before forwarding them to various people who
had sent them for the flight in response to the Post Office announcement of it
& of the availability of 10¢ semi-official stamps at the Edmonton Post Office or
at the Canadian Airwayg -offices; or else someone on behalf of Herring took it
back to the CAL base and asked that Calder's signature be added. Unfortunately
on January 31 Calder and his air engineer Bill Naden left Rae for Cameron Bay on
Great Bear Lake and failed to arrive. A search found their burned out Fairchild
FC-2W-2 ninety miles north of Rae. Both men were killed. Subsequently A.L. Anderson signed this cover and typed on the information "Pilot since killed".
.

Anderson started as an air engineer with Canadian Airways Ltd. at Winnipeg in
May, 1932. Later he had posting for CAL at Lac du Bonnet, Mackenzie River, Fort
McMurray, Norway House and back to Winnipeg, working on a variety of aircraft.
He isn't listed in the company. bulletin after mid 1934, although al. Anderson
(no initials) is listed as a pilot at Lac du Bonnet from October L935 to February 1937. His subsequent history is unknown.

The semi-official, CL51, on the back is from pane 3, position 9/4.

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM MIKE PAINTER
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1933 - Receipt for First Flight Covers
Here's an unusual card I picked-up:
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The card is a receipt for "3 first flight covers", addresed Mr. John H. Allen in Plain Dealing, La., U.S.A.
The circular handstamp is from: DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT OF POSTAL SERVICE WINNIPEG, MAN.
There is also an AIR MAIL handstamp, but on the back, in the area marked "File Reference". I wonder
whether the card would have travelled by air from Winnipeg?

Season's Greetings from Ron Miyanishi

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE
WWW • C

ADACOVERS . CA

SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS, B.C. V2C 6B7
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1934
NORTHERN AIRWAYS AIR MAIL SERVICE
An article in our September 2001 newsletter described the 2001 A YUKON ODYSSEY, when from
June 9th to 14th, the restored Fokker Super Universal CF-AAM returned to the Yukon, and re-enacted the
air mail services operated by Northern Airways during the 1930's.
According to a description of the project in the Whitehorse Star during the Spring of 2001:

A Fokker Super Universal built in 1929 and used to carry mail among Yukon communities
will be flying its Whitehorse - Carmacks - Ft. Selkirk - Dawson route one more time this
summer.
The flights were commemorated by two types of flown cover, with two different cachets based on the
November 1934 cachets for the Atlin - Telegraph Creek inaugural flights, (AMCN #3427.).
The covers were described as:

1

#8 envelopes, franked 6 cents (as in 1934), with either a bear or polar fox cachet, cancelled on front
and back with a special dated cancellation for each community. Six different covers:
Whitehorse to Ft. Selkirk: Limited run, 200
Ft. Selkirk to Dawson City: Limited run, 200
Dawson City to Mayo: Limited run, 200
Mayo to Whitehorse: Limited run, 200
Carcross to Atlin: Limited run, 200
Atlin to Carcross: Limited run, 200
2 a #10 envelope, with a current watermark of the 1929 Fokker Super Universal, bearing a specially
designed 47 cent photo stamp [taken from a Clark Seaborn photo of CF-AAM]; a copy of the original
Northern Airways cachet with either a bear or a polar fox; and cancellations from all six Yukon/B.C.
communities, with a special dated commemorative cachet for each community. Limited run, 250.
This led to a question from Jim Brown:
I read with interest the article on Northern Airways flights. Of the 6 flights only two are listed
in the airmail catalogue. ie Carcross to Atlin & return. I wonder why the other 4 flights are
not listed?
I have now heard from Shannon Poelman, Executive Director/Curator of the Yukon Transportation
Museum that: The original mail run was Atlin to Carcross and return, this was the official mail run, the other
communities were not on a regular basis but mail was part of the cargo when it went to other
communities like Ft Selkirk, Mayo, Dawson City, and Whitehorse. This may explain why the
other 4 flights are not listed as they were not official mail runs. However as I said mail was
deliver to these communities via the Northern Airways flight schedule.

Copies of the #8 flight envelopes for each leg of the flight are still available at a reduced price of $4.00 per envelope, and
the #10 special commemorative envelope is still available at a reduced price of $14.00. These prices include G.S.T.,
but please add $5.00 per order (any number of covers) for postage and packing.
-

To order covers, or to obtain further information, please contact THE YUKON TRANSPORTATION MUSEUM SOCIETY,
30 Electra Crescent, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1 A 6E6 (E-mail: ytmanorthwestelnet )
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FROM ANTARCTIC TO CANADIAN ARCTIC
Little America, Antarctic to Herschel Island, Yukon Territory
In November 1934, Admiral Byrd undertook a number of exploration flights from his base at Little
America, as part of his second expedition. The small amount of mail carried was backstamped at Little
America on January 30, 1935.
The cover bellows bears the same hand stamp on the front, but was carried from Little America to
Herschel Island, where it was stamped at the most northerly post office in Yukon Territory, in the
Beaufort Sea.
The cover was cancelled in San Francisco on March 25, 1935 and has an arrival stamp at Herschel
Island of June 21, 1935. The annotation suggests that it was flown on Canadian Air Mail routes
between Vancouver and Herschel Island.

BYE ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITION II

BYRD ANTARCI1C
EXPEDITION H

BYRD ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITION II
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1938 - NEW FIND FOR FLIGHT 3835

I was recently given this October 1's, 1938 airmail cover that piqued my curiosity. It has a small
newspaper cutting attached at left that reads:
"MAYORAL GREETINGS SENT BY AIRMAIL — Friendly greetings from Mayor Miller
of Vancouver and Mayor Ellison of Regina to Mayor Fry of Edmonton were received by the
latter Monday by airmail, signaling the inauguration here Saturday of regular T.C.A. flights
to and from Lethbridge. Both letters stressed the importance of the resumption of western
airmail services in speeding the development of the west."
It is postmarked "Vancouver, B.C. Oct 1, 1938" and addressed to Edmonton, Alberta. The back
reveals an Edmonton Oct. 3, 1938 8:00 a.m. receiving postmark. The back flap has the City of
Vancouver Coat of Arms printed on it.
Based on the information in "The Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland" it appears that this cover
left Vancouver on Saturday, October 1st, 1938, arriving in Lethbridge the same day, but too late for
that day's Lethbridge to Edmonton flight. It was then flown to Edmonton on the next flight and
delivered on Monday, October 3r d, 1938 as stated in the newspaper clipping.
This raises the question of how many more covers made this particular trip. As no cachets were
prepared for this flight, they are probably passing us by unnoticed.

Season's Greetings from Brian Wolfenden
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Crash at Sheddon, Ontario on 30th October 1941
Wilt-IPM Lift

werw

YOFV•

4110300N October 30 — SHEDDEN, ONTARIO — 10:10 P.M. — AMERICAN AIRLINES —
AM-7. New York to Chicago via Detroit, Trip 1. Pilot David I. Cooper perished as his plane caught fire

and crashed. 694 pieces were salvaged in burned condition and forwarded from Detroit after application
of cachet. One cover known with Post Office note.
Cachet
120.00
a. Note
125.00

RECOVERED FROM PLANE
DAMAGED OCT.30, 1941 AT
SHEDDEN ONT. CANADA

Inclosed mail damaged in plane

near Shedden, Ontario, Oct. 30,1941.
Roscoe B. Huston,
Postmaster,Detroit ,Mich.

Herewith a cover from the American Airlines crash at Sheddon, Ontario on 30 October 1941, along
with an ambulance cover from the Detroit Post Office. I have included the listing from the Canada
Section of the American Air Mail Catalogue, 6th Edition, Volume 1. Covers from this crash are
seldom seen and are thus rather scarce.
Best wishes for the Holidays,

Ken Sanford
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MYSTERIOUS MAIL DELIVERY
Nino Chiovelli
On the morning of 7 December 1941 Japan conducted the infamous surprise attack on Hawaii. This act brought
the United States of America into World War II at a time when the then Allied Forces had been thrown off the
European Continent and were teetering on defeat in North Africa.
In order to raise morale for the Allied war effort the United States planned an air raid on Tokyo by aircraft
carrier launched bombers. A squadron of B 25 Mitchell medium bombers under the command of Lt Colonel
James H. Doolittle was trained to fly off carrier decks with full bomb loads. The idea being to launch from a
carrier, drop their bomb load on Tokyo, and then fly to an Allied air base in China.
After training, the squadron departed aboard the carrier USS Hornet for the Pacific. The voyage was uneventful
until the 17/18 April 1942 when nearing Japan slightly out of the projected flight plan area. Hornet was
discovered by Japanese small craft. Fearing that knowledge of their position would jeopardise the carrier
Doolittle ordered that the planes be launched immediately. The crews would fly on as far as possible after the
raid then bail out and try to reach Allied lines on their own.
The raid on Tokyo was successful though many of the raiders were captured and executed by the Japanese.
The raid caused the Japanese military to lose face and forced them to plan a method of retaliation. They had
envisioned a quick and easy victory over the Allies and did not have any plans for long-range aircraft on the
drawing board. With their hands full occupying the vast conquests in the Pacific and Southeast Asia it would
be impossible to retool their industry or divert much needed war material from those areas. Therefore designing
and producing long-range bombers was out of the question.
The use of bomb carrying balloons was put forward as a possible solution to the dilemma. In fact the infamous
scientific Unit 731 based in Manchuko (as Manchuria was known under Japanese rule), had experimented with
unmanned balloons in low-level flight to deliver propaganda leaflets, and as a weapons platform. When World
War II started the balloon program was transferred to the 9t h Military Technical Research Institute in Japan
where limited experiments of another nature were carried out.
Ordered to initiate a plan to use balloons to bomb North America. The 9 th MTRI coordinated studies from the
Central Meteorological Observatory, the Noborito Research Institute's work on an altitude control mechanism,
and a radiosonde system developed by the 5t h Army Technical Research Institute to produce a functioning
weapons delivery platform.
Balloons made of mulberry paper capable of carrying a bomb load mix of incendiary and high explosive bombs
became the fmal design for the offensive. The balloons would travel at altitudes of 36000 feet and were capable
of reaching North America within four or five days. A system using aneroid barometers to set the altitude
dropped sand bags when necessary in order to maintain altitude. A gas relief valve would bleed off gas when
the internal envelope pressure became too great also helping to maintain altitude. The bombs on board would
be jettisoned last. Then a self-destruct mechanism would destroy the balloon. There were to be no markings
on the balloons so that the debris would be difficult to identify. Japanese ordinance markings were on the
bombs and it was hoped that identifying the source and defending against the delivery system would both
confuse the enemy and tie up manpower.
Starting on 3 November 1944 and continuing until mid April 1945 approximately 10,000 balloons were
launched and approximately 1000 reached North America.
Intact and partial balloons as well as unexploded bombs were found in an arc from Alaska, Canada, the
Continental U.S.A., to Mexico. There were recoveries as far east as Oxford House, Manitoba and near Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Authorities kept the balloon offensive secret from the general public to avoid possible panic.
This well planned silence served to confuse the Japanese and probably caused them to cancel the project.
continued
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MYSTERIOUS MAIL DELIVERY by Nino Chioyelli continued:

The only casualties ofthis elaborate scheme were six people killed while on a church picnic near Klamath Falls,
Oregon. When that tragic event happened local officials throughout the entire western continent were informed
of the attacks on a need to know basis. This helped the Allied war effort and provided a coordinated safety
program for the general public.
The origin of the balloons was quickly determined, and analysis of the sand contained in the ballast bags was
carried out to help locate the launch sites so that they could be bombed. Security breaches by the Japanese
provided a limited amount of information as well Two of several examples: A balloon envelope recovered at
Hay River N.W.T. contained a manufacturer's tag revealing that: "No 11 balloon was manufactured on 23
January 1945 at the Takaki Factory in Takaki, Miyagi Prefecture which is located about 25 miles northwest
of Sendai, Honshu Island." Another tag indicating launch times was recovered with balloon fragments near
Mahogany, Oregon.
As the balloon offensive was ending a sand bag was recovered near Bethel, Alaska. To the surprise of
investigators it contained a post card that appeared to be sent from a school boy to his father. The card did not
have a post mark but contained the following information:
From: Yoshiharu Shinada
4th Grade, Yawata Tai,
Sakaiya Inn,
Akayu Town, Kigashi County,
Yamagata Prefecture

To: Kazuo Shinada San
Hidano Butai, Toni Tai,
c/o Ichinomiya Post Office
Chosei County,
Chiba Prefecture

Hidano Butai means "Hidano Detachment" which may have been the supply depot for the Special Balloon
Regiment's launch sites?
The recovered post card can be considered as possibly the first Trans-Pacific balloon post. Steps are being
taken to research the item, and to have an illustration published. Though the circumstances are abstract the post
card is an important contribution to the listing of Balloon Post materials.

Nino Chiovelli
Editor's Note:
I found this article very interesting to read, especially since each article I've read about these balloons
seems to give a different account of them, particularly regarding Unit 731.
However, I do not think this postcard should be regarded as "Trans-Pacific balloon post".

IPO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP
UK
7el: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: ainnails@fut.net Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.
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1965 - The Canadair CL-44J

FIRST DAY COVER

The final development of the Canadair CL-44 aircraft was
the "stretching" of two CL-44D aircraft in 1965 by ten
feet, to seat 189 passengers; the result was designated
CL-44J. The production version would have been given the
designation Canadair 400. The Icelandic airline called
Loftleider bought both CL-44J's. On 3 Sept.1969 Iceland
issued two stamps to mark the 50th anniversary of aviation
in Iceland, Scott 410 with a Boeing 727, and Scott 411, a
CL-44J, wrongly identified as a Rolls-Royce 400. Above is
a flown cover of the inaugural flight. The two Loftleider
aircraft were registered TF-LLG and TF-LLI.

Season's Greetings from Patrick Campbell

Selling what you want, the way you want it!
.4; Nt, LNIEG
STA 111 P
SALES

P. 0. Box 4547
Danbury, Ct. 06813
vvww.nutrnegstamp.com

Accurate, detailed descriptions
High quality published catalogs
Web access to entire catalog and images
Priority on Customer Satisfaction

Selling? - Contact Andrew Levitt for a free consultation:
Phone 1-800-522-1607
E-mail: info@nutmegstamp.com
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2003: RCAF Comet - RAF Nimrod covers
50 years after the Comet entered service with the RCAF, a derivative of the Comet - the Hawker

Siddeley Nimrod - is flying with the Royal Air Force.
Thanks to Col Michael Legault, CAF Liaison Officer CJSL, UK, we have been able to get some of our
RCAF Comet anniversary covers, flown on the RAF Nimrod that was coming to Canada for the Toronto
International Air Show.
150 covers were flown in Nimrod XV 260. Details of the trip, received from the pilot - Flight Lieutenant
Peter Tett - are:
20th Aug
20th Aug
25th Aug
28 th Aug
30th Aug
31st Aug
2' Sep

RAF KINLOSS - NAS BRUNSWICK
NAS BRUNSWICK - OFFUT (USAF)
OFFUT - NAS JACKSONVILLE (FLORIDA)
JAX - CLEVELAND (BURKE LAKEFRONT)
Including flypast Toronto and Niagara
CLEVELAND - CLEVELAND
Display Toronto and Cleveland
CLEVELAND - CLEVELAND
Display Toronto and Cleveland
CLEVELAND - OTTAWA

7 hrs
5 mins
3 hrs 10 mins
2 hrs 30 mins
3 hrs 40 mins
2 hrs

10 mins

2 hrs

0 mins

1 hr

0 mins

In Ottawa the covers were handed to Dick Malott, who applied the extra cachet shown below:
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RAF NIMROD XV 260: 42 SQUADRON, RAF KiX1_0,-RS
Carried C.XYAET covers horn RAF Kinhoes, Scotland to jar:A.9°11de.
Florida, Olaveland, Ohio, Toronto and Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
20 &must to 2 Sei.lentar 2003. P,11,11 Ff Fate: Te`A

The covers have also been autographed by the pilot F/L P.Tett. - The other members of the crew
during the displays were:
Flt Lt
E Harbottle
P2
M Eng S Sheldon
Eng
Wg Cdr J Kessell
Nav
FS
D Taylor
Radar
FS
W Salmon
Radar
Flt Lt
B Bond
AEO
Covers can be obtained from Dick Malott, (16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1) for
$10.00. - See page 2 for more information.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by February 1".
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a translation service from French to English and vice versa;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $17.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

Richard S. Allen
Don Amos
Beartice Bachmann
David G. Brown
Basil S. Burrell
Bob Campbell
Elmer Cleary
Martin S. Cole
Fred C. Dietz
Friedel Egger
Barry Frost
Murray Heifetz
Donald B. Holmes
J.P. Gadoury

Andre Giguere
Donald Kaye
James Larry Kobalt
Charles J. LaBlonde
Albert N. Leger
Jeffrey Lodge
Gary J. Lyon
Maurice G. Malenfant
Gordon G. Mallett
Ed Matthews
Gordon F. McDonald
Richard J. McIntosh
Jim Miller
Ian Mowat

Andrew Mrozowski
William C. Noble
Robert North Sr.
Charles W. Oakley
Louis Poirier
Derek C. Rance
Thomas W. Shaw
Douglas M. Smith
Cecil G. Stoner
Janice E Weinstock
Richard Whalley
Hans Wichern

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership: thank you very much.

THE
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American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net
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Thank you FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS! See page 3.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR MARCH 2004
Dear Colleagues :
I trust that you have all worked hard on your aerophilatelic collections during the past frigid winter.
Hopefully some of you will be exhibiting in local and national exhibitions such as the annual
ORAPEX show in Ottawa, 1 and 2 May 2004 at the RA Centre; or ROYAL 2004 ROYALE in
Halifax, 28 - 30 May 2004. We will hold our annual CAS General Meeting on Sunday, 2 May 2004
at ORAPEX, in a designated lecture room in the RA curling rink. Various reports will be presented
as well as a discussion for changing our Constitution.
The Executive proposes that the term Board of Directors be changed to the CAS Executive, which
would be complosed of the President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, and four Members at
Large , (The Editor of the Canadian Aerophilatelist, an appointed member by and from the Western
Chapter, the immediate CAS Past President, and one other CAS member). Although the next election
is not scheduled until 2005, it is proposed to make the necessary changes and to hold another election
for all concerned in May 2004.Comments please before 1 May 2004.
I extend congratulations to all the hard working members of the Western Chapter for their
outstanding success for the May/Homer commemorative flight in January 2004. National publicity
was received for the event,for the Western Chapter of the CAS, and for the CAS also. Cecil, Nino,
Gordon and all the others, well done. Murray Heifetz has written a two segment article for the
Canadian Philatelist of the RPSC on the Development of Air Mail with particular emphasis on
Canadian Air Mail Development . Well done Murray.
I am pleased to report that our Comet, Nimrod and Snowbird covers have sold extremely well . There
are a few left if anyone wishes any of these covers. We are now seeking a theme for the Snowbird
covers for 2004. Any suggestions? We have a good supply of AAMS aerophilatelic publications. The
items will be on display at our Society table at ORAPEX. Volunteers to look after the tables are
required for Saturday and Sunday. Any volunteers ?
After a 12 year stint as a member and then Chairman of the AAMS Awards Committee, I have been
replaced by a fellow colleague from the United Kingdom, Derrick Pillage, the Vice-president of the
AAMS. Two other members were replaced, Richard Beith of the UK and Fred Dietz of the USA.
Replacements are the President ofFISA, Kuno Sollors of Germany, and Charles Bromser ofAustralia
. Two previous US members are remaining on the Committee, Ben Ramkissoon and Phil Stager. To
all who assisted me during the past 12 years on the AAMS Awards Committee a sincere thank you
for the time and effort that you put into the undertaking.
YicafeAladV/

May 1-2, 2004:

ORAPEX 2004
OTTAWA'S NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
the 43rd Annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition and Bourse,
will be held at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario,
in the Curling Rink. Times: Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission and parking are free.
For more information, contact Major Dick Malott, CD, Retd,
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1.
Tel.: (613) 829-0280; fax: (613) 829-7673; e-mail: rmalott@magma.ca
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Thank you FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS!
For many years, Francois has offered a French translation service to CAS members, and for
anybody seeking information regarding the CAS. Unfortunately Francois is shifting the focus of his activities
away from aerophilately, and will no longer be involved with the CAS.
I would like to thank Francois for the service he has provided to us in the past, and to wish him all
the best with his future projects.
(If anybody is able to replace Francois in providing a translation service, please contact the editor.)

SECRETARY'S ANNUAL REPORT
As of January 05, 2004, the Society has a total paid membership of 143.
The breakdown of the membership is as follows:
USA:

Canada:

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Total

14
14
4
4
2
1
47
10

2
98

International:

1
2
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
1

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Washington
Total

Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Netherlands
South Africa
Switzerland

Total

1
5
2
2
3
2
3

18

27

Editor's Note: Many thanks to Brian Wolfenden for all his work as both Secretary and Treasurer!

I'm also delighted to point out that after several years of slowly declining membership, we now have one
more member than at this time last year!
We're in excellent financial shape too: see Brian's Treasurer's Report on the next page.

Will all members please show your appreciation of Brian's work by renewing
promptly. - Please check the list of memberships due for renewal on the back page
of each issue, and send Brian a cheque as soon as your name appears, so that he
doesn't have to spend extra time sending out reminder notices.

in Memoriam
RICHARD WHALLEY of Springbrook, Wisconsin, USA, was both a collector
and occasional producer of First Flight Covers, He had been a member of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society since 1995.
I would like to express the condolences of the CAS to Richard's family.
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDING 31 DEC 2002 AND 31 DEC 2003
2002

2003

3,488.65

4,985.07

313.03

0.00

Income Generated During the Year
Dues - new members & Renewals
CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers
Other Sales - includes e.g. books, pins & advertising
Donations - from members
Bank Interest - chequing account

3,264.38
987.01
451.14
0.00
0.18

3,636.11
2,775.81
698.00
85.00
0.00

Income Generated and Received during the Year

4,702.71

7,194.92

0.00

0.00

8,504.39

12,179.99

Opening Bank Balance
INCOME
Accounts Receivable at Previous 31 Dec

Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance &
Income Received During the Year
EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques
at Previous 31 Dec

215.83

Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues & Advertising-other philatelic organizations
35.00
Philatelic Covers-costs, e.g.covers, postage & envelopes
573.58
Office Supplies
442.22
Postage-such as for CAS newsletter, covers & books
698.31
Printing and Photocopying - such as
newsletter and catalogue
1,058.46
Bank Charges-chequing account,cheques,deposit stamp
65.30
AAMS - publications
288.00
Telephone - long distance
7.72
Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
20.00
Engraving - presentation plaques
114.90

Expenses Incurred during the Year
Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding cheques at 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred in Previous and Current Years
but paid in Current Year
Closing Bank Balance
FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Accounts Payable at 31 Dec
Financial Position at 31 Dec

0.00
0.00
1,414.37
69.05
582.00
1,662.53
60.00
563.53
0.00
93.40
50.31

3,303.49

4,495.19

0.00

0.00

3,519.32

4,495.19

4,985.07

7,684.80

4,985.07

7,684.80

BRIAN WOLFENDEN, Treasurer - CAS
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EDITOR'S REPORT
This is my 40th issue of the newsletter, and completes ten years in the role of editor. - I'm very pleased
to say that I still enjoy being the editor, and look forward to producing many more issues.
2003 was a very good year for me as editor!
The March 2003 issue included our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately, which is intended to
provide key information to "new collectors", and also to be used as a "publicity handout" for our hobby and
Society. This was based on a series of articles on the History of Aerophilately that appeared in this newsletter
during 1997 and 1998. This series included contributions from Richard S. Allen, Jack Ince, and Don Amos,
which are still some of my favourite articles. (An abridged version of our Short Guide has just appeared in
the March 2004 Airpost Journal of the American Air Mail Society. - Congratulations to Jim Graue on an
excellent piece of editing.)
The June newsletter contained a report on the research by Richard Beith, Murray Heifetz, Bedrich
Helm, and Jonathon Johnson, regarding the aircraft on a 1946 Czechoslovakian stamp. As part of this
enquiry, I received an article in Czech from Jonathan, which was one of the most unusual items I received
in my mail last year. (He also provided a translation.)
Another highlight was the research by Barry Countryman, that "rediscovered" National Air Transport
Limited - an early Toronto airline that has been left out of many aviation history books. (An update on this
research is included later in this issue.)
There is a little known story behind the cover that started this research into National Air Transport
Limited. - John Irvine found the cover and letter in a collection he purchased, recognized it as unusual, and
sent to me to try and obtain more information. However, some six weeks after the purchase, John was
approached by the vendor, who wondered if he could get the collection back, as his grandson had expressed
great interest in obtaining it. So, "under that circumstance", John sold the covers back to the vendor. Since
then, John has been watching the enquiry develop, over a letter and cover that he no longer owns.
It seems to me that while there are medals for collections and literature in philately, and various
awards for articles and research, there is not normally anything for John's kind of magnanimous action.
However, selling back that collection is part of the friendly, personal side of aerophilately which is a very
important part of our hobby to me. I am very pleased to have an opportunity to do something to remedy this,
and to announce that:

The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD for 2004
will be presented to
JOHN IRVINE
for starting the research into
NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED
and for his contribution to the friendly spirit of aerophilately.

Congratulations John!
Continued

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE
www . CANADACOVERS . CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS , B. C. V2 C 6B7
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EDITOR'S REPORT continued:

One of my continuing challenges as editor, is to produce a newsletter that balances the interests of
our two types of member:
Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately,
collectors from around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately.
I normally try to do this by printing articles that are about Canadian aerophilately, but to include
questions and follow-up items on any aspect of world wide aerophilately, (such as the Chinese First Flight
Cover on page 29 of this issue.)
If any member has comments about the content of the newsletter, or any other issue related to it,
please contact me. - My address, telephone number, etc., are on the front page.
And: I have been told by Jack Ince to include the following item by Richard Saundry, from the
November 2003 Air Mail News. - The Air Mail News is the journal of the British Aerophilatelic Federation,
with which we exchange newsletters. Each issue includes a list of articles in publications received by the
BAeF.
The Editor, Air Mail News, would like to pay a particular compliment to Chris Hargreaves,
editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. You will have noted that a very high proportion of the
articles appearing in the Canadian Aerophilatelist have been written by that journal's editor.
The Canadian aerophilatelic journal is of a particular consistent high calibre, containing a
wealth of information on all manner of subjects, many of the articles being one pages of the sort
we do not normally highlight in our own journal. It is not that the members of the Canadian Air
Mail Society are particularly 'backwards in coming forwards" - far from it. There is always a
wealth of input by the members, but unlike contributors to Air Mail News, most members send
in little bits, often in response to particular questions or appeals, and the result is that it is the
indefatigable editor who has to do all the donkey work collating the information and penning
most of the major articles. I take my hat off to Chris. If the Editor Air Mail News had not only
to edit, but also to write the lions share of the articles, our journal would most certainly be the
worse for it. I salute Chris Hargreaves, the consummate editor!
Many thanks Richard, and thank you too Jack.

Chris Hargreaves

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallen can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or on
diskette in Microsoft Word or MSWorks format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
Prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$5 for a hard copy, C$3 for a diskette, C$8 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas.
DEDUCT 20% if paying in $US.
CAS members may deduct a further 10% from these prices.

Orders should be sent directly to:
God Mallett, 71 Grandin Woods Estates, St Albert, Alberta T8N 2Y4
[tell (780) 419 6738; or e-mail Gord at aordm@edmc.net or CalderRiver@hotmaiLcom

AND: Cord will e-mail the Index at NO COST, to any member who sends him an email address!
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
The Society has a small collection of books, catalogues and periodicals. These can be searched for
information on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to members at cost.
We have recently acquired some early volumes of the Jack Knight Air Log , so that we now have a complete
run from the first issue in November 1943, until the present time. The Air Log was initially published by the
Jack Knight Airmail Society of Brookfield, Illinois, but is now a publication of the American Air Mail Society.
Each issue contains articles on various topics, such as Zeppelin mail, Balloon Post, Latin American Air Mail,
and Women in Aviation. (The current issues also include a section of Canadian Air Mail Notes, featuring
various items from this newsletter.) Many thanks to Basil Burrell for arranging this acquisition.
The holdings of our library now include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames.
Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939 by George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish
St. Lawrence Seaway - Ship to Shore Air Mail Covers, 1927-1934 by Jack Ince, a copy of his

collection: each cover is written up with details of the route, rate, and developments in the service.
The Canadian Civil Aircraft Register by John R. Ellis: Part 1: G-CAAA to G-CAXP (1920 to 1928), and
Part 2: CF-AAA to CF-ACG (1929 to 1945), published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society.
Canadian Air Mail articles collected by Nelson Bentley
Harmers of London Auction Catalogues for various sales, including:
Newfoundland Airmails - the collection of Cyril H. C. Harmer, 26th February 2002
The "Labrador" Collection of Newfoundland Airmails, 25th February 2003
Gaetano Vullo's Collection of World Airmails, 11' November 2003

•
•

Sanabria Airmail Catalogue - North America, 1995.
American Air Mail Catalogue Various volumes in the 4", 5 th and 6' editions.
The Airpost Journal (published by the American Air Mail Society) January 1947 to January 1950;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jack Knight Air Log #1 (November 1943) to present.
Jusqu'a Airmail Markings by Ian McQueen: "A Study" (published 1993), and Supplement (1995).
Scottish Air Mails, 1919-1979 by Richard Beith
African Air Mail research notes - documents donated by Jack Ince, and a photocopy of his collection.
Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch 1984. - The Swiss air mail catalogue: in German.
Recovered Mail by Henri Nierinck. First edition, 1918-1978; and second edition1937-1988.
Airmail Operations During World War II by Thomas H. Boyle Jr. - A worldwide study.
Wartime Air Mail - an introduction by John Daynes. - British and Swiss documents.
Sixty Years - The RCAF and Canadian Forces Air Command, 1924-1984.

and July 1964 to present.

For more information contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS.
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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EXHIBITION NEWS: AEROPEX - AUSTRALIA - 2003
Mike Shand

WITH 2003 BEING NOT ONLY 100 YEARS SINCE THE WRIGHT BROTHERS (AND RICHARD
PEARSE) MADE THEIR FIRST FLIGHTS BUT ALSO 75 YEARS SINCE THE FIRST CROSSING
OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN FROM CALIFORNIA TO AUSTRALIA BY KINGSFORD SMITH, THE
AUSTRALIAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY HELD AN INVITATIONAL SHOW IN ADELAIDE IN DECEMBER.
THIS WAS OF COURSE VERY MUCH THE RESULT OF EFFORTS BY NELSON EUSTIS WHO FOR
70 YEARS WAS INVOLVED IN AUSTRALIAN AEROPHILATELY, PUBLISHING HIS FIRST
CATALOGUE IN 1937 AT AGE 22. ALAS HE DID NOT SURVIVE AN OPERATION SHORTLY
BEFORE THE SHOW WHICH THEN BECAME A CELEBRATION OF HIS EFFORTS AS WELL AS THE
WRIGHT'S AND KINGSFORD SMITH.
IT WAS A SMALLISH SHOW OF 23 EXHIBITS OF THE FINEST AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALIAN
AND N.Z. AEROPHILATELY BUT ALSO INCLUDING SIGNIFICANT SPACE MAIL TO THE MOON
AND BACK BY APOLLO 11 AND 15, IMPERIAL CRASH COVERS, MALAYAN AIRMAILS AND
OTHER FINE MATERIAL. TOM FROMMER SHOWED SOME OF THE AIRMAIL LABELS AND
VIGNETTES OF AUSTRALIA WHICH ARE ILLUSTRATED IN HIS RECENT BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS IN COLOUR, ALSO AVAILABLE FOR SALE AT THE SHOW.
IN TERMS OF PERSONALITIES IT WAS OPENED BY BOTH MARJORIE JACKSON - NELSON,
THE GOVERNOR OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND MICHAEL HARBISON, THE LORD MAYOR OF ADELAIDE.
ATTENDING AT MANY FUNCTIONS THROUGHOUT THE SHOW WERE JON JOHANSON WHO WAS MUCH
IN THE AUSTRALIAN NEWS FOR FLYING ESCAPADES OVER THE SOUTH POLE AND ONLY JUST
MADE IT TO THE SHOW IN TIME, AND NANCY BIRD, A PIONEER AERIAL AMBULANCE WORKER
WHO TOOK HER FIRST FLYING LESSON AT AGE 17 FROM KINGSFORD SMITH. A LINK WITH
THE PAST INDEED. BOTH THESE, ALONG WITH ANDY THOMAS, AUSTRALIAN ASTRONAUT AND
DICK SMITH, THE FIRST TO FLY A HELICOPTER SOLO AROUND THE WORLD HAD THEIR
LIKENESS ENGRAVED ON THE FINE COMMEMORATIVE MEDALLION PRESENTED TO ALL EXHIBITORS
(AS THIS WAS A NON - COMPETITIVE SHOW.)
so rdenar,
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ALTHOUGH THERE WERE NO DEALERS AT THE SHOW, CHARLES LESKI CONDUCTED A VERY FULL
AEROPHILATELIC AUCTION. ONE ITEM OF INTEREST WAS ONE OF ONLY 4 LETTERS CARRIED
BY KINGSFORD SMITH DURING HIS FIRST TRANS - PACIFIC FLIGHT. IF YOU NOTICE
TEAR - STAINS ON THIS PIECE IT IS BECAUSE I ONCE HAD SUCH AN ITEM BUT SOLD IT LONG
SINCE. LESKI KNOCKED IT DOWN AT $24,500 PLUS COMMISSION, TAX ETC. HE PLANS
ANOTHER AEROPHILATELIC AUCTION FOR SPRING (PERHAPS APRIL) 2004 AT 13 CATO STREET
HAWTHORNE EAST 3123 VICTORIA AUSTRALIA OR WWW.LESKI.COM.AU .
IN ALL A GREAT SHOW OF WHICH NELSON EUSTIS WOULD HAVE BEEN PROUD. WHEN WILL THERE
•BE SUCH A SHOW ANYWHERE IN NORTH AMERICE HMMMMM
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EXHIBITION NEWS continued:

100 Years of Powered Flight
100 Exhibitors / 100 Exhibits / 100 Frames / 100 Subjects
Airmail & Aviation
(How to Celebrate a Jubilee)
Each year, the Dutch aerophilatelic society "De Vliegende Hollander" (= "The
Flying Dutchman") celebrates the Day of Aerophilately; one of the activities is
an aerophilatelic exhibition (usually about 75 frames). During the 41St Day of
Aerophilately (in 2002) we realised that the year 2003 would be a special year
in the history of aviation, because the Wright brothers made their first powered
flights in 1903.

Inspired by the number "100" (100 Years of Powered Flight) we proposed a special
exhibition to be held during the 42nd Day of Aerophilately (in 2003): 100
exhibits in 100 frames (i.e. 100 1-frame exhibits). As an extra restriction we
aimed at exhibits about 100 different subjects and from 100 exhibitors. On the
other hand, we allowed not only aerophilatelic exhibits, but also exhibits from
other disciplines (maximaphily, postal stationary, thematic philately,
traditional philately) about subjects related to aviation. In order to encourage
participation (competitive or non-competitive), we choose to use a simple
application form, personally invite prospective exhibitors and offer to assist
collectors without exhibiting experience.
As a result of much work, the 100 1-frame exhibits were shown in October 2003;
in fact, we had an excess of 40 1-frame exhibits transferred to the 'regular'
aerophilatelic exhibition. About 50% of the 1-frame exhibitors were non-members
(some of them showed airmail material from their non-aerophilatelic collection);
about 50% of the 1-frame exhibitors were first-time exhibitors. The age range of
the 1-frame exhibitors was from 10 to 90 years. We received many enthousiastic
reactions from exhibitors (some of the first-time exhibitors have exhibited
again elsewhere since) and from visitors (they were surprised by the diversity
of the subjects).
Although the concept of a 1-frame exhibit was introduced to encourage collectors
to become exhibitors, experienced exhibitors use this possibility to show a
selection from an existing exhibit or to show a very specialised exhibit (for
which it is difficult to fill more than one frame). This allows an interesting
mixture of simple and specialised exhibits. It was our experience that this
exhibition attracted first-time exhibitors, new exhibits and more visitors than
usual.
Our experience with this exhibition has convinced us that our approach was an
effective (but small) remedy against the problem of decreasing interest in
philately (w.r.t. collecting and exhibiting). Therefore we recommend to copy
(and adapt) this approach, by celebrating a jubilee with a 1-frame exhibition
(e.g. 25 frames in case of a 25 years jubilee of your local philatelic society);
try to realize this with different exhibitors and different subjects (related to
the jubilee). If you use this approach, we would be pleased to see a report
about your experiences in this periodical.
Jacques Bot (CAS member #242)
Hans TSchroots

Many thanks to Mike and Jacques for these reports about very different approaches to exhibitions.
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75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MAY-HORNER MERCY FLIGHT

R

1/111104{
°L AO&
WESTERN CHAPTER
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
EDMONTON ALBERTA

THE WOP MAY - VIC HORNER
MERCY FLIGHT
EDMONTON TO FORT VERMILION
2 - 3 JANUARY 1929

This turned into a BIG event! - Look at the programme for the departure ceremony:
The Western Chapter of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society and its
Partners proudly present:

Program
The 75th Anniversary Re-enactment of the
Please stand when the Vice-Regal
March is played.

May - Homer Mercy Flight
to Fort Vermilion

Speakers
Master of Ceremonies,
Mr. Keith Spencer
Mr. David Brown, Vice-Chairman,
Western Chapter,
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
e

Mr. Paul Gervais, Vice-Chairman,
Kingsway Business Association
His Worship Mayor Bill Smith,
City of Edmonton

1929

2004

Mr. Robert Homer

Departure Ceremony
Mr. Denny May
Edmonton Flying Club Hangar
9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Her Honour the Lieutenant Governor
of Alberta, Dr. Lois E. Hole, C.M., A.O.E.

2 January 2004

The cover illustration is from a watercolour "Com ing
Home", done by Denny May as a tribute to his father
and Vic Homer.

My commiseration to Cecil Stoner, Chairman of the
Western Chapter, who missed the ceremony as he
was down with the flu. - I hope you felt better a long
time ago Cecil.
Continued
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75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MAY-HORNER MERCY FLIGHT continued:

The re-enactment was also the cover story for the
January 2004 journal of the Alberta Medical Association!

Congratulations to everyone involved from our
Western Chapter, which initiated this re-enactment
project, and shepherded it to its very successful
conclusion!
I am including three articles related to the re-enactment
in this issue of our newsletter:
•
an article by J. Robert Lampard, MD, which gives
information about the medical issues involved,
•
a description of the re-enactment flight by Denny May,
who was on the aircraft;
•
comments on the cancellation designs and other aspects
of the re-enactment by Nino Chiovelli.

a■enlawmaln

THE ALBERTA DOCTORS'

DIGEST
AMA partners in 75th anniversary mercyflight
Saluting unsung hero

Dr. Harold k Hammen
Agreement ratified
Doom endorse new poisarslips and (radars
im health cars

Saluting Dr. Harold A. Hamman:
Unsung hero in averting diphtheria outbreak
By J. Robert Lampard, MD
January 2-6, 2004, marked the 75th anniversary of the Wop May- Vic Horner mercy flight to deliver
diphtheria toxoid to Fort Vermilion, Alberta, residents. The two pilots became well known for the 500 mile
(one-way) flight from Edmonton in 1929. But there is a third hero in the story - Dr. Harold A. Hamman.
Dr. Hamman was unwavering in his efforts to protect two towns from diphtheria. He made five dogsled
trips in 25 days and covered 300 miles to diagnose, treat and vaccinate the inhabitants of Fort Vermilion and
Little Red River (then a population of 200, and now called Mikwa). The towns were two dogsled-days apart.
A 1923 University of Alberta-McGill medical graduate, Dr. Hamman followed his father, Dr. Alfred
Hamman of Taber, into the field of medicine. After graduation, young Dr. Hamman accepted a 1924 medical
contract offer of $700 from Indian Affairs and $2;000 from the Alberta government, plus whatever he could
earn on a fee-far-service, basis, to serve 900 area treaty Indians and Fort Vermilion residents on the lower
Peace River.
His practice followed the river, extending 140 miles upstream - until Dr. Mary Percy Jackson arrived
at Notikewin in 1929 - and 200 miles downstream to Hay River. Although there was a 10-bed hospital in the
convent, Fort Vermilion did not have a pharmacy. Dr. Hamman became responsible for purchasing the drugs
and securing payment, if he could.
"About December 10, 1928, I had a letter from Little Red River asking me to come see Mr. Logan, the
Hudson Bay Company manager," recorded Dr. Hanunan in his notes. "His wife had written describing an illness
very suggestive of diphtheria. William Gray drove me downstream [by dog team] to Little Red River."
Astutely, Dr. Hamman took the remaining 5,000 units of diphtheria toxoid with him.
"The case indeed was diphtheria and Mr. Logan was deathly ill. I gave him what antitoxin I had but it
was old stuff. I was afraid of an epidemic and I wrote a telegram to Dr. Bow, Alberta's deputy minister of
health, advising him of my plight and asking that a plane be sent to bring toxoid to protect the community, as
well as more antitoxin.
"This message was carried to Fort Vermilion by Bobbie Gray [William's son]. Mr. Clarke arranged with
Joe La Fleur and his son-in-law, William Lambert, to make the trip to Peace River [280 miles upstream] to
send the wire to Dr. Bow."
Continued
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SALUTING DR. HAROLD A. HAMMON by J. Robert Lampard, MD continued:

The dogsled trip took 11 days as they were delayed when Lambert fell in the river. "After this was done,
Mr. Logan developed laryngeal diphtheria and died after a few days. His widow wanted him to be buried at
Fort Vermilion and someone was sent to dig a grave.
"I felt it devolved upon me to make sure I did not carry the disease in my clothes and I instructed Harry
Clarke, the handyman, to arrange that both Mrs. Logan and I would bathe and he would supply us with
whatever clothes he could out of new stock in the store. Our own clothes were burned.
"Next day we left for Fort Vermilion. Nearing the Fort we stopped by the cemetery, and the coffin was
lowered into the grave. There was no ceremony. We went on to the Fort and found we were most unwelcome
by many people, among the Catholic Mission nuns and priests.
"Mrs. Logan was to stay at Clarke's home and I wanted to get back to Little Red River to try to do
anything I could for the people in case the disease was rampant. Once again I undertook the trip to Little Red
River."
To get to Dr. Hamman, May and Horner left Edmonton on January 2, 1929 in their open cockpit 75 hp
Avro Avian. Dr. Bow had given them 500,000 units of toxoid at the airport." The two flyers reached
McLennan that night by following the railway lines at an elevation of 100-500 feet. They successfully landed
on the Peace River. Later, the plane could not gain enough elevation to fly over the new Peace River bridge so
May maneuvered under it. It was a harrowing three- hour flight at -30 to -45 degrees F.
"It was about December 31 when we received, on the radio, a message from Dr. Bow that a plane was
coming with supplies and would stop at Fort Vermilion before leaving for Red River," Dr. Hamman noted. "By
this time I felt the danger of an epidemic was slim so I wanted to intercept the plane's pilot at Fort Vermilion
so that he wouldn't be subjected to a landing at Little Red River that was not now necessary.
"Bobbie and I again left for Fort Vermilion and traveled very long hours to get there. On arrival we saw
a plane sitting on the river ice, near the Hudson Bay Company store. Wop May and Vic Horner had arrived
less than an hour before me. They delivered the parcel of antitoxin, etc. They had made the trip in an open
cockpit plane at a temp of 30 below - a courageous and punishing expedition."
The next day the courageous flyers headed back to Peace River using car gasoline instead of aircraft fuel,
which made the plane sputter all the way. Two days later they flew to Edmonton only to arrive in the midst of
a snowstorm but just 13 minutes after their scheduled January 6 arrival.
A crowd of 10,000, almost 20% of the Edmonton population, was on hand to greet them. Twice that
number lined the parade route, shortly afterwards, to honor them. Meanwhile, Dr. Hamman had headed back
to Little Red River where he vaccinated everyone he could find who hadn't been immunized. He spent most of
the winter inoculating residents and successfully aborted future outbreaks.
Continued
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75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MAY-HORNER MERCY FLIGHT

SALUTING DR. HAROLD A. HAMMON by J. Robert Lampard, MD continued:

"[After] the plane left for Peace River and Edmonton, and I set out to protect people against the disease,
I continued to wonder from whence the disease had come. It seems Mrs. Logan had visited Quebec in the fall,
and [her] nieces and nephews were sick with the disease.
"Family members gave her the children's clothing to be given to Indians in need. On her return to Little
Red River, the trunk containing these clothes was not opened until 10 days before Bert Logan took ill. "He had
helped his wife unpack these items. This is how the disease must have struck him down. His wife had
previously been immunized."
Frustrated by the slow method of transportation, Dr. Hamman bought a snow machine kit in 1933 that
he assembled on a Model A chassis, with a cab added onto the back. He used this machine for the next 15 years
to travel up and down the Peace River in one-third the time that it took to travel by horse or dogsled. By 1936,
he purchased transmitting equipment and became a Ham operator to solve the two-way communication
problem.
Dr. Hamman practiced medicine in the north for almost 25 years until he developed TB in 1947 and
recuperated at the Central Alberta (Baker Memorial) Sanitorium in Bowness. After his recovery, he joined the
medical staff at the Baker facility where he practiced until the 1970s.3 He died in 1987 at the age of 86.
In 1973, Premier Peter Lougheed commended Dr. Hamman for his actions in 1929. "The toughness that
enabled you to withstand all of your adversities stood you in good stead, and you were determined to keep
practising the art you knew best."
In recognition of the 50th anniversary of the flight, CFRN TV videotaped a re-enactment with May and
Horner's sons. On June 21, 1979, Dr. Bow and Mrs. May waved goodbye as the two men took off in a 1930
Fleet Finch aircraft from Edmonton to reach the historical destination of Fort Vermilion - where Dr. Hamman
met them.
Dr. Hamman recalled, "When Wop May finally told me that he had sight in only one eye, I hardly
believed him. He had managed to always pass his medical test, and I was happy when he was piloting me."
The citizens of Fort Vermilion were happy as well. Fort Vermilion was granted a telegraph line by a
unanimous vote in the House of Commons. For Edmonton, the event also had lasting economic implications
with recognition as the aircraft gateway to the north.
The author wishes to acknowledge Bryan, Ken and Mark Hamman for their contributions to this story.
This article is reprinted from The Alberta Doctor's Digest, January/February 2004.

75th Anniversary re-enactment of the
1929 MAY-HORNER MERCY FLIGHT
January 2-3, 2004
Denny May
When Dr. Malcolm Bow (Deputy Minister of Health for Alberta) received the message on January 1st,
he called "Wop" May who was in Calgary visiting family. "Wop" replied "We'll go tomorrow", then he
immediately headed back to Edmonton where he and his friend "Vic" Horner got the plane ready. The aeroplane
was an Avro "Avian" - a two place, open cockpit on wheels designed for training pilots.
The January 2, 1929 Flight headed North from Edmonton along the Edmonton, Dunvegan and British
Columbia Railway tracks to Smith, then North West to Lesser Slave Lake (stopping en-route to put out a fire
on the aircraft) to McLennan where they spent the night. On January 3rd they continued into Peace River for
fuel, took off (flying under the bridge) and headed North along the Peace River to Fort Vermilion. On January

4th they headed back to Peace River, where they spent the next day doing major repairs to the engine.
Continued
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75TH ANNIVERSARY RE-ENACTMENT OF THE 1929 MERCY FLIGHT by Denny May continued:

On January 6th they flew non-stop to Edmonton where they were greeted by a crowd of 10,000 and
a hero's welcome. Weather during the original trip included temperatures down to -33°F, ice fog and heavy
snow. The flight covered 567 miles (912 Km) each way - over 14 hours total flying time.
The Western Chapter of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society organized a memorial flight
that left Edmonton on January 2, 2004, 75 years to
the day of the original Mercy Flight flown by W.R.
"Wop" May and Vic Horner. The memorial flight
included Denny May (son of pilot Wop May) and
Bob Horner (son of pilot Vic Horner), along with
R.C.M.P. Staff Sergeant Jerry Klammer (Pilot of
the R.C.M.P. Pilatus PC-12 Aircraft). Denny's
wife Margaret and Bob's wife Gloria were also on
board, along with Teresa Williams from Canada
Post, M.L.A. Gary Friedel, and Edmonton Journal
Reporter Nick Lees. We encountered temperatures
down to -35 over the weekend, in keeping with the
Bob Horner & Denny May
original flight conditions!
The January 2nd, 2004 flight stopped at the original stops along the route - Donnelly Crossing airstrip
near the Village of McLennan (where a reception & lunch took place), then on to the Town of Peace River
where a banquet was followed by stories and ceremonies which were open to the public. On January 3rd, 2004
the group carried on to the village of Fort Vermilion where packages of serum were presented to the hospital,
and one third of the population turned out for a grand lunch and sharing of stories. It became very clear to us
in Fort Vermilion how important this event was to them - many would not be alive today had the original flight
not taken place, as they had no immunity to the deadly disease. Bob and Denny were presented with a pocket
watch inscribed "Thanks for keeping the memory alive".
Two covers were produced for the event. One for the trip North - the photo on this cover shows the
Avian at Fort Vermilion. The 49 Cent (Flag over Edmonton) stamp is cancelled with a special postal cancel
featuring the City of Edmonton Crest, and back stamped with a McLennan Postal Cancel (with a railway
telegraph "key" and in railway morse code the message "MH landed here"), with a cancel showing the Railway
Bridge at Peace River, and with a cancel showing the Caduceus (medical symbol) for the town of Fort
Vermilion. The cover for the trip South shows the Avian at Peace River with Pilots "Wop" May and Vic
Horner. The stamp on this cover is cancelled with the Fort Vermilion postal cancel featuring the Avro "Avian"
aeroplane, and back-stamped with a cancel showing the Avro "Avian" adapted from the painting "Coming
Home" by Denny May of Edmonton, Alberta.
A very special thanks must go to: Nino Chiovelli for organizing this event, and to Cecil Stoner, Gordon
Mallett, Edward Williams, Dave Brown & members of the Western Chapter CAS; Keith Spencer of the
Edmonton Stamp Club; and the Edmonton 2004 Committee who undertook promotion & PR for the first event
celebrating the 100th birthday of the city of Edmonton. Thanks must go as well to the Edmonton media who
provided excellent TV & newspaper coverage of the departure ceremony, which included Lieutenant Governor
Lois Hole and Edmonton Mayor Bill Smith. And we must recognize all who helped - the RCMP, the Edmonton
Flying Club, the Kingsway Business association, The Alberta Aviation Museum, The Edmonton Aviation
Heritage Society, the Canadian Aviation Historical Society, the Alberta Medical Association, Canada Post,
The Edmonton Stamp Club, Avitat Esso, Aristocraft printing, Canadian Tire, 504 Squadron Air Cadets, and
lastly the communities of Edmonton, McLennan, Peace River and Fort Vermilion.
Denny May, Western Chapter Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
Continued
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The signatures on the covers are:

- VIC HORNER

MERCY FLIGHT RETURN
FORT VERMILIONTO EDMONTON
4 - 5 - 6 JANUARY 1929
te.

Bob Horner,
and the pilot for the re-enactment:
S/Sgt Jerry Klammer, Edmonton
Air Section,
K Division, RCMP

HEROES, CANCELS, AND TRIVIA
Some scattered notes about the May — Horner Mercy Flight.
Nino Chiovelli
The Arctic Trails have their secret tails
That would make your blood run cold
From: "The Cremation of Sam McGee," by Robert Service.
Robert Service worked for the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce in Dawson City, Yukon during the
Klondike gold rush. His eloquent knowledge of the English language, sense of humour and an overwhelming
ability to write poetry provided a morale-building smile to the harsh living conditions that the Klondike pioneers
had to contend with while searching for the mother lode.
That style of poetry immediately became popular with Canadians from coast to coast. Everyone living
through a winter season on a humble homestead or tending a trap-line in the late 1800s and early 1900s could
readily share those hardships. The winter of 1928 - 1929 brought that harsh lifestyle to a test when the northern
Alberta community of Little Red River was threatened with a Diphtheria outbreak.
Our specialty in collecting and studying airmail and pioneers in the field of aviation will generally focus
on the route, type of aircraft used or the pilot of the flight involved. In some cases trail blazing flights carried
mail. In other cases such as this flight no mail was carried, but we have produced commemorative covers to
honour the participants.
A pleasant addition to the project was our ability to refresh the public's knowledge of many heroes on the
ground who stepped up to the plate to get the call for help out to the telegraph centre and others who prepared
landing fields on river ice or a frozen lake. These hardy peciple though far from the Klondike, none the less lived
with similar hardships and used the same tools and methods to survive in the cruel sub-arctic environment.
Some accolades to those unsung heroes are represented in the artwork submitted for the cancels used on
the Commemorative Covers. They are as follows:
The departure cancel for Edmonton has the Coat of Arms of the City and is dedicated to the pioneering
spirit. Permission to use the Coat of Arms was specially authorized by City Council. This cancel was produced
exactly as submitted.
The telegraph key on the McLennan cancel with a simple message in Railway Morse Code is a salute to
the telegraph operators who kept Edmonton and the world informed of the flight's progress. The cancel differs
from the original artwork due to space limitations. (See illustrations on next page. Ed.)
The Peace River cancel shows a likeness to the first bridge across the river in that community, and is a
salute to the police and volunteers who cleared a landing strip on the river ice. On taking off from that strip
May and Horner could not gain enough altitude to over fly the old bridge so they flew under it and along the
river until they had enough power to climb to a cruising altitude. This cancel differs from the original artwork
offering the view of a stylized bridge.
Continued
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Nino's original artwork for each cancel was approximately 18cms (7 1/2") in diameter.
Continued
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75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MAY-HORNER MERCY FLIGHT continued:
HEROES, CANCELS, AND TRIVIA by Nino Chiovelli continued:

The arrival cancel at Fort Vermilion bears the old style Caduceus that was used in 1929 and is a salute to
Dr. Harold Hamman, and Mrs Bert Logan - widow of Bert Logan the patient who succumbed to Diphtheria.
Mrs Logan was a nurse and was the first to diagnose the illness. Dr. Hammond pioneered medical treatment
in the Peace River area of Northern Alberta, and this event was only one of many heroic episodes in which he
was involved. The salute to Doctors and Health Care Workers cancel was produced exactly as requested. The
Post Office Artist greatly improved the presentation of the Caduceus.
The Fort Vermilion departure cancel features the AVRO Avian in flight. Prior to leaving Fort Vermilion,
May and Horner had to carry out a fair bit of mechanical work and a quick salvage of a few litres of engine
oil that spilled onto the snow-covered ground. This was done by shovelling the oil soaked snow into a cooking
pot and heating it. The hot liquid separated, the oil was skimmed off the top and filtered into another container
then poured back into the engine. Then they made the return flight to Peace River where further repairs were
made to the aircraft prior to returning to Edmonton on 6 January 1929.
Oh! I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And danced the skies on laughter silvered wings
From: "High Flight," by Pilot Officer John Gillespie McGee.
In 1929 the population of Edmonton was approximately 54,000. When May and Horner returned to land
at Blatchford Field they were met by a crowd of 10,000 enthusiastic Edmontonians. The back-stamp in
Edmonton dated 6 January features an oncoming aircraft and is taken from a watercolour by Denny May titled
"Coming Home."
The project involved four communities. Tammy Chavis coordinated the welcome to McLennan on Friday
2 January 2004. This was a working day for the agricultural and resource based town. Non the less a large
crowd turned out in —29 temperatures to welcome the visiting entourage and hosted them to a well-prepared
lunch and ceremony.
That afternoon arriving in Peace River the visiting party was taken by bus on a tour of the town-site
including visits to the grave of Twelve Foot Davis and the old riverboat harbour area. After a short rest period
to book hotel rooms and freshen up an evening banquette was held for the visitors. Stuart Wraight coordinated
the activities in Peace River.
On the morning of 3 January 2004 the group left to visit Fort Vermilion where Barb Spurgeon had
organized the welcome and a noon banquette in the local Legion Hall. Fort Vermilion is a Hamlet and everyone
living in the area asked to attend the banquette. Barb had to issue 200 free tickets that were distributed in less
than an hour days before the event. However the phone at her office with requests for tickets never stopped
ringing until the office closed on Friday afternoon 2 January. From Edmonton I spoke with S/Sgt Jerry
Klammer by phone while the banquette was underway. He was at the door leaving to check the aircraft and he
said people were still arriving but had to be turned away. The Legion management was able to allow only 50
more people into the building (to total 250).
Hospitality so freely given by all of the communities along the way was outstanding. It was a
demonstration of pride that the local inhabitants have in their heritage and a demonstration of gratitude to all
of the people involved in the successful victory over a killer disease.
Nino Chiovelli

Congratulations again to everybody involved!
300 sets of covers were produced, and offered for sale at $21.00 per set, including postage within

Canada. To check availability, and for further information regarding postage, please contact:
WC-CAS Collectibles, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6
( Tel. 780-475-9665, or e-mail

nchiovelli@telusplanetnet )
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED one year later
The March 2003 newsletter featured an intriguing Windsor - Toronto, July 15 th 1929 First Flight Cover
from a collection that John Irvine had purchased. This cover, the letter it contained, and the write up in the
collection, are reproduced on the next page. Although the cover looks quite "ordinary":
the letter is on NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED letterhead, and refers to a "DAILY SERVICE
•
TORONTO-WINDSOR WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS". However, there was no mention of such a service,
or of National Air Transport, in various books that were consulted.
the write up for the cover states that National Air Transport "were awarded and flew the new Mail
•
contract, Toronto, London, and Windsor on July 15, 1929" , but the Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland , II 0 ! s that the Toronto - Windsor service was flown by Canadian Airways! (Flight
#2945.)
In the September 2003 newsletter, I was delighted to report that Barry Countryman had found some
newspaper articles which established that National Air Transport's Toronto - Windsor service had not only
existed, but operated for some time!
Since then I have received additional information from Barry, Richard Sanders Allen, Neil Hunter,
Terry Judge, Jonathon Johnson, and Bob Terry. We have pieced together quite a history of National Air
Transport, which seems to be Canada's forgotten airline!
1928 NAT was incorporated in Toronto under a Dominion charter on July 4 th 1928. 1 The incorporation was
reported in the Toronto Star on July 7 th. (Their story was reproduced in our September 2003
newsletter.) The President of NAT was Earl Hand, who was also the President of the Toronto Flying
Club.
NAT began operations at Toronto on July 25 th2. Their first aircraft was a de Havilland DH6OX Moth,
transferred from Canadian Air Express Limited. 3
In August NAT acquired two additional aircraft, both of them new:
a de Havilland DH6OX Moth, G-CAUD, on August 16 th'
a Buhl CA-5 Airsedan, G-CATO, on August 18 th.
August 24th : NAT flew the mail from Windsor to Hamilton, as part of the CNE Golden Jubilee Flights.
A picture in The Evening Telegram, August 27th, had the caption:
G-CATO, 5-passenger Buhl air-sedan, owned by the National Air Transport Co., Ltd.,
which Capt. Earl Hand, D.F. C., etc., used in conveying air mail from Windsor to Hamilton,
flying entirely by compass, because of rain and fog.
In Hamilton the mail was transferred to G-CAIP, "a Fairchild folding-wing monoplane,
flown by Jack Caldwell, test pilot for Canadian Vickers".
Continued

Date recorded by Terry Judge. - Barry Countryman noted that it is Ontario Ministry of Consumer and
Business Services file #000019347T.
2

3

125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics, (Canadian Aviation Historical Society, 1983), page 143.

The only reference to this transfer is in the original cover write up. - Although there are several errors in
that write up, this statement is compatible with all the other information known about NAT's fleet. The aircraft was
probably G-CATF, which was registered by Canadian Air Express on July 17 th 1928; by A.A. Lamport on 6th March
1929; and by NAT on 4th April 1929. (All dates of aircraft registration and disposition are from The Canadian Civil
Aircraft Register by John R. Ellis, published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society.)
No reference has been found to a formal association between Canadian Air Express and NAT in 1928, but
Earl Hand became Secretary of Canadian Air Express when that company was reorganized in 1929. (Toronto Star,
13th February 1929.)
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

CAPT. EARL M. NAND. D.F.C.

Nms•ovo. •

AUSTIN CAMPBELL

.1.0.A.MCDONJULD

VoCE.PRCR ■ OENT

AMNAGING DIRECTOR

sECRETART-TREARURER

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED
21 RICHMOND ST. WEST. TORONTO
OFFICE

Pm..

ADELAIDE 7755

AIRPORT •• 10,6360N 6692

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
BUHL AIRCRAFT .'

As their letterhead indicates National were distributors
for Buhl Air Sedans and G-CATO was registered to them on
August 8, 1928. They were awarded and flew the new Mail
contract, Toronto,London and Windsor on July 15, 1929.
Note; the 5 A.M. Post Office stamp of that date.
The company was also given the Leamington to Pelee Island
service for the 1929/30 winter season,probably because
LONDON AIR TRANSPORT did not have the equipment to service
the run.
Two Buhl Air Sedans and two DeHavilland D.H.60 Aircraft
were operated initially. One D.H.60 had been transferred
from CANADIAN AIR EXPRESS LTD. of Toronto whether or not
these companies were associated is unknown.
One D.H.60 was sold in Sept.1930 and both Buhl A/C were
lost by fire at Barker Field 12/Nov. 1935. Nothing on
National is recorded after that date.

DAILY SERVICE TORONTO-WINDSOR
WITH BUHL AIRSEDANS

Continued
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

October 18th 1928: NAT acquired a fourth aircraft: a new Buhl CA-3C Sport Airsedan, G-CATP.
November 13th 1928: NAT began its daily service between Toronto and Windsor. (See the story from The

Toronto Star reproduced in our September 2003 newsletter.)

THE

Duni,

AIRSEDAN

That is.rfeed by the Notional Air Transport on the Toronto:
Windsor Daily Service.

From Canadian Air Review November 1928.
In December the Canadian Air Review contained a story about NAT which began:

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED, A
TORONTO COMPANY
Toronto has, in the National Air Transport Limited, one
of the most , progressive- commercial aviation companies in
Canada, operating from the Toronto Airport at Leaside.
This Company started operations in July last and since
that time has carried from the Toronto airport, hundreds
of passengers, thousands of pounds of cargo; His Majesty's
mail on- four occasions; has carried out advertising assignments. and aerial broadcasting for •the Canadian National
Exhibition.

The statement the company has carried His Majesty's mail on four occasions is intriguing! - The
"four occasions" may all relate to the CNE flights, but it is uncertain whether NAT was involved in the
return flights from the CNE: The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland lists A. Schneider as the pilot
"Toronto to Hamilton, London and Windsor" on August 29th. No other information regarding NAT
carrying mail in 1928 has been found.
1929 The year seems to have begun well for NAT. It's Toronto - Windsor service continued to operate

during the winters, and it acquired two more aircraft:
a de Havilland DH6OX Moth, G-CATI, from Canadian Air Express.'
a new Buhl CA-6 Airsedan, CF-ACX, registered on May 14 th. - This acquisition was reported in
the Toronto Star on April 30th, (see our September 2003 newsletter), which stated that the
aircraft: "will be immediately put into the Toronto-Windsor service which this firm
inaugurated last November"
Continued

4

Entry for March 1929 in 125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics.

5

G-CATI, and the Moth G-CATF used since July 1928, were both registered to NAT on April 4 th 1929.
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

July 15th 1929: Canadian Airways introduced a daily air mail service from Toronto to Detroit, via Hamilton,
London, and Windsor.
The cover that started this enquiry would have been flown by this Canadian Airways service, not
by NAT. "Ed", who wrote the letter, may have been Ed Johnston, who is listed in the Toronto Directory
for 1930 as chief pilot of NAT. - That could explain both how the writer had access to NAT letterhead,
and why they were in Windsor but using a Toronto address.
A second NAT related cover and letter from the July 15th flight have now been found:
First Fliglit Air
Toronto, Ont.
Ce
Windsor, Ont.
A /,

C. da G.
President

Toronto

Mr. John. J.

flying 2,11b

CAPT. EARL M. HAND, D.P. C.

snessoars •

MAIAARINO

sasseros

AUSTIN CAMPBELL

.1. D. A. MCDONALD

VICR-PRIDIROCNT

SECIRTAIR -1TWASURNER

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED
23:121C146401110110338CCOMIXEROCKSIC
OPrIcE Ptsme

=OK=

Hy la nd 4 331

AIRPORT • HUDSON MU

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
BUHL AIRCRAFT

Leas ide , Ontario,
June 28th, 1930.

hr John J. McHale
Post Off ice Department

,

Halifax, N. S.

Dear Li.. EcHa le , I am very p leased t o return your
envelopes duly signed, as requested.
Yours ve r

truly,

Enc 1.

It seems likely that Earl Hand was asked to sign this cover for John McHale as a celebrity, not
because he was connected with the flight. - The cover is therefore similar to the one signed by Senator
Cairine Wilson, shown on page 19 of our December 2003 newsletter. (Another example of Earl Hand's
celebrity status, is his endorsement in the cigarette advertisement shown on the next page.)
This above cover is, however, very useful in tracing the development of NAT, because of the
changes that have been made to the letterhead, between July 14 th 1929 and June 28th 1930. - NAT
has moved its office, and there is no longer a reference to the "Daily Service Toronto-Windsor".
Continued
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

SOARING,MAN-BIRDS IN THE SKY'
SILENTLY SAILING OCEANS OF SPACE

Silent %Omen of the ides::: FollOwli$ thevaier

Cullsla Cast 54. Had.
hams Cansidleeeltitse

F

XI

erelorrill t iend,
-ltsbee trensderlar Ike
Cleat W., Hs was
awl
smordest
Ceeis de Caere lot
abet service.
Cassels Heed Feel:es
etterety ;de,,lOnf tit
poi warcenteterataldy
mg. le addition tombs.
beertees. Se is president
et On Taman. Flr*
Club.

seagullhovering with spreading wings;
thing, descend:rill'
smoothly over lulls and valleys .
will
sooting sunwards; ; ; swooping earthwarak
afloat on the oceans of space; : ;
Such is the thrill of notorless gliding. Equally fast%
.. the thrill awaiting - every

the Buckingham

of this smooth, irresistible blend. Buckinghans ang
quality cigarettes . : . exclusive in blend, original In Oa
manufactured born choice mellow tobaccos 2 2
Perfection by the Buckingham; Blend :.; . kept fresh, f
and flavorful by the sealed patented package; Ilene It
substimc for Buckinghams... no other cigarette eon gild
you the Buckingham

"Sarekiryfiiah Oginener* in
wheify' enloyalde , I le • thrill
out of dust as keen In its way
as the thrill of flying".

lhaltnaCiktier aver premased toe Ilvki
tank to Iba am ea May
.tm.
hoes sin Learkla Hying Fmilk. Unman.
Mirldt.umlittre
maned not to wane.
Tim Maim, vw tM of int
of Backlash.. C.Igaremas
Hying Cab and arm lannally.
"Bedibipielin Baorter".

4„a dk;.-14-iNO COUPONS
ALL QUALITY

"THE THRILL THAT COMES WITH BUCKINGHAM"
The endorsement (in case it doesn't copy well) was:
"Buckingham Cigarettes are wholly enjoyable. I get a thrill out of them as
keen in its way as the thrill of flying."

( The Toronto Star, May 19th 1930. )

November 1929 In spite of the changes taking place at NAT, the airline expanded its fleet. Two additional
aircraft were registered by NAT on November 15 th:
CF-ADE, a de Havilland DH-60M Moth, previously registered to M.L. Williams of Montreal,
on May 11 th 1929;
CF-AGC, also a de Havilland DH-60M Moth, this one previously registered to Loyola College
of Montreal, on July 24th 1929.
Continued
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

1930 NAT continued to operate a fleet of 8 aircraft: CF-AAF, a Fairchild FC-2, first registered to J. Bailes

& Sons of Toronto on January 29 th 1929, was registered by NAT on August 26 th 1930; but the DH-60X
Moth G-CAUD was sold on September 25 th 1930.

In October 1930, an airline called National Air Transport, began operating Cleveland - Chicago
services. There was no connection between National Air Transport of Toronto, and this
American airline with the same name.

November 29th : A report in the Toronto Star stated that:
National Air Transport Co. Has just completed its northern base for winter operations
at Haileybury, where three heavy cabin machines will be maintained, to accommodate mining
men, prospectors and others who wish to travel in and about the Metachewan, Kirkland and Du
Parkuet Lake areas.
Other bases are now established in the Muskoka Lake region in preparation for the
winter sports which will be inaugurated.
1931 An article about NAT in Canadian Aviation, April 1931, began:

500,000 miles in Canada
since
MANY

air transport companies have come and gone
National Air_ Transport Limited, of Toronto.
commenced operations three years ago. They are now
entering the fourth successful year.
Half a million miles of aerial transportation without a serious mishap of any description bespeaks the
greatest care and
caution in the conduct of their business. They operate
four Moths, three
B u h 1 Airsedans
and a Fairchild
Cabin Monoplane.
Keeping a fleet
of eight aeroplanes
constantly o c c upied requires no
m e a n business
ability and to its
able managing director, Earl Hand,
a great deal of
credit is due.
Efficient management and the exercise of good
ment are imperative, at all times.
Tommy Higgins, instructor, end
N. A. T. operate
Miss Vic Torrington, student
from four bases,
maintaining equipment at each. Headquarters are maintained at Leaside, Toronto, and flights are made from Dufferin
Airport.

• N. A. T. is one of those hardy
Canadian pioneers which blazes
the way for later developments
. . . . three years of achievement
N DECEMBER 13, 1930, N. A. T. took over the

Leamington-Pelee Island air mail route. The first
trip carried twenty bags of mail, weighing 441 pounds.
Up to February 28, 14,461 pounds of mail, 83 passengers and a quantity of express comprised of everything from bread to dynamite, were carried. W. S. E.
Johnson, one of Canada's well-known commercial
pilots, managed these operations and was assisted by
mechanic Joe Lucas.
This operation will continue until the middle of
April. The equipment used is a Buhl Airsedan and a
Moth.

A

CTIVITY at Elk Lake and Kirkland Lake districts
were carried on with a Fairchild, and consisted
largely of carrying miners and supplies into the
Matachewan district. This machine was in charge of
Frank H. Fisher. In February it was transferred to
Sudbury, while Fisher took over one of the company's
Buhl Airsedans, CF-ACX, and, assisted by Kelvin
Edmison, as co-pilot, continued operations as far north
as Cochrane and Kapuskasing—at times being as much
as 600 miles from the steel. Numerous trips were also
made into the surrounding mining districts and valuable timber cruising operations were carried out for
different lumber interests.
Hundreds of residents of Northern Ontario have
made their first flight with these pilots. At the time
of going to press, their plane was standing-by to leave
Cochrane for Belcher Island, over 1,000 miles due
north and located in Hudson Bay. This trip has to be
made before the spring break-up.

E

ARLY in January of this year, N. A. T. commenced
flying instruction at Sudbury, under the supervision of the company's pilots.
Continued
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

April 4th 1931 After three years of operation, NAT suffered its first serious accident. An instructor was killed,
and a student injured, while practicing spot landings in Sudbury. 6
The aircraft, DH6OX Moth G-CATI was damaged beyond repair. It was replaced by a new Buhl
LA-1 Bull Pup, CF-AQI, registered on June 1s t 1931, so maintaining the NAT fleet at eight aircraft.

1932 In May, NAT began a Toronto - Buffalo passenger service. - The exact date has not been established,
but an item in the "Aviation" column of the Toronto Star on July 23`d 1932 reported that:
The TorontO-13uffalo air s.1 .% ice.
%\hich the National. Air Tranhpor of
Toronto has been operating f )1* the
past two months. is proving ex eptionallv successful, according t J D:
1 hat
A, :MacDonald.. ille Mate
thruugh, passenge s. to'
to and
Usu.. York,•are gre t users of t 6

vice, and that a great many women
are flying.
Europeans form a largo
proportion of the passengers and thoy
frankly state that they are more airminded than we are, for they will ufie
aeroplanes in preference to trains;
wherever possible. ' • ,

Two NAT aircraft were written off during 1932:
•
the Fairchild FC-2, CF-AAP, was destroyed by fire on June 1s t. (No other details known).
•
one of the DH6OM Moths, CF-ADE, was "Damaged Beyond Repair" after sinking at Rollo
Lake, Ontario, on the 22nd October.
No replacement aircraft were registered, so the NAT fleet was reduced to six aircraft.

1933 NAT continued to operate both the Toronto - Buffalo passenger service, and the Pelee Island winter
mail service.
PERATIONS of National Air Transport Limited,
during the winter of 1933, were carried• on at
Gogama, Leamington and Barker's Field, the company's
headquarters at Toronto.
A considerable amount of flying was successfully
carried out into the mining district at Gogama and in
the spring this work was continued on floats. During
the summer months "Tally-Ho" near Huntsville was
used as a tourist base-and a number of successful fishing trips were carried out into Algonquin Park, where

the flying nimrods made some excellent catches.
At Leamington during the winter, Mr. W. J. Ed.
Johnston successfully carried out the air mail operations to Pelee Island and transported along with the
mail a considerable number of passengers and a quantity of express, chiefly in the form of groceries.
During the summer the activity at Barker's Field was
quite steady. The Toronto-Buffalo daily passenger
service, making connections at Buffalo with American
Airways to New York, Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland and
Boston proved quite popular.
( Canadian Aviation, March 1934.)

NAT lost another aircraft during 1933: on September 11 th the Buhl CA-6 Airsedan (CF-ACX) was
destroyed by fire near Huntsville, Ontario, when the engine caught fire while taxying after landing. This reduced their fleet to five aircraft.

1934 The only reference to NAT found for 1934 is to a change in personnel:

WRATHALL IS INSTRUCTOR
Toronto Airman Appointed by Mon-

treat Club,' • '',
Montreal, March 28.-Flying Officer
W. T. Wrathall, ;attached to the '
National Air Transport'. Co. in Tortinto. has • been appointed chief instructor of he Montreal Flying Club
it .was ' announced here to-day. He
will succeed. Captain Clifford Kent,
and will start his new• duties on •Friday. ;when the club's flying, season
owls.

6

Toronto Star, April 7'h 1931.

1

, Wrathall fill an ex-ltoyal Air Force
pilot; with an A-2 instructor's rating,
one of nine pilots In the Dominion
with •this .certificate.' He has 'been
t three years
an instructor for the pas
and. previously 'sa.w military and commercial flying service.

(Toronto Star, March 28th 1934.)
Continued
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED - one year later continued:

1935 On September 8', the DH6OM Moth, CF-AGC, was damaged beyond repair on a local flight near

Barker Field. According to the Canadian Civil Aircraft Register, the "port wings collapsed in flight"! This
accident reduced the NAT fleet to four aircraft.
NAT continued to operate throughout the Fall, and when Flt.Lt. Spradbrow left the company in
October, he was replaced with another instructor:
, For two'years instructor with the
National Air Transport at Barker
Field, Flight • Lieut.' G. R. Spradbrow has Joined the staff ;of Wings,
Ltd., and is now flying mining sup-

plies in:thi.. Kenora distrit. Frank
Young, forrnerly• instructo;'. with the
Brantford Aero club, is now instructing at Barker Fiel . .
( Toronto Star, October 26th 1935.)

Then:

FIVE AEROPLAN REgOilgT AS FIRED
SWEEPS BARKER FIELD HANGAR
Damage Estimated by Officials
• at $25,000—Flying Ambulance in Ruini
Fire of unknown origin early_ last
night swept the National Air Transport Ltd. hangar at Barker field,
destroying five aeroplanes, among
them the Puss Moth owned by the
department of national defence and
used by Col. Douglas Joy. inspector
of 'civil aviation, The other
machines. two Buhl cabin models, a
small Buhl "bulimia' . and a Gipsy
Moth, were owned by the transport
Among them was the
company.
aeroplane used by Capt. Earl Hand.
head of the company, to bring a
stretcher case •in from the Moon
river, near Bala, recently. Damage
to the aeraplortes, engines and spare
equipment kept in the hangar was
estimated by Capt. Hand at 525.000.
Col. Joy's machine was valued at
about 55,000. The hangar is owned
by Harold Sanders. •
The machines. if new, would cost
at least $45,000, said Capt. Hand.
Col. ;Joy was out of the city last
night, and Capt. Hand stated he
was unable to give any information
regarding insurance on the burned
machines.

Couldn't Enter Building
The blaze was discovered about
7.30 p.m. by Jim Ercolini, who lives
a quarter of a mile away, and he
ran to the scene, hailing passing
motorists. 7red Lipper.. who lives
three miles away, was driving past
on Dufferin St.. and he ran to the
building to attempt salvage of the
aeroplanes.
"I kicked the door open, and
cloud of smoke forced us back. It
was impossible to get into the building. The fire appeared to be in the
northeast corner of the building."
Lippett related. Airport officials
stated that onlj metal floats were
kept in that corner of the hangar.
and were at a loss to understiind
how the fire could have started
there. '
York township fire department
under Chief W. E. Dollery and
Deputy Chief T. F. Norman. with
North York firemen under Deputy
Chief Murray Evans, answered the
alarm, but the fire hal obtained' a
firm grip Of the building. Firemen
were able to save two outside other
buildings, from which Mr. Linnet(
had previously removed clothing

and boo:.s, rod td keep the fire
away from underground gasoline
tanks 30 feet away.

As the flanks reached gasollhe
tanks on the aeroplanes and acety•
lene used for weldings, there were
minor blasts. ,A crowd of several
hundred looked on as the building
collapsed. The roadway was blorked by cars for a considerable distance north and south.
No machines had landed at or left
the field to-day. S. A. !louse, airport
engineer, stated, and when he left
the hangar at 5.30 p.m. "everything was shipshape." Firemen
were considering the theory that a
tramp might have got into the
building to spend the night, lit a
fire to keep warm, and escaped
when, the flames spread beyond
control.

( Toronto Star,
Wednesday
November 13 th
1935.)

This fire destroyed all of the four remaining NAT aircraft. - No mention of the company has been found after
this date.

Many thanks to Richard Sanders Allen,
Barry Countryman, Neil Hunter, Terry Judge,
Jonathon Johnson, and Bob Terry for their contributions to this enquiry.
If anybody can provide any additional information regarding
National Air Transport, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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FOLLOW UP: no Halifax - Sydney crash in 1935
The following question was included in our September 2003 newsletter:
I have a cover from Halifax to Sydney, NS, dated 3 Aug. 35. It has a purple
cachet "Canada Air Mail - Experimental Service - Halifax to Sydney" showing
an aircraft over Halifax Harbour. The cachet shows signs of water as it is
slightly smudged. Someone wrote in pencil "Damaged due to crash at Halifax".
As this is not shown as a crash in the Canadian section of the AAMC, do you
have any information about a crash or mishap to this flight?
Barry Countryman researched this question, and found the following article in The Halifax Herald for Monday
August 5th 1935. It describes a flight from Halifax to Sydney and return on the previous Saturday, which was
August 3rd, the date of the cover. There is no mention of any crash or mishap, so the pencil comment can
be taken to be false.

Nova Sco Li 's eauty,
Charm evealedAgain
When een From Air
By BARBARA E. MACLEOD
From Halifax to Sydney and return in four and
a half hours. What a glorious trip. Looking
down on a fairy-land of unbelievable beauty
and charm, the dark green of the forests blends
into the lighter hues of the fields, and
thousands of lakes, like precious sapphires and
emeralds, stud the scenery. Even the rocks,
which to humans are hard and unattractive,
looked like small white flowers.
In connection with the 150th anniversary of the
city of Sydney, the Canadian Airways
inaugurated a daily trial mail and passenger
service between Sydney and Halifax. Mr. and

Mrs. Donald McRitchie and I were privileged
to be passengers on the comfortable twinmotored DeHaviland Rapid plane on Saturday.
TOYLAND FORESTS
Leaving the Halifax airport at eleven o'clock in
perfect flying weather, we cruised along at
about 100 miles an hour. We skirted the town
of Truro and looking out on either side of the
plane we could see miles and miles of toyland
forests studded with miniature lakes - in front
of us the mining towns of Westville,
Stellarton, and New Glasgow.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: no Halifax - Sydney crash in 1935

Halifax Herald, August 5th 1935,

NOVA SCOTIA'S BEAUTY, CHARM REVEALED AGAIN WHEN SEEN FROM THE AIR continued:

The clouds are very low and rather black. We
are running into a storm, but Pilot W.W.
—Fowler_ turns _ _th e_ _plane out towards
Northumberland Strait and we skirt the storm.
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY
Now we are leaving the mainland and passing
over the northern end of the Strait of Canso.
Beautiful Cape Breton Island ahead and what
a disappointment: we are running into fog.
Right through it, so thick that occassionally
the wings of the plane are obscurred. Like
magic the fog whisps away and you gasp at the
beauty before you. Can it be real? It can't be
this earth: we must have flown to an enchanted
land: but with a gasp of delight we are told
that those are the Bras d'Or lakes, the
Switzerland of America.
Like a beautiful painting, the mirror lakes of
all conceivable sizes and shapes spread out
before you. Miles and miles of this glorious
scenary and soon the smoke stacks of the
Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation are seen
in the distance.
Near the bridge over Sydney river three
seaplanes like yellow winged birds are resting
on the water. Further down Sydney harbor can
be seen His Majesty's Destroyer Saguenay,
which came from Halifax for the celebrations,
and a number of yachts from all over the
province are anchored in front of the yacht
club. The Transylvania, with seven hundred
tourists has just docked. We pass over the gaily
bedecked city of Sydney, and in a few minutes
the plane is banking for a perfect landing at
the Sydney airport - just two hours after taking
off from Halifax, and in that time we saw
scenary which, I am sure, cannot be surpassed
anywhere.

Sydney, we call a taxi and drive into Sydney
for lunch. Crowds of visitors line the streets,
__and the athletes who will be taking part in the
water sports later in the day are having a stroll
around the flag-decked city. A delightful lunch
and a taxi takes us out to the Park where once
we enter the gates we are back to days of
yesteryear, an Indian encampment with birch
bark tepees. We would have liked to linger
here but the plane was leaving for the return
trip to Halifax at three o'clock and so we said
good-bye to the city of Sydney, and
congratulations on its 150th birthday.
Once again we climb into the airliner, and
away we go back to Halifax. Again the beauty
of the scenary of Cape Breton Island spreads
before us.
This time we are looking at it from a height of
nearly 5000 feet: over Port Hawkesbury, the
Strait of Canso, Mulgrave, directly over
Guysboro county with its fine inlets, rivers and
lakes. Then on to Halifax county: over Sheet
Harbor, Ship Harbor lakes, Jeddore,
Musquodoboit Harbor, Salmon River with its
long booms on either side of the bridge, then
all the inlets and bays, then Cole Harbor Dyke
and Rainbow Haven where hundreds of
unprivileged children are given health,
strength and happiness during the summer
through the generosity of the people of Nova
Scotia.
As we fly over Dartmouth, Halifax harbor and
the city itself, you feel rather sad when you
realize that a glorious trip like this must end.
But through the years to come, thanks to Pilot
Fowler, the beauties and charm ofthis glorious
Nova Scotia of ours will be a pleasant chapter
in the book of memories.

CROWDS OF VISITORS
As the airfield is eight miles from the city of
Thanks Barry.
Editor's Note: I recently came across a listing on Ebay, which showed the same type of "wishful thinking"
as the comment on the above cover:

2 first official flight covers from Ontario; Kingston to Montreal(1929); Kingston to Toronto(1929); some lake
water stains; all carry cancels from both origin and destination; envelopes sealed; good condition.
There is no record of any crash or mishap to this flight (AMCN #2933). - Any stains are probably from
rainwater, not lake water!
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

Who was Governor Letcher?

roc. Letcher, twinging in clothes stolen from
Union Ladles.

This is an "ordinary" cover from the first Saint John - Montreal flight, January 31s t 1929, (AMCN #2909b),
on a most unusual envelope. - The inscription below the drawing of women hanging out washing, is:
Gov. Letcher, bringing in clothes stolen from Union Ladies.

Does anybody know:
•

who was Gov. Letcher?

•

what incident the drawing is referring to?

•

does this influence have any relevance to Saint John, Montreal, or this flight, or is it likely that the
envelope was just "chosen at random"?

If you can help, please send information to the editor: 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: airmails@futmet Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.
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A CHINESE FIRST FLIGHT COVER

inscription on back of cover:
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CAN ANYBODY TRANSLATE THIS INSCRIPTION, AND/OR PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING
THE ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF THIS FLIGHT?
Please send any information to the editor: 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

NEW BOOKS
Bent Props and Blowpots
There's a new book in the bookstores that would interest CAS members who
like reading about northern Canadian bush flying. It'sby an air engineer
who started with Canadian Airways in the early 1930s at Fort Mc Murray,
and went on to spend four plus decades in aviation, ending up as head
of line maintenance for CP Air.
The book is "Bent Props and Blowpots" by Rex Terpening, published by
Harbour Publishing Company Ltd. 2003. ISBN 1-55017-287-5. There are lots
of Rex's photos of flying in the 1930s.
Regards,
Mike Painter

Thanks Mike.
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NEW BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT:

CANADA 1946 SEVEN CENT AIR MAIL POSTAGE STAMP
GUIDEBOOK TO "RE-ENTRIES" AND VARIETIES
BILL PEKONEN
This engraved stamp was the last air mail stamp to be issued by Canada. It is a significant
milestone in-the handling and delivery of mail within Canada.
The "all-up" airmail service initiated July 1, 1948 made this stamp partially redundant, but it
continued to be used for specifically requested air mail service within Canada, and on air mail letters
to the USA. It can also be found on rate covers during that period to other parts of the world.
This monograph explains the basics of this particular stamp issue. 24 "re-entries" and 97 minor
varieties are described and charted with their respective positions on the 2 plates used to print this
stamp. Curiously, this stamp is the only one of the Peace Issue to have so many identified errors and
varieties.
Each "re-entry" is illustrated
for easy identification. (See
example on the right. - Bill
commented that he "took the
unusual step of including the
description in the centre of each
sketch, as it does not effect that
Stamp #2§
gentry
eportion of the stamp." Ed.) The
Left Frame Line Is heavier for most of the distance down from the top
Top Border UL - Slight doubling of short vertical lines
sketches help to quickly identify
Bottom Border
Frame line is thicker for most of the distance
each particular re-entry. Each reentry is distinctly different. The
major catalogues only list five reentries. Some of the other reWWW
\
entries are more dramatic than
■
those listed. A collector needs this
monograph to clearly differentiate
between each stamp.
Each of the re-entries and varieties can also be found on perforated stamps and on the
overprinted OHMS & G official stamps. Since a lesser quantity were issued, the scarcity factor of the
errors and varieties increases for these.
The monograph also describes re-entries found on previously unreported booklet panes. The
booklet panes were printed from an entirely different plate. A booklet pane with a re-entry is
relatively even more scarce, especially since most collectors have not known nor suspected what to
look for.
David Sessions (editor of Maple Leaves) has observed that this is the most studied stamp since
the 1898 Imperial Penny Post (Map) stamp.
The monograph is the end result of an informal study group composed of five well
known philatelists, and also includes summaries of earlier research conducted by more than six other
earlier researchers.
A pricing guide rounds out the monograph to produce a useful, easy-to-read guidebook which
can help collectors to understand and to appreciate these particular varieties.
The monograph can be ordered through your favourite dealer, or directly from the
author at: 201 - 7300 Moffatt Road, Richmond, B C. V6Y 1X8. The price is $12 pre-paid
($9.95 plus $2.05 postage and handling).
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HARMERS sale 6 th APRIL 2004
Collection of Joseph Bergier
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The June 2002 issue of this newsletter included an article on IMPERIAL AIRWAYS TRANS-ATLANTIC
FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, that described a number of unusual covers that Joseph Bergier had kindly sent
me copies of, such as the one above.
I have been informed that Joseph's collection of TRANSATLANTIC PIONEER AIR MAILS, is being sold
during the Harmers specialised auction of Airmail Stamps and Covers in London, England, on April 6 th
This sale will also include the 1927 'London to London' cover from Tully and Medcalf's attempt at a transAtlantic flight, plus a mint copy of the 25c. blue and yellow stamp issued for the flight.
For further information and images contact:
Harmers of London at No.11, 111 Power Road, London, W4 5PY, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 20 8747 6100
Fax +44 (0) 20 8996 0649
Email: auctionsAharmers.demon.co.uk
or visit www.harmers.com .

Many of Joseph's covers are illustrated in his book POSTAL AIRMAIL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN EUROPE
AND NORTH AMERICA, 1919 - 1945. This is an excellent review of the various flights, attempts, and air mail
services. - 270 A4 pages, with illustrations of over 175 covers! For more information contact:
Amicale Philatelique "L'Ancre", 7 rue Dobree, F 44100 Nantes, France.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by May 1".
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer servic_e_for_mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $17.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
The annual membership dues are:

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal

to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

#314 Glen Baechler
#313 Alastair Bain
#79 Jim Brown
#266 John F. Church
#333 Robin Clarke - Vancouver
Island Philatelic Society Junior Club
#326 Gary Cristall
#332 Edmonton Junior Stamp Club
#281 Andy Ellwood
#224 Charles G. Firby
#226 David Granger
#183 Robert A. Haslewood
#24 Neil Hunter

#284 John Irvine
#49 Jonathan L. Johnson. Jr.
#149 Frank Kendle
#87 Roland F. Kohl
#263 Louis K. Levy
#201 Ivan W. MacKenzie
#251 Charles Wm. McEvoy
#330 John C. McCuaig
#177 John Masella
#267 James H. Parker
#331 Z. Michael Pawliuk
#197 Henk Post
#25 Jacques Le Potier
#124 Reuben A. Ramkissoon

#76 W. Ross Richardson
#307 James F. Ruddell
#138 Keith Stibbe
#315 Reginald Targett
#29 Jim 0. Turk
#302 Pierre Vachon
#262 E.S.J. Van Dam
#272 John S. Venskus
#78 Charles J. Verge
#254 John Webster
#325 Edward Williams
#139 G.A. Wilson

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request.
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President's Report
Greetings to all the members of the CAS. ORAPEX 2004 is now history . In my estimation it was
another successful National Philatelic Show and an active one for the CAS. I was one of the 5 judges with 2
apprentice judges. Mike Shand's entry "New Zealand Air of 1937 - Triumph and Tragedy", 8 frames, was
awarded a RPSC Vermeil Medal. Congratulations Mike for your exhibit and for being the only aerophilatelic
exhibit in the show of 33 exhibits. Mike's outstanding New Zealand Air Mail exhibit was recently placed in
auction in Australia.
We had 8 CAS members sign in - Mike Shand, Ivan MacKenzie, Brian Wolfenden, Charles Verge,
Rick Hills, Jack Glasham, Chris Hargreaves and myself. Mike and Ivan looked after the CAS tables of
Aerophilatelic books and flown covers on Saturday while I was serving as a judge. Mike and I carried on for
Sunday. About $100.00 in covers were sold but the action was with the AAMS catalogues. I have been
carrying over 100 books to the ORAPEX shows since 1996. We sell a few each year so I obtained permission
from the AAMS to sell the books to dealers at the normal 40% discount given by the AAMS. Over 60 books
were sold. We do not make anything on the sales so the remainder of the books are being sent back to Greg
Schmidt, AAMS Publications Distributor, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, Wisconsin, USA, 54956-1184.
The AAMS pays for the shipping charges. Brian Wolfenden will stock our catalogue, The Air Mails of Canada
and Newfoundland, but any other books will have to be ordered directly from Greg at the indicated address.
A list and prices of available books are listed in each issue of The Airpost Journal.
We had only 4 members at our AGM on Sunday, 2 May 2004 - Mike Shand, Brian Wolfenden, Chris
Hargreaves and myself. Elsewhere in this issue is a report on the meeting by Mike. Practical changes to our
Constitution have been recommended such as adding the Editor of the Canadian Aerophilatelist and a
nominated member of the Western Chapter by the Western Chapter to the CAS Board of Directors. Elections
remain at once every two years at the AGM. Your comments are welcome. In due course a revised Constitution
will be prepared and sent to all paid up members of the CAS.
The annual RPSC Exhibition and Convention will be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia, 28 - 30 May 2004.
It is hoped that some of you will be able to attend and that there will be some Aerophilatelic exhibits. After a
hiatis of two years my Canadian Crash Cover exhibit has been accepted for competition at both ESPANA 2004
in Valencia, Spain, 21 - 30 May 2004 and Singapore 2004 in Singapore, August 28 - 1 September 2004. At
the FIP Exhibitions there is always excellent Aerophilatelic and Astrophilatelic exhibits. Those who have never
attended a FIP World Philatelic Exhibition should plan to do so when Washington 2006 will be held, 27 May 3 June 2006. For further data on Washington 2006 visit the website: WW1\ ashirwton - 2006 ora
I am still amazed at the phenominal success of the May-Horner flight commemoration organized and
effected by the Western Chapter of the CAS. I am now informed that another special event is planned for 2005
by the same group. Details will follow when finalized. The CAS Snowbird covers for 2004 are now in the
hands of the Snowbirds for signing and flying over Ottawa on 1 July 2004. This year we salute the 80th
birthday of the RCAF/CAF on the envelope designed again this year by Ron Miyanishi. The three special
Snowbird postage picture stamps will be used again along with the special Snowbird Canada Post cancellation.
The prices remain the same - $30.00 for 1 envelope signed by all 9 pilots, $55.00 for a set of 9 envelopes
signed individually by the applicable pilot and $10.00 for any one separate envelope signed by 1 pilot.. If you
wish a set for 2004 please let me know and when ready I'll send it to you.
Items are still available from me at the same prices for covers flown on 1 July 2003. Comet and
NIMROD covers from 2003 at $10.00 each are also available. Brian Wolfenden is looking after all of the
earlier CAS covers, primarily Snowbird covers. Contact Brian at 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario,
K2G 4P2 , for the latest price list of available items.
At the AGM I presented Chris Hargreaves with the Editor's Award Plaque for the recipient chosen by
Chris. The recipient was John Irvine of London, Ontario for his research on the National Air Transport
Limited. Congratulations John from the CAS membership. Summer will soon be upon us. Enjoy the summer
activities and rest up for your Aerophilatelic work this fall.
Dick Malott, President CAS
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
MAY 2 2004
1)

The annual meeting was held this date, in conjunction with ORAPEX in
Ottawa. Although the show was well attended, our meeting was a bit
smaller than usual, lacking out-of-towners (except Chris).

2)

The number for a 'quorum' was raised and it was decided that for this
and future meetings, a quorum would consist of those present.

3)

The Secretary's report and Treasurer's report as published in the
March Newsletter were approved.

4)

The question of a Website was once again discussed without resolution.
Estimates of initial set up cost range upward of $200 which means 10
member (at $20 each year) and it is doubtful if new members attracted
would offset costs. Chris volunteered to check with AAMS and/or APS to
see if we could 'piggyback' on their Site. He will report by next
meeting.

5)

The CAS Constitution was discussed, mostly because the existing one
had reference to a 'Board of Directors' which included a 'Recording
Secretary', neither of which existed in reality.
It was agreed that the Society should be run by an 'Executive
Committee', consisting of 1.President, 2.Vice President, 3.Secretary,
4.Treasurer, 5.Editor of Newsletter, and 6.a member nominated and
elected by the Western Chapter of the CAS.
These officers would be elected every two years, and members could be
elected to more than one office should they be successful.
There will be an election in 2005 and should no objections to these
proposals be received from the membership, the new 'constitution' will
take effect with elections to the positions above.
The Vice-President said he would not be seeking re-election in 2005
and others should make their interest known.

6)

The President said that the Society would no longer be handling the
sale of AAMS Catalogues and other publications. There were strong
sales during ORAPEX, but remainders were to be returned to AAMS. Those
wishing to purchase the Canadian Catalogue or to get information on
the sale of other publications should contact Brian Wolfenden.
The President also said that preparations for 2004 Snowbird covers
were well underway and that details would appear in the Newsletter in
due course.

7)

As noted in the March Newsletter, the Editor's Plaque was presented to
John Irvine, and was accepted for forwarding in his absence by Dick
Malott. Congratulations John.

8)

The meeting remembered those no longer with us and adjourned.
5/4 ,1f ,71)
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
Following the demanding activities related to the 75 th anniversary of the 'May-Horner Mercy Flight',
this last few months has been relatively quiet for the western chapter. On March 27 the [third] annual general
meeting of the chapter was held during the Edmonton Stamp Club spring show. Eight CAS members were in
attendance as well as several other interested parties. One new member was signed up. During the formal part
on the meeting Nino Chiovelli, acting on behalf of the City of Edmonton, presented certificates to Canada
Post's Theresa Williams and to several others who assisted with the May-Horner commemorative flight. The
last item of the meeting was a cover show-and-tell session, which generated some lively discussion.
The chapter is continuing its efforts to encourage area youth to gain an interest in Canadian aviation
and airmail history. Jamie Barron, a young member of the Edmonton Junior Stamp Club did a class
assignment on the May - Horner Flight. He won the prize for best project and will have his work displayed in
the sub-surface mall at the Legislature for the Edmonton Centennial Celebrations. Jamie has agreed to do a
presentation at one of the local Canadian Aviation Historical Society meetings. This may be a first for the
CAHS and should add a new dimension to their lecture series.
The chapter has been asked to participate in the unveiling of the replica of the Curtiss Biplane Special the plane flown by Katherine Stinson on her Calgary - Edmonton pioneer air mail flight of 9 July 1918 [PF-7].
Work on the replica, a static display, is being done at the Alberta Aviation Museum and will be completed in
time for the 9 July 2006 ceremony. In conjunction with this event the western chapter, again through Nino's
coordination, will manage a re-enactment flight from Calgary to Edmonton. Arrangements are already in place
for an airworthy opencockpit biplane, flown by a female pilot, to carry 259 covers along the route - replicating
as nearly as possible the details of the original flight. It is hoped however that the biplane will not be forced
down enroute with engine trouble, as was the case back in 1918! Several other organizations will 'partner'
with the chapter to offset the high cost of aircraft rental for the flight. Further details of the event will be
provided in upcoming newsletters.
goad Jy(aetett

Wanted - Aircraft Wings
If the CAS can discover a forgotten airline, (see the article on National Air Transport
in the last newsletter), then maybe we can help Patrick Campbell find some aircraft wings!
Patrick is the Director of Manufacturing for the Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre,
which is planning to build a full-size replica of a CURTISS-REID RAMBLER. - Patrick has
heard that a set of wings for a Rambler exist, perhaps in the St. Catharines area.
If anybody can help Patrickwith information regarding these wings, please contact him
directly at: 17091 Rue Maher, Pierrefonds, Quebec H9J 1H7 (Tel. 514 626 6921)

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993

Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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Editor's Report
Many thanks to PIERRE VACHON, who has taken over the role of French-language contact for the society
from Francois Bourbonnais.

Librarian's Report
We have added several additional publications of the American Air Mail Society to our library:

Balloon Post of the Siege of Paris, 1870-71 by Louis Chaintrier
This is a 163 page volume containing the series of articles which ran for many years in the Airpost
Journal. Also included are many hitherto unpublished photographs, an account of the Pigeon Post of the
same era by George Angers, and an updated French Balloon Post Section (excluding prices) from the Fifth
Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
The Pioneer Airplane Mails of the United States by Thomas J. O'Sullivan.
This 346 page book is the most comprehensive study of U.S. Pioneer airmail flights and mail. It covers 99
different mail-carrying flights during the period between 1910 and 1916. four of which have not yet been
included in the American Air Mail Catalogue. In its five chapters, the author provides details of the pioneer
flights, their pilots and experiences, and the mail they carried. The book is replete with 273 illustrations
of old news accounts, aircraft and covers.
Aerial Mail Service - A Chronology of the Early U.S. Governmental Air Mail, March - December 1918
by A D Jones.
This is a 128 page large-sized monograph on the history of the first year of the U.S. airmail service, replete
with numerous photos of airmail covers, planes, and pilots, as well as charts, graphs, maps, and timetables.
Many findings have never been published before. This is a history of "flying by the seat of your pants".
The Mass Flights of Italo Balbo - The Flights of 1928, 1929, 1930 & 1933 - A History & Catalog of their
Postal Artifacts by Robert E. Lana.
Written by an Italian philatelic specialist, this 144 page monograph records the history of Balbo's flights
to various points between 1928 and 1933. Included are many photos of the aviators and aircraft, as well
as listings and values for many of the stamps and covers flown by Balbo's aircraft. Includes a bibliography
& index
OAT and AV2 Markings - Second Edition by Murray Heifetz.
This 142-page monograph greatly expands from the 1st edition the study of OAT (Onward Air
Transmission) and AV2 markings, a series of worldwide postal markings from 1938 through 1974 that
directed air mail envelopes to be carried by air through a series of intermediate points. An internationallyaccredited judge and postal history specialist in many air mail topics, Mr. Heifetz depicts and describes
currently known OAT and AV2 markings, with many reproductions of full-sized covers.
A summary of our library's holdings was given in the March newsletter. - For more information on the above
books, or other holdings of the library, please contact the editor.

For more information regarding the AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY contact
Rudy Roy, AAMS Membership Secretary,
P.O. Box 5367, Virginia Beach, VA 23471-0367, U.S.A.
or visit their website at http://www.americanairmailsociety.org/
from which the above book descriptions were taken.
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MORE INFORMATION ON
THE UNSUCCESSFUL LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT, 1927
OFFICIAL BUSINESS ONLY
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In a press release issued on April 7th, Harmers of London announced that:

Unique Air Mail Cover achieves £70,575 at auction 6th April 2004
For the first time ever, two great airmail rarities were offered together in the same lot
at Harmers of London's Air Mail auction on 6th April 2004. The lot consisted of a semi
official air mail cover dated 1927 from the legendary 'London to London' experimental
flight by Captain Terrance B. Tully and Lt. James V. Medcalf in the 'Sir John Carling', used
with a 25c. blue and yellow, a unique cover, and a mint example of the 25c. blue and
yellow stamp, of which there are only 6 known. It was a wonderful opportunity to obtain
these two items - missing from even the greatest collections. The cover, which as its
description indicates had been destined to be carried by air from London in Canada to
London in England, was sold for £70,575 (Estimate £60,000).

This price corresponds to a bid of £60,000, (approximately $145,000 Canadian, or US$109,000), plus
17.625% buyer's premium, so maintaining the cover's status as the most expensive item in Canadian
aerophilately.
It is also one of the most intriguing items in Canadian aerophilately. - Although this cover is without doubt
the only known cover prepared for this flight that exists today, the exact number of covers carried on the
flight, and the circumstances by which this cover was removed from the mail, are long-standing mysteries!
The September 1999 issue of this newsletter, contained a long article by Gordon McDonald regarding the
preparation for the flight; the stamps and covers produced for the flight; and the mysteries surrounding the
stamps and covers.
Gordon's article has become one of the most reproduced and quoted articles from The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. - When I attended a meeting of the Air Mail Study Group at the British North America
Philatelic Society convention in London, Ontario, last year, I was flattered when one of the members began
a presentation on the London-to-London stamp, by distributing a copy of Gordon's article that had been
reproduced (by agreement) in Maple Leaves, the journal of the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain.
I was therefore delighted when Gordon offered to do a follow-up article describing the Arthur and Edmund
Carty Papers, on which much of his original article was based, and then to receive the information on the
following pages.
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The Arthur Carty Papers
Gordon McDonald
These documents are part of THE ARTHUR AND EDMUND CARTY PAPERS, which are housed in the J.J.
Tatman Regional Collection at the D.B. Weldon Library of the University of Western Ontario in London,
Ontario.
The Arthur and Edmund Carty Papers cover the period 1838 to 1974, and consist of 3.15 metres of textual
records, 239 photographs, and 250 slides.

PART 1 - Biographical Sketch of Arthur Carty
The major contributor to the Carty papers was Arthur Chester Carty. He was born Arthur Chester Pudney in
Rochester, New York, February 22, 1892. He had a sister, Olive, and brother, Victor. Their mother died when
they were young. When their father remarried, the three children were adopted by their maternal grandparents,
Robert and Marguerite (O'Byrne) Carty. They moved to London, Ontario in 1905; and were educated at
London Catholic schools and Central Collegiate Institute. Later, Victor moved to the United States, while Olive
and Arthur lived with their uncle and aunt: Edmund and his sister Beatrice "Birdy" Carty.
Arthur began newspaper work as a reporter, and later sports editor, of the London Daily Advertiser after
finishing school. He switched to the London Free Press in 1913 as reporter, night news editor. One of his
special assignments was an interview with Arthur Conan Doyle when he visited London in 1914.
His skills as publicist were apparent in his work with London's 1919 Victory Bond Campaign. As secretary
to the manager, he produced a "Victory Loan Carnival", and arranged for extensive newspaper coverage. Also
in 1919, Arthur broke the story on the disappearance of Ambrose Small, a theatre entrepreneur who was never
heard from again.
Journalism ran in the Carty family. Edmund Joseph Carty (1872-1950), uncle of Arthur, was also involved in
several London newspapers. He began his professional life with the London Free Press, worked with the
London Advertiser in 1895, then the London News from 1896 to 1903 of which he was city editor and later
managing editor. Edmund worked as city editor of the London Advertiser from 1903 until 1913, then worked
as day news editor at the London Free Press.
It was following this job that Edmund and Arthur joined forces to form the Carty News and Publicity Service.
This was an independent news service specializing in western Ontario stories. The Cartys sold stories to various
newspapers and journals including the Toronto Star, Globe and Mail, Toronto Sun, the World, Detroit Free
Press, Windsor Star, Chicago Tribune, New York Times as well as Time Life and Scientific American.
One of the major projects undertaken by the Cartys was the Beck Memorial Fund, which raised funds for the
Beck Sanatorium. Familiar with Beck, both men also worked on a biography of this prominent Canadian, who
had been the driving force behind the creation of Ontario Hydro.
Another venture undertaken by the Cartys was promoting the London to London flight in 1927. The Cartys
were hired by Sir John Carling to publicize the event - while staying within the law. Technically, there was to
be no advertising by breweries, but this flight was arranged to bring indirect attention to the Carling
establishment. The flight took place in September of 1927, with Terrance Bernard Tully and James Victor
Medcalf as pilots. Unfortunately, the airplane went down in the Atlantic soon after takeoff from a stop- over
in Newfoundland.
Also of note is the Cartys' work with the London and Port Stanley railway which they publicized, news
coverage of the local Ashplant controversy, as well as human interest stories - such as Snooky, the oldest cat
in Canada. Both men were editors of the London Coronation Souvenir of 1937, and Arthur was sole editor

of the 1953 London Coronation Souvenir.
Continued
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THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:

Both Cartys were involved in publishing well regarded local histories, such as Milestones and London
Centennial Review, both 1926, and London Fire Brigade History, 1927. Arthur edited Diary of Mr. H. C. R.
Becher and A Thousand Arrows as well.
Arthur seemed to like controversy - he interviewed various politicians - including one interesting discussion
between himself and Mitch Hepburn of which the latter completely denied. Of particular significance is Arthur's
(and to a lesser extent, Edmund's) role as speech writer and "ideas man" for the Lieutenant Governor of
Ontario, Ray Lawson, in 1947 and 1948, with whom the journalist had quite friendly and personal
correspondence.
The Cartys were also involved in their community. Besides the Beck Memorial Fund, both were involved in
the senate at the University of Western Ontario, Victory Loan Campaigns, the Irish Benevolent Society, the
Knights of Columbus, the Red Cross, and local Separate School Boards. Specifically, Edmund wrote an
historical series in 1925-27 in the London Advertiser entitled "Landmarks of London", was an honorary
member of the London Typographical Union, member of the London and Middlesex Historical Society, member
of the London Humane Society, director of the Canadian Society for the Advancement of Coloured People, and
member of the Soldiers Aid Commission, 1914-17. Arthur was designer and editor of The Time for Family
Prayer - a publication for Father Patrick Peyton's Family Rosary and Family Theatre of Albany and
Hollywood, a Separate School Board Trustee from 1938 until 1972, he established the Knights of ColumbusMocha Shrine annual baseball games for Shriners Crippled Children's Hospitals, and was the director of the
London Property Owners' Association.
Edmund, Arthur, Olive and Beatrice "Birdy" Carty lived together for most of their lives. Edmund died on
March 29, 1950, and Arthur died November 16, 1972.
EDITOR'S NOTE: this part of Gordon's article was based on information supplied by the J.J. Talman
Regional Collection, which is quoted with thanks.

Part 2 - Custodial History
The ARTHUR AND EDMUND CARTY PAPERS were donated to the University of Western Ontario on
August 10, 1977 after Olive Carty's death, through her estate. The papers came from the Cartys' longtime
home at 931 Richmond Street.
One of the letters in File 31 of the collection is from R. K. Malott, (then Assistant Curator of Collections,
National Museums Canada; now President of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society), dated 10 January, 1975.
This letter is addressed to Olive Carty, sister of then deceased Arthur Carty. Nine photographs, loaned to the
Canadian War Museum, are returned, with thanks. It is suggested that, as these photographs of the pilots are
very historically important, they should be willed to a local or national museum. Whether or not Olive Carty
actually made any provisions in her will to leave any articles to a museum, etc., is unknown.
Prior to writing this article, the author spoke to personnel at the J.J. Talman Regional Collection, and to Mr.
Edward Phelps, who is now retired.
Edward Phelps was the Head: Regional Collection at the time that the Edmund and Arthur Carty Papers were
acquired, and remembers the acquisition. He states that he heard that the house where the Cartys had resided
was for sale, and was being cleared out. He and another employee from the J.J. Talman Regional Collection
library went to the house. The other employee was John Lutman, who is the current Head: Regional
Collection. Some material had already been bagged for garbage, and was at the front of the house. A large pile
of clippings etc. was on the floor waiting to be bagged. Some documents were torn up and had to be repaired
or discarded.
They spent the day at the house going through the "garbage", and convinced the man doing the cleanup that
this was valuable material (from an historical point), and persuaded him to turn over the material to the
University of Western Ontario.
Continued
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THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:

Part 3 - ARTHUR CARTY'S PAPERS
In my article New Information on the London to London Flight of 1927, which appeared in the September
1999 issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, several sources of information were listed, including the Arthur
Carty Papers.
Information contained in the Specialized Philatelic Catalogue of Canada & British North America (Ninth
Edition) by Holmes & Associates, published in 1960 contains a one and one-half page article entitled 1927London, Ontario to London, England Canada's Rarest Air Mail Stamp by L. Seale Holmes. The author states
that it was completed "with the valuable aid of my good friend, Mr. Arthur C. Carty, a prominent Canadian
correspondent."
The book Philately in London by Stan Shantz and Don Demery (published in 1967) contains a ten page article
including much of the material from the above-mentioned catalogue, plus additions.
Several other articles, etc., regarding the attempted London to London Flight, including two of the sources
shown in my earlier article, are also based on information contained in the Arthur Carty Papers.
The Arthur Carty Papers are part of the Arthur and Edmund Carty papers, which are housed in the J.J. Talman
Regional Collection at the D.B. Weldon Library, at the University of Western Ontario in London, Ontario.
The Arthur Carty Papers regarding the Unsuccessful London to London Flight show a record of developments
of the preparation for the flight over the period late June, 1927 until late September, 1927, plus a few later
letters etc. They are contained in large file folders in two large filing boxes measuring 15 '/2 inches by 12
inches:
Box #4922 contains 36 file folders and a bound copy of the minutes of the City of London Council
Meetings for 1927.
Box #4923 contains 328 file folders of clippings from newspapers coast to coast. These are in
chronological order by the date of the newspaper: file 1-10 (June, 1927), 11-169 (July, 1927), 170-262
(August, 1927), 263-326 (September, 1927) and 327-328 (undated). These clippings were clipped by
the Dominion Press Clipping Agency, 74-76 Church Street, Toronto.
The tabs of the files in box #4922 are titled as follows:
File 1: Carling's Announcement of Flight
This is a paper entitled The Journal of the Skies (see copy on next page) dated July 2nd, 1927 which states,
in part, that $ 25,000 will be paid to the pilot successfully completing a London to London Flight, and that
financial affairs have been placed in the hands of Mr. Ray Lawson, the Trustee nominated originally by Mayor
John M. Moore of London, and A.J. Grant, President of the London Chamber of Commerce.
The paper was prepared by Charles Burns to answer early allegations that the proposed flight was merely an
advertising ploy by Carling's, and that there were really no definite plans for a flight or a $25,000 award.
No explanation of the claim that this paper was the "First Airplane Newspaper Ever Published In Canada" has
been found. - There is also no indication of subsequent issues of The Journal of the Skies.
File 2: A framed copy of the announcement in file 1.
File 3: City Of London Letters of Support from the Mayor etc.
File 4: Copies of the Advertisement
This file contains a copy of the original advertisement with the names of papers that the advertisement was to
appear in. The file also has four copies of ads clipped from newspapers.
File 5: Applications from pilots (A. to G.) men
File 6: Applications from pilots (H. to L.) men
Continued
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ur r al of The Skies

FIRST AIRPLANE NEWSPAPER EVER PUBLISHED IN CANADA
LONDON, ONT., JULY 2, 1927

Because no London newspapers are published on this public holiday, we have availed
ourselves of the facilities of 'the London Air Transport Company to quickly
reach the people of London with this message.
The announcement of the Carling Breweries, Limited, of an
offer of $25,000.00 for a Canadian Aviator to fly from London,
Ontario to London, England, apart from the unfortunate and unexpected reactions in certain quarters, has brought to me over forty
lettes from young Canadian Pilots, Aerial Navigators and Radio
Engineers, which must - thrill with pride every. .Canadian, especially
in this Jubilee time.
I have letters from Canadians whose names, hold an honored
place in the history of our country, from a boy who is a grandson
of a former premier of our province, a son of a county judge who
makes formal renunciation of prize money to do this "for the
glory of our country"; from a Toronto boy who has piloted a fourmotor plane from London, England to Cairo, Egypt, crossing the
Mediterranean at night to set a new world's record; from Canadians
whose war records have been overshadowed by the glamor that is
being thrown over the deeds of Americans.
For a time I have hesitated regarding what is now the best
and fairest course to pursue, I have finally and definitely concluded that the offer, which was made in good faith, must be made
good to keep faith with those who have so splendidly responded.
Practically every letter from these young Canadians, native born
or born in the old land, has concluded with the hope that his
application will be accepted but wish7ing hick and success to whoever undertakes this momentous flight.
We cannot now turn back. No obstacle will be regarded as
insurmountable until it is tested to the limit of our abilities.
The flight is definitely on. The offer was made in good faith.
Whether the Carling Breweries Limited or Charles Burns is ever •
again mentioned in this connection I do not very much care. The
necessary financing is being placed in the hands of Mr. Ray
Lawson, the Trustee nominated originally by Mayor John M. Moore
of London and A. J. Grant, President of London Chamber of
Commerce. It shall now be London's flight and Canada's.
The co-operation, the friendly suggestions and the- assistance of every Canadian are invited. Thank you.

London, Ont. July 2, 1927

CHARLES BURNS, President,
Carling Breweries, Limited

Hunter Printing Co., 226 King St.

Continued
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THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:

File 7: Applications from pilots (M. to N.) men

File 8: Applications from pilots (P. to T.): men
File 9: Applications from pilots (B. to W.) women
Files 5 to 9 contains letters and telegrams.
Many of those who applied had no flying experience since World War I, and were thus eliminated.
File 10: Choosing the pilots
This is a large file of letters and telegrams.
From over 100 persons who applied (files 5 to 9) thirty candidates had been chosen. 28 of the 30 met with
Charles Burns, president of the Carling Brewing Co., and Arthur Carty at the offices of Carling Brewing Co.
on Talbot Street in London (Ontario). From the 30 W. R. Maxwell and T.B. Tully (both employees of the
Ontario Provincial Air Service) were chosen.
File 11: Agreement with Carling Brewing Company (Charles Burns) and Captain W.R. Maxwell and
Captain T. B. Tully (dated 22 July 1927).
A day to day account of subsequent developments, including the change in pilots, can be obtained from
the newspaper clippings in Box 4923. - Some of the interesting items are:
File 108 and file 117: Two different pictures of Maxwell and Tully, advising that they had been
chosen to make the non-stop flight from London to London. These are from the 23rd July 1927, Moose
Jaw, Saskatchewan Evening Times, and the 26th July Vancouver B.C. Evening Sun respectively.
File 100: large picture of a map of Eastern Canada and Western Europe, with a broken line showing
the route of the proposed flight. In the Atlantic is a 5 inch by 3 inch picture of the plane with a picture
of the pilots, one on each side of the picture of the plane. This is from the 22n d July 1927 issue of the
London Advertiser.
File 148: A picture of Captain D.A. Harding and Captain James Vance, both of Camp Borden, with
a larger picture of Charles Burns between. The caption states Harding and Vance would be the pilots,
as the Ontario Government had denied Maxwell and Tully a leave of absence from their forest patrol
duties to take the flight. This is from the July 25 th issue of the Moose Jaw, Sask. Morning Herald.
(Both Harding and Vance later declined to take the flight.)
File 197: an article from the 10 th August 1927 issue of the Toronto Star headlined "Tully, Medcalf
Sign To-day for 3,500 Mile Ocean Hop London, Ont. - London, Eng." advising, in part, that Captain
Terry Tully would be taking the flight as he had resigned from his job; and chosen Lieut. James V.
Medcalf, another employee of the Ontario Provincial Air Service, to join him. Medcalf also left his job
to take the flight.
File 12: Tully and Medcalf Data Sheets
This contains handwritten signed sheets from each.
File 13: Tully and Medcalf Insurance
A company in Sault Ste. Marie originally agreed to insure the flight. On 23 August, 1927 the company refused,
and suggested that Carlings contact Lloyds of London.
File 14: Correspondence Tully.
This contains letters and telegrams to and from Tully.
Continued
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THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:
File 15: Photograph Mat Plate

This is a heavy metal plate, probably made of lead.
File 16: Photographs of Pilots and Burns

This includes a copy of a picture from the plate in File 15. - This was distributed with a news story attached,
(see next page), and also with a blank space to the right of the plane, that allowed each paper to insert its own
story. - Box 4923 contains several newspapers with this picture.
The originals of these photographs are not in the same boxes as the Arthur Carty Papers, but are housed
separately in the Regional Photograph Archives at the J.J. Talman Regional Collection at the Weldon Library.
_ These photographs were taken by the Carty News Service.
File 17: Correspondence James Vance
-

This file contains the original letter of application, a four page letter advising that he had visited the Stinson
Plant and flown the plane, and three letters complaining of the publicity given to him.
Box 4923 File 179 contains a clipping from the 2 August, 1927 Sault Ste. Marie Star headlined
"Vance Refuses to Make London Flight". It included a picture of Vance and his house in Toronto.
File 18 and 19: Aircraft Information For Buyers
-

These files contain letters and books from aircraft manufactures in England, Los Angeles, New York and
Belgium.
File 20: Aircraft Choice Stinson Detroiter
-

This is a large file containing a booklet and promotional material from the Stinson Aircraft Corporation,
Detroit, Michigan. The first letter gives the track record and specifications of the plane, and a blank copy of
the purchase agreement. (Dated 13 July, 1927).
There is a letter from Stinson dated 22 July, 1927 acknowledging receipt of a cheque from Carling Brewing
Co. in the amount of $4,000.00 covering partial payment of a plane. (The total cost was $13,500, including
newest navigational instruments, and a large tank to hold 350 gallons of gasoline.)
There is a document on flimsy purple paper to Stinson and a copy of a telegram. These were to have been sent
in early August, 1927. Pencil notes indicate they may not have been sent, as the situation was discussed
personally with an official of Stinson.
(Briefly, newspaper reports indicate that negotiation called for a plane with a tank for 500 U.S. gallons
capacity in the fuselage. The manufacturer changed this and would be providing a plane with two wing tanks
of 35 gallons each, and one master tank of 260 gallons. The remaining fuel was to be carried in individual tanks
in the fuselage. Carling's disagreed with this, and requested that the ordered plane be delivered in a three week
period, with tanks that provided capacity for the full 500 gallons in one tank.)
File 21: Supplies, Fuel, Oil

This file contains many letters from petroleum companies in New York City, Montreal, Toronto, and New
Jersey.
The final agreement was with American oil Company of Baltimore for 600 gallons of Amoco gasoline (aviation
grade) at 25 cents per gallon, and 50 gallons of Amoco oil at 50 cents per gallon (delivered).
Continued
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For Immediate Release.
London to London Flight Committee.

THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS
by Gordon McDonald continued:

Pilots and Plane for London to London Flight

Above are shown Lieut. Jimmy V.
Medcalf, pilot navigator (left), and
Capt. Terry B. Tully, pilot for the
3.900 mile non-stop flight (right).
Between these pals in adventure stands
Charles Burns, president of Carling
Breweries, Limited, donors of the
$25,000 prize. Below is a side view
of the plane christened to honor the
memory of a Canadian statesman of
Confederation days who represented
London in both provincial and federal
parliaments at the same time. The pictures show the Wright Whirlwind
motor, a duplicate of Lindbergh's.
Tully and Medcalf plan to hop off
within ten days.

Continued
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THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:

File 22: London Airstrip - Location and Preparation

There is a letter from a company in New York City that had built the airstrip for Charles Lindbergh's flight;
the quoted price was $500.00.
There are several letters and copies of minutes from the City of London council meetings, re possibly having
the City Works Department make a runway
A letter from the City's Engineer Department dated 19 July, 1927 advised that the department would assist in
laying out the field. Two sites are discusiecl, the chosen one being south of Dundas Street near Crumlin.
File 23: Toronto Star

-

Contract to Exclusive Coverage

This file includes letters and telegrams regarding coverage of the flight. The Toronto Star agreed to pay
$1,200.00 for exclusive coverage in the print media.
File 24: Other News Media

-

Correspondence

This file includes letters to and from other newspapers and magazines including The New York Times and
The Chicago Tribune. (Some telegrams are also included).
File 25: Advertisers Sponsors
-

This file includes letters to and from companies seeking sponsorship on the flight. They include Bulova Watch
Company, Canadian Press Printing Service, and the Parker Pen Company, as well as news clipping services.
File 26: Advertising Proposal

-

Locke Ltd.

This is a two-post booklet from Clark E. Locke Ltd, which is a company involved in sales promotion and
advertising. The book suggests ways that Carling Brewing Company's visibility can be increased by using the
upcoming flight: contests, leaflets passed to attendees at other events coast to coast, etc.
File 27: Advance Arrangements

There are letters and telegrams, especially information re weather conditions over the Atlantic.
This file appears to be a catch-all for items that do not fit in elsewhere. - It includes a letter from the
Department of National Defence in Ottawa, waiving the requirement that the aircraft be licensed, "in view of
the experimental nature of the flight proposed". (This letter was reproduced in the December 2001 issue of the
Canadian Aerophilatelist.)
The file also contains a congratulatory letter from the National Aeronautic Association of U.S.A.
File 28: Pre Flight Meetings
-

This file contains a record of numerous meetings making plans for the flight.
There is a copy of a letter on Carling Brewing Co. letterhead which appears to be a programme for the
christening of the plane "Sir John Carling". This took place in London on 21" August 1927.
File 29: Flight London to Newfoundland

This is a large file regarding weather conditions etc.
One letter dated 15 August, 1927 is from the Harbour Grace Airport Trust Company, advising that an airstrip
is being prepared for use by the "Pride of Detroit" flight, to take place about 22 August, 1927. The "London
to London" flight is invited to use this airstrip.
File 30: Send Of Letter Carty to pilots (dated 29 August, 1927 1:15 A.M. )

This letter is reproduced on the next two pages of this article. - It gives several instructions including that, on
arrival in England, the pilots are to contact the Toronto Star reporter in England, (and to speak to no other
reporters), and to notify various sponsors.
Continued
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London, Ont. ,
Aug. 29,1927 ,
1.15

Liout. J.V.Medcalf,
Lend on -to-London Pilo ts.
Dear Terry and Jimmy:
The first and all important thing
to remember is what 7 have told both of you. Be
certain that we have every confidence in you and that
we want you to be governed exactly as if it were au
life that were in your hands , and not your own. The
only way you could break faith with us would be by
ignoring this ins true -0(ra.
When you reach England kindly cable
Mr. Burns your greetings and Ed and T would appreciate
a personal message as 1/311.
As to- the bug 4 ness end of things,
the Tor on-to S tar has-- bouglit_wor
rtertrt-- oar nanspaper
matter. Their London correspondent Henry Somerville,
62 Chatto Road, London, 8.17. 11, telephone Latchmere
5062 will endeavor to meet you. We have pledged him
your whole-hearted co-operation. Tf he does nOt reach
you quickly where you land pletse telephone or wire
him _a flash bulletin of your arrival, the first thing
you do. Following that please a-xi:angel quickly to give
him an interview -each of you telling him a full and
complete story of your trip. The contract requires that
he be given every co-operation and as he represents
26 Caradien daily newspapers it is very important that
he be well taken care of. Coupled with this is the
admonition to give no interviews and make no statements
for publication to any other prose representatives. Just
refer them all to Mr.Somerville telling them he is in
charge of that matter on behalf of both of you. Mr.Sorperville
shoultfl have access to you with all the latitude he could
reasonably expect. No matter where you land the first
thing is to notify him and us.
Dont forget the cable to Bulova Watch
Co. , Toronto, Canada, immediately after your arrival:
Some such form as this *We have come t' -a• °ugh on Bulo-ra
time. Our Bulova watches were with ye from start to finish.
They are wonderful timepieces end sure did their part in

Western Ontario in News and Pictures

Continued
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assisting to in navigation. They are real
covanions. Congratulations. Best wishes.
Terry Tully . J.V,_.71Sdcalfi •
Kfaily also send cable to American 011 Co.,
Baltimora, lid. as follows :
*Perfect performs** of Amoco Oas and
Amoco Aero Oil great factor In our autecess.
Congratulations • Tully and Vedetalf."
Yf long distance telephone connection can
be got we will probably call you in London.
Now good luck attend you end here's a very
earnest hope for your early return to a real
aelOration. REND CErN 'TIM FT BST PARAGRAPH.

Very sincerely yours,

THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:

There are numerous articles regarding the flight in Box 4923.
The first attempt took place on 29 August, 1927. The Sir John Carling took off at 5:46 A.M.,
but returned to London five hours later. Initially the reasons given were rain, clouds and fog
near Kingston. However, as mentioned in my original article in the September 1999 Canadian
Aerophilatelist, "a meeting was held at the brewery that evening, with Burns, Carty and the
two pilots present. It came out that the real reason for the return, was the pilot's fear that the
gas tanks in the cabin used for extra fuel could break loose, causing the plane to crash and
burn."
Box 4923 file 262 contains an article dated 30 th August, 1927 headlined "London, Ont., Fliers To
Halt At Nfld.", with a subheading "Insufficient Gasoline Facilities Prevent Non-Stop Flight
Originally Planned".
Continued
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THE ARTHUR CARTY PAPERS by Gordon McDonald continued:

The second attempt was on 1 st September, 1927. The pilots were forced to land in Maine, as
the flight was slower than expected due to a strong headwind, and they could not reach
Newfoundland before nightfall. They remained in Maine till 5 th September due to bad weather,
and then flew to Harbour Grace, Newfoundland. Tully and Medcalf took off from Harbour
Grace on 7th September at 9:54 A.M., and should have arrived at Croydon by noon on the 8 th
Septmbr.ThiloswnevardfmthyleNwounda, trcef
the plane was ever found.
File 31: Correspondence Post Flight
This file contains two letters. - The first is a three page letter from Ivey & Dowler (Barristers and Solicitors)
of London, Ontario, to R.K. Malott. It was written in 1974, and gave information regarding the pilots' families.
(Captain Tully was survived by his wife and two sons. Lieutenant Medcalf was survived by his wife and a
daughter, who later moved to England.)
The second letter is the one from R.K. Malott to Olive Carty regarding historic photographs, that was referred
to earlier in Part 2 of this article.
File 32: Correspondence Naming of Lakes for Tully & Medcalf
This file contains correspondence from the Ontario government, regarding the naming of two lakes in Northern
Ontario in honour of the pilots.
File 33: Account of Flight by Arthur Carty
This is a multi page flimsy document typed, but with hand written alterations, by Arthur Carty dated in 1944.
-

File 34: Philatelic Interest
This file contains several letters. The majority are from A.C. Roessler, regarding the possibility of sending mail
on the flight. (Several of these were reproduced in my original article in the September 1999 Canadian
Aerophilatelist.)
Box 4923 contains several articles regarding the stamp to be issued, etc.
File 35: Song & Poem written for the Flight
File 36: Royal Windsor Flight
This flight hoped to fly from Windsor, Ontario, to Windsor, England. It was delayed for a time when the plane
crashed in Quebec. By the time the flight was to take off from Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, news was
received that the London to London flight had not arrived. The flight to Windsor was aborted.
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EARLY DAYS OF THE
NORTH SHORE AIRMAIL SERVICE, 1927-1928.
Pierre Vachon
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Three newspaper articles tell a fascinating story about the first days of the airmail service inaugurated by
Canadian Transcontinental Airways on the North Shore of the Saint Lawrence, in late 1927 & early 1928.
The first of these three articles, headlined INAUGURATION D'UN SERVICE POSTAL AERIEN (Air post
service inaugurated), is from Quebec City's no longer published Action Catholique, and is dated Monday,
December 26, 1927. It tells how "the first letter and parcel delivery to be made by air to various communities
on the North Shore had taken place the previous day, Christmas. The letters and parcels were firmly attached
to parachutes and launched from the air" it said, and continued: "Canadian Transcontinental Airways' first
aircraft, G-CAIP, left Lac Ste.-Agnes, situated near La Malbaie, at 10:15 a.m. yesterday morning, and was
successful in completing the first mail distribution to six communities located between La Malbaie and SeptIles. At 2:15 p.m. the mail had been delivered and Captain Sutton, who piloted G-CAIP, accompanied by Dr.
Louis Cuisinier as passenger, had been successful in the first flight of its kind on the North Shore. The aircraft
was loaded with 800 lbs. of post for this flight."
The second of these three articles was published in Quebec City's Le Soleil, dated Saturday, February 4 (or
Monday the sixth ) 1928, and carries the headline: SIX VOYAGES EN AEROPLANE. LES AVIATEURS
DE LA POSTE ARIENNE ONT ACCOMPLI CES RANDONNEES EN 11 JOURS. - TOTAL DE 4,000
LIVRES DE MALLES. STATISTIQUES, an English translation of which is approximately: "Six aeroplane
trips. The aerial post aviators have accomplished these voyages in eleven days. - Total of 4,000 pounds of mail.
- Statistics."
This article relates the results of an interview with Robert Cannon, Secretary of Canadian Transcontinental
Airways, providing statistics on the operations of the company to that date. An English version of the relevant
portion states that "For the past eleven days, the aviators of Canadian Transcontinental Airways of Canada
have made 6 voyages on the North Shore to distribute airmail and have covered a distance of 3,200 miles. Over
that same period, the aircraft - G-CAIP, piloted for the past five trips by Captain Duke Schiller who was
accompanied by his mechanic Thibault as observer, has accomplished fifteen landings and made 45 parachute
drops for a total of between 3,000 and 4,000 lbs. of mail".
Continued
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EARLY DAYS OF THE NORTH SHORE AIRMAIL SERVICE, 1927-1928, by Pierre Vachon continued:

We know that Charles Sutton, who made the first trip on December 25, 1927, was discharged by Canadian
Transcontinental Airways soon after his initial flight on the North Shore, as he is credited with making the first
airmail flight for Patricia Airways between Sioux Lookout and Narrow Lake on February 4, 1928. It is
somewhat more difficult to determine what happened after that, however, and this article provides some clues
to clarify these events.
It would seem that, after the Sutton flight on Christmas Day, 1927, there was a period of three to four weeks
during which no Canadian Transcontinental Airways flights took place. This is so because Robert Cannon
reports that the previous five flights had been piloted by Schiller alone and had taken place over a period of
11 days previous to the publication of the article, from approximately January 23rd to Friday, February 3,
1928, the day he is most likely to have been interviewed.
The third and last of these articles, published by L'Action Catholique on February 3, 1928, relates how Romeo
Vachon made the first same day return flight from Lac Ste.-Agnes, near La Malbaie, to Sept-Iles on January
31, 1928, on what appears to have been the very same day that Robert Cannon was being interviewed by
newspaper reporter from Le Soleil. It is titled: Bel Exploit d'Aviateurs: DEUX AVIATEURS CANADIENSFRANcAIS PARCOURENT 550 MILES EN UNE JOURNEE. VOYAGE DOUBLE DE LA MALBAIE
AUX SEPT ILES. Translation: "A Great Exploit by Aviators. Two French Canadians cover 550 miles in one
day return trip between La Malbaie & Seven Islands."
The unfortunate thing is that, though Romeo Vachon is credited with the February 2, 1928 inaugural airmail
flight from Seven islands to Port Menier on Anticosti Island, he is given no recognition for the first same-day
return flight of January 31, 1928.
That is why, during the winter of 2003, on the seventy-fifth anniversary of many of these remarkable flights
by my father, I arranged with the postmasters in La Malbaie and Seven Islands to have some specially printed
envelopes stamped on the appropriate commemorative day. One of these is reproduced at the beginning of this
article for interested readers.
Thanks Pierre.

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallen can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version,
or on diskette in Microsoft Word or MSWorks format), and/or back issues of the
newsletter.
For more information contact
Gord Mallets, 71 Grandin Woods Estates, St Albert, Alberta T8N 2Y4
[tel. (780) 419 6738; or e-mail Gord at gordm@edmc.net or CalderRiver@hotmail.com

CANADA COVERS WEBS I TE
www . CANADACOVERS . CA

vk

SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
JIM MILLER LTD. BOX 3005 KAMLOOPS, B.C.

V2C 6B7
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LEIGH BRINTNELL - PIONEER AVIATOR — Gord Mallett

167 Ave

BRI ELL
y Wait, The Future is Now! "1"it
----""

BRINTNELL
160 Ave

Ica

c
C

C

2 153 Ave

The June 2001 Newsletter article "Geographical Features Named After Air Mail Pilots"
provides a preliminary listing and is organized under the headings 'pilot name', 'type and
name of feature' and 'location of feature'. Amongst the colourful entries are HollickKenyon Way, Oaks Bay, Dickinsfield, Fullerton Drive, McConachie Crescent, Wopmay
Lake and Parc Romeo Vachon — to name only a few. Recently the Land and Buildings
Branch of the City of Edmonton released details about the grand opening of "the
outstanding new community bearing Leigh Brintnell's name" — named, simply,
BRINTNELL.
"The community of Brintnell honours pioneer aviator Leigh Brintnell. Born in Belleville
Ontario, Brintnell joined the Royal Flying Corps in Canada in 1917 as an instructor
during the First World War. After the war he continued in aviation and by 1927 was
working for Western Canada Airways, where his record includes the first multi-engined
flight from Winnipeg to Vancouver and return. He was also the first pilot to circle Great
Bear Lake by air and completed the first over the mountains flight, from Aklavik,
Northwest Territories to Dawson City, Yukon Territory.
In 1932, Leigh Brintnell formed Mackenzie Air Service, the first scheduled air service to
the arctic from Edmonton. During the Second World War he managed Aircraft Repair
Limited and was responsible for maintaining Canadian military aircraft. For his
outstanding service during the war, Brintnell received the Order of the British Empire in
1946. Brintnell continued in the aviation industry until 1952. In 1975, four years after
his death, Leigh Brintnell was inducted into Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame in
recognition of his contributions to the airline industry."
The write-up accompanying his induction into the Aviation Hall of Fame refers to his
"exceptional skills as both an airman and operations manager during the inception of this
nation's commercial flight operations and airmail services". In management, Brintnell
was never a desk-jockey! Throughout his career he continued to forge new routes and
experiment with new aircraft.
Brintnell's name appears in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as pilot of
Western Canada Airways' October 4, 1927 Lac du Bonnet to Wadhope roundtrip
government flight [#27131. This flight was the initial regular 'air stage' service to be
performed in Canada. AMCN states that some covers from this flight contain the semi
official CL40, but that these are to be considered souvenir covers. Brintnell's next major
involvement with Canadian air mail was on the prairies during the falllearly winter 1928
period, at which point he had become WCA's general manager in charge of operations.
continued
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LEIGH BRINTNELL - PIONEER AVIATOR by Gord Mallett continued:

The September 19, 1928 picture below shows Brintnell shaking the hand of Edmonton's
new mayor Bury upon Brintnell's arrival at the Blatchford [the city's previous mayor]
Field aerodrome. Eugenie Louise Myles, in her book on aviation in the northern city,
recounts, "thus arrived in the city, marking a new milestone, the first machine [the 'then'
huge de Havilland Giant Moth G-CAJT] of Winnipeg's Western Canada Airways. The
avowed purpose of this history-making flight was to test the possibilities of inaugurating
a mail-passenger-express service looping the prairie cities. Carrying letters and express,
the ship had swooped down that morning from Calgary. 'This is a red-letter day for
Edmonton' smiled Mayor Bury as he greeted the organizing genius of the company,
Superintendent-Pilot Brintnell [actually Brintnell was general manager] ."

/111111■1111MIRMINIIIMIIIIM
Leigh Brintnell (centre), Mayor Bury (left), G-CAJT (background)

The flight, a Winnipeg-Regina-Calgary-Edmonton-Saskatoon-Winnipeg loop, was not
without its problems. The plane, carrying Brintnell and his five passengers, was grounded
by high winds on three separate occasions. But they did complete the loop successfully.
Unfortunately the next pilot to challenge the prairie loop, Buck Buchanan, was not so
lucky. Enroute from Regina to Calgary on October 22 in the Giant Moth he was forced
down for repairs. Attempting a takeoff the next day, the plane swerved to avoid curious
onlookers and their automobiles and then crashed and burned to a cinder in a matter of
minutes. As stated in the Saskatoon Star Phoenix, "the pilot and passengers suffered
slight burns but escaped serious injury". The 'life story' of G-CAJT is summarized in the
chart on the next page [chart data is taken from the plane's flight reports]. From the point
the plane was ferried from Montreal to Winnipeg via the northern United States to her
demise seven miles east of Calgary, there had been only three pilots — Jack Caldwell,
Brintnell and Buchanan. Only 55 hours were on the engine. The flight report which was
filed by Buchanan following the crash was only UT's 13 th - an unlucky number for sure!
Notwithstanding the loss of 'JT, Brintnell's successful flight [and later survey flights by
Dickins and others] helped to demonstrate the feasibility of a viable prairie circuit.
continued
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LEIGH BRINTNELL - PIONEER AVIATOR by Gord Mallett continued:

Brintnell's next AMCN-recorded air mail flight was made during the 10-29 December
1928 experimental prairie air mail trials [AMCN # 2853]. Of the 152 flights scheduled
over the course of the three-week trials [19 days X 8 legs/day] Brintnell flew only two
legs, December 23's Winnipeg to Regina run and the return. Prior to and following this
date he was busy ferrying planes from New York to Winnipeg - a new Fokker Super
Universal and a Fokker Trimotor. The two trial prairie legs he flew were in G-CASK
[with 280 hours total Engine Time at this point], probably the most famous of all the
Fokkers. FolloWing the success of the experimental flights, official regular prairie air
mail services started in March 1930, only to be scuttled by the Bennett government in
1932. The Great Depression had claimed another victim!
G-CAJT SURVEY & EXPRESS FLIGHTS : September 13 - October 23, 1928
WE
Winnipeg Regina

LEG'..1
Regina Calgary

NORTHB'ND LEG
EASTBOUND
LEGS
Calgary Edmonton Saskatoon Edmonton
Saskatoon
Winnipeg

September
ThuSept 13 _Br/Ma, 5 *
..........

3.35, 342, 100

Fri Sept 14

PILOTS
Br: W.L. Brintnell +
Bu: W.J. Buchanan

Br/Ma, 5
5.30, 432, 100

7.Ye Sept
Se /§ ....

Br/Br, 5 1.11.1.2.1........
1.10, 80, 100
113r/Br, 5
Br/13r, 5
2. 15, 200, 100
2.25, 300, 100

Wed Sept 19

AIR ENGINEER

:

111171!‘ Sept

2°

October
Mon Oct 22
Tue Oct 23

Br/Br, 5
3.45, 470, 10

Ma: J.H.M. MacMaster

Bu/Ma, 5
Bu/Ma, 5 pl...
3.05, 333, 12 4.15, 430, nil
Bu/Ma, 4 [4]
0.01, 0, nil

Br/Ma, 5
pilot - Brintnell /air engineer on flight - MacMaster, number of passengen 5
3.35, 342, 100 flight duration - 3 hours 35 minutes, distance - 342 miles, express weight - 100 lb
Brintnell also held an air engineer's certificate

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

plane returned to Calgary due to very high winds
pilot assumed the role of air engineer on this flight [and also on Sept 19, 20]
plane landed seven miles east of Calgary for the night due to fuel pump problems
no injuries occured when the plane crashed and was completely destroyed
Data: Provincial Archives of Manitoba
Canadian Airways Collection
MG 11 A34 - Box 82

Gord Mallett
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THE AMCN CL40-2702 SEMI-OFFICIAL
SNAKE FALLS - RED LAKE FLIGHT DID NOT OCCUR
By Derek Rance

Snake Falls is located some 31 kms. northwest of Goldpines (Note: Originally, by both
WCA and the Post Office, this post office site was spelled "Gold Pines") where the
Chukuni River (the main waterway into Red Lake) flows into the north end of Pakwash
Lake. The original purpose for the creation of Snake Falls was for a timber milling center
to service the Red Lake gold mines; but this venture failed due to various mishaps with
the transportation of the steam-driven milling equipment to this site. The settlement (if it
could be called this), lay approximately at the halfway point between Goldpines and Red
Lake, and so its main purpose became providing travelers, between these two points,
overnight bunkhouse facilities, both during summer and winter.
Chukuni River

Chukuni River
Snake Falls
. `rice Leese
• Pine Ridge Trailer Park

ask-take
'
• far Falls
*

Location of Snake Falls

Gold Pines

On March 4, 1927, H.H. Phinney District Postal Service Superintendent formally gave
permission to Western Canada Airways to carry airmail in the Red Lake mining area at a
fee of 25 cents per mail ounce, which, prior to the issuance of the "sticker", was to be
paid to the Company's representatives at the various points in the mining area.
When the stamp was issued on May 1, 1927, it was sold for 10 cents per mail ounce.
On May 31, 1927, one day before the Snake Falls post office was officially opened,
Phinney issued another directive to all the postmasters and other District Superintendents
that directed that airmail carried by WCA between Red Lake and Rolling Portage via
Gold Pine and Snake Falls. (this mail must be addressed via Rolling Portage c/o Western
Canada Airways). This directive was received by WCA on June 1, 1927. Interestingly
enough this same directive was made to Patricia Airways, except their mail was to be
addressed from the same post offices via Sioux Lookout c/o Patricia Airways.
continued
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THE CL40-2702 SNAKE FALLS — RED LAKE FLIGHT DID NOT OCCUR by Derek Rance continued:

On June 6, "Doc" Oaks, replying to a letter from Phinney, regarding the handling of mail
in the Red Lake district stated that mail was carried to Snake Falls.
However, on June 28, 1927, Phinney wrote to WCA stating:
A Mr. R. C. Cockburn of Snake Falls advises that all mail bearing Airmail stamps of your
Company are delivered at Gold Pines and received at Snake Falls in the usual manner,
that is, with the regular mail via boat.
As Snake Falls post office was established since receiving your schedule will you please
say if this point is a "stop" for the purpose of exchanging mails by your Company?

J. A. MacDougall, WCA's Treasurer replied on June 29,1927:
We are in receipt of your communication of the 28 th instant, advising that a Post Office
has been opened at Snake falls in the Red Lake Mining District.
For your information, we may advise that this point is not a stop on our route, as Snake
Falls is merely "a stopping place on the water route in the Summer" and a "trail in the
Winter" between Gold Pines and Red Lake.

CAFU, at that time the only operating WCA plane in the Red Lake District, flew mail
from Hudson (Rolling Portage) to Goldpines and Red Lake and return on June 1,1927,
but did not stop at Snake Falls that day, or ever. In later times, WCA's planes did
occasionally land at Snake Falls, but only to land passengers, never to transport mail.
In considering the above information, it is quite probable that the Snake Falls covers
addressed to Brown and Roessler were prepared in good faith, as WCA had been granted
permission to fly mail from Snake Falls by Phinney. Also to judge from the Oaks' letter,
WCA may have originally intended to fly into this site. Brown, who was also the Red
Lake WCA agent, would have been fully aware of the potential mail flight into Snake
Falls and likely was instrumental in both supplying the WCA stamps and directing to
whom the "First Flight" covers should be addressed, so as to cover both north and south
flights. The probable reason why the flights did not occur is that Snake Falls was not a
trading post and only had a miniscule permanent population, so it is obvious that the
amount of mail and express business would be correspondingly small, so landing here
would prove uneconomic. Further to this, CAFU, that summer, was experiencing real
difficulties with its Hamilton floats blamed, in part, due to the short distances between
stops on its Red Lake flight route.' So a stop at Snake Falls would have only exacerbated
this problem.

1

Pioneering in Canadian Air Transport - K. M. Molson — D.W. Friesen & Sons (page 27)
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THE CL40-2702 SNAKE FALLS — RED LAKE FLIGHT DID NOT OCCUR by Derek Rance continued:

• ta0 ` 371711 Crag
.4flf
Qili. 11\ 11
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As the above covers show; both sets of mail from Snake Falls simultaneously arrived in
Red Lake. Possibly the Snake Falls' covers were flown but, if they were, the flight would
have originated at Goldpines and the covers would then more likely have traveled both
north and south, instead of both sets going to Red Lake. It is a far more realistic
consideration that the two sets of airmail, when the expected plane did not show, were
transported on a barge going to Red Lake, as Snake Falls is almost equidistant from these
two locations and as CAFU, at that time, would have already completed its mail run.
Derek Rance

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: airmails@fut.net Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk

We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.
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RETURN IN TEN OATS TO

EAST CLEARWATER MINING CO. LIMITED
(NO PERSONAL LIABILITY)

72 QUEEN STREET WEST

TORON

ro

Yr. it. J. Byles,
IJcb.i Lake ;
/o Jackson Manion P.O.,
via Hudson, Ont.
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POST OFFICES DURING THE
SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL ERA, 1924-1934
Ed Matthews
Below follows a listing of the destinations that are found on semi-official airmail covers indicating whether there was a
post office at the site, when it opened (and closed) and the names and dates of the postmasters during the semi-official
airmail era. Large city destinations like Winnipeg are omitted. ---- means no record exists of a post office at that location.
All data have been gleaned from the postal archives of Canada via the Internet.
Ontario

opened

closed

Allan Water

1917-04-01 1973-06-01

Cat Lake

1964-09-22

postmasters
Orson Gastmeier 1917-04-01 to 1928-03-12
Chris Gastmeier 1928-07-02 to 1937-06-15

Clearwater Lake
Cryderman Lake
Favourable Lake 1939-04-08
Fort Hope

1953-12-21 (now Eabamet Lake)

Goldpines

1926-10-01

1950-10-14

K. Chamandry
L.O. Browne
D.L. Learmouth
O.E. Butterill

1926-10-01 to 1927-10-03
1927-12-01 to 1929-07-23
1929-12-27 to 1931-05-23
1931-10-20 to 1933-05-19

Jackson Manion 1928-01-25

1940-04-19

C.W.Cook
H.I. Lawrence
R.A. Colley

1928-01-25 to 1928-07-25
1928 -10-06 to 1929-03-28
1929-08-21 to 1930-12-29 (closed)

Narrow Lake

1928-01-25 1942-02-28

J.W. Robinson
G.A. Swain

1928-01-05 to 1930-04-08
1930-07-22 to 1942-02-28

continued
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POST OFFICES DURING THE SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL ERA, 1924-1934 by Ed Matthews, continued:
Ontario cont'd
Pickle Lake

1935-02-22 (Pickle Crow since 1937)

A.J. Anderson

1935-02-22 to 1936-08-07

Red Lake

1926-03-27

William Brown
Dr.T.J. Goodison
L.O. Browne

1926-03-27 to 1928-10-17
1929-05-07 to 1932-07-28
1932-08-01 to 1959-10-07

Rolling Portage

1919-06-01 (Hudson since 1932)

R.P. Mells
H.G. Woods
J.F.Pike

1924-02-11 to 1926-11-24
1927-01-27 to 1931-06-27
1931-12-03 to 1944-02-07

Sioux Lookout

1911-02-20
J. White

1922-06-01 to 1939-11-03

Rainbow Lake

Snake Falls

1927-06-01

1926-10-13

R.C. Cockburn

1926-06-01 to 09-01

Woman Lake (see Jackson Manion)
Manitoba

Bissett

1927-08-01

(Rice Lake)

K.R. Gordon
A.J. Keast
J.M. McCallum
D.R. Anderson
J.E. McCallum
L.W. Burtoo

1927-08-01 to 1927-08-08
1927-08-12 to 1928-02-02
1928-11-20 to 1932-01-20
1932-02-15 to 1932-09
1932-11-03 to 1933-01-10
1933-05-15 to 1934-03-13

0. Olafson

1927-08-01 to 1936-08

Cold Lake
Cormorant Lake
English Brook
(Slate Lake)

1927-08-01

1940-06-07

continued
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POST OFFICES DURING THE SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL ERA, 1924-1934 by Ed Matthews, continued:

Manitoba cont'd
Flin Flon

1929-08-26

God's Lake

1935-01-09
1950-08-01

1944-03-31
1964-09-18

Ilford

1934-01-13
1934-07-01
1958-02-27

1934-06-12
1955-07-15

W.R. Henderson 1929-08-26 to 1938-11-28

Lac du Bonnet 1900-10-01

D.C. Walker
1934-01-13 to 1934-04-17
A.R. Sutherland 1934-07-01 to 1935-01-29

D. McCulloch

1926-05-01 to 1930-02-28

G.H. Brown

1930-10-15 to 1960-12-21

A.A. Campbell
I.M. Marshall
C. Houston

1927-08-01 to 1933-02-09
1933-04-01 to 1933-05-26
1933-11-15 to 1937-07-20

Schist Lake (see Flin Flon)
The Pas (No data for The Pas)
Wadhope
(Long Lake)

1927-08-01
1949-07-02

1937-12-03
1951-06-30

Saskatchewan

Christopher Lake

1925-03-16

E. Rice
E. McHugh

1925-03-16 to 1929-09-21
1929-11-01 to 1942-02-04

Ile a la Crosse
Lac La Ronge

1911-06-01 (La Ronge since 1949) A. Brabant
C.H. French
W.R. Parsons

1921-04-13 to 1927-01
1927-03-12 to 1931-01-03
1931-04-01 to 1940-04-18

Moose Point
Montreal Lake

1911-06-01

Pelican Narrows

1949-10-01

(The records show the identical names as Lac la Ronge)

Rottenstone Lake
Stanley Mission
Waskesiu Lake

1929-06-01 to 1930-06-18
1929-06-01 (Summer office only sine 1940) D. Watson
E.G. Madden 1930-06-18 to 1933-06-02
1933-06-16 to 1948
E. Amer

Alberta
Athabasca

1901-01-22

J.A. Minns

1912-04-04 to 1936-12-28

Ca rcajou

1923-12-01

Charles Rankin

1923-12-01 to 1951-05-16

Fort Chipewyan

1912-06-01

T. Woodman

1924-08-14 to 1933-07-25

A. Woodman

1933-10-11 to 1942-08-01

continued
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POST OFFICES DURING THE SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL ERA, 1924-1934 by Ed Matthews, continued:
Alberta cont'd
Fort Fitzgerald

1914-01-01

1955-02-28

1927-06-17 temporary
J.H. Reid
1927-11-19 to 1928-03-31
W.J. Greer
1929-03-26 to 1929-06-15
M. Hordal
W. MacDougall 1929-12-03 to 1930-04-05
1931-02-04 to 1931-10-27
J.A. Morie
1933-02-04 to 1939-09-18
F.A. Morie

Fort McMurray

1909-06-01

(McMurray in 1952)

G.V.H. Rocke

1923-01-25 to 1941-11-24

Fort Vermillion

1905-12-01

(North Vermillion in 1911)

H. Fosbrooke

1926-06-05 to 1933-07-06

Peace River

1905-09-01

C. Frederick
W.E. McRae

1915-07-15 to 1930-06-04
1931-12-22 to 1951-03-26

1899-07-01

J. Boyd
F. Stevenson
W.H. Tipton

1922-09-29 to 1929-09-24
1929-11-13 to 1930-03-21
1930-05-20 to 1936-07-28

Carcross

1902-06-01

G. Simmons
I Gillespie
T.A. Storey

1923-07-16 to 1926-03-29
1926-07-09 to 1926-09-24
1927-02-01 to 1937-09-01

Champagne

1911-06-01

Dawson

1897-05-01

Herschel Island

1925-04-17

British Columbia
Ingenika
Telegraph Creek

Yukon
Atlin

1949-08-10

1938-09-14

H. Chambers
G. Chambers

1911-06-01 to 1929-05-13
1929-06-19 to 1943-03-25

A. Carter
J.X. Johnston

1913-03-01 to 1931-05-15
1931-10-01 to 1943-02-05

RCMP outpost, all P.M.'s RCMP officers
continued
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POST OFFICES DURING THE SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAIL ERA, 1924-1934 by Ed Matthews, continued:
Yukon cont'd
Mayo Landing

1914-06-19 (Mayo since 1958)

Postal clerk Dawson 1921-09-01 to 1931-09-22
Dr. D.R. McLennan 1933-10-03 to 1935-12-12

Whitehorse

1900-06-01

G.Wilson
H Daglish

1912-08-24
1934-12-01

Northwest Territories
Aklavik

1922-07-01

1922-07-01 left 1926
W. Hoare
Rev. C Harcourt 1927-07-15 left 1929
Rt. Rev. W. Geddes 1929-10-28 to 1934-03-23

Arctic Red River

1923-07-01

Rev. Lecuyer
R.W Dodman

1923-07-01 to 1927-06-27
1929-09-19 to 1935-06-20

Fort Good Hope

!923-06-01

Rev.A. Robin
Rev. J.L. Michel
J.M. McDermott
W.M Skinner

1923-06-01 to 1929-08-25
1930-03-06 to 1930-07-19
1930-11-18 to 1931-09-07
1931-11-13 to 1936-12-08

Fort McPherson

1923-06-01

Rev. J Crisold
Rev. S. Deacon
W. Firth
F. Firth
Rev. J. Morris
Rev. J Johnson

1923-06-01 to 1925-08-21
1925-09-02 to 1926-07-20
1926-11-29 to 1927-08-01
1929-03-01 to 1931-12-07
1931-10-31 to 1932-06-08
1932-07-01 to 1934-06-20

Fort Norman

1920-07-01

Rev. J. Houssais
0. Rheaume
W. Winchester
A. Camsell

Fort Providence

1914-02-01

Rev. J. Le Guen
F. McLeod
R.M. Silleton
P. Bryan
S. Mackie
W. Crossley

1916-07-15 to 1930-03-19
1930-09-18 to 1930-10-03
1931-01-31 to 1931-06-08
1931-12-01 to 1932-08-11
1932-10-26 to 1933-06-07
1933-08-31 to 1934-06-30

Fort Resolution

1910-06-01

Dr. C. Bourget
D. Murdoff
M. Harris
R. Porritt

1924-09-22 to 1929-3-23
1929-10-17 to 1932-06-22
1932-07-30
1933-03-31 to 1936-07-19

Fort Simpson

1913-02-01

M. McBrayne
M. Hooker
W. Clark
H. McGurran
J. Gifford

1924-09-09 to 1925-09-01
1925-09-01
1928-09-12 to 1929-02-18
1929-10-26 to 1931-06-03
1931-11-13 to 1937-12-20

Fort Smith

1907-12-01

J. McDougal
Col. W Cooke

1924-06-23 to 1932
1932-07-30 to 1939-12-09

Hay River

1914-02-01

Rev. W. Singleton

1927-11-15 to 1938-06-18

Wrigley

1923-02-01

Northern Trading Co. rep's up to 1926-03-09
A. Sawle
1927-05-31 to 1932-08-27
M. Morgan
1932-12-29 to 1933-08-12
1933-08-31 to 1935-06-08
S. Mackie

1924-08-21 to 1930-08-09
1931-06-12 to 1931-10
1932-01-20 to 1933-01-20
1933-11-16 to 1936-09-15

Many thanks to Ed Matthews for this list.
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QUESTIONS and ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

First Flights Yukon - Alaska

P. E. LAESCH,

203 Popular Cresee
Saskatoon, Sask.
Canada.

- - --ViiITE HORSE MIRE:41,5S
CARACIA

ALASKA

This flight is listed as #3813 in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland:
1938, May 3-8 — Whitehorse - Fairbanks, Alaska / Whitehorse - Juneau, Alaska. This
was a through service performed by planes of Pacific Alaska Airways. The integrated ser-

3813

vice was from Juneau via Whitehorse to Fairbanks. The inaugural flight from Juneau was
made by S. E. Robinson on May 3; the first return flight was performed by W. J. Jones on
May 8. Official cachets, uniformly applied in black, were provided at Whitehorse for use
on both dispatches. There were two backstamps at Whitehorse, one with thicker letters.
3.00
(7459 pieces)
Whitehorse - Fairbanks, May 3
3.00
(8050 pieces)
a. Whitehorse - Juneau, May 8
3.00
b. Juneau - Whitehorse
3.00
c. Fairbanks - Whitehorse

Does anybody know what type of aircraft made this flight, or inaugurated the Fairbanks - Whitehorse

- Juneau service on May 8th ?

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:

Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by August 1".
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has about 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilatelv,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $17.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

The annual membership dues are:

If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

#230 Canada's Aviation Hall Of Fame
#286 Ken Bolton
#172 Ivan R.W.Burges
#334 Harold Hollander
#237 Michel Brisebois
#335 Peter Bulloch

#290 Michael Deal
#238 Cheryl Ganz
#324 H. Lealman
#168 Robert A. Lee
#308 Don Lussky
#228 William J.McCann

#317 Robert McCormack
#157 Robert L.Meyer
#93 Ron Miyanishi
#234 Kevin O'Reilly
#95 Michael F.Painter
#235 Dominique Tallet

Your editor's name was on the original list received from Brian, but I paid my dues as soon as I saw
the list. - Would other members please do so too!
To anybody listed above who has renewed their membership before receiving this issue of the
newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.
Please note that in order to reduce expenses, MEMBERSHIP CARDS are mailed to new members, or
when they will serve as receipt of payment, or on request. - They are not sent automatically to
members who renew by cheque.
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EDITORIAL
I hope that everybody enjoyed whatever they were doing over the summer, and that nobody has
been seriously affected by the recent hurricanes and storms.
Many thanks to everybody who has sent in questions, answers, articles, and other contributions
for the newsletter. I normally try to publish a balance of articles, answers and questions in each issue, but
this has led to a backlog of questions. I am therefore printing mainly questions in this issue. - Any answers
I have received have already been passed on to the members who sent in the questions, and will be shared

with other members in future issues of the newsletter.
Best wishes to all readers for the Fall, Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material

appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT - SEPTEMBER 2004
80th Anniversary of the RCAF
80e anniversaire de PARC

Snowbirds
Parliament HER Flypast 1 July 2904
Passage au dessus de la wane Parlementarns
er juiliet 2004
1144 morn= Own on 'Snowbird,' CT•114 Tufo akoWl.
&raki,*. innepor144 cm noon 4 etre el141 CT-114 Tutor*.

SB. 2.

SB. 6.

SB. 3.

SB. 7.

SB. 4.

SB. B.

SB. 5.

SB. 9.

Greetings to all. I trust that you are enjoying the strange summer that seems to be effecting North
America. I hope that your airmail collections are safely stored away from the inclement weather. I am pleased
to advise you that the Snowbird covers, autographed and flown over Parliament Hill on 1 July 2004 are now
ready for sale along with a coloured Snowbird brochure for 2004 and a Snowbird sticker. The set of 9
individually autographed covers sells for $55.00 Canadian and the individual cover with the 9 pilot signatures
is $30.00 Canadian. Each envelope has a special Canada Post picture stamp of the Snowbirds in flight (3
types) and the special Snowbird postal cancellation dated 1 July 2004. Anyone wishing to purchase any of these
items should send a personal cheque payable to the CAS to me at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H
6R1. Funds received from the sale of these covers cover the expenses of production and the profit helps support
the publication of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
The FIP Washington 2006 world stamp show has asked all APS affiliate societies, including the CAS,
to enter a one frame exhibit concerning the applicable society. The fee is $25.00 US . I have asked the Western
Chapter of the CAS to undertake this project since they are adept in effecting such activities. Nino Chiovelli
has graciously accepted the challenge with the assistance of his Western colleagues. The CAS will underwrite
the $25.00 US entry fee. The presentation will provide excellent exposure for the CAS and most likely will
draw in further membership applications. Thanks Nino for your continued support of the CAS.
Many changes are being effected in the aerophilatelic world. The heir apparent to Egil Thomassen,
President of the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission, is one of our own members, the hard working Treasurer of
the AAMS, Steve Reinhard. The change over will be at the Commission's meeting during Singapore 2004, a
five day philatelic extravaganza, 28 August to 1 September 2004. Egil has done a tremendous job as President
of the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission. I am sure Egil will stay active in aerophilately including judging at FIP
events. Steve is an excellent choice as Egil's successor as he has been involved in all aspects of national (USA)
and international aerophilately. At present he is Treasurer of the AAMS, he is the USA delegate to the FIP
Aerophilatelic Commission, President of the Aerophilatelic Commission of FIAF (Philatelic Federation of the
Americas, the representative of the AAMS to FISA (International Federation of Aerophilatelic Societies and
also a FISA Vice President. It is not known at this time if Steve will be relinquishing any of these positions.
The CAS wishes him every success in his new challenging endeavour.
Alex Newall, the Honourable Editor of the FISA Bulletin, will soon retire from that position The
upcoming issue of the Bulletin will be the last in printed format. Future issues of the Bulletin will be placed
on the FISA website run by Dr. Stefan Bruylants of Belgium. Alex is to be congratulated for his erudite
columns on aerophilately for so many years. The next FISA Congress will be held in Hanover, Germany in
June 2005. The CAS is a member of FISA. Enjoy the rest of the summer !

Dick Malott
President CAS
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

CONGRATULATIONS to DICK MALOTT
I am delighted to report that Dick has recently received two prestigious awards:
An American Air Mail Society PRESIDENT'S AWARD.
•
This was announced at the AAMS Convention in Minneapolis in July:
Presented in recognition of many years of outstanding service and leadership in the AAMS,
especially with the AAMS Awards Committee.
•
The GUS LANCASTER AWARD of the Metropolitan Air Post Society for 2004.
The Metropolitan Air Post Society (MAPS) is a society of one hundred air mail history
enthusiasts who share their interests at four meetings a year at venues in New York,
Connecticut and Massachusetts. Their prestigious "Gus Lancaster Award" is given annually to
a MAPS member who has consistently demonstrated his/her dedication to the advancement of
aerophilately. The award is given in memory of Gus Lancaster, a charter member of the society,
who was an ardent collector and promoter of aerophilately in all its forms, and who's efforts as
editor of the MAPS Bulletin contributed greatly to the widespread popularity of collecting air mail
covers, particularly airport dedication covers.
No one is a better exemplar of the Gus Lancaster tradition than Major Richard K. "Dick"
Malott , CD, Retd., FRPSC, AHF. As President of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, Editor in
Chief of the 552 page catalogue The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, (a volume of the
AAMS American Air Mail Cataloque), lecturer, exhibitor, and sponsor of numerous special
aviation event commemoration covers- to cite but a few of his activities--Major Malott has been
for almost five decades at the vanguard those who have contributed to the further advancement
of aerophilately.
He is a member of the CAS, AAMS, RPSC, APS, RPSL, BNAPS, CPSof GB, PHSC, the PS5
of Canada, as well as several other philatelic Societies. He is a fellow of the RPSC, and an
elected member of the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame of the AAMS.
For the last three years, due to his wife's confinement to a wheel chair from osteoporosis,
he has had to curtail his attendance at philatelic events. However, he still maintains an avid
interest in philately, particularly aerophilately. For 20 years, 1980 - 2000, he often served as
either a Canadian Commissionaire or as an aerophilatelic/postal history judge at FP
international philatelic exhibitions.
Congratulations Dick on these very well deserved awards.

Change of Address - Gord Mallett
Gord has moved, though he's still near Edmonton. His new address is:
P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0

He is still supplying back issues of newsletter, and an index in various formats - including a FREE copy by
e-mail. Please cotact Gord at the above address, (or e-mail qordm(a),edmc.net ) for more details. - Thanks
for all your work Cord, and good luck with your renovations.

Revised information sheet on Canadian Aerophilately
I have updated the last sheet of the 4 page "Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately to incorporate
several changes in address, etc. The revised sheet is included as the last page of this issue. I have also redesigned the sheet, so that it can be used as a one-page handout about Canadian Aerophilately and our
society.
Please copy both the "Short Guide" , (the other three pages are in the March 2003 newsletter), and
this single sheet as much as you want, and distribute them whenever you have an opportunity to do so.
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WESTERN CHAPTER JULY - AUGUST HAPPENINGS
Submitted by: Nino Chiovelli
Chapter activities have slowed down so that our members can enjoy the brief Canadian summer. Mother nature
has made this year's an interesting one from floods to frost!
Gordon Mallett our Chapter Public Relations Officer is moving to Millet, about a twenty minute drive south
of Edmonton and asked me to submit this brief report. After some renovations and re-connecting his computer
he will be back for the next edition.
We have lost our Secretary Edward Williams who moved back to Nova Scotia. Edward has done an excellent
job and founded our Newsletter the Chronicle Trader. This year he organized our participation in the Spring
National Stamp Show hosted by the Edmonton Stamp Club. All of us would like to thank Edward for the many
contributions that he made to the Chapter.
Kevin Wenzel a recent recruit will take on the job of Secretary effective 26 August 2004. Thank you Kevin
we are looking forward to working with you.
We would like to welcome Sandy Freeman to the CAS. Sandy lives in Calgary and is already involved in a
Chapter Project. Her enthusiasm is greatly appreciated and will help gain some new members in that city.
Our Chapter sponsors paid CAS Memberships for three Junior Stamp Clubs in Western Canada. They are:
The Edmonton Stamp Club Junior Club, The Vancouver Island Junior Club, and most recently The Calgary
Philatelic Society Junior Club. What surprises us greatly is the fact that we will sponsor Junior Clubs or
individual youths (under 18) living in Western Canada to create an interest in aerophilatelics, and our members
who are aware of this program have NOT submitted any Club or individual names for this program??? We are
asking that names be submitted from Manitoba, Saskatchewan, The Northwest Territories, Nunavut, British
Columbia, and the Yukon. The Alberta quota of two Clubs is closed. Should any CAS Member know of a Club
or individual youth collector in any of those locations? Please send their contact details to:
Cecil Stoner, Chairman, Western Chapter — CAS, 5416 — 139 Avenue, Edmonton AB T5A 1E6
Thanks Nino.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
from Brian Wolfenden: we have EIGHT NEW MEMBERS!
Jack Jensen, Alberta
Koos Fase, Netherlands
Keith Spencer, Alberta
Harold Brosseau, B.C.
Kevin Wenzel, Alberta
Sandy Freeman, Alberta
Rick Hills, Ontario
Marg Hunt, The Calgary Philatelic Society Junior Club, Alberta

GREAT NEWS
#337
#338
#339
#340
#341
#342
#343
#344

Welcome +o The CAS!

ORAPEX 2005
will be held on Saturday, 30 April and Sunday, 1 May
at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1H 7X7

The Annual General Meeting of the CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Will be held on Sunday May 1' at ORAPEX.
For more information contact Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1
Telephone : (613) 829-0280 E-mail: rrnalottamagma.ca
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A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Although I appreciate a mention in the "President's
Report" (June 2004), perhaps you could correct the fact
that this was a 5-frame (not 8) exhibit and that it
covered the year 1934 (not 1937). It was also a 'Display
Class' exhibit, showing with photos, memorabilia and
other items as well as covers, how airmail in New Zealand
went from the triumphs of Kingsford Smith and Ulm in
January 1934, through significant advances and first
official mails mid-year to the death of Ulm in December
and that of Kingsford Smith within a year.
Display class exhibits are something I would very much
encourage other aerophilatelists to try. There is much
more to pioneering aerophilately than routes, rates and
rare covers. This was a new exhibit for me. Not as you might
think from the "Presidents Report" the one recently
auctioned. That one was last shown internationally in Oct 2003 in
Thailand (large vermeil) and nationally in Dec 2003 in
Adelaide.

Mike Shand

ADVERTISING
I am always happy to include details of items for sale by members in a "Sales and Wants" section of
the newsletter. These are published at no charge, but as space permits.
We also have a number of "display" ads in each issue. These are from dealers who have opted to
become "advertising members": they pay double the regular membership fee, but are guaranteed an ad in
each issue. These ads are kept to a quarter-page, so that they can be fitted in at the end of short items. - I
think these adds have minimal impact on other content, but are a benefit to readers, and I hope are a benefit
to the dealers too.
I am pleased to report that two of our longstanding members, Erling Van Dam and Brian Wolfenden,
have asked to "upgrade" to advertising memberships. Their ads are beginning in this issue.
If any other members would like to become advertising members, please contact the editor.
We have also lost one advertiser, as Auxano Philatelic Services are no longer dealing in Philatelic
Literature. Many of the books previously carried by Auxano will now be available from the Saskatoon Stamp
Centre, P.O. Box 1870, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3S2. (Tel. 1-800-205-8814). E-mail:
sscasaskatoonstamp.com

DAY OF AEROPHILATELY - A TREAT IN TORONTO!
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are holding their 10 th annual Day of Aerophilately on
Sunday October 31st. (Which happens to be Halloween, but was chosen for the benefit of long
distance participants, as it's also the time-change weekend).
The day's a TREAT: displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant,
and lots of excellent conversation. - The event has a small following of regular participants. We
have a great time each year, and would be delighted to welcome additional participants.
The event will be held at the usual location: the VINCENT GREENE FOUNDATION, 10
SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). It will run from 11.15am to 4.00pm, to
take advantage of the parking available on the south side of Summerhill Avenue after 1 lam.
Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate! - For more information
contact: Dick McIntosh, (tel. 416 447 1579); or Murray Heifetz, (tel. 416 444 6469.)
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FOLLOW UP: John McHale / Miss Halifax
This enquiry was launched with the following question in our March 2003 newsletter:

Via Air F.E.11
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Typewritten endorsement:

B cm 4”4. G

Cover Postmarked HALIFAX JAN 31 1931
Via Air Mail Halifax - Toronto - Windsor Pembina - Winnipeg - Edmonton
Mary Vitesse Miss Halifax
Signed on front:

Question: This is one of a number of covers produced by John McHale, that have been signed by Mary Vitesse,
Miss Halifax. - Can anybody provide more information regarding Mary Vitesse; or the link between John
McHale and Mary Vitesse; or the number of different flights for which she signed covers; or the number
of covers she signed?

John McHale was listed in the Halifax City Directory for 1929 as a "letter carrier", though he described
himself as a "postal clerk". (See the article by John McHale in the next item in this newsletter.)
He created a number of First Flight Covers, and seems to have "specialized" in producing covers signed
by celebrities. Several of these signed covers are shown on the next page.
The November 1929 cover signed by Mackenzie King and Katherine Stinson is particularly interesting. Gord Mallett has commented that:
•
It appears probable that the typed messages were added later, after the signatures had been applied.
This is evident in the Stinson signature. Had she signed above typing which was already in place she
no doubt would have applied her script parallel to that typing. As it is, the typing angles up and
intersects the applied signature.
Interesting too: Stinson to my knowledge has never been reported as the first person to fly by night,
but she no doubt was the first woman to fly by night.
One thing is certain. The signatures were not applied on the exact date of the flight. Stinson was
nowhere near Edmonton or Fort McMurray in late December 1929. She had long since retired from
her flying career and was at that point married and living in Santa Fe. She did, though return to
Canada on a couple of occasions for commemorative events relating to her pioneering airmail flight
[PF-7]. As for Mackenzie King, he was the Prime Minister at the point of the flight, but the Liberals
suffered an election loss later in 1930.
According to Kevin O'Reilly, who is 'the' authority on Northwest Territories philately, these two
individuals had no direct role in the flights or the circumstances surrounding them.
It looks like Mary Vitesse was asked to sign some of McHale's covers because she was a "local celebrity":
Miss Halifax. It is not certain from the covers whether her name was in fact Mary E. Vitesse, Vetisse, or
Vitisse, as her signature is unclear, and no other information about her has been found.
At the same that John McHale was producing First Flight Covers, so was Donald King, the Halifax
postmaster. However, while McHale seems to have been working with the American Aero Philatelic Society,
King was an agent for Roessler! Given the competition between the dealers for "scoops", this seems to
have led to some conflict between McHale and King, which is a feature of the next article in this issue about
the Von Gronau covers of 1930!
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JOHN MCHALE COVERS, WITH POSTMARK DATES AND SIGNATURE DESCRIPTIONS:
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Post Office Staff,
Halifax, I. S.

Mackenzie King
Prime Minister of Canada
and
Katherine Stinson
The first person to fly a plane by night.
(This claim, as Gord mentioned, is wrong,
though she was the first woman to fly by
night, and did the first skywriting at night.)

'

March 3td 1930
Agnes Macphail
Pioneer Woman M.P. Canada.
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October 28th 1930
Mary E. Vetisse
(Miss Halifax)

Previously illustrated in this newsletter have been:
July 15th 1929 Earl M. Hand D.F.C., C. de G. President Toronto Flying Club (Illustrated March 2004
November 26th 1929 Cairine R. Wilson Canada's First Lady Senator (Illustrated December 2003)

I wonder how easy it was to get the Prime Minister to sign a First Flight Cover?

Many thanks to Barry Countryman, Murray Heifetz, Gord Mallett, Kevin O'Reilly,
Derek Rance, Keith Spencer, and Bob Terry for their contributions to this enquiry.
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The Von Gronau Transatlantic Flight, 1930
(I): the current listing
This flight is #3043 in Section 5 of Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, where it is described as follows:
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1930, August 20 — Von Gronau Transatlantic Flight - Germany - Iceland - Greenland Labrador - Nova Scotia - U.S. Capt. Wolfgang Von Gronau with Franz Hack, mechanic, Edward Zimmer, student aviator, and Fritz Albrecht, radio operator, reached New York after a
remarkable flight from Germany via Iceland, Greenland, Labrador and Halifax in their Dornier
Wal plane D-1472. They carried no mail from Germany but did carry a parcel from the Postmaster at Halifax, N.S. of 27 letters on the flight to New York from Halifax, N.S.; these covers
were cancelled in Halifax on August 25 and backstamped New York on the 26th.
It has been stated that a second parcel of 55 covers was also placed on the plane at
Halifax by postal employee Jack McHale. Covers exist, some signed by Von Gronau, cancelled at Halifax on August 26 and backstamped in Montreal on the 27th. These covers bear
an oval cachet of the Provincial Exhibition, Halifax Post Office, August 26, 1930. Capt. Von

3043

Gronau had no authority to carry mail from Canada and no delivery slip for the covers,
which bore Canadian stamps. It has been alleged that the lot of 55 covers, through courtesy,
was placed on the New York to Montreal plane to be returned for mailing from Canada.
These latter covers received a Montreal backstamp of August 27 at 3 p.m., from whence
they were forwarded by plane or rail to their various destinations. They were not
backstamped at New York and their authenticity has been seriously questioned. Covers
exist for both dates without a backstamp, adding to their doubtful provenance.
Cover dated Aug. 25 (backstamped New York)
350.00
a. Cover dated Aug. 25 (no backstamp)
25.00
b. Cover dated Aug. 26 (backstamped Montreal)
40.00
c. Cover dated Aug. 26 (no backstamp)
25.00

This description is essentially similar to that used in the Fifth edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue,
where this flight was listed as Trans-Oceanic flight #1115.

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA

SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!

New address:
JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O.,BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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The Von Gronau Transatlantic Flight, 1930
(ii) - Murray Heifetz
I'm writing to reopen the question of authenticity of covers 3043b listed in the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland on pages 122/123. The matter was caused by a cover I came across recently. In trying to
research this cover I went through my library of clippings and articles which I have built up over 40 years,
but some of which I hadn't looked at for years. I came across the following article which has no author, but
which was accompanied by a reprint of the front page of Vol. 1 No. 4 Nov. 3, 1930 of the American Aero
Philatelic Digest and Canadian Stamp Journal, printed in Fenton, Mich. I have reason to believe that the
author of the article was John McHale, who was closely connected with the covers on this flight. The front
page article from the Digest was written by R. A. (Bob) Brooks.
The basic (McHale) article reads as follows:
In August 18 of 1930 Captain Wolfgang Von Gronau and a crew of three
left Sylt, Germany in a Dornier Wal seaplane for a flight to New York.
The flight had been part of a program of a German flying school. Each
year the school sponsored a flight. This one had been the largest yet
undertaken. A possible airmail route had also been considered.
The route led them to Reykjavik in Iceland, and Ivigut in Greenland.
From Greenland, Von Gronau was in constant touch with the Canadian
wireless stations, and weather reports were furnished the flyers from
a direction finding station at Resolution. Their arrival at Queensport,
Nova Scotia produced the following newspaper report Aug. 25, 1930: "Von
Gronau was forced to land his transatlantic plane at Queensport Harbour
because of fog, continues today his flight from Germany to New York
despite indications of unfavourable weather, taking off for Halifax at
5.50 a.m. E.S.T. in clear weather. At Sheet Harbour, however, the
machine was again forced down by fog. The flyers spent last night in a
little farmhouse near the point where they bedded their plane. At 6.20
a.m., the plane left for Halifax. A seaplane from the Halifax Flying
Club escorted Von Gronau from Marie Joseph, and had guided him to
Halifax where the pilot and crew became overnight guests of the Halifax
Flying Club."
Some mail was received as noted from a Halifax Newspaper clipping
August 26, 1930: "An unusual feature of the arrival of the German
Trans-Atlantic flyers yesterday was the bringing of the first airmail
from Greenland and Iceland to Canada. (In an accompanying photo) Von
Gronau is shown delivering the mail to D. H. King, postmaster at
Halifax." At this point it seems that a far sighted East Orange dealer
had provided for an airmail delivery by German plane to New York. 27
envelopes had been stamped Aug. 25, the expected dale of departure, and
given to the postmaster at Halifax to be given to the pilot for
delivery to New York.
In the meanwhile, a postal clerk in Halifax, an airmail enthusiast, had
been preparing several exhibition covers for friends.

The "far sighted East Orange dealer" would be A. C. Roessler.
It seems that the Eastern representative of the American Aero Philatelic Society, who I take to be John McHale,

had sent several releases to Bob's Airmail Bulletin Service advising of a likely Halifax airport dedication
shortly. This brought about a shower of covers to him to hold and mail when the event took place. The Halifax
event did not take place, and this left him with about 300 letters on his hands and nowhere to send them.
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930: (ii) Murray Heifetz continued

Just about this time the Provincial Exposition was about to start and, as there was a special postal station
arranged at the Exposition, and as covers mailed from that station would receive a special cancel, all but about
55 covers he had on hand were sent through this special postal station, and each received the special cachet
carrying the date August 25, 1930. These covers left Halifax; by the regular channels and each carried a
Moncton cancellation.
Then came the German plane D-1422 right after this first lot of covers
had been mailed. Taking the approximately 55 covers he still had, the
postal clerk rushed his letters to the exhibition post office, and
after acquiring special cancels gave them to the pilot for delivery to
New York. Each cover in this grouping has a Halifax cancellation 10.00
a.m. Aug. 26, 1930. They also bear the Exposition cancel dated Aug. 26,
1930. The covers were addressed to various destinations.
Enthusiastic crowds welcomed the flyers on their arrival in New York.
The minute the pilot stepped out of the plane, the East Orange dealer
asked him if he had mail. The pilot answered "yes, I brought down about
25 pieces from the postmaster at Halifax and I think they are all
addressed to you. I can't give them to you so wait until I get to the
Roosevelt Hotel". Up at the hotel, the dealer received his letters and
rushed them out to the Post Office for backstamping. Also included in
the mail carried by Von Gronau were three cards from Iceland, three
from Greenland, and about ten with German stamps.
The second group of letters carried the proper date of August 26, but
having no one in New York to officially receive them, there was no one
to get them backstamped. As Von Gronau had no official right to carry
Canadian mail, the U.S. Postal Department placed them aboard the New
York - Albany - Montreal mailplane. The letters were backstamped in
Montreal on August 27, before delivery to various collectors.

The 25 or 27 covers listed as 3043 are well known and need no further comment. The cover shown on page
122 of AMCN is an example of 3043b (or c) which, according to the foregoing article is legitimate.
I'm attaching a photo of the type that would fall under 3043a. (See next page. Ed.) This is an example of the
245 covers cancelled at the Exposition on August 25 th, with the Moncton Aug. 26 cancel and no backstamp.
There is on the back of this cover a large oval black and yellow label of the "Palm to Pines Exhibition Halifax
Aug. 23 - 30". John McHale's name is on the reverse. The addressee, A.B. Stuart in Estevan, was a well known
airmail collector and cover creator. This is an additional item confirming to me that the Halifax clerk was John
McHale.
The cover that started all this, and which in my view, substantiates the claim of the 3043b covers, and should
raise them to almost equivalent value, is also shown. This is a strange cover. Its main validation is the signature
of Von Gronau. The posting date in New York is correct (Aug 26). The time, as a reposting time - 6 p.m. is
reasonable. Received "without contents", and no Canadian postage? Was it carried by special favour by Von
Gronau and handed over by him to the postal authorities for reposting to Canada? On the reverse, under the
date cancel of Halifax Aug. 28, there is a handwritten "Mary E. Vetesse (Miss Halifax)". Was she a "star" at
the Exposition who gave a cover to Von Gronau to have it sent back to her? Or did John McHale create the
cover, and get her to sign it too?
I would love to have feedback from anyone who has information on these various covers.

Murray Heifetz
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930: (ii) Murray Heifetz continued
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The Von Gronau Transatlantic Flight, 1930
(iii) - Editor's comments
I found the information in Murray's letter very interesting, yet also perplexing! I have already discussed the
letter with Murray, and now we're opening up the topic for everybody else's comments.
I was particularly struck by the number of contradictions between the information in the "basic article" that
seems to have been written by McHale; and the write up for these covers in AMCN, which was based on the
write up of Trans-Oceanic flight #1115 in the Fifth edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue. - They don't
even agree on the number of covers carried from Germany! ("McHale" states that the mail to New York
included "about ten (cards) with German stamps", but AMCN states that the flight "carried no mail from
Germany!)

"McHale" should be correct regarding the covers he produced, but some of his information, (such as the New
York conversation between Von Gronau and Roessler), must have been received from other sources.
However, there is another story about these covers that I first heard from Dick Malott, (who met John
McHale), and later saw on a typed note being offered for sale with a cover from the flight. The note was in
the first person, and written by McHale.
According to this story, the Postmaster in Halifax arranged to get some covers carried by Von Gronau,
(presumably for Roessler), and other covers were being excluded. (This attempt at a monopoly would fit with
other information known about Roessler, such as his correspondence to Tully and Medcalf that attempted
to get a monopoly on covers carried by their Trans-Atlantic flight. This correspondence was reproduced in
the September 1999 Canadian Aerophilatelist.)
However, McHale managed to get some covers for his clients added to the mail! When the Postmaster found
out he was furious, and McHale was suspended for several days!
There are several aspects of the article that Murray quoted which I find rather strange, such as why would
the "Provincial Exhibition" covers be sent back in two batches, not be processed all at once? I also wonder
where the cover illustrated in AMCN fits in? It doesn't look like a cover that was sent to McHale for a Halifax
airport dedication!
This leaves me wondering whether the article written by McHale is telling "the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth"? Since McHale was in trouble for creating his covers, I wonder if his article was in some respects
a "cover up" of what had actually happened?
To try and resolve all these issues, I've been looking for covers from this flight, and examining them to see
how they fit the AMCN listing, and/or McHale's article.

#1 Are there covers from Iceland, Greenland or Germany, ?
According to the McHale article, a Halifax newspaper reported "the first airmail from Greenland and Iceland
to Canada", and the mail to New York included "three cards from Iceland, three from Greenland, and about
ten with German stamps".

However, there is no mention of mail from Iceland, Greenland or Germany in:
the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland;
the draft NORTH ATLANTIC FLIGHTS section for the 6 th Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue;
Joseph Bergier's POSTAL AIRMAIL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA,
•
1919 1945. 1
Has anybody seen a card or cover carried by Von Gronau from Iceland, Greenland or Germany in
1930? If so, please send details to the editor.
Continued

This is an excellent book of 270 A4 pages. It reviews the various flights, attempts, and air mail
services, and illustrates over 175 covers! For more information contact: Amicale Philatelique 'L'Ancre', 7 rue
Dobree, F 44100 Nantes, France.
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

#2 Covers from Labrador to Halifax!
•
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1930 VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT: two covers carried on the Labrador to Halifax leg, the first
a Hudson Bay Company envelope addressed to Port de Grave, Newfoundland, with flight cachet in black
and Port de Grave P.O. "30 AUG 1930" receiving backstamp, the second from the Yale School, Cartwright,
Labrador and addressed to Pennsylvania, with flight cachet in violet and ms. endorsement "Via-D-1422",
each bearing 2c. green tied by Halifax machine cancellations of "AUG 25/ 4 30 PM/ 1930", THESE THE ONLY
TWO COMMERCIALLY USED COVERS RECORDED FOR THE VON GRONAU FLIGHT IN NORTH
AMERICA AND THE ONLY RECORDED COVERS FROM THIS LEG (Photo)

E £2500

HARMER'S OF LONDON sale, 1" December 1993. (Realized 2,500 Pounds.)
4691. F. 164. Tied by Halifax NS 25 Aug
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VANCE AUCTIONS sale, January 21, 2004.

LOT 4691
(Sold for $700.00.)

1930 slogan cancel on a rare commercial
cover (with Hudson's Bay Co illustrated
advertising) to Port-de-Grave Newfd carried on the famous VON GRONAU
FLIGHT WITH CACHET. Capt Wolfgang
von Gronau made a remarkable Transatlantic Flight from Germany to New York
starting on 20 Aug, 1930. Enroute von
Gronau made stops in Iceland, Greenland, Labrador & Halifax. No covers were
carried from Germany. However a small
quantity of mail was carried on the last
leg of the flight. This cover was probably
flown down from Cartwright Labrador to
Halifax where the 2C stamp was affixed &
cancelled & then put into the normal mail
system. It has a special 3 line cachet. A
copy of Allan Steinhart's article about this
unreported von Gronau Flight cover accompanies the lot. ONLY 2 COVERS
ARE KNOWN. A wonderful item for the
airmail collector & unrecorded in AAMC
(see AAMC #3043). F. See photo below .

Est 1,000.00

I wonder if these were the covers that were being handed to the Halifax postmaster in the newspaper
photograph referred to in McHale's article?
Although both write ups refer to ONLY 2 COVERS from Newfoundland to Halifax, the Vance Auctions' cover
is different from the 2 described by Harmer's, so at least three covers were carried! (I'm assuming that if
Allan Steinhart wrote about these covers, then they really were flown.)
I'm intrigued by the cachets! - Since these appear on the covers to Labrador and Pennsylvania, they must
have been applied by somebody interested in aerophilately in Halifax, yet the covers were not "reported" and
added to earlier editions of the American Air Mail Catalogue! (They are not listed in AMCN the draft
NORTH ATLANTIC FLIGHTS section for the 6' Edition of the AAMC - or Joseph Bergier's book either.)
Can anybody let me have a copy of Allan Steinhart's article, or more information about these covers?
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

#3 Covers Flown from Halifax to New York, postmarked Halifax August 25 th 1930

Capt. Von Gronau.
Dornier Wahl D. 142.2.

Illustration from Joseph Bergier's Postal Air Mail Connections Between Europe and North America .

This cover fits the description of the 27 flown covers in AMCN. - It has an August 26th New York postmark
on the front rather than the back, but that does not seem to be significant.
The cover is addressed to Roessler, which fits with the comments in the McHale article about Donald King
creating covers for Roessler.
The franking on this cover may not seem to fit with the details in the McHale article. - McHale wrote that "at
the hotel, the dealer received his letters and rushed them out to the Post Office for backstamping", but this
cover has a Canadian Special Delivery stamp cancelled in Halifax on the front; a 2 cent US stamp cancelled
8.30pm Aug 26 also on the front; and a handstamp SPECIAL DELIVERY N????? FEE CLAIMED AT EAST
ORANGE, N.J. - It seems strange that a Special Delivery cover would travel "outside" the mail between Von
Gronau and Roessler, and then be accepted back into the mail stream for a fee to be claimed in East
Orange! However, this does appear to have happened! - This topic will be revisited when cover #8 is
assessed.

#4 Cover cancelled at the PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION and in HALIFAX, August 25 th.
See Murray's cover, illustrated at the top of page 11.

This cover matches the description of the approximately 250 covers that McHale says he received in
anticipation of a Halifax airport dedication, and mailed from the Provincial Exhibition. The August 26 th
MONCTcaneltiosbhatecovrswntfl NeYork.
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

#5 Cover cancelled at the PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION and in HALIFAX, August 26 th ,
backstamped MONTREAL August 27th 1930.

This cover matches in all
respects the description of the 55
McHale covers given in AMCN,
(#304b).
It also matches the description of
these 55 covers given by McHale
in the article that Murray found.

#6 Cover illustrated in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
See page 8 of this newsletter.
This cover is addressed to John McHale, and has a typed statement on it:

Mailed at the Prov. Exhibition
Halifax, N.S. Carried to New York
through the courtesy of Cap von
Gronau, Dornier Wahl flying boat
D-1422
This statement looks like those on McHale's celebrity covers, (see page 7), so was presumably added by
McHale.
It seems to me that either this statement is true, or McHale is lying! Since I have come across nothing in this
enquiry to suggest that McHale would lie in this manner, my conclusion is that this cover was indeed flown
to New York.
The cover does not, however, look like a cover sent in for the airport dedication, and "left over". - Rather,
it looks like McHale created it for himself, and included it with the "left over" covers flown to New York.
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

#7 Cover to R.A. Brooks, cancelled at the PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION and in HALIFAX,
August 26th 1930.
This cover has the same
cancellations on the front as the
previous cover.
It is addressed to R.A.BROOKS,
FENTON, MICH.
It has a handwritten note on the
front:
Carried on German Plane

VIA AIR MAIL
__,)

„c0-,A/A1,0FIA.

D-1422 To New York.

;IN 26:1930
4'0

£( ('

iCIAL E

Handwritten note on the back:
Not many covers in on this
That why I put so many
of yours in

Since the note on the front says that this cover was flown to New York, and the cancellations match those
on the previous cover, I think this cover was also flown to New York.
Furthermore, I think that if the note on the front of the cover is to be believed, then the note on the back
should also be believed, which proves that McHale created a number of covers for this flight.
However, it is somewhat surprising that this cover does not match the description of McHale's covers in the
article that Murray found! According to that article, the covers:
carried the proper date of August 26, but having no one in New York to
officially receive them . . . the U.S. Postal Department placed them aboard
the New York - Albany - Montreal mailplane. The letters were backstamped in
Montreal on August 27.
This cover does not have a Montreal backstamp! Since the cover is addressed to Michigan, it would be quite
reasonable for the U.S. Post Office to put it in the U.S. mail to Michigan, not on the New York - Montreal mail
plane. However, that isn't what McHale says happened, and it doesn't explain why cover #5 above, which
is addressed to Kansas, did get a Montreal backstamp!
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

#8 Cover cancelled in NEW YORK August 26 th , addressed to John McHale in Halifax.
This was Murray's cover, illustrated at the bottom of page 11.
Murray has identified the signature on this cover as Von Gronau's.

I think the key question in interpreting this cover, is "when was it signed"?
•

it seems unlikely to me that it was signed after the flight. If it had been created after the flight, I would
have expected McHale to add a note stating who's signature it was, as he did on his "celebrity covers".
(See page 7).

•

it also seems unlikely that it was created and signed in New York after Von Gronau arrived. - If there
was a friend of McHale's in New York who created this cover, they could presumably have received
the covers McHale sent down with Von Gronau, (like Roessler was given the covers from Donald
King), and got them backstamped.

It therefore looks like this cover was created in Halifax, and given to Von Gronau with the other covers. It
may have been created by Miss Vitesse, but if so it's strange that it's addressed to McHale. It seems more
likely that it was created by McHale himself, perhaps to serve as proof of posting.
If it was sent with McHale's other covers, it supports the description of events given by McHale in the article
Murray found. The New York postmark is consistent with McHale's covers being handed over to U.S.
officials soon after Von Gronau arrived, and put in the mail promptly, (at 6p.m.). Meanwhile Roessler,
according to the article, had to wait until Von Gronau reached his hotel before receiving his covers, which
didn't get backstamped until 8.30p.m. (See cover #3.)
Also, if McHale was using an empty envelope to get confirmation of posting, since no message was needed,
that would explain why it got the "Received Without Contents" handstamp.
However, if this envelope was mailed from New York with the other McHale covers, it would have gone to
Montreal by mailplane. According to McHale's article, it should therefore have been backstamped. - It may
not have been backstamped because it was franked with an American rather than a Canadian stamp. The
cover might also indicate that only some covers were backstamped in Montreal: cover #7 wasn't
backstamped either.
I have not tried to suggest an explanation as to why this cover was signed by Mary Vitesse. - Her signature
appears on several of John McHale's covers, and I don't think it is a significant factor in this enquiry.
Since this is all circumstantial evidence that the cover is flown, it will be up to the editors of the Air Mails of

Canada and Newfoundland to decide whether it should be listed in the catalogue.
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

#9 Cover cancelled at the PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION and in HALIFAX, August 30 th

27ta,
00. ?OS r OFF/

AUG 30 1930,
A

, co"c..30

.°170 VINCIAL D.06

2

.47

It would be easy to confuse this cover with #4 and #5. - They all have several cancellations on the front,
including an oval cancellation from the Provincial Exhibition Post Office, a Halifax circular post mark, and
a boxed Air Mail handstamp; and the most striking feature of each of them is the PALM TO PINE exhibition
sticker on the back.
I am surprised that while McHale explained the difference between #4 and #5 in the article that Murray found,
he made no mention of this similar looking cover!
However, I presume that this cover was created "just" to commemorate the last day of the exhibition, and
not mentioned in his article as it had nothing to do with the Von Gronau flight.
Does anybody have examples of similar covers created for the Provincial Exhibition on dates other
than August 25th , 26th or 30th?
Continued
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THE VON GRONAU TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, 1930 (iii) Editor's comments' continued:

Conclusions so far:
•

I think that cover #6, cover #7, McHale's article, the story told to Dick Malott, and the typed note I saw,
all indicate that McHale did arrange to have covers carried by Von Gronau from Halifax to New York. If one decides otherwise, then all these items would have to be bogus, and I have come across nothing
to suggest that.

•

A Montreal backstamp does not appear to be diagnostic when identifying McHale's covers flown to
New York, since neither cover #7 nor cover #8 was backstamped. - The date of the Halifax and
Provincial Exhibition postmarks seems to be the determining factor.

•

While I initially had reservations about the article by McHale which Murray found, the article has in fact
explained many aspects of the covers examined, and the covers support most of the information in
the article.
The only major discrepancy between McHale's article, and the other information available, seems to
be that while McHale described the covers he sent with Von Gronau as "approximately 55 covers he
still had", which had been sent to him for a Halifax airport dedication; cover #6 and cover #7 indicate
that McHale also created covers specially for this flight.

•

I think that cover #5, which triggered this enquiry, was probably created by McHale and flown by Von
Gronau to New York.

•

I am still perplexed by the way these covers have been listed in various catalogues. - The Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland, the American Air Mail Catalogue, and Joseph Bergier's POSTAL
AIRMAIL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA all state that no mail was
carried from Germany, but make no reference to covers from Iceland and Greenland that were also
reported in McHale's article. There is also no mention of the covers from Labrador to Halifax which
have been found, (cover #2), in any of these catalogues or McHale's article!

•

In checking catalogue listings, I've discovered that in 1970, Von Gronau's flight was listed in the Fourth
edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue as:
239B 1930, August 26, Halifax-New York By Wolfgang Van Gronau. Two
batches of covers were carried by Von Gronau from Halifax to New
York during his Transatlantic flight. The first was postmarked
Halifax, August 25th and was addressed to a well-known New Jersey
dealer of that era The second batch was postmarked Halifax, Aug.
26th. There were 27 covers in the first batch and 55 covers in the
second. The dealer met the plane upon landing in New York and was
handed his mail by Von Gronau. The second batch was taken by the
Post Office Department. They decided that Von Gronau had no right
to carry Canadian Mails, and placed that batch aboard the first flight
New York-Montreal plane where it ws received and backstamped in
Montreal either 3 PM or 4 PM August 27. The other mail was backstamped at a New York Post Office on the 26th.
Halifax-New York, b/s New York
( 27 pieces)
a. Halifax-New York, b/s Montreal
( 55 pieces)
(SEE TRANS-OCEANIC RECORD FLIGHTS SECTION VOL. I, #1115)

40 00,
30.00

This seems to be a much more appropriate listing than the one in the Fifth edition of the American Air
Mail Catalogue, published in 1981, and later used for AMCN, (see page 8 of this newsletter.)
Does anybody know why the listing was changed between the 4 th and 5th editions of the
American Air Mail Catalogue?

Many thanks to Murray Heifetz for the information which started this enquiry.

If anybody can provide more information regarding the covers carried by Von
Gronau in 1930, or would like to comment on my conclusions, please contact
the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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UPDATE ON ROESSLER and RED LAKE

A.G. Roessler, and the various covers he created from Red Lake, were the subject of an extensive
study in our June 2003 and September 2003 newsletters. Since Roessler was mentioned several times in
the previous article on covers carried by Von Gronau, this seems an appropriate time to update that study.
The 2003 enquiry had begun with the above cover, which was supposed to have been carried between
Rolling Portage and Red Lake by Western Canada Airways on March 4t h 1927, but using another carrier's
stamps, (see note on page 59, AMCN), and ended up suggesting the flight never occurred, and that the
cover was a bogus creation by Roessler!
I readers asked for copies of any covers flown between Rolling Portage and Red Lake after March 4th ,
but before May 10 °, on which date Western Canada Airways began operations with its own stamps.
Although the Fifth edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue had said that "between March 4 and May
9,1927 hundreds of flights were made between Rolling Portage and Red Lake and certain other points", (a
comment not repeated in AMCN), covers from this period are quite scarce. - There are no covers from this
period in the current lists of Brian Wolfenden, Erling Van Dam, or Mark Lane.
The cover below, sent in by Neil Hunter, is the sixth that I have details of postmarked RED LAKE,
March 4th 1927:

INESTEN.
RED LA r\ E,
VLA
AIR

MAIL

Envelopes of tins
design approved be
P. 0. Es for each..
sive sue in Air 114.11

07"-AA-4
/1/

✓

All 6 of these covers have three circular RED LAKE cancels on the front, no backstamps, and were
prepared by, or addressed to, A.C. Roessler.
Continued
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UPDATE ON ROESSLER AND RED LAKE continued:

I have also received details of three covers produced after March 4 th , but before May 10'.
The earliest was described by David Brown as:

Cancelled March 22. 1927, this was a commercial cover from MF Blue co. to the mining recorder
in Gold Pines. The cover was sent from Toronto to Pine Ridge. The cancellations on this cover
are Rolling Portage, Sioux Lookout, and then to Gold Pines. I suspect that this cover was carried
by PA&EL. I would expect that if Western Canada Airways flew this cover they would have gone
direct to Gold Pines and not to Sioux Lookout first.
The second cover was from Neil Hunter:
W. R. PATTON
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This cover was mailed from Winnipeg on May 2', arrived in Rolling Portage on May 3r d , and then held for
a week before being flown by Western Canada Airways to Red Lake on May 10', which was the first day of
use of the WCA semi-official stamps.
The third was from Murray Heifetz:

Murray described this cover as: "posted Apr. 8, 1926 from Red Lake, backstamped Rolling Portage Apr. 8,
and then reposted from Red Lake May 21 with the 4 line WCAL date stamp added, sent to East Orange and
with no backstamp on this May posting". I am wondering why it was "reposted"?
Continued
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UPDATE ON ROESSLER AND RED LAKE continued:

Murray also sent me a copy of an article he wrote about A.C. Roessler for BNA Topics, SeptemberOctober 1991. Since Murray's opinion of Roessler is much higher than mine, I am reprinting the full text of
his article:

A.C. Roessler and his Influence on B.N.A. Philately
Albert C. Roessler was born in Newark, N.J. on April 7, 1883. He became interested in stamps at the
age of 10 while still at school and started dealing at age 19. Prior to going into business for himself in 1909,
he had a varied career. For years he worked on a ranch In Colorado and in the mine, later becoming a linotype
operator on the Rocky Mountain News. He graduated into a make-up man on the Denver Times and then turned
his attention to aniline colours when employed by one of the biggest colour firms in the US for five years. He
then went to work for four years for a stamp dealer in New York's Nassau Street.
While a general stamp dealer, Roessler's main areas of interest were in cover production - primarily
first days and historical flight covers - production of philatelic accessories, and establishment of a large inhouse collector's club supported by his two major publications - Stamp News, and Airplane Stamp News.
These two were essentially house organs to promote sales of his philatelic inventory, but they also served as
a platform for his very vocal expression on a multitude of issues. Stamp News first issue was May 1909. It
was a monthly publication at a yearly subscription price of 25 cents. The first issue of Airplane Stamp News
was some time in the winter of 1917-1918. The dates are uncertain because he never dated his issues. It is also
uncertain as to the frequency of this publication, but the subscription price was 25 issues for 25 cents. Both
publications also had a special dealers edition. The publications continued regularly until about mid 1935 for
Stamp News, and 1937 for Airplane Stamp News.
His first location was at 1958 Washington Ave. in New York. By 1910 he was at 10 '/2 Clay St. in
Newark, and by 1917 at his most publicized address at 140 South Parkway in East Orange, New Jersey. Most
of his covers are identified by A.C. Roessler but he frequently used the abbreviation of A.C. Roe. There are
other names at the same address such as E.K. Mulcahy which could have been pseudonyms. By about 1933
he started his downslide contributing to a permanent tarnishing of his reputation. He ran into trouble with
Postmaster General, James Farley. The more important event was his arrest on January 30, 1933. He was
charged with entering into an agreement with Hubert Wilkins giving Roessler exclusive rights to mail sent on
the submarine, Nautilus, used by Wilkins for his arctic explorations. Finding a 'greater demand for stamps
cancelled on that trip than he could meet, it was charged that he used a facsimile of a New York cancellation
to cancel mail which was never taken on the trip. He was convicted of fraudulent use of the mails. He received
suspended sentence, and was put on a three year probation. Within a few years he was unemployed, on the New
Jersey welfare rolls, and died on January 26, 1952.
During the time and period of his influence - between 1919 and 1931 - Roessler created a large network
of dealers, collectors, and postal officials on a worldwide basis who supplied him with leads on impending
flights, and helped with preparation and procurement of covers. He also created an even larger network of
customers, and a smaller but powerful group of philatelic enemies. In the category of corresponding dealers,
his Canadian Group included Les Davenport, Gordon Crouch of Marks Stamp Co. In Toronto, and Chris
Goulden of Century Stamp Co. in Montreal. In Newfoundland he had the Rev. Butler in St. John's. Among his
advertisers, I have noted Imperial Stamp Co. in Toronto, W.W. Walsh and Emily King in Halifax, W.B.
Swayze in Hamilton, a Mrs. Oughted in Montreal, and N.R. Hendershot of St. Thomas.
Among his overseas correspondents there are names well known in aerophilately such as Francis Field
and John Davis in Britain, Anton Huber in Germany, and Maury and Champion - major catalogue publishers
in France.
With the advantage of hindsight, we can perhaps understand the vitriol of his enemies by comparison
with merchandising methodologies common today but perhaps new In 1919. He was a typical discounter. He
claimed to deal in huge quantities which enabled him to offer items at markups very much lower than the
traditional dealer. He would claim that dealers charged 100% markup, whereas he was content with as little
as 5% or 10%. In addition, the image portrayed through his publications is that of a loud, abrasive, and
egotistical person. He loved to publish funny and degrading comments about himself, and hit back at opponents
with equal sarcasm - again a technique not uncommon today. We don't know whether this was the real
Roessler, as he was a very private person who was rarely found in public, and who saw very few people. All
Continued
his communication was through his publications and the mail.
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UPDATE ON ROESSLER AND RED LAKE continued:
A.C. ROESSLER AND HIS INFLUENCE ON B.N.A. PHILATELY by Murray Heifetz, continued:

His two main groups of detractors seemed to be a New York group which he referred to as The Trust
and which were presumably led by two large dealers. Later he included a Boston group referred to as the
Massachusetts Gang. He never referred to any antagonistic dealer by name and, even when referring to
himself, generally talked about a certain East Orange dealer. My analysis of the opposition and subsequent
very negative reputation seems to indicate three prime causes:
1) Fear and resentment of his price cutting techniques.
2) His strong support for and participation in creating and merchandising Historic Flight Covers, i.e. covers
carried on significant flights by favour which did not go through the normal postal processes. Even today,
traditionalists downplay these items as philatelic and hence unimportant. It was worse in the 1920's and
30's. His response then, and equally valid today, was to point to the auction prices realized for these items
compared to legitimately flown, commercial, non-philatelic items.
3) He did create some phony items, many of which he did not identify as such. He was also accused of
imitating official cachet makers. I don't know the-frequency of this overall, but that he did do this is a fact
substantiated by his copy of the official cachet on the dirigible R100 cards issued during its visit to
Montreal in August 1930. In his latter years he was also accused of advertising low prices for items for
which he had no further supply.
Roessler's legacy and influence on world-wide aerophilately was profound. A list of his major
involvements would include:
- he used his publications to orchestrate strong pressure on the US Government to institute special markings
for airmail, fought wartime embargo (1914-1918) on stamps from enemy areas, and fought censorship.
- he created a major line of airmail accessories, including airmail labels and special airmail envelopes to
encourage use of airmail
He played a major role in creating flight covers of historic interest.
In this latter activity he had three different roles:
a) for many covers he merely obtained his own supply to send to his subscribers, but there were many other
cover producers.
b) for a number of flights he took a strong position where anywhere from 30% to 50% of the covers carried
on a flight were his creations.
c) for a more limited but very important group of pioneer fliers he was the major backer, having almost
exclusive access to covers on their flights. In this category we can list Admiral Richard Byrd, Sir Hubert
Wilkins, Clarence Chamberlain, and Henry Mears. His usual stipend was $1,000 for 100 covers. It is
interesting to note that while later getting very much involved in Lindbergh flights, he was very negative
towards Lindbergh before his 1927 Paris flight, and was a heavy backer of Chamberlain against
Lindbergh.
When published in BNATopics, Murray's article was illustrated with a number of covers selected to
showthe range of Roessler's involvement in BNA aerophilately. Since Roessler covers are frequently
illustrated in this newsletter, these illustrations have been omitted because of space limitation.
THANK YOU FOR THIS ALTERNATIVE VIEWPOINT MURRAY.

I also received an assessment of Roessler from Ed Matthews, who is a regular contributor to this newsletter,
particularly regarding semi-official airmails:
Roessler was one of the earlier dealers who realized that covers are intrinsically more interesting than
just the stamps. If he had not been a bit of a rascal as well, we would be blessing his name! (I collect
Netherlands and Colonies as well, and I have covers from the Netherlands Antilles serviced by him they are above suspicion.) He got carried away in the airmail area and ended up making covers that
are bogus which plague us now.

Thanks Ed.

Continued
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UPDATE ON ROESSLER AND RED LAKE continued:

More questions: (I) Red Lake area air mail service, 1927

This is another intriguing cover, as it is addressed to Birch Lake, for which Patricia Airways & Exploration
provided an air mail service, but it is franked with a Western Canada Airways semi-official stamp!
The cover was described as:
Postmarked May 6, 1927, Winnipeg, sent presumably by rail to Rolling Portage where the
postmark MY 16 27 was applied on the back. On to Gold Pines where the WCA stamp was cancelled
GOLD PINES MY 19 27 and another identical backstamp (the date is difficult to read) was applied.
Returned to Sioux Lookout who backstamp the letter on July 2 by PA&E and July 4 by the post
office. I think that the Sioux Lookout P.O. stamped on the "NOT CALLED FOR". The green colours
of the PA&E markings on the front and the back are identical, so one can assume that they were
applied in the same place, Sioux Lookout.
The letter was eventually returned to R. McAlpine of 442 Bannatyne Ave. Winnipeg, by rail.
It would look as if WCA flew the cover from Rolling Portage to Gold Pines, (as that Post Office
was serviced by both WCA and PA&E), and that the PA&E flew it to Sioux Lookout. Since the cover
changed companies, can we assume that PA&E flew it on from Gold Pines to Birch Lake? If so, why
was it not backstamped in Birch Lake? If not, why was it not flown back from Gold pines by WCA?
Or might it have been flown by favour to Birch Lake, in a WCA aircraft heading that way?
Continued
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UPDATE ON ROESSLER AND RED LAKE:

More questions: (I) Red Lake area air mail service, 1927 continued:
Are the rather long periods in between flights indicative of WCA's lack of planes at this stage of their
development and the need to call on the planes of their competitors to carry out the mail contract?

I'm also wondering why there is a 13 day gap between the Winnipeg and Rolling Portage cancellations on
this cover, but only a 1 day gap between these cancellations on the cover on page 21, which was posted
four days earlier?

More questions: (ii) another Roessler mystery!

Envelopes of dal.
, k.ign.nproved by
P. O. D. for exclu.
sive use in Air

Postmarked:

BLANC SABLON P.Q. JUN 4 28

Franked 2 cents

-

No backstamps.

correct for air mail service in June 1928

This cover is not listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, although AMCN does list two Roessler
covers from the same "area" and time period:
#2831 1928, May 29 --- Grand Harbour - St. Andrews, N.B.
#2833 1928, June 6 -- North Head - St. Andrews
both of which are described as "Covers prepared by dealer A. C. Roessler; existence of flight in doubt".
Can any provide any information regarding the BLANC SABLON cover, and/or why it is not listed
in AMCN when the other two Roessler covers are?

Thanks again to everybody who has contributed to our research into A.C. Roessler
and the Red Lake airmail services. - If anybody can provide more information, please
send it to the editor: 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE
Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: bjnepeantrytel.com
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LOTS MORE QUESTIONS!
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

CNE FLIGHTS 1928
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QUEBEC
AUGUST I.723

SEPTEL.a R 1928

This proof sheet was purchased at ORAPEX in May 2004:
• the cachet on the left was used for Squadron Leader Godfrey's Trans-Canada flight, (AMCN 2845);
• the cachet on the right was used on August 29' h 1928 for covers carried on the Canadian National
Exhibition Golden Jubilee flight, from Kingston to Ottawa, Montreal, and Quebec, (AMCN 2839g, h, I);
according to Ian Morgan's Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Airmails, 1931, the central cachet was
used on some CNE flight covers from Ottawa, but only "very few". Most Ottawa cachets were in English.

Has anybody seen a French Ottawa cachet like the one above used on a cover?
Continued

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.
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MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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LOTS MORE QUESTIONS! continued:

FIRST AIRMAIL ACROSS CANADA - 1934?

I have been asked for information regarding an apparent government experimental air mail flight or series
of flights. - According to the photographer:
The aircraft shown is CF-JRQ: a Boeing 247, which is supposed to have carried the first airmail
across Canada in 1934. I can't find the source of that information. The photo was taken at Rockcliffe
in Ottawa in 1967. I had seen this plane in High Level in 1966, and did not have the sense to ask the
pilots what was exceptional about it. I read an article in the paper when it was donated by Chevron
to the air museum, but did not save it.

However:
•
there is no flight listed in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland for 1934 that matches this
description;
•
no Boeing 247s were registered in Canada before 1940;
•
there is no reference to this aircraft carrying airmail at the National Aviation Museum's website, which
describes the aircraft as follows:

Introduced in 1933, the twin-engine low-wing Boeing 247, with its all-metal construction, set the
pattern for successful airliners for the next 20 years. Although a good airplane, and bought by
United Airlines and other U.S. carriers, its capacity proved too small and its passengers found it
awkward to step over the main spar in the aisle. Although superseded by the famous Douglas DC3 for main routes, 247s continued to operate into the 1950s with smaller airlines and private
operators.
The museum specimen, built as a Boeing 247 in 1934, was converted to 247D standards in 1935.
It flew for 13 different operators, including United Air Lines, the RCAF, Quebec Airways, and
Canadian Pacific Airlines. It was donated to the Museum in 1967 by its last operator, California
Standard Oil of Calgary, Alberta.
CAN ANYBODY PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING THE FLIGHT THAT THE
PHOTOGRAPHER IS REFERRING ? - Please send information to the editor: 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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First Crossing of the Central Pacific Ocean, 1944
COFPE0ti MEXICO
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This cover is not listed in AMCN, but is described in The Australian Air Mail Catalogue as:
1944 (30 AUGUST) — Capt P. G. Taylor was in command of the first air crossing
of the Central Pacific. The RAF Atlantic Transport Group provided the Catalina
JX.275 'Frigate Bird'. There are covers dated in Montreal 22 May, Bermuda 29 May
and 30 August. Records reveal 150 covers were prepared by Capt Taylor and Mr E.
A. Crome. The route was via Mexico. Clipperton Is.. Fr Polynesia, Aitutaki, Tonga
and Auckland to Sydney (30 October). The return flight left Sydney 10 November
flying a different route — Noumea, Suva, Canton Is.. Honolulu to San Diego (17 Nov)
and Bermuda (23 Nov).

979. Bermuda (Hamilton pmk 29.5.44)-Australia (unofficial),
(25) — $450
979a. Bermuda (Hamilton pmk 30.8.44)-Australia (unofficial),
(25) — $450
979b. Canada-Australia (unofficial), (25) — S450
979c. Mexico-Australia (unofficial). (25) — $450
979d. Fr Polynesia (Bora Bora)-Australia (unofficial), (25)
— $500
979e. Fr Polynesia (Papeete)-Australia (unofficial), (25)
— $500
980. Australia-Bermuda (unofficial) — S350
981. Canton Is.-Fanning Is. — $300
982. Sydney-Fanning Is (15) — $600
983. Fanning Is-Bermuda — $350
Herbert Lealman has been studying covers from this flight, which are extremley scarce. He
is wondering whether the quantity flown was in fact 25 in total, carried on all stages, not 25
on each stage as listed in the catalogue? - If anybody has a cover from this flight, please
will they send details to: Herbert Lealman, Huttons Ambo P.O., York Y060 7HF, England.
I was intrigued by the routing of this flight, and wondered what happened while the flight spent three months
in Bermuda? - Herbert Lealman, Mike Shand, and Lawrence Kimpton provided more information, and an
article by Lawrence is reproduced on the next page.
Thanks guys.
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P.G. Taylor's Central Pacific Survey Flight --- August - November 1944
Sir Patrick Gordon Taylor (1896-1966) was one of Australia's great pioneer aviators. In the early 1930s he
was navigator and co-pilot on several of the pioneering flights undertaken by Kingsford Smith and Ulm,
including accompanying Kingsford Smith on the first west-east crossing of the Pacific Ocean in 1934.
In 1939 he piloted the Guba flying boat on the first flight across the Indian Ocean from Australia to Kenya.
With the outbreak of war in 1939 he attempted to persuade the Australian Government to back his proposal
for a wide ranging survey of the South Pacific, using a Catalina flying boat, with the aim of identifying
suitable locations for military bases. However the initiative for such a survey passed to the Americans and
Taylor became involved with delivering Catalina flying boats from the USA to Australia, and subsequently
from 1942 delivering aircraft, again from the USA and Canada, but this time to Britain.
In 1944, with an end to the war in Europe apparently in sight, it then seemed that the RAF might become
involved in the war in the Pacific against the Japanese, in support of which a new communications and
supply route would be needed. Taylor proposed the exploration of a Central Pacific Route from Mexico for
this purpose. Having received approval from the US Government (the Pacific was classified as an American
theatre of war, and there were some American concerns about the possible future development of a transpacific
air route bypassing the USA), the RAF commissioned Taylor to survey this route.
In August 1944 Taylor flew to Bermuda from Washington DC to pick up the RAF Catalina JX275, which
he christened Frigate Bird, together with his crew of four. At the last moment Taylor received a signal from
RAF Dorval, Montreal, withdrawing permission for the flight, as the result of yet further prevarication from
the American authorities who now decided that the personal approval of President Roosevelt would be
needed. Taylor immediately flew back to Montreal to consult with the RAF Commanding Officer there,
and to wait whilst Presidential approval was sought. Eventually this was forthcoming and Taylor returned
to Bermuda.
The Catalina finally departed from Bermuda on 30 August 1944, flying via Nassau (Bahamas), British
Honduras (Belize), and Salina Cruz, en-route to Acapulco on the Pacific coast of Mexico. In preparation
for the forthcoming flight, on 9 September 1944, Taylor then flew from Acapulco to Clipperton Island,
some 700 miles to the south west, and uninhabited for the previous 27 years, in order to create a 400 gallon
fuel dump, returning immediately to Acapulco.
Then having refuelled to capacity Taylor and Frigate Bird departed again for Clipperton Island, intending to
use the fuel dump to top up their tanks in preparation for the 3,400 mile flight to Bora Bora. However whilst
undertaking routine maintenance at Clipperton Island disaster struck. Two of the spark plugs broke in the
cylinder head itself, necessitating major repairs, and forcing a long wait whilst replacement parts were
ferried out to this remote location by a reserve Catalina. This entailed an enforced six week stay on the
uninhabited Clipperton Island, at the end of which period both Frigate Bird and the reserve aircraft were
nearly wrecked in a hurricane.
Finally on 14 October 1944, Taylor took off for Bora Bora, a flight lasting no less than 27 hours and passing
over Hiva Oa, in the Marquesas, and Rangitoto Atoll, in the Tuamoto Group. Low fuel levels prevented any
landings being made at either of these two island groups on the outward flight, but having safely reached
Bora Bora, Taylor was able to fly back to survey both sites over a period of several days, as possible
refuelling bases for any future flights to Bora Bora. After returning to Bora Bora, a short flight was then
made to Tahiti and back in order to select a site for a future airport.
The next stage, a flight from Bora Bora to Nuku'alofa, Tonga, via Aitutaki, was undertaken on 23 October 1944,
followed by departure on the final stages to Auckland and onwards to Sydney, arriving on 30 October
1944. Having arrived at Sydney Frigate Bird was given a thorough overhaul by Qantas engineers before
departure, on 10 November 1944, on the return flight. This return flight followed a slightly different route,
namely via Noumea, New Caledonia, Laucala Bay, Fiji, Canton Island, Fanning Island, Honolulu, San
Diego, Fort Worth and Charleston, with arrival back at Bermuda on 23 November 1944.
Further prevarication by the American authorities, together with arguments between them and the British,
led to delays in the proposed construction of an airstrip on Clipperton Island, without which the further
development of a Central Pacific Route could not proceed. The end of the war with Japan finally removed
the need for such a route.
(Taken from original article—Pacifica. January 1999. L.J. Kimpton.)
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LOTS MORE QUESTIONS! continued:

R.C.A.F. STATION, LONDON, ONTARIO

THE WAR AMPUTATIONS OF CANADA
KEY TAG SERVICE
740 BAY STREET
TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

This cover from 1957 has an R.C.A.F. STATION LONDON postmark.
Can anybody provide some information about the use of this postmark,
or recommend a possible source for further information?

TORONTO - NEW YORK: 1981
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Manuscript endorsement top left: Trans Canada / N.Y.
TORONTO A.M.F. JUN 15 1981 ONTARIO
Addressed to: Alfred Gagg, 100-40 205 th Street, Hollis 23, New York
Cachet: drawing of a B-47 bomber Caption: TRANS CANADA AIRLINES TORONTO ... NEW YORK
Backstamped: JAMAICA N Y JUN 15
Cancelled:

SOME THOUGHTS: TCA changed it's name in 1965 to Air Canada, which has bombed financially...
SERIOUSLY - was this a 40th Anniversary cover: TCA inaugurated its Toronto -New York service on
May 10th 1941 with two trips daily, and increased to three trips daily on June 16 th:
OR was someone just having fun with a "children's printing set"?
Can anybody provide any information as to why this cover was created?

Please send information to the editor: 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter.
Membership fees are shown on the next page.
Please send your renewal to Brian Wolfenden 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

#203 John H. Bloor
#242 Jacques Bot
#103 K.Bileski Ltd.
#130 Basil S. Burrell
#1 Patrick Campbell
#271 Nino F. Chiovelli
#62 Gary Coates
#270 Earle L. Covert
#304 James Davidson
#336 George B. Dresser
#55 J.M. Ellis
#182 Robert Foottit
#211 Carl Freund

#298 Dale Green
#273 Dunce C. Guimond
#97 Gary Hayashi
#132 John I. Jamieson
#337 Jack Jensen
#319 Donald Kaye
#54 Norbert E. Krommer
#2 R.K. Malott
#155 Larry Milberry
#170 Kenneth G. Mitchell
#214 Trelle A. Morrow
#212 Harold J. Petoskey
#81 Stephen Reinhard

#56 William G. Robinson
#6 Ken C. Sanford
#4 Michael Shand
#295 Gloria Shaw
#5 Pat Sloan
#20 Gibson B. Stephens
#I89 Jacky Stoltz
#294 Robert M. Terry
#9 Geoffrey Thompson
#291 Walter J. Veraart
#241 J.W.T. Wannerton
#142 J. Don Wilson

To anybody listed above who has renewed their membership before receiving
this issue of the newsletter: thank you very much for doing so.

axecuscut

StASONIti SITCIAt

The Canadian Aerophilatelist is published quarterly in
March, June, September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL. - All members are invited to
contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue. Just prepare a page
featuring any favourite stamp or cover, add your name, and/or address, and/or
Seasons' Greetings to other members, and/or any other information you like, and
send a photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by

November 1st.

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP

UK

Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: airmails@fut.net Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.

Canadian Aerophilately
To find information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
• for general information on all Canadian air mail stamps and covers: the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
- This was a joint production by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) and the American Air Mail Society
(AAMS), and is generally considered very informative and easy to use. It contains the four digit numbers by
which most Canadian Government Flight Covers are referred. [The three digit numbers which are sometimes
still used for covers, are from Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue (1981) which is long out of print.]
• for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of
Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, (published by Unitrade Press); and Newfoundland Air Mails: 19191939 by C.H.C. Harmer, (published by the AAMS).
• for the development of international air mail services from Canada, including routes and postal rates, Air Mails
of Canada, 1925 - 1939 by George Arfken and Walter Plomish, (published by Charles G. Firby).
These books can be obtained from many stamp dealers, or by mail from: Saskatoon Stamp Centre, P.O. Box 1870,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7K 3S2. (Tel. 1-800-205-8814). E-mail: sscAsaskatoonstamp.com
Two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are:
• Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis, which is the classic on Canadian aviation up to 1940;
•
History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, which describes 143 airports, with many references to the airmail
services that used them.
These are available in bookstores, or by mail from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
(Tel. 416 698 7559; website: canaybooks.com ).
Further information on many different flights, covers, and other aerophilatelic topics, can be found in back issues of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Back issues, and/or an index to this journal, can be ordered from:
Gord Mallett, P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 120 (E-mail: aordm(cD_edmc.net )

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
The CAS provides a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of
world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. This is mainly achieved through our newsletter, The Canadian Aerophilatelist, which is published quarterly. If you
would like a free sample copy of the newsletter, please contact the editor, Chris Hargreaves, at the address below.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale;
discount prices on many CAS and AAMS publications;
representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information, please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, (or e-mail:
haroreaveAkinq. igs. net ).
Membership is open to all. - The annual membership dues are $20.00 CDN in Canada, $22.00 CDN ($17.00 US)
in U.S.A., $25.00 CDN for members Overseas. (Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.)
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Woffenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:
Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Collecting interests:

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: PIERRE VACHON, 909 CHEMIN DE L'ANSE-AU-SABLE, SAINT JEAN, NOUVEAU-BRUNSWICK E2M 4Z7
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EDITORIAL:
/ would like to thank all the members who have given me support at the times my father was sick. He
died peacefully on November 28th, at the Isabel Hospice in Welwyn Garden City, England.
For this issue of the newsletter, I have tended to choose items which required a minimum amount of
editing. - My apologies to everybody whose items are being omitted, (particularly to those members who
were previously told that I planned to include their items in this issue), and to everybody whose recent
correspondence has not been answered.
My very best wishes to all readers for good health, and a successful 2005.
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material

appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT - NOVEMBER 2004
Season's best wishes for the Christmas and New Year holidays. Once again our dedicated editor,
Chris Hargreaves, has prepared the annual Christmas issue. Thanks Chris for your continued excellent
work. As President of the CAS I do appreciate the support of our Vice-President Mike Shand who
carries out the onerous task of preparing and mailing out four times a year the issues of the Canadian
Aerophilatelist, the essential work of Brian Wolfenden our busy Secretary/Treasurer, and our
colleagues of the CAS Western Chapter who have conducted several special aviation reenactments
and publicized extensively the CAS. The support of our loyal members in Canada, the USA and
worldwide is also appreciated.
Due to the rise in postage and the time consumed putting in fillers in our Canadian Aerophilatelist
the Executive have reluctantly decided that no further inserts will be put into our packages. Thus I
will mention data on two left out inserts for the December issue. The first is the CANAV Books FallWinter 2004 insert from Larry Milberry, Canada's Aviation Heritage Book Publisher and a long time
member of the CAS. Anyone interested in Larry's aviation listing is encouraged to write to him at
CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4E 3B6, Tel : (416) 698-7559 and Fax :
(416)693-4344. Larry recently became an inductee in Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame in Wetaskiwin,
Alberta. Larry also has donated over the years several aviation books to the CAS as prizes for our
aerophilatelic competition. I urge all members to support Larry's enterprises.
The other insert concerns the 44 th Annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition and Bourse, ORAPEX 2005,
Ottawa's National Stamp Exhibition . It will be held on 30 April(Saturday) and 1 May 2005 (Sunday)
at the RA Centre , 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario in the Curling Rink. Admission and parking
are free. The hours are 10 am to 6 pm, Saturday, 30 April and 10 am to 4 pm , Sunday, 1 May 2005.
The Annual General Meeting will be held on Sunday, 1 May 2005, normally from 1 pm to 2 pm. Plan
to attend .
The 2004 Snowbird cover project has been most successful thanks to the announcement in the
Canadian Stamp News and The Airpost Journal, as well as the support of our regular members. I
estimate sales at $2000.00 for 2004. We plan to do the same next year with the support of the
Snowbirds.
The big FIP Exhibition will be held in Washington, DC , in 2006. Plan to attend that also. The CAS
Western Chapter is planning another special commemorative flight in 2005 to commemorate the air
mail flights along the Mackenzie River. Hopefully Chris will have room for the details in this issue
.Congratulations to our fellow member Steve Reinhard, the new Chairman of the FIP Aerophilatelic
Commission. A sincere thank you for a job exceptionally well done by the retiring Chairman of the
FIP Aerophilatelic Commission, Egil Thomassen of Norway. Upon the resignation of Sam Pezzillo,
President of the AAMS, the Vice-President Derrick Pillage, assumed the position. Derrick handed
over the Chairmanship of the AAMS Awards Committee to our member Ben Ramkissoon. I have
rejoined the Committee as a member.
Best regards,
Dick Malott
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In Memoriam
Capt, Miles Selby, Snowbird Number 4,
I would like to offer the condolences of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society to the
family of Capt. Selby, who died in an accident on December 10 th .
According to report by The Canadian Press on December 10 th :

MOOSE JAW, Sask. (CP) - One pilot from the Canadian Forces' famed Snowbirds team was killed Friday and
a second suffered minor injuries in a mid-air collision between two jets during a routine training flight in Saskatchewan.
The dead pilot, Capt. Miles Selby, 31, of Tsawwassen, B.C., was a two-year veteran of the Snowbirds and had
flown CF-18 fighter jets during combat missions in Kosovo.
Injured in the collision was Capt. Chuck Mallett, 35, of Edmonton.
The crash occurred near Mossbank, about 65 kilometres south of 15 Wing, the Snowbirds' home base
in Moose Jaw.
Jackie Geis was atop a haystack in her farmyard throwing down bales for her cattle around 10 a.m.
when she heard a loud boom "like a shotgun going off in the distance - just make it a lot louder." Her dogs
started to bark and she looked up. "As soon as I looked up to the sky, I knew exactly what happened. There
was the two puffs of smoke - the big, black one to the left and not quite as big a one on the right. But the one
on the right - you could see it was a plane. It was coming down. I saw the pilot ejecting, coming down with his
parachute open. They weren't real high. When he came out with the parachute I could see him sitting in (his
seat). It was terrible."
Geis said skies were clear at the time of the accident.
A later report at the CBC website on December 13 th stated that:

Investigators still baffled by fatal Snowbird crash
MOOSE JAW, SASK. - The Snowbirds pilot who died in a crash Friday was involved in a manoeuvre that
called for two aircraft to approach each other head-on three times while flying around a vertical loop, Maj. Ian
McLean said Sunday. "During that manoeuvre at some point there was obviously a problem," he said.
McLean, commander of the acrobatic team, told reporters the planes crashed during "routine training
operations," which involved the aircraft passing each each other first at the bottom of the loop, then while
inverted at the top, and then again at the bottom.
Capt. Miles Selby, 31, died in the crash. Capt. Chuck Mallett, 35, received minor injuries. He was
released from hospital Saturday.
The Snowbirds website says during the opposing solo manoeuvre, the pilots "aim to be approximately
10 metres apart when they cross. With a speed of close to 600 km/hr for each jet, the closure speed of the jets
is very close to the speed of sound."
McLean told reporters that investigators have yet to figure out what went wrong, and would not
speculate on their findings.

Capt. Chuck Mallett is the son of CAS member Gord Mallett. - I would also like to offer
our commiseration and sympathy, to Chuck and Gord and their families.
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NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to seven new members:
#347 Marge V. Hunt
#348 Canada Aviation Museum
#349 Ken Morris
#350 Bill Pearce
#351 Robert Pinet
#352 Tony Conyers
#353 Chris Carmichael

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AT CANADA POST
CANADA POST TOUGHENS ITS ADDRESS RULES AFFECTS ALL INCOMING INTERNATIONAL MAIL:
A birthday card addressed simply to "Grandma" won't make it across the border now that Canada
Post is enforcing stringent new rules on incoming international mail.
From now on, her full name and address must be clearly spelled out and printed in ink.
Citing security concerns, Canada Post is insisting that all mail from abroad must bear the complete
name and address of both sender and recipient or it won't be allowed in Canada.
Canada Post spokesperson John Caines said the postal service has increased its vigilance in
screening incoming mail to enforce rules adopted by Canada Customs since June.
The U.S. postal service is telling its clerks that new addressing requirements on all mail to Canada
must be met.
U.S. postal service spokesperson Gerry McKiernan said, "Some of these requirements include
filling in the complete name of sender, including a middle initial. ... Mail addressed to 'Grandma' and
'Aunt June' for instance will probably be returned."
Reported in The Toronto Star.
Thanks to Ron Miyanishi for sending this in.

New Postal Rates:
On January 17th 2005, the basic rates, for standard size letters up to 30 grams, will increase to:
50 cents domestic rate;
85 cents for letters to the U.S.A.;
$1.45 international rate.

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA

SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
New address:
JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O.,BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
The chapter has again been busy this fourth quarter. A CAS table was set up at the Edmonton
Stamp Club's Fall Dealer's Bourse and was staffed by Jack McCuaig and Nino Chiovelli. For this
event the chapter donated a Snowbirds Framed Tribute which was used as a door prize. This was
done to thank Western Canadian dealers for their strong support of our local chapter.
Covers were prepared by Nino Chiovelli for a 'Memorial Flypast' which took place at Calgary
on September 3. These flown covers are captioned in both official languages - British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan Alberta Air Crew Memorial Dedication Flypast and are signed
by the pilots, Major J P Argue [410 TF(OT)S] and Captain T E Woods [416 TFS]. The flypast was
by a CF 18 Hornet out of Cold Lake , and timed to the actual unveiling of the memorial statue.
Enclosed in each cover is a picture of the Calgary BCATP bronze memorial. Coordinated by Cecil
Stoner, thirty seven of the memorial covers were presented by Sherri Schaffer to RCAF veterans in
Edmonton's Colonel Mewburn Pavilion on November 04. On November 11 a similar event took
place in Calgary, twenty four covers being presented by CAS members Sandy Freeman and Marg
Hunt to RCAF veterans at the Colonel Belcher Hospital. A framed tribute was also donated to that
hospital. In both cities the covers were well received by the veterans who were very pleased that they
had been remembered and honoured in this manner.
A second cover project this quarter was initiated to recognize the 75 th anniversary of the
official airmail flights to the Western Arctic by Commercial Airways [AMCN #2967]. Designed by
Denny May, this collector package includes two beautiful postal cards [each of which will be
postmarked and backstamped at the post offices currently serving the original 1929 communities] and
eleven pages of posters, pictures and documents linked to the inaugural flights. Another highlight
of the package is a day-by-day [3 November 1929 - 3 January 1930] summary of the flights of the
six pilot/four plane flotilla. This new data, presented in detailed chart format, is the product of
original archival research recently completed by Yellowknife's Kevin O'Reilly.
Due to recent changes within the chapter, activities pursuant to the 9 July 2006 unveiling of
the replica of Katherine Stinson's Curtiss Special [ AMCN pioneer flight PF-7] are on hold at this
point. An update will be provided in a later Newsletter as decisions are reached.
Gord Mallett
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BCATP Memorial Flypast covers can be ordered from:
Cecil Stoner, 5416-139th Ave NE, Edmonton, Alberta T5A 1E6
They are 5.00 each, plus $1.00 for postage and packaging
More details of the packages commemorating the 75 th anniversary of the Western Arctic airmail will be given
in the next newsletter. However, packages can be ordered in advance from:
Western Chapter - CAS, Glenora Postal Outlet Box 53083, Edmonton, Alberta T5N 2X7
The cost will be $25.00 for the package, including postage.
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REPORT FROM THE WEST COAST

Vanpex 2004 October 8, 9,10
The British Columbia Philatelic Society hosted the national stamp show at the Best Western in Richmond BC.
My Thursday evening flight left the clear skies of Calgary to arrive on a typically wet runway in Vancouver.
It was a short taxi ride to the hotel, and then it was time to fmd the exhibit hall for the mounting of the exhibits.
The show hosts arranged for a table to set out some CAS newsletters and membership forms. By the end of
the day on Friday the 30 or so news letters and a number of membership forms were picked up. There were
29 dealers who attended the show and 184 frames of exhibits. For those interested in Aerophilately there were
a number of dealers with quality material. It was nice to have the opportunity to connect with Tom Wakins a
dealer from Victoria with whom I share a common interest of semi official airmail.
It was a delight to walk the exhibit rows and spend some focused time reading and viewing the Aerophilately
exhibits. Gerald Kennedy of Thunder Bay, Ontario had a very nice exhibit of "Canada's Private Airmail",
James Barrron a youth from Edmonton displayed his extensive exhibit " Milestones in the History of Aviation".
This bright light in our hobby received a number of awards including a Vermiel. James Davidson, of North
Vancouver exhibited "The Age of Jet Air Transportation". In the display class David Brown of Red Deer
entered "The Search for Gold: Airmail History in Northwestern Ontario. Steve Davis of Calgary had a nice
one frame exhibit of " Canadian Airmail Slogan Cancels ". Although not an aerophilatelic display Peter
Jacobi's exhibit of "Mining — British Columbia's Heritage" was of great interest to Cliff and myself.
I am relatively new to the world of philatelic exhibiting; however I must say that the Judges performed their
roles with class and respect. Their encouragement and council regarding improvement to exhibits was provided
in a positive way.
Seminars held Friday and Saturday were very informative. Of particular interest was Gray Scrimgeour's talk
on "Trans-Pacific Steamship Mail". Saturday night was Ron Leith's Postal History Auction.
When there was a gap in the clouds for about an hour, the nearby historical town of Steventon offered a change
of scenery. A walk along the boat docks of this old community of canneries was both educating and
invigorating as I took in a bit of salt air.
In conclusion this one is recommended. The opportunity to meet some wonderful fellow collectors will be
remembered for a while. Thanks to the British Columbia Philatelic Society for a great show.
David G. Brown

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
E-mail: airmails@fut.net Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.
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WOW!
SELECTED CANADIAN POSTAL RATES by Robert C.Smith
Universal "All-Up" Service to All Countries (except US)
to 1 oz
150
1971 07 01 (1)
200
1976 01 01 (2)
250
1977 01 01
300
1978 04 01
350
1979 04 01

to 2 oz
300
35¢
450
540
630

to 4 oz
400
500
600
720
840

to 8 oz
900
950
$1.20
$1.44
$1.60

to 1 lb

to 20 g
1979 07 01
350
600
1982 01 01
640
1983 01 15
680
1985 06 24(3)
1987 04 01
720
740
1988 01 01
760
1989 01 01
1990 01 01
780
1991 01 01
800
840
1992 01 01
860
1993 01 01
880
1994 03 01
1994 10 01
900
1999 01 01
950
2001 01 01
$1.05

to 50g
630
930
990
$1.05
$1.12
$1.15
$1.14
$1.17
$1.20
$1.26
$1.29
$1.33
$1.37
$1.45
$1.60

to 100 g
840
$1.45
$1.54
$1.65
$1.77
$1.82
$1.90
$1.95
$2.00
$2.10
$2.15
$2.20
$2.25
$2.35
$2.50

to 250 g
$1.60
$2.92
$3.10
$3.50
$3.75
$3.85
$4.00
$4.20
$4.35
$4.60
$4.75
$4.90
$5.05
$5.35
$5.20

to 500 g
$3.08
$5.60
$5.94
$6.95
$7.45
$7.70
$8.00
$8.35
$8.60
$9.00
$9.30
$9.60
$9.90
$10.45
$10.20

to 30g
$1.25

to 50g
$1.75

to 100 g
$3.00

to 200 g
$5.20

to 500 g
$10.00

2002 01 14

$1.80
$2.35
$2.76
$3.08

Introduction of Universal "All-Up" service to 8 oz.
Introduction of Universal "All-Up" service to 1 lb.
Introduction of Universal "All-Up" service to 2 kg.

This table is from an amazing, 17-page booklet entitled Selected Canadian Postal Rates produced
by Robert C. Smith.
It is a superb resource, listing the rates commonly seen on covers from 1859 to 2004. It covers both
domestic and international rates, and includes drop letter rates, postcard rates, printed matter rates,
registration fees, and lots of other non-standard rates.
It also includes separate tables listing airmail rates by destination.
It can be ordered from: Robert C. Smith, Box 9383, Stn T, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3V1
The price is $5.00 plus postage and handling of $2 in Canada, $3 to the U.S.A., $6 overseas.
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IN PRAISE OF POSTCARDS

SEASON'S GREETINGS!

Seasons Greetings to one and all. Hope 2004 saw you find all those
elusive items we all keep seeking.
I have often claimed that aerophilately
should be more interested in aircraft and
less interested in postal rates and routes
because you can have aerophilatelic items
that never saw a Post Office but you cannot
have aerophilatelic items that never flew
by plane, rocket, balloon, pigeon or what
have you.
Well just to show I am not always right,
this year I suggest you consider postcards
to liven up your collection and perhaps
encourage display class exhibits.
The items on the page here, never flew and
never saw the inside of a mail bag. PuristS
will say this is
not aerophilately
at all but what a
wealth or aviatio
material is out
there to add spice
to the history of
mail in the air.

:N

Y ER 0 PLAN

Many postcards and
photos of 'real'
planes are available, even those showing mail
being loaded aboard various first flights, but
this being Christmas, I give you the liter
side of aviation
with a touch of
romance.
And since we approach
Hogmanay as well as
Xmas, what better to
offer you as a former
Scotsman to all his
friends in the
Aerophilatelic world
than:
"A DROP OF SCOTCH"
May 2005 be an even better year for you.
Contribute to the 'Canadian Aerophilatelist',
exhibit your material, share your findings.
MIKE SHAND
1183 AGINCOURT ROAD
OTTAWA ONT CANADA
K2C 2H8

A Drop of Scotch
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Many thanks to DAVID HANES for this very early air-dropped postcard:

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
ROYAL FLYING CORPS RECRUITING
Recruiting Post Card, for the Royal Flying Corps (RFC), dropped from an aircraft
at Camp Borden, Ontario, dated 13 Sep 1916. A serviceman witinessed this, picked up
up the card and sent it home to his mother. Scan of the back of the card shows his
message to his mother.
'!-DROPPED FROM MID-AIR B CU TM 4 AVIATOR'S,• ,

-4•11:690

•

1'4:4

CANADA NEEDS HER OWN

Al R-SERVICE
500 CANADIAN AVIATORS NOW IN frvIPERtAL SERVICE
--AT THE FRONT. HUNDREDS INTRAINING. IT'TSHOPED

THAT THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT WILL AT ONCE‘z.r.'
ORGAJOIZE THESE FLIERS UNDER CANADIAN CONTR
AS CANAIWAN CORPS.

CURTISS AEROPLANES & MOTORS LTD. - TOFMT4'17

POST CARD
WRITTEN MATTER

ADDRESS

XL_

°"grv

7

-1;
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Amundsen's Aircraft 1922-1925
by Richard S. Allen
831A Stewart Ave.
Lewiston, ID 83501

Amundsen's ski-equipped Junkers-Larsen JL-6 ELISABETH was wrecked on landing when a ski collapsed during a brief test flight on
May 11, 1923.
Drawing for Skyways by Robert Straub

Memories are dimming, and if, at all, one hears the
name "Amundsen," the words "South Pole" and a desolate mountain of ice and snow come to mind. But did
you know the great polar explorer was an aviation
pioneer, too? Let's look into just one, the first of his
aeronautical activities.
Roald Engelbregt Gravning Amundsen (1872-1928)
was one of the world's best-known explorers of the
Polar regions. For over thirty years his life was entirely
devoted to the public's curiosity and enthusiasm for
polar exploration, highlighted by his leadership of the
expedition that in 1910-12 was the first to reach the
South Pole. World-acclaimed, the Norwegian adventurer
was feted and lionized, and booked for lecture tours
throughout the United States and Europe.
On the eve of World War I, Amundsen learned to fly
in France,' and bought himself a Farman biplane. He
became Norway's first licensed civil aviator. A man of
continual plans and schemes, and constantly in search of
financial backing, he next turned his attentions to the
North Pole.
After the war, Amundsen's new venture was to

circumnavigate the Arctic Ocean, freezing a vessel into
the pack ice, and allowing currents to carry it counterclockwise along the north coasts of the Asian and North
American continents in a swirl that conceivably might
take the ship to or near the North Pole. To attempt the
trip, which might take years, Amundsen had a new,
three-masted schooner built in 1917 at Asker, Norway.
She was MAUD, named for the nation's queen (18691938). It took two years (1918-20) for the "MAUD
Expedition" to navigate the Northeast Passage across the
top of Russia and Siberia to Nome, Alaska, then down to
Seattle in the United States.
To accelerate his goal of reaching the North Pole,
Amundsen sought to add airplanes to the expedition.
From the MAUD, positioned in the Arctic Ocean north
of Alaska, he would fly across the top of the world to
Spitzbergen (now Norway's Svalbard). In Seattle,
Amundsen met and became associated with Haakon H.
Hammer, a ship's broker of Danish descent, who
became the Danish consul in Seattle. As business agent
for the MAUD Expedition, Hammer was dispatched to
Europe and to Spitzbergen. He was to obtain German
Continued
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airplanes from Junkers, survey and photo-map the
Svalbard Archipelago at the other end of the proposed
trans-polar flight, and lay a cache of gasoline and
supplies on Svalbard for Amundsen's possible use.
For his unprecedented polar dash from the North
American continent, the bold explorer/adventurer chose
the American version of the Junkers F 13, an all-metal,
low-wing monoplane, which John M. Larsen was
importing from Germany and assembling at Central
Park, Long Island (not to be confused with the famous
Central Park in the middle of Manhattan, New York City)
as the Junkers-Larsen JL-6. The type had already set
U.S. records for endurance and long distance, and was
being sold to the Army, the Navy, and the Post Office
Dept. (Commander Richard E. Byrd even proposed
flying a JL-6 across the Atlantic Ocean!). Of the 28
imported airplanes, Roald Amundsen obtained one (c/n
unknown), which he proceeded to name ELISABETH.
Duly tested, accepted and christened, the JL-6
ELISABETH left Jersey City, NJ on April 10, 1922,
headed west for Cleveland. Aboard were pilots
Amundsen, Lt. Oskar Omdal of the Norwegian Navy,
and Harold T. ("Slim") Lewis, on leave from the Post
Office Dept., Larsen's chief mechanic, Ernest H. Buehl,
and Horace Gade, a bond broker friend of the explorer,
went along too. Over the mountains, at 6,000 feet, the
JL's 185 hp liquid-cooled engine overheated, necessitating a forced landing near Clarion, PA, in which the plane
encountered a tree stump. The tree stump survived, but
the ELISABETH did not. The five men emerged with
minor bruises, and Amundsen wired Larsen for a duplicate ELISABETH to be shipped to Seattle by rail.
The second JL-6 duly reached the west coast, and the
crated monoplane was stowed aboard the MAUD, along
with another acquisition, a Curtiss Oriole. This small
utility biplane came from Curtiss Field, Long Island,
reportedly a gift of the manufacturer. Before shipment
on April 6th, the Oriole had been named KRISTINE.
In addition to Oskar Omdal and himself as pilots,
Amundsen hired Lt. Odd Dahl of the Norwegian Army
Amundsen's Curtiss Oriole KRISTINE.

AMUNDSEN'S AIRCRAFT by Richard S. Allen continued:

with his radio experience, and Elmer G. Fullerton of the
Canadian Air Force for back-up. Earlier in the year,
Fullerton had acquired considerable expertise, flying the
two Junkers-Larsen JL-6s of Imperial Oil, Ltd. in the
Canadian Far North. With ELISABETH and KRISTINE
stowed in her hold, four competent pilots, and an auxiliary crew waiting at their destination, the MAUD
Expedition appeared viable, and likely of success in
seeking to fly over the North Pole.
With a crew of nine, and provisioned for seven years,
the heavily-laden MAUD left Seattle on June 3, 1922.
Her captain was Oscar Wisting, who had accompanied
Amundsen on his famed South Pole journey.
Buffeted by winds, and hampered by ice, Wisting
sailed the little schooner up the west coast of Alaska,
aiming to reach Point Barrow. MAUD passed Nome on
June 26, and anchored off Deering in the Kotzebue
Sound. Here, on July 16th, his fiftieth birthday, Amundsen
had the KRISTINE ferried to the beach for trial flights. At
this point, pilot Fullerton became apprehensive, quarreled
with Amundsen concerning the abilities of the JL-6, and
ultimately left the expedition. Odd Dahl, with Captain
Wisting as passenger, apparently made two flights off the
melting ocean ice. On landing after the second hop, the
landing gear collapsed and the propeller was smashed.
These were said to have been the first flights on skis off
the ice of the Great Arctic Basin. Wrecked and useless,
the KRISTINE was re-stowed aboard the MAUD.
Reduced to only a single airplane, Amundsen, Oskar
Omdal and the MAUD crew transferred the ELISABETH
to the trading vessel C. S. HOLMES in a further attempt
to round the Alaskan coast. The ship battered past Point
Hope and Cape Lisburne, but was unable to reach
Barrow, and the aviators and airplane were put ashore at
Wainwright, together with a prefabricated but and supplies for the winter. Amundsen and Omdal whimsically
dubbed the enclosure "Maudheim" (Maud House).
Leaving Omdal to assemble and tinker with the
airplane, Amundsen hired a dog team and mushed back
to Nome, where he spent the winter. This trip alone,
Photo: Curtiss, Editor's Collection

Continued
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more than 400 miles across barren tundra and frozen
marshland, was itself an epic journey. (To re-stock
Maudheim with supplies in April required a seven-man
team of ninety dogs!) With time, long nights, ingenuity
and some Eskimo labor, Oskar Omdal had the JL-6
ready to fly, planning to use the ever-present daylight of
early summer. All the thought, planning, financial outlay
and fond hopes came to an end on May 11, 1923. Oskar
Omdal took the ELISABETH off for a simple fifteenminute test flight. On landing, a ski collapsed, causing
irreparable damage. That was the end of this ambitious
aeronautical venture. Scratch up another dismal failure,
a botched enterprise. There were aftermaths and loose
ends to tie up, of course.
The MAUD, with Captain Wisting, Lt. Odd Dahl and
the KRISTINE, drifted north and then west, and froze into
the pack ice for the winter, some 500 km north of the
Siberian coastline. (It has been mistakenly reported that
Dahl's Oriole flights were made on Amundsen's birthday, 1923, rather than the previous year.) The explorer,
or his advisors, apparently miscalculated the Arctic
Ocean's currents, and the MAUD drifted for months and
months, but not toward the North Pole. It was well over
THREE YEARS before the MAUD, with Captain
Wisting, Lt. Odd Dahl, and the wrecked Oriole broke
out of the ice and got back to Seattle on Oct. 5, 1925.
Impounded by the Customs Service, KRISTINE was
sold to pioneer Northwest aviator, Edward Hubbard,
then to "Dinty" Moore and others. Still decked out in
Norwegian colors, but made a hybrid with new wings,
engine and various other parts, the little Oriole disappeared into obscurity, somewhere in the Northwest. The
wreckage of the MAUD itself (Later Baymaud) lies in
Cambridge Bay, in Canada's Northwest Territory.
Over the top of the world at the far end of
Amundsen's abortive polar flight, his agent, Haakon
Hammer, waited at King's Bay in Spitzbergen. Hammer
had a German floatplane in readiness (A Junkers F 13,
c/n 650, registration D 260, named Eisvogel (kebird).
He also arranged the services of the German pilot,
Arthur Neumann, and well-known Swiss aviatorphotographer Walter Mittelholzer. Across the bleak, icy
void, Amundsen and his agent lamented, commiserated,
plotted and planned via radio. Always suspicious, the
mercurial explorer first suspected Hammer of North
Pole flight designs of his own, then authorized him to
deal with Dornier in Germany to replace the disappointing JL-6. Pilots Neumann and Mittelholzer are credited
with carrying out the first aerial mapping and photography of the Svalbard Peninsula.
Roald Amundsen disgustedly wrote that the "skeleton"
of the JL-6 ELISABETH was left abandoned on the
beach at Wainwright, Alaska. His miscalculations and
misguided business dealings brought on public ridicule
and condemnation. Hounded by creditors and lawsuits, he
returned to Seattle, and was declared financially bankrupt.
Despite Amundsen's assertion of abandonment, and
in spite of the distant and isolated location, his damaged

AMUNDSEN'S AIRCRAFT by Richard S. Allen continued:

JL-6 ELISABETH was eventually snatched from the
beach at Wainwright and transported stateside. It was
sold in Seattle to a musician-pilot, Earl Grey. After
barnstorming with it in Oregon and California,
Grey turned the ship over to his brother, Wesley, of
Alki Point, who kept the JL-6 in a hangar on Seattle's
East Marginal Way. After repairing the tail surfaces
and putting the JL-6 on floats, Wesley Grey planned
to fly the all-metal plane as an aerial billboard. Early
in November, 1924, attempting to take off from
the Duwamish River, Grey, 27, crashed the ship in the
street at the corner of Michigan Avenue and East
Marginal. Happily, he survived with only multiple cuts,
bruises and a wrenched back. Amundsen's old ELISABETH was demolished.
Thus ended the sad saga of the third of three parts of
Roald Amundsen's MAUD Expedition of 1922-25.
Despite loss of prestige and support, Amundsen continued, even in bankruptcy, his attempts to reach the North
Pole by air, culminating in the flight of the dirigible
NORGE in 1926. (Captain Wisting of the MAUD, and
Oskar Omdal flew on the NORGE, too.) Omdal disappeared on an abortive trans-Atlantic flight attempt late in
1927, and Amundsen followed him into oblivion,
searching for the lost airship ITALIA, in 1928.

Conflicting Information
Virtually everything written about Amundsen's third
MAUD Expedition is riddled with controversial errors
and conflicting dates, events and continuity regarding
the people and airplanes involved. The accident to
his first JL-6, for instance, had been said to have
occurred at "Clarion, Pa," "Merion, Pa," "east of
Cleveland" and "Nebraska" (!). This same airplane, the
first ELISABETH, is said to have been "borrowed from
the Navy, returned to the Philadelphia Naval Yard, and
sold to Eddie Stinson." Its replacement, according to
one account, was "a larger version of the JL-6." So it
goes, and the historian can only try to sort it out, and
offer an opinion.
Names
Despite his weathered, gaunt and dour appearance,
the erudite and well-travelled Amundsen had considerable charisma, and developed quite a following among
the ladies of the Edwardian era. Tongue in cheek, he told
his crew that his airplanes were named for "an old aunt."
In reality, the colorful Oriole and the two successive
JL-6s were named in honor of a lady, Kristine Elisabeth
Bennett, the Norwegian-born wife of a Briton, residing
in the south of England. Mrs. Bennett was said to be
"one of the most important of the married women that
Amundsen lost his heart to and of whom he wrote very
passionately in his private diaries" (where she is
referred to as "Kiss"). Another of the explorer's lady
friends, Miss Lillie Raynor, is pictured wielding the
bottle at the christening of his Oriole, KRISTINE, at
Curtiss Field, Long Island on April 6, 1922.
Continued
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AMUNDSEN'S AIRCRAFT by Richard S. Allen continued:

any postal usage, or purpose. One MAUD Expedition
cover is endorsed "Wainwright, May 1923, Lat. 70,
Long. 160 W., Pilot Lt. Omdal" and is addressed to
the "Aero Club of Pennsylvania" in Philadelphia. But
there is no indication that it was ever airborne on
Lt. Omdal's sole flight during that month, or even put
into the United States Postal system. Perhaps some of
these covers were meant to become "Air Mail," but in
the event, the flights of KRISTINE and ELISABETH
were so tentative, brief, and abortive, that it is doubtful
that any mail was aboard either airplane. Lacking
authentic documentary evidence that either of the first
flights on skis off and over the Arctic Ocean (July 16,
1922 and May 11, 1923) carried air mail, the conclusion
must be that they did not.

Air Mail

References

Special covers and postcards were prepared for the
first and second segments of the MAUD Expedition
through the famed Northeast Passage of the Arctic
Ocean. Others, for the Third MAUD Expedition, were
apparently prepared (possibly in Seattle) and believed
to have been sold. These last were elaborately
box-cancelled in the color of the United States stamp
that was used, together with an additional circular rubber
stamp strike reading "NORTH STAR AIR POST."
These appear to have been pre-prepared and addressed
to various officials, organizations, and V.I.P.s (such as
President Warren G. Harding, who later endorsed
them with their signatures. Though perhaps put in
the mails at some point, these covers appear to be
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Thanks To
Susan Barr, Sharyya, Norway
P. J. Capelotti, Abington, Pennsylvania

■

Thanks Richard.
This article previously appeared in the April 2004 issue of Skyways - The Journal Of The Airplane 1920-1940. As well as Richard's
article, the 80 page April issue included an 11 page article recounting the first flight round the world by Douglas World Cruisers in
1924, (with 16 photos); the tale of the concept, design, sale, building and operation of the U.S. Navy's only metal skinned airship,
the 202,200 cubic feet displacement ZMC-2, (which was built in 1928, and served without incident til 1939); plus books, models, ID
Quiz, wants/disposals, etc.
A year's subscription to Skyways, costs $35US in the USA, $40US elsewhere. For a subscription or more information, contact World

War I Aeroplane, Inc., 15 Crescent Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601, USA

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE
Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: bjnepean@trytel.com
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SNAKE FALLS
David Brown sent me some further information on Snake Falls, in support of the article "THE
AMCN CL4-2702 SEMI-OFFICIAL SNAKE FALLS - RED LAKE FLIGHT DID NOT OCCUR" by
Derek Rance in the June 2004 Canadian Aerophilatelist. He added that:
Pakwash Lake south of Snake Falls is often an inhospitable place for float planes. The lake is
shallow and therefore often very rough. Snake Falls is at the inlet river on the north end and is
upstream a bit, however it is still not a easy place to land. As the pages state, Snake Falls in
now a tourist camp. I have been in there a couple of times. There is a wooden walkway that
leads from the end road over to the camp. Snake Falls was one portage on the marine railway
that was a part of a system that made the transport of goods, material and equipment to Red
Lake easier. As part of the water route it was only active in the summer. The winter tractor train
route was more direct cross country. Mail to Snake Falls would primarily be by water. Air mail
may have been flown to Pine Ridge (Gold Pines) and then send on the next barge train to Red
Lake or in this case to Snake Falls. A flight from Pine Ridge to Snake Falls and then on to Red
Lake is a possibility, however I think the secret in knowing this, as Derek alludes to, is the
whereabouts of WCA aircraft. (Sounds familiar!) I have always had a suspicion that the Snake
Falls covers may not have been flown, but never did the investigation as deep as Derek. I have
not seen any other covers than Roessler's's. Are there any others out there? As Derek suggests,
the intent may have been that they were to be flown.

A sheet from David's exhibit is shown on the next page:
Continued

Every seven weeks

we

offer 1,000's of worldwide lots
in all sizes and price ranges. Whether
you are looking for one single item or
a whole carton full of stamps, you are
sure to find it in one of our regular
Mail Auctions.
Call today for your FREE catalogue or
to view it online visit: www.vanceauctions.com

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD.
P.O. Box 267B • Smithville, ON LOR 2A0 • Canada
Phone: 905-957-3364 • Fax: 905-957-0100 • mail@vanceauctions.com
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SNAKE FALLS by David Brown continued:

4.6

Snake Falls and the Marine Railway

Snake Falls Is located at the rvrth end of Pal:wash Lake. Snake Falls was one of a series of marine ra ► lwags that
was used to transport supplies, building materials and mining equipment over portages along the water route from
Hudson to r;ed Lake, The waterway was open for 22 gears, until Highway 105 was built In 1948, In winter, the
tractor-train route shortened the distance by heading crosscountrq from lake to lake rather than follow ► no the river
systems. Today, Snake Fall Is the site of a tourist camp.
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Yukon Airways Exploration Ltd.
October 1927 - November 1929

This company was formed in order to open up air routes into the northern regions of the western provinces.
Using a Ryan Brougham single-engine high-wing monoplane, from the United States, the first flights were
made in October and November 1927. Christened "Queen of the Yukon", it was described as rugged and
dependable and the same type of aircraft that Charles Lindbergh had flown successfully across the Atlantic a
few months earlier.
The first mail flight, from White Horse to Mayo, Dawson and return was made in the period November 1 1 th to
16th
The cover illustrated is from the second mail flight of November 24 th, 1927. It had been intended to fly from
White Horse to Mayo Landing, Wernecke, Keno Hill and Dawson. However, such severe weather conditions
were encountered that the engine oil froze and the aircraft was forced to land. It was eventually towed the
remaining distance to Mayo and remained there for the rest of the winter.
The mail was taken by dog-sled and backstamped on arrival at Mayo Landing (December 4), Wernecke
(December 5), Keno Hill (December 6) and Dawson December 8). A total of 145 letters are recorded as being
taken to the first two points. This cover went to Keno Hill where only a very small amount of mail was carried.

It

MAIL—Core of

UKON AIRWAYS & EXPLORATIONICO., LTD., WHITE HOR!
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"47

The cover above shows the special
adhesive strip that was required to be
placed across the front of the envelope.
The company semi-official stamp was
placed on the back of the letter and
bears the Keno Hill arrival date stamp

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM DAVID GRANGER
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BENT PROPS AND BLOW POTS is a new book that was mentioned in the March 2004 newsletter. - It
received such a terrific review in the Canadian Aviation Historical Society Journal, that I am reproducing it in full:
BENT PROPS AND BLOW POTS
Rex Terpening
Hard cover, 338 pp, 6" X 9," C$36.95
Profusely illustrated with photographs
Historical notes, Glossary and Index
Harbour Publishing
PO Box 219, Madeira Park, BC
VON 2H0
www.harbourpublishing.com
ISBN 1-55017-287-5
I have just finished the best read on
early Canadian bush flying that I have
ever had - Rex Terpening's Bent Props
and Blow Pots. While many excellent
books have been written on this subject, the difference is that author Rex
was there. He tells of the adventure
and hardships of flying in the North in
the 1930s with an articulate skill rarely
found among tough, frontier-hardened
pioneers.
The calm descriptions confirm that exaggeration is no part of Rex Terpening's
relating of amazing events. On the contrary, his precise description of detail,
and laconic understatements (eg. "One of
the most common aviation experiences
on these occasions was 'going through
the ice,' an unpopular activity and one
that we tried hard to avoid") assure the
reader of straight goods — "the
truth and nothing but.. .".
Rex was born the year
before the Great War, in the
hinterlands of Alberta near
Wainwright, where his father
was employed as a park warden, overseeing the management of a government-sponsored herd of wild buffalo. In
1927 the family moved near Ft
McMurray, where Rex finished
his formal education in a tworoomed schoolhouse.
Ft McMurray, as the northern terminus of the railway,
had already become the
"southern terminus" of western
Arctic flying, and the McMurray
Snye echoed with the roar of
Bellancas and Fairchilds heading off into the vast northern territories. Evenings and
weekends — and any other
chance to not be in school
— would find 15-year-old

Rex down at the Snye eagerly
helping the pilots and mechanics of Commercial Airways
and Spence-McDonough Air

Transport, with the servicing and repairing of their aircraft.
In those pioneer days at McMurray,
graduation from public school came at
the end of Grade Nine, the highest level
of book-learning available. Rex had then
to seek work. With no official aviation
apprenticeship, he spent the next couple
of years running his father's trapline, and
cutting cordwood, fuel for the Mackenzie
River sternwheelers.
His first offer of real employment in
aviation came in January of 1932 when
he received an invitation to work for
Spence-McDonough, whom he had
so eagerly assisted as a school kid. So
began a run of seven years of high adventure, flying throughout the western
Canadian Arctic, as engineer and crewman on Fairchild and Junkers aircraft.
For those of us of a younger generation who have spent time flying VFR,
single radial-engined aeroplanes in the
harsh arctic environment (some things
never change!), albeit with much better
maps, it is easy to find ourselves in the
cockpit with Rex and pilot Matt Berry,
Rex Tetpening, oulhord Bent Pops end Now Pots," drains the oil
from Comb) Malys Julien W34, (FAN, ot AO* WIT, on
20 December '36. M. BERT

as they sweat it out. We know the tension of takeoffs with marginal distance
available; the anxiety of a balky engine,
barking reluctantly either in the air or
at some frozen and isolated locale; the
blindness of takeoffs and landings in
ice fog; or the horror of being low on
fuel feeling lost in an arctic white-out.
Add to these heart-stoppers, hardships
that many of us are now spared — the
hazards and choking discomfort of
the early morning pre-heating of the
engine under an oily tarp, with a pair
of open-flame blow pots, or the initial
terror of falling through thin ice in a
high-winged Fairchild, and then the
finger-numbing salvage. Rex and his
compatriots saw each other through
all of these challenges and more — the
"character building" aspects of early
northern aviation.
Another intriguing feature of Bent
Props and Blow Pots is Rex's wide
historic and local knowledge, apparent from the many historical footnotes,
often extensive, inserted into the text
(eg. An Arctic Salmon War, Lives Lost in
the Slave River Rapids, Plying Northern
Rivers and Arctic Waters, etc). And
Chapter 4, Workin' on the River, covers
one more aspect of pioneer life on the
frontier it he 1930s. Between aviation
jobs, Rex sound himself employed on
the sternwheeler Northland Echo as a
boiler stoker (fireman). The physical
demands of "lucky-to-have-a-job-inthose-days" comes through clearly,
not to mention life in a bygone era of
transportation.
Bent Props and Blow Pots can probably be found in a bookstore near you
— if they have managed to keep stock
on the shelves. Buy and enjoy!
BOB CAMERON

The CAHS Journal is a
beautifully produced, quarterly
publication, with very interesting
articles, glossy paper, and lots
of illustrations. - For more
information on the CAHS contact
their National Headquarters:
P.O. Box 705,
Station "P",
Toronto,
Ontario M5S 2Y4
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AN ONTARIO MYSTERY!
From Murray Heifetz
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The top cover was carried from Hamilton to Windsor on the special, Toronto - Windsor flight
commemorating the 50 th Anniversary of the Canadian National Exhibition in 1928. (AMCN #2839n.)
Continued
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AN ONTARIO MYSTERY from Murray Heifetz continued

The bottom cover is from the first flight of the Canadian Airways' Toronto - Detroit air mail service.
(AMCN #2945e.)
But what about the middle cover? - This was sent in by MURRAY HEIFETZ, who commented:
I'm enclosing a photocopy of a cover purportedly flown on the Hamilton - Windsor sector of the
CNE flights. The date of posting is right, although it is not addressed to Windsor, and there is no
backstamp of any kind. However, the cachet applied is for the Hamilton - Windsor flight of July 15,
1929. Presumably the cachet was not yet produced in August 1928. The cover wouldn't have been
a local posting to Hamilton on which someone later added a cachet, as the franking is 6c, all properly
dated, which would have only been used for an intended airmail flight, (in fact it is lc overfranked.)
It looks like someone is playing hanky-panky, but who, how, and when?
Can anybody suggest an explanation for the middle cover?

Thanks Murray.

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version,
or on diskette in Microsoft Word or MSWorks format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
Prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$5 for a hard copy, C$3 for a diskette, C$8 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas.
DEDUCT 20% if paying in $US.
CAS members may deduct a further 10% from these prices.
Orders should be sent directly to:
Gord Mallett, P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0
[tel. (780) 419 6738; or e-mail Gord at: gordm@edmc.net

AND:

Gord will e-mail the Index at NO COST,
to any member who sends him an email address!
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The GUARANTEED BCM/AIRFIELD handstamp
This handstamp, which is found that is found on the back of some First Flight Covers, was the subject
of an article in the September 2003 newsletter.
The handstamp turned out to be a guarantee, applied to covers by Francis J. Field, who stated in an
advertisement that Mike Shand found in May 1939 issue of Aerofield, that:

We hereby Guarantee that every Air Cover bearing the genuine mark BCM/AIRFIELD, is
guaranteed to be genuine in every respect and as described by us in our advertisements and invoice,
and that if proved otherwise we will, without time limit, refund the cost (plus reasonable expenses)
originally paid to us for it.
This advertisement also stated that the guarantee system had been in use since 1925, but:

it had not been used consistently as trade and re-selling friends frequently preferred to handle
"untraceable" items. In view, however, of many recent requests for a stabilising influence, such as
our guarantee system on the Flown Cover market, we have decided to resume it and from May, 1939
onwards all new flown covers and rarities of all periods that we handle will receive the well-known
mark "BCM/AIRFIELD," applied in small characters by a rubber stamp.
Alex Newall has sent me a copy of the front page of the first issue Air Mail Notes And News, published
in September 1930. This shows one of the earlier attempts by Francis J. Field Ltd. to promote this guarantee,
and is reproduced on the next page.
The September 2003 article finished with a question regarding the initials BCM, and what they
represented. - A similar question was raised by Alan Tunnicliffe, editor of New Zealand Air Mail News, with
whom we exchange newsletters, and later answered as follows:

Don Ashworth advises that BCM was the special address name used by a London based
company called British Monomarks Limited.
Don recalls seeing about 50 years ago in UK hotel registers guests using monomarks for their
addresses. He sent in some information about the company and it is quite interesting.
In 1925 British Monomarks Ltd was granted a Post Office licence allowing them to provide a
secure Poste Restante and Mail Forwarding service for travelers and businesses.
Today, 79 years later, they are still offering these same original services. They offer you,
wherever you are, a secure central London address.
Other services offered are stated to be UK Post Box services, telephone answering, fax relay and
broadcasting, voice messaging, secure e-mail accounts, telex, telegraph, answering in your name,
London street address, virtual office, personal and professional discreet forwarding.
British Monomarks Ltd are at Monomark House, 27 Old Gloucester Street, London WC 1. Tel
020 7419 5000. Fax 020 7831 9589. E-mail: bm@monomark.co.uk
Their website is at: www.britishmonomarks.co.uk
The British Monomarks website now includes a section on the company's history, which shows an application
form for a private monomark from 1926. The company's address is given on this form as BCM/MONO,
LONDON W.C.1, and there is a statement that "Life members may select their own monomark on payment
of the additional fee". It therefore seems that BCM/AIRFIELD was a private monomark, purchased by Francis
J. Field Ltd.
As a final stage in this enquiry, I decided to test the statement in the 1939 advertisement from
Aerofield, that BCMAIRFIELD:

is a Monomark permanently reserved for us without time limit, and therefore any enquiry
regarding the guarantee cover which is addressed to BCMAIRFIELD, London, W.C., at any time
will be forwarded to us.
I mailed a letter from Kingston, Ontario, to BCMAIRFIELD, LONDON W.C., ENGLAND. Unfortunately it came back marked NOT AT THIS ADDRESS *** RETURN TO SENDER ***
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This is our new Cover Guarantee : write for
descriptive leaflet and latest " Blue List "
Offers.
Mint Air Stamp' now in stock include :
Bolivia, new official set of 8; Brazil, " Condor" set"'
• of 9 Zeppelin stamps; Abyalnnia, complete set with
inverted overprint (guaranteed) ; Tripoli, Roumania,
`
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The Hawker cover herewith illustrated is
new .91 find" in the Airmail World, and=

one of outstanding interest as it bears the
autographs of four very famous aviators
of , trans-Atlantic fame: Messrs. Harry
Hawker, K. Mackenzie Grieve, Whitten

On 'June .4th‘Mr. J. Childs flew a Moth
to Beira (Portugal), -a distance of 480
-miles in six hours.' " Inapt-ess " states
lfiat'24 - letters were carried which received
- the special postal cachet showing an aeroplane and ',,the words "Via Aerea " in
black: -The- route followed was. Lorenzo
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cults tolletra.: .

Many thanks to Mike Shand, Alan Tunnicliffe, Don Ashworth, and Alex Newall, for their
contributions to this enquiry.
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AVIATION and AIRMAIL ETIQUETTE
Many thanks to BARRY COUNTRYMAN, who has not only done an outstanding job of
researching various air mail services, but also sent me the following newspaper clipping:
AIR LINE IIARS' TIP'S
Colpnial Airways stste , plying be ,,
tweeh Toronto and .3uf o. . "18 M forbidden its employees' to-,t acept tips in
en atteMpt to make lairl travel as - inexpertithie al- possible.

The Toronto Star,
January 11 th 1930.

This struck me as most peculiar at first, but I suppose somebody had to establish whether flying was
like taking a taxi, or going on a cruise ship, when you do tip; or whether is was to be regarded like taking a
bus, or railway train, when you don't tip.
The clipping also reminded me of a drawing that I first saw used by Bill Dwyer on his business card,
which was originally used in a U.S. Post Office poster:

AIRMAIL
is Socially Correct

Bill Dwyer
Pre-WWII Worldwide Airmail
Pioneers, Early First Flights,
Semi-Oficiols, Russian Air Fleet,
Vignettes, Roesller, Cinderella
bill@aerophilotelist.com

408-356-7359

The poster was illustrated in The Airpost Journal for June 1986, and described as follows:
The 1929 Post Office Departent poster shown on the front cover came
to light because it was chosen by The Washington Post (newspaper) to illustrate both of its listings (in different departments, run on consecutive
days) of a new National Archives exhibition of 200 years of government
posters and broadsides. The lithographed poster itself measures 14 by 20
inches (of which about one inch on each side is outside the frame and has
been cropped off in our illustration). It is printed on light gray paper; "Air
Mail" and the words in the bottom line are black, the "5c" and "10c" red,
"is Socially Correct" is royal blue. The plane is blue and yellow pastel. The
model has auburn hair and a bright red dress, and holds a green feather.
The artist is one John McEwan; the printed legend along the bottom, just
outside the frame, reads: Issued by Post Office Department / Engineer Reproduction Plant, U.S. Army, Washington, D.C. / 1929. The exhibition continues through February 1987.

I expect that the Post Office made the claim that Air Mail is Socially Correct on its own initiative, but
perhaps their was a council of newspaper society columnists which endorsed it?
Can anybody provide more information about the origins of aviation and airmail etiquette?
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1937 - CANADA to LUNDY IS
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This most unusual cover was found by JIM GRAUE. - Although the stamps/cinderallas and First Day Covers
produced by Lundy Island are quite common, this is the first time I recall seeing a cover to Lundy Island!
The cover is, in fact, correctly franked for air mail from Harrington Harbour to Rimouski; surface mail from
Rimouski to England; and "private carrier" mail to Lundy Island. - According to the website

www.stampincionlundv.co.uk/ :
The earliest date recorded for the opening of the Lundy Island Post Office is 3' March 1887,
though it is unlikely that it did in fact operate until 1892, when the GPO laid a cable from Croyde in
North Devon across the Bristol Channel to the Lundy Island and built a stone cable but where the cable
terminated-against the east wall of the keep of Marisco Castle. The cable but became known as the Post
Office, which contained a table and counter, pigeonholes for sorting letters, a stationery cabinet, as well
as two bunks and a cooking stove. The latter used by linemen sent from the mainland to lay and service
the cables connected to the island's two lighthouses, there to warn Bristol Channel shipping, which
subsequently came into service in 1896.
From 1912 to about 1915 there was a twice-weekly mail service using British not Lundy Postage
Stamps to Lundy Island, one from Instow North Devon and one from Bristol operated by SS Devonia.
During the First World War the service was either from Milford Haven or from Ilfracombe North Devon.
In 1912 the renowned MV Lerina entered service, carrying mail between Instow North Devon and the
island in the Bristol Channel, culminating in October 1925 when M C Harman acquired not only Lundy
Island in the Bristol Channel but also the mail-carrying contract together with MV Lerina.
The first Sub Postmaster appointed, Mr F Allday, held the post for over 30 years, until he left in
1926, being succeeded by M C Harman's next appointee, Mr H Lang who held the Post Office for only
about 1 year before leaving. M C Harman's head gardener, Mr W Mien, then took over the Post Office
but he too only held the job for a few months before leaving Lundy Island in the Bristol Channel. As no
successor could be found from the islands population, M C Harman requested the Postmaster General
to close the Post Office and the GPO ceased to have any interest in the Bristol Channel island after the
end of 1927.
Continued
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1937 - CANADA to LUNDY ISLAND continued:

For 2 years M C Harman continued to carry, free of charge, mail to and from the North Devon
mainland on MV Lerina, the mail being transported in sealed mail bags to and from the sub Post Office
at Instow North Devon by Captain W Dark, skipper of MV Lerina. Responsibility for distributing
incoming mail and despatching outgoing mail on Lundy Island in the Bristol Channel was in the hands
of the late, renowned, Mr F W Gade who had arrived in 1926 on a three month trial, as M C Harman's
resident agent, a position to be retained except for a short break until Mr F W Gade retired in 1971.
In 1929 M C Harman decided that he could no longer afford the free mail In 1929 M C Harman
decided that he could no longer afford the free mail service, and to defray his costs he conceived the idea
of issuing special Lundy Stamps, better known as Puffin Stamps for fixing to incoming and outgoing
mail. He choose, for the new Lundy Postage Stamps the Puffin as his Puffin Stamps unit of currency
for Lundy Stamps, being equivalent of the British penny, and on the 1' Nov. 1929 the first Lundy
Stamps of Lundy Island were issued, the Puffin Stamps half Puffin Pink and the Puffin Stamps 1 Puffin
Blue.
The Lundy Island website was created by Ian Luggar , 34 Lime Grove, Bideford, North Devon EX39 3JL,
U.K., who also sells Lundy Island stamps and postal history. However, there is a note at the site saying that
"Due to an extended trip in 2005 the 'buy' facility and contact addresses have been suspended until my return
in the spring of 2006".
Many thanks to Jim Graue for sending this cover, and best wishes to Ian Luggar wherever you are.

1938 - CALPURNIA CRASH COVER
Ken Sanford

On the 27th of November 1938, the Imperial Airways "Calpurnia", a Short S.23 'C' Class (G-AETW ) flying
boat crashed on Lake Habbaniyah, Iraq.
Continued
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1938 - CALPURNIA CRASH COVER by Ken Sanford continued:

The crew members were Captain Ernest Henry "Tich" Attwood, First Officer Alexander Ninian Spottiswood,
Radio Operator B. Bayne-Rees & Flight Clerk F. G. Ubee. The flight had departed from Southampton on the
23"I, and was carrying a heavy load of Christmas mail.
When attempting to land during a severe sand storm and in the dark, the aircraft struck the water too hard and
crashed near the town of Ramadi, which is about 12 miles from the normal landing place on Lake Habbaniyah.
The Captain had mistaken it for the normal landing place. All four flight crew members were killed, whilst two
Imperial staff passengers and the Steward D.E. Anderson escaped with some injuries. There were no revenue
passengers onboard.
Most of the mail (about 80 bags-800 lbs.) was scattered across the lake. It was salvaged by the Royal Air
Force (RAF) in watersoaked condition, and many of the covers had the stamps soaked off. To assist with the
salvage, Imperial Airways staff came out from Basra. They were accompanied by some GPO personnel, who
were not pleased to find the RAF people drying out the mail in an irregular manner. By the 30t h of November,
eighteen mailbags had been recovered. Many different cachets, labels, markings and mimeograph explanations
were used by the post offices at the various destinations of the mail. There are at least fourteen different
markings known on mail to Australia. I recently purchased on eBay, a cover with a previously unrecorded
marking, which is from the Brisbane, Australia Post Office. The cover is postmarked St. John's,
Newfoundland 12 November 1938, and is addressed to Pittsworth, Queensland, Australia. On the front, it has
the type "I" cachet in red, which was applied by the Sydney Post Office. On the back is a piece of brown
sealing tape, and the printed inscription reading: "THIS COVER WAS TORN IN TRANSIT/THE
ACCIDENT IS REGRETTED/REPAIRED BY /G.P.O. BRISBANE".

Not only is Newfoundland a very unusual origin for a "Calpurnia" cover, but this marking was previously
unrecorded by Henri Nierinck in "Recovered Mail" and by myself in my recent book "Air Crash Mail of
Imperial Airways & Predecessor Airlines". I will include it in a future supplement to the book.
Thanks Ken.
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CALGARY STAMPEDE COVERS

Geor7e J.King,
42 ArurrIel
Kingston, surrey,
England.

SPECIAL DELIVERY
EXPRES

VI'LPrvAIR MAIL
WALTER A. LYSTER
440 Cheerier St.
Montreal 24 Poe, Canada

W.

•

XL

A

rington,

172 Wellington Street,
KINGSTON, Ontario.

"Old" airmail covers from the Calgary Stampede, like the ones above, seem to occurfairly often

in dealers' boxes, but not "new" covers. - I was therefore intrigued by Dale Speirs article on The
Decline and Fall of the Calgary Stampede Handstamp, and have reproduced it on the next page.
The Canadian Philatelist is published bimonthly by THE ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA, and the
CAS receives a copy as an affiliate of the RPSC.

Membership of the RPSC is open to all. In addition to receiving The Canadian Philatelist, members of the RPSC
can purchase "all risks" insurance for their stamp collections at special rates; use the RPSC Sales Circuit to purchase
items for their collection, or to dispose of surplus material; and the RPSC will provide advice and contact family
members or lawyers for the estate of a late member.
For more information on the RPSC, contact their National Office at: P.O. Box 929, Station Q, Toronto, Ontario
M4T 2P1; or visit their website at http://www.rpsc.orq/
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The Decline and Fall of the
Calgary Stampede Handstamp
by Dale Speirs
People go to the Calgary Stampede,
the world's largest rodeo, each year for a
variety of reasons. Some like the animals
in the livestock displays, others watch all
the infield events, the kids roam the midway rides, and many never look at a cow
or horse, preferring to spend their time in
the casino. For a number of years my
favourite Stampede sport was Spot-ThePost-Office, and victory was proven by
actually getting a Stampede postmark.
Many years ago, in fact within living
memory of senior citizens, there was a
post office on the grounds of the Calgary
Stampede, where one could get a nice
commemorative hand cancel. This was
discontinued for a while, then later revived in much attenuated form. In 1989,
Canada Post had a tent at the south end of
the grounds, next to the pin-trading tent.
If there was any publicity about it, I certainly missed it. I found it only because I
happened to glance into the tent as I
walked by to the pin traders. As I looked
in, I saw two posties standing idly behind
the counter waiting for customers. I went
in on a chance and discovered that yes,
there was a commemorative cancel for
the Stampede. It was black ink, 31 mm
diameter, and showed the Stampede logo
of a cowboy with a lariat.
In 1990, the Canada Post tent was absent. After much searching, I discovered
a souvenir outlet acting as a paler version of a Retail Postal Outlet, and asked
for the commemorative. The clerk was a
teenaged sweet young thing who had no
idea what I was talking about. Finally
communication was established, and I
got the 1990 Stampede cancel. It was
black ink, 48 mm diameter, and depicted
a chucicwagon.
Publicity for the 1991 Stampede mentioned that all the souvenir stands would
have the commemorative cancels. On
this basis, I proceeded to the same stand
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Above is the 1991 Calgary Stampede hand
cancel. The cancel below is dated July 13,
1990.

where I had gotten last year's cancel.
There was a different sweet young thing
there, and she knew what I was talking
about when I asked for the cancel. Unfortunately, she didn't have one there. I
was directed to the Roundup Centre,
which did have it. In fact, I saw the rubber handstamp sitting on a table behind
the cash register. Having bought some
postcards, I asked the clerk for cancels
on them. She was confused (she might
have been the sweet young thing from
1990; I don't remember faces well).
However, her fellow sales clerk knew
what I was talking about, and obliged
with the handstamp. The 1991 cancel
was red ink, undated (not even the year),
and had shrunk to 30 mm.
In 1992, I saw no sign of any cancel,
nor did any of the clerks know about it. I
surmise that 1991 was the last year of the
handstamp.
Over the next decade, nothing re-appeared, although I always made it a point

to keep watch. At the 2001 Stampede, I
saw a Canada Post booth in the trade
show, which was part of a larger display
extolling the services of the Government
of Canada. The booth, very professionally done, was selling philatelic items
and year sets. I asked the postie if they
had a special cancel. He replied negatively, and went on to say that I wasn't
the first one to be asking him. He couldn't understand it either, as a commemorative handstamp or cover would be a
good way of moving stock.
What struck me as interesting was
that even though there was no philatelic
commemoration on site, the programme
booklet given to all visitors entering the
Stampede had a thoroughly philatelic
theme. The Calgary Stampede has an annual attendance of about 1.1 million paid
visitors, and everybody got the programme with their admission ticket. In
addition, the Stampede used the programme as a publicity mail shot a few
weeks prior to the event, sending out
several hundred thousand booklets to
Calgary and area homes. Therefore
about 1.5 million of the programmes
were printed.
The booklet cover showed the feature
attractions as undenominated labels, with
a faux Calgary machine cancel obviously based on the regular cancel. I suspect the booklet designer copied it from
a commercial cover received in his office
mail, because the pseudo-postmark has
the vertical line at left of the cds. This is
exactly what one sees on regular mail
with an over-inked machine cancel that
not only inked the cds and slogan but
also the edge of the frame holding the
postmark device. Throughout the interior
of the programme, faux labels depicting
stars of the shows were abundant, as
well as circular handstamps. It would
have been nice to have a real handstarnp
to match the programme booklet.
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AEROPHILATELY or ASTROPHILATELY ?
NINO CHIOVELLI has sent in the following item, in which the general dividing-line between aero and
astro materials is well defined.

The 100 km Boundary for Astronautics
Following the pioneer flights beyond the edges of the atmosphere at the beginning of the
Sixties, which opened a period of 40 years of space exploration, there was no more talk
of suborbital space flight until 1996, when the X-Prize Foundation launched a competition
for rocket experts around the world.
On 21 June 2004, SpaceShipOne became the first aerospacecraft developed by a
privately-owned company to successfully reach an altitude of 100 km, the generally
accepted definition of "space".
But where does this "100 km Boundary" come from ?
The text reproduced below is adapted from an article written by Dr S. Sanz Fernandez
de Cordoba, President of ICARE, the FAI Astronautic Records Commission

THE IDEA OF SEPARATING AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS
In the early 1950's, Aeronautics and Astronautics were considered the same thing. In
fact Astronautics, besides the "dreams" of a few scientists and engineers, was only a
military endeavour, linked to Aeronautics in the Military Establishments of the time. But
Theodore Von Karman [(1881-1963), who is considered to be one of the great
aeronautical scientists of the twentieth century] had the feeling that there was a
difference between the two. If such was the case, a line could be defined to separate
them. The basics were there : Astronautics needed the lack of atmosphere to be viable;
Aeronautics needed the presence of atmosphere. And atmosphere existed near the
Earth's surface, but did not exist far above the ground. In Astronautics, speeds
impossible to maintain in atmospheric drag could be maintained for very long periods
without power applied to the vehicle. In Aeronautics (heavier than air vehicles) sustained
flying without power is unthinkable. And so on. Thus, both disciplines could be separated
in certain important aspects just because of their dependence, in opposite ways, on
atmosphere.
In the mid 1950's, Von Karman got in touch with a series of (at the time) young leading
scientist and engineers in Aeronautics and Astronautics with the view of defining a
separation, as far as possible, between both disciplines. He had got to know them
through two international private, i.e. not government dependent, organisations. One
was the recently created IAF (International Federation of Astronautics), which had held
its first International Congress in 1950. The second, at the time by far more important,
was the well known and very prestigious FAI (Federation Aeronautique Internationale),
organised in the first years of the XX Century, and which sanctioned and recorded all
Aeronautic records.

Continued
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AEROPHILATELY or ASTROPHILATELY? continued:

The Karman separation line : Scientific significance.
The interchange of ideas finally led to a clear cut : In Aeronautics, level flying higher and
higher meant to deal with less and less dense atmosphere, thus to the need for greater
and greater speeds to have the flying machine controllable by aerodynamic forces. A
speed so big in fact, that, above a certain altitude, it could be close to or even bigger
than the circular orbital speed at that altitude (i.e. lift was no longer needed, since
centrifugal force took over; and consequently aerodynamic flight was meaningless).
Conversely, in Astronautics, lower and lower orbital flying led to encountering more and
more dense atmosphere, so much that it would be impossible to maintain the orbit for
a number of turns around Earth without significant forward thrust (thus making the free
fall, or orbiting, concept meaningless). A lot of calculations were made, and finally it was
concluded and accepted by all scientists involved, that the boundary could be set at an
altitude of around 100 km.
The 100-Km altitude, ever since named the "Karman Line", thus came into existence as
the boundary separating Aeronautics and Astronautics.
The Karman Line: Adoption in International Standards
Von Karman presented the result of this work to the IAF, which accepted it without much
interest, because they were really not concerned with the problem of separating both
fields. But things worked differently for the FAI, deeply involved in human records for
Aeronautics.
Some of the people who had been working with Von Karman were connected to FAI,
among them, Sanz Aranguez from Spain, Dillaway from the U.S., several scientists from
the U.S.S.R., and Genty from France. They proposed to FAI to create a new category
of flying machines, later named spacecraft in the FAI rules, which would have separate
records. The FAI was more than willing to do so, and decided to create the International
Commission of Astronautics (CIAstr; the name was changed in 1987 to International
Commission of Astronautical Records, ICARE).The rules developed and approved became
Chapter 8 of the FAI Sporting Code. Naturally, they started by setting the rule that a
flight could only be considered an Astronautical flight, and then qualify for a record under
Chapter 8 of the FAI Sporting Code, when that flight goes beyond the 100 Km line, i.e.
the Karman Line.
(Full article available at : www.fai.orq/astronautics/100km.asp)

Thanks Nino.
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Labels, stamps, covers ... you name it, we sell it!
Nutmeg holds at least 15 sales a year
and each features quality material.
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2004 Canadian LUFTHANSA FFCs
LUFTPOST
PAR AVION PRIORITAIRE

Erstflug LH 490 / AC 9197
Mfinchen - Vancouver

Airbus
A340-300

Vancouver

Mister
Karl-Jurgen Schepers
USPS 349, W. Gerorgia St.

BC. Canada
2004 Vancouver,
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First flight LH 491 / AC 9198
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The Lufthansa press release stated:

Nonstop service between Vancouver and Munich
Lufthansa is very pleased to announce the introduction of nonstop service between Vancouver
and Munich, our second hub in Europe. The new flight will operate three times weekly on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays for the period from June 10 to October 03, 2004.
Flight LH491 will depart Vancouver at 20:50 and arrive in Munich at 16:00
Flight LH490 will depart Munich at 15:45 and arrive in Vancouver at 17:10
Many thanks to NORBERT KROMMER for these covers.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.
They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

Auction -

Newfoundland Airmail Issue

Harry Hollander will be issuing an Auction (atalogue on the 1931 Newfoundland Airmail Issue, in or around Feb - March of mos.
for details of this, and/or his other auctions of various countries' stamps, postal history, etc.,
please contact him at:

Harold Hollander Philatelists
5 Helgarda Ave, Hout Bay isSob, South Africa
Tel: +2.7 21 iqo 2463 Fax: + 2.1 iqo 4655 Email: holander@mweb.o.zd

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by February 1 B t .

WWW.CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
WWW.ESJVANDAM.COM
Our websites offer thousands of

CANADA SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS & COVERS
Canada revenues, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, POW Franks, Duck & Hunting stamps
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - sample on request

E. S. J van Dam Ltd -

since 1970

P. O. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ont. Canada KOL 1H0
esvandam@esjvandam.com
phone (705)-292-7013 fax (705)-292-6311
Toll free order line - North America only, 1 - 866 - EVANDAM (382-6326)
member: ASDA, CSDA, APS, ARA, BNAPS, RPSC, etc.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

The annual membership dues are:
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $18.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN (or $21.00 US, or 17 Euros, or 11 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.

Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:

Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal

to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.
#69 Don Amos

#135 Beatrice Bachmann
#322 David G. Brown
#340 Harold Brosseau
#300 Bob Campbell
#180 Elmer Cleary
#318 Martin Cole
#260 Fred Dietz
#338 Koos Fase
#312 Barry Frost
#193 J.P.Gadoury
#289 Andre Giguere

#14 Murray Heifetz
#323 Donald Holmes
#111 James Kobelt
#310 Charles LaBlonde
#171 Albert Leger
#109 Gary Lyon
#106 Maurice Malenfant
#277 Ed Matthews
#329 Denny May
#320 Gordon McDonald
#17 Richard McIntosh
#321 Andrew Mrozowski

#219 William Noble
#67 Robert North Sr.
#207 Charles Oakley
#194 Derek Rance
#275 Tom Shaw
#222 Douglas Smith
#339 Keith Spencer
#217 Cecil Stoner
#73 Kurt Tischler
#303 Ronald Trefry
#13 Janice Weinstock
#311 Hans Wichern

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I am preparing this March Report on 25 January 2005 , the birthday anniversary of Bobbie Burns. Those who
observe the Baird's Birthday please join me in a toast to his memory. I am in Naples, Florida away from the
cold environment of Canada. On the 28 February I return to reality and Nepean, Ontario. I am not thinking
much about Aerophilately at present but I hope to attend one day of the three day AAMS Convention in
Sarasota, Florida, about 90 miles from Naples. At this Convention Aerophilatelists from around the world will
gather and during the Awards Banquet, the new AAMS President, Derrick Pillage, will announce the addition
of two new names to the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame. It will be a great event. One of our members, Charles
Verge, will be the Chief Judge.
Due to announcements about our 2005 Snowbird Covers in the Canadian Stamp News, the Canadian
Philatelist of the RPSC and The Airpost Journal of the AAMS, over 30 new collectors have purchased
Snowbird Covers. Hopefully many will decide to join the CAS for future Aerophilatelic collecting. Funds raised
from the sale of these covers help cover the costs of our excellent publication, The Canadian Aerophilatelist,
edited by the hard working editor, Chris Hargreaves of Kingston, Ontario.
The late Captain Miles Selby, No. 4 of the Snowbird Aerobatic Team, signed 30 envelopes as part of our set
of 9 covers for each pilot, and another 80 for the one cover signed by all nine pilots. In memory and tribute to
our fallen aviator, a set of the 10 envelopes was sent to his widow via the CO of 431 Demonstration Squadron
on behalf of the CAS membership.
Do not forget our annual meeting during ORAPEX 2005 in Ottawa at the RA Centre on Sunday 1 May 2005.
It will be a great show. Why not attend for the two days, Saturday, 30 April and Sunday, 1 May 2005? And
now, back to the pool and a cool drink.
Best regards,

Dick Malott
President CAS
Editor's Note: Thanks Dick for sending this Report to me before the February 1' deadline!
Since this Report was received, the Canadian Stamp News has published a long and very nice
article about Dick and the CAS. - I am reprinting this later in this newsletter, (pages 10 and 11), for the
information of members who do not have access to Canadian Stamp News.

ORAPEX 2005
OTTAWA'S NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
the 44rd Annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition and Bourse,
will be held at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, in
the Curling Rink. Times: Saturday April 30 th - 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Sunday May 1St - 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission and parking are free.
For more information, contact Dick Malott.

CANADA'S SEVENTH NATIONAL PHILATELIC LITERATURE EXHIBITION
will be held in Toronto, October 1416, 2005.
More information, an entry form and/or prospectus are available from:
C7NPLE, P.O. Box 2788, Station 'D', Ottawa, ON KIP 5W8
or from Cimon Morin cimon.morin@lac-bac.gc.ca
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ELECTIONS FOR THE EXECUTIVE OF THE CAS
It was agreed at last year's AGM, and reported in the June 2004 newsletter, that:

The Society should be run by an 'Executive Committee', consisting of
1.President, 2.Vice President, 3.Secretary, 4.Treasurer, 5.Editor of
Newsletter, and 6.a member nominated and elected by the Western Chapter of the
CAS.
These officers would be elected every two years, and members could be
elected to more than one office should they be successful.
There will be an election in 2005 and should no objections to these
proposals be received from the membership, the new 'constitution' will take
effect with elections to the positions above.
No objections have been received to these proposals, so elections for the President, Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer, and Editor of Newsletter, will be held at the AGM on the afternoon of Sunday May 1s`
at ORAPEX.
Dick Malott is happy to continue as President; Brian Wolfenden to continue as both Secretary and Treasurer;
and Chris Hargreaves to continue as Editor. - They will all "run again" for their positions.
Mike Shand has been Vice President since 1993, and will not be seeking re-election. Many thanks for
everything you've done for the Society Mike!

Would any member who is interested in standing for any of the positions on the
Executive, please contact any member of the Executive Committee for more
information and/or to nominate themselves for the position.

EDITOR'S REPORT
I am very pleased to announce that the

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD FOR 2005
will be presented to

BARRY COUNTRYMAN
for his research into
National Air Transport Limited,
the incorporation of Patricia Airways Limited,
John McHale's covers, Von Gronau's Transatlantic Flight of 1930,
the Halifax - Sydney flights of 1935,
and his many other contributions to the newsletter.
The topics mentioned above are just those on which I've already published information provided by Barry,
or on which his research appears in this issue! - I've also received answers from Barry to several other
questions, and will be publishing these over the next few issues! Many thanks for all your help Barry.

I'd also like to thank everybody else who has sent in items for the newsletter. - Although I have a
surplus of material for the newsletter, I would encourage everybody to keep sending items to me. I will try
to publish your questions, and details of items wanted or for sale, as soon as I can. Any answers I receive
are passed on to the people who sent in the questions as I receive them. The answers are then published
later as space permits, as I try to include articles and answers on a variety of topics in each issue.
Many thanks also to Gord Mallett, who has updated the Index he maintains for this newsletter. - More
information on how to obtain a copy of the Index, and/or back issues of the newsletter, and Gord's new
phone number and email address, are given on page 8.

Chris Hargreaves
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
As of January 01, 2005, the Society has a total paid membership of 155. This is an increase of 12
from January, 2004. The breakdown of the membership is as follows:
Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)
Canada:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

Total
USA:
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Total
Brian Wolfenden
Secretary, CAS

20
14
4
4
2
1
51
10
2

International:
Cayman Islands
U.K.
France
Germany
Netherlands
South Africa
Switzerland
Thailand

1
6
2
1
3
2
2
1

Total

18

108

1
1
2
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
2
3
2

2
2
29

EDITOR'S EINI
an increase of 12 members
since this time last year!
Wow!
Look at the next page:
more money in the bank
than this time last year!

Wow!
Thanks Brian for all your work as
Secretary and Treasurer.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDING 31 DEC 2003 AND 31 DEC 2004
Opening Bank Balance

2003
4,985.07

2004
7,684.80

INCOME
Accounts Receivable at Previous 31 Dec
Income Generated During the Year
Dues - new members & Renewals
CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers
Other Sales - includes e.g. books, pins & advertising
Donations - from members
Bank Interest - chequing account

0.00

0.00

3,636.11
2,775.81
698.00
85.00
0.00

2,987.46
3,829.56
774.00
46.76
0.05

Income Generated and Received during the Year

7,194.92

7,637.83

0.00

0.00

12,179.99

15,322.63

0.00

0.00

0.00
1,414.37
69.05
582.00

238.01
645.01
113.23
555.00

1,662.53
60.00
563.53
0.00
93.40
50.31

1,307.70
60.00
915.18
306.69
0.00
0.00

4,495.19

4,140.82

0.00

0.00

Expenses Incurred in Previous and Current Years
but paid in Current Year

4,495.19

4,140.82

Closing Bank Balance

7,684.80

11 181.81

FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Accounts Payable at 31 Dec
Financial Position at 31 Dec

7,684.80

11,181.81

Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance &
Income Received During the Year
EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques
at Previous 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues & Advertising-other philatelic organizations
Philatelic Covers-costs e. g. covers, postage & envelopes
Office Supplies
Postage-such as for CAS newsletter, covers & books
Printing and Photocopying - such as
newsletter and catalogue
Bank Charges-chequing account,cheques,deposit stamp
AAMS - publications
CAS Pins
Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter
Engraving - presentation plaques
Expenses Incurred during the Year
Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding cheques at 31 Dec

BRIAN WOLFENDEN, Treasurer - CAS
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
Gord Mallett
75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
FIRST OFFICIAL AIRMAIL FLIGHTS
TO THE WESTERN ARCTIC BY COMMERCIAL AIRWAYS
Identified as item #2967 in The Air Mails ofCanada and Newfoundland these December 1929 flights represent
one of the roost fascinating stories in early Canadian northern flying. In addition to the 21/2 pages devoted to
the flights in AMCN, extra details of the adventure can be found in many books. One of the most colourful
descriptions is in Philip Godsell's Pilots ofthe Purple Twilight. His humorous portrayal of the Christmas party
it Fort Good Hope at 50° below zero - complete with details on how they cooked their frozen turkey - makes
the book a must-read for bush pilot buffs.
A major deficiency in the newspaper accounts of the day, in the AMCN; and in popular book accounts of the
flights has been the lack of primary source data relating to the four- plane flotilla: CF-AAL, CF-AJQ, CF-AJR
and CF-AKI. Now, that is finally behind us. Thanks to some nifty detective work by Kevin O'Reilly, involving
two trips to the Manitoba Provincial Archives to review the Canadian Airways collection, and a day-by-day
review of the Edmonton Journal newspaper microfilms, and the flight book for 'AAL at the Glenbow Archives,
this particular mystery has largely been solved. There were in excess of 100 individual flights over the course
of the 10 Decemher 1929 to 03 January 1930 inaugural period. We now have the complete story for each of
the four planes, and of the pilots Wop May, Idris Glyn-Roberts, Boom Lumsden, Moss Burbidge, Archie
McMullen and Cy Becker.
The above data is included in a neat commemorative package of materials that has been carefully put together
by Denny May and is now available to collectors. In addition to the complete listing of the 125 flights, the
package contains photo highlights, and copies of original documents and posters related to this new air mail
service, including the official Post Office announcement. There are individual pictures of each of the pilots;
the mechanics Casey van der Linden, Don Robertson and Stan Green; Canadian Wright Ltd.'s Tim Sims;
Edmonton Journal's reporter Ted Watt; and Postal Superintendent Walter Hale.
Continued
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

We're Not Pushy, Just Highly Motivated!
Did you know we buy collections, regardless of size?
We deal directly with the collection owner and we
always like to see new and different things.
Call us today at

1-800-522-1607
and let's see if we can make a deal, eh?

1

NUTMEG
STAMP
SALES

• P.O. Box 4547 Danbury CT 06813 •Fax: 203-798-7902 •Email: info@nutmegstamp.com
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT by Gord Mallett continued:

Perhaps the highlight of the materials in each package is the set of two beautiful commemorative postal cards,
each of which was postmarked and backstamped at the post offices currently serving the original communities,
along the route of the flight. (See next page.) These postal markings are an interesting study in their own right,
with names such as Tulita [formerly Fort Norman] and Tsiigehtchic [formerly Arctic Red River].
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75th Anniversary of the Official Airmail Flights by Commercial Airways to the Western Arctic.
The first postcard deals with the posts from Ft McMurray to Ft Simpson,
the second covers the remaining posts north to Aklavik.

The cards are mounted in a 2 pocket philatelic quality plastic sleeve, and the entire 12 page package is 3 hole
punched and distributed in a clear front presentation binder.
The packages are available at $25.00 Canadian each, (including postage), from:
WC-CAS, Glenora Postal Outlet Box 53083, Edmonton, Alberta T5N 2X7

or contact Denny May at maycroft@shaw.ca

Other Western Chapter News
The chapter has continued meeting monthly - the get-togethers presently are held at members' homes, on a
rotational basis. The last meeting was at Denny's home `Maycroft' - a veritable museum of memorabilia
related to early northern flights.
On a personal note - my sincere thanks to the membership for the many kind messages of support following
the Snowbird accident that involved my son Charles [Chuck] and the pilot who did not survive, Myles Selby.
The team is recovering from this most unfortunate mishap and is busy practicing the 2005 programme which
they will perform throughout the USA and Canada. The programme is dedicated to Myles.

Gord Mallett
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INDEX to THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
This index is maintained by Gord Mallett, who can also provide copies of back issues of the newsletter.
The 20,000-word Index summarizes the contents of each Newsletter, from the July 1985 first issue, [Newsletter
#1], to December 2004 [Newsletter #61].
Included in the Index are all Newsletter articles linked to the collecting, researching and exhibiting interests of
aerophilatelists & astrophilatelists and, as well, all general interest aviation and philately articles. The only
content exclusions are society announcements, executive reports, advertisements and the like.
By entering any 'keyword', a user can locate all articles linked to that word. The keyword can be any word
sequence or AMCN [Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland] number for which the user wishes to search.
[Example: Entering the keyword 'Murray Heifetz' highlights 37 articles linked to his name.] Sample Index
item:
TITLES / CONTENTS
* Follow Up : Roessler
and Red Lake

# COVERS / SOURCES / DETAILS
5 cvrs / David Brown, Jim Brown, Murray
Heifetz, Ed Matthews, Derek Rance, John
Bloor, Chris Hargreaves / WCA Roessler
covers that either should or shouldn't be in
the catalogues, Red Lake postmaster's role

AMCN #
CL40-2700
2801

PAGE #
14 - 22

Prices, including postage within Canada, are:
INDEX C$5 for a hard copy, C$3 for a diskette, C$8 for both;
BACK ISSUES C$4 each.
ADD C$1 postage for addresses in the USA, C$2 for addresses overseas.
DEDUCT 20% if paying in $US.
CAS members may deduct a further 10% from these prices.
Orders should be sent directly to:
Gord Mallett, P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0
[tel. (780) 387 3688; or e-mail Gord at: gdmail(i1telus.net I

AND: Gord will e-mail a FREE copy of the Index to any member who sends him an
email address! - Just email gdmall@telus.net and indicate which format you prefer
or WordPerfect.
—Micros ftWord

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
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BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
The Society has a small collection of books, catalogues and periodicals. These can be searched for
information on particular topics, and photocopies supplied to members at cost.
The holdings of our library include:
•

•

•

The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames.
and the Warwick & Warwick Auctions catalogues for 6th February 2002 and 3'd April 2002, which
included "The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mail" collection of C.A. Longworth-Dames.
Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939 by George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish,
and the Charles G. Firby Auctions catalogue for 30 th January 1998, which included the
"Commercial Airmail Flight Covers" collection of Walter Plomish.
Official Air Mail Rates to Foreign and Overseas Destinations as Established by the Canadian Post
Office: 1925 - December 1942 by David Whiteley,
and the Robert A. Lee Auctions catalogue for 18 th October 2002, which included the "Air Mail Rates
to Foreign Destinations" collection of David Whiteley
St. Lawrence Seaway - Ship to Shore Air Mail Covers, 1927-1934 by Jack Ince, a copy of his

collection: each cover is written up with details of the route, rate, and developments in the service.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Finding Guide to the Richard K. Malott Collection of Documents on The Development of
Canadian Air Mail Services, produced by the National Archives of Canada.
Canadian Air Mail articles collected by Nelson Bentley.
The Mass Flights of Italo Balbo - The Flights of 1928, 1929, 1930 & 1933 - A History & Catalog of
their Postal Artifacts by Robert E. Lana. (AAMS publication.)
The Canadian Civil Aircraft Register by John R. Ellis: Part 1: G-CAAA to G-CAXP (1920 to 1928), and
Part 2: CF-AAA to CF-ACG (1929 to 1945), published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society.
Harmers of London Auction Catalogues for various sales, including:
Newfoundland Airmails - the collection of Cyril N.C. Harmer, 26" February 2002
The "Labrador" Collection of Newfoundland Airmails, 25th February 2003
Charles G. Firby Auction Catalogue for various sales, including:
Semi-Official Airmails of Canada - the collection of Robert H. Jamieson, 15th October 1998.
Canadian Airposts - Pioneer and Semi-Official stamps and covers - part of the collection of Murray
Heifetz, 20th February 1999.

•

The Airpost Journal (published by the American Air Mail Society) January 1947 to January 1950;

•

Jack Knight Air Log #1 (November 1943) to present.

•
•
•
•
•
•

OAT and AV2 Markings - Second Edition by Murray Heifetz. (AAMS publication.)
Jusqu'a Airmail Markings by Ian McQueen: "A Study" (published 1993), and Supplement (1995).
Recovered Mail by Henri Nierinck. First edition, 1918-1978; and second edition1937-1988.
Airmail Operations During World War II by Thomas H. Boyle Jr. - A worldwide study.
Wartime Air Mail - an introduction by John Daynes. - British and Swiss documents.
American Air Mail Catalogue Sixth edition Volumes 1 and 2,

•
•
•

Sanabria Airmail Catalogue - North America, 1995.
The Pioneer Airplane Mails of the United States by Thomas J. O'Sullivan. (AAMS publication.)
Aerial Mail Service - A Chronology of the Early U.S. Governmental Air Mail, March - December
1918 by A D Jones. (AAMS publication.)
Scottish Air Mails, 1919-1979 by Richard Beith.
Balloon Post of the Siege of Paris, 1870-71 by Louis Chaintrier. (AAMS publication.)
African Air Mail research notes - documents donated by Jack Ince, and a photocopy of his collection.
Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch 1984. - The Swiss air mail catalogue: in German.
Sixty Years - The RCAF and Canadian Forces Air Command, 1924-1984.

and July 1964 to present.

and various volumes in the 4t h and 5th editions.

•
•
•
•
•

For more information contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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CAS IN THE PHILATELIC NEWS

Aerophilatelic Society
feeds the hungry flight fanatic
Behaving well in Sunday search projects through e-mail
school set Dick Malott on a and letters. Plus, they meet anflight path to higher philatelic nually at the national
ground.
ORAPEX stamp show.
A Newfoundland United
Driven by research and a
Church minister, who handed love of anything connected
out stamps to such exemplary with air travel, the society has
children as
entranced
Malott,
members
Canadian
started a
f r o m
lifelong inCanada,
CLUBS
terest for
USA and
By Melanie Cummings
him.
Europe. The
Eventuresults are
ally, Malott would become the evident in the award-winning
first vice-president of the 32-page newsletter entitled
Canadian Aerophilatelic Soci- Canadian Aerophilatelist. A subety when it formed in 1982.
scription is included in the $20
There were other influences (CDN) dues paid annually by
in-between earning these Sun- club members.
day school rewards and leadTheir prolific output even
ing a specialty group.
resulted in the publication of
"Dr. Jeffrey's" popular two comprehensive catalogues
stamp club at the University of on the Canadian airmail scene.
Western Ontario, in London,
The first one produced in
ON solidified his interest in December 1997, had 125
the hobby and with a history pages.
degree in hand, the connection
The next was the result of
was symbiotic.
seven years of extensive reJoining the Royal Canadian search by all members and it
Air Force after completing his showed in the resulting 552
studies ignited an indelible in- pages that were bound totrigue in philately focused on gether. The American Airmail
flight.
Society put up $50,000 to pubMalott was a navigator on a lish 2,200 copies of the cataLancaster, the famous Second logue and over the past year,
World War heavy bomber air- more than half of them were
craft.
sold.
The stories are likely similar
A synopsis of the material
among the 160-plus members covered in The Canadian Air
of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Mail Catalogue provides readSociety. Like Malott, a good ers with an insight into the
portion of the members has an vast expanse of this philatelic
Air Force background. They area of study.
The catalogue includes inmainly communicate with
each other on their various re- formation about Newfound-

Collectors with an interest in
machines that fly and the
history behind them are welladvised to look into the
Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society.

land stamps and covers, a list
of airmail pilots, Canadianbased pioneer flights, as well
as internationally intriguing
detail about such groups as
SCADTA. This is a Spanish
acronym (Sociedad ColomboAlemana de Transportes
Aereos) denoting the private
organizations that provided
Colombia's early domestic airmail service, which ran between Oct. 19, 1920' until Jan.
1, 1932.
The catalogue also includes
semi-officials; airships; government and other first flight
covers issued between 19261997, including historical
flights; airport dedications and
commemorative flights; crash
covers; balloon flights; helicopters and anniversary covers; Canadian Forces and
Canadian Warplane Heritage
covers; aerogrammes (sheets
with gummed flaps which are
written on and folded into
themselves to form their own
envelope and are carried at
less than the letter airmail
rate); Canadian Forces air letContinued
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AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY FEEDS THE HUNGRY FLIGHT FANATIC continued:

ter sheets; airport and airmail
field cancellations; airmail
rates; airmail endorsements;
and jusqu'a Markings (which
means ceasing to exist, that is,
the cover went airmail for part
of the way, then by sea).
There's also astrophilately,
which is a postal tribute to the
newest mode of transport and
exploration. It records historical events of 'astronomy,.
stratospheric flights, rocketthemed mail, space research
programs, manned space'
flights, telecommunications,
and space exploration.
"I just had another request
today for a copy of the catalogue," said Malott. "It's been
recognized internationally as a
great step forward."
Such acclaim is familiar
praise for Malott. He's earned
his prestige as an exhibitor
and judge at the Federation of
International Philately's (FIP)
world show.
"It's very rewarding on both
sides of the spectrum," said

Malott.
It is award-winning research that has brought the
group acclaim for uncovering
the previously unknown.
Malott's champion status
came from presenting an impressive collection of crash
covers — airmail flights that
were interrupted, usually because of an accident.
He's currently intrigued by
the April 8, 1954 Trans-Canada
Airlines North Star crash that
ha&been deemed "the worst
air accident to that date involving a scheduled airliner in
Canada."
A climbing Harvard trainer
from the Royal Canadian Air
Force base south of Moose Jaw
struck the tail section of a
North Star. After the two
planes collided, the North Star
began dropping from the sky
rapidly. It narrowly missed
crashing into one of the city's
largest elementary schools,
filled with students, at the
time. It eventually crash-

landed into a nearby home,
killing a housekeeper.
All 35 people on board the
North Star and the pilot of the
trainer aircraft also died. However, some of the 12 bags of
mail, although partially
burned and soiled with oil and
gas, survived. Tracing those
sent to their destinations or
back to the senders garnered
Malott plenty of accolades in
the FIP competition.
Malott is still working on
the gruesome stories behind
other crash covers.
It's hard to find Canadian
stories such as the above, because air travel here comes
with a great safety record, he
said.
"As a result, I've had to expand to international flights,"
he said.
With such dedication by all
members, the sky's the limit
on the next discovery to be revealed by members of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society. 2]

10 CANADIAN STAMP NEWS, February 22, 2005:
Canadian Stamp News is published bi-weekly. It is the leading source of up-to-date information on the

Canadian stamp scene, and on the world of stamps from a Canadian perspective. Copies are available in
most stamp shops, or by subscription. For more information contact: Trajan Publishing, PO Box 28103,
Lakeport P0, St. Catharines, Ontario L2N 7P8, or visit their website at www.canadianstampnews.ca

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA

SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!

New address:
JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O.,BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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in Memoriam
Kasimir Bileski, 1908 - 2005
Kasimir Bileski was one of Canada's premier stamp dealers, and a long-time member of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society. In memory of Kasimir, I am reproducing one of his advertisements from the March
1946 issue of Popular Stamps. This seems to sum up Kasimir very well: he had already been in business
for 20 years, and he was offering large lots of barely sorted stamps, which he continued to offer until this
century.
LI-

POPULAR STAMPS

March, 1946.
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The Parting of the Ways
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For 20 years I have been buying accumulations, stocks and collections of
every conceivable size and variety. Also, with every year that went by there ...
has been a steady growth of business especially the past two years when I u
introduced the Philatelic Maps end only recently the Title Pages of the •
Nations.

U

vi•

In all that time I've never really had the time to adequately break up
such purchases. A collection would oome in, its main points of interest a
noted, then promptly taken out and assigned to whatever collectors would be
II likely wanting such and then the balance would be put aside to be dealt with 11
when there would be some leisure time. That was just a mirage! In a week
■
or so another collection or accumulation would come in and the piles of useful
13
_ remainders just kept growing, overflowing all available office space into the
a
III home, filling up two spare rooms, overflowing into the basement and creating
slightly strained relations to say the least.
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In more ways than one I'm aware of the handwriting on the wall. The
vast recent increase of new accounts necessitates a new office building ad- •
equately furnished with the most modern high speed mailing and printing
equipment. Work will commence on this building as soon as materl.als are
available. The problem of space will then be solved and I could move all these 111
remainder accumulations Into the new 'building when ready. There are just
two simple facts: There still will never be the time to break up these lots
the way they should be made up, secondly it pains me exceedingly even to contemplate moving all those stacks of boxes, etc., into a brand new building •
where they would only take up space.
Therefore, in the next several months I'm out to get rid of th es e and the
best way is simply to offer good old fashioned clearance lots. While there are •
millions of the common stamps there also are any number of medium and •
better grade items in these remainder lots and any general collector will have
the time of his life sorting out one lot, that is a certainty.

•
U

•

•
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•

So what I'm offering is a job lot of mostly older stamps, useful to any ..
o
general collector and the price is $25.00 PER LOT. So bulky are the lots that
I cannot send these on approval. It will have to be cash in advance, but rest
assured the value would be so great no one will ever want to return one of
these assortments, which of course can be done if the lot received is judged
to be unsatisfactory.
In making up these assortments I shall not value the chea -oer stamps in •
fa
any way. however as the weight of these may be considrable (Many are still
on covers or pieces of paper) I do ask that postage be paid at the rate of 14c
per lb. It is best to include up to $1.40 extra as each buyer will get up too 10 El
abs. of this cheaper material (amongst which may be many useful items) at
no change other than postage. Refund will be made of any excess postage if
I do send less than 10 lb. parcel to any one party.
0

ii

,As it is always my policy to give Mailing List Subscribers extra value
whenever possible. all such in addition receive some surplus new issue items
worth at least $5.00 net at no charge with regular $25.00 lot as above. If the
buyer is not already a Mailing List Subscriber, enclose $2.00 extra or a year's
subscription which will then entitle the buyer to this additional value plus
the other numerous advantages such members get.

a
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a
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I would like to express the condolences of the CAS to Kasimir's family.
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New AIRCRAFT ON STAMPS Study Unit
David Williams
It was a real case of serendipity that on the same date last October that the $10-million Ansari X-Prize was
awarded to the Burt Rutan team for being the first commercial enterprise to launch a commercial aircraft into
space twice within two weeks, the newest study unit of the American Topical Association (ATA) took flight.
This new unit marks a departure from other existing stamp study units in that it is an affiliation between the
ATA and Thematics SA of South Africa. The new ATA unit will distribute copies of "Aircraft on Stamps,"
the bi-monthly newsletter of the Aviation Chapter of Thematics SA.
Negotiations between Robert Harm, president of Thematics SA; Dalene Thomas, director of ATA Study Units;
Barry Lewis, editor of "Aircraft on Stamps," and Ray E. Carter, the ATA executive director, brought about
the new affiliation.
The bi-monthly issues of the newsletter will be forwarded to the ATA office in Texas via email. They will then
be downloaded and printed out for members who want hard copies of the newsletter. For those who want to
save a little money on dues, the newsletters will be forwarded to them over the Internet in lieu of getting printed
copies.
In a survey last year of the most collected topicals on stamps, aircraft came in at 18. The new Aviation Study
Unit is open to all collectors of aviation on stamps, regardless of other memberships.
ATA Executive Director Carter tells me the study of aviation on stamps includes a wide variety of subtopics
in which members can specialize. Some examples of these subtopics would be aircraft of the First World War,
aircraft of the Second World War, commercial aircraft, jet fighters, first flight covers, seaplanes, aviators and
aviatrixes, helicopters, X-planes, flights around the world, and so on.
The beauty of collecting this and other subjects by topic is that you can specialize based on your own
preferences. This allows people who enjoy original research opportunities to ferret out facts that put their own
imprint on their collections.
Carter points to one collector who hones in on just the aircraft involved in the sinking of the Bismark. Another,
he says, specializes in the earliest X-Planes such as the secret Bell X-1 flight that first broke the sound barrier.
There's even a collector who collects stamps and covers depicting just one single aircraft manufacturing
facility's products.
In other words, for those with an interest in any aspect of flight, the new Aviation Study Unit will offer
assistance in the collecting and research of this fascinating topic. This way, collectors of like interest can share
information and build social contacts, adding an element of fun to their hobby.
To become a charter member of the Aviation Study Unit, submit your name and all contact information along
with $27US for the hard copy format of the newsletter, or sent $22US for the same via Internet only.
Send requests to join to: ATA Aircraft Study Unit, P.O. Box 57, Arlington, Texas 76004-0057.
Payment can be made via cheque or money order, payable to the American Topical Association. Visa,
MasterCard and PayPal (to americantopicalmsn.com ) is also acceptable.
A total of $2 of the fee is a one-time charge payable to the association's South African affiliate for setting up
the account.
David Williams is a stamp collector living in Saint John, New Brunswick, who writes a weekly
column on stamp collecting for the Telegraph-Journal.
Many thanks to Pierre Vachon for forwarding this column to me, and to David for permission to
reproduce it.
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FOLLOW UP: Red Lake area air mail, 1927

QUESTION, from the September 2004 newsletter:
This cover is addressed to Birch Lake, for which Patricia Airways & Exploration provided an air mail service, but
it is franked with a Western Canada Airways semi-official stamp!
It is postmarked May 6, 1927, Winnipeg, and was sent (presumably by rail) to Rolling Portage where the
postmark MY 16 27 was applied on the back. On to Gold Pines where the WCA stamp was cancelled GOLD PINES
MY 19 27 and another identical backstamp (the date is difficult to read) was applied.
Six weeks later it was returned to Sioux Lookout, where it was backstamped on July 2 by PA&E, and on July 4
by the post office. I think that the Sioux Lookout P.O. stamped on the "NOT CALLED FOR". The green colours of the
PA&E markings on the front and the back are identical, so one can assume that they were applied in the same place,
Sioux Lookout.
The letter was eventually returned to R. McAlpine of 442 Bannatyne Ave. Winnipeg, by rail.
It would look as if WCA flew the cover from Rolling Portage to Gold Pines, (as that Post Office was serviced by
both WCA and PA&E), and that the PA&E flew it to Sioux Lookout.
Since the cover changed companies, can we assume that PA&E flew it on from Gold Pines to Birch Lake? If so,
why was it not backstamped in Birch Lake? If not, why was it not flown back from Gold pines by WCA? Or might it have
been flown by favour to Birch Lake, in a WCA aircraft heading that way?

ANSWER, from Derek Rance:

I don't think that this letter is philatelic. The 10 day delay in the date from when it was mailed to when
it was back stamped in Rolling Portage is probably caused by the duration of the breakup period, which occurs
in early May, when no flying occurs.
Usually prospecting is conducted after breakup when the snow cover melts. Visible gold had been
discovered by John Clarke and Henry Lester at Birch lake in 1926. Birch Lake lies midway between Women
and Cat lakes, about 130 airmiles from Rolling Portage and 90 airmiles from Sioux Lookout.
Obviously as PA&E had the cost advantage of flying into Birch Lake, so they dominated the air travel
to this destination. Possibly this is why they were eventually given the letter.
Due to the large number of claims staked in 1926 in the Red Lake District, 1927 saw far less prospecting
activity.
There has never been a Post Office at Birch Lake, nor was there a HBC post. As the addressee is an
Anglo-Saxon name, it must be assumed that the individual was a prospector, not a trapper. The normal
entrance route for prospectors, entering the Red Lake Mining District, was through Gold Pines and from there
to their destination, by either canoe or York boat. The letter was therefore probably kept in the Gold Pines post
office for hand delivery and only when it was not picked up by late June 1927, after most of the prospectors
had passed through, would they have handed it to PA&E , in case the recipient had flown in to Birch Lake from
Sioux Lookout.
It is doubtful that the letter was flown to Birch Lake, as the recipient was unknown to PA&E.
Thanks Derek for a very comprehensive response.
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FOLLOW UP: Roessler mysteries

QUESTION, from the September 2004 newsletter:
This cover is postmarked: BLANC SABLON P.Q. JUN 4 28. It is franked 2 cents, which was correct for air
mail service in June 1928, but is not backstamped, and is not listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
However, AMCN does list two Roessler covers from the same "area" and time period:
#2831 1928, May 29 --- Grand Harbour - St. Andrews, N.B.
#2833 1928, June 6 --- North Head - St. Andrews
both of which are described as "Covers prepared by dealer A. C. Roessler; existence of flight in doubt".
Can anybody provide any information regarding the BLANC SABLON cover, and/or why it is not listed in AMCN
when the other two Roessler covers are?

SUGGESTION, from Derek Rance:

Blanc Sablon is located tight up against theNewfoundland border. It is basically English speaking, which
is probably why Roessler sent covers there with a covering letter, asking these to be mailed back to him, in the
event an aircraft landed there.
Blanc Sablon lies 500 miles north-east from Seven Islands if the coastline is followed, close to the range
limit of a Fokker Universal. As no other airmail has been located to, or from, the many little en-route villages
from this time, it is highly unlikely that any such flight occurred. The absence of Quebec City or La Malbaie
backstamps on the cover also attests that this was not flown mail.
This cover was probably the first mail carried by the resumption ofthe 1928 summer coastal boat service.
Thanks Derek.

It has also been pointed out that Blanc Sablon is very close to Greenly Island, where the Transatlantic
Bremen fliers had landed on April 13 th 1928. - Perhaps Roessler was trying to get a Bremen related cover?
ANOTHER QUESTION:

4,YUKOWAIRWAY.S drIMPLORATION; • •:;164.1wHiTz•HoRsErl

On the back of the cover is a
Yukon Airways & Exploration Company
CL42 semi-official stamp.
There is no evidence that this cover
ever went through the mail.

This cover looks more intriguing in the illustration than it does in "real life", as the copy of the "London-toLondon" stamp has been printed in "red and yellow", rather than "blue and yellow" like the original!
Can anybody provide any information as to:
•
how Roessler described his "London to London" stamp when he produced it, and how he
described this cover when he offered it for sale?
how he described the Blanc Sablon cover when he offered it for sale?
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FOLLOW UP:
John McHale and the Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930.
Many thanks to everybody who responded to the series of articles in the September 2004
newsletter, regarding John McHale's covers, and Von Gronau's Transatlantic flight of 1930.

John McHale
Dick Malott met John McHale on several occasions, and has supplied a description of these meetings, and
confirmation of the story regarding the covers Von Gronau carried for McHale from Halifax to New York:
I met John McHale while I was stationed at RCAF Station Greenwood, N.S., between 1951 and 1954.

I visited him every year while on holidays in Nova Scotia, after we were transferred to RCAF Station
Aylmer, Ontario. I met him through a Reverend Edmond Morris of Halifax who over the years had
produced many FFCs with his name printed on the covers in large black letters. I eventually purchased
all of his covers remaining.
John lived with his wife Mary (I believe) in a single story white bungalow . He had a pet canary called
Petie. He was a great athlete in his younger days, particularly in ice hockey. Every time I visited him I
would by a few of his covers with his thumb print in green ink on the back of the covers. He always gave
me a few items also as he liked to talk over the early air mail days in Canada. He was a mail delivery
postman for many years. I imagine he retired at 65 but he lived, I believe, until the age of 95.
He got into the business of preparing interesting flight covers, and of obtaining the signatures on them
of famous people. When Von Gronau came to Halifax in August of 1930, Postmaster King arranged to
have a package of covers carried aboard the Dornier Wal aircraft D-1422 on 25 August 1930. The
covers were postmarked on 25 August, but due to bad weather the flight did not leave until 26 August.
McHale was able to get a package of envelopes on the flight, which were postmarked 26 August 1930,
the actual day of the flight to New York. Dealers and collectors wanted the covers dated 26 August, not
25 August. I do not know what McHale got for them. When Mr. King found out about McHale's
package of envelopes being more popular then his, he suspended McHale for 2 weeks without pay.
McHale had no love for his nemesis Mr. King.
Barry Countryman looked up John McHale in Might's Directory for Halifax, which only said mentioned him
working for the Post Office. John McHale was listed in the 1982 volume, but not in 1988, which was the next
volume on the shelf at the Toronto Reference Library.
Continued

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:

CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE
Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: bjnepeanQtrytel.com
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FOLLOW UP: John McHale and the Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930 continued:

Von Gronau's flight: The Labrador covers
The article in our September newsletter included details of three covers carried by Von Gronau from
Labrador to Halifax. One of these had been sold by Vance Auctions in January 2004, and their write up
referred to an article by Allan Steinhart about these covers.
Many thanks to Derek Rance, who sent me a copy of Allan's article, which had appeared in the journal
of the Postal History Society of Canada in 1993.

UNREPORTED VON GRONAU FLIGHT COVERS
By Allan L Steinhart

Fig. 1
According to the American Air Mail Society
catalogue listing #1115, Captain Wolfgang Von
Gronau, with three crew members, made a flight from
Germany to New York starling on 20 August 1930 and
arriving in New York on 26 August. En route Von
Gronau, flying a Domior Wahl aircraft D-1422, made
stops in Iceland, Greenland, Labrador, and Halifax. It
is noted they carried no mail from Germany. The only
reported covers carried on the flight were a parcel of
27 covers on the leg from Halifax to New York,
cancelled at Halifax on 25 August and backstamped at
New York on 26 August. There is also a group of other
covers, about 55 in number, which bear Von Gronau
cachets but were not carried by him.
There are no reports in the A.A.M.S. handbook
that Von Gronau carried any mail or covers on any
other leg of his flight to New York.

PAGE 12

The two covers shown here are, I believe,
commercial, non-philatelic mail carried on this Von
Gronau flight Von Gronau, as noted above, stopped
in Labrador, specifically at Cartwright, Labrador. The
first cover (Fig.1) is a Hudson's Bay Company
advertising cover. The Hudson's Bay Company had a
post at Cartwright. The cover is franked with a 20
green 1930 Canada issue stamp and is addressed to
Port De Grave, Newfoundland. On the reverse is a
boxed POST OFFICE / NEWFOUNDLAND 130 AUG
19301 PORT DE GRAVE receiving postmark.
The second cover (Fig.2) has the same 20
franking. It is endorsed 'Via - D - 1422' and is
addressed to a Mrs W. M. Gehman Jr in BalaCynwyd, Pennsylvania, U.SA. Both covers are
cancelled by an AUG 25, 1930, 4:30 PM Halifax, Nova
Scotia slogan machine cancel. This cancel is the
same one found on the Halifax - New York Von

PHSC JOURNAL 73

Continued
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Von Gronau's flight - the Labrador covers continued:

Gronau covers. The covers here also bear the same
cachet 'Ex-Transatlantic plane, / D. 1422 - Domier
Wahl, fat Halifax, N. S.' On the reverse of the second
cover is an imprint: 'YALE SCHOOL / NORTH WEST
RIVER, LABRADOR,' with 'NORTH WEST RIVER'
crossed out and 'Cartwright' added in manuscript
I believe, and the evidence shows, that both of
these covers were carried down from Cartwright,
Labrador, by either Von Gronau or one of his crew as
favours to individuals at Cartwright The normal mail
despatches at Cartwright at this time were very
infrequent and people there took advantage of an
actual airplane going out to Halifax. Whether the

stamps were applied at Cartwright, which is in
Labrador, Newfoundland, is questionable. It is
probable that the letters were carried out unfranked,
that the stamps were added at the past office in
Halifax, and that the covers were plad in the normal
mails at Halifax after they had received the special
cachet and machine cancel, the same as the special
outgoing souvenir covers being carried by Von
Gronau from Halifax to New York.
After 60 years we can now show two covers
carried on a portion of this pioneer transatlantic flight,
on a leg of which no covers were previously known to
have been carried.

Fig. 2

PHSC JOURNAL 73
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I note that Allan Steinhart thought it probable that "the covers were placed in the normal mails at
Halifax after they had received the special cachet". - I agree with Allan, but am left wondering how come
these covers were cacheted in Halifax, but their existence was not reported in the American Air Mail
Catalogue?
Continued

The POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA was founded to promote the study
of the postal history of Canada and its provinces. Its members are students of postal
history at all levels of experience. The Society publishes a quarterly, the PHSC Journal,
whose contents vary from fully-researched feature articles, to items of current interest.
For more information about the PHSC, please contact Dr. N. Wagner, Box 82055, 1400
12th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta T36 3W5, or visit their website at
http://postalhistory.tripod.com/
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FOLLOW UP: John McHale and the Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930 continued:

Von Gronau's flight: THE MAIL TO HALIFAX
The article by John McHale reproduced in our September newsletter, stated that:

Some mail was received as noted from a Halifax Newspaper clipping August 26, 1930: "An unusual
feature of the arrival of the German Trans-Atlantic flyers yesterday was the bringing of the first
airmail from Greenland and Iceland to Canada. (In an accompanying photo) Von Gronau is shown
delivering the mail to D. H. King, postmaster at Halifax."
Barry Countryman found a copy of the photograph!

The Halifax Herald,
August 26th 1930,
page 1.

A

N unusual feature of the arrival of the German trans-Atlantic
fliers In Halifax yesterday, was the bringing or the first
air rna:l frnm C.r ,-, .nand and Icelan,l to Canada.
In th.. aOove
\ on (Iron:in. loader of ;h, -, 11;g:it. is
SniV.Vn
• :IP :nail to I)

The "clipping" referred to by John McHale was, in fact, the caption to this photograph.
However, there is no mention of mail from Iceland and Greenland to Canada in the Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland; the American Air Mail Catalogue; or Joseph Bergier's POSTAL AIRMAIL CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA, 1919 - 1945.
So: if there was mail, why isn't it mentioned in the catalogues?
If there wasn't mail from Iceland and Greenland, why was there a front page story about it? Why was
Postmaster King greeting Von Gronau? And what was he holding in this photograph?

If anybody can provide an illustration of a card or cover carried by Von Gronau from
Iceland, Greenland or Germany in 1930, to Canada or the United States, please send
details to the editor.
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FOLLOW UP: John McHale and the Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930 continued:

John McHale's August 2511' and August 26th covers

COVER 1

Cancellations: HALIFAX AUG 25 and MONCTON AU26
Signed by Senator P.H. Martin, Halifax.

COVER 2 Addressed to: Bob of The Northland, Box 474 G.P.O., Edmonton, Alberta.
Cancellations on front: HALIFAX AUG 26 Signed by Senator P.H. Martin, Halifax.
Backstamped: MONTREAL AU 27 and EDMONTON AUG 30

(This cover was part of the E.S.J. van Dam Ltd. Auction Sale, October 2004.)
Continued
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John McHale's August 25th and August 26th covers continued:
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COVER 3 Addressed to: R.A. Brooks, Fenton, Michigan.
Cancellations on front: HALIFAX AUG 26
Signed by all the crew - Von Gronau is in pencil above the Air Mail handstamp
Backstamped: MONTREAL AU 27 and FENTON AUG 29

According to the article by John McHale reproduced in our September newsletter, he had received about
300 covers to be dispatched at an anticipated Halifax airport dedication, that did not take place.
McHale said that most of these covers, (about 245), were dispatched through the special postal station
at the Provincial Exposition, as covers mailed from that station would receive a special cancel. These covers
were cancelled in Halifax on August 25th, then flown to Moncton by the regular airmail service, where they
received an August 26 th Moncton cancellation.
Then, according to the article: came the German plane D-1422 right after this first lot of covers had been
mailed. Taking the approximately 55 covers he still had, the postal clerk (McHale) rushed his letters to the
exhibition post office, and after acquiring special cancels gave them to the pilot for delivery to New York.
Each cover in this grouping has a Halifax cancellation 10.00 a.m. Aug. 26, 1930. They also bear the
Exposition cancel dated Aug. 26, 1930.
When these covers arrived in New York: the U.S. Postal Department placed them aboard the New YorkAlbany - Montreal mailplane. The letters were backstamped in Montreal on August 27.

Cover 1 on the previous page fits the description of the August 25 th covers, so was not flown by Von
Gronau.
Cover 2 on the previous page has the August 26 th markings, which indicate it was flown by Von Gronau.
Cover 3 above has not only the August 26 th markings, which indicate it was flown by Von Gronau, but
was signed by him. This is further proof that John McHale's August 26 th covers were flown by Von Gronau!
However, it seems to me most unlikely that Cover 2, (signed by Senator Martin, and addressed to Bob
of The Northland), or Cover 3, (signed by Von Gronau and crew, and sent to R.A. Brooks), just happened
to be left over from some covers which had been sent to McHale for the Halifax airport dedication! - Both
these covers looks like they were created specially for the Von Gronau flight, as did cover #6 and cover #7
in the September newsletter!
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: John McHale and the Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930 continued:

What happened to John McHale's covers in New York?
\ .1 F7,7
1 0-. 1%
AU to
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COVER 4 - Cancellations on front:

HALIFAX AUG 26

Backstamped:

MONTREAL AU 27

The Halifax cancellations and Montreal backstamp, together with John McHale's signature-stamp on the
back, all indicate that this is one of the 55 covers flown by Von Gronau to New York for McHale.
The RECEIVED TOO LATE TO CONNECT WITH AIR MAIL handstamp on the front is most unusual,
and received a lot of comments when Neil Hunter gave me this illustration at the CAS Day of Aerophilately
in Toronto last October. Fortunately Dave Hanes was at the meeting, and he sent me a copy of another
cover with the same handstamp:

COVER 5 - Postmarked:

MONTREAL JAN 23 30

The handstamp was apparently used on airmail that arrived too late for the daily Montreal - Albany
airmail service, which would have been the preferred route for the top cover to have gone back to Long
Island, New York.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: Von GRONAU COVERS - THE RETURN ROUTE continued:

The fact that Cover 4 on the previous page was sent to Montreal with McHale's other covers, even
though it's final destination was in New York, indicates that all 55 of McHale's covers were sent to Montreal,
and should therefore be backstamped.
It is therefore necessary to re-examine cover #7 from the September newsletter:

VIA AIR MAIL
KA„oW ,_opprce

AG 26:1930
p „ qi•A- gc1 1'
C AL EXWBCS‘°"

This cover has the correct August 26 th cancellations on the front, plus a handwritten note Carried on
German Plane D-1422 To New York, but it does not have a Montreal backstamp!

In the September newsletter, I suggested that since this cover was addressed to Michigan, it had just
been put in the U.S. mail to Michigan, not on the New York - Montreal mail plane. However, since:
• Cover 4 addressed to Long Island, was sent to Montreal;
• Cover 3 on page 21 that was also addressed to R.A. Brooks in Fenton, Michigan, did receive the
Montreal backstamp;
it now seems most unlikely that the above cover was separated from the rest of the covers, and sent directly
to Michigan.
Since the August 26111 cancellations and the handwritten note seem to be sufficient evidence that this
cover was definitely carried to New York by Von Gronau, the most likely explanation for the absence of a
backstamp now seems to be that there was a processing error in Montreal.
Continued

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP
UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.

Please note that due to spam problems, our email address has been changed

to: anic'eefut.net
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FOLLOW UP: John McHale and the Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930 continued:

Von Gronau's flight: the Roessler covers

This cover was listed in the AIRMAIL COLLECTOR sale for November 2004, and described as:

Lot 180, Est 250 Pounds Von Gronau Transatlantic Flight, one of the 27 covers carried to New York,
arrival ds on front, from Halifax, pm Aug 25th, Canada 2c PSE with additional 1920 Special Delivery 20c
and US 2c cane New York/Grand Central Aug 26, 1930 duplex, also violet three line "Special
Delivery/Fee Claimed At/East Orange NJ" cachet. Nice item in fine condition.
The cover looks almost identical to the Roessler cover flown by Von Gronau that was illustrated as cover
#3 in the September newsletter, and to almost all the other Roessler covers from this flight that I have seen
illustrations of.
The exception among the Roessler covers, is one listed last year, in the CHERRYSTONE AUCTIONS
SALE on February 18th 2004, Lot #347:

1930
TransAtlantic
flight by
Wolfgang
von
Gronau,
HalifaxNew York
leg, mixed
franking
with
Canada,
private air mail label, v.f., signed by Von Gronau (Image)
(Although the It description says "signed by Von Gronau", I cannot see a
signature in the illustration comparable to the signature on Cover 3 (Page 21), or
that on the cover on page 11 of our September newsletter, that was identified as
Von Gronau's signature by Murray Heifetz. However, there is a manuscript notation
at the top of the cover: Thru Courtesy Capt Wolfgang Von Gronau.)
Unfortunately I have no information regarding the back of the cover.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: Von Gronau's Flight - the Roessler covers continued:

This cover is addressed to A. C. Roessler, E. Orange, NJ, but it seems to have been created by John
McHale!
• The covers created by Donald King for Roessler and flown by Von Gronau, were all postmarked August
25th. - This cover has the August 26th Provincial Exhibition cancellation, and the 10.00am Halifax
postmark, that appear on the covers created by John McHale for the Von Gronau flight.
• The franking on the Donald King / Roessler covers is a Canadian 20 cents Special delivery stamp, on
a 2 cents Postal Stationary Envelope. - This cover has a 5 cents Canadian stamp, like on John McHale's
covers, plus a 10 Cents American Special Delivery stamp.
No information is available regarding backstamps, if any. - The write up refers to a "private air mail label",
which must be on the back of the cover. I wonder if this label is in fact one of the "Pine to Palm" labels
that were applied to many of John McHale's covers, (see page 21), rather than a "private air mail label"?
So far, it looks like this is a cover created by John McHale for A.C. Roessler. - I find this a bit surprising,
given the animosity between John McHale and Donald King!
However, the Special Delivery stamp is cancelled NEWARK AUG 27 11PM. - Considering that:
• it has now been established that all of McHale's covers were sent to Montreal, (pages 22 and 23);
• the Montreal backstamp indicates they arrived there at about 3PM on August 27"';
• the handstamp shown on page 22 indicates they had arrived TOO LATE TO CONNECT WITH AIR
MAIL, so could not have been flown back to New York;
could this cover have got back to Newark from Montreal by 11pm on August 27 th?

If any body has any information or suggestions regarding this cover, or any other
aspect of Von Gronau's Transatlantic flight of 1930, please contact the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

Many thanks to Barry Countryman, Dave Hanes, Murray Heifetz,
Neil Hunter, Gord Mallett, Dick Malott, Ed Matthews, Mike Painter,
Derek Rance, and Keith Spencer, for their contributions to this enquiry.

Every seven weeks

we

offer 1,000's of worldwide lots
in all sizes and price ranges. Whether
you are looking for one single item or
a whole carton full of stamps, you are
sure to find it in one of our regular
Mail Auctions.
Call today for your FREE catalogue or
to view it online visit: www.vanceauctions.com

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD.
P.O. Box 267B • Smithville, ON LOR 2A0 • Canada
Phone: 905-957-3364 • Fax: 905-957-0100 • mail@vanceauctions.com
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FOLLOW UP: Mary Ellen Vitesse - Miss Halifax
Barry Countryman also decided to try and find out more about Miss Halifax, whose signature appears on
several covers created by John McHale. (See the March 2003 and September 2004 newsletters.)
This was another of his superb research projects, which culminated in a telephone conversation with one of
her sons, Henry Martinello, who now lives in Windsor, Ontario!
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Mary Ellen Vitesse was born on May 22n d 1910, one of nine daughters and one son of Benedetto and
Antonia Vitesse. Her middle name is important, as one of her sisters was called Mary.
There is considerable variety in the spelling of her maiden name. - Henry spelt it Vitesse, but his father's
newspaper obituary spelt it Vetesse, and in a 1946 obituary for Mary Ellen's sister Phyllis, it was spelt
Vetese. (On the covers reproduced in the September 2004 newsletter I commented that Mary Ellen's
last name wasn't clear.)
Mary Ellen's parents had come to Canada from Northern Italy in 1905 or earlier. Her mother ran a
second-hand goods store.
Mary Ellen won a penmanship contest while at school.
Henry Martinello could provide no extra information about his mother's time/role/fame as "Miss Halifax".
- There is also no information about this in the Halifax Herald, and when Barry wrote to the current
Halifax Chronicle Herald, they couldn't say whether the "Miss Halifax" pageant was held in the Spring,
or at a Fall fair.
According to Might's Directory for Halifax, Mary Ellen Vitesse and John McHale were not neighbours,
so John McHale probably only knew her as "Miss Halifax".
Mary Ellen married Harry Martinello, and they moved to Windsor before Henry was born. - Harry worked
as a chemist for the Ford Motor Company: they had moved to Windsor when the company offered
wages of 45 cents an hour.
Mary Ellen died on her 66 11 birthday in 1976.

MARTIN ELLO — Mary nen, 66 years,
May 22, 1976 at University Hospital, London. Late residence, 21 Hanna St. E.
Member of St. Clare's Church. Dear wife
of Harry. Dear mother of Chuck
R.C.A.F. Nova Scotia; Alexander,
Henry and Nicholas of Windsor; Mrs.
Sandi Hassler of Los Angeles Calif. Mrs.
Marie Hunter of Windsor. 4
grandchildren also survive. Dear sister
of Mrs. Marguerite Burrows of Halifax;
Mrs. Mary Oldham of Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. Friends may call at the James H.
Suttofi Funeral Home, 1567 Ouellette,
Funeral Wednesday May 26, at 9:30. to
St. Clars's Church for Funeral Mass at
10. Interment, Heavenly Rest Cemetery.
Prayers Tuesday at II p.m.

The Windsor Star,
25th May 1976.

MARTINELLO--Harry. 75
years. July 25, 1984 at Hotel
Dieu Hospital. Late of Hannah St. E. Retired employee of
Ford Motor Company. Predeceased by his wife, Mary Ellen
(nee Vetesse), May 22, 1976.
Dear father of Carlo. Nova
Scotia; Sandra, California;
Alex, Marie, Henry and Nicholas, Windsor. Also survived
by 5 grandchildren. Friends
may call at the James H. Sutton Funeral Home, 1567 Ouellette Ave. from 7 p.m. Thursday. Funeral, Saturday, July
28, at 10 a.m. Rev. Father
Dick Brochu officiating. Interment, Heavenly Rest Cemetery.
The Windsor Star,
27th July 1984.

Many thanks to Barry Countryman and Henry Martinello for this information.
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INFORMATION WANTED
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

WHO FABRICATED THIS PIONEER COVER?

VAL

At first glance this plain Jane window envelope appears to be one of but a handful of covers that have
`survived' from those carried aboard Katherine Stinson's 9 July 1918 pioneer air mail flight - the flight
identified as PF-7 in The Air Mails of Canada & Newfoundland. But looks can be deceiving! There is a very
compelling reason to doubt the cover's authenticity - the franking. The three-cent Admiral provides what
appears to be incontrovertible evidence that the cover is in fact a fake. That Admiral was first issued in 1923 five years AFTER the 1918 flight took place. [The V. G. Greene Foundation Cert recently obtained for the
cover states; "Canada Scott No. 109, used on envelope with faked cancellation."] The cover has previously
been used as the introductory item in an exhibit titled Three Weeks in December 1928:Canada's Experimental
Prairie Air Mail. It is surprising that this major 'flaw' in the exhibit was not noticed by the judges or the larger
philatelic community at the point the cover first appeared at Royal 2002 Royale. The flaw has continued
unnoticed in exhibit at BNAPEX and CALTAPEX. Perhaps the caption ' [Ex: Jarrett]' beneath the mounted
cover has proven to be somewhat distracting.
The fake cover, the thirteen known genuine PF-7 covers, and the recently located proof strike of the Aeroplane
Mail Service /July 9, 1918 / Calgary, Alberta hand stamp all receive attention in a series of articles presently
being written. The articles also deal with Stinson's many flights in Canada during the WW I years. Also
receiving attention is a section documenting the construction of a full-scale replica of the Curtiss Stinson
Special - the plane Stinson used to make her 1918 pioneer air mail flight. A team of AMEs and aviation buffs
is presently at work building the replica. Meticulous attention to detail will result in an impressive static
display that is accurate in every detail, including the rigging and engine. Unveiling will take place at an
Edmonton aviation museum ceremony in 2006 - the 88 th anniversary year of the famous flight. Covers will
be flown from Calgary to Edmonton to mark that occasion.
Assistance in unearthing details about the fake cover is requested. Why would a fake cover that contains
such an easily recognizable flaw have been fabricated? Was the incorrect franking purposely applied?
For what purpose? Who produced the fake cover - when, where, and why? Has the cover ever appeared
in an auction catalogue? Has it previously been offered for sale privately? Are there other known bogus
covers linked to this pioneer flight? Is there, as has been suggested in archival records, an authentic PF7 window envelope that has survived? Any member with information about the fake cover, or any of the
genuine PF-7 covers, is invited to contact Gord Mallett, P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent,
Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0 [tel. (780) 387 3688; or e-mail gdmall@tellus.net
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

WHO TRANSPORTED THESE COVERS?
1,111,M114

10 OATS TO

WM. WRIGLEY JR. COMPANY. LI .760
- YAM.

INSURE YOU

Cover 1. From Winnipeg, April 13, 1926 to Red Lake, April 17, 1926.

Cover 2. From Red Lake, April 17,1926 to Winnipeg, April 21,1926.

In the last 12 months I acquired the covers shown in this article. They raise a few questions about the accuracy
of the generally accepted information of flights around that time. Cover 1 is postmarked on arrival at Red Lake
on April 17, 1926. Cover 2 is postmarked on departure at Red Lake on April 17, 1926. April 17, 1926 was
a Monday.
Longworth-Dames states that the last flight by Jack Elliott to Red Lake was on April 15, without specifically
stating when the return flight took place. In an article entitled "Early Air Mail Service in the Red Lake
District" by Derek Rance, supplied to me by Longworth-Dames, it is stated that the return flight took place
on April 17: the ice on Lost Lake at Hudson had become too unstable and no further flights were attempted.
This article also states, Patricia Airways and Exploration continued to fly out of Sioux Lookout for a few
more days, no doubt taking a gamble in order to make a little more money.
Cover 1 was mailed from Winnipeg on April 13, 1926 to (presumably) Red Lake; as this is a window envelope
one cannot be absolutely certain of the fmal address. The arrival marking is Red Lake, Ont. AP 17 26, and
it is backstamped Rolling Portage AP 14 26. Maybe this cover arrived too late for postmarking on Saturday,
April 15, and this was done on Monday, April 17. I would vote for Elliott as the transporter of this cover.
Another puzzle - Longworth-Dames states the semi-official airmail stamp was issued on April 15, the Unitrade
catalogue claims it was issued on April 7, and the Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland has an even earlier
date, at least April 5 or earlier. As the semi-official airmail stamp is tied to the cover by a clear Winnipeg
machine postmark dated April 13, we have to assume the April 15 date is wrong.
Continued
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INFORMATION WANTED: WHO TRANSPORTED THESE COVERS? continued:

Cover 2 was mailed from Red Lake to Winnipeg. The semi-official airmail stamp is postmarked Red Lake AP
17 26 and the cover has arrival markings of Winnipeg AP 21 26. It is a registered cover which appears to have
been registered only upon arrival in Hudson or Sioux Lookout, note the manuscript 357 21.4.26. It was
registered again upon arrival in Winnipeg as No: 4431. It is impossible to determine where the barred ovals
and the R were applied. It is backstamped in Winnipeg with an AP 21 26 date and a notation Received without
contents. If it arrived in Sioux Lookout on April 21, it is highly likely that P.A.& E. transported it from Red
Lake.
I believe that we should amend the starting date of P.A. & E. carrying of mail from May 17, 1926 to April 15
or 17 at the latest. True, this early period lasted only a few days before the ice experienced its spring break-up
and flying was no longer possible until the lakes were clear of ice. P.A.& E resumed flying in the area on May
17; this date is generally assumed to be the start of their mail carrying flights.
There are a number of covers flown from Red Lake to Winnipeg, specifically to the Stamp Dept. of the
Winnipeg post office; I suspect there were some stamp collectors among the folk working there, this in spite
of the Post Office Dept's aversion of having stamp collectors "embedded" in their workforce. All those I have
seen so far have been nice covers.
I would value the opinion of other collectors on these questions.
Ed Matthews, Oakville, Ont.
References:
1.

The Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland, sixth edition of the American Airmail Catalogue.

2.

The Pioneer and Semi-official Air Mails of Canada 1918 - 1934, by C.A. Longworth- Dames, The
Unitrade Press 1995.

3.

The Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps.

4.

Early Air Mail Service in the Red Lake District, by Derek Rance. My copy has neither the date or the
name of the publication in which it originally appeared.
(Editor's Note: I sent Ed a copy of the September 1996 Canadian Aerophilatelist after receiving this
item. He replied: As you surmised, it was indeed the article by Derek in our newsletter that I had as a
reference. Obviously some plagiarism has been committed here: the copy l had starts at page 1 and
is numbered consecutively, not at page 9; and the headings are gone, making it appear as if from
another source. But we have no culprit to throw a rock at!)

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS FLYING BOATS
I'm looking for some hard-to-find information on the Cambria, specifically a record of a visit to
Toronto in 1937. It was planned to appear at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto for 3 days, but on
arrival at the Exhibition on Saturday, Sept. 4th, lost the port wing pontoon while landing before 15,000
spectators. It was originally planned to fly on the same day to Windsor, Ontario, and visit a couple of cities
en route, including the city of Hamilton, and fly back to Montreal on Sunday before returning home, but repairs
were expected to delay the plane for 2 to 4 days. Yet on Thursday, Sept. 9th, 6 members of the crew, on their
way to visit Niagara Falls by car, were luncheon guests at Hamilton City Hall, about 50 miles from Toronto.
I have a photograph, claimed to have been taken in Hamilton Harbour, of the Cambria in good repair, but I
can't find any record of the Cambria having flown to Hamilton, or of the new itinerary.
Can anybody provide some information about this incident; or know whether the log for the Cambria
still exists, and if so where should I look for it?
Fred Biggs
Please send responses to Ed's article, and/or information for Fred, to the editor.
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

TRANS-ATLANTIC FIRST FLIGHT COVERS, 1939
Both these covers are from Pan American's first Transatlantic flight by the Northern route: New York Shediac - Foynes - Southampton.
Although they look conventional, neither quite fits the listing for the flight, #3921, in The Air Mails of Canada
and Newfoundland.
VIA Allt MAIL
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from Bottvood, Ilewfoundland, to
Creat Britain and Eire. June 24, 1939

AMCN lists covers postmarked in BOTWOOD on June 24 th, but this cover was cancelled in ST. JOHN'S on
June 22nd. Covers with a St. John's cancellation are found periodically, and were presumably held in St.
John's until the flight was imminent, then cancelled before being put on the train to Botwood. - I have read
of this happening for various trans-Atlantic pioneer flights.
Historically, neither date is correct. - The flight was delayed by fog in Shediac, and did not arrive and depart
from Botwood until June 27th. Does anybody have a cover from Newfoundland cancelled after June
24th?

AIR MAIL

Ws. Eatrica Dockii:s

C. Box 1=9
Fart. Yarrg s T)al.t

This cover is endorsed Botwood to London in the top left corner, and received the blue-green cachet applied
by Pan Am to mail dispatched through its Botwood office, since the Newfoundland Post Office didn't provide
a cachet for the flight,
However, the cover is addressed to Fort Worth, Texas, and there is a comment in AMCN that:
The British Post Office normally did not backstamp arriving mail and refused to make any exception to

its policy by means of special dispatches, nor would it facilitate the return of mail not addressed for
delivery in England or in Europe.
It appears that the British Post Office relented in its policy, and returned mail addressed to North America,
as many covers can be found from this flight addressed to various points in the U.S.A. Can anybody
provide any information as to what happened, and how covers addressed to North America were
handled?
Please send responses to the editor.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.
They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM
A very special cover... "double-flown," but not in the usual sense. Created to commemorate the 60th
Anniversary of the D-Day Landings in Normandy, France and to honour those who took part, especially the Airborne Forces.
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There are inserts detailing the flights, the Lancaster and the 'paradrop'.
This is an almost completely 'in-house' production — Keith Clifford (CWH Archives) did the Artwork
and the parachute drop was organized and carried out by member Erik Roggenkamp.
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Cover #70 $10.00 _

A list of the many different covers produced by the CWHM was included in the June 2003. - For
information about CWHM covers produced since then, please contact Eric Grove at the Museum:

Phone 905-679-4183 Fax 905-679-4186
E-mail museumAwarplane.com
Or by mail: Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum,
9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario LOR
or visit their website (and select shopping):

www.warplane.com

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
is produced quarterly in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by MAY 1t.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilatelv,
please write to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $18.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN (or $21.00 US, or 17 Euros, or 11 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Telephone:
E-mail:
Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

#314 Glenn Baechler
#313 Alistair Bain
#79 Jim Brown
#344 Calgary Philatelic Society Juniors
#266 John F.Church
#333 Robin Clarke - Vancouver Island
Philatelic Society Junior Club
#326 Gary Cristall
#332 Edmonton Stamp Club - Junior Club
#224 Charles G.Firby
#342 Sandy Freeman
#27 John Glashan
#226 David Granger
#133 Eric Grove

#183 Robert A.Hasslewood
#343 Rick Hills
#334 Harold Hollander
#24 Neil Hunter
#284 John Irvine
#49 Jonathan L.Johnson Jr.
#149 Frank Kendle
#25 Jacques LePotier
#263 Louis K.Levy
#201 Ivan W. MacKenzie
#177 John Masella
#251 Charles Wm.McEvoy
#267 James H.Parker
#331 Z.Michael Pawliuk

#197 Henk Post
#124 Reuben A.Ramkissoon
#76 W.Ross Richardson
#307 James F.Ruddell
#315 Reginald Targett
#29 Jim O.Turk
#302 Pierre Vachon
#262 E.S.J.VanDam
#272 John S.Venskus
#254 John Webster
#341 Kevin Wenzel
#325 Edward Williams

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request.

THE
#63
CANADIAN
AEROPHILATELIST
Newsletter of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
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SHORT EDITORIAL:
Please note my new email address: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca Thanks, Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge

The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
ORAPEX 2005, the 44 th anniversary of this most significant National Philatelic Show was a
resounding success in all aspects. There were 169 exhibition frames, including four aerophilatelic
exhibits, 42 dealers present, a very active Youth Section, a Canada Post outlet with the latest
Canadian issues, various society meetings, including the CAS, and over 1500 visitors during the two
day show, 30 April and 1 May 2005. There were six CAS members who signed the register and six
who attended the AGM on Sunday, 1 May. The various reports were presented and approved. The
financial and membership status were detailed in the March 2005 issue of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist
Our 2004 Snowbird project brought in over $3,000.00 Canadian at a minimum expenditure. Our 2005
Snowbird covers are now with 431 Demonstration Squadron being autographed and later flown over
Ottawa on I July 2005, the 35t h anniversary of the formation of the Snowbirds. Orders for the covers
are now being taken by myself. The single envelope autographed by the nine pilots of the Snowbird
team with the special Snowbird picture postage stamps and cachet are $30.00 each post paid . The
set of nine envelopes autographed individually by each of the nine pilots is $55.00 post paid. A
complimentary 2005 Snowbird poster will be enclosed with each order. The CAS is indebted to the
Snowbirds for their generous support of the CAS. This year's envelope, with the approval of the
Commanding Officer, bears a coloured portrait of the late Captain Miles Selby.
At the AGM's election, held every two years, I was reelected President, Chris Hargreaves is our new
Vice-President (as well as the Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist), Brian Wolfenden remains our
Secretary Treasurer, WIC Pat Sloan remains Past President (he broke both hips earlier in the year and
is recovering slowly), and the Western Chapter's representative is still Cecil Stoner. The CAS
Constitution was approved for changing the wording of the components of the CAS Executive. The
CAS approved a grant up to $200.00 Canadian to have a 16 page one frame exhibit prepared about
the CAS and aerophilatelic collecting by Jamie Baron of Edmonton, under the supervision of CAS
member Nino Chiovelli. The proceedings of the AGM will be published in the 2005 June issue ofthe
newsletter.
Two plaques were presented in absentia, one to our retiring Vice-President , Mike Shand, who
prepared our envelopes for mailing The Canadian Aerophilatelists for over ten years. We wish Mike
well in his future aerophilatelic endeavour. The second plaque is for Barry Countryman - the
Canadian Aerophilatelist Editor's Award - presented for his great research on several subjects for the
Editor and our members. Congratulations to both Mike and Barry for their dedication and research.
Death has taken three more of our members or close friends. Earlier in the year aerophilatelic
researcher Jim Brown died of cancer, on 28 ApriI2005, Don Wilson of St. John's, Newfoundland and
Ritch Toop's widow, Maureen, also died of cancer. Each of our departed friends in their own way
contributed much to aerophilately. John Powell of Edmonton, Director of the RPSC's judging
program, suffered a heart attack during an operation recently. We wish him a speedy recovery.
To all enjoy your summer !

Dick Malott
President CAS
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
held on May 1st 2005, during ORAPEX, in Ottawa
1. Dick Malott welcomed all members present. Those in attendance introduced themselves. In
attendance were : Alastair Bain, David Hanes, Brian Wolfenden, Denice Guimond, Dick Malott,
and Chris Hargreaves.
2. A minute's silence remembered departed members Jim Brown & Kasimir Bileski.
3. A quorum was declared represented by those attending the meeting.
4. Minutes of 2004 AGM were approved. Moved by B. Wolfenden & seconded by C.Hargreaves.
5. Old business from 2004 AGM:
• Web site — ongoing. Will be reviewed at 2006 AGM.
• Index for Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland — Gord Mallett is considering.
6. Reports from the President, Secretary, Treasurer & Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist were
presented & approved on a motion by D.Hanes & seconder A.Bain . Treasurer will investigate
an interest account to improve finances. Dick Malott noted a set of 2004 Snowbird covers had
been sent to Capt. Selby's widow. Dick thanked Mike Shand for his many years of service to the
CAS.
7. Dick Malott elected President for 2 year term.
Brian Wolfenden elected Secretary/Treaurer for 2 year term.
Chris Hargreaves elected Vice-President and editor for 2 year term.
8. Plaques were to be presented to:
• Mike Shand to thank him for his many years of service to the CAS.
• Barry Countryman for winning the Editor's Award.
Neither member was present, so plaques will be delivered by other means.
9. New Business:
a - $200 grant was approved for the CAS one frame exhibit at Washington 2006. Moved by
D.Guimond & seconded by D.Hanes. Unanimous.
b - 2005 Snowbird covers in memory of Captain Miles Selby were shown to all attending.
c - The Canadian Aerophilatelist on a pdf system was discussed. It will not happen at this time.
d - It was moved to enter our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately in C7NPLE (Canada's
Seventh National Philatelic Literature Exhibition) in Toronto this Octaber, and The Canadian
Aerophilatelist in Washington 2006, by D.Hanes & seconded by D.Guimond — approved.
10.

Meeting adjourned
Brian Wolfenden - Secretary
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
It has been a somewhat quiet quarter for the chapter apart from our regular meetings. The next
meeting will be at member Jack McQuaig's home on June 18th. We were saddened to hear of the
death of CAS member Jim Brown who acted as the western chapter's British Columbia researcher.
Jim was a regular aerophilatelic exhibitor and was highly regarded as an air mail researcher and
author. He will be missed.
We are continuing preparations for our role in the activities linked to next year's unveiling of the
replica of the Curtiss Stinson Special - the plane flown by Katherine Stinson on her 1918 Calgary to
Edmonton air mail flight [PF-7 in AMCN]. The unveiling ceremony will take place at AAVIAM
[Alberta Aviation Museum] on the actual day of the 88th anniversary of that flight - July 9, 2006.
A planning session is to be held June 25th involving CAS western chapter members, Rod Macleod
[the museum's new president] and Lindsay Deeprose [museum head of the team of aviation buffs and
AMEs involved in the construction of the replica]. Plans will be firmed up at that point regarding the
part to be played by each of the ceremony participants. Chapter involvement will in all likelihood
remain twofold as originally proposed - to design, produce & market commemorative covers for the
event and to help coordinate the various activities related to a planned Calgary to Edmonton open
cockpit flight on which the commemorative covers will be carried. Present planning calls for that
plane to touch down adjacent to the museum as an integral part of the ceremony.
Although the replica being built is genuine in every known detail, including rigging and motor, it is
a static display only. The plane contracted for the 2006 re-enactment flight is being supplied by a
third party.

Gord Mallett
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to:
#354 David Hanes
#355 Mary Dunlop
#356 Canadian Museum of Civilization
#357 John Rawlins
#358 David Skene-Melvin
#359 Steve Johnson

SNOWBIRDS CANCELLATION
WESTLOCK AIR SHOW, ALBERTA
Westlock Airport will host the ALBERTA CENTENNIAL AIR SHOW on Wednesday August 3r d, 2005.
The event will include Hang Gliding, Crop Spraying Aircraft, Parachute Demonstrations, flying displays by
several civilian aviators, flypasts by various military aircraft, and an aerobatic performance by the Snowbirds.
I've been informed by Nino Chiovelli that:

Klondike Balloon Safaris (Club) has arranged with Canada Post to have a Special
Snowbirds Cancel to commemorate the event. Philatelists and other interested
Aviation Buffs can have their covers canceled on a hand-back basis at the Westlock
Post Office. Those who are unable to do this in person can send covers with proper
postage affixed. 50 cents Domestic rate, 85 cents U.S rate, and $1.45 Foreign rate.
Enclose the covers in a postage paid outer envelope and clearly state in your letter
that you want the SNOWBIRDS cancel. An Alberta Centennial cancel has also been
produced, and those cancellations can be specifically requested as well, following the
same guidelines indicated above. Be sure to enclose a self-addressed pre-stamped
envelope with sufficient postage for the return mailing. Mail orders should be
addressed to: Westlock Post Office, 10016 — 106 Street, Westlock AB T7P 1AO.
Please note: Envelopes and/or covers will be stamped on or around the date that they
are received.
Thanks Nino. - For more information, please contact Nino at: 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6.
(Email: nchiovelAtelusplanet.net )

THE AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
The A.S.S.A. has been reorganized, and recently published edition 91 of its journal, the Aeroletter,
which had last been published in May 2002. - The Aeroletter specifically focuses on issues related to
Southern Africa, but is not restricted to this field of study only, and will extend to other aspects of
aerophilately should they be deemed appropriate. It is currently intended to produce two editions of the
Aeroletter per year.
Anyone interested in the airmails of Southern Africa, is invited to join the A.S.S.A. - The society has
members in Southern Africa, the United Kingdom, the USA, and Europe. Effective communication is being
achieved through the medium of electronic mail and personal contact.
For more information, please contact: Dave Morton, 2 Anemone Avenue, Welgedacht, 7530 Republic
of South Africa. (Email: dmortoriCeismweb.co2a )
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in Memoriam
Jim Brown, 1925 - 2005
Jim was a regular contributor to this newsletter, and the first person consulted whenever

1 received a question related to aviation or air mail in British Columbia.
Jim was born in 1925, served in the Canadian Navy, then graduated from the University
of British Columbia in 1949. He had a successful career with Chevron until retiring in 1984. He
moved to Pender island which he loved, but eventually found isolated, so he moved to Victoria
in 2003.
Jim was a keen exhibitor, and had medal-winning exhibits on the FAM-2 air mail service

between Seattle and Victoria, British Columbia Airways, and of airmail stamps of the world
with airplane overprints on them
He was also an active researcher, and proved that the September 21' 1925 "1s 4 Trip" covers
from Victoria to Seattle were in fact bogus creations of A.C. Roessler, even though they were
listed as Pioneer Flight Covers in the American Air Mail Catalogue and The Air Mails of Canada

and Newfoundland.
A lot ofJim's research is included in his book Hubbard: The Forgotten Boeing Aviator. This
is a treasure trove of information on the both the FAM-2 air mail service and Eddie Hubbard,
(who developed the FAM-2 service, and went on to become an influential figure at the Boeing
Company), and is also a very enjoyable book to read.
On behalf of the CAS, 1 would like to offer our condolences to Jim's family.

AMERISTAMP EXPO 2006 IN TORONTO
The American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors (AAPE) has accepted an invitation from The Royal
Philatelic Society of Canada and the Greater Toronto Area Philatelic Association, to hold its annual
AMERISTAMPEXPO in Toronto on April 7th - 9th 2006.
The show will be held in conjunction with the Canadian Stamp Dealers Association annual spring show,
at the Queen Elizabeth Building on the Canadian National Exhibition grounds.
AMERISTAMPEXPO 2006 will consist of the One Frame Championship, One Frame Competitive,
Cinderella, Display, Illustrated Mail, Postcards, and Thematics classes.
More information relating to and prospectuses for AMERISTAMP EXPO 2006, are available from Peter
Butler, 143 Glenmore Road, Toronto, ON M4L 3M2; telephone: 416-690-4666; ore-mail: pbutlernilap.com .

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed
version, or on diskette in Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format), and/or back issues
of the newsletter.
For more information contact
Gord Mallets, P. O. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0
[tel. (780) 387 3688; or e-mail Gord at gdmalletelus.net
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in Memoriam
Don Wilson, 1924 - 2005
Don loved philately. He was an active member of many societies including the CAS; a past
president of the St. John's Philatelic Society; a director of the British North America Philatelic
Society; and a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.
Don was born in Calgary, but went to high school in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, where he
was an accomplished oarsman, and participated twice in the Maritime Provinces Amateur
Oarsman Championships.
After high school Don studied engineering , and was awarded a Bachelor's degree in
Mechanical Engineering at the Technical University of Nova Scotia, (TUNS.) He moved to
Newfoundland in the late 1950's, with Argo Construction limited, and later formed his own
company, Avalon Construction and Engineering limited, which did work all over
Newfoundland and Labrador . Don was actively involved in many engineering organizations
as well as philatelic ones. He was appointed a Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada in
1970, and in 1979 was awarded an Honourary Doctorate of Engineering degree by TUNS.
Many people have commented on Don's generosity, and I have experienced that too. -

Shortly before his death, Don sent us copies of some articles about aviation in Newfoundland
for the CAS library, and a copy of a magnificently illustrated book: The Challenge of the Atlantic A photo-illustrated history of early aviation in Harbour Grace, Newfoundland.
One article Don sent me, on General Balbo's visit to Shoal Harbor, seems to epitomize
Don's interests in people, Newfoundland, aviation, philately, and sharing, so I am reproducing
it on the next two pages of this newsletter.
I would like to offer condolences from the CAS to Don's family.

NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY
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The article "When General Balbo Carne To
Shoal Harbour" originall y appeared in the
Summer 2003 issue of Newfoundland
Quarterly . - It is reproduced with permission of
the editor, Linda Sheppard Whalen, and the
author, Loreen Adams-Haldenb y.
A subscription to Newfoundland Quarterly is
$25 Cdn for one year, payable in cash, money
order, cheque or Visa/MC. To subscribe using
a credit card, please call Vanessa at
709.579.3264.
To subscribe by mail, please write to:
The Newfoundland Quarterly,
Memorial University,
P.O. Box 4200,
Cashiers Office - Room A1023,
Arts and Administration Bldg,
St. John's, Newfoundland A1C 5S7
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WHEN GENERAL BALBO CAME TO SHOAL HARBOUR
BY

LOREEN ADAMS-HALDENBY with an introduction by Philip Hiscock

In this memoir; the author writes of the arrival of General halo I3alb ► 's force of 24 airplanes in 193.3. Lowest Adams
was born in Milton, a short distance from Shoal 1 larbour where the Italian Air Armada touched down to »fuel. Here
we see events of the world stage as they seemed to a little girl. General Balbo's airplanes had been a show of Italian
power at the Century of Progress Exhibition, a ,gigantic Words - Fair- like international exhibition of modernity in
Chicago. Mussolini's fascist government wanted to make an impression; it used the widely known trod
Balbo to lead the flotilla. Not just to children but to people all around the
Balbo 's feat was one if (»nazi:silent.
&few years late ► ; it was seen as part of the lead-up to the Second World Wr, but in 19.3.3 it was a wonder ,of the
modern world.
The Air Armada had touched down a Jew weeks earlier in Cartwright, LA11)11001; on its way to America but — alter
wecks of radio tepn -ts _from Chicago — its lame was much greater on the relarn trip, when it came to Shoal Lica hour
Today the Clarenville area celebrates the event with a street (Balbo Drive) and a school (Balbo Elementa r y).

*304,
The Italian Air Armada "pitching" in Shoal Harbour

I

n the early morning hours of July 26, 1933, my
mother came into my bedroom and woke me up
pp this very
by announcing that I had tb .
minute as she and I were going to Dort Tilley's field
• in Shoal Harbour to see some airplanes. "Twentyfour airplanes," she said, and they were coming all
the way from a land called Italy far across the sea.
• And not only that, they were going to 'pitch' in
Shoal Harbour a mere three miles away.
My little bedroom was that little front room that
looked out over Random Island and Smith's Sound.

w.

A tiny little room it was, just big enough for a bed
and a ,washsland with basin and pitcher. Main had
made a little shelf in the corner and put a doily on
it. Sometimes, a bunch of wildflowers sat on the
shelf. That would be in the summer when buttercups and ferns grew in abundance in the "mish"
back 6I• our house.
I loved that little room. The bed had a quilt on
it that was made Irom scraps or Grandma Susie's
worn-our dress. Pink, it was, with tiny white
flowers. Daisies, I think.

Reprinted from NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY, Summer 2003, page 47_
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I loved the sight that met my eyes every morning roads, but it was a tedious job and in rainy weather
the mud was often up to our ankles.
when I awakened. The sun rising over Random
So along the Bonavista branch line we went.
Island, or sometimes, at night before drifting off to
sleep, the moon casting its ripples over the sound,
Mam could walk as fast as anything and I struggled
to keep up. Mam, a widow, a small slight woman
lighting up the dark waters.
This morning I was not pleased. I was five years
with wistful grey eyes and curling dark hair. Shabby,
old and I wanted to sleep, but here was Mani
battered by poverty and tragedy, battered but not
shaking the clouds of slumber from my mind,
brokeil as she murmured words of encouragement
to her small, fromen-haired girl, as we hurried along,
telling me to get up, get dressed. We were going to
stumbling over the ties to
Shoal Harbour to see the
Catch a glimpse
airplanes and if we hurried
and got to Don Tilley's field by
of glory
daybreak, we would see them
I tugged at Main's sleeve.
O111 in• from way over
real close.
"Is d C y cumin'
"I don't want to see no old
sea just to see we?" I asked.
airplanes." I grumbled. I knew
"No, dear child," Mam
what airplanes were. They .
said.
were tiny little things way up
"Why is dey cumin' den?"
in the sky They seemed to me
I asked.
to be no bigger than hornets
My mothers face
and what a noise they made.
darkened. For a moment I
But Mam was firm.
thought she looked angry
"You and I are going to Shoal
"That's a very good question,"
Harbour," she said. "Now, get
she said as if talking to
up."
herself.
Mam got me out of bed
Much, much later, I
and helped me dress. First my
learned that the planes were
underwear, which she had
commanded by General
made for me out of bleached
Balbo, who under the Fascist
The celebrated namesake of Balbo Drive: well-known
sugar sacks, then. my dress,
dictator, Mussolini, planned a
and well-liked
which more than likely was
display of Italian air strength to
handed down from one of my sisters, and lastly a
impress the world. They flew in formation across
pair of canvas shoes, which we sometimes whitened
Europe, on to the Chicago World's Fair, and then
up with chalk.
were coming to our tiny little island east of Canada
Main was already dressed. She had made a big
before returning to Rome.
pan of porridge for our breakfast, which we ate
In the meantime, Mam and I reached Don
hurriedly and then we were on our way. It was
Tilley's field overlooking Shoal Harbour. I was tired
still dark, very dark, as it sometimes is before
beyond belief. Mam was filled with anticipation.
dawn appears.
Suddenly, dawn broke over Random Island, the
But I was angry. I always seemed to he angry in
.eastern sky tinted with rose and gold.
those days. Why did Mam have to he like this?
And then with a roar.like thunder there they
Dragging me awake in the middle of the night when were over the Sou'west Arm. Twenty-four airplanes,
we should all be sleeping. Why, oh why,.couldn't
their silver wings glistening as they descended,
she he like other mains? Nobody else's roam was
landing in the water of Shoal Harbour just where
pulling her little girl along the railway track,
the harbour meets the bar, close to the road which
bumping over the wooden ties, telling her to hurry
is now called Balbo Drive.
up. What in the world was wrong with my maw?
"Feast your eyes, clear child," Mam said,
We walked along the railway track as our roads
"feast your eyes. You may never see the likes of
were in a deplorable condition in those days. Uncle
this again."
Blundon was always at work fixing up the
And I never, ever did. NQ

Reprinted from NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY, Summer 2003, page 48.
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A LONGER EDITORIAL
I was recently invited to write a Guest Editorial for the Canadian Stamp News. This was
published in the May 31st issue, and I am reproducing it below, as it mentions both The Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society and Don Amos.
I am also hoping that some readers of this newsletter will be interested in supporting my
proposal.

Celebrating our colleagues!
I was very pleased to receive an invitation to contribute a Guest Editorial to the Canadian
Stamp News!
As editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, I can share my thoughts with the 150 members of
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society every three months.
Writing this Guest Editorial, gives me the opportunity to address hundreds of "kindred spirits"!
- It reminds me of Andy Warhol's comment about everybody being famous for 15 minutes, though
in this case I'm getting a few hundred words of potential power and influence!
Can I use these words to make a difference in Canadian philately? - I hope I can!
I enjoy all aspects of editing The Canadian Aerophilatelist, except writing obituaries. - I think
the obituaries are very important, and I put a lot of thought into them, but I hate writing them!
I hate the finality of obituaries, and that I will never be able to correspond with that colleague
again.

Also, when I read obituaries, I wonder whether the deceased person knew how highly they
were regarded? - I am reminded of a colleague, (fortunately still very much alive), who after an
eloquent and well deserved tribute from the Board of Education at his retirement party, commented
that he was surprised to hear that the Board knew so much about what he'd done!
I think it would be great to pick a time before our colleagues die, on which to celebrate their
achievements!

The perfect timing for such a day is tricky, as it should be "late enough" to reflect on a
colleague's achievements, but "early enough" that it is not viewed as a harbinger of imminent
decline! - After thinking about various colleagues who are active in philately, I think the optimum
time for a celebration would be on their 70th Birthday.
However, we need not worry about perfection!
Since there are lots of colleagues to celebrate, and we probably don't know most of their
birthdays, why don't we just each pick a colleague who is over 70, and start celebrating!
I'd like to encourage everybody who is reading this, to choose one of your philatelic friends
or colleagues who you think is 70 or over, and send a testimonial about them to the Canadian Stamp
News. The CSN will, I hope, publish the testimonials along with other letters to the editor.
Continued

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE
Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: bjnepean@trytel.corn
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A LONGER EDITORIAL: LET'S CELEBRATE OUR COLLEAGUES! continued:

To start what I would like to become a philatelic tradition, I am going to pick the oldest
member of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, and say:

Happy Birthday Don Amos
While many members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society collect First Flight Covers from

the 1930's, Don is one of the few members who produced them!
According to Don, "the air mail bug" bit him in 1930. Don was a lover of the outdoors, and the
north country in particular, and like most people at the time he collected stamps. When he heard that
Ottawa sent out lists of new stamps and air mail services, he immediately sent his name in. Don
recalls that: "The first item I received was a First Flight notice for the Peace River - Carcajou - Fort
Vermilion - North Vermilion route. Wow! The north country! That started it, and it remained."
Don also remembers going into the Winnipeg Post Office, and buying semi-official air mail
stamps over the counter He also has stories about going out to Winnipeg airfield, walking in to
Company offices, and asking the pilots to sign First Flight Covers they'd flown.
As well as being an active collector. Don was a Charter Member of the international Air Mail
Society and their auctioneer during the 19.3ns,
Don worked for the Post Office, and kept a record of the new air mail services. His information
was later used in compiling several editions of the American Air fvlail Catalogue, and the Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland.
Over the years, Don has been a great help to members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
and the British North America Philatelic Society's Air Mail Study Group, on various questions
regarding early air mail services.
Many thanks for your help and friendship Don, and very best wishes for your next birthday.
Chris Hargreaves
I hope that readers who like my idea, will pick one of their philatelic colleagues, and send a
testimonial about them to the editor of the Canadian Stamp News: Bret Evans, Trajan Publishing,
PO Box 28103, Lakeport PO, St. Catharines, Ontario L2N 7P8 . (Email: brete,trajan.ca )
If you choose to celebrate an aerophilatelic colleague, please send me a copy of your letter,
and I will be delighted to include your testimonial in this newsletter.
Meanwhile, I have amended our membership/renewal form on the back cover to request
member's date of birth, so that I can start finding out when members' 70 th birthdays are, and
celebrate accordingly!

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA

vik
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
New address:
JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O.,BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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AAMC 6th Edition, Volume 3, now available
This latest edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue covers Foreign Contract Airmail Routes (FAMs),
Canal Zone Airmails 1918-1979, and Alaska Flight Covers.
The FAM section includes several routes to and from Canada, which I have enjoyed reviewing. - The
section contains a lot of new information, and is not just a reprint of the information given in volume 4 of
the AAMC 5th edition, which has been out of print for several years.
According to the FAM section editors, Jonathan L. Johnson, Jr., George K. Sioras, and William F.
Turner:
The focus of previous Foreign Air Mail updates was to incorporate new listings for active routes
and to revise catalog values. With the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the US Post Office
Department terminated the FAM method of administering its international routes and, therefore, there
are no new listings to record.
Earlier interest that tended to emphasize "official" activities has been extended to include "less
official" and unofficial activities that are part of the airport history involved.

It's convenient to divide the FAM era into three intervals:
Pre-war - October 1920 - December 1941;
WWII - December 1941 - August 1945;
Post-war - August 1945 - November 1978.
The revisions made in this edition have focused primarily on the pre-war period. Although
listings of the post-war period would also benefit from further attention, in general, those listings
reflect available information relatively well. Time constraints made it necessary to limit the attention
given to the post- war period.
Recent years have seen an explosive growth of interest in the world-wide aerophilately of World
War II. Investigations in this field have been reported in numerous books and journals. We hope that
future study will address the potential, and available methodologies that might be used, to incorporate
WWII information in future FAM sections.
The overall objectives of revisions for this edition have been: to provide context and meaning
for the sometimes lean descriptions of earlier editions, to increase accuracy, and to incorporate
available data that will be useful to users of this catalog.
It is hoped that the composite result of these general objectives is to make this section more userfriendly.
Maps. In previous editions the maps provided didn't always agree with the text. In addition,
providing a single map for large complex routes resulted in compromises that were counterproductive.
New maps have been prepared for all the routes. In selected cases more than one map has been
used to show the development sequence and to reduce confusion.
"If it helps it belongs." This section serves as the reference of first resort to most collectors
seeking FAM information. The revision effort has responded to calls for greater inclusiveness by
incorporating helpful information to the extent feasible. It has been recognized that it isn't manageable
to do it all in one revision. Hopefully what has been achieved points in directions where further efforts
will be productive.
We have added dated notes that report on aerophilatelic events not previously included because
they add to the history and because related covers are sought by specialists. For most of these we have
not assigned catalog numbers. For some that are listed in other sections, particularly in the TransOceanic Record Flights section, we provide cross references, for example T-0 1328.
Continued
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AAMC 6 EDITION, VOLUME 3, NOW AVAILABLE continued:

Catalog numbers. There are strong reasons for avoiding major revisions to catalog numbering
systems in use for a longtime, and with which most users are reasonably comfortable. The approach
taken in this update has been to severely limit the effort to minor catalog number changes that are selfexplanatory.
Catalog values. This is the thorniest thistle in cataloging air mail covers. It is noted that the
passage of time does not necessarily increase the value of air mail covers. The primary economic factor
in assessing catalog values is supply and demand. Lots of supply tends to keep values low. Scarcity
makes for higher values, but only if there is demand. Most important, the free enterprise mechanisms
that apply to the purchase and sale of first flight covers do not provide for automatic cost-of-living [a
euphemism here for cost-of-doing-business] adjustments.
The editors have exercised best judgment in presenting catalog values to reflect usually available
material in desirable condition. The market place adjusts for factors such as outstanding condition,
unusually high value franking, scarce and desirable markings and autographs. Such variables cannot
be addressed in one single, standard-form catalog value.
My impression of the new catalogue, is that all these objectives have been achieved.

Congratulations to John Johnson, George Sioras, and William Turner on their
excellent work!
Congratulations also to Ron Miyanishi who is Production Editor for the AAMC. (And commiseration
to Ron too. - Ron broke his shoulder in a fall during the winter, and it is healing very slowly.)

Copies of this catalogue can be obtained from: Greg Schmidt, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, Wisconsin
54956-1184, USA. (See the Publications section on the American Air Mail Society website for more
information: www.americanairmailsociety.orq )
The CAS also has some copies of this volume, and of The Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland. Cost is
$75.00 plus shipping for CAS members for either book, ($81.95 plus shipping for non-members). Payment
can also be made in U.S. $, Euros or Sterling. For more information please contact Brian Wolfenden, 203A
Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2, (Email: bineiDeantrytel.com )

Every seven weeks we
offer 1,000's of worldwide lots
in all sizes and price ranges. Whether
you are looking for one single item or
a whole carton full of stamps, you are
sure to find it in one of our regular
Mail Auctions.
Call today for your FREE catalogue or
to view it online visit: www.vanceauctions.com

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD.
P.O. Box 267B • Smithville, ON LOR 2A0 • Canada
Phone: 905-957-3364 • Fax: 905-957-0100 • mail@vanceauctions.com
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NEW BOOK
BRIDGING THE CONTINENTS IN WARTIME —
IMPORTANT AIRMAIL ROUTES 1939-1945,
by Hans E. Aitink and Egbert Hovenkamp.
This book was published in The Netherlands in April '05, but the text is entirely in English. It describes 18
of the most important air routes during WW 11:
1.

KLM Service Amsterdam-Bandung Aug/Sept 1939 and KLM Service Naples/Bandung
1939/1940.
2a. Imperial Airways/BOAC/Qantas Empire Service England-Egypt-India-Australia 1939/1940
b. IA/BOAC Service (land planes) England-Egypt-India 1939/1940
3.
Air France Marseilles-Hong Kong 1939/1940
4.
1A/BOAC Empire Service England- East and South Africa 1939/1940
KLM Service Lydda-Bandung 1940/1942
5.
6.
BOAC/QEA Horseshoe Route South Africa-Australia June 1940/1942
7.
KNILM Service Java-Australia 1938/1942
8.
Tasman Empire Airways Ltd (TEAL) Service Australia-New Zealand 1940/1943
9.
KNILM Service Batavia-Saigon 1939-1941/Air France Service Saigon-Hong Kong 1939-1940
10. 1A/BOAC Service Hong Kong-Bangkok 1939/1940
11. KNILM "Extra" Flights Batavia-Manila 1940/1941
12. Pan Am Service Manila-Macao-Hong Kong-Manila 1941
13. Pan Am Trans-pacific Clipper Service FAM 14 San Francisco - Hong Kong - Singapore
1940-1942
14. Pan Am North Atlantic Clipper Service FAM 18 New York- Marseilles/Lisbon 1939-1942;
New York-Foynes/Southampton 1939
15. Pan Am Trans-pacific Clipper Service FAM 19 San Francisco - Auckland1940/1941
16. Pan Am Clipper Service FAM 22 Miami-Leopoldville 1941/1942-1945
17. Air France Service France-South America 1939/1940
18. LATI Service Italy-South America 1939-1942.
In each section, there is an explanation of the route, why it was established, how it had to be changed
according to the war developments, an excellent map of the route, and the various flying conditions.
Various covers are shown in color, which were probably flown on the route. Each section includes a
bibliography and the complete schedule for the airline(s) on that route. Rates are calculated for the
covers shown, but the complete rates for each route are not included. There is also a very useful
appendix which shows calendars for the years 1938 through 1946.
The description of the trans-Atlantic routes is limited in this book, as the same authors published an
earlier book entitled "Noord-Atlantische luchtverbindincien met de nadruk op de iaren 1939-1946" (North
Atlantic air routes with emphasis on the years 1939-1946). Unfortunately that book was published in
Dutch, unlike this latest book which is published in English.
The book costs Euro 25.- with postage Euro 8.65, and can be ordered from
H. Wiersma, Wilgenlaan 15, 9103 SB Dokkum, The Netherlands,
or from Ken Sanford, 12 Chemin de Tuilots, Bellevue (GE), Switzerland CH-1293,
(email: kaerophilach.inter.net ) - please contact him regarding postage.
Many thanks to Ed Matthews and Ken Sanford for sending me information regarding this book.
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Special Offer
AIR MAILS OF CANADA 1925-1939
The Development and Postal History of National and International Mails

by George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish
The British North American Philatelic Society (BNAPS) recently acquired the
remaining copies of Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939 by George B. Arfken & Walter R.
Plomish ( Perfect bound, 230 pages, published in 2000 ). The retail price for this book is
$49.95 Cdn. & the regular BNAPS member price ( 40% discount ) is $29.97 plus shipping
& $2 handling.
We are offering this book to members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society at a
special price of $25.00 Cdn. plus s & h. Shipping & handling costs in Canada range
between $8.00 & $12.00 depending on the destination. Surface shipping to the USA is
$10.95 Cdn. & $13.50 Cdn. anywhere else in the world.
Orders can be placed with the BNAPS Book Department. Please write, call or email:
Ian Kimmerly Stamps, 112 Sparks Street, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K 1P 5B6; Phone (613)
235-9119. (Email:

EDITOR'S COMMENT:
This is a terrific offer on an excellent book, and I would like to thank the BNAPS for it!

I have used my copy regularly for many years, and find it easy to read, very well illustrated, (there are
206 illustrations of covers, and 9 maps), and full of information.
The book takes a regional approach to the subject of rates, as can be seen by the table of contents:
Chapter
1.
Chapter
2.
Chapter
3.
4.
Chapter
5.
Chapter
6.
Chapter
Chapter
7.
Chapter
8.
Chapter
9.
Chapter 10.
Chapter 11.
Chapter 12.

Via United States Air Mail, July 1925 - August 1928
The Development of Canada's Domestic Air Mail Service
Canadian Air Mail to the U.S. and Bermuda
Great Britain, Empire Air Mail Rates
Continental Europe
The Middle East
British Africa
British Asia
Australia, New Zealand
The Far East and the Pacific Area
The West Indies and Central America
South America

1
11
35
49
69
85
97
115
131
145
161
183

Appendix 1.

Documents
The 1927 Hague Air Mail Conference
December 5, 1929 Circular to Postmasters
Canadian Air Mail and other Rates

201
208

Appendix 2.
Bibliography

213
223

Within each of these chapters, the development of air mail services to that region, and the rates
charged, are described chronologically.
I have found this book to be almost error free, but would alert readers to the fact that:
• the emphasis of the book is much more on the international air mail services than our domestic
services, and several of the shorter routes within Canada are not mentioned at all.
the rate changes of August 1s` 1932 have been left out of the summary of rates on page 219,
although they are fully described in the text.
However, I would also repeat that this is an excellent book, and I congratulate the authors of it.
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE
PRAIRIE PROVINCES, 10 - 29 DECEMBER 1928
Gord Ma!lett
In December 1928 a series of air mail flights took place across the Canadian prairies.
An air mail route was established linking Winnipeg and Regina to Calgary and also to
Saskatoon and Edmonton.
"We should all have been killed. Really we should have. It was terrible." - a strong
statement from one of the pilots! But he had reason to be disgruntled. Navigational aides
were practically nonexistent. Takeoffs and landings sometimes had to be made in the dark.
And the weather was brutal and often impossible to penetrate.
Despite these adversities the pilots and their mechanics performed admirably.
Accidents claimed two planes but most days the mail was delivered with despatch. The
success of the venture gave substance to a vision first glimpsed in 1918 with Katherine
Stinson's pioneer air mail flight from Calgary to Edmonton.

The 'Experimental Prairie Flights' Charts:
The accompanying charts represent the successful completion of a quest that began more than twenty years
ago. Initial attempts to glean information on these first official government air mail flights in Western
Canada proved to be very frustrating. The meagre information that did exist in both philatelic and nonphilatelic publications was often contradictory and contained disagreements regarding the number of
successful flights, amount of mail flown, dates of the trials, pilots involved and routes flown by the pilots.
Continued
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE PRAIRIES, DECEMBER 1928 by Gord Mailed, continued:

In 1997 the major work The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland was published through the
sponsorship of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society and the auspices of the American Air Mail Society.
Two and a half pages in this volume are devoted to the prairie experimental flights [AMCN # 2853].
Although this is the greatest number of pages assigned to any catalogue item it unfortunately presents only
a sketchy account of the overall operation. Statements such as "proof of other flight dates or the absence
of such would be appreciated by the editors" and "the answers are illusive" reflect the frustration no doubt
felt by the editors. That is behind us now. These charts provide the answers and solve a mystery that
has long frustrated Canadian aerophilately.
Early Disappointment:
Shortly after the publication of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland the researcher made the
decision to continue investigating the experimental flights and to use primary sources as the basis for
drawing conclusions. These sources included flight covers, the National Archives of Canada, city and
provincial archives in the three prairie provinces and tape transcriptions of interviews done with several of
the participating pilots. Trips were made to Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton to
gather and consolidate the available information. Several hundred pages of documents were photocopied
for detailed analysis. As secondary sources of information, hundreds of pertinent news items found in the
nine major prairie newspapers [for the period October 1, 1928 to January 15, 1929] were photocopied.
From this large database an overall picture started to emerge, but many of the daily details were incomplete
and for some days very little was known. With 8 legs scheduled to be flown on each of the 19 days of the
trials there were 152 'airmail stories' to be uncovered. The researcher's flight cover collection provided
some help although postmarks and backstamps were often not that useful in determining whether a flight
had in fact taken place. It was discovered that in many cases the 'airmail', all properly cacheted and
postmarked, was of necessity carried by train! A confounding problem in the investigations was the
paucity of flight covers in collectors' hands, other than covers from the first and last day of the trials.
Eventual Success:
For many months it appeared that the 'key' to unlocking the secrets of the experimental flights would never
be found. Fortunately for aerophilately the key was eventually discovered - in Winnipeg. It was located in
the massive Western Canada Airways/Canadian Airways Collection [MG 11 A34] - in the Flight Reports
located in Boxes 80, 81, 84, and 85.
The answers had been there in the archival records all along - the pilots, the mechanics, the planes, the
weather conditions, the problems encountered. And for the aerophilatelist - the amount of air mail
carried, the route followed, the 'secondary' handling of the mail when a flight was cancelled or forced
down. Longstanding myths about the trials were debunked. There had been eight different pilots, not five;
eight different planes, not five; and seven days in which all the legs were flown successfully, not three. The
trials were more successful than previously reported. 72% of the legs were flown successfully . The raw
data was there, just waiting to be consolidated with previously known facts and then charted and analyzed.
The charts provide five key details for each of the 152 legs - the pilot, mechanic, plane, amount of airmail
carried and 'flight status'. Twelve different flight status classifications are identified, ranging from
"complete leg flown - arrived on schedule" to "mail was carried partway by train - then transferred to plane
for completion of the leg".
This investigation represents one of the first times that Canadian flight reports have been used to determine
with absolute certainty the 'fate' of mails delivered over the course of a long series of scheduled flights.
Details included in the charts allow cover write-ups to be done with complete accuracy. Guesswork linked
to drawing conclusions based only on cover cancellations and backstamps is now eliminated.
Gord Mallett
Continued
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE PRAIRIES, DECEMBER 1928 by Gord Mallett, continued:
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE PRAIRIES, DECEMBER 1928 by Gord Mallett, continued:
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE PRAIRIES, DECEMBER 1928 by Gord Mallett, continued:
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE PRAIRIES, DECEMBER 1928 by Gord Ma!lett, continued:

Continued
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EXPERIMENTAL AIR MAIL FLIGHTS IN THE PRAIRIES, DECEMBER 1928 by Gord Mallett, continued:

Prairie Air Mail Cachets, 1928

VIA SPECIAL AIRMAIL FLIGHT Edmonton - Regina
Cacheted:
Edmonton - Regina
Postmarked:
EDMONTON 6 AM DEC 29 1928 ALBERTA

Endorsed:

According to the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, 55,851 covers were carried between the
various points on the first day of the Prairie air mail experiment.
Many covers can be found from the later days of the experimental service, and these normally
have cachets on them too. However, some of these covers, like the one above, are for stages for which
there was no flight! - Gord's research has established that there was no flight from Edmonton to
Saskatoon, or Saskatoon to Regina, on December 29 th: the mail went by train.
Gord is now researching the use of cachets duing the Experimental air mail service. - The pattern
which is emerging so far, is that:
•

all covers were cacheted by the post offices in advance, in anticipation of a flight. The post office
and company bulletins had, in fact, guaranteed that for 5 cents franking a cachet would be applied
at the city of departure;

•

although a five cent stamp was a guarantee that the cover [upon arrival and if on time for the
flight] would be aboard the day's flight, if that flight was cancelled, the letter was always sent by the
next available train;

•

five-cent franked letters were not stockpiled for future air mail treatment.

In order to expand the number of covers studied, would any readers who have covers where the
markings are not in sync with the data in the Experimental Prairie Air Mail charts on the previous pages,
please send details (and a scan if possible) to Gord Mallett, P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent,
Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0 [e-mail: qdmallAtelus.net

Congratulations Gord on your outstanding research!
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FOLLOW UP:
Von Gronau Transatlantic flight of 1930
Many thanks to Mike Shand, for sending me this photograph with a beautifully clear example of Von
Gronau's signature:

Captain Wolfgang Von Gronau and crew.

CANADIAN SEMI-OfFICIALAIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING

\,—

Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

is
1•J

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

111101....010.11•0000.10.011.•

GPs

3

MARK-LANE STAMPS
P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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FOLLOW UP:
Who was Governor Letcher?

a

BenjaiAn
1822 Ridge latnw,
711i1A., Penna., U. S.
Cloy. Lacher, twinging in rInthe• gnien &Pm

Union Ladies.

First Flight Cover from Saint John - Montreal, January 31s t 1929, (AMCN #2909b), with a drawing of women
hanging out washing on the cover, and inscription 'Gov. Letcher, bringing in clothes stolen from Union Ladies".
Questions from the March 2004 newsletter.
•
who was Gov. Letcher?
what
incident is the drawing referring to?
•
•
is the incident related to the flight, or is it likely that the envelope was just "chosen at random"?

Many thanks to Barry Countryman, Mike Shand, and Pierre Vachon, for sending me information
related to this cover.
It seems that it was an old patriotic envelope from the American Civil War, and has no relation to the flight.
Gov. Letcher was the Governor of Virginia during the Civil War.
The cover seems to be referring to the activities of Richard Thomas, an officer in Gov. Letcher's state forces,
who captured one or more Union ships while disguised as a woman:

Richard Thomas was born in 1833, to one of the wealthiest families in the entire state of
Maryland.
He was admitted to West Point on July 1, 1850 at the age of 16 years, 8 months, but apparently
was not happy there. - According to their records, in June of 1851, Dick was ranked 39th in
mathematics, 59th in French, and 50th in English studies out a class of 71. He did, however, place 7t h
h 1851, Dick was granted an absence for "the benefit of intheumbrofdscive!OnJu24t
his health." He was scheduled to return to West Point on August 28*, but requested an additional leave
of 12 months. When this was not granted, he resigned from West Point.
There are a number of stories about what he did after he left West Point. Some say that he went
to China and fought as a mercenary. Others say that he went to Italy and fought with Garabaldi. Yet
others say he went to California where he worked as a surveyor for the government.
By the time of the beginning of the Civil War, Dick Thomas was calling himself "Zarvona". In
June of 1861, he went to Richmond where he met with Governor Letcher, and was commissioned a
Colonel and formed his own company of men called Zarvona Zouaves. Shortly thereafter, Governor
Letcher introduced Dick to George H. Hollins, a Marylander by birth, who had resigned his commission
after serving 46 years in the U.S. Navy and who was now offering his services to the South.
Together, Dick and Hollins devised a plan to capture a passenger ship named the "St. Nicholas"
and to use it to capture the "Pawnee", a Union gunboat. They knew that the "St. Nicholas" provided
supplies to various Union boats and would not be suspected. The Confederate Navy was all but
nonexistent at this time, and these vessels were badly needed. Governor Letcher was so enthused about
this plan that he gave them $1,000 to put it into effect.
Continued
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WHO WAS GOVERNOR LETCHER? continued:

The plan called for Dick and his men to board the ship (some say they boarded disguised as
workmen and others saying that they boarded en masse calling themselves New York Zouaves). The plan
called for George Hollins to board at Point Lookout, and at that point they would then take over the ship.
Hollins gave Dick the cash they'd received from Gov. Letcher and instructed him to go to Baltimore, buy
weapons and to gather members for the raiding party.
The "St. Nicholas" left Baltimore on the evening of June 28, 1861. There were over 60 passengers
on board, including 16 men who had been recruited by Dick. But where was Dick? George Watts, one
of the recruits, was quoted as saying "What worried me a lot was I couldn't find the Colonel or anyone
who looked like him. I could see the future of the whole expedition, as also I could see myself behind
bars in Ft. McHenry, and the picture didn't look a bit good to me." It was going to be a long ride to Point
Lookout.
During the trip, a passenger by the name of Madame LaForce flitted about, flirting with some of
the young Union officers. George Watts would later say "(She) was a mighty pretty young woman,
stylishly dressed, flirting outrageously with some of the young officers. She talked with a strong French
accent and carried a fan which she used like a Spanish dancer. That young woman behaved so
scandalously that all the other women on the boat were in a terrible state over it."
Descriptions by others who were on board state that she was petite, wore a hoop skirt, and had a
veil over her face, exposing only her bright red lips.
Shortly after their departure from Baltimore, Madame LaForce excused herself from the group
of young Union officers surrounding her, telling them that she was tired and must retire. Perhaps she
needed to sort through the three different trunks of the finest French hats for the ladies of Washington
(as they had been described). To the dismay of the Union officers, she remained in her cabin for the
remainder of the trip.
When the ship arrived at Point Lookout, George Hollins came aboard, as planned. After they had
headed upriver, the signal was given and all hell broke loose. Under the "finest French hats for the ladies
of Washington" were cutlasses, carbine rifles, and Colt revolvers, which supplemented the weapons
brought on board already.
Madame LaForce was actually Dick Thomas who now made his entrance. From the various
descriptions, this must have been a sight, not to mention an extreme embarrassment to the young Union
officers. Dick, who typically kept his head shaved anyway, appeared, resplendent in a bright red Zouave
uniform, with a revolver in each hand.
The "St. Nicholas" was captured and a legend was born.
According to another account, Dick:
Was successful in capturing at least three ships through the clever ruse of disguises for himself
and his men, before he was himself captured.
Apparently he was caught attempting to take over another ship when he was foiled. The ship's
captain was alerted to the pirate party's presence and he steered a course for the nearest military base.
Zarvona was found hiding in a cupboard wearing a dress. Perhaps the moniker was derisively applied
to him by his captors.
In any event, he was captured, on July 8 th 1861, charged with piracy and treason, and thrown into
a dungeon in Fort McHenry. Apparently Governor Letcher did much to try and get him released, and the
Confederate government chose seven Union captives as hostages to insure the safety of the Colonel. He
tried to escape at least once, and also attempted communication with supporters outside of the prison,
so his confinement was made more difficult for him. In the end Zarvona was exchanged for the seven
men on May 15th 1863.
We have found no information as to what happened to Colonel Zarvona after his release.
!would like to express my appreciation and admiration for the research by Linda Davis Reno. - Linda
has done extensive research into the families of St. Mary's County, Maryland, and most of the
information on Richard Thomas is based on her work.
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FOLLOW UP: A.C. Roessler and the Wilkins Expedition
The article A. C. Roessler and His Influence on B.N.A. Philately by Murray Heifetz, that was reprinted
in our September 2004 newsletter, included a reference to Roessler's arrest on January 30, 1933:
He was charged with entering into an agreement with Hubert Wilkins giving
Roessler exclusive rights to mail sent on the submarine, Nautilus, used by Wilkins for his
arctic explorations. Finding a 'greater demand for stamps cancelled on that trip than he
could meet', it was charged that he used a facsimile of a New York cancellation to cancel
mail which was never taken on the trip. He was convicted of fraudulent use of the mails.
He received a suspended sentence, and was put on a three year probation.
Jonathan Johnson has sent me copies of the genuine and fake Wilkins covers:

WILKINS-ELLSWORTH
TRANS-ARCTIC SUBM A
2 WEST FORTY
NEW YO

of

GENUINE

E4: •Or,
iv,
Sal t 0, i\A.

FAKE

For:

—4

51

ZRZE).11gRNET

1111(1115-EILMEN TRANS - ARCTIC SIMANE MON

1931

Hubert L. Snow A
861N.-ordn bt• ,
Porona,

NEW

-

86-Park-Nate-1-4-

0 Eat3:241 -+

FAKE
Thanks Jonathan.
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INFORMATION WANTED
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO. - 1913
z

DETROIT
Mc f,

•
st

El kat

on Co,,

an In ka t 0 171

DETROIT.MICH JUN 19 1 - AM 1913
Postmarked:
"Receiver stamp":
SASKATOON JUN 21 1913 CANADA

Can anybody provide any information about the FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO. to which this
cover is addressed? Or about MAXIMOTOR MAKERS DETROIT who sent it?

WVVW.CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
WWW.ESJVANDAM.COM
Our websites offer thousands of

CANADA SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS & COVERS
Canada revenues, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, POW Franks, Duck & Hunting stamps
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - sample on request

E. S. J van Dam Ltd -

since 1970

P. 0. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ont. Canada KOL 1H0
esvandam@esjvandam.com
phone (705)-292-7013 fax (705)-292-6311
Toll free order line - North America only, 1 - 866 - EVANDAM (382-6326)

member: ASDA, CSDA, APS, ARA, BNAPS, RPSC, etc.
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INFORMATION WANTED: Signatures
Does anybody recognize these signatures? - The sender thinks they may belong to pilots, but isn't sure.
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Nutmeg Stamp Sales
is now holding two sales a month. Each month's
main sale features lots of
worldwide and the Baby Sale
. ,r7---elta
is geared toward the astute
NIA MEG
bargain hunter. Contact us
S l'.AMP
1 SALES
today for a free catalogue.
.._
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• P.O. Box 4547 Danbury CT 06813 'Fax: 203-798-7902 •Email: info@nutmegstamp.com
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INFORMATION WANTED: SIGNATURES continued:
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If anybody can identify these signatures, please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath
Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. (Email: harcreavescpAsympatico.ca )
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INFORMATION WANTED: Tour Du Cadran, 1947
COLLECTION DES AVIONS ALLIES (Serie II)
BOEING B. 17 F ." Forteresse " (E.-U.)
Bombardier lourd
Quadrimoteur 1.200 CVx 4 - Vitesse : 480 km/h.
Armement : 13 mitrailleuses lourdes - Bombes : 3.000
uipage : 9 ou 10 hommes

N

7 SEPTUM 1147

SALOP D'ESSM
DU

-Or` TOUR du OMAN

I

LA

E3AULE

CENTRALISATION .OR 'ARE
(RAYON PiiiLATELiQUE)
LA BAULE

Atelier d'ari LEP. 4, Square P:etrelle Paris 9•
.
Fabrication francaise. Reproduction interdite
D.I.1945.1 1. 158 E

Picture side of card:

Circular Cancellation:

ter

TOUR DU CADRAN 7 SEPTEMBRE 1947

LA BAULE

Rectangular Handstamp:
7 SEPTEMBRE 1947
GALOP D'ESSAI
DU TOUR du CADRAN
LA BAULE

Octagonal handstamp:

TOUR DU CADRAN

7 Sept. 1947 LA BAULE

If anybody can provide any information about the TOUR DU CADRAN,
please send it to the editor.

L
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.
They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM
The CWHM has produced a number of anniversary and souvenir covers, most of which were flown in
various military aircraft. - For more information about CWHM covers,
contact Eric Grove at: Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum,
9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario LOR 1 WO
Phone 905-679-4183 Fax 905-679-4186 E-mail museumwarplane.com
or visit their website (and select shopping): www.warplane.com

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST
is produced quarterly in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by AUGUST 1St.

PO Box 99, Cardiff CF23 6XP UK
Tel: 44-(0)29-2075 4748
Fax: 44-(0)29-2076 1076
Web Site: www.airmails.co.uk
We are a company devoted to the sale and purchase of
airmail related philatelic material. Our business is concerned exclusively with the sale and
purchase of - flown and first flight covers from the pioneer period to the present day;
airmail stamps, aviation thematics, aerophilatelic literature, and airmail related ephemera.
Please contact us for a free copy of our next Postal Auction catalogue.

Please note that due to spam problems, our email address has been changed to: anicricfut.net
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department". with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
(Email: liarcireavescpqsympatico.ca )

The annual membership dues are:
$20.00 CON in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $18.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN (or $21.00 US, or 17 Euros, or 11 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Date of birth:

Collecting interests:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal

to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.
#286 Ken Bolton

#237 Michel Brisebois
#335 Peter Bulloch
#172 Ivan R.W. Burges
#230 Canada's Aviation Hall Of Fame
#348 Canada Aviation Museum Library Services
#318 Martin S. Cole
#290 Michael Deal
#238 Cheryl Ganz

#347 Marge V. Hunt

#324 Herbert Lealman
#168 Robert A. Lee
#308 Don Lussky
#228 William J. McCann
#317 Robert McCormack
#243 Jim Miller
#93 Ron Miyanishi
#234 Kevin O'Reilly
#95 Michael F. Painter
#235 Dominique Tallet

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request

THE
#64
CANADIAN
AEROPHILATELIST
Newsletter of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

E-mail: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President: Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Telephone: (613) 829 0280; Fax: (613) 829 7673
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
For my September President's Report, I would like to present to the membership the statement
we are putting in the Washington 2006 single frame show:
The CAS was formed during, CANADA 84 held at Place Bonaventure in Montreal, 25 - 28
October 1984. The American Air Mail Society (AAMS) had a table run by Ken Sanford. He
suggested that a Canadian Society be formed for the advancement of Canadian Aerophilately.
The six or seven present trooped off to a bleak concrete room and after an hour's discussion
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) was formed. Patrick Campbell signed first as No.
1, Dick Malott (the present President) signed as No. 2, the late Nelson Bentley and long
serving CAS Treasurer signed as No. 3, No. 4 was Mike Shand our retired Vice-President,
No. 5 was W/C Pat Sloan our first President and No. 6 was Ken Sanford who served as our
first Secretary. These were the first six members of the CAS which now has 155 active
members. The CAS's members from Canada, the USA and other foreign countries have
contributed greatly to the advancement of national and international aerophilately. The first
issue ofthe Canadian Aerophilatelist was produced on 1 July 1985 and edited by Dick Malott.
The CAS Constitution was authorized on 1 September 1986 and this date is used on the CAS
letterhead. In 1994 Chris Hargreaves became the very active editor of the Canadian
Aerophilatelist.
Since Canadian First Flight Covers are rarely available due to policies of Canada Post and
Canadian airline companies, the CAS commenced producing military flown commemorative
covers. The most successful project has been the yearly flight of the Snowbirds over
Parliament Hill every 1 July. The pilots sign individually 30 covers each and also 80 covers
with all nine pilots' signatures. These coves are flown in the Tudor aircraft of the Snowbirds
and then later sold to CAS members to help cover the cost of publishing the Canadian
Aerophilatelist , issued on a quarterly basis. Special coloured cachets are applied as well as
Canada Post Picture Postage denoting the Snowbirds in flight.
Our past Secretary, Ron Miyanishi of Toronto, was instrumental in preparing the CAS's "Air
Mails of Canada and Newfoundland", our 550 page catalogue compiled by 45 CAS members
over a 7 year period. Funding was supplied by the AAMS. Ron has done so well that the
AAMS has obtained his services to produce the first three AAMS catalogues of the 6 th
Editon.AWesrChapftASwsormedin203Eto.TheCaprs
produced several Canadian commemorative flown envelopes for such aviation events as flying
diphtheria serum 2-3 January 1929 by Wop May and Vic Horner, from Edmonton to Fort
Vermilion.
The CAS appreciates the support of its 155 members across Canada, the USA and Europe
to enable the CAS to promote the study and collection of Canadian and Newfoundland
Aerophilately. Successive Executive Committees of the CAS and its members have carried
out this objective very successfully. The CAS, honoured to be part of WASHINGTON 2006,
extends an invitation to all viewing this exhibit to join the CAS. Enjoy the Exhibition.
Major R.K. Malott, C.D., Ret'd , President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
I asked Nino ChioveHi to co-ordinate the preparation of our frame, and he decided to contact
some junior members of the Edmonton Stamp Club, who are sponsored by the Western
Chapter of the CAS, to actually build the exhibit. It is being produced over this summer by
Jamie Baron.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

James Barron (age 15) working on the assembly of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society Membership Recruiting Exhibit
for the Washington 2006 Philatelic Exhibition.

James Barron (age 15) of Edmonton, Alberta, first gained an interest in philately in the year 2000
when he joined the Edmonton Junior Stamp Club at a local library. By 2001, he had his first one-frame
exhibit completed and was presenting at the Edmonton Stamp Show. His display began to evolve from
that point on, eventually becoming what it is today, a five-frame exhibit presenting aerophilatelic
material from all over the world. The display shows crucial milestones in the development of modern
aviation. It also includes material that is of personal interest to the collector. James' exhibit,
"Milestones in the History of Aviation", was recently displayed at the AAPE Youth Champion of
Champions show at ROPEX 2005. It was awarded the Howard Hotchner Award for best portrayal
of history, and the Research Award for demonstrated research skills. James is looking forward to
displaying his stamp exhibit at the Washington 2006 Philatelic Exhibition. He is proud to have been
chosen to assemble the CAS exhibit for Washington as well. James' interest in philately has afforded
him many opportunities to learn and to meet new people. One highlight has been the Heritage Fair
project which he did in Grade 8 about Wop May, a true Canadian hero. He especially appreciates the
guidance and generosity of his philatelic mentors. Some of James' other interests include computers,
designing websites, music, playing x-box, triathlons and skiing. He has inspired his younger brother
to become a stamp collector, and he also has a younger sister who is an accomplished dancer and
performer. James is looking forward to beginning high school this year and is enrolled in a Science and
Technology Program. He is also ready to embark on another philatelic exhibit.

I would like to thank Nino and Jamie for all their work on the Washington exhibit, and
everybody who has donated material for it.
On a sad note, I regret to inform members of the death of John Powell on August 4 th. John
was Director of the RPSC's judging program, and as mentioned in my last Report, suffered
a heart attack during an operation at the end of April.
We have also heard that Bill Turner died in July. Bill was one of the section editors for the
FAM section in the just published Volume 3 of the American Air Mail Catalogue 6th
Edition, whose work was praised in the last newsletter.
On behalf of the CAS, I would like to offer our condolences to the families of John and Bill.
Best regards to everybody for a good Fall, and good health,
giatreAtadvY
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NEWS NEWS NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to:
#360 Stephen C. Robbins
#361 Walter Herdzik

ROYAL 2005 ROYALE
Congratulations to the following members, whose exhibits did very well at ROYAL 2005
ROYALE, the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada's 77th Annual Convention & Exhibition, held in
London, Ontario, from May 27 th to 29th :
Neil Hunter Evolution of Air Mail - Toronto, Canada

Gold

David Brown The Search For Gold: Airmail History of Northwestern Ontario Vermeil
and an American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors Award Pin

DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO!
The Toronto-area members of the CAS are holding their 11 th annual Day of Aerophilately on
Sunday October 30th .
The day features displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby restaurant, and
lots of excellent conversation. - The event has a small following of regular participants who have a
great time each year, and would be delighted to welcome additional participants.
The event will be held at the usual location: the VINCENT GREENE FOUNDATION, 10
SUMMERHILL AVE (close to Summerhill subway station). It will run from 11.15am to 4.00pm, to take
advantage of the parking available on the south side of Summerhill Avenue after 11am.

Anybody reading this newsletter is invited to participate! - For more information contact:
Dick McIntosh, (tel. 416 447 1579); or Murray Heifetz, (tel. 416 444 6469.)

Every seven weeks

we

offer 1,000's of worldwide lots
in all sizes and price ranges. Whether
you are looking for one single item or
a whole carton full of stamps, you are
sure to find it in one of our regular
Mail Auctions.
Call today for your FREE catalogue or
to view it online visit: www.vanceauctions.com

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD.
P.O. Box 26713 • Snilthville, ON LOR 2A0 • Canada
Phone: 905.957.3364 • Fax: 905-957-0100 • mail@vanceauedons.corn
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VICKERS VIMY TRANS-ATLANTIC RE-ENACTMENT
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My thanks to Ron Miyanishi, for sending me this article from The Toronto Star, July 4 Th 2005:

Adventurers match first Atlantic flight
American
adventurers have emulated the
first trans-Atlantic flight 86
years ago, successfully flying a
copy of a World War I Vickers
Vimy bomber from Newfoundland to Ireland.
Steve Fossett and co-pilot
Mark Rebholz wanted to honour and match the June 14,
1919, achievement of British pilots John Alcock and Arthur
Whitten Brown.
Both air crews flew from St.
John's, Nfld., to Clifden in western Ireland using compasses
and sextants for navigation.
While Alcock and Brown managed the feat in 16 hours, 20
CLIFDEN, IRELAND—Two

minutes, Fossett and Rebholz
took about 45 minutes longer.
And while the British pioneers
crash-landed in a bog, their
American admirers landed
smoothly yesterday afternoon
on a local golf course.
Fossett, 60, who already holds
world records in five pursuits —
in balloons, sailboats, gliders,
airships and powered aircraft —
said the challenge this time was
to operate an aircraft that had
no modern power steering.
Rebholz, 52, an antique airplane enthusiast, said they had
"intentionally minimized the
instrumentation on the plane
to try to replicate some of the

challenges that faced Alcock
and Brown — but conceded that
use of a modern radio must have
made them feel a lot more at
ease. "On the way over we were
in contact with all the commercial airlines flying overhead."
Their open-cockpit, woodand-fabric biplane was almost
the same as the original Vimy
flown by Alcock and Brown, but
it had two Canadian-built Orenda V-8 engines in place of the
original pair of Rolls-Royce Eagle V-12s.
ASSOCIATED PRESS, CANADIAN PRESS

This year's flight carried 500 commemorative covers, prepared by the St. John's Philatelic Society,
with assistance from members of the Newfoundland Study Group of BNAPS.
The covers were designed by Sylvia Ficken of the St. Johns Philatelic Society. They depict the Vimy
over Lester's Field, with a 1919 cover carried by Alcock and Brown as background.
Each cover is franked with one of the 15 cent stamps issued in 1969 to commemorate the 50 Th
AniversayoflckdBwn'sight,(Sco#49)plusarent50-cd8entsamp,ok
up the current $1.45 international letter rate. The covers were postmarked with a special, one-time Canada
Post cancel, and backstamped at the Clifden, Ireland post office. The covers were also signed by both pilots,
and are hand numbered sequentially from 1 to 500.
Half of the covers carried were returned to the St. John's Philatelic Society for sale. The other 250
covers were given to the Vimy Atlantic team that organized the flight.
Covers are available for $100.00 CDN each or US equivalent. - To order a cover, send a money order
or cheque to: St. John's Philatelic Society, c/o Martin Goebel, 13 O'Mara Place, St. John's NL AlA 5B7

For more information contact Martin Goebel at (709) 753-2304 (evenings only), or email him at
Goebel0;inf.sympati co.ca
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
Our first chapter luncheon/meeting of the fall will be held on Sept 3 rd at the time of the
BNAPEX 2005 convention in Edmonton. The convention coincides with the celebration
of the 100th anniversary of provincial status for Alberta [and Saskatchewan]. The
chapter meeting will be hosted by Jack McCuaig. In addition to our regular group of six
Edmonton and Red Deer members we will for the first time be joined by two Calgary
members, Sandy Freeman and Marge Hunt. Several chapter members will also be
attending the BNAPS Air Mail Study Group meeting.

Aeroplane Mail Service
July 9, 2006
CALGARY to EDMONTON
We continue preparing for our role in activities linked to next year's Calgary to
Edmonton re-enactment flight and the unveiling of the replica of the Curtiss Stinson
Special - the plane flown by Katherine Stinson on her 1918 pioneering air mail flight.
The 2006 re-enactment will also be flown by a female pilot. Just prior to take-off a
mailbag containing 259 serially-numbered covers will be handed to her by a Calgary Post
Office official, as was done when Katherine Stinson made her flight. The plane's arrival
at City Centre Airport/Alberta Aviation Museum is planned as an integral part of the
Curtiss Special unveiling ceremony. A good photo-taking opportunity will present itself
at the point the pilot places the mailbag back into Post Office hands.
The serially-numbered covers will bear a 51-cent stamp and will be cancelled at Calgary
and then backstamped on arrival at Edmonton. Specially-designed cancellations will be
applied. Interest in the project is high and more than half of the covers have already been
sold. Because we are anticipating a complete sellout, a quantity of other similarly
designed covers will also be flown, but carried outside the mailbag. Neither franked nor
cancelled, they will be pen-and-ink signed by the pilot to validate that they made the
flight. A full-colour insert similar in design to the media advertisement [Unveiling of the
Curtiss Special Replica] on the next page will be enclosed in each cover.
At $5 for serially-numbered and $10 for pilot-signed, the covers are very reasonably
priced. Our objective is to encourage the general public and particularly the younger set
to develop an interest in aviation history. Should you wish to place a cover order, please
refer to the information at the base of the advertisement. Ordering can be done by mail,
by email or by phone. Individuals attending the July 9 th 2006 unveiling can pick up their
covers immediately following the ceremony. The balance of the covers will be promptly
mailed out under separate cover.
Gord Mallett/Kevin Wenzel
Continued
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UNVEILING OF THE CURTISS SPECIAL REPLICA
Calgary to Edmonton
July 9th 2006

On July 9th 1918 Katherine Stinson flew non-stop from Calgary to Edmonton with a mailbag containing
a reported 259 letters. It was the first time in the West and the second time in all of Canada that official
mail had been carried by plane. The pioneer flight gave rise to a vision that resulted in air mail services
linking the major centres ofthe Canadian prairies a decade later. Aided by a compass and a map showing
Alberta roads and railways, the aviatrice made the trip in her Curtiss Special - a custom-built model with
parts salvaged from various experimental craft, a 'Speed Scout' triplane fuselage and cut-down 'Jenny'
JN-4 wings. C. P. R. Telegraphs reported progress of the flight in special bulletins which were posted
at the Edmonton Exhibition grounds. As the 'bird girl' [one of the monikers affectionately given to Miss
Stinson by the press] approached the grounds after a two-hour flight, there was great excitement. An
Edmonton Bulletin reporter described the scene,
"Here she comes!" shouted a thousand voices, and many times that number of necks
were craned upwards, and twice as many again of eyes stared into the grey-blue depths
of the southern sky.
Far away, looking like some great bird, but approaching with a speed and steadiness
which differentiated it from any bird, was what at first was little more than a mere speck
in the heavens. As it drew near it assumed the familiar shape of an aeroplane. Then the
outstretched wings of a biplane were discernible and the up-curling rudder, marked with
a big red cross.
The purr of the motor was heard in an ever rising crescendo, and, five minutes after
it was first sighted, Miss Katherine Stinson's long and anxiously awaited machine,
rapidly swooping earthward was circling around preparatory to landing on the race track
enclosure of the Exhibition grounds.

A mailbag containing 259 letters will again make the trip north to Edmonton from Calgary aboard a
special flight on July 9t h 2006. This re-enactment will coincide with the unveiling at Alberta Aviation
Museum of a replica of the plane with the big red cross the Curtiss Special. Fuselage, rigging, motor
and wing work has been ongoing for several years and is a tribute to the research and dedication of the
restoration team. The completed replica will be authentic in every known detail and will join two dozen
other vintage aircraft on display or under restoration at the museum. The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
is pleased to be the museum's partner in activities linked to the unveiling ceremony.
-

To obtain one of the July 9th 2006 flown letters contact:
Calgary to Edmonton Re-enactment Flight
Box 899, Millet, Alberta, TOC 1Z0
CalderRiver@hotmail.com (780) 387-3688

" 1117111-111111E
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NEW BOOKS
Wings Across the Water Victoria's Flying Heritage 1871-1971
by Elwood White & Peter L. Smith
WingsAcross the Wa
Tt'RIV, FIUNA, Ilt RH

1811 - 1971

The history of Victoria-area aviation
is a microcosm of the history of world
aviation, and seldom has the subject been
observed in such meticulous detail, and
never before with such a profusion of
captivating photos.

Wings Across the Water: Victoria's
Flying Heritage 1871-1971 contains over

F rst

IV

1.,,; l'

1 4 tnrn

600 mesmerizing aviation photographs,
most never before published. Beginning
with a procession of "hot-air professors"
performing the Island's first manned
balloon ascents in the 1800s, the book
documents everything from the coming of
the first spindly flying machines and early
barn-storming hijinks to the frantic
preparations for two wars, bush-flying
follies and the arrival of the jet age.

EDITOR'S COMMENT: This is a terrific book! For each event covered, the book seems
to give a detailed description of the event, related information such as biographies of people
involved, and photographs. - A typical page is shown opposite.
As a member of the Kingston Chapter of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society, if we
could ever produce a book like this about aviation in Kingston, I would be very, very pleased.
Wings Across the Water costs $28.95. For more information contact:
Harbour Publishing, P.O. Box 219, Madeira Park, B.C. VON 2H0.
Telephone 1-800-667-2988. E-mail: ordersharbourpublishing.com
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

WWW.CAN ADAREVEN U ES TAM PS „illk 0 nu
WWW.ESJVANDAM.COM
Our websites offer thousands of

CANADA SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS & COVERS
Canada revenues, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, POW Franks, Duck & Hunting stamps
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - sample on request

E. S. J van Dam Ltd -since 1970
P. 0. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ont. Canada KOL 1H0
esvandam@esjvandam.com
phone (705)-292-7013 fax (705)-292-6311
Toll free order line - North America only, 1 - 866 - EVANDAM (382-6326)

member: ASDA, CSDA, APS, ARA, BNAPS, RPSC, etc.
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tecy ofDonald G Camero n

Born in Calgary in 1896, Gordon
Cameron moved as a boy to Victoria,
where he enlisted on April 1 I , 1916.
While serving with the 62nd Battery
25th Artillery Brigade, C.E.F., he was
commissioned to the Royal Flying Corps as
an Observer in 1917. On June 15, 1918
he was severely wounded over Ypres and
invalided back to Canada. In the Aerial
League of Canada, Lieutenant Cameron
flew often with Captain James Gray.
After being called to the bar, he
maintained a lifelong interest in aviation.
He was a key figure in B.C. Airways during
the late 1920s, and in the revival of the
Victoria Flying Club after World War II.

place in the record book was won
y the Victoria duo of Captain
Jimmy Gray and Lieutenant Gordon
Cameron on Saturday, August 16,
1919, when they flew the first air-mail
delivery from Victoria to Nanaimo.
This was an experimental, one-time
venture, with post-office approval.
Leaving Willows at 1:20 p.m. (photo
below), Pathfinder II reached Nanaimo (Collieries Farm) at 2:15 with
one bag of mail containing 96 covers,
having flown the 74 miles in 55
minutes. The return flight to Victoria
was completed in 50 minutes (7:55
to 8:45 p.m.), but no mail was carried, because of a misunderstanding.
(Colonist 1919.08.17: 4.)
The star attraction in a sports carnival that evening at Nanaimo Cricket
Grounds, Jimmy Gray gave a su
exhibition of trick flying: nose dive,
spiral glide, looping the loop, and
volplaning. He swooped
several times close enough to shake
hands with those in the grandstand,
"

but his velocity being about 80 miles
an hour did not permit of this friendly
greeting. One man in the act of lighting a cigarette had the lighted match
blown out by the wind. It was close
enough to make all the spectators
duck their heads and smell the lubri-

Cou r tesy ofJohn AGray

VICTORIA-TO-NANAIMO
AIRMAIL

James Gray was an accomplished pilot
who attributed his survival on the Western
Front to his experience as a crafty duckhunter in his native Victoria. His younger
brother Robin was not so lucky (see page
20).
Born in 1891, Jimmy Gray earned
a B.Sc. degree at Toronto after high
school graduation in 1909. Like Gordon
Cameron, he transferred from the
Canadian Infantry to the Royal Flying
Corps in 1917, and flew on operations
with the No. 27 Squadron in France until
July 1918, earning promotion to Captain.
After flirting with aviation in 1919, he
chose a career in marine engineering.
After their father's death in 1923, James
and his older brother Jack ran Marine Iron
Works in Victoria for many years.
During World War II James Gray
served with the RCAF as a Link Trainer
instructor.

cating oil."

Courtesy of John AGray

—Nanaimo Free Press 1919.08.18: 1

Sample page from: Wings Across the Water • Victoria's Flying Heritage 1871.1971, by Elwood White & Peter L. Smith.
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PACIFIC AIRLINES —1946.1954
by Laurence Kimpton.

Postmarked:
AUCKLAND N.Z. 4-PM 22 OCT 1948
Addressed to: INGERSOLL ONTARIO CANADA
Handstamp in top left corner, below Air Mall etiquette:
PER B.C.P.A. AIRMAIL

Review by Ken Sanford:
This book is similar in format to Richard Beith's British South American Airways, and in fact is from
the same printer. The first chapter covers the Pacific pioneer flights by Charles Kingsford Smith and Charles
Ulm, and the early trans-Pacific scheduled service by Pan American World Airways. Covers are shown from
these early flights. The next chapter explains the trans-Pacific plans and rivalry between Qantas Airways and
Australian National Airways (ANA) in 1945 & 1946.
British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines (BCPA) was formed by the governments of the UK, Australia
and New Zealand to operate trans-Pacific service from the latter two countries. The airline did not have its own
aircraft, and the first flights were operated by DC-4 aircraft charted from ANA in September 1946. The flights
were from Sydney to Vancouver via Fiji, Canton Island, Honolulu and San Francisco. Various first flight
covers are shown, as well as promotional brochures and timetables. In April 1947, Auckland, New Zealand
was added as a co-terminal with Sydney, and Auckland covers are shown.
In April 1948, BCPA acquired its own DC-4 aircraft and covers were prepared and flown on those
flights. Douglas DC-6 aircraft were introduced in February 1949 and special covers were flown on the first
flights. The next chapter covers the rival services by Pan American Airways and Canadian Pacific Airlines
and shows various first flight covers flown by those airlines, as well as some nice postcards and timetables.
Between 1949 and 1954, BCPA became the major airline on the Pacific, and various commercial covers carried
by BCPA are shown.
On 28 October 1953, BCPA had a crash near San Francisco and the cachet applied to 203 damaged
covers is shown.
In August 1952, the three governments recommended that Qantas and TEAL take over the routes of
BCPA and the last BCPA flight was operated on 11 & 12 May 1954. Covers are shown which were flown
on the first flights by Qantas and TEAL.
There are a number of appendices covering the following aspects: BCPA fleet; Airmail postal rates;
BCPA airmail labels; BCPA stationery & postcards; BCPA schedules; BCPA ephemera—timetables, publicity
brochures & baggage labels.
There is also a very useful bibliography.
The book is very well done and will be an essential reference to collectors of trans-Pacific airmails.

Published by the author, 20 Greytree Crescent, Dorridge, Solihull, England B93 8SL, email:
1.1.kimpton@macunlimited.net 60 pages, soft cover, 8 1/2 x 11 %2 inch size. Mixture of black & white and
color illustrations. UKf 16.80 postpaid within the UK, or UKf19.00 (US$34.00) airmail outside Europe.
Also available from Aerophil, 12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland, email:
kaerophil@ch.internet
Thanks Ken.
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Southern African Air Mails

by Dave Morton
This reference manual is essentially a compilation of all the 'Air Mail' articles published by the South African
Philatelist from 1931 - 1973. It runs to some 200 pages, and is packed with information in the articles that were
written by distinguished aerophilatelists during the period. Whilst the 'Reference Manual' is heavily weighted
towards Southern African Air Mails, it covers worldwide issues in some detail too.
As an example of the scope of this publication, the following entries are listed under C in the index:
C.A.A.

- Air Letter Service
- Dissolution (1967)
- Zambezi Service (1956)
C.S.A. - Prague/Tunis/Tripoli (1971)
Cairo
Cameroon - Douala
Canada - South Africa
Cape's First Air Mail
Cape Town
- D.F. Malan Airport (1970)
- Durban
- Keetmanshoop
- Uitenhage
- Windhoek
Casablanca (1970)
Censor Marks
'Challenger' Crash (1939)
Christmas Mails - (1938)
Christowitz Air Services (Nyasaland)
Civil Aeronautics Board
Cobham
- Sir Alan
- Flight Cards
Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Comet Jetliner (1952)
Commemorative Issues
Composite Aircraft Flight 'Mercury/Maia' (1938)
Concord Club
Concord Philately
'Constellation'
Copenhagen (1972)
'Corsair" accident (1939)
Creasey, Capt. L.E.
Cyprus (1951)

102, 103
133
105
147
147
147, 148
78, 133
20
141
18, 40
68
18, 40
67, 68
148
85, 89, 145
83
82
49, 51
137
44
108
104, 117, 127
91
148
82
149, 151
151/3/4,
90, 91, 104
149
83
1, 2
90

The cost of the Manual is US$35 plus postage from RSA of US$15 airmail, or US$9 by surface mail.
It can be ordered from: Dave Morton, 2 Anemone Avenue, Welgedacht, 7530 R.S.A
Phone: +27 (0)21 913-6461 Email: dmorton@mweb.co.za

Nutmeg Stamp Sales recently bought an outstanding collection from a
prominent New York City auction house. We paid less than the
collection was worth. Nutmeg got a great collection at a great price, the
auction house got its commission. Who lost on this deal?

The collector!
Nutmeg buys collections outright, negotiating the selling price
with the owner. You get a check and we take the collection.

Call us today at 1-800-522-1607 to discuss the future
of your collection.
• P.O. Box 4547 Danbury CT 06813 •Fax: 203-798-7902 'Email: info@nutmegstamp.com
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THE 1911 CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL AVIATION MEET
Patrick Campbell
An intriguing set of postcards, has been donated to the Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre.
There are five cards in the set, all of them mailed from Chicago, Illinois on the same date, August 21,
1930 at 1:30 a.m. (Though they were probably put in a mailbox on the 20t h and cancelled at 1:30 a.m. on the
21st.) The canceller is identified as 2-c. All have the same 1908-1909 one-cent postage stamp of Benjamin
Franklin (Scott No. 331), (although one has a small piece of selvage with * 5473, probably the sheet number),
perf. 12. They could possibly be the 1910-1911 issue, which is identical to Scott No. 331, but watermarked
USPS, but the watermark could only be ascertained by soaking the stamps off the postcards. Both are valued
at five cents in used condition.
All were mailed to the same address in Montreal; and all in the same handwriting:
1.

One to "Mr. David Miller" and signed "KM" with the greeting "Dear Father,"and ending with "Your
affectionate son." (The message is given later in this article.)

2 and 3. These are directed to the same address, both to "Mrs. E.D. Lainey," and one starts off, "Dear Sister."
4 and 5. Again, addressed as above, both to "E.D. Lainey," but one begins "Dear Ernest" and finishes with
"Your brother KM."
So K. Miller mailed the five cards to his father, and to his brother and sister who have a different
surname, but the same initials.
There is probably some simple explanation for this, but the subject of the five cards is the most
interesting feature, for all are celebrating the International Aviation Meet of 1911 in Chicago.
Two of the cards (Nos. 1 & 3) depict a Curtiss Hydro-Biplane (to quote the card), and Card 3 says
that the owner of the aircraft is Robison (sic).
Card No. 2 shows Wm. R. Badger in a Baldwin Biplane, and adds that he, Badger, was killed on
August 15, 1911, presumably at the aviation meet.
Card No. 4 depicts the "Moisant Monoplane" of St. Croix Johnstone, although it is clearly a Bleriot
XI, but John Moisant was a very well known early aviator who operated a flying school on Long Island, New
York, so he was, presumably, the owner of the machine which may have been one of many built in the USA.
The card records that Johnstone was drowned in Lake Michigan on the same day as Badger died.
Card No. 5 does not record the name of the pilot, but the machine is a Curtiss Pusher with a wheeled
undercarriage. The rudder bears the number 4. These numbers may have been issued for the event, as the
Baldwin monoplane (Card 2) has rudder No. 1, the Curtiss Hydro Biplane (Cards 1 and 3) have rudder number
26. Card 4 does not show the rudder of the Bleriot XI.
A bit of research, using Lovell's Montreal Directory of 1910-1911, and the Charles Goad map of
1912, showed No. 3 Essex Street to be a brick building with a wooden annex, situated close to the corner of
Essex Avenue and Dorchester Street West, and occupied by D. Millar and E.D. Lainey. On the western side
of Essex was the Western Hospital, and there were only twelve house on Essex where it ran only from
Dorchester to Tupper. All were demolished for the Children's Hospital, which occupies the site today.
Continued

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallets can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or on
diskette in Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
For more information contact
Gord Mallets, P. O. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0
[tel. (780) 387 3688; or e-mail Gord at gdmall@telus.net j
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THE 1911 CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL AVIATION MEET by Patrick Campbell, continued:
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The messages on the cards are amusing, as follows:
Card 1. "Dear Father, This one flies in the air and sails in the water. This is your kind" (It shows the
Curtiss)."
Card 2. "Dear Sister, Hope you are all well, Great Aviation Meeting here all week. Several have been
killed. This is one of the deceased" (Wm. R. Badger).
Continued
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THE 1911 CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL AVIATION MEET by Patrick Campbell, continued:
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Card 3. (To Mrs. Lainey) "You ought to see 20 or 30 of these machines up in the air at once". (Picture of
Robinson's Curtiss)."
Card 4. "Dear Earnest (sic). Here is another one killed himself so you won't be jealous. Ask Meredith if
he'd like to fly."
Card 5. (To E.D. Lainey) "This is the biplane starting from the ground. Bye Bye."
Continued
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THE 1911 CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL AVIATION MEET by Patrick Campbell, continued:
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The cards are numbered on the obverse, 7, 12, 16, 29 and 30, so there were probably a whole series
issued for the event, but no publisher or printer is stated. Has anyone else found cards from the set?
These cards were contributed to the Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre by Norman St. Aubin who
was given them by an employee of Ste. Anne Marine upon his retirement some years ago.
From the book, "Fill the Heavens with Commerce - Chicago Aviation 1855-1926," by David Young
and Neal Callahan (Chicago Review Press, 1981), it appears that the meeting took place between August 12
and 21, 1911, and that it took place in a relatively narrow strip of ground called Grant Park, flanked on one
side by downtown Chicago, and on the other by Lake Michigan. This, together with the wind off the lake,
made flying hazardous, and crashes frequent, including the two fatal crashes.
It is claimed that some four hundred thousand attended the meet, which featured 36 aircraft, 12
Wrights, 9 Curtiss, 9 Bleriot, 3 Baldwin, 2 Burgess and a McCurdy. As for pilots, many of the great names
competed, including C.P. Rodgers, Lincoln Beachey, T.O.M. Sopwith, Eugene Ely, Earl Ovington, J.A.D.
McCurdy, Walter Brookins, L. Hammond, P. W. Peck, Frank Coffyn, T.S. Baldwin, St. Croix Johnstone, W.R.
Badger and others. Many records were set.
Covering the meet for the Chicago Tribune was their first aviation correspondent, William B. Stout,
later famed as the designer of the Ford Trimotor.
The show was an outstanding success publically, but a financial disaster. The last day of the meet,
August 21', was added to raise money for Johnstone's widow.
Thanks are due to Joan Benoit of QFHS and George Fuller of CAHC for their help..
The Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre (CAHC) is a community oriented, non-profit organization
founded in 1998. It is situated in the "Old Stone Barn" on the Macdonald Campus of McGill
University in Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Montreal, Quebec. The building was once used by the
Macdonald Campus Agriculture Faculty, but that ceased with the advent of new state-of-the-art
facilities.
Continued
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Update on The Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre
I asked Patrick Campbell for an update on the activities of the CAHC. - He wrote to me that:

At Ste. Anne de Bellevue, on the western tip of Montreal Island, a group of enthusiastic volunteers have
formed the Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre, in a fine old stone barn donated to Macdonald College
by Sir William Macdonald in 1907. The object of the group is to celebrate aviation in Eastern Canada,
as both a museum and an art gallery. All traces of the cattle which previously occupied the building have
been laboriously removed, and extensive renovations are in progress. Some 15,000 square feet of floor
space is being prepared, as well as several significant projects:
•

a large gallery to display the Geoffrey Pasmore aviation art collection, when the premises are
suitably air conditioned.

•

two large, and reasonably well-equipped workshops.

4

construction of a full-scale replica of a Fairchild FC-2 Razorback, which will be equipped with
a Fairchild K-2 camera, as used in the 1930's for aerial survey.

❖

construction of a Bleriot XI, which will be an accurate copy of Count Jacques de Lesseps machine
La Scarabee, the first aircraft to fly over Montreal (and also the first to fly over Toronto). This
aircraft will be airworthy, but with a more modern (1938) engine.

•

refurbishment for display of a 24-cylinder Napier Sabre engine, that had powered a Hawker
Typhoon of the RCAF, shot down in July of 1944 in Normandy.

+

a Link trainer, restored and functional.

We also have several future projects planned:
*

restoration of a Fleet 80 Canuck of 1948

•

restoration of a Stinson 10A of 1941
construction of a full-size replica of a Curtiss-Reid Rambler. We are trying to find a set of wings,
that are supposed to exist in the St. Catharines area. (There was a "Wanted" advertisement for
these in the June 2004 Canadian Aerophilatelist [Ed.]) If we can locate and obtain them, we will
build the rest!

While the museum is not yet open to the public, we welcome groups and individual visitors subject
to prior arrangements. - To arrange a visit, or for more information, please write to the:
Canadian Aviation Heritage Centre,
McGill University, Macdonald Campus,
P.O. Box 64,
21,111 Lakeshore,
Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec H9X 3V9
Telephone: (514) 398-7948, or email: www.cahc-ccpa.com
Thanks Patrick, and good luck with your projects.

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE

Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario B2G 4P2
E-mail: binepeanOtrytel.com
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75th anniversary of the MOO Flight over Toronto.
When he wrote Canada's Flying Heritage in 1954, Frank Ellis described the visit of the R-100 airship
as "the greatest single air event in terms of capturing the interest of the public, that ever occurred in Canada".
The R-100 was moored at the St. Hubert Airport, Montreal, for most of the period from August 1s t to
13th 1930. - Over one million people went to St. Hubert to see the R-100 during its visit. Canadian National
Railways, whose mail line ran besides the airport, ran special trains to carry thousands of visitors, and built
special sidings to accommodate them.
The R-100 made a courtesy flight over Southern Ontario on August 10 th - 11 th. It circled above Toronto
at 9.00am on August 11th, "disrupting morning traffic on the down-town streets until she passed out of sight
to the east. Streets and roof-tops were black with people".

Barry Countryman has created a special card, and postage stamp, to commemorate this event:
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On August 11, 1930 Britain s R-100 flew
over the Canadian Bank of Commerce,
the Commonwealth's tallest building.
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The British Air Ministry's R-100 visited Canada in 1930. A 24-hour flight from Montreal
included Ottawa, Niagara Falls, and Toronto, Monday morning, August 11. She passed
directly over the Commonwealth's tallest building, nearing completion at 25 King St. W.
At 695 ft. the airship was 218 ft. longer than the 34-storey Canadian Bank of Commerce
building, now known as Commerce Court North.
A 75th anniversary postcard shows the R-100 moored at St. Hubert Airport, Montreal;
the same view on a Picture Postage stamp; a cachet of the airship and the Bank of
Commerce building on the "message" side. On the 110 cards the 2 date stamps, reflecting
both days of the "local" flight, are struck haphazardly. And sometimes letters are faint in
the Commerce Court name, which is misspelled. A card is $5 Cdn. or $4 U.S. and is
available from: BARRY COUNTRYMAN, 211 SUTHERLAND DRIVE, TORONTO,
ONTARIO, CANADA M4G 1 J1
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FOLLOW UP on NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LTD.

NAT's Buhl CA-5 Airsedan, G-CATO,
at Toronto's Leaside Airfield,
probably in the summer of 1928. (C.D. Long.)

NAT's Buhl LA-1 Bull Pup, CF-AQI,
on a visit to London's Lambeth field,
12"' July 1931. (F.H. Hitchins.)

Since the comprehensive history of National Air Transport Ltd. was published in the March 2004
Canadian Aerophilatelist, I have received a bit more information regarding the airline.

This included a brochure published by the company in 1932, kindly sent to me by R.E.G. Davis.
The brochure included the map of NAT operations
shown on the right, and full details of their Toronto - Buffalo
service, which operated daily (except Sunday), and
connected with both the American Airways and Martz
Airlines services to New York.
The NAT flight left Toronto at 2.00pm, and arrived in
Buffalo at 3.00pm.
The Martz Airlines service left Buffalo at 3.15pm;
took a "direct" route to New York with stops at Dansville,
Elmira, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, and Stroudsburg; and
arrived in Newark at 6.15pm.
The American Airways service left Buffalo at 3.42pm ;
took a "northerly" route via Rochester, Syracuse, and
Albany; and arrived in New York (Newark) at 8.03pm.
Passengers heading to Canada could leave New
York on a Martz Airlines flight at 3.15pm, which was
scheduled to arrive in Buffalo at 6.30pm. - The NAT flight
was scheduled to leave Buffalo at 6.30pm, and arrive in
Toronto at 7.30pm!
A note on the timetable stated that:
Every effort will be made to make connections shown, but the company will not be liable

for failure to do so.
The fares were:
Toronto to Buffalo
Buffalo to New York:
American Airways
Martz Airways

$ 8.00 single

$14.00 return

$25.06 Single

$45.11 Return

$22.00 Single

$39.50 Return

I modified the March 2004 newsletter article, so that it emphasized the history rather than the philately
of NAT, and sent it to Bill Wheeler, editor of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society Journal. Bill edited it
to match the format of other articles in the CAHS Journal, and searched out some photographs to include
with the article, including the two above. It has just been published in the Summer 2005 issue of the CANS
Journal, and I think it looks terrific!'
Continued
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FOLLOW UP on NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT LTD. continued:

Meanwhile, Barry Countryman has found out more information about Earl Hand, who emerges as not
"just" the President and Managing Director of National Air Transport Limited, but it's founder and directing
force. - An article about Earl Hand in The Toronto Star Weekly in 1934, referred to NAT as "his air transport
firm".2
Earl Hand had been born in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, on March 10th 1897, and attended Public and
High Schools in that city.
On March 21st 1916, he enlisted in the 227th Battalion of the Canadian Overseas Expeditionary Force.
At that time he was 19 years old, 5 ft. 10 in. tall, and gave his occupation as "chemist".
He transferred to the Royal Flying Corps, learned to fly after 2'/ hours of instruction, and was in Camp
Borden's first graduating class. After advanced combat training in England, he served six months over Ypres,
Belgium, with 45 Squadron, and was then transferred with the squadron to the Austro-Italian front. The
squadron flew Sopwith Camels, and Earl Hand had five confirmed victories.' In May 1918 he was promoted
to Captain, and awarded the Croix de Guerre "for conspicuous bravery while in action." Shortly afterwards,
he was shot down while escorting a bombing squadron on an early morning raid. - His fuel tank was hit in
a dogfight at 3,500 ft., but he managed to crashland his burning aircraft in a small field, then tumbled out
of his burning craft, and rolled on the wet grass to extinguish his burning clothes. He credited the dewy grass,
and an Italian internee doctor at the first of six Austrian hospitals he was treated in, with saving his life. In
1919 he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for his actions.
Earl Hand returned to Canada in 1919, and studied law. He graduated from Toronto's Osgoode Hall,
and was called to the bar in 1921. He was a senior partner in Hand & O'Neill (1922-24), and Draper & Hand
(1925-27).
By 1927 Earl Hand was getting interested in aviation again, and was one of the founders of the Toronto
Flying Club. He was "a prominent city attorney" at this time, and served as the Club's first president from
1928 to 1930. 5
In July 1928 Earl Hand started National Air Transport Ltd.
As mentioned in the March 2004 newsletter article, NAT went out of business after a hangar fire at
Barker Field destroyed its four remaining aircraft, on November 12 th 1935.
During World War II, Earl Hand was general counsel and assistant manager for Mutual Benefit Health
& Accident Association. After the war he joined a law firm that became Sinclair, Bruce & Hand; was created
a King's Counsel in 1949; and appointed as a magistrate for the County of York in the same year.
Earl Hand died at age 57 after a brief illness. - His death was reported on the front page of The
Telegram newspaper, March 19 th 1954.
I commented in the March 2004 Canadian Aerophilatelist, that National Air Transport Ltd. seemed to
be "Canada's forgotten airline".
It also seems that Earl Hand is one of Canada's forgotten aviation heroes!
Barry Countryman and I are now hoping to get Earl Hand's personal achievements and
contributions to Canadian aviation more widely recognized, and have nominated him for induction
into Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame.

1.

The Canadian Aviation Historical Society Journal is a beautifully produced, quarterly publication, with
very interesting articles, glossy paper, and lots of illustrations. - For more information on the CAHS
contact their National Headquarters: P.O. Box 705, Station "P", Toronto, Ontario M5S 2Y4

2.

"Dewey Grass Routs Death". The Toronto Star Weekly, April 7t h 1934.

3.

Above The Trenches: a Complete Record of the Fighter Aces and Units of the British Empire Air
Forces 1915-1920. C. Shores, N. Franks, and R. Guest. (Fortress Publications Inc., 1990). p 184.

4.

"Dewey Grass Routs Death". The Toronto Star Weekly, April 7 th 1934.

5.

"The Toronto Flying Club 1927-1944", by Fred W. Hotson. Canadian Aviation Historical
Society Journal, Vol.23, No.3, Fall 1985.
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MEMBERS' FORUM

INPUT WANTED ON FIRST FLIGHT COVER PRICES
Chris
Some while back we talked about a possible article or series of articles relating to what FFCs
were 'fetching' on eBay. Since that time I have kept my eye on eBay and have noticed some
possible trends. Without going into any detail at this point it appears to me that:
1. the very common covers often sell for only one or two US dollars [if at all]
2. common covers sometimes sell for catalogue is they are very fresh or if they are attractive
looking
3. higher-catalogue-priced covers are not often listed
4. sellers appear reluctant to list their choicer items.
To test the eBay market a bit, I have decided to list some of my surplus items. The results of these
eBay listings over the next several months will help provide us with at least a little empirical data.
To get the ball rolling this afternoon I have listed a single item. It is a pilot-signed cover. The
cover [AMCN # 3137] is listed at US$3 in the catalogue. It is very fresh and attractive. I placed
at $2 starting bid on it and a $30 reserve. Within an hour someone had bid up to my reserve value
of $30. This very seldom happens in my experience, although this is a really nice cover. There is
a link here to the military and the C2 is perfect. On the other hand it may be that the write-up that
accompanies a cover listing is as important as is the cover itself! I plan to test out this hypothesis
in my future listings.
To take a look yourself at my eBay listing - enter the keyword 'Tudhope'. Note that in the listing
the keyword FFC is used rather than the keyword first flight cover. So, those keying in the
phrase first flight covers in their search won't see this item at all! I'm going to do some 'fiddling'
with keywords in future listings to see what effect this appears to have. Maybe both of these
keywords should always be used in an item's title!
Obviously the entire membership is interested in cover pricing. For some reason though it seems
that this is somewhat of a 'hush-hush' topic. I can't remember a Newsletter article specifically
devoted to it. Perhaps it might be an idea for you to request members' input on this topic. You
would then have feedback from a larger database on which to draw conclusions. In any event, I
will keep you informed as to my own ongoing findings ...
WR
Gord Mallett
Gord raises some great issues, so I've printed his letter exactly as I've received it.
I commented to Gord about the term "hush hush", as I don't think anything's being kept
secret, and he clarified that "I was inferring that the membership was reluctant to submit
information to you on the topic of pricing".
I hope that LOTS OF MEMBERS will NOW SUBMIT INFORMATION AND OPINIONS on this
topic, and that we'll have a great discussion about FFC pricing.
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FOLLOW UP: RED LAKE COVERS
Many thanks to David Brown, for the following comments on the questions / answers in the
March 2005 Newsletter.

Red Lake area airmail, 1927 — page 14

QUESTION, from the September 2004 newsletter:

This cover is addressed to Birch Lake, for which Patricia Airways & Exploration provided an air mail service,
but it is franked with a Western Canada Airways semi-official stamp! It is postmarked May 6, 1927, Winnipeg, and
was sent to Rolling Portage where the postmark MY 16 27 was applied on the back. On to Gold Pines where the
WCA stamp was cancelled GOLD PINES MY 19 27. Six weeks later it was returned to Sioux Lookout, where it was
backstamped on July 2 by PA&E, and on July 4 by the post office. It would look as if WCA flew the cover from
Rolling Portage to Gold Pines, (as that Post Office was serviced by both WCA and PA&E), and that the PA&E flew
it to Sioux Lookout.
Since the cover changed companies, can we assume that PA&E flew it on from Gold Pines to Birch Lake? If
so, why was it not backstamped in Birch Lake? If not, why was it not flown back from Gold pines by WCA? Or
might it have been flown by favour to Birch Lake, in a WCA aircraft heading that way?
ANSWER, from Derek Rance:

The 10 day delay in the date from when it was mailed to when it was back stamped in Rolling Portage is
probably caused by the duration of the breakup period, which occurs in early May, when no flying occurs.
There has never been a Post Office at Birch Lake, nor was there a HBC post. As the addressee is an AngloSaxon name, it must be assumed that the individual was a prospector, not a trapper. The normal entrance route for
prospectors, entering the Red Lake Mining District, was through Gold Pines and from there to their destination, by
either canoe or York boat. The letter was therefore probably kept in the Gold Pines post office for hand delivery
and only when it was not picked up by late June 1927, after most of the prospectors had passed through, would they
have handed it to PA&E , in case the recipient had flown in to Birch Lake from Sioux Lookout. It is doubtful that
the letter was flown to Birch Lake, as the recipient was unknown to PA&E.
COMMENT, from David Brown:

I concur with Derek's comments regarding the reason for the 10 day delay in the date from when the
cover was mailed to when it was back stamped. D. F. Parrott's book the Red Lake Gold Rush names a Mr
Cartwright as being on board Elliot-Fairchild's Motor Cruiser "The Triton" on a trip to Red Lake via Lac
Seul in 1926. Mr Cartwright was one of many directors from Dome Mines who made the trip together.
Assuming that the letter was addressed to this same Mr Cartwright the cover is in deed "commercial" as
determined by Derek.
1 do not recall seeing any P& E mail postmarked Birch Lake in 1927. If P&E did carry mail to Birch
Lake in 1927 perhaps all mail that year did not have received a Birch Lake cancellation by PA & E.
Should these two statements be true, it is quite possible that the cover in questions was flown to Birch Lake

and returned, "not called for"
In any case the cover is a great example of mail with a WCA stamp carried by P&E.
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: RED LAKE COVERS continued:

Who Transported These Covers - Page 28
[
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Cover 1. From Winnipeg, April 13, 1926 to Red Lake, April 17, 1926.

Cover 2. From Red Lake, April 17,1926 to Winnipeg, April 21,1926.

In the March newsletter Ed Matthews illustrated and analyzed two covers franked with the
Elliot-Fairchild Air Service semi-official, (Unitrade CL8): one from Winnipeg, April 13th 1926, to
Red Lake, April 17th 1926; and one from Red Lake, April 17th 1926, to Winnipeg, April 21th 1926. He
raised a number of questions regarding the date of issue of this stamp; and the starting date for
Patricia Airways & Exploration Ltd. carrying mail in the Red Lake area.

David Brown sent me the following comments:

Exiting covers provide evidence that mail was flown from Rolling Portage to Red Lake on April 15,
1926. Cover #1 arrived in Rolling Portage on Friday April 14, 1926 and was postmarked Rolling Portage.
On the Saturday April 15, 1926 mail was flown to Red Lake with arriving mail postmarked on the Monday
April 17, 1926. I do not recall seeing any mail from Rolling Portage dated April 17, 1926. If it is true,
that no mail left Rolling Portage on April 17, 1926 it is highly likely that the plane flew to Red Lake with
mail on the April 15, 1926, spent the Sunday in Red Lake and returned with mail to Rolling Portage on the
Monday April 17, 1926, this being the last flight made by Elliot — Fairchild. At one time ESJ Van Dam
listed a cover that was mailed from New Liskeard on April 13, 1926, postmarked Rolling Portage on April
16, 1926 (a Sunday) and Red Lake June 9, 1926? (cancel must not have been clear). The cancellations on
this cover would indicate that the arrival of this mail at Rolling Portage on April 16, 1926 was too late for
the last flight to Red Lake.
Continued

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
New address:
JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O.,BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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FOLLOW UP: Who Transported These Covers? - Red Lake Airmail, April 1926 continued:

I have a cover with a CL9 stamp with an April 8 th date. (It was owned by Murray Heifetz at one
time). In a CAS article by Derek Rance September 1996 he states that the CL9 was used on a cover dated
April 5, 1926. The date of issue for a CL9 stamp would be as it listed in the Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland.
The Patricia Airways and Exploration airplane the Lark arrived in Red Lake on April 12, 1926. In
Don Parrott's book The Red Lake Gold Rush he tells of Dr Skelly arriving on a flight on April 24, 1926.
This would be the PA&E Lark from Sioux Lookout. There is no doubt that PA&E conducted a few flights
after April 17, 1926, however they had no authorization carry mail. Covers would not have any markings
or cachets to indicate that mail was flown by PA&E.
Other events of late April, early May of 1926 included the following:
• Leaving Birch Lake on April 19 th prospectors broke through the ice twice on the trip to Pine
Ridge.
• Heavy rain on April 22
Fred Carroll's last trip out by dog team on April 26, 1926.
• A written record of an interview with Harold Farrington at the Red Lake museum talks about
Patricia Airways loaning their airplane to Elliot for a few flights in late April. I suspect that
this would have been after April 17, 1926.
Doctor W.S. Fitzpatrick flew to Red Lake on May 1, 1926.
The PA&E's Airplane the Lark ready for change over with open water in front of the plane,
early May.
On May 12, 1926 Lac Seul was ice free.
For PA&E to conduct flights after April 17 th the ice would have had to have been better at Sioux
Lookout than Hudson. Is cover #2 back stamped Sioux Lookout April 21, 1926? Mail would have been
carried by favor as PA&E did not have authorization. Is there any evidence that mail was carried by
PA&E after April 17 th ? Flying did not resume until early May. Are there any covers out there that are
postmarked prior to May 26, 1926? This is the earliest date of postmarked mail that I am aware of.

Record of existing covers
Cover — CL9 Red Lake April 15 th Firby Sale 1098
CL 7 — April 16 Rolling Portage Red Lake June 9 - Van Dam — news letter
• CL 7 — Red Lake April 17 — Van Dam
• CL 7 - April 15, Rolling Portage — Van Dam
Cover dated May 26 Red Lake — Patricia Airways & Exploration single line stamp over CL9 stamp —
Ebay October 2003.
Thanks David.

Airmail Collector
•
•
•
•
•

The world's biggest aerophilatelic auction house, selling
900+ world wide aerophilatelic lots every 2 months.
No buyers' commission or credit card charges.
Free illustrated Postal Auction catalogue.
Buying aerophilatelic collections for cash, or for bidding credit in future sales.
"Attractively presented and easy to navigate web site, recommended to those with an
interest in the field" - Gibbons Stamp Monthly, May 2003.

PO BOX 99, CARDIFF CF23 6XP, UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: +44-(0)29-20754748 FAX: +44-(0)29-20761076 EMAIL: amc@fut.net
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FOLLOW UP: Governor Letcher and Richard Thomas
First Flight Cover from Saint John Montreal, January 31s t 1929, (AMCN
#2909b), with a drawing of women hanging
out washing on the cover, and inscription:

"Gov. Letcher, bringing in clothes stolen
from Union Ladies".

This was an old patriotic envelope from the American Civil War, with no relation to the flight. It refers
to an incident when Governor Letcher of Virginia, supported a plan by Richard Thomas to capture some
Union ships while disguised as a woman. This incident was described in the last newsletter. (Pages 24, 25.)
Linda Davis Reno has kindly provided some more information regarding events after the capture of
the first Union ship, the "St. Nicholas", which had left Baltimore on June 28 th 1861:
After Dick Thomas and his compatriots took command of the "St. Nicholas", the Union soldiers and

the ship's crew were locked in the hold. The passengers stated that they were well treated
The plan was to take the "St. Nicholas" to the Coan River in Virginia, but the plan was altered when
one of the men happened to pick up a Baltimore newspaper found on board, that included a notice of the
funeral of James Harmon Ward. The article happened to mention that the "Pawnee", the original target of
the operation, as well as most of the Potomac flotilla was then anchored at Washington to allow the crews
to attend the funeral. For this reason, it was decided that it would be in their best interest to stay away from
the Potomac River and instead head toward the Rappahannock River by way of the Chesapeake Bay.
As luck would have it, while en route they encountered three more ships that made the detour more
than worthwhile. These included the "Monticello" loaded with 3,500 bags of coffee; the "Mary Pierce",
with 200 tons of ice; and the "Margaret", loaded with 270 tons of coal. The value of the cargoes captured
was estimated at a value of $375,000 (a huge sum for that day).
Dick and the other men became instant celebrities. There was considerable celebration on the arrival
of the "fleet" in Fredericksburg, where a cannon was added to the side-wheeler (St. Nicholas) and it was
rechristened the "C.S.S. Rappahannock." The gaiety spilled over to Richmond where Dick was the guest
of honor at many parties.
As a result of this military action, Dick received a commission as Colonel.
Dick was not one to rest on his laurels and his next target was the capture of the "Columbia", a sister
ship of the "St. Nicholas" which was then lying in the port of Baltimore. On July 8, 1861, Dick and four
of his men boarded the "Mary Washington" to put the new plan into effect, but Dick's luck had run out in
a big way. Aboard this ship was the captain of the St. Nicholas, who was on his way home after being
released by the Confederate authorities! Dick's men were taken prisoner, but he managed to disappear. An
intensive search followed and after almost two hours Dick is said to have been found "unarmed, his small
body squeezed into the crowded confines of a bureau drawer."
Dick was imprisoned at Ft. McHenry. Although he was confined on a charge of piracy, he was
indicted by a Maryland federal grandjury for treason. He was held as a criminal defendant, not a prisoner
of war, despite the fact that he carried his written commission when seized. Further, the case was
considered of such importance that six witnesses to the taking of the vessels were imprisoned along with
Dick so as to be available to testify against him!
These witnesses were still being held in late 1862 when Mrs. C. A. Wilson, the wife of one of them
directly petitioned Secretary of State William H. Seward. Her letter reads, in part, "Wilson was a hand on
board the schooner "Margaret" when taken by Thomas. Please let him come home or please let me know
why not. My three children have been sick for some time and two at present lie at the point of death, and
myself in a state of destitution, and have I might say no aid at all. It depends on you whether we live or die.
For God's sake let my husband come home."
Escape was always on Dick's mind and Union officials knew it. In July 1861, Major General N.P.
Banks described him as "a dangerous and desperate man," who might attempt escape."
Continued
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FOLLOW UP: Governor Letcher and Richard Thomas continued:

Meanwhile the Thomas family was using its wide array of political and personal contacts to obtain Dick's
release.
By December 3, 1861 Dick was transferred to Fort Lafayette in the middle of New York Harbor. Within
a few weeks, he was being closely watched by his Union captors for what appeared to be "secret ciphers" in
his correspondence.
On the night of April 21, 1862, Dick asked for, and was granted permission to use the water closet
located on the wall of the fort. Although he could not swim, he threw himself into the sea and headed for Long
Island, but he was soon recaptured. It's hard to believe that someone who could not swim would just throw
himself in the water unless he knew there was help waiting. On the other hand, one must remember that for the
duration of his imprisonment, Dick was kept in solitary confinement and under the worst of conditions. His cell
was described as dark, filled with water, with only a small hole for light. On cloudy days, he could not even
see to walk around his cell.
Throughout the war, there were exchanges of prisoners, but since the Union did not consider Dick to be
a prisoner of war, he was not included. His family vigorously pursued efforts to have his status changed to
allow for his exchange.
By the end of 1862, 18 months had passed without trial, and four of the witnesses against Dick were also
still imprisoned! There were originally six, but one had escaped and the other one had been released.
Unfortunately, Mrs. C. A. Wilson appears to have not been successful in having her husband released.
Powerful political influences were also being brought into play as the United States Senate unanimously
adopted the following resolution on January 28, 1863: "That the Committee on Military Affairs and the Militia
be instructed to inquire for the purpose of extending such relief as the circumstances may require into the case
of Mr. Thomas [Zarvona], of Maryland, now a prisoner of war at Fort Lafayette, who it is represented has been
confined in a dungeon of that fortress since June last and is now hopelessly insane by reason of his sufferings."
- The U.S. Army did not agree with Dick's mental status. On February 2, Dr. W. H. Studley, Acting Assistant
Surgeon, U.S. Army, stated that "1 find him social and rational, but somewhat eccentric in some of his ideas,
and yet no more so than in thousands who may be said to be born with a certain turn of character."
About this same time, Governor Letcher wrote directly to President Lincoln He noted that he saw no
reason to treat "Zarvona" other than as a prisoner of war to be exchanged in the normal course. He also went
further, and challenged Lincoln by advising him that if Dick were not considered to be a prisoner of war, then
his right to a speedy trial, under the provisions of the U.S. constitution, had been violated. The clincher was
when Letcher informed Lincoln that he had ordered that seven Union officers and soldiers from regiments "of
the usurped government of Virginia" each be held in solitary confinement pending their exchange for Dick or
his release and return to Richmond.
The involvement of the U.S. Senate, the communication from Governor Letcher to President Lincoln,
and a plea for exchange from the Union soldiers being held by the Confederates, turned the tide. An exchange
of prisoners was agreed, as part of which Zarvona gave "his parole of honor not to return to the United States
or the Confederate States during the war, and that he will not take part in the rebellion."
Dick finally left Fort Lafayette on April 16, reaching Richmond on May 6, where temporary living
quarters in the Executive Mansion were made available to him and shortly thereafter he left for Europe. My
guess would be that he probably returned about the time of his mother's death on April 3, 1870.
After their mother's death, the brothers tried to divide the estate of their parents among themselves, but
were unsuccessful. On February 14, 1873, Dick filed suit against his brothers. The court appointed a
commission who made their report on May 20, 1873. The brothers then drew lots. George Thomas got Lot #1
which, in addition to acreage, included the dwelling house. R. T. Zarvona was assigned Lot #2 which included
a barn, tenement house, and acreage. James William Thomas was assigned Lot #3 which included acreage only.
Each of the three lots was appraised at equal value.
Dick Thomas died on March 17, 1875. Surprisingly, the "Beacon" only had one brief entry, which reads:
"Died. During the night of the 17th ult., Col. R. T. Zarvona, at the residence of his brother, J. Wm. Thomas."
Many thanks to Linda Davis Reno for this information. - I would like to again express my appreciation
and admiration for Linda's research. More information on Richard Thomas, and other families of St.
Mary's County, Maryland, is available at: http://www.stmarysfamilies.com/
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FOLLOW UP: First Flights Yukon - Alaska

This cover was carried on the First Flight from White Horse to Fairbanks on May 3rd 1938. (AMCN
#3813.) - A question in the June 2004 newsletter, asked whether anybody knew what type of aircraft made
the flight?
Many thanks to John Johnson and Mike Painter, who both informed me that the aircraft was a
Lockheed L10 Electra, and that there was an illustration of it Air Mail: an illustrated history 1793 - 1981 by
Donald Holmes:

Captain S.E. Robbins has just landed his twin engine transport at Fairbanks, Alaska, with inaugural mail
from Juneau and points south. FAM 16's opening saved a day's time for mail between Seattle and
-

Fairbanks.

John also sent me a copy of a letter from Pacific Alaska Airways who operated the service, confirming
that the pilot was indeed Captain S.E. Robbins, not S.E. Robinson as stated in AMCN, and a copy of the U.S.
Post Office bulletin for this flight, which includes a lot of information about the service:

NEW AIR-MAIL SERVICE
SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL,

Washington, March 31, 1938.
Contracts have been awarded to Pacific Alaska Airways, Inc., for carrying the mails by aircraft on foreign air-mail route No. 15, from Juneau ;
Alask,toWhieHrYunTtoy,adre N.16fom
Fairbanks, Alaska, to White Horse, and return. The contractor is required
to carry the mails on one flight a week each way and on any additional
voluntary flights. The service will actually be performed through from
Juneau by White Horse to Fairbanks, and return.
The plane will leave Juneau northbound Tuesday upon arrival of the
steamship due to leave Seattle each Saturday morning. Returning, the
plane is due to leave Fairbanks Sunday in time to connect at Juneau with
southbound steamship due to arrive at Seattle each Thursday. The flying
time is about 43 hours.
Air mails bearing postage of 6 cents per .ounce will receive dispatch by
this service, as well as dispatch by the domestic air-mail routes where such
mails can be advanced thereby.

Continued
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The first air-mail flight will leave Juneau northbound May 3, 1938, and
will leave Fairbanks southbound May 8, 1938.
First-Flight Covers

Special cachets will be placed on all articles dispatched from Juneau by
the first flight for White Horse and for Fairbanks; special cachets will be
placed on all articles dispatched from Fairbanks by the first flight for
White Horse and for Juneau, and special cachets will be placed on all articles
dispatched from White Horse by the first flights for Fairbanks and for
Juneau. The articles will be back-stamped by the receiving offices at
White Horse, Fairbanks, and Juneau, respectively.
For the first flight only
, senders may address covers to themselves or to
any other person at destinations in the United States and Canada, to be
carried from Juneau to White Horse and from Juneau to Fairbanks, and
send such covers prepaid with United States postage, stamps to be affixed
by senders at the rate of 6 cents per ounce, in containers addressed to the
postmaster at Juneau, Alaska. Such covers should be marked in the upper
left corner "Juneau to White Horse" or "Juneau to Fairbanks;" to indicate
the service desired. They should be sent as early as practicable and in
time to connect with steamship leaving Seattle April 27 to insure firstflight dispatch.
In like manner, covers addressed to points in the United States and
Canada to be carried by the first flight from Fairbanks to White Horse and
from Fairbanks to Juneau, with United States postage stamps affixed by
senders at the rate of 6 cents per ounce, may be sent in containers to the
postmaster at Fairbanks, such covers to be marked in the upper left corner
"Fairbanks to White Horse" or "Fairbanks to Juneau." They should be
sent in time to connect with steamships leaving Seattle April 23 and 27.
Covers sent to Juneau and Fairbanks in the manner indicated above but
addressed to points other than in the United States and Canada, should
bear postage at the rate of 8 cents per ounce.
As an exception, enders outside of the United States may enclose appropriate money order payable to the postmaster at Juneau or Fairbanks,
respectively, with covers sent those points, for the purchase of stamps.
Arrangements have been made with the Canadian Administration for
dispatch of first-flight covers from White Horse to Fairbanks and from
White Horse to Juneau, on which Canadian postage must be paid. Such
covers may be sent in containers to the postmaster at White Horse, Yukon
Territory, Canada, either with Canadian postage stamps affixed or with
appropriate money order payable to the Receiver General of Canada at
White Horse. The Canadian postage rates for the covers will be as follows: To addresses in Canada, Newfoundland, United States, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 6 cents per ounce (except to Hawaii, 25 cents per
1/2 ounce, and Guam, 50 cents per 1/2 ounce); to other points in Europe, 10
cents per ounce; to West Indies, British Guiana, Mexico, Cuba, and Central America, 10 cents per Yi ounce; to Bermuda, 15 cents per Y 4 ounce;
to Africa and Asia (via Europe), 25 cents per 1/2 ounce; to Australia (via
England), 35 cents per 1/2 ounce; to Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Dutch
and French Guianas, 25 cents per Y4 ounce, and for the remainder of South
America, 35 cents per VI ounce, and to the Philippines, 75 cents per 1/2 ounce.
The covers should be marked "White Horse to Fairbanks" •or "White
Horse to Juneau," to indicate the service desired. To insure connection,
covers to White Horse should be sent in time to connect with steamship
leaving Vancouver April 22; however, connection may be made for a supplemental dispatch from Seattle April 26. No checks accepted.
Covers mailed at Juneau and Fairbanks will be returned to,-addressees
after the flights by ordinary mail, while covers mailed at White Horse will
be returned by air mail where available.
Of course, covers originating in the United States proper or southeastern
Alaska and addressed to the interior of Alaska, may be mailed in due time
at any post office and marked "Hold at Juneau for First Flight"; also,
covers mailed in the interior of Alaska for points in southeastern Alaska or
the United States proper or points beyond, may be marked "Hold at Fairbanks for First Flight."
HARLLEE BRANCH,

Second Assistant Postmaster General.
129. (Ed. 5,000.)

Thank you John, and thank you Mike.
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INFORMATION WANTED
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

Labrador "stamp"?

Question: Has anybody any idea what this stamp was produced for? by whom? and why? My guess

is that it might have been the US Air Force Base at Gander. It measures 48 mm across & 37
mm high.
Editor's response: I'm sure I've read about this "stamp" in the Canadian Stamp News, and don't think it was
for the US Air Force base at Gander. - Can anybody send me some information as to what it was
intended for?

Where's Cole?
Via

Vereeeed Read,

arn ehurst , Kent,
Ensland

This cover is listed as # 3523a in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland:

1935, August 16 — Cole added to Kenora - McKenzie Island Route. On this date a new post office was
opened at Cole, and it was made a point of call on the Kenora to McKen zie Island route. Official cachets,
applied in black, were provided all points for letters prepaid at the air mail rate of 6¢ per ounce. Pilot
David P. Glen of Canadian Airways made the first flights.
The post office at Cole was still operating a year later, as AMCN lists flight #3605:

1936, June 8 — Golden Arm added to Kenora - McKen zie Island Route. Golden Arm was added
between Red Lake and Cole.
However, Cole does not appear on modem day maps!
Can anybody provide any information as to exactly where Cole was, why a post office was opened there,
and what happened to it?
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

1935 Vancouver - Calgary cover

Carried on the first commerc4.al
flight from Vancouver, E. C. trc
galgary„Uberta. M ay , 1935.

Pilot.

Apt. Manager

Mr. Geo. Fawkes,
567 West 18th Ave.,
Vancouv1r, .2. C.

Typed endorsement

Carried on the first commercial flight from Vancouver, B.C. to Calgary, Alberta. May, 1935.
Postmarked:

CALGARY MAY 25 10 PM 1935
Signed by Grant McConachie (pilot)

Dick McIntosh sent me this cover, with a note that:

Here is an item that I had not seen before, and at first did not know what to make of it. It looked
authentic, but there was no previous record of a commercial flight over the Rockies at this time. After
a lot of searching through the usual Canadian aeronautical books, this entry was found in Wings over
Calgary: May 16, G. W.G. McConachie of United Air Transport flew its first passengers across the
Rockies from Calgary to Vancouver in a Ford 4-A T -A Tri-Motor, G- CARC. The company
had hopes ofstarting a regular passenger service between Calgary and Vancouver, but this
service never came to be."

This was enough to earn it a listing, but some questions still remain:
were covers carried both ways?
were covers all postmarked Calgary, and on what dates?
How many covers were there?
Perhaps other covers exist which our members know of?
If you can help, please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves,
4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. (Email: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca )

MARK-LANE STAMPS
SPECIALISTS IN CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
Stamps. Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs, Booklets, Colour Varieties,
Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, etc.),
and all "Exotica" in this area.

WANT LISTS FILLED.
P.O. Box 626, West Haverstraw, NY 10993, U.S.A.
Tel/Fax: 845 362 5330 E-mail: rws450aol.com
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

Is this an unlisted First Flight Cover ?

COVER 1 - Postmarked: RAE SEP 15 30 N.W.T.
Backstamped: FORT RESOLUTION AM SEP 15 N.W.T.
At first glance, there is nothing to suggest that this is a First Flight Cover. - The franking is for regular
mail, and there is no air mail endorsement, (or address).
However, it was found together with the similar looking cover below, which matches the listing of flight
#3045 in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland:

1930, September 11 — Fort Resolution - Rae. Details of the flight are not known.

No official markings were applied.
3045
Fort Resolution - Rae, Sept. 11

25.00

Although postmarked Fort Resolution on September 11 th, the second cover is backstamped Rae,
September 15th . - It seems quite possible, indeed likely, that the Fort Resolution - Rae flight was delayed or
interrupted, and did not reach Rae til September 15 th; and that the return flight was made on that day.
Since somebody had arranged for unaddressed, and therefore "philatelic" covers to be carried on the
flight to Rae, it seems reasonable that they would also have arranged for covers to be carried on the return
flight.
Both covers were in a small collection, that included many uncommon covers from this period, such
as those illustrated on the next page.

Is this circumstantial evidence sufficient to assume that the top cover is an unlisted First Flight
Cover? I would be most interested in readers' opinions on this.

Both these covers will be sold in October by SELECT STAMPS AND COVERS
of Calgary. (Tel. 403 264 1551.) Please see the next page for more information.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.

They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

Canadian Flight Cover Auction
of-viC
Oe'

/Ares ./ 7 --/-/ 71,0
.5.11

NR 108 CA.IRN44- ;"7 .;.
•

fair RIVER' N.W.T

.

AMCN #3835 related.
Trans-Canada Airlines inaugural service from
Vancouver to Winnipeg, and Lethbridge to
Edmonton, October 1938.
Unlisted cover from Vancouver to Edmonton,
addressed to R.W. Hale, DS Postal Service.

AMCN #2907d
Fort McMurray - Hay River, from Punch
Dickins Northwest Territories Flight, January
1929. - Pilot signed.

These covers, and those shown on the previous page, are part of a large collection of
Canadian First Flight Covers, to be sold in October by SELECT STAMPS AND COVERS of
Calgary.
The collection includes of many of the rarer FFCs and special flights from the 1929 1938 period; pilot signed covers; some double-cacheted covers flown on two first flights; a
few semi-official covers; and a pioneer flight cover PF-28 from Estevan, Saskatchewan.

For more information, please contact Philip Wolf, 513-8th Ave SW, Calgary,
Email: selstamp@telus.net
Alberta T2P 103. (Tel. 403 264 1551.)

Nat- ISSTIf $fASONAi RUM
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is published quarterly in

March, June, September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL. - All members are invited to
contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue. Just prepare a page featuring
any favourite stamp or cover, add your name, and/or address, and/or Seasons'
Greetings to other members, and/or any other information you like, and send a
photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by

November
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
(Email: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $18.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN (or $21.00 US, or 17 Euros, or 11 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:
Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Date of birth:

Collecting interests:
Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.
276 Richard Allen
37 Joseph Berkovits
103 K.Bileski Ltd.

298 Dale Green
273 Denice Guimond
97 Gary Hayashi

212 Harold Petoskey
351 Robert Pinet
81 Stephen Reinhard

242 Jacques Bot
130 Basil Burrell

215 Jack Ince

56 Col. William Robinson

132 John Jamieson
319 Donald Kaye
87 Roland Kohl
54 Norbert Krommer
92 Robert Marcello
21 Dr.D.Mercer
155 Larry Milberry
170 Kenneth Mitchell
349 Ken Morris
214 Trelle Morrow
350 Bill Pearce

6 Ken Sanford
4 Mike Shand
295 Gloria Shaw
5 Pat Sloan
20 Gibson Stephens
294 Robert Terry
9 Geoffrey Thompson
291 Walter Veraart
241 J.W.T.Wannerton

1 Patrick Campbell
271 Nino Chiovelli
62 Gary Coates
352 Tony Conyers
270 Earl Covert
304 James Davidson
336 George Dresser
55 J.M.Ellis
182 Robert Foottit
211 Carl Freund

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request
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DECEMBER EDITORIAL - This issue is the traditional "Seasonal Special" newsletter,
emphasizing short items sent in by members specially for this issue, or during
the year. Many thanks to everybody who contributed.
VERY BEST WISHES TO ALL READERS FOR THE NEW YEAR,
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Dear Aerophilatelic Friends :
I hope that the departing year 2005 treated you kindly in all of your endeavours, including your aerophilatelic
activities. May 2006 bring you success in all of your endeavours and grant you health, prosperity and
happiness. Unfortunately as the years progress we loose dear friends to death. Our latest aerophilatelist is Cecil
Stoner who succumbed to an illness on 17 October 2005. Cecil was the Chairman of the Western Chapter of
the CAS and carried out his duties diligently. I first corresponded with Cecil in 1962 when I was serving in the
RCAF at the RCAF Air Weapons Unit in Sardinia. Cecil served in the Postal Corps in Gaza. We exchanged
Canadian military cancellations. Many years later we became involved in CAS activities. On behalf of the CAS
members I sent a letter of condolence to his wife Dorothy. We salute the memory of our dear friend Cecil
Stoner.
I have been advised by Gordon Mallett that the new Executive of the CAS Western Chapter, is Denny May,
Chapter Chairman, and Dave Brown is the CAS Chapter Representative. Congratulations, Denny and Dave,
upon your appointments. We look forward to a long association with you both and your Western Chapter
members.
I have received the 2005 flown Snowbird autographed covers dated 1 July 2005. The three different Canada
Post picture postage of the Snowbirds were used again this year. The covers are available at $30.00 each for
the covers autographed by the nine pilots, (see below - Ed.), and $55.00 for the set of nine covers each
autographed by a different pilot. Next year there will be two new Snowbird stamps issued by Canada Post on
28 June 2006 in recognition of the Snowbirds's contribution to Canada's aviation reputation. It had been hoped
that the issue would have been made in 2005, the 35 th Anniversary of the Snowbirds. Canada Post received a
great deluge of complaints concerning their refusal to issue a Snowbird commemorative stamp with the end
result that two stamps will be issued in honour of the Snowbirds. Our 2006 covers will use these two new
stamps.
An ORAPEX 2006 date card is enclosed in this December issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist. Attend if you
are able as the show has as its theme, The Snowbirds. The show's dates are Saturday, 6 May 2006 and
Sunday, 7 May 2006. Why not consider exhibiting this year at ORAPEX 2006? The big FIP show,
Washington 2006, is fast approaching, 27 May to 3 June 2006. Do yourself a favour and attend with your
aerophilatelic friends.
I will be in Naples, Florida again in 2006, 3 January to 28 February 2006. Since I have my mail forwarded
to Naples I can be easily reached. I also check my Email twice a week for messages when I am not in the pool
or fishing. Best wishes for Christmas and the New Year 2006.
Dick Malott, President CAS
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The 2005 Snowbird covers bear a coloured portrait
of the late Captain Miles Selby, who died in an accident while training in December 2004.
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NEWS-NEWS-NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to:
Daryl Frenette
Ray Simrak

in Memoriam
Ken Bolton
Ken was one of our overseas members, who lived in Lancashire, England. He had an
extensive collection of Canadian Flight Covers, and many other philatelic interests, including
Jamaica.
1 would like to again offer condolences from the CAS to Ken's family, particularly his
daughter Jean Rowe.
am also pleased to inform members thatJean will be taking over Ken's membership in
the CAS, and that Jean and her husband Phil, were a delightful addition to the regular
participants at the Day of Aerophilately in Toronto on October 30th.

Cecil Stoner

4

Newer
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Cecil will be known to many members as a producer of Military Flight Covers, and more
recently has been the Western Chapter Representative on the CAS Executive Committee. A
tribute to Cecil is included in the Western Chapter Report, on the next page of this newsletter.
1 would also like to offer my condolences, and those of the CAS, to Cecil's family.

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or on
diskette in Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.Gord will
e-mail the Index at NO COST, to any member who sends him an email address!
For more information contact:
Cord Mallett, P. O. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0

[tel. (780) 387 3688; or e-mail Gord at gdmall@telus.net
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT - Remembering Cecil
On November 5 a chapter meeting was held in Millet. It was a melancholy time - a time to reflect on the
life of our friend Cecil Stoner who passed away on October 17. Cecil had occupied the position of chapter
chairman and was western representative to the CAS Executive Committee. The meeting was necessary as
the first step in `re-grouping'. At the meeting we welcomed a new CAS member, Red Deer's Daryl
Frenette. Active chapter membership now stands at eight; Red Deer [2], Calgary [2], Edmonton [3], Millet
[1]. Denny May was confirmed as new chapter chairman and Dave Brown as CAS western rep. Progress
reports were made at the meeting concerning chapter initiatives including next summer's Katherine Stinson
re-enactment flight.
A computer search of the Index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist reveals Cecil Stoner's name appearing in
an article in the June 2001 issue, one of a series of excellent biographies by Ivan MacKenzie. The article is
titled Who's Behind the Cover; the subtitle, Sergeant (Ret'd) Cecil George Stoner, CD and Rosette.
It highlights two major components of Cec's adult life - his Canadian Forces career and his hobby,
faerolphilately. Cec joined the PPCLI at the tender age of 16 and then later the RCAMC. In addition to
his military service in Canada he served in the Middle East, the Far East and at several United Nations
Emergency Forces locations around the world. Upon his retirement from the military he started a second
career, this time with Revenue Canada. In 1998 he again retired, having provided faithful service to his
country for a total of 54 years.
Cec's interest in aerophilately started many years ago. As well as collecting covers, he himself produced a
variety of interesting covers. Within the Canadian Forces Covers section of The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland, he is identified as the author of several covers whose cachets read, "Canadian Armed
Forces /Flown Cover /Flown From ... /To ... /Pilot ... /Date ..."
Last year Cec decided to set down in print his recollections of his life. And what a remarkable life if was
- the stuff of which movies are made. In 1939, at just eleven years old and finding himself abandoned by
his mother, he roamed the streets of Winnipeg. For two years his life consisted of sleeping where he could
find shelter and eating where he could find food. Later he spent time riding the freight trains back and forth
between Manitoba and Ontario. He relates that, "luckily at sixteen my life took a complete turnaround - I
joined the army." While in the services he became a boxer and was known as 'Battling Stoner'. Of a total
of 67 fights he lost only 7. Turning down an invitation to turn professional, he rededicated himself to
serving his country.
Upon retirement Cec decided to involve
himself in a new hobby - wood modelling. He
hand-crafted a large number of airplanes, cars
and trucks, one of which is pictured here. A
recent flight cover acquisition with which he
was very pleased, the Alcock and Brown reenactment cover, is seen being 'transported'
by a favourite construction of his - the famous
Walton truck. At the reception following his
memorial, Cec's wife Dorothy gave each
chapter member a completed model. In her
words, "Just so you will remember Cecil."
We will remember you Cec - with affection and with respect. You have fought the good fight. Rest easy.
... your friends in aerophilately
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WASHINGTON 2006
A request from Nino:
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society members attending this event are asked to contact
me. It would be nice to visit with you and if your itinerary permits, perhaps you could
help at the American Air Mail Society table for a two-hour shift (not obligatory)? My
contact addresses are: Nino Chiovelli
nchiovel@telusplanet.net
14419 - 87 Street
Edmonton AB
Telephone: (780) 475 9665
Canada T5E 3G6
and a message from Ken Sanford, AAMS Convention Coordinator
We have booked a block of rooms for American Air Mail Society members from 26 May to 3 June, at the
following hotel:
Clarion Hotel Bethesda Park
8400 Wisconsin Ave.
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
Telephone 301 654 1000
Fax 301 654 0751
Email: sherinearif@bethesdaparkclarion.com

The special AAMS rate is US$90.00 single or double plus taxes.
The hotel is close to the Metro, which goes to the Washington Convention Center, and there are lots of shops
and restaurants within walking distance of the hotel.
The AAMS will have a hospitality room on the nights of 31 May, 1 & 2 June.
When booking, refer to the American Air Mail Society block of rooms. - The cutoff date is 26 April, but the
rooms will probably all be sold way before that date, so bookings should be made as soon as possible.
Any questions should be sent to Ken Sanford at:
12 Chemin des Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland,
Phone & Fax +41 22 774 2472, Email: kaerophil@ch.inter.net

CANADA'S HOCKEY HALL OF FAME
I've also been informed by Nino that one of the covers created by the Western ChapterCanadian Aerophilatelic Society for the Snowbirds Flypast at the Heritage Hockey Game in
Edmonton, November 2003, and donated to Canada's Hockey Hall of Fame; is now part of the
Heritage Hockey Game Display, in a Hall of Fame Road Show Exhibit that is travelling across
Canada!
Wow!

Edmonton Stamp Club Spring National Show - March 2006
As Exhibits Chair, (and as RPSC Judging Coordinator), I am interested in
attracting as many exhibits as possible to our show. Anyone who has previously
exhibited at a regional or local show, and has received at least a silver medal in open
competition, is eligible to exhibit at a national show. Exhibit applications will be
accepted up to March 1, 2006.
Our show is March 24-26 at our usual venue [West Edmonton Mall], and is a
RPSC-accredited national level show. We welcome exhibits, and attendees, from
across the country and the United States.
For more information please contact me at P.O. Box 399, Edmonton, Alberta T5J
2J6, or visit our website at http://www.edmontonstampclub.com/
David Piercey
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CONGRATULATIONS to NEW ZEALAND
As noted in our September "Aerophilatelist", we became
a Society 11 years ago in 1984. It is with some awe
therefore that we note the 75th anniversary of the AIR
MAIL SOCIETY OF NEW ZEALAND, founded in 1930 at a time
when there were no regular air mail services either in
New Zealand or between that country and the rest of the world.
They are still going strong with a Newsletter every month
and we salute this impressive achievement. For more info.,

try:
JENNY

Website:
-
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www.newzeal.coin/Philately/AirmailSociety.htm
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CONGRATULATIONS INDEED! I cannot express it better than Mike Shand has above!
I'd also like to add my congratulations to ALAN TUNNICLIFFE, who is completing 25 years as
editor of the New Zealand Air Mail News! That's awesome!

AND CONGRATULATIONS TO DICK MALOTT
The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada has announced that:

Charles J.G. Verge, President of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada (RPSC), has announced that
Richard K. Malott is the 2005 recipient of the President's Medal which honours individuals or organizations
for their outstanding contribution to the hobby.
At present Dick Malott is a member of almost 20 philatelic or aerophilatelic societies. He has been a
long-time member of The RPSC where he has held several positions, especially appointments as commissioner
and judge to many international philatelic exhibitions. He has been president of the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society since 1993. For his contribution to stamp collecting, he was named a Fellow of the RPSC in 1986.
Dick Malott says "it is a special honour to receive the President's Medal." For Charles Verge, he is a
"worthy recipient who has always given his best effort to the hobby. His work for and interest in aerophilately
is probably unmatched in North America."
Dick was also elected as a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society London, by the Council on
30th November 2005!

Congratulations Dick!
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THE AIRPOST JOURNAL
My compliments to the following members of the CAS, who have recently had articles published in The
Airpost Journal of The American Air Mail Society:
MURRAY HEIFETZ, Forgeries of OAT and AV2 Markings, (August 2005). - Murray is currently working
on a 3rd Edition of his book about OAT and AV2 markings!
ED MATTHEWS, First Dutch East Indies Airmail Issue on Cover, (September 2005). - This article was

a development of the very interesting presentation that Ed gave at the CAS Day of Aerophilately
in Toronto, in October 2003.
JACK INCE, Via Natal - Bolama to Europe, (November 2005). An examination of some World War

2 covers, carried by FAM 18 / FAM 22, jointly authored with Barbara Priddy. Jack has also written up
several covers for the "Cover of the Month" feature.
And my compliments also to JIM GRAUE, for producing an excellent journal once a month! (For more
information about The Airpost Journal or The American Air Mail Society, contact Jim at East 11911 Connor
Road, Valleyford, WA 99036, U.S.A.; or visit the website at: http://www.americanairmailsocietv.org ).

CELEBRATING OUR COLLEAGUES:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 10 JACK INCE
Following my editorial in the June newsletter, I would like to wish Jack a HAPPY 70th BIRTHDAY!
These greetings are a bit late, as Jack collected stamps as a schoolboy before serving in the army
during Word War 2. - He described these early years of his collecting career, and also his memories of the
R 101airship, and flying in biplanes, in an article in the September 1997 Canadian Aerophilatelist.
From the early 1950s on, Jack specialized in British Colonial Africa, as a result of regular visits on
business to West Africa, South Africa, and Rhodesia. Later he concentrated on the stamps and postal history
of early Nigeria. He joined the West Africa Study Circle in the 1960s, and over time served as its
Membership Secretary, Librarian, and eventually President.
Jack wrote about his stamps and covers in many periodicals, and published The Postal Services of
the British Nigeria Region pre 1914 with John Sacher. This massive work of 576 pages was published by the
Royal Philatelic Society in London, and became the standard reference source on its subject.
In 1992 Jack was elected a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society London.
Jack emigrated to Canada in 1993. He sold his Nigerian collection before he moved, and began
collecting covers from the pre-war British Air Mail Services in Africa. This collection was displayed at a
meeting in Toronto of the Philatelic Specialists Society of Canada, of which Jack had been elected a
member on his arrival in Ontario. (The collection was later sold, and Jack then very kindly donated his
research papers on African air mails to our CAS library.)
Jack's current collecting interest is "the Trans-Atlantic air mail services in World War 2 flown by Pan
American Airways". He continues to share his research with other collectors by contributions to this
newsletter, and The Airpost Journal, and is a much appreciated participant in the annual Day of Aerophilately
held by the CAS in Toronto each Fall.
Happy Birthday Jack!

CANADIAN POSTAL RATE INCREASES
Canada Post has announced the following changes, with effect from January 16, 2006:
•
The basic domestic letter price (0 - 30g) increases by one cent, from $0.50 to $0.51.
•
For standard lettermail over 30 grams up to 50 grams, the rate increases to $0.89.
For oversize letters, and letters up to 100grams, the rate increases to $1.05.
•
The price for Standard USA Letter-post for Items weighing up to 30 grams changes from $0.85 to
•
$0.89.
•
Standard International Letter-post for Items weighing up to 30 grams changes from $1.45 to $1.49.
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A WINTER TIME QUIZ:

Guess +he Firs light Cover Prices ?
As a follow-up to the Forum on FFC prices, that Gord Mallett began in the last newsletter, I have
produced a "Winter time Quiz".
The ten covers below are all from the Kingston - Toronto leg of the Special flights for the DEDICATION
OF KINGSTON AIRPORT, on June 4°' 1929.
These covers all come under the single listing in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland of flight
#2933a. As such, they all have the same catalogue value of $3.00, but in practice some are likely to be
priced higher than others.
All readers are invited to send in their opinion as to the price at which each cover
should be priced, if it was offered for sale by a dealer, at a stamp show in Canada.
(A note for readers outside Canada: when American dealers visit Canadian shows, some add 15% to
marked prices to allow for the exchange rate, but many don't, and the marked prices aren't changed.)
I will then work out an "average" price for each cover from the entries 1 receive.[This will be a
compromise between the arithmetical average, (mean); middle value, (median); and most common value
(mode)]. The average prices will be reported in the next newsletter.
For the Quiz, entries will be given 2 points for each cover priced within $1 of the "average", or 1 point
if a cover was priced within 25% of the "average". - If a tiebreak is necessary, this will be based on the total
estimated average value of the covers. The winner of the Quiz will receive Cover number 10 as their prize.
III
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Cover 3

Cover 4

Unusual franking:
3 cents Canadian + 2 cents American stamps.
(This cover should have been charged Postage Due, or not
been carried.)

Addressed outside of Canada and the U.S.A.
To J.S. Davis, Liverpool, England.
(5 cents was the correct postage to England.)
Continued
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A WINTER TIME QUIZ: Guess the First Flight Cover Prices ? continued:
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Overfranked.
This is one of a number of colourful, overfranked covers
produced by Frederick Krueger.
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Cover 9
Special Delivery.
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Cover 10
Unique!
The prize for the Guess The Cover Prices contest:
the winner's name will be added.

Please send your entry to Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4,
to reach me by March 1st.

$ea6ou'6 Creeting6 to aft reatier6,
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RASON'S CattiNe$
EARLY PILOTS - KEITH TAILYOUR
I am always intrigued when a personal connection is made between current day aerophilatelists,
and the early pilots, so much enjoyed reading the following letter from Mike Painter:

A bit of aviation information came up a couple of days ago when I had
lunch with my cousin whom I've known all my 77 years but hadn't asked the right
question in all that time. Her father, my uncle Keith Tailyour, was a veteran
of the RFC in the First World War and I knew he'd come to Canada and was killed
in a plane crash in Ontario about 1921, before I was born. He left my Aunt Chris
with my cousin Joan, who was only four years old. Keith's brother married my
Aunt Chris' sister, Jess, and they lived in the Okanagan where I grew up, so I
knew them all my life but had never discussed uncle Keith with them, either.
Finally at lunch a couple of days ago I asked Joan if her Dad had been
flying for the OPAS when he was killed. She said no, he'd originally emigrated
to Edmonton and used his war gratuity to buy a car, which he used as a taxi, and
a plane which he'd used for fun. When the Canadian Air Force was formed he became an instructor at camp Borden. He had high blood pressure, but medicals
were not too important then so he wasn't grounded. Not long after he started
instructing he blacked out while flying and the crash killed him.
I then asked Joan if she knew if uncle Keith had ever run across Wop May.
She said they were good friends and after Joan and Chris and my mother had
moved shortly after to the Okanagan and were living on the lakeshore just south
of Kelowna (where I grew up), that Wop had flown in and landed on the lake and
visited with them. I passed this on to Denny May for interest.
I looked up uncle Keith's plane in the Civil Aircraft Register and find it
was G-CABP, an Avro 504K bought June 17, 1920 by Edmonton Aircraft Company,
which had been formed the previous year by Keith and a J. McNeill. In March
1921 it was severely damaged in a crash which Keith survived without injury
(details of the crash unknown) and was subsequently leased to J.L. Larsen
where the record ends. I speculate that the crash ended the company and Keith
took the instructor's job in Ontario to make ends meet. The Civil Aircraft
Register has been in my den for years and only a casual question to my cousin
made me aware my uncle was mentioned in it, having bought the 42nd plane registered in Canada.

Season's Greetings from Mike Painter

Vance Auctions Ltd.
Postal auctions every seven weeks,
offering 1,000's of worldwide lots in all sizes and price ranges,
usually including many Canadian airmail stamps and covers.
Call today for a FREE catalogue: 905 957 3364,
or view it online at www.vanceauctions.com ,
or write to P.O. Box 267B, Smithville, Ontario LOR 2A0
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Flight by Arthur Sullivan, November 11, 1930 Toronto - St. John's, Newfoundland
One of the pioneers of internal air mail flights in Newfoundland was the locally born Arthur
Sullivan. He obtained his pilot's licence in England on January 1 St 1930. On his return, his
parents bought him a second-hand Gypsy Moth plane at Toronto which he proceeded to fly to
St. John's with Douglas Fraser.
They left Toronto on November 11, picking up mail at North Sydney (Nova Scotia),
Stephenville Crossing and Grand Falls, Newfoundland.
Mail was picked up at North Sydney on November 12, and later that day the flight reached
Stephenville Crossing (Newfoundland) where the mail received a dated cachet. Adverse
weather conditions prevented the plane continuing until November 18. Then, after flying for
about an hour, the plane was once again forced to land near Grand Falls. On the following
day, in spite of considerable difficulty in getting into the air, the flight was successfully
completed at 2.45 p.m. The mail then received a St. John's backstamp.
The cover shown is from the small amount of local mail brought from Port Aux Basques to
Stephenville Crossing where it joined the flight.
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Season's Greetings to all members, with thanks a gain to the Editor for another
excellent year.
From David Granger, UK
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GENERAL BALBO IN SHEDIAC, 1933
The flight of General Balbo's armada of 24 aircraft from Italy to the Century of Progress Exhibition in
Chicago, created a sensation in 1933. The aircraft flew from Orbetello, Italy; via Amsterdam; Ireland;
Iceland; Cartwright, Labrador; Shediac, New Brunswick; and Montreal; to Chicago. At all times during the
flight the aviators held their tight formation, even in thick fog".
Bruce Kalbfleisch sent me a copy of this OFFICIAL SOUVENIR PROGRAM, produced for the arrival
of General Balbo's armada in Shediac:
4111■14111.■PRIONININI1111111111111111111

Official Souverul Program
Italian Air Armada
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The arrival of the armada was celebrated by several events, including:

•
•

Guard of Honour from H.M.C.S. Saguenay will give General Balbo a General Salute, as he steps on
Canadian soil for the first time.
Short addreses ofwelcome by Major General the Hon. H.H. McLean, Lieut.-Governor ofNew Brunswick;
Hon. Col. Murray MacLaren, Minister of Pensions and National Health; Hon. L.P.D. Tilley, Premier of
New Brunswick; Brigadier J.L.R. Parmere, commanding Military District No. 7; and Dr. A. Sormay,
Mayor of Shediac.

and a reception.
The program is 12 pages long, (two are shown above), and includes a list of events; the names of the
pilot and personnel in each aircraft, and the aircraft's identifying markings; a description of Shediac; and lots
of adVertisements.
Continued

Chronicle of Aviation, IL International Publishing (1992), page 307.
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GENERAL BALBO IN SHEDIAC, 1433 continued:

Albert M. Bora.lia B. Sc., C. E.
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Thanks Bruce.
(An article describing the arrival of General Balbo's armada in Shoal Harbour, Newfoundland, on it's return
flight to Italy, was included in the June 2005 newsletter.)
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Wanted: Singles, blocks, sheets and covers of the above label

Canadian Pioneer & Semi-Official
Air Mail Stamps and Covers Bought & Sold
Singles, tete-beche pairs. blocks, sheets, covers, proofs. essays. etc..
SC NDTA stamps and covers (Canada "Ca") and (United States "EU")

Free list on. request. Want lists welcome.
Ray Simrak, Member

BV, IPS, RPSC .-IPS, PILST"

llrgo ry Inc., P.O. Box 792. Birmingham, MI -1K01 2-0792
Phone 248-988-7027
simrakridlotntail.com
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J. P. Romeo Vachon:
cPioneer Canadian Aviator; Air flail Pilot; Air Transport Company Executive;
9itent6er of the Air Transport Board in Ottawa.
Pierre Vachon has created a terrific website, describing the life and achievements of his father
Romeo Vachon. - It covers his father's whole life, including the years before he became famous for
his work establishing the air mail services along the North Shore of the St. Lawrence.

Romeo Vachon was born of French-Canadian parents in the town of Sainte-Marie-de-Beauce, Quebec, on June
18, 1898. He attended primary school followed by commercial studies at a college run by the Christian
Brothers in the same community. His father farmed his own land but that is not what Romeo, one of ten living
children, wanted to do in life. So he went to work as a chauffeur for a well-off Quebec City merchant and,
when the Mont Blanc explosion occured in December of 1917, he went to Halifax in search of work with his
elder brother, Irenee. It there and then, at the age of nineteen, that he decided to join the Royal Canadian Navy
that had been established in 1910. When he was demobilized from military service, he had attained the grade
of Engineer Artificer, Class IV and a valuable trade as a mechanic. He had also acquired another far more
valuable skill for a French-Canadian at that particular time: that of being able to express himself, in a technical
milieu, in both French and English.
From 1918 to 1923, Canada experienced an economic downturn unmatched by any other until that of the
thirties. So it was, in the summer of 1920, without any possibility of work at home, Romeo Vachon again left
the family farm in the company of his older brother, Irene, to find work as a on a Manitoba farm as a steam
tractor engineer. But, in the late summer, he suffered a broken arm and was briefly hospitalized in Winnipeg.
It was at this time that he saw his first aircraft and learned that the newly created Canadian Air Force was
offering refresher courses to veterans. He applied and was posted to Camp Borden for training as an aeromechanic. The first of these courses began in September and it is believed that he and his friend to be, Jack
Caldwell, were in the first class.
On completing his course, Romeo Vachon requested and obtained that his
certificate as an aeromechanic, number #93, issued on January 21, 1921, be
printed in French. Evidently, this request was accepted without question, a truly
remarkable event, particularly when one considers that, at the time that this took
place, Canada was still considered to be British North America and aviation
authorities were exclusively made up of individuals who were English
unilinguals.
Today, while this unique French language document speaks to the respect and
loyalty that Romeo Vachon had for his mother tongue and the tenacity that was
a mark of his character, it also shows that some individuals involved in the
administration of aviation in Canada at that time were prepared to be most
accomodating to the linguistic needs of French-Canadians.
It was while at Camp Borden that, after he and fellow student Jack Caldwell had completed their course that
they were asked to assemble some JN-4's (Jennys) from Borden's considerable stock of wartime aircraft parts,
in return for which they were to be given introductory flying lessons. The particular aircrafts that were so
assembled were most likely G-CYCN, G-CYCO, G-CYCP, and G-CYDE, as the dates that these machines
were taken on strength in the CAF correspond most closely to the period the two men were on course. How
much flying instruction these men received at that particular time in not known. For example, did they solo
then? Whatever was the extent of their training as pilots, it was very obviously sufficient to enable them to see
for themselves that they had what it took in terms of ability to eventually become air transport pilots.
For much, much more, go to the website at

http://ca.geocities.com/p.vachon@rogers.com/newtwo.htm
(If you want to write to Pierre for information, his address is on the front page of this newsletter.)
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McKENZIE ISLAND
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910.;4NZIE ISLAND - KENDRA

VIA AIR MAIL

fLitS.OUT OF NORTH._
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AMCN #3433b

McKenzie Island is one of those places
that are rarely heard of except on First
Flight Covers!

Many thanks to
BARRY COUNTRYMAN
for sending me this article from
The Toronto Star,
April 6th 1935,
that mentions McKenzie Island.
Thanks also to Barry, Derek Rance,
and Brian Wolfenden, for sending me
information about Cole, in response to the
question in the September newsletter. This will be reported in detail in the
next issue.

.

Red Lake Doctor, Formerly of
Belleyilre,- Takes Bride
Back tot.Idorado
Spegial to The Star ' :
f.' K enbra ...Apr il 6—A Young' Loch
invar 'came out of e.the •north to
Kenora to-day riding in the Modern
style bc aeroplane, when Dt.
Charles Frederick Gallaway, resident ph y sician at McKenzie Island
Red • Lake Mines, and formerly of
Belleville, Ont.; arrived to meet and
marry 'his bride. Miss Dorothy
Lbuise Mahaffy,, Guelph, and well .
known. in Toronto. Dr.' Gallaway
rode out with the first gold brick
to, be poured at McKenzie Island.
The bride is the younger daughter
of Rev..F. W. and Mrs. Mahaffy of
Guelph. • .
Miss Mahaffy arrived by the early
morning. train and Dr.. Gallaway
shortly .'after. They 'were married s
byFiev.,ARMaundrswithS.
'Wagner . foknier Winnipeg Olympic
'hock6y, •tar, as best man, and Miss
'Astr,id ederson, Senora, as bridesmaid. i • •
Mr. Whgner, mow pilot of Canadian Airways, went into Red . Lake
to bring out the'bridegrodm. A reception . ;., as held later and the
couple left-.for Winnipeg for a few
days before returning to their new
home•iit the mine. : •
4
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MOSCOW to MISCOU ISLAND, NEW BRUNSWICK - 1939
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This stamp is part of a set issued by Russia in 2004, honouring Russian pilots. The illustration is from
Michel East Europe Part 4 Catalogue, 2005-2006, in which the stamp is described as:
"A postage stamp dedicated to the birth centenary of Vladimar K. Kokkinaki (1904-1985), the test
pilot. The stamp depicts a portrait of Vladimar K. Kokkinaki, two aircrafts tested by himself and
a designed by the Ilyushin Design Bureau, TsKB-30 "Moscow" aircraft which was used by
Valdimar K. Kokkinaki for non-stop flight en route Moscow-Miscou Island (USA) in 1939."

It's a pity that Miscou Island has been wrongly located, but this may be repeating an error from the selvage
of the souvenir sheet.
The flight had, in fact, intended to reach the U.S.A., and to finish at the New York Worlds Fair.
General Vladimir Kokkinaki, with Major Mikhail Gordienko as radio operator, took off from Moscow on
April 28th 1939, and planned to follow a great circle route from Moscow, over Iceland and Greenland. They
initially flew at 18,000 feet, where they encountered tremendous headwinds and extremely low tern peratures.
- Although their aircraft was fitted with much modern equipment, it had no heating system! They were
dependent on their flight clothes for warmth, and their lunchtime sandwiches froze solid!
As they crossed Greenland, they were warned from New York that the entire seaboard of the United
States was covered in fog. - Uncertain of their position, and running low on fuel, they made a forced landing
near Miscou Lighthouse off the northern tip of New Brunswick.' They had flown 4,970 miles in 22 hours, 56
minutes.
Kokkinaki and Gordienko were flown to New York for a hero's welcome. They presented a letter of
greeting from the Soviet Government to Franklin Roosevelt, an avid stamp collector.
Their aircraft was disassembled, taken by barge to Halifax, then back to Russia by ship.
The aircraft was a development of the TsK B-26, a twin-engine bomber prototype with two 800 hp M-85
engines: a low-wing, all metal aircraft with a range of 2,500 miles at 244 mph. - This was the first design by
S. V. Ilyushin, chief of the project bureau of Savod 39 (Menyinski factory) in Moscow.
On July 17, 1936, test pilot Vladimir K. Kokkinaki lifted a payload of 1,100 lbs to 36,700 feet, and on
August 3rd he set a word record, recognized by FAI, of 1,100 lbs to 41,652 feet in this prototype machine.
Ilyushin then designed a more advanced version, the TsK B-30. On June 27, 1938, Kokkinaki and
Briandinski flew the TsK B-30 prototype non-stop from Moscow to Dalno (near Vladivostok), 4,960 miles in
24Y2 hours. This prototype was then named Moskva, and used for the attempted flight to New York. - The
design was accepted for production for the Soviet Air Force as the DB-3 bomber, which was later developed
into the DB-3F bomber. This was re-designated as the Ilyushin 4 (IL-4) in 1940, and is sometimes considered
"the best bomber in its class in the world". 2
Many thanks to David Williams and Patrick Campbell for this information.

From Atlantic Fever by Edward Jablonski.
2

http://www.ctrl-c.liu.se/misc/ram/x-ilyushin.html
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TWO - OCEAN AIRMAIL, 1939
These two covers pose an intriguing problem regarding airmail rates:
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MX. LEN KUI CHIN0
P. 0. ROX 2900
HONOLULU, HAWAII. U. S. A.
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Cover 1: Postmarked London,30th May 1939,addressed to Hawaii, and carried as part of the first acceptance of mail from England,
on Pan Am's Marseilles - New York air mail service (FAM-18).

Cover 2: Postmarked Honolulu, Hawaii, December 5 th 1939, addressed to England.

It seems from Cover 1 that airmail from England to Hawaii required a higher rate than the standard
Trans-Atlantic airmail rate of 1/3 (I shilling and 3 pence, or 15 pence).
This is confirmed by cover 2, which is franked 50 cents, rather than the standard airmail rate from the
U.S.A. to England of 30 cents.
However, why has cover 1 been charged 60 cents Postage Due, when a comparison of the two
covers suggests that it was underpaid by 20 cents, so should have been charged 2 x 20 = 40 cents
Postage Due?
It turns out that it cost "more" to send an airmail letter from England to Hawaii, than it did from Hawaii
to England! The airmail rate England to Hawaii was in fact 2/6, (2 shillings and 6 pence, or 30 pence)! Cover
2 was therefore underpaid by 15 pence = 150 centimes UPU = 30 cents US, so the Postage Due charge was
indeed 2 x 30 = 60 cents!

Many thanks to John Johnson who sent me details of these covers, and to George Sioras
and Bob Wilcsek who helped John sort out the rates.
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AIR TRAINING PLAN (1939 - 1945 )
Mike Shand
Christmas and/or Seasons greetings to all. 2005 saw a number of events
marking 60 years since the end of World War 2. Aerophilatelists
interested in wartime air mails can find no shortage of covers, rates
and routes but today as a remembrance we salute the New Zealanders
who trained for war in Canada.
This scheme resulted from an agreement in December 1939 between Canada,
Australia and the UK whereby Canada would be the focus of an 'Empire'
wide scheme to train aircrew for the war.
Four training commands were set up
(Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and
Regina/Calgary).
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Young lads (and they were mostly
lads) away from home probably for
the first time received and wrote
letters to and from their folks,
providing a reminder of those
hectic days.

N-Z
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As the participants age and pass
on, aerophilately remembers

A•litCtitot+0
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In Axil 1941, it was still passible to sad
- Trans-Pacific nail by Clipper (.754) .1,

To
A C• Fredrieciison.
(fit)
•L•
was lute for Na. 6 Flying Training Sdral.

Winston Churchill is said to

have described the Air
Training Plan as "one of the
major factors and possibly
the decisive factor of
the war."

Ftciu L.A.C.Pavl RNIZAF 403197
itirtac la Prairie was
location far 1%b. 14 ElemEntary
Flying Trainirg School.

SUMMARY OF N.Z. AIRCREW GRADUATES. I
In "The Aerodrome of Democracy" Page 206 Appendix B, it lists the following New Zealand graduates from
October 1940 to March 1945

PAZAF

Pilot
2,200

Nay B
829

Nay W
30

Nay Air Bomb
724
634

WO/AG
2,122

AG TOTAL
443
7,002

Over 200,000 aircrew in total were trained in Canada under the Commonwealth scheme, and 82 New
Zealanders' died in training in Canada.

Mile Shand
1183 Agincourt Rd
Ottawa ON K2C 2H8
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6 December 1941: Attempted mail to USA
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This cover was posted in the Slovak State on 6.12.41,
destined for New York (address under the added
label) via Lisbon and the Pan Am Clipper. By the time
it reached Budapest (?), Pearl Harbour had been
attacked and the USA was no longer neutral. Hence
returned to sender. The duplicated French text on the
Hungarian label states:
Service suspendu a cause de la guerre. RETOUR!
An interesting bit of history! Budapest - Lisbon was
possible by air at that time, via Rome, see bit of DLH
diagrammatic timetable.

Season's Greetings from Richard Beith.
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TRANS-ATLANTIC - SOUTHERN ROUTE
PAN-AM FAM 22 - DECEMBER 1943
CHINA - CANADA

„

By B.O.A.C, to Lagos, Nigeria,
via Calcutta and Cairo and thence,,
Sy P.A.A. to destination".

Registered cover from CHENGTU to TORONTO with adhesives of $14.20 paying registration fee $2.60, surface
fee $2.00, plus air fee of $9.60 on 5 gram letter, all tied by cds 11.11.43 - 21 / CHENGTU
Sender's printed address on back: CANADIAN MISSION PRESS CHENGTU, SZECHWAN

Backstamps: 1. Dumb canceller, JAN 20/44
2. (Twice)
TORONTO (4) CANADA / 9 / JAN 22/44 and 9 / JAN 26 /44
together with cachet PAR AVION also in Chinese.

Censor:

1. Apparently in China - ? at Chungkin
2. On arrival Toronto on 20 Jan 44: "DB / -" tape
3. Again and re-sealed with tape "Examined by" C.197
4. Rubber stamp on face: PASSED / JAN 22 1944 / DUTY FREE

Route:

1. By C.N.A.C. to Calcutta
2. By B.O.A.C. via Cairo to Lagos
3. By Pan Am FAM 22 to Miami, and U.S. airline to Toronto

Note:

1. Remarkably specific directional label, printed in red ink on white paper, probably by the sender
- Canadian Mission Press.
2. As all registered mail bagged, no transit handstamps.
3. The vertical printed notation on the left hand side in Chinese: TRANSMIT BY AIRMAIL.
4. The manuscript Chinese notation in the centre of the cover - CANADA.

Season's Greetings from Jack Ince.
If anybody has seen any other covers with this printed directional label, or can provide any information about
it, please send details to Jack Ince, Box 858, 88 West Front Street, Stirling, Ontario, KOK 3E0
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OTTAWA ^. WASH I N GTOH
Season's Greetings
Recently I was scanning some cachets on Canadian FFCs - including this one.
(From AMCN #4605, first flight Ottawa - Washington by Colonial Airlines over U.S.
Air Mail Route No.71, April 15 th 1946.)
I know Ottawa is presently miffed with Washington over several recent issues, but - good thing we're not still sending letters down south to our good American friends
with cachets of this ilk!
It is one of the really great looking cachets though isn't it.
Merry Christmas to all CASers on both sides of the border.
Gord Mallett

WWW.CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
WWW.ESJVANDAM.COM
Our websites offer thousands of

CANADA SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS & COVERS
Canada revenues, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, POW Franks, Duck & Hunting stamps
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - sample on request

E. S. J van Dam Ltd - since 1970
P. 0. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ont Canada KOL 1H0
esvandam@esjvandam.com
phone (705)-292-7013 fax (705)-292-6311
Toll free order line - North America only, 1 - 866 - EVANDAM (382-6326)

member ASDA, CSDA, APS, ARA, BNAPS, RPSC, etc.
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April 18 1950 Flown Avro Jet Postcard?

MST OFFICIAL
AIRMAIL

JETLINER,
TORONTO

\NEWYORK /

6 IN lilenmirAw
THE FIRST JETMAIL
IN A JET TRANSPORT
DESIGNED FOR AIRLINE ROUTES

FLOWN

/44.4knorei MM.. ersysmal ..

AVRO JETLINER
et,*
1101111011111111 •.4 NK

•••

♦ PRIL 1550
IN ABCA.IT HALF THE TIME TAKEN

Elv PRESENT - OAT AIRCRAFT For.
ING OVER THE SAME AIR ROL!

I recently discovered this postcard, and was intrigued by the fact that it claims to be have been
carried on flight #5005, the first official flight of Canadian mail by a jet plane. - It pictures the "Avro
Jetliner" on the front, and states on the back that it was carried between Toronto & New York in
the Jetliner in April 1950.
The card was probably produced by or for A.V. Roe Canada Limited, as cards like this are
sometimes found inside FFCs from the flight, which have an A.V. Roe corner card on the envelope. Covers carried on the flight required 7 cents postage, plus a 15 cents handling fee, and received the
cachet shown at the top right.
This postcard is franked with a 2 cent John Adams "prexy" issue stamp which was cancelled
April 18, 7 PM, 1950 at ?????? AIRPORT 799 The 2 cent rate paid for surface transport back to
Toronto, which is where the card was addressed. There was no return mail flight by the "Avro
Jetliner" to Canada, which explains the surface rate.
My thoughts are that perhaps a crew member, or one of the official party on the jet, carried the
card with him, and then mailed it in the US as soon as the plane landed, as the card was mailed the
day of the flight.
Does anyone have more information on this postcard, particularly:
•
Who produced the cards, and/or arranged for this one to be carried, and/or carried it?
•
Was the card definitely flown on flight #5005, and if so, how many were flown?
??

Seasons Greetings from Brian Wolfenden.
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Swissair 1954 Souvenir Folder:
Switzerland - Bermuda via Canada

Efficirncv Club
Zurich

I thought you might be interested in this Souvenir Folder, recording a Swissair Special Flight:
Switzerland, Ireland, Canada (the cancellation is a National Revenue Canada handstamp
from Newfoundland), US (NY Niagara Falls, Chicago and San Francisco postmarks), UN,
Mexico, Cuba and Bermuda franking. It is signed by the Captain and crew members.
216 of these souvenir folders were carried. - They are listed in the Swiss and Bermuda
catalogues, but not the Canadian.

Seasons greetings from Herbert Lealman
Editor's Note: Thanks Herbert.

I have checked with Dick McIntosh - this folder will be added to section 5 of the Air Mails of Canada
and Newfoundland.
Can anybody provide more information about the "Efficiency Club Zurich", and/or this flight?
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MORE UNLISTED FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
Many thanks to
DON LUSSKY
for sending me copies of these covers, and to
DICK McINTOSH
for all his work updating the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
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No backstamps.

5830 1958, November 20 --- Montreal — Chicago. Air France Inaugural flight.

AIIII

Air

5.00

AIIII Air AV Air

THE MOHAWK

ONE-EL EVEN
FAN-JET

20th
Anniversary Year
No backstamps.

6820 1968, October 1 --- Rochester — Montreal. Mohawk 111 Fan Jet flight.

5.00

Editor's note: I plan to start publishing another series of ammendments to Section 5
(Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada) of AMCN in the next issue of this newsletter.
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AIRSHIP COVERS FROM ALBERTA

The Bell Lightship visited twenty communities in Alberta and British Columbia, from 16t h April to 20th
October205.
Bell Canada is well known as a telecommunications company in Eastern Canada, and since
deregulation has built a strong presence in Alberta and British Columbia. According to Stephen Wetmore,
Group President, National Markets for Bell Canada, "The Bell Lightship Tour will elevate awareness about
our innovative products and services in the West".
The Bell Lightship type A-150 was manufactured by the American Blimp Corporation. It is owned and
operated by The Lightship Group, and is presently the only one of its kind under contract in Canada. There
are 13 Lightships in operation globally. It weighs approximately 6,335 pounds, and is 165 feet long, 55
feet high, and 46 feet wide. It is inflated with 150,000 cubic feet of helium, and has a special internal
illumination system that will illuminate Bell Corporate Logos for nighttime advertising. The cabin is 15.7
feet long, 5 feet wide, and 6.33 feet high. Maximum passenger capacity is 9 adults plus the pilot.
Klondike Balloon Safaris negotiated with Bell Lightships to have covers carried on flights in Calgary,
Edmonton and Grande Prairie.
30 serially numbered covers were flown in Edmonton and Grande Prairie. Unfortunately the Calgary
covers were not flown, and have been endorsed "NOT FLOWN DUE TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE ERROR."
Each of the flown covers has an insert with a brief description of the flight, and the name of the
pilot. 15 matched sets were donated to Bell Lightships for internal distribution, and the remaining 15 sets
were distributed to members of Klondike Balloon Safaris (Club).

Q`-' 1 ,

POs x

Edmonton c ■ ty
° 20G5 -pi-

Pilot:
Pilate: I

Seasons Greetings from Nino Chiovelli.
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WOP MAY on MARS!
It's true! - This is Wopmay Rock:

According to the NASA website:

This image taken by NASA's Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity shows an unusual, lumpy rock
informally named "Wopmay" on the lower slopes of "Endurance Crater." The rock was named after the
Canadian bush pilot: Wilfrid Reid "Wop" May. Like "Esther" and other rocks dotting the bottom of
Endurance, scientists believe the lumps in Wopmay may be related to cracking and alteration processes,
possibly caused by exposure to water. The area between intersecting sets of cracks eroded in a way that
created the lumpy appearance. Rover team members plan to drive Opportunity over to Wopmay for a
closer look in coming sols. This image was taken by the rover's panoramic camera on sol 248 (Oct. 4,
2004), using its 750-, 530- and 480-nanometer filters.
[For more information, (and a colour picture), go to:
http://m arsrov ers.ipl.nasa.govidallery/oress/opportunity/20041 007a.htm I ]
But how did it get that excellent name?
According to a CBC news report:
YELLOWKNIFE - There's only one Tuktoyaktuk on Earth, but now there's one on Mars, too.
As the Mars rover Opportunity explores Endurance crater, scientists are naming rocks and small
regions after geographical features, communities and personalities in the Arctic.
"I did a lot of work for the Geological Survey of Canada for 10 years in the Northwest Territories,"
said John Grotzinger, one of the chief geologists on the project.
Grotzinger and a Canadian geologist began a theme of naming objects in the stadium-sized crater
after places and features in the N.W.T.
Scientists often attach whimsical working names to features, though official naming has to come
through an international scientific convention.
"We find through experience we get a lot of interest from the public when we pick names of places
they can identify with," the geologist said.
So far, they've named rocks after Tuktoyaktuk, Baffin, Mackenzie, Bylot, Ellesmere and several
other Arctic Islands. Now the team has turned their attention to famous Canadian bush pilots.
Grotzinger said one particular rock that has them excited is named
May.

Wopmay, after bush pilot Wop
Continued
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WOP MAY on MARS! continued:

•

•

Diamond Jenness
MacKenzie

The rock named Wopmay "is very different
from any one we have done before", said
John Grotzinger. (Courtesy: NASA/JPL)

The names of some of the features along the
Mars Rover Opportunity's path in Endurance
crater. (Courtesy: NASA/JPUCornell/USGS)

"The rock is very different from any one we have seen before," he said.-"We think it is going to have
more good clues to this water story. And since we're going to hit this rock on our way out of the
crater - not hit it, but investigate it scientifically - we're hoping we're going to benefit and get a nice
smooth flight out of the crater, so I came up with the name Wop May."
May, one of the most famous northern bush pilots, is being acknowledged by the team as the first to
fly a geologist off the North American mainland into the Arctic Islands.
The twin Mars Explorers, named Opportunity and Spirit, arrived on the planet in January 2004, and
have performed long past their three-month mission goals.
The rovers are trying to determine the history of climate and water at two sites on Mars where
conditions may once have been favorable to life.
Written by CBC News, October 2004.

Many thanks to Gord Mallett and Denny May for sending me this information.

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE

Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: binepeanPtrytel.com
I will also have a table at the
OTTAWA STAMP & COIN DEALERS ASSOCIATION MONTHLY BOURSE
at the Nepean Spotsplex, 1701 Woodroffe Ave., Nepean, Ontario
12th February 12th March 9 th April
le May 11 th June 9th July
AMPLE PARKING - FREE ADMISSION
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CANADA POST CANCELS
I came across several aviation related cancels at the Canada Post website, some of which I had not
seen announced before.
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According to the website:
Canada Post is pleased to present philatelic pictorial cancels to collect. These cancels are available
on an ongoing basis from the respective post offices across Canada. To obtain any of these cancels,
send your stamped envelopes and/or covers with proper postage (500 [5 lc from Jan. le 2006. Ed.]
inside a stamped envelope addressed to the 'Postmaster' followed by the name and full address of the
post office as it appears below the particular cancel in the listing. Be sure to enclose a self-addressed
envelope pre-stamped with sufficient postage for return mailing.

The website is at: http://www.canadapost.ca/personal/collecting/default-e.a.sp?stamp=cancels

Seasons Greetings from Ron Miyanishi.

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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BOOK REVIEW
Congratulations to CAS member CHARLES LABLONDE on his new book
THE POSTAL HISTORY OF WORLD WAR II MAIL
BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND AND SWITZERLAND,
by Robin Startup & Charles LaBlonde.
Published by the Postal History Society of New Zealand and American Helvetia Philatelic Society,
2005. 130 pages, soft cover spiral bound, A4 format.
And thanks to Ken Sanford who sent me a review of it:
This book details the mail between Switzerland and New Zealand during the Second World War. With the
outbreak of WW II in Europe, the exchange of written messages abruptly and almost totally halted.
Switzerland, which remained neutral, though land-locked and geographically small, played an essential role
during WW II. Part of this was the vital independent roles of observer, or protection of innocent citizens
and of the welfare of the increasing numbers of POWs that both warring factions were holding. The
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), with its headquarters in Geneva, served as the clearing
house for much of the correspondence that otherwise would have been impossible.
New Zealand was actively engaged in combat as part of the British Commonwealth of Nations in numerous
theatres of the war. Some Swiss people had settled in New Zealand, and over nine thousand New
Zealanders were being held prisoner by the Germans and Italians, so there was a desperate need for their
mails to be handled, only possible through neutral Switzerland.
For the student of WW II New Zealand and/or Swiss postal history, the book offers approaches of varying
depths for obtaining answers to the following postal history questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brief initial summaries of the two countries with maps showing important locations relevant to the
subsequent descriptions of WW II postal history
Narrative WW II postal history overviews for the casual collector of this material
Introduction of WW II censorship in both countries
Detailed chronology that links wartime events with relevant postal history for the serious student
Tabular postal rate summaries for both countries
Extensive bibliography

Many covers between the two countries are shown—especially prisoner of war mail, which was sent
through the ICRC. While much of the mail was sent by surface, a considerable amount also went by air, so
the book will be of interest to aerophilatelists as well as WW II postal historians. The covers are shown in
actual size.
Orders in all countries except Australia, New Zealand, Pacific & Asia

US$20.00 in the USA & Canada, UK£15.00 in the UK (cash or check) or Euros (€) 25.00 in the rest of
Europe (cash only). All prices include airmail postage. Order from:
Mr. Charles LaBlonde
15091 Ridgefield Lane
Colorado Springs, CO – USA 80921-3554
Email: clablonde a aol.com
Orders in Australia, New Zealand, Pacific & Asia
$NZ 25.00 plus postage & packing:
Zone A Australia $NZ8.60; Zone B South Pacific $NZ11.00; Zone C East & Asia $NZ 13.50
To: Postal History Society of NZ, P.O. Box 212, Stoke, Nelson, New Zealand.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.
They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

Very Early Canadian Aviation Postcards
I have a collection of pioneer aviation postcards, and am looking for cards used prior to 1915
relating to Canadian aviation events. If anyone has any for sale or trade, I'd love to hear from them.
Murray Heifetz,
2106 - 75 Wynford Heights Cres., North York, Ontario M3C 3H9
Tel. 416 444 6494 Email: murrayheifetz@rogers.com

1952 Comet cover
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This cover is from the London - Khartoum stage, of the inaugural Comet service from London

to Johannesburg.
Herbert Lealman is looking for a cover from the Rome to Khartoum stage of this flight! - If
anybody can help, please contact him at:
Huttons Ambo P.O., York, Y060 7HF, England.
Tel. 01653 692803. Email: herbiehuttonsambo.com

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
www. CANADACOVERS . CA
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
INTERESTING COVERS IN FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS!
New address:

JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O.,BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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SALES AND WANTS continued:

1955 Vancouver - Montreal Comet cover
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1955, December 20 — Vancouver - Montreal. First Comet III test jet flight around the
world. Purple 3-line cachet. Pilot was John Cunningham.
5519

Vancouver - Montreal, Dec. 20-20

25.00

This cover is both listed in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, and illustrated in
AMCN! Yet James Davidson is looking for one for his Comet Collection, and has "not seen or
heard of this cover anywhere since I started"!
If anybody can help James, please contact him at:
102-3690 Banff Court, North Vancouver, BC V7H 2Y7
Email: idavidsontelus.net

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by March 1".

This year, get something you REALLY want!
Do your holiday shopping at

Nutmeg Stamp Sales.
We now offer two sales a month, doubling your
chances to find that elusive piece of Canadian airmail.
Bids are welcome by mail, telephone, fax, email or via
the Nutmeg Stamp Sales website.
Get a free auction catalogue by calling

1-800-522-1607
View auction lots online at

www.nutmegstam p.co m

• P.O. Box 4547 Danbury CT 06813 •Fax: 203-798-7902 'Email: InfoOnutmegstamp.com
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
(Email: hardreavescp@sympatico.ca )
The annual membership dues are:

$20.00 CDN in Canada,
V2.00 CDN (or $19.00 US) in U.S.A.,
4125.00 CDN (or $22.00 US, or 18 Euros, or 12 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Date of birth:

Collecting interests:

Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSI RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal
to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.
#69 Don Amos
#135 Beatrice Bachmann

#340 Harold Brosseau
#322 David Brown
#300 Bob Campbell
#318 Martin Cole*
#260 Fred Dietz
#355 Mary Dunlop
#312 Barry Frost
#193 J.P.Gadoury
#289 Andre Giguere
#354 David Hanes
#14 Murray Heifetz

#323 Donald Holmes
#111 James Kobelt
#310 Charles LaBlondc
#171 Albert Leger
#40 Jeffrey Lodge
#109 Gary Lyon
#106 Maurice Malenfant
#306 Gordon Mallett
#277 Ed Matthews
#329 Denny May
#320 Gordon McDonald
#17 Richard McIntosh
#243 Jim Miller*

#321 Andrew Mrozowski
#356 Musee Canadian Civilisations
#219 William Noble
#67 Robert North Sr.
#207 Charles Oakley
#194 Derek Rance
#275 Tom Shaw
#222 Douglas Smith
#339 Keith Spencer
#303 Ronald Trefry
#13 Janice Weinstock
#311 Hans Wichern

(* shows an Advertising Member, who pays double the annual dues, but is guaranteed an advertisement in each newsletter.)
To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request.
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EDITORIAL -A new CAS advertising leaflet/ membership form has been developed, and is reproduced
as the back page of this newsletter. All readers are encouraged to make copies of this form
available at stamp shows, etc., whenever they can. - If you would like a number of copies, please
contact the editor, and I will either mail them to you, or, if you can make the copies locally, I will
arrange for you to be reimbursed.
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material

appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
As I write this report in early March I look out our kitchen window and see three feet of snow, freezing rain
coating everything and threatening black clouds. Some greeting after two lovely months in Naples, Florida.
However the calendar indicates spring is only 2 weeks away. Then it is time for more stamp shows, including
ORAPEX 2006 at the RA Center, Ottawa, 6 and 7 May 2006. For more data please contact me at
rmalott a,magma ca The mega FIP exhibition in Washington, DC is fast approaching, 27 May - 3 June 2006.
If you can be sure to visit the show for a few days at least to study the outstanding exhibits in your area of
interest. The wide selection of material from dealers throughout the world will be there to assist you in
developing your aerophilatelic collection. These shows occur every ten years in selected countries so the next
one in the USA will not be until 2016. It is doubtful if Canada will hold another FIP show , the last being in
1996, since funds were not available to support a FIP show in Canada in 2006.
.

Most stamp collectors either personally knew or knew of Harry Sutherland, QC, RDP, FRPSL, FRPSC and
recipient of countless major international philatelic awards. Harry died of congestive heart failure with other
complications on Tuesday, 14 February 2006 in Toronto. He was only 75 and had so much more to contribute
to national and international philately. He was an outstanding corporate lawyer with many accomplishments
to his credit. These same attributes he shared with several national and international philatelic organizations.
He was the longest serving RPSC President ( 11 years) and the longest serving RPSC Secretary, (27 years),
a position he held at the time of his death.
Although Harry implied aerophilately was a part of postal history and did not deserve a separate FIP
Commission, he developed an outstanding Canadian air mail exhibit of the five cent C6, the seaplane flying
over a paddle wheeler on the Mackenzie River. It was through Harry's encouragement that I specialized and
did extensive Canadian air mail research eventually competing in the FIP Championship Class and winning
several small and large gold FIP medals. Harry's support in the FIP juries enabled the other judges to learn of
the significance and rarity of many Canadian air mails items.
I attended the Memorial Service in Toronto on Tuesday, 7 March 2006 , representing the CAS and myself.
Over 500 friends, family and legal associates attended the thanksgiving service for the life of Harry Sutherland
in the Calvin Presbyterian Church . Will we ever see another Canadian philatelist do so much for philately as
Harry Sutherland, QC, RDP, FRPSL,FRPSC ?
Not all of my comments are sad. One of our members from the USA, Anthony "Tony" R. Conyers of
Scottsdale, Arizona was so impressed by the project being done by Jamie Barron under Nino Chiovelli's
guidance to develop youth activity in aerophilately, that he donated a wonderful collection of Canadian First
Flight Covers to be used as special prizes to induce young collectors to start collecting Canadian aerophilately.
Tony's wife Gloria and their sons Anthony aged 16 and Eric aged 13, assisted in packaging and evaluating the
604 enclosed covers valued at $3,880.00 US. The sets commence on 4 June 1929 and end on 14 March 1938.
What a wonderful gift for a very meaningful purpose. Thank you Tony and your family.

Dick Malott, President CAS

The Annual General Meeting of the
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
will be held on Sunday May 7th at ORAPEX.
ORAPEX 2006, the 45th Annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition and Bourse,
will be held at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, in
the Curling Rink. Times: Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission and parking are free.
Call Dick Malott, 613 829 0280, for more information.
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NEWS-NEWS-NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to three more members:
David Kelly, David Keddie, and Jamie Barron.

BEST WISHES
I was sorry to hear that ROLAND KOHL has resigned from the CAS due to health problems.
- Roland has been a member since 1987, and is also a Past President of FISA. Unfortunately
Roland's eyesight is now so bad that he finds it impossible to work with stamps.
On behalf of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, I would like to offer Roland our thanks for
all his past contributions to aerophilately, and our very best wishes for the future.

Western Chapter Report
On February 25 a chapter meeting was held in Red Deer. It was an opportunity to discuss plans
for the Edmonton Stamp Club Spring National Show held at West Edmonton Mall from March 24
to March 26; and to bring those attending the meeting up to date regarding the unveiling of the
Curtiss Stinson Special Replica, the plane flown by Katherine Stinson on her Calgary to Edmonton
flight of 1918. The WCAS is partnering with the Edmonton Stamp Club for this year's March show
in promoting the theme of Aerophilately. The show theme will help to bring attention to the greatly
anticipated events that will take place July 9 th 2006 to commemorate Katherine Stinson's famous
Alberta flight. In the September 2005 news letter Gord Mallett provided a brief outline of the historic
flight along with a description of the covers that will be flown as part of the reenactment flight.
Walter Herdzik, president of the Calgary Stamp Club, was welcomed as a new member,
bringing the active membership to nine. WCAS members expressed a desire to participate at the
Royal in Calgary this fall by setting up a CAS information table.
The Western Chapter of the CAS provides an opportunity for members of the National CAS
who live in Western Canada to become connected. An informal structure allows the group to focus
on sharing interests and helping each other with research. If you are a member of the CAS and
happen to live in Western Canada the WCAS would love to hear from you.

David Brown
Western Canada Representative.
(See front page for contact information. Ed.)

Happy Birthday Jack Ince
I would like to wish Jack a very happy 90 th birthday on the 15th April.
I would also like to wish his wife Pam a very happy 85 th birthday on the 12th April.
And I would like to wish them both a very happy 63rd wedding anniversary in May.
The comment about Jack's 70 th Birthday in the last newsletter,
was intended to be a reference to my editorial in the June 2005 Canadian Aerophilatelist. Unfortunately the connection was a little bit too obscure.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
As of January 01, 2006, the Society has a total paid membership of 149. This is a decrease of 6
from January, 2005. The breakdown of the membership is as follows:
Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)
International:

Canada:

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan
PEI

Total

16
12
4
4
1
1
56
9
2
1

Total
Brian Wolfenden
Secretary, CAS

1
5
2
1
3
2
2

Total

16

106

USA:

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Massachusetts
Michigan
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Virginia

Cayman Islands
U.K.
France
Germany
Netherlands
South Africa
Switzerland

1
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
1
27

MANY
THANKS
to
Brian

for
all the work
he does as
Secretary
and
Treasurer
of the C.A.S.
Ed.
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDING 31 DEC 2004 AND 31 DEC 2005
2004
Opening Bank Balance

2005

7 684.80

11 181.81

0.00

0.00

Income Generated During the Year
Dues - new members & Renewals
CAS Covers - sale of various philatelic covers
Other Sales - includes e.g. books, pins & advertising
Donations - from members
Bank Interest - chequing account

2,987.46
3,829.56
774.00
46.76
0.05

3,032.47
1,575.00
256.43
90.00
0.37

Income Generated and Received during the Year

7,637.83

4,954.27

0.00

0.00

15,322.63

16,136.08

0.00

0.00

INCOME
Accounts Receivable at Previous 31 Dec

Less Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Opening Bank Balance &
Income Received During the Year
EXPENSES
Accounts Payable/Outstanding Cheques
at Previous 31 Dec
Expenses Incurred During the Year
Dues & Advertising-other philatelic organizations
Philatelic Covers-costs e.g.covers, postage & envelopes
Office Supplies
Postage-such as for CAS newsletter, covers & books
Printing and Photocopying - such as
newsletter and catalogue
Bank Charges-chequing account,cheques,deposit stamp
AAMS - publications
CAS Pins
Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter/Washington 2006
Engraving - presentation plaques
Expenses Incurred during the Year

238.01
645.01
113.23
555.00

186.06
1,265.00
122.38
685.27

1,307.70
60.00
915.18
306.69
0.00
0.00
4,140.82

1,997.82
20.00
216.86
0.00
200.00
82.11
4,775.50

Less Accounts Payable/Outstanding cheques at 31 Dec

0.00

0.00

4 140 82

4,775.50

Closing Bank Balance

11 181.81

11,360.58

FINANCIAL POSITION
Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec
Accounts Payable at 31 Dec
Financial Position at 31 Dec

11,181.81

11,360.58

Expenses Incurred in Previous and Current Years
but paid in Current Year

BRIAN WOLFENDEN
Treasurer - CAS
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EDITOR'S REPORT
I am very pleased to announce that the

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST EDITOR'S AWARD FOR 2006
will be presented to

RICHARD SANDERS ALLEN
Over the last ten years, Richard has contributed articles for our newsletter on a wide variety
of topics, and helped with research on many different questions, including the Vance Flying Wing,
Canadian Geographical Features named after pilots, and the MacMillan Aerial Expedition to Labrador
and Greenland in 1931.
The June 1997 newsletter included Richard's Memoir of an Aerophilatelic Boyhood, which
started our series on the History of Aerophilately. - This is still one of my favourite articles, and since
it is now nine years since it was first published, I am reprinting it in a slightly revised version, (that
includes comments from some of Richard's letters), later in this issue.
In recent years, Richard has had to overcome a number of health problems, but continues to
be an active researcher. - His article on Amundsen's Aircraft, used in the Arctic 1922-1925, was
included in our December 2004, Seasonal Special newsletter.
Richard also contributed to the research project on National Air Transport Limited, and is one
of the supporters for the induction of Captain Earl Hand, Q.C., D.F.C., Croix de Guerre, into Canada's
Aviation Hall of Fame. (See the March and September 2005 newsletters.)
Congratulations on your perseverance in research and life Richard, and many thanks for all
your contributions to the CAS.

This has been another good year for me as editor. I still have a surplus of material for the newsletter,
but would encourage everybody to keep sending items to me, and thank everybody who has done so.
I keep trying to balance the interests of our two types of member: Canadians who are interested in any
aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and collectors from around the world who are interested in Canadian
aerophilately. - I try to do this by publishing articles which are predominantly about Canadian aerophilately,
but including questions about any cover, or topic, from anywhere in the world. If any members would like to
comment on this balancing act, or on anything else to do with the newsletter, please contact me.
Readers may have noticed an occasional discrepancy between the month of publication on the front
page of the newsletter, and the month in which they receive the newsletter. This is because my production
schedule has often been determined by the dates of school holidays and events, rather than the traditional
calendar. However, I am going to be retiring from teaching at the end of June. - The June newsletter is
therefore likely to be late, as I anticipate June being a very busy month. After that, all the newsletters may
be published promptly at the beginning of the appropriate month. But then again, they may not! It will be
interesting to see what happens.

Chris Hargreaves

SOUTHEASTERN STAMP SHOW IN ATLANTA
We have received the following message from Scott Mark:

I am the show chairman of the Southeastern Stamp Show, an APS world series of philately event held
the last full weekend in September each year, in Marietta, Georgia, right on 1-75 just north of Atlanta.
Show dates for 2006 are September 22 to 24 th.
This year we are hosting the fall meeting of the American Airmail Society.
What would delight us down here would be to generate some interest in this event in Canada, and I
hope that you can provide some avenues to do this.
Continued
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SOUTHEASTERN STAMP SHOW IN ATLANTA continued:
First and foremost, we would love to recruit some exhibitors, particularly exhibits with Canadian
airmail material. I think you'll be pleased to know that aspects of Canadian aerophilately are highly popular
down here, and some Canadian content within our exhibition would be tremendous.
Our exhibition prospectus is on the Internet at http://www.stampclubs.com/sestampshow.htm (page
down to the Exhibits section, and you'll see the link for the pdf files of the prospectus and application).
We are also looking to recruit a strong Court of Honour exhibit, and would entertain any high award
winning exhibits to be considered for that.
Last but not least, it would be great to see some airmail enthusiasts make the trip and join us in
September. As you know, many Canadians make a fall trip to the US south, and Atlanta is often along the
way. We are but four hours from Savannah and Hilton Head, and a couple more down to the pan handle,
and about 8 hours down to the Tampa area. The AAMS will put on several programs, and it would be
terrific if someone could come down to put on a Canadian Airmail seminar or two.

Scott Mark

WASHINGTON 2006
Anybody going to the exhibition, is welcome to attend any of the following aerophilatelic events:
,.,,,:t.,
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Collecting Zeppelin Mail for the Price of Lunch
Tips to Build a Specialized Zeppelin Collection

Bob Horn
Dieter Leder

Sunday, May 28
Monday, May 29

Zeppelin or Lufthansa Mail? Learn to Identify
South Atlantic Airmails
American Air Mail Society Board of Directors
Meeting
European Acceptances for Onward Air
Transmission from New York

Jim Graue

Tuesday, May 30

10:00 AM l
2:00 PM
4:00 PM i

'!.':":

Aerogrammes
Lakehurst: America's Zeppelin Port
The U.S. Pacific Clipper Issues of 1935-1937
Trans-African Airmails During World War 2
The Beacon Airmail Stamp of 1928
Come Take a Ride on the Hindenburg
Austrian Airmails
Group visit to College Park Aviation Museum

Wednesday, May
31
Richard Saundry Wednesday, May
31
Jerry Kasper

Wednesday, May
31

Henry Applegate Wednesday, May
31
Jeffrey Shapiro Wednesday, May
31
Bob Wilscek
Andrew
McFarlane
Cheryl Ganz
Wolfgang Porges

Wednesday, May
31
Thursday, June
01
Thursday, June
01
Thursday, June
01

9:00 AM
11:00 AM
I
12:30 PM I
2:00 PM
I
2:00 PM 1
I
4:00 PM 1
10:00 AM I
I
10:00 AM
1
12:00 noon;

Thursday June 1 — Depart from Convention
Center at 1:00 p.m. by Metro

American Air Mail Society Dinner — 94 th Aero Squadron Restaurant — College Park, MD — Cash Ban
6 p.m., followed by dinner — Tickets to be booked in advance with Ken Sanford
American Air Mail Society Membership Meeting

Friday, June 02

10:00 AM

British Internal Flights Involving the Railway 1933-1939

Derrick Pillage

Friday, June 02

11:00 AM 1

Passenger Mail Onboard the Graf Zeppelin &
Hindenburg

Dickson Preston

Friday, June 02

1
12:00 noon;

Astro Philately

Ben Ramkissoon
& Beatrice
Bachmann

Friday, June 02

Stephen
Reinhard

Friday, June 02

12:30 PM I
I
. I
2:00 PM

Wreck & Crash Mail Society — Collecting Air
Crash Covers

Ken Sanford

Friday, June 02

4:00 PM i

Commercial Versus Philatelic Zeppelin Mail

Dieter Leder

FIP Exhibiting and Judging Aerophilately

1
Saturday, June 03 10:00 AM I

For more information about any of these events, readers should contact Ken Sanford, 12 Chemin des
Tuilots, CH-1293 Bellevue (GE), Switzerland, Tel & Fax +41 22 774 2472, Email: kaerophila,ch.internet
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
Many thanks to several members, who have donated publications to our library:
•

Donald Holmes for a copy of his book AIR MAIL, AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY 1793 - 1981. This is
a wonderful book, that delivers just what it's title offers: a worldwide history of airmail, with lots of
illustrations of aircraft, covers, and stamps.

•

Jack Ince for a copy of FLYING THE MAIL, from the Time-Life Epic of Flight series. This is another
beautifully illustrated book. It concentrates on the period 1918 to 1939, with lots of stories about routes
and pilots, but with little information about stamps and covers.

•

Mike Shand for copies of two old catalogues: AIRMAIL CATALOGUE: CANADA AND
NEWFOUNDLAND by O.W.R. Smith, Gordon Crouch, and Fred Jarrett, 1930; and THE SPECIALIZED
CATALOGUE OF CANADIAN AIRMAILS by Ian C. Morgan, 1931. - These both include a description
of several of the flights, as well as a listing of stamps and covers, and are very interesting to consult
when questions are raised about listings in later catalogues
Mike also gave us a copy of SCHEDULES AND RATES - AIR MAIL SERVICES, published by the
Canadian Post Office in March 1939, which will be most useful in establishing possible routes and
times for covers; and, at my request, a copy of the Charles Leski Auctions catalogue for April 19 th
204,wheniscoltf
New Zealand Airmails was sold.

We have also obtained a copy of A.C. Roessler's HISTORICAL SOUVENIR AIRMAIL COVER CATALOG,
(Second Edition, 1932), thanks to the help of Gini Horn and Ellen Peachey at the American Philatelic
Research Library. - I'm hoping this will provide extra information about some of Roessler's covers, but
considering how enigmatic Roessler was, we will have to wait and see how helpful the catalogue actually is!
Books, catalogues and periodicals in the library can be searched for information on
particular topics, and photocopies supplied to members at cost.
The holdings of our library include:
•

The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames.
and the Warwick & Warwick Auctions catalogues for eh February 2002 and 3'd April 2002, which

included "The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mail" collection of C.A. Longworth-Dames.
by George B. Arfken and Walter R. Plomish,
and the Charles G. Firby Auctions catalogue for 30 th January 1998, which included the
"Commercial Airmail Flight Covers" collection of Walter Plomish.

Air Mails of Canada 1925-1939

Official Air Mail Rates to Foreign and Overseas Destinations as Established by the Canadian Post
Office: 1925 - December 1942 by David Whiteley,

and the Robert A. Lee Auctions catalogue for 18th October 2002, which included the "Air Mail Rates
to Foreign Destinations" collection of David Whiteley.
Schedules and Rates - Air Mail Services published by the Canadian Post Office, March 1939.
•
•

•

Airmail Catalogue: Canada and Newfoundland by Smith, Crouch, and Jarrett, 1930,
The Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Airmails by Ian C. Morgan, 1931.
St. Lawrence Seaway - Ship to Shore Air Mail Covers, 1927-1934 by Jack Ince, a copy of his

collection: each cover is written up with details of the route, rate, and developments in the service.

•
•
•

Finding Guide to the Richard K. Malott Collection of Documents on The Development of
Canadian Air Mail Services, produced by the National Archives of Canada.
Canadian Air Mail articles collected by Nelson Bentley.
Newfoundland Air Mail articles collected by Don Wilson.
Harmers of London Auction Catalogues for various sales, including:

Newfoundland Airmails - the collection of Cyril N.C. Harmer, 26th February 2002
The "Labrador" Collection of Newfoundland Airmails, 25th February 2003
continued
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Holdings of the CAS library continued:

•

Charles G. Firby Auction Catalogues for various sales, including:
Semi-Official Airmails of Canada - the collection of Robert H. Jamieson, 15th October 1998.
Canadian Airposts - Pioneer and Semi-Official stamps and covers - part of the collection of Murray
Heifetz, 20th February 1999.

•

The Airpost Journal (published by the American Air Mail Society) January 1947 to January 1950; and

July 1964 to present.
•

Jack Knight Air Log #1 (November 1943) to present.

•

•
•

The Canadian Civil Aircraft Register by John R. Ellis: Part 1: G-CAAA to G-CAXP (1920 to 1928), and
Part 2: CF-AAA to CF-ACG (1929 to 1945), published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society.
The Challenge of the Atlantic - A photo-illustrated history of early aviation in Harbour Grace,
Newfoundland by Bill Parsons.
Wings Across the Water - Victoria's Flying Heritage 1871-1971 by Elwood White and Peter L. Smith.
Sixty Years - The RCAF and Canadian Forces Air Command, 1924-1984.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Mail, an Illustrated History 1793 - 1981, by Donald Holmes.
Flying the Mail, from the Time-life Epic of Flight Series
OAT and AV2 Markings - Second Edition by Murray Heifetz. (AAMS publication.)
Jusqu'a Airmail Markings by Ian McQueen: "A Study" (published 1993), and Supplement (1995).
Recovered Mail by Henri Nierinck. First edition, 1918-1978; and second edition1937-1988.
Airmail Operations During World War II by Thomas H. Boyle Jr. - A worldwide study.
Wartime Air Mail - an introduction by John Daynes. - British and Swiss documents.
American Air Mail Catalogue Sixth edition Volumes 1, 2 and 3,

•

•
•
•
•

and various volumes in the 4th and 5th editions.
Historical Souvenir Airmail Cover Catalog by A.C. Roessler, (Second Edition, 1932).
Sanabria Airmail Catalogue - North America, 1995.
The Pioneer Airplane Mails of the United States by Thomas J. O'Sullivan. (AAMS publication.)
Aerial Mail Service - A Chronology of the Early U.S. Governmental Air Mail, March - December 1918

by A D Jones. (AAMS publication.)
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Mass Flights of ltalo Balbo - The Flights of 1928, 1929, 1930 & 1933 - A History & Catalog of
their Postal Artifacts by Robert E. Lana. (AAMS publication.)
Scottish Air Mails, 1919-1979 by Richard Beith.
Balloon Post of the Siege of Paris, 1870-71 by Louis Chaintrier. (AAMS publication.)
African Air Mail research notes - documents donated by Jack Ince, and a photocopy of his collection.
Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch 1984. - The Swiss air mail catalogue: in German.
New Zealand Airmails - Charles Leski Auctions catalogue, April 19 th 2004, for the sale of Mike Shand's

collection.
•

Combi Mail - Van Dieten Stamp Auctions catalogue, May 27 th 2004, for the sale of Frans van Beveren's

collection.
For more information contact: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

www.brianwolfenden.corn
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE

Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: binepeanPtrytel.com
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A FOLLOW UP TO MEMBERS' FORUM (1)

-

FIRST FLIGHT COVER PRICES
Results of the GUESS THE FIRST FLIGHT COVER PRICES? Quiz
Many thanks to Chris Carmichael, Dave Hanes, Ed Matthews, Neil Hunter, Jack Ince, John Irvine,
Gord Mallett, Ed Matthews, Dick McIntosh, Jim Miller, Ron Miyanishi, Charles Oakley, and Brian Wolfenden,
for entering the quiz in the last newsletter.
Together with my entry, this gave 14 entries on which to establish an "average price" for each cover.
The basis of the quiz, as described in the last newsletter, was that:
The ten covers below are all from the Kingston - Toronto leg of the Special
flights for the Dedication of Kingston Airport, on June 4th 1929.
These covers all come under the single listing in The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland of flight #2933a. As such, they all have the same catalogue value of
$3.00, but in practice some are likely to be priced higher than others.
ALL READERS ARE INVITED TO SEND IN THEIR OPINION AS TO THE PRICE
AT WHICH EACH COVER SHOULD BE PRICED, IF IT WAS OFFERED FOR SALE BY
A DEALER, AT A STAMP SHOW IN CANADA.
I will then work out an "average" price for each cover from the entries I receive.
[This will be a compromise between the arithmetical average, (mean); middle value,
(median); and most common value (mode)]. The average prices will be reported in the
next newsletter.
For the Quiz, entries will be given 2 points for each cover priced within $1 of
the "average", or 1 point if a cover was priced within 25% of the "average". - If a tiebreak is necessary, this will be based on the total estimated average value of the
covers. The winner of the Quiz will receive Cover number 10 as their prize.

Determining the average value for each cover turned out to be more of a challenge than I expected,
as there was usually a great variation in the prices suggested. (A quick indication of this, is that the total
estimated price for all ten covers varied from $34.50 to $130.00). All the average values have been given
in multiples of 50 cents, as dealers don't charge prices like $13.63.
It was very nice to have entries from some of our advertising-members when determining the prices,
and to know what "real dealers" would be pricing them at. However, there was also considerable variation
among the prices suggested by the dealers.- I would also add that there was never a case when there was
a noticeable difference between the dealers' suggestions, and everybody else's.
Cover 1

Plain envelope.

The basic First Flight Covers are often referred to as "$3 covers", and 9/14 entries
priced them at $3.00. - The range for this cover was $1.50 to $4.00, but the average
was $3.00.
Cover 2 Fancy envelope.

6/14 entries gave this cover the same value that they had for cover #1, while 8/14 gave
it a higher value. The range was $2.00 to $5.00, with the average being $3.50.
Cover 3 Unusual franking: 3 cents Canadian + a 2 cents American stamp.

There was a big variety in the estimates for this cover! One entry priced it lower than
they had cover #1, presumably because the ranking was "philatelic". At the other
extreme, the highest price was $25.00, presumably because mixed frankings like this
on FFCs are very unusual. The average, however, was $7.50.
Continued
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Results of the GUESS THE FIRST FLIGHT COVER PRICES? Quiz continued:

Cover 4 Addressed outside of Canada and the U.S.A. (To England.)

This is another cover that it's very difficult to estimate the "average price" of, since
although covers to England are sometimes priced higher than covers to Canadian or
American addresses, they often seem to be mixed in with covers to Canadian or
American addresses, as the rate was the same as that to Canadian addresses. (FFCs
to countries which required a higher franking, tend to sell for much higher prices.)
One entry gave this cover the same value that they had #1, and three the same value
as cover #2. - The highest estimate was $15.00, and the average $6.00.
Pilot signed.
Cover 5
This cover also had no consensus! - 3 entries priced it at $5.00 or less, while 3 priced
it at $20 or more. (The highest was $25.)
The average price was $12.50.
Cover 6 Postmaster signed.

Although some people went to extra efforts to get postmaster-signed covers in the
1920s/30s, there seems to be little interest in these covers today.
8/14 entries gave this cover the same value as cover #2, and the highest value was
$5.00. The average value was slightly higher than for #2, at $4.00.
Cover 7 Overfranked.
Beauty is definitely in the eye of the beholder! - 3 entries reckoned this was a $3.00
cover, while 3 priced it at $10.00. (The numbers may sound similar to the responses to
cover #5, but only one entry was in the "low estimate" group both times, and one in the
"high estimate" group both times.)
The average price was $6.00.
Registered.
Cover 8
There is no consensus on Registered covers either. - 2 entries priced this cover at
$5.00, and 2 at $30.00. The others were spread out in between, with an average price
of $15.00.
Special Delivery.
Cover 9
This was one of the most interesting results. - 6 entries priced this Special Delivery
cover higher than they did the Registered Cover #8; 5 priced it the same as they did #8;
and 3 priced it lower than they did #8.
The range of prices was $6.00 to $40.00, with an average of $20.00.
Cover 10 Unique! - The prize for the Guess The Cover Prices contest.
This was definitely the most difficult cover to price. However, strange covers come on
the market from time to time. (Some years ago, several CAS members signed a
Kingston - Montreal FFC as a gift to Jim Brown, after he made a presentation to us in
Kingston, about his research into Eddie Hubbard. - A couple of months after Jim died,
the cover we'd created was offered on eBay, and sold for $23.10US!)
3 entries didn't price this cover, and 2 described it as Priceless. - The numerical
estimates received varied from $1.00 to $18.00, with an average of $5.00.

CONGRATULATIONS to CHARLES OAKLEY who is the winner of the Guess The FFC Prices
Quiz, and to Murray Heifetz who was the runner-up. - Charles and Murray each scored 11
points on the quiz, but Charles won the tie-break, as the total of his estimates was $1.00
closer to the actual total of $82.50.
THANK YOU again to all the participants.
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A FOLLOW UP TO MEMBERS' FORUM (1) - FIRST FLIGHT COVER PRICES continued:
Some responses from members, to Gord Mallett's letter in the September 2005 newsletter:
From Nino Chiovelli:
29 January 2006
The question posed by Gordon Mallett asking for dialog on the price of covers offered for sale on eBay
and your subsequent quiz in the Canadian Aerophilatelist were intriguing. I am a novice accumulator of
Balloon Post and a very few flight covers. In some cases I have probably overpaid for some material and in
other cases have made purchases at bargain prices. Along the way some items were gifts from friends.
From my point of view a person entering any hobby does so for the pure enjoyment of collecting and
researching the particular items of interest. As experience grows that person may wish to obtain a certain item
or group of items and will usually become informed of the monetary value prior to obtaining the item/s. At
times a premium well over and above the going price may be paid as the person deems that it must be in their
possession to fulfill his or her established goal in assembling their collection.
Entering a hobby cold turkey will find a collector obtaining material that they find personally pleasing.
Generally that will lead to the hobbyist obtaining library material and of course subscribing to periodicals on
the subject. In most cases the collector will search out and join organizations that cater to the chosen hobby.
That in turn will lead to evaluating material from price lists in specialty publications and catalogues. Through
this and through friends and dealers the hobbyist will eventually become adept in setting limits on what he or
she may be able to spend in order to maintain their collection. These hobbyists are able to use eBay and similar
auctions to their advantage.
Perhaps what is astounding is seeing fairly priced items selling on eBay for well over established
catalogue prices. But let's look at this from the point of view of those uninformed buyers. Chances are that they
are not stamp or cover collectors. There has been over the years a need for many people to hold on to the past
because of family circumstances or personal involvement and fond memories of specific events. That places
the item into the must have category and will probably be purchased by someone at an outrageous price. The
reason may well be that the purchaser's parents or grandparents were involved servicing that particular aircraft,
or crewed on a particular ship and so on. The purchaser's interest in that case will start and stop once that item
is in their possession. To them the price was well worth the effort confirmed by the fact that they bid freely and
felt that they were able to afford the item.
Certainly depending on the quantity of that item available on the market, this type of situation may come
back to haunt the average bonafide collectors who wish to purchase a similar item in the future. In other cases
the auction may serve to upgrade prices of some material that may now be considered rare?
My remarks are those of a new bee and hopefully some of our seasoned members will add to them so
that I and others may learn a bit more?
Nino Chiovelli.
Continued

MARK-LANE STAMPS
SPECIALISTS IN CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
Stamps. Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs, Booklets, Colour Varieties,
Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, etc.),
and all "Exotica" in this area.

WANT LISTS FILLED.
P.O. Box 626, West Haverstraw, NY 10993, U.S.A.
Tel/Fax: 845 362 5330 E-mail: rws450aol.com
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A FOLLOW UP TO MEMBERS' FORUM (1) - RESPONSES FROM MEMBERS continued:
From Steve Johnson:
I read with great interest the letter you printed by Gord Mallet regarding pricing of FFC and ebay etc. I think
this topic can also apply to Semi-Official covers as well. I collect mostly Yukon Airways, and having 25 covers
from various flights, I can state that AMCN pricing does not reflect the marketplace. I realize the catalogue
is quite old and probably needs to be updated. For instance, the Nov 16 flight Dawson-Whitehorse (CL422701) has a price of $900.00. I can tell you from personal experience that the price has more than doubled.
Other covers seem to be quite low in terms of price. I would say that flights from CL-2801 are very accurate.
I also believe that ebay has driven the price of Semi-officials upward. I have been purchasing semi-official
material for about 2 years now. I could count on my fmgers the number of bidders I would be up against. Now,
I'm a small fish in a big pond. Haha.. that's not a complaint. It's great to see more people being interested in
what I consider a very neat area of collecting.
Best wishes, Steve Johnson , Member # 359

I also checked with Gord Mallett, who commented in his original letter that he was listing on eBay
a pilot-signed cover. The cover [AMCN # 3137] is listed at US$3 in the catalogue. It is very fresh and
attractive. I placed at $2 starting bid on it and a $30 reserve. Within an hour someone had bid up to my reserve
value of $30. This very seldom happens in my experience, although this is a really nice cover. There is a link
here to the military and the C2 is perfect.
The cover realized US $48.90, which may be partly due to the C2, but is significantly above the
"average price" for pilot-signed covers just produced by the quiz. - Gord also mentioned that:

• Pilot-signed covers remain very saleable, at about 10 times the usual US$3 catalogue price.
• I just recently purchased Fred Jarrett's biography/autobiography Stampin' Around or The Life of
a Stamp Collector.
• For any members complaining about regular FFCs not fetching enough in the present marketplace,
this entry in Jarrett's 1948 price list [he was disposing of some of his duplicates in a folded price list
mailed to his contacts] should make them feel a little better, - "Canada Airmail First Flights, 8 diff.,
with government cachet, $1.00."
I also received from Ken Sanford, a copy of an article he wrote about Buying Covers &
Selling Covers on eBay. This gives a very detailed account of this increasingly popular
process, plus Ken's thoughts on the subject. I plan to publish Ken's article as a continuation
of this forum in the next newsletter.
-

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ALL OTHER READERS TO THIS FORUM WILL BE MOST WELCOME.

WWW.CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
WWW.ESJVANDAM.COM
Our websites offer thousands of

CANADA SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS & COVERS
Canada revenues, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, POW Franks, Duck & Hunting stamps
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - sample on request

E. S. J van Dam Ltd - since 1970
P. 0. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ont. Canada KOL 1H0
esvandam@esjvandam.com
phone (705)-292-7013 fax (705)-292-6311
Toll free order line - North America only, 1 - 866 - EVANDAM (382-6326)

member. ASDA, CSDA, APS, ARA, BNAPS, RPSC, etc.
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP RE-VISITED
Murray Heifetz
An updated version of the initial study, that was
published in The Canadian Aerophilatelist June 1998.

Air,Mail
Airmail service within Canada really starts in 1928. Prior to this, there were experimental flights by the
RAF/RCAF, flights by individual pilots, and some regular services in Manitoba, Northern Ontario and Western
Quebec by the early local "bush" airlines. In 1928 there began regular routes contracted by the Canadian Post
Office, the introduction of a basic 5c airmail rate, and the issuance of a 5c airmail stamp.
With these new services there arose the need to identify mail which was to be carried by air. Initially this was
done by specially designed airmail envelopes, use of airmail etiquettes, and merely inscribing or creating a
handstamp reading "by Airmail" or some similar wording. Towards the end of 1928 the Post Office authorized
the use of a handstamp reading "AIR MAIL" enclosed in a rectangular box.
It is unclear how this handstamp was distributed or by whom it was produced. One possibility is that it was
made in Ottawa by a designated manufacturer and distributed to postmasters throughout the country. In this
regard, attempts were made to verify this through the Post Office archives and through Pritchard-Andrews (the
most likely manufacturer). Post Office records of this period are incomplete and no reference was found. No
reply could be obtained from Pritchard-Andrews. A second possibility is that the Post Office recommended
a design, and then left it up to individual handstamp manufacturers or stationers to produce the handstamps,
and have them available for retail sale to postmasters, and businesses. The third, and most likely possibility,
is that the Post Office established the permitted design and that postmasters could have them produced in their
own area for local use. Usage seems to have been optional.
In "The Transportation Proof Strikes of Canada" edited by J. Paul Hughes, 7 of these markings are proofed.
Two of them, with a second line "Poste Aerienne", were later proofs. Two of the others, proofed in October
1928, seem to be identical in all the aspects pertinent to my classification. The remaining four were proofed
between April and December 1928. It is uncertain as to when these were first used on flown covers. My earliest
is dated March 5, 1929.
[There was, however, a cover from Moncton dated January 11, 1928, with a boxed air mail handstamp,
illustrated in the June 1998 Canadian Aerophilatelist. - This was probably applied some time after the flight,
as it makes no sense for a handstamp to be used before it has been proofed. Additionally, while there were a
few contracts for seasonal airmail granted between Oct. 1927 and March 1928, actual inauguration of more
regular airmail service did not start before August. Hence proofing the handstamps in April would be consistent
with the August commencement.]
There is no "latest" date. Some people still have a handstamp in their possession. One local postmaster still uses
it on some of his personal mail. The major period of use was from about 1931 to 1937, corresponding to the
period of growth in Canadian airmail service. Usage decreased rapidly with the introduction of "all-up" air
service.
It is also unclear as to exactly when and why the handstamp was used on mail. The handstamp is, for example,
sometimes found on some of the covers from a First Flight, but never on all of the covers from one leg of the
flight, or to a particular destination..
Continued
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THE "BOXED" AIR MAIL HAND STAMP RE-VISITED by Murray Heifetz continued:

To the best of my knowledge, these boxed markings had not previously been classified. This study is an attempt
to do so, from the data base in my own collection. The classification, enumeration, and methodology is
arbitrary. There may be a better and more logical way of doing this, and suggestions from readers are welcome.
The markings vary in four ways:
The actual letter shapes are different.
The letters may be the same but the strike dimensions vary.
The design is the same but the rectangular box has different breaks.
The colour of the strike varies
The design based on frame breaks is given a Roman numeral classification. F or the same basic design but with
different characteristics, there is a "sub-letter". Colour variations are noted in the text.
The variation by size is somewhat questionable. For each sub-type there is a wide range of measured markings.
This creates an overlap of types which makes assignment arbitrary. More important, being a hand stamp,
actual dimensions can vary with the pressure applied or the angle of strike of the stamp. The differences
between types are small enough that the 3 sub types of type I may actually be a much smaller number.
Measurements of the enclosed letters are taken from the left extremity of the 'A' in 'Air' to the outside of the
'I' in 'Mail'. The 'I' is also used for the letter height. Many strikes which have the same classification may also
vary in the thickness of the letters. Where this is prominent, it is noted in the text.
There are at least two features which require further research.
Types beyond IV are different in basic letter style than types I - IV. The latter types can all relate to the design
proofed by the Post Office. The others cannot. The question is, were they designs by a private organization,
or were they officially approved hand stamps? For instance, most, but not all, of the covers seen with the type
V stamp, are on covers designed by the International Air Mail Society in Montreal. Was this their design?
The second feature is the question of multiple strikes. Covers are known with more than one strike. They can
be two or more of the same strike, two different strikes in the same colour, or two different strikes in different
colours. The last case makes it reasonable to assume that the strikes were applied in different cities. They
include covers totally within Canada, covers to the U.S.A., and covers sent overseas. My supposition is that
the initial strike was applied at the first point from which airmail service was being provided. Consider a cover
from Vancouver to New York or to Europe. It would have a strike applied in Vancouver, eventually get to
Toronto (via either Seattle or Winnipeg-Pembina depending on the year), and then have another strike applied
in Toronto for onward air service to either New York or Montreal. However, this needs to be verified.
Hopefully, publishing this updated version of my initial study, will have readers revisiting their own collections,
and identifying the various marks on their covers. We then may be able to develop some more accurate
classifications and understanding of the processes. The markings are certainly not rare but they are a little more
difficult to get than I had assumed - particularly 1929 dates and some of the scarcer types.
Continued

It's Spring, when an airmail
collector's fancy turns to

Nutmeg Stamp Sales!
We hold at least two sales each and every month and there's bound to
something that strikes your fancy among the 9,000 lots on the block.
Get a free auction catalogue by calling
1 -800-522-1607
View auction lots online at www.nutmegstamp.com
• P.O. Box 4547 Danbury CT 06813 •Fax: 203-798-7902 •Email: info@nutmegstamp.com
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SUPPLEMENT 13 to
THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Further Additions to Section 5:
Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada

Dick McIntosh

1922, January 20 - Halifax — St. John's, Nfl'd. This was the first approved government flight,

with an established Air Mail rate of 34 cents. It was in response to the attempted Newfoundland
flight from St John's to Halifax originating in November 1921. Covers bore a seven line
rectangular cancellation in purple, 'FIRST AIR MAIL HALIFAX TO ST. JOHN'S JANUARY
1922.' Unfortunately, the plane was wrecked before the flight and the mail was forwarded by
surface. (See Interrupted Flight 220120, page 266.)
2203 Halifax — St. John's
125.00
Note: There is a caution included in the description of these covers in Longworth-Dames
The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934, that:
"The postage rate was set at 34c, though covers are known with stamps to the
value of between 30c and 38c. Some covers are known with the King George V 'Admiral'
Issue of 1922, lc yellow, 2c green, 5c violet, 10c blue and 20c olive-green. Interestingly,
the 5c violet and 10c blue were not issued until February, while the lc yellow and 2c
green did not appear until June, which places a certain amount of suspicion on these
particular covers if the flight was scheduled for January. Some covers are backstamped
at St. John's and are rated at 34c, while those without the backstamp were returned
direct to senders."

1946, August 8 — Montreal/Ottawa — Plattsburg, Lake Placid and Rutland, N.Y. Further

4614

extensions to U.S. CAM 72 (see 4607) occurred on this date. Other covers from Montreal
and Ottawa may exist. No cachets.
Ottawa — Plattsburg
a. Ottawa — Lake Placid
b. Montreal — Rutland

5.00
5.00
5.00

1947, July 1 — Revised Transcontinental Service. Additional leg:

4715

w. Regina — Swift Current

10.00
Continued
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SUPPLEMENT 13 to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND continued:
Further Additions to Section 5: Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada by Dick McIntosh

1951, January 10 --- Chicago – New York. Avro Jetliner demonstration flight. Seven line
cachet. Covers from other demonstration flights may also exist. Unfortunately, the aircraft
was never sold commercially.
Chicago – New York
5100
(few)
(This cover was illustrated in The Canadian Aerophilatelist, September 2001, page 18.)
1958, November 20 --- Montreal – Chicago. Air France Inaugural flight.
Montreal – Chicago.
5830

30.00

5.00

(This cover was illustrated in The Canadian Aerophilatelist, December 2005, page 24.)

1962, May 4 — Frankfurt - Montreal. First non-stop flight by Lufthansa Boeing 707.
Frankfurt - Montreal
6206

10.00

(This cover was illustrated in The Canadian Aerophilatelist, December 2001, page 19)

1968, October 1 -- Rochester – Montreal. Mohawk 111 Fan Jet flight.
Rochester - Montreal
6820

5.00

(This cover was illustrated in The Canadian Aerophilatelist, December 2005, page 24.)

If anybody has suggestions for changes or additions to Section 5 of AMCN, please send them to:
Dick McIntosh, 3 Concorde Place #205, Toronto, Ontario M3C 3K7
E-mail: mcintosh(@accessv.com
Details of the earlier Supplements to THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND are included in
the index to The CANADIAN AEROPH ILATELIST. - To obtain a copy of the index, (either as a printed version,
on diskette in Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format, or by email), and/or back issues of the newsletter, please
contact: Gord Mallett, P. 0. Box 899, 100 West Liberty Crescent, Millet, Alberta TOC 1Z0
E-mail: odmaliptelus.net

MEMBERS' FORUM 2 - What is a Pioneer Cover?
These comments were triggered by the listing of the January 20 th 1922, planned flight from Halifax to
St. John's, in the Supplement to Section 5 of AMCN on the previous page. (Flight 2203.)
I therefore want to start by both thanking and congratulating Dick McIntosh, for all the work he has
done in preparing the original Section 5, and in updating it.
I also want to commend Dick for including the 1922 flight in his update. - Dick's rationale was that since
this flight had been left out of AMCN, and since his was the main section for which Supplements are being
published, it was much better to have this flight listed somewhere in the catalogue, than nowhere. - I would
love to receive supplements from more AMCN section editors for publication in this newsletter, but in the
mean time, I think it's great that Dick has taken the initiative to ensure that this very significant flight is listed.
We do, however, now have a seven year overlap, between the first flight in the "Government and
Other Air Mail Covers of Canada"section, and the last flight in the "Canadian Pioneer Flight Covers"section!
(Before the addition of flight 2203, the overlap was three years).
At some time in the future, we are, (I hope), going to be producing a revised version of The Air Mails
of Canada and Newfoundland. - One of the aims of these Members' Forums is to give everybody a chance
to comment on what changes they think should be made to AMCN when it is revised, and one of the changes
I would like to see, is much less overlap between the "Pioneer Covers", and the "Government Covers". And
that raises the question: What is a Pioneer Cover?
Continued
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MEMBERS' FORUM 2 - WHAT IS A PIONEER COVER? continued:

According to Frank Ellis in Canada's Flying Heritage:

Official air-mail delivery in Canada began in 1927. Any air mail carried prior to that year had
been semi-official only, that is, the postal authorities had merely given permission for mail to be carried
and for special stamps, stickers, etc., to be used on the envelopes. Some of these flights were special to mark a record or celebrate an event; others , which became regular, were business arrangements with
commercial flying companies. In these cases the government did not initiate the venture, assume
responsibility, or foot the cost.
In 1927, however, the government decided, in view of the success of these operations and the
regularity with which they had been carried out, to set aside the sum of $75,000 for the carriage of mail
by air. The first flights, largely experimental, were made both ways between Montreal and Rimouski,
on the lower St. Lawrence, to expedite outgoing and incoming Atlantic mail. (Page 313.)
The first attempted mail flight from Rimouski to Montreal, is currently listed as #2707 in AMCN:
2707 1927, September 9 — Rimouski - Montreal. First attempt. The Vickers Vanessa with mail from the
"Empress of France" sank while attempting to take off due to previous unnoticed damage. Covers exist
with private cachets and the mail arrived in Montreal after the ship!
It seems to me that Section 5 should begin with this first flight, and that flights from before September 9 th
1927shouldberga PionCvers!
When published, AMCN followed the precedent of the American Air Mail Catalogue (Fifth Edition), and
began the Government flights section, with the March 1926 delivery flight of the PA&EL Curtiss Lark to Red
Lake. This is one of four flights listed before #2707:
2601 1926, March 27 - April 12 — Toronto - Red Lake. Postal officials authorized mail to be flown from
Toronto to Red Lake by the flight of a Curtiss "Lark" en route from New York for delivery to Patricia
Airways and Exploration Co., Ltd., with Roy Maxwell as pilot.
2701 1927, July 13 — Fargo, N.D. - Winnipeg. Covers bear printed inscription: "First Mail Cover by
Aircraft from Fargo, N.D. Sponsored by Fargo Aeronautics Club." Postmarked Fargo on July 13,
backstamped Winnipeg on July 16.
2703 1927, July — Montreal - Vancouver. An official flight was scheduled for early in July 1927 from
Montreal to Vancouver, to be performed by Edwin Dobbin. . . The flight was abandoned because Dobbin
could not obtain insurance.
2705 1927, September 1 — Windsor, Canada - Windsor, England. Clarence "Duke" Schiller and Phil
Wood aboard the Stinson SM1 "Royal Windsor", were in a race with "Sir John Carling" on the "London
to London" flight.
One of these flights, #2705, is already listed in the Pioneer Flight Section, (as PF-31), and it seems to me
that the other three flights should be.
Regarding the flights currently listed under the Pioneer Flight Section, all but the last (PF-32) are from before
September 9th 1927. - PF-32 is the Moose Jaw - Winnipeg flight, of August 17 th 1928: according to AMCN:

This was a special flight sponsored by the Moose Jaw Flying Club, Ltd., to participate in the
Winnipeg Flying Club's aerial meet at the Stevenson Flying Field in Winnipeg. A special stamp
was issued and sold for $1.00.
This flight is an anomaly, since although it occurred after #2707, the "special stamp" was authorized by the
Canadian Post Office! This stamp makes flight PF-32 different from the other flights in Section 5, and more
like several of the other flights in the Pioneer section, for which special "stamps" were also authorized.
So: should we try and select a specific date before which there were "Pioneer Flights", and after which there
were "Government and Other Air Mail Flights"? Is there another way of defining Pioneer Flights? And if
Pioneer Flights are going to be defined as those before a particular date, what date should be used?

Any suggestions regarding the definition of a Pioneer Cover; and/or comments on the
thoughts in this article, and/or comments on any other aspect of AMCN, would be most
welcome! - Please send them to the editor.
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MEMOIR OF AN AEROPHILATELIC BOYHOOD
Richard Sanders Allen
gle>2zumroa
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This is an expanded version of the article first published in the June 1997 Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Your Editor asked for a few words on "aerophilately in the old days." As a retired researcher/writer on
industrial and aviation history I find that, after seven decades of living, I can recall events of 1930 better than
what I was doing last week. And what I was doing then was "collecting air mail stamps."
I was born in 1917, and grew up in Saratoga Springs, a small resort town in upstate New York, from
which my father worked as a consulting civil engineer. (For a long time Canada was the vast, mysterious
country "just next door", for which the Albany-Montreal plane of Colonial Airways was headed when it flew
over our house.)
As the youngest in the family, I was very much aware of my older brothers' sports and social activities,
and their leisure time collection (or better, "accumulation") of postage stamps. From them, I began to learn that
stamps taught one geography, art, language, monetary systems and history, to name a few things, and the
learning wasn't repetitious and boring, like school. Knowing the stories behind the stamps was fun.
Eventually, I succeeded to both my bothers' collections, plus those of two cousins who went off to college.
They all had big red-bound Scott's albums, which were sold with the premise that one could actually fill all
those intriguing blank squares and rectangles with the used postage stamps of the world. You steamed old
stamps off correspondence, you traded your "dupes" for different new ones, you sorted and arranged, and
laboriously mounted your stamps with peelable paper hinges. You sent away and got "penny approvals," and
picked out some that especially appealed to you. But with a meager allowance you just couldn't afford them
all, and reluctantly returned batch after batch to the stamp dealers. I guess that's where I learned thrift and sales
resistance.
All the while, those empty spaces stared you in the face every time you opened an album.
Other kids I knew who "saved stamps" seemed fascinated with the idea that they'd come upon some
fabulous rarity. One went carefully thru the old South American correspondence of his great-grandfather in
hopes of turning up a British Guiana "penny black", then the world's rarest stamp. (He hand-peeled the stamps
off hundreds of registered packets from Chile and Bolivia, before we had thought of saving whole covers.) One
boy hounded the local post office clerks to search for loose items in the cracks of their stamp drawers. He was
rewarded with a mint copy of the 1918 bi-colored 24-cent Air Mail, but of course NOT one with inverted
center.
Simultaneous with being boy stamp collectors, our generation was engulfed in a huge wave of public
awareness and avid interest, in all things pertaining to aviation.
It is hard to believe that people once dropped whatever they were doing and ran outdoors when they heard
an airplane engine. A barnstormer landing on the edge of town would attract big crowds, and scores of envious
kids who wished they had a five-dollar bill, "to go up." We read books and magazines for the "latest" on what
our aerial heroes of the "Lindbergh era" were piloting, and where they'd be flying off to next. We built models,
and learned to differentiate between a Ford and a Fokker, a Waco and a Stinson, as easily as between a Chevy
and a Chrysler. The aviation mania touched nearly every neighborhood.
Continued
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MEMOIR OF AN AEROPHILATELIC BOYHOOD by Richard Sanders Allen continued:

So, with double enthusiasms, is it any wonder that boys (and girls) of the so-called "Golden Age" of
aviation expanded their embryo stamp collections to include ANYTHING that had to do with "Air Mail"?
I had in mind to get one of the special 10-cent Air Mail stamps commemorating Lindbergh, that was issued
in 1927. But the line at the post office window stretched out to the street, and I only had a lone thin dime.
Like regular stamps, there were soon albums on the market devoted entirely to airmail stamps, but filling
all those blank spaces still seemed an impossible deal. What to do? Specialization was of course the answer.
At first, I attempted to acquire an air mail stamp from every country that had issued them. (Over a decade
I gathered a sample from perhaps 80% of the nations that flew their mail.) Then I discovered "covers"; entire
envelopes being carried on new air mail routes and special flights, with a story behind every one to be thought
about and savored.
The post office clerks let us read the "Postal Bulletin" which announced the inauguration of contract air
mail routes, (CAM'S), and the cities to be served. We could, and did, prepare our own self-addressed
envelopes, (always with a printed slip of paper inside), to an ever-growing number of cities that would supply
a first-flight cachet. Older collectors looked down their noses at our hand-lettered efforts on long envelopes,
and dealers were just beginning to mass-produce elaborate printed cachets and first-day covers. But we had
a lot of fun seeing ours show up in our mail boxes, and mounting them with adhesive hinges in loose-leaf note
books.
I subscribed to "Stamps" weekly magazine, and remember seeing "Mekeel's" and "Linn's" in the library.
They had all the current aeronautical event announcements, and were loaded with enticing "ads" for things you
never could hope to get.
We sent for first-days, and first flights, and airport dedication cacheted covers. We sent off and waited for
months for covers from the 2nd Byrd Antarctic Expedition in 1933. (We liked to believe they'd been flown over
the South Pole!)
Then there was Roy Amble's aborted global flight, and the equally no-show "US-USSR Trade Recognition
Flight". Much of the sending out covers was simply what suited your fancy, and what aspect of aviation
interested you most at the moment. You were collecting scattered souvenirs; and feeling you had a little piece
of what was going on during these years of rapid advancement in aviation.
But always, in depression-gripped America, there was the sobering cost of Air Mail stamps. (I don't
remember even THINKING then, that I could buy a set of "Graf Zeppelins"!) "Spotty" was the best description
for "Allen's Air Mails".
I traced the flight paths of the "Graf' and the "Hindenburg" poring over maps and atlases, and sketched
out the routes of the world's airlines, as they existed pre-WWII. Since they were relatively inexpensive, I made
a collection of air mail labels (etiquettes), and then one of Air baggage labels. They found good use in
illustrating my books, some fifty years later.) Eventually I even joined the American Air Mail Society (Member
#1551). But girls, the U.S. Army Air Corps, and the necessity for making a living, soon turned my attentions
elsewhere.
I have always maintained that my boyhood air mail collecting activated a desire to learn and a "need to
know", and the process was invaluable in my later historical research.
Today, I have just the remnants of things that have survived seventy years; a shoebox of old covers. I have
a flown Zeppelin cover, one from the "Akron", and three authentic "crash covers." There are a few from when
the Army flew the mails temporarily in 1934. And, since they appealed to my sense of the remote, there is a
set of Canadian bush country first-flight covers. I still have the Air Baggage labels, which make a colorful
display of world airline history.
Aerophilately may someday become a closed chapter, but not for those who once did, or continue, to derive
pleasure in thinking about how the world grew wings.

MANY THANKS RICHARD! - Editor's Invitation: I would be delighted to receive a letter
or article from any reader about their own aerophilatelic memories and experiences, and to
resume the series of articles on the "History of Aerophilately".
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FOLLOW-UP:
FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO. - 1913
oTo

tv261/Z
DETROIT
CArNar. Alex. McLeod,
\

. 1.

c/o First Seekatohawan Obviation
.

naakatoon, saax.

- o4.n.L.DA. •

•

Postmarked:
DETROIT.MICH JUN 19 1 - AM 1913
"Receiver stamp":
SASKATOON JUN 21 1913 CANADA

This cover was shown in the June 2005 newsletter. - The amazing Barry Countryman has put together a
substantial history of the FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO. to which it is addressed:

THE FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION COMPANY
By Barry Countryman
Saskatoon's remarkable growth in its 10-year history was about to end in 1913. Inflated
land values, worries about the debt of western municipalities and deteriorating European
politics dried up venture capital.
Ray Crone, quoting the local paper of April 11 in his "Aviation Pioneers in
Saskatchewan" ("Saskatchewan History" magazine, Winter 1975), said (Walter)
Featherstone intended to start an aviation school (Saskatchewan Training School). A
Farman biplane was at the railway station, with a second machine expected any day; both
would be assembled once the 50 ft. x 40 ft. hangar was built (on land set aside that year
west of the exhibition grounds for an aerodrome). Instruction by Featherstone to 20 or 30
students over 2 or 4 months would begin May 24. Apparently high customs charges
meant the plane was never assembled.
Featherstone, a 5 ft. 51/2 in., auburn haired Englishman, was born in Manchester on Oct.
26, 1890.
The hangar, large enough to shelter at least five planes, was probably built by Kyle &
Caton, whose principals, contractors T. B. Kyle and James Caton, were directors of the
First Saskatchewan Aviation Company. This enterprise was incorporated in 1913 with a
nominal capital of $20,000 divided into 20,000 shares of $1 each. The other directors
were barrister Ernest Gardner and managers Charles J. Fox and Harold Hartney. Each
held one company share.
American Glenn Martin used the hangar when he returned after a year to make several
flights on Aug. 5, opening day of the Saskatoon Exhibition. A summer storm destroyed
the hangar in 1914.
Continued
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THE FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO., 1913 by Barry Countryman continued:

In First Saskatchewan Aviation's business filing dated Dec. 31, 1913 and submitted by
the following February deadline, the directors declared that, "No shares alloted (sic) after
incorporation owing to financial stringency. Directors hope to get going later." It was
"struck off' as a joint stock company in 1919 after its failure to submit annual summaries
of capital and the names of present and former shareholders.
Harold Evans Hartney was born in Pakenham, Ontario, on April 19, 1888, the son of a
merchant. He was a bandsman with the 48th Highlanders and graduated from the
University of Toronto in June, 1911. He followed his older brother Russell, a barrister, to
Saskatoon and got his legal training there. Hartney joined the Saskatoon 105th Fusiliers
in 1911.
It is strange that he made no mention of co-managing an aviation company in his
autobiography, "Up and at 'Em", only his Saskatoon pastimes of cornet playing and rifle
shooting. The married barrister went to war as a lieutenant with the Saskatoon regiment
in May, 1915. In October Hartney transferred to the Royal Flying Corps where he first
flew on Oct. 21 at Norwich.
On Feb. 21, 1917 he was badly injured in aerial combat. After recuperation in England he
was transferred to the U.S. Air Service where he recorded his 7th victory. After the war
Harney was chief of training for the Army Air Service. In civilian life in the early 1920s
he helped found the National Aeronautic Association and later was an aviation
consultant. He died at his Washington, D.C. home on Oct. 5, 1945.
Walter Featherstone, now a draftsman, enlisted in the Canadian Expeditionary Force in
Toronto on Aug. 9, 1915. His wife was at home in Winnipeg in the care of T. B. Kyle, no
doubt the First Saskatchewan Aviation director and hangar constructor now working in
the city. The value of Saskatoon building permits did not rebound until 1916.
He obtained another regimental number when he joined the CEF again on March 2, 1916
in Winnipeg, the 34th Fort Garry Horse. A second number usually means that someone
enlisted early, was wounded, sent home and re-enlisted in another unit. His attestation
paper repeats his pre-emigration British army service. He listed his occupation as aviator.
Second Lieutenant Featherstone was in 35 Training Squadron, Royal Flying Corps. He
had 20 hours of recent solo time when on Oct. 3, 1917 his plane climbed too steeply on
take-off in Middlesex County; the craft nose-dived from 100 ft. He was badly burned and
died that day in the RFC Eaton Square Hospital, London. He is buried in Beaconsfield
Cemetery, Buckinghamshire.
The cover (query, June/05, p. 27) was addressed to Alex. McLeod and backstamped June
21, 1913. Henderson's Saskatoon Directory 1914 lists an Alexander McLeod as a
"teamster." Such a fellow, born in Scotland in 1888, signed up for the CEF in Calgary on
Jan. 13, 1915.
Many thanks to Barry Countryman for this article, and to Doug Lingard who also sent me some
information on this company.
On behalf of Barry, I would also like to thank the staff of the City of Saskatoon Archives, and of the
Local History Room of the Saskatoon Public Library, for their help with his research.

CANADA COVERS WEBSITE
WWW.CANADACOVE RS.0 A
SOME INCREDIBLE AIRMAIL COVERS, AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER INTERESTING COVERS!
JIM MILLER LTD., BOX 56571 LOUGHEED MALL P.O., BURNABY, BC V3J 7W2
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FOLLOW UP: Red Lake / Who Transported These Covers? (iii)
In the March 2005 newsletter, Ed Matthews illustrated and analyzed two covers franked with the ElliotFairchild Air Service semi-official, (Unitrade CL9): one from Winnipeg, April 13 th 1926, to Red Lake, April
17th 1926; and one from Red Lake, April 17th 1926, to Winnipeg, April 21s` 1926. He raised a number of
questions regarding the date of issue of this stamp; and the starting date for Patricia Airways & Exploration
Ltd. carrying mail in the Red Lake area.
The September 2005 newsletter contained a further analysis of these covers by David Brown, who
commented that: existing covers provide evidence that mail was flown from Rolling Portage to Red Lake on
Saturday April 15, 1926, with arriving mall postmarked on the Monday April 17, 1926. I do not recall seeing
any mail from Rolling Portage dated April 17, 1926. If it is true, that no mail left Rolling Portage on April 17,
1926 it is highly likely that the plane flew to Red Lake with mail on the April 15, 1926, spent the Sunday in
Red Lake and returned with mail to Rolling Portage on the Monday April 17, 1926, this being the last flight
made by Elliot — Fairchild.
However, David has since written to me that:

While at the BNAPS convention I had a look at a cover that Van Dam had with a CL9 semi that
was post marked Rolling Portage on April 16, 1926 and Red Lake April 17, 1926. This indicates that
there were flights to Red Lake from Rolling Portage on 16th as well as the 15th. My theory of the
overnight stay in Red Lake is therefore incorrect.
I have also developed a calendar for 1926, and found that April 15th was a Thursday, Friday the
16th and Saturday the 17th.
The "April 16th " cover is shown below:

•

e•

hLeg-cl6;

I

•
Postmarked COCHRANE ONT. PM AP 15

Thanks for the update David. - If anybody can provide additional information on this topic, please
send it to the editor.

FOLLOW UP: Where's Cole?
This was another question in our September 2005
newsletter.
Many thanks to David Brown, Barry Countryman, and
Derek Rance, for sending me information on this
topic.

FIRST °FRCS, Fue,T
iSLANS

I am reproducing Derek's very comprehensive answer
on the next two pages, and plan to include some
additional information from Barry and David in the
next newsletter.
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The Cole Post Office
Derek Rance
In answer to a question about Cole in the September 2005, Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Cole was the site of the
Cole Gold Mines Ltd.
Mine. This mine was
located on the west end
of Pipestone Bay on the
west end of Red Lake.
The picture on the next
page shows the site of
the mine workings on the
northern part of claim No.
1629
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John Younglove Cole, Jr. flew into Red Lake with the J.V. Elliot Air Service during the
1926 Red Lake staking rush and staked the initial nine claims on the Cole property. Both
he, and his father John Younglove, Sr. were called "John Y" although in the early years
the son was called Young Buster. Previously Mr. Cole Sr., a US citizen, had discovered
and brought into production the rich 0. H. Gold mine near Rossland B.C. After marrying
a Canadian girl, the family moved to Cobalt, where John Y Jr. got his first post- school
education at The Haileybury School of Mines. Subsequently, he received a B.Sc from
Harvard and a LLB from the Harvard Law School.
Dr. E.L. Bruce's famed geological report on Red Lake noted the large quartz outcrops at
Pipestone bay, so this is where John Y, Jr. first headed. The assays of the three samples
he took from the property, all showed good values, so John Y Sr. in the summer of 1926
moved here, with a crew to build camps and to strip and sample the ore veins.
Continued
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THE COLE POST OFFICE by Derek Rance continued:

Thereafter, work continued mainly during the summer months until 1932, when a 20 foot
deep shaft was sunk by hand drilling to explore the most promising vein showing. In
1933, a steam plant was then erected and a two compartment vertical shaft was sunk to
200 feet. In November 1933, Cole Gold Mines Ltd was formed to acquire the claims
from John Y Jr.
During the next four years the shaft was progressively deepened to 530 feet and four
levels established. John Y Sr. died at the mine in 1934 and was flown out for burial at his
home in New York. After his father's death, John Y Jr. took over operations at the mine.
The height of development activity at the mine was between 1935 and 1938. The post
office at the mine office opened on the 15 th August 1935 and was shut on the 31 st October
1938, after underground work at the mine had been suspended in the spring of 1938. At
that time John Y Jr. claimed to be waiting for electric power to be supplied to the mine.
Available information
regarding to the mine is
very sparse as John Y
was notoriously tightlipped about results.
It is known that the ore
values were "spotty"
and this undoubtedly
caused closing the
underground workings.

•••••••••

Sporadic prospecting
work continued until
1990.

Apart from his prospecting activity on the property, which had grown to 59 patented claims,
John Y Jr. also practiced law in California. I only met him in Red Lake the once. At that time
he had turned pretty crusty and was known in the area for chasing "trespassers" off the Cole
property with a shotgun. He died at the age 89 at his home in Redwood City, California.
Thanks Derek.

Canadian Pioneer & Semi-Official
Air Mail Stamps and Covers Bought & Sold
Singles, tete-beche pairs, blocks. sheets. covers. proofs, essays. etc..
SCADTA stamps and covers (Canada "Ca") and (United States "EU")

ree llat.ort re nest -Want lists welcome..:.
-

Ray Simrak, Member

BNAPS,

APS, Pine

Allegory Inc., P.O. Box 792, Birmingham, MI 48012-0792
Phone 248-988-7027

simrakrtir hotmail.com
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL LIST
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your
renewal to Brian Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you
without delay.

313 Alastair Bain
314 Glenn Baechler
266 John Church
326 Gary Cristall
224 Charles G. Firby
342 Mrs. Sandy Freeman
27
John Glashan
226 David Granger
176 William Harrington
183 Robert Haslewood
361 Walter Herdzik

343
24
284
49
359
149
263
201
177
267
25

Rick Hills
Neil Hunter
John Irvine
Jonathan L.Johnson Jr.
Steve Johnson
Frank Kendle
Louis K Levy
Ivan MacKenzie
John Masella
James Parker
Jacques Le Potier

331
124
357
360
58
138
315
29
262
254
341

Michael Pawliuk
Reuben Ramkissoon
John Rawlins
Stephen Robbins
David Skeene-Melvin
Keith Stibbe
Reginald Targett
Jim Turk
ESJ Van Dam*
John Webster
Kevin Wenzel

(* shows an Advertising Member, who pays double the annual dues, but is guaranteed an advertisement in each
newsletter.)

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership,
thank you for doing so. - PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only
sent to renewing members on request.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by June 1".

Every seven weeks

we

offer 1,000's of worldwide lots
in all sizes and price ranges. Whether
you are looking for one single item or
a whole carton full of stamps, you are
sure to find it in one of our regular
Mail Auctions.

Call today for your FREE catalogue or
to view it online visit: www.vanceauctions.com

VANCE AUCTIONS LTD.

A

P.O. Box 267B • Smithville, ON LOR 2A0 • Canada
Phone: 905-957-3364 • Fax: 905-957-0100 • mail@vanceauctions.com

Anyone interested in:
Semi official airmails, First Flight Covers, or any other aspect of aviation or philately,
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is invited to join

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
The CAS has over 150 members worldwide, and membership is open to all.
We aim to provide a forum for the exchange of information among collectors from around the world
who are interested in Canadian aerophilately, and for Canadians who are interested in any aspect of
worldwide aerophilately and astrophilately. This is mainly achieved through our newsletter "The
Canadian Aerophilatelist," which is published quarterly.
For a complimentary, sample copy of the newsletter, write to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
The Society also provides other services including:
a question and answer service for mystery airmail stamps and covers;
a small library that can be used to research particular topics;
discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications;
a Sales Department, with a variety of modern covers for sale.
We are: a Club Member of the Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques;
the Canadian Chapter of the American Air Mail Society;
Chapter Number 187 of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.
The annual membership dues are:
$20.00 CDN in Canada.
$22.00 CDN (or U.S. $19.00) for residents of the U.S.A.
$25.00 CDN (18.00 Euros, £12, or U.S. $22.00) for residents of other countries.
Dues can be paid by cheque, money order or bank draft, made payable to:
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros or Pounds Sterling.
If you would like to join, just send your name, address and payment to:
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2

Si vous desirez de l'information en francais sur la Societe canadienne d'aerophilatelie, veuillez
vous adresser a M. Pierre Vachon, 909 chemin Sand Cove, Saint John, Nouveau-Brunswick E2M 4Z7
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EDITORIAL - We've discussed a CAS website for a long time, but at ORAPEX Steve Johnson offered to
produce a website for us, and he's already done it! Many thanks and congratulations Steve!
If you have Internet access, I hope you enjoy checking out our site at www.aerophilatelv.ca
If you don't have Internet access, do not be concerned:
•
this newsletter will continue to be the main source of CAS news and information;
•
the current website content is based on items that have already appeared in this newsletter;
• Steve will be providing a report about the website in each issue of this newsletter, and if
requested, will mail any member a photocopy of any item added to the website, that has
not been published in this newsletter.
Chris
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material

appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT, JUNE 2006.
There is much to report on for this issue. The CAS held its Annual General Meeting on 7 May 2006 with
seven members present. Brian Wolfenden will have a report on the meeting in this issue. The most important
item is that member Stephen Johnson volunteered to set up our web site and has already done so. Please go to
www.aerophilatelv.ca to see the great job done by Steve.
Another important decision was that our Vice-President, Chris Hargreaves, will develop a process by which
the CAS can distribute the special Canadian FDCs to appropriate stamp clubs to assist young collectors in
developing an interest in Canadian Aerophilately. Chris will describe the process when he has completed the
details. These are the 600 plus Canadian FFCs generously donated to the CAS in February 2006 by Anthony
"Tony" Conyers of Scottsdale, Arizona.. Chris has recently retired from teaching, and his first project is an
extended visit to New Zealand. We all wish him well in his retirement from teaching. The CAS will benefit
more from Chris's excellent work as our Editor of the Canadian Aerophilatelist.
There were three aerophilatelic entries in ORAPEX 2006 competition - an outstanding one frame display of
Yukon Airways Covers and Stamps by Steve Johnson (vermeil award), Mike Shand's two frame exhibit of
New Zealand By Air - The Canadian Connection (vermeil award), and my eight frame exhibit of Canadian
Interrupted Airmail 1918-1984 (gold award and Canada Post Grand Award).
At the time of writing this report, I have not received word yet on the international Aerophilatelic awards at
Washington 2006. However, Jamie Barron of Edmonton received a bronze award for his exhibit on The
Milestones of Flight . Jamie also prepared our 16 page one frame exhibit on the CAS to promote the CAS.
Jamie ,supervised by Nino Chiovelli, is to be congratulated for this special effort. The CAS will be presenting
Jamie with an appropriate plaque for his good work. Nino also brought in the project under the $200.00 budget
that he had proposed. Well done Nino. The CAS would like to thank John Hotchner for the excellent job that
he did with the recruiting Exhibits at Washington 2006. John worked patiently with each individual Society
Exhibitor bringing in, setting up, and returning this group of entries. John is one of many who worked behind
the scenes to make Washington 2006 a huge success. We would also like to thank Kent Kobersteen and John
Johnson Jr, for arranging to get the CAS membership forms into the show, for display at the AAMS table.
On 1 July 2006 the Snowbirds will once again carry CAS prepared Snowbird autographed envelopes over
Parliament Hill. Each envelope with special cancellations will have a pair of the new .51 cent Snowbird stamps.
The envelopes should be ready for distribution in mid-August 2006, depending upon when the envelopes are
returned to me from Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. Prices are the same as in past years, $30.00 for a single
envelope bearing the signatures of all nine Snowbird pilots, and $55.00 for the set of nine individually
autographed Snowbird covers . If you wish to purchase any of these covers, please send me your order and
cheques made payable to the CAS as soon as possible . Each order will also receive a 2006 Snowbird brochure.
The Snowbirds have already performed at the Ottawa Air Show on June 17 th and 18th. An excellent coloured
program was produced for this show, and the Snowbirds are featured in it. Copies are available from me for
$5.00, postpaid. The program will go well with the 2006 Snowbird covers.
Since the publication in 1997 of our catalogue The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, the CAS has been
issuing updates in the Canadian Aerophilatelist, mostly by Richard McIntosh for Section No. 5, "Government
and Other Airmail Covers of Canada 1926 - 1997". Many requests have been received by members for a
revised catalogue, now nine years old. This is not a simple matter as the AAMS, which funded our catalogue,
the first of the 6 th Edition Series, will not undertake a revision until the last three volumes are completed. Ron
Miyanishi , our past Secretary, who is doing all of the computer work for the AAMS, estimates that another
five years will be required to complete the Series.
Continued
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT, JUNE 2006 continued:

The CAS appreciates this priority, but it wishes to keep updating the CAS catalogue via The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. To do so we must obtain permission from the AAMS, which has copyright on all aspects of
its catalogues, including the CAS's catalogue. A request has been submitted to the AAMS for this permission,
and also we have requested a decision on how an Index for the CAS catalogue can be prepared and published.
The solution in the next five years would be to prepare the data for a Supplement, soft or hard cover, that
would include all previously issued updates and an Index.
I request, now, that all the past Section Heads advise me if they wish to continue assisting in the CAS catalogue
development, this time in the preparation of a Supplement to the 1997 catalogue. Unfortunately three of our
past Section Heads are deceased - Major Ritch Toop, CD, RPSC of Section 15, Canadian Forces Air letter
Sheets ; Nelson Bentley of Section 10, Helicopter Flight Covers ; and John G. Butt, Section 23, Newfoundland
Air Mail Stamps 1919 -1947. Replacement for these three Section Heads is required. I look forward to hearing
from all previous Section Heads, and from anyone else who wishes to assist in this program.
One warning must be emphasized. All data submitted for inclusion in any AAMS publication, including the
CAS's Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, becomes the property of the American Air Mail Society. The
AAMS has the copyright, and those contributing data can not use the specific data for their own personal use,
unless a special agreement is worked out with the AAMS. There has been one situation where the
aerophilatelist did not wish to accept this stipulation on copyright, so he did not assist in our catalogue. At
present there is another contributor who was not aware of this situation. He may not wish to assist in future
preparations of aerophilatelic data for CAS publications. The intent of producing a catalogue is to assist other
aerophilatelists interested in our subjects by knowledgeable aerophilatelists who wish to share their knowledge
freely.
I urge all Canadian and Newfoundland air mail collectors to write in your observations to me, so that we can
eventually produce a most worthwhile Supplement to The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.

Dick Malott
Major (Retd) CD, FRPSC, FRPSL,. AHF
President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
EDITOR'S NOTE: At ORAPEX, the British North America Philatelic Society's Order of the Beaver

Chairman, Bill Walton, presented Dick with an OTB Lifetime Achievement Award, in recognition
of his efforts on behalf of BNA Philately. The award announcement stated that Dick "is well known
for his work in Aerophilately and for helping exhibitors as Canadian Commissioner at many
international stamp shows". Congratulations Dick!

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
We are delighted to have a website, and we all think Steve Johnson has done a great job designing it!
We've also been thinking about how to use the website, and are likely to be asking Steve to add more
and more to it.
Since adding items is likely to mean regular communication with Steve, and Steve becoming a pivotal
member of the CAS, we unanimously agreed to invite Steve to become a member of the CAS Executive
Committee, so that he can participate in any decisions we make, not just be asked to report on them.
We are very pleased that Steve has accepted our invitation. - Congratulations on your work so far Steve,
and welcome to the Executive Committee.
Brian, Chris, Dave and Dick
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
Held on May, 7th 2006 during ORAPEX 2006, in Ottawa
1. Dick Malott welcomed all members present. Those members in attendance (7) were:
Bill Harrington, David Hanes, Steve Johnson, Mike Shand, Dick Malott, Chris
Hargreaves & Brian Wolfenden.
2. A minute's silence remembered departed friends.
3. A quorum was declared represented by those attending the meeting.
4. Minutes of the 2005 AGM were approved. Moved by David Hanes & seconded by
Mike Shand
5. Old Business from 2005 — Web site. After some discussion, Steve Johnson
volunteered to set up a web site for the CAS. On a motion by Chris Hargreaves,
seconded by Dick Malott, this was approved. Information on the web site will be
published as soon as it is available.
6. Reports from the President & Secretary/Treasurer were presented & approved on a
motion by Davis Hanes, seconded by Steve Johnson.
A Motion of thanks to Joan Hafer for here work on behalf of the CAS in assisting
Brian Wolfenden in his duties as Secretary & Treasurer was moved by Chris
Hargreaves & seconded by Dick Malott
7. Honorary Life Memberships in the CAS. After a discussion on honorary life
memberships, it was decided to send a letter of appreciation to Roland Kohl for his
services to aerophilately. Moved by Dick Malott & seconded by Brian Wolfenden.
The President to prepare the letter for the CAS.
8. Air Mails of Canada & Newfoundland Catalogue. There was a discussion about a
new catalogue The following points were raised:
i)
The CAS does not have the money to produce a new catalogue.
ii)
The rights to the catalogue belong to the AAMS.
The AAMS has 996 copies of the old catalogue left.
iii)
Therefore, it was decided to investigate the possibility of a supplement to the present
Catalogue. Dick Malott is to raise the issue with the AAMS to see where we can go
from here. Moved by Brian Wolfenden & seconded by David Hanes. Carried.
9. Donated covers to the CAS. There was a far ranging discussion on what to do with
the first flight covers that had been donated to the CAS. It was decided that the covers
would be offered as prizes to youth air mail exhibitors & that we would also hand out
selections to stamp clubs who would use them to promote youth aerophilately. Chris
Hargreaves is to prepare a draft handout so that this can be sent to interested youth
collectors/stamp clubs as well as a press release once we are ready.

Continued
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING continued:

10. Jamie Barron update — the exhibit is on its way to Washington 2006.
11. Snowbird 2006 covers. Canada Post is donating the stamps for this year's Snowbird
covers to thank the CAS for its help with the upcoming Snowbird stamp issue. It was
decided to buy 1060 Snowbird stamps for future use on upcoming Snowbird covers.
Moved by Dick Malott & seconded by Brian Wolfenden. Carried
12. Katherine Stinson covers: Motion of congratulations to the Western Chapter of the
CAS for all their work on this project. Motion by Chris Hargreaves & seconded by
Brian Wolfenden. Carried.
13. Yukon Airways exhibit by Steve Johnson. Chris Hargreaves is to work with Steve to
see if we can publish the exhibit in the Canadian Aerophilatelist.
14. Steve Johnson to be given one years complimentary membership if he renews for
2006 ( he did ) at the AGM, to thank him for volunteering to do the web site.
15. On a motion by Brian Wolfenden, seconded by Bill Harrington, the meeting
adjourned. Carried

Brian Wolfenden

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to another new member: Doug Lingard, from Ottawa.

RICHARD SANDERS ALLEN
I have had a message from Richard's son, Robert Allen, saying that Richard was very pleased to
receive the CAS Editor's Award for 2006, as announced in the last newsletter, in which I also reprinted
his Memoir of an Aerophilatelic Boyhood, with recollections from the 1920's.
Unfortunately Richard had a fall earlier this year, was hospitalized for a couple of weeks, and is
now in a nursing home.
I checked with Robert just before finishing this issue of the newsletter, and Richard is very weak.
Richard's address is now: Richard Sanders Allen, Lifecare Center, 325 Warner Ave, Lewiston, ID
83501, U.S.A. Anybody wishing more information, can contact Robert at: HC75, Box 69, Kooskia, ID
83539, U.S.A.
I would like to again send very best wishes from the CAS to Richard and Robert.

CONGRATULATIONS to MURRAY HEIFETZ
Murray's many interests include the postcards, vignettes, and special cancellations, from the early
French Aviation Meetings, 1909-1910, about which he published a great article in the June and July 2006
issues of the American Air Mail Society's Airpost Journal.
I have also heard that the second edition of Murray's book on OAT and AV2 Markings is sold out,
and that a third edition is currently being prepared.
Congratulations Murray!

( For more information about the Airpost Journal, the AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY, or AAMS
publications, check the AAMS website http://www.americanairmailsocieh.org/ or write to: Treasurer,
American Air Mail Society, P.O. Box 110, Mineola NY 11501-0110, U.S.A. )
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Western Chapter Report
This spring the WCAS held their meeting at the Edmonton Spring National Stamp show.
The show setting provided a wonderful setting for sharing aerophilatelic interests. The
WCAS worked with the Edmonton Stamp Club in promoting the aerophilatelic theme for
the show. Sandy Freeman prepared an excellent display of the Katherine Stinson
commemorative flight covers that stood adjacent to our WCAS information table.
Gord Mallett exhibited a two-frame display entitled "Canada's Love Affair with
Katherine Stinson". The historical account contained several rare covers that were flown
on the famous Alberta flight in 191, as well as postcards that provided images of
Katherine and her Curtis Special. Walter Herdzik's exhibit of "Imperial Airways:
England —Africa First Flights 1931 —1932", told the story of five flights from England to
Africa and Africa to England. The examples of early use airmail flown by Imperial
Airways were wonderful to see displayed.
On Saturday March 25 th at our WCAS meeting, Water Herdzik opened with a talk about
his African Imperial Airways Exhibit, and how he became interested in this specific area
of aerophilatily. David Brown followed with a bit of story telling about Bert Holland,
who was an important personality of the Red Lake, Ontario, Gold Rush. Air mail
examples addressed to Bert at the Red Lake and Pine Ridge mining recording office
where shown to the group. Gord Mallett closed out the presentations with the Katherine
Stinson stor,y and a few words on the upcoming events of July 9 th .
This month (June) Gord Mallett announced that he was leaving Alberta for the warmth of
the BC, Okanagan, Vernon to be more precise. Unlike the song, he will not be "long
gone and forgotten" for Vernon is just over the rocks. I am sure the Albertan contingent
of WCAS members will stay well connected with Gord after the move. All the best Gord
in your new locale.
Should any CAS members happen to be traveling to or through Alberta in early of July
the WCAS would welcome your attendance July 9 th for the unveiling of the Curtiss Stinson
Special Replica; and the Katherine Stinson commemorative flight events in either the departing
city of the Calgary or the home of the Edmonton Oilers. Contact WCAS Denny May at
Maycroft@shaw.ca for more information regarding the program for the day.

Dave Brown

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or
on diskette in Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
Starting July 15th, Gord's new address will be:
#2, 6909 Manning Place, Vernon, B.C. Vi B 2Y6
Gord's phone number is also changing, to (250) 549-6896, but his email address is staying the
same: gdmall@telus.net

Good luck with your move Gord!
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NEWS ABOUT PUBLICATIONS
Newfoundland Air Mail Postage 1937-1949
This 24 page booklet was prepared by Jack Ince, and reproduces original announcements and rate
tables from the Newfoundland Post Office circulars.
The booklet has just been reprinted, and can be ordered from Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
Price, including postage, is: $8 Canadian in Canada; $7 US for orders mailed to the USA; $11
Canadian, $10 US, 8 Euros, or £5 for orders mailed overseas. - Payment can be made by cheque, money
order, or bank draft, (payable to The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society), in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or
Pounds Sterling. Members of the CAS may deduct 20% from these prices.

Air Mail Operations During World War II
This study of "Routes, Rates, and Markings" by Thomas H. Boyle, Jr., was published by the AAMS.
It is now sold out and no longer available from the AAMS, and they have no plans to reprint it.
This is a mammoth book of 927 pages, including 150 tables of rates and routes, lots of maps, and
some 400 illustrations of covers. - It is not just an amazingly comprehensive study of wartime air mail
services throughout the world, but also the best source I know for information about Canadian air mail
services during World War II.
I would strongly encourage anybody interested in this topic who does not already have a copy of this
book, to get one if they can.

Bridging the Continents in Wartime
The CAS library has acquired a copy of this excellent book by Hans E. Aitink and Egbert Hovenkamp,
which was reviewed in our June 2005 newsletter.
The subtitle of the book is "Important Airmail Routes 1939 - 1945", and it describes 18 intercontinental routes. Each of these routes is described in more detail than in Boyle's book, and there are many
schedules giving the dates of flights.
However, the overall coverage of the book is more limited than Boyle's book, as it does not consider
flights within the continents . It also only gives a very limited coverage of trans-Atlantic routes, as these were
covered in an earlier book by the same authors.

Southern African Air Mails
The book is "a compilation of all the 'Air Mail' articles published by the South African Philatelist from
1931 to 1973", prepared by Dave Morton. The first edition was reviewed in the September 2005 issue of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist.
A second edition has just been released. According to Dave: "It is slightly longer (200 pages vs 192)
and the referencing is now much better. I also included a few articles that were omitted from the original
issue. All in all it is a much better publication now." The cost including p&p is now £32.
For more information, please contact Dave Morton, 2 Anemone Avenue, Welgedacht, 7530 R.S.A
(Email: dmortonmweb.co.za )

AEROPHIL
Anybody who has bought publications from Ken Sanford, or is planning to do so, should note that Ken
is moving from Geneva, Switzerland to Oxford, Connecticut, U.S.A., on 3 Sep 2006.
Ken has already changed his email address to kaerophilOarnail.com
His new mailing address, effective 21 September, will be:
613 Championship Drive, Oxford, CT 06478, U.S.A.
Good luck with your move Ken.
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AIRCRAFT ON STAMPS
CHECKLIST
1 st Edition 2006

BARRY LEWIS

0:0611741
Thematics
Southern Africa

American Topical
Association

Producing a checklist of all the stamps from around the world with aircraft on them sounds like a
humongous task, but BARRY LEWIS has done it. Many congratulations to him!
Page
This checklist is organized alphabetically by aircraft type, e.g.:
1
1
1
1
1
2

ADER EOLE (1890)
ADER AVION 111 (1897)
AERITALIA G.222 (1970)
AERITALIA/AERMACCHI AM-X (1981)
AERMACCHI MB 339 (1976)
AERO A-10 (1922)

and then by country of issue, year of issue, Stanley Gibbons catalogue number, and Scotts catalogue
number, e.g.:
DE HAVILLAND DHC-8 DASH 8
(1983)
Dominica
St Vincent
Vietnam

Series 100
series 400

1998
1994
1992

2490
2842
1674

2073
2149
2335

Sometimes a Michel and/or Sanabria catalogue number is also given, and some of the stamps are
illustrated.
Barry lists the 2004 Stanley Gibbons Simplified Catalogue, and the 2004 Scotts Standard Postage
Stamp Catalogue (Volumes 1-6), among his sources. - The checklist appears to be complete up to 2003,
(wow!), and also includes some more recent issues.
The list has been produced on a CD in Microsoft Word format, which makes it very easy to search for
a specific aircraft, country, or stamp, using the word processor's edit function. - People without a computer
can take the CD to a local print shop, and get the checklist printed out.
The CD also includes a short aviation chronology of events and anniversaries; and a list of the
international registration number prefixes.
The CD costs US$12.00, including postage, and payment can be made in the form of mint postage
stamps - Centenary of Flight 2003, or similar - to the value of US$12.
To order a CD, or for more information, contact: Barry Lewis, P.O. Box 1056, Hermanus, 7200,

South Africa. (Email: barovAwam.co.za )
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anniversary of the R100 Flight over Toronto
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Barry Countryman's commemorative postcard,
described in the September 2005 Canadian Aerophilatelist
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Peter Butler's
mystery cancellation.

When Barry Countryman produced his R100 anniversary postcards last summer, they were supposed to be
cancelled with a pictorial cancellation, but the special cancellation never appeared. Now, however, the cancellation
has appeared in the Canadian Stamp News! - Peter Butler told the story in the May 30 th issue:

For me, this whole affair started with a phone call that I received from Janet Walters, the postmaster of
Toronto's First Post Office, and Director / Curator of the Town of York Historical Society, asking for some
assistance and a possible explanation. (Janet Walters and I have often chatted about the many facets of the hobby
on my weekly visit to the GTAPA/STAMPEX postbox located there.)
She had received a package from another Toronto post office requesting that the enclosed covers be cancelled
with her pictorial canceller. The request didn't make sense and Janet felt compelled to get some answers from a
collector with some knowledge about cancellations, particularly the pictorial ones created by Canada Post. She
asked if I could drop by the post office to provide some answers.
The sending postmaster's note requested that following the cancellation of the covers, they should be sent to
the addressees (one in Germany, the other in Saskatchewan) in the envelopes they had provided, to insure a second
cancellation would not be applied going through the regular mail process. The requests from the original senders,
however, had asked for a "Station R" cancellation (as shown in the illustration), not from Canada's First Post
Office. Janet was baffled. A quick phone call to Station R created even more confusion. The clerks at Station R
didn't have the pictorial canceller being requested, had never seen, never used such a canceller and knew nothing
about it. A check on the Canada Post website revealed that no such canceller had been included in their listing.
Which post office had sent the package to Toronto's First Post Office? Who had designed the pictorial
canceller in question? From whom had the two collectors heard about the availability of the canceller? Where was
the canceller now? Was it ever used?
Armed with photocopies of the unique covers that required cancelling and copies of the letters of request, I
started my search for answers, and promised to report all findings to Postmaster Walters. As will become clearer
later in the article, Janet's main focus was from a hiStorian's point of view, the story of Toronto's involvement with
R-100, and her responsibility as a postmaster, to make sure the mail does eventually get through. On the other
hand, I was focusing my attention on the workings of the postal system, the creation of commemorative covers
with pictorial cancellations, and a wish to bring the entire dilemma to a successful conclusion.
I started my investigation with a visit to Station R in Leaside (in Toronto's east end) and spoke with the
manager, who reiterated along with two behind-the-counter clerks that no one at the post office had requested,
received or knew anything about the airship R-100 cancellation.
One of the clerks then reminded the manager that they had received two requests for that cancellation, but
since the staff had no knowledge of it, it was decided to send it "downtown."
Someone suggested that the covers were meant to be sent to Station K, which does have a pictorial canceller,
but that the package had been sent "downtown", and that Toronto's First Post Office was in fact, downtown.
It seems that it was after all, Christmas, and everyone was very busy. "Fair enough," I added. At least now
we knew how, where and why the two covers had ended up at Toronto's First Post Office.
Next, I sent a request for information to Canada Post. The cancellation looked very much like the cancellations
designed by Canada Post. I had decided that it was not a privately produced one.
After two weeks, a second request for tracking was sent, and an answer from the Stamp Marketing
Department told me there was no record of such a canceller being requested or made.
Continued
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75" ANNIVERSARY OF THE MOO FLIGHT OVER TORONTO: the mystery of the special cancellation, as
told by Peter Butler in the Canadian Stamp News, May 30th 2006 continued:

That seemed reasonable. The cancellation had never appeared in Details, where all cancellations are shown,
even ones which are unavailable to the general public. Nor, as mentioned before, had it appeared on the Canada
Post website. It appeared we were at a dead end.
Let us stop there with the investigation, and focus for a minute on the historical context for the creation of the
canceller in the first place. Janet and I had wondered early in the game, why the image of a zeppelin, dirigible, or
an airship was circling what appeared to be the Canadian Bank of Commerce Building on King Street in Toronto.
Was the fact that the building was the tallest in the Commonwealth at that time of any significance?
Further, the dates didn't make sense. - Seventy-five years from 1903 does not get us to 2005!
We quickly got to the bottom of that inquiry. A customer at the post office told Janet that indeed there was
a British airship called R-100, and that it had visited Canada in 1930. It had been moored at St. Hubert Airport,
in north Montreal, and had at one point, traveled to Ottawa and Toronto on a courtesy flight. It had flown over
Toronto on Aug. 11, 1930. So, the date of .the visit should have read 1930, not 1903, and the anniversary date
of the visit should have been Aug. 11, 2005. Little wonder the canceller had never seen the light of day. There were
two errors in the information.
The real break in the mystery came when I bumped into Dick Malott at the reception following the funeral
service for Harry Sutherland. Dick is "Mr. Aerophilately" in Canada and I thought if anyone could help, he could.
Dick did not have any information that had not already come to light, but he did give me the names of a few people
that might prove helpful.
He was right. Barry Countryman, my first contact was indeed able to fill in most of the rest of the story.
Living in Toronto, he was happy to grant me an interview, and we spent over an hour talking about the R100 visit
to Toronto, the anniversary to be commemorated last August, and the source of the request for a pictorial
canceller.
Barry is an expert on the R-100 airship. In fact, he wrote a book about it which unfortunately is now out of
print. He directed me to a website ( YVWV■ .aht ndirect.co.uldairships/r 100
where I gathered some great
information about the R-100, and he showed me the commemorative postcard he designed to go along with the
pictorial cancellation in celebration of, "the greatest single air event in terms of capturing the interest of the public
that ever occurred in Canada", (so wrote Frank Ellis in his book, Canada's Flying Heritage).
Apparently the R-100 circled Toronto at morning rush hour. Traffic was disrupted as, "streets and rooftops
were black with people" (another Ellis quote).
It must have been quite a sight. An illustration presented here shows the postcard that Barry created for the
anniversary of the flight. The front is a reproduction of a photo card produced at the time of the visit at St. Hubert
Airport. The back of the card shows a colleague's design that was to have adorned the cancellation. It was that
design that Barry had sent off to Canada Post in the hopes of having a canceller for the occasion. Barry also
ordered sheets of the picture postage stamp reproducing the postcard's front photo. A very attractive and
significant aerophilatelic item to be sure.
Unfortunately, it was not to be. - There was contact with someone at Canada Post about the wish to create
the canceller, but it never happened. Barry had assembled 100 post cards with the picture postage stamps to await
the canceller being delivered to Station R, his local post office. You can now understand the mystery that has
unfolded around the "lost" canceller. In anticipation of satisfying the many requests for the commemorative
postcard, Barry had the cards cancelled at the post office in the Commerce Court... under the Canadian Bank of
Commerce Building.
You can see the results of his efforts. The Commerce Court post office clerk could only use a Pocon canceller.
It was cancelled on the wrong day, and re-cancelled on the next day as was requested by a very frustrated and
disappointed Barry. The production of the postcard with stamp and double cancellation was offered to other
collectors in the Canadian Aerophilatelist (September 2005 edition). It was noted that "Commerce" was
misspelled, and the cancellations were faint and hard to decipher.
There were few requests for the postcard, which was understandable given the errors, the Pocon cancellations,
and the fact that the anticipated pictorial cancellation picturing the same design as the cachet had not materialized.
Following this revelation, I had to call a trusted friend and colleague, Yves Piche, who sits with me on the
Stakeholders in Philately task force, and represents Canada Post, his employer. He promised he would look into
Continued
the matter and get back to me. He did just that.
)
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75T" ANNIVERSARY OF THE R100 FLIGHT OVER TORONTO: the mystery of the special cancellation, as
told by Peter Butler in the Canadian Stamp News, May 30th 2006 continued:

As you read this article, the new, corrected pictorial canceller should be at postal Station R, available to
anyone who wished to have covers and stamps cancelled as it was originally intended to happen. Barry and I hope
there will be some interest in using the corrected canceller. Regardless, thanks must go to Yves Piche for once
again supporting the hobby.
The special canceller is indeed now at Station R, and will be available until mid-August. - "The postmaster
will service all requests for the cancellation, in person or by mail, on covers, postcards etc. and either send them
through the mail, or return them to their owner in a separate cover provided. Hand-back covers will be allowed.
The mistakes on the original have been corrected. It now reads 1930 - R-100 — 2005, 75 th anniversary. The
address for the post office is: Toronto Post Office Station R, 2 Laird Drive Toronto ON M4G 3T0.
I am sure that Barry would like to add his thanks to the clerk at the Commerce Court post office, who saved
his cards last summer. - According to Barry, "the fellow said he didn't know if 'handback' was legal, but would
check". He phoned the next morning to say it was, and then cancelled all the cards for Barry.
The cards can still be obtained for $5 each (including postage), from: Barry Countryman, 211 Sutherland
Drive, Toronto, Ontario M4G 1J1.
I would like to thank Peter Butler for permission to reprint this story. - Peter finished his article in the Canadian
Stamp News with a comment that, "there are a few additional pieces to the puzzle that have not been included in
this telling of the story. That will have to wait until next time." I am looking forward to reading Peter's additional
information, and will report it in a future newsletter.

STOLEN COVER

onzieUr 16 COMManennt

aria 1'

Bourget

1925 Tokyo to Paris air-cover, Addressed
to Monsieur le Commandant de l'AeroPort, Paris le Bourget, Franked by 1 Sen
orange and cancelled with
commemorative cancel of 'Tokyo Osaka
Asahi 25 7 1925', Handstamp in red dated
1925 and showing plane over map of
Japan to France, receiving cancels of
'Strasbourg Principal 17 26 8 25', and
'Bourget-Aviation Seine 17 28-9 25',
Boxed Handstamp 'Services Navigation
Aerienne, 28 Sept 1925, Port du Bourget',
this cover was underpaid and taxed by
20centime green postage due stamp with
'T' cancel. Cover also has small
handstamps of'P. Breton' and 'Breguet 19.
M2. Mstazr 160 CV, Legraine Dietrich'.

I have been asked to advise readers of the theft of this rare polar cover, which was stolen in the mail: "the advice
of theft is from the Israel Post Office reporting that it was so received - slit cover with no contents - in the UK".
- If anybody sees this cover, please contact Oded Eliashar, Box 36466, Jerusalem, 91364 Israel. (Email:
odedAeliashar.com )

CANADIAN STAMP DEALERS ASSOCIATION
We have been sent some copies of the 2006 CSDA Directory. This includes a list of individual CSDA
members, their company's and specialities. It also includes a geographical listing of members, and a list of their
internet sites.
If anybody would like a copy, (at no charge), just contact the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. (Email: harareavescpsvmpatico.c,a )
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NEW ISSUE: 35th Anniversary of the Snowbirds
1, 1 . 7,11 F t

51

• NADA

According to Canada Post's DETAILS, April 2006:

For 35 years, members of the Snowbirds Demonstration Team (431 Squadron) have captivated spectators - more
than 116 million to date - with sky-high precision aerobatics that exemplify the skill, professionalism and teamwork
of the Canadian Forces. They have become a Canadian icon, and a source of pride for all Canadians.
While military aerobatic flying in Canada began as early as 1929, It wasn't until 1971 that the Snowbirds became
an official entity within the Forces. The name "Snowbirds" was the product of a competition held among elementary
school children at CFB Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. "Snowbirds" was born from two ideas: the white-painted Tutors
flown by the team, and Anne Murray's popular 1970s song, Snowbird.
In recognition of the Snowbirds renown at thrilling audiences for more than 35 years, Canada Post will issue two
domestic rate (51 cents) commemorative stamps on June 28 th 2006. Printed in nine colours, the stamps will be
available in a pane of 16. A souvenir sheet displaying the two stamps will be released at the same time.
Created by Wade Stewart and Tiit Telmet of Telmet Design Associates, Toronto, the commemoratives capture
the beauty, precision and energy of Canada's world-renowned aerobatic flying team, in two 48 x 27.5 mm stamps.
"When we started this project, we knew we wanted to do something completely different with the subject matter,"
says designer Tiit Telmet "To create a look and feel that would reflect the special characteristics of the Snowbirds."
"The 'different' was very evident in the final product," says Liz Wong, Manager of Stamp Design and Production
at Canada Post. "The stamps have a painterly appearance and a canvas-like quality that depicts the Snowbirds in a
way never seen before".
"We achieved a painterly palette by manipulating and layering multiple photographs," says Telmet "In one stamp,
we've cut away the pilot and simulated the canopy. By combining images and graphics with subtle, transparent
effects, you get a first-hand view of the Snowbirds in flight from a pilot's perspective."
At first glance, the other stamp appears to have only three planes. If you take a closer look, however, you see a
number of ghosted planes, representing the Snowbirds' nine-plane formation - a familiar sight on Canada Day and
a hallmark of one of the world's most famous flying teams.
The stamps are being printed by the Canadian Bank Note Co., using lithography in 9 colours, on "Tullis Russell
Coatings" paper. - They are pert 13+; P.V.A. gum; with General, 4 sides tagging. The quantity printed is 5 million.
Canada Post is also producing:
• First Day Covers with a pair of the stamps; and
with a Souvenir sheet.
• a "limited-edition" of 1,000 uncut press sheets of
six Souvenir Sheets, and four panes of 16 stamps.
These sheets include all of the printer's qualitycontrol elements, including crop and perforation
marks, and are signed by both designers.
• Two postage-paid postcards with photographs of
the Snowbirds in formation, which can be mailed
from Canada to anywhere in the world. (See right.)
For more information, or to order, contact Canada
Post: 1-800-565-4362 FROM Canada or the U.S.A.
(902) 863 6550 from other countries.
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MEMBERS' FORUM - What is a Pioneer Cover?
In the March 2006 newsletter, I raised two questions:
what is a Pioneer Cover?
in The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, when should Section 1 - Canadian Pioneer Flight
Covers - end; and when should Section 5 - Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada - begin?
Many thanks to Steve Johnson and Dick McIntosh for responding to this question.
However, we now have four different opinions!
1.

The current approach in AMCN - which gives a three year overlap:
At present the last flight listed in Section 1 is PF-32:
1928, August 17th: Moose Jaw Winnipeg. (Moose Jaw Flying Club flight, with special stamp.)
The first flight in Section 5 is 2601
-

1926, March 27th : Toronto Red Lake. (Curtis "Lark" delivery flight.)
-

2.

Perhaps Section 5 should begin with 2707:

1927, September 9 Th: Rimouski - Montreal. (The first Post Office financed air mail flight, which sank on take
off.)
and that earlier flights in section 5 should be moved to Section 1, which would still end with PF-32
This was my suggestion in the March 2006 newsletter, and would reduce the overlap to one year.
3.

Or is a pioneer cover is anything before 1924:
Steve Johnson has commented that:
To me, a pioneer cover is anything before 1924, which was when Laurentide started regular airmail
service. In my mind, the flight covers listed in the article could fall under the category of
"Experimental Flight Covers". You could also add the first flight from Victoria B.C. to Vancouver
B.C. on July 23, 1928 in the experimental category. Would it be fair to call it "Pioneer"? I don't
think so, even though it was the first flight which eventually became British Columbia Airways.
Pioneer should be regarded as flights before airmail companies making regular airmail service.

4.

But are these separate sections really necessary?
Dick McIntosh's response to the questions was:
My view has always been that date was the primary way of listing, and I would do away with all
separate sections. We could handle groupings like balloons and helicopters, and pioneer if you like,
by an index at the back. This would eliminate the fuzzy lines and duplicate listings. However, this
will probably not happen. I do think the pioneer grouping is a hold over from early days, when there
were other divisions like "Official" and "Air Stage", and do not see any point in retaining it as a
separate section, or having the "date" definition debate.

What do you think?
We are now beginning the process of producing a revised version of The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland. (See Dick Malott's Report on pages 2 and 3 of this issue of the newsletter.)

So: now is the time to consider the "big questions", like how should AMCN be structured?
One of the aims of these Members' Forums is to give everybody a chance to comment on what changes they
think should be made to AMCN.

If you have any comments regarding the issues raised in this article,
and/or comments on any other aspect of AMCN, please send them to the
editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
(Email: hargreavescpa_sympatico.ca )
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1N MEMORIAM: Keith Fitton, 1936-2006.
Keith was a very active philatelist in Britain, with a special interest in the airmails of the
Seychelles. He held many positions with different philatelic organizations over the years, and at the
time of his death was Chairman of the British Aerophilatelic Society.
Keith was also one of my occasional correspondents.
Five years ago, Keith wrote an article on a supposed crash cover from the Seychelles, that was
published in several journals.
Keith's article struck me as an outstanding piece of research, and I put a copy aside, to include
in a future issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. However, i have had a surfeit of articles for each
issue of our newsletter, so Keith's article was repeatedly held over to a later issue.
I am publishing the article now as a tribute to Keith.

A CRASHING 1948 MYSTERY
ecently, a thoroughly reputable auction house included in a catalogue an item
represented as an "air crash" cover. It was described, based on information
rovided by the vendor: as having come from a BOAC plane which crashed
shortly after takeoff from Victoria, Seychelles, in January 1948; as having an explanation
typed on it on arrival at Bern, Switzerland; as to why the stamps had been washed off,
with a handstamp to support it; and as having been officially sealed in London. A Nierinck
reference of 480100 was also quoted. On further investigation (a personal viewing), the
envelope was found to be sealed on the reverse with a type RLS.54 label from Royal Mail;
with boxed G. Crown R. over "OFFICIALLY SEALED IN THE / RETURNED
LETTER SECTION, / LONDON POSTAL REGION." There was also a handwritten
endorsement on the back "31 Marz 48 / Bern, Ankiinft." The lot was described as
"scarce."

Rp

Continued
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A CRASHING 1948 MYSTERY by Keith Fitton continued:

The cover looks like a crash cover and scarce it certainly was, as it appears to be
the only item of mail so far "identified" from this "crash." This alone raised a suspicion,
and there were other doubts; further research was clearly needed, from which the
following has emerged.
First, the cover; registered and addressed to an individual in Bern, this was in
relatively good shape, but obviously had been subjected to water damage though there
were no signs of burning or other physical damage. All the adhesives (4, possibly 5 on the
front) and any air mail label were missing, but one strike of the Victoria, Seychelles, cds
for C JA 16 48 (type V.11) was still clear (with 4 other partial strikes), as were the
registration mark for Victoria (No. B260) and the words "Registered" and "VIA AIR
MAIL" typed on the front. The typed message in German translates to the effect that
"according to the British Royal Mail, this cover was damaged by water and the
stamps have been washed off and lost." There is no mention of any plane crash, nor of
"sea-water" as one might expect in any crash at sea, with Victoria being 1000 miles from
the nearest land mass. Beneath the typed words is a two-line unboxed cachet "BERN I /
BRIEFAUSGABE" in black, initialed.
Second, the Nierinck reference; this was strangely incomplete in that the exact
date of the crash was not given nor was the type of plane that was supposed to have
crashed. The reference 480100 simply means "some time in January, 1948." This is
unusual in that both the precise date and the type of plane and/or its registration number,
and even the pilot's name in some cases, are regularly identified by Nierinck, doyen of
airplane crash recorders. Significantly, there is no reference to this "crash" in The Aero
Field for 1948. It appears that Nierinck may have derived his information from the Swiss
SAV catalogue — the wording being virtually identical. I have been advised that it was
entered therein before Roland Kohl took over as Editor and he, Kohl, could find no
reference anywhere else to the crash, but saw no reason to omit it without further
information. The catalogue entry bears a footnote which reads "evidence of this entry is
derived from the Katalog-Redaction." Too, I note that Kohl has never seen an example
of mail from this "crash." In his response to my enquiry, Nierinck replied ". . since I was
aware of this crash I wasn't able to find more information." So the provenance of this
"crash" is less than assured. The Swiss PTT later replied to my enquiry, but could add
nothing new, simply quoting the SAV entry and commenting ". . we have to assume
that the postage stamps were really damaged by sea water."
Third, BOAC; no record of any BOAC crash in January 1948 can be found in the
company records, all aircraft being accounted for, nor can any crash be identified of any
other airline which might conceivably have carried the cover between Seychelles and UKSwitzerland. BOAC did experience a crash on the 9 th of February 1948 — a Dove 2, GAJHL, off Lockri, Greece, but this crash would not have been involved in any mail flight
from Seychelles.
Fourth, Airline services; the most telling argument against the description is that
in 1948 there was no BOAC service to/from the Seychelles (the last visit being by the "G"
class flying boat Golden Hind, G-AFCI, in 1944), nor any other airline operating there for
the simple reason that there was no airport in Seychelles before 1970!

Continued
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A CRASHING 1948 MYSTERY by Keith Fitton continued:

Royal Air Force (RAF) Catalina flying boats had visited Seychelles during World
War II, but the RAF Station which served them closed in 1946. In September 1947, three
RAF Sunderland flying boats passed through on a flight from Singapore to Durban. The
next aircraft to arrive was the East African Airways Catalina amphibian Namnagani in
January 1953, which made only one return flight from Mombassa. Shortly after the end of
World War H, BOAC had rejected the possibility of introducing a service with flying boats
as "hopelessly uneconomic." There is nothing in the Seychelles Government records \ of
any flight in the whole of 1948, let alone a plane crash!
So, if there wasn't an airplane crash in the Indian Ocean in January 1948, what
happened? The only conclusion must be that there was no plane crash anywhere. By a
strange coincidence, the same auction included a cover in the Ship Wrecks section which
was described as having been posted from Seychelles on 21 January 1948, carried from
there in the M V. Benledi bound for Marseilles and arrived in London on the 9 th of April.
This cover (which also bears a handwritten "BY AIR MAIL" annotation, but struck
through to cancel it) too had lost its stamps and carried a boxed cachet, applied in London
"DAMAGED BY SEA-WATER." Verso is completely devoid of any marks or labels.
The auction catalogue states, again based on the vendor's instructions, that the ship,
carrying general cargo and copra, experienced a fire in one of its holds at Genoa on the 2n d
ofMarch.Teidnthmal,bueiwsdmagbythefloinusd
to extinguish the fire. This cover sold, after strong bidding, both in the room and on the
book, for £220 against an estimate of £100 - £120.
It is always possible that the illustrated cover did not have enough postage for
carriage by air, and thus went by sea in the M V. Benledi beyond Mombassa, suffered the
same fate as the second item discussed, and went to Switzerland by air from London. But
it apparently arrived in Bern on the 31 d of March, after passing through London — over a
week before the M V. Benledi is stated to have arrived in London. It seems too much of
a coincidence that two covers, sent within five days of each other and carried on the same
ship from Seychelles to Mombassa, even if no further, should suffer damage by water in
two separate incidents. But the treatment each cover received from the postal authorities
is very different from the other. My personal opinion is that the suspect cover went (as
then was the only way) by sea from Seychelles to Mombassa on the M V. Benledi and
from there by air to London, where it suffered damage by water (flood?? rain??) while in
the possession of the UK Post Office. Finally, from London by air to Switzerland, where
it attracted the typed endorsement and handstamp.
Another theory has both covers on the M V. Benledi and suffering water damage
at Genoa. After the fire was put out, wet cargo, including the mail, was off-loaded. The
mail was then forwarded to the UK by surface route, arriving before the M V. Benledi.
But, if so, why were the two items of mail treated so differently. And why did the socalled plane crash cover, addressed to Switzerland, go first to the UK and not directly to
Switzerland? An alternative explanation might be that both covers lost their adhesives to
water damage while on the M V. Benledi, between Seychelles and Mombassa, the
illustrated cover then going by air to London, while the second cover continued on the
ship. But a further soaking in Genoa!!! This is, I think, stretching coincidence too far.
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A CRASHING 1948 MYSTERY by Keith Fitton continued:

It seems that, however it lost its adhesives, the illustrated cover looks like a crash
cover. Many years ago the cover must have been given an ancestry (perhaps by an earlier,
wishful owner) which, repeated in several media later, appears to have taken on the
verisimilitude of fact. The lesson to be learnt, if there be one, of this research is that one
should always go back to first principles and not rely alone upon the printed word, no
matter how authoritative it might be. After all, inclusion in both the SAV catalogue and
Nierinck's massively detailed work might be assumed to provide incontrovertible proof of
the crash. Further investigation demonstrates that these inclusions were based on little, if
any, hard evidence.
In conclusion, I would like to record my thanks to Henri Nierincic, Roland Kohl,
Norman Hoggarth and Ken Sanford for their generous help in this research. Before the
auction took place I, and at least one other person, had drawn the attention of the auction
house to these conclusions. On the day of the auction, before the lot was offered, the
auctioneer, David Boyd (welcome back!), briefly but comprehensively outlined much of
the above to explain why the description in the catalogue was incorrect and advised that
the item would be sold "as is." The postal bidders had been advised. In the event,
without any bids from the room, the lot was knocked down to a postal bidder at the upper
estimate of £120. Sadly, not a plane crash cover — but I wish it had been!!!
[This article was first published in "JO," the journal of the Indian Ocean Study Circle. It is
published here with permission of the author.]
This article is reproduced from the January 2002 issue of La Catastrophe, journal of the Wreck &
Crash Mail Society, edited by Bob Marousky, 2720 Walton Drive, Ocean Springs, MS 39564, U.S.A.
It was also published in the August 2002 issue of Air Mail News, journal of the British Aerophilatelic
Federation, edited by Richard Saundry, 3 Reawla Lane, Gwinear, Hayle TR27 5HQ, England.
The CAS exchanges newsletters with both these societies.
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BUYING AND SELLING
AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY
By Kendall C. Sanford
EDITOR'S NOTE: Following the Member's Forum regarding First Flight Cover Prices, I received
this article from Ken Sanford, about the buying and selling of items on eBay. The article
gives a lot of detailed information as to how eBay "works". Since eBay seems to be a
bigger and bigger factor in the aerophilatelic market, I am publishing the article in full.
Ken's article was originally published in The Airpost Journal of the American Air Mail
Society. It is republished here by permission.
Please note that since eBay is continually evolving, there may have been some changes to
their charges and procedures since this article was written. However, as far as your editor,
(who is a regular purchaser on eBay), is aware, all the information in Ken's article is still
accurate.
OVERVIEW

eBay, the Internet auction site is a great way to buy and sell philatelic material, in additional to the
normal sources, e.g. traditional dealers and auction houses. You will find that you can sometimes (but not
always) buy material on eBay at prices lower than the traditional sources. The great advantage of buying
on eBay, is that you can find material that you would probably never know about through the traditional
sources. eBay gives you the whole world as a source for material. Another advantage of eBay is that you
can track the bidding on an item and increase your bid at any time if you think it is necessary to be sure of
obtaining it.
TYPES OF MATERIAL ON EBAY
For the most part, the aerophilatelic covers sold on eBay are common or plentiful ones. However,
from time to time, you can find a scarce or better item. For example, there was recently a U.S. crash cover
sold on eBay, from a crash where no covers had previously been recorded. There is no reason why better
material cannot be sold on eBay, because the seller can place a reserve price on an item. One thing you
will notice on eBay is that starting prices tend to be quite low. This is because the eBay listing costs are
based on the starting price—the lower the starting price, the lower the listing cost, so most sellers place low
starting prices on their items. eBay also charges a fee based on the selling price, but it is much lower than
regular auction houses, which is one reason why eBay is so popular. You will also notice that some sellers
place ridiculously high prices on some items. Usually, they receive few or no bids, so hopefully they will
learn their lesson.
GETTING STARTED
To sign up to use eBay, type in: http://www.ebay.com/ . It is free.
To find philatelic material, type in: http://stamps.ebay.com/
Under "Basis Search", type in the type of material you are interested in, such as "first flight covers".
Then check both "Search within Stamps" and "Search in titles & descriptions". This will bring up all
listings that have "first flight covers" in the "Stamps" category and in all the titles & descriptions within
"Stamps". You can then arrange the results by the listings "ending first", "newly listed", "lowest priced"
or "highest priced".
Continued
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BUYING AND SELLING AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY by Ken Sanford continued:

When writing this article, I did a search on four categories, which gave the following results:
•

51 items under "crash"

•

1447 items under "first flight covers"

•

16839 items under "first day covers"

•

2287 items under "flight covers"

•

4007 items under "air mail covers"

You will see that there are many irrelevant and extraneous items that will come up. This is because many
sellers put these words in their descriptions, even though they are not exactly that type of material. You
will have to experiment with various key words to see what results you can get.
You then have to go through the listings by subject, and click on those that look like they might be of
interest. Normally, the seller has described the item and shown a scan of it. However, you will find that
many sellers are amateurs and do not properly or clearly describe the items they are selling. You will see
the following for each item:
Starting bid amount (normally in US$ or UK£). You must bid this amount or more. You will notice on
some items, there is a "Buy it Now" price, which is higher than the starting price. This means you can buy
the item for the "Buy It Now" price without bidding against other people. Usually, this means that the
seller has more than one of the item, so you might want to use this only when you really want an item and
don't want to bid against others.
Time Left. Most listings are for 7 days, but the seller can also list an item for 10 days at an extra listing
cost. This will show if it is a 7 day or 10 day listing, and it will show the ending date and time. The time is
always specified in Pacific time, as eBay is ,located in California.
History. This will show how many bids have been placed on the item, and the current high bid. You can
click on this and see who has placed a bid. It shows the user name of the bidder, not their actual name.
After you become familiar with eBay, you will start to recognize some of the regular bidders by their user
name, which is useful to know who you are competing with.
Location. This shows the physical location of the seller, which can sometimes be useful.
Shipping and payment details. This shows the amount the seller will charge for shipping and the methods
by which you can pay for the item.
Seller Information. This shows the user name, followed by a number and a symbol, such as a star. The
number signifies the "feedback" score the seller has on eBay since starting, and the symbol designates the
number of positive feedbacks the seller has. There are different symbols depending on the number of
positive feedbacks the seller has received. After a transaction, each buyer and seller leaves a feedback on
each other. The feedback can be positive, negative, or neutral. The number of positive, negative or neutral
feedbacks are shown, and it shows the date the seller became a member of eBay. By clicking on "Read
feedback comments" you can read the actual feedback comments on that seller. Most people have all or
mostly positive feedbacks. If you see a lot of negative feedbacks, then you can read them and decide if you
want to deal with that seller.
Ask seller a question. If you have any questions about the item being sold, you can use this function to
send an email to the seller with your questions. I use this quite often, as I find that many sellers do not
adequately describe their items, and it is necessary to ask questions about it.
View seller's other items. With this, you can look at the other items the seller has for sale on eBay at the
same time.

Continued
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BUYING AND SELLING AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY by Ken Sanford continued:

Watch this item. If you want to track the bidding on the item, you can click on this and it will add the item
to your items that you are bidding on or watching under "My eBay".
BIDDING
Under the Current bid amount, you will see a button "Place Bid". Your bid must be a slight amount above
the highest bid, and after clicking this button, it will tell you the minimum amount you must bid. eBay
works just any other auction. You bid the highest amount you are willing to pay for an item, and if you are
the highest bidder, you will get the item for a slight amount above the next highest bid. After making your
first bid, if you later see that the bidding is getting close to your highest bid and you want to make sure you
get the item, you can place a higher bid at any time before the item closes.
After making any bid, you will receive an email confirmation of that bid. If someone outbids you, you will
also receive an email confirmation that you have been outbid. As I live in Europe, the eBay items end at
4:00 a.m. my time. I obviously don't want to get up just before 4:00 a.m. to see if I must place a last
minute bid on an item I want. There are a number of programs you can get which help you get an item at
the last minute before it closes. A couple of these are "Major Citrus", and "Snipe". These cost about
$10.00 and are well worth the cost. A list of these various programs is on: http://www.biggest-auctionsite.condebay-snipe-program.php. These programs will automatically increase your bid at the last minute
so you can make sure you get an item. These services charge a fee each time you use them, but if you
really want an item, then it is well worth it. There is also a free program called "Bidwatcher", which is
available at: http://www.midwestcs.corn/bidwatcher/
PAYMENTS
If you are the successful bidder on an item, you will receive an email notification, with instructions on how
to pay for the item and the shipping/postage cost. If you want the item to be insured, then you will need to
pay extra for this, and the seller will tell you the amount. Normally, you can pay by a major credit card,
check, money order or PayPal. PayPal is an Internet payment system which is owned by eBay, and is very
safe and secure. If you have a major credit card, you can sign up for a PayPal account. Most people using
• eBay are using PayPal to pay for items they buy, or to receive payment for items they sell on eBay. You
maintain a balance in PayPal, from which you can pay for items you buy, and you can transfer money from
your PayPal account to a bank account at any time. I use PayPal almost exclusively for items I buy and
sell on eBay. When you make a PayPal payment, both you and the seller receive an email confirmation of
the payment.
RECEIVING PURCHASED ITEMS
Most sellers will not send the item until they receive payment, as they usually don't know you. That is why
PayPal is good, because the seller gets the payment quickly and can send the item right away. After
receiving an item, if you fmd that it is not as described, the condition is not as described, or there is some
other problem with it, you can contact the seller and arrange for the item to be returned. I recently bought a
cover which was described as a crash cover. After receiving it, I determined that it was not a crash cover,
and I returned it to the seller, who is obligated to give a full refund. If the seller refuses or is reluctant to
take back an item which is not what it was supposed to be, the seller will get a negative feedback from the
buyer. No seller wants negative feedbacks, so the seller will usually take the item back without any
argument.
DISREPUTABLE OR DISHONEST SELLERS OR BUYERS
eBay is no place for such people. If someone is doing dishonest transactions, they will quickly be reported
to eBay and after three incidences of not paying for items, not sending items for which people have paid,
etc., they will be suspended from eBay. eBay has strict rules and policies and will not tolerate dishonest
behavior.
Continued
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BUYING AND SELLING AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY by Ken Sanford continued:

My experience with buying covers on eBay has been very positive and I have not had any problems. I
highly recommend it.

SELLING PHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY
GETTING STARTED
The first thing you need to do is scan each item you want to sell. If there are pertinent markings on the
back of a cover, make a photocopy of the back, and then scan the front with the photocopy of the back just
below it. Scan at 300 dpi (dots per inch), 8 bit color, save as a JPG file and use JPEG compression if your
scanner has that option. This will make the file size smaller and speed up the download time for people
looking at the image on eBay. Give each scan a file name that will be easy to remember and put all the
scans into a separate directory for the items you will upload to eBay at the same time.
DOWNLOAD TURBO LISTER
Next, assuming you have already signed up as an eBay user, go to: http://www.ebay.com , then go to the
bottom of the page, click on "eBay Downloads", then "Selling", and then click on eBay Turbo Lister. You
will have the following choices: "Download Now", "Take the Tour" & "Get the CD". Turbo Lister is a
free program which automates and formats all your eBay listings.
System Requirements
Microsoft Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, NT
100 MHz processor
30 MB free hard disk space, 100 MB for high volume sellers
• RAM for Win 98/ME: 64 MB, 128 highly recommended
▪ RAM for Win 2000/XP/NT: 128 MB, 256 highly recommended
Modem or Internet connection
• Internet Explorer v5.01 or later installed (it also works with Netscape)
If you have any problem downloading Turbo Lister, then choose the "Get the CD" option and order the
CD-ROM.

USING TURBO LISTER
Turbo Lister is very easy to use. You just have to fill in the blanks with the data on the item you are
selling. You will have the choice of listing your item for auction or as a fixed price item. Then enter a title,
which should be as descriptive of the item as possible using key words, such as "Crash Cover", "First
Flight Cover", "First Day Cover", "Airport Dedication Cover", etc. Then select the Category for your
item. The categories are predefined by eBay, and I find that they are rather limited, and are designed more
for stamps than covers. However, after looking at all the available categories, you can usually find an
appropriate one. I understand that the American Philatelic Society is working with eBay to improve its
usefulness, and I plan to make some suggestions to add additional categories for aerophilatelic material.
There is an option to add a second category, but eBay charges double the listing fee for this. The next step
is to "Design Your Listing". This is where you describe your item. It is best to use the "HTML View",
which will show you exactly how the description will appear on eBay. Be as thorough and descriptive as
possible, as there is plenty of space for this. Be sure to describe the condition of your item, so there is no
misunderstanding with potential buyers or the final buyer. The next step is to add a picture of them item.
Click in the box "Click here to insert a picture" and then it will ask you to select your scan of the item.
You can add more than one picture, but you pay 15 cents extra for each additional picture. The program
will automatically create both a small thumbnail and an actual size picture of your item.
You can add a counter if you want to keep track of how many times someone looks at your listing, but you
pay extra for this.
Continued
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BUYING AND SELLING AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY by Ken Sanford continued:

The next screen allows you to specify all the additional information about your listing, such as the duration
of the listing—normally 7 days—but you can list it for 10 days at an additional cost, the "Buy It Now"
price if you have picked that option, the Reserve Price (if you want to specify a reserve, which also costs
extra), the Starting Price, Methods of Payment you will accept, Shipping Costs, and other pertinent
information. The last step is to save your listing. If the some of the data will be the same for multiple
items, then be sure to specify that for each item when putting in the data. Then you will not have to repeat
it when listing additional items.
After you are finished listing the items you are selling, go back to the first page and you will see a list of the
items you have listed. Select those listings to be uploaded and click to "Upload" button after you are
connected to the Internet. The program will automatically upload all the listings you have selected. You
have the option for the items to be listed immediately, or (at an extra cost), to be listed on eBay at a later
time and date that you specify. When you upload your listings, the program will show you the eBay fees
for each listing. You must have enough money in your eBay account to cover the listing fees. For options
on adding money to your account, login to your eBay account, then go to the bottom right side to "Seller
Services" and click on "Learn More". You can pay money into your eBay account from your PayPal
account, or from a checking account, by credit card or you can mail in a check or money order.

SELLER'S ASSISTANT
For dealers and professionals, there is another eBay program that is an alternative to Turbo Lister. This is
"Seller's Assistant", which has additional features, such as Professional Listings, Automate Your Email,
Track Sales Info and other functions. There are two versions—Basic, which costs $9.99 per month or Pro,
which costs $24.99 per month. For details, go to: http://pages.ebay.com/sellers_assistant/
eBAY FEES

The following are the Insertion Fees for regular, Reserve Price Online Auction, and Multiple Item listings:

Starting Price,
Opening Value or
Reserve Price
$0.01 - $0.99
I

$1.00 - $9.99
$10.00 - $24.99

I

$25.00 - $49.99

Insertion Fee
j I $0.30
I I $0.35

I

j I $0.60
I I $1.20

I

I $50.00 - $199.99 I i $2.40
I $200.00 - $499.99 1 $3.60
$500.00 and up I $4.80
Additional Reserve Price Auction fees (fully refunded if item sells), are:

I

Reserve Price 11 Reserve Price Auction Fee

1 $0.01 - $49.99 11 $1.00
I $50.00 - $199.99 I $2.00
I $200.00 and up 11 1% of Reserve Price (with a maximum of $100.00)
Continued
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BUYING AND SELLING AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY by Ken Sanford continued:

To see the additional fees, such as for more than one category, more than one illustration, etc., go to:
http://www.ebay.com , go to the bottom of the page, click on "SELL", then log in, and on the next screen,
click on "Learn about selling fees".
PRICING OF MATERIAL
Be realistic with the prices or reserves you put on your material. Try to follow catalog prices and don't put
ridiculous prices on items you sell on eBay, or it will make you look ridiculous. Some people selling items
on eBay put prices on them which are sometimes as much as ten times their actual or catalog value.
Usually, they don't get any bids on such items.
AFTER LISTING ITEMS
If you want to change anything in your listing after it has been uploaded to eBay, you can make a change
only if there have been no bids on the item. After the item has been sold, you and the buyer will receive an
email notification from eBay, and then you can arrange for payment and for shipping the item to the buyer.
Don't use the automatic invoice function, as it puts too high a shipping cost on the item. If you don't know
the buyer, then don't send the item to the buyer until you have received payment. Send higher value items
by registered or certified mail, which the buyer pays for.
RECEIVING PAYMENT FOR ITEMS SOLD

Most eBay users now use PayPal, which is an Internet payment system which is owned by eBay, and is
very safe and secure. If you have a major credit card, you can sign up for a PayPal account. If you are
selling material to people outside your own country, PayPal avoids the bank charges on checks and money
orders for both buyers and sellers, and of course, you receive payment almost immediately. When paying
by PayPal, the buyer simply specifies your email address and the amount is paid into your PayPal account,
and you will receive an email advising you of the eBay item number, and that you have received the
payment. You can set up your PayPal account for different currencies, such as U.S. Dollars (US$), British
Pounds (UK£) or Euros ( ). At any time, you can go into your PayPal account and transfer any amount
directly into your bank account.
All PayPal accounts include these basic features:
Core Features:
Send Money
Request Money
Auctions Tools
Website Payments
Money Market
Virtual Debit Card
Account Insurance
• Downloadable Log
• Email-based customer service
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BUYING AND SELLING AEROPHILATELIC MATERIAL ON EBAY by Ken Sanford continued:

The following are the three different types of PayPal accounts:
Personal Account

•
•

Send money for FREE
Receive money for FREE (non-credit card payments only)
Can upgrade to a Premier account at any time

Premier Account

•
•
•
•

Send money for FREE
Receive any type of payment, including credit cards, for low fees
Exclusive customer service hotline 7 days a week
Special tools for sellers
ATM debit card for select users

Business Account

Includes all the features of Premier accounts
Do business under a corporate or group name
Can have Multiple Logins
The PayPal website is at: http://www.paypal.com
FEEDBACK

After completing a transaction, eBay asks both the buyer and seller to provide "feedback" on the other
person. If you are satisfied with the transaction, you should provide positive feedback, and you also have
the option to provide neutral feedback or negative feedback. You should be very careful when making
negative feedback on someone, as you can't retract it, and the other person could also make a negative
feedback on you. You will notice that most people using eBay have mostly positive feedbacks, and
negative feedback is an exception. Looking at the feedback on someone is a good way to see if there have
been any problems with that person in the past.
YOUR eBAY ACCOUNT

At any time, you can review your eBay account and check the fees you have paid for each item sold. If
someone doesn't pay you for an item for which they were the highest bidder, eBay provides options for
sending the buyer reminders, and if they still don't pay, you can request a refund of the eBay fees. If
someone refuses to pay for items, after three such incidences, that person will be suspended from eBay.
CONCLUSION

You will find that some items will sell easily on eBay, and other items will not sell at all. Of course the big
advantage of selling material on eBay, is that you have complete control over your items--can make your
own descriptions, specify the starting and reserve prices, and the fees are lower than a major auction house.
Also, you don't have to send all the material to an auction house, and then go through the hassle and cost of
getting your unsold material back. I have been very satisfied with selling material on eBay.
Thanks Ken.
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FOLLOW-UP: MAXIMOTOR MAKERS
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"Receiver stamp":
SASKATOON JUN 21 1913 CANADA

This cover was initially shown in our June 2005 newsletter, with a request for information regarding the
FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO. to which it was addressed, and MAXIMOTOR MAKERS DETROIT
who sent it.
Our last newsletter contained a great history of the FIRST SASKATCHEWAN AVIATION CO., that was
put together by Barry Countryman.
Doug Lingard advised me that there is a reference to the Maximotor on pages 41-42 of Canada's Flying
Heritage by Frank Ellis, as a Maximotor engine powered the aircraft that Frank Ellis and Tom Blakely built and
flew in Calgary during 1914 and 1915:
The machine was assembled from parts of a Curtiss biplane, that had originally been flown at Moose Jaw,

Saskatchewan, by an American barnstormer, and had been cracked up against a wagon on its first flight. The
owner thereupon sold it to a concession owner who had shipped it to Calgary, where it was later bought by Tom.
Our biggest job was to restore the wings and undercarriage, which had been pretty thoroughly mangled.
Every cracked wooden rib, strut, or spar had to be replaced, the ribs with laminated wood which we glued
ourselves and then shaped to exact size.
In our machine we had a very reliable engine: a 45 h.p. Maximotor. However, its power output did not give
us much leeway for safety in the air.
Our engine was indeed reliable - but relatively speaking. In modern terms, the earliest engines were most
unreliable pieces of mechanism, in the main because although man had invented them, he had not then solved all
the minor or major difficulties which kept them from running smoothly and reliably. In the pioneer internal
combustion engines, there wasn't a part which could invariably be relied upon, and spark plugs, magnetos,
carburetors, and the like, would give up their usefulness without warning.
Once we had our craft set up, standing there on the wide prairie outside Calgary, Blakely and I were very
proud young men indeed. When we first sat in the seat, with the engine running smoothly behind us, it was a
tremendous thrill to place a foot on the throttle pedal, and pressing down, feel what we considered a tremendous
surge of power from the sudden roar from the engine.
We soon discovered, however, that the roar of our 45 h.p. Maximotor was not everything. For a good many
days we alternated our time between taxiing back and forth and patching the tires, which kept blowing out until
we had them pretty thoroughly rebuilt with patches. On June 25th 1914, Blakely flew her off the ground for the
first time. My own first solo came on July 2nd. By the end of that month we had become quite proficient in
straight hops, continually lengthening our individual flights.
All through the first early tests, the first short hops, and above all, on the longer ones, one experienced the
same feelings. First, the thrill of acceleration - the feeling that there's power enough behind you to thrust your
machine up into the blue and out on the other side of it.
Then you are concentrating: watching the ground to gauge your speed - for there was then no other method listening continually to the rhythm of the engine, hoping not to detect a warning cough, your tension mounting
as the ground goes by at a faster clip. She's lifting, you think - yes! - no! - yes, she's up! And so you are
concentrating for your very life as the ground falls away and you try to remember simultaneously everything
you've ever learned about what to do in the air - that's high enough - don't push your luck! - level off.
You look down now at the prairie below, suddenly aware of the height you've gained, and how flimsy your
perch. Then a gentle forward pressure on the controls, and you're corning down, easing your foot off the throttle down - down, take it easy - the ground gets closer - closer - you level off, touch, and bounce a bit too much
perhaps, touch and bounce again, a wing comes up for a split second of panic, then the wheels are on the ground
together, the front one settles too, and you cut the throttle completely, by pulling the ignition switch, and roll to
a standstill. It's all over!
Continued
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MAXIMOTOR and the ELLIS-BLAKELEY AIRCRAFT, 1914, described by Frank Ellis:

There is no experience in the world like the surge of relief that comes over you then. It's the way you might feel
on an ordinary day perhaps, busy with your familiar daily routine, if everything started to slow down till it stopped even the water dripping from the tap suspended in the air. All of a sudden the flow of life goes back to normal, and
you feel a relief and a terrific exhilaration. That sounds pretty strange, maybe, but it's as close as I can get to the
sensations of those first flights.
On August 4, war broke out with Germany. Everything was in such a turmoil that we decided to call a halt to
our activities. We took our plane apart, and stored it in a shed Then we wrote offering our services as "pilots" to
the Canadian, English, and French governments. The letters we received from Ottawa apologized for refusing our
offer of service as airmen, explaining, in part, that "it was not anticipated the military authorities would have any
requirements for the service of aviators." Our letters to England and France were equally futile.
During the winter we overhauled the engine and christened our machine the West Wind. We reassembled it in
June 1915, and flew again throughout that summer.
Meanwhile, unknown to us, exposure to the sun and weather for two seasons, coupled with age, had gradually
weakened the canvas covering of the wings, particularly the upper one. One day I was coming in for a landing, and
when a few feet from the ground, I heard a resounding "plop." The single surface of the upper right wing had given
way along one of the seams. The wing dipped instantly and the machine struck the ground quite heavily, damaging
the undergear and various other parts. I was fortunate: if the machine had been at any height when the covering
ripped, a crash would have been inevitable.
It would have been possible to repair the damage, but a short time afterwards a terrific windstorm swept across
southern Alberta. Although our craft was well staked, the pegs and ropes proved no match against such hurricane
force, and when we found our cherished West Wind, a quarter of a mile away from where she had been tethered,
she was a rolled-up, jumbled heap of wreckage. With sad hearts we took away what was worth salvaging, mainly
the engine and propeller, leaving the shattered remains where they lay. They lingered on as a stark sort of landmark
for several years, until souvenir collectors and the passage of time gradually obliterated all trace.
Thanks for the reference to this great story Doug.

FOLLOW UP: Red Lake / Who Transported These Covers? (iv)
This enquiry began in the March 2005 newsletter, when Ed Matthews illustrated and analyzed two covers
franked with the Elliot-Fairchild Air Service semi-official, (Unitrade CL9): one from Winnipeg, April 13 th 1926, to
Red Lake, April 17 th 1926; and one from Red Lake, April 17 th 1926, to Winnipeg, April 21' 1926. He raised a
number of questions regarding the date of issue of this stamp; and the starting date for Patricia Airways &
Exploration Ltd. carrying mail in the Red Lake area.
Dave Brown provided some additional information that was related to these covers, that was reported in the
September 2005 and March 2006 newsletters.
I have now had a response from Ed Matthews, regarding the information in the last newsletter:

David Brown is absolutely right, April 15 was a Thursday and hence April 17 was a Saturday. I have a
perpetual calendar from 1800 to 2050, and this checks out correctly.
By now I am convinced that these covers were carried by Elliot- Fairchild. I can see the reasoning, "We'll
fly till the weekend and then we will call it quits, it will be too dangerous to land on the ice". This scenario
has the advantage of simple logic that incorporates all the known facts.
Thanks Ed, and thanks Dave. - If anybody can provide further information, please send it to the editor.

FOLLOW UP: The Boxed Air Mail Handstamp
In response to the article by Murray Heifetz in the last newsletter, Richard Beith advised me that:

Some years ago I copied some pages from file POST 33/5251 in the Post Office Archives, London, dealing
with the early days of the Montreal-Rimouski acceleration of transatlantic mails. [Old file number P21807/35].
Five original Letter Bills were included, all dated Montreal May 5 1928, for mails to be carried from
Rimouski to the UK on the Regina. Each Letter Bill bore a very clear and clean strike of Murray's type 1 a
Continued
boxed handstamp.
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FOLLOW UP: THE BOXED AIR MAIL HANDSTAMP information from Richard Beith continued:

Frame measurements were all in the range 41.5-42.0 x 17.5-18.0 mm. Destination handstamps were
LIVERPOOL 13 MY 28 or LONDON F S 14 MY 28. In each case there was a manuscript note under the
handstamp: Via Montreal to Rimouski.
Richard kindly sent me this copy of one of the letter bills, (reduced to approximately 70%), and pointed out the
reference at bottom right to mail enclosed for the Cairo-Baghdad Air Mail.
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Thanks Richard, and congratulations on finding the so far earliest recorded "legitimate use" of a boxed
air mail handstamp.
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INFORMATION WANTED
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

REV. MASON
VIA AIR MA1 1_
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Dave Hanes recently found five, size 10, First Flight Covers from the December 1932, Fort Resolution Great Bear Lake service, (AMCN 3247). Each cover has a hand drawn map of Western Canada with a small
aircraft inbetween the two points of the flight. The maps are hand colored - pale yellow with an orange
border. Each cover is very attractive with fine penmanship, and all are addressed to R.S. Mason in
Richmond Hill.
Covers addressed to R.S.Mason, or Rev. R.S.Mason, seem to be fairly common. They are also frequently
attractive, though they are not usually embellished as much as the one above.
According to Dick Malott, Reverend Mason was a Protestant minister who collected pioneer and semi-official
air mail covers in a big way. For one of the flights, between Toronto and Ottawa, in August 1918, he
prepared and sent 26 Registered letters, which although recorded in the Post Office records, never appeared
on the market for collectors. After Reverend Mason's death, his son discovered the 25 Registered covers
as well as bundles of semi-official covers. J.N. Sissions sold them over a period of a year.
Can anybody provide more information about Rev. Mason? If so, please send it to the editor.

BUYING & SELLING
Stamps, Panes, Tete-Beche Pairs, Errors, Essays, Proofs,
Booklets, Colour Varieties, Covers (incl. First Flights, Fancy
Cachets, Round Trips, Pilot-Signed, Cross-Border, Periodicals,
Mixed Franking, etc.) and all "Exotica" in this area.

SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE - TOP PRICES PAID.
WANT LISTS FILLED.

MARK-LANE STAMPS

A OD

P.O. Box 626 • West Haverstraw, NY 10993
Tel/Fax: (845) 362-5330 • E-mail:rws45@aol.com
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

1937 - attempted TRANS-ATLANTIC BALLOON FLIGHT

Nino Chiovelli has sent me a question regarding:

some covers prepared by Roessler in 1937, purporting to be mail that was to be carried on a Trans-Atlantic
balloon flight:
•
•

the covers are manilla envelopes.
the cachet applied by a rubber stamp below the hand drawn balloon reads:
FIRST TRANSATLANTIC MANNED
FREE BALLOON STRATO FLIGHT
JULY 3, 1937
• the undated postmark indicates that the stamp was cancelled at the Traveling Mail Box at Harbour
Grace, Newfoundland.
• the covers all contain a penciled statement on the back reading "Flight Aborted Capt McLean", and
single name entries of different people on other covers (perhaps various flight crew members).
As you know Roessler forged a lot of items and these covers may be another such venture? However, if
they are from a genuine balloon flight attempt it would be wonderful to establish that fact once and for all.
Three covers have been studied so far, and preliminary information supplied by Maureen Lynch, Freidel
Egger, and Martin Goebel.
Will you kindly ask readers of the CAS Newsletter whether or not they may have information about these
covers?
If anybody can help, please send information to the editor.

www.brianwolfenden.com
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE

Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2

E-mail: binepeanOtrytel.com
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

1988: PAN AM Lockerbie crash cover
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December 19/88. Delay due to recovery
from courier shipment in LocKerbie air
crash.
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Label on the cover from Ethiopia (left).
glal0 ni tj 'AfroF &mow ft*,

THIS LETTER WAS DELAYED DUE TO THE
AIH DISASTER OF PAN AM FLIGHT 103,1Y88.
AT LOCKERBIE, SCOTLAND ON 21 DEC

Label on the other covers.

Air letter addressed to Mrs. A.I. Curran, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Sender's address c/o Associated Engineering International, Burnaby, B.C., Canada.

I received the air letter above from the mother of John Curran. John was working for a construction company
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia at the time. (I believe it was bridge construction). It was Christmas 1988, and he sent a
Christmas card and this air letter to his mother in Johannesburg, South Africa. The items were included in a courier
shipment and dispatched to his corporate office (Associated Engineering International) in Burnaby, British
Columbia. This was done as there was no direct airmail service between Ethiopia and South Africa.
The words "Needs postage" are written alongside the printed Ethiopian 15c stamp on the air mail letter by John.
It was intended for his office to add additional stamps, or frank it further with the office franking machine, and then
post the letter on to Johannesburg.
The shipment joined Pan Am Flight 103 at Frankfurt on route to London, the United States, and finally Canada.
This, of course, did not happen, as the Boeing 747 blew up 31 000 feet above Lockerbie, Scotland, on December
21' 1988. A terrorist bomb had been placed in a suitcase which originated in Malta, and had connected to the flight
at Frankfurt. 259 passengers and 11 ground casualties perished.
It is apparent to me that the courier case or parcel was retrieved from the disaster site, and retained for a period
of some six months by the authorities while the investigations proceeded. The cover has a red date-stamp
"BURNABY B.C. 12 VI '89", and black stamp "POSTES CANADA POST 12 VI 1989 V6B 8A0".
The cover also has a sticker "This material originally dispatched December 19/88. Delay due to recovery
from courier shipment in Lockerbie air crash" To date, according to Ken Sanford, only four items of crash mail
have been recorded and reported by collectors. The other three all have a different type of sticker, that was applied
in the United States. (The illustration above was provided by Ken Sanford).
I am trying to establish at what stage the sticker was applied to my cover? I would assume that it was applied
by the authorities investigating the crash, before it was put into the postal system. But why then is it different from
the other stickers?
Neville Polakow
If anybody can provide information about this cover, please send it to the editor.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.
They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

World Record Parachute Freefall Jump
During the last two weeks of August 2006 Col. Michel Fournier (Ret), French Army, will attempt a
parachute jump from 130,000 feet above North Battleford Saskatchewan. This will be his third and best
prepared attempt (remember the Breitling Orbiter III). I have negotiated to produce 350 signed covers that will
be carried on the balloon during this attempt and am presently awaiting some artwork before assembling the
cover. The specialized jump equipment does not allow anything to be carried on the jump as Michel's life will
be on the line during this attempt.
Should Michel be successful, he will set four new world records. One is that he will break the sound
barrier during his descent prior to entering the earth's atmosphere. The possible world records are:
- Altitude record for freefall
- Altitude record for human balloon flight
- Time record for longest freefall
- Speed record for fastest freefall
The majority of these covers will be given to the Launch Team and auctioned at charities in Canada and
France. I will have a small number available for sale (NOT A MEMBERSHIP IN THE CLUB) on behalf of
Klondike Balloon Safaris (Club). Those of you who may be interested may contact me to reserve a cover with
no obligation to purchase. As soon as designs are ready those who pre-register can confirm or reject the offer
once they have viewed the proposed covers.
The price will be: $125.00 CDN if the project is successful; $10.00 CDN if the flight is cancelled.
I may be contacted at: nchioveltelusplanet.net
Nino Chiovelli, Sec-Treas., Klondike Balloon Safaris (Club), 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6
********** Rt..*

11.-***
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E.S.J. van Dam Ltd
Canada semi official air mail stamps & covers; bought and sold since 1970.
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - Sample on request.
P.O. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ontario, Canada KOL 1140, or call 705 292 7013.
Plus hundreds of stamps and covers offered at our website: www.esjvandam.com

Vance Auctions Ltd.
Postal auctions every seven weeks,
offering 1,000's of Canadian and worldwide lots in all sizes and price ranges.
Call today for a FREE catalogue: 905 957 3364, or view it online at www.vanceauctions.com
or write to P.O. Box 267B, Smithville, Ontario LOR 2A0
Mt*

itle..******

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally produced quarterly
in March, June, September and December.
If you have anything you'd like to be included in the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4

by September 41".
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophilatelist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilately,
please contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
(Email: harareavescp@sympaticaca )
The annual membership dues are:
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $20.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN (or $22.00 US, or 18 Euros, or 12 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:
Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2

Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Date of birth:

Collecting interests:
Amount of dues paid:

(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal to Brian
Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

#237 Michel Brisebois
#335 Peter Bulloch
#172 Ivan Burges
#348 Canada Aviation Museum
#230 Canada's Aviation Hall Of
Fame
#318 Martin Cole*

#290 Michael Deal
#362 Daryl Frenette
#238 Cheryl Ganz
#334 Harold Hollander
#347 Marge V. Hunt
#324 H.Lealman MBE
#308 Don Lussky

#228 William J. McCann
#93 Ron Miyanishi
#234 Kevin O'Reilly
#95 Michael Painter
#363 Raymond Simrak*
#235 Dominique Tallet

(* shows an Advertising Member, who pays double the annual dues, but is guaranteed an advertisement in each newsletter.)
To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request.
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EDITORIAL - There are two CAS meetings planned for the Fall:
irn Calgary on Saturday September 30th, as part of Royal 2006 Royale,
Ii Toronto, the Ir Annual Day of Aerophilately will be held on Saturday October 21st.
More details regarding both meetings, are given on page 9 of this newsletter.
I have enjoyed all the Toronto meetings so far, and am hoping to get to both meetings this year.
Everyone else is invited, encouraged, and urged to participate too.
Chris
Anybody. who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge
The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material
appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT, SEPTEMBER 2006
I trust that everyone had an enjoyable summer that included a relaxing summer vacation. The variable weather in
the Ottawa area provided many pleasures and disappointments. Fall is on its way and now it's time again for
aerophilatelic activities. I have not yet received the 2006 Snowbird covers from 431 Demonstration Squadron in
Moose Jaw. As soon as the Snowbirds return to their base at Moose Jaw, Lt (N) Petra Smith will forward them
to me. Anyone wishing a set should send me their payment made payable to the CAS. The cost is $30.00 for the
cover signed by all nine pilots and $55.00 for the set of nine covers, each signed by an individual pilot. A
complimentary 2006 Snowbird brochure is sent with each order. There is also an attractive Ottawa Air Show
progam featuring the Snowbirds for $5.00
I had the pleasure of attending the launch of the new Snowbirds' stamps on 29 June 2006 at the Ottawa
International Airport. All the pilots and ground crew were there in appropriate flying suits. I met them all and had
a picture taken with them. Canada Post and the Royal Canadian Mint presented each member of the Squadron with
a complimentary souvenir kit. It was a very pleasant event. On 1 July 2006 the Snowbirds flew over Parliament
Hill with our envelopes aboard the various Tudor aircraft.
Our Past President, W/C Pat Sloan, had the grievous loss of his eldest son, Colonel Patrick Sloan, CD, aged 69.
Pat's son , an experienced pilot in the RCAF/CF, died from an inoperative brain cancer. Colonel Sloan is survived
by his wife, two married sons with families, and his mother and dad. I attended his memorial service on Monday,
28 August 2006. I extended the sympathy of the CAS membership to W/C Sloan and his family for which they
were thankful.
The RPSC is soon to experience a change in leadership when Charles Verge , FRPSC, FRPSL, President of the
RPSC for several years, completes his terms as President. Charles has been a very dynamic philatelic leader for
the RPSC. He has initiated many improvements for the benefit of the RPSC membership, including many of our
membership. The CAS is RPSC Chapter 187. Charles had the nack of getting excellent philatelists to assist him
in all aspects of the Society including its administration , the judging program, liaison with Canada Post,
international activities with the FIP, the excellent journal of the RPSC, The Canadian Philatelist and youth
activities. Well done Charles. Keep up the good work in your new position of Past President of the RPSC.
I look forward to receiving offers of assistance from our members in the preparation for the first revision of our
catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland". Murray Heifetz and Dick McIntosh have offered to
carry on with the project. I am still waiting for a reply from the AAMS concerning their support in commencing
the work. It will be most likely five years before we complete the project as the last three volumes of the 6 th edition
of the AAMS Catalogue must be completed first and a procedure approved to complete an index for our catalogue's
content.
Our Editor, Chris Hargreaves, is soon to leave for an extended holiday in New Zealand . We wish him well on his
adventurous holiday in New Zealand.

Dick Malott

Dick Malott, President CAS, and Major Ian McLean, Team Lead for the Snowbirds,
at the launch of the Snowbirds' stamp.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to another new member: Andrew McFarlane of Bartonsville, PA.

Brian Wolfenden

WEBMASTER REPORT
At the annual general meeting, held on May 7 th, 2006, during ORAPEX 2006, in Ottawa, there was a
discussion about trying to set up a CAS webpage. Having some limited experience in this area, I decided to
volunteer my services. I felt that since I got so much out of being a CAS member, this was the very least I
could do.
With the help of the CAS executive, we have put together our first webpage. The website can be found at:
http://www.aerophilately.ca/

For those who do not have internet services, do not worry. The webpage is not a replacement of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. The website is an additional tool to be used to promote the CAS and aerophilately in general.
I have made two new additions to the webpage:
1) With the help of Brian Wolfenden, I have added a price list of available aerophilatelic material. Items
range from covers produced in 1978 to 2005.
2) I have added my Yukon Airways exhibit, which I presented at Orapex this past May, 2006. If other
members are interested in displaying their material, please contact me.
If you do not have internet service, please contact me. I will mail any member a photocopy of any item added
to the website, which has not been published in the CAS newsletter.
A personal note:
I would like to thank Brian, Chris, Dave and Dick for the opportunity to join the CAS Executive. Their support
has been overwhelming. I would also like to thank CAS members for their positive feedback and support.

Steve Johnson

CAS PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL SERVICE AWARD

This award was presented by Nino Chiovelli, (above left), to Jamie Barron, (above right), at a meeting of the
Edmonton Stamp Club on July 24 th 2006. The award was a plaque, with the citation:
Presented to JAMES BARRON for his design and construction of
the first Canadian Aerophilatelic Society Recruiting Exhibit. Displayed at the
Washington 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition in Washington D.C. May 27 to June 03, 2006.
Congratulations Jamie, and thank you from us all.
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT
The Katherine Stinson Replica and Re-Enactment
Left: Katherine Stinson delivers
the first air mail in western
Canada, flown from Calgary to
Edmonton on July 9, 1918. Her
one-of-a-kind aircraft is being recreated by volunteer craftsmen at
the Alberta Aviation Museum in
Edmonton. At centre is W.J.
Stark, manager of the Edmonton
Exhibition. At right is postmaster
G.J. Armstrong.

W

hen famed American aviator Katherine Stinson ordered a one-of-a-kind biplane from
the Curtiss Aeroplane Company in 1917, neither she nor company founder Glenn
Curtiss could have had any idea that the unique aircraft would be re-created in
Edmonton nearly 90 years later.
Katherine Stinson (1891-1977) was the fourth American woman to earn a pilot's license.
She gained fame as a barnstormer and her Curtiss Special aircraft was built for better aerobatic
performance than the famed Curtiss JN-4 "Jenny" and Curtiss S-3 Speed Scout triplane on which
her aircraft was modeled.
On July 9, 1918 in her custom-built biplane, Stinson flew the first air mail delivery in
western Canada in a flight from Calgary to Edmonton, carrying a mail bag with 259 letters, but
that was not the purpose for which the aircraft was built. It had a single cockpit and Jenny wings,
but with the upper wing three feet
shorter on each side, and a bigger
tail assembly than the Jenny. The
fuselage was based on the S-3
triplane, but extended in length. The
modifications were made to provide
greater aerobatic performance in her
flying demonstrations.
Ready to leave Calgary on July 9, 1918

Today, a team of skilled volunteers
at the Alberta Aviation Museum has built an
exact replica of Stinson's Curtiss Special.
The aircraft presented a special challenge to
the volunteers in the shop at the hangar on
Kingsway Avenue in Edmonton where the
museum is located. First, blueprints of the
Curtiss Special could not be found, so the
craftsmen building the replica created their
own drawings.
Continued
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WESTERN CHAPTER REPORT - The Katherine Stinson Replica and Re-Enactment continued:

"Our biggest challenge was seeing how close we are to the original," said Jim Fearn, one of a
dozen men who have been working on the project for over two years. "All drawings and
specifications were done here as a result of group decisions," he says. Working from photographs
of Katherine Stinson's aircraft, they were able to design the wings and the larger tail assembly.
Thousands of volunteer hours have now been spent on the project.
Locating original parts was another challenge. The museum obtained an original Curtiss
"O-X" model liquid cooled V-8 engine of the type used by Curtiss in early biplanes. To complete
the 531 cubic engine which produced 100 horsepower (low by today's standards for an engine
that big), a search on the Internet was rewarded by finding push rods and rocker arms for the
valve assembly. A replica radiator will be installed, but the wooden propeller is a Curtiss original,
provided by the Aero Space Museum in Calgary.
On July 9, 2006, a re-enactment
of Katherine Stinson's airmail delivery
was made by flying 259 letters from
Calgary to Edmonton. The event was a
joint effort of the Western Chapter of
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
(CAS) and the Alberta Aviation
Museum Association.
The mail was brought to
Edmonton by a modern day female
pilot: Audrey Kahovec, an instructor
with the Edmonton Flying Club. Her
arrival, in a newer small aircraft,
coincided with the official unveiling of
the Curtiss Special biplane. The aircraft
will now officially join the collection of
Gerry Blacklock adding protective tape over the rib stitching
historic aircraft at the museum that help
on a wing now covered with fabric.
portray Alberta's aviation heritage.
The Stinson replica could be flown, but never will be. — This is partly because the cockpit
contains neither a joystick nor rudder bar. Katherine Stinson flew by hand — the Wright Brothers
system — with levers left and right. However, an electric motor hidden inside the engine crankcase
will spin the wooden propeller when this addition to aviation history makes its debut.
Lindsay Deeprose, restoration manager at the Alberta Aviation Museum, has been a
volunteer for 17 years and has worked on several reconstruction projects. He says, "Restoring and
displaying historic aircraft retains the history of aviation in this part of our world for the people of
today and for future generations. A side benefit is keeping us doing something constructive that
we enjoy!"
This report is based on an article by JOHN
CHALMERS, chair of the CAS/Alberta
Aviation Museum steering committee; with
additional information from TONY
CASHMAN, who wrote a very extensive, (and
fascinating), article about the Stinson replica,
that was published in the Canadian Aviation
Historical Society Journal, Spring 2006.

The CANS Journal is a beautifully produced,
quarterly publication, with very interesting
articles, glossy paper, and lots of illustrations. —
For more information on the CAHS contact their
National Headquarters: P.O. Box 705, Station "P",
Toronto, Ontario MSS 2Y4

The Curtiss Special replica.
Continued
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The Katherine Stinson Replica
and Re-Enactment continued:
VANPEX looking to
put on a royal show

Front Page News!

First airmail flight
re-enactment takes off

Pilot Audrey Kahovec re-enacts a scene from the 1918 Stinson flight by handing a
mailbag to Canada Post representative, Teresa Williams. At centre is Mark Bamford,
representing Edmonton Northlands, formerly the Edmonton Exhibition Association.

First airmail flight
re-enactment takes off
By John J. Chalmers

T

he first airmail flown in western Canada
was celebrated when a bag of mail containing 259 covers, just like the original flight, was
flown from Calgary to Edmonton on July 9.
On that date in 1918, famed aviatrix
Katherine Stinson flew non-stop in her
unique Curtiss Special biplane in Alberta's
first cross-country-flight (see Canadian Stamp
News, May 30 edition). She touched down on
the racetrack infield of the Edmonton Exhibi-

lion. The re-enactment flight was a project of
the western chapter of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
In 2006, exactly 88 years to the date of Stinson's flight, pilot Audrey Kahovec, a flying
instructor with the Edmonton Flying Club,
touched down in Edmonton on the runway
beside the Alberta Aviation Museum at the
City Centre Airport.

Continued on page 16
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Stinson re-enactment...
Continued from page 1

After a reception and send-off by the
Calgary Philatelic Society, the 29-yearold pilot made the flight in a modern
four-seater Cessna 172.
Upon landing in Edmonton, Kahovec was transferred to the cockpit of
the Curtiss Special biplane, an exact
replica of the one-of-a-kind aircraft
built for Stinson in 1917 by the Curtiss
Aeroplane and Motor Company of
Buffalo, NY.
The non-flying replica, unique in the
world, was built by 15 volunteers who
spent 20,000 hours creating the airplane from scratch.
As no plans exist for the Curtiss Special, the craftsmen started by creating
their own drawings by working from
photographs of the original.
"When I first read about this great
story I realized that it unites Alberta's
two biggest cities, and having a female
pilot added to the interest," said Lindsay Deeprose, restoration manager at
the Alberta Aviation museum. "Katherine Stinson did demonstration flights
in Edmonton for three years from 191618, and building the replica is a way of
providing a salute to women who fly.
"The volunteers who made the aircraft are proud of their accomplishment. It gives us a great deal of satisfaction in doing something worthwhile
for aviation history"
To the sound of a Curtiss aircraft engine played over the public address
system, men who helped build the
non-flying replica rolled out their-masterpiece.
An original propeller was spinning
during the rollout, thanks to a 24-volt
electric motor hidden in an original
Curtiss OX-5 engine.
Som-e 300-400 people in attendance
for the celebration applauded as the
mail was delivered.
"It was an honour to be chosen for
the flight and be part of the team which
let me re-trace the path that Katherine
Stinson flew. She was a good role
model and a trailblazer for women in
aviation," said Kahovec.

Edmonton historian Tony Cashman,
a Second World War navigator on Halifax bombers, and the author of some
25 books, was the featured speaker for
the rollout. A highlight of his talk was
the introduction of 94-year-old Darlie
Oswald of Edmonton. As- a young girl,
she saw Stinson fly over her family's
farmhouse just south of Edmonton as
she neared the end of her record-setting flight.
Canadian artist Jim Bruce of Baie
d'Urfe, QC created a splendid painting
that shows the Curtiss Special in flight.
"I can tell you without a doubt, that
this was the most interesting aviation

painting I've ever been involved with,"
he said.
High-quality reproductions of the
painting are available for purchase at
the Alberta Aviation Museum
(www.albertaaviationmuseum.com ).
The replica of the Curtiss Special biplane has now been welcomed as the
latest addition to the 30 aircraft on display at the museum in Edmonton.
The museum's building itself is an
historical artifact.
Built in 1942 for the wartime British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan, it is
the last such double-wide, double-long
hangar in Canada. 21

Pilot Audrey Kahovec, who flew the re-enactment flight with the mail, sports
a vintage helmet, goggles and leather coat in the cockpit of the Curtiss Special
replica.

Canadian Stamp News is published bi-weekly. It is the leading
source of up-to-date information on the Canadian stamp scene,
and on the world of stamps from a Canadian perspective. Copies
are available in most stamp shops, or by subscription. For more
information contact: Trajan Publishing. PO Box 28103, Lakeport

P0, St. Catharines, Ontario L2N 7P8, or visit their website at
www.canadianstampnews.ca
Continued
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The Katherine Stinson Re-Enactment and Covers:
Many thanks to Bob Lane for the pictures below:
(Bob is webmaster for the British North America Philatelic Society. - More of the photographs he took
of this event, can be seen at: http://www.philatelic.orq/stinson/stinson.htm )

June 9th 2006:
Audrey Kahovec arrives in Edmonton
with the mail from Calgary.

Pilot and mail are transferred to the
Curtiss Special replica.

Unveiling of the Curtiss Special Replica
Airplane Nall Se.r.irt
:606—
.1-4, 10,1, ■ ,

Aeroplane Mail Se
— July 9, 2006
CALGARY. ALBERTA

I
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Robert K. Lane
12 Gilchrist Place

AteAc ;Walton Muse.or,
- 4,1.w Awrxiil 1405
Fanorron
Canada t5G 004
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St. Albert, Alberta
T8N 2M3

No. 107 of 259
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259 serially-numbered covers
were carried in a mailbag, as on
Katherine Stinson's flight.

A supplementary mail was carried outside the
mailbag, which also happened on Katherine
Stinson's flight.
In 2006, this consisted of 125 covers,
which were signed by the pilot.

Most of the covers have been sold, but a few of each type are still available at $10.00 each,
payable by cheque or PayPal.
To order covers contact: Denny May, PO Box 53083, RPO Glenora, Edmonton, Alberta T5N 4A8
Email: maycroft@shaw.ca

Editor's accolades:

Congratulations to everybody involved in the construction of the
Curtiss Special replica, and with the arrangements for the reenactment flight.
They were terrific achievements,
and it's also great that you got so much publicity for the CAS.
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CAS MEETINGS In CALGARY
Our Western Chapter will be meeting for lunch at noon on Saturday September
30th during Royal 2006 Royale, which is being held in the Coast Plaza Hotel and
Conference Centre, 11 3 1 - 33 St. NE Calgary.
We will be meeting at the Royal registration table at 12 noon. - For more
information contact Dave Brown, tel. 403 341 6510.

In TORONTO
The twelfth annual Day of Aerophilately will be held at the Vincent Greene
Foundation, on Saturday October 21st, from 11.15am to 4.00pm.
The Foundation is at 10 Summerhill Ave., which is close to Summerhill subway
station on the Yonge St. line. - This is the same location as last year, but everyone
should check the streetsigns, to see where parking is allowed on Saturdays.
The day features displays, questions and answers, trading, lunch at a nearby
restaurant, and lots of excellent conversation. - For more information contact Dick
McIntosh, tel. 416 447 1579; or Murray Heifetz, tel. 416 444 6494.

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO BOTH THESE MEETINGS.

GOOD NEWS - STOLEN COVER RECOVERED
1925 Tokyo to Paris air-cover, Addressed to Monsieur le Commandant
de l'Aero-Port, Paris le Bourget. Handstamp in red dated 1925 and showing
plane over map of Japan to France.
The cover was underpaid and taxed by 20centime green postage due
stamp with 'T' cancel.

After reporting the loss of this cover in our last newsletter, it is very nice to be able to report that it has been
recovered. - I have received a message from Oded Eliashar in Jerusalem that:
Apparently some one here opened the envelope carrying the cover, found that it had no interest to
him and threw the cover into a corner of the post office where it was later found. I consequently
received an empty envelope with a "regret" letter stating that it was probably stolen in the UK, from
where it was sent. I requested that you print information about the theft and I also wrote an article
about the flight in our local Hebrew Shevel philatelic publication.
When the people in the post office here found the cover it was forwarded to the "dead letter"
department. There they realized that it had philatelic value so sent it on to our Philatelic Service.
Someone there had seen my article in Shevel, put two and two together, and thus the cover is again on
its way to me.

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST INDEX and BACK ISSUES
Gord Mallett can supply a wonderful index to the newsletter, (either as a printed version, or
on diskette in Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format), and/or back issues of the newsletter.
Gord's new address is:
#2, 6909 Manning Place, Vernon, B.C. V1B 2Y6
Gord's phone number has also changed, to (250) 549-6896
but his email address is the same: gdmall@telus.net
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More on the 75th anniversary of the R-100 Flight, 1930.
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Commemorative cancellation,
for the visit of the R-100 to Toronto,
described in the
June 2006 Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Designed by
Craig Fairbairn.

The R-100 over Ottawa, painted by Don Connolly.

At the end of the story about Peter Butler's efforts to track down the origin of the R100 special
cancellation in the last issue of this newsletter, I commented that:
Peter finished his article in the Canadian Stamp News with a comment that, "there are a few
additional pieces to the puzzle that have not been included in this telling of the story. That will have
to wait until next time." I am looking forward to reading Peter's additional information, and will report
it in a future newsletter.
It turns out that Peter wrote two more articles about the R100 and the special cancellation! - In the first
of these, in the July 11 2006 issue of Canadian Stamp News, he commented that:
Of all the articles I have written under the banner of Grassroots Philately, that story (on theR 100)
has created the greatest response.
Over the days that followed its publication, I had several phone calls and e-mails from both friends
and strangers.
And at the start of the third article, published on August 22nd , he explained:
After writing the first article in May, I thought another article a few weeks later would wrap the
story up. Fortunately, I received so much feedback that it needed a third article to finish the tale and
to announce that the cancellation is finally available for collectors to use.

One of the readers who wrote to Peter Butler was Malcolm Ellis, who had seen the R100 at the St.

Hubert Airport where it was docked, seven miles from Montreal:
While the airship was there, the railway laid on special trains to visit the airfield. Thousands took
the trip, which was amazing, suggested Malcolm.
"Remember that this was the second year of the Great Depression and there wasn't much money
floating around," he said. "All the people that worked for the railway received free passes and I'll bet
every last one of them went there to see the airship moored to her mast that had been built specifically
for her."
Malcolm went on to note that there were no runways at the airfield at the time - it was all grass.
Families that came by train sat around the field having their picnic lunches and watched the R-lOO
turn on her mast after a breeze sprang up from another direction. She had acted just like a weather

vane."
Continued
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MORE ON THE 75 TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE R100 FLIGHT, 1930 with extracts from
Peter Butler's articles in the Canadian Stamp News, July 11 th 2006 and August 22" 2006 continued:

After a few days in Montreal, the R-100 left for Toronto by way of Ottawa. - It reached Ottawa after dark,
and as it slowly circled above the Parliament Buildings, powerful searchlights played upon its silver sides:

Robert Morris told me that there were 50,000 people on the Parliament Building grounds the day
the airship visited our capital. There was no war memorial then, but the R-100 paused over Capital Hill
and "bowed" to the Peace Tower to honour the Canadians killed while fighting in the First World War.
It must have been a poignant reminder of the war fought just 12 years earlier. The tower's carillon rang
out "Rule Britannia" and the crowd cheered wildly as the airship passed just 300 metres overhead.
Another reader who contacted Peter was Joe Montgomery, now a young 82 years, who called:

to share a "never-to-be forgotten" experience of his from his early years living in Toronto. As was the
activity for many kids on Saturday afternoons, Joe's parents had given him five cents to go to the
matinee. It was the Peter Pan Theatre on Yonge Street that Joe went to and during the movie, someone
ran into the theatre to yell out that the R-100 was overhead. The projectionist stopped the film and
everyone ran out of the theatre - even the pianist - to witness the amazing flyby. After the airship
disappeared south, everyone poured back into the theatre, and the projector was re-started and the
piano player picked up where he had abruptly stopped playing.
Many thanks to Peter Butler for permission to reprint these stories.

As mentioned in the last article, the commemorative cancel was originally requested by Barry
Countryman, to be used on the cards he created for the 75 th Anniversary of the R-100 flight over Toronto.
He asked for the canceller to be sent to Station R, as that was his local post office. The canceller, however,
never arrived, and it appeared that Barry's request had been "lost".
It now turns out that a special canceller had been made, and details were posted on the Canada Post
website. It was then realized that there was an error in the dates on the canceller, so the notice was quickly
removed from the internet, but not before a collector in Germany saw it. This collector sent a request for a
copy of the cancellation to Station R, but that post office didn't have the canceller, so they forwarded the
request to Toronto's First Post Office, thinking they were more likely to have the canceller. This was the
request that Janet Waiters, postmaster of Toronto's First Post Office, received. She then contacted Peter
Butler, with the phone call that Peter described at the start of his first article, that was reproduced in our June
newsletter.
At the end of Peter's article in our last newsletter, it stated that a corrected pictorial canceller was being
sent to Station R. This was done, but it had the standard variable date rollers, starting with 2006-01-01, so
could not be set to the 75 th Anniversary date of 2005.08.11.
Another canceller was therefore made, with a fixed date of 2005.08.11. This is now held at Toronto's
First Post Office.
Copies of both cancellations are shown below, together with the address where each canceller is located.
Requests for a cancellation can be made in person or by mail, to the appropriate post office. Hand-back
covers are allowed.
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Toronto Post Office Station R
2 Laird Drive,
Toronto, Ontario M4G 310.

Toronto's First Post Office,
Box 45, 260 Adelaide Street E
Toronto, Ontario M5A 1N1

Many thanks to Peter Butler, Barry Countryman, and Janet Walters, for their information about the
R-100 commemorative cancellations.
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FIRST FLIGHT or EARLIEST FLIGHT?
The issue of wrongly described covers was visited in the March 2004 issue of this newsletter,
which contained an article about two water damaged covers, that were erroneously claimed to be
"crash covers".
In the May 2006 issue of Air Mail News, Richard Saundry drew attention to a different type of
error: genuine commercial covers, that are mis-identified as fake First Flight covers!
The item began with a letter to Richard, in his role as editor of Air Mail News:

Dear Richard,
You may wish to draw members attention to the enclosed photocopy of a Papuan air mail
cover. It looks like a commercial air mail cover to Cairns in Northern Australia, franked with a
vertical pair of the Cooke printing of the 3d. with' AIRMAIL' type 10, cancelled at Port Moresby
(24 MR 31).
The endorsement 'By tirst Airmail' would suggest this cover was flown from Papua to
Australia. I doubt that this cover has even been outside the UK !
The vertical pair of stamps are genuine, but the second overprint' AIRMAIL ' on the lower
stamp is forged. The Port Moresby c.d.s. is a beautiful strike of the 'Madame Joseph' type 322
forged postmark.
My interest in this item lies in the 'Madame Joseph' cancel, an area I am studying at present.
To date this is the only fake cover produced by 'Madame Joseph' to have come to my attention.
I would ask members to carefully check any unusual covers they may possess, checking
carefully if the c.d.s. matches any of the 'Madame Joseph' types.
If this is the first recorded cover, I am wondering if there are any more?
Many thanks,
Brian Cartwright, Andover, Hants.

Richard added a note after this letter:

Not withstanding what Brian has written, I wish to caution collectors to be somewhat
circumspect in not jumping to premature conclusions that all covers in their collections have to be
forgeries because they bear endorsements "By first Airmail", or something similar, when they
know they could not possibly have been sent by the inaugural flights.
Correspondents often muddled the thinking of latter day collectors by innocently writing these,
or similar endorsements, when what they actually meant to say was "By the Next Available
Airmail".
Continued
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FIRST FLIGHT or EARLIEST FLIGHT? by Richard Saundry continued:

I have a perfectly scarce and most desirable genuine Costa Rican air mail cover in my exhibit
that has been stamped by some well intentioned, mis-guided but overzealous collector with a
handstamp "FAUX", because that collector recognised it could not possibly be a "First Flight"
cover, and the endorsement "Por Premier Correo Aereo" was construed by him as having been
written by some unscrupulous dealer/or collector trying to dupe someone.
In fact the cover is perfectly genuine, and was only endorsed by the sender so as to "catch the
next available flight"!
The result is that a perfectly good cover has been permanently marred by a misguided 'expert'.
My advice is that if you believe what you have before you is a forged or bogus cover, then endorse
it, by all means, in pencil such that future collectors are made aware that there may be problems
with the cover. Your opinion is after all only that - an opinion - and it might subsequently be
shown your opinion was wrong. Why run the risk of depriving subsequent generations of
collectors genuine covers which you erroneously have destroyed or marred thinking they were
forgeries?
Notwithstanding these comments, Brian's warnings about the 'Madame Joseph' forgeries
should be taken very seriously!
Richard Saundry
Thanks Richard.
AIR MAIL NEWS is the quarterly journal of the British Aerophilatelic Federation. For more
information about the BAeF, or to contact Brian Cartwright, please contact: Richard Saundry,
3 Reawla Lane, Gwinear, Hayle TR27 5HQ, England. (Email: Rsaundry0aol.com )
-

Avro Arrow Replica
A new commemorative full-scale model of Canada's famous Avro Arrow aircraft, constructed by the
Toronto Aerospace Museum, will be officially unveiled to the public at Downsview Park on Sunday,
October 8, 2006 at 2:00 pm, celebrating the 49th Anniversary of the rollout of the first Avro Arrow
in October 1957. This full-scale version is a museum-quality model of the Avro Arrow.
The Avro CF-105 Arrow was a twin-engine supersonic interceptor aircraft designed and built in the
Toronto region. It has attained legendary status as an icon of Canadian aeronautical achievement
in the 1950s. Five aircraft were produced, test flown and successfully exceeded the RCAF
requirements, until production was abruptly halted in 1959. All the aircraft were destroyed, sparking
a controversy that continues to this day.
The commemorative 80 foot model was built, over the past eight years, to the exacting size and
specifications of the original aircraft, by 140 dedicated volunteers with the support of public
donations and corporate sponsors, it will be a treasured addition to the Museum's permanent
collection and will remain on display for the enjoyment and education of Museum visitors for years
to come.
The public ceremony will take place on Sunday, October 8, 2006 at 2:00 pm at the Toronto
Aerospace Museum. The Museum is celebrating with an "Open House" on Sunday and Monday
(Thanksgiving Day) from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm with a "Pay What You Can" donation requested.
Regular Museum hours are: Wednesdays 10:00 am to 8:00 pm, Thursdays to Saturdays (and Holiday
Mondays) 10:00 am to 4:00 pm and Sundays 12:00 noon to 4:00 pm. Admission is: Adults $8.00,
Seniors $6.00, Students $5.00 and Families $20.00.
The Toronto Aerospace Museum (TAM) is an exciting educational, heritage and tourist attraction,
located in one of Canada's oldest intact aircraft factories. established by the de Haviliand company
in 1929.The not-for-profit Museum displays a variety of aircraft and aerospace technology from the
Greater Toronto Area (GTA),
The Toronto Aerospace Museum is located in Downsview Park, at 65 Carl Hall Road, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, M3K 2E1. For further information, call 416-638-6078, email tam©belinet.ca or visit the
museum web site: www.torontoaerospacemuseum.com ,
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INFORMATION ON FRENCH POSTAL RATES
Tables of French Postal Rates 1849-2005. by Derek Richardson.
Published by The France & Colonies Philatelic Society of Great Britain, 2006. ISBN 0 9519601 4
8. Obtainable from Peter Maybury, 18 Courtneys, Wheldrake, York YO 19 6BR. Price £11 in the U.K.,
incl. post & Packing. Price elsewhere £10, plus the current rate of postage and packing.
This is effectively the third edition of Derek Richardson's French Rates, the first having appeared in 1992. But
this 2006 version, revised and enlarged, is such a great improvement that it is really quite different from the
original. Many additional items are now included, the tabulations are much clearer, and the air mail rates in
particular have been extended, so they are now as comprehensive as any aerophilatelist could wish.
I shall, of course, concentrate upon the air mail supplements and inclusive rates, but of course the basic postage
is also relevant for letters and other postal material for which an additional air fee was required if air mail
service was requested. For the French internal post, and for mail which was to go by air to the overseas
departments, the first part of the book contains comprehensive listings and tables, but when we come to the
foreign rates there are literally hundreds of rates and air fees tabulated, including notes about dates when all
letters went by air to certain destinations at the basic surface rates. Also noted are the supplements payable for
part-air/part-surface carriage, particularly relevant during the pre-1940 period, when there was sometimes a
choice between surface throughout, air throughout, and, for instance, surface to New York and thence by air
to various countries in the Americas and the Pacific area. In total, and on a worldwide basis, there are fifteen
pages upon which there must be more than a thousand rates and fees clearly tabulated and showing the
appropriate dates and charges for the different destinations and routings.
Any air mail collector who includes French material in his studies will need and value this splendid work, which
is in A5 size, containing 100 pages, staple bound, with a card cover.
Congratulations to DEREK RICHARDSON for what sounds like a terrific resource, and thanks
to Ian McQueen for his review.

This review was originally published in the May 2006 issue of AIR MAIL NEWS, the quarterly journal
of the British Aerophilatelic Federation. - For more information, See page 13 of this newsletter.

COMMEMORATING THE JUPITER BALLOON FLIGHT
On August 17th 1859, Professor John Wise flew from Lafayette, Indiana, with 123 letters and 23 circulars
aboard his Balloon Jupiter. This flight was the first time the United States Postal Service sanctioned mail
to be carried via air.
A petition and letter writing campaign has been started, to get the United States Postal Service to issue a
commemorative stamp to mark the 150,,, Anniversary of this flight.
Many other events are also being planned to celebrate thisanniversary. - They include a three-day
celebration in Lafayette on August 15-17, 2009; the construction of an exact replica of Professor Wise's
Balloon Jupiter, and recreation of the original 1859 flight; and hosting the United States qualifications for the
Coupe Aeronautique Gordon Bennett international gas balloon race.
For more information contact: Larry LaFoe, 120 North 3 1,, Street, Lafayette, Indiana 47901, U.S.A.
(Tel. 317 750-3221 ). Email: lafoecom cast. net

UPDATE ON THE WORLD RECORD PARACHUTE JUMP
It was reported in the last newsletter, that during the last two weeks of August 2006, Col. Michel Fournier
(Ret), French Army, was planning to attempt a world record freefall parachute jump from 130,000 feet above
North Battieford Saskatchewan. (Page 31.)
The date of this attempt has been changed to June 2007 due to equipment redesign.
For more information regarding this attempt, and the souvenir covers that are planned, contact Nino
Chiovelli, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6. ( Email: nchioveltelusplanet.net )
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The above cover is postmarked Edmonton FE 16, 38 and Aklavik MAR 18, 38, and
backstamped Aklavik FE 18, 38 and Edmonton MR 18, 38. It is lightly addressed in
pencil to Mr. Hollick-Kenyon, Aklavik. It is signed (top to bottom) by W.R.Wilson,
Radio Engineer, Hubert Wilkins, Leader, H. Hollick-Kenyon, Master USSR No 214 (a
Lockheed Model 10 on skis), Allan Dyne, Pilot Engineer, S.A. Cheesman, Pilot. The
titles all appear to be in the same hand, likely Hubert Wilkins'. The Airmails of
Canada and Newfoundland describe this flight as follows:
"1938, March 18 - Edmonton - Aklavik - Soviet Search Expedition - First Nonstop flight. This flight was made after the unsuccessful completion of an extensive search for lost Russian aviators over the Arctic Ocean and Canadian Arctic.
Covers were postmarked Edmonton on February 16 and backstamped Aklavik the same
date. These were signed by all crew members including Sir Hubert Wilkins and Herbert Hollick-Kenyon. Very few pieces were carried".
This AAMC account doesn't indicate what plane(s) carried the covers, why there
was a month's delay before the return flight, or where the covers were signed. Some
further light is shed on the flights by an article "Our Search for the Lost Aviators" by Sir Hubert Wilkins in the August, 1938, National Geographic Magazine.
Wilkins explains that on August 12, 1937, six Russians led by Sigismund Levanevsky set out to fly across the North Pole from Moscow to Fairbanks. They were
last heard from about 300 miles on the Alaska side of the North Pole and then disappeared with no trace ever being found. Wilkins was asked to assist in the search
and he and his crew used a Consolidated PBY-1 flying boat from August 19, 1937,
until September, when it was returned to New York. After freeze-up, the search reumed using a Lockheed Model 10 on skis. Various other planes and personnel were
involved in parts of the search.
Continued
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AMCN 3809 - EDMONTON / AKLAVIK ROUND TRIP by Mike Painter continued:

On January 16, 1938 they were using this plane at Aklavik and Wilkins says
"when taxiing down the river ... one of our propellers hit a stick we did not notice because of the hoar frost on the windows ... this accident led to damage which
made it necessary for me to fly to Edmonton in another plane and obtain a new engine. By February 26 the new engine was installed".
The above account by Wilkins covers the period when the February 16, 1938
flight took place from Edmonton to Aklavik. However, when I showed it to a friend,
Rex Terpening, who was an air engineer for Canadian Airways and was also involved in taking radio equipment to Aklavik during the search, he was able to add a
bit of information and also questioned the installation of a new engine. He checked with Fred Meilecke, a pilot who was also around Aklavik during this period, and
their joint recollections revealed the following:
The "stick" that Wilkins said they hit was actually an ice chisel (to cut a
water hole and re-open it each day) that had, quite properly, been left upright
so that it could be located after a blizzard. Hollick-Kenyon hadn't cleared the
frost off the windows and got off course and hit this metal chisel. They were
still able to make that day's flight with the damaged prop, so it wasn't severe.
Rex and Fred say there was no evidence in Aklavik of an engine change and there
would have been had one taken place. So after January 16, Wilkins had to go to
Edmonton, not to get a new engine, but to get the prop repaired in Edmonton or
replaced by a new prop from the factory. What plane he went in is unknown. While
in Edmonton, Wilkins must have made up the covers for AAMC 3809. They would not
yet have been signed by the crew, whom Rex says would have been left in Aklavik.
Perhaps he got them favour cancelled in the Edmonton Post Office, but he could
as easily put them in the mail on February 16. What plane he returned in is unknown but it could have been the monthly mail plane or a plane going out to get
bales of fur. The new prop was installed, and the search resumed on February 26.

Continued
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AMCN 3809 - EDMONTON I AKLAVIK ROUND TRIP by Mike Painter continued:

The search was abandoned in March and on March 18 the men and equipment returned to Edmonton. Before they left, the crew presumably signed the covers, although it's possible they signed them when they got back to Edmonton. The covers
probably went back to Edmonton in the Lockheed Model 10, but how many of the crew
did is not known. This presumably was the non-stop flight and Wilkins said the
plane only carried two people on longer flights. So it could be the crew returned
in one or more other planes. Wilkins' trip from Edmonton to Aklavik on February
16 may not have been a non-stop flight. If he was in the mail plane it would have
stopped en route.
The covers are nice souvenirs but the implication that all the crew flew
with them both ways and non-stop doesn't look likely. As to the number carried, I
wonder if Wilkins only made up covers for the people who signed? It would be
interesting to know if anyone has one of these addressed to someone other than
the crew members. I presume my cover with a February 18 (not 16) receiver at Aklavik actually travelled on the 16th and got stamped late. I wonder if anyone
else has a cover with a Feb 18 Aklavik receiver?
It's interesting that there are two people, aged 93 and 95, who are still
around who have first person recollections of the events during the Levanevsky
search.
Mike Painter
Editor's Notes: Many thanks to Mike for a fascinating article!

Like Mike, I find it very interesting that there are still people around who have first person
recollections of events like this. - I would be glad to publish many more articles with people's comments
on events that I only experience through covers.
Mike also added a couple of "opinions" in a letter he sent me. - I much appreciate Mike keeping his
article factual, but am including Mike's comments below, as I think they enhance his article:

There are still gaps in our information about AAMC 3809, and many will
probably remain. If you have access to back copies of the National Geographic
the August 1938 article is interesting reading. You get the impression that
Sir Hubert Wilkins, although used to using planes, may not have been particularly
interested in their mechanical details. I can imagine him using the words
propeller" and "engine" somewhat interchangeably.
"

Wilkins may have made the February 16 flight non-stop but I didn't put
this in the article because its wild guesswork. When Rex Terpening and Matt
Berry took radio equipment to aid the search they used the Junkers W34 AQW,
which couldn't make one leg non-stop. But ice conditions prevented landing
so they extended the range of AQW by putting Rex in the back with gas drums,
a wobble pump and a hose going out the window to the wing tank intake. Wilkins
might have been subjected to a similar "in air fuelling" but I doubt it.
Thanks again Mike. - If anybody else has a cover from this flight, or can provide more
information, please send it to the editor.

Vance Auctions Ltd.
Postal auctions every seven weeks,
offering 1,000's of Canadian and worldwide lots in all sizes and price ranges.
Call today for a FREE catalogue: 905 957 3364, or view it online at www.vanceauctions.com
or write to P.O. Box 267B, Smithville, Ontario LOR 2A0
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R.C.A.F. - ST. LAWRENCE AIRMAIL FLIGHTS
Many thanks to Jack Ince who sent me a copy of this article from the Canadian Legion's
magazine, which provides some great information on the flights along the St. Lawrence.

Up With Mail
By Hugh A. Halliday

PHOTO: CANADIAN FORCES

A Vickers Vancouver collects mail at Havre-Saint-Pierre, Que., in 1932.

The first airmail flight in Canada was a
military affair, organized by the Aerial
League of the British Empire and the
Royal Air Force. Captain Brian Peck, an
instructor in the Canadian-based RAF
training scheme, together with a
mechanic, Corporal E.W. Mathers, had
flown in June 1918 from Toronto to
Montreal, apparently to promote recruiting but also possibly to fly some liquor
from "wet" Quebec to "dry" Ontario.
The Aerial League used the opportunity to enlist Peck and his JN-4 aircraft in a
publicity stunt—the transport of a mailbag with 150 letters from Montreal back
to Toronto, complete with special envelope cancellations dating the flight June
23, 1918, and grandly announcing it as
being an "inaugural service."
Peck's flight was delayed by weather
until June 24, 1918, meaning the letters
would have reached Toronto more quickly had they gone by train. However, the
event drummed up enough press coverage to ensure it would become Canada's
most famous airmail flight. The "inaugural service" claim turned out to be a sham
because there were no followup airmails
between the two cities.
The Aero Club of Canada, which was a
friendly rival of. the Aerial League, promoted a more ambitious project, again
using RAF instructors and JN-4 trainers.

In August and September 1918 it arranged for three round-trip mail flights
between Toronto and Ottawa, carrying
approximately 500 letters; the one conducted on Sept. 4, 1918, was notable for
being completed in a single day. The
Ottawa terminus for these flights was the
Rockcliffe Rifle Range—now the site of
the Canada Aviation Museum.
Given the state of aircraft technology
and Canada's extensive rail system, airmails were a slow starter in the immediate postwar years. In 1923, the federal
government's Post Office department
began considering the use of airplanes
to carry mail to remote places. In August
1923, Squadron Leader Ambrose B.
Shearer piloted an HS2L flying boat from
Charlottetown to Grindstone Harbour
on the Iles-de-la-Madeleine (Magdalen
Islands) as part of this investigative process. On his first attempt he had to return
to base because of fog, but the second
flight was successful. Nevertheless, no
scheduled airmail service to those islands
followed until 1928, when Canadian
Transcontinental Airway began one.
Airmails were left to barnstormers
and commercial companies; the air
force had no wish to compete with the
private sector. Occasionally, however,
there were ad hoc Royal Canadian Air
Force mail flights. In September 1924,

forestry patrol aircraft based at High
River, Alta., dropped mailbags to the
Prince of Wales (later Edward VIII and
afterwards the Duke of Windsor), who
was staying at his ranch nearby. Heavy
rains had turned roads into quagmires,
and the mail drops were made at the
request of the prince. Squadron Leader Albert E. Godfrey carried mailbags on his two Montreal-toVancouver flights in 1926 and 1928, but
these were appendages to operations
with multiple purposes. A more serious
undertaking occurred in 1927 involving a
novel use of aircraft and transatlantic
steamers. The idea was that ships entering the St. Lawrence should transfer
mails to aircraft which would then fly the
mails to Quebec and Montreal, speeding
delivery by up to three days. In turn, aircraft carrying late mails could rendezvous with outbound steamers and
accelerate transatlantic deliveries.
The first attempt at this scheme
involved Sqdn. Ldr. John H. Tudhope and
a new type of aircraft, the Vickers
Vanessa, still in the experimental stage.
While waiting off Rimouski, Que., on
Sept. 9, 1927, Tudhope and the Vanessa
received 502 pounds of mail from the
inbound Empress of France. After that,
everything went wrong. While taxiing for
takeoff, a strut ruptured and punctured

Continued
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HMCS Festubert was used in 1932 to transfer mail from larger ship

the Vanessa's starboard float. The aircraft
dipped over to that side, the propeller
lopped off half the float, and the machine
broke up. Happily, the mail was rescued
and reached its destinations by rail.
The Post Office wished to continue the
experiment. Canadian Airways stepped in
and completed eight connections with
steamers, six with outbound vessels and
two with inbound ones. Tudhope returned to the operation, this time with a
Fairchild float plane. He connected with
two ships, the outbound Megantic on
Nov. 5, 1927, and the inbound Montnairn
on the 1 1 th.
Airmail services grew rapidly from
1928 onwards, thanks to contracts
involving the Post Office and commercial
carriers, large and small. Royal Canadian
Air Force airmails reverted to ad hoc
arrangements, usually conducted tolsolated settlements by aircraft engaged in
other duties such as forestry patrols. In
1931, photographic aircraft were used to
deliver mails to points around Hudson
Bay. However, in 1931-32, the Post Office
cancelled almost all its airmail contracts
as a Depression-era economy measure.
There was thus no commercial "backup",
similar to that in 1927, when the government needed a special airmail service.
Once more, the mails had to be flown by
aircraft with roundels.
The occasion was a British Empire economic summit held in Ottawa that summer. The concept of aircraft connecting
with inbound and outbound steamers
was revived. This time the eastern rendezvous point was moved eastward to
Red Bay, Nlfd., on the Strait of Belle Isle.
Bases were selected, fuel caches laid

down, and weather reporting arranged.
The operation was extensive and complex, and resulted in a few failures as well
as several successes.
The first operation occurred June 28,
1932. Soon after midnight, His Majesty's
Canadian Ship Festubert met the inbound
Empress of Britain and took on 14 mailbags. These were transferred 90 minutes
later to an RCAF Bellanca float plane
piloted by Sqdn. Ldr. Roy Grandy who
was commanding the overall operation.
He took off immediately, but heavy fog
hindered his progress. Grandy landed at
Brador Bay, Que., secured a local weather report, and took off again. An hour
later he passed the Empress en route to
Havre-Saint-Pierre, Que., an interim stop
in the operation.
At Havre-Saint-Pierre, a Vickers Vancouver was waiting, tail to the shore and
engines running. Grandy taxied alongside and transferred the mail. Fifteen
minutes after Grandy's arrival, the Vancouver departed, piloted by Flight
Lieutenant Neil C. Ogilvie-Forbes, an RAF
officer on exchange duties with the RCAF.
A two-hour flight took him to Rimouski
on the south shore of the St. Lawrence
and the next relay point. Sergeant John
R. Bowker and a Fairchild 71 took the
mails onward to Montreal and Ottawa.
Everything had gone smoothly, so
much so that the squadron leader felt the
conditions had been too favourable to
provide a basis for intelligent suggestions. However, the early morning mists
encountered appeared to preclude extensive flying at those hours. Indeed, the
next flight, scheduled for the first week of
July, had to be cancelled due to weather.

to

RCAF float planes.

Another flight, on July 12, was intended
to rendezvous that day with an outbound
steamer, but was set back by fog on the
Rimouski-Havre-Saint-Pierre leg.
These flights had been experimental.
The operation began in earnest July 17,
1932, when the Festubert and Empress of
Britain met in the Strait of Belle Isle at
dawn. Imperial delegates aboard the
Empress watched as 34 bags of mail—
weighing 800 pounds—were transferred
to Festubert. An hour later the mails were
at Red Bay where two Bellancas, piloted
by Grandy and Flight Sergeant Frederick
J. Ewart, took over. Three hours and 15
minutes later, at Havre-Saint-Pierre, two
Vickers Vancouvers took on the task.
Ogilvie-Forbes piloted one, Flt. Lt. Joseph
L.A de Niverville the other. The precious
cargo was forwarded to Rimouski where
Flying Officer Ernest A. McNab and
Bowker were waiting with two Fairchild
monoplanes. At Montreal, the mail was
sorted with some air items destined for
the United States. The balance was deliv-,
ered to Ottawa by FO Dave Harding who
landed shortly before midnight in a
Stearman biplane. In all, 24 bags or 596
pounds of mail reached the capital.
Among the letters was one from King
George V to the governor general which
had reached its destination five days after
leaving London.
The next flight in the series was intended to overtake the outbound Empress of
Britain. It began just before midnight July
20 and went smoothly as far as Rimouski.
Fog delayed departure from that base, but
things were still going well until late
morning on the Havre-Saint-Pierre-Red
Bay run. Ewart, piloting a Bellanca, ran
Continued
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Capt. Brian Peck flew the
first airmail flight in 1918.
into such dense fog he had to put down-at
Natashquan, Que., for three hours. He
took off again, but the fog persisted and
he finally had to alight at Mutton Bay,
Que., where he spent the, night. Ewart
proceeded to Red Bay on:-the 22nd. By
then the Empress of Britain had long
passed. The mails were put aboard the
next outgoing steamer, the Duchess of
Richmond.
Fog was proving such a problem that
consideration was given to an inland
route between Havre-Saint-Pierre and
Red Bay. One of the Vancouver flying
boats was fitted with a camera to survey
the area, but the press of operations
meant a choice between present tasks
and future alternatives. The survey was
perfunctory.
Meanwhile, Operation Belle continued.
The flight on Aug. 3, 1932, was an
unqualified success. Mail picked up from
the Empress of Britain at dawn was in
Ottawa at 3:35 p.m. A British delegate,
Stanley Baldwin, congratulated the minister of National Defence for a feat that
had brought mail from Britain in 98
hours.
A new Welland Canal was opened officially Aug. 6, 1932, and to add lustre to
the occasion a special mail flight was laid
on from St. Catharines, Ont., to Montreal,
where the mail was merged with that
coming from Ottawa. Further mails were
added in Montreal. Early on the morning
of the 7th the combined load, 314
pounds, was delivered by McNab to
Rimouski. Flt. Lt. Frederick J. Mawdesley
was to execute the next step—the
Rimouski-Havre-Saint-Pierre run—in a
Vickers Vancouver.
The weather was unfit for an immedi-

ate takeoff, but radio reports indicated
the intended steamer, the Empress of
Britain, was also delayed and not expected to pass Belle Isle before midnight.
Under clearing skies, Mawdesley took off
at 12:25 p.m. and reached Havre-SaintPierre at 2:45 p.m. Ten minutes later,
Ogilvie-Forbes was airborne in a
Bellanca, bound for Red Bay. He ran into
heavy fog and put down at St-Augustin.
More than an hour passed before his
forced landing was reported to Rimouski.
However, the Empress of Britain had
been slowed by the same conditions and
was not expected to pass Belle Isle until
the morning of the 8th. Ogilvie-Forbes
was instructed to stand by and fly to Red
Bay at the earliest possible moment.
The skies:did not clear until midday on
the 8th, by which time it was too late to
overtake the Empress of Britain. OgilvieForbes backtracked with his 'load to
Havre-Saint-Pierre and Mawdesley attempted to return it to Rimouski. He was
forced down, first to Sept-iles, Que., and
then to Franquelin, Que. It was getting
dark, and the mail eventually reached
Rimouski by steamer, returned by rail toj
Montreal, and eventually was forwarded
via New York by more orthodox means.
Letters for Britain arrived one or two days
late.
The next flight, involving an incoming
steamer on Aug. 17, involved 34 mailbags weighing half a ton. The liner was
late that day, and the flight from Red Bay,
involving two aircraft, commenced only
at 9:50 a.m. The mails reached Rimouski
at 7:25 p.m. when it was growing dark.
As the planes were not equipped for night
flying the mail was put on a train to
Montreal. Despite such delays the operation saved 15 to 20 hours in transport
time.
Two more flights had been planned,
but the rescheduling of steamer departures made it awkward to reach the Strait
of Belle Isle on time, so on Aug. 20 the
service was terminated. Aircrew were instructed to withdraw from their advanced
bases while investigating alternate routes
for similar operations in the future.
In his report, Grandy criticized the
Vancouver flying boats for having poor
handling qualities and the Bellancas as
lacking proper locks and spray shields.
Weather reports had been incomplete
and often late. Nevertheless, he concluded that, given efficient radio equipment,
suitable aircraft and skilled personnel, a
Montreal to Belle Isle airmail service
could be undertaken with 70 per cent
efficiency.
To followup the experiment of 1932,
the Post Office suggested investigations
of a similar mail service from Montreal to
Shediac, N.B., and the Cabot Strait, with
aircraft based in southern Newfoundland.

.

Such a survey would entail checking five
factors—the scheme itself, suitable seaplane harbours, routes, bases and weather.
The Ottawa Air Station was given the
task of studying this project under the
operational name of Found. A camera-.
equipped Bellanca departed Ottawa o d
May 5, 1933, with Flt. Lt. Arthur J. Ashton
and Sgt. F.J. Ewart as pilots and Aircraftrnan J. Stanley as mechanic. They
proceeded via Saint John, N.B., and Port
aux Basques, Nfld., to Placentia, Nfld.,
where they established a temporary base
May 9.
Reconnaissance flights were first made
over southeastern Newfoundland with
special attention paid to Mortier Bay,
Burin Inlet and Trepassey Bay. Ashton
flew to St. John's to confer with officials
on the 12th, and set about on the 14th to
return to Placentia. After encountering
heavy rain and low clouds, he decided
to alight on Bay of Bulls Arm, a narrow
stretch of water hemmed in by high hills.
This forced him to land in a cross wind
with limited visibility. Ashton misjudged
distances, and although the Bellanca settled on the water, its momentum carried
it onto the rocky beach, smashing the
floats.
Two weeks were lost until a 'replacement set of floats arrived. AShton resumed operations May 27, studying the
inland routes across Newfoundland to
Corner Brook. From there he flew to
Shediac, thereafter returning to, Ottawa.
He was not optimistic-about an air-andsteamer service in the area. Fog along the
southern Newfoundland coast was very
bad while the local harbours were narrow and cliff-bound. An inland route,
though not susceptible to fog, would
entail flying over mountainous and practically uninhabited country. The most
feasible route for mail planes would be
directly from Trepassey to Shediac, especially if a modern twin-engine flying boat
was used.
The scheme of aircraft to meet incoming steamers and overtake departing
ones never reached fruition. In any case,
it would be rendered obsolete by direct
transatlantic airmails within a decade.
Nevertheless, the experiments and surveys of 1932-33 represented the first systematic studies of flying conditions and
landing fields in Newfoundland and the
lower northern St. Lawrence. Although
private firms had pioneered aerial surveys there and in Labrador between 1919
and 1922, 'the region had thereafter been
ignored by both service and commercial
interests. Indeed, the RCAF' gradually
increased its work in the area, so that
long before Newfoundland entered
Confederation the Canadian government
had assumed de facto responsibility for
■
surveying the region.
Continued
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UP WITH MAIL by Hugh A. Halliday continued:

Congratulations to Huah Halliday for a very comprehensive article.

This article first appeared in Legion Magazine, November/December 2006, which is published six
times a year by the Canadian Legion, and is a large (90+ pages) publication, which describes itself
as "the best magazine subscription value on the Internet - or anywhere else. You get six issues
of our full-colour magazine for just $7.16." For more information go to
http://vvww.legionmagazine.com/subscribe/ or write to the editor: Mac Johnston, Legion Magazine,
407 - 309 Kent St., Ottawa, Ontario K2P OR6.

MEMBERS' FORUM 2 CONTINUED:
What Is a Pioneer Cover?
is Air Mall.
rimouski
o Montreal.
,t, fl ight.

.

AMCN #2707: The first attempted mail flight from Rimouski to Montreal, September 9 th 1927.

This forum began in the March 2006 newsletter, when i suggested that Section 5 of The Air Mails of Canada
and Newfoundland, Government and Other Air Mail Covers of Canada, should begin with this first flight, and

that flights from before September 9th 1927 should be regarded as Pioneer Covers!
The discussion continued in the June 2006 newsletter, with Steve Johnson's comment that:

To me, a pioneer cover is anything before 1924, which was when Laurentide started regular airmail
service. . Pioneer should be regarded as flights before airmail companies began making regular airmail
service.
Murray Heifetz has now suggested that the Pioneer Period ended earlier than this:
The pioneer period ends with the introduction of the "bush" airline service in 1922 by Laurentide. While
the company did not begin to use its semi-official airmail stamp until 1924, it was operating earlier.
However, the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission has yet another definition. - I checked with Murray Heifetz, and
he informed me that:
when the FtP Aerophilatelic Commission published its Guidelines for Judging Aerophilatelic Exhibits.

under article 3.2.1, Chronological Development of Airmail, the periods were defined as:
Pioneer Period - up to 1918;
Development period ,1918 - 1945;
Modern period after 1945.
When I was a member of the Commission Bureau I objected to this as it affected Canada, as the dates
were not applicable. but no exception was made for Canada. (except to allow the fudges their own
discretion).
Continued
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MEMBERS' FORUM 2 CONTINUED: What Is a Pioneer Cover? continued:

To me, the fact that we now have four alternative suggestions as to how a Pioneer Cover should be defined,
or five if one includes maintaining the current structure of AMCN, highlights the need for these forums as
to how a revised edition of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland should be organized!
Dick McIntosh commented in the last newsletter, that he thought date should be the primary way of
listing, and that we could do away with separate sections.
Murray Heifetz added a comment after his suggestion that the Pioneer Period ended with the
introduction of the "bush" airline service in 1922 by Laurentide:

The semi-official period runs from 1924 to 1932. The contract airmail service begins in 1927.
Complicating this whole time span is the group of special "one flight" stamps. The "burning
zeppelin" stamps obviously fall into the pioneer period. So would the "Grand Army" and the 1919
Toronto - New York race. On the other hand, the Moose Jaw flight in 1928 is beyond the
commencement of the contract airmail period. So where do we go from here?
My suggestion is that the semi-official period and the covers with the single flight stamps
deserve a separate section. They are not only a specific collectible, but including them in a
chronological listing would confuse more than clarify. There are a number of covers with a semiofficial franking that was unnecessary because, at the time, there were already contracts for these
mail routes. These listings, regardless of the franking, would be in the chronological group. All other
covers, including the pioneers, would be listed together in the chronological group.
What do YOU think?

Members' Forum 3: AMCN SECTION 7
INTERRUPTED & CRASH COVERS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
It's interesting to check the flights described in Hugh Halliday's article earlier in this newsletter, against the
listing of "Interrupted & Crash Covers" in Section 7 of AMCN:
Brian Peck's flight of June 1e , 1918 is included as #180623:
The flight was attempted on June 23, but due to weather it was delayed until the 24 th.
The attempted flight from Rimouski to Montreal on September 9 m 1927 is not included in Section 7. It was omitted from section 7 by error, and will be added in the future revision to our catalogue.
None of the RCAF flights of 1932 are included in Section 7. - Should some of them be included?
This seems to be a good topic for a third members' forum: how should "Interrupted & Crash Covers of
Canada and Newfoundland" be defined?

As mentioned in the last newsletter, some people are beginning to talk about producing a
revised version of The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland.
Now is the time when EVERYBODY can participate in these discussions!
If you have any thoughts regarding how Pioneer Flights should be defined, and/or opinions
about how "Interrupted & Crash Covers of Canada and Newfoundland" should be defined,
and/or comments about any other aspect of AMCN, please send them to the editor of this
newsletter: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
(Email: hargreavescp@svmpatico.ca )
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FOLLOW UP: TRANS-ATLANTIC FFCs, 1939

QUESTION, from the March 2005 newsletter: This cover is from flight #3921 in The Air Mails of Canada
and Newfoundland: Pan American's first Trans-Atlantic flight by the Northern route: New York - Shediac
- Foynes - Southampton. It is endorsed Botwood to London in the top left corner, and received the
blue-green cachet applied by Pan Am to mail dispatched through its Botwood office, since the
Newfoundland Post Office didn't provide a cachet for the flight.
However, the cover is addressed to Fort Worth, Texas, and there is a comment in AMCN that:

. The British Post Office normally did not backstamp arriving mail and refused to make any
exception to its policy by means of special dispatches, nor would it facilitate the return of mail
not addressed for delivery in England or in Europe.
Many other covers can be found from this flight, addressed to various points in the U.S.A. and
Canada. - Can anybody provide any information as to what happened, and how covers addressed to
North America were handled?
ANSWER: Many thanks to John Johnson, who sent me an extract from the U.S. Postal Guide: April
Supplement,1939, in which Pan Am's first Trans-Atlantic flight by the Northern route was announced.

This included a statement that:

The Post Office will prepare a cachet for use at New York City. Arrangements are being made
with other countries for the return of covers by ordinary mail to this country.
It therefore seems the above statement, that the British Post Office would not facilitate the
return of mail, is wrong. - This statement was, in fact, repeated from the listing of F.A.M. flight F 18-1 0
in the old Fifth Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue. It has been taken out of the listing of flight
F18-10, in the new Sixth Edition of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
I have also found an article about the Imperial Airways first Trans-Atlantic flights, (AMCN #3921),
in an old copy of Popular Stamps, published in Cobden, Ontario, in July 1944, which states that:

Three cachets were again being prepared. Postage rate to Europe was again 30c per half
ounce. In this respect arrangements had been made to return covers from Great Britain and Eire
to points addressed in Canada or the United States.
In view of the number of covers that exist from Pan Am's first Northen Trans-Atlantic flight
addressed to Canada, it seems reasonable to assume that arrangements were made for the return of
these covers, similar to those made shortly afterwards for the Imperial Airways flights. - Does anybody
have a copy of the Canadian Post Office announcement that can confirm this?

E.S.J. van Dam Ltd
Canada semi official air mail stamps & covers, bought and sold since 1970.
Regular Newsletters and Auctions - Sample on request.
P.O. Box 300, Bridgenorth, Ontario, Canada KOL 1110, or call 705 292 7013.
Plus hundreds of stamps and covers offered at our website: www.esjvandam.com
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More on COLE and MCKENZIE ISLAND
VIA AIR MAIL
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Mike Shand sent me a copy of this cover from his collection, addressed to Warkworth, N. Auckland, New
Zealand. - He added a note: How many letters went from Cole to N.Z.??? Good question!
Barry Countryman and Brian Wolfenden also sent me some information, which includes an interesting
discrepancy regarding who was the first postmaster.
•

In Place Names of Ontario by Floreen Ellen Carter, it states:
COLE, post off ice, Rainly River District. Located 20 miles northwest of McKen:le Islanoand 24 :TiliHT northwest
at Postmaster
of Red Lake. Post office opened as COLE, on August 15th, 1975.
Dole 3'. Of f 1 ,- . closed
October 31st, 1772. No further reference to this office. References: 6T.
6T

The Post Office Name Change File, 1908 to 1970, Stanley
Canadian Guide,
Newey Collection,
Private
Oakville, Fl oreen Carter, 1981.

(Phelps Publishing Company, London, Ontario, 1984.)

•

The entry for COLE, under POST OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS, on ArchiviaNet, The Library and
Archives Canada website, listed:
Name of
postmaster

to
Military Da
of
status
birth

Edwin Howard

Date of
Date of
appointment vacancy

1935-08-15

1936-1022

Cause of
vacancy

Resignation

Gordon
Shearn

0AS

1936-12-15

Acting

Gordon
Shearn

O.A.S.

1937-02-01

1938-1009

Resignation

1938-1031

Closed due to limited
usefulness

(Source:
PSFDS03 - 890 )

According to Derek Rance's article in the March 2006 newsletter, J.Y. Cole Jr. operated the Cole gold
mine, so I wonder whether he was the "nominal" postmaster, while Edwin Howard and Gordon Shearn were
the employees who did the postal work? (I'm also wondering what the current situation is, when you have
a postal outlet in a large drugstore, which is part of a national chain. - Who, if anybody, is the postmaster?)
Dave Brown has an interesting cover and letter in his collection, shown on the next page, sent from W.
Lough, District Director of Postal Services in Winnipeg, on his official letterhead, to J.F. Murray, District
Continued
Superintendent, Postal Services, Vancouver, B.C.
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MORE ON COLE AND MACKENZIE ISLAND continued:

The letter reads:
Dear Mr. Murray,

FIRST FLIGHT
COLE ONTARIO.

DLi

,

ye 5,

T-C1

This letter brings greetings from the Winnipeg
Postal District and commemorates the establishment of air
mail service to Coie, Ontario, a new post office established I5 th
Augst,andiehRLak,OntrioMgAea.
This marks a further step in the endeavors of the Post Office
Department to give a speedy mail service to the pioneers
developing the natural resources of our Dominion.

Offno of rtatoirt Zironar

1).tiatitti ottatti

Dave also provided some information regarding Cole and
MacKenzie Lake at the present time:
Today a cabin remains on the Cole Mine site. In recent years a
member of John Y Cole's family was doing some restoration to
preserve some of the history. Similarly, the owner of the land where
the West Red Lake Mine once operated has developed a cabin
museum on site. He continues to collect historical artifacts and
documents from the West Red Lake area.
The water just off the shore of the Cole Mine on Pipestone Bay has
been a favorite fishing spot for many years. There is an underwater
reef that comes to within 15 feet of the surface. On the side away from
the shoreline the under water topography drops off to over 80 feet of
water. It is here that the Lake Trout are found during the warm days of
summer. The photograph attests to this fact. After fishing for long
hours without a bathroom break the Cole Mine was good place to pull
ashore to find relief

froz -LA
u2,..1.vo Om, tac

I have some great memories of playing pool in the basement bar
of the Gold Eagle Hotel on Mckenzie Island. It was a favorite spot to
stop after a day of ripping around the lake on snowmobiles. The wall on
the bar was wall papered by clientele who would pin up $1.00 bills. In
the event that an individual was ever caught short they could pull down
their dollar.
A ferry connects the island to the mainland in the summer,
(passengers only). The boat, The Miss Mckenzie, may have seen it's
last season. Transport Canada says that the boat may no longer be
sea worthy. islanders may need to find their own way across the 3/4
mile straight. In the winter an ice road connects the island with Hwy
125 at the town of Cochenour, where the Cochenour Willans mine
operated.
My old 1978 Chevy truck was retired to the island after the Ontario
road salt had taken it's toll on the body and rusted it out. The roads on
the island are not part of the Ontario Hwy system, so anything that runs
is acceptable. The old beater was used to make trips to and from the
ferry dock on the island.
Many thanks to Barry, Brian, Dave, Derek, and Mike, for their
information
.

Dave also suggested some sources for more information about the mail and the mines at the west end of Red
Lake: The Red Lake Gold Rush by D. F. Parrott; The End of The Road by John Richthammer
The Red Lake Museum web site www.rediakemuseum.com
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FOLLOW UP: A CHINESE FIRST FLIGHT COVER
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QUESTION, in the March 2004 newsletter: Can anybody translate this inscription, and/or provide
information regarding the origin and destination of this flight?
ANSWER: YES! - Many thanks to Barry Countryman, Jimmy Hsu, Odetta Lee, Bill Liu, Doris Mallett, and
Gord Mallett, who have solved the puzzle of this cover.
It turned out that this question was even more complicated than I thought it was, as:
if one uses the Cantonese meanings for the various Chinese characters, the cover came from a
Beijing - Harbin flight,
•

but, if one uses Mandarin meanings for the cover, it came from a Beijing - Qiqihar flight!

The first two characters in the five-character expression at the top right are slang in Cantonese for
'let's go together. In Mandarin, however, the first four characters together represent the word Qiqihar.
The last character means 'city'. (The same four characters occur at the bottom of the postmark at the
bottom right, where they would again translate as Qiqihar, without 'city'.)
The consensus of opinion is that since this is an official Chinese First Flight Cover, it should be
constructed using Mandarin meanings, not Cantonese, as Mandarin is the official language in China now,
and used on all of their official documents.
The agreed translation of the cover is shown on the next page.
Qiqihar is a large city in Heilongjiang province in northern China. However, it doesn't appear on any
maps from before January 1st 1979. - At that time the way of translating names was changed. Since
January lst 1979, all proper names appearing in press dispatches from the People's Republic of China
have been spelled according to the Pinyin system of transcribing Chinese speech sounds. (An example
of "old" and "new" maps is also given on the next page.)
Another problem arose with the character consisting of the three horizontal strokes in the middle
sentence. Not surprisingly it is Chinese for three, but the question was, "Three what?" It was finally
figured out that the three strokes and the following characters mean 'Trident passenger plane', (This was
a short-haul, 100 passenger airliner, powered by three rear-mounted jet engines. It was built by Hawker
Siddeley in the United Kingdom, and about 36 were sold to China.)
The designer's family name is Li [sometimes written as Lee, but now generally written as Li in the
new Chinese 'simplified' form]. The other two words are his given names, and are written after the family
Continued
name as is the custom in mainland China.

•

•
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FOLLOW UP: A CHINESE FIRST FLIGHT COVER continued:

A CHINESE FIRST FLIGHT COVER
Qiqihar

Beijing

First Flight
ommemoration

Beijing

Qiqihar City

Qiqihar

(Beijing
Post Office

1988 May 16

Beijing City Post Office
Inscription on back of cover.
Under approval of the Chinese Civil Aviation Authority, the air-route from
Beijing to Qiqihar will open 16 April 1988.
This is a weekly, Monday & Saturday, round-trip flight, using a Trident
passenger plane.
To commemorate the occasion of this special flight Qiqihar Post Office
makes available a first flight cover.

11 988 May 16
- •
Qiqihar
Due to special circumstances
the first flight has been
postponed to May 16th. Distribution Co: Qiqihar Post Office

Cover Designer: Li Yin Qin

Printing Firm : Qi Tie Publishing
Company
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Many thanks again to Barry, Bill, Doris, Gord, Jimmy, and Odetta, for their help with this question.
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INFORMATION WANTED:
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is
invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a future newsletter.

World War 2
Uncensored Airmail Cover from Montreal to England?
CANADA

(„4-4.-4-,,,„c

4-, 4

0
/3/i/-111-1VD
4.41.4.4.,■■■■■■••■■
Canadian air mail letter from Montreal Station 30 th October 1939 to Blandford Forum,
Dorset. This cover bear no sign of having been censored. Why was this ?

This cover, and question, appeared in the May 2006 issue of Air Mail News, which is the quarterly journal
of the British Aerophilatelic Federation, with which the CAS exchanges newsletters.
The cover did not strike me as unusual when i first saw the illustration in the Air Mail News. - i have a
number of uncensored covers from Canada to the U.K. in my collection, from different times during W.W.2,
as well as censored covers. (I also have both uncensored and censored covers from the U.K. to Canada.)
However, Bryan's question raises three interesting issues regarding censorship:
When did censorship begin?
How much of the mail was supposed to be censored?
If 100% of the mail was suposed to be censored, how frequently were errors made, and letters
forwarded uncensored?
According to H.E. Guertin's The Wartime Mails & Stamps -Canada 1939-46, (Toronto, 1970):

Canada officially went to war on September 10, 1939. By September 23rd machinary had been set up to handle
censorship under the War Measures Act. First charges under the Act for indiscrete writing were laid Dec. 4, 1939.
Continued

Ray Simrak
Canadian Pioneer & Semi-Official Air Mail Stamps and Covers Bought & Sold.
SCADTA stamps and covers (Canada "Ca") and (United States "EU").
Free list on request. Want lists welcome. Email: simrakr@hotmail.com
Allegory Inc., P.O. Box 792, Birmingham, MI 48012-0792, U.S.A. Phone 248-988-7027
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INFORMATION WANTED
World War 2 Uncensored Airmail Cover from Montreal to England? continued:

However, Guertin also wrote that:
The earliest indications of censoring among the writer's covers are dated August 28th

.

Regarding the extent of censorship, Guertin states that:
Many wordy clashes took place in Parliament regarding the severity or the necessity and extent of
censorship. Concessions were sometimes promised by the Government but usually sufficient alarm
was aroused to maintain the status quo.

Although "concessions" implies a reduction in censorship, Guertin also wrote that:
Though mail censoring began early in Eastern Canada, it appears that lax conditions existed in the
West. Agitation by members in Parliament led to stricter enforcement in March 1942.
While these comments refer to censorship in general, and not just to the censorship of air mail letters, they

suggest to me that mail censorship was not expected to be total, and that neither Bryan's cover, nor my
uncensored covers, are "rare".
Can anybody provide more specific information as to:
•

How much airmail from Montreal was being censored by October 30 th- 1939?
How much of the mail was supposed to be censored at later times during the war?

•

If 100% of the mail was supposed to be censored, how frequently were errors made, and letters
forwarded uncensored?

If you can help, please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston,
Ontario K7M 4Y4. (Email: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca
For more information regarding the AIR MAIL NEWS and the British Aerophilatelic Federation, please contact:
Richard Saundry, 3 Reawla Lane, Gwinear, Hayle TR27 5HQ, England. (Email: Rsaundry0aolcom )

www.brianwolfenden.com
Your website for:
CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS
ZEPPELIN COVERS AND MORE
Postal enquiries and Wants Lists welcome!
Brian Wolfenden, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
E-mail: binepeanPtrytel.com

i will also have a table at the
OTTAWA STAMP & COIN DEALERS ASSOCIATION MONTHLY BOURSE
at the Nepean Spotsplex, 1701 Woodroffe Ave., Nepean, Ontario
9th October 13th November 11 th December
AMPLE PARKING - FREE ADMISSION
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INFORMATION WANTED continued:

1920 Halifax - Vancouver flight

Capt. Thompson and Lt. Col. Tylee flying through the mountains.
A detail from one of Bob Bradford's paintings of the 1920 flight.

This flight is listed as PF-23 in the Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland, according to which it carried:

•
•

letters from Mayor parker of Halifax for dignitaries en route. The first mail was dropped at St. John, N.B.
letters of greeting to the Mayor of Vancouver from Mayors along the way. One pilot-signed cover from
Halifax to Vancouver is known to exist, and covers addressed to the Mayor of Vanouver are also in
existence from Winnipeg, Regina, Moose Jaw, Calgary and Revelstoke.

This flight isn't listed by Longworth-Dames in his The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 19181934, or in Morgan's 1931 Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Airmails.
it is listed as number 13 in Smith, Crouch and Jarrett's 1930 Airmail Catalogue: Canada and
Newfoundland, but the description begins: Although not a mail-carrying flight, we think the achievement of
Lt.-Col. Leckie and Major Hobbs in flying across Canada from Halifax to Vancouver is worthy of record in this
brief history of aerial mail flights . ." They then describe the flight, with no details of the mail carried.
Does anybody know exactly what covers were carried, and how many of them are in the possession

of collectors?
If you can help, please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves,
4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. (Email: hargreavescp@sympatico.ca )

Auction Sale 3 October 25th and 26th, 2006
including

82 Canadian air mail lots, semi-officials and better franking regular F/F
R. Maresch & Son Auctions Ltd.
5th Floor, 6075 Yonge St., TORONTO, Ontario M2M 3W2
Phone: 416 363 7777 Fax: 416 363 0440 Email: tony@maresch.com
trife would be happy to mail catalogues to those who request one at no charge. Collectors will have a
better chance of getting the catalogue in time if they email or fax us their request. If collectors send
is their collecting interests, we will also send them future catalogues when applicable. We
encourange collectors to view the sale on line and bid that way as well, in case the postal system
takes too long.
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SALES AND WANTS
All members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor.
They will be published as soon as space permits, at no charge to the member.

Bell Lightship, 2006
The BELL Lightship made an unscheduled trip to Edmonton due to the severe weather conditions
in Northern Alberta. It resumed its Northern Tour on 21 June 2006 to a perfectly beautiful day.
Thirty serially numbered stamped covers and two non franked PROOFS were carried on the
flight. A small quantity will be available for purchase.
For more information contact: Nino Chiovelli, 14419 - 87 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5E 3G6.
Email: nchiovel@telusplanet.net
********************************************************************************************************************

Jim Miller
Canada covers website:
WWW.CANADACOVERS.CA

Some incredible airmail covers, and hundreds of other interesting covers!
Box 56571, Lougheed Mall P.O., Burnaby, BC V3J 7W2 Tel. 604-444-3500
********************************************************************************************************************

Mark-Lane Stamps
Specialists in Canadian Semi-official Airmails.
Stamps, Panes, Errors, Essays, Proofs, Covers, and all "Exotica" in this area.
Want lists filled. - P.O. Box 626, West Haverstraw, NY 10993, U.S.A.
Tel/Fax: 845 362 5330 E-rnail:nvs45Aaol.com
********************************************************************************************************************

Nutmeg Stamp Sales
What you want. The way you want it.
We hold at least two sales each and every month, with over 9,000 lots on the block.
Call 1-800-522-1607 to request a free catalogue, or view lots online at www.nutmeg.com
P.O. Box 4547, Danbury, CT 06813, U.S.A. Email: info@nutmegstamp.com
********************************************************************************************************************

NaTIWIlf StASONIti MOM
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is published quarterly in
March, June, September and December.
The next issue will be our annual SEASONAL SPECIAL. - All members are invited
to contribute to each newsletter, but particularly this issue. Just prepare a
page featuring any favourite stamp or cover, add your name, and/or address,
and/or Seasons' Greetings to other members, and/or any other information you
like, and send a photocopy of it to the editor to arrive by

December rt.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
The CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has over 150 members, and membership is open to all.
The CAS aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in
any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
• a question-and-answer service for mystery air mail stamps and covers;
• a small library that can be searched for information on particular topics;
• discount prices on several aerophilatelic publications, including an index to The Canadian Aerophiiateiist;
• a "sales department", with a variety of modern covers for sale;
• representation of Canadian aerophilatelists at national and international levels.
For more information about these services, and/or a free copy of our Short Guide to Canadian Aerophilatelv.
contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4. ( hargreavescp@svmpatico.ca )
OR check out our website: www.aerophilately.ca
The annual membership dues are:
$20.00 CDN in Canada,
$22.00 CDN (or $20.00 US) in U.S.A.,
$25.00 CDN (or $22.00 US, or 18 Euros, or 12 Pounds Sterling), for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Dues can be paid by cheque in Canadian $, U.S. $, Euros, or Sterling.
If you would like to join, please send the following information with your dues to:

Brian Wolfenden, Secretary-Treasurer CAS, 203A Woodfield Drive, Nepean, Ontario K2G 4P2
Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

Date of birth:

Collecting interests:
(For Secretary's use: Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following members are due for renewal before publication of the next newsletter. - Please send your renewal to Brian
Wolfenden as soon as possible, in order that the next newsletter is sent to you without delay.

276 Richard Allen
203 John Bloor
1 Patrick Campbell
352 Tony Conyers
336 George Dresser
211 Carl Freund
215 Jack Ince
54 Norbert Krommer
170 Kenneth Mitchell
212 Harold Petoskey
6 Ken Sanford
5 Pat Sloan
294 Robert Terry
291 Walter Veraart

103 K.Bileski Ltd.
37 Joseph Berkovits
130 Basil Burrell
242 Jacques Bot
62 Gary Coates
271 Nino Chiovelli
304 James Davidson
270 Earl Covert
182 Robert Foottit
55 J.M.Elliis
97 Gary Hayashi
273 Denice Guimond
319 Donald Kaye
132 John Jamieson
155 Larry Milberry
21 Dr.D.Mercer
350 Bill Pearce
214 Trelle Morrow
56 William Robinson
81 Stephen Reinhard
295 Gloria Shaw
4 Mike Shand
i 89 Jacky Stoltz
20 Gibson Stephens
9 Geoffrey Thompson 286 Jean Rowe

To all members listed above, who have already renewed their membership, thank you for doing so.
PLEASE NOTE: new MEMBERSHIP CARDS are only sent to renewing members on request.

